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ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
TiTa,shington,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :05 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room B-374,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins ( cha [man of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Lehman, Bell, Peyser, and Towel].
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; Chris-

topher Cross, minority legislative associate ; Eydie Gaskins. special
assistant ; and Toni Painter. secretary.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum is
present.

Our first witness this morning is Superintendent Nyquist, Commis-
sioner of Education, Albany, N.Y. I am delighted to welcome you
here this morning. He is accompanied by Mr. MacKinnon. Come
around, gentlemen.

Dr. Nyquist, you proceed in any manner that you prefer. We are
delighted to welcome you here. We are particularly concerned about the
formula for title I. Since you have some knowledge of the way the
formula has worked in your State. I would like for you to tell the
committee whether or not you would be in favor of going to testing and
let that be a basis for the distribution of the money.

Give us some insight along that line, if you can, in connection with
your testimony this morning.

Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, will you yield for a moment?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. PEYSER. I wanted to particularly thank the Commissioner for

being here
Chairman PERKINS. I wanted to congratulate my colleague. He is one

of the most worthy men in Congress. fie is always on hand, and he has
made every contribution in thj'field of education that he can possibly
make since he has been here.

It is always pleasing to have Mr. Peyser by my side.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I want to say that having

Commissioner Nyquist here this morning is a real opportunity because
he has faced one of the most difficult periods in the educational process,
in New York State, and I think he has been innovative, and has created
an atmosphere in New York in a very difficult time that I hope and
believe is having an impact on education all over the country.

I think we are fortunate in having him here.
(979)
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STATEMENT OF DR. EWALD B. NYQUIST, PRESIDENT, THE UNI-
VERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, AND COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY P. ALSTAIR MacKINNON, ASSIST-
ANT FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Dr. NYQUIST. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. With out objection, your prepared statement

will be inserted into the record and you proceed in any manner you
prefer.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT BY DR. EWALD B. NYQUIST, PRESIDENT, THE UNIVERSITY OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK AND COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Ewald B. Nyqust, President
of the University of the State of New York and Commissioner of Education. May
I express my appreciation for this opportunity to address the legislation before
this Committee, notably H.R. 69 and H.R. 16, proposals extending and renewing
Federal elementary and secondary education programs. I would like to highly
commend the Honorable Chairman Perkins for moving ahead with speed in this
critical area of need.'

The issues I address appear in the following order : Program Evaluation, ESEA
Design and Administration, Fiscal Year 1974 Budget, Financing Elementary and
Secondary Education, Social/Effort Overburden, Federal Resource Allocation,
and Other Comments on H.R. 69.

I. PROGRAM EVALUATION
A. Title I

During the past five years, substantial Federal funds have been expended for
compensatory education programs under ESEA, Title I. There is considerable
controversy over the impact of this expenditure. Evidences of specific projects
can be shown to have created exceptionally good results. Gross evaluations of
the program tend to be disappointing to all parties. It is important to note that
ESEA, Title I from the outset was never fixed as a program which had very
concrete and explicit objectives for the basic skills of reading or arithmetic
those subjects which are most likely to be evaluated. The legislation did not
state that the objective of Title I, for example, was that each person who was
receiving assistance from this Act would achieve one grade level of reading or
arithmetic performance in the course of one year's study. Since no such nation-
wide explicit objectives were established, it is impossible to weigh the value of
ESEA I by a nationwide test on specific reading and mathematic measures or
any other measures.

The critics of ESEA, Title I point to the fact that in the urban and rural areas
toward which Title I funds were directed, there has, in general, been a decline
in reading and mathematic test results. The unknown factor is, however, how
much of a decline there would have been had there been no expenditure of Title

ESEA funds. Although it is incumbent on all authorities who have had respon-
sibility for Title I funds, to develop the best evaluation measures possible on the
broad array of projects, we must admit that the overall question of the "value"
of this compensatory education program cannot be definitively stated. It must
be noted that this admission is no different from that which must be made by
those who administer the billions of dollars in health care and research in social
welfare programs, in defense programs, or virtually every other service of govern-
ment. The ultimate test of the "value" of these several services or activities of
government is impossible to state.

We can, however, point to crtain effects that programs such as ESEA, Title I
have had. Three are cited.

Before 1966, although there were scattered examples of compensatory pro-
grams, it was little understood or accepted in this nation that in order to achieve
more equal performance it would be necessary to have unequal expenditures.
Title I, ESEA broke the ice in gaining the recognition that children who were
economically and educationally disadvantaged would need more resources per
pupil than more advantaged pupils in order ro achieve the desired results, In a
state such as New York, it was only after ESEA Title I that the state was moved
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to the establishment of an urban education program directed specifically at those
children whose reading performance was below competence. In other states,
similar programs have subsequently been developed. ESEA, Title I has helped
to establish an important understanding and concept in educational expenditure.

In the administration of ESEA, Title I, particularly with regard to the issue
of comparability, the Nation's attention has been drawn to the fact that there
is an unequal distribution of resources for education within the school districts
and among school districts, in this case in generM, the less advantaged students
receiving lesser resources within a schoo: district than the more advantaged
students because of a variety of factors the most important one being the ex-
perience of the teacher.

Although it was not an expressed purpose of ESEA Ito achieve the result of
altering expenditure patterns in the states which generally tend to have state aid
formulas that favor suburban and not urban and rural areas, ESEA, Title I has
resulted in putting greater resources into the latter areas. The net effect, there-
fore, has been to move school expenditures in the direction of equalization as
called for in the Serrano or Rodriguez decisions .

I. Survey results for reading and mathematics. In response to requests, the
New York State Education Department has made a survey of reading and
mathematics achievement data collected from ESEA I project participants. The
study followed a procedure of comparing pupils' predicted achievement gains
with their actual gains, devised by the Northeastern State ESEA I evaluators
in mid-1972. Reading and mathematics were seleeted"as the sole academic areas
for investigation.

The study used as a basic statistic the rate, in months, of educational progress
made by students. A particular student's past progress was analyzed to determine
his rate of achievement on a month-to-month basis. The research used the assump-
tion that the pupil would continue at this computed rate. This established his
Predicted Gain. Students were given tests before entering ESEA I funded pro-
grams and upon completion of the programs. The resulting rates of growth, in
months, achieved during the programs were averaged, thus obtaining a Grand
Mean (average) Rate of Gain for Reading and a Grand Mean Rate of Gain for
Mathematics. Reading and mathematics data were then separated into a "Lesser
Grand Bean" for elementary pupils only and "Lesser Grand Mean" for secondary
pupils. The results are averages for total mathematics and total reading scores
(Grand Means) ; and separate averages for mathematics and reading by level
(elementary and secondary "Lesser Means"). Let me briefly indicate levels of
success shown by these ESEA I programs.

The Grand Mean Rate of gain for over 45,000 ESEA I program elementary and
secondary pupils in reading achievement was more than VA months, per month.
This compares quite favorably with a predicted Y2 months gain, per month. The
Grand Mean Rate for 8,000 elementary and secondary students in the mathe-
matics area was computed at 1% months gain per month ; tnis as against a pre-
diction of, again, only % months progress per month.' This demonstrates an
appreciable difference between achievement gains predicted by previous scholas-
tic records and gains occurring during the special treatment provided by ESEA I.

The. data has been presented here in graph form, each graph being followed by
a brief narrative summary. Complete raw data is available, though the graphs
adequately represent the major trend in the findings.

It should be noted, when considering the effectiveness and completeness of
evaluation, that several problems, endemic to large urban areas such as New
York City, prevent an extremely thorough evaluation. First, the city student
population is characterized by a high turnover rate. In New York City, District I
has reported a 70 percent turnover for the 1972-73 school year by February 1!
Second, urban centers are also the scene of strong out-migration. New York City,
again, reports an average of 21 percent per school year.

These factors lead to some distortion and inaccuracy in large city evaluation
data, but the Title I data to follow has to some degree been corrected for these
possible errors,
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TABLE I
Lesser Grand Mean for Lesser Grand Mean for
Elementary Reading Secondary Reading

Months
(In Tenths)

(1.61

Months
(In Tenths)

20

Legend:

(1.91)

15 15 ,Li (1.28)

Pre-test/
Post-test

10 .97) 10

-1.591*
I. I _(. 58).No Pre-test

5

0
Prior to Prior to

Treatment During Treatment Treatment Durinl Treatment

Total Total
Pupils: 45,274 . 59 1.33 Pupils: 4,936 . 58 I. 73

Prior to Average Prior to Average
Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment

Leaser Grand Mean Rates of Gain for Elementary and Secondary Reading.
The graph above presents average rates of gain prior to treatment for all ele-
mentary and secondary treatment participants where predicted rates were avail-
able and where they were unavailable. Accompanying, this information are the
average rates of gain (luring treatments for all treatment-participants for both
groups. The data is combined for both elementary and secondary reading treat-
ment-participants. The Lesser Grand Mean Rate of Gain for 19,567 elementary
treatment-participants prior to treatment was .59 months gain per month of
school year. The Lesser Grand Mean Rate of Gain for 45,274 elementary partici-
pants was 1.33 months gain per month of treatment. The Lesser Grand Mean
Rate of Gain for 1,428 secondary participants prior to treatment was .58 months
per month of school year. The Lesser Grand Mean Rate of Gain for 4,936 sec-
ondary participants was 1.73 months gain pet month of treatment.



Lesser Grand Mean
for Elementary Mathematics

Months
(In Tenths1

15
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Prior o
Treatment
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Pupils: 6
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TAutt: 2
Lesser Grand Mean

for Secondary Mathematics

Months
(In Tenths)

Legend: 30

(2. 691

I.301 Pre-test/
Post-test 20 (I.

No Pre-test 10
(. 6 7 )

5

0

Prior to 1 tiring Treatment
During Treatment Treatment

Total
579 . 62 1.64 Pupils: .67 Z. 33

Prior to Average Prior to Average
Treatment Treatment Tr eatment r eat me n t

Lesser Grand Mean Rates of Gain for Elementary and Secondary Motile-
matics.--The graph above presents average rates of gain prior to treatment for
all treatment-participants where predicted rates were available. Accompanying
this information are the average rates of gain during treatments for all treat-
ment-participants for both groups. The data is combined for both elementary
and secondary mathematics treatment-participants. The Lesser Grand Mean Rate
of Gain for the 6,579 elementary pupils was 1.U4 months per month between pre-
test and post-test administrations. The Lesser Grand Mean Rate of Gain for all
1,500 secondary mathematics treatinent participants was 2.33 months growth per
month that elapsed between the pre-test and post-test administrations. .
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TABLE 3

Grand Mean Rate of Gain Grand Mean Rate of Gain
Elementary and Secondary Mathematics Elementary and Secondary Reading

'Months
(In Tenths)

20

15

10

0

---(. 63)

(1. 3.8

(1.94)

Prior to
Treatment During Treatment

Months
(In Tenths)

Legend:

15

Pre-test/
Poet -test

. 10

No Pre-teat ' .595 --

(1. 65)

. 99)

0

Prior to
Treatment During Treatmen

Total Total
Pupils: H,079 .63 1.77 Pupils: 50,210 .59 1.37

Prior to Average Prior to Average
Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment

Grand Mean Rate of Gain for Reading and Mathematics. The graph above
Presents average rates of gain prior to treatment for the combined elementary
and secondary reading and combined elementary and secondary mathematics
treatment-participants. Group Mean scores were available for over 58,000 pupils
that achieved beyond expectation. The 20,995 pupils for which predicted post-test
reading means were available achieved at a rate of .59 month's growth for every
month spent in school. The same pupils achieved at a rate of .99 month for
every month between pre-test and post-test during the ESEA I funded treatment.
The 29,215 treatment-participants for whom no predicted post-test reading scores
were available achieved at a rate of 1.65 months for every month between pre-
tests and post-tests.

The Grand Mean Rate of Gain in Mathematics for 2,4M treatment-participants
prior to treatment was .63 month's.gain per month of school year. The Grand
Mean Rate of Gain for all 8,079 participants was 1.77 months' gain per month of
treatment. The same pupils achieved at a rate of 1.38 months for every month of
treatment between pre-test and post-test. The treatment-participants for whom
no predicted pre-test reading scores were available achieved at a rate of 1.94
months for every month between pre-test and post-test.

2. Survey results for Migrant education programs.In Fiscal Year 1972, New
York State schools provided special education programs for approximately 7,000
children of migrant agricultural workers. Because these children move from
school district to school district, inter- and intra-state during the school year,
the lack. of continuity in educational presentation hinders their academic prog-
ress. New York has attacked this problem by providing compensatory programs
both during the regular school year and during the summer periods. Summer
programs are totally funded by Federal money, while during the regular school
term Federal funds supplement the local and state basic expenditures. Presented
in the tables which follow are summaries of test results from Summer Migrant
Programs which were compiled by the Bureau of Pupil Testing and Advisory
Services of the New York State Education Department. We have chosen to con-
centrate on summer projects for several reasons. First, it is posniWe to isolate
and identify a specific program population, since the children are exposed to the
entire program (6-8 weeks). Second, followup studies are made p9ssible through
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program isolation. Finally, as previously stated, summer programs are totally
funded by Federal funds, making the correlation between the Federal contribu-
tion and program achievement highly visible.

Several major findings demonstrate the high impact of these programs.
Achievement gains in summer and school year programs are extremely

consistent over the range of six years (TABLE 6) ;
School term gains for these educationally disadvantaged children con-

sistently meet or exceed the expected normal gain of six months per ten-
month period ;

Summer test scores most emphatically show extremely high gain-usually
three months per one and one-half months' treatment. This figure is two and
three times the expected growth rate for summer programs ;

Mathematics and reading scores for summer programs both show con-
sistency, and normal and Above-normal gain rate (TABLES 4, 5 and 6) ;

The 1972 monolingual and bilingual children showed equally favorable
reaction to the migrant summer program (TABLE 7) ; demonstrating the
high effectiveness of the projects.

We believe this data shows the effectiveness of concentrating Federal support
on specifically identified groups of the educationally disadvantaged. But more
importantly, the data shows the necessity for continued Federal funding in these
areas. The money is necessary, first to support the strong summer programs and
second, to provide assistance to compensatory programs during the school year.

TABLE 4.-WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST-SCORES IN READING FOR 6- TO 8-WEEK SUMMER PROGRAMS

Grade Age range Number
Pretest

average
Posttest
average

Average
gain

K 4.8- 5.7 60 P=K0.77 K0.12 +0.35
I. 5.8- 6.7 182 K.39 K.69 +.30
2_ 6.8- 7.7 171 1.56 1.75 .19
3_ 7.8- 8.7 201 2.33 2.57 +.24
4_ -, 8.8- 9.7 196 3.22 3.53 +.31
5 9.8 -10.7 201 3.64 4.22 +.58
6 10.8-11.7 157 4.20 4.83 +.63
7 11.8 -12.7 134 4.79 5.57 +.78
8_ 12.8-13.7 80 5.58 6.32 +.74
9 13.8-14.7 40 5.93 6.75 +.82

Total:Grades Kto9 1,422 2.91 3.35 +.44

The table above presents test scores and gains in months for migrant children
in Federally-funded summer reading programs, grades K-9.. The lowest average
gain is 1.9 months, which is nearly two times the expected gain for a six to eight
week summer program. The overall average gain for the 1,422 pupils is 4.4 months,
demonstrating the high impact of the programs. Especially significant in an
analysis of the programs is in progression in number of months gained as grade
level increases.

TABLE 5.-WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST-SCORES IN ARITHMETIC FOR 6- TO 8 -WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM

Grade Age range Number
Pretest

average
Posttest
average

Average
gain

K 4.8- 5.7 60 P-K0.89 19).33 +0.44
1 5.8- 6.7 182 K.56 K.93 +0.37
2 6.8- 7:7 172 1.55 2.03 +0.48
3 7.8- 8.7 202 2.29 2.67 4 -0.38
4 8.8- 9.7 196 3.02 3.31 +0.29
5 9. 8-10. 7 199 3.60 3.91 +0.31
6 10.8-11.7 155 4.12 4.42 +0.30
7 11.8-12.7 133 4.43 4.91 +0.48
8 12.8 -13.7 80 4.84 5.43 +0.59
9 13.8-14.7 40 5.40 5.80 +0.40

Total: Grades K to 9 1,419 2.79 3.17 +0.38

Table 5 above displays mathematics test scores from summer programs for
migrant children grades K-9. The gains in months clearly show consistent above-
expectation achievement by the pupils in these Federally-funded programs. The

25-545 0 - 73 - pt. 2 - 2
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3.8 months gain Average is nearly four times the expected gain for a six to eight
week summer program.

TABLE 6.- COMPARISON OF GAINS ON WRAT-1967 THROUGH 1972 FOR 6. To 8-WEEK SUMMER PROGRAMS

Average amount of gain

Year Reading Arithmetic

1967 0.40 0.31
1968 .33 .31
1969 .29 .22
1970 .32 .24
1971 .31 .29
1972 .44 .38

This table plainly demonstrates the high yield in terms of months gained in
summer programs, as well as the consistency of high yield over a six-year period.

TABLE 7.-WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST-SCORES OF BILINGUAL AND MONOLINGUAL GROUPS

Migrant groups N Average age
Prestest
average

Posttest
average Average gain

Spanish-English:
Reading 233 9.7 3.13 3.58 +0.45
Arithmetic 233 9.7 3.25 3.52 +.37

English only:
Reading 1,237 8,8 2.93 3.36 +.43
Arithmetic 1,234 8.8 2.76 3.15 +.39

How do the gains of bilingual children compare with those of monolingual
children? Complete test information was available for 233 bilingual children who
spear Spanish as their primary language. As Table 7 shows, this bilingual group
made average gains of .45 in reading and .37 in arithmetic. The 1,241 participants
who speak English only gained .43 in reading and .39 in arithmetic.

TABLE 8.-CUMULATIVE GAINS OF REPEATERS ON THE WRAT OVER 2 YEARS

nepeater grfILIP

Reading Aaithmetic

N G.E. S. R. G.E. S. R.

1971 and 1972 only:
Posttest average-1971 305 2.32 0.36 2. 28 0.27
Pretest avorage-1972 305 3.06 0.74 2. 81 0.53
Posttest average-1972 305 3.42 .36 3.22 .41
1-year gain +1,10 +.94

1970, 1971; and 1972 only:
Posttest average-19101 152 2.07 .27 2.14 .24
Pretest average-197i 152 2.93 .86 2.68 .54
Posttest average-)971_ 152 3.17 .25 3.00 .31
Pretest average-1972 152 3.84 .67 3.43 . 43
Posttest average-1972 152 4.17 33 -3.81 .37
Posttest gain-1970-71 152 +1.10 +.86
Posttest gain-1971-72 152 +1.00 +.81
2-year gain-1970-72 +2.10 +1.67

This table is an excellent demonstration of the continued growth of children
as they returil tot repeat the various summer programs. There is indicated a strong
correlation between high achievement in summer programs with similar achieve-
ment gains in regular school year programs. The rate of educational gain for
these migrant repeaters is very close to the rate of growth of "norm" groups
exposed to similar continuous schooling.

We hope that such evidence of Federal dollar effectiveness and necessity will
bring continued support for disadvantaged programs from Federal legislation.
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B. Title II
Aside from the important contribution of enabling local agencies to improve

the quality and availability of school library media services and resources and
stimulate new approaches to learning, Title II has had other beneficial con-
sequences within the educational system.

First, the Basic Grant of ESEA II has required applicants to engage in de-
tailed and systematic planning efforts. Progress in local agency planning can
be readily noticed in comparison to their past efforts with earlier applications of
three years ago.

Second, the maintenance of local effort provisions of Title II has provided in-
centive for localities to make true commitments to programs and change that
might not have been attempted under conditions of no Federal aid. Local citizens
cannot support ee?.tcational costs from local dollars alone.

Third, ESEA II has provided assistance to the new regionalism concept in
New York, BOCES, permitting speedier, more efficient and economic implementa-
tion.

ESEA II has been extremely valuable, but we propose that its value to the
educational efforts of local agencies could be greatly enhanced through a con-
solidation with NDEA III, thereby providing increased incentive and financing
in this area.
C. Title III

In the seven Federal Fiscal Years since the passage of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, Title III has undertaken the development of innovative
and creative solutions to assessed educational needs. During this period educa-
tional expenditures in New York State have totaled 20 billion dollars of which
Title III has totaled 70.5 million or two-tenths of one percent of the total
expenditure.

Federal fiscal years

Total education expenditures Percentage
OS' total

New York ESEA educational
State title III expenditures

July 1965 to June 1972 $29, 000, 000, 000 $70,500, 000 0.2

Title III has funded regional projects including Regional Planning Offices which
serve the entire State.

186 local districts and Boards of Cooperative Educational Services have par-
ticipated in projects targeted on individual districts with 6.6% of public school
pupils and 4% of non-public school pupils participating.

Number of
local school Percentage of New York State

Districts and/or pupils participating
BOCES

Fuderal fiscal years participating Public Nonpublic

June 1965 to June 1972 186 6.6 4

Title III successes may be measured when local school districts reallocate re-
sources and support Title III initiated programs at the conclusion of the Federal
funding cycle. Further value is indicated when other districts replicate, wholly
or hi part, effective practices. Since FY '70 under State administration, 66 or 87
nrojects or 76% have been continued by local districts from existing funds.
thiring this same time period 219 other districts have adapted or adopted these
effective practices.

In FY '72 a sl e-t,-teritt Mini-Project Program stimulated creative solutions to
local problems. 273 projects, were funded, with over 40,000 public school and
3,000 non-public school participants. 170 of these projects have been continued
by the local districts.
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Time period

Projects Projects
initiated continued
with with Number of

districts
Title III Local Percent replicatia

funds funds continued practices

July 1969 to June 1972 87 66 76 219
July 1971 to June 1972 273 170 62

Plans are underway to initiate diagnostic-prescriptive and instructional sup-
port services for children with handicapping conditions with FY '73 funds.

New York State is nominating eight projects in the National Title III Valida-
tion Study. This new process will identify and validate effective programs and
practices for national dissemination.

In sum, ESEA III has been effective in promoting educational change in New
York State. Two-tenths of one percent of the total New York State educational
expenditures has had a direct effect on 0.6% of the public school pupils, 4% of
the States non-public pupils in 186 local school districts and BOOBS. Since July
1969, 76% of federally funded Title III projects have been continued with local
funds and 219 school districts have replicated practices developed by Title III,
ESEA.
D. Title V

Title V in New York State has been used to carry out a number of special
studies and innovation projects which have led to improvements in the State
Education Department's programs, We have been able to improve our infor-
mation-gathering .capabilities and conduct studies in such areas as student
financial aid, regional data processing centers, special educational problems of
the cities, and measuring the educational performance of schools.

Since s(1,11 programs as would come under Title V grants necessitate rigorous
practices of staff recruitment and planning, we propose that this Title be amended
to the effect that five-year programs of grants to States or groups of States be
established. This would enable the creation of truly comprehensive, systematic
and continuous prograMs of planning, implementation and evaluation.
E. Title VII

There are presently 24 bilingual education projects funded under ESEA Title
VII in New York State. The program has grown from three programs in 1969-70
to the present size which reaches 16,194 students. Though growth is apparent,
the present program appears dwarfed by the fact that New York State has over
300,000 pupils in need of such transitional education. If Title VII type monies
were terminated, these meager beginnings would be hampered. The need for
bilingual education is demonstrated by the following data.

NEW YORK CITY

PERCENT OF PUERTO RICAN CHILDREN BELOW GRADE LEVEL IN READING .

4 or more
2 years years

Below below below

5th grade 81 47
8th grade 86 35 31

In addition to Titles I and VII, bilingual education projects and administra-
tion receive funds from each of the ESEA titles.

New York State has placed bilingual education among its top three priorities
as recipients of funds from ESEA Title I for 1972-73. To this end, we encourage
the provision of Federal funds sufficient in size to continue our burgeoning
program.

IL ESEA DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION

One of the major policy issues involved in the consideration of renewing Fed-
eral support to elementary and secondary education is the design of the package.
It appears that at least three options are being thought about, each with advo-
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cates from various sectors of government and the education community. The
proposal presently before this committee would renew the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act with all or most of the categorical titles left intact and
some alteration of the formula for distribution of funds, particularly for Tilte I.
A second option appears to be "program consolidation", combining certain titles
and sections of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in such a way that
the Act would still have certain categorical designations but a smaller number
of categories than at present. To date, no bill has been introduced to achieve
this alternative. A third option is "education revenue sharing" as proposed by
President Nixon in his Fiscal Year 1974 budget. Although the Administration
has not yet offered legislation in this regard, the structure of the Fiscal Year 1974
education budget is based on the existence of a revenue sharing program and
the assumption that it will be passed by Congress, enacted into law, and imple-
mented by July 1, 1973, when the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 and amendments will have expired. As a result, there exist many unanswered
questions concerning the fate of some ESEA programs under an Administration
education revenue sharing bill.

In certain ways, proposals for extension and renewal of ESEA, for program
consolidation, and for education revenue sharing are likely to overlap. Regardless
of which general label is given to legislation for supporting elementary and
secondary education, the degree of differences among options is found ultimately
in the particular earmarKings or strictures placed in program consolidation or
education revenue sharing. In any of these approaches, we believe that certain
principles and administrative factors should be incorporated.
A. Principles for Design

1. Federal funds as a supplement.Elementary and secondary education is
the responsibility of the state and the major portion of funding for such educa-
tion is from state and local resources. Federal funding should be designed to
supplement these resources, as well as be directed toward particular Federal
purposes. In this context, Federal funds should be provided to the States in a
manner that will permit and enhance the combination of Federal with state and
local funds in equalization of opportunity among school districts in a state. Thus,
States should be given the opportunity to merge Title I resources and state com-
pensatory resources into one education package for the disadvantaged' In addi-
tion, Federal "incentive aids" for complementary state programs, similar to the
State Scholar Incentive Program passed last year, might be considered for cer-
tain categorical areas.2 Only 16 States in the Nation currently haVe state cate-
gorical aid programs for the disadvantaged.

2. Federal funds as target aid.Federal funds should provide services to
population groups in particular need of additional educational expenditures.
Examples would include the economically and educationally disadvantaged, the
mentally and physically handicapped, and persons in programs of occupational
education.

If new categorical programs are to be created, it is necessary to reassess the
purposes of the existing programs to avoid duplication and overlap. We have
long advocated that when more than one special program exists for the purpose
of accomplishing similar or identical objectives, legislative consolidation of these
related programs should be realized, but without a reduction in Federally
allocated resources to the States. This would also affect a critical mass con-
centration of funds on high need areas, the value of which has been demonstrated
by New York's summer migrant education program under Title I. Of the legis-
lation currently in operation, one desirable consolidation would include programs
serving children whose underachievement is related to poverty. These programs
are Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Titles I (Education of Children
of Low-Income Families) ; VIII (Dropout Prevention) ; Economic Opportunity
Act Programs, Headstart and Follow-Through ; Teachers Corps ; Urban-Rural
and Career Opportunity. The latter training activities have a high impact on
the education of disadvantaged children and career opportunities for disad-
vantaged educational personnel. This consolidation would also have the advantage
of targeting programs and training funds together.

1 This concept was advocated in testimony before this Committee by Robert J. Goettel
from the Policy Institute of The Syracuse University Research Corporation, on Febru-
ary 7. 1973, p. 9.

2 Also supported in testimony by Michael W. Kirst, Stanford University, on February 8,
1973, P. 6.
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Other possibilities include merging ESEA II with NDEA III and combining
ESEA dissemination set aside funds. A number of ESEA titles speruificaily set
aside funds for the dissemination of information about promising practices. A
renewal of the legislation should provide for a consolidation of these funds so
that state education agencies can more effectively carry out the dissemination
function.'

S. Federal funds as an equalizer of outcomes.Federal funds should assist in
equalizing educational opportunities and outcomes among the States, as well as
within each state. This does not necessarily mean the same number of dollars
per pupil to each state. The factors of regional diffeuence in cost of services and
the fiscal capacity of the state, related to the overall commitment to expenditure
for social programs, must be considered in the Federal distribution of funds. The
unique problem of social overburden is addressed in more detail later in this
testimony.

4. Federal funds as support for research. and development activities.In addi-
tion to support of educational operations as indicated above, Federal funds should
be earmarked for research and development activities which require a critical
mass of resources not available to a single state or local school district ; and for
educational personnel development through aid to the states for both preservice
and inservice training in educational institutions and in teacher centers.
B. Administrative Factors

1. State Agencies and Federal. program administration.We believe that the
key point for the coordination of local, state, and Federal programs is at the
state agency level. State educational agencies are being strengthened, in part
with the assistance of Title V and other Federal programs, and many have
established a tradition of leadership in the educational programs of their States.
The tendency of communities, cities, and counties to bypass the state and sep-
arately or cooperatively relate to the Federal Government for financial and other
assistance compounds the existing confusion of diverse delivery mechanisms.

The Congress should provide, in all Federal acts, funds for state agencies to
carry out their role. At least five percent of any Federal financial support to
state or local agencies should be provided to state agencies for purposes of de-
veloping state plans for the use of funds, administration of funds, and the moni-
toring and evaluation of programs.

In the implementation of legislation, Federal agencies should be required to
submit proposed regulations to the state education agencies so that the formal
governing structure may comment upon their content. This is particularly im-
portant in view of the unique characteristics of regions and target population
groups and for the later monitoring and evaluation activities the state agency
will carry out. Federal agencies have attempted to do this on their own with
some success in regard to the Education Amendments of 1972. This practice
should he the rule and not the exception.

3 This concept of consolidation has the support of previous witnesses at these hearings,
including Michael W. Kirst, pp. 9-10; The Connell of Chief State School Officers, p. 8
and CCSSO Legislative Objectives 1973. Also, support is contained in the January 1973
report of the Legislative Conference of National Educational Organizations (Big Six).
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2. State agencies and Federal program evaluation.Included in the above
should be the's= of one and one-half percent to be set aside for state educa-
tional agenciesto evaluate programs under the various Titles of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and its later amendments. This arrange-
ment would shift some burden away from the local educational agency and bring
to a focal point the statewide evaluation effort.

Following legislative mandates, interpretations of intent, and Federal guide-
lines, the New York State Education Department, through the Division of Edu-
cation Evaluatien, has been responsible for the management of the evaluation
of these Federal programs. However, the burden of program evaluation has been
on the local districts as they design and carry out their programs. School dis-
tricts are required to submit p planned program of proposed operations for state
review in advance of the program year. As an integral part of these proposals,
the local district has been required to include an evaluation plan or design for
approval by the Education Department's Division of Education Evaluation. The
Department has indicated to the districts where amendments and revisions have
been necessary in order to make the evaluation plans and ultimate final report
submitted to the Department approvable and acceptable.

In order to carry out the approved evaluation activities, a local district is per-
mitted to charge up to a limit of five percent of its approved t Ambursable.costs.
If more of the responsibility of evaluation is shifted from the local educational
agency to the state educational agency, this reimbursement for evaluation could
be eliminated. However, this action would not remove the local district's respon-
sibility for program review and monitoying, the costs for which could be included
in the project's administrative budget.

3. State agencies and Federal research and development:Research and devel-
opment funded by the Federal Government should be conducted cooperatively be-
tween Federal agencies and those state agencies having the capacity. Research
and development program efforts must link Federal, state, local, school and class-
room personnel in a vertical relationship to assure that these efforts will have
a direct impact on instruction.

III. FISCAL YEAR 1974 EDUCATION BUDGET

There appears to be a major conflict of intent in the Nixon Administration con-
cerning the Federal role in education. On the one hand, the President has indi-
cated that a "New Federalism" will heighten state and Federal coordination in
meeting society's needs. At the same time, recent Executive action has displayed
negative responses to the difficult task of reaching this goal. Aside from the Ad-
ministrative freeze of appropriated monies for Fiscal Year 1073 and the revised
Fiscal Year 1973 budget estimate based on an assumed Congressional rescinding
of part of the Fiscal Year 1073 appropriation, the most glaring example involves
the Fiscal Year 1974 budget.

The President's budget for Fiscal Year 1974 for the Education Division of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare contrasted with the last appro-
priate for education, Fiscal Year 1072, is of deep concern. The overall decrease is
approximately $5 million. The U.S. budget dollar for elementary and secondary
education is continuing to decline. In Fiscal Year 1972, it represented 1.7 cents ;
in Fiscal Year 1973, 1.5 cents ; and in Fiscal Year 1974,1.3 cents.
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The pie chart on the next page indicates that education will receive a mere 2
cents of the U.S. budget dollar in Fiscal Year 1974, and 1.3 cents for education
research and development. Of the 2 cents for education, .6 cent is earmarked for
the President's education revenue sharing scheme. Under this plan, there will be
at least a $140 million decrease in the present combined Federal support of the
programs intended to be folded into the revenue sharing package. Through 'Ad-
ministrative budgetary fiat, it is proposed that ESEA Titles II and V be elim-
inated, and I, III, and VI be fuided into education revenue sharing.

Within this overall decrease and in contradiction to professed Administration
policy, there has been a considerable shifting of monies resulting in increased
Federal control and direction of the remaining programs.

At a time when Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is being
decreased $12.4 million in Fiscal Year 1973, the Administration is requesting that
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total personnel compensation for the Education Division be increased $15.8 mil-
lion, including 514 new permanent positions. The National Institute of Education
and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education, two now programs con-
taining funds in part transferred from the Office of Education, do not explain 60
percent of the increase in total personnel compensation when considered in total.

In student assistance for postsecondary education, where institutions had a
program of $958 million, they now have a program of $250 million. The new
Federally-controlled program is $959 million.

While there is a concern on spending and taxes, and the decrease of the Edu-
cation Division is about one-tenth of one percent of the total Fiscal Year 1974
budget, the matter of priorities is also a concern. We note that drug abuse educa-
tion is decreased almost 80 percent, while in the Department of Defense the Na-
tional Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, which promotes civilian interest
in small arms marksmanship, is increased almost 40 percent. Since Fiscal Year
1971, the Board's budget has almost doubled.

We believe these actions not only have crippling effects on the continued opera-
tion of Federally-funded programs, but raise a fundamental constitutional ques-
tion of Congressional at.thority over the purse. We question whether this massive
elimination of categorical -programs through the Administrative process of the
budget abducts from the congress some of its policy development prerogatives.
Further, the Executive decisions to eliminate these programs has not been fol-
lowed by suggestions for viable alternatives. Although for some programs it has
been difficult to gather hard evidence of their validity, it certainly does not fol.
low that they should necessarily be terminated with no alternative in sight. The
problems that beset our society will not disappear. If questions arise about the
effectiveness of certain solution mechanisms, there should be first a determina-
tion of why they may not be producing the desired results. This should be fol-
lowed by a period of transition in which a new plan is constructed and
preparation is made to replace the old mechanisms that have been proven failures.

It is vitally important to the successful operation of the democratic procesS that
we citizens retain a readily accessible input route to the decision-making process,
particularly with respect to the expenditure of our tax dollars. Congress must act
with speed in reasserting its will and authority.

IV. FINANCING ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

New York State and other States in the Nation face a critical problem in
financing elementary and secondary education. During the past two years, legal
proceedings in various parts of the country have challenged current systems of
financing on the grounds that they do not provide equality of educational oppor-
tunity. Most prominent among these cases are the 1971 case of Serrano vs. Priest
in California ; the 1971 case of Rodriguez vs. San Antonio, Texas Inderdndent
School District (which the U.S. Supreme Court has agreed to hear) ; the 1972
New Jersey case of Robinson vs. Cahill; and the 1972 case of Spano vs. Board
of Education in New York State. In each case the issue is whether or not present
finance systems which result in unequal expenditures per child in local school
districts within a state are illegal. AL issue is the question of whether costs
affecting the qimlity of a child's education should be a function of the wealth
of his parents and the neighbors in the school chbtriet. Decision by the U.S.
Supreme Cow- could result in substantial changes in local and state finance.

One implication of these legal proceedings is the immediate need for the state
and Federal c,ernments to examine the various capacities and meaning of
equalization o!. slipational opportunity in terms of establishing new policy direc-
tives and practicat solutions. Appendix I represents the effort thus far of the
New York State Education Department to examine the finance problem in New
York and to offer recommendations for state action.

The State Education Department analysis points out that in New York State,
. the local share of educational expenditures has increased to meet rising educa-
tional costs because the state share of total costs has been decreasing since 1968.
The present state shared-cost formula has been amended four times since its incep
tion in 1962 by raising the operating expense ceiling and the fiat grant amount
per pupil. However, the present $860 ceiling will have been in effect for three
years in 1972-73. From school year 1968-69 to school year 1971-72, the percentage
of state aid of total expenditures dropped 5.5 percentage points from 48.3 to 92.8
percent. State aid, however, increased from $2 billion to $2.4 billion in the same
period which means that local expenditures increased rapidly in the same period.
If the state provided 48.3 percent of the total expenditures in the school year
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1971-72, as was the case in 1968-69, an additional $300 million of state funds
would have to have been available to school districts in 1971-72. The percent of
total expenditures from state sources is estimated at slightly over 40 percent for
1972-73.

The report concludes that with a declining state share of expenditures, the local
property tax rates must climb unless Federal resources are forthcoming. The
Federal Goveroment takes 64 percent of all taxes collectk..1 in the Nation and
93 percent of all income taxes. Yet, the Federal Government is paying only eight
percent of the total cost of the elementary and secondary education bill in the
country as a whole, and it pays only four percent of the total education bill in
New York State.

We must obtain an increasing share of the cost of education from Federal
resources. The recently-enacted general revenue sharing legislation, Public Law
92-512, does not address this problem since local expenditures for education are
explicitly excluded. The extent of fiscal stringencies that pervade the state give
little hope that the revenue sharing problem will provide enough relief in other
areas to release other local monies for education.

Furthermore, a recent report by the Federal Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations indicates that even with general revenue sharing and
welfare reform, New York is one of two States that does not have the fiscal
capacity to raise per pupil spending for elementary and secondary education to
the 90th percentile in the state. The fiscal capacity of large urban States is
strained by the large social overburden they must assume. For example, the
national average of personal income used for state and local cost of public assist-
ance and Medicaid is .6 percent, while in New York State 2.3 percent of personal
income is used to meet this expenditure.

The following section represents our analysis of some factors involved in the
social/effort overburden problem.

V. SOCIAL/EFFORT OVERBURDEN
A. Definition

Perhaps the greatest problem in raising educational revenues in urban systems
stems from the high cost that the central city must bear for general public serv-
ices. Non-education needs are much greater in central cities titan the less-dcnrely
populated suburban and rural areas, and therefore require cities to maintain
higher tar, levies to support the services. The provision of services such as public
safety, transportation, health care, coupled with high concentrations of welfare
recipients, detract from the central cities' capacity to raise additional revenues
for education. This social overburden is easily recognized in comparisons of
central city (cc) revenue data with similar data from rural and suburban areas
outside the central city (occ).

The table below displays three such comparisons : Education expenditures as
a percentage of total expenditures, taxes as a percentage of personal income and
per capita total local governmental expenditures.

TABLE 9

Education as percent of Taxes as percen' of
total expenditure personal income Total expenditure

CC 0CC CC OCC CC 0CC

Washington ' 26 57 9.7 4.2' $1, 006 $425
New York City 24 52 1U.2 6.7 894 644
Chicago 33 57 7.4 4.0 473 352
Atlanta, Ga 39 61 5.7. 4. 0 554 315
Louisville, Ky 40 70 5.2 3. 5 508 302

I Source; Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity, U.S. Senate; "Issues in School Finance."

There are several consequences of this overburden. First, suburbs and rural
areas are ably 4.J devote a greater portion of the tax base to education than cities
can. Cities fit . 1 themselves at or near their tax capacity with the greater non-
educational expenditure share leaving little leeway for reaction to educational
cost increases. Second, the cost of provision of services to the commuting subur-
banite is shifted to the city dweller. Third, while state aid can be used to sup-

6 This view is also expressed in the testimony of Robert J. Goettel, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
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plement the suburban educational offering, it serves as a substitute for educa-
tional revenues in the city. The city uses the aid to "freeup" money for non-
educational purposes.

Hypothes18.If social overburden does exist, then States with high urban
populations should be taxing at a level which equals or exceeds their esimated
revenue capacity ; while rural States, with less pressure on the tax dollar, would
he seen to tax at a level below revenue capacity. (Revenue capacity is defined
as the total amount of revenue that would result by applying the national aver-
age rate of each of the numerous kinds of state local revenue sources.)

As can be reaaily seen, the rural States have considerable leeway between the
estimated capacity and the actual revenue received, while States such as New
York are above the esimated capacity in tax revenues.

TABLE 10

Estimated
capacity: Actual:

New York 108 150
California 124 133
Massachusetts 98 119
Wyoming 140 111
Kentucky 80 68
Alabama 70 6!

1 Per capita amounts as_parcent of U.S. average.

There is an obvious disparity in the amounts States spend on the education
of children. Per pupil expenditures in school year 1971-72 ranged from $563 to
over 411,500 per child in average daily attendance. The ranking of States according
to teacher salary level very closely resembles the ranking of States in expendi-
ture per pupil. The range of education staff salaries runs from a low of $7,092
in Arkansas to New York State's high of $12,810.

The tax efforts of the States correlate positively with the amount that they
spend on education. High effort States spend more money on education'than low
effort States. High effort States pay higher costs than low effort States. High
effort States provide more services than low effort States, thereby placing more
constraints on the tax dollar. Yet there is no adjustment for effort in Federal
aid formulas. A dollar is given equal weight in all systems, although a dollar
in Arkansas buys more of a pupil's education (1/607th) than one dollar in
New York (1/1513th)more than two and one-half times as much. Not only
does the dollar buy more education in Arkansas, it eoes not have to compete with
the non-educational expenditures that devour tax revenues in the more urban
States such as New York.

To remedy the problem of "unequal dollars", it would be necessary to devise a
formula factor which weighs relative state effort and costs.- A comparison,
as represented in Table 11, shows a positive relationship between effort (as
defined by AMR below), educational costs (as defined by average instructional
star salaries) and expenditure per pupil. Tax effort can be used as a manner
of defining the overburdens of casts and non-educational expenditures in devising
such a formula factor.

TABLE 11

Tax
Average collections

Average expenditure percent of
salary per pupil personal

1971-72 1971-72 (ADA) income (1971)

New York $12, 810 $1, 513 16. 1
Massachusetts 10, 844 975 14.3
Illinois 10, 961 1, 075 12.0
Kentucky 7,648 668 9.8
Mississippi 7,092 607 8.3

Source: Staff computationsData from N EA Estimates of School Statistics 1972-73.
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B. Formula factor for social overburden
Defiqing social overburden in formula form is an extremely difficult task,

as an instrument for measurement of relative overburdens has yet to be created.
The most obvious measure, the relation between educational and non-educational
expenditures, fails because it equates a high level of services with overburden,
without confronting the factors of capacity and effort. A social overburden
factor must be arrived at which considers several characteristics of the educa-
tional finance problem. Relative wealth, effort, cost and need are all important
factors in approaching the solution.

The major difficulty in devising a formula arises from the selection of variables.
Since the categories of relative wealth, cost differentialg and effort are fairly
abstract terms, use of hard data as definition presents problems. Following
aro three possible manners in which to approach the problems. The variables
discussed are by no means intended as definite answers to the multi-faceted
problem of educational finance. but merely suggest ways of defining the burdens.
More detailed explanations and formulations are included in Appendix II.

1. The definition of tax effort could be approached by indicating the relation-
ship between a state's financial resources which are available for taxation and
the amount of those resources already subject to taxation. To accomplish this,
several key variables can be used. The available revenue can be defined by
using a national average total tax rate and a state's total revenue sources.
Adding to the formula the average state and national personal income adjusts
the data for wealth. Finally, use of actual 'tax revenues demonstrates the present
efforts that the state is making in relation to the national average.

2. The concept of "overburden" could be defined by comparing the educational
expenditures of a state with the total amount of revenue of that state. This
would yield a. factor which indicates the state's commitment to non-educational
services, thereby adjusting for the corapetWon between the two areasgeneral
expenditures and educational expenditures.

3. Another possible route to defining this relationship between educational
and non-educational expenditures utilizes a state's allotment under general
revenue sharing. Since this funding scheme specifically excludes educational
expenditures, it could be deemed an indicator of the non-educational burden
within a state. Since research indicates that general revenue sharing does not
adequately assess all needs of large urban centers, this factor may have to
be adjusted by a variable indicative of high urban populationpossible welfare
payments.

Again, these variables are not meant to he definitive of a social overburden
faCtor. Other variables are available such as teacher salaries and cost of living
indices. And the combinations are also speculative. The importance of such
investigation lies in the ;act that social overburden does present problems in
raising educational revenue in urban centers, and subsequently remedies should
be sought.

VI. ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL RESOURCES THROUGH FORMULAS

A. The equalization test
The School Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16, introduced by Chairman Perkins,

establishes some laudable goals which should be dealt with at the present time.
Title III of H.R. 16 states that Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act should be a program of $5 billion in size. This goal should make a signifi-
cant difference in service to the disadvantaged child and is attainable within
the context of our current Federni budget structure.

Further, H.R. 16 calls for an equalization plan which has definite merit toward
addressing the major problem facing educational finance. However, by extending
financial logic beyond state boundaries, the more all encompassing prdblem of
interstate equalization arises. "Equalization plan guarantee" number six calls
for an equitable distribution of a tax burden. As has been demonstrated earlier
in this testimony (p. 39), the various States tax themselves at highly disparate
'rates. This disparity is due to several factors, not the least of which is cost
differentials. "Equalization plan guarantee" number four calls for consideration
of "pst differences between various areas. Taking cost differentials Into account,
it becomes apparent that as one moves from region to region in this country, the
amount of education that can be purchased for a dollar varies. To this problem,
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a Federal aid plan should address some equalizing considerations. Flat base
grants are highly disequalizing when included as the major part of Federal aid
formulas. The reason for this is basic : $X in one area will purchase a greater or
lesser proportion of a pupil's education than in another. This equal dollars fallacy
should be eliminated from any Federal aid formula in order for that formula
to be truly equalizing.

The present formula found in ESEA, Title I, may be cited as one of the more
striking examples of inequity in Federal formulas. A state-by-state analysis of
the potential maximum Federal payments under this program indicates wide
differences in the impact on the States with regard to the education purchasing
power of each Federal dollar.

The state of Mississippi's ESEA, Title I, maximum Federal payment per low-
income student for Fiscal Year 1971 was $504, or 91 percent of the state average
per pupil expenditure. In contrast, New York's maximum Federal payment per
low-income student was $780.50 or 50 percent of the state average per pupil ex-
penditure. If both States had decided to use their money to reduce class size of
low-income students, Mississippi would have been able to reduce class size by 46
percent, while New York would have been able to make only a 29 percent
reduction.

While the ESEA, Title I, formula may be inequitable, it does represent the
most significant step toward the criteria proposed for equalization in H.R. 16. In
a limited way, by use of the state average per pupil expenditures for some States,
cost differentials are recognized.

The flat grant per child formulas proposed in H.R. 69 and H.R. 16 do not meet
the test of equalization in the allocation of Federal resources. The second sentence
in H.R. 69 allocating funds for Title I, ESEA, comes closest to meeting the test
of equalization. In addition, this second sentence in H.R. 69 allocating Title 1,
ESEA, funds and the present formula using 1970 census data has an authoriza-
tion level slightly in excess of $3 billion dollars, which is the target of H.R. 16.
We propose amending Section 201 of H.R. 69 by striking out in "Section 103(a)
(2) " the flat grant base provision of the Title I formula.
B. Use of achievement data in allocation formulas

New York State has used achievement data in an aid distribution schedule. In
the state's 'Urban Education Program, criteria were created with the expressed
aim of targeting monies to educationally disadvantaged, urban pupils. Briefly,
this is a $48 million block of grants awarded to urban districts to be used for the
improvement of the urban educational offering. Significant gains in reading,
mathematics, community education and preschool education have been attributed
to this program.

In preparing the distribution formula for this program, three hypothetical
classifications of disadvantagement were identified : (a) pupils of Negro and
Puerto Rican heritage, (b) pupils below minimum competence and (c) pupils
from AFDC families. Cities were ranked according to each category, as well as to
overall size. Intercorrelations of size were computed and regression analyses car-
ried out to establish weights. The outcome of the analyses was that the number of
children "below minimum competence" is the best single basis for distribution
of funds.

The formula resulting from this study uses the number of low achievement
pupils, those defined as below minimum competence, as the basis for distribution .

of funds to urban areas. There is also a small check for ADFC children within
the district, but the achievement score data remains the major determent in fund
allocation.

Further research applying achievement data to statewide allocation of ESEA,
Title I, funds to the county level has shown that this data base shifts money from
large urban centers such as New York City into the rural centers.

The actual correlation descriptions, as well as the data tables, are included
as an appendix to this testimony (APPENDIX III).
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VII. OTHER COMMENTS ON H.E. 69

A. Extension of programs for the education of the handicapped
Section 111 of H.R. 69 proposes a straight five-year extension of ESEA pro-

grams for the handicapped. It is significant to note that the current needs in
this area are larger than the present programs are able to address, as evidenced
by the introduction of new legislation in the House and Senate by Representative
Brademas and Senator Williams respectively.

Recent court decisions have declared that handicapped children must as a
Constitutional right, be included in the regular educational system, and that the
States must assume the extra cost of educating them.

The following facts attest to the current need crisis :
Estimates are that there are about six million handicapped children of

school age in the United States, 60 percent of whom are not now receiving
even minimal special education services necessary to have full equality of
opportunity.

Estimated costs of providing all handicapped children in the Nation with
minimal education services are $5 billion.

Current national expenditures by the States for this purposes are about
$2.2 billion, while the additional Federal contribution is a mere $115.4 million.

The Fleischmann Commission estimated New York State's costs at $1.2
billion for 1972-73, of which at least $360 million would be new money.

B. Retention of Parts B and C of Title I
Section 205 of H.R. 69 will eliminate Parts 13 and C of Title I as they presently

exist. Part B provides special Incentive grants for States to be made available
to local educational agencies for projects designed to meet the special needs of
educationally deprived children. Part C provides special grants to areas with
high concentrations of children from low-income families. Throughout this
testimony we have indicated the value of these programs and strongly urge their
retention.
C. Retention of Part C of Public Law 815 and Public Law 874

Section 208 of H.R. 69 will eliminate Part C of Public Law 815 and Public
Law 874, which would exclude from Federal assistance programs or Federally
impacted school districts certain children whose families live in Federal low-rent
housing projects. We oppose the exclusion of the "C" children.
D. Title II amendment

We propose that additional funds be provided for local administrative purposes
above the five percent available to the States. Nonpublic school students and
teachers have benefited greatly through the loan of Title II resources, provision
of staff, and other benefits not otherwise available or considered prior to the
original enactment of Title II and the development of regulations. In view of
the difficulty in legislating direct aid to nonpublic schools, we believe that one
alternative at this time would be an increase in local administrative support in
Title II for this extra effort.
E. Tile III amendment

We propose the elimination of the Title III set aside funds for the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education and the redirection of these funds to state educational
agencies. This would be commensurate wtih the professed Administration policy
of decentralizing authority and decisionmaking to state and local governments
away from central control in Washington.
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APPENDIX I

Financing Public Elementary

and Secondary Education

1973-74

Regents Legislative Proposal
FY 1973-74

The University of the State of New York
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

November 1972
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FOREWORD

The provision of adequate and equitable financing for elementary
and secondary education in the State is always a difficult probjem.
In a time when social changes are rapid, when inflation continues to
expand budgets but not productivity, and when key judicial decisions
on the issue are pending, the problem becomes especially complex.

The task of making recommendations would seem to be less diffi-
cult if all that has gone before could be swept away and a new struc-
ture put in place. If that were done, however, much that is sound
would disappear.

The Regents approach in this paper is to retain what is sound
in existing aid formulas and to direct new funding and some existing
funding toward the most urgent educational problems.

We can expect that other changes will be needed in the future.
For the coming legislative session, we believe, however, that the
redirection of elementary and secondary school funding as proposed
in this document is intellectually sound and fiscally prudent. This
document focuses on basic changes in the State aid formula for public
elementary and secondary education. The complete budget and
legislative program for elementary and secondary education is in-
cluded in the brochure, " Major Recommendations of the Regents
for Legislative Action, 1973."
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INTRODUCTION

A basic problem in New York State and every other state is to
determine what constitutes equality of educational opportunity. The
definition which has served the State over the past 50 years is no
longer adequate to the problems or the philosophy of the present
time.

Equality is not an absolute. Each generation tends to offer its
own definition. The current debate is a lively one which is affecting
educational finance strongly. There has been a series of court cases
which have dealt with equality of educational opportunity. They
support the principle that present educational systems, which result
in grossly unequal expenditures per child and in which the number
of dollars which are available per child depend on the choice his
parents made in regard to residence, in no way offer equality of
educational opportunity. Rather, such cases maintain that the costs
affecting the quality of a child's education shall not be a function
of the wealth of his parents and their neighbors.

The United States Supreme Court has agreed to hear the Rodriguez
case (Texas) during its fall term. If the " strict scrutiny " test, the
" criterion " used in California, Texas, and Minnesota, is upheld,
the state must prove that the differences in spending are necessary
to promote a compelling state interest. If this is the case, rapid
changes in the financing of public elementary and secondary educa-
tion appear inevitable. A less substantial criterion may be applied
by the courts, one which assumes the validity of the current plan of
financing schools and places the burden of proving otherwise on the
plaintiffs. In that case less rapid change would follow. Regardless
of when and how the courts decide, there are inequities within the
present systems which call for immediate reform.

What either approach means in terms of a practical solution to
the problem of equalization of educational opportunity is not clear.
Most people reject the concept of exactly equal dollars because of
the different needs of the widely disparate population in the public
schools. One implication is that more nearly equal dollars must be
available for a child's education than is now the case in most states
including New York. The question then arises as to -how to bring
about this change.

The New York State Commission on the Quality, Cost and Financ-
ing of Elementary Education, The Fleischmann Commission, pro-
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poses a solution involving full State funding. They propose a gradual
process of leveling up with a lid placed on expenditures above the
State financial level.

" Full state funding consists of a distribution formula for the
allocation of money to school districts to meet their educational
costs, and a revenue plan under which the state obtains the
funds that are to be distributed. The distribution formula is
based on two central considerations: The first is that full
state funding must remove disparities in educational spending
that are unrelated to the educational requirements of students
or to geographical differences in prices of educational services;
the second is that funds must begin to flow according to the
educational needs of students." Volume I, page 2.13.

Two other prestigious groups also favor moves in this direction.
The President's Commission on School Finance calls for the phasing
out of local revenue sources and a concurrent increase in state
revenues for elementary and secondary education. This group also
recommends recognition of variations in educational needs and varia-
tions due to regional costs. It calls for a local supplement not to
exceed 10 percent. The National Educational Finance Project,
after a 4-year study involving dozens of experts in school finance,
also endorses full state funding with variations in expenditure based
on measured needs coupled with the use of local supplements. This
group also suggests other possible models of school finance. It
recommends much greater state participation in funding.

Another approach might well be to move toward more equal
dollars by reform within the present framework, however substan-
tially it has to be altered. Current realities almost dictate this
approach since both state and local leeway in taxation is limited.

A practical approach to any massive reform hag to be phased in
over a period of several years. Otherwise the it mediate cost is so
substantial that it cannot be met.

At least a 3-year program of change is needed to reform the
present apportionment plan with its often conflicting provisions as
well as its partially compensating inequities. Since a major criticism
of the financing arrangements is the use of the property tax, changes
in this source of revenue also must be worked into the overall reform.

THE PRESENT SITUATION IN NEW YORK STATE
An analysis of the present State aid formula indicates a variety

of provisions which could be changed to bring about both greater
equity and more uniformity in the treatment of districts. There are
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a whol? series of provisions in the law, some minor, some basic,
which stand in need of elimination or adaptation in order to encour-
age equitable treatment of pupils and of school districts. They range
from how to count pupils and how to measure wealth to provision
for evening and summer schools.

The present shared cost formula has been amended four times
since its inception in 1962 by raising the operating expense ceiling
and the flat grant amount per pupil. The last increase was effective
in the school year 1970-71. The present $860 ceiling will have
been in effect for 3 years in 1972-73. The State share of expend-
itures has dropped. The local share has had to increase to meet
rising educational costs. Table I below shows the percent that
State aid is of total expenditures for school years 1968-69 through
1971-72.

TABLE

State Aid Payments Compared to Total Expenditures
1968-69 to 1971-72

School
Year Total State Aid Expenditures

Percent
From
State
Aid

1968-69 $ 2,007,038,195 $ 4,152,386,754 48.3
1969-70 2,058,415,177 4,594,830,449 45.2,
1970-71 2,338,649,113 5,220,795,663 44.8
1971-72 2,410,000,000 5,627,000,000(est) 42.8

As the State share has decreased, the school districts have obtained
the necessary local funds from the property tax. If the State had
provided 48.3 percent of the total expenditures in the school year
1971-72, as was the case in 1968-69, an additional $300 million
of State funds would have been available to school districts. The
percent of total expenditures from State sources will be even lower
in 1972-73. It is estimated at slightly over 40 percent.

Under the present formula a school district's wealth has been a
significant factor in determining a school district's expenditures for
operating expenses. In general, wealthy districts have higher per
pupil costs for operating expenses than low wealth districts. The
range of operating expenditures in school districts was from $700
per pupil to above $2,200 per pupil in 1970-71. Wealthy districts
receive less State aid than poor districts, but the tax rates in the
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wealthy districts are less than the tax rates in the poor districts.
Expressed in a different way, the wealthy districts can provide a
quality program for a lower rate than the poor districts. Table II
(below) shows the tax rates required for supporting the shared cost
formula for districts of different wealth levels.

Note that a district with $10,000 behind each pupil would need
only a $13.58 tax rate per thousand to raise the local share of the
$860 spending level, but to go $100 beyond that level would have
required a $23.60 tax rate. But a wealthy district with $40,000
behind each pupil would have required a tax rate of only $16.04 to
reach a $960 spending level.

TABLE II

Tax Rates Required for State-Local
Sharing of Operating Expenses by Wealth of District

Percent
Taxable Aid
Full Ratio $860 Per Pupil $960 Per Pupil
Valuation 1970-71 State Local Tax State Local Tax
Per Pupil Aid Share Share Rate Aid Share Rate

$ 5,000 92.2 $ 774a $ 86 $ 17.20 $ 774a $ 186 $ 37.20
6,334 90.0 774a 86 13.58 774a 186 29.36

10,000 84.3 724 136 13.58 724 236 23.60
20,000 68.5 588 272 13.58 588 372 18.60
30,000 52.7 453 407 13.58 453 507 16.90
40,533 36.0 310b 550 13.58 310b 650 16.04
50,000 21.1 310b 550 11.00 310b 650 13.00

a Maximum aid at 90 percent.
b Minimum aid (flat grant).

Some of the problems that have arisen in administering the present
shared cost formula are:

1. The problem of wealthy districts with high expenditures
versus the poor districts with low expenditures has become
greater since 1961-62.
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TABLE Ill

Operating Expenditures/WADA by Taxable Valuation

Districts

Average Operating
Expenditures Per WADA

1961-62 1970-71

Taxable Wealth Per Pupil
(Excluding New York City)

Under $12,000 $ 463 $ 894
$ 12,000 to 19,999 498 970

20,000 to 27,999 555 1,063
28,000 to 35,999 566 1,127
36,000 to 43,999 641 1,205
44,000 to 51,999 737 1,289
52,000 to 59,999 760 1,497
60,000 and over 790 1,608

Table III above shows the change in operating expenses for
districts of varying wealth and also indicates the range of
expenditures between low wealth and high wealth districts.
Note that the gap between the under $12,000 valuation
districts and the $60,000 and over districts was $327 in
1961-62, but had increased to $714 in 1971-72.

2. Table III also points out that the wealth of a district is a
dominant force in determining the operating expenses per
pupil.

3. The present $860 ceiling is considerably under the estimated
average per pupil operating expense cost of $1,218 in 1971-
72.

4. The shared cost formula for operating expense per puPil was
approximately at the median district spending when the
formula was adopted in 1962. The present ceiling is under
the 10th percentile, $907, of all major districts. In effect,
the ceiling has become a floor.

5. In low wealth districts of $10,000 full valuation per pupil,
a tax rate of $12.30 was required to make up the difference
between the ceiling and the average per pupil expenditure.
By 1972-73 this same district will need to levy a tax of
almost $40 per thousand to make up the difference between
the $860 ceiling and the average per pupil expenditure of
$1,250 per pupil.

6. As the State share declines, the wealth of a district becomes
the determining factor in per pupil spending.

7. Increasing the flat grant aid per pupil at the same percentage
as the ceiling has helped to produce a large expenditure gap
among districts.
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Inequities in expenditures arise not only among school districts,
but also among school buildings within a given district. There is a
need to require that districts bring about an equitable and comparable
distribution of funds among the buildings within each school system.

Table IV below shows that the greatest percentage increases in
aid have come to districts close to or near the State average valuation.
Since these groupings include most cities, it is in part an indication
of the effect of extending transportation and urban aid to them.

TABLE IV

Average Total Sate Aid

Taxable Wealth Per WADA 1961-62 1970-71
Percent
Increase

Under $12,000 $ 493 $ 986 100.0
$ 12,000 to 19,999 385 389 130.9

20,000 to 27,999 320 761 137.8
28,000 to 35,999 228 672 194.7
36,000 to 43,999 189 554 193.1
44,000 to 51,999 185 472 155.1
52,000 to 59,999 203 407 100.5
Over 60,000 198 429 113.6
New York City 203 586 188.7

PROPOSALS
A plan to remedy inequities in financing must address the problem

from two sides; the State aid side and the local tax and spending side.
To attempt to reduce discrepancies among local districts simply from
one or the other will not work.

The following quote from the Fleischmann Commission Report
makes the point clearly:

" Imagine that a state government set out to meet three objec-
tives in its educational finance policy: (1) equity, as measured
by a plan that would give districts equal spending power per
student at equal tax rates; (2) local choice without limit in the
amount of educational spending districts wished to undertake;
and (3) protection of the state budget (i.e., avoidance of giving
away " blank checks "). Reflection will indicate that the three
objectives are incompatible, though any two are attainable. One
can have equity (fully operational percentage equalizing grant)
and full local choice over level of spending, but the state budget
will be unprotected. One can have a protected state budget and
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local freedom to spend (as in New York now), but equity will
be sacrificed' for the reason that expenditures in excess of the
state maximum grant (now $860 per student) will fall with much
greater severity on the tax rates of poor districts than of rich.
One can have a protected state budget and equity, but local
freedom to raise expenditures beyond a state-imposed limit is
sacrificed. The Commission holds the right choice to be the
last of the three." Volume page 2.61.

State Aid
The fiscal plight of public elementary and secondary education in

New York State continues. The spiraling costs of education are
being shifted from State funds to local taxes on real property. This
shift is diametrically in opposition to the rationale of shared cost
formula and is out of phase with the equalization principle. Changes
in the State aid pattern must be initiated which (a) increase the State
share of cost; (b) increase equalization of educational opportunity
by reversing the trend where expenditures increase more rapidly in
wealthy districts than in poor districts; (c) begin the elimination of
technical kinds or inequities in the formula; (d) place a greater
emphasis on educational need.

Other reform is needed, but to accomplish it would either call for
a prohibitive expenditure of funds, a revolution in the present method
of allocating State revenues, or a complete reorganization of school
districts within the State.

Property Tax Equity and Equity in Spending
Tax rates on full value among school districts in New York State

ranged from $9.03 per thousand to $38.27 per thousand in 1970-71.
The low rate was in a district with $103,288 of full valuation behind
each child. The high rate was in a district with $7,636 of full val-
uation b. hind each child. The difference in locally raised revenue
per pupil was $685. But the extremes of revenue raising are greater
than that. In another district with $78,'/12 behind each pupil, a tax
rate of $26.82 was levied raising $2,111 per child from local tax.
The difference in local revenue between the low wealth district with
the highest rate and the high wealth high rate district is $819.

The accidents of school district organization and parent selection
of domicile clearly have tremendous effects on the dollars available
to educate each child.

The Fleischmann Commission proposed that a uniform tax rate
of $20.40 per thousand be levied in order to overcome some of the
discrepancies in rates and valuation. This rate would increase taxes
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in high wealth districts now avoiding taxes and decrease them in low
wealth districts with high taxes. Such an approach clearly has merit,
but it is overly simplistic. Taxes would be lowered in Great Neck,
for example from $26.82 to $20.40, but increased in New York City
by about $2 pet thousand. This statewide property tax rate would
be accomplished over a 5-year period. As a generalization the
plan provides tax relief for the suburbs while increasing taxes in the
cities and rural areas.

A study done at Cornell entitled " An Economic Evaluation of the
Alternative School Financing Proposals in New York State " by Pro-
fessors Mapp and Boisvert states:

" Results indicate that the proposed shift to a uniform state-
wide property tax will increase slightly the regressivity of the
property tax. That is, low income households will pay a slightly
larger proportion of their incomes in property taxes. The shift
to a statewide property tax results in substantial increases in
average tax rates in New Yolk City, non-SMSA counties and.
SMSA counties. In suburban New York City the average tax
rate declines by almost $2.00 per $1,000 full value. Reduction
of property tax rates in these high income counties increases
regressivity of the proposed uniform property tax. Regional
implications of this proposal are significant. Substantial tax
rate increases occur in New York City. Thus, New York City
supports a greater proportion of the total state property tax
burden in each income class. Under the proposed change, cen-
tral cities will be called upon to bear much of the additional
burden of financing public education, while the liability of the
high income suburbs will be reduced.
" These regional shifts in property tax rates also have definite
implications for all units of local government. Suburban areas
experiencing reduced tax rates will find a corresponding reduc-
tion in pressure of the property tax base. Tax effort may be
redirected to finance additional public services. However, the
implications for central cities are higher tax rates and more
pressure on an already burdened tax base."

Is there an alternative which will provide a better system of tax
relief? Minnesota put limits on increases in spending when the state
aid system was revised. Districts were allowed to increase per pupil
expenditures " by only a total of $87, or an approximate 6 pecrent
per year over a 2-year period to allow for cost of living increases."
Amounts spent in excess of the limit result in a reduction in state aid.

The Minnesota approach applied in New York State would result
in the same total dollar increase in each district which went to the
maximum increase allowed. The dollar gap between high spending
and low spending districts would remain the same. Decreasing this
wide variation is generally accepted as desirable policy and is a major
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thrust of the Fleischmann report. Therefore, tighter restraints must
be considered.

To begin to reduce the spending gap in New York State two steps
should be taken. Aid increases to all districts should be limited to
what can be earned under the district aid ratio rather than allowing
a flat grant for the wealthy districts. A sliding limit should be placed
on expenditure increases to enable lower expenditure districts to
increase expenditures by larger amounts than is the case in higher
expenditure districts. Also, these two steps may be expected to
begin to reduce tax rate differences.

Funds are also needed to bring about better property tax admin-
instration and lower the burden of the property tax. More funds
must be allocated to the State Board of Equalization and Assessment
to enable that agency to increase the scope of their work and to
improve the quality of local assessment. The Fleischmann Commis-
sion recommendations are to develop an analysis system of the tax
rolls and assessment of all property-taxing jurisdictions and for State
teams to assess ttilities.

Federal aid in New York State represents approximately 4
percent of the total expenditures for elementary and secondary edu-
cation. It is in the form of categorical money which provides needed
service but offers no chance of tax relief. General Federal aid is
needed.

Both the Fleischmann Commission and the National Educational
Finance Project also call for increased Federal funding for education.
It is quite apparent that most states cannot give substantial property
tax relief through imposing greater state taxes unless all states do so.
To do otherwise simply puts the State in a poor competitive tax
position.

So long as costs rise, however, tax relief is bound to be ephemeral
unless the relief is geared to increased costs. " One shot " aid for
relief is useful, but it must be constantly updated.

The following Regents recommendations pertain only to State and
local expenditures. They are proposed as a first step in the direction
of greater State assumption of educational costs.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Increase the State Aid Ceiling From $860 to $1,037 Per Pupil

The Regents recommend, based on the present per pupil expendi-
tures that are in existence throughout the State, that the present
ceiling be raised to a more reasonable level to offer relief to the
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less wealthy districts which are presently forced to have very high
local property tax rates in order to keep schools operating.

2. Distribution of New Aid on Aid Ratio Ranging From 0 /00
Percent

Presently districts having an aid ratio of less than 36 ,,,..u.;ent
receive a flat grant for operating expenses equal to what they would
have received had their aid ratio been 36 percent. Under this system
a district having a true 2 percent aid ratio receives as much per pupil
operating aid assistance as does a district having a true 25 percent,
30 percent, or 36 percent aid ratio. The Regents recommend main-
tenance of the flat grant at the present $310 figure, with any addi-
tional increment of new aid to be based on the actual aid ratio. This
is accomplished by multiplying $177 (the differential between the
existing state aid ceiling of $860 and the proposed ceiling of $1,037)
times the true aid ratio of the district (0 to 100 percent)* times the
enrollment of the district. This would require a school district to
expend $177 in excess of the existing $860 ceiling in order to receive
maximum additional aid. The result of this approach would be to
provide additional funds to all districts below $71,600 true value
per child and reduce the range of per pupil expenditures between
wealthy and poor districts.

3. Equalize Educational Expenditures Within Districts
The evidence indicates that students in different schools within a

district may not have equal basic aid ** resources available for
their education and therefore, the Regents recommend that each
district be required to develop a district plan setting forth the manner
by which resources purchased through basic aid are distributed equi-
tably among schools of the district.

4. Limit Local Spending
In order to provide that local districts which presently spend more

than $1,037 per child not raise taxes which will expand the gap
between district expenditures, the Regents propose placing a limit on
yearly increases in spending. The allowable rates of increase would
be a maximum 15 percent for the lowest expenditure school districts

* Aid ratio is affected by the relationship of the district's true value per
child to the statewide average true valuation per. child.

** Basic aid is the level of per pupil educational expenditure for most stu-
dents excluding expenditures stemming from Federal and State compensa-
tory aid programs and from programs providing aid for handicapped and
for vocational education students.
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descending to 6 percent at the $1,037 level of expenditure and limited
to $62 per pupil for all districts spending above $1,037 per pupil.
The effect of this proposal will be to begin to bring expenditure levels
between school districts closer together. In addition, this proposal
will have the effect of limiting local tax increases. The 6 percent
figure was selected to allow districts to compensate for yearly losses
in the purchasing power of the educational dollar due to inflation.

5. Provide an Additional .2 Weighting for the Disadvantaged Child
Thirty percent of the children in the public schools in New York

State are below the minimum competence levels as determined by the
Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP). The Regents recommend that
additional formula aid be provided these children, and that it be
equal to a factor of .2 multiplied by the number of these disadvan-
taged pupils in a school district. This aid would be subject to the
application of the district aid ratio. These children need remedial
programs that require greater expenditures. It is recommended_ that
this distribution be predicated on a requirement that these funds be
allocated to school buildings where disadvantaged students are en-
rolled, and that each district will have a district plan which will show
the expenditure of these funds solely to alleviate conditions associated
with educational disadvantage. This plan will be required to delin-
eate programs and costs above and beyond " basic support " general
programs. It is proposed that the present Urban Education Program
($47 million) be eliminated if this proposal is adopted.

6. Provide an Additional 1 40 Weighting for the Handicapped Child
An incentive for school districts to provide for the needs of the

handicapped child in the regular school setting is greatly needed
since these programs are costly. The Regents recommend that an
additional factor of 1.0 times the basic aid be provided for those
pupils. The total factor of 2.0 for each handicapped pupil is a state-
wide average for all types of handicapped children. This aid would
be subject to the application of the district aid ratio. In addition,
the Regents recommend continuance of aid through Boards of Coop-
erative Educational Services for more severely handicapped pupils.

7. Provide an Additional .5 Weighting for the Vocational
Education Student

Because many school districts, especially in the cities, operate
vocational education programs and the costs are higher than those
for regular secondary programs, the Regents recommend that an
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additional .5 weighting be provided for students participating in pro-
grams in their own district. Pending further study, it is recommended
that the BOCES aid be continued in 1973-74 for all vocational
education students enrolled in BOCES programs.

8. Use Enrollment for Distribution of Aid
The Regents recommend that enrollment be substituted for

weighted average attendance in aid distribution because the enroll-
ment criterion recognizes that a school district must have staff and
other resources available to provide for all enrolled students. This
is especially true in cities where there are high concentrations of
disadvantaged students who because of health problems, etc., have a
higher absentee rate. This change will not affect present attendance
requirenients. All present laws regarding attendance would remain
in effect.

9. Eliminate Size Correction Aid
The Regents recommend elimination of the size correction aid.

This aid ranges from approximately 2-17.5 percent of 1969-70 aid.
The original rationale for this aid was that it provided in some part
aid for educational needs related to both small and large size districts.
A Department study in 1968 concluded " the size correction in the
formula for the distribution of operating expenses aid has little rela-
tionship to cost differentials in school districts in New York State,
arising out of local social and economic conditions except possibly
in the very largest districts." Based on this, a long-range objective
has been to phase out size correction aid. Although this aid is being
eliminated, districts will generally gain from other sections of this
proposal.

10. Eliminate Weighting Factor for Secondary Education
Since there is no research to indicate that secondary education

should be more expensive than elementary education, the Regents
propose elimination of the .25 factor presently used for secondary
students.

11. Limit on Increased Aid
In order to provide orderly increases in aid, a limit of 15 percent

should be placed on the increase a district can receive in the next
year. A similar limit on increased funds was recommended by the
Fleischmann Commission.
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12. Save Harmless Provision
Because the recommendations listed above are made during a

period of transition toward greater State funding of educational costs,
the Regents recommend that no school district would receive less
operating aid because of the formula changes than was apportioned
in 1972-73 consistent with enrollment changes.

13. Evaluation
Under existing formulas, the main source of funds for evaluation

is the Urban Education Program. In that program, however, most
evaluation funds go directly to school districts. The Regents rec-
ommend as the State moves to implement the recommendations listed
above that 1.5 percent (1.4 million) of the funds generated by the
weighting factor for disadvantaged students be set aside for use by
the Education Department for evaluating programs funded from all
sources. The programs for the disadvantaged will be evaluated but
in relationship to the total school program. Allocating these funds
directly to the State will insure that objective evaluations are con-
ducted.

The recommendations move toward three important goals of the
Fleischmann Commission, goals which are receiving increased atten-
tion in many states.

The costs of education would be leveled ,up by increasing aid in
poor districts and eliminating the flat grant for the added aid. Weight-
ings for the disadvantaged, handicapped, and vocational education
students would be instituted which is a first step toward recognition
of educational need. It is important to note, also, that a limited
freeze on expenditures is proposed. It is recommended that the
program be considered as a whole, for the recommendations are
closely interrelated to their effects on districts. They are designed
to provide a reasonable increase in aid for districts which have had
no increase in 3 years. The proposal leaves a minimum number
of districts save harmless.

The statewide percentage increase is estimated to be 13.7 percent.
When there is a large increase, there are a combination of factors
responsible. Usually such a district will be spending the full $177
above the $860 ceiling and is a " poor district " with a high aid ratio.
Typically it has a large number of children who are below minimum
competence and a small size correction factor. At the other extreme,
the save harmless districts tend to be smaller in enrollments; tend
to be losing student population and to have a smaller proportion of
students below the minimum competence level.
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A criticism may be leveled at the proposal in terms of the L,.,c of
PEP scores as indices of educational disadvantage. It is sometimes
contended that their use results in rewarding incompetence. The use
of PEP scores, however, matches money to the educational problems.
PEP scores are the criterion used presently for distribution of funds
in the Urban Education Program, which would in effect continue
under the new formula basis. Appropriate safeguards would be in-
cluded in legislation and/or regulations to provide district plans for
these funds and see that this money is spent directly on disadvantaged
children.

COSTS

In the next State fiscal year the cost to the State of the proposed
changes in the formula would be 25 percent of the $310 million of
the new proposals less the urban aid of $25 million which would

:,ordinarily be paid between July 1 and March 31. .The net resultant
cost would be $52.5 million in the State 1973-74 fiscal year. In
addition, normal growth in aid of $118 million is projected to be
required with or without these recommendations.

TABLE V

Estimated Net Cost of the Proposal
(School Year 1973-74)

Program Elements
Net Costs

Millions (*)

1. Increase in Ceiling ($1,037) $ 125 (**)
2. Weighting .2 for Disadvantaged (PEP) 96
3. Weighting 2.0 for Handicapped 32
4. Weighting .5 of Vocational Education 30
5. Save Harmless 4 . 5
6. Budget Aid 22.5

COST OF NEW PROPOSALS $ 310
7. Urban Aid Absorbed -- 47

NET COST $ 263

* The estimated cost of each program element has been reduced propor-
tionately fol. the saving due to the limit on aid increases.

** The estimated cost of the ceiling increase has been reduced by savings
due to the elimination of size correction and use of enrollment in place of
WADA.
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The total additional funds needed to fund the recommendations
and normal growth aid is $170.5 million for State fiscal year 1973-74.

The effect of the save harmless provision is difficult to estimate.
The $4.5 million cost estimate is probably high. The data used for
the estimate are those for 1971-72 and expenditures by 1973-74
will have increased resulting in more aid, and hence a smaller save
harmless.

Removing the size correction and the change to enrollment result
in a saving in aid. Since the size correction factor is most important
to the Big Five Cities, it is important to emphasize that the other
elements of the proposal more than offset this change. Size correc-
tion is also important to districts of 1,500 pupils and under of
which there are 275 in the State. It appears that some of these will
fall among the save harmless districts; others will have aid increased.
Limiting increases in operating expenditures in a range from 15 per-
cent in the lowest spending district to a maximum of $62 per pupil
in the highest expenditure district permits low spending districts to
begin to close the gap between themselves and more affluent disrticts.
There are many elements in the proposal and they work in various
directions; however, the overall changes are strongly positive.

SUMMARY

Changes in the patterns of financing public elementary and sec-
ondary education are being considered and implemented nationwide.
It is clear from the analysis of the current State aid situation that
New York State has regressed in its support of public elementary
and secondary education in the past 3 years. More of the burden
of the cost has been shifted from the broader State base to the local
property tax base.

The proposal moves toward reform within the framework of the
present formula. The cost is moderate in relation to the need. It
represents a good first step in the redistribution of aid, which among
other values, offers hope of limiting further property tax differences
among districts.

[20]
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APPENDIX. II: FORMULA FACTOR. FOR SOCIAL OVERBURDEN

Defining social overburden in formula form is an extremely difficult task, as
an instrument for measurement of relative overburdens has yet to be created.
The most obvious measure, the relation between educational and non-educational
expenditures. fails bemuse it equates a high level of services with overburden,
without confronting the factors of capacity and effort. A social overburden
factor must be arrived at which considers several characteristics of the educa-
tional finance problem. Relative wealth, effort, cost and need are all important
factors in approaching the solution.

A. The basis of this formula is the definition of a state's availabel revenue
relative to the national average available revenue. This availability estimate is
obtained by applying the national average rate of revenue collection to a par-
ticular state's total revenue sources. This factor is used to adjust a state's total
personal income for the revenue derivable from the state's revenue sources. By
competing a ratio of actual tax revenues to adjusted personal income, a state's
tax effort can be obtained which has been adjusted .for that state's available
revenue.

1. "Relative Available Revenue"
[Nat. Avg. Rev. Rate] X [Nat. Avg. Rev. Sources]

[Nat. Avg. Rev. Rate] X [State Rev. Sources]
2. "Personal Income Factor"

Nat. Avg. State Personal Income
State Personal Income

3. "Adjusted Personal Income"

L

Relative Available Revenue
Personal Income Factor X Personal Income Year

4. "Relative Tax Effort"
Total Tax Revenues Year!

(3) Adjusted Personal Income Year!
5. "Effort -Factor"= State Rel. Tax Effort

Nat. Re]. Tax Effort
ACIR (Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations) has published

two studies on the various state's fiscal capacity and tax effort. The most recent
of the publications, Measuring the Fiscal Capacity and Effort of State and
Local Areas, presents estimates of what state and local governments could collect
in tax revenues if each were to impose a predetermined tax rate on their individ-
ual tax bases. (Rates could vary from the lowest in the nation to the highest,
depending upon the predilection of the research. In the case of the ACIR study
of general effort and capacity, the national average rates were used.) By using
a ratio of the state's tax capacity to the state's personal income in a given base
year (in this case 1966437) to modify the personal income in the year in question
(In this instance 1970), a figure is produced which gives a relative representation
of the state's tax capacity. Dividing this figure by the actual tax collections for
1970 yields.a measure of relative tax effort. This tax effort can be compared to
the national average effort to obtain a factor which represents the relationship
of each state to the others regarding effort.

B. Educational expenditures per $1,000 personal income as a percentage of
total state tax revenues per $1,000 personal income.

1. State Ed'1. Expen. per $1,000 Personal Income
Total State Tax Revenues per $1,000 Personal Home

This formula shows the relationship between educational expenditures and
tax revenues, creating a factor which can represent the relative weights of
educational and non-educational demands on the tax dollar.

C. Use of general revenue sharing allotments adjusted by welfare expendi-
tures.

[National Average Revenue Sharing] X [National Average Welfare]
This measures the non-educational service expenditure by state, as defined by

the Federal Government, adjusted for level of welfare expciditure.

State Revenue Sharing State Welfare
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APPENDIX III: A REPORT TO STUDY THE USE OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVElIENT DATA IN
FINANCIAL AID ALLOCATION FORMULAS

This report includes outcomes of a study of the relationship of several factors
associated with social and economic disadvantage to size of city districts, The
study was undertaken to assist in allocating funds for alleviation of disadvantage.
A. The Data

Data were obtained for each of the five boroughs of New York City and for each
of the remaining 61 cities on the following variables :

X1 : Number of Negro and Puerto Rican pupils in the public schools of thedistrict
X2: Number below minimum competence in the public schools of the dis-

trict as indicated by the percent of pupils in the district who fall below the
23rd percentile of the entire State in reading

X3: Number of children in the district for whom aid to dependent chil-dren is paid (AFDC)
Y: Public school enrollment of the district.

In addition to the variables as numbers, these were also considered as the fol-
lowing percents :

Ul : Negro and Puerto Rican public school pupils as percent of total public
school. enrollment

U2: Percent of pupils below competence in sixth grade reading
U3: Children in AFDC program as percent of total public and non-public

enrollment
Y: This variable was left unchanged, and is city public school enrollment.

For a preliminary selection in terms of eligibility for aid, the cities were ranked
on each of the variables Di. 132, and 133 ; or percent nonwhite, percent below
competence, and percent in AFDC. A city was considered eligible if it ranked in
the top quarter on at least one of these percents.

B. Relations among the numbers variables (Xl, X2, X3, Y)
When the variables were all treated as numbers, the following intercorrelations

were obtained for data on eligible districts :

X2 X3

XI: Number of Negro and Puerto Rican 0.996 0.975 0.972X2: Number below competence .971 .973
X3: Number in AFDC .916
'I: Enrollment in public school 1.000

At first glance the high correlations suggest that the measures are inter-change-
.ah,o, as a basis for distribution of funds. One might suggest size as such a base.
However, the following comparisons between Manhattan u ad Queens, raises a
question about this suggestion :

Number of Number
Negro and below Numbe

Enrollment Puerto Rican competence of AFDC

Manhattan__ 174, 397 125, 506 99,407 42,208
Queens 248,274 64,664 67,034 14,187

Other examples of this sort can be found. Such instances indicate that use
of variables other than size may be helpful in the problem at hand. A study of
the value of these variables was undertaken by linear regression. Such formulas
were calculated for each variable against size, for each pair of variables and
for all three variables taken together, making seven regressions in all. All
regressions were calculated against size as a criterion.

The following tabulation shows the effect of each of the seven regressions
on the estimation of size :
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Percent of variance of Y
explained by regression

Independent variable (s) : Percent
X3 84
X1 91
Xl and X3 91
X2 95
X2 and X3 96
Xl and X2 98
X1, X2 and X3 99

It is dear that use of the joint regression of X1, X2 and X3 against Y gives
an almost exact reproduction of size. But this regression is the equivalent to
using size which leaves the unfairness already exhibited in the relation of
Manhattan and Queens.

Calculations which are available separately show the effects of each of the
seven regression formulas. If one is to look at stress variables and their effects
the best result seems to obtain by use of variable X2 above which is the number
below minimum competence. This variable has the following qualifications:

1. It is a disadvantagement variable.
2. It explains 95 percent of the variance of Y.
3. It correlates .97 with Y.
4. It provides an apparently reasonable ordering of cities.

Dr. NYQUIST. I am Ewald B. Nyquist, president of the University
of the State of New York and Commissioner of Education. I am ac-
companied by my assistant for Federal legislation, P. Alistair
MacKinnon.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning to
comment on the legislation before this subcommittee, H.R. 69 and
H.R. 16. I commend Chairman Perkins and the subcommittee for
moving ahead with speed on this critical matters of renewing Federal
support to elementary and secondary education.

Mr. Chairman, this is another example of your continuing commit-
inent to the education needs of the Nation, which, of course, includes
your leadership in the initial development of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965.

I have filed with the subcommittee a rather lengthy, technical, and
detailed document which has been prepared in part on the basis of
questions previously raised at these hearings.

I offer our assistance to you and your staff if you would wish any
elaboration on that document.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to summarize my views
on the major issues before the subcommittee. As the subcommittee re-
views the act, it will check on specific pupil performance related to the
particular programs.

iI hope, in addition, you will review also the contribution of ESEA
to changing broad educational policy across the Nation. Consider
these three points : Before 1966, although there were scattered ex-
amples of compensatory programs, it was little understood or accepted
in this Nation that in order to achieve more equal performance it
would be necessary to have unequal expenditures.

Title I, ESEA broke the ice in gaining the recognition that chil-
dren who were economically and educationally disadvantaged would
need more resources per pupil than more advantaged pupils in order
to achieve the desired results.

In a State such as New York, it was only after ESEA title I that
the State was moved to the establishment of an urban education pro-
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gram directed specifically at those children whose reading perform-
ance was below competence.

In other States, similar programs have subsequently been developed.
ESEA title I has helped to establish an important understanding and
concept in educational expenditure.

In the administration of ESEA title I, particularly with regard
to the issue of comparability, the Nation's attention has been drawn
to the fact that there is an unequal disribution of resources for educa-
tion within the school districts and among school districts, in this case
in general, the less advantaged students receiving lesser resources
within a school district than the more advantaged students because of
a variety of factors, the most important one being the experience of
the teacher.

Although it was not an expressed purpose of ESEA I to achieve the
result of altering expenditure patterns in the States which generally
tend to have State aid formulas that favor suburban and not urban
and rural areas, ESEA title I has resulted in putting greater resources
into the latter areas.

The net effect, therefore, has been to move school expenditures in
the direction of,equalization as called for in the Serrano or Rodriguez
decisions.

Having made these general comments about the importance of
ESEA, let me turn to the major titles.

During the past 5 years, substantial Federal funds have been ex-
pended for compensatory education programs .under ESEA title I.
There is considerable controversy over the impact of this expenditure.

Evidence on specific projects shows exceptionally good results.
Gross evaluations of the program tend to be disappointing to all
parties. It is important to note that ESEA title I from the outset was
not designed as a program with concrete and explicit objectives for
the basic skills of reading or arithmetic.

The legislation did not state that the objective of title I, for example,
was that each person who was receiving assistance from this act would
achieve one grade level of reading or arithmetic performance in the
course of 1 year's study.

Since no such explicit objectives were established for the Nation, it
is impossible to weigh the value of ESEA I by a nationwide test on
specific reading and mathematic measures or any other measures.

The critics of ESEA Title I point to the fact that in the urban and
rural areas toward which title I funds have been directed, there has,
in general, been a decline in reading and mathematic test results. The
unknown factor is, however, how much of a decline there would have
been had there been no expenditure of title I ESEA funds.

Although it is incumbent on all 'authorities who have had respon-
sibility for title I funds, to develop the best evaluation measures pos-
sible on the broad array of projects, I suggest that the overall question
of the "value" of this compensatory education program cannot be
definitely stated.

We do have results. Let me indicate some. Evaluation of ESEA I
projects in reading anemathematies shows, for example, that for more
than 45,000 elementary and secondary pupils in reading projects, aver-
age gain in achievement rate was over 11/3 months of achievement per
month of schooling last year.
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This compares with a predicted gain of one-half month for these
children. For 8,000 elementary and secondary pupils in math projects,
average gain was 13/4 months per month, compared with a predicted
gain of three-fifth month for these children.

Another encouraging result comes from the analysis of our summer
migrant education programs under title T. Results show achievement
gains of two and three times normal growth rates, and a direct correla-
tion between concentration of funds on programs for these children
and their. achievement. Other results are noted in the document
submitted.

I have concentrated on title I which is the largest program. Before
turning to the key issues for the future, let me note results on some
other titles. Title II has served to improve the quality and availability
of school library media services and resources.

Title III has undertaken the development of innovative solutions to
assessed educational needs, and along with title II, has stimulated
new approaches to learning. This is another example of ESEA pro-
viding initiative.

Since July 1969, 76 percent of title III projects have been continued
with local funds after ESEA support ceased. Two-hundred-and nine-
teen New York school districts have replicated practices developed
through title III. Title V has been invaluable in promoting change
and greater planning and evaluation capacity in State agencies.

A major policy issue involved in renewing Federal support to ele-
mentary and secondary education is the design of the package. There
appear to be three options under considerationcontinuation of the
existing ESE...A. statute with a few changes in formula (H.R. 69), con-
soliJation of present categorical aid programs, and education revenue
sharing as proposed by the Administration in the fiscal year 1974
education budget.

No matter what the general label may be, certain design principles
and administrative factorstors must be incorporated in the legislation.
First, Federal funds should act as a supplement to state and local re-
sources, with options available so that Federal funds may be combined
in o-rerall State patterns of support.

Second, Federal funds should provide target aid to population
grow in need of additional educational expenditures. In considering
categorical programs, where more than one special program exists for
accolnplishing similar or identical objectives, legislative consolidation
of these related programs should realized.

I might interrupt myself here, Mr. Chairman, and say that any con-
solidation shold not give less to the States than they originally re-
ceived under the separate categorical programs. New York State has
an unhappy history in this regard in the past.

I cite some examples of program consolidations in my overall
statement.

Third, Federal funds should act to equalize outcomes among the
States, as well as within each State. This is particularly important
with regard to the costs of the social overburden which is addressed in
more detail in the testimony.

Fourth Federal funds should support research, development and
training activities which require a critical mass of resources not avail-
able to a single State.or local school district.
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These principles should be carried out in the context of certain ad-
ministrative factors. The key point for coordinating. local, State and
Federal programs is with State education agencies. The Congress
should provide that at least 5 percent of any Federal aid to local agen-
cies be used by State agencies for the planning, administration,
monitoring, and evaluation of these programs.

One and one-half percent of this sum should be reserved for State
evaluation. This arrangement would focus on statewide evaluation.
Also, Federal research and development should be conducted coopera-
tively with those State agencies having the capacity.

This would allow Federal, State, local, school and classroom per-
sonnel to work together to assure that these efforts will have a direct
impact on classroom instruction.

Impending Supreme Court decisions on this question of equalization
of educational opportunity could result in substantial changes in local
and State finance. Thus, we are in a critical time for education. An
analysis of the education finance picture in New York State shows that
with a declinino. State share of expenditures, local property tax rates
must climb unless Federal resources are forthcoming.

A recent report by the Federal Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations indicates that even with general revenue shar-
ing and welfare reform, New York is one of. two''States that does not
have the fiscal capacity to raise per pupil spending for elementary
and secondary education to the90th percentile.

Probably the greatest impact. of this situation has been the atten-
tion it has directed to analyzing the w;de disparities within and among
States in relative taxes, efforts, and r,osts. The fiscal capacity of urban
States is strained by thc large social overburden they must assume.

Noneducation needs are. much greater in central cities than in the
less-densely populated suburban and rural areas, and therefore require
cities to maintain higher tax levies to support the greater effort in
services.

The. result: The more a State is urbanized, the less leeway it. has to
release-moneys for education. I believe that any Federal allocation
formula supporting the finance of elementary and secondary education
must take this social overburden factor into account. H.R. 16 does
not do this while H.R. 69 does only in part.

Mr. Chairman, the document that I have submitted makes specific
suggestions for amending H.R. 69. I will not give further details at
this point, but I will be pleased to answer questions.

Thank you and the subcommittee members for the opportunity to
discuss the renewal of this essential legislation for elementary and
secondary education.

Chairman PErauxs. Dr. Nyquist, your statement mentions that there
has been a gain for title I students of two to three times the expected
rate.

Do you agree that this data shows that title I has been a success even
if we limit the standard of success to reading and math scores?

Mr. NYQUIST. I think so, very much. I think in the early years of
title I, because it was brought in so many new concepts, zeroing in
on disadvantaged, concentrating resources, it. would probably be hard
to show that it was productive.
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I think in later years title I has been productive and the data show it.
Chairman PERKINS. Because you concentrated more or less in cer-

tain areas like reading and math.
Mr. NYQUIST. That is right. In the State of Ncw York, as I under-

stood the original legislation, and I think it was a wide understand-
ing, the State had very little authority to designate priorities.

It could outline things that were important., but if a locality sub-
mitted programs that fell within the guidelines, they should be ap-
proved. In the last few years, I do not know whether I strong-armed
it or not, but I told local districts that they have got to concentrate
on. basic skills and bilingual education, which is a problem in our
State and the burden is on them to show they do not have a problem
in those areas.

I think this is beginning to show results.
Chairman PERKINS. That is the reason you make the statement that

the results you obtained in New York have been two or three times
the expected gain.

Dr. NYQUIST. For the pupils that we have been able to cover.
Chairman PERKINS. You have zeroed in on bilingual, math, and

reading, the areas that you knew you could obtain the results, and the
areas that deserve the greatest priority.

Dr. NYQIIIST. That is right.
Chairman PERKINS. But, for the support that you have received

under title I, what would have happened in New York in the past 6
years from tin standpoint of education, where would you have been
but for title I?

You can just aive me a summary as best you can.
Dr. NYQUIST. "With our large population of educationally disad-

vantaged kids in our State, I think we would still have a big problem.
It is hard to estimate in terms of quantity where we would be. We

would certainly be far behind the situation that we have now where
we are beginning to show improvement. One of the things I said that
title I did was to stimulate the legislature on our recommendation
to establish our own urban education fund which piled on top of
ESEA funds.

Maybe we would have gotten that anyhow, but it may have come
ilater because the national interest served to focus on the disadvantaged

through title I. This is one good thing that it did.
Chairman PERKINS. To jerk the rug out from under you today, as-

suming you did not have any fiscal support and did not have title I
for fiscal year 1974, how would you view the future in New York from
the standpoint of the disadvantaged child?

Dr. NYQUIST. Very dismally. The economy is picking up as far as
New York is concerned, but we are really strapped physically as a
State, and I do not see where we could come up with the additional
funds needed to compensate for the loss of ESEA funds, not at all.
It would not come close.

Chairman PERKINS. You said that you were opposed .to massive
consolidation of Federal programs because your State had a bad ex-
perience with consolidation. What did you mean by that?

Dr. NYQUIST. I did not quite say that. I said I am for consolidation,
but in consolidating, I think States should be saved at least from
suffering loss in funds that they got from separate categorical funds.

I cannot recall the specific instances, perhaps my colleague- can,
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where there has been some consolidation in the past. New York State
has received less money than they received before.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's go back to 1968 or 1969 on the extension
of ESEA. where title III, the innovative title, along with counseling
and guidance, those areas that involved consolidation, did your State
lose money as a result of that consolidation ?

Mr. IlacKtxxox. On the adtninistration costs, yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Title III of ESEA, with title V?
Mr. MAclitxxoN. As a net result, we did. We ended up with less

moneys to administer programs than we previously had.
Chairman PERKINS. The same argument was made back then for con-

solidation as is being made today. Do you recall that argument?
When we did go that far, you ended up, you are telling the com-

mittee, with less money in the State of New York?
Dr. NYQUIST. That is right. We support consolidation, but not at

the expense of having less money than we had before.
Chairman PERKINS. I can well understand that. Now, if we did away

with the present title I formula, and instead allowed the States to dis-
tribute the funds based on test, scores, what results would there be in
your State?

Dr. NYQUIST. According to our research, so far, I think the money
would be distributed away from New York City. New York City
would receive less.

Mr. MACKINNON. Most of the money would be dispersed. I think
funds for New York City would go down about 17 percent. We took
fiscal year 1972 and simulated a distribution based on an achievement
test. The results showed that New York City's total would go down
by 17 percent. That amount would go into the more rural areas.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Nyquist, do you consider a method of dis-
tribution of this type on test scores equitable or fair to the disadvan-
taged or unfair to the disadvantaged ?

Give us your best judgment.
Dr. NYQUIST. We have an urban education program which amounts

to about $48 million. There is a factor built into the formula for test
results. Of course, one thing you can say against doing that is that you
seem to reward school districts for failing.

In other words, the more pupils they have below a certain test score,
the more money they would get. This _seems to be sort of an immoral
inducement. However, I have not seen any such results of that in our
State.

If you were to do this nationally, of course, you would have to have
one test, given to all children.

Chairman PERKINS. In your opinion, does distributing funds based
on test scores brine, about an unfair situation to your State?

Dr. It would tend in that direction.
Mr. MACKINNON. Some of our analysis in looking at formulas have

shown that there is a very high correlation between minimum com-
petency and economic factors such as AFDC or any poverty level.

The correlation is extremely high. Based on what is available cur-
rently, in terms of reasonableness and accessibility, economic data is
more accessible than achievement data, at least on a national basis.
When you go into intrastate allocation, then the States will vary as to
the data they may have. Success would depend upon whether they
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could associate this data with other types of moneys that are distrib-
uted in the States in order to create balances.

Chairman PERKINS. There would be no equitable way because of the
various tests that have been given throughout the country to distribute
1974 funds, unless we had a national test beforehand.

Am I correct? One test for all of the youngsters throughout the
country ?

Dr. NvQmsT. Because of the high correlation between achievement
and economic factors, you find out where the disadvantaged are by
using the latter. You do not have to go through an administrative
procedure of testing everybody.

I think there would be a lot of resentment if we were to do this
nationally.

Chairman PERKINS. You think there are more equitable basis for
dispersing the money like we are doing it presently?

Dr. NYQUIST. I think there are some equally good.
Chairman PEracnss. Assuming the distribution formula was based

on national test scores, let's assume that, would the distribution be tied
into the most disadvantaged in your opinion, or would it overlook the
most disadvantaged ? Is the correlation there ?

Dr. NYQUIST. Oh, yes. There is no question about the correlation
between the economic and educational disadvantaged.

Chairman. PERKINS. I think the most disadvantaged would be over-
looked if it was geared into test 'cores.

Dr. NYQUIST. I think you would achieve a shift in the distribution
of the funds on that basis.

Chairman PERKINS. On test scores?
Dr. NYQUIST. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Throughout the country, if one test was given?
Dr. NYQUIST. Yes, you would find only some of the most educa-

tionally disadvantaged kids that way.
Chairman PERKINS. Would this be one gimmick to try to save money

and not serve all of the disadvantaged children if we resorted to a
formula of distributing funds solely on the basis of a test score?

Mr. MAcKusrso-N. I think you have two kinds of problems; first,
educational disadvantagement, and then the effect of economic dis-
advantagement.

If you use a test., you would be able to deal with those who are the
educational disadvantaged. I think the additional factors of economic
disadvantage would probably be overlooked if you try to use only
test scores on a national basis. Title I employs an economic factor which
does have a high correlation with the factor for educational dis-
advantage.

But, then, if you allocate funds depending upon what test data might
be available within a State, if you do your intrastate allocations that
way, then you might be able to balance out.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Nyquist, if the educational revenue-sharing program as it is

presently being were to eliminate categorical programs, and
New York State were to receive its share under whatever formula is
developed, do you feel, that the disadvantaged would receive as large
a percentage of the money, assuming it goes right to the State, as they
presently receive ?
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Dr. NyouisT. Of course it would depend upon the constraints that
you have. I am not aware there is any special revenue-sharing bill that
you can look at.

Mr. Prrrsim. Well, this is just in the discussion.
Dr. NYQUIST. If there were no constraints, just the general revenue

sharing for education, my strong feelino. is, and I am speaking at
large now because I would do everythingt'I could in the State of New
York to see that money went to the disadvantaged, my own feeling
is that you would not get the same concentration throughout the Na-
tion in the fashion you do new.

Mr. PEYSER. This to me is one of the critical points, because I do not
feel the disadvantaged educationally would receive the same percent-
age they receive under the present program. Are you saying, in your
opinion, in a general sense, that is what you would believe ?

Dr. NYQUIST. I think there have to be clear constraints.
Mr. BELL. Would you yield ?
Mr. PEYSER. Yes.
Mr. BELL. You have said this, Doctor, but I wonder if you would

explain a bit more fully why you have come to that conclusion?
In other words, the revenue-sharing program which supposedly

concentrates in the same area except that it just provides that the
States have a little more direction, control, and personal guidance,
why would that necessarily be worse than the present program under
which you concentrate, even though there are strict Federal guide-
lines?

The States, we assume, are intent on doing a good job and trying to
concentrate the funds. So, why would that lack of guidelines neces-
sarily make it differ?

Dr. NYQUIST. Don't misunderstand me. I think there ought-to be some
loosening of some of the guidelines. I think some of them are abso-
lutely too strict. For instance, there is one that the money cannot
follow the child. There has to be concentration.

I think those are too strict. However, let me say this. Educators are
not completely virtuous. Even today, under the guidelines you have, I
think you would have abuses in sonic of the States where the Federal
auditors have found that the moneys in substantial amounts have not
gone to where the moneys are supposed to go to the disadvantaged
kids.

I think that if you did not have some constraints and opened it up,
the funds would not be as concentrated as they are -now.

Mr. BELL. In other words, you feel that the State organizations,
themselves, and the local organizations are not as intent upon concen-
trating on the title I children as s the Federal Government ? Is that
what you are saying?

Dr. NYQUIST. No, I am simply stating that the funds would not be
as concentrated if you had no constraints at all. I think just general
revenue sharing would not produce the same result.

Mr. PEYSER. In adding to that, I think one of the concerns that I
have, and I think is shared by a number in the Congress, is the ques-
tion of what would happen to those funds and to whether they really
would reach the disadvantaged. Even under our present restrictions,
there has been evidence .af a questionable use of some of this money.
This is not in any way trying to cast aspersions on States and their
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legislatures or education departments, but they become subject to a
whole new set of pressures if the moneys are put in there, in a free
floating way.

I think that title I is one of the better programs that has developed
out of the ESEA package. Even with its shortcomings and everything
else, it really has basically reached the disadvantaged.

Do you concur in the assumption that it really has basically reached
the disadvantaged ?

Dr. NyQuisT. Yes; I do. I think there is no question about it. I think,
again speaking generally, that there can be more concentration on the
disadvantaged, but the answer to your question is clearly yes, and I
think it has done a great service.

I think the Federal Government has national interest in education
and, while we have too many fractionated programs and there can be
consolidation, I think the Federal Government should keep that
interest.

The nature of the interest changes from time-to-time, of course, but
I think it is very helpful to localities and to the States to know that
there is Federal interest, specific Federal interest, and this is one of
them.

Mr. BELL. Will the gentleman yield again ?
Mr. PEYSER. Yes.
Mr. BELL. Dr. Nyquist, if that is true, isn't it also true that some-

times at the local or State level, where the organizations and leader-
ship exist, school systems have a better concept of where the money
should be directed, and isn't it also true that sometimes the Federal
guidelines, as tight as they often are, direct a system to act in a way
that does not. particularly help.the local area or in some cases, where
it helps but would not help as much as another program ?

Are we throwing out the concept that the local area does not really
know what the needs are as well as the Federal Government? I ap-
preciate the political implication of pressures and so forth, but outside
of that, what you are saying is a rather important point that has an
effect on the total concept. of revenue sharing which the mayors of most
of the cities have been in favor of.

Dr. NYQUIST. Let me give you an example in New York. I am going
to repeat myself, I think, but I think it addresses your question.

As I said, in the early administration of title I in New York State,
there were certain guidelines from the Federal Government. The State
did not impose any priorities. There were a lot of things that you could
spend title I money on. We approved projects and programs as we
had to do under the legislation.

We have 750 school districts in New York State and a lot of students
have a reading problem., particularly in the urban areas. If we do not
teach the basic skills well, I think we fail in education.

Let's start there. If a pupil cannot read and he cannot work with
figures, I do not know what else he can do. If he cannot do these things,
he is not going to go anywhere, and he is not going to be happy with
himself anCl. may become a burden on society.

I can tell you that there was not uniform concentration on the most
important areas. In later years, I established three priorities, reading,
arithmetic, and bilingual educationbecause of our great number of
Puerto Ricans in New York Stateand placed the burden. on the local
school district to prove it does not have a problem in one of those areas.
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If they cannot show it, they will have to concentrate the funds on
those, areas. Of course, the localities are closer to the problems than the
State education department is, but uniformally, they do not all identify
the higher priority areas on which to spend the money.

I think we have corrected that. There were some complaints, I can
tell you, when I did this.

Mr. BELL. Thank you for yielding.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Bell ?
Mr. BELL. Thank you Mr. Chairman. You touched on this a bit, but

you did not quite cover it, Dr. Nyquist. On page 46 of your testimony
you note that the use of achievement test scores will shift money away
from New York City.

That statement is, is it not, in contradiction to the one made in a
Fleischman Commission Study which says in sum, "The use of achieve-
ment test educational measures create formulas that are more redis-
tributive than those based on a poverty measure such as ,AFDC. It
places added funds in New York City in several other highly urban-
ized school districts and in a number of rural and suburban areas."

How do you explain these differing statements?
Mr. MAcKiNNox. I think they are talking about a broader formula

in which not only competency, but other types of factors may be in
and, like our State aid formula, that it is described in appendix 1
where we talk about a variety of factors including minimum
competency.

Dr. NI-Quin. If you use a number of factors including achievement,
it will have this effect.. If you use achievement alone, then the state-
ment that I made redistributes the money.

Mr. BELL. It also says, "The most redistributive formula in terms
of total dollars is enrollment plus the achievement measure. It places
added funds in New York City in several other highly urbanized
school areas."

Mr. MAcKix-Nox. You are using two factors. You are not using one.
You said enrollment and achievement., size and achievement. So, when
you start dealing with them in combinations, then you start getting
some other allocation patterns.

As a single basis using minimum competency as the only one in an
achievement measure, there is one kind of distribution. However, New .

York City is a very large school district. Therefore, when you also
factor in size, certainly, New York City will get more money because
it is large relative to the rest of New York State.

Dr. lqyguisT. The more factors you put into a formula, the more
they tend to concentrate funds where the problem is. You take one
alone and it may have an altogether different effect.

Mr. BELL. I gather from your statements that you favor grant con-
solidations to a fairly great degree. I read your statement and I no-
ticed you talked considerably about consolidations. Could you provide
the committee with a complete list of Federal programs that could be
merged?

I notice you mentioned NDEA and ESEA. Would yOu also include
in that document some comments on whether or not the program such
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as environmental education might be merged with other programs
like title III of ESEA?

Dr. NYQUIST. In my larger document., which I have left with the
committee, we give some examples of consolidation. I take it you are
asking me if I can write to the committee, and give you more specific
listings, because there are a great number of them.

You have asked two questions. One on environmental education and
ESEA title III. I can see that as a possibility, but again, if ycu are
going to merge those two, it seems to me yon must have some kind of
einPhasis on environmental education or there will be no concentration
on that particular subject.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, when Mr. Nyquist sends this report in, I
would appreciate that information being placed in the record. '

Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
[The information referred to follows :]

Mr. NvquisT. In response to Mr. Bell's question on consolidation, I want to
highlight the suggestions I made in my longer statement, and in our brochure
entitled "Federal Legislation and Education in New York State". I consider these
suggestions viable alternatives for consolidation that should be undertaken
immediately. The following is an excerpt from my longer testimony

"We have long advocated that when more than one special program exists
for the purpose of accomplishing similar or identical objectives. legislative
consolidation of these related programs should be realized, but without a reduc-
tion in Federally allocated resources to the States. This would also affect a
critical mass concentration of funds on high need areas, the value of which has
been demonstrated by New York's summer migrant education program under
Title I. Of the legislation currently in operation, one desirable consolidation
would include programs serving children whose underachievement is related
to poverty. These programs are Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
Titles I (Education of Children of Low-Income Families) ; VIII (Dropout Pre-
vention) ; Economic Opportunity Act Programs, Headstart and Follow-Through;
Teachers Corps ; Urban-Rural and Career Opportunity. The latter training
activities have a high impact on the education of disadvantaged children and
career opportunities for disadvantaged educational personnel. This consolidation
would also have the advantage of targeting programs and training funds
together.

"Other possibilities include merging ESEA II with NDEA III and combining
ESEA dissemination set aside funds. A number of ESEA titles specifically set
aside funds for the dissemination of information about promising practices. A
renewal of the legislation should provide for a consolidation of these funds so
that state education agencies can more effectively carry out the dissemination
function."

Mr. BELL. That is all.
Chairman PERKINS. We thank you. You have been most helpful to

the committee.
Our next witness is from the American Personnel and Guidance

Association, represented by Dr. H. Eugene Wysong, associate profes-
sor of education, University of Toledo Mr. William J. Erpenbach,
supervisor, Guidance Services, Department of Public Instruction,
Wisconsin ; and, Miss Donna R. Chiles, counselor, Bloomington High
School, Illinois.

Let me welcome all of you here this morning. We are most interested
in your testimony. You have a great organization and have been very
helpful to education.

Proceed.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL & GUIDANCE AS-
SOCIATION, REPRESENTED BY A PANEL CONSISTING OF DR. H.
EUGENE WYSONG, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, UNI-
VERSITY OF TOLEDO; WILLIAM J. ERPENBACH, SUPERVISOR,
GUIDANCE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
WISCONSIN; AND DONNA R. CHILES, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PERSONNEL & GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION, AND COUNSELOR
BLOOMINGTON HIGH SCHOOL

Miss CHILES. For the benefit of those who may not have had the
opportunity to meet our two staff members here with us, I -would
like to introduce Dr. Charles Lewis, director, and Dr. P. G.
McDonough, assistant director for professional affairs.

Chairman PERKINS. We have had the opportunity to meet those
gentlemen before, and to my way of thinking, they do a wonderful
job.

Miss CHILES. Thank you. They are available to help you at any
time. My name, as you are well aware, is Donna Chiles. I am presi-
dent of the American Personnel & Guidance Association and am
on leave from my job as counselor in Bloomington High. School,
Illinois.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to speak to
our concerns for strengthening ESEA title III supplementary edu-
cational centers and services, guidance counseling and testing, and to
provide information to you on possible changes in the distribution
formula for ESEA.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will speak to the progress
of guidance counseling services in meeting the needs of our youth
and students under NDEA and ESEA. Mr. Erpenbach will speak to
proposed changes for strengthening ESEA III and Dr. Wysong will
provide input regarding the proposed title I distribution formula.

In the prepared testimony, which you have
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all of your prepared state-

ments will be inserted into the record, and you may ,proceed in any
manner you pr,3fer.

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

(By Miss Donna R. Chiles, Counselor, Bloomington High School, Bloomington,
Ill., and President of the American Personnel and Guidance Association)

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Donna Chiles. The
American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) and its 30,000 members
appreciate this opportunity to present this testimony. The opinions which I ex-
press today are based on my 3 years of experience as a teacher and 10 years as a
public school counselor in both junior and senior high schools. This year I am on
leave from my school district while I serve as President of APGA. Prior to be-
coming an APGA officer, .1 was active in the American School Counselors Asso-
ciation, APGA's largest division. Currently, I am a member of the USOE Advisory
Committee for the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Graduating
Class of 1972, the TJSOE Educational Renewal Task Force on Administration and
Supervision and the Advisory Committee for the Eastern Illinois University ETC
Project in Career Education for Elementary Schools.

APGA members are employed in all levels of public and private educational
settings as well as in a wide variety of Federal, state and local agencies provid-
ing counseling services to people from early childhood through the senior citizens.
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A substantial proportion of APGA members are engaged in working with young
people in elementary and secondary schools. We are here today because of the
guidance and counseling profession's deep concern about and commitment to the
young people of America.

We appreciate the opportunity to speak to our concerns for strengthening ESEA
Title IIISupplementary Education Centers and Services ; Guidance Counseling
and Testing, and to provide information for your deliberation on possible changes
in the distribution formula for ESEA Title I. With your permission, Mr. Chair-
man, I will speak to the progress of guidance and counseling services in meeting
the needs of our youth and our nation under NDEA Title VA and ESEA,
Mr. William Erpenbach will speak to proposed changes for strengthening ESEA
Title III and Dr. Eugene Wysong will provide input regarding the proposed ESEA
Title I distribution' formula.

The House of Representatives Connnittee on Education and Labor and the
General Subcommittee on Education has a long history of support for guidance
and counseling services in the schools. It was with the passing of the National
Defense Edneation Act, Title VA, in 1958 that counseling services became a
nationwide reality for secondary schools and the Amendments of 1964 which
extended Federal participation for the development of guidance programs and
services in the elementary schools. The positive results of allocating Federal funds
for these services can be readily seen in a review of some of the progress made
from 1958-1968.

1. The number of students receiving guidance and counseling services increased
sharply. In 1958, there were 13,000 full-time equivalent secondary school coun-
selors, ratio 1: 960 and no elementary counselors. By 1968 there were 38.500 full-
time equivalent secondary school counselors, ratio 1:450 and 4,000 full-time
equivalent elementary counselors, ratio 1: 9,600.

2. Local and state support increased as a result of the Federal incentive. Fed-
eral support rose from $4,819,990 to $24,500,000, state support from $420,128 to
$14,000,000 and local support from $5,503,322 to over $252,311,500.

3. As a result of 'Federal incentives, testing programs to identify the interests,
aptitudes, achievement and ability of students increased 5 times lu the.10-year
period.

4. A significantly larger proportion of the nation's youth completed secondary
school and entered colleges or post-secondary vocational and technical schools.

a. The high school retention rate improved 23.9 percent.
b. The number of students enrolling in .college increased 115 percent.
c. The number of students enrolling in vocational-technical education

increased 2,868 percent.
5. State education agency guidance and personnel services expanded.
6. Minimal and recommended standards for guidance programs increased.
7. Qualifications for State Supervisors of Guidance, Counseling and Testing

were strengthened.
8. Counselors were better prepared as certification standards were established

and improved.
9, These effects were felt in all 50 states and territories.
During this .period, guidance and counseling services were established as

essential components of secondary, and to a lesser degree, of elementary educa-
tion. School counselors have been able to help young people to identify and under-
stand their human potential, to gain the information and skills needed to develop
that potential and then to plan realistically present and future utilization of their
potential. This is illustrated by the following examples :

COUNGUORS ASSIST STUDENTS IN MAKING REALISTIC POSTSECONDARY PLANS

Project TALENT, a National Longitudinal Study of the effects of personal, edu-
cational, and social influence cities . . . "an improvement in the effectiveness of
guidance programs in the high schools (Progress in Education: A sample Survey
(1960-1970), December 1971 report). The Project TALENT report, indicates that
in 1960 high school students showed dissatisfaction with their school programs
and unrealistic educational and occupational programs. In 1970:

With respect to educational plans, 61 percent of the boys and 55 percent of the ,
girls expect to obtain some regular college training. This represents only a
1 percent increase for the boys, but a 10 percent increase for the girls. The num-
hers of boys and girls planning other types of post-high school training also show
increases sothat only 14 percent of the boys and 15 percent of the girls indicate
they do not expect to get any education beyond high school. This represents a
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substantial drop from the 28 percent and 29 percent who indicated such expecta-
tions in 1960.

There ik an increase for both boys and girls in the (high school) vocational
course . . .

There is a tri ad, especially for the girls, to discuss plans for after high
school with scbml counselors to a greater extent. On the other hand, there
is a definite cr rod for less discussion of plans after high school with teachers
and principals. There is a change in occupational preference between 1960
and 1970. The movement is away from more materialistic careers (engineering,
sciences) and toward careers with more social relevance (social worker, police-
man, biological scientist, psychologist). There is also a trend among females
away from the traditional female jobs (nurse, secretary, beautician) toward
Professionally and socially relevant jobs.

The career plans for boys are clearly much more realistic. The effectiveness
of the guidance programs can be mirrored, at least for boys, in the quality of
students taking various courses or curriculum offered by the high schools.
The enrollment in various courses reflect more realistic student expectations
for -lieniselves.

If- reports on the American College Tests of applicants to the University of
Minnesota indicate that students entering that institution rely heavily on their
high school counselors in making post-high school plans. Students felt that it
is through personal contact with the counselor that information for decision
making occurs.

The Purdue Opinion Panel poll of high school students indicates increased
counselor - student contacts from 1966-1071. In September 1)71, 76 percent of
the students polled indicated a need for counseling. High among their priorities
for counseling help (from 20 percent to 37 percent) was expressed need for
information about colleges. eonrses in high school. jobs and future employment
opportunities. Thirty-five percent of the students reported receiving "very much"
or "quite a bit" of help and another 25 percent indicated receiving "some" help.

COUNSELING CONTINUES TO AID IN INCREASING HIGH SCHOOL RETENTION RATES

Many programs have been organized across the country to continue to improve
the retention of high school students. A search of ERIC records at. the University
of Michigan indicated improved retention rates in many cities of the nation
including : Baltimore, Seattle, St. Louis, Dayton and Paducah. Some of the
ESEA HI projects in Illinois beginning junt 1971' were designed to improve
school retention rates:

Mendon, Illinois: Counselor will work with the family visitation program
to bring together the parents. child and teacher to improve home-school relation-
ship and to focus on any problems. Parents without diplomas receiving counseling
and encouragement to complete their high school educations through the adult
education program. Outcomes. first year : Dropouts reduced from 7.60 percent
to 1.20 percent of the school population,

Meridian, Illinois: Utilizing mobile counseling, group guidance, involvement
of parents and students, and marshalling of all community resources in order
to (1) inform participants of school programs, and (2) encourage a more cohe-
sive attitude toward school. Outcomes. first year: Dropouts reduced 46 percent
from 1970-71 to 1971-72. Of the 17 students leaving school in 1971-72, 8 have
re-enrolled during 1972-73.

COUNSELORS ASSIST STUDENTS WITH IMPROVING SCHOGI. ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

A guidance program in North View Junior High School, Osseo; Minnesota,
utilized group counseling techniques with seven low-achieving, behavior problem
eighth grade boys. The Counselor, a woman, and the District Guidance Super-
visor, a man, teamed as group leaders. The group counseling model included
a) positive sharing, I)) short topical presentations, e), solution generation, ati
d) goal setting. In addition, they took the boys on a field trip, saw some of the
boys in individual counseling sessions, and worked with their teachers. Some
of the outcomes 1) No major behavior problems involving the Dean of Students,
2) reduced verbal and physical attacks on ane another and others, .3) accepted
responsibility for assignments, 4) able to set goals and achieve 'them, 5) 50
percent increase in the number of above-average grades. (The School Counselor,
Volume 20, Number 3, January 1973, pages 211-215)
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ESEA, Title III project in Ordean ,Junior High School, Duluth, Minnesota,
beginning June 1971 involved 100 students in grades 7-9, utilized tutoring,
group counseling, individual counseling, small group instruction, program sched-
uling, parent-student conferences, alternative assignments, special services
referral and participation in 10 school related activities designed to promote the
recognition of self-worth. Outcomes, first year : The 8th and 9th grades did
improve grade point averages, school conduct and increased participation in
extracurricular activities. Seventh grade not as successful. In Pitman High
School, Pitman, New- Jersey, counselors successfully utilized group counseling
to work 15 underachieving 9th grade students. These 15 students were nlled
into three groups of five and met with the counselor for 50 minutes each r.eek
for 10 weeks. The mean grade point average improved significantly by the end
of the 10 weeks and behavior .had improved as judged by the teachers, (The
iieheol Counselors, Volume 18, Number 4, March 1971, pages 279-285)

COUNSELORS HELP TO IMPROVE RACIAL CLIMATE IN THE SCHOOLS

Emergency School Assistance Programs (ESAP)--Recently, the Resource
Management Corporation, Inc., acting under a contract with the U.S. Office of
Education, released tie results of an evaluation' of the effectiveness of first year
ESAP grants to school districts in improving the racial climate of schools. The
evidence was gathered from a sample of 879 schools in 252 school districts
in fourteen southern states. The results of this study also underscored the
effectiveness of school guidance and counseling services. Among the major
findings were : The study found that ESAP activities in counseling, counseling
support, student programs, and remedial programs were significantly associated
with positive racial climate changes. Yet, these areas accounted for only 23
percent of the total expenditures for the program.

Higher ESAP expenditure per student spent on counseling program was
associated with more positive racial change than lower expenditures.

The more effective activities (counseling, counseling support, student pro-
grams, and remedial programs) gained effectiveness the longer they had been
implemented.

COUNSELORS WORK WITH PARENTS HELPS STUDENTS IMPROVE IN ACADEMIC
ACHIEVEMENT

Lavern Penn of the Rogers Arkansas Parent Education Research Center reports
in the Arkansas Counselgram (September October 1972) that the counseling of
parents not only enables parents to listen more effectively to their children and
help them discuss frustration,4; but it also increases the achievement level of
their children.

In this ESEA, Title III-pro:;c et, students whose parents attended the counseling
sessions increased their achievement more significantly than the students of the
control group whose parents did not attend.

COUNSELORS HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP ATTITUDES ABOUT SELF, OTHERS, AND SCHOOL

Dr. Thomas David Wearne's doctoral dissertation was based on a study to
determine the effectiveness of individual and group counseling in improving the
self-concepts and attitudes toward school of ninth grade_ girls in the normal range
of behavior. Over a period of 15 weeks, 36 girls received one session each Week
of individual counseling; 30 girls received two sessions each week of group
counseling ; and 36 girls received no counseling.

The results of the study indicated no significant difference between individual
and group counseling results hnt significant improvement of both groups of girls
in areas of perceptions of self, erceptions of relationships with others, and
perceptions of school as compared with the non-counseled group. (Wayne State
University, Detroit, Michigan, July 1972.)

An ESEA, Title III Elementary Guidance Protect in Indianapolis, Indiana,
began in the fall of 1972. The students participating in the programs made the
following self-reports during a mid-year evaluation.

"It has helped me to understand my friends better and has helped me under-
stand myself. It has helped me understand school work much better. I wish we
had counseling last year. I bet I would have made better grades."

"Counseling has changed me. It made me realize how important goals can be.
It has helped me think more about my goals . . ."
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"Counseling is a good program. It help. kids open their mind to themselves
and their work. Also if you have a personal problem, the counselor could help
You and keep it a secret."

Students, particularly at the high school level, are vet:: interested in improv-
ing self-understanding and understanding of and relations with. others. "Com-
munique," (November 1972) writers in discussing the Report of Poll No. 93 of
the Purdue Opinion Panel indicated that "students most ofte'i consult counselors
about their future family life, having their own inoney, an,', a future job, The
panel eontinded that rather than talk about developmental needs, today's
adolescents are more likely to seek advice about values, behavior and relationships
with parents and other ;idults. Their primary educational objectives, in addition
to acquiring basic knowledge, are to train in work skills and to gain understand-
ing of themselves. The panel found th,o, low priority was given to developing
problem-solving skills,"

James D. Wiggins, Supervisor of Guidance, State Department of Public In-
struction, Dover, Delaware, in reporting on the Priority-Career Counseling Pro-
gram (FOCI') describes the FOCI' as a career exploration and counseling pro -
grains based on voluntary participation of students in conferences scheduled
according to their need and desire for professional guidance.

Arr. Wiggins reports that "In schools which have adopted the PCCP, it has
been found that few conferences were strictly career oriented. Only one fourth
of all students needed vocational information primarily. Another quarter needed
educational information, white about half of the students needed in-depth counsel-
ing regarding the full range of concerns usually. found in any group of young
people."

Further "in PCCP schools, it has been consistently found that over 90 percent
of the students who rated their counseling need as a high priority at the initiation
of the program, rated themselves as needing only some or little help after counsel-
ing. For Sri percent of those students, this evaluation remained constant through-
out the balance of their school years." (Gtric lance Clinic, "Special Feature,"
October 1972.)

Numerous other studies, reports and opinion polls could be cited to support
the fact that school guidance and counseling .services do effectively assist young
People and that Federal investments in school guidance and counseling pro-
grams do have a positive effect on the lives of the nation's youth. Yet, n spite of
the evidence pointing to the good achieved by school counseling and guidance
efforts, we are all to often faced with a lessening of fiscal support for guidance
services at the Federal, state and local levels.

Each year since 1968, the Federal appropriations for guidance and counseling,
first under NDEA, Title \--A, and continuing under ESDA, III, have decreased.
Almost without exception, states have not initiated categorical support programs
for the schools for guidance and counseling. Local school districts, faced with
mounting fiscal problems, often choose to reduce the number of school counselors
as a first effort at budget balancing,

This year as APGA President, I have hind the opportunity to travel to states
across the nation to participate in state association meetings. I have seen school
counselors who are dedicated to improving their knowledge and skills in order
that they may improve their effectiveness with their counselees. Yet, every-
where I have sensed an underlying anxiety that programs may be cut back or
eliminated. At best, it appears that we are operating guidance and counseling
programs at a maintenance lave' across the country. If the OE reported 475:1
secondary school counselor/pupil ratio is' close to accurate, this reinforces our
concern. While We have more people in counseling now than in 1968, we have
been unable to reduce the load per counselor.

Guidance and counseling programs have continued to develop and to increase
in effectiveness because of greater clarification of gpidance purposes, improve-
ment in guidance and counseling techniques, and increased competency of counsel-
ing personnel. But, we are reaching a point of diminishing- returns. Ours is an
exceedingly complex and rapidly changing society : one which, on the one band,
increases the options for youth and, on the other hand, complicates the deci4ion-
making process.

In order to adequately meet the needs of children and youth,,we need the con-
tinuation and strengthening of the guidance and counseling components of ESEA,
Title III. to be able to do at least the following:

1. Establish guidance and counseling programs in school', which have no pro-
grams, with primary emphasis at the elementary schooilev-_,
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2. Continue to reduce the counselor/pupil ratio.
3. Provide in-service training for counselors in areas such as :

a. Counseling girls, particularly regarding career options.
b. Working more effectively with teachers and parents.
c. Learning skills needed to work with groups with special needs :

1. Minorities, particularly in urban settings ;
2. Drug users ; and.
3. Mentally handicapped.

d. Utilizing computer based guidance and information systems,
e. Developing group counseling skills.

f. Enhancing human relations skills
4. Building career development, programs and improving counselor compe-

tencies in working with non-college bound students.
5. Developing programs for the training and utilization of paraprofessionals.
The needs of America's children and youth are varied and complex. As coun-

seling professionals we are dedicated to making every possible effort to help our
young people grow up recognizing and utilizing their fullest potentialities. We
appreciate tnis opportunity to bring our concerns to you and earnestly seek
your consideration. We would be pleased to provide any additional information
you may desire for your deliberations. Thank you.

Miss Cdr- TILES. In the prepared testimony, I traced the progress made
in meeting growing needs of young people through providing guid-
ance and counseling services from the inception of title VA legis-
lation to the present time.

The positive effect of Federal sappoit, is very much in evidence, and
we are very appreciative of the important role this committee has
played in making that poSsible.

In summarizing that statement, I would like to draw for.you a com-
posite picture which incorporates the progress indicated and contin-
uing need. The examples given indicate progress and also indicate
ways in which counselors have worked to provide effective change.

It. must be remembered, however, that none of t-t:ese counselors are
working . ,singularly with the project described or the activity
described The typical situation for a counselor might be something
like this.

Ina high school, he has 4,475 students with whom to work, and they
range from the mentally retarded to academically gifted in learning
ability. Some are from single-family homes, children homes, or with
foster families.

Twelve to twenty-five percent, are considering leaving school early.
Some are pregnant and likely unwed. Around 50 percent are consider-
ing college when manpower needs are diminishing for college grad
uates. Forty-five. percent, of those students may wish to apply to college
anyway, and will need help with that.

Some of the 475 young people are in some stage of experimenting.
with or using drugs. Some students do not attend school regularly, and
others misbehave when they are there. Most of the student's have some
degree of concern, about their peer and parent relations, their sexuality
and their relationships with the opposite sex, and their attempts to
develop a meaningful value system and life style.

Each of these 475 students should have developed an understanding
of his academic strengths and weaknesses. He should have some under-
standing of his own interest and appitudes which he should be utili-
zing when he plans a program directed toward purposeful post high
school goals.

He must make decisions about what he is going to do whether be has
a master plan or not. Many of the students who leave school early
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and many who graduate will be tillable to secure employment because
they have not developed salable skills.

I'll addition to planning programs to meet the needs of the students,
the counselor may have responsibility for organizing and maintaining
student records, organizing school testing programs, writing recom-
mendations for college and job applications, and writing referrals
for inschool and out of school special services.

The effective counselor will also be working with parents, teachers,
administrators, and selected other persons in the community in both
building programs for all students and in being responsive to the
sped fie needs of individual students,

Meeting the present emerging needs of students in the lower grades
is increasing in complexity. There are 'also many special problems to
be faced in large urban school systems where the educational system
and community characteristics are exceedingly complex, and in rural
areas where there a gre likely no guidance and counseling

We have a commitment to provide equal opportunity for the devel-
opment of the potential of every child in this fashion. Continued help
is needed. There is sufficient evidence to indicate that seedinoney from
Federal resources stimulates initiative and builds confidence in local
and state educational agencies.

We therefore, strongly urge you to continue ESE.A. title III and
to strengthen the guidance and counseling components of that

I appreciate being able to make these introductory remarks.
Mr. Erpenbach will speak to our recommendations regarding specific
changes in thelegislation.

{The prepared statement of Mr. Erpenbach follows

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

By William J. Erpenbach, Consultant, Counseling and Guidance Services, State
Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wis., and Member of the Federal
Relations Committee of the American Personnel and Guidatace Association

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Willion Erpenbach.
The American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) and its 30,000 mem-
bers appreciate yery much the opportunity to persent this testimony. The mem-
bership of APGA consists of personnel and guidance workers employed in all
levels of educational settings in both public and private education as well as
counseling ,rsonnel employed in a wide variety of non-educational, community
based agencies or settings. Our counselees range in age from early childhood
through senior citizens, Guidance and counseling, our work, is a "people busi-
ness." As ,such; all of our efforts are directed toward making those we serve,
especially the young, more able to adjust to school, to society, to home, and to self.

A substantial portion of those we exist to help will be affected by the outcome
of your Committee's deliberations and the monies which are or are not authorized
for the further development and refinement of this nation's school counseling and
guidance services. It is out of our deepest concern for and commitment to the
youth of this nation that we have expressed interest in this hearing.

Our principal purpose in speaking is related to the funds to be authorized
through Fiscal Year (FY) 1978 for ESEA, III (P.L. 91-230) : Supplementary
Centers: Guidance, Counseling and Testing. P.L. 91 -230 merged as a single
authorization two categorical assistance programsthe National Defense Edu-
cation Act, Title V-A and ESEA III. As exemplified by the July 2'8, 1970 dialogue
between Senators Bayh and Magnuson (and reported on page 512240, Congres-
clonal Record, July 28, 1970), it was the intent of Congress to maintain within
ESEA III the identity and integrity of the guidance, counseling and testing pro-
grams of NDEA, V-A.

It is important to reiterate that this law as it exists is the only Federal pro-
gram that still allows some funds to be spent for the support of the counseling
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and guidance of all boys and girls in our elementary and secondary schools ; funds
which COD he spent for developmental and innovative as well as remedial activi-
ties. It is our opinion that the provisions of P.L. 91-230 for counseling and guid-
ance services and the changes in this law which we will reeonmwnd today are
essential to the integrity of the profession if we are to continue to attempt to
m et-the-ileeds of those we servethe American youth.

The amounts previously appropriated for the entire ESEA. III program have
been far short of their authorized amounts. Further, the approPriations which,
since 1971 were really for two programs, the former NDEA. V-A and ESEA.
represented far less than the sums appropriated fur the two programs in FY
1968! Yet, six years later. we have been expected to serve pupils with a wider
range of needs and a broader range of gradesnow including public and non-
public schoolswith these monies at a time when inflation and rising costs make
such .an effort absolutely impossible without a significant increase in funding.
The national rate of inflation since 1967-6S alone has been enough to severely
curtail the objective of P.L. 91-230 without widening its base of service. It is

---,because of the substantial past discrepancy between authorizations and appro-
prfritions and thus the yet unmet needs of boys and girls for more and bettor
counseling and guidance that our Association appears in support of this bill

would authorize the funds necessary if counseling and guidance services
are to be adequately developed and strengthened throughout the slates.

Our Association has studied carefully the impact on counseling and guidance
services for pupils since NDEA, V-A and ESEA III were combined as a single
authorization. We have studied the Law (91-230) in light of our impact studies
and have solicited. the opinions of state .consultants in counseling- and guidance
regarding the strong and weak features of Pd.. 91-230. We have solicited reaction
t E EA--III and its implementation of counseling and guidance activities from
our general membership and leaders by mem- -ur national publications and
bulletins. We have recently convened our F Relations Committee for a
comprehensive review of P.L. 91-230.

Based on this extensive input, APGA wishes 0, recommend specific changes in
the language of ESEA III as it pertains to counseling and guidance services.
I wish to reiterate, however, that we are in complete support of the intent of
H.R. 69we wish to see it enacted into law. The changes which we are recoin-
mending are for the express purpose of clarifying and improving specifics which
affect counseling mid guidance in the existing law: thus providing greater assur-
ance of the delivery of better and more counseling and gifidance services at the
state and local levels.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

The major points that the Association feels are most important to the improved
operation of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III, Supple-
mentary Educational Centers and Services; Guidance. Counseling and Testing.
are stated below. In each instance, we shall offer specific recommendations which
identify ways that the language of Title III call be updated, especially as it
affects counseling, guidance and testing. This language 'is offered in the subse-
quent section called "Specific Recommendations.-
Recommendation. No. I

The Association agrees with the recommendation of the President's National
Advisory Council that the current name of Title III should he changed in the
interest of better .communication to legislators and the general public and as a
more descriptive explanation of the role that Title III has in American educa-
tion. The Association therefore recommends that the name of Title III of Mc
Elementary and Secondary Education Act be changed to "Educational Innovation
and Guidance".

As stated previously, all available evidence seems to indicate that in combining-
the two laws. the intent of rongre-s was to maintain the autonomy of guidance
and counseling as a specific identifiable programhence the current title, "Sup-
plementary Educational Centers and Services: Guidance, Counseling mid Test-
ing." Our Association feels that it is imperative that counseling and guidance
continue to be identified in the name sif Title III if its program autonomy is to
be maintained.
Recommend:T.440n No. 2

The Association in adamantly opposed to the elimination of the words in Sec-
tion OS, part (a) which are as follows: ".-. . Federal funds may be used for the
same purposes and the funding of the sanw types of programs previously author-
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'zed by those Titles." The elimination of these words would be a frustration_of
the intent of Congress as the original provisions of programs (prior to 91-230)
under Title III, and guidance, counseling and testing programs under NDEA,
V-A were intended to be preserved.

As a result of what seemed to be an "unnatural union" of those two Titles
(Title III, ESDA and Title V-A, NDEA) two options have been provided to the
States in USOE rules timid regulations on the funding of programs or projects at
the local level. Option A permits the approval and funding of programs in accord-
ance with the total criteria and requirements for the innovative approach.
Option B provides for approval and funding of comprehensive programs of guid-
ance and counseling as under the former Title V-A. In the light of experience, it
seems that this "union- and the consequent optional approaches has provided
greater flexibility to the States in terms of the establishment, development and
improvement of guidance programs.

Seine States as a whole are farther along in guidance program development,
mid certainly there is a great variation among communities. Ttile V-A, by grant-
ing emphasis and autonomy to guidance and counseling, contributed greatly to
the establishment and improvement of comprehensive programs of services.
There are minperong communities which still need encouragement and incentive,
and the establishment of such programs in itself becomes an innovation and
exemplary action for them. Other communities are clearly beyond the "establish-
ment" state and should focus on further innovotLe changes and improvement.

Of particular concern is the threat to thz,, :state leadership and supervisory
component featured so prominently in the Act and Regulations, and which might
well be affected by the deletion of the words, "to assist the States in establishing
and maintaining programs of testing and guidance and counseling.- Pro-''Tams
for State supervision and leadership are now required to he set forth in the State
Plan. TO eliminate this support would curtail greatly the leadership and coordi-
nation of all guidance activity in the State, not only that provided under Title
III, ESEA.

In this latter instance, in FY 1972, the States reported 71 full-time and 36
part-time ESEA II1 program staff personnel in counseling and guidance super-
vision and leadership. These 107 professionals provide unique state level leader-
ship activities for the development of quality counseling and guidance programs
hi local schools. The level of services being provided by the state guidance con-
sultants can be measured in the annual state agency reports for ESEA III
Section VI, Das filed with the USOE. Without ESEA III funds. it is unlikely
that state departments of education could maintain these 107 positions at this
time.
Recommendation No. 3

Since the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title III represents both
the educational benefits derived from innovation as well as those derived from
guidance, counseling and testing. the Association recommends that in every State
Advisory Council there should 1w a specific provision that representatives of the
areas of professional competence in elementary and secondary school counseling
and guidance services be appointed to each State's Advisory Council.
Recommendation No. 4

The Association has been deeply appreciative of the work, efforts and the
dedication of the National Advisory Council and its individual members. The
Association has been particularly appreciative of the efforts expended by
Council member Dallas H. Smith, Consultant from the Career and Personal
Counseling Service of the Presbyterian Church of the United States. However,
the Association views Mr. Smith's appointment as fortuitous rather than one
resulting from the language of Section 309, which deals with membership on
the President's National Advisory Council on ESEA III. It seems important
to us because of the unique way in which innovative programs and guidance,
counseling and testing programs were linked in P. L. 91-230 to ESEA III that
appropriate representation be given to both aspects of this Title as found on the
President's National Advisory Council. Therefore, the American Personnel and
Guidance Association recommends that at least one person be appointed by the
President to the Council who has professional competence in. the area of guidance
and counseling, and that this inclusion be made a part of Section 309(b) as a
perfection of this Section under the National Advisory Council.
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Recommendation No. 5
One of the particularly troublesome aspects of administration of the guidance

and counseling provisions of ESEA. Title III has been the indefiniteness of
amounts of money to be allocated in each State for the purposes of guidance,
counseling and testing when an over all allocation of money was forthcoming to
each State resulting from annual appropriations to Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, Title III, Supplementary Educational Centers and Services ;
Guidance, Counseling and Testing. This troublesoine provision is found in that
Section of 309 which deals with the amount of money that ettcb State shall
receive for the purpose of Title VA. In many instances, State Title
Directors have viewed the language in Sub-section 4 as a ceiling for funding, not
a floor in allocating amounts of money to those State administrators responsible
for the guidance, counseling and testing provisions of this Title. Therefore, the
Association recommends the following perfection in sub-section, 4: "(4) of Sec-
tion 303(b) of such Title III an amount at least equal to the amount expended
by the State for the purposes of Title VA of thr National Defrnse Education
Act of 1958 (as amended through 1968) from funds appropriated pursuant to
such Title VA for fiscal year ending June 30. 1970." The intent of this change
is that funds reserved for guidance and counseling programs in 1972 should be
appropriated at least at the same level as those funds appropriated for NDEA.
VA, in fiscal 1970, to insure that guidance and counseling is an integral part of
our educational system.
Recommendation No. 6

United States Office of Education shall appoint and actively involve a repre-
sentative committee of State Directors of Guidance in the formulation and draft
ing of comprehensive guidelines for the administration of guidance and counsel-
ing under Title Ill. The intent of this recommendation is that in many instances
State leaders in guidance feel they are called upon to review or comment on
regulations after the fact. These leaders because of their unique position h. ad-
ministration of the Guidance, Counseling and Testing provisions of Title III,
wish to be consulted and involved prior to the drafting of guidelines and in the
drafting process.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

In Title III there should be a name change from Supplementary Educational
Centers and Services ; Guidance. Counseling and Testing to "Educational In-
novation and Guidance".

Section 301(a), in the first paragOph this should read "the Commissioner shall
carry out a program for making supplemental grants for vitally needed educa-
tional services not available in sufficient quantity or quality (i) which stimulate
and assist in the development and establishment of exemplary elementary and
secondary school educational programs to serve as models for r,:gular school
programs, and (ii assist the 'States in establishing and maintaining programs
of guidance and counseling.

Section 302(a) (2), the first sentence should read "from sums appropriated
for making grants under this Title for any fiscal year, pursuant to Section 301(b),
the Commissioner shall allot $400,000 to each State and shall allot the remainder
of such sums among the States as follows :" The Association feels that the past
allotment to each State is too low and should be raised to a nmch higher level.

Section 303(a), the American Personnel and Guidance Association disagrees
with the National Advisory Council's recommended deletion of the words "Federal
funds may be used for the same purposes and the funding of the same type of
programs previously authorized by those Titles."

Section 303(h) (3), the Association agrees that the words "supplementary edu-
cational services and activities" where found in the text anywhere in the Title
should be changed to the words "educational innocations" or "educationally in-
novative" as applicable. Additionally, wherever found in the text, the Association
recommends that the words "guidance, counseling and testing" be changed to
"guidance and counseling".

Section 303(b) (4) should be changed from the way it currently reads to the
following language: "(4) programs, projects and leadership activities designed
to expand and strengthen counseling and guidance services in the elementary
and secondary schools."

The funds available should be used for the development and strengthening of
guidance services as a whole. Most school districts have well-planned testing
programs and inasmuch as testing is an integral part of the guidance and counsel-
ing process it could be incorporated as needed within this area.
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Section 304(a), first sentencethe American Personnel and Guidance Associa-
tion believes that the following change should be made: "(a) A grant under this
Title pursuant to an approved State plan or by the Commissioner for an educa-
tionally innovative program or project . .." In addition. the Association does not
believe that grants should he made available to institutions other than an ele-
mentary and/or secondary educational agency or agencies.

We are opposed to making grants available to institutions other than local
education agencies because there is already a severe limitation of available funds.
Broadening the base for the utilization of funcls without increasing the funds
available is unreasonable. Also, %lat is needed for the improvement of educa-
tional efforts is not more parties with more (probably replicating) approaches
hut more adequate funding of local educational efforts in the first place.

Section 305(a) (2) (A), the Association recommends the addition of a sub-
section (iv) worded as follows : -areas of professional competence in elementary
and secondary school counseling and guidance services."

Section 305(h) (1) (B) (1), the American Personnel and Guidance Association
believes that this section should be completely deleted and that the paragraph that
follows (ii) should be re-worded in the following manner: "a coordinated and
developmental counseling and guidance program in elementary and secondary
schools (1) that identify needs of students for counseling- and guidance services,
and (ii) that assist students in the decision-making process of educational, per-
sonal and career development and planning through understanding their inter-
ests, aptitudes and abilities, in light of the opportunities that may be available to
them.

Section 309(b), the Association feels that in the first sentence after the words
-handicapped children" the folloWing should appear : "and at least one person
who has professional competence in the area of guidance and counseling."

Section 309(b) (4). the Association recommends that the wording be changed
in this section to read as follows : "of Section 303(b) of such.Title III, an amount
at least equal to the amount expended by that State for the purposes of Title
V-A of the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (as amended through 1968)
from funds appropriated pursuant to such Title V-A for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1910."

PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS

The public demand for counseling and guidance services continues to increase.
Evidence to support this has been introduced here this morning. It is also in-
ferred with little difficulty from the frequent mention of the need in Federal
legislation, from the established position of counselor or personnel worker at all
levels in our Nation's schools as well as in other community settings such as
employment and rehabilitation counseling.

Numerous recent national and state reports on the status of and goals for
education have called for strengthened and expanded counseling and guidance
service.; for all pupils grades K-12 including those pupils who drop out of school
before graduation. These reports include, for example. Wisconsin's Kellett Com-
mission report, its K-12 Guide foroCareer Education and the recent "Goals for Ed-
ucation" as wel las the career education emphasis of the L.S. Office of Education
and the recent statements of the National Advisory Council on Vocational Educa-
tion. And so. the need for continued, strengliened and expanded Federal fiscal
support for counseling and guidance is critical if our Nation's youth are to be
provided the more and better guidance programs which they and their parents are
asking for.

FONV states have been able to enact state level support programs for the initia-
tion and further development of school guidance prograths. At present Florida
has a program providing grants to local schools to pay for the salaries of ele-
mentary school counselors. Ohio has a fm:nula reimbursement for school counselor
salaries. In Minnesota last year, a bill to provide partial reimbursement for.
school counselors' salaries In that state was not referred out of committee hear-
ings for action in spite of a favorable hearing (it was contended that the bill's
fiscal note could not be met by the state). Kansas presently has before its legisla-
ture a bill which would provide grants to local school districts for counselors'
salaries.

T,.e states have had two years of experience with P.L. 91 -230 and its provi-
sions for counseling, guidance and testing. We have made specific recommenda-
tions today for the improvement of 91 - -230 and offered testimony in support of
the extension of this law. In the.varions states, state plans for counseling and
guidance expenditures under 91-230 have evolved to the point of sophistication
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that meaningful. exciting projects and state directed programs are under way.
Materials to improve counseling and guidance are being developed and pro-
duced : workshops for in-service and upgrading are being conducted ; state staffs
in counseling and guidanceand thus professional assistance for local schools
are being strengthenedall under 91-230.

While the available fluids for counseling and guidance have decreased sig-
nificantlyfrom a high of $24.5 million in FY 1968 to a low of $10 million in
FY 1911the expenditures in this area remain one of the best bargains for the
Federal dollars. For example, in FY 1971 the $10 million expended for counseling
and guidance produced the following:

Direct guidance project and program services to 1.347.000 pupilsrepre-
senting the largest number of students served by any project activity con-
ducted under ESEA III.

Funding for 389 operational projects nationally as well as for 405 projects
carried out in FY 1972 with FY 1971 funds again the largest single pro-
gram activity under ESEA 111. An additional 423 projects were submitted
but not funded due to the limited funds available. $6.9 million was expended
for the approved projects.

The employment of 84 professional consultants in guidance at the SEA
level.

The employment of 119 consultants to assist in the further improvement
of school guidance services. These consultants were employed for 969 man
days at a cost of $60.700 or $51.00 per day per consultant for fees and
expenses.

28.100 elementary and secondary school counselors participated directly
in the program activities.

Another 33.000 elementary and secondary school counselors participated
indirectly in the program.

HR 69 would require the Commissioner of Education to make a study
to determine the extent to which late funding handicaps school districts in
planning and carrying out programs. We heartily endorse this requirement.

The pattern of reduced and/or late availability of Federa funds in recent
years has seriously hampered the effectiveness of the program. Local schoui
districts are reluctant to plan and develop new guidance activities under a mantle
of late. minimal or no financial assistance. This problem must be resolved at the
Federal level.

Forward funding is essential ; funding at least one year in advance. Long range
planning is impossible without this approach. Materials and supplies cannot be
purchased and professional and support staff cannot be hired. Local school dis-
tricts are no longer willing to act in good faith or to gamble on the eventual
availability of Federal funds ; they have been stung too often in recent funding
Patterns particularly in instances where the atml appropriations have failed
to match actual or projected authorizations of the various laws.

Members of our Association appeared before Congressional committees
on numerous occasions to communicate the role and function of counseling and
guidance services in America's schools and to report on the achievements and
needs of these services. We have appreciated these opportunities as well as the
very cordial receptions accorded to us by Congressmen and Senators.

We feel that you understand the need for counseling and guidance services,
what these services have accomplished and what needs are yet to be met. There-
fore, our testimony has been prepared in the context of urging the authorization
of the necessary funds. We have stated that there are increasing demands for
the services provided by school counselors. And yet, there seems to be a lessening
of the fiscal support to make possible the meeting of the needs of the people
to be served. It doesn't make 3ense.

Funding levels cannot just be maintained or even eliminated for critical pro-
gram activities in this irrmeasingly complex society. Never before has there
been such need for new approaches to educational dilemmas and better adjust-
ment of people. Drug problems, automation. depersonalization of society, and
joblessness all speak to more emphasis on the purposes of ESEA
Guidance and Testing. Massive funding of this program is needed. In our present
national state of rapid occupational and social change, the school counselor serves
a key Sole as an agent of change. Expanded guidance services are needed as
never before: To reduce or eliminate funding at this time would truly be false
economy resulting in an increasing need for more costly welfare, correctional
and remedial programs to overcome mistakes that could have been prevented
with adequate guidance services.
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We would he pleased to provide any additional information or assistance your
committee may wish to have in further considerations of this matter. Thank you
for this opportunity to again meet with you.

Mr. ERPENBACII. Thank you. I wish simply to limit some of my more
detailed testimony which has been submitted and accepted for the
record.

Let me start by saying that our association has studied very care.
fully the impact on counseling and guidance services for pupils since,
NDEA title V and ESEA title III were combined as single
authorization.

We have studied 91-230 in light, of our impact, studies and solicited
opinions of State consultants and guidance counselors. We have so-
licited reactions to ESEA title III and its implementation of counsel-
ing and guidance activities from our general membership by means of
our national publication and bulletins.

We have recently convened our Federal Relations Committee for
review and preparation of a. position paper on this law. 'We have also
studied resident reports of the Office of Education regarding Public
Law 91-230.

Based on this extensive input, we are wishing to recommend specific
changes in the language of title III as it pertains to guidance and
counseling, but we wish to reiterate for the record that we are com-
plete support of the intent of H.R. 69.

We wish to see it enacted into law. The changes we are recommending
are for the express purpose of clarifying and improving specifics which
affect- counseling and guidance in that law, thus we feel providino.
some . greater assurance. for the delivery of more counseling, and
guidance services at Stale aad local levels.

Our first recommendation is as follows: 'We agree with the recom-
mendation of the President's National Advisory Council that the
rurrent name of title III should he changed. We, therefore, recommend
that the name of title HI be changed to "Educational Innovation and
Guidance."

All available evidence seems to indicate that in combining .the two
laws in 1971, the intent of -Congress was to maintain the autonomy
of guidance and counseling as a specific identifiable program, and
hence, its present title.

Our association feels that it is imperative that counseling and guid-
ance continue to be identified in the mime of title III, if program
autonomy is to be maintained.

Our second recommendation is as follows : We are vigorously op-
posed to the National Advisory Ccitneil's recommended elimination
of the words in section 303, part. (A) as follows : "Federal funds may
:)e used for the same purposes and funding of the same types of pro-
grams previously' authorized by these titles."

We feel that the elimination of these words would be not only frus-
tration to the intents of Congress in the original provisions of 91-230,
but we feel that we need to maintain the option we presently have to
either have the continuation of the programs and activities for devel-
opment and implementation of counseling as well as the innovative
approaches provided under

Our third recommendation : Since. ESEA III represents both the
educational benefits derived from innovation and those derived from
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counseling, guidance, and testing, we recommend that on every State
advisory council there should be a specific provision that representa-
tives of the areas of professional competence in elementary and sec-
ondary school counseling and guidance- be appointed to each State
advisory council.

Recommendation No. 4: It seems important to us, because of the
unique way which innovative programs and counseling, guidance
and testing were linked in 91-230, that representation be
given to both aspects of this title as found in the President's National
Advisory Council.

We, therefore, recommend that at least one person be appointed
by the President to the Council who has professional competence
in the area of guidance and counseling,. and that this inclusion be made
a part of section 309B as a perfection of this section under the
National Advisory Council.

Recommendation No. 5: One of the particularly troublesome
aspects of the administration of guidance and counseling provisions
in title III has been the indefiniteness of the amount of money to be
allocated to the States for purposes of guidance, counseling, and
testing.

This troublesome provision is found in section 309, dealing with the
amount of money that each State shall receive for purposes of title
VA.

In many instances. State title III directors and State advisory com-
mittees have reviewed the language in subsection 4 as a ceiling for fund-
ing, not a floor in-allocating amounts of money to the States for guid-
ance, counseling, and testing.

We, therefore. recommend the following perfection in subsection
4: "Of section 303(B), of such title III, an- amount at least equal to
the amount expended by the State for the. purposes of title VA
from funds appropriated pursuant to-such V=A for fiscal year 1970."

Our intent. is instead of having a minimum of 50 percent, that there
should be a minimum of 100 percent of what was spent at least in fiscal
1970 for guidance and counseling.

Recommendation No. 6: We feel that the Office of Education
should appoint and actively involve a representative committee of State
directors of guidance in formulating and drafting guidelines under
title III.

The intent of this recommendation is that. in many instances, State
leaders in guidance feel they are called upon to review or comment on
regulation after the fact.

These leaders, because of their unique position in the administration
of guidance and counseling and testing provisions in title III, wish to be
consulted and involved prior to the drafting of guidelines and in the
drafting process.

In our complete testimony there is a section dealing with specific
'Proposed-language changes- in- the law. I will not go into those, but
we have provided them for your review, feeling that is our obligation.

Let me comment just on title 91-230 in terms of what happened
in fiscal 1971 with the guidance and counseling provisions.

Chairman PERKINS. P-You mean with the consolidation ?
Mr. ERPENBACI -I. Yes, after the first year. We feel that this is the

best expenditure of Federal dollars, by the way, and this is what gives
us cause.
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The available funds for guidance and counseling- have decreased
significantly from a high $24.5 million in fiscal 1968 to a low $10
million in fiscal 1971:

The intent of Congress was that there, should have been spent $14
million in fiscal 1971.

Chairman PERKINS. What brought that decrease about?
Mr. ERPENBACII. The difference in interpretation in various States

by title III directors and title III State advisory committees of what
was to go to guidance.

Chairman PERKINS. That is what is being proposed in the so-called
special revenue-sharing package, consolidating certain programs. Is
that identical with that?

Mr. ERPENBACII. Yes, sir, definitely.
Chair:m:1i PERKINS. Go ahead.
Mr. ERPENBACII. In fiscal year 1971, $10 million expended for guid-

ance and counseling under 91-230 produced the, following : Direct
guidance and counseling programs to 1,347,000 students, the largest
number of students served by any project activity.

Funding for 389 operational projects nationally as well as for 405
projects carried .out in fiscal year 1972 with fiscal year 1971 funds,
again the largest single component of activity under ESEA title III.
other words 7 out of every 10 dollars appropriated for guidance and
counseling was spent.directly at the local school level.

Six .point nine million 'dollars were experded for these projects. In
other words seven out of every 10 dollars appropriated for guidance
and counseling was spent directly at the local school level.

There were 84 professional consultants in guidance employed at
the State education agency level supported by these funds. These con-
sultants provide direct services to local school districts for improve-
ment of guidance programs as well as administnring the guidance
and counseling provisions.

As an example of one State's activity in generating State-level infor-
mation and assistance to counselors, I have brought materials from
Wisconsin for your review. There were also employed under this pro-
gram 119 consultants to further assist in further improvement of guid-
ance counseling services at tl e local level.

These consultants worked 969 man-days or $51 per day per consult-
ant for expenses and fees. There, were 28,000 elementary and secondary
school counselors participating in the program activities and another
33,000 elementary and secondary school counselors participating
indirectly. . .

In other words, cal school counselors nationally participated one
way or another in fiscal year 1971 in this program activity.

Finally, H.R. 69 would require the Commissioner of Education to
make a study to determine the extent to which late funding handicaps
schOol districts in planning and carrying out programs. We heartedly
endorse this requirement.

I think, at this point, I will conclude by saying we would be happy
to provide additional information.
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[The prepared statement of Dr. H. Eugene Wysong follows :]

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

By Dr, H. Eugene Wysong, Associate Professor of Education, Department of
Guidance and Counselor Education, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio and
President of the Association for Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance
Mr. Chairman and 'fief-niters of the committee, the purpose of lily testimony is

to help the Committee consider some of the practical issues involved in using
measurement, testing and evaluation in meeting the goals of ESEA, Title I.
I hope that I can be of service to you as you contemplate the advantages and
disadvantages of your decisions. I believe personally in the value and Importance
of providing extra assistance to educationally disadvantaged children. However,
my purpose is not to discuss the merits of ESEA, Title I, but rather to share
with you some ideas on measurement, testing, and evaluation procedures.

The following two questions seem relevant to the decisions which you may
need to make ;

1. What effective and efficient procedures can be used to determine the extent
of educational disadvantages in local educational agencies so that funds can be
most appropriately allocated?

2. What effective and efficient procedures can be used to assure quality pro-
gram evaluation and accountability so tha? decisions can be made for program
irt.novement?

in discussing the issues involved in trying to answer the two above queestions,
I believe that sonie basic questions about the nature of measurement, testing,
evaluation and accountability should be answered.

What i8 measurement? Measurement is the use of numerals to describe some
behavior, characteristic, or event. The purpose of measurement is to assist people
to gain a greater understanding so that the quality of necessary decisions can
be improved. Testing is one form of measurement.

What is a standardized test? A standardized test is a set. of exercises which
are given to an individual and is administered by following well defined stand-
ard procedures. That is, the directions are the same (standardized) for all
persons taking the test, the time limits are the same, and conditions under which
the test is taken are as-unifoim as possible.

What is measured by an educational standardized test? A variety of educa-
tional objectives can be measured. The content of the test depends upon the in-
tended use of the test results. reading achievement test might include items to
meas ce knowledge of vocabulary, understanding .of facts presented in sentence
form, understanding of ideas presented in I;otragraph form, interpretation of the
author's intent, evaluation of the author's conclusions. etc. A math achievement
test might include items to measure computation skills in adding, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of whole numbers, decimals, frectIons, percents. etc.,
or may measure concepts of quantity, shape, size, areas, volumes, etc., or may mea-
sure skills in problem solving. Language usage tests may measure knowledge of
sentence ,structure, punctuation, capitalization. spelling, effectivenes sof expres-
sion, composition, etc. Other subject areas to be measured might include physical
science. biological science, social science. study skills, etc.

What is a norm-referenced standardized test? A norm- referenced test is one in
which the performance on the test is described by using scores which show kow,
the performance compares to the performances of! other people in a similar grade
level or age group. A norm group refers to the reference group with which an in-
dividual's score is compared. A score of 75th percentile means that the individ-
ual's score is equal to or greater than 75 percent of the scores of the other people
in the norm group who took the same teF`. A score of 8,4 grade equivalent. means
that the individual's score is similar to the average score made by 8th graders in
the 4th month of school. A score of 9th stanine means that. the individual's score
is similar to others whose score is in the top category when the norm group is.
divided into 9 standard categories.

What is a oriterion-referenced, standardized test? A criterion-referenced test
is one in which the performance on the test is described by using scores which
show how the performance is compared to some desired level of performance.
A score of 60 percent means that the individual has performed correctly 60 per-
cent of the items in the test. If the predetermined desired level of performance
is judged to be 80 percent correct response, the individual might be judged to be
below the specified level of competency. Scores can also be used to describe a
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group's performance on a single item. As an example. 70 percent of 8th graders
may perform correctly a test item on the addition of mixed numbers. If the pre-
determined desired level of performance is 85 percent for that grade, the group
might lie judged to be below level of competency. The concept of criterion-refer-
enced tests is not new. A teacher-made test designed to determine if students in a
'class have mastered some particular skill is a kind of criterion-referenced test.
The National Assessme,i, of Educational Progress uses the concept of criterion-
referenced tests.

"What are the differences and similarities between, a norm-referenced standard-
ized test and a criterion - referenced standardized test? The educational objectives
measured by the two kinds of tests can he the sonic. A norm-referenced test
usually has items with degrees of difficulty which are designed to identify rela-
tive differences of competency among individuals or groups. A criterion-refer-
enced test has items which usually represent. minimal levels of competency and
are designed to identify whether or not an individual or group meets some pre-
determined desired level of performance.

How reliable are tests? The reliability of a test is an indictation of the extent
to which individuals' performances are consistent if they took the same test or
equated tests a number of times. No test is perfectly reliable. A person who scores
at the 50th percentile on a test may be expected to score, two-thirds of the time, at
a level between the 40th percentile and the 60th percentile, In another score
language, a strident who scores at the 8.0 grade equivalent level may be expected
to score, two-thirds of the time, at a level between 7.6 and 8.4 grade equivalents.
Scores for individual students are less stable than average scores for groups of
students.

How valid arc, tests? Validity is the degree to which a test measures what is
intended to be measured or the degree to which the test meets the purposes for
which the test results are used. There are two basic kinds of validity for educa-
tional tests; content validity and predictive validity. The content validity of an
educational achievement test is determined by answering- two questions. First,
does each item in the test measure an important objective in the domain to he
measured? Secondly, do the items in the test provide an adequate coverage of all
the possible objectives in the domain to he measured? The predictive validity of
a test is determined by the degree to which the test performance is correlated to
some future behavior of an individual. Tests do not have perfect validity. Hon -
ever, tests usually have a degree of validity which is often better than many
other kinds of information. The degree of validity depends upon the kind of con-
tent measured and the purposes for which the test results are to be used.

Can a test provide a direct measure of an individual's innate ability for learn-
ing? No! A scholastic aptitude test or achievement test can measure only what
indiViduals have learned or developed from their past experiences. Performances
on a test are indicative of what students have learned in the past from their total
environment, in school and out of school, and are not indicative of what they
could have learned if they had experiences in a better educationally-oriented
learning environment.

Can test scores he increased by "teaching for the test"? Yes! It is important to
remember that the items in a test are only a sample of the hundreds or thousands
of items which could be included. It is possible for students to learn to answer
correctly a specific item on sentence structure hut: not understand .the objective
which is intended to be measured. Also, because of necessity to limit time devoted
to the testing process, a test usually only samples the many' educational objec-
tives which can be taught in a subject area.

What influences test performances? Generally, the following four kinds of fac-
tors are likely to influence test resui+s:

1. The learning which students have obtained from their school environment.
2. The learning which students have obtained from their home and community

environments.
3. The conditions under which the tests are administered and the special

orientation students receive.
4. The motivation and adaptability of the students who participate in the

testing situation.
Should test results be used as the only basis for making educational decisions?

No! Test results can be infinencal by factors other than a 'writIll's skills, under-
standings and competencies. Also, by their nature, tests can provide only a sam-
ple of a person's behavior and do not measure many other important character-
istics of individuals. Other information about. students or about programs should
be used as input to the decision making process.
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Are tests available which can measure all desirable educational objectives?
No! Tests are generally available as means for measuring the cognitive skills and
abilities of students. Greater difficulty is encountered in measuring the domains
of cooperation, integrtiy, character, appreciation, loyalty, persistence, human
regard, sense of worth and dignity, responsibility, relationship with others, etc.

Are tests helpful for use by teachers. counselors, and administrators? Yes!
When persons who use tests are trained to know what. test scores mean and
know what testing can and cannot do, the test results are helpful in aiding
students. The error of completely disregarding the value of testing can be
made just as well as having an over expectation of what testing can do.

Test results can be used for the following :
1. Teachers can make 'judgments on the general performance levels of in-

dividual students by comparing test results with other information about
students.

2. Teachers can identify students in need of additional instructional attention.
3. Teachers can describe to parents the general performance levels of their

children.
4. Counselors can help students to examine and interpret the meaning of their

test performances as a part of a total process of self appraisal.
5. Counselors can conduct individual and group interpretation sessions as a

procedure for promoting career development.
6. Counselors can use test information as a partial means of identifying stu-

dents with educational needs requiring extra assistance.
7. Counselors can conduct individual and group interpretation sessions with

parents.
8. Administrators can use test information as a partial basis for making admin-

istrative decisions for meeting the needs of individual students or groups of
students.

0. Teachers can identify early in the school year the knowledge and skills which
thz groups of students do or do not have so that group instruction can be
planned.

10. Curriculum .supervisors and administrators can identify group accom-
plishments at a grade level so that the curriculum can be studied.
Issues related to the use of tests for determining allocation. of funds for educa-

tionally disadvan, aged students
.

Test performances on all the students at one or more grade levels will tend
to identify the percent of students who have limited educational skills. The test
results will be influenced by the students' learning experiences both in their
school environment and in their home and community environments. Students
who come from a limited, educationally-oriented home and community environ-
ments will tend to perform lower than those from an educationally enriched en-
vironment. Also students who are in an ineffective school instructional program
will also ,tend to perform lower. It would be difficult to limit th: performances
which are. influenced specific-ally by a disadvantaged home and community en-
vironment. Measurements could be obtained from entering kindergaAen or first
grade students, however, the group testing of young children is not vu:7 reliable
or efficient. Testing procedures and large scale data processing of scot-es of young
children would be extremely difficult.

In allocating funds to help educationally disadvantaged children, a decision is
based on l'eroup inforthation and not on individual student information. In other
words, a funding agency does not need to know the names, of the individual chil-
dren who require extra assistance. Decisions are based on information describing
the degree of disadvantageness of the group ofcilildren. The local educational
agency needs to know which particular students v.iquire help, but those names
can be identified. through a process separate from the funding procedures.

Decisions for allocating ESEA, Title I. funds occur at two levels. First, a deci-
sion must be made concerning the amount of funding to be received at the state
level. Secondly, a decision must be made concerning the amount of funding to be
received at the local educational level. Measurement problems related to the first
decision are fewer than those related to the second decision. BecauSe of no large
population of a state, it would be possible to obtain information on a matrix
sampling basis similar to the procedures used by the National AsSessment of Edu-
cational Progress. Such a procedure would not require all students to be tested
nor would it require every student to take all the test items to be used. The data
could be analyzed on the basis of group data. This procedure would not, how--
ever, eliminate the influences of a poor school instructional program. The alterna-
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tive to using test performances at the state level for determining educational
needs is the use of such descriptive information as the educational levels of
parents. employment levels of parents. mobility of students, assessed tax valua-
tion per pupil, etc. These alternative data also present problems became of out-
dated census figures and limited availability of some kinds of information.

The use of tests for identifying the percent of educationally disadvantaged
students in a local educational agency is possible, however, the efficiency of such a
procedure may be less than using the same procedure for allocating funds to the
states. Because fewer students are involved at each local educational agency
level than at each state level. a larger percent of students would need to be tested
in order to provide an adequate sample.

The basic questions to be answered seem to be these : Will methods other than
a nationally prescribed testing program produce the same practical results but
with less cost in time and money? Can variables such as educational levels of
parents, employment levels of parents, number of one-parent families, income
level of families, liability of students, assessed tax valuation per students, etc.,
be used in a regression equation formula providing an index of educational dis-
advantageness which will produce the same results as testing all students? These
are empirical questions which can be answered by a research study of data. I do
not have the data to give a research answer to these questions. The data could be
collected. My best educated guess is that the information describing the nature
of the community will provide an index which is very similar to the summated
test results and can he collected with greater objectivity, and with less effort and
cost of time and money.

A second related question is : How can local educational identify
specific individual students in their schools to whom the ESEA, Title I, services
should be delivered? The identification of individual children in need of extra
assistance is a legitimate use of locally prescribed testing programs. Test infor-
mation along with other information about the functioning of students in the
classroom situation can be used as a basis for making decisions about the needs
of students. Such a process does not require a uniforni testing program for all
local educational agencies across the nation.
Issues related to evaluation and accountability of ESEA, Title I, programs

How can local educational agencies evaluate their ESEA, Title I, programs
and be held accountable for meeting the educational needs of students? Before
discussing some of the issues related to evaluation .and accountability in Title I.
I will attempt to preSent some basic concepts which need to be considered.

What is evaluation.? Evaluation is a process of determining the extent to which
desired program objectives are being accomplished and making decisions for
improvement. Evaluation includes the following general tasks :

1. Establishing desired objectives.
2. Collecting and organizing information to assess the accomplishment of

objectives.
3. Judging the adequacy of accomplishments.
4. Making decisions for improving programs.
The process of evaluation requires the measurement of program objectives, a

research design which controls variables influencing performance, and an analysis
and organization of data which provide meaningful information on which to base
judgments and decisions.

What is accountability? Accountability is the condition in which meaningful
evaluative information about program accomplishments and needs are accessible
to those people who are responsible for or are affected by the programs and
avenues are available for influencing decisions on improving the programs. The
condition of accountability occurs when the various responsible and affected
Publics are involved in pertinent steps of the evaluation process. The various
publics might include Students, teachers, parents, counselors, adMinistrators,
local education agency, borrds of education, state government, and national
government.

Do all children need to be measured in. the evaluation, of Title I programs? No!
A sampling technique can be followed by randomly selecting students in the pro-
gram and providing appropriate design controls which allow inferences to be
made about the perform ance of the total group. Similarly, Title I evaluation
results from a sample of local educational agencies can provide data for making
inferences about the. results of Title I programs nationally.

TVhat measurement problems exist in evaluating- educational programs? The
attached publication, "Accountability in Education and Associated Measurement
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Problems," Test Service Notebook 33, authored by Wrightstone, Hogan, and
Abbott and published by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. presents some measure-
ment problem; in program evaluation. Generally. the measurement problems
identified in the publication are errors of estimate in gain scores, interpolated
norms of tests, interlevel and intertnirm equivalence, and regression toward the
mean. Additional evaluation concerns are related to the availability of valid
instruments which measure the specific objectives of the programs, evaluation
designs which control all influences on performance, cost and procedures for
colleeting information, and availability' of trained personnel.

Evaluation and accountability in ESEA, Title I, programs are desirable and
possible nt tae local educational agency level. Accountability can be accom-
plished by involving people who are responsible and concerned about helping
educationally disant-nntaged students. The most important level of decision
making occurs at local educational agency level. In order to meet the condi-
tion of accountability, evaluative information Must be shared at the local educa-
tional agency level with parents and the community and provisions must be
made to include their infinence on the decision-making process.

Making provisions for sharing program evaluation information with parents
and cmnumnity leaderi is one way to achieve accountability and to assure the
greatest impact for improvement at the local educational level. Currently, schools
are required to evaluate their, ESEA, Title 1, programs. I am unaware of any
requirement that, the information be shared with the people who are the bene-
ficiaries of the programs.

Thank you for allowing me to share sonic ideaS with you. I hope that, my input
will be of sonic assistance to you as you make important decisions which help
children.

TEST SERVICE NOTEBOOK 33ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION AND ASSOCIATED
MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS

(By J. Wayne Wrightstone, Thomas P. Hogan, Muriel M. Abbott)

ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION
What is Accountability

A recent development in the field of education has been the emergence of the
concept of "accountability". This concept denotes that whoever is given a task to
perform should be held responsible or "accountable" for the results of his per-
formance. This, then, implies that those assigned the task of educating children
should be held responsible for their performance with respect to the education
of those children. There is nothing especially new in this concept of responsibility
in education. Educators have always- been concerned with pupil performance in
academic as well as in personal and social areas and have accepted responsibility
for change in that performance. What is novel is the increased attention to the
possibility of determining the cost - effectiveness of any /such change ; that is, the
relating of change in pupil achievement to the costs of producing that change.
Another related new element is the use of the "systems approach" in all
phases of an educational program are planned and carried out as a whole rather
than in segments. It is the purpose of this article to describe some of these new
elements and to explore some of the measurement problems which have become
associated with them.

Much of the impetus to the emelgence of the accountability concept in educa-
tion has come from questions raised regarding the cost-effectiveness.of various
educational programs. The ever increasing requests for additional funds have
raised questions concerning whether these expenditures really resulted in better
education. Until recently, much of the appraisal of educational programs had been
in terms of input; for example, in terms of improved instructional materials,
increased expenditures, decreased class size, or the institution of programs aimed
at reducing the number of dropouts. The new approach holds that those assigned
thb.task of educating children should be held accountable for results in terms of
the output of the educational program ; for example, in terms of change in student
learning er reduction in the number..of dropouts. Appraisal in terms of input or
expenditures provides little evidence of pupil performance resulting from an
educational program. Appraisal in terms of output permits the assessment of

.educational programs in terms of changes In student behavior. If cost-effective-
rIss is, to be determined. then change in student behavior must be interpreted in
terms 'of expenditures ; that is,' how much change in pupil learning or achieve-
ment results from specified expenditures for a program, such as professional staff,
materials, capital outlay, etc.
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In order to apply the concept of accountability in the field of education, it is
suggested that certain components must he present. There must be measurable
llikjectives in terms of output or pupil behavior. what the pupil should learn or
become aide to do. A second component consists of a program, usually a learning
program. designed to lead to the achievement of these Pleasurable behavioral
objectives.: third is the evaluation of the achievement of these objectives; a
determination of how successfully the objectives are realized, together with an
assessment of the cost- of the program. The fourth Component is a systematic
method of feedback to the ultimate decision makers, or those to whom the school
personnel are accountable, so that the appropriate revisions in the program may
be made to improve future pupil performance. The innovative element is the
combining of all these tasks into a unified whole or into what may be called a
"systems approach" to education. Because this is an integrated approach, the
contention is that. it promotes more efficient planning and carrying out of an
educational program and also is conducive to determination of the cost-effective-
ness of a program.

To date, in addition to the above necessary components, any implementation
of the concept of acQmtntabilityusually includes certain conditions, such as speci-
fied hours of pupil omiosure to the instructional program, or a specified time limit
in which objectives are to be met. as well as a defined target group of pupils. This
means that. the determination of "accountability," as it is presently advocated,
usually requires that there be evidence of achievement of stated objectives for
a particular group of students. using clearly identified procedures over a speci-
fied period of time, together with a determination of the cost of the program.
Emergence of Accountability in Public Education

Perhaps the earliegt evidence of widespread attempts to apply the concept of
accountability in education occurred ill the 1920's with the introduction and.use
of nationally standardized achievement tests in various subject areas. These
tests provided school systems with a new and easily interpreted kind of evidence
of pupil performance. By means of the average grade scores achieved by pupils
in a community, a school system was able to report to that community the educa-
tional progress, of its students. In the main, the early reporting of these results.
was in the form of city-wide Or community-wide averages. Implicity or explicitly,
such reporting of average test scores may be viewed as initial acts by school ad-
ministrators and school boards in accounting for their performance in educating
the pupils In their schools.

Although for many years local community groups, hn cooperation with local
school administrators, had requested and received achievement data for indi-
vidual sehools, these school -by- school results did not become a major issue until
the bite 1900's. At that time in many large' cities, citizens, dissatisfied with city-
wide averages which they considered inadequate evidence of the education of
their children, demanded publiention of school-by-school average grade scores
on the standardized tests. The reporting of these schoo. 1-by-schotn averages re-
vealed that within any city, wide differences existed in the average performance
of the st'adenth in the various schools. This was particularly evident in the case
of the "inner city" schools where the average scores on standardized tests tend to
be below the national average or "below the norm."

Although these efforts led to the reporting of more complete achievement infor-
mation, there was, at that time, little relating of achievement to expenditures.
Increasing expenditures for education, however, soon resulted in demands for
some tangible evidence of what these expenditures were accomplishing. The lack
of success that attended many efforts (-. improve the level of achievement of
disadvantaged pupils, together with dissatisfaction on the part omany citizens
regarding the results of public education, contributed to a growing feeling that
educators should be held responsible for pupil performance; performance satis-
factory in relation to the resources invested ill its attainment.

An additional factor promoting the attaining of educational results or pupil
achievement commensurate with expenditures came from government sources,
in particular the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1805. In
order to determine whether the expenditure of funds granted under this act
resulted in meeting the objectives of a particular program, it was necessary to
provide for a systematic cvaluationof any program supported by these federal
grants. ESEA Title I, for the improvement of academic achievement of children
from low socioeconomic level homes, Title VII for bilingual education projects,
and Title VIII for programs designed to decrease the number of school dropouts,
all contain provisions requiring systematic evaluation of their programs in terms
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of educational outcomes, together with evidence as to the cost-effectiveness of
the program.

In 1908 the United States 'Office of Education initiated educational audits.
These audits are designed to examine and verify the measurement of educational
outcomes under Titles VII and VIII. The auditor monitors the measurement of
educational outcomes and is independent of any involvement in the operation of
the educational program. The auditor examines the evaluation design, assesses
the appropriateness of the measurement procedures Used. and verities the results.
The purpose of the audit is not to provide additional evidence of the outcomes Of
an educational program. but rather, to ensure that. the reported outcomes were,
in fact, achieved. and that these outcomes were properly related to the various
input measures.

There has, then, been a steady and ever increasing demand for better evidence
concerning the outcomes of educational programs. In the 1920s the demand was
for system-wide results. This later became a demand for school-by-school results
and finally a demand for the results of a particular program which might involve
only pupils in a particular school, or specified pupils hi several schools. In all
eases, the goal was to discover the extent to which au educational program was
meeting its objectives. As was stated previously, the present innovative element
goes a step further. No longer is it deemed sufficient to determine only the extent.
of improvement in pupil performance. Now evidence is sought, to determine
whether that, improvement is satisfactory in relation to the expenditures entailed
in achieving it.
Who is Accountable and For What

If the concept of accountability is to he implemented, certain questions must
he answered. Before the "who" can be identified, a determination must be made
regarding "for what" the schools are to he held accour- Able. Since most persons
agree that the schools are accountable for both the 1(lideinic and the personal-
social development of the pupils, this means that educational outcomes must be
clearly stated in terms of observable and measurable changes in student behavior
in these areas. Once the educational goals are established, a determination can
be made as to "who" is accountable for attaining them.

Theoretically, only persons can be held accountable, not school systems as a
whole. Therefore, it is reasoned thatindividuals (school personnel) are account-
able for the desired changes in pupil behavior. Each person in the school system
is responsible for those educational outcomes which he influences. This means that
responsibility must be assigned to specific individuals throughout the school sys-
tem from paraprofessional, teacher, supervisor, and administrator to the Board
of Education.

But, if the principle of accountability is to be applied to persons within a school
system, certain major difficulties must he recognized. The greatest probler is that
of relating pupil achievement and development to the varinus Influence', on that
achievement and development. These influences include facilrs both within and
outside of the school. The entire school staffteachers, rincipals, specialist's,
paraprofessionalstogether with the Board of Education i.::!*e impacts upon
pupil learning that are virtually impossible to disentangle. The Board of Educa-
tion is responsible for providing the means and the technical assistance which the
staff uses to attain certain clearly defined and agreed-upon pupil-performance
objectives. The various members of the staff then interact in the attaining of these
desired changes in pupil behavior.

Equally difficult is the task of separating school achievement from the influence
of home and neighborhood. With respect to factors outside the schOol which affect
pupil performance, research has found that pupils from low socioeconomic neigh-
borhoods, on the average, achieve at a lower level than do pupils from higher
socioeconomic neighborhoods. Another finding has been that the level of educe-
tion completed by parents has a close relationship to a pupil's academic achieve-
ment. This seems to mean that the socioeconomic level of a pupil's neighborhood
together with his home environment affect his achievement in school. The influ-
ence of home, neighborhood, and other factors on pupil 'personal-social develop-
nient must, then also be recognized. The identification and measurement of thc-se
within- and withit-school interactive effects, is an oVerwhelmingly complicated
undertaking. It may then be that assignment ofresponsibility to the specific indi-
viduals who contribute. to pupil fichievemeh;. will never be feasible and that
responsibility may have to be allocated to a more comprehensive unit.
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The Performance Contract
There are various ways in which the concept of accountability can he imple-

mented. The method that has traditionally been used is one in which the school
system itself institutes a program. undertakes its evaluation. and accepts the
responsibility for the results of that program. Whether a systems or segmented
approach is used, the tasks invudyed are the same: defining alijecW es, instituting
programs designed to lead to the attainment of these objectives, measuring suc-
cess in meeting the objectives. and evaluating and interpreting the results to the
community.

All of these components of accountability have been performed by educatorn
for years. A new method of implementing accountability, however, has recently
emerged, namely, performance contracting. Instead of undertaking the entire
educational program itself, a school i..ystem contracts with an agency (usually,
lint not necessarily, a private commercial company) to undertake one or more of
the tasks ordinarily performed by the school system. The agency or contractor
then accepts responsibility for changes in pupil behavior as specified in the terms
of the contract and can be held accountable for resulting change in the defined
areas of pupil behavior.

Essentially, a performance contract is a contractual agreement between two
parties for specified performance by each. There are two basic types of perform-
ance contracts: general and guaranteed. In the general contract, an agreement
is reached specifying what each party shall provide but no guarantees are offered
regarding the results or outcomes of the agreed-upon performances. In the
guaranteed performance contract, however, specific results from the agreed-upon
performance are guaranteed. These guarantees generally provide fora straight
or sliding-scale ffmtus when these results are met and sometimes provide, in addi-
tion, for a penalty. when they are not met.

To the present time, performance contracts of either type typic lly have been
instituted on a pilot basis and have provided for use of new instructional mate-
rials and techniques with students in disadvantaged areas ; most often it has been
those who have disabilities in certain subjects, especially reading and mathema-
tics. Usually the agreement is such that the contractor provides an instructional
or learning "package." This package may contain an all-inchtsive systems ap-
proach in which all phases of an educational program are planned and carried out
as a whole, or may be limited to one or more specific tasks ordinarily performed
by the school system itself. The contract can provide for an instructional program
which may include traditional and/or. innovative classroom material, various
types of technological equipment, and incentives to pupils and/or teachers. It also
may include certain conditions. such as specified-hours of pupil exposure to the
program, or specified time t::: :.s in which objectives are to be met, as well as a
carefully defined group of who are to participate' in the program. Provi-
sions for teacher t.rajning and certain special facilities' may he included. The
contract will invariably provide for the measurement. of the results of thelearn-
ing package. and will usually provide, at the conclusion of a designated time
interval, for the turning over of the program to the school system for subsequent
implementationand management. This final step is referred to as the "turn-
key" phase of a contract.

Under the conditions described above, a reasonable example of a guaranteed
performance contract would be one in which ;A co:dractor guarantees that, after
180 hours of exposure to the instrielcual package, the reading achievement for
an identified group of pupil be raised by a specified amount such as one
grade level. For every pupil who achieves the specified amount of gain (e.g., one
grade level) the guarantor is to he paid a straight bonus on a sliding scale, de-
pending on the amount of achievement gain attained above the guaranteed one
grade ieyt,. He is also to pay a penalty for each pupil who fails to achieve the
guaranteed gain. It should be noted that such payments could be made on the balls
of average performance for the group as a whole or on the performance of efech
individual pupil. In contrast, a genera'. performance contract would stipulate
equally- clearly the conditions of the learning package, target group, hours of
exposure, etc., but would include no agreement as to the increase in itel,tevriment
to be attained by the participating pupils.

It is well to point out once more that there is nothing particularly innovative
in the concept of an instructior.al or learning package. School systems'in estab-
lishing curricula essentially have set up such programs. What is new is tha
turning over of responsibility for a learning program to another agency, usually
to private industry, in which the outside agency designs, institutes, implements
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and evaluates the package with varying degrees of independence from the school
system. New also is the role of the independent auditor ; 'independent" meaning
free of influence from both the school and the contractor.

Once the contract is awarded, the contractor may begin to initiate his program
in the school system, He provides the instructional program in accordance with
the terms of the contract and institutes po:.methires for measurement of the out-
comes of the program. The independent aut;itor becomes involved at this point as
he must monitor and verify the measurement procedures of the contractor, as
well as the results of that measurement. Usually, the anditor will conduct a
separate meausrement as a check on the findings of the instructional contractor
to make sure that the contractor has performed i:m accordance with his agree-
ment. Based Upon his findings, the auditor certifies the basis of payment., to be
made to the contractor.

At the conclusion of the contract, the contractor and the school system together
undertake the "turnkey" phase, in which the contractor turns the. program over
to the school system for its independent operation. In order that the transition be
made as smoothly as possible, the contractor luny be asked to provide the school
system with equipment, materials, training sessions and/or consulting services.
The contractor is, of course, reimbursed for these transition activities and expend-
itures.
Robe of Measurement and Evaluation in, Accountability

Whatever method is used to implement accountability, evaluation is a neces-
sary component and accurate measurement is prerequisite to evaluation. With-
ont accurate measurement there can be no valid evidence of the extent to which
a program has achieved its objectives or the relationship of that achievement to
the resour,es invested in it. Unless results in terms of performance are known,
there can he no evaluation of the merit of the program. Without evaluation, no
one can be held accountable for his performance nor will there he any basis on
which to make possible program revisions.

The evaluation of an educational program necessarily involves measurement of
pupil achievement. This may entail the use of standardized or non-standardized
tests, scales, inventories, and/or questionnaires. Although there has been some
use of criterion-referenced tests as short-term interim measures of pupil progress
in an ednefitional program, most evaluation of educational programs has involved
the use of nationality standardized achievement tests, In some cases these tests
have been used to assess only the present status of individual.pupils or groups of
pupils. Increasingly, however, these instruments have been used, especially in
accountability situations. to measure "growth", or the extent to which a pupil's
performance has been changed by exposure to a particular instructional program.
This is particularly true in the case of performance contracts. Growth or change
in level of aealevement, as measured by the test, is then used as evidence of the
relative success or failure of the instructional program. The use of standardized
achievement tests as a measure of growth has been largely the result of the
availability of grade scores for these instruments:In fact, almost all performance
contracts to date have included provisions requiring that change in pupil achieve-
ment be measured in terms of such a scale.

Too little attention, however, has been paid to investigating the appropriateness
of a particular standardized test as measure of pupil status, let ;done pupil
growth, in the particolar educational program in which it, is used. Standardized
achievement tests are designed to measure objectives that are broader in scor
than those sought in most performance contracts. This mean that such tests ma,
not measure with sufficient precision the objectives of a specific et'ucational pro.

gram. Part of the change, or lack of it, in pupil achievement as measured by fir"
test, may be unrelated to the learning program. The learning prograM is designed
to achieve certain Objectives. However, it is only to the extent that these objectives
coincide with those of the measuring instrument that the instrument is a valid
means of measuring how well the learning program has succeeded. H the test fails
to measure certain. objectives includel in the learning program, and/or measures
other objectives not part of that program, to that extent the test is not valid
measure of success in the program.
Norm-Referenced and Criterion-Referenced Tests in. Accountability

There has been much' discussion recently as to the relt..tive merits of criterion-
refeP,5nced and nationally standardized norm-referenced tests for' the measure-
ment of the outcomes of an educational program. Both norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced tests for a given area m.ust draw from the same universe of
items to assess performance In that area.,Criterion-referenced tests, however, are

r- '
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likely to deal with a smaller content area than are norm-referenced tests. and
to have more items measuring that limited area. Norm-referenced tests somple
from a broader. more comprehensive area of content. and contain fewer items
measuring each of the various conrpowents i lid Rd ed. This ffe r en ce in content,
or content mix. !lawyer criterion- and mirm-referenced tests reflects the differing
purpose of the two types of test. Each is designed to he conducive to the drawing
of particular inferences regarding pupil b imvior through different kinds of inter-
pretation of test results. It is in this irmizpretation of test results that the basic
difference between criterion- and norm-referenced tests is to he found.

In the. ease of a norm-referenced test, the score of an individual or group is
interpreted in relation to scores attained by the members of the group on which
the test was wormed; for example. a particular pupil performed better than did
50% Of that group and/or achieved a grade equivalent score of 5.0. In the case
of a criterion-referenced test, the score of an individual or group is interpreted
in relation to performance with respect to the test criterion. A test criterion is
an arbitrarily determined level of proficiency on that. test. 'Interpretation of a
pupil's score on a particular criterion-referenced test might, then, be
in terms of the proportion of items correct or in terms of expected
behavior in the particular area being measured. Because of the typical
content of a criterion-referenced test, namely. many items measuring a limited
area. the criterion-referenced test offers the possibility of being more conducive
to the diagnosis of pupil strengths and weaknesses in that limited area than does
the norm-referenced test. Each method of interpretation. therefore, answers a
different question with respect to pupil performance. Norms neeed not always
be national norms. If local norms are derived from scores obtained on a criterion-
referenced test, then the two types of interpretation can be applied to the same
sets of scores and the answers obtained to both kinds of questions regarding pupil
performance. However, when nationally standardized norm-referenced tests, as
they are presently constructed, are used, it may he preferable to supplement these
tests with criterion-referenced measures if both types of score interpretation
are sought. Both kinds of information, -how well a pupil performs relative to
others and how well he performs relative to a behavioral criterion, are desirable
in order to. assess more completely pupil performance in an educational program.

The proponents of criterion-referenced tests hold that such tests are more valid
measures of the mitcomes of a. -.articular program than are nationally standard-
ized norm - referenced tests.' When /I criterion-referenced test is .specifically
designed to assess pa,ticular outcomes. then this claim may be justified, especially
in view of the more general content of the usual nationally standardized norm-
referenced test. Implicit in this argument, however, is the assmnption that the
quality of the eriterionreferencefi test (item construction. reliability, etc.) is
equal to that of the better nationally standardized norm-referenced tests. In the
ease where a particular criterion-referenced test is a more valid measure of the
outcomes of a particular educational program than is any available norm-
referenced test, the very real problem of measuring academic growth or gain
in achievement by means of a series of criterion-referenced tests must still be
resolved.

standardized or norm-referenced tests have been and are currently the most
widely used means of measuring growth or gain achievement. Although most
of the better series of standardized tests measure achievement in- the various
subject areas quite satisfactorily. the'ke tests differ among themselves as to the
content covered and as to the emphasis placed on v-lons aspects of that content.
For this reason one test may be a more valid measure than are others of what
is taught in a certain program, but only careful examination of the content of
both test and program can reveal this. The importance of program anti test
content examination cannot be overemphasized. Even when the issue of matching
program and test content is resolved, there remains the special challenge of the
measurement of ,r,rowth gain. In the next section, some of these problems and
their post:hle solutions will be discussed.

MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS A SSOCIAT1;D WITH ACCOUNTABILITY IN EDUCATION

The use of tests to measure gain should be contrasted with use of tests to
measure present status. Identification of the latter involves answering such
questions as: "At what level is this pupil or group of pupils performing now?"
"How much does nib--; pupil or group of pupis .kr.ow now?" Knowing that a pupil
ranks at the 72nd percentile in reading oCoievement for Grade 4 pupils or
knowing that a pupil obtained a grade equivalent of 6.4 in arithmetic computation
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is knowing something about that pupil's present status. Traditionally, the most
typical use of standardized achievement tests has been for this purpose. Indeed,
most of our theories about constructing and interpreting tests, ;Li; well as most
of the statistical data reported about the tests, assume that test:: will be
used to identify present. status.

Standardized achievement tests, however, have also been used to measure
academic growth. When they are so used, they are attended by all of the problems
associated with the use of these tests to measure present status. Selecting a test
with high content validity, assuring that. the teachers follow directions, and
having tests scored efficiently are all problems common to testing for any purpose.
When tests are used to measure gain, however, several special problems arise
that are not encountered in the measurement of present status. These problems
are rarely discussed, indeed some only by thoSe people who are intimately
concerned with the statistical concepts of test development. Nonetheless, these
problems are very real, very practical, and have important consequences for the
educational researcher who attempts to measure academic gain.

The purpose of this section is to identify special problems pertaining to meas-
urement. of gain and to suggest possible solutions, There has been no attempt to
include all such problems; only those which seem most important and relevant
to the implementation of accountability are raised. That. roblems .related to
measurement devices other than standardized tests are not ;minded should not
be construed as a minimization of the importance of other types of measuring
instruments, but merely reflects the fact that these other measures are not
typically used to measure academic growth.

Some consideration must. be given here to the term -growth" itself. In this
discussion, growth refers to academie progress or gain and was selected because
it is the term used most. frequently by educators. The word, growth, however,
may give. rise to certain possible niisconeeptions. Growth in a particular area
implies !tat one is dealing with a single dimension, To determine growth two
measuresieWs must. be °Waned. To say that something has grown impljes Vita
these two measurements measure precisely the same thing. For example, a cnild's
growth in height refers quite unambiguously to the difference between two
measurements in terms of inches or some other standard linear units. Growth of
a city's population clearly refers to two counts of the number of people living in
the city. On the other hand the concept of academic growth, as measured by
standardized tests, is an am thiguons one. Reading ability measured at the second
grade level is not necessarily the same thing as reading ability measured at the
sixth grade level. The skills measured by a computation test for the intermediate
grades may not. be just "more of the same kind of thing" that is measured by a
computation test for the primary grades. At best, what is measured at. successive
levels by a test with the same subject-area title is only an approximation to a
unidimensional scale. This should not, however, he a deterrent to an aaack upon
tae problem-of measuring academic growth. One way to circumvent the ambiguity
in the concept, academic growth, is to define it. operationally the numerical
difference between two test scores. Any difference may he rept,xl in terms of
raw scores. grade equivalents, or any other type of score units.

Some of the special prol.lems involved in the measurement of academic growth
or gain are discussed belox. In each instance, the basic problem ii identified,
some examples are given, and possible solutions to the re')Idem are suggested.
Problem I. Definition, of Normal Growth

In the typical educational growth study, two questions must be answered:
The first is concerned with how much gain was shown; the second, with whether
this amount of gain is more or less than expected. The first question deals only
with the amount of gain obtifftied, wilereas the second question concerns the size
of the obtained gain in relation to some outside frame of reference or F. tundard.
Almost universally, when standardized achievement tests are used.at the elemen-
tary level, expected or normal gain is defined in terms of grade equivalent (GE)
units. At any particular grade level, normal gain, when all pupils in the norm
group are considered together, is defined as one month of increase M grade
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equivalent scores for each month of instruction. The national norms are con-
structed so that there will be this 1.0 GE increment between consecutive grade
levels for the norm group considered as a whole. For example. when pupils are
measured at the beginning of Grade 3 and again at the beginning of Grade 4, the
expected gain for the pupil whose achievement_ is at or near the average for the
norm group is ate year (1.0) of gain in GE units. Or, after six Months of
instruction, normal gain for the pupil tvhose achievement is at or near the
average for the norm group is expected to be six months (0.6) of gain in GE
units. This expected gain is true only for pupils whose achievement is at. or near
the level that is average for the norm group. It 3s not the expected gain for pupils
who perform at. other levels of achievement, particularly the m:treme levels. This
expectation of normal gain, 1,0 GE units for one school year of instruction,
applies not only to the gain see" of an individual whose achie-et»ent is at or hear
the average for the norm group but also to the average Gli gain score for a
group whose performance is at or near the average for the norm group. Because
this definition of normal growth is not applical:'e to Cie entire range of GE scores,
the question arises as to the legitimacy of detininp normal growth in terms ,of
GE units. It is, therifore, well to examine two altercative definitions,

-Normal growth has also been defim-1 in terms of the percentile rank scale
that constitutes one type of the Lational norm for a test. If, over a period of
time, a pupil maintains his position relative to the group of pupils on whom the
norms are basel, he may be considered to be showing normal growth. This
expectation of normal grow'h is true at all levels of achievement. A pupil who
is at the 10th percentile in reading, both at the beginning of Grade 3 and at the
beginning of Grade 4, can be considered to have shown normal groWth.
a pupil who is at the 90th percentile at 3.1 and again at 4.1 grade placement. can
be considered to have shown normal growth..But, a pupil who scores at the 90th
percentile at the beginning of Grade 3 and then at the 75th percentile at the
beginning of Grade 4 is considered to have shown less than normal growth. On
the other hand, a p:mil who scores at the 10th percentile at Grade 3.1 and at
the 25th percentile at Grade 4.1 is considered to have shown more than normal
growth. (For purposes of these examples any effect of errors of measurement on
gain score interpretation has been disregarded. This problem is -discussed on
subsequent pages.)

For purposes of comparison between GE and percentile interpretations of
growth, the following example is presented. A pupil scoring at the 50th percentile
in reading at the beginning of both Grade 3 and Grade 4 would have maintained
his position relative to the group and, therefore. is considered to have shown
normal growth. On the grade equivalent scale this constituted 10 months of gain
or 1.0 GE units. It should be noted again that by definition of the GE scale, a
pupil whose score was at the 50th percentile on both testings would have gained
one year (10 school months) or 1.0 GE units. However. a pupil whose score. on
this same test, was at, the 10ili percentile-at the beginning of both tirade 3 and
Grade 4 also would be considered to have show:, normal growth in terms of
percentre units. In this case, 5 Months of gain would have been .achieved or
0.5 GE vnits. Similarly, a pupil who. on this same test, scored at the 90th per-
centile It& the beginning of both Grade 3 and-Grade 4 also -would be considered
to have shown normal growth in terms of percentile units. In this case, however,
15 months of gain were achieved or 1.5 GE units. Therefore, when the percentile
ini:erpretation is used, normal growth for pupils tested at 'Grade 3.1 is to score
at the same percentile again at Grade 4.1. In thr examples above, however,
anyone who scored at the 10th, 50th. or 90th percentile, at Grade 3.1 and. again
at 4.1 achieved a gain of 0.5. 1.0, or 1.5 GE units respectively. In order to maintain
a percentile position relative to the group, therefore, a superior pupil or group
must gain more than 1.0 GE units whereas a low-achieving pupil or group need
gain less than 1.0 GE units. This explains the fact that, when tested at sue-
ressive grad(' levels, low-achieving pupils, while maintaining their percentile
position relative to the. norm. may fall further and further below the norm in
terms of units. Below in Figure 1 is a graphic illustration of the above
discussion. The example presented is typical and highlights the fact that the
percentile definition of normal growth sets very different expectations from
those set by the GE definition.
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FIGURE 1.Illustration of Differential Rates of Growth in Terms of Grade
Equivalent Units for Different Percentile Positions

Another way of defining normal growth is in terms of a standard score scale.
Reference is made here to the interval type score scales derived by such methods
as those of Thurstone. Flanagan, or Gardner, The units in these types of scales
are theoretically equal at various points along the scale. One standard score
unit at one point on the scale represents the same amount of whatever is being
measured as does one standard score unit at any other point' on the scale. This
equal-interval property is not possessed .11 grade equivalents or percentiles. In
terms of a standard score scale, normal growth for .an individual or group is
defined as the difference between the. standard scores obtained at any
two testing limes by the group whose scores formed the basis for the construction
of the standard score scale. This definition of normal growth applies to all
standard score scales.

T'.!e type of standard score scale derived fOr a particular test depend; upon
the purpose of that test and the way in which the test results are to be ised.
One type cf scale is constructed so that the mean is held constant throughout the
levels of a test. This is true of many mental ability tests. In this case there is
no change in mean standard scores between any two levels, Therefore. normal
growth is evidenced by obtaining the same standard score at successive testings.
For example. when the standard score scale has a mean of 100 at each succes-
sive level of a test, there is no difference between the mean standard scores at
any two levels. Therefore, the individual or group obtaining a score of 110 at any
one level and 110 again at any higher level has shown no change and is considered
to have shown normal growth. However, when -the scale is constructed so that
the t: -ran increases throughout the levels of a test; as is true of many achieve-
ment tests, then a difference exists between mean standard scores at any two
grades or levels and this difference constitutes normal growth.

An example is the case where a standard score scale has a mean of 00 at
Grade 3.1 and a mean of 70 at Grade 4.1. As the d' Terence between the two
mean standard scores is 10 standard score units, normal growth from 3.1 to 4.1
is defined as 10 standard score units. This definition of normal growth applies
at all levels of achievement on this test between these two grade levels. Two
pupils were tested with thin same test. ,t 3.1 and again at 4.1. 011 the two suc-
cessive testings, one obtained standard --;ores of 46 and 56; the other standard
scores of 74 and 84. Each pupil, therefore, gained 10 standard score units. Became
standard score units are equal-interval scores. the differ: se of 10 standard
score units between 46 and 56 and between 74 and 84 represents equal amounts
of gain or equal growth despite the fact that the isvels of performance of these
two pupils were quite different. Mor-over, since for this test a gain of 10 standard
score units between 8.1 and 4.1 reprented normal growth, the trro pupils may be
said to have shown not only the same amount of growth but also normal growth
even though they performed at different levels on the standard score scale. Any
pupil who gained less.than 10 standard score units between these two grade levels
on this tt!.gt may be considered to have shown less than normal growth while any
pt:01 who gained more than 10 standard score units may be considered to have
shown more than normal growth. (For purposes of this exaMple, any effect of
errors of measurencient.on gain score interpretation has been disregarded. This
problem is discussed on hubSequent pages.)
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It is of interest to compare the standard score and percentile interpretations
of normal growth. As mentioned above, in order to s'aow normal growth in terms
of standard scores, an individual must. show the same amount of.gain in standard
score units as the difference letween the standard score means obtained by the
norm group at the two testhigs. To show normal growth in percentile units an
individual must maintain l is position relative to the norm group by obtaining
the same percentile rank on the two testings. In any comparison between standard
score and percentile interpretations of normal growth, mention should be made
of the effect of changing variability of scores between any two testings: When
the variability of scores is unchanged between two grades or levels of a test, as
indicated by a constant standard deviation, or when a scale is so constructed
that the standard deviation is held constant, then the. individual or group
showing normal growth in standard score units would be expected also to show
normal growth in percentile units. This is true at all levels of achievement. For
example, in the testing situation discussed in the above paragraph. 10 standard
score units represented normal growth in terms of standard scores. A pupil
who evidenced normal growth by achieving a gain of 10 standard score units
between 3.1 and 4.1 would also show normal groWth in percentile units by obtain-
ing the same percentile rank at the two testings. The pupil who scored at the
50th percenthe at. 3.1 and again at 4.1 would show a gain of 10 standard score
units or normal growth. Similarly, a pupil who scored at the 90th percentile
or one who scored at the 10th percentile at both testings would show a gain of
10 standard score units or normal growth.

In the case of ninny educational measurements, including achievement tests.
the variability of scores tends to increase with successive levels of whatever
it is that is being measured. The increasing variability of scores is reflected in
an increasing standard deviation. Because of the effect of increasing variability
on the inen--irement of growth, it is desirable. in the case of achievement tests.
to construe he standard score scale so that the increasing variability is reflected
in the scale. As the variability, or standard deviation, changes from one grade
or level to another, the gain for an individual or group in terms of standard
score units will -lead to a different interpretation of performance with respect
to normal grow' a than will his gain in. terms of percentile units. Normal growth
as measured in standard score units_will he accompanied by normal growth in
terms of percentile units only for the individual or group whose scores are at
or about the mean for the norm group. An individual or group whose performance
is above or below the mean for the norm group and who shows normal growth in
standard score units would not show normal growth in percentile units. The
following example is based upon the same data as presented above. Ina assunws
an increase in the standard deviation between 3.1 and 4.1. An individual whose
standard scores at the two testings were 74 and 84:refleeting a gain 10
standard score units or normal growth, would show a decrease in his wrcentile
position from the 00th to perhaps the Stith percentile. On the other hand, an
individual or group whose performance is below the mean for the norm group.
who shows normal growth hi standard score units, would show more than .nor-
mal growth in percentile units. For example, an incliyidual whose standard
scores were 46 and 56, indicating normal growth in standard score units would
show an increase in his peit,,:-.'Me position from the 10th to perhaps the 141-1.
percentile. Looking at these same data from the other point of view, the indi-
vidual who, at two testings. maintains his position at the .90th perce-atile might
show a gain of 12 standard score units, or more than normal growth. while the
individual who maintains his position at the 10th percentile might show a gain of
only 8 standard scr.re units, or less than normal growth. It should be noted that
the greater the change in the standard deviation between two grades or levels
of a test the more divergent. will be the interpretations of an individual's or
group's growth resulting from the use of the two different types of scales.

In order to illustrate-how the different definitions of growth (grade equivalent,
.percentile, and standard score) result in quite different interpretations of pupil
performance. the following data are presented. Regardless of the type of unit
eked to measure gjn. the scores of Pupil B whose performance was' average.
reflect t 9rtnal growth. As the scores deviate from average performance. as do
the scads of Pupil A. and Pupil C. however, it becomes very apparent that
different Interpretations of pupil performance result from the different defini-
tions of normal growth. It should be noted again that the scores obtained
were based upon different forms of the same test gWen at 3.1 and 4.1 and that
the data are the same as those used in the examples discussed above.
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Pupil Raw score
Grade

equivalent
Percentile

rank
Standard

score 1

Grade 3.1:
A 32 5.2 90 174
B 19 3.1 50 160
C 10 1.8 10 146

Grade 4.1:
A_ 38 6.7 97, 286
B 27 4.1 50 270
C. 15 2.3 10 2 54

Gain:
A 6 1.5 0 212
B. 3 1.. 0 210
C. . 5 .5 0 28

1 Standard deviation is 11 standard score units.
2 standate deviation is 13 standard score units.
3 Increase in standard deviation from grade 3.1 to grade 4.1 is 2 standard score units.

As measured in grade equivalent units, the three pupils showed different
amounts of gain. Pupil B showed normal growth as indicated by the gain of 1.0
in grade equivalent units. Because the grade equivalent interpretation of normal
growth is not legitimately applicable throughout the range of scores, no state-
ment can be male as to whether or not the 1.5 gain of Pupil A and the (1.5 gain
of Pupil C may be considered normal. All that can be said is that Pupil A showed
a greater gain, and Pupil C a lesser gain, in grade equivalent than is normal
for a pupil or group whose achievement is at the average for the norm group.

As measured in percentile rank units, there was no change obtained a t the
two testings by Purlin A, B; and C, indicating that each maintained his relative
Position. Each, then:, ore, experienced normal growth in terms of the percentile
interpretation.

In terms of standard scores, normal growth amounted to 10 standard score
units as determined by the difference between the means of the norm group on
the two testings. As mentioned in standard wore units, thereafter, the three pupils
showed unequal amounts of growth. Pupil B who gained 10 standard score units
can be said to have shown normal growth with Pupil A having shown more, and
Pupil C less, than normal growth in terms of the standard score interpretation.

This example illustrates the very different expectations of normal growth set
by grade equivalent, percentile, and standard score definitions and the very dif-
ferent interpretations of pupil performance that result from these several defi-
nitions. It should be re-emphasized that the different expectations of normal
growth set by grade equivalent, percentile, and standard score definitions hold
whether group average scores or individual scores are being considered.
Possible Solutions to Problem 1

The entire problem of what constitutes normal growth must be re-examined.
Grade equivalents are used less frequently now for the measurement of present
status than they were about 10 years ago.. This is in general a healthy trend. .

However grade equivalents are the units used almost universally to measure
growth. ihe many problems inherent in grade equivalents suggest strongly that
they are not the best type of score to use as a definition of groWth. There is no
single clearly useful unit for the measurement of gains, but possibilities are
the percentiles and standard scores discussed above. When an ex-rrrimental pro-
gram is being evaluated,_ another possible solution is to user control group
drawn from the same population as the group being evaluated and-matched to
that group on relevant characteristics. Because the control group is not exposed
to the experimental program, the amount. of gain it achieves can be used as the
definition of normal or expected growth. The F. 3rformance of the expel aental
group can then be compared with that baseline. It should be noted that if a
control group is used, any type of-score unit can legitimately t,erve to express
the growth attained by the experimental group relative to the normal growth
achieved by the control group.
Problem t. Reliance on Interpolated Norn's

Many growth studies in education require testing twice within a single aca-
demic year. This testing is often done in October and again in April or May.
The amount of academic gain expected betiveen the two te:ftings is usually that
reported in the norms. Norms for most standardized achievements tests, however,
are empirically determined at only one testing time in the school year. Norms
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for other times in the year are obtained by interpolation between successive em-
pirically determined points. These interpolated point, may be considered as rea-
sonably good estimates of the actual norm line if empirically determined points
had been available for all times in the year. They are, however. alnie,st certainly
in error by some small amount in most cases and by a substantial amount in
some cases.

Figure 2 serves as an illustration of the above situation. The Xs plotted in
Figure 2 represent median (50th percentile) scores by grade obtained from the
standardization program for a test standardized in October. Because of the
October testing date, the points are plotted above 2.1. 3.1, etc., along the grade
scale. (The school year is defined as the 10-month period from September through
June. September of second grade would then be assigned a grade equivalent.
score of 2.0. October 2.1, June 2.9.) The grade norm line, from which the entire
set of grade equivalent norms for this test is read, is the smooth curve drawn
between successive Xs. This smooth curve permits the reading of glade equivalent
scores for points other than 2.1, 3.1, etc. These grade equivalents that are not
empirically determined are, therefore, interpolated.
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The question may well be raised as to whether or not the learning curve
actually increases throughout the school year in the manner suggested by the
smooth curve drawn between the empirically determined points. In many cases,
the answer is probably that it 1oes not. Figure 3 shows an enlarged section of
Figure 2. In addition, Figure 3 ,holes an empirically determined point for the'
eighth month uf third grade, represented by the bold dot (). Reading the
empirically determined points on the chart reveals that at Hi, first -of
third grade (3.1), the median raw score on this test was 12.5 and at the eighth
month of third grade (3.5) the median raw score was 18.5.
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However, when the interpolated point on the grade norm line is read, the
median score at 3.8 is 17.0. There exists, therefore, the seemingly contradictory
case where normal growth (18,5-12.5=6.0) does not equal normal growth
(17.0-12.5=-1,5). The contradiction arises from the fact that although in both
cases an empirically determined point was used for 3.1 (12.5), for 3.S, in one
case an Interpolated point (17.0) was used, whereas in the other case an em-
pirically determined point (18.5) was used. As pointed out previously, the typical
standardized achievement test .has empricially determined points for only one
time in the school year. Thus, whenever a school system tests twice within a
school year, it usually must rely upon at least one (,,t of interpolated norms.
Possible So/idioms to Problem 2

There are three possible solutions to the problem of reliance on interpolated
norms. First, twice-per-year testing can be avoided altogether. Testing in
school situation may be done once per year, at the same time each year, and
perferably at the same time of year as the test standardization. For example,
if a test was ltandardize,'. in October, growth could be measured from October
of Grade 3 to October of Grade 4. Second; it is possible to use one of the tests
that does have empirically. determined norms for two times in the year. If this
is done, it is obviously desirable 4.4O have the two testing periods coincide with
the two times of year when the test was standardized. If the test was standard-
ized in October and April, the school, too, should test in October and April.
It is also important to take full advantage of the twice-Pervear standardization
by using the appropriate type of norm. Ever for a test standardized at two dif-
ferent times 'during the school year, not all. of the norms reported may reflect
this twice-per-year standardization. Some of the norms may be based upon only
one of the empirically determined points with interfolated norms, at all. other
points within the school year. Other types of norms, however, may be based upon
the two empirically determined points within the school year. Third, a control
group can be used to define normal growth from one time to another within the
same academic year. The gain shown by the experimental group can then be
compared with that shown by the control group over the same period.
Problem, 3. Interlevel and rate/f ora Equivalence

The typical standardized. achievement test has several battery levels and two\ or more alternate or equivalent forms. Many growth studies require both the use
of successive levels cf.' the test as pupils progress from grade to grade.and the
use of more than one form as pupils are tested repeatedly. Comparison of the
results frodi these different testings places special demands upon the equiv-
alence of converted or derived scor -; for different levels and forms, If con-
verted scores are not equivalent between levels and/or forms, the test,scores ob-
tained in the study can lead to invalid measurement of gains and consequently to
possibly erroneous conclusions as to the merit of the program being studied.

As an example, suppose that a school used the Primary level of a reading test
as t pre-test .measure at the beginning of Grade 2 and the Elementary level
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of the same reading test as a post-test measure at the beginning o` Grade 3.
In Grade 2 the median grade equivalent, score for the particular group was 2.3
and in Grade 3 was 3.4. However, if the Primary level had also keen used as
the post-test measure; the median grade equiva..::t score would have beet 3.7.
That the two levels of the test do not produce equivalent scores is evidenced
by the different results: 3.4 and 3.7. This, of course, means different gain scores
of 1.1 and 1.4, respectively. A similar example could be given for lack of
equivalence of scores between forms of a test. Pupils .ziould o:itain the same
converted score on a test regardless of what level or forms is taken. A possible
exception is when pupils perform at the very extreme, upper or lower end of
the scale for a particular level. Such extreme performances indicate that the
level usedwas inappropriate and should not have been used with those pupils.
Possible Solutions to Problem 3

There are several possible approaches to the problem of interform and inter-
level score equivalence: The most bask is to look for assurance that the deter-
mination of equivalence of levels and forms was well planned and well executed.
Providing this evidence :3 the responsibility of the test developers and in general,
the equivalence of levels and forms of the major achievement test series do
seem to have been established in a responsible manner. However, in the occa-
sional ease where it appears that two successive levels or two alternate forms
of a test are not yielding equivalent derived scores, the school should look to
one of the solutions discussed below.

One possible solution applicable to any lack of equisalence between either
levels or forms is to make use of a control group. Both experimental and control
groups are given the same level and form of the test. Any lack of equivalence
between levels and/or forms would have the same effect upon the scores of both
groups, Performance of the experimental gro.up can then be compared with
that of the control group .thereby providing a legitimate measure of gain. The
gain score obtained would, of course, have to be based upon the average score
for all pupils in each group, experimental and contrhl,

The problem of lack of equivalence between alternate forms of a test can be
oe solved by having the pre-test consist of giving one form to one-half of the
pupils and another form to the remaining pupils. For the post-test administration,
the forms given to each half of the group are switched. Again, in order to
eliminate lack of equivalence, any gain score obtained would have to be based
upon average scores for ail pupils.
Problem, 4. Reliability of Difference Scores

A discussion of the reliability of difference scores requires use of certain tech-
nical terms relating to test reliability. A brief review of these terms is presented
here More complete definitions can be found in almost any textbook on educa-
tional measurement. The terms- reviewed are 'reliability, obtained score, true
score, error score, and standard error of measurement.

Reliability refers to consistency of measureme1:1 and is usually expressed as
a correlation coefficient. Although there are severs; different methods for obtain-
ing reliability data for a test, only one will be described here..In this method
one form of a test is administered to a group of pupils. This administration is
followed immediately by the administration of a parallel or alternate form
to- the same group of pupils. The correlation between pupils' scores' on the two
tests is determined. It represents the test reliability, or the consistency with
which the test rank-orders the pupils from high to low on the two testing
occasions.

Obtained score refers to the score a pupil actually earns on a test. The obtained
score may be thought of as being composed of the pupil's true score and his
error score.

'The true score is the score a pupil would have earned if the test were perfectly
reliable. Or, the true score may be thought of as the average of all the obtained
scores achieved by a pupil after an infinite number of testings. It is assumed
that in an infinite number of testings, all of the' errors of measurement due
to test unreliability would cancel out.

The error score is the difference between the true score and obtained score.
The error score results from lack of perfect reliability. It may be positive or
negative, and is assumed to be positive as often as negative over a large number
of cases. It is important to remenber that for any individual on any test,
the true score and error are never really known. The obtained score is that
is available and onlY probability statements can be made about the true score
and error score.
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The standard error of measurement REM) refers to the reliability of a test
with respect to an individual's test score and is expressed in score units. It
indicates the size of an error score (difference between true and obtained
scores) that can be expected for an individual's test score. The SEM permits
making nrobability statements about the difference between true and obtained
scores. For example in about. two-thirds of the cases. the difference between
an individual's true score and his obtained score will be no larger than the
SEM for the test.

All studies of growth depend on difference scores. Li the usual situation,
the difference is obtained between pre -test score and post-test score for each
individual. These difference scores usually are noticeably less reliable than
either of the two obtained scores from which they were derived. This occurs be-
cause the errors of measurement in the pre-test score and the errors of measure-
ment in the post-test score are both present in the difference score.

The reliability of difference scores. even as the reliability of a test, can be
expressed as a correlation Coefficient. Assume that in a Title I program reading is
being evaluated. One form of a reading test was used for r, pre-test and another
form of the same instrument for a post-test. Based upon a reliability for the
pre-test of .90, for the post -test. of .90, and a correlation between pre-test and
post-test scores of .75. the resulting reliability of the difference scores for the
individuals in that Title T program is .60. -Thus, even though two quite reliable
tests were used, the resulting measure of academic gain based upon these tests
is a relatively unreliable measure.

Reliability of a difference score can also be expressed in terms of the standard
error of the difference score which is reported in score units. It refers to the
size of the error score to he expected for an individual's gain score. (This is not
to be confused with the standard error of measurement for a test which refers
to a single test score for an individual.) When evaluating gain scores for in-
dividual pupils, it is particularly important to observe the magnitude of the-
standard error of the gain score relative to the expected gain.

The "expected" gain might he defined as the average gain achieved by the
groups on which the test was normed. For examhle, the expected' gain for pupils
from Grn.de 7 to Grade 8 is the difference between the average score obtained
by the norm group of 7th-grade pupils and the average score. obtained by the
norm group of 8th-grade pupils. As the standard error of the gain score increases
in relation to the expected gain, it is less and less certain that an individual
pupil really did or did not show the expected amount of gain or that growth
in a subject actually did occur. For example, suppose that the gain made by
pupils from Grade 7 to Grade S is being studied. Suppose that the norms show
a 5-point difference between the average score of pupils in Grade 7 and the average
score of pupils in Grade 8, and further suppose that the standard error of a
gain score is also 5 points of score. In this case it can reasonably be expected
that about one-third of the pupils whose gain in true score was 8 points would
not show the required 5 points of gain in their obtained scores. About 15% of
the pupils would show the expected gain in obtained scores with no gain in true
score at all.

The problem of unreliability of difference scores is particularly acute when the
average gain from pre-test to post-test is small. In many instances the average
gain represented in the norms for a test, for example, for Grade 7 to Grade 8,
is only a few points of raw score. This may occur no matter how carefully the
test is constructed because the learning curves for such areas as reading, spelling,
computation, etc., begin to level off in. the upper grades.
PoNR;:ble Solutions to Problem, 4

One way to handling the problem of reliability of difference scores is to work
with group averages rather than individual scores. Alth,..7gli the reliability
of a difference score for an individual is often disturbingly low, this reliability
need not be of concern when working with average scores for a group. The
stability of the average gain for a group is a function of the size of the group,
and not a function of the test reliability. This is true becanse of the assumption
that for the entire group of pupilS, the negative and positive errors of measure-
ment "cancel out," or slim to zero. The average gain for a group may be determined
by getting a difference score for each pupil, then averaging those difference
scores, or by getting the average pre-test score for the group and subtracting
It from the average post4est score for the group. The two procedures are
mathematically equivalent.

In ednc,,tion many studies o growth to avoid the problems of unreliability
of difference scores by depending on group averages. For example, a typical Title
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pro, -am may include several classes of pupils and evaluate the program on
the basis of the average gain for the group as a whole. Even in a case such as
this, however, there may be some confusion with respect to the interpretation
of the gain. A typical comment is, "On the whole, the program was successful
but quite a few pupils showed little gain or even some loss." The first part of
this sentence refers to group scores and average gain, thereby avoiding the
problem of unreliability of difference scores. The second part, however, refers
to indiyidual scores and individual .gain with the attendant problem of low
reliability of difference scores.

Even in situati,ons similar to performance contracts, where payment is made
to the contractor on the basis of individualpupil gains. it would be preferable
to work with group averages rather than individual scores. In a situation of
this type, the average can be expressed in terms of the percent of the group that
exceeded the amount of gain specified in the agreement, For example, in a pro-
gram involving 100 pupils the contract may call for a gain of 10 points in score.
Suppose that 60 pupils,shoW the requirxl gain from pre-test to post-test, while
40 pupils do not. For the group as a whole low reliability of the difference score
does not invalidate or make questionable the gain score, since it may be assumed
that the positive and negative errors of measurement have tended to balance out
over the entire 100 pupils. It may be that 5 of the 60 pupils who did show the
specified gain of at least 10 points in score had a true gain of less than 10 score
points but obtained the 10 or more points of measured gain because of
unreliability of measurement, At the same ,time, some of the 40 pupils who did
not show the.specified gain in score, may:have had a true gain of more than 1.0
score points. Because of this balancing or cancelling out effect, the result in
terms of gain for the group as a whole should be an acceptable measure of the
result of the program.

Another possible why of dealing with the problem of unreliability of dif-
ference scores is to increase the reliability of the tests used by increasing test
length. One method is to combine two alternate forms of a test into the pre-test
and two different alternate forms into the post-test. Another method is to use
total scores, such' as a total reading score derived from two or more reading
subtests rather than simply using an individual subtest score. Because of these
procedures will increase test reliability, the result will be a decrease in the
ratio of the standard error of the gain score to the gain score itself. It should
be noted, however, that there is a practical limit to any increase in test length.
If a test is too lengthy, errors due to fatigue, etc., may occur, thereby reducing
reliability.
Problem 5. Regression. Toward the Mean

Many studies of academic gain are conducted using pupils who are particularly
high or low in achievement. Such students usually consist of four principal
stages. Pupils to be included must be selected or identified. Selected pupils are
Pre-tested to provide a baseline for measurement of gain. The selected pupils
then participate in the program designed to. increase their achievement. At the
conclusion of the program, the pupils are post - tested, and post-test scores are
compared with pre -test scores. Frequently, the first step involves testing, as
Pupils are often identified for inclusion in the program on the basis of test scores.
For example, in a study involving "poor readers," "poor readers" may be defined
as those pupilc who obtain less than a certain score on a particular reading test.
If a test is used to select participants in the study, it may be desirable and
efficient to combine the selection with the pre-test. When this is done, the test
score,- used as the basis of selection, can also serve as the pre-test score which-will
later be compared with the post-test score. Unfortunately, this apparent efficiency
gives rise to serious problems relating to the phenomenon known as regression
toward the mean.

The phenomenon of regression toward the mean is not well understood by many
test users. Therefore, before describing why it is a problem in groWth studies,
it is advisable to review briefly what it is. Suppose a test is administered to
a group of 100 ,pupils. The 25 pupils with the lowest scores are selected and
immediately retested. It will be found that the average score for these 25 pupils
will be somewhat higher on the second test than on the first test. This increase in
average test score -cannot represent a real gain in achievement as the second
test was administered immediately after the first. Although part of the increase
in score from first to second testing for these 25 pupils may result from practice
effect, part of the increase is a statistical artifact caused by lack of perfect reli-
ability of the test used, and by the tact that the 25 pupils selected were those
pupils with the lowest Scores on the basis of the first set of test scores. One
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reason why these particular 25 pupils had the lowest scores was that their true
scores probably were quite low. Another reason was that on the average there
were more negative than positive errors of measurement included in their oh-
tinned scores. Previously it was mentioned that positive and negative errors of
measurement are assumed to he equaly hananced. This assumption seems to
contradict the statement that the errors of measurement were more often neg-
ative than positive for these 25 in mils. However, the assumption regarding
balancing of errors applies only to a. total "unselected* -group, not to a subgroup
specifically selected on the basis of its test scores. For example, it would be
assumed that errors of measurement would balance out if the entire group of
1(X) pupils is being considered, but this contd not be assumed to occur if the sub-
group of the 25 lowest-scoring or 25 highest-scoring pupils is considered separately.

Because on the average, the scores of the lowest-scoring pupils on the first
test will be somewhat higher on an immediate retest, it can be said that their
scores on the second test "regress toward the mean." The "mean" refers to the
mean or average score of the total. unselected group. If the subgroup of 25
highest-scoring pupils on flue first test, was selected, then immediately retested,
their scores also would regress toward the. unselected group mean on the retest.
Of course, the scores of these high - scoring _Pupils would regress downward. That.
is. on the average these high-scoring pupils would obtain somewhat lower scores
on the second test.

Suppose that. the same test, scores have been used both to select those pupils.
to be included in a program, as well as to serve as the pre-test scores that late',
wit be compared with post-test scores. Any resulting gain scores (post-test score
minns pre-test score) will, then, include both the real gain achieved by pupils as
a result of exposure to the program as well as whatever regression effect has taken
place. This regression effect is a statistical artifact, a contamination of the data,
and something that is clearly not part of the real gain.

The extent of regression toward the mean that would he expected to occur for
either high-or-low-scoring pupils has deliberatel3 not. been specified. The extent
of regression depends on such factors as the reliability of the test; or errors of
measurement in the particular test used, as well as on how extreme were the
the scores of the selected group on the test. In general.' it can be said that the
more unreliable the test and the more extreme the performance of the selected
pupils, the greater will be the expected regression effect. It is not necessary to
pursue this in greater detail to make clear the point that regression toward the
Mean is a phenomenon which must be reckoned with hi attempting to measure
gain.
Possible Solutions to Problem 5

There are two poSsible solutions to the problem of regression toward the mean.
The first solution is to keep separate the step of identifying pupils to he in-
eluded in the program from the step of obtaining for these pupils pre-test scores
to be compared later with the post-test scores, One test should be given to identify
pupils for the program. Another test, either an alternate form of the identifying
test, or a different test, should be given as the pre-test, the scores of Wild' will.
serve as the baseline measure for determining .gain. In this solution, whatever
regression there may be will affect the relationship between identification test.
scores and:pre-test scores, and not the relationship hetiveen pre-test scores and
post-test scores.

The second possibility is to employ certain statistical techniques which, in
effect,, separate real gains from gains due to regression. If the appropriate
statistical techniques are used, the same test can be giyen both for selection
purposes and for a pre -test measure. Exercise of these techniques, however,
requires statistical resources not usually available to most school personnel.
They should be mentioned, however, as these methods are both ^fficient and
time-saving.

CONCLUSION

Standardized achievement tests have been widely used to assess pupil growth in
academic areas. The use of these tests for till,: purpose presents some special
problems. It is extremely important that the test-user or program evaluator lie
alert to these measurement prohlems and to possible ways in which the problems
may be resolved. Appropriate measurement procedures are essential to eval--
cation. Inaccurate measurement of an educational program-may lead to indeter-
minate or even misleading results in terms of pupil performance. The evaluation
of a program based upon questionable evidence may then result in invalid con-
clusions as to the merit of the program. Without appropriate measurement
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Procedures, therefore, it is impossible to evaluate the effect of a particular
educational program. Evaluation, not old:: is essential to any implementation
of the accountaldlity concept in a particular educational situation inn: also is
essential to any assessment of the usefulness of the accountability apprOach iu
general.
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Dr. Wyso No. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the purpose.
of my testimony is to help the committee to consider some of the
practical issues involved in measurement, testing evaluation, account-
ability in meeting the.

'',roak,
of ESEA title I.

I hope that I can be of service to you as you contemplate the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of your decisions. I personally believe in
the value and import ace of providing additional assistance to educa-
tionally disadvantaged children.

However, my purpose is not to discuss the merits of title I but rather
to share with you sonic itl3as on testing related to the decisions this
committee may be facing.

I respect your valuable time. Therefore, my presentation will be a
brief summary of my written paper.

The following two questions seem relevant, to the decisions which
you may need to make. First, what effective and efficient methods can
be used to determine the numbers of educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents so that funds can be best and most appropriately allocated?

Second, what efrecti ye. and efficient. methods can be used to provide
for adequate program evaluation and accountability so that decisions
for program improvement can be best made? Concerning the first
question, it is possible to estimate the numbers of educationally dis-
advantaged at the State and local levels through the use of testing:

I briefly described in my paper two kinds of tests which can be used.
I believe that it is important

Chairman I'nmmiuxs. But will it be uniform if ea( It State does it?
That is my point. Would it be uniform if each States makes that deter-
mination as to who is disadvantaged?

Dr. Wysom. It would .probably be uniform in terms of whether
it would be decided that the States would use one kind of test or
another kind of test.

I think there are two kinds of tests that are involved here as you
look at possible procedures for making this type. of assessment. I
would like to briefly describe those two kinds.

I think it is important because it has been referred to as one decision
that would need to be made. One kind of testing is a norm-referenced
standardized test. This test is a kind that is being used most often in
the schools.

It is designed to measure the educational accomplishments of in-
dividual students and does provide scores to show how individnabi
perform as compared with other. students of a similar grade level or
age group.

Different from the norm-reference test, the second kind of. ,test
a criterion reference test. These tests -are designd to determinejf an
ineividua student. or a group of students is performing to a 17,71 of
a predetermined criterion or desirable level of perforniance.
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Both kinds of tests can. be used to measure educational objectives.
The concept of a criterion reference test is not new. As an example,
a .teacher-made test used in a classroom can be one type of criterion
reference test.

Although the concept is old, new applications are being made in
such programs as a national assessment of educational progress,. and
State liSSCSSMClit programs.

If tests are used in deciding the extent of educational disadvantage-
ness. what information is necessary as well as sufficient to make this
decision?

Probably one general index would be sufficient. If this is true, then
either a norm reference test or a criterion reference test could provide
this information.

There would be no need to use criterion reference test to determine
how students perform on 40 or 50 separate educational objectives.. In
fact., this information may be more than could be used in deciding allo-
cation of funds.

lowever the basic question, I believe, is whether or not the use of
test results for determining allocation of funds will produce any prac-
tical difference in the end result than if nontesting data are used.

In other words, can variables such as educational levels of parents,
employment levels of parents, mobility of students, income levels of
families, assessed tax valuation per student, and so forth, be used in
a regression equation formula. which will produce the same results as
the actual testing of students?

Now, this is an empirical question which can be answered by re-
search data. I do not lave the data to give a research answer. However,
the data could be collected.

A second major decision related to measurement of ESEA title I
is this. What effective and efficient methods Call he used to provide for
adeate program evaluation and accountability so that decisions can
be made for program improvement?

One caution seems appropriate to be mentioned regarding the use of
tests for program accountability. It is possible to teach for the test
and thus increase scores. Items in a test are only a sample of the hun-
dreds or thousands of items that could be included.

Also, because of the necessity to limit the time devoted to the testing
process, a test usually only samples the many educational objectives
which could be taught in a pr.rticular subject area.

The theory of. sampling is that if students can 'answer accurately
the items included on a test, it is probable that they can also answer
the many other items which could have been included.

However, it is possible to increase. scores on a test by preparing strt-
dents only in the limited area that is being measured by the instru-
ments. Measurement is most effective when everyone involved is sin-
cerely trying to understand the needs of students so that good decisions
can be made on how to help them.

When test results are used as a reward or punishment, the most
important use of the test may be hampered. The condition o program
accountability requires in its best form that people who are responsi-
ble for and affected by the program have access to evaluation results
and that they can influence decisions at the local education agency
for improving programs.
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Schools are now required to evaluate their title I programs. .1 am
unaware of any requirement that the evaluation results be shared with
the people most concerned, the parents of the children.

Possibly the sharing of results with parents will provide an addi-
tional step of attaining accountability and will provide a condition
which will have the greatest impact for improving programs at the
local educational level.

Thank you for allowing me to share some ideas with you. I hope that
I have been of some assistance to you as you make, important decisions
which help children.

Chairman Piaui ixs. Let me address a question to the panel. Natu-
rally, I am interested in seeing that the disadvantaged children
throughout all sections of the country share in the benefits from title I.

I think the disadvantaged children of the country deserve first
priority. You say in your prepared statement, Dr. Wysong, that there
are better ways to distribute funds to local oducatonal agencies than
using tests to ascertain the number of educational disadvantaged
children.

What other ways would you suggest and do you have reference to?
Dr. Wysorm. I think the question is, can various kinds of informa-

tion used that are currently available be used in a distribution formula
which will, in a sense, give the .same practical results as if tests were
used to measure particular students wino are educationally
disadvantaged.

I pointed out that this is a research- question which 77. think can be
answered. If it is possible, it is possible to use these variables in a
kind of statistical fashion, which I refer to as a regression equation,
to come up with an index showing the influences of the various cri-
teria as education of parents, income of families; employment of par-
ents, mobility of students- -

Chairman PERKINS. On this very subject matter, in connection with
the distribution of -title I funds, Dr. Wysong, I would like for you to
give this subject matter further study and to write me a persona]
letter that I can incorporate into the record disclosing your views after
further study as to better ways to distribute funds to local educatonal
agencies than using tests. The disadvantaged child, of course, is the_
objective.

Will you do that after you have had more time to think about this
subject matter and have made more careful study, because this-is a
most important point in this legislation, distributing of this money to
see that we do not make any mistakes.

Dr. WYSONG. May I respond, Mr. Chairman. I believe the. question
is broken into two areas. One is, what factors that are just as effective
as tests can be used?

Chairman PERKTNS. What factors are more effective than tests? If I
understood your statement, you stated there are better ways to distri-
bute funds to local. educational agencies than using tests to ascertain
the number of educationally disadvantaged children.

If that is true, I want to know the better ways after you have given
it further study. At least, I want your statement after further study.

Whether you change your viewpoint or do not change your view-
point., I want your judgment along that line after further study. Will
you do that for me within the next couple of weeks or so?

Dr. WYSONG. I certainly will.
[The letter referred to follows :]
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A.SSOCIATEOS FOR MEASUREMENT AND EVA M'ATION IN 0 if romvem
Washington, L Nay 10, 1973.

CARL 1)..PcawiNs,
Chuir»atn. General Subcommittee on. Education, Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, 3).C.
DEAR Cumin' AN l'Enrass: This letter is in response to your request that I

present to you a recommendation on how the amounts of ESEA, Title I, funds
can lie determined for distribution to the various states. I have discussed the
problem u.ith various members of our profession, examined data from studies, and
141tilillNi informal-49n from state officials who administer Title I funds. I appe-
ciate this opportunity tif shin re with yon my recommendation anti hope that the
ideas included will be beneficial to you and the students %Nlo' are in need of
extra educational assistance.

I do not recommend that the federal government establish a testing program,
whether it be criterion-referenced tests or norm-referenced tests, for the purpose
of identifying the numbers of educationally disadvantaged students in the states.
Althongh such a testing ,program is technleally^possible, I believe that a special
testing process for this' purpose is unnecessary, financially costly, politically
undesirable, disruptive of the educational process in the schools, and will not
give sufficient, benefit to the students tested as a return for their time expcnded:

I do recommend that it formula be established in which the educational
levels of parents be used to estimate the degree of edneational disadvantaged-
ness of students in each 'state. The single most influential factor, outside the
school, which affects the level of educational attainment of students . is the
learning environment of the inane. The level of education obtained by Parents
is highly correlated with the educational advantagedness of their children. If
the home does not provide a stimulating educational atmosphere, the children arc
at a disadvantage and may require more assistance in school, A school district
which has a hirge portion of parents with minimal educational attainment will
have an additional harden plaeed on it.

Data from such sources as the National Assessment of Educational Progress
and the Michigan State Assessment show that there is a reIatic,aship between
educational attainment of parents and the achievement test performances of
their children. Other demographic data such as family income, assessed tax value
of homes, and student mobility lire also related to test performances. However,
the single most influential demographic variable affecting achievement seems to
be educational levels of parents.

A formula for computing the number of educationally disadvantaged students
in each state using parents' education as a factor, could he as follows : Average
level of parents' education X constant "C" X state school population=Number
of (slaw Hominy disadvantaged students.

The size of constant -0" can lie determined by conducting a relatively small-
scale study in which the following would be done :

1. Collect achievement test scores on samples of stndents at various grade
levels.

2. Collect educational attainment levels of the parents of each child.
3. Define educational disadvantagedness as being below a prescribed level

of test performance. (This could be defined as the lowest 10% of the students
which is one full standard deviation below the mean).

4. Using a statistical equation, derive the size of constant "C" which. when
multiplied by the educational level and the school population, will best predict
the number of educationally disadvantaged students. Different levels of education
may require a different size of constant -C".

I believe that such a formula Wth:id provide approximately the same infor-
mation on the number of ednuationall,: disadvantaged students as if all the
students in each state were actually tested. \)ther demographic factors in addition
to parents'.. education coiul he included in the formula if evidence indicated
that: this information would improve the, prediction of the numbers of education-
ally disadvantaged students. An alternative formula might be developed in
which an index of relative educational disadvantagedness for each state could
be computed by dividing the national average of parents' educational level by
each state's average level. The characteristics of the index would need to be
tried out to determine its effectiveness for use in distributing funds.

The following are sonic practical and philosophical reasons for using educa-
tional level of parents rather than a large testing program as a means of dis-
tribut ing Title I funds :
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I. Using educational level of parents will probably produce the some results
for a large group of children at a state level as it the children were tested.

2. Collecting data on educational levels of parents will he easier and less costly
than a large testing program.

3. Using parent data will not take away time from the educational process
in the schools.

4. Each year the formula can be computed by using different data On school
en rolinient in each state this controlling the influence Of population shifts.

5. Tests are best used for Pleat decision making on how to help individual
students. Test results .11sed at a federal level can only contribute to administra-
tive decision at that level.

lb. A testing program sponsored by the federal government may receive
political opposition.

7. A testing program requires elaborate and expensive administrative .safe
guards in order to assure that proper technical procedures are followed.

S. The single greatest non-school influence On a child's educational growth
is las or her parents. The schools need to provide greater assistance when sig-
nifieant numbers of students are lacking good educational atmospheres at home.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my yecounnendatimi with you. If
or the American Personnel and Guidance Association con be of assistance to

pm, please let us know.
Sincerely,

EliGKNE WYSONG,
1.1fEa President and

Professor of Edtto«tion. .

Chairman Plu Even if there may be ways to estimate the
number of educationally disadvantaged among the States. tests, Dr.
Wysong, do you believe that it would be better to use data other than
test scores among school districts?

You mentioned objective data on communities. Do you have any
views along that line presently, or do you wish to give that a little
more thought ?

Dr. WysoN°. I would make an educated guess, Mr. Chairman, at
this point and maybe do further thinking later on.

Chain/Ian NMI Ns. Thank you. Go ahead.
Dr. Wysox°. There are other indicators that are more efficient to

col!ect than testing results, which would do approximately the same
job as what test results might do.

do believe they will more eirective, but I believe they will be more
efficient.

Chairman PERKINS. You Mentioned two weaknesses of testing. One
that the teachers can teach for a test in order to (Yet. better results, and
two, tests measure only one or two abilities of students.

1)o you care to comment on that a little further? Is this in your
judgment one reason why we should not distribute the funds on test-
ing. scores?

Dr. Wysoxo. I think this is a caution, sir, in terms of making deci-
sions based on test results, that they do also have their limitations.

Chairman PKRKINS. You have told us that from your experience
with guidance and counseling, you lost more than half your funds be-
cause of consolidation, if I understood the testimony correctly. Is that
correct?

Mr. Emer,NeAcir. We lost less than half of the funds we had in fiscal
1070, but in terms of what we had in 1968, yes, definitely.

Chairman PERKINS. That is where title V of the National Defense
Education Act funds for guidance and counseling was consolidated
into title III of ESEA in 1970.

Give us the figures that you have.
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Mr. ERPENBACIf. In fiscal 1970, under NDEA title V, the last year
of title VA, we had just over $14 million nationally for guidance and
counseling. When the two programs were merged beginning with fiscal
year 1071, there was language meshed. with the title which said that
there shall be expended for purposes of guidance and counseling under
the old NDEA. title V, an amount not less than 50 percent of that
previously.

Chairman PERKINS. I remember that very language because it was
done in my office, but I would not go along until everybody conn.Tted
with it agreed to go along, and I think we all made a mistake.

That was my judgment about it at the time.
Mr. ERPENBACII. What happened was that that was to be viewed

as a floor and not a ceiling.
Chairman PERKINS. That is correct. It was viewed as a floor and not

a ceiling.
Mr. ERPENRACH. And there was also wide interpretation of that by

the Office of Education, by those of us in the state agencies, and by
those of us in NDEA.

Chairman PERKINS. From the experience that you have had with con-
solidation of title V of the National Defense Act with title III of
ESEA back in 1070, would you think that. you would fair any different
in the future if we had a consolidation of many of these educational
programs ?.

Would you expect the same results in the future judging from the
past?

Mr. ERPENRACIT. At this point, based on our experience, we. would
have no reason to believe we would fair any better than we have.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that by leaving the whole thing at the
State level, it would .destroy the incentive at the Federal level, for
additional appropriations in the future.

We would never have gotten the guidance and counseling programs
established in the schools but for the categorical specifications, and
we know it has done a great job, and I cannot see any reason that we
should change it.

Those are my personal viewpoints. I want you to give some real
down-to-earth thought on the questions that I have pit to you, and get
back to me.personally in letter form within the next couple of weeks,
because how to distribute this money is going to be a real bone of
contention.

We have got to explore and probe. We do not know the answers. We
have to find out how to do the most equitable job for the disadvantaged
in the country.

That is all we have in mind.
Following today's testimony, I would like to submit a letter from the

State of Massachusetts Department. of Education. Without objection,
the letter will be included in the record.

Mr. Lehman, you are in charge.
Mr. LEHMAN (presiding]. I have ambivalent feelings about

guidance. I have been schoolteacher. It seems like one of the prob-
lems we have with a disadvantaged child is the unrealistic goals that
they indoctrinate him with. I am speaking about attitudes more than
I am abort test scores,

I would like to see the guidance people address themselves to the
problems of self-attitude, lack of ambition or -over-ambition in rela-
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tion to the individual capacities, and actually I would. Fete to see part
of this guidance money used on guidance people, in a sen 4e.

Missthrii,Es. We would support that.
Mr. ImimAx. I find out that the guidance people ac the secondary

level who are advising and counselling the secondary student about
job opportunities and productivity on jobs haven't spent enough time
in the field itself to have the observations, nor necessarily the work
experience.

I have seen them advise high school kids how to perform in a bank
when the guidance people and counselors themselves have never been

iinvolved in a bank and do not know of the attitudes.
What I would like to see part of this money devoted to is to make

guidance people more relevant in their relationship to the students
with realities of the outside world. Maybe I am a little off base here,
but these are the kind of things I think about when I think about
guidance, because the same money could be placed in reading special-
ists and you could achieve a specific goal. You get something that hap-
pens to the child that you could almost measure.

Guidance is only-a way to recognize the problem is already there and
to try to point it in the direction of somebody who can do something
about it. I think there is a flowing over of guidance and curriculum
specialists. I think in our own school system, the labeling-of an assist-
ant principal is now done away .with. We used to have an assistant
principal for guidance and that is all wiped out.

There is no assistant principal for guidance any more because they
found out that guidance .'s not a specific in a sense of where it stops
and starts and neither is curriculum.

I would also like to see categorical funds for guidance. I think by
the time you get out of elementary school, it is almost too late. I would
like. to see the guidance implemented basically in grades one through

msix, in kindergarten,becae by the time they get to high school, there
are a lot of problems that. guidance cannot. help. It is tool late to solve
them.

I think even at our State level, we have just begun on a piecemeal
basis to do anything about elementary school guidance. Maybe these
are just things off of the top of .my head from my own relationship to
the guidance people, and I don't know what else to say, except that I
know the students need help.

They need guidance poople to be involved in human relations work-
shops, in drug abuse education, and counseling about drug education.
But actually, if you are going to limit yourself to guidance, and not
get into on-the-job training, or job orientation, then I think thai. you
are so isolated and so catet.rorized that you can't function at the level
we need guidance or counseling to function.

Miss CInLEs. May we respond? Bill would like to make a couple of
comments about elementary counseling.

Mr. ERPIWBACII. I might say that your State of Florida is a national
leader in passing State level reimbursement for development of pro-
grams of elementary school counseling services. That Was a real first.
It is unfortunate we cannot have more of the States' involvement.

I agree we have .recognized that earlier identification of children
with problems and earlier identification of children who may be bound
to drop out of school, the development of attitudes and values and
habits will occur best at the elementary level.
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So we have been using sonic of the title III guidance and counseling
funds to provide seed money in 6otne of the States for schools to hire
elementary school counselors.

In our State of Wisconsin, we provide a salary reimbursement, for
part of the elementary counselors' salary over a. period of 3 years. Sonic
other States are doing similarly. We are also using the project funds
that we have received to have in-service work for counselors taking
them out and visiting industry, and providing orientation to industry.
In some States we have conducted statewide conferences where, we
brought together counselors, counselor educators, businessmen, labor
men, bankers, and so on, the kind of people you are talking about, to
develop strategy in those States for better career counseling g,u idance.

These kinds of things would not be possible without the seed money
that we. are getting under this program.

Mr. LEHMAN. There are too ninny guidance. programs in Florida.
The problem is they mandate. the elementary guidance. programs and
then don't fund them, and this makes it more difficiilt for the system.

Miss Ciin,Es. You spoke very well to the complexities of the consid-
erations facing the contemporary counselors working with kids today.
You have a wide range. of social problems which evidence themselves
in the schools, and you have those schools there every day.

Mr. LimmAN. It is not necessarily all in test scores.
Miss CHILES. Certainly not, not at all. I think counselors are contin-

uing to attempt- to set priorities to deal with these social concerns. We
are very much concerned about the whole area of career development.
and career education and our own needs to become better skilled at
working with students- who are not going to continue, particularly
thoSe who are not going to continu'e, with college. education, and we are
very much aware of the needs in this area:

This is a. broadly based concern in that society has now accepted the
attitude which we felt it was necessary, all of us; to promote in the
earlier years when we needed talented kids to go to college and become
prepared to take. on certain kinds of jobs.

Now it is going to take a- reversal with all working together to re-
assess the manpower needs of the Nation and to redirect those kinds
of goals. Counselors are doing that in working with students in (level-
ophig those programs.

Because of the many priorities that local educational associations
and State educational associations are having to look :IV, we have been
faced with the problem of not being about to continue to grow in avail-
ability to certain students, while the problems of students and concerns
of students have continued to expand.

This has created a real dilemma for us in terms of effectively meet-
ing needs of all students.

Mr. Lnlvt...N. I speak of the. isolation of the guidance people in the
schools themselves. I would even like to see a guidance, person teach
one class a day. I think this is one way that they can really become that
much involved. But that is beside the point.

It seems like the guidance people in the schools are at a middle
management level, so to speak, which kind of keeps them boxed M.

Miss CHILES. We are in a consultive kind of role and coordinating
role and I believe we could get out of the isolation role that has some-
times occurred by making the special effort to work with the com-
munity and with parents and with teachers in those kinds of con-
sultive and coordinated kind of functions.
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I have had experience in the teacher-counselor role and I cannot sup-
port that. It is very difficult to wear two hats. It is difficult to do an
adequate job in both kinds of roles and the perceptions of those roles
are very different., but I agree with you that we need to be more
interactive.

Mr. LEirmAx. How do you do it?
Miss CHILES. The evidence that is presented in the paper I think il-

lustrates the fact we are using counseling techniques and work-
ing with parents to a greater degree than we ever have. That will help
us to move from that isolated 17rmvily invested individual approach,
and I think that will have positive outcomes.

Mr. LEirmAx. I could sit here all day, but I have to go to the next
meeting. Excuse me.

Miss''C1111,Es. Thank you very much for your time.
Mr. TowEr.r. [presiding]. You talked earlier about using the test

scores or sonic evaluations and the danger of teaeliers.behri, able to
actually teach for a given test. Could you expaild little more on how
that could be avoided?

Dr. WysoNo. One way of avoiding it would be, by protecting the in-
formation in .test. In other words, keeping as a restricted instrument
that no one would have access to. Similar to the way that maybe some
of the tests are used for college admissions, and so forth, at the present
time.

So it would be a control of the test and also then negating a control
of people who administer such tests. That might be one way of doing
it. It would complicate and raise the cost of such a procedure, but that
might be one avenue.

Mr. TowEr.L. One other area : You suggest that we. collect other data
besides the testing, the educational level of parents, the number of one

0 parent homes, and so forth. Don't you feel that a collection of that data
is going to be fairly time consuming and complicated and costly?

Dr. WYSONG. Yes. I think the efficiency of such a process would de-
pend upon the availability of already collected data and whether or
not the data would be available through census data. or other kinds of
information that is rather common, I am not sure. I do know that from
the data collected in the. national assessment of educational progress,
they were able to identify educational leVels of parents and there is a
correlation between levels of education, the higher the education, the
higher the scores of. the students. So this is one clue that this might be
possible.

Miss CHILES. May I comment.? I am not a testing expert, but one
thing that concerns me a good deal about utilizing a testing program
in this manner is that it once again places a great deal of importance
in the minds of the people who are participating on the validity of the
outcomes of tests.

We brow in working with achievement tests and other kinds of tests
that we use in school that the information provided is most useful to
us in working with the students and most useful to the students in
developing self-understanding when it is paired with other kinds of
important information, such as his achievement in. school, his family
situation, the level of mobility and all of these kinds of things.

One of the things that the disadvantaged and minority groups have
been very concerned about is that placement in school often is done
on the basis of test scores alone for them, many times, with their cul-
tural differences, this is a less valid kind of measure to use Tor place-
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meat and other kinds of information you might be able to secure
about the students.

From my own personal opinion and point of view, I am very con-
cerned about using tests in any way because of the kind of attiude that
it engenders. If regression tables could be formulated Ivith this other
kind of data, most schools have much of that kind of information
available, I think it would be quite valid to consider using that kind
of information instead of the testing program.

The other part of it is in terms of the reality of the situation that it
takes a good deal of time to administer tests. You have to have some-
body in the school who is capable of administering tests, able to follow
standardized instructions, the kind of climate conducive to that. To
be able to get that nationwide would increase the reliability question
considerably.

Mr. Towmt. Have you done any work with using an outside agency
outside of the school to administer tests, so you don't have to set up
necessarily in every school that might overcome that very problem you
talked about?

Miss CHILES. Then you would increase the cost factor appreciably.
Dr. 'Wrsoxo. The typical procedure would be for people to partici-

pate, primarily because it is for their use. However, there has been
contracting with outside groups to go into schools to administer pro-
grams, but it would be more costly certainly.

Mr. TOWELL. One other question that concerns me, when you talk
about educationally disadvantaged and minority groups, a large part
of the problem has been in my opinion a lack of parental involvement
in any of the programs that come before thiS committee.

There WaS mention a minute ago by somebody of getting parents
involved in guidance, and so forth. Would you for a minute or two
expand on that portion of the program or programs that are working
in some sections of the country ?

CMiss HILES. I think, Congressman, we could provide you with some
specific information of that sort if yoli are interested. I am recalling
off of the top of my head that I believe we do have a few verified
studies that have indicated that in working particularly at elementary
level, working with parents as well as teachers and the student does
help students improve in their academie achievement, their behavior
patterns in school and what have you.

There 'are programs Which are being utilized in teaching counselors
the skills of working more Adequately with parents: I think there is
also data which indicates that in heavily populated urban and dis-
advantaged areas, that it takes a total community approach in Working
with the students to have any appreciable impact.

I think perhaps that is one of the reasons why some of the evidence
about special programs, performance- contracting, and things of this
sort, have not worked because it has been a smoldar kind of an
approach. I am not sure that helps at all, but I thinlf there is emerging
some pattern.

Mr..ERPENBACIr. I wanted to comment briefly. We have publications
in our association which we have produced dealing with counselors
and parents working together, communic:vting the role of counseling
and guidance programs to parents, we have identified promising activ-
ities across the country, and. have them in .;:his particular, publication
which. describes hoW counselors have worked with parentS to con/inn-
nicate their role and do a better job.
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We have also used the funds from this program 91-230 to actually
fund guidance. and counseling activities involving counselors working
with groups of parents at the elementary as well as at secondary levels.

We are finding in many of our schools across the country counselors
are going on differentiated hours. That is, they may work from noon
until 9 at night, 1 day a week, with the express purpose of going on
the later hours in the day or on Saturday to be accessible to parents
or go out and meet with parents.

We are also funding projects involving extended employment time
for counselors in the summer so they may go out and visit parents of
incoming freshmen and do an orientation to high school, as well as
interpret information we have on the child to parents, and to begin
to plan high school schedules, and this kind of thing.

Also one of the concerns we have in States with large city school
systems is getting counselors out and working in the community,
particularly in disadvantaged areas in which the kids live rather than
having the parents come to see the kids at the school, seeing counselors
in the school setting which Can be a problem.

Parents don't want to go to the schools. But, yes, there is a great
deal of activity on the part of school counselors across the country
right now including some activities we arc funding with title III
moneys hill-led at counselors and parents workino. together.

Mr. TOWELL. Has anybody come. up with a total concept that looks
5 and 10 years down the road? We.have just seen where everybody
in the Government went ahead and helped finance many thousands of
fine teachers and then we found out that we didn't need so many
teachers. .

So when westart_directing a child, as young as a freshman in high
school, and at that point, is anybody looking ahead to areas where
we are going nationally to not need perhaps as many engineers or
whatever it may be? Does that come into any of your work?

Mr. ERPENBACIL Yes. One of the associations has a 'commission
presently 'working on standards for the preparation of school coun-
selors through 1080. Several of our universities have projects funded
in terms of developing or revising the counselor education programs
to train the kind of workers we envii.l.on we are going to need through -
o the 1970's.

'We alSo know that we have a shortage of counselors across the
country and we do project that this shortage will continue in terms of
what we need in the way of projected new counselors and replacements
for counselors.

We have this data at least from the record of the U.S. Labor Depart-
ment through 1980 to go on. We also have the fact that where we used
to'have money to provide stipends and training programs for prepara-
tion of counselors with NDEA which was merged with the professional
development act, the number of institutes for preparation of school
counselors apt a time we have continued demand for counselors has
dwindled to the point of being nonexistent. So there is a real :paradox.

There is another example where provisions for guidance and coun-
selors which were merged with a block grant approach was completely
lost out.-

Miss CHILES. We are also looking at the projected and continuing
changes options for women and a big responsibility for working with
girls to help them to better recognize their potentialities and better
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plan toward a greater variety of options open to them than we have
previously done.

Mr. ERPEXIACII. Dr. McDonough reminds me of an activity that we
presently have going on at our national headquarters which is National
Career Information Center and this project is involved presently look-
ing at the demands for all kinds of careers in the future, including, of
course, counseling and guidance.

We are generating; for our own association purposes information
on potential career (remands as we look ahead. So we have this data to
go on also.

Mr. 'POWELL. I thank you very much for appearing before the com-
mittee.' I . am sorry that I wasn't here from the very beginning this
morning. I appreciate your appearing before the committee and I will
be very interested to read your extended remarks, Doctor.

Dr. Wysong, while you are writino-
t'

your report to the chairman,
if you could expand that into your idea:; on the poverty data that we
have, going into your total facts and figures, I would appreciate that
greatly.

Dr. WvsoNo. Concerning the current poverty data?
Mr. TOWELL. Yes.
Miss CHILES. Thank you. We appreciate the or jortunity to be here.
[The letter submitted earlier by Chairman PERKINS follows :]

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,

Boston, February 26, 1973.
Hon. CARL PERKINS.
Chairman, House Education and Labor Committee, House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : When legislation was first passed establishing

title I under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act I thought iii was a
noble thing. I still do..

Now for Congress to pass a bills) which would eliminate or seriously reduce
the effectiveness of title I would be a :.:gressive step. Therefore, I urge your
support and influence in maintaining title I as as a vital means for supplying

. extra funds for poor children.
In MaSsachusetts alone, thousands of boys and girls have been directly helped

by title I services. Moreover, each year since title I has been in existence we
(State and local educators) have, I believe, improved our skill in administering
programs. It is not an exaggeration to say that Massachusetts title I children
are making one month's progress for one month's enrollment in a title I program.

Therefore, I should like to vigorously implore you to do all that you can
to see that title I continues; it is a compassionate response to children's needs;
and it is in keeping with the generous spirit of America to help the less fortunate
by providing them the tools to help themselves.

Sincerely,
ROBERT A. WATSON,

Bureau Director, Curriculum Services.
. Mr. TOWELL. The subcommittee is adjourned until 9 :30 tomorrow

morning.
[Whereupon, at 10:50 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned to re-

'convene at 9 a.m., February 28, 1973.]



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
TV ashimyton,D D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Lehman, Bell, Quie, and Steiger.
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; Chris-

topher Cross, minority legislative associate; and- Eydie Gaskins, spe-
cial assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
A quorum is present.
We have several witnesses here in connection with title I and to con-

serve time, I think it would be best to have all of you gentlemen come
around the table and make your statements before we question you.

I notice that we have here this morning numerous title I coordina-
tors headed by Dr. Jack W. Hanson, Federal program administrator,
State Department of Education, Minnesota, and will hear from
you first, Mr. Hanson..

And the other coordinators are Mr. Robert Lindmuth, Olympia,
Wash.; Mr. Manuel Ceja, Sacramento, Calif.; Dr. Lloyd Eldridge,
Salt Lake City, Utah; Dr. Robert Jeffrey, Boston, Mass.; Mr. Oliver
Himley, Des Moines, Iowa; Mr. Arlie Cox, Columbus, Ohio; Mr.
Clarence Morris, Little Rock, Ark.; Dr. John H. Bruce, Frankfurt,
ICy. ; . Mr. Percy Williams, Baltimore, Md.; and Mrs. Jane Holub,
Trenton, N.J.

Come around, Mr. Hanson, and make your statement first.
Without objection your prepared statement will be inserted in the

record and if you-can give the committee your views on the so-called
special revenue sharing package in contrast to the categorical pro-
grams, we would like to hear your views along that line.

[The prepared.statements referred to follow :]

STATEMENT OF TACK W. HANSON, FEDERAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATOR, MINNESOTA
STATE DEPAIIT31ENT OF EDUCATION

Chairman Perkins, members of the committee, I am Jack Wm. Hanson, Federal
Programs Administrator for the Minnesota State Department of Education. I
have had the responsibility for the administration of Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act since January, 1966.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this Committee; in my testimony
I will speak to those aspects of P.L. 89-10, MR. 69 and ER. 16 which relate to
the education of disadvantaged children.

(1079)
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Approximately 1,000.000 public and private school children attend elementary
and seconder!: schools in Minnesota's 435 school districts. Bore thou one half of
these pupils are concentrated in 40 school districts. The other 500,000 are scattered
throughout 395 school districts covering 75,000 square miles.

Although Minnesota has a 'population of only 3,600,000 our people recognize and
accept the responsibility to support public.education :

Education is the largest item in the State's budget. Approximately $1,000,000,000
a year is spent on elementary and secondary education costs.

Almost 70 per cent. of all costs of education are borne by the State.
Recent changes in the property tax structure do mueb to achieve equalization

of education regardless of the district's tax base.
Stale law mandates special support for the education of handicapped children,for innovative and experimental programs, for desegregation efforts and for

school districts with large numbers of children from families receiving AFDCpayments.
Per pupil expenditures in Minnesota exceed $1,000 for elementary and second-ary education.
This evidence of public concern for excellence in education has had visibleresults :
In nationally recognized measures of educational excellence acme Tes` of

Baste Skills, Stanford Achievement Test and the California Test of Basic Skills),
Minnesota's pupils consistently rank near the top.

The proportion of pupils who graduate from high school is the highest in the
nation and has been so for several years.

. Minnesotans as a group make the highest showing on the selective service lists.Two out of three Minnesota high school graduates go on to some form of post-secondary education.
But in spite of this concern, this support, and this excellence, our schools are

falling to teach a significant proportion of the children in Minnesota classrooms.All States realized that they had school populations who, after spending 12
years in classrooms, were still basically illiterate. In 1965, this national concern
was addressed by the Congress. FOr the first time, sizable fiscal resources of theFederal government were directed at improving the educational oportunitiesof a specific group of elementary-secondary-aged pupils.

Superintendents of schools in Minnesota are pretty much in agreement that
a strong need exists for the continuation of Title I, ESEA, that Title I does work,and that in the foreseeable future .there are no possibilities of obtaining the
additional resources needed to address the special needs of educationally dis-
advantaged children from sources other than the Federal government. If theefforts of the past seven years are not to be lost, federal support of disadvantaged
pupils must continue.

Nearly seven years ago we defined a Title I eligible' child as ere who was
achieving a year or more below grade level in basic skills or a younger child who
upon the best evidence available would be achieving a year more below grade
level in the future unless programs in addition to the regular curriculum wereprovided. The needs assessment techniques now in use by the schools provide more
sophistieated and accurate data to identify children in need of Title I services.

The data now being collected in Title I eligible schools provide evidence aboutthe characteristics of educationally disadvantaged children so that those with
the most critical needs may be served.

Most teachers received only the most meager instruction in teaching the educa-
tionally disadvantaged child. Their callege courses in education were primarily
directed toward teaching the average child. This is significant because the best
evidence available suggests that teachers fail in their efforts to teach readingto as many as 15 per cent of their pupils. Teachers also fail to effectively teachabout the same proportion of children even the most rudimentary arithmetic
concepts.

In our state, these pupils are the educationally deprived; they are the Title Ieligibles; they are children who sit through a year of schooling making little
or no progress ; they are frequently turned off by the regular curriculum. These.children, without compulsory attendance. laws, might not attend school, and

. frequently absent themselves in spite of the laW. They are probably culturally
atypical, yet few seem to be brain damaged. They can best be described as reluc-tant learners. They are children who require special handling. The special handl-ing requires, money. For the past seven years, ESEA, Title I has provided thefunding for this special handling. In our state, as I am sure is the case in moststates, the funds have provided for some marked gains in the learning levels ofdisadvantaged children.
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Minnesota's entitlement under P.L. 80-10 has been between $20 and $25 million
for each year of the program. School districts have been required to prepare
programs of sufficient size, scope and quality to insure the best possible chance
of program success as prerequisites for project approval. In general, our office
has not accepted a project for less than $5,000.00 and has for several years,
required that $300.00 of supplemental services be provided for each child in the
project. Cooperative projects have helped school districts with smaller allocations
to effectively provide programs for children who would otherwise not be served.

MEA, Title I has had some remarkable effects on education in Minnesota. It
employs this fiscal year, 1900 full and part-time certificated teachers and 1700
aides. But more important than this, it has served well some 60,000 children
annually, all of whom were disadvantaged in a basic skill subject. Nearly 90
per cent of all Title I funds have been spent for reading and mathematics.

Though the evaluation of programs for fiscal 1972 has not been entirely com-
pletedit appears that 75 per cent of the children in reading projects made at
least one year's growth in achievement (luring the year and that a third or more
made gains as great as or greater than a year and a half.

It has been suggested that disadvantaged children should be making far greater
gains than have been shown because they receive a year of both regular class-
room instruction and Title I special help. Critics of Title I maintain that the
concentrated services Title I children have received have merely held the line in
terms of educational progress, and that Title I has done little to enable children
to achieve at the level of their age mates. This criticism fails to consider the
basic problem of dealing with a disadvantaged child : that of "turning him back
on" to education after botlQie_and:his family have had few positive or reward-
ing experiences with the school system.

Title I has sought to do something that has never been done beforeto teach
the child who in previous years was allowed to sit through year after year of
classroom instruction without being taught to read or cipher.

Title I has sought to do something that had been done beforeto reach the
child who heretofore has received from education only minimal consideration.
Until the educationally disadvantaged have had successful school experiences
and themselves become the parents of children for whom they wish educational
success, there will be a need for continuation of excellent programs of compen-
satory education. We would hope that Congress would recognize the need for
special programs for the educationally disadvantaged, and the uniqueness of the
Title I effort.

Our state has found that efforts to involve parents in the learning experiences
of their children are essential to the elimination of the cyclical effect of educa-
tional disadvantagement. A small grant from the federal government helped us
launch a parent movement that has been valuable. However, many parents of
educationally deprived children are themselves the product of the same meager
eductional programs available to their children, prior to Title I. While they are
willing to meet to help consider the educational problems of their children, they
do not belong to the power structure of the community, and only the strength of
the Title I law, Office of Education regulations, and the administrative arm of
the State Education Agency keeps them in a position to make their wishes known
to the school.

'Funds available for Title I state administration have never been adequate to
meet commitments for technical assistance, program monitoring and evaluation.
No doubt states of smaller geographic area and a concentrated population are
able to administer Title 1 more effectively on the limited amount of funds now
available. Late funding has made program planning quite difficult. The current
questions on funding levels and the possibility of termination of the legislation
has caused real concern among parents of Title I children, their teachers, and
others interested in the Title I effort.

The 'amount of money available to Minnesota under Title I has not been
sufficient to provide programs for even half of the children in need of them. The
rising costs of education have required many school districts to cut back on pro-
grams where their entitlement has remained stable or been reduced over the years.

From my testimony it should be obvious that in our state, Title I is meeting
its commitment to serve educationally disadvantaged pupils. Parents of the dis-
advantaged are beginning to learn their role in the educational process affecting
their children. Educators are on the threshold of knowing how to reach the
reluctant learner. Teachers are being trained in methods of responding to the
individual problem of the disadvantaged child as the result of a significant expen-
diture of Title I funds for their in-service education. The significant gain that

915--545-73nt. 2-8
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pupils have made over the past several years as the result of Title I funding must
not be allowed to be dissipated.

am also fearful that without sufficient federal funding to meet the needs of
disadvantaged pupils, school districts, &muse of economic pressure, will be
forced to abandon their Title I efforts.

,The economic pressures on states and local government subdivisions are enor-
mous; the need for federal help remains. The only way that all schools could
conceivably provide the kind of equality in education indicated by the Serrano
decision would be through federal assistance. H.R. 16 could provide the basis for
this equality in educational opportunities while accepting as first priority the
need to provide funds for compensatory-education programs in sufficient amounts
to make a real impact upon educational disadvantagement.

As we see it in Minnesota, H.R. 16 would provide funds for the general im-
provement of educational opportunities for all elementary and secondary children.

Aid for general education and Title I are not, as I see them, compatible con-
cepts. The one is general funding for the common good and the other a specific
categorical program for a definite population and purpose.

iWe would endorse general hid only if it were assumed that funds would be
available in addition to the categorical aid now provided by Title I. Title I cate-
gorical aids must be funded at a level which will permit the states and local
educational agencies to more nearly meet the needs of all disadvantaged children
before funds for the general support of education are authorized.

STATEMENT BY THOMAS A. MURRAY, PH. D., ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR., TITLE I,
STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I strongly support a continuation
of Title I legislation as a separate categorical entity for the forseeable future. The
revisions of the formula for allocation of funds among school districts as stated
in FIR 69 would present funding problems for local school districts. Mr. Jack Wm.
Hanson, Title I Administrator for Minnesota, speaks to these problems in his
testimony. However, amending Title I legislation with a Part B for state agency
programs would strengthen Title I. Current funding patterns tend to pit advo-
cates of one disadvantaged group against another.

I yin in agreement with Congressman Perkins' statement (Congressional Rec-
ord, January 18, 1973) that funding for support of supplementary compensatory
education programs for educationally deprived children must remain the first
responsibility of the Federal Government in the field of elementary and sec-
ondary education. Compensatory education must remain categorical for the for-
seeable future and must exist separate from any general revenue sharing effort
in education. Educationally deprived children and the educational problems they
represent almost always recei,m the lowest priority rating in state and local
decisions concerning resource allocation.

Historically, the task of elementary and secondary education has been to edu-
cate a limited number of children for skilled and professional roles in society. As
a result, educators were often unconcerned about those who made little progress.

. However, in recent years our society has been unable to find constructive places
for large numbers of unskilled and under-educated people. In the 1960's, it was
recognized that the task of education was to effectively educate all children.
Title I represents the first major commitment to this very difficult tasic by recog-
nizing the impact of concentrations of educationally deprived children on the
ability of local school districts to provide the necessary supplementary services
in their behalf.

It has been estimated that in Minnesota alonea State which ranks high in
educational qualitythere may be more than 120,000 educationally deprived
children out of a total of approximately one million school age children. These
are children who are not making adequate progress in relation to their age mates.
Poverty. cultural predispositions which are at variance with the values and
expectations of ti.i, school and repeated school failure are the major contributory
factors. Educationally deprived children represent problems which are extremely
difficult to resolve through the use of traditional educational approaches. Title I
has provided resources with which to seek new alternatives and approaches.

Criticism of Title I is weighted with evidence from the initial years of its imple-
mentation. However, it should be noted that never before has such a massive,
sophisticated effort been undertaken in behalf of deprived children. Since the lag
between the development of new educational approaches and their acceptance
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by large numbers of school districts has always been great, implementation prob-
lems, should not have been unexpected. Moreover, requirements such as target
school identification, comprehensive needs assessment, performance objectives
and program budgeting represent concepts in education which were little under-
stood and rarely practiced prior to 1065.

Recent developments in Minnesota's experience with Title I argue for a con-
tinuation at higher funding levels and should do mach to answer a declining
number of critics. During the first years of Title I there were no districts-with
projects containing performance objectives. Data from the 1070 -71 school year
show that almost half of the applicant districts had such objectives. Evaluation
data for that school year show that 40 percent of the participatink children made
inure than a one year gain in reading. Ninety-three percent experienced measur-
able gains. The data are similar for mathematics. Minnesota's emphasis on early
intervention (grades 1-3) appears to be yielding results. Minnesota
hats a rapidly growing number of replicable projects but our efforts at dissemina-
tion are greatly hampered by the serious lack of state administration funds for
data emillection and dissemination.

Minnesota has recently developed a revised management system which holds
eousiderable promise for the future. It will effectively meet most, if not all, of
the present legislative requirements and will yield sufficient evidence at the state
level concerning major aceonntability questions. Basic to this process are the pro-
cedures in our revised application form and materials. The forms (included as an
appendix to this testimony' are used as a management tool rather than a simple
statement of assurances.

Careful study of educational literature and practice has resulted in the develop-
ment of a uniform process for conducting a comprehensive educational needs
assessment. This allows for uniform data collection from all participating dis-
tricts. It is the data base used for insuring that the most seriously deprived chil-
dren receive the highest priority for service. The needs assessment process also
allows for uniforms performance criteria objectives and evaluation techniques.
Data collection problems will be greatly reduced, possibilities for replication
studies enhanced andahard evidence about the impact of this program on children
will lie of greater practical value for decision makers at all levels.'Perhaps the
most impressive result will be found in insuring that evidence will become avail-
able to show that "those educationally deprived children who have the greatest
need for assistance" are receiving direct, concentrated services. This has been a
primary reimirement of Title 1 but until now there has been little evidence about
its effective implementation. Procedures incorporated in our application process
have been tested in Minnesota's child-caring institutions for several years and
have resulted in ninny of our programs receiving national acclaim.

In my contacts with school officials, both in Minnesota and nationally, two
major problems constantly arise. These include funding and the possible effects
of revenue sharing on Title I. Minnesota has found that an investment of about
MO per child in supplementary funds is necessary to show practical results.
Therefore we are only able to serve some 40,000 children, primarily in grades
1 through 3. Fonds do not allow for serving great numbers of children in grades
4 through 6, particularly in fast-growing suburban districts. Programs at the
junior and senior high school are essentially non-existent. Most of the criticism
received by our office about Title I in the past year results from inadequate fund-
ing. There are substantial numbers of deprived children and there is evidence of
their concentration in low-income areas where these exist as Substantial pockets.
However, the problems of educationally deprived children are of a very low
priority rating in school districts due to increasingly scarce resources and the
lack of political power of parents of such children in school board decisions.
Title I remains the only viable hope for such children.

Revenue sharing which would allow states and local communities to decide
who deprived children are and how they can hest be served would seriously
undermine the substantial progress of seven years under Title I. Local pressures
from various groups would at best result in a dilution of funds with a correspond-
ing drop in impact. Worse still, local definitions and priorities would likely result
in not infrequent diversion of funds to other areas of education as a response to
competing pressures and in some instances a pervasive lack of concern for edu-
-cationally deprived children.

Children living in institutions would fare even worse. Viable education pro-
grams for such children were practically non-existent prior to Title I. It has only
been through Title I that educators are growing in their concern for such chil-
dren. "Out of sight, out of mind" would again become the prevailing attitude
toward such children.
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It is hard to see how children of migratory farm workers would he considered
at all under state and local revenue sharing decisions since they are only in our
state for a brief period. Through Title I we have been able to develop meaningful
inter-state, continuous educational programs for many such children. However,
since they do not reside in our state for long periods during the regular school
year it is difficult to imagine how they would receive any consideration under
educational revenue sharing. This is not intended to suggest that educational
revenue sharing is not desirable, but that it must not he allowed to exist at the
expense of educationally deprived children and depressed school districts.

Stronger Federal support for state and local education is needed more than
ever before. The provisions of H.R. 16 are very exciting, necessary and desirable.
As a taxpayer with children in regular elementary and secondary school I wel-
come and support the provisions of H.R. 16. The possibilities of financial relief
on local property taxes it promises and its requirement for accountability and
measurable improvements in pupil performance are laudable and quite necessary.
Seven years of Title I has resulted in significant educational change. The addi-
tion of H.R. 16 promises even greater changes in behalf of the nations' clill&en.
The provisions of H.R. 16 deserve the support of taxpayers and educators alike. I
am particularly, pleased to note that H.R. 16 as a companion measure to Title I
has built -in insurances that educationally deprived children and disadvantaged
school districts remain the first priority of this Congress.

In closing I would like to comment in a very personal vein. My family was quite
poor. I was seriously educationally deprived, became delinquent and dropped out
of school. I have lived in "across the tracks" situations in ma towns as well as
a large city shun. By the time I was seven I had clarified for myself, my relation-
ship to schools and other agencies : a failure without any chance of success. Were
it not for a federally funded rehabilitation program which assisted me at the
age of 22 I would still be a tax user rather than a taxpayer. The program offered
financial, educational and moral support without which I might never have
broken the cycle of despair and lack of hope which oppresses man* people in simi-
lar circumstances. For too many deprived children, programs such as Title I are
their primary source of hope for the future. My problem§ and those of others
like me are categorical and not easily understood. They require a specific, client-
centered response to be effective. Title I is one such person. It deserves greater
support.

STATEMENT CF JACK W. HANSON, FEDERAL PROGRAMS ADMINIS-
TRATOR, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, MINNESOTA,
ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS A. MURRAY, F.E. D., ASSISTANT
ADMINISTRATOR, TITLE I, STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. HANSON. Chairman Perkins and members of the committee, I
am ,Talck William Hanson, Federal programs administrator for the
Minnesota State Department of Education. I have had the responsi-
bility for the administration of title I of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act since January 1966.

/n going to the question that you presented, Chairman Perkins, we
have in the statement some comments pertaining to revenue sharing.

We would endorse general aid revenue sharing, whatever the title
would be, only if it were assumed that funds would be available in
addition to categorical aid now by title I.

Title I funds must be funded at a level to permit States and local
educational agencies meet the needs of disadvantaged children before
funds for general education are authorized.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you, Dr. Hanson, as the Federal
program Administrator,. have the results that you have obtained, the
achievement results from title,I been satisfactory?

Mr. HANsoii. The achievement results in Minnesota, I think have
been exemplary

As you know they have been under fire nationally. We are not going
far enough fad, enough with educationally disadvantaged children.
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There are people who say when we make a year's progress, we are
only maintaining a constant level of retardation.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that so much of the criticism to title
I is due to the fact that for the first few years, they are scattered to
such a great degree, contrasted in late years where we have zeroed in
on math, reading, and subjects of that nature.

Am I correct in that assumption?
Mr. HANsoN.- I think this is a very correct assumption. We are still

being criticized for problems that existed in title I several years ago.
Some of the studies that have been made to damn title I are using
obsolete data.

Chairman PERKINS. That is correct. Ninety percent of them are
using obsolete data.

Mr. IfAxsox. Minnesota has concentrated $300 per eligible child.
Chairman PERKINS. That is a remarkable program in my judgment.
Now, the studies that we have made, our own committee studies,

show that the school people throughout the country by and large feel
that the achievement from the results of title I have been very good
in the past 2 years partcularly more so than ever before.

We have run these studies every year. But we are vitally concerned
about the distribution of funds. this year when we consider having to
get an appropriation of more than a billion and a half dollars for
title I, and I know we have so some good friends on this committee
that have even' suggested that the funds be distributed on the test
score basis.

The legislation is going to be introduced along that line. I am won-
dering aw the States would fare and how we can more equitably
distribute the funds on one and a half billion dollars, assuming that
we have no more funding from the Federal level.

It would take approximately $3 billion today under the 1970 census
figures for us to get the same amount of money in Kentucky that we
are presently receiving under one and a half billion.

Do you have any views along this line where you could give us a
little guidance on distribution of the money?

Mr. HANSON. Yes, I do but if I may I would like to introduce Dr.
Thomas Murray, assistant title I administrator.

Dr. Mumwiy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Using test scores in title I, the studies show, plus experience of the

schools, that presently not all children are tested every year, nor are
they tested at every grade level, and one of the problems we have in
Minnesota., When we are writing performance objectives. is that in
doing needs assessment with our revised management system, wecannot
get test score data on all. children. Schools normally test at various
levels and some schools test every child, others don't.

Chairman PERKINS. What concerns me about trying to distribute
funds on a test-score basis is whether we would reach the most dis-
advantaged. I know that some people will argue that we will reach the
most disadvantaged first, but every State would have a different pro-
gram and make a different determination, just like the so- called
AFDC census in my judgment.

But unless you had a national test score under one national act, a
national test program Co give the same test over the country, then in
my opinion teachers could teach for that test.
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I am of the opinion they could. So that is another worry that I have
about test scores.

But would we reach the disadvantaged under the various test scores
or Would we better reach the disadvantaged under a national test
scoring accommodation?

Dr. 111-vintAy. Using standardized test scores inasmuch as teachers
really don't use SCOITS in standardized achievement tests very highly
in their evaluation of student programs, since we are also to individ-
ualized instruction, we don't necessarily have an educational problem
if you are below grade, level on a. standardized test.

-You do, however, have a problem if you are a year or more below
grade level on standardized tests and your teacher is sending home on
report cards D and F for negative reporting of your progress.

If you are what a teacher who believes you can't learn
Chairman PERKINS. I think in most instances there is a correlation,

that there is connection between low scores and disadvantaged young-
sters by and large, but I feel that if we resorted to that formula in
distributing funds, it would be a most haphazard way to distribute
them and there is no way,for us to do that for fiscal 1974.

Am I correct?
Dr. MURRAY. I would not see it being able to happen in fiscal year

1974. I wordd have to know more about the specifics of the testing
program in order to comment.

I understand that there is going to be legislation introduced using
criterion reference testing on a national sample but I am afraid I
don't know enough about that proposal to really comment intelligently.

Mr. QuiE. Will the gentleman yield?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
\1r. QuIE. Your questions caused me to get into this whole thing.

Let is assume that you are right, Mr. Chairman, that this was
haphazard.

How could anything be more haphazard than the present distribution
formula?

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my good friend that we reached
the disadvantaged under the 1900 census on an income level all over
the country mid. -invariably the youngsters with the low income are
the diSadvantaged or the most .disadvantaged, and that has been to
my way of thinking the most equitable way to distribute the funds
and still happens to be the most equitable way..

But the reason we are trying to get away from that thing is to
save dollars today. That in my judgment is the administration's view-
point because due to the shift in population we cannot afford to let
any State have less than they have been receiving in the past, and
the shift in the population according to the 1970 census figures would
require approximately $3 billion to let the States like Kentucky receive
as much as they are presently receiving.

If we could get that appropriation, that is the best way to go today
in my opinion.

Mr. QuTE. Mr. Chairman, let me explain it this way : In Kentucky,
as in every other State, there are some kids who can't. read. Not all of
those kids come from families with incomes below $2,000 or $3.000.

Chairman PERKINS. That is correct.
.Mr. QUIE. Some come from families with incomes of over $6.000.

Those are the most educationally disadvantaged. You see the poor child
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who can read at grade level is not disadvantaged. It doesn't make
any sense to inc to distribute the money based on the fact that they
are poor. Sure there is a higher percentage of ea!:cationally disad-
vantaged among the poor but not al] poor or wealthy kids are educa-
tionally disadvantaged.

Chairman PERKINS. Not all poor and not all wealthy. All of us
know that the greatest percentage happen to be in the category of
low income,.from studies we have had.

Mr. You show me the studies.
Chairman PERKINS. We have the studies.
Mr. 'QUrn . I haven't seen them yet. The interesting thing is that

so many people talk about that but they don't conduct the studies.
You can't get them to conduct the studies. The only thing I have seen
was the study that Gene Glass did which indicates. and I remember
those ficrures, that of the kids with severe reading difficulty, 21 percent
were fi m families with incomes below $3.000. 44 Percent were from
families between $3,000 and $6,000, and 35 percent were from families
above $6,000.

That means when you use the $2,000 fig-nes as we have been doing
in the past, we haven't been reaching 21 percent.

Chairman PERKINS. We have rumerous studies that show SO per-
cent of the disadvantaged are within the poverty figure groups.

Mr. QuIE. I would love to see those studies.
Mr.. anmAx. May I say something Mr. Chairman, that a poor

child can read at grade level and still be educationally and culturally
deprived if he goes home to his house, there are no books.

There are other essential factors to make up a completely well
rounded environment which are availabk to the American middle
class child. If this occasional or minority of 'deprived children are
reading at grade level, they still need reinforcement to stay in that
level and not become discouraged and frustrated.

I think this is very important because you can bring a child to
grade level and you sendlinn back to the deprived neighborhood and
if you don't fight to keep him up there, he is not going to stay there.

Mr..Quin. Dr. Murray, we have an assumption that the only reason
why poor. kids are educationally disadvantaged is because they don't
have books in the home. That is a cause, but I think it is only one
small part of it.

May I ask. Dr. Murray, what you feel are the causes of a child not
staying up at grade level. They start .out at first grade and nobody
knows whether they are at grade level or not then,

Dr. Munn AY. I don't like to talk about causes because, that talks
about the problem existing within the child and I think a large part
of the problem exists in the school that serves him, both in teacher
skills and curriculum. .

I think that in my testimony I stated that what I considered to be
the three major contributory faCtors to educational deprivation are
poverty where that exists at discernible poverty in a community but
also those children whose culturahpredisposit.ions are at variance with
expectations of the school and those children who really have a moti-
vation to learn but their first- experiences in school are failure
experiences.

This sets up a vicious circle which gets them increasingly in trouble.
I think it is interesting to note in this connection that we really don't
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have in this country in our educational system very many educatable
retarded children until fourth grade.

At fourth grade a child is 9 years old and he is old enough to act
out his failures. So the incidents level of handicapped children go up
at, grade 4.

I think there is not a single cause. There are contributory factors
and poverty is one but there are others and these generate just as much
from the school as they do from the home of the child.

Our schools have recognized that the task of education is to educate
all children but we still behave in ways which assume that the task
of the school is to continue like we did in the thirties and forties to
educate a limited number of youngsters for skilled trades and
professions.

We haven't really changed our behavior much yet.
Mr. Qumm. I will get at the rest of my questions later.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
I want to know what recommendations or suggestions you have for

the committee in the Way of distributing the funds to reach the young-
sters that we intend to reach over -the Nation as an improvement over
the present distribution formula?

Or would. you rather see us just make a pitch and try to get $3 bil-
lion appropriated so we can reach all of these children in the Country?

Dr. MURRAY. I think there ought to be a floor provision no matter
what formula we go to.

Chairman PERKINS. Give us the provision you have in mind. Give
us the suggestion.

Dr. .ilfenitAy. I think I would rather defer that question to Mr.
Hanson.

HANsoN. It seems to me that the provisions you have in your
bill, Chairman Perkins, H.R. 69, I think you have it down to districts,
but I would submit we ought to at least have a floor that no State gets
less than they got in fiscal year 1972 because otherwise we are going
to break continuity of program.

The children that schools have been working to in title I programs
may or may not have a program next year unless there is some kind
of a floor and if there is going to be a major redistribution shuffling of
money among States and within States, it seems to me this is going to
be a terrible disservice to children who are now in programs.

Chairman PERKINS. I agree wholeheartedly with that statement.
You have to have a floor.

Dr. HANsoN. There should be a floor and if there is going to be a
shift in the way that the money is distributed, then it ought to be
rather gradual so that schools can mike plans to better utilize the
funds at their disposal.

Of course talking about funding, if the Congress
Chairman PERKINS. We will argue that among ourselves.
Now if I understand you correctly, and I yield to my colleague, Mr.

Quie, at this point, he states that we need a floor. He has .suggested
that any revision be gradual so we will not disturb, on-going. programs.

Mr. QUXE. That is right. I believe that we have to begin testing kids
and provide the money to anybody who is educationally disadvantaged.
I don't care_what their income -is.,And if you want to get more money
into education, you have to have somebody with political clout asking
for it.
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Now you distribute money to families of $2.00() or less.
Mr. HANsox. No; we don't distributewe distribute, the money gets

out in the school district on that basis.
Mr. QUM. It is based on historical census of $2,000 income and

AFDC.
What kind of political clout do kids have ? The people with political

clout are people with higher incomes. Their kids aren't counted. They
may know that if they go to target school their kids can benefit from
it, but they aren't countel

Why do they care whether we increase the money above a billion
500 million or not. If we provided a program to reach every child who
was educationally disadvantaged, we could reach the kids who need
help. With testing which is being perfected now, it would take lead
time until fiscal year 1975 to put it into effect.

If we don't help those kids, they are going to be a Federal burden,
a welfare burden, or in a manpower retraining program. It can be an
economical problem.

This study in front of me indicates a high percentage of kids who
are from families with less than $2,000 income, do have severe educa-
tional difficulties. The study I have here shows that in reading, 47ts,
percent of those kinds in 'families below $2,000 income have severe
reading difficulty ; in the income level between $2,000 and $3,200, 58
percent have; in the level. between $3.200 and $4,400, 48 percent have;
in the level between $4,400 and $9,600, 39 percent have, and between
$9,600 and $12,800, 36 percent have severe reading difficulty.

You see, when you get up to $12,000 income, a. third of them are
having severe reading difficulty and need compensatory education. We
are not beginning to reach the kids who need the help.

I was really impressed when Mr. 'Murray indicated that the school
is at fault, that teachers are the fault of it; not just the home environ-
ment. We have to have programs that will enable schools to upgrade
their teacherS and provide additional training. You can't blame the
teachers out there who did not have the training in the teacher train-
ing institutions.

If, they haVe the education they are open enough to learn how to do
it right, too. I think at this time, Mr. Chairman, we are in a different
position than we were in 1965, In 1965 we didn't know.Who the educa-
tionally disadvantaged were really. We were shooting in the dark
knowing something was wrong and we ought to do something. I think
Congress did the hest we could. I think we have learned so much now
that we ought to base our new legislation on what we have learned.

That is my speech, not my question, but I will yield.
Chairman PEnioNs. I don't think there is any inconsistency in my

:argument and those 'figures. They just show that the lower the income,
the more disadvantaged you happen to be. That is a strongcorollary
and it has, always been and that is what all of the studies indicate. But
if you shifted, you would be with the same amount of money taking
money away 'from hundreds of thousands of educationally deprived
children that are presently receiving help.

Mr. Qum. No. Because you see; right now, as Jack Hanson indicated,
when the money gets.to the school, you don't limit it to those poor kids.
You lie)), anybody who needs help. So if we. are helping them in the
target se iool, why not count all of those kids and get the help to them
wherever they are?
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If you use only the poverty figure, you don't know where they are.
You have seen how inaccurate this 'program was when in Minnesota
there was a 58-percent reduction between the 1960 census and 1970
census in number of kids that come from families of $2,000 or less.
In fact., -there is about the same number of kids now from families of
c.7;4,000 or less in the 1.970 census.

We have gone 4 years past that.
Chairman PEiu Don't you feel that before we adopt the Quie

approach, the testing formula, that we should have r, limited testing
program in some school in the country before we go to it on a national
basis, a little demonstration project before we go in that direction?
What. is your judgment along that line, Mr. Hanson ?.

Mr. HANsoN. We are quite concerned that there have to be
leadtime if there were going to be any kind of testing program that
would allocate the fUnds.

In the meantime the incgoitiQs that do exist in census low income
data in terms of distributing money at least gives .us a handle on allo-
cating the money to the States and though we are all aware there isn't
a 1 to 1 relationship between educational disadvantagement and a low
income, there is a very positive correlation and we can look to our
target area designation materials in Minnesota. and driving around the
State and within school districts, find the low income attendance areas
are the attendance areas that have the largest number of educationally
disadvantaged children.

massing program, in massing dollars on children and limiting
the number of attendance units in which title I activity can be con-
ducted, we feel we are getting back for the buck.

Niro are .0.etting more help for more children than we could if it were.
to he distributed generally acro3s the State.

Unless there were-to be more money, we could not serve any more
children in Minnesota than we are right now. The fact that there are
children attending schools that are not target areas that are educa-
tionally disadvantaged is a fact of the financial crunch.

There isn't enough money to spread over all of the children who need
help.

Dr. MuRaAv. May I speak to my frustration?
We have a management system in Minnesota which is a fair system

and it involves a comprehensive educational assessment over all grade
levels in all school districts and buildings in the State who are eligible
to participate.

My big frustration is that now we can become accountable with high
comparable evidence and yet. we are serving so few kids in Minnesaa
because we have to concentrate the funds or we don't get any impact,
but most of our programs are going in grades 1 through 3.

There are some that being through grade 6. We have almost no pro-
grams at junior high school level where they are desperately needed.
We have no programs at senior high level with the exception of the
large cities and our basic problem really is funding levels.

There are in any .school about 20 and some people say 30 percent of
the youngsters who are having serious difficulty in school and some of
those kids are affluent. But we can't serve; even half of those kids at
the present funding. figures.

I haven't been taking a. look at the nuts and bolts of Congressman
Quie's approach. I would be very interested in doing that. But I still
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come back to the same frustration. We don't have enough money now
even with target school administration. We could through the non-
dillution factor serve children in nontarget schools if we had the
funds to take care of those kids who neecl help.-

Under any formula distribution we don't have enough money.
Chairman PEnnixs. You are making it plain to this committee that

your chief problem today is inadequacy of funds where you know you
have the target schools in your State.

Dr. Mtrimr. One community that I talked with, if they had had full
funding, they could have served educationally deprived children in
nontarget schools under the nondilution clause in the Federal regula-
tion. We don't have the money. We can't serve all of the educationally
deprived children that are showing up in our elementary schools.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me make this observation.in the presence
of all of these coordinators here this morning. I would like to vote out
a general Federal aid to education bill today but I think all of us will
agree, and the national leaders, NEA, and other people have so
testified, that we first ought to protect title I, the disadvantaged, and
get our priorities in order.

Before we could go to general aid, we would have to peg title I
at a certain number of dollars, $3 billion or whatever it should be
before we go to general aid to protect it and not let it get merged and
destroy all of the ongoing programs.

Now it is going to be most difficult, if not impossible, to get that
type of funding and I would think the way the administration is cut-
ting back that they are going to oppose the general aid to education
bill at this time.

I just don't know. -I-may be wrong. I know they 'are proposing the
special revenue-sharing bill.

At any rate, I think it is time for the title I people to get their heads
together and begin to sit down in a corner and arrive at some type
of consensus to try to give us the best guidance possible as to how we
can continue to better serve the disadvantaged in the country and we
are needing all of your suggestions because we don't want to write
sonic legislation that will destroy the ongoing programs and keep any
State from going forward unless you target in on the most dis-
advantaged.

I am going to turn this meeting over to my colleague here in a
moment.

Mr. QUIE. I want. to ask some questions.
When you talk about aiding the most disadvantaged first, which I

agree we ought to; perhaps the most disadvantaged are handicapped
kids. What is happening now in reaching the handicapped kids with
title I 'money in Minnesota?

Dr. MURRAY. We, under Federal regulation, were able to assist
school districts that were unable, using their own funds, to implement
our law.

We have a mandated law in Minnesota. The numbers of handicap-
ped kids receiving service which increased from 1,600 in the State for
learning disability type to 16,000 in title I, was a major influence in
that.

Now, the local school districts are assuming that responsibility on
their own and with the exception of State agency programs for the
handicapped and neglected and delinquent public schools will be
carrying out that mandated law.
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In a number of other States there are handicapped children being
Served in title I where their States do not mandate their services.

Mr. QUIE. Because the State mandated services for handicapped
children, they are now no longer eligible for title I money. Is that
why the local school has to pay for it themselves?

Dr. MunnAY. If the local school district, in their needs assessment,
if they are funding their own program with local and State money and
sonic of the kids going through that special education program are
not making good progress and on a needs assessment show up need-
ing help, if the district can't afford it, we can help them out with those
youngsters.

But the primary responsibility in Minnesota is on the local school
districts to provide those services and make special State aids avail-
able. This is not the case in every state in the union.

Mr. Qum. If the primary responsibility is on the local school dis-
trict, and if you had not passed that legislation, then those programs
would have been eligible for title I; is that right?

Mr. HANSON. If we didn't have the State mandated programs, if
school districts had no special programs for handicapped c- hildren,
then our needs assessment instrument would be somewhat different so
we would be picking up other forms of handicapped in addition to
reading and mathmkitics.

Dr. MuimAy. We would, be serving many, many handicapped chil-
dren if it were not for our State mandated laws.

Mr. HANSON. We would not be violating the regulation if we used
a school district to use title I money to pick up programs that shoal d by
law be taken care of by local support.

Mr. QUIE. I feel that is an unfair aspect of the law, that it is an in-
ducement against the States assuming responsibilities. If you didn't
do it you would get more title I money in those programs.

It seems to me title I money ought to be used to pay those costs of
education over and above the normal cost of education. If a. State
makes education for the handicapped mandatory, you should not then
be cut off from title I money.

Mr. HANSON. They can still use title I money over and above the
State minimum program if needs assessment shows.

Mr. QUIE. I visited one of the schools which has a program for
trainable retarded and found out they can't use any title I money for
that program.

Dr. AeURRAY. That is a State agency program. At Fairbolt and
that is a very distressing. fact. The only programs that are eligible
under the Public Law 89-313 -amendment are. those operated or sup-
ported by a State agency. When our legislature made trainable pro-
grams mandatory and assigned responsibility to the school district
of residence of each institution, they become public school programs
rather thali State agency and thereby are ineligible and I think it
is kind of tragic too because we have had some excellent nationally
renowned projects in those institutions and there are going to be a
group of kids, about 25 percent of those kids in that program are not
making progress and need help over find above, but it is that quirk in
the law which says-State operated or State supported which keeps
them from being eligible.

Mr. Quit. How accurate, do you think, is your assessment of student
needs in Minnesota?
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Dr. MURRAY. ln-grades can through six, I would say we can be
about 80 percent sure that in the eligible attendance areas throughout
our State, we are getting for the first time evidence to show those edu-
cationally deprived children who are in greatest need of assistance.

I think it is a very effective instrument. Teachers have a very inti-
mate knowledge of children. I think there is high correspondence
between the needs assessment data and the kind of information com-
municated to parents about the programs the children are taking in
school.

Mr. Qum. And you say that is statewide?
Dr. MURRAY. Statewide. We will be able to have uniform answer

criteria objectives in every project so that projects will be replica.
We will be able to report data of a management nature to decision-

makers, both here in Congress and in the Office of Education and
anybody else. And we will be able to be held accountable.

Mr. Quin. Ninety percent accurate seems a lot better than our pres-
ent distribution of title I, using income factors, since we have proven
according to the change in the census information how far off it was.

Nevada has 25 percent more children from families with $2,000 or
less in 1970 than they had in 1960. In Minnesota our own State has
58 percent fewer. North Carolina 69 percent fewer.

The same inaccuracy sxists within States because you distribute
money to the counties based on the Census.

There was one community that has never been poor in. Minnesota,
but it just did not happen to have any rain at the crucial time in 1959
when the income information was developed. It began receiving bene-
fits from title I and continued all of these years, because of the holes
in the clouds in 1959.

That.can vary in rural communities. Other things vary in the cities
as well. There have been in some cities some rapid changes, too, where
people with definite educational handicaps have moved into center
cities. Unless they go on welfare, or if they didn't earn more than
$2,000, they are not counted.

One thing I have learned about Mexican Americans is that they
don't tend to go on welfare and, therefore, don't get counted.

I can't see anything more unfair than that system we are using now.
I am pleased to see that you indicate that you could find 90 percent .

accuracy in the way you are determining educational achievement in
those first six grades: The State of Michigan was in here and indi-
cated the same thing. It is fascinating looking at the Fleischman study
in New York as well.

If we did prove that we could distribute the money quite accurately
based on testing and we had enough lea dtime so it did not disrupt the
operations, do you think that that would be an acceptable way?

Dr. Munna.r. I don't think it would be necessarily an unacceptable
way. I am intrigued by the idea. I don't know how it would work.
I would have to take a look at it. I have talked about this idea with

iour Federal program coordinator, Mr. Ed Cain in Minnesota.
I have some problems with criterion reference testing.but the idea

certainly intrigues me. I think if we did the kind of needs assessment
that we have in Minnesota now, I think in those communities that
now have target schools, if we just did it on educational assessment
and included every elementary school within the district, we would
still find ourselves zeroed in on pretty much the same buildings we
are in now.
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.nd it would be a fair system. For example, we are serving fewer
children who attend nonpublic schools this year than we did before
because their needs were not as great and they understood this and they
thought it was fair so we have no problems there.

We have taken it out of the political realm that it has so often got
into in the past 0 years but the basic problem again would be, you
would have target schools based on educational need but there world
still be about 20 percent of the kids in a nontarget school who would
have needs but we would not have enough money to get to them.

Mr. QtnE. Because the money goes to target schools where there is a
high percentage of poverty existing, suppose you had a target school
of 400 children and 40 percent of them were poor and 50 percent of
them were educationally disadvantaged, meaning 200 children. Then
you had another school of 800 children and the percentage was way
down on the number of poor, but there were 200 children or one-fourth
who were educationally disadvantaged.

Why should one school receive it and not the other? Aren't they
both equally educationally disadvantaged?

Dr. MURRAY. It is an interesting question and I have a hard time
handling it because I keep thinking about the situation we have right
now. In a school district that I have mentioned to you they had it
similar kind of a problem and if we had full funding rather than $150
per child we get now, if we had 508 that would be minimum per pupil
grant under title I, we could serve the kids in two schools.

However, there is another fact that even if we went on educational
need, we would have to tait concentrated doses of funds and services
into one of those schools because you can't spread the money too thin.

I think this is one of the temptations that professional educators
have. They look at the need of the school building more than they
oftentime look at the needs of kids and they say, OR. if we are going
to give this building so much money, we are going to have to give the
other building so much money too, and it spreads the money too thinly
and you don't get any impact.

I like the provision in title I that says you have to have sizes, scope
and quality and concentrated services. We do it either way in Minne-
sota but we would still run out of money.

I think I said before you got here that we are not able at all to go
to junior high school and serve those kids and they- desperately need it.

Mr. QUM. That is why I said that if you are going to just count
in the formula kids of families of $2,000 or less and poverty children
who don't have any political clout, you are not going to get money.
You have to count the kids from families who have political clout
before you will see money coming through here.

I am convinced the Federal Government will have to spend sub-
stantially more money. Most of you gentlemen agreed with the Chair-
man that you ought to provide compensatory education for the kids
who need it before going to general aid, is that correct?

Mr. HANSON. Yes, this is the first statement I made in my testi-
mony, that we would be very much in favor of Federal help for gen-
eral education but only after we, have taken care of compensatory
aid.

Mr. Quiz That is not the $11/o billion worth of compensatory educa-
tion. That means taking care of the compensatory needs where they
exist, right?
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Mr. HANsox. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. How are you going to do that unless yon count the edu-

cationally disadvantaged children who come from families above
$2.000 or $3,000 or $4,000 ?

Dr. Muna.v. Then whatever system is worked ont must be made a
part of the law so that all States follow it. I think if we leave it up
to individual States to define what an educationally deprived child is
and how best to serve him, it works to a disadvantage because there
are too many pressures on local superintendents to divert funds.

Mr. QUIE. another thing working for our advantage right now is
that there is national.assessment going on. Because of the fear of na-
tional assessment when this was initiated, the testing is not done by
States, but it is done by region. People don't like to be shown up, evi-
dently, but these are criterion-based tests. There is no way you can
teach against those tests as there, is in some of the standard achieve-
ment tests perhaps or other tests that have been used.

Also, to make. sure that schools don't fudge they do the testing them-
selves. I imagine, there might be a. tendency for a school to show that
they have lower achievement in order to get more money.

Gallup doesn't ask somebody else to do the poll for him. He sends
out the people who are experts to do the polling so there is an accurate
determination.

This is what I- am basing my confidence on that we can get to that
point.. Through the experience, of national assessment now in distribut-
ing the money per State and the experience of some States like Minne-
sota, and Michigan and New York to figure out the best means for
distributing the money within the States, we can get to the children
needing compensatory education wherever they are.

I assume, since you and other States are working on that, some
school people must feel that, it. has some value.

Dr. MURRAY. I think that we changed our entire management sys-
tem last year and most of the schOol districts have reported to us that
they appreciate the coi,_ prehensive needs assessment that we have de-
signed and would be quite willing to go with it.

I would like, to comment that if you are thinking about using
criterion reference testing as a devise, that you consider also including
in your collection of data. scaled teachers judgment about the pupil's
progress because I think that quite directly something happens. a
youngster may have attained the skills that are tested for in a criterion
reference test, but for some other reasons the teacher gets turned
off about, that kid and eventually, if he stays with that teacher long
enough, he will develop a learning problem which will later on show
up in a testing program once he gets emotionally upset about it.

So I would consider expanding the criterion reference test to also
collect scaled teachers judgment because we have to find the kids who
the teachers also say are in trouble.

There are a couple of Ph.D theses done in our State asking teachers
what kind of information they used to make decisions about pupils'
progress and they indicated that standardized tests did not contribute
any more than 5 percent but what really did contribute was what he
did in the classroom for them, what he did on teacher-made test, what
the kid did on his homework assignments, and what his behavior and
attitude was in the classroom.
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These are important factors to classroom teachers and I think on
any kind of assessment to determine how to allocate funds based on
educational needs ought to include some carefully collected data from
teachers too.

Mr. Qum. How do you avoid political manipulation among teachers,
if you depend on that? The administration can say to the teacher,
grade them low and we will get more moneys.

Dr. 'MURRAY. We can verify these by simply going to the report
cards in the school district. If a teacher is being unprofessio.ual enough
to say on a needs assessment that the child has a serious problem in
reading and math and work habits and you go and look at the report
card she is sending home and you find she is sending home a lot of A or
outstanding, you can stop that because you can monitor it.

Mr. Quiet. But the fact that the student was doing well would also
show up on the criterion-based test both ways.

Dr. MmulAy. Not completely because let's take a standardized test
score and a youngster tests out at a year below grade level.

Mr. Quin. I don't believe we ought to use the standardized tests.
Dr. MURRAY. Let's take the criterion reference test where the child

has a skill 1,003 and he checks out at 80 percent level and he is OK.
But when he does assignments for that teacher, when he takes her tests,
that is how she grades him. He gets in trouble that way by not being
able to meet her expectations and to deal with the poor curriculum
offeri nos.

So then he develops a kind of a failure syndrome which later on
will show up on the criterion reference test because the kid who is
emotionally upset will usually yield a depressedlest score.

Mr. Qum. This is the way of reaching the child before he becomes
a statistic.

Dr. MunnAr. Yes. But if you have another child who does not quite
as well on a criterion reference test, not all kids need to achieve at the
fifth grade level in fifth grade. Kids are different. There is such a thing
as individual differences and it is not always bad if a kid 'does not
achieve to a certain magic level when he is in fifth. grade if the school
is reallyindividualizing instructions.

Mr. LEHMAN [presiding]. Mr. Steiger?
Mr. SITIGER. No questions. Thank you.
Mr. LEITMAN. I want to ask you to respond to an idea that I have,

which is that the learning problems of disadvantaged children origi-
nate differently, they are programed- differently, they should be ap-
proached differently, and somehow the same type of governmental
or Federal approach to this should be from two different bases.

One is a right to reprogram federally financed and the other is a
program like title V that reaches into the. areas where we have to
attack this problem from.an economic and social standpoint.

Dr. Munn: v. If a youngster has a serious learning problem and is
also very poor, he has problems that affluent kids with learning prob-
lems don't have.

Mr. LEMAN. He certainly does. From my own experience they are
much more complicated and much more complex and much more
difficult.

Would you like to continue your testimony. now ?
I want to state that all of your written statements will be a part of

the record so if you would like to summarize and make more brief
your testimony, it will be acceptable of course.
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Mr. HANsox. I think we will yield to our colleagues from the other
States.

Dr. 'MURRAY. I appreciate the opportunity to testify.
Mr. HANSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. Would the other witness come up to the table and

identify yourSelf ? It is unfortunate that we don't have a more adequate
representation from the committee itself, but your testimony will be a
part of the record, and I am sure the other members will try to get
back as quickly as they can.

You are familiar with Operations Close-Up, I assume, and at 11 a.m.
I have to meet with a. group from my own congressional district.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT JEFFERY, BOSTON, MASS.

Dr. JEFFERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am State director of
title I for Massachusetts. I am also serving at present as chairman of
the National Council of State Title I Coordinators. This is the group
that is represented here this morning from each of the 10 regional
districts in the country.

The point that I would like to underscore, insofar as title I in Massa-
chusetts, is that we feel the years 1971 and 1972 have provided a turn-
ing point with regard to real achievement with youngsters who have
special needs.

Our evidence for this feeling is based on the achievement test data
in basic skill areas. For example, in 1971, in a sampling group of 2,000
students, we were able to show that these students were achieving in
the reading area at a rate of 1.2 months per month in the program
which is greater than what would be expected of the average child in
a reading program.

In 1972, we were able to show for 8,500 students in 159 reading pro-
grams that they too achieved at better than the average, 1.23 months
for a month in a given program. So we are encouraged in this direction.

A further study that we are undertaking at the present time is to
look at some of our successful projects and to identify those com-
ponents that are common among these projects. As we have done this,
we have come up with several indicators such as a strong diagnostic
element in identifying the children's needs, a strong prescriptive serv-
ice that is individualized and tailored to the particular child.

We are also finding that parent involvement in the project is a com-
mon factor which leads to a stronger relationship between school and
home. We are also finding the item of inservice training for teachers
and other staff people on the title I projects. A further common de-
nominator is an average per pupil expenditure of $400.

We are encouraged that we are able to pinpoint these factors so
that as we work with communities in refining and developing their
programs we can cite these factors that are showing up in successful
projects.

I will move along now and let Mrs. Holub from New Jersey speak.
[Dr. Jeffery's statement follows :]

95-545-73-pt. 2-9
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STATEMENT BY ROBERT L. JEFFERY. PROJECT DIRECTOR. TITLE I, ESEA MAssA-
cnt; SETTS AND C I [AIR M A X, :NATIONAL COUNCIL. OF tiTATE COORDINATORS,
TITLE I, ESEA

In order to gain a perspective on the impact of Title I in Massachusetts and the
need for its continuation, data is presented under the following headings; general
statistics, student achievement, LEA case studies, and parent involvement. Par-
ticular attention is invited to sections B and C which demonstrate student
achievement in Title I Programs.

A. GENERAL STATISTICS

Fiscal year-

1971 1972

Number of local education agencies participating 309 310
Number of local education agencies in State 351 351
Percentage of participation 88 88

Massachusetts allocation $23, 314, 091 $23, 858,101
LEA's with grants over $100,000:

Boston 6, 561, 860 6, 800, 130
Springfield 1, 217, 342 1, 329, 502
Worcester 1, 019, 309 1, 054, 645
New Bedford 845, 703 837, 984
Lynn 644,865 706,957
Lowell 561,788 638,965
Somerville 446, 465 576, 124
Fall River 543, 413 562, 874
Lawrence 390,012 492,965
Brockton 421, 485 454, 829

3. Number of students participating 4. Project staff

Public Non-Public Total Full time Part time

Fiscal year:
71 60,664 8,315 68,979 9,883 2,721
72. 66,009 9,877 75,886 9,920 1,964

The data above clearly indicate the high percentage of Massachusetts towns
and cities providing services to children through Title I. Students participating
in Title I represent approximately 7% (FY 71) and 7.5% (FY 72) of the total
school age population of the state.

B. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Fiscal Year 1971
1. Analysis of a sample group of 119 projects with 2,000 students in Title I

school year reading programs showed an average gain rate of 1.2 months per
month in total reading skills. When this gain rate is compared to the national
gain rate for disadvantaged children of 7/10 of a month per month and the ex-
pected norm for the average student of one month per month, it is clear that
Title I can make a differ-enee!
Fiscal Year 1972

A further analysis of 159' projects with 8500 students in Title I school year
reading programs shoWed an average gain rate of 1.23 months per month in total
reading skills. Within this group, the sixth grade population of 1011 students
showed an average gain rate of 1.0 months per month! Again this gala rate ex-
ceeds the expectation for both average students and the educationally
disadvantaged.

An investigation of 94 projects with 7020 students in Titlel school year mathe-
matics programs showed an average gain rate of 1.24 months per month in total
math skills. Within this group, the third grade-population of 1660 students and
the sixth grade population of SOO students showed an average gain rate of 1.4
months per month!
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C. LEA CASE STUDIES

The following local projects show better than average results for students, and
in all cases show almost a doubling of the monthly gain rate expected of dis-advantaged children.

Boston, Massachusetts 1972 Summer Project. 712 studentsaverage gain rate
in total reading skills ; 2.05 months per month.

Worcester, Massachusetts 1971-72 School Year Project. 069 studentsaverage
gain rate in both vocabulary and reading ; comprehension 1.3 months per month.

North Adams, Massachusetts 1971-72 School Year Project. 165 students
average gain in vocabulary and reading comprehension ; 1.5 mouths per mouth.

. Analysis of these ease studies, and eight others in Massachusetts, shows the
following common components :

1. Initial learning diagnosis for each child to pinpoint individual needs.
2. Individual learning prescription for each child focusing the instructionalprogram on specific needs.
3. In-service training for both aides and teachers.
4. Team approach including the child's regular classroom teacher, specialists,

school principal and community agencies.
5. Strong parent involvement with the child's Title T teacher and regular schoolstaff.
6. Duration of treatment at least one hour daily through the week.7. Per pupil expenditure averaging $400.
-These components. present. in projects Which show acceleration of learningrates, are a blueprint. for concentrated delivery of services as part: of a cycle

including diagnosis, prescription, performance monitoring, and modification,
Successful programs began to attain visibility in 1971-72 as a result of adevelopmental sequence in Title I sparkling 5 years. The important concern atthis point is not to abandon a promising design for positive intervention withchildren.

D. PARENT INVOLVEMENT

The introduction of parent involvement in Title I projects has. been a vitaladjunct to the education community. In Massachusetts each LEA applicant mustestablish an elected parent advisory council consisting of parents of children
eligible for Title I services. There are over 300 such parent councils with 2,000
individual parents serving voluntarily to reinforce the school and home relationship and support the intent of Title I. Massachusetts also has an elected state
parent advisory council serving as a liaison between the state education agencyand local councils.

This sensitive link between public agencies and the consumer is a part of the
Title I accountability system integral to the profile of successful projects.

STATEMENT OF JANE HOLUB, STATE COORDINATOR, ESEA TITLE I,
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mrs. Hum Thank you for the opportunity to speak. We will have
additional data that we would. like to present to the committee at a
later time, a full report of statistical analysis which was not ready..
I did give you a five -page report..

We have per pupil expenditure of $400 per child. It has made a
difference with achievement. We are serving at present approximately
one-third. of -those children identified as eligible in title I eligible
attendance areas.

Of course, additional funds would be needed to meet the needs of
other children. We have concentrated our programs into three areas,
language arts, including reading, mathematical computational skills,
and programs for non--English- speaking We haVe. many
children, benefiting that last service in the State of New Jersey.

It is through- the academic achievement that we feel we have been
able to reduce the rate of regression of the child who is educationally
disadvantaged. I 'think in New Jersey; particularly,. we have strong
parent participation which has reached out into the 'school level as
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well as central council level in our major cities and parents for _the
first time are planning and assisting in the operations and the evalua-
tion of the title I programs in New Jersey, and they are willing to
testify and would be happy to be in support of title I programs.
Thank you very much.

Mr. LEInrAN. Would you respond on the use of testing scores in
comparison to economic factors in allocating these funds?

Mrs. Ho Lun. I think on the 1970 census, New Jersey would do all
right. On the test scores at the present time, we do not have that
information. It would take a long time and we would like to have full
funding so we can assure districts at this time what they can plan on
for next year, but it would have to be weloped. It is not available at
the present time.

Mr. LEHMAN. Based on your exp: .cnces That could be 1, 2, 3, or 5
years, I guess. What kind of a leadti. cc do you think that would require
in order to develop this kind of data .

Mrs. Holm. We have local board autonomy in New Jersey. It would
take some time.

[Mrs. Holub's statement follows :]

STATEMENT BY MRS. JANE B. HOLUB, STATE CooninNAron, ESEA TITLE I,
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

During the fiscal year 1972, New Jersey received $43,973,951 in ESEA Title I
funds. These funds were allocated to 455 school districts that provided Title I
instructional programs and related services to approximately 118,893 eligible
children. Analysis of the budgets prepared by the 455 participating districts
indicated that 79% of the total State allocation was budgeted for instructional
programs, 8% for other related services, such as health and community services
and 13% for other program services.

Based on a representative sample of the 455 funded programs, the average
per/pupil expenditure was approximately $404.63.

A State priority has been placed on the development of instructional programs
in grades Pre-K througb three. This priority was made to encourage local districts
to adopt a preventive approach to the problems of educational disadva.ntagement
rather than a remedial approach. Local districts have been permitted to Provide
services in grades above the third only if the needs assessment warranted these
services. As a result of this priority the majority of districts. have focused their
instructional programs in grades Pre-K through three.

Additional priority has been placed upon the development of programs In
specific instructional areas. These areas are reading/language arts, computa-
tional skills, and instruction for non-standard English speaking children.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Local districts have become increasingly aware of the importance of assessing
the needs of the children participating in Title I programs as well as the extent
to which these children have benefited from special instructional programs pro-
vided by Title I funds. Particular attention has been focused upon determining
the benefits of reading programs. This attention is warranted because the develop-
ment of reading skills in large measure determine the extent to which a child suc-
ceeds or fails in other academic areas. The Title I program has alerted local
districts to the need to develop assessment procedures that will provide objective
data necessary for the appraisal of student achievement.

As a result of these local district assessment procedures, a State summary of
student achievement in the area of reading during the fiscal year 1972 can be pro-
vided. Pre and post test achievement scores in reading for approximately 20% of
New Jersey's total state Title I population served as the base for the State
summary.

The 20% sample was drawn from 226 school districts and resulted in the col-
lection of individual pre and post test scores for 23,782 eligible Title I participat-
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ing youngsters in grades one through. twelve. To provide consistency to the data
only grade level equivalent scores were considered.

To determine the effect of Title 1 program intervention it was first necessary to
measure the rate of student growth in reading prior to Title I progra in treatment.
Prior rate of groWth could then be compared with rate of growth after Title I
program treatment.

Analysis of the data indicated that prior to Title I treatment, 17,703 or 74%
of the sample, had an average yearly gain in reading of 0 to 7 months per year.
After one year of Title I intervention, however, only 9,817 or 41% of the sample,
experienced a gain in reading of 0 to 7 months. Therefore, 7,886 or 44% of the
youngsters who previously experienced a gain of 0 to 7 months per year were now
gaining at a rate better than 7 months per year.

The data also showed that prior to Title I treatment only 11% of the sample
experienced gains in reading of more than one year per year. In contrast, after
Title I program intervention, 46% of the sample experienced gains in reading of
more than one year.

The data thus indicates that Title I program intervention has significantly im-
pacted upon childrens' rate of gain in reading.

One of the most impressive aspects of the New Jersey Title I Program has been
the extent to which parent and community participation has been encouraged. As
a result of this participation, there has been greater understanding on the part of
parents and the community as to the problems of their schools. They are now
aware that their active participation in school activities can aid in solving these
problems. In addition, school personnel have a better understanding of how the
problems in the- school relate to the conditions and needs of the immediate com-
munity. Thus, both parents and school personnel have come to realize that an
interdependent relationship does exist and that a coordination of effort on both
their parts can only strengthen the home and school life of all concerned.

The interdependence of the home and school in the total educational process has
been realized by many parents of Title I children as evidenced by the increased
participation of parents in Title I school activities.

Title I Programs have provided parents the opportunity to not only become "in-
volved" in the education of their children, but also to participate in the educa-
tional planning, program development and evaluation of programs being offered to
their children.

In many districts, parent participaAon has increased to the point that local.
school. Title I Parent Councils have been established in addition to the mandatory
Central Parent Councils.

Through active participation on Title I Parent Councils parents have become
informed about community activities and needed community social and health
services available to them.

Parental involVement has not only been-beneficial to parents but it has assisted
teachers and other school personnel in understanding the desires of parents and
using this information to help improve the educational process of the children.

Because of the interest that parents have shown in the Title I projects many
programs have been designed specifically for parents proViding them with cer-
tain teaching methOds ant. techniques to be used at home with their children.

Average percentage expenditure of New Jersey's 63 largest title I districts,
fiscal year 1972

Administration (project coordinators included) 4
Instruction and fixed charges 79
Attendance 1
Health 4
Pupil transportation 2
Operatiim of plant 1
Maintenance of plant .3
Food service 2
Student body activities .2
Community services 4
Sites. 6
Buildings .1
Remodeling .2
Equipment 2
Follow Through .09

Mr. LEHMAN. The nest speaker, please.
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STATEMENT OF ARLIE COX, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr. Cox. I am Arlie Cox, coordinator from Ohio.
We have found that title I, contrary to all of the publicity we have

had, is working. We are achieving results. We have found that it takes
a concentration of effort in order to achieve these results.

Our per pupil expenditure is $472 and in 1972, we are receiving $136
per child that is counted in the formula.

I would like to emphasize the need for a floor not only at the State
level, but at the district level. Since there are over 12,000 people em-
ployed in the title I program, it is essential that they know what the
funding level will be for the following year, so they can have some
continuity of services.

I would like to emphasize the drop in funding and increase in the
number of children that have been counted. Last year we were able to
serve only 132,000 students, but we had over 300,000 counted in the
formula. The school districts have chosen to implement_ a very .strict
selection criteria..

Even though the funds are going to certain target buildings, we have
identified those children within the buildings that have the greatest
need and are concentrating on those buildings or on those students.

Because of the lack of funds, there-are 585 buildings that could not
even be served last year that were eligible, and we only served about
one-third of those students that were eligible for service, but by con-
centrating the services, we have found that it is making an impact, chil-
dren are showing gain and we are doing something for the individual
child.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Cox. Concentration might be the name
of the game to make this thing work.

I am goino. to have to leave also. With the chairman's, permission, I
will turn the Chair over to Mr. Bell, the Congressman from California.

[Mr. Cox' statement follows ;]

STATEMENT BY ARLIE COX, SECTION CHIEF, BASIC PROGRAM SECTION, DIVISION OF
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE, OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of theCommittee, my name is Arlie Cox; I am
the Section Chief, Basic Program Section, Division of Federal Assistance, Ohio
Department of Education. The major responsibilities of the Division include the
Mate administration of the various programs funded under be Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965. I appreciate the opporbmity to appear today
in support of House Resolution 69. I will limit my statemesrlt:: to the local edu-
cation agency component of Title I .

The youth served by schools in Ohio have benefited greatly by Title I. Evidence
is being collected each year which indicates that children involved in Title I
activities are improving in many areas and, in particular, their ability to com-
municate. Based on evaluation data from the 1972 program, approximately 55%
of the pupils involved in the communication skills activities demonstrated a gain
of 1.1 months or more for each month enrolled. 35% of these pupils showed a
gain of 1.5 months or more for each month enrolled. School districts have con-
-sistently reported the major.successes in Title I as : improved achievement, im-
proved attitude, improved school-community relationships, and improved
motivation.

The participating school districts are providing a near-maximum effort to serve
edueat tonally disadvantaged children in selected buildings within the target areas.
Each year the programs have become more systematic and selective. The larger
programs are designed to meet the multiple and interrelated needs of selected
children in the area of communication skills with the necessary supportive serv--
ices focused on the same group.
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The needs of the children are great in all of the qualified Title I buildings.
However, the school districts in Ohio are concentrating their efforts in those
buildings with the highest concentration of economically disadvantaged children.
During fiscal year 1972, there were 585 qualified buildings that could not be
served because of lack of funds. This, coupled with the fact that all eligible chil-
dren within the buildings served could not receive help, resulted in 223,624
qualified students deprived of Title I services in Ohio during fiscal year 1972.
Based upon the amount expended per child, it would have taken an additional
$81.000.000 to serve all of those who were eligible. This substantiates that the
level of funding could be raised to the authorized amount and still not meet the
needs.

CHART A.DISTRIBUTION OF TITLE I SERVICES TO ELIGIBLE BUILDINGS IN THE PARTIC1PA ;ING SCHOOL
DISTRICTS IN OHIO

Major school district'

Number of
eligibly

buildings

Number of
buildings

served

Number of
buildings

not served

Akron
Canton
Cincinnati
Cleveland
ColumbusDa4
Toledo

n

Youngstown

32
18

54
86
75

2

3
6

30

26
11
19
86
38
21
21
14

6

7
35
0

37
13

5
16

Slate of Ohio 2, 635 Z 050 585

The school districts in Ohio have adopted a definite selection criteria in iden-
tifying the children to be served in their Title I programs. This procedure. has
reduced the number of children receiving service but has provided a more con-
centrated program to those most in need.

CHART B.NUMBER OF CHILDREN USED FOR ALLOCATION PURPOSES AND THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN SERVED

Fiscal year

Number of
children used Number of
for allocation children served

1966 177,367 221,941
1967 194,251 214,825
1963 219, 021 . 210,156
1969 238,337 166, 576
1970 242,512 159,239
1971 252,984 140,261
1972 268,159 132, 928

The funding of Title I in Ohio during the last eight years has produced the
following changes:

A 70% increase in the number of children used for allocation purposes.
A 38% decrease in the amount available per child.
A shift of funds to the major cities and away from the non-urban areas.

CHART G.ALLOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TITLE I FUNDS IN OHIO

Fiscal year

Percent of
allocation

timber of Percent of for all
cl ild re n Amount of allocation other school

Total funds use' for allocation for 8 districts
allocated allocation per child major cities in Ohio

1966 $39, 185, 691 177, 367 $220. 93 39 61
1967 34, 197, 997 194, 251 176.05 44 56
1968 34,218, 353 219, 021 156.14 48 52
1969 31, 462, 157 238, 337 132.00 49 51
1970 38, 131. 537 242, 512 157.24 49 51
1971 40.791, 479 252, 984 161, 24 50 50
1972 41,269, 978 268, 159 148.95 52 48
1973 41,269, 978 301, 678 136.80 52 48
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This shift in funding has resulted in smaller school districts having to use
local resources to complete existing projects. In fiscal year 1972 the school dis-
tricts expended 61,707,009 for this purpose.

The Title I program in Ohio has placed emphasis on employment of personnel
to provide services for children in the target buildings. During fiscal year 1972
over 6,100 full- and part-time personnel were employed in the program during
the school year and over 6,700 were employed during the summer program.
This represented more than 90% of the total amount expended. It is also inter-
esting to note the reduction of funds used for equipment. In fiscal year 1968,
equipment represented 2.7% of all expenditures, while in fiscal year 1972 it rep-
resented only .8% of the total.

CHART D.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS EXPENDED FOR SALARIES, EQUIPMENT,
AND OTHER PURPOSES FOR TITLE I IN OHIO

Fiscal year

Percent of funds Percent of funds Percent of funds
expended for expended for expended for all

salaries equipment other purposes

1966 44.7 26.5 28.8
1967 68.6 6.8 24.6
1968 83.8 2.7 13.5
1969 88.0 2.0 10.0
1976 90.0 .9 9.1
1971 89.2 1.0 9.8
1972 90.2 .? 9.0

There is evidence that the programs are shifting to prevention rather than
remediation. This can be observed in the concentration of instruction in the ele-
mentary schools with heavy emphasis in the primary grades. The total pattern
in Ohio for fiscal year 1972 indicates that 97.4% of the pupils participating in
Title I activities in the regular school year were enrolled in the elementary
grades. 62.2% of the students were enrolled in grades 3 or below.

CHART E.-PERCENTAGE OF TITLE I FUNDS CONCENTRATED IN QUALIFIED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Major school districts
Percentageof

title I participants

Percentage of
title participants

in grade 3 or below

Akron 100.0 44.3
Canton 100.0 81.9
Cincinnati 94.0 89.6
Cleveland 9E 1 47.9
Columbus 100.0 68.1
Dayton 100.0 100.0
Toledo 100.0 43.6
Youngstown 89.6 59.6

State of Ohio 97.4 62.2

Inservice training for personnel involved in Title I has continued to be an
integral component of the program. The data for fiscal year 1972 indicated that
approximately 3,325 professional and 1,837 non-professional staff members par-
ticipated in an inservice program. A total of 30,000 hours of training was pro-
vided for this staff. Types of inservice activities included: visitations to other
school districts, training provided by school, commuinty, and university person-
nel, and programs provided by the local administration. There were some formal
university courses provided, as well as conferences and workshops on an informal
basis.

A significant change in Title I in Ohio is the increase in the number of parents
participating in the program. In fiscal year 1972, 11,462 parents were involved
in the planning for Title I. Just one year ago, 7,167 parents had this opportunity.
The number of hours spent by parents involved in planning increased by two-
and-a-half times in fiscal year 1972. There was also an increase of 26% in the
number of parents who served on advisory committees during fiscal year 1972.
There were 2,257 Parent Advisory Council meetings held during fiscal year 1972
with 17,323 parents riving on these committees.
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The State Education Agency has worked closely with the school districts in
implementing the Title I program. The procedures involve state agency Title I
Personnel from the conceptual level through evaluation. The ::,taff served the
school districts by furnishing informaton on such matters as guidelines, criteria,
application forms, Parent Advisory Councils and allocations necessary for proj-
ect submission. They also served as consult ants during the planning phase,
reviewing of proposals, and negotiating the project when necessary.

During the process of consultation, review and negotiation, 761 office con-
ferences were held by the consultants with personnel from school districts par-
ticipating in Title I activities during fiscal year 1972. Each of the state education
agency staff consultants concerned with program development was responsible
for approximately 100 school districts. These consultants made on-site program
reviews to a total of 270 school districts which represented about one-half of
the districts involved in the Title I program. Most of these on-site program
reviews were multi-purpose in nature. Primary consideration was given to vari-
ous elements of the program's operation, evaluation, planning, parental involve-
ment, and future program development.

In addition to working with the school districts on program development, the
state agency personnel are actively engaged iir evaluation of the total state pro-
gram. An evaluation instrument has been developed, which goes far beyond the
requirements set forth by the Office of Education. An annual report is published
and distributed to the U.S. Office of Education, Title I coordinators in each of
the other states, as well as to all school districts within Ohio.

Dissemination of information plays a very important role in the state agency
activities. Meetings are conducted to disseminate information concerning recent
developments, trends and operational procedures of successful programs. Publi-
cations produced by tile state agency, as well as those produced by local school
districts, are distributed state-wide. The Division of Federal Assistance publishes
a quarterly newsletter, which calls attention to deadlines, policy changes, cur-
rent trends, and descriptions of successful projects. At the present time, this
publication has a eirculaton of over 3,200.

OBSERVATIONS

1. The over-all program in Ohio provided by Title I funds is meeting the
intent of the Law.

2. To achieve significant results, services must be concentrated. The present
level of funding dictates restricting the program to elementary pupils with
major emphasis on those in the primary grades.

3. Expansion of services and programs to more qualified buildings and addi-
tional children is not feasible with the present level of funding.

4. The present categorical format for funding Title I has provided specific
programs for children in target areas.

5. The full impact .of Title I may not be visible for several years. Many of
the problems are deeply rooted and do not lend themselves to quick solutions.

6. The funds available for state administration are inadequate.
7. The advanced funding concept could resolve some of the concerns with

the present procedures. Problem areas appearing at this time indicate :
(a) Salary costs for personnel employed in present Title I programs

will increase substantiLlly each year. If the advanced allocation is less than
the funds available for this year, school districts will probably find it neces-
sary to reduce personnel if they cannot be assured of sufficient funds to

. meet these obligations.
RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The present categorical format for. Title I should be retained and the
authorization extended for five years.

2. The level of funding should be increased to a minimum of 5300.00 per child
Included in the formula.

3. The carry-over provision should be retained.
4. The present 1% limitation for state administration should be reviewed.

It is not possible to administer the program and to provide the necessary leader-
ship services to the program at the present level. The factor should be increased
to a minimum of 2%.

5. The language of the advanced funding section of the Law should be revised
to include :
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(a) The use of the previous years' data as the basis for advanced funding.
(b) A funding floor equal to the previous years' final allocation should

be established for each school district. This would allow the school districts
to maintain and employ personnel based on the advanced funding.

011 the following pages you will find personal reactions which are examples
of the type of successes experienced in the Title I programs being operated in
Ohio,

SUCCESS STORIES

One young man who has been in the Title I program is the first one to finish
the eighth grade from his family in several years. He has sixteen brothers and
sisters (10 older than he). Of the older children, only two others have gone
beyond the eighth grade. Newt, year (his ninth grade :Fear) he will attend the
Area Joint Vocational High School.

One little four-year-old who eame to us in September, 1971 was more like a
wild little animal than a human being. He wouldn't talk, only communicate by
making noises With no self-discipline, he would run around tearing things
down and disrupting any group of children that he came iu contact with. Sharing
and playing with other children was something lie just couldn't handle, plus
he didn't listen to anyone.

Well, the little boy we had in May, 1972, was entirely different. He had learned
to communicate by talking (not extremely well, but just great for him) to both
children mid adults. He participated in grump activities and even played with
other children (by nature lie is a loner). Although at times he Went back to
making noises, it was only to get attention. and now he thinks it's silly. Becoming
a little boy who is pleased with himself and who has learned how to please
other children and adults has given him a whole new outlook on life.

Mrs. Smith is a divorced mother of two children living on A.D.C. with only
a small child support check. Prior to her involvement in the Title I program, her
world or scope of involvement ended at the door of her low rent apartment.
Her children were well fed and cared for, but Mrs. Smith jest did not relate
to the community or people outside her family. Her first contact with the Title I
program was through a home visit by a teacher when her son was involved in
the regular school Title I program. Shortly after this, she was asked to join
the Parent Advisory Committee. She did a very capable job of helping plan and
coordinate parent meetings at the local school. Because of this success, she
was asked to be a parent volunteer for the summer program. After three inservice
training sessions, she started working as a team aide. She is very capable and
relates well with children, but more Importantly, she is now rietireiy Involved
with one part of the local community. In talking with Mrs. Smith, she is now
considering active work in the P.T.A. and possibly full-time employment in
the fall.

One of my most rewarding experiences in working with Title r children hap-
pened about three months ago. I WaS shopping and met a girl who said.
"Hello, Mrs. A." I turned and recognized her face but not her name. It had
been six years since I had her in class.

She said, "I am Nadine P., yon are the lady that inspired me to go on to
school". I recall when she first started hi Title I, her attitude was very poor,
she felt that no one was interested in her because of the color of her skin.
I spent several hours counseling with her, as well as working with her reading
problem. 'I knew without a change in attitude it would be almost impossible
to teach her to read.

Slowly, but surely, I could see the change I was looking for. It took two years
of concentrated effort to get Nadine to the point that she felt good about herself
as a person and competent as a reader.

Today she' tells me she is a senior in high school and on the honor roll.
IIer plans are to go to college and help others, as she feels I have helped her.

Mr. BELL [presiding]. Is Mr. Manuel Ceja here? I think it would
be advisable if you could squeeze in at the table some place so you
could also be.ealled on to make your comments.

Mr. Cain:. as a fellow Californian, I want to welcome you to the com-
mittee also and assuming that the other witness has completed his
remarks, would you care to make your statement?
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STATEMENT OF MANUEL CEJA, ACTING CHIEF, DIVISION OF COM-
PENSATORY EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

CJA. Thank you, Mr. Bell. We know of your support in Cali-
fornia of our title I programs. I know you have visited many of them
and participated in many of the hearings.

There is no doubt that title I in Cahforina has been successful and
one of the criterion we have for success is that under Wilson Riles,
who was our first director of title I, the program became so successful
that he got himself elected as our superintendent of public instruction
and when the people can elect you over the program that you direct,
you know it has to be successful'.

Mr. BELL. I know, and as long as you mentioned -Mr. Riles, who
happens to be a good friend of mine, I want to say what an outstanding
job he is doing.

Chairman PERKINS. If the gentleman will yield to me, I want to cqn-
cur in that statement. I think we are all indebted to Wilson Riles. lbt
has clone a great job in helping the committeeliere speaking for the
disadvantaged and for education in general. In fact, I tried to bring
him here as our chief educational advisor several years ago and could
not get him.. I did not know lie had in mind running for office at that
time.

Co ahead.
Mr. BELL. Co ahead, Mr. Ceja.
Mr. CEJA. The success in California has been based on the fact that

we have asked for a critical mass of funding in back of each project
participant. In the earlier questioning, particularly from Mr. Quie
about the utilizing of test scores, and Mr. Perkins as far as utilizing
test scores, we in California this year have gotten some State categori-
cal funds to try to test thisout.

We will within 3 years be able to tell you whether we can reach our
disadvantaged youngsters by using test scores or not. In California
we do have a State testing program and so we will be able to get at
some of these answers.

But we, in California, of course, have requested a minimum of $330
per each project participant. Our average is around $450 or $500. The
original level of our disadvantaged youngsters Was somewhere around
6 months growth for every year they were in a school program. We
have increased it to better than month to month, but we felt that was
not good enough, because we weren't closing the gap.

They were so far behind that we now are going to a higher expecta-
tion of closing the gap by using performance objectives, individualized
instruction, and having more determinations at the local level of their
programs. In fact; the State Legislature in order tb.help .us has even
passed a law to waive the education codes so that any practice that
needed to be instituted in title I programs could be done in State
regulations so we would be helpful in working with our youngsters.

We are experimenting right now and you know what happens if
you use achievement levels. There is a danger, of course, of perpetuat-
ing low achievement if our school is doing so poorly.

We now have an early childhood education program in California
that will provide a funding level the same, nO matter what your
'achievement is, but there is a grant built in according to achievement.
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So you can maintain a base entitlement.and as you succeed you get
incentive grants. We think this might be a consideration for using
achievement and so people don't perpetuate low achievement.

We have some recommendations in California for title I and one
has to do with comparability. We feel that our State categorical fund-
ing that we are now getting might provide some difficulty in com-
parabil comparability, local and State resources are used first
before i :ands are used.

We fei it if the State put in categoreial funding, that this might
provide a hardship in meetincr comparability, and we feel that maybe
it ought to be a waiver provision such as we are providing in the State
where we do render the hardship over comparability and we might
have this kind of flexibility.

The funding that we get, we feel that if there is any transition, if
we do go to a different base or a different type of allocation, that tran-
sition should be provided, that we again should not have more than a
10-percent deviation between floors in order to make orderly planning
for our youngsters. .

Our students, of course, are the ones who suffer from the ups and
downs of the various ways that we adjust and try to provide new ways
of meeting the needs and we agree that in California through our
State efforts now, we are going through. a consolidated application,
through a consolidated grant funds mangy Bement.

We are taking the various categorical programs and coming
i

up with.
comprehensive plans and needs assessment so they can be used. in con-
junction with each other rather than in isolation.

The title I proaram in California is Well accepted. We have among
our professional e'ducators, a California association for compensatory
education and I understand, Mr. Perkins, that you have been invited
to their next, conference in Missouri, and I would like to add to their
invitation.We would like to have you come out.

Chairman PERKINS. I think T have a letter on my desk.
Mr. °KJ-A. You are invited for March 12.
Chairman PERKINS. I will not be able to get there on Monday, but I

will come sometime when you have a conference on a weekend. T want
to come out there and be Mr. Bell's guest.

Mr. °EWA. That is all.
[Mr. Ceja's statement follows :J

TESTIMONY OF MANUEL V. CEJA, ACTING CHIEF, DIVISION OF COMPENSATORY
EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Manuel Ceja, Acting Chief,
Division of Compensatory Education, California State Department of Education.

On behalf of Dr. Wilson C. Riles, our Superintendent of Public Instruction,
and members of our State Board of Education, I would like to thank the members
of the committee for the many times they 'have visited California in the past to
visit school districts to view our programs designed to meet the needs of low-
income disadvantaged children in our schools.

We respectfully urge your support and passage of H.R. 69. It is the only pro-
posal before the 93rd Congress that has provisions for compensatory education
to continue the successful efforts to aid low-income disadvantaged children suc-
ceed in school.

SUMMARY FOB THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SchOol districts in California reported 1971-72 that 314,281 students in grades. .

from preschool through high school participated. in ESEA Title I activities.
Of the 314,281 students, 96.7 percent were enrolled in the public schools. The
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number of Title I participants during 1971-72 was an increase of nearly 22 per-
cent over the 1970-71 figures and reflects the increased funding available to
school districts.

In fiscal year 1971-72, the amount of Title I funds available to California
school districts was $122,028,439. Additional Title I funds were made available
for neglected and delinquent youths in local institutions$1,114,030; for pro-
grams for children of migrant agricultural workers$8,285,802; for handicapped
children in state schools operated by the State Department of Education and
state hospitals by the State Department of Mental hygiene $1,477,445: and for
delinquent youths in California Youth Authority institution~ $1,847,592. The
total fundin,, for these specialized programs increased California's total Title I
allocation to $133,035,170.

The previous estimated entitlement for fiscal year 1972-73 reported to districts
in April 1972 was based upon the fiscal year 1971-72 appropriation for California
of $122,028,439. Under the continuing resolution, callfornia's fiscal year 1972-73
estimated grant is $111,030,865. This indicates a reduction of $10,997,574 for the
State of Californiaapproximately 9 percent. The estimated ratably reduced
entitlements for local districts are based upon this reduction. Districts are re-
quested to adjust this year's expenditures to conform to the revised estimated
entitlement indicated above. Total expenditures from ESEA Title I funds for
this project may not exceed this revised estimated entitlement for the present
fiscal year.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1005, Title I, is
aimed at ensuring that every child will receive an equal opportunity to succeed
educationally to the full extent of his potential, regardless of his economic, soda!,
or cultural background.

The child eligible for Title I programs generally does not come to school as
prepared for successful learning as do his classmates. He may lack experience,
verbal skills, or educational values common to children of his age group. Poor
health and inadequate nutrition may also interfere with his ability to participate
and succeed in school.

School districts participating in the Title I program were required to serve
those students most in need. Target schools in the Title I program were identified
from school districts in areas with the highest incidence of poverty. Students
selected for participation were those who evidenced an academic achievement
rate of 0.7 year's growth or Iess for each year in school. During 1071-72, Title I
served 314,281 students, or approximately 40 percent of the eligible children in
the state.

Title I programs implemented by school districts in 1971-72 included :
An expenditure of at least $300 per child.
Incinsion of six components: language development,- mathematics, auxil-

iary services, parent involvement, intergroup relations, and staff develop-
ment.

Statement of performance objectives for each of the six components.
Special consideration of pupils in the elementary school grades.
Use of diagnostic-prescriptive techniques in the language development

component.
School districts with Title I entitlements of less than $25 thousand were re-

quired to join with other small districts and cooperatively implement a compre-
hensive compensatory education program. During 1971-72, 560 school districts
participated in 84 cooperative programs.

EVALUATION RESULTS

An analysis of the statewide evaluation reports of the ESEA Title I program
in California for 1971-72 indicated general findings regarding each of several
components :

Language development. Title I students at all grade levels. as an average,
attained greater than one month's growth in reading skills for oieli month of
instruction. Districts that offered English as a second language (ESL) reported
that their objectives were achieved more often when locally developed instruc-
tional materials were used with individualized instruction rather than when
available commercial instructional materials were used in large group instruction.

Mathentaties.A majority of Title I students achieved gains equal to or more
than one niontli's growth in mathematics for each month's participation in the
Title I program. Suczessful projects freqnently used individualized methods,
'diagnostic and preseriptive procedures; and motivation and content oriented
materials.
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Auxiliary serices.This component provided supportive pupil personnel serv-
ices, library services, and health services necessary to the success of the project
participants. Major objectives included improvement in pupil behavior, learning,
and personal health,

Parrat involvement. The major objectives of this component were related to
improving attendance at school meetings and parent conferences, attitudes to-
ward the school, and increased communication and cooperation between the home
and the school.

Intergroup relations.Greater understanding and acceptance, knowledge, in-
teraction, and positive attitudes were among the objectives achieved in inter-
group relations which helped to reduce isolation between different racial, social,
cid to rat, or ethnic groups.
.Staff development. The greatest emphasis in staff development was on train-

ing personnel who worked directly with the students. Staff development objec-
tives emphasized improvement of instruction, changes in staff attitudes, and
increased knowledge of learning processes.

To implement their Title I programs in 1r171-72, school districts increased their
staffs by 23, 775 persons from those normally provided by school district funds.
Teacher aides comprised the largest category of personnel, with 9,915 aides
employed on a full or part-time basis. Over 4,800 persons volunteered their serv-
ices to Title I programs.

PATIENT PARTICIPATION

During 1971-72, each Title I project was required to establish a two-level
advisory structurea school district advisory committee and a parent advisory
group at each participating public school. The purpose of the advisory com-
mittee was to assist and advise the district in planning, evaluating, and improv-
ing educational services provided through Title I. The involvement of parents of
Title I participants and of other members of the community was an additional
advantage to the advisory structure.

In summary, then, it is imperative that funding be continued for compensatory
education. These must be earmarked monies, so that they reach the educationally
disadvantaged student. Our low-income disadvantaged children are becoming
better achievers. More of the are reflecting a normal range distribution of
academic achievement in combarison with the general population. But this
growth needs constant and continued reinforcement.

Only through education can these children he provided the opportunity to
realize their potential as contributing members to a democratic society. Only you
can provide a safeguard system of funding for a program for disadvantaged
children who deserve a better chance in life. H.R. 69 will give it to them.

Chairman PERKINS. The \next member of the panel, Mr. Bruce.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. BRUCE, DIRECTOR, COMPENSATORY
EDUCATION, KENTUCKY STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Baum I am State director of compensatory education for the
State of Kentucky. I would like to make the following statement. The
purpose of the ESEA title I is sound and desired goals are feasible.

As evidenced of success of title I projects, I am prepared to cite
a number of specific and individual eases from the State of Kentucky.
lf the Chairman should so desire, I will be happy to come back to those
at any time.

Chairman PEruktNs. I wish you would put them in the record and you
can summarize them before you get through today.

Mr. Baum. They are a part of my prepared. statement. In Carter
County, Ky., we have a title I project called primary intervention
class to upgrade reading ad ii evement.

Evaluation of this project reveals that at the end of 1971-72 school
year, the class failure and retention rate in the primary grades of the
participating. schools have been reduced by 50 percent and that 80
percent of the children in the special title I program were able to enter
into traditional class rooms at the beginning of the following school



year. This program was predicated on the needs that were found
th rough learner needs assessment.

The district expended better than $200 per child to achieve these
results. The people hi Lincoln County. Ky., discovered that one-half
of their children were reading 1 year or more below grade level. They
utilized the title I administrator, the local school a':dministrator,the
parent advisory council, and others in developing a title I project.

Evaluation reports from the 1971-72 school year show an average
gain of 1.2 years educationally for the participating students.

The LEA expended $215 per child to provide this title I remedial
reading service for 400 children. Other cases would show that our
most successful project under title I in the State of Kentucky have
required an expenditure of title I funds of $400 to $700 per child
participating in the program.

In addition to that academic success being experienced by children
reading service for 400 children. Other cases would show that our
participating children in the areas of attitudinal change toward school
and society; Behavioral characteristics have been improved and devel-
opment of a positive self-image.

I recognize these are intangible qualities and they are not easily
measured on a statistical scale. Yet they are most important qualities
and their real and lasting contribution to the total child will be re-
vealed only as he lives his life as a citizen in the community.

I would like to make certain observations and recommendations
relative to specific features of ESEA title I.

First, I would like to commend Chairman Perkins on the intro-.
duction of H.R. 69, for consideration by the first session of the D3d
Congress. I strongly support the legislation to extend the Elementary
and Secondary Act until June 300978. I would further urge and
plead with the Congress for its adoption.

Second, I would address a comment and observation to adequate
and timely funding. The grant amounts -per pupil which have
annually been appropriated by the Congress are not adequate to pro-
vide a worthy program of compensatory education and meet the needs
in depth of the participating child, nor has the appropriation been
adequate to broaden the. scope of compensatory services to include all
of the children residing in eligible attendance areas, who are educa-
tionally deprived in one or more academic areas.

I am pleased that H.R. 69 provides for a minimum of $300 per child.
The greatest fallacy and weakness of the act has been the lack of
timely determination and notification of LEA grant awards. A pro-
cedure should be established by law which would require ESEA
funding determinations by the Congress and grant notifications to
the LEA's during the fiscal year preceding the year of expenditure
and program operations.

If we would correct our major weakness in this program, we must
give local school leaders such leadtime for planning and developing
their projects on the basis of concrete information.

The provision of ER. 69 to combine.partS A, B, and C of the present
funding structure into a single part A, is wise and practical. Under the
current formula, parts B and C for many LEA's are so meager they
become a nuisance factor for their expenditure and accounting.

The $4,000 figure established in the proposed legislation for the
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demarcation ,f low income families is certainly proper in keep-
ing with the thh, .=.

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make the observation
that the present system of ESKA. title I program audits by Federal
agencies is a travesty. This condition can only be corrected when HEW
auditing agency and the U.S. Office of Education program administra-
tors come to an agreement in their understanding and interpretations
of the laws, regulations, and guidelines, and when these understandings
and interpretations are given explicitly, firmly, and on a timely basis
to the title I program administrators at the State and local level.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Bruce, how much money are you presently

receiving for the disadvantaged children in Kentucky under title I?
Mr. Mr. Chairman, under part A of LEA grant programs for

last year, fiscal year 1972, we received approximately $37 million.
However, it appears there is much bad news in the making for Ken-
tucky and if the President's budget is the basis for appropriations
under the continuing resolution, Kentucky will lose approximately
$5 million for the current fiscal year as compared to what we received
for the preceding fiscal year.

Chairman PERKINS. You are talking about if the continuing resolu-
tion goes through as basis for appropriations for the remainder of fiscal
year 1973?

Mr. BRUCE. That is correct.
Chairman PERKINS. We are going to lose $5 million compared te,

fiscal 1972 ?
Mr. BRUCE. Yes, that is a reduction of 13.7 percent in funding for

programs which have been underway since the last week in August.
Chairman PERKINS. Has any notice gone, out to reduce and cut

back expenditures in connection with title I programs in Kentucky?
Mr. Baum I regret, Mr. Chairman, we have been forced to do so.

We have terminated the employment of a number of para-professionals
and -we have some districts due to fluctuation of AFDC count that in
all probability if this figure holds that we have been given, we will be
forced to terminate the employment of teachers.

Chairman PERK.Iics. Has that same principle and the continuing
resolution, if that is the basis of the appropriation for the remainder
of 1973, will that affect all of you gentlemen throughout the country
about the same ratio? Am I correct in that assumption?

Mr. BRUCE. It probably will.
Chairman PERKINS, Mr. Bell, you ask the witness questions for a

moment, and then I will get back.
[Mr. Bruce's statement follows :1

STATEMENT BY JOHN H. BRUCE, DIRECTOR, COMPENSATORY EDUCATION, KENTUCKY
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am John H. Bruce, State
Director of Compensatory Education for the state of Kentucky.

With your permission I would like to make the following statement :
In 1065, after a great effort on the part of this committee, the Congress passed

and the President signed info law the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
This was one of the greatest pieces of legislation to be enacted by the Congress
in modern times. It was great because it addressed itself to a fundemental prob-
lem confronting this Nation. This was landmark legislation t it dared to take a
giant step, forward to meet people needs at the grass roots level. After decades
of wanton neglect and disregard, the United States recognized that the neglect
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of our children is tantamount to social and political suicide for a free state.
This great Nation aroused itself and through the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, we took positive steps to eliminate the causes of educational
deprivation as found among disadvantaged children. These children live in
pockets of poverty all across our land. They may he found in concentrated
numbers as Indian children on reservations, children of Chicano migrant laborers,
black children in city ghettos and poor white children in Appalachia.

The purpose of the Elementary and the Secondary Education Act is to provide
compensatory education programs for educationally deprived children living
in school attendance areas with a high instance of poverty. Through compensatory
services provided under the Act, we are now attempting to diagnose the educa-
tional problems and provide a curriculum structured to gain educational success
for a segment of our population who, until recently, had little hope for academic
accomplishment. They had little hope of adequate preparation for the world of
work or the prospects for becoming responsible, self-sufficient citizens in a
democratic society.

The problems to which we have addressed ourselves under the Act do not
lend themselves to an easy or quick solution. The very design of this program and
the purpose for which it was enacted constituted a herculean task and monu-
mental challenge to the school leadership of this country. Success must be
measured in terms of the length of time during which the problems were pre-
viously unsolved and almost unapproached. Also, one must keep in mind the
degree or severity to which the child is deprived and the elements in their total
environment which are very resistive to change.

For seven (7) years we have operated compensatory education programs
under title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. During this
time, we have made considerable progress in our understanding and ability to
assess the needs of disadvantaged children. We have learned much about the
kinds of programs which best meet the needs of deprived children. We are
making progress in the training and retraining of teachers to become effective
in special instructional programs and more adapt in the proper selection of
materials and equipment. We are now able to structure a meaningful and continu-
ing evaluation of compensatory programs. The experience gained and knowledge
accrued in the administration and operation of these programs have begun to "pay
off" for the participating children.

In the State of Kenutcky, like most of the southeastern states, the tremendous
need for compensatory education is demonstrated in areas like Owsley County,
Kenutcky, where 92.9% of the school children come from low income families.
In Breathitt County, Kentucky, 85.5% of the children come from low income
families. In Knott County, Kentucky 79.2% of our children come from low income
families. In Casey County, Kentucky, 79% of the children come from low income
families. In Magoffin County, Kenutcky, 78.7% of the children come from low
income families. I could name several additional counties in Kentlicky where the
low income family children constitute 70% or more of the total student enroll-
ment. For my State as a whole, 30% of our children come from low income
families. This is about double the average for the Nation.

During the current school year in the State of Kentucky, we are providing
compensatory education services under ESEA Title I for 291,000 children on a
daily or weekly basis, At the beginning of this school year, our programs were
utilizing the services of 3,700 certificated personnel and 1,800 noncertificated peo-
ple. However, due to our loss of funds under the continuing resolution, we are
being forced to reduce the scope of our program in accordance with the 13.7%
loss of funds for fiscal 1973 as compared to the amount of funds received for fiscal
1972. When I review the budget before the Congress, as proposed by the admin-
istration, I am reminded of the Biblical account of the Hebrew children in
bondage in Egypt, when they were required to make bricks without straw and
not let the tally decline.

The purpose of ESEA Title I is sound and the desired goals are feasible. As
evidence of successful Title I project components, I would cite the following
examples :

In Carter County, Kentucky, we have a Title I project which is called Primary
Intervention Class to Upgrade Reading Achievement. The objectives of this
program are for : 60% of the children to gain, 8 to one year in reading as meas-
ured by pre and post test ; 50% of the students will be table to read a story on
their level with 85% accuracy as measured by a teacher constructed test ; 60%
of the children will be able to identify 70% of the vocabulary listed in their text-
book ; 80% of the children will be able to tell with 90% accuracy the sequence of
events from a story read to them by their teachers ; 60% of the children will be

95-545-73pt. 2-10
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able to enter into a traditional classroom by tbe start of the succeeding school
year. Evaluation of this project reveals that at the end of 1971-72 school year,
the class failure and retention rate in the primary grades of the participating
schools have been reduced by 50%, and that 80% of the children in the special
Title I program were able to enter into traditional classroom at the beginning
of the following school year. This program was structured around teachers and
teacher aides trained in early childhood education. It involved reduction of class
size, special material and special equipment. The Title I services required for the
195 participating children cost $132,000 or a per pupil cost of $676.

In East Bernstadt Independent School system, we had 66 children enrolled
in a Title I remedial reading project during the 1971-72 school year. The par-
ticipants were chosen for the project on the basis that they were reading one to
two years below expected grade level. Evaluation of the project indicates that
the average overall increase in reading performance was 1.3 years per student.
One student gained 2.2 years in reading ability during the one year of program
participation. The district expended $183 per pupil in Title I funds for this
project.

In the Paducah Independent School system we provided a Title I reading clinic.
The purpose of the clinic is to meet the needs of children who are severely de-
prived in reading. The clinical services consisted of a complete testing and diag-
nostic unit, a remediation program and specialized teacher training. Children
referred to the clinic are two or more years below grade level in reading. Evalua-
tion has shown that the average student received in the clinic and attending
regularly throughout the year improved in reading ability on an average of .6
to .9 of a year during one school year of participation. In light of the type student
served by the clinic this represents great success. Much individual instruction
is required and the LEA expended $706 per child from their Title I account for
this program.

A learner needs assessment conducted in the McCreary County School system
showed that more than 50% of the pupils were reading one or more years below
grade level. A Title I reading project was developed and implemented. Evaluation
of the project for grades one through three has revealed an average gain of 1.6
years per student when comparing the post test with the pre test performance for
one school year. The LEA expended $206 per child in Title I funds for the
program.

The Johnson County School system found that 50% of the children were read-
ing one or more years below grade level. A committee composed of the superin-
tendent, Title I Coordinator, reading teachers and members of the Parent Ad-
visory Council designed a Title I project to relieve this condition of educational
deprivation. The objectives of the program are: to improve the reading skills of
project participants by .8 of a year pr more as measured on the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Test, to improve attendance of the project participants by 2%, and to
improve the self-image of children in the project. Evaluation of this program
shows : an increase in average daily attendance of 3% (a matched control group
increased in average daily attendance by 1%), the reading ability of project
participants was raised an average of 1.1 grade levels as compared to .6 grade
level improvement for the matched control group. Approximately 50 students be-
came competent in rending on their grade level and were returned to the regular
classroom program. This project included 675 students and cost the district $222
per pupil in Tide I funds.

Because of immaturity observed in first grade students, the Harlan County
School system developed a Title I project of kindergarten services for 309 chil-
dren. The success of this project is demonstrated by the fact that 99% of the
students eligible to enter the first grade are eager to do so. 89% of the children
acquired the ability to follow the necessary daily school routine. Of the 309
participating children, 227 of them scored high or high average in reading readi-
ness on the post test at the end of the project period as compared to only 88 who
scored in the high or high average category on the pre test. The LEA expended
$464 per pupil in providing the kindergarten services as Title I project for
disadvantaged children.

When the people of Lincoln County, Kentucky, discovered more than one-half of
their children reading one year below grade level, they utillied the services of the
school administrators, teachers, and Parent Advisory Council in developing a
Title I reading project to alleviate this condition. Evaluation reports for the 1971
72 school year show an average gain of 1.2 years educationally for the participat-
ing students. The 'LEA expended $215 per child to provide this Title I remedial
reading service for 400 children.
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In addition to the academic success being experienced by children in ESEA
Title I projects, we have obserVed tremendous improvement in our participating
children in the areas of attitudinal change toward school and society, im-
proved behavorial characteristics, and the development of a positive self-image.
These are intangible qualities and they are not easily measured on a satistical
scale. Yet, they are very important qualities and their real and lasting contribu-
tion to the total child will be revealed only as he lives his life as a citizen in
the community.

In conclusion, I would like to make observations and recommendation relative
to specific features of ESEA Title I :

1. I commend Chairman Perkins on the introduction of HR 69 for consideration
by the first session of the 93rd Congress and I strongly support this legislation
to extend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act until ,Tune 30, 1978 and
I would further urge and plead with the Congress for its adoption.

2. Adequate and timely funding; Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act has never been adequately and fully funded. Last year, Part A.
Title I grants for the LEA grant programs in my state amounted to $103 per
formula child. This year with funding under the continuing resolution, my state
may receive only $130 per formula child for Part A grants. Please keep in mind
that the successful Title I projects which I previously cited cost the LEA from
a low of $183 per pupil to a high of $706 per pupil. The grant amounts per pupil
which have annually been appropriated by the Congress are not adequate to
provide a worthy program of compensatory education and meet the needs in
depth of the participating child nor has the appropriation been adequate to
broaden the scope of compensatory services to include all of the children residing
in eligible attendance areas who are educationally deprived in one or more
academic areas.

I am pleased that IIR OD provides for a minimum of $300 per formula child
and that additional funds appropriated by the Congress would be distributed
ou a basis related to one-half of a state's per pupil expenditure for education
or one-half of the national average whichever is greater.

The greatest fallacy and weakness of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act has been the lack of timely determination and notification of LEA grant
awards. The provision in HR 69 which requested the Commissioner of Education
to make a study to determine the adverse affect of late funding should be revised
and a procedure should be established by law which would require ESEA fund-
ing determinations by the Congress and grant notification to the LEA's during
the fiscal year preceding the year of expenditure and program operation. If we
would correct our major weakness in this program, we must give local school
leaders sufficient lead time for planning and developing their projects on the
.basis of concrete information.

3. The amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act as pro-
vided by Public Law 91-230 and the subsequent regulations relittive to compar-
ability of services as terminated by the 'U.S. Office of Education has placed a
onerous and unfair burden on Title I. Through this procedure, the federal agency
is now using Title I as a clout to mandate the expenditure of state and local
funds among local schools at the school district level. I do not take issue with the
philosophy behind the requirement for comparability of services ; however, the
attempt to accomplish this primarily through the threat of withholding ESEA
Title I funds has generated an inequitable share of criticism and inconvenience
for the Title I program.

If the federal government proposes to mandate comparability of school serv-
ices provided through the expenditure of state and local funds at the school
district level it should then be prepared to enact such legislation, but we should
not saddle one federally funded program as a means for accomplishing our total
purpose in the area of a comparability mandate.

4. The provision of HR 69 to combine Parts A, B, and C of the present funding
structure into a single Part A is wise and practical. Under the current formula
Parts B and C for many LEA's are so meager that they become a nuisance factor
for their expenditure and accounting. -

5. The $4,000 figure established in the proposed legislation for the demarca-
tion line of low-income families is certainly .Proper and in keeping with the
times. The legislation should be revised to take into consideration those school
districts which have an extremely high instance of poverty throughout the dis-
trict and a correspondingly great concentration of educationally deprived chil-
dren in each school within the district. I would.suggest that whereas the national
average for low-income family children is approximately 15% any local school
which has a percentage of low-income family children double the national aver-
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age or 30% should be eligible for Title I services. The current regulations for
determining eligible school attendance areas notwithstanding.

6. There should be established by law a systematic procedure for meaning-
ful input by state and local education agencies in determining the regulations and
guidelines by which ESEA Tit le I is governed, administered and operated.

7. Procedures should be established which would guarantee that the U.S.
Office of Education is staffed with professional educators who possess successful
experience in elementary and secondary education at the local and state educa-
tional agency level.

8. The present system of ESEA Title I program of audits by the federal agency
is a travesty. This condition can only be corrected when the HEW audit agency
and the U.S. Office of Education program administrators come to an agreement
in their understanding and interpretation of the laws, regulations, and guidelines
and when these understandings and interpretations are given explicitly, firmly
and on a timely basis to the Title I program administrators at the state and
local levels.

Mr. BELT, presiding]. Mr. Chairman, if it is all right with you,
we will continue the panel. I will call on Mr. Lindmuth :

STATEMENT OF ROBERT LINDMUTH, OLYMPIA, WASH,

Mr. LINDTEUTTI. I am the Federal liaison representative filling in
for our title I coordinator from our own region. I had to send him
for testimony and it is here in the record.

My comments as the liaison officer on title I are brief. I would like
to indicate and repeat what has been mentioned that title I, contrary
to a lot of comments that have been made and read, has worked, and
one of the problems that we have run into over the years, as the com-
mittee well knows, is the fact that we have been late in receiving our
grants.

The problem, as mentioned earlier, is that I feel that the Federal
Government has been very helpful, but has contributed through the
process of late funding and low levels of funding.

This has contributed, I feel, to the fact that title I has seemed not
to work as well as it ought to have worked by this time in year No. 8.

I would like to add another bit of information that Mr. Ceja from
California has mentioned, that they have had a compensatory educa-
tion program for many years. This is very true. But in the State of
Washington, title I more or less jabbed the conscience of the State
and the school districts, and has led to a compensatory education of
our own, using the categorical kinds of moneys that the State legisla-
ture has approoriated.

In fact, in the State of Washington, several million dollars, I think
it was around $8 or $9 million by now, have been appropriated in
conjunction With title I to go into areas where title I money had
nothing, or to do the same kinds of things in compensatory education
that title I has been able to do.

We have recognized this now and would hope that title I would
continue so that our State compensatory education programs could
likewise continue.

There is evidence that in the inner-city portion of Seattle and
Tacoma, where title I moneys have been concentrated in the ghetto
areas and likewise in the rural areas, where it meets the criteria, that
there have been a dramatic turnaround in dropout children, for
example.

There has been a complete reversal in the Indian children who have
been proven to drop out of school before. There have been reductions
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in such matters as vandalism where there have been programs con-
tinuing with title I, and also our State categorical programs of this
nature.

There has been reduced racial tension in the State of 'Washington
schools, some of the schools, although fortunately we do not have
quite as big a problem as some parts of the country. We have had
some problemi in this area and these are dramatically reduced in
Seattle, rirceolua, and other places.

Much has been said, and I will not go into it, Mr. Bell, on the
matter of altering the distribution or making it a part of a package,
whether you call it revenue sharing or something else, that we feel has
been mentioned here that title I must continue in our judgment so
that categorical needs, the migrant programs, and disadvantaged chil-
dren can identified.

I am a little fearful that some States, perhaps not California,
perhaps not "Washington, but many States might be tempted to take
an alternative kind of distribution, such as education revenue sharing
might be in its broad categories and lump that into a treasury and* add
it to perhaps a general support and $43, for example, in the State of
Washington, might acid to every pupil across the State on the premise
that schools will certainly meet the needs of these educationally
disadvantaged and other children.

I would like to believe that to be true, but I am not sure it would
be true.

Mr. BELL. I would think, Mr. Lindmuth, that funds are supposed
to be supplementary, that they are not supposed to supplant, and that
it would be a violation under any circumstances if they were used to
do that.

But, I think, as long as you have raised it, the important thing, that
revenue sharing is purported to do, and we hope will do, is to eliminate
sonic of the direct grants, or itemized grants that are perhaps less
necessary in some areas than in others, and give the local school board
or the State school board, or the State system a basis upon which they
Can organize according to their needs.

This has been one of the frequent problems that I have found in
talking to school boards and school people, that the manner in which
they have to'use these funds is not always the best one for their local
needs.

So, I am hoping that under the revenue sharing the discretion of the
local school people who in most cases, certainly in California, are very
competent, would be the ones who would sway, rather than somebody
in Washington providing the guidelines. There are certain minimal
guidelines but much less stringent than we have had under title I.

Mr. LINDMIITH. The concern that I would interject at this point is
that I don't feel comfortable with the concept of revenue sharing as
it has been proposed.

The idea of a block grant is worthy providing that again title I and
other compensatory or categorical programs are protected and this
is not advisable at least to what we have 'been able to see in the pro-
posals that come out of the education revenue sharing.

I think it is quite- interesting to note that the revenue-sharing
proposal would apparently incorporate the programs which we now
call formula grant programs, as opposed to ,szretionary moneys. We
are fearful with the current emphasiS up.41 holding of moneys that
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cut back midway through the years.

There has been some protection through the years, in the Renquist
memo, 3 years ago, which indicate that hOlding of money is somewhat
questionable when it comes in the form of grants, and I am not sure.
I could recommend to our people that we give up that protection.

I would feel I would not need to say any more at this time, but I will
throw in also that under the formula grants and State administrative
moneys, that we could possibly lose, or at least would be under jeopardy
under title I and title V, we are not competent. to know what is going
to come out of that, so we are apprehensive at this time.

Mr. BELL. That, of course, is one of the problems when you have a
new system. Theoretically, at least, the concept of revenue sharing is
to give the same basic amount if not a little more in some areas.

Mr. LINDMUTII. It would not be from my observation and from testi-
mony in other committees before the Senate 2 years ago, when it came
out at that time, and it is less now, that we would receive in buying
power dollars less money under that proposal than we are now receiv-
ing under the various categorical grants.

receiv-
ing

BELL. Do you think it would be substantially less?
Mr. LINDMITTEL I think it would probably be 12 percent less, yes, sir,

and also with the programs that the administration is proposing to
terminate, it would be about 30 percent less in our State. I think that
would be true in most States.

Possibly 30 percent less than we are getting now by counting the
programs that would be terminated along with the revenue sharing.

[Mr. Lindmuth's statement follows :J

IMPACT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT TITLE I ON WASHINGTON
STATE

(Prepared by Dale Farris, Information Specialist, Grants Management Section)

If the Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title I support of Washington
State school programs were to end, the impact would be immediate and it would
be extensive. And the blow would fall most heavily upon those children and youth
who already are at an educational disadvantage because they have special needs
caused by poverty, neglect, delinquency, or cultural, geographic, ethnic or
linguistic .isolation.

Special help is needed to help raise the educational attainment and rates of
progress of these children to those appropriate for children of their ages. Title I
of the El- mentary and Secondary Education Act has been a significant source of
support for that special help.

In Washington, 297 of 316 local school districts operate Title I projects, with
approximately $12,272,000 appropriated each year. Grant awards range down-
ward from $2,422,000 for Seattle, the state's largest city, to $217 for a small,
isolated rural district. The bulk of Title I funds (85%) support project activities
in the 25 largest school districts where most of the target populations are
clustered.

More than 56,000 public school children and 1,000 non-public school youngsters
participate directly in Title I projects, and an estimated 380,000 public and 7,000
non-public students benefit indirectly because of materials, support services, or
instructional strategies that have 'paced improvements in the general program
within target area schools, even as the special needs of Title I children were
being served. Nearly 1,000'dropouts also participate in special projects, and 1,000
other students are served through neglected and delinquent institutions. Five
hundred and fifty-three, or 98%, of the 561 public elementary schools eligible to
participate did so, and 211 of 216 (97%) eligible secondary 'schools actually
served students. All of the 38 elementary non-public schools within eligible dis-
tricts Lad students involved directly in Title I projects. None of three eligible
non-public secondary schools participated.
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Of the 754,362 students attending school in districts eligible for Title I projects,
127,234 (or nearly 17%) are considered low-income and eligible for participation.
Only about one-half of these eligible children are actually being served by Title I.
In a large majority of the Title I projects in Washington State, there is a wait-
ing list of children whose educational needs could be treated if resources were
available.

An additional 8,700 children are served by Title I each year under the Migrant
Education Amendment (PL 89-750). These youngsters receive compensatory
education assistance, over and above basic Title I help, in 197 schools in 43
school districts. In 1971-72 the total Migrant program involved 936 teachers, 314
aides, 56 counselors, 42 home visitors and 282 unpaid volunteers. Minority and
low-income populations were represented in these staffing classifications, par-
ticularly as teacher aides, many of whom (an estimated 85% or more) are now
in career development sequences rather than on-public assistance or marginal
employment situations.

Within the total Title I state program,-disadvantaged children are served by
1,757 teachers, 1,230 aides (including those with home-school liaison duties),
and 139 supportive services people.

More than half of the regular Title I projects are designed to correct specific
reading disabilities, and it is this statewide .program emphasis that reveals
where funding cuts would strike hardest. In district after district, as well as at
the state and national level, it is the reading inadequacy of disadvantaged
youngsters that is identified as a critical need. And reading is the program
priority, a vital key to elimination of the discrepancies that separate disadvan-
taged boys and girls from their more affluent classmates.

Other Title I projects stress individualized instruction (13%), math (8%),
pupil services (6%), language arts and social studies (4%), library services
(2%), and other general academic areas (11%). But it is primarily to the
remediation of reading difficulties that most Title I efforts are directed in
'Washington State.

In addition to the direct assistance that the program has provided to children,
ESEA Title I has exerted a strong influence upon the educational efforts within
local.school districts a,id upon the State Educational Agency. The program has
its most immediate impact within the targ A school populations, but there are
implications for the entire district in what happens during Title I activities.
Elimination of Title I support would undercut the general educational progress
within a district that accompanies the development of special Title I projects.

Specialized educational materials and equipment needed to implement projects
for target youngsters provide learning options that have been extended gradually
into other eligible classrooms at local district expense. A much broader array .of
material and equipment have become familiar to students and teachers, and
educational expectations have been raised.

Project participants and their teachers have not been the only ones in target
schools to benefit from the introduction of the different instructional strategies
that are necessary to overcome the learning disabilities of Title I students. The
methods and skills used in the special projects have diffused into regular class-
room situations and, in numerous cases, have resulted in a reordering of district
Priorities. One-to-one teaching ; extensive use of classroom and home liaison
aides ; parent volunteer programs ; cross-age tutoring, which frequently is of as
much value to the tutors as it is to the pupil helped ; use of learning resource
centers ; diagnostic and prescriptive instruction; individualized learning activity
packages ; and, measurement of rates of individual pupil progress, rather than
group levels of achievement. The use of these strategies in Title I projects helps
to move them outward to other eltisses, other teachers, other districts.

Also provided are specialized support servicessuch as counseling, home-
liaison, health and nutritional programswhich are often essential for remedia-
tion of disadvantaged educational problems. These, too, frequently set new
standards for reaular district programs.

The concept of project management by objectivesin fact, the whole notion
of educational accountabilityis an integral part of the Title I grants process
at both local and state levels. School districts not only must identify the specific
learning disabilities of individual students within a target school population but
they must develop an approvable remediation project according to strict guide-
lines. Pupil needs have to be assessed and identified in concrete terms. Project
objectives to meet those needs must be stated in behavioral terms that make it
possible to evaluate whether or not pupil progress does in fact occur. And the
proCedures that are used to-change pupil academic achievement rates must have
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proof or strong promise that they will do so. AIovement throughout the state in
the direction of educational accountability has been strengthened and accelerated
by Title I.

Inservice training for teachers, aides, support personnel and administrators
has additional carryover impact on activities outside of Title I projects. These
special projects frequently require special skills in order to plan, manage and
evaluate them. The instruction provided to Title I staff has given impetus for
districts to seek similar kinds of leadership and expertise throughout the regular
school program.

Title I stress upon comparability requirements has caused local school districts
to reexamine traditional patterns of distributing their resources, and many
districts have been able to move in directions that will strengthen further the
drive to provide equal educational opportunity to all boys and girls.

Tit lel has another kind of impact upon education, and in a direction and with a
momentum that is largely unique to Title I and compensatory education programs
like it. Community involvement in education, particularly parental participation
in planning and evaluating the activities that help their children, has gained mush
in practice and theory from the Title I program. It has been a new, sometimes
painful experience for both the schools and the communities, but the entire process
has resulted in changes that are, and will continue to be, beneficial to all children.

There is another advantage in community involvement. Many of the 1,230 aides
employed in local projects are themselves members of the Title I target popula-
tion. Without Title I, between 850 to 900 of these people would be on public wel-
fare or marginally employed. They would not be involved in career development
sequences, nor would they be involved in an active, informed way in the educa-
tional progress of their children.

State Office staff possess, through operation of the Washington Title I program,
and through involvement in local district projects, a heightened awareness of
and an increased ability to deal withthe educational problems of disadvantaged
youngsters.

It is from this perspective that this summary is prepared. Loss of the Title I
program would, in Washington State, impede the educational progress that has
occurred since 1905, and the yearly acceleration that is taking place would be
drastically reduced.

Most importantly, in the program disruption at the local level that would natur-
ally follow an abrupt withdrawal of Title I funds, children who now are moving
out of their disadvantaged dilemma would lose a vital source of help. And their
communities would lose valuable, irreplaceable human resources.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Lloyd Eldredge.

STATEMENT OF J, LLOYD ELDREDGE, UTAH STATE DIRECTOR OF
.TITLE I ESEA

Mr. ELDREDGE. I would like to enter my statement of support to the
present method of allocating money to States.

A lot has been said about allocating on the basis of test scoring and
other means, but I would like to say that I think there is pretty good
evidence that educational disadvantage is due to poverty, cultural, and
likewise differences.

I know the students who qualified for title I programs in our State
and I collected some data by ethnic background. In our State, 92 per-
cent of the .students are Caucasian. Sixty-eight percent of those
students qualified for title I programs.

If we look at the Indian students in Utah, there are only 2 percent in
the State, but 10 percent of those students qualified as being education-
ally disadvantaged.

Of the Spanish-speaking, we only have 4 percent again in our
State, but 19 percent are in the program.

So, I think there is some pretty good evidence that education disad--
vantilgeness may be caused by poverty and cultural and likewise
differences.
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I would also like to enter a rebuttal to the notion that title I is not
working. In Utah, it has been working very successfully. I just com-
pleted the evaluation reports for last year and in Utah we collected
data on every student who was in the program.

The students who qualified for title I programs in Utah made prior
to this time three-tenths to six-tenths grade equivalent gain per year.

Last year, and again I emphasize the fact this is data collected on
all students in the program in the State, these students made an aver-
age growth of 1.1 month for every month they were in the program in
mathematics. Or they made 11.7 month growth in a 9-month period. On
the average in reading, the figures are even better.

On an average these kids made 1.4 month for every month they were
in the program. That means that, if we take it at 9 months' basis,
there was -12.6 month average growth in reading for these target
students in a 9-month period last year throughout. our State.

Again, may I emphasize the fact that these kids have made in the
past only three to six-tenths grade equivalent per year. We think that
the program is realizing results.

I have heard the Office of Education say there are roughly 16 million
kids who qualify for title I who should be receiving services and that
we are only reaching a third of those kids. I suspect that is conserva-
tive, but if it is true, and we are only reaching a third of those kids, it
seems to me a mistake to be looking at a decrease in funding for these
kinds of kids, rather than an increase.

I would like to make one other point and that is a personal one,
but I have only been with title I since June. Prior to that time I served
in various administrative capacities in schools. I worked under title
III projects in the public schools. The success we achieved in that proj-
ect eventually reached Italy where we were on nationwide television.
We had visitors all over the world come to the program. We were fea-
tured in Parade magazine 2 years ago this month.

This would not have been possible without title III funds which is
a part of ESEA.

As a school superintendent, I worked in title I from that point of
view. I also had the opportunity to sit across the table negotiating with
teachers for salaries, and I want to tell you that if money comes to
States or to district of a general nature, that is not earmarked categori-
cally, that money eventually gets thrown in the pot for salary
negotiations.

I would like to plead for this committee to push for continued cate-
gorical funding to see that that money gets to the kids to continue to
make the kinds of differences that we are seeing in Utah.

I have other testimony, but I am going to stop at this point for
the sake of time.

Mr. BELL. Thank you, Mr. Eldredge.
[Mr. Eldredge's statement follows :]

STATEMENT BY J. LLOYD ELDREDGE, UTAH STATE DIRECTOR OF TITLE I ESEA

Dear Congressman Perkins and members or the General Education Subcom-
mittee, I want to thank you for the opportunity to express myself regarding
President Nixon's decision to drastically cut or eliminate various programs under
ESEA.

The President's intentions to cut back domestic prorg-kams has created concern
in the minds of many citizens throughout Utah. I am one who is greaily dis-
turbed with his attitude toward education and his commitment to eliminate
Titles III, V, and VII of ESEA and to drastically cutback Title I.
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hoar the President and others tell us that many of our educational programs
have not worked in the past so let's cut them out. I would like to :-diare with you
some firsthand experiences I have had with Title III and Title .1 in an attempt
to refute that statement.

As a school principal, I had the opportunity to conduct an educational experi-
ment under the Title III program which has bad far reaching effects upon educa-
tion in Utah and elsewhere. In February 1970, an article appeared in the Parade
magazine describing part of that experiment. I have written an article reporting
the student achievement results over a two year period which will be published
sometime in the next few months in the Educational Technology magazine. The
results were significant not only in the cognitive area but the affective area as
well. Representatives from the Italian government filmed a documentary on our
school which was shown throughout Italy, and visitors from all over the world
have come to see the program. Without Title III money, we would not have had
the resources to do what we did.

As a school superintendent I operated a Title I prograin on the district level.
am now the State Director for Title I in Utah. This program has made a sig-

nificant impact upon education in Utah. I have just completed the evaluation
report for last year. The students who qualify for Title I usually make about a
.3 to .6 grade equivalent growth per year. Last year time average growth in math
for these students all across the State was 11.7 months in a nine month. period.
The average growth, in reading was 12.6 months over a nine month period. We
feel that the Title I program in Utah has been veil successful. The data would
indicate that we are right.

It has been estimated by the U.S. Office of Education that there are sixteen
million students in our public and private schools who could appropriately be
classified as educationally disadvantaged. I suspect that figure is much too con-
servative. However, if it is accurate, we are able to serve about one-third of those
stndents at the present level of funding. To cut back funds for the education
of the disadvantaged student at this point, when we so badly need educational
funds, would be a serious mistake.

In Utah, I believe we are just beginning to reap. the benefits of Title I. Title
I offers school district personnel an apportunity to try something different with
students who have been unable to succeed in the system in the past. Educators
in Utah who have caught the vision of Title I have modified programs to a point
where they are beginning to meet various educatignal needs of disadvantaged
children and youth. As a result, Title I programs are influencing education for
good all over the State. Students who have been unable to succeed in the system
in the past are now achieving success, and educators who have been unable to
meet the needs of these students in the past are also achieving success.

I would like to make just one more point in a letter which is already too long.
The point I would like to make relates to categorical funding vs. general fund-
ing. As a former school superintendent I sat across the bargaining table with a
teachers' negotiating, team in an attempt to get some agreement on basic salary
issues. Monies that were not earmarked for some particular educational purpose
were eventually thrown into the salary pot. Categorical fundswere used for the
Purposes for which they were designed, because they could not be negotiated away.

If the level for funding for Title I is cut back, children in Utah will suffer.
Since the quality of education has such far reaching effects upon our economy
and upon the individual lives of our citizens, we will all eventually he effected
by the consequences of such a decision.

I sincerely hope that you will do what you can to save ESEA or some similar
type program. To eat-back Title I or to do away with it entirely would, in my
opinion, be a large step backwards.

OGDEN CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT TITLE I Paoatm.

The Title I Program in the Ogden City School District had three (3) major
objectives for the 1971-72 School Year. The first was to raise the reading level
of Title I stndents 11/_. years. The second was to reduce absenteeism, and the
third was to prevent the drop-out rate from increasing over the preceding year:
A total of 827 students from grades K-12 were selected as Title I students. Four
elementary and four secondary schools were involved.

The average mean growth in reading achieved by all students who participated
in the Title I Program during 1971-72 was .78 or eight (8) months growth. This
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growth occurrea within a period of seven (7) months. This growth is significant
when one considers that this represents an average level of achievement with
very low achieving students.

The attendance of Title I students surpassed that of their schoolmates in all
but one school. The total attendance of students designated as Title I in Ogden
City School District was greater by 1.20% than that of non-participating stu-
dents. This suggests somewhat the holding power of the program for these
students.

The drop-out rate for 1971-72 did not exceed that of 1970-71. However, as a
district, we strongly feel a need to significantly reduce the number of drop-outs
and future effort must be directed taaccoinplish this.

Title I has made an impact with students who previously were not able. to
achieve success in school. There is now more confidence displayed by these stu-
dents as well as an increased interest in school. Preventive measures have been
taken at Kindergarten and First Grade to reduce the need to remediate at later
years. The behavior of students has improved when success in school is experi-
enced. This is made possible by individualized help as well as small group
activity through Title I.

As a district, we feel the Title I Program has had a positive impact here. The
program is accepted enthusiastically by parents in the target areas.

TOOELE COUNTY SCITOOL DISTRICT,
Tooele, Utah, February 21, 1973.

J. LLOYD ELDREDGE,
Title I Director, Utah, State Board of Education,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

DEAR IA.oxn: The thrust of our Title I Program is toward prevention rather
than cure. and is focused in three elementary schools serving 275 youngsters.Title I money provides elementary children an opportunity to learn or relearn
basic skills in reading and math using the latest electronic equipment as well ashuman resources.

Our ninth project utilizes a program called "Inspire," designed by James K.
Hoffmeister from Boulder, Colorado. This program consists of a series of com-
puterized programs designed to increase student proficiency and motivation to
learn. After three months in this project,' the results are exciting because stu-
dents are using the program to capacity and the infinitely patient computer
allows youngsters to explore, investigate, and experiment with numbers.

The reading program is equally exciting with Hoffman Readers,. Systems SO,
and Controlled Readers which motivate youngsters to enjoy the learning experi-
ences. In short, the impact of Title I money in this district means the difference
between learning and not learning for these young people.

Sincerely,
KEITII D. STECK,

Director Titre I.
CLARICE N. JOEINSEN,

Superintendent, Toocle County School District.

ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
American Fork, Utah, February 22, 1973.

Dr. LLOYD ELDREDGE,
Utah State Title I Director,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

DEAR DR. ELDREDGE : The Title I Program for Alpine School District is attempt-ing to improve the reading and self-concept of about 400 students in kinder-
garten and grades one, two, three and seven. The elementary program involves'
the use of student tutors from grades five and six who are trained and directed
by a specialist tutorial teacher. The _tutorial teacher meets the tutoring teams
for 30 minutes each day in her oWn room where she prescribes the reading lessons
which are taught by the tutors. She also keeps close contact with the home
room teacher. A school counselor is also hired from the fund to help resolve
special problems the children have. Her work includes administering special
tests and prescribing activities to overcome these probleniS.

Three formal parent conferences are conducted for each child each, year.
Attending the conference are the tutorial teacher, counselor, regular homeroom
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teacher, any other specialists involved with the child and the parent. These
conferences are conducted for 30 minutes each and result in parent assignments
to be checked at school. These parent assignments often require the parent to
be trained by the counselor or tutorial teacher to better accomplish the required
goal.

Some children have emotional problems stemming from home conditions.
We have organized some evening sessions for parents of Title I children to
discuss family communications and specific family problems. We call these,
"Family Life Education Sessions." They are conducted by doctorial students
from Brigham Young University studying marriage counseling. Families desiring
to do so also are admitted to individual family counseling at B.Y.U. and some
are participating in both. These programs are well received by participants.
Some of our counselors assist with the groups evening sessions. A similar evening
session is also available for parents of the 7th grade students.

We are attempting to prevent reading failure by emphasizing special help
for primary grade students. Teachers and parents tell us we are succeeding
there as well as causing many of the student tutors to have an experience
helping someone who needs help. We think the value to the tutors in modifying
their own concepts is about as valuable as the aid given the tutee. Parents thor-
oughly support both very strongly.

When I told our Parent Advisory Committee that the Title I program was
being cut back next year, they were very hostile to the idea. But our district
cannot afford to carry this type program since by straining every' resource
available we spend about $650.00 per child and the national average is now over
$1,000.00 per child:

We like this program. We know what we are doing through close evaluation,
we have influenced the total district in . several ways and recommend that
this particular funding be retained.

Sincerely,
QUINN HATCH,
Assistant Superintendent.
LYLE R. TREGASHIS,

Director of Federal Programs.

GRANITE SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Salt Lake City, Utah, February 23, 1973.

DT, J. LLOYD ELDREDGE,
Director, Title I ESEA,
Utah State Board of Education,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

DEAR DR. ELnuman. An extensive analysis of our needs indicated that we have
more than 3,000 students in schools located in our economically deprived area
who were unable to meet with academic suCcess. These students who were a
year or more behind their peers were unable to benefit from the regular school
program and were not eligible for special education programs.

Title I funds have been used in their schools for a number of years in an effort
to bring to these stuudents the kind of education that would ineq their needs.
A number of program variations have been tried over the past seven years until
we are now able to demonstrate that these children can be helped within the
walls of our public schools. Our current program has achieved significant meas-
urable academic gains. These gains are such that we can now state that all
target children in our kindergarten, first, and second grade classroom can read
at grade level thus showing that the handicap of a disadvantaged environment
can be to this extent overcome. The careful use of Federal Title I funds have
made these gains possible. While we have not overcome the more difficult task
of dealing with the environmental problems outside the school which have
contributed to the children's academic difficulty, we are not able to move into
this area.

Should Title I funds be withdrawn from this program the school district
would be financially unable to provide the additional help these children need
to succeed in life. A tragedy that would be hard to cope with now that we can
finally show that they can be started on the road to a successful career. One
lesson that we have learned is not to be too anxious to look for immediate results
from national programs and to look at the developmental process that they
start to determine the possibility of success. Had we not had the Title I funds
and national monitoring, we would not have been able to pursue this program
to its current successful stage.
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Additional benefits that have come to us are seen in the improved teaching
available to those additional students in the school who while they do not have
as severe a handicap as our target children they still need advanced teaching tech-
niques to function in the regular school program.

We commend Congress for their foresight in establishing the Title I program
and in its continued improvement and effort of their program.

Sincerely,
DR. JOHN ALLEN,

Director of Title I.

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
February 20, 1973.

Dn. J. LLOYD ELDREDGE,
State Title I Director,
Utah, State Board of Education,
,Salt Lake City, Utah

DEAR DR. ELDREDGE: The Salt Lake City School District has much in common
with .urban districts across the country. The central city area has a high con-
centration of low-income families whose children need special individualized
attention if they are to succeed in making an adequate adjustment to society.
Although Salt Lake City has just under 10% of the pupils in the state, it has
over 20% of the pupils from low-income families.

The District is in the fourth year of concentration of Title I funds in a few
schools and in the primary grades. Prior to that time the average test score was
six months to a year and six months below grade level in grades one through
three. In four years, through Title I, average scores are at grade level or above.
Although additional help to students in grades four through six has been very
limited, because of the inadequacy of funding, academic achievement has also
improved at these levels.

Academic improvement, although of primary importance, is not the only
change. Children now become independent and responsible for their own learning
at the very beginning of their schooling, and develop adequate perceptions of
themselves as siccessful in school. Their parents become interested in and sup-'.
portive of the program. Mothers, through volunteering, employment, and other
participation, are taught to help their children at home. The whole social milieu
has changed for the better.

Rising costs, a shrinking tax base, and a Legislature whose members do not
understand the problems of educating the educationally disadvantaged, would
prevent the District from maintaining an adequately enriched educational pro-
gram for those who need special help, if Federal funding were not maintained.
Pressure on local budgets from organized employee groups, as well as from some
segments of the affluent public, requires that adequate Federal funding be cate-
gorically dedicated to compensatory education.

Sincerely,
. Dr. DARLENE BALL,

Federal Programs Specialist.

BLANDING INDIAN EDUCATION CENTER,
Blanding, Utah, February 22, 1973.

To : Whom It May Concern.
From : Mr. Lynn Lee, Coordinator, Indian Education.
Re Title I, ESEA.

A great deal of concern has been generated in San Juan County, Utah over
President Nixon's recommendations regarding Title I of the Elementary Second-
ary Education Act. The Title I target population in San Juan School District is in
most part composed of Navajo Indian children, who first enter the public schools
without being able to understand nor speak the English language.

As a result of Headstart, Title I and Title VII of ESEA, and the Career
Opportunities Program, San Juan School District has established, perhaps the
most comprehensive Indian education program to be found. Considering the
relatively short time that these programs have been in existence, the results have
been phenomenal. For the first time, at least in San Juan School District, our
Indian students are able to function in the academic areas, particularly in read-
ing which is so vital for progress in the Anglo society. For the first time local
Indian adults are able to assume professional positions within the eductaional
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system. A total of thirteen Navajo adults are now certificated teachers, as a
direct result of these programs in San Juan School District. At. least live more
will complete certification requirements by the 1073-74 school year, and an
additional 70 are at various steps leading toward graduation. Student progress
can be documented as readily as that of the adults mentioned above.

Title I is by far the largest of the programs directed toward the Indian pop-
ulation in San Juan School District : and thus, has had the greatest effect upon
the progress which is being made. If Title I is eliminated or changed from a
categorical aid program to a funding source such as revenue shaming. I per-
sonally feel that it would spell disaster for the educational future for dis-
advantaged groups such as the American Indian.

I fear that those supporting the termination of Title I, on the basis that it
has failed to achieve the anticipated results, have expected six years of attention
to make-up for nearly a century of neglect. It is very apparent, at least in San
Juan School District, that this meager effort is beginning to produce results
which are far beyond our greatest expectations. To stop now would not only be
an injustice to these children and adults, but would be a tremendous waste of
funds which have been expended thus far, without providing a reasonable oppor-
tunity to bring shout the desired results.

If Congress is sincere in its efforts to bring about positive changes in the lives
of the educationally deprived children in America, it might take a second look
at two conditions which have made Title I very difficult to administer effectively.
First, it might consider full funding which was established to achieve the pre-
determined needs, and second to provide for advanced funding in order for
school officials to adequately plan for programs. One might assume that the intent
originally was to build in handicaps, such as these, to assure failure.

I strongly recommend that every possible effort be made to continue Title I
of ESEA at full funding of the law, and as a categorical aid program.

Mr. BELL. Would Dr. Oliver Himley, of Des Moines, Iowa, testify.

STATEMENT OF DR. OLIVER T. BIMLEY, STATE DIRECTOR, TITLE
ESEA, IOWA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. IIIMLEr. I was tempted before I came here to prepare a type-
written statement and stay with it. It has been very interesting to me to
listen to the discussions that have taken place his morning and I sup-
pose many of the comments that I will make will simply echo those
that have been made previously this morning.

I don't mean for it to sound like a broken record, but I do feel it
important that they be stated as far as we are concerned. I do agree
that the funding for the disadvantaged students as we now know them
should be continued. That type of funding should be continued before
any consideration is given to general-aid type of funding.

I would not make that statement if I did not feel comfortable with
the success story that wethink we see at this point in time with respect
k) the title I programing within our State. I do not purport to speak
for any other State except our own.

I do feel it important, however, to mention that I. have been in con-
tact within the past week with ;he States of. Kansas, Missouri, and
Nebraska-, and I believe they would support me in the. comments I will
be Making this morning.

The success story in terms of the achievement data is included in the
written testimony which I understand will be made a part of the rec-
ord, so I will not belabor thepeint at this particular point in time.

I would certainly strongly support the concept of a need for al floor
provision in whatever type of bill comes out of the Congress. There is
no Way that. school personnel can plan logically, intelligently or any
other way, unless they have some firm basis' With which to plan from
year to year.
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'Mid, we have heard some discussion this morning with respect to
the need for ;Le-nem' aid in addition to title I. I would support. that
concept, but if we. do have to make our choice, certainly I would go
with the type of programing we have at the present time. I do feel
there are spinoff benefits that accrue to the general program. that was
initially started as a result of title I efforts.

More specifically, there are districts in our State, for instance, that
have instituted programs with respect. to .eading programs that they
have then expanded upon with State and local funds, because they
realized that they were being successful in their efforts.

In addition to that. some 'yf the district has possibly experimented
or learned through title I ell Jrts to upgrade. or sophisticate their evalu-
ation techniques and tliee techniques are not only being used now in
title I profframs, or other federally funded programs, but they are
being gradually more and more expanded on into the regular or. gen-
eral school program.

iSo while we view title I as a. categorical type. program, I think it
would be a mistake to feel that it stops at that particular point in time.
It very definitely does have impact and spinoff benefits on the general
school program.

There is one prime concern that I would like to speak to this morn-
ing, and again not only with respect to title I; or whatever bill would
come out. of the Congress, but for weeks now, it seems, there is not a
day that gOes by but whatA don't get several telephone calls from local
school districts around the State and they are concerned about next
year, what do we.do for next year?

Our people as they visit projects are bringing hack reports that the
teaching staff at the various 7,cal school districts are very, very con-
cerned in terms of what about. next. year. We are in a situation where
we have an oversupply of certificated teachers. We, in our particular
State, have rather severe State mandated restrictions as far as the
general fund is concerned for each of the local school districts.

There is very little opportunity now for districts to pick up title I
funding or guarantee employment for these people Curless the Federal
funding is assured to them. for next year.

The only recourse that local schools have is to terminate contracts of
the teaching staff for next year and then in turn issue -aprovisional
contract to these staff Members which is dependent then upon Federal
funding.- A provisional contract is not very appealing to a well-quali-
fied teacher and; consequently, they will leave programs of this kind
and secure employment in the regular classroom if they can locate such
a position.

So, what I am getting at here is that it is important for the quality
of programs, whether it be title I or whatever, to have some stability
built into the funding pattern for these programs. School people are
becoming quite apprehensive about staying in federally funded pro-
grams or conceivably going into them for fear of not having- the
funding continue.

This year, of course, has been quite uncertain with 'respect to even
funding for fiscal 1973 and, of course, we know nothing about what
fiscal1974 holds. . . .

I do like, in terms of H.R. 69, the. 5-year. provision of extension. This,
I think, Would possibly -assist. some of the teaching. staff, the. adminis-
trators to reassure them of the certainty of funding for at least that
time period. A floor provision would also help in that respect.
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I am particularly interested also in the study suggested on page 25
of H.R. 69 which addresses itself to this particular point. My only
comment about it is that the provision in the legislation allows for a
1-year time period in which the study would be made.

Personally, I don't think it should take a year's time to determine
the problems and pose solutions. I think the problems are rather evi-
dent at this point in time and it should not take a year's time to come
up with solutions.

The funding level has been discussed and I would like to point out
in a little different fashion possibly than has been pointed out this
morning. We have talked about that it is not sufficient and it isn't to
reach all of the kids that need help.

We have possibly read articles that title I has not been successful.
I think we have achievement data to indicate that it has been success-
ful. But by the same token, in our particular State, the amount of
title I funding that goes into the local school budget typically repre-
sents less than 3 percent of the school budget, and a person could
probably question how much of a major impact one could logically
expect from that amount of funding.

And with that, I believe I will stop and there are some other points
in the written testimony, but I am sure there are other people who
would also like to speak to the committee.

Mr. BELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Hiniley. There have been a
number of comments made concerning the money that is going to be
forthcoming for title I. I thought I would read a letter that I received
on this subject very recently, because this has been a concern of mine.

This letter is in response to your request for clarification of the apparent cuts
in funding under Title I state agency programs for migrant children. The at-
tached program directive of January 31, 1973 and memorandum of February 5
explained with fair clarity the reasons for and effects of the spending reductions.

The column headed 1973 estimated grants represents the lowest sum which
could conceivably be spent under the various possible budgetary alternatives for
fiscal year 1973 under. the Administration's spending estimates of $1,585,185,000
for Title I.

Therefore, there are approximately $34.9 million under the President's esti-
mated fiscal year 1973 budget which do Lot show up under LEA grants or the
State agency programs in the attached list, but which will be distributed among
these areas when the fiscal year 1973 funding issues are resolved.

The use of the lowest possible spending level is necessary, of course, to prevent
overspending by any program. The remaining sum, $34.9 million, may be used
for the LEA grants or may be partially distributed among the State agency
programs.

So that shoald help a little in clarifying some of the problems. I
note that there is a lessenino. of the total amount, amounting to about
$12 million from last year.

lessening
even under the budget structures,

I may not myself be in agreement with that, nevertheless. However,
in all fairness, I think you have to recognize that the total education
package since 1969 has increased to close to $6 billion for education.
At least some credit has to be given to the present administration for
that fact.

[Mr. Himley's statement follows :]

MAMMAL SUPPLIED BY OLIVER T. HIMLEY, ED. D., STATE DIRECTOR TITLE 'I, ESEA

The enclosed material is in reference to current Title I, ESEA legislation and
the impact it has had upon educational programing in Iowa. Comments are also
included regarding H.R. 69.
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to convey adequately what the impact has
been on a statewide basis. A number of general observations will be made, how-
ever, and these will be followed by a certain amount of data which relates more
specificaly to achievement data for FY 1972.

1. One must recall that the program emerged as a legislative concept just a
few short years ago. It was intended to be of supplemental educational benefit
for educationally disadvantaged students. Probably very few individuals pos-
sessed legitimate insight at that time how to best serve the needs of the educa-
tionally disadvantaged students with the funds provided. From that starting
point one can state :

A. The initial desire to do something: for everybody in need has crystalized
into programs which tend to focus on the more basic curricular offerings. The
programs have crystalized further into programs which concentrate the program-
ming on younger students which has preventive as opposed to remedial overtones.

B. Funding has not been sufficient to meet all of the needs of the identified
youngsters. It has, however, resulted in most local school districts transferring
the funding of various Title I programs to their general fund expenditures.
This permitted them then to develop additional programs and/or services to be
funded with Title I funds.

C. The quality of staffing within the Title I programs has improved signifi-
cantly which obviously has a positive effect upon the results of the program
effort.

D. School officials have moved toward more sophisticated evaluation efforts
of the programs. This trend should continue which should again result in in-
creasingly productive programs.

E. Rather severe State legislated limitations have been placed upon the
general fund budget of the local school districts. This office receives numerous
inquiries from local school officials with respect to next year. Some have indi-
cated they may be forced, should federal funding cease or diminish, to employ
their current Title I staff as opposed to health personnel, guidance counselors,
aides, etc. On can only assume that the contributions of the current Title I pro-
gram in such situations are well recognized by the school officials and the patrons
of the district.

2. Criticisms are made from time to time that the educational ills of one
type or another still exist after several years of Title I programming. These
criticisms usually stem from studies which refer to the first two to three years
of the program. Furthermore, the Title I funds represent less than three percent
of the total school budget. One would have to be quite naive to assume that an
input of that type, would quickly revolutionize a school system which exists in
a society confronted with complex social problems. (. ne cannot evaluate the
effectiveness of Title I by viewing the total school prop ram and possibly society
in general.

3. State Education Agencies have largely been staffed to administer the pro-
gram in terms of compliance with regulations and guic.elines from the U.S. Office
of Education. The SEA should have funds available to it so as to also provide
leadership in terms of program development, inservice of Title I staff in the
LEAs, and better evaluation efforts. Severe restrictions on SEA administrative
funds have, therefore, caused the SEAs to, devote their staff time largely to
regulatory aspects as opposed to program development.

Statistical data which may he helpful in reviewing the effectiveness of Title
I will he presented in greatly condensed form. Additional information will be
supplieci if it is desired.

Basic State statistics, fiscal year 1972

Total number of LEA's in Iowa 452
Total number of LEA's participating in title I 450
Number of cooperative projects 10
Tata' number of children served by title I :

Public school children 69, 151
Private school children 7, 626
Preschool children
Migrant youngsters

1, 553
324

Number of State institutions and students : Handicapped, 10 serving 1,819
students; neglected, 2 serving 331 students ; and delinquent, 2 serving 278
students.

95-545 0 - 73 -.pt.2 - 11
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STATEWIDE DATA RELATIVE TO READING ACHIEVEMENT IN TERMS OF GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Number of
students

Range of
gain

Mean
gain

Grade:
1 2,371 () (0)
2 5,346 0. 3-1. 3 1. 0
3 5,345 .2 -2. 1 .9
4 6, 370 .3-1.5 1. 1
5 4,912 .4 -1.5 1.0
6 4,140 . 1 -1.3 1.0
7 3, 202 .5-1.9 L 1
8 2,112 .6-2.2 1. 1

I Apparent error in the computer printout and data, therefore, deleted.

Relatively few students participated beyond grade eight and are, therefore,
not included in the table. Programs which were entitled "English-Language
Arts" have not been included, but gains in those areas were of a similar nature.
The mean gain as a statewide average gain for educationally disadvantaged
students is quite remarkable for each of the grade levels.

Data for private school reading programs resulted in almost identical mean
gains by grade level.

STATEWIDE DATA RELATIVE TO MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT IN TERMS OF GRADE EQUIVALENT SCORES IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Number of
students

Range of .
gain Mean gain

Grade:
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

322
677
823

1,282
1,168

996
552
402

(0)
0.4-1.1

.2-1.8

.4-1.3
.3-1.2
.2-1.1

(I)
.3-2.0

(I)
0.6
2.0
.8
.8
.7
0)

1. 0

I Apparent error in the computer printout and data, therefore, deleted.

Relatively few students participated beyond grade eight and are, therefore,
not included in the table. The mean gain as a statewide gain for educationally
disadvantaged students does not compare favorably with the gains achieved in
reading programs. One could only make assumptions as to the reasons for the dif-
ference, but it does indicate a need for aaditional inservice in the mathematics
area of the programming.

Data for the Private Schools indicated results of a very similar nature.

COMMENTS PERTAINING TO H.R. 60

1. Funding for Compensatory Education is needed.
2. Providing legislative authorization for a five-year time period is highly

desirable. Anything less than such a time frame would tend to accentuate the
uncertainty which has come to be associated with Title I funding.

3. Lines 15-25 on page 18 and line 1-9 on page 19 would guarantee that no
LEA would receive an allocation below that of FY 1972. This develops a floor
provision for a state as a whole. It we fid be more desirable for the legislation
to state that no state would receive less than that received in FY 1972. Reasons
for such modification would include :

A. Due to the cooperation received from the Iowa State Department of Social
Services and from the Iowa .Department of Revenue, it has become possible to
quite objectively distribute the funds within the state according to legislative
intent. This cooperative endeavor was implemented for the first time in FY
1973. H.R. 69 would revert Iowa to a less satisfactory distribution of funds
procedure than currently is practiced.
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B. There may be a considerable amount of local educational agency reorganiza-
tion, consolidation, and/or mergers within the foreseeable future. It. is not now
possible to even speculate as to the various forms of such mergers that could
roult. It could become extremely difficult to administer such legislation if it were
to rlfer each LEA as opposed to the State in terms of the floor provision.

4. Tim success or failure of compensatory education programs is largely de-
pend ?rkt upon well-designed programs staffed with a capable staff. The SEA could
do mach to bring this about with an increase in SEA administrative funds from
tbc current level to that of two percent of the State allocation or a minimum of
$250,000.

5. Page 25 of H.R. 69 is an important facet of the proposed bill. It will delve
into a concern of considerable magnitude for everyone concerned.

GENERAL CONCERNS ABOUT COMPENSATORY EDUCATION VROORAMS

It is understood that revenue sharing is being proposed as opposed to categor-
ical aid programs. Inasmuch as the specifics of the revenue sharing proposal are
unknown as yet, one cannot react to it very well. It is believed, however, that
legislation should make the following provisions if compensatory education is
to succeed.

1. The funding should be made available to all districts as is currently being
done. It is granted that the need may manifest itself more in the metropolitan
communities, but the same problem exists in the smaller and more rural. com-
munities. To ignore those needs would be unfortunate for all concerned.

2. Federal funding for educational programs, if it is to be successful, must be
relatively stable. High quality teachers are becoming increasingly apprehensive
and feluctant to become a part of such federally funded programs. The job in-
security is such that they do not wish to become or remain involved in such pro-
grams. Therefore, with all due resix. et to funding, federal and state involvement,
and the needs of youngsters, the potential for success is basically dependent upon
the quality of the instructional staff in the program. Stability of funding would
do much to solve this problem. Secondly, it has not been unusual for local school
districts to not know the final figure of their allocation until about midyear or
later. One can only ask how school district personnel are to plan effectively for
the following year when they do not know what their budget is to be. Appropria-
tion's will need to be made for educational programs anywhere from six months
to a year in advance of the fiscal year the funds are to be expended if proper plan-
ning, staffing purchase of materials, eta, is to take place.

3. The state has an obligation and responsibility for exerting leadership on a
statewide basis for the educational welfare of youngsters. This is not to imply
the removal or exclusion of local school district responsibilities'In this same vein.
Neither could fulfill its responsibility successfully without the other. It would,
therefore, appear that the state would need to serve as the coordinator and/or
expediter of such an overall statewide effort of and for compensatory education.

4. The legislation should have sufficient categorical controls attached so that
the funds will be invested as intended by the legislation. Resulting regulations
should provide sufficient flexibility to enable State Educational Agencies to make
certain judgments as opposed to having one set of regulations for the entire Na-
tion encompassing thousands of school districts of all sizes, descriptions, and
complexities.

'Sincere appreciation is expressed to Congressman Perkins and the members of
the General Subcommittee on Education for the opportunity of providing input
into the legislatiVe efforts relative to compensatory education legislation: Thank
you.

Mr. BELL. I would like to take this time to call on Mr. Clarence
Morris of Little Rock, Ark.

[Mr. Morris' prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLARENCE E. Momus, COORDINATOR, TITLE I, ESEA,
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; I am Clarence E. Morris, Title
I Coordinator in the Arkansas Department of Education. I believe that my state-
ments are in accord in principle with Dr. A. IV. Ford, Director of Education, State
of Arkansas ; and Dr. B. G. Williams, Associate Director for Federal Programs
for the State of Arkansas, both of whom are and have been ardent supporters of
Title I, ESEA, and other programs in my State included in H.R. 69. In addition
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I will attempt to present what I believe to be some of the major concerns of my
colleagues in the five states of the United States Office of Education's Region VI,
embracing Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma :Ind Texas.

TITLE I IS SUCCEEDING

This is the second time that I have been privileged to present any views to this
Committee. The circumstances as they exist today with regard to programs for
educationally deprived children under Title I of ESEA are such that we no longer
have to search for evidence of success in my State nor in other states in Region
VI. I am sure that the Committee has heard and will continue to hear from local
school district officials from across the country who are able to present plenty of
hard data to support the continuation of this program. Data to support academic
achievement was often difficult to produce at the time we were supporting exten-
sion of this program in 1969. There is ample data to support the contention that
the program is succeeding today. I have assurances that complete data on any of
the examples cited in this statement are available to this Committee upon
request.

In Arkansas during the current year, ten local districts were chosen at random
by the United States. Office of Education for an on-site study of local program
administration and effectiveness. Members of the review team recommended
that at least two of those ten districts (Searcy. Arkansas and El Dorado.
Arkansas) be nominated to demonstrate their reading programs in the National
Education Fair to be held at Washington, D.C., May 9-11. 1973. A committee from
our program staff, however, after review of program data on activities at several
districts chose and nominated yet a third district (Huntsville. Arkansas) for its
outstanding rending laboratory program. Through a laboratory progrant using a
multimedia approach together with teacher aides at a ratio of two to one with
teachers and using a unique modular scheduling of participants, this project
achieved maximum gains ranging from 1.5 years for 4th and 5th grade 'pupils to
2.5 years for 2nd grade pupils during 1972.A11 participants were functioning ap-
proximately two years below grade level when selected for the program. This pro-
gram's average cost to Title I last year was $135.00 per student, for 40 minutes
per day inthe laboratory.

Monroe, Louisiana. was able to show a minimum gain of one full grade level in
rea,'::ng in 1972 with 725 children in grades 2 through 0. all of Whom began the
year reading below the twenty -fifth percentile. Another 674 children performing
below the twenty-fifth percentile in grades 7 through 10 realized a mean gain of
1.0 grade levels in 1972. This was done using a reading laboratory approach, and
scheduling one hour per Any lab time per ehild at a cost of $202.000 for 1.319
participants. This represents an average cost per child of $153.00.

Midwest City, Oklahoma, by heavily concentrating Title I funds in a laboratory
situation in grades 2 through 6 has been able to produce a niean gain in reading
comprehension of approximately twice that of other educationally deprived chil-
dren not in the program.

In addition to a reading program selected and demonstrated at- the National
Education Fair in 1972 from Pojabque Valley School in New Mexico. this State
boasts a bilingual program at Tumuncarl which won national recognition as a
part of the National Elementary Principals Association's "Ideas in Action".
demonstration in 1972.

Almost everyone is familiar with "The El Paso Story." This remedial reading
program in El Paso, Texas, has been in operation sinee very early in theTitle I
program and now has hard data which shows that children from the most educa-
tionally deprived groups are achieving reading competence significantly greater
than the national norm. The "Targeted Achievement in Rending" program at
Dallas. Texas. has standard test data which shows that 65,000 severely educa-
tionally deprived children in grades 2 through 4 registered mean achievement
gains in reading last year as follows : 2nd grade-2 months gain per month of
participation ; 3rd grade-1.7 months gain per month of participation : 4th
grade-1.83 months gain per month of participation. This large program is using
and comparing four different models in order to make cost effectiveness studies as
the program continues.

Largely due to your efforts, Mr. Chairman. and .those of this Committee, this
Title r, ESEA has been allowed to continue in the face of a great deal of criticism,
some of which is justified. and some of which is premature. In the face of re-
peated apparent failures on our part to develop successful educational experiences
for disadvantaged children, you have stood by the program. We would express our
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appreciation for granting us the time to find ourselves. During these years of
grace we have at last begun to make real headway all across the country in
developing meaningful activities for eduoitionally deprived children.

R has taken time to develop among local school people and administrators the
philosophy that educationally deprived children from low economic backgrounds
have need of a critical amount of help in addition to what normal students receive
in order to overcome their academic handicaps. It has taken time to prove to
school administrators that real participation by the parents of these children is
necessary if the program is to succeed. It has taken time t.o recognixe and deal
with communication problems of minorities in program activities, as well as with
evaluation of their performance. It has required time and patience to develop
Ataff persons at state and local levels to a point where they are able to establish
performance criteria and find valid means for measuring progress toward me,q..-
ing them. At the begirming of the program, it was difficult to get local distrticts to
agree to let an advisory committee share in the planning of the program to say
nothing of involving the parents of educationally and economically deprived chil-
dren. These and many other facets of the program are now bearing fruit.

At the beginning of the program Arkansas provided minimum Title I support.
to about 160,000 educationally or economically deprived children in an effort
to spread the program to all educationally and economically deprived children.
Resources were spread too thin to produce significant academic results. Today
the same amount of funds is concentrated on an estimated 100,000 participants
and we believe it must he concentrated further. Today one of our more success-
ful districts in parent participation at Hope, Arkansas, boasts better than 95%
attendance of parents at parent council meetings for the entire 1972 year. In
this district and others in the State, parents of educationally deprived children
are actively engaged in planning programs, doing volunteer work in classrooms,
and otherwise involving themselves in their children's educational program.
.1Iuch improvement in this area is still needed.

Considerable hard data is available from the districts mentioned and I am
sure hundreds of others can produce evidence to support the success of Title I.
It certainly is imperative that this program he continued. Much energy by many
people has been spent trying to find answers to some of the most difficult prob-
lems with which the education establishment has had to contend. We must not
lose what has been gained at no small cost in human and natural resources since
1965.

INDIRECT BENEFITS

In addition to the direct benefits to edumtionally deprived children under the
program. ideas developed through Title I programs are being adopted in many
school programs ^s a better method for helping all children. One of the better
examples of this is the concept of developing specific performance criteria for
children in the Title I program and concentrating methodology toward meet-
ing the established criteria using valid means of measuring to determine the
amount of progress. More and moze administrators in Arkansas are now insisting
on development of such criteria for O. school programs.

Bilingual education first gained momentum under this Act but has since
become a part of the general education program in many places. In Silver City.
New Mexico. for example, a bilingual program which was demonstrated in the
Education Fair of 1972 at Washington, D.C., was begun under Title I. It has
since outgrown Title I's resources but continues to be strengthened and broad-
ened by other district resources. At least one trilingual program in Indian.
Spanish and English at Cuba, New Mexico, has received national recognition
by winning a national award from Parade magazine in 1967.

The Arkansas Department of Education under contracts with the United States
Office of Education has developed the Migrant Student Record Transfer System
located at Little Rock. It allows a school in any part of the Nation to receive
vital information on migrant farm laborer's children at computer data process-
ing speeds. Within hours after a migrant child enters a new school, his records
can be received. Applications of this technique are obvious for other student
grOups.

Title I has brought the need for providing adequate education opportunities
to minorities. the poor, the migrant and other educationally deprived children
to national attention and made every community more aware of its responsibility
to all children. We would be deeply concerned about exchanging Title I for any
system of aid program that might fail to maintain the gains in this area that
have been made. We need the stabilizing influence of a set of national guidelines
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such as have been establiShed by the United States Office of Education for
administering compensatory education programs (even though we may at times
disagree with those that seem to be unduly harsh). I feel that the great pressures
of special interest groups and political expediency at the local levels would tend
to destroy the progress that has been accomplished, should the administration
of this program be left to each local school district. Without the established three-
level management by national, state and local authorities this assistance might
become more and more dispersed until educationally eeprived children would
again be forgotten and left to fend for themselves, educationally speaking,
as was the case in most parts of this country prior to the advent of Title I, ESEA,
in 1965. If our national government still has the concern for the educational
welfare of disadvantaged children which prompted it to initiate Title I, then
we believe it can best be expressed through continuing the program with modifi-
cations where needed. I therefore want to lend my support in any way that I
can and assure the committee of the support of other departments of education
in my region, all of whom I have been hi contact with in recent days. toward the
extension of Title I and other educational programs as proposed in H.R.. 69.
There are some ether provisions that many of is would like to have the com-
mittee consider for possible inclusion in the extending legislation.

CHANGES IN FUND DISTRIBUTION

The methods of distribution of annual appropriations in the past have resulted
in a continual erosion of Title I resources to poor children in the poorest states
in the nation in spite of increases of the annual appropriation. For example,
Arkansas, which according to the NFL& Research Report "Rankings of the States.
1972," ranks 49th in per capita ince me. It gained in Title I authorization over
the most reeent five year period from $38,241,506 in FY DOS to $57.387,399 in
FY 1972 which amounts to a 50% gain. Contrasted. with this is New York State,
which ranks second from the top in per capita income. New York ituthorization in
FY 1968 was $195;277,704 and in FY 1972 was $498,845.586, a gain in eligibility
of 155%. After pro rata reductions required when appropriations are less than
authorizations, Arkansas decreased in total Title I funds received for local
school districts from $22,673,547 in FY 1968 to $22,251,414 in FY 1972. causing
a net loss of 1.8% for the five year period. New York receipts increased in the
same five year period from $115,770,356 to $103.459,929 for a 67% net gain. A
supplemental appropriation saved Arkansas and several other of the poorest
states from a drastic loss in the middle of last year. Under the current con-
tinuing resolution funded by an amount that is less than 1% below last year's
appropriation including the supplemental, Arkansas is receiving 13.88% less
than last year. Approximately 13.% of this loss is due to the distribution formula
rather than to the reduction-in funds available.

There are at least four changes which alter distribution methods that are
proposed in H.R. 69, if I am able to properly interpret its provisions. All of them
Mould help with this-problem.

1. A flat rate of $300 per eligible child will be used instead of the greater
amount of one-half the national average or one-half the state's average expendi-
ture until a basic program is attained.

2. State operated programs under the new part B of the act would each receive
a designated amount of dollars in 'eaeh annual appropriation to be used exclu-
sively for the purposes stated in that part of the act and world not affect nor
be affected by that part of the annual appropriation assigned to local school pro-
grams under part A of the act.

3.. Parts B and C of the act are to be deleted. .

4. The low-income factor is to be increased from $2,000 using the 1960 census
data to $4,000 using the 1970 census data.

Each of these changes will, in my opinion, improve the equity in distribution
and/or expedite the delivery of appropriated funds. Use of the $300 minimum
grant per eligible will tend to decrease the chances of losses of funds to some
states and more nearly commit a minimum program to all states. It will also
strengthen the concept that there is a critical minimum expenditure per child
which is required to (attain significant results. Separating the appropriations to
provide stated amounts to programs under the new Part B should expedite mak;
ing a definite determination of the amounts of funds available to states and
local education agencies under Part A of the Act. Use of the $4,000 low-income
factor and more recent census data will help to overcome some of the effect
that great numbers of AFDC children above the low-income factor now have
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on the distribution of appropriations. I agree with the proposal to delete Parts
B and C of the original let. Insofar as Joy State is concerned, tliE long compli-
cated computations. resulting delays in distribution. P. ild minute amounts finally
available tend to defeat. the purpose of Part C. It is my belief that funds should
not be granted under Part 13 nail after Part A is fully funded.

COUNTING CHILDREN ABOVE $4,000

There remains onefibirt of the gld formula which I fear will lead to some of
the same inequities in the futtire that I have cited above. With a proposal that
no local educational agency receive less than it received in FY 1972 under Part
A of the Act (See. 20G, H.R. GO) enrrent eligibility counts will be protected. I
would hope to see the count of children in families having amnia] incomes higher
than the low-income -rector of $4,000 hut who receive grants in aid .to dependent
children under Title IV of the Social Secnrity Act removed from the total eligibles
to be counted. I am unable to see the logic in counting children in families of soy
$5,000 annnal income from such public assistance grants while not counting
children in families earning $4,500 working in a factory or on a farm. The impact
of this provision (Sec. 203"(a) of MR. 69) (Sec. 103(c) of the Act) will become
more pronounced as time passes fro-inthe 1970 census until a higher low-income
factor is chosen.

FUNDS FOR STATE ADMINISTRATION

Many state departments of edneation including Arkansas' find it quite impos-
sible to carry out the rest onsihilities placed on them by the Regulations for
the administration of Title I with appropriations of only 1% of the program
grants to local educational agenelevTitle I administrators endorsed a resolution
on January 1S, 1973, at. Washington D.C.. to support a provision that state de-
partments of education receive for state administration amounts equal to 2% of
the state basic grant or $200,000. whichever is greater. I urge that the Committee
give consideration to this provision. Since the resolution Was adopted, I have
talked with Title_ I coordinators in other states of Region VI and ninny feel that
the Committee might- want to consider a ceiling on the amount of administrative
funds granted to any state- as.well ti.S'm floor. We would not oppose such
stipulation. This is a program in which almost every school district in evel...y
state is involved and I believe inadequate state administration funds is a common
concern of most states: especially those who receive grants of less. than $100
million, Most state agencies agree that their monitoring of local programs is
far below the' level mandated under the Regulations. In my own State there are
3S3 public schools operating programs. Our staff is not able to make even one visit
to all programs. annually. Our evaluation team is still working to complete the
1972 evaluation of programs which was due in November. 1972, and less than
once -half of the fiscal reports on last year's projects have been verified to the
extent. that we know the amount of FY 1972 funds available for the current
project. The amount of funds guaranteed by the state program for children In
-institutions for .negh,:ted and delinonent is not sufficient to pay the salary of a
half time secretary.

DISCRETIONALY PROGRAM FUNDS .

We have felt a great need in our Statepand I believe it to he a common concern
of other state agencies, for some amount of discretionary program funds to he used
at the state level. State directed programs for training and informing parents,
developing local staff competencies in planning, evaluation and similar activities
wound he much more effective than leaving them to be carried out, or more often
not carried out, at each local program level. This is especially true in rural
states like Arkansas with many small school districts. We have been able to accom-
plish much less than we would like in this area in my State. We have made use of
all state administrative funds which can be spared. We are now carrying out
special projects in Some of these areas by collecting participation fees from locals.
We are operating a pilot project for Title I management at the local level through
a cooperative project. Both of these require local initiative toward participation.
The Arkansas Department of Education has developed a plan for the proliferation
of Follow Through models. The plan calls for using the four currently funded
research and development centers as demonstration centers and for establishing
twelve new programs utilizing the model sponsors which have proved success-
ful. These programs would eventually become demonstration centers to train
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more districts in successful early childhood education practices in compensatory
education. This is a means of getting better programs into more schools on a
sequential basis which could be used by other states as well. State administra-
tive funds are insufficient to support the program. Discretionary program funds
would allow us to use this and other innovative programs for improving compen-
satory education in local districts. Locals which might benefit most do not always
choose to participate in cooperative programs which require use of local funds.
N'Irz would hope to see a section in the new legislation which would provide states
with funds for the above purposes.

Mr. Chairman, I express my appreciation for being invited to appear before
this committee to voice support for MR. 69 and also for allowing me to state
what i consider to be some other weaknesses of the current legislation that
are not remedied by this resolution in its present form. I would also express my ap-
preciation, Mr. Chairman, to this committee for its continued efforts in behalf of
the education of all children and especially for its concern that we improve the
educational opportunities for disadvantaged children.

STATEMENT OF CLARENCE E. MORRIS, COORDINATOR, TITLE I,
ESEA, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Mr. Monnrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I understand that my prepared statement is part of the record, and,

therefore. T will try to not repeat. everything that has been said, al-
though my statement would tend to corroborate most of the other
testimony.

I would like, however, to reemphasize this point that within the
past 2 to 3 ye:.: s, I have observed, we all have, a great amount of prog-
ress in finding ways to reach educationally deprived children. I fun
sure that I know that there is plenty of hard data available to dem-
onstrate the success of the program.

I have cited several examples from my State and from other States
in my region which include Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and New
Mexico. I think that it has taken considerable time, a great deal of
frustration to bring the changes in philosophy of local school
administrators and school boards which are sufficient to effect some of
the changes in educational practices that are necessary to realize
signi &cant academic gains among educationally deprived children.

Adequate. training of State and local personnel, effectively active.
parent involvement, learning the need to concentrate effort, the. devel-
opment of performance, criteria, the overcoming of cultural differences,
and other prerequisites to an effective program have taken more time
than the critics have been willing to grant us.

I know that we still have some improving- to do in this area, and I
believe that the logical way to do it is to continue with whatever needed
modifications along the line that we have followed over the past few
years with title I.

I think to start in some other direction at this noint might trade off
what we have accomplished so far at a considerable cost in both dollars
and human resources for maybe another 4 or 5 years of trial and error.

So, therefore. I am not so much opposed to, my problem is with a
fear of what I do not know, more than what. I do 'know about another
means of funding, bringing educational assistance. to educationally
deprived children.

So, therefore, I have strongly supported the provisions of House
Resolution 69. There are some problems, however, with states in my
region, some further concerns that we have, and I feel that I must
express.them.
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One of the problems has bee. a relaiVely level range of funding on
a national basis. That is, we have progressed from maybe $1,300
lion up to $1,500 million. During this period of time, the authorization
under the formula naturally has increased much more than that, so
that funding is on the basis of last year of between 30 and 40 percent
of authority, whereas it was possibly, I believe I am correct in saying,
about 5 percent of authority in the beginning of the program.

This 'causes a part. of the indetermination of grants to locales and
States because we. always have to find out what the new AFDC count
is across the country and add it up, and it has to he taken into account.

So with the provision in RR. 69 that allows all children already
counted above the low income factor to remain there, it, in effect, does
that because if we guaranteed to the 1972 level, we protected that
count.

I cannot agree with continuing to count children who are above the
low income level, whatever that level is. It is proposed at $4,000.
I cannot see the logic. and other coordinators in my region fail to see
the logic. in counting the children in a family earning, say, $5,000,
whose income comes from public assistance grants, and not counting
the children in a family of $4,500, who earns that money working on a
farm or in a factory.

So, we do have the concern of that section of the bill, that is subsec-
tion (B) of section 103(c) (1). Another provision that I think would
greatly benefit the proliferation of programs in title I would be some
amount of discretionary program funds at the local level to be used by
States in improving parent involvement, in training local personnel,
and in proliferation of worthwhile projects.

State administrative funds for most of us do not permit these activi-
ties by the States, and I thinksVis would allow States to realize more
leadership among the locales.

Thank you.
Mr. BELL. Thank you. Mr. Morris, I would certainly have to agree

with you on your comment regarding the AFDC feature. It would
seem patently unfair to use, that figure when there .would be a definite
imbalance with sonic being counted at. more than the $4,000 figure and
some at less than that,

So, I would certainly concur with your comment.
Is Dr. Percy Williams of Baltimore, Md., here?
Proceed, Dr. Williams, in any fashion Which you choose. Any state-

ments that you have are automatically in the record.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF PERCY V. WILLIAMS, ASSISTANT STATE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, BALTIMORE, MD.

PART I

I am Percy V. Williams, Assistant State Superintendent of Schools, Division of
Compensatory, Urban, and Supplementary Programs, Maryland State Depart,
ment of Education.

On behalf of the 200,000 poor and disadvantaged children hi the public and
nonpublic schools in Maryland, I am pleased to testify for the extension of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. And. having been closely asso-
ciated with Title I since its beginning, I am also proud to report that the intent
of Title I is beginning to show the results that its framers hoped for. Because
this, I should like to thank those of you here who have given us the co..rage, fore-
sight, and faith that has given us hope.
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My testimony will focus upon two things. First, Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act has produced significant changes and improvements in
Maryland's educational system so that now funds mid resources go where they
are needed mostto help disadvantaged children and their teachers. Second, and
perhaps most importantly, as a result of Title I and similar efforts of ESEA,
Title III in Maryland, significant gains In educational achievement of poor and
disadvantaged children have been made.

Let us look at the Maryland educational system in the fall of 1965 when the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act became operative.

1. Teaching children of the poor and children who were disadvantaged as a
result of racial, cultural, ethnic, geographic, and/or social isolation was usually
regarded as lacking in professional respectability and academic status. Assign-
ments to schools or classes where most of the children were classified as "dis-
advantaged" were, in many instances, regarded as demotions or as punitive
fictions and were considered undesirable. As a 'consequence, teaching such chil-
dren was often approached with attitudes ranging from indifference to open
resentment.

2, Reinforcing the negativism with which many educators approached the
instruction of poor or disadvantaged children was the fact that schools serving
high numbers of such children sere often not comparahie in either facilities or
resources to schools serving children from more affluent backgrounds. Buildings
tended to be older and in poorer condition. In some instances, furniture and text-
books had been used in other schools. Teaching materials were less varied and
less abundantly supplied. Classes tended to have more students and to he more
crowded. The number of supportive staff such as counselors, special subject
teachers, and health personnel was low, in spite of the-fact that the need of dis-
advantaged children for the Services of such staff was pressing and urgent.

3. A condition which further aggravated the disparity between schools serving
poor neighborhoods or areas and those serving wealthier neighborhoods was the
fact that, in 1965, some school systems in Maryland still had not been effectively
Nid completely desegregated. Frankly, it was not coincidental that many schools
serving high cont.antrations of poor children in rundown and impoverished facili-
ties were often segregated schools for black children.

4. The correlation between poverty and low academie achi,vement was obvious
even to the most casual observer. Yet, somehow, people either ..?ailed or refused to
view this correlation within the context of Overcrowded classes, substandard
facilities and materials, poor teaching, or the deprivation of children. Instead.
poor children or black children were often regarded as being incapable of nen-
demic achievement. Because they did not achieve in a manner familiar to or
easily recognized by middle -class oriented teachers, such children were "excused"
from learning. Hence, they became part of a negative cycle. Nothing was expected
of them so there was no incentive to prove otherwise. Even more serious was the
fact that disadvantaged children, more than any other children, have to have the
basic skills acquired through an education if they are ever to break out of the
cycle of poverty and discrimination.

5. School staff serving the middle class or the affluent accepted, as a matter of
course, the pressures exerted by parents upon every aspect of school life, from
curriculum and class size to teacher competence. Such was not the case in the
relationship between school staff and the parents of poor or minority group chil-
dren. The staff of schools serving great numbersof such children saw themselves
as operating in a kind of professional "ivory tower" which enabled them to ignore
or dismiss the parents of poor or minority group children on the grounds that
such parents were neither competent nor adequately qualified to judge what was
best for their children. As a consequence, parents were excluded from participa-
tion in making the decisions that affected their children's education, Frequently,
the only time parents went to school was to resolve a problem of discipline
involving their child.

6. The results of readinesg tests administered over the years in many school
systems revealed that as many as 30 to 50 percent of those entetin;,- first -grade
were not prepared for or able to achieve success in first grade activities. Most
of those lacking adequate preparation were children from poverty backgrounds.
The conditions and attitudes described abovethe lack of status associated with
teaching poor children ; the lack of comparability of services and resources in
schools serving the disadvantaged; the segregation of races, the low level of
achievement expected of poor children; the lack of parental participation in
schools with high numbers of poor childrenall contributed to the failure of
schools to assess and then meet the needs of poor children who were not yet
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prepared to achieve successfully in the first grade. Instead, such children were
channeled into groups for "slow" or "special ed" students. As a consequence, they
were programmed for failure from the first day they entered school.

7. A great many of those children entering first grade who were 'unprepared
for first grade work never had an opportunity to "catch up" with their peers.
Instead, they moved from grade to grade. accumulating failure as they went,
only to "drop out" as soon as they were legally able to do so. In Maryland, an
average of one pupil out of four was dropping out of school. However, as many
as 50 percent and more of the poor and disadvantaged were dropping out of
school.

Within the context of the attitudes and conditions just described, the staff of
Title I set about the task of making some changes in the system that would
make education more responsive to the needs of children outside the so-called
mainstream. At this point I should like to mention the fact that Title III has
also been responsive to the needs of these children outside the mainstream.
In Maryland, Title III has responded to the needs of. disadvantaged children
and the need for changing the system so that these children are not part of the
negative cycle which I previously mentioned. The largest Title III project in
Maryland operates in five schools in Baltimore City. This projectthe model
early childhood learning programIs described in the Congressional Record
Senate, October 14,1972.

Problems, other than those Mgt described, also existed in 11Iaryland : comply-
ing with federal regulations, adjusting to aides involved in actual classroom
instruction, employing aides who were poor or disadvantaged, and overcoming
occasional resistance to any change in the status quo. For example, in 190G, only
ten of the State's twenty-four systems were willing to administer and submit the
results of standardized tests for Title I participants.

However, seven years after the passage of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, progress is being made toward solving the problems identified.

PART II

There are indications that some of the attitudes and conditions, which existed
in many of the local school systems in Maryland in 1965, have been changed.
There are sonic of the indications.

1. Teaching children of the poor and children who are disadvantaged has
acquired a measure of professional respectability and academic recognition and
status. Because of this, superintendents of LEA's are beginning to show visible
pride not only in Title I schools, but also in Title I schools as a source for ideas
that will improve instruction in other schools.

2. As a result of provisions set forth in Public Law 91-230, amending the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, "comparability:' between
schools serving high concentrations of low income children and other schools
in a system is now required by law. ESEA, Title I funds may not be used to
supplant local and State funds in schools where there are large numbers of poor
children, The ratios between numbers of students and numbers of local and
State supported staff in each Title I school must be equal to or lower than such
ratios on the average in non-Title I schools. The per pupil expenditure for staff
salaries in each Title I school paid out of local and State funds must be equal
to or exceed the average expenditure per pupil in non - '.Nile I schools. Similiarly,
the per pupil expenditure of local and State funds fo_ other instructional costs
in each Title 1 school must be equal to or higher than the average of such ex-
penditures for non-Title I schools.

3. The problems resulting from policies and practices of racial segregation
in the schools are deep r000ted and will not be resolved easily or quickly. Mean-
ingful racial. integration in the schools has not yet been achieved in some places.

The educational gaps that were the inevitable byproduct of racially segregated
schools have been the source of much conflict and frustration, Programs such
as those made possible by Title I funds are easing tensions and fapilitating inte-
gration by providing compensatory education for those who are disadvantaged as
a result of having been denied equal educational opportunities.

4. The correlation between low academic achievement and poverty has not yet
been reversed. Even though ESEA, Title I projects will be serving approximately
65,000 children clur!..ig the school year 1972-73, that number represents only about
two-thirds of the children counted as coming from low income families for the
purposes of the Title I allocation formula. It should be noted that only children
between the ages of five and seventeen, from families earning less than $2,000
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per year or from families receiving Aid for Dependent Children, are counted'
in determining the annual Title I allocation.

There is evidence that progress is being made toward changing what educators
expect of disadvantaged and poor children. In writing Title I project objectives
most LEA's have moved from vague statements such as. -improving the child's
self-concept" or "providing cultural enrichment for the child" or "improving
the childtS ability to read" to specific objectives that can be measured. Clearly.
educators are seeing that disadvantaged children can and will achieve academi-
cally, once given the opportunity to do so. And. once a child who previously
could not read learns how to read and experiences success in reading, that

"self- concept" takes a sudden upward swing, of its own accord. It has
become increasingly obvious that self - concept is not generated in a vacuum.

The necessary corollary of establishing a measurable objective is actually
measuring a child's progress to determine whether or not the objective has been
met. It is difficult for many people to accept this kind of product evaluation, de-
termined by standardiZed tests, because the results of such an evaluation un-
compromisingly raise the question of accountability. Yet, the fact that so many
local school systems are willing to establish measurable objectives and the fact
that these objectives are distributed and discussed with the principals, teachers,
aides, and parents of Title I children indicate that local school systems are taking
quite seriously the need for accountability. Title I children are no longer outside
the academic mainstream.

The statistical data summarized in a series of graphs and tables later in this
report show that the actual gains of participants do not always meet the
expected gains. Such instances are not necessarily discouraging. Instead, the
test data ought. to be viewed as a signal to examine and assess more closely
those strategies and activities that seemed to produce gains and those that did
not. Only in this manner can LEA's honestly begin to "account" for the invest-
ment of funds, time, and energy in their schools. The fact that all twenty-four
LEA's submitted standardized test data for school years 1970-71 and 1971-72
on Title I participants, in contrast with only ten who did so for school year
1965-60, is in itself a most helpful sign of commitment to greater accountability
for Title I children.

There are some who would prefer not to use standardized tests with dis-
advantaged children, on the grounds that such test:. are culturally biased. It
is conceded that many standardized tests now in use do reflect a middle-class
orientation that operates to the detriment of the disadvantaged child. However.
as long as society as a whole continues to judge people on the basis of how well
they achieve on tests, be they college entrance examinations, civil service ex-
aminations, job placement. tests, army proficiency tests, or the test used to
place pupils in special education classes, the Title T staff will continue to insist
that disadvantaged children likewise he expected And ught to demonstrate
the extent of their achievement on standardized tests.

5. Considerable progress has been made in expanding- the involving of low
income and minority group parents in their children's schools and education.
By June 1972, every LEA in Maryland had a parent advisory council, at least
51 percent of whose members were parents of Title I children. These parent
advisory councils were composed of representatives from individual school parent
councils. Title I regulations require that the parent advisory councils participate
actively in the planning and development of Title I projects. Under regulations
now in effect, the parent advisory councils must haVe au opportunity to review
a completed project application prior to submission to the Division of Compen-
satory Urban,. and Supplementary Programs for approval. Similarly, parents
must be given an opportunity to express their opinions relative to a Title I
project application prior to its submission to the Division.

In the early years of Title I. parent involvement, if it existed, was, with a
few exceptions, restricted to social activities or meetings patterned along tradi-
tional "PTA" lines. Parents were occasionally asked to accompany their children
on field trips. However, with the urging and encouragement of the Division Title
I staff, school systems began to hire the parents of Title I children as instruc-
tional aides. As can be seen from the project application reviews. every Title I
project in the State now ineludes as a part of its special staff a sizable number
of instructional aides, Before the beginning of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, there were only 12 aides in the public schools in Maryland.
After three 'years of operation of the Act, the number of aides had increased to -
1,830. During the school year 1971-72, there were 4,983: Over 50 percent of the
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aides who work in the public schools in Maryland are employed with Title I
funds and the majority of Title I aides are the parents of Title I children or
neighborhood parents and adults in low income brackets.

A natural consequence of employing Title I parents as Title ,I instructional
aides has been a sharp upsUrge of interest on the part of parents in their chil-
dren's educational program and progress. Within the last two years, many sys-
tems have added school -home coordinators and aides to work with their Title I
staff. In addition to encouraging parents to come to observe their child in the
classroom and school, this sniff also takes the classroom activities into the
child's home. Parents are trained how to reinforce at home the skills their
children are learning at school.

6. Enormous strides have been made since 1965 in the development and
strengthening of or in early childhood education. In 1966, Title I programs
in 14 LEA's served children in all grades. In 1971, Baltimore City was
the only LEA. serving children beyond the sixth grade (with the exception of the
special Baltimore County Title I program for children in institutions for the
neglected and delinquent, which served children at the secondary level). Sixteen
of the remaining 23 LEA's focused Title I services only on children in thr, pre-
kindPvgarten, kindergarten, or first grade through the third or fourth grade
levels.

During school year 1971-72, 23 of 24 LEA'S included Title I participants at
the kindergarten level. Somerset County is operating a pilot full-day kinder-
garten program for disadvantaged children, funded partially through Title I
funds.

I mentioned earlier that two Title III projects have been model programs
designed to help disadvantaged children learn and achieve during pre-kinder-
garten and kindergarten. Two of these projects are now receiving national
recognition and are complementing the Title I effort. The model early childhood
learning program in Baltimore City has produced the most significant and drama-
tic results, with the children tested gaining a mean score of 16.06 points on the
Stanford Binet I.Q. Test. In a number of instances, growth among Title I
participants who were tested in reading comprehension was equal to or greater
than that which would normally be expected of children not considered
disadvantaged,

Another Title III project, Early Intervention To Prevent Learning Problems,
in Carroll County, is an experimental Kindergarten program directed at early
identification of children with learning problems so that these prOblems may
be corrected before the child experiences frustration or failure. Projects such as
these are models for the preventive thrust of Title I.

The foregoing descriptions are indications of some of the major changes
that have occurred in the education of disadvantaged children and in the edu-
cational system of which they are inextricably a part because of the categorical
nature of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. I do not believe
that such progress would have been possible without the categorical designations
of this act.

PART III

As the final part of my presentation, I should like to speak specifically of the
achievement of disadvantaged pupils.

In 1066,- only ten of the twenty-four school systems supplied any standardized
test data on pupils who were poor and disadvantaged.. Disadvantaged pupils
were not expected to achieve; they were not taught to achieve ; and they did
not achieve. Since that first year, the Division of Compensatory, Urban, and
Supplementary Programs, Maryland State Department of Education, has estab-
lished a goal of one year of achievement in reading for each year of instruction in
school.

By 1911, all school systems had changed enough so that they were setting
higher goals for disadvantaged pupils, expecting them to take standardized tests
tind make a year of growth for each Year of attendance IA school. The Title I
participants in thirteen school systems met that goal in grade one; Title I
i.irticipants in seven school systems met that goal in grade two ; and Title I
participants in six school systems met that goal in grade three.

Attaining the goal of one year of growth for each year of instruction does
not mean that the disadvantaged children are achieving at 'grade level on
standardized tests. It must be remembered that most of the disadvantaged
pupils start school one year or more behind many of their classmates. How-
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ever, it must be noted that making progress at a rate of one year of achievement
for each year of instruction is regarded as the first step toward grade level
achievement. When prekindergarten programs are established and when kin-
dergarten programs focus upon cognitive development, disadvantaged children
will have an opportunity to be ready for the first grade achievement. Such
readiness is beginning to be accomplished for a small number of disadvantaged
children in those systems which have their Title I program focus on prevention.
At the present time, this preventive type of pre-kindergarten and kindergarten
program which focuses on cognitive development is reaching only a small per-
centage of childr'n in Maryland's twenty-four local school systems.

It is predicted that another ten years with carefully prescribed and developed
categorical Title I assistance will be required before the majority of disad-
vantaged children are achieving on grade level.

Some would argue that ten years of categorical aid in the ESEA type pack-
age will be too costly and too long. The facts about the cost of education are
simple. In 1872, it was the argument used when only 37 percent of our youth
were in school. At that time, education was considered too costly for females,
poor whites and blacks. But education has never been, is not now, and never
will be as costly as ignorance. This is as true for political subdivisions as it is
for the individual. People pay dmrly for their ignorance. Nations pay dearly
for the ignorance of their people and leaders. On the other hand. education
pays dividends. Our local, State. and Federal leaders can do well to look at our
Nation's achievements and analyze these in terms of the benefits which have
accrued from education. When we consider these benefits, ten years is really
not a long period of time.

I am a black educator. I was born into and attended school as I grew tip in a
separate and unequal school system. Fifteen years of professional career
were in this type of system. I believe I am practical and realistic. I also believe
that I speak for many people who are aware of the grave handicaps imposed
by the separate but unequal practices of the past. In this long slfadow of my
history, ten years is only a short period of time. May I remind you that the first
money authorized by the Maryland legislature came from the public treasury
in 1814, but it was more than fifty years-1867before such funds were used to
educate blacks. In my home county, high school diplomas were awarded to white
students in 1882, but not until fifty years later-1932were blacks awarded
diplomas. These fifty.year periods span several generations.

In conclusion, may I recommend that Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 be extended not five years but ten. I also recommend that
it be extended with the safeguards of categorical designation so that the funds
and resources go to poor and disadvantaged children. This is not asking too much
in a nation whose pride has been built upon opportunities for all people.
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Average Rate of Growth Per Year (10 months) of Instruction in
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STATEMENT OF PERCY V. WILLIAMS, ASSISTANT STATE SUPER-
INTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mr. Witmms. Thank you. I shall use only brief portions of the
prepared statement, those portions which We would like to emphasize
for the record as part of the testimony.

An indicated, I am an assistant State superintendent of schools,
and I am speaking on behalf. of the 200,000 or more disadvantaged
children in the public and nonpublic schools in Maryland. I have been
associated with the program since its beginning, and I am proud to
report that the intent as was given by the. framers is beginning to show
some significance, and. we. appreciate the fact that Members, such as
you and others, have given us some courage and soiree hope.

My testimony, as prepared, will focus upon two things. First., title
I as we have known it has brought about significont changes
educational system, so that now the funds and resources ay, :

where they are needed most.
Second, and more importantly, the results of title I and title ..

many instances are producino. significant educational change' s
achievement of these students. Let me briefly emphasize what
talking about when I say that title I has effected changes in the :TN
because it has been the system which has prevented the achievc-::-.-
the pupils in the first place.

Poor children. and children who attended schools that /re.
dominantly those of the poor were regarded as schools that not
respectable. They did not have academic status, as it were, and, tiere-
fore, no one cared very much.

Second, the .chools for the poor and disadvantaged were not com-
parable. This was a part of a system. Third, most of these schools were
still segregated, either de facto or by some other reason.

In the fourth instance, the expectancies which people had for the
children who were poor or who were.- in the schools that had large
numbers of poor children, no one expected these children to achieve
very much, and, therefore, because nobody expected them to achieve
very much, it was a part. of a system.

They did not achieve. In the fifth instance, the parents of these
children were not cOnsidered when decisions on policy were made, and
if I had the time, I could cite instances how this affects what happens
to the children who attend the schools.

In the sixth instance, the children, when they came to school, were
not ready to do formal school activities, and in the seventh instance,
a large number of childrer, because they were not ready when they
started to school, did not achieVe, and they ended up dropping out
of school.

All of this I am saying has been changed so that in the last 2 to 3
years, by virtue of the regulation and guidance, the educational sys-
tem has now started producing significant achievement on the part of
the poor and disadvantaged children.

I would like to take now a brief moment to indicate what some of
these changes have been in the achievement of children in the Mary-
land schools.

Let me cite the fact that in 1966, of the 24 school systems, and it is
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hard for you and some other persons to realize that Maryland has
only 24 school systems when you look at 100 or 150 or 500 in some other
places, but Maryland has only 24 school districts. and of the 24, only
10 of those were willing to supply test data when we first. started with
title I.

A big part of the reason why they were not willing and ready to sup-
ply test data was that no one expected poor children to achieve. They
were not taught as if they could achieve, and, therefore, they did not
achieve.

So, there was no achievement. 'But, in 1971, much of this has
changed, and school system are establishing higher goals for disad-
vantaged youth.

. They are expecting them to take standardized test; and to make sig-
nificant gains, and here I differ with some of the other testimony when
they talk about criterion and reference tests because many people are
going to be deluded by the fact Cil2f the standardized tests, the cri-
terion reference tests are merely an indication of some kind of survival
instrument or an existence instrument.

But, poor children, More than any other group of children, have to
show that they can achieve, and they can perform and they must be
taught how to perform on these tests if they are going to be productive
and be able to get a job, which is a part of what society is demanding.

Now, in 1971 then, we have children from 13 of those 24 school sys-
tems in -grade 1 that are making the achievement of 1 year of growth
for 1 year of instruction.

In grade 2, seven school systems are doing this. In grade 3, six school
systems are doing this. We have set as a State goal that by 1975, all
school systems will be doing this- We think that we are making prog-
ress as the figures have indicatecd.

This progress is significant because of the fact that prior to title I,
on one expected these children to achieve. They (lid not achieve. No
one even gave them standardized tests. So, we think we have advanced
significantly in this regard.

But, let me cite something else. The proposed legislation is suggest-
ing that title I be extended for 5 years. I would like to request that
the proposal be for 10 years, and I am sure that someone will say, but
sir, that will cost too much and it will take too long.

To such an argument, I would merely say that that is the same kind,
of argument as far as cost is concerned that people gave 100 years ago.
when practically no females, no poor whites and certainly no blaCks
Were being educated, and the reason given at that time was that it
would cost too much.

I would like to suggest to the committee to have inserted in the record
that education has never been, is not now, and never will be as costly
asignorance, and I am therefore suggesting that whatever it will cost
for 10 years is justifiable and in the long run, will pay major dividends,
because of the citizens who will be prod-Jive taxpaying citizens.

As a final statement, I would like to indicate, as everyone here can
recognize, that I am a black educator. I was born into a system that
was separate, bilt unequal. Fifteen years of my professional career-was
in that type of a system.

I hope I am practical and realistic, and I hope that I can indicate
by virtue of that when I say we need 10 years to accomplish the kinds
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of thing's, because 10 years is a very short time period to accomplish
the kinds of things which must be accomplished by virtue of the long
history of the past.

For example, in Maryland, the first public money that was provided
from the general treasury for the education of white students was in
1814, but it was not until 1867 that funds were made available from
the public treasury for the education of blacks.

In my own home county, high school diplomas were awarded to
white students in 1882, but it was not until 50 years later, 1932, when
blackswere awarded diplomas.

Now these 50-year periods that I am talking about have produced
severe handicaps on the part of many, many blacks and poor people in
the State of Maryland, and you cannot, over a short period of time,
eradicate these kinds of handicapping conditions under which people
have lived.

Title I, therefore, has provided the regulation, the guidelines which
hive been sufficient' to start the system in the right direction to
make certain that the poor and especially the blacks are on the road
to greater :-,.:hievement.

I suggest that there is no other group whose final productivity de-
pends so much upon performance as does the poor. I am, therefore,
reranmending to the Chairman of the committee that the Elementary
i.ud Secondary Act be extended not for 5 years, but for 10 years.

I am also recommending that the safeguards with categorical des-
ignations be protected so that the funds and the resources go to the
poor and the disadvantaged. I plead with you that this is not asking
too much of a Nation whose pride has been built on the concept of
opportunity for all people. .

Thank you.
Mr. BELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Williams for an excellent state-

ment. I also want to complimnt all of the panel for ;very, fine state-
ments. I will turn the committee meeting over to the Chairman.

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that all have testified.
Chairman PEas Ns [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Bell. We appreciate

your presiding. Let me propound a question to all of you distin-
guishes! gentlemen.

Give me your best judgment on how we should disburse the money
under title I, and I agree with you, Dr. Williams, that we should
extend the program for a lengthy period of time. The members may not
go along with me on a 10-year basis, but you have got the right idea.

How do you feel the tunas should be distributed in the future
when allocated to the States, Dr. Williams?

Mr. Wri,LTAms. I think the funds should be extended on a basis
similar to what they have been extended. No formula, no procedure is
going to satisfy everybody, but I believe we have a system that has
established a procedure for making-certain that the funds go where the
poor children are, and when we utilize that formula, to make certain
that ii,he funds go where the children are.

I think we can then utilize the regulation to develop prov.,ms, and
I go back to a major statement that we made, because of the regulation
and the guidelines and what has happened now over 5 or 6 years,
educational systems throughout the country have 1%z:cognized that this
is a major task confronting them.
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I believe.. they have, at this point, changed a kind of value system
which they have operated under before. Congressman Quie mentioned
a significant statement when he said that poor people have no clout.
This is quite true. At this point-, however, we have been able to dem-
onstrate to the country at large though that if there is a. group of
people w im happen to be defenseless, it is the poor people, and that
people in Congress have by virtue of their statemanship_ recognized
the dilemma which the whole country is in.

They have risen to the task which is their responsibility and are say-
ing, "We must therefore guarantee that funding to help where it
is needed most."

In addition, I think we are all recognizing now that the study which
was produced by a person from California at Berkeley, which in-
dicated that it is very costly not to educate people, and therefore, be-
cause of this inadequate education, persons are going to continue now
at the national level- to search for 'better methods and producers for
distributing the funds.

At the present, I am .for a continuation of the existing formulas.
Mr. BELL. Could I ask a question?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. BELL. Dr. Williams, in view of your mentioning Mr. Quie from

Minnesota, I should point out that he IS proposing a bit of legislation
involving the distribution of money strictly on the basis of academic
disadvantage, not from the standpoint entirely of poi -1rty or ai1y other
reason, but solely academic disadvantage.

I believe it is his concept that the money will go to the areas where
the poor are as well as to any other area and that it will resolve one of
the problems that I believe- Mr. Himle,y.. was talking about,. specifically
the AFDC problem where some AFDC people are gettino. over $5,000,
and so they would benefit unnecessarily whereas some that are not in
that category would not be counted.

So, the concept would be to distribute the money on the basis of
academic deprivation.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt because, I am going to leave
and Lath going to let Mr. Bell run this program awhile, and I would
like to ask a question.

Mr. BELL. CORM he answer that question?
Chairman PERKINS. Answer it briefly, but I have to leave hi 3 min-

uteo, and I want all of the members to comment.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I can defer because I can be here much longer. .

Chairman PERKINS. All through the hearings almost every witness
here has presented evidence showing that title! has brought the edu-
cation ally disadvantaged up to at least the average rate of
achievement.

This is more than twice the rate which they would normally be ex-
pected to achieve. ;Do you believe that these children -would achieve
this well we were to spread the money among more children, all of
those children, who might qualify under an achievement test?

Mr. Bruce, you respond first and answer this question and tell me
how the money in your judgment should be allocated to the, States?

Mr-BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I feel the grant:formula and in principle
as we have now is VN,e- best way. I feel there must be a failsafe clause
to guarantee continuity of at least the minimum programs as now
.established.
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I think your figure of $300 to meet a critical mass would certainly
be a minimum under current conditions. I further believe that categor-
ical grant programs is the only way we can go as long as Congress is
thinking in terms of $2 billion to $3 billion.

Until this Congress and until this fashion is prepared to expend
something like $15 billion to $20 billion a year for Elementary and
Secondary Act, we would be wasting our time and no impact would
be made with the meager funds that we are now appropriating.

So, I strongly support continuation of categorical grant programs.
I do plead that, they would. be put on a timely basis to enhance plan-
ning and preparation for these kinds of programs for greater successes.

Chairman PERKINS. You go ahead now, the gentleman in the center
there.

Mr. LINDMUTH. I think that the change to a $300 minimum is one
of the best changes that there is in H.R. 69 relative to distribution of
funds. I think that doing away with the nuisance B and C parts is also
laudable. It was I who took the exception on AFDC.

I hate to see us continue to count children 'above the low income
factor. This just tends to increase the authority and in effect decrease
the appropriations so that many States continue to lose in their pro-
gram and, unless we have funding equal to the increasing authority,
this is a bad feature.

I say again that I do not see the logic in counting children who are
in a family of $5,000 and getting their money from public assistance
and not counting the children .in a family of $4,500 who earn their
money in a factory or on a farm.

Mr. ELDREDGE. One of the problems we have in Utah is that a super.
intendant who gets title I money, and sees children with the needs they
have, tends to want to di ffuse this money.

They want to provide general services more than they want to pro-
vide specific services and where this happens, the academic results are
nil. I failed to mention in my previous statement that our allocation
base is around $149 per student.

We are serving just half that number of students in Utah. So, we
get an average expend: are of around $300. I am sure that is the reason
that we had the achievement test data to report. Those data are tre-
mendously significant.

But, were it not for thiF, concentration of funds, and that is one of
the concerns I have About revenue sharing incidentally, is Ciat district
superintendents who will have a tendency to tr- to spread that around
because they s he need of all kids under heir 3urisdiction, and,
as a result, they i;iffuse what-funds are avd.iiable and will not get
beneiits from title l 64?.!'!4,rs that we might otherwise get.

Mr: JEFFERY. In , r present stage of development in the use of data,
I am convinced that in distributing money for title I that we should use
the hardest data we can get.

I would distinguish hard data and soft data in the sense that test-
ing, it the present time, in my judgment, would be a soft kind of data
approach, and I do not think that, given the level of development of
our test materials, we can use it as a national identification instrument.

I think it is entirelj possible that this approach could be field tested
with several States representing the different geography of the
country and some determination made as to how it fits in the whole
picture of getting the money where it is needed.
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In mference to your question concerning additional children, I
presented in my written statement that we. have drawn from a collec-
tion of successful projects such items as diagnostic and prescriptive
services and special teacher training, and all relate to a very sharp
focus of resources on a. limited number of children most in need of
help.

I think to move away from that to a broader base, given the number
of dollars that we have to operate with, we could not do the same job
and could not produce the same results that we are getting now in my
State of Massachusetts.

Mr. CFJA. AFDC data has been of concern, to us in California be-
cause. we have a large significant population of Mexican-American
people who do not rely on welfare and who follow the crops and sub-
sist at a low-income level.

We presently are conducting our own study to see whether we can
get another way to find out Cthe same information, and we are utilizing
data from the Internal Revenue Service. We know that anyone who
works, withholding is accomplished from his wages and so in order
to get that back, he files an income tax return, so.we know that at least
here we can pinpoint people under certain income levels.

Our study is now within 2 months of being concluded. Every single
school district in California will have data to see wlmt it is like in com-
parison to AFDC data.

Also, within our State our Governor has had a concentrated effort
in reducing our AFDC roles so we have great fluctuations in amounts
of students and a part of this correlation that we would have
with IRS data, and also we would recommend that we could do with
Census data, that we have a percentage factor that the increase or
decrease, for instance, an amount E hould not be decreased 10 percent
or should not increase 10 percent in order to prevent great influxes of
money coming in at one time and having to spend it and next year not
getting the same amount, so you could have an orderly level of
funding.

So, we think the Internal Revenue Service data is a future way to
project income levels for our school districts and our population.

Mr. HIAILEY. I would concur with many of the comments that have
been made this morning in regard toile present type of funding pro-
cedures basing it on the economic criteria.

As long as there is a floor provision built into whatever the bill will
turn out to be, I do think we have much more hard data in that respect
than we would with the

In our particular State, for instance, we do have printouts available
to use by school district from the State Bureau of Internal Revenue,
which gives us income levels, numbers of dependents, this kind of
thing, by farm and nonfarm families: So, I think we do have a. good
handle on the economic conditions within each school district of the
State. We do get printouts from the Department of Social Services
with respect to AFDC, neglected, delinquent, foster care children. So,
again, that information is quite readily available to us by school
district.

I am a little apprehensive about Congressman Quie's proposed bill.
Maybe unfairly so because I frankly do not know, of course, all the
specifics about it.
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My reservation is simply this. That I am curious as to how we would
control a situation where it would almOst appear that we would be
rewarding the ineffective school district and there are some, by allocat-
ing larger sums of money to them than those thi t are more effective
from an educational standpoint.

Maybe there is something within the thinking of the proposed bill
which would compensate for this factor, but it. is a concern to me at
this point in time.

Mr. BELL. I would like to say this, Mr. Him ley. My style of ques-
tioning is such that it does not necessarily mean that I support his bill
or the other bill.

I am merely trying to get the facts on the table. I am not pledged to
the Quie bill or any other, but I do like to know the facts. I under-
stand, though, that in response to your comments and to those of Dr.
Eldridge; that there is a concentration' factor in the Quie program
w' ich would provide concentration in the areas: of deprived schools
or wherever a low average would occur.

If anybody else would like to make a comment on this, I would be
happy to hear from you at this time..

Mr. Cox. Mr. Cox from Ohio. I would like to add my support. We
have over 300,000 students not in the present formula.

We are only able to serve 132,000, so whatever factor, unless there
is a tremendous increase in the amount of funds available, we are still
not going to able to serve nearly as many as we have identified.

Mr. BELL. Is there anybody else who would care to comment?
Mrs. HOLUB. I would like to just plac(-. a priority on children again

and quote our parent-council chairma.) from the State of New Jersey.
Mrs. Elaine Brody, who will insist on, and does insist that every title
I meeting where we become involved that our most precious com-
modity is children, and that the priority should .be on education and
whereas the funds for education have increased yearly, the percent-
age. of funds of the total budget has not according to the last statistics
that I saw.

Perhaps those were stilted statistics against education, but it did
show there was a lower percentage of the total budget going to sup-
portuZ educational programs. We are serving only one-third of the
childr,J1 .:vho are formula children.

We are also serving those children in the lower grades. We have the
constant plea from members of boards of education, whose children
izi,ve reached junior high school levels, with many problems which

have not been met in the previous. years, and do have needs, so it is
difficult to make that decision.

But, we are using a preventive and prescriptive program since there
is a limited mount of funds available under title I.

Mr. BELL. Mrs. Holub, I thank you for your comment. Personally,
I would certainly have to agree that a higher priority belongs to
education.

We do have problems in the budget, and we have ti.) ,think about
those problems..Does anybody else have a comment?

I would then adjourn the meeting, after thanking all of you for your
ry excellent testimony this mornin.
Mr. JEFFERY. Only to say, Mr. Chairman, speaking for the group,

we do appreciate the chance to come and be heard before this commit-
tee. As you can judge, we do have a great deal of investment with the
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young people we are serving and we know this committee is anxious
to be aware of our concerns.

We thank you very much.
Mr. BELL. Thank you. We appreciate what. all of you said this

morning. It will be in the record, and this conunittee is going to do
its best to get as much progress in education as we can.

The committee will be adjourned until 9 :30 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee adjourned at 12 :10 p.m., to recoil-

veneat 9 :30 a.m., Thursday, March 1,1973.]



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCA "'';ON AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :40 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Ford, Meeds, Burton, Lohr-'n,
Clay, Mazzoli, Quie, Bell, Forsythe, and Peyser.

Staff members resent: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Chris-
topher Cross, minority legislative associate; and Eydie Gaskins,
special assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. A quorum is present and the meeting will
come to order. Go ahead, Mr. Lehnian.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wculd like to take a moment to
introduce friends of mine who will testify regarding this morning's
hearing.

Sister Maly MacRae, will you stand up, and Sister Anita. We are
glad to have you here and that you have these linds of interests for
young people.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Our first witners is Dr. Edward D'Alessio,

U.S. Catholic Conference, division of elementary and secondary
education.

I understand you are accompanied by Mr. Richard E. Duffy,
assistant director of the governmental programs, 1.10$. Catholic Con-
ference, and Mr. William Consedine.

I have known Mr. Consedine, who is from the office of general
counsel, U.S. Catholic Conference, for a long time.

We are delighted to welcome you here this morning.
I wan* '.o first express my deep appreciation for all of the cooper-

ation that we have received from your group in the past. You are
great educational leaders. We have worked together and we have
kept in touch. It is my hope that there will always be cooperation
and that we will continue marching forward.

I do went to state that the authorization for this bill expires on
June 30 this year. Of course we have got that emergency rider, but
it was never contemplated that we hang on to the emergency rider
to the last day. If we happen to fall into that trap, we would be
doing education in this country a grave injustice. We are going to
work together with a view to marking this bill up soon.

)-. (1155r
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I want to make sure that we hear from all segments of education
who are interested in this legislation. Mr. Jennings will keep in touch
with you. Mr. Jennings will with me all of the7iime, and make sure
we do not come up here after marking up the bill and say that we have
not thoroughly probed into your views.

I am going to admonish all of the other groups that we are going
to get -this bill out. I know we have some working together to do,
Mr. Consedine. Otherwise, if we don't work together, we are going
down the drain.

We are going to get this job done. I want to thank all of you for
your appearances here this morning. I am delighted to receive your
views. Go ahead in your own way.

Without objections, your prepared statements will be, inserted- in
the record.

[The prepared statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF EDWARD R. D'Aussio, Pit. D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, UNITED. STATES CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Mr. Chairman and members of t),ie enmmittee : I am Edward R. D'Alessio,
Director of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Education of the United
States Catholic Conference which 13 the executive agency of the Catholic Bish-
ops of the United States. I speak for the Catholic school community, including
about four million children of widely varied backgrounds. My statement will
be brief and to the point. Several of my colleagin,s have accompanied me
today, and they will speak more directly to the matters I will bring to your
attention. I am also submitting a more detailed statement which I respectfully
request be entered in the record, Mr. Chairman.

Before outlining our views on the extension of the Etemntary and Second.
ary Education Act and other matters, I would like to spy a few words about
how our schools are serving children in the urban atlas of the nation.

Catholic schools have been most commonly Waled in urban areas in the
past and this remains largely true today. Almost fifty percent of all Catholic
schools are located in urban and inner city areas. Nearly half,' a million stu-
dents are enrolled in Catholic schools: in inner city areas where heavy concen-
trations of the educationally disadvantaged are found.

These figures are not the accident -of an extensive system ; in the nation's
twenty largest cities, nearly 2 -of ii school children are enrolled in nonpublic
schools, of whom about eighty percent are in Catholic schools.

Catholic leaders have expressed a commitment to continue and enden - to
expand the service to nonpublic school students provided by these schools. The
American Catholic Bishops said recently,

"Education is a basic need in our society, yet the schooling available to the
poor is pitifully inadetv,tte. We cannot break the vicious cycle of poverty pro-
ducing poverty unless we- achievo a breakthrough in our educational system.
Quality education for the poor; and espechilly for monorities who are tradi-
tionally victims of discrimination, is a moral imperative if we are to give mil-
lions a realistic chance to achieve basic human dignity. Catholic school sys-
temS, at all levels, must redouble their efforts, in the face of changing social
patterns and despite their own multiple problems, to meet the current social
crisis."

The educational and moral leadership exercised by Congress and by this
Committee under your guidance, Mr. Chairman, accords with our ideals of
service and commitment to a greater opportunity for social justice through
equal educational opportunity.

We are here today in an -effort to farther -these goals which we feel have
much in common with the goals of the Elementary and SecondaryvEducation
/kit. This legislation 1' a significant part of the national effort to aid the edu-
cationally disadvantaged and important to the nation's future well-being.

We feel deeply the necessity for more adequate; funding for the Act, particu-
larly. for those Titles. directed toward the educationally disadvantaged. The
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Federal effort to provide equal educational opportunity fo:. the disadvantaged
should be expanded. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is an effec-
tive instrument for this nation in providing for these needs. It should be con-
tinued and broadened to effectively include greater numbers of the education-
ally disadvantaged.

In testifying before this Committee in 1969, the United States Catholic
Conference strongly supported this Act. Today we reaffirm that support. At the
same time we presented for your consideration a number of problems concern-
ing the effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school chil-
dren in these programs. Many of these difficulties remain today.

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, some Titles of the legislation are adminis-
tered from the State and local levels and some are administered directly from
the U.S. Office of Education. We have had positive and less than positive expe-
riences with both types of programs. We have worked conscientiously and sin
cerely with local. State and national officials who are charged with responsibil-
ity for the implementation of the provisions of the programs. We haul
attempted to remedy at these levels the difficulties which have prevented effec-
tive participation of Catholic school children on an equiable basis in programs
under all titles o fthe Act, We have proeleded with the understanding that it
was clearly the intent of the Congress that these children participate effec-
tively in the programs.

We are now reperting our difficulties to you and presenting our rec camenda-
tions. These recommendations have been arrived at through our expt eience in
attempting to facilitate the implementation of the Elementary and i_tcondary
Education Act for our children at the national level and -"-irough consultation
with a broad-based group of Catholic school administrates who are attempt-
ing to facilitate this participation at the State and local levels. Some of these
administrators are accompanying me today.

I will now direct my remarks to the individual titles, the problems that
have been identified With respect to these programs and our recommendations
for legislative remedy.

Title I, aimed at correcting the injustices of educational disadvantage, has
been of great value to children in Catholic schools. Congress should not permit
any departure of effort from this area. More adequate funding is needed. The
basic conditions which Title I programs are intended to alleviate have not
changed significantly. Even at its present level of funding, however, Title I
has made a beginning and has proven its worth.

Serious problems exist for Catholic school children in many parts of the
country who are eligible to 1.a rticip a te in these programs but are unable to
participate or are unable to participate effectively. With due consideration for
the many excellent experiences Catholic school administrators have had in
working with their public school counterparts, the following problem ar ;as
have surfaced

1: Programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some areas of the
country are not comparable in quality, scare and opportunity for participation
in piograms for publi-- school children.

2. Catholic school officials in some areas of the country are not involved in
the total planning process.

3. Programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some areas Jf the
country are not comparable in per pupil expenditure to per pupil expenditure
for rubric school children.

4 Local education agencies in many areas of the country are ineffective in
assuring that Catholic school children are receiving equitable benefits under
Title I.

These problems represent serious obstacles to the ',"!ective and equitable par.
ticipation (.! Catholic school children in Title I ,rams. Thus far, we have
been unable to resolve these issues administratively.

Congress has clearly indicated its :-.tention that nonp-iblic school children
share equitably in programs under this legislation. If this mandate is to have
its full effect, we recommend the following changes in Title I.

1. We feel that Title I must be amended to include a set-aside provision
which will ensure effective participation on an equitable basis for nonpublic
school children as mandated by Section 116.19 of that Title.

2. In addition, we feel that a by-pass provision ought to 'be added to Title I
which will enable.the U.S. OffIr.:e of Education to remedy situs.iions which can-
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not 4,e resolved locally. If a State education agency or a local education
agency is either unable or unwilling to provide services to nonpublic school
children on an effective and equitable basis, the law should grant the Office of
Education the necessary by-pass authority to provide these services to these
children directly or through some intermediary agency. The 1972 Report of the
National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children also
recommended addition of a bypass to Title I. I request permission to submit
pertinent sections of the Report for the record, Mr. Chairman.

3. To clarify the intent of the Law beyond reasonable question, we recom-
mend that a statement of equitability be written into Title I similar to the
statement included in the Emergency School Aid Act (P.L. 92-318).

4. To ensure the involvement of nonpublic school officials in the .;atal plan-
ning process, we endorse the recommendation el' the National Advis iry Council
concerning project applications and statistical report forms and urge you to
consider this recommendation as a proposal for amendment to the legislation.

Each of these points is detailed in the additional testimony which we have
submitted. These proposals are made on the basis of experience with outstand-
ing Title I successes as well as with disappointing failures. Cooperation often
occurs spontaneously in recognition of mutual interests Out sometimes it does
not. We urge you to consider these changes for the effect they will have in en-
suring that services are pr,,,ided by this Title to the educationally disadvan-
taged.

With me today are two of my mileagues who will provide further perspec-
tive on our experiences with Title I. Reverened Robert Clark, Superintendent
of Schools, Archdiocese of Chicago, will testify to the achievements of Title I
in that city. Louis DeFeo. General Counsel of the Missouri Catholic Con-
ference will address himself to Title I problems in Missouri.

We strongly support Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. This Title, more than any other, Ims made provision for the equitable
participation of Catholic school children and teachers. The average rate of
participation of nonpublic school children since 1965 has been 96.5 percent of
those eligible. Ninety-three percent of the 132 Catholic dioceses surveyed by
the Harvard Graduate School of Education projection in 1970 of The Effects
of Revenue Sharing and Block Grants on Education rated the educational im-
pact of Title II as "good" or "excellent," much higher than either Titles I or
III.

Title II has succeeded for nonpublic school children because adequate provi-
sions to ensure effective participation on an equitable basis were written into
the original legislation. If our participation in other programs were as fair
and unobstructed as it is in Title II prop: ns, our overall testimony today
would be unqualified praise for the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Considerable progress has been made by this Title, bul the task is far from
complete. Children are reading but books are limited, and books are still the
essence of a reading program. According to the Office of Education, 65% of
participating districts report insufficient library resources. The Director of
School Libraries of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia has testified before this
Committee `hat the present library book supply in Catholic schools there, in-
cluding old and worn books, is only 60% of the State standard and about 25%
of the accepted national standard. If this is an average figure. then many
schools, rresumabl; those located in the poorest areas, :Nave less than six
books per child.

The U.S. Catholic Confefence endorses the adequate funding of Title II. It
is estimated that if this Title were funded at $90 million for Fiscal Year 1973,
over 48 million elementary and secondary school students would benefit at-an
average expenditure of $1.86 per student. According to a U.S. Office of Educa-
tion estimate, such an expenditure would result in an increase of 2.5 million H-
brary resources and related materials avilable to children attending nonpublic
schools. The practical educational benefits of such an expenditure are very
great indeed.

Title III is a point of very serious concern among Catholic school educators.
From its inception. Catholic school children have not shared equitably. in the
benefits of Title III pfograms. Caltolic school educators feel that the general
concept of educational innovation, creativity and experimentation embodied in
this program gives an important thrust toward solution of many serious prob-
lems confronting them: However, the anticipated benefit of this Title for
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Catholic school children have not been adequately realized. The law must be
strengthened to provide for equitable and effective participation of Catholic
school children. Our position ,is reflected in some statistics for Catholic and
nonpublic participation.

In the 1970 Harvard study cited 'previously, the educational impact of Title
III was characterized as "poor" by over half of the 111 dioceses responding.
Thirty-nine percent judged the educational impact of this Title "good" and
only fiv,, percent "excellent." A survey which we conducted recently indicated
that about three-quarters of the Catholic school systems in the 'nation felt that
Title III should be legislatively strengthened.

The feelings expressed by our group of consulting educators were unani-
mous. If the law cannot be substantially amended to guarantee and assure
participation by nonpublic scho4.I pupils and teachers, then they have advised
us to recommend the deletion or Title III front the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.

This has been our experience with Title III programs notwithstanding the
1969 amendment to this Title by Congress wh:::11 included a by-pass provision.
Congress indicated a clear intention with this amendment Lut participation of
nonpublic school students has improved very little. There has been apparent
reluctance, in fact, on the part of the Office of Education to invoke this provi-
sion of the Law.

Given these circumstances, we recommend the following changes :
1, Language concerning nonpublic schools should generally be clarified. Non-

public schools should be described as partners in the planning, establishment
and implementation of Title III projects throughout the Title and not as "cul-
tural and educational resources" as it presently states.

2. An equitability statement should be written into this Title.
3. Nonpublic school officials should he permitted to initiate project applica-

tions through local .111.cation agencies although grants may be made only to
local education agencies. Such a provision would permit nonpublic schJel
officials to design projects to meet the educational needs of the children at-
tending their schools.

4. The Einctgency School Aid Act sets as a criterion for the approval of a
project application the degree to which the local education agency incorporates
the "total educational resources both -Imblic and nonpublic of the community to
be served." Title III should include a similar provision.

5. We support the concept of the State Advisory Council as provided for in
the legislation: to advise, review, recommend; evaluate, and report concerning
Title III activities in a given State. We do not, however, view State Advisory
Councils as substitutes for legislative guarantees of equitability.

Each of these recommendations is detailed in the testimony which we have
submitted.

Accompanying me today is Reverened Charles Patrick Laferty, 0.S.A., whe
will describe the results of hid, sta,.. which was commissioned by the Presi-
dent's National Advisory Council for 8unlementary Centers and Services, to
asses the involvement of nonpublic school children in Title III. Alo with me
are hir. Jerome Porath of the Archdiocese of St. Louis, Missouri, and Mr. Wil-
liam Cox, Research Assistant, Missouri Catholic Conference, who will describe
the recent situation involving use of the bypass and Mr. Francis Scholtz of ".":1ie
Diocese-of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, who will describe his experiences as a
member, of that State's Title III Advisory Council,

Title VII, the Pilingual Education Act, is the weakest of the titles in pro
viding for the participation of eligible children in nonpublic schools. According
to information obtained from the U.S. Office of Education, there are currently
213 projects funded under Titk,. VII. One hundred seventy-eight of the:::" proj-
ects serve 105.708 public school children exclusively. The thirty-five additional
projects include 3.755 children who attend nonpublic schools.

These figures are discouraging in view of the clear obligadons of the Corn-
missior er of Education and the local education agencies to ensure the partici-
pation of nonpublic school children. The language of the Act states that non-
public school officials must be involved in the planning of the projects. It also
states that the Commissioner may approve prOjects only if provision has been
made for the participation of eligible nonpnblic school children.

In the project grant applications used by the Office of Education, applicants
are requested to provide full information concerning the numbers and expected
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participation of lona' nonpublic school children. Of the 213 applications ap-
proved for project grants under Title VII by the Office of Education, 178 do
oqt contain the requested information relating tt, nonpublic school children.
,iearly, nonpublic school -fficials were not involved in the planning of these
projects and it would appear that the local education agencies have no inten-
tion of providing for the participation of these children.

This desregavd for clear and specific provisions of Title VII on the part of
local e,.eation agencies and the Office of Education llas prevented effective
participation on an equitable basis in the program of many thousands of non-
public school children. The intent of Congress to provide for the effective and
equitable participation of nonpublic school children in these projects has nei-
ther been seriously implemented by local education agencies, nor reasonably
protected by the U.S. Office of Education.

We ask that Congressional action be taken to relieve this indifference to
nonpublic school children and to the expressed will of Congress. The following
changes in Title VII are recommended by the U.S. Catholic Conference.

1. The equitable participation of nonpublic school children should be man-
dated even more clearly by the law in the planning, establishment and imple-
mentation of Title. VII projects.

2. A statement of equitability should he included in this legislation.
3. Congress should require that the Commissioner of Education make an an-

nual accounting to appropriate Committees of the Congress concerning the use
of Title VII funds. This accounting should include a separate statement of the
amount of funds expended on children attending nonpublic schools and the ex-
tent of the participation of these children.

4. The law governing project applications for grants under Title VII should
include criteria which provide stronger assurances that the applicants have
made provision for effective participation on an equitable basis for children at.-
tending nonpublic schools.

4 We also recommend that Congress redefine a low income family und sr
this Title to make it consistent with the definition of a low income family in
the proposed Title I amendment.

Each of these recommendations is detailed in our additional testimony.
Title VIII also funds l')rograms through direct application to the Office of

Education. These are the Dropout Prevention and Nutrition and Health Dem-
onstration Projects. Although we do not have figures for the 'partl"ipation of
nonpublic school children in programs under this Title, we feel that these chil-
dren have rot been adequately provided for in the implementation of the pro-
grams. We request that you consider changes in this Title to provide for the
effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school children in
these programs.

That concludes my presentation of our experienes with the various, pro-
grams of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and our recommenda-
tions for legislative action. I would like to reemphasize our basic and firm sup -
sort for the continuation of the Act. Although our participation has been
unsatisfactory in some areas and very poor in a few respects; much educa-
tional benefit for children, especially disadvantaged children, has resulted from
this legislation. This is an appropriate instrument for this nation to use in
solving some of its most troublesome problems. It should be continued and it
should be adequately funded. Our recommendations -have been made with a
desire to ensure that the maximum benefit is derived from these programs. I
feel that our objectives with respect to this Act are mutual and that these
suggestions will assist its 'effective implementation.

Many of the problems I have described have persisted despite close attention
given them by Congress. On several occasions in testimony before this and
other Congressional Committees, Mr. Chairman, we ha e. recommended the
appointment of a policy-level nonpublic school official In the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation. A similar, recommendations has been made by the President's Panel on
Nonpublic Education. Such' an official would provide liaison .betWeen nonpublic
schools and the Federal government. He would establish a system of monitor-
ing nonpublic school participation in Federal education programs and would
help to establish the necessary attitudinal climate to ensure that the participa-
tion of nonpublic school children in Federal education programs is effective
and equitable. Nonpublic school students would then have an advocate within
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the Federal structure which they do not now have despite the legislated eligi-
bility of nonpublic school students for participation in many programs.

In December, 1972, the Office of Education issued a policy statement to Chief
State School Officers and Nonpublic School Administrators urging steps to
ensure equitable participation of nonpublic school students in Federal pro-
grams for which they are .eligible. I would like to submit this statement fur
the record. Mr. Chairman.

It says in part that the "U.S. Office of Edtmation has a responsibility to
assure that the benefits of all programs for which nonpublic school children
are eligible are made fully available to such children."

We applaud this effort, however modest. We hope that the Office of Educa-
tion will take seriously its determination, as it says in this memorandum "to
achieve that degree of participation of eligible nonpublic school students
which is required by law." We hope that further steps will follow in this
di rection.

Several final comments, if you will, Mr. Chairmatt. We ate pleased to note
that I 1.R. 16, the School Finance Act of 1073, contains standards for the effec-
tive participation of nonpublic school children on an equitable basis in this
expaAded Federal aid program. The provisions of H.R. 16 concerning the effec-
tive participation of these children are excellent. These provisions include
equal counting of children attemliog nonpublic schools in. allocating funds to
the States: setting aside by each State of funds received on account of these
children ; provision- for a by-pass mechanism in the event any State is unable
or unwilling to comply with these provisions, and expenditure of these funds
by the States fur secular, neutral and nonideolog,ical services, materials and
wpdpment for these children. t

We are very pleased to have these provisions in this bill. We hope that the
Administration does as line a job in drafting- its education revenue sharing
proposal us you have done: Mr. Chairman,in drafting H.R. 16. We also hope
and trust that the principles with respect to nonpublic school children which
are contained in H.R. 16 will be used by this Committee in drafting a bill fur
the continuance of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

In this regard, we would like to call the attention of the Committee to the
diserhninalhin by exclusion of nonpublic school children in the present impaet
aid legislation P.L.( 81--87-1). We suggest that the same standards which have
been applied for nonpublic school children in

w.H.R.
10 be included in any exten-.

sion or revision or this legislation. This would include counting nonpnblie
school children equally ; setting aside of funds received on account of non-
public school children by- the States; provision for a by-pass mechanism in the
evott the Slates were unable or unwilling to comply With these provisions, and
expenditure of these funds fur the provision of secular, neutral. or nonideologi-
cal services, materials and equipment for these children.

Children of Federally- connected families in nonpublic schools should be
counted and should benefit equally with such children in public schools, subject
to the limitations imposed by the Supreme Court. The inequities in the present
legislation are clearly seen by those most affected, the porputs. of such children
in nonpublic schools. Our support for legislation of this type must he founded
on equitable treatment of nonpublic school children in its provisions,

We are not able to comment in detail on education revenue sharing at this
time, since legislation has not yet been introduced in this Session of Congress.
However: we have prepared an evaluation of the education revenue sharing
Act of the Ninety- Second Congress; including our oh:let:Claus to its provisions. I
would like to submit that evalttt_on for the record. at this time, Mr. Chairman.

We have also suggested improvements in the Education Revenue Sharing
Act of the Ninety-Second Congress to the Deportment of Health, Education,
and Welfare. Our recommendations include the following provisions:

1. Children ottenping nonpublic schools'should be counted equally in allotting
funds to the States',

2. Each State should set aside funds received. on account of these children
and use them for the benefit of these children.

3. There sheuld be a bypass mechanism in the event a State is unable or
unwilling to comply with these provisions.

4. Federal funds should be expended -for these children for the provision of
secular, neutral and ideological services, materials and equipment.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for providing this opportunity to tes-

15- 545-73p t, 2-13
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tify before the Copnittee. My colleagues Messrs. Duffy and Considine. and I

%in be ham*. to answer any question that ell her you or t he IN fenthe rs oC Ilse
Committee may have

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD R. D'ALESSIO, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, 'TNITED
STATES CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Dr. VALI:sm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here this morning to present our views concerning the extension of
the Elementary and Secondary Act.

I am Dr. Edward IrAlessio, director of Division of Elementary
Mid Secondary Education of the United States Catholic Conference.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the U.S. Catholic Conference is the
executive agency of the Catholic Bishops of the United States. This
morning I am speaking for the Catholic school community, inclining
about 4 million young children attending approximately 11,000
schools. My statement hopefully will be brief and to the point.

Several of my colleagues have accompanied me today and they
will speak more drectly of the matters I will bring to your atten-
tion. I have alsb snbmitted a more detailed statement which you
have already approved for the record.

At this time I would like to request that the statements of my col-
leagues also be entered into the record.

Catholic schools- have been most Commonly located in urban areas
in the past and this remains largely true today. About 50 percent of
all Catholic schools are located in urban and inner city areas. Nearly
500,000 students are enrolled in Catholic schools in inner city areas
where there are heavy concentrations of .educationally disadvantaged
children.

Also, Mr. Chairman, in the Nation's 20 largest cities, two out of
&very four children enrolled in non-public schools are enrolled in
non-public schools and 80 percent of these children are enrolled in
Catholic schools.

Catholic leaders have expressed a commitment to continue and
endeavor to expand the service to nonpublic school students pro-
vided by these schools. The American Catholic Bishops recently said
that "education is a basic.need in our society, yet schooling available
to the poor is inadequate. Cathlic school systems at all must
redouble their efforts, in the face of changing social patterns and
despite their own multiple problems, to meet. the current crisis."

The educational and moral leadership exercised by Congress and
by this committee under your guidance, Mr. Chairman, accords with
otir idea also of service and commitment to a greater opportunity
for social justice through equal educational opportunity.

We are here today in an effort to further these goals which we feel
have much in common with the goals of ESEA. This legislation is a
significant part of the national effort to aid the educationally disad-
vantaged and important to the Nation's future well-being.

We feel deeply the need for more adequate .furidng for the act,
especially for those titles directed toward the educationally disad-
vantaged. ESEA is an effective instrument in providing for these
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needs. In testifying before this committee in 1969, the U.S. Catholic
Conference strongly supported this act. Today we reaffirm that sup-
port.

At the same time, we presented for your consideratitm a number
of problems concerning the efIctive participation On Ill equitable
13a5is of nonpublic. schoolchildren in these programs. Many Of these
difficulties, Mr. Chairman, l 1111 in today.

As you are ;11111,, sonic of the titles of the legislation are adminis-
tered from State and local levels and some are administered from
the, U.S. Office of Education. We have laid positive and less than
positive experiences with both types of programs. -We have worked
eonscientionsly and sincerely with local State and national officials
who are charged with responsibility for the implementation of these
programs.

We have attempted to remedy at these levels the difficulties which
have prevented effective participation. of Catholic school children on
111 equitable basis in programs wider all titles of this act; we have
proceeded with the:understanding that it was clenrly the intent of
the Congress that these children participate effectively in these, pro-
grams. We are now reporting on our difficulties to you and we pre-
senting our revommendations. The recommendations have been
arrived at, first, through our experiences with ESEA at the national
level and, second, through consultation with a. broad-based group of
Catholic school administrators who are attempting to facilitate this
participation at both State and local levels. Some of these adminis-
trators are accompanying me today and will speak to you later.

Chairman PiatitixS. Let me interrupt you at this time. Mr.
O'Hara and myself have an appointment to appear before the Sub-
committee on Appropriations, on the student assistance program,
regarding educational optrtiVity grants. The supplemental grants
for NDEA loans and so forth are added into the appropriations bill.

It will be necessary for me to leave at this time, but I will return
and I have several questions that I want to propound about the-allo-
cation of funds in the extension of ESEA and get your views along
that line.

In my absence, I am going- to ask the gentlemean on my right to
continue the hearings. Go right ahead.

M r. Fousrrp (presiding,) Proceed.
Dr. D'ALEssio. Thank you. Title I, which is aimed at correcting

the injustices of educationally disadvantaged. has been a great value
to children in Catholic schools. Congress should not permit any
departure of effort from this area. Serious problems exist for Catho-
lic school children in many parts of the country who are eligible to
participate in these programs._ But they are often. unable to partici-
pate effectively and equitably.

With due consideration for the many excelldnt experiences Catho-
lic school administrators have, had in working with their public
school counterparts, the following problem areas have surfaced :.

First, programs- for Catholic school children and teachers in some
areas of the country aro not comparable in quality, scope, and
opportunity for pal ticipation in title I programs.

Second; Catholic school officials in some areas of the country have
not beeifinvolved in the total planning process.
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Third, programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some
areas of the country are not comparable in per- pupil expenditure as
compared to the per-pupil expenditure for title I programs in public
schools.

Fourth, local education agencies in many areas of the country are
insuringin insurin that Catholic school children are receiving

equitable benefits 'meet. title I.
These problems, Mr. Chairman, represent serious obStacles to the

effective and equitable participation of Catholic school children in
title I pregrams.

Congress has clearly indicated its intention that nonpublic school-
children share equitably in programs under this legislation. If this
mandate is to have. its full effect, we recommend the following
changes in ESEA. title I;

First, we feel that title I must be amended to include a set-aside
provision which would insure effective participation on an equitable
basiS for nonpublic schoolchildren..

Secondly, we feel that a bypass provision ought to be added to
title I which would enable the U.S. Office of Education to rer.edy
situations which could not be resolved either at the State or local
levels. The "1972 Report of the National Advisory Council on the
Education of Disadvantaged Children" also recommended the addi-
tion of a bypass to title I.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I request permission to submit perti-
nent sections of that report for the record.

Mr. FonsyrnE, Without objections, it is so ordered.
[The report referred to follows:]

Excrarrs Fuom ItEeoar or rum PusrolixTs NATIONAL ADVISORY CouNctr.
ON Ins EDUCATION or Tile, DISADVANTAGED

TI15 PRIVATE: scnooLs

In 1960 this Council devoted a major portion of its .Pourth Annual Report to
the participation of nonpublic school children in title I programs. The report
highlighted several problems at the Federal, State, and" local levels and made
several specific recommendations that v.ould i aire that the mandate for such
participation (section MAO) would be administeyed to afford equal opportu-
nity for participation to eligible children enrolled hi nonpublic schools.

The Council reviewed this regulation and its administration again this year,
consulting extensively with public and nonpublic school nfiicials, at all levels.
On the basis of this review, the Council has concluded that, v Idle there has
been marked improvement in administration of this provision of the lawespe-
cially at the Federal levelthere remain many administrative problems at the
LEA. level which still impede proper compliance with the law, and in fact,
reduce the chances of participation for many eligible children, solely because
they attend nonpublic schools.

The Council emphasizes " administrative problems" because there appears to
be remarkable consensus that the congressional mandate in the law gives ade-
quate direction and scope to administrators at all levels in both sectors, and
that only limited changes in the legislation itself (specified below) need be rec-
ommended in order to improve the participation of nonpublic school children.
Legislative Provisions

While there is evidence of improvement in most States in the acceptance
and implementation of this provision by the public education agencies legally

Although the legislation refers to these participants as children attending the
"private schools." many documents do not. The terms "private" and "nonpublic' are
used herein interchangeably with the preferred usage being "private schools," for com-
putability with the regulations.
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responsible for administering it, there nevertheless remain many instances in
which provisions of State constitutions or administrative policies of State or
local agencies effectively or completely prevent equitable participation.

In view of the wide disparity among States in this regard and resulting in-
equities in opportunity and partkipation -by nonpublic school children, the
Council recommends that section 143 of title I be amended to incorporate a
"bypass" Mechanism, similar to title III ESEA, section 307 f (1-2).

(f) (1) In any State which has a State plan approved under section
305(c) and in which no State agency is authorized by law to provide,
or in which there is a substantial failure to provide, for effective par
titivation on an equitable basis in programs authorized by this title by
children .enrolled in any one or more private elementary or secondary
schools of such State in the area or areas served by such programs, the
Commissioner shall arrange for It (.2 provision, on an equitable basis. of
such programsand shall pay the costs thereof for any fiscal year out of
that State's allotment. The Commissioner may arrange for such programs
through contracts with institutions of higher education, or other competent
nonprofit institutions or Organizations.

(2) In determining the amount to be withheld from any State's allot-
ment for the provision of such programs, the Commissioner shall tale into
account the ie111ber of children and teachers in the area or areas served
by such programs who are excluded from participation therein and who,
except for such exclusion, might reasonably have been expected to partici-
pate.

The Council has studied the other bypasS provisions already a vailabk iaa
ESEA and concurs with private school practitioners that this is the most
inclusive and most sophisticated provision for this purpose.
Planning and Evaluation

In its Fourth Annual Report (1009) this Connell emphasized the need for
nonpublic school officials to be involved in the planning and evaluation of title
I programs designed to serve disadvantaged children enrolled in nonpublic
schools. '17he Office of Education regulations are now more explicit ill requiring
public school officials to consult: "with persons knowledgeable of the needs of
these private school children and awigned a consultative role to private school
`authorities' and private school officials." The Office of Education's recently
released handbook Participation of Private School Viti/drot includes at section
on the "Role of the Private School Administrator" which states, in part :

"The 'regulations regard consultation with private school representatives as
something apart from meetings with advisory Conimittees or parent cinincils.
The consultation with private school representatives would he of a detailed
and technical nature, getting into the areas of diagnosis, needs assessment,
evaluation design, etc. The results of this type of consultation would be
brought to an advisory committee or parent council, consequently the inclusion
of a private school representative on all adv;:mry committee or a parent coun-
cil does not automatically insure compliance."

This stress on the involvement of nonpublic school officials in planning is an
excellent addition to the earlier Federal guidelines lhat the disregard of these
institutions in a number of States leads the Council to recommend .a careful
check on compliance. It is suggested that project 'applications and statistical
report forms be revised so that the local education agencies must gemonstrate
the involvement of private school officials in the planning of programs to serve
disadvantaged children in nonpublic schools and in the collection and reporting
of data for evaluating programs. It is also recommended that the project
application include a provision by which designated nonpublic school authori-
ties will verify and concur in the data presented and the planning and pro-
gram provisions of the application. The requirement et this "signoff" provision
should greatly increase the participatiOn of nonpublic school officials in plan-
ning and evaluation of projects.

The Council believes that the participation of nonpublic school children
would be improved if the regulations encouraged or required the establishment
of State advisory councils on which representatives from the nonpublic schools
would be included.

A further recommendation. for improving State and local compliance with
the regulations and guidelines is to establish appropriate review andcomplaint
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procedures %Olen noncompliance by a State or local education agency is alleged.
Presently, there is no recourses for the nonpublic schold administrators who
allege noncompliance.
State :UM:wilts and Aronamblic.Schoor Eligible Children

A State receives its title I allotment based upon the number of children who
qualify under a given legislated ptwerty formuhi. At this point, the Slate cdn-
cation agency does not know how many eligible children attend 110111)1110k
schools.

After receiving its alhitment, the State must then distribute the funds
according to applicators from LEA's which send it legal, qualifying proposals.
It is at this point that a determination of the number of nonpublic school eli-
gible children should be made.

For example. in New York shift., all children are tested on the Pupil Evalua-
tion Program (PEP) testing instrument, and receive a staninerathig in the
3d, 6th, and 9th grades. New York State determines that any child below the
4th stanitte is educationally disadvantaged.- Ten to 1.1 percent of all children
in the State who have been determined in this manner to be disadvantaged
attend nonpublic schools.

The Areltidiocese of New York has taken this one step further. In 1070-',1
they sampled 25 percent of the children in New York City who live in the
sharply delineated poverty area. Bused upon the. PEP test results, 7.7 percent
of these children attended the nonpublic schools in New York City. Again in
1971-72, they surveyed all the students in the poverty area using the PEP
scores, and had received 75 percent response to date. Again, 7.7 percent of the
eligible children (according to this determination) are enrolled in the non-
public schools.

New York City gives 5.(i percent or $7 nii111011 of Service to the nonpublic
school eligible children, a full $3 million less than 7.7 percent of the city fund-
ing allotment would provide. An increase of 50 percent would enhance immeas-
urably the opportunity for the title I-eligible children attending nonpublic
schools in New York City. The loss of the $3 million to the city's title I
budget would represent a loss of 2.1 percent and would have an effect, but not
as dramatic an effect as the nouptiblic schools envision.

The NACEDC recommends that all LEA's should, in their needs assessment,
determine, according to the poverty formula and sonic other educational stand-
ard, the educationally disadvantaged children attending their nonpublic
schools.

The NACEDC recommends further that these statistics on nonpublic school
enrollments be applied to the determination of the title I application from the
public school district,' so that nonpublic school children receive au equitable
share of services based upon the proportion ofnonpublic school children to the
total number of eligible children in the district.
Improving Practical Opportunity far Participation

In several circumstances, it is difficult if not impossible to provide title I
services to disadvantaged children enrolled in nonpublic fielviols. In some eases,
the entitlement of a local education agency is inadequate to support a substan-
tial program. Also, eligible children are too few in number in any one school
site to justify a substantial "target school" program. There are also cases in
which a significant number of eligible children attend nonpublic schools outside
the boundaries of the local education agency.

The NACEDC recommends that DCE implement an equitable and workable
solution to this problem to be effective at the start of fiscal year 1973.

ru 1009 the Council reported that "private school children often participate
in programs only a few hours each nionth, and in programs not designed for
their special needs.". The more comprehensive and systematic involvement of
nonpublic school officials as recommended above should greatly improve this
situation.

The NACEDC recommends that services to disadvantaged children enrolled
in nonpublic schools be provided in a manner and location most appropriate to
the nature of the prograM.and to the pOpnlation to lie served.
Reporting and Dissemination

As previously noted, the Office of Education has recently. published a hand-
book for State and local school Officials entitled Participation of Private .Scheel

This would mean that the child 1.gs behind his class by 1 to 3 years in achievement.
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Children. This is a great step forward in following' the recommendation of this
Council in 1969 that "the Office of Education put into one updated document
regulations and requirements on the participation of nonpublic school children
in the various aspects of the title I program."

A related 11-olninndation in the 1969 repot "that the Office of Education
disseminate examples of programs of successful participation of nonpublic
school. 'midis" has not yet been implemented. The Council considers this an
important way foeus attention on promising practices rather than to restrict
concern to the formai requirements of the law. To be most effective, this dis-
semination should include seminars and %vorkslrops as well as written descrip-
tions of programs.

This would overcome the persistent problem faced by public school ndtuiuis-
trators baffled by their inability to plan useful title I projects for
disadvantaged children attending nonpublic schools. Such inability is oftoe due
not to incompetence, but to confusion about the network of laws; and regula-
tions governing aid to children enrolled in private schools.

As the preface states in the new Office of Education handbook: "The provi-
sion Of services for children enrolled in private selnads called for a whole new
set of relationships, both administrative and programmatic, to he established'
and maintained. At the outset, no one really knew 0 'hest way' to implement
the law as it affected private school children."

The handbook not only contains a compilation under one cover of the
excerpts from tin law relevant to serving disadvantaged children carolled in
nonpublie schools, aml the regulations and guidelines that pertain to their pa-
ticipation (with a brief explanation of these -provisions), but also outlines
some of the problems eucomitered at State and local levels and some possible
solutions including suggested procedures in project development to create
opportunities for meaningful participation. If the distribution of this helpful
handbook can be followed by seminars and workshops, the Council believes
that the development of meaningful progrruus for nonpublic school el 1dreu
and their participation in them will he greatly improved.
Constitutionality

First, the Council would like to begin this section of the report Ivith the
statement that at no time is title I nwney turned over to nonpublic school
administrators. This is in direct observance of numerous lows, including the
constituti.mal amendment, governing separation of chnrch and state.

The Council would like to point out that many of the legal and constitu-
tional obstacles to State administration of title I for nonpublic school children
have been overcome. Many State and Nand education agencies found severe
restrictions with respect to their respective State constitutions and statutes
and the application of title I to nonpublic school children. Note that while
State constitutions and statutes restrict', the options available to provide serv-
ices to eligible nonpublic school children, this, in fact, does not reliee that
agency of its legal- responsibility to approve title I applications %vhich meet
requirements set forth in Federal law, regulations, and gulleliztes.

In order to receive title I funds, the State Attorney ,ieneral must sign an
assurance to the U.S. Commissiouer of Education stating that all title I regu-
lations will be observed, even if they conflict with State law. Yet with respect
to three StatesMissouri, Nebraska, and Oklahomathe Office of Education is
aware of noncompliance %vith the regulations section 116.19, on service to chil-
dren enrolled in nominblic schools, and no enforcement action has been initi-
ated.

The Council recommends that any State which is not in compliance with sec-
tion 116.19 be informed of the Commissioners intention to enforce the law, by
the cud of fiscal year 1972.
Co/tear:Eon

The council believes that the guidelines and reglations as they affect the
nonpublic school child are generally well-defined, Workable, and meaningful.
The breakdown comes in the interpretation and enforcement of the guidelines.
This is the area needing improvement.

The main puriMSe of our effort is to develop implementation at the local and
State levels in order to 'meet the requirements of the law and to enable the
children in the nonpublic schools to get the services that they need and' that
they are entitled to receive under title I..
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We hope that the above recommendations, achi.ved in concert with partici-
pation of private school i,ractitioners at a NACEDC conference in Chicago in
early January 1972, will begin to remedy an obvious weak link in the adminis-
tration of title I. We also hope that participation we have encouraged among
the private school administrators will not cease with the _Chicago meeting. but
continue throughout the year, so that it may illumine for us the difficulties
administrators face in providing day-to-day services_ to disadVantaged children
in a most dedicated and appreciated way.

!Dr. D'ALEssio. Thirdly, to clarify the intent of the law beyond
reasonable question. we recommend that a statement of equitability
be written into title I, similar to that included in ESAA.

Fourthly. to insure the involvement -of nonpublic-school officials in
the total planning process, we endorse the recommendations of the
National Advisory Council concerning project applications and sta-
tistical report forms.

Each of these points is detailed in the additional testimony Which
we have submitted. -These proposals, and let me reiterate this point,
Mr. Chairman, are made on the basis of experienceS both with out-
standing title I successes, as well as with instances of inequitable
t rea hnent.

We urge you to consider these changes for the effect they will
haVe in insuring that services are provided by this title to the educa-
tionally disadvantaged.

With me today are three of my colleagues who will provide fur-
ther perspective on our experiences with title. I. They are Reverend
Robert Clark crsuperintendent of schools, archdiocese of Chicago;
Mr. Louis DeFeo, and Mr. Jerome Porath, both of Missouri, who
will address themselves to the title I problems in that particular
State.

We strongly support title II of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. This title more than any other has made provisions
for the equitable participation of Catholic school children and teach-
ers. The average rate of participation of non-public-school children
in this title since 1965 has been in excess of 96 percent of those eligi-
ble.

It is significant to note, Mr. Chairman, that 93 percent of the
Catholic dioceses surveyed in a comprehensive study made in 1970
rated the educational impact of title II as good or excellent.

Title II has succeeded for nonpublic school children because ade-
quate provisions to insure effective participation on an equitable
basis were written into the original legislation. If our participation
in other programs were as fair and unobstructed as it is in title, II
programs, Onr overall testimony today, Mr. Chairman, would be
unqualified praise for.ESEA.

Considerable progress has been made by this title but books are
limited and books are still the essence of a reading program.
According to the U.S. Office of Education, 65 percent of participat-
ing districts still report insufficient library resources. The U.S. Cath-
olic conference endorses the adequate funding of title II.

As indicated in our submitted testimony, the practical educational
benefits of this expenditure would beyerfgreat indeed.

Title III is a point of very serious concern among Catl.olic school
educators, Mr. Chairman: From its inception Catholic school chil-
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droll lave not shared equitably in the benefits of Title II_ I programs.
Catholic school educators feel that Cte general concepts embodied in
this program give an important thrust toward solution of many of
the serious educational problems confronting education in the
United States.

However, the anticipated benefits of this title for Catholic school
children have net been adequately realized. A survey which we con-
ducted recently indicated that about three-quarters of the Catholic
school systems in the nation felt that. title III should be legislatively
streiu

The feelings expressed by our group of consulting educators were
unaniinons. if the law cannot be substantially amended to guarantee
and assure participation by nonpublic-school pupils and teachers.
then they have advised us to recommend the deletion of title III
from ESE A.

This has been our experience with title HI programs, notwith-
standing the 1909 amendment to this title by Congress, which
included a by-pass provision. Congress indicated a "clear intention
with this amendment, but participation of nonpublic-school students
has improved very little.

There has been apparent reluctance on the part of the Office of
Education to invoke this provision of the law.

Given these circumstances, we recommend the following changes:
One, language concerning nonpublic-schools should generally be

clarified. Nonpublic- schools should be described as partners in the
planning establishment and implementation of title III projects
throughout the title and not, as cultural and educational resources
as it presently states.

Second, an equitability statement should be written into this title
Third, nonpublid-school officials should be permitted to initiate_

project applications through local educational agencies althongh
grants may be made only to local educational agencies.

Fourth, the Emergency School Aid Act sets, as a criterion for
approval of a project application the degree to which the local edu-
cational agency incorporates the total educational resources both
public and nonpublic of the community to be served. Title III
should include a similar provision.

Fifth, we support the concept of the State Advisory Council as
provided for in this legislation. We do not, hoWever, view State
advisory councils as substitutes for legislative guarantees of .equita-
bility.

Each of these recommendations, Mr. Chairman, is detailed in the
testimony we have submitted.

Accompanying me today is Reverend Charles Patrick Laferty,
OSA. who will describe results of his study of the iivolvement of
nonpnblic-school children in title III.

At this, time I would request permission to submit Dr. Laferty's
study for the record.

Mr. BELL (presiding). Without objection, it is so ordered.
[_The study referred to follows:]
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AN ASSESSMENT OF IIE INVOLVEMENT OF NONPUBLIC SC1100I. CHILDREN IN
TITLE 111 l'itibmers or Tun ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY F.:oil:CATION ACT

DISCLAI Eli

This st 1 ry I lie IteVerend ries P. I.rt fully. Villa liora Alonristery. Vi
nova. Peans,ylvania 13OS5. a graduate student at the l'at Indic I 'Iliven.ity of
A iprica, Washington. 17.C.. A-as developed MON' the sponsorship of filo
Nat it I Advisory Croun il on Supplementary Centers and Services. Points of
vic.w or opinions expressed In' re ill do not necessarily represent the viewpoint
of the Nol iona I Advisory t'onncil t he t7nited States °dive if Ethicatiou.

TABLE 2.PARTICIPATION OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN IN TITLE III PROJECTS AS PERCENT DEVIATION
FROM ACTUAL STUDENT POPULATION RATIOS IN THE PROJECT AREA (FROM 478 PROJECT SAMPLE)

Deviations

LEA
Under
50,000

LEA
50,000

or over All LEA

None 21.7 26.4 23, 4
0 to 5 percent below 13.2 18.4 15.1
5 to 10 percent below 6.6 12.6 8.8
10 to 25 percent below 7. 2 5.0 6. 3
100 percent below (no NPSC par.) 39. 0 21.6 32.6
No data given for PSf../NPSC_ 12.5 15, 8 13. 8

Total 100.0 100.0

Discounting disproportions less than five percent. 38.5 percent of the project S
liave proportionate participation by noupublly school children. 1:1.I percent of
t he projects have significantly lower participation toy nonpublic school children
than student populations in the project area indicate as proportional. This
figure is slightly (1 7.117, ) higher in high density I,FlAs. wherein most nonpublic
schools are locrit Pd.

The athSeuce of 51117' nonpublic school children participation in Title III proj-
ects was 1'P1101101 by 32.91 percent of project directors. while an additional :13.
percent gave no numerical data for either public school children or nonpublic
school children. a ermildited total of 411.4 percent of the returns. The reasons
for 1111(' of any nonpublic school children participation is indicated li the
following table.

TABLE 3.REASONS FOR LACK OF ANY PARTICIPATION IN TITLE III PROJECTS BY NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN

Number
of

projects percr.mt

Percent
of all

projects
cam*

Na NPS in LEA 62 37 17
State constitution restrictions 9 4 2
No NPS interest 38 17 8
Restrictive type at project d4 20 9
Project uesigned for PS nary 49 22 10

Total 222 100 46

ESEA legislation in 1965 climaxed many years of dialogue elirreted toward
the reform of the nation's schools, Title the role. in Ihk legislation. of
generating Innovative rind exemplary programs, in a local context, for all
school children.

The research reported here assesses the involvement of nonpublic school chil-
dren in the Title III venture.

NUMERICAL PROPORTION' OF NONPiliLle SCI1001. CIIILDRES PARTICIPATION

During 1970. the year for Which this research was ,:.on(Incted, 49,924,741 chil-
dren attended the nation's elementary and secondar schools: of that number
5.7211,1611, or 11.11 percent, attended nonpuldie schools, Sixty-five percent of all
school children had the opporta;;ity to share-in Title III projects in some
manner, 22 percent in a direct manner.
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TABLE 1. STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN ESEA TITLE III NATIONALLY

Direct Indirect Total Percent

Public school children .... 10. 169.724 ;8. 936. 037 29. 096. 761 89.7
Nonpublic school children

All schoolchildren.....

1,

11,

185,

317,

794

518

2,

21,

180,

116.

371

438

3.3u7,

32, 403,

165

026

10.3

100. 0

'1:0-test these figures a questionnaire was sent to fill project directors of the
1:11:in projects active to FY 1970.1 Five hundred and fortyy-four. or S9 percent,
of the project directors responded.- The hnsic iliftiwitiml sought was :1 cow.'
!Ittrison of participation by laildie school children and nonpublic school
droll. The replies recieved represent '37 Percent. of all funded 1970 111
projects and :35 percent of all school children directly involved in ydro."-ct.-..

Participant figures representing Title III projects. obtained rout queslion-
Inlire return,11 0011111;11.11 1%1111 actual 11011111:111011 ruins of Vt1:1111e 111111 11011-
1:111ilit srhooi (1111111'111 :11111 all. 1IiOl1141 below 111 (0111:: lit OVIVV111 (11.1:1111111 of
the project directors' responses to the actual impala( bri

The lirst reason is no way involves a feel: of v legislative by-
pass is a ready reoose for the restrictive st.1:0 ons:itutions of the second
reason. Iteasoll three. while it raises questio of equity anti effectiveness. as
accepted at face rabic,.

Oroup font* (restrictive type of project) incIndes projects fur vilich a sepa-
rate count of publie selioni children ainl nonpublic school children was And
kept : some Special l;;(lticalion projects. l'reschool projects. certain centers.
.Again. equity or effectiveness of participation may be questioned. but no clear
evidence of exclusion of nommblic school children is given.

LOranp five, lio%vever. does provide evidence of exclusion: projects designed
for public schools only. Snell projects include: Technical Education Pilot- Stud-
ies. ine-School l'itot Studies, Special Age-Group Programs and S11111e
F,dantition l'rojects.

In summary, the niunlvAr or projects tvlticlt show a lack of prolotionate par-
licipati(111 11f tomIntlilic school children include:

TABLE 4.PROJECTS WITH A LACK OF PROPORTIONATE PARTICIPATION BY NOVUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN
OF 478 PROJECTS SAMPLED

LEA under 50,000 LEA over 50,000 ALL LEA

Number of Number et Number of
projects Percent projects Percent projects Percent

10 to 25 percent below actual population 42 13. 8 30 17. 6 72 15. 1
Projects designed for PS only. _ ..... 35 11.5 I4 8.0 49 10.3

Total 77 25.3 44 25.6 121 25.4

One project in four. involving some 841.791 nonpublic school children, shows
a significant Inch of participation of these children.

It'Poomiiicndation 1I'rojeet, proposals should indicate in clearer detail the
planning, and operational involvement of the itoupithl:c school sector.

Itcormisitandation. 2.Pilot .holy type projects should include, in their pro-
posal, details of applicability to all schools in the LEA involved.

Analysis of project directors' &alt by regi011s reveals the following:

TABLE 5.REGIONAL PARTICIPATION OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN IN TITLE III EXPRESSED AS PERCENT
DEVIATION FR3All ACTUAL sTLI)ENT P3 ?JLATION RATIOS

Percent

North Atlantic States. 7.3
Midwest and Plain States 3.1
Southeast States 2.i.
Southwest and West States 3
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Greater negatie deviations occur iti the Still ($.; N,..011 the ltrgliest number of
noupullie school children. the North Atianti,. r::irri(lot :11111 the mithvest urban
centers.

eatifererice rof ntllri;0:: i li {i111iIit
SCIII It I! systvtn.,..4 frolrl int.trf.int.,;1.,11 a vvits of high nonpublic

mdritol rInlrllen density conad ;.'irIrl :1 prof for hi revise regulations
and promote legislation for fuller nonpublic 't-t Imo! children 1.110 ivipal ion ill
'Title i

Projects hers sA lied into nine types :

TABLE 6.PROJECTS BY TYPES WITH PERCENT OF TO f AL SAMPLE INDICATED

Percent of
total sampl e

Institutional improvement_ 4. 8
Personnel and instruction._ . 5. 2
Curriculum 20.6
Technolagv. 3.9
Community involvement_ ._ ... . . ..... . . 8. 6
Service/demonstration centers 33. 3
Special education_ ... ., 12. 5
Research and planniitg.. .9
Pupil services 10.0

The highest deviations for it poporronate participation of nonpublic school
elli'd ren were in three types of projects: Technology (16.(;%). eurrienlum

and Persolowl aml Instructiim (1 2.0). Reasons for this dominance
are: tinitvailability of technieal eiplipment on nonpublic school property;

of unnpulllc school children to share in Title III projects at public
school locatiote-i during regular school hours: lack of source Of compensation
for nonpublic school stall: for personnel training in terms of released film com-
pensation.

leccommeridation /ow should lie :intended to permit the storage 1111(1
use of certain project erplilnilent On 110111/11/Ilie school ProllPri-Y. iu a wanner
analogous to Title TI.

llecfmrinenliation 5.-21.1te law should he amended to permit compensation for
staff released time for Tionpublie school personnel on the same basis as public

. school persintliel. "Nis would give a More positive thrust that the funds pro-
mote "iptiovittions ill a local contest."

Nonpublic school officials. in response to a questionnaire sent to them opened
tto substantive data contrary to the data of the project (Erectors. Their percep-
tions as a group are that noinathlic schools do not share p*':)portionatel iu
Title III. But few could offer direct numerical Support except in cases Ivitere
no 111111111111lie school childret I participated. Their attitudes are in 11(11(11 iu
response to a questionnaire sent. to 109 nomathlie school tifficials.

TABLE 7.OPINIONS OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOL OFFICIALS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS

Percent

Yes No No Response

I. Do projects provide for all children?_ 26.1 67.4 6.5
2. Is there schedule coordination with nonpublic school personnel? 19.6 79.1 4.3
3. On you share in project planning? 30.4 60.9 8.7

Direet, tmmerical participatictn of nonpublic school children in Title III
during 1910 has been pesented in terms of a national survey and in terms of
several subgroups: regional. project classification and nonpublic school offieials.
The salient fact discovered is that 2:5.4 percent of the projects sampled did not
have the participation of nonpublie school children in proportion to their ratio
in the population of all students.
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TUE EQUITY OF 'flail PARTICIPATION OF' NONPUBLIC SCHOOL

Since three-fourths of the projects sampled show proportionate participation
in Title III by nonpublic school children, the next question was do they share
as equal partners? To do this the children must not he excluded from any
;Anise of an appropriate projeet rind nonpublic school officials avast be fully
aware of the opportunities Of participation.

The questionnaire sent project directors and nonpublic school officials sought
a professional judgment about specific projects. Project directors responded in
terms of their particular project. Nonpublic school offi('ials., generally. did not
respond in terms of specific projects, but offered their perceptions about equity.

TABLE 8.-RESPONSE OF PROJECT DIRECTORS AND NONPUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL ABOUT EQUITY OF NONPUB-
LIC SCHOOL CHILDREN PARTICIPATION IN TITLE III

BY percentage)

Project directors NPS personnel

Yes No NR I Yes No Mt I

1. Based on project design did NPS participate on on an equitable
basis? 83. 5 7.5 9. 0 26.1 41. 3 32. 6

2. Was formal notice of project seat to NPS 52.5 28.0 19.5 34.8 31.7 33. 5
3. Was a reply from NPS personnel received?. 53.0 36.0 11.0 17.4 28.3 54.3
4. In project operations were there distinction of services between

PS.and NPS children? 7.0 84.0 9.0 4.5 43.5 52.0

I No response.

'While four-fifths of the project directors felt their projects were designed
for equity of participation, nonpublic school personnel did not feel this way by
a 3:1 ratio: The reason for the adverse opinion is that nonpnblic school per-
simnel -saw no design features Of projects in the planning stages to provide
later for operational success. Forty-three percent saw this as an inherent prob-
lem Of the Title III law whose wording,they felt, favored public school domi-
nance of Title ITI projects. Thirty-two percent saw this inequity as a matter

' of poor communications, or hidifference, at the planning
While many project directors are not familiar with the requirements Or

mechanism of _notifying nonpublic schools about projects, a high percentage
(28%) 'recognize that this was not done and a larger group (36 %) received or
lateW of no ackNowledgement of nonpublic school interest before submitting
the proposal to the state level. Yet state records show such notification as rou-
tinely given at the LEA level. The boundary problems between school territo-
ries, school districts, LEAs and dioceses and private schools 'compound the
notification problem ; who to notify is a problem. The poor percent of response
by nonpublic schmil officials to LEA notification .(36%) reflects their Confide
problem of not being notified in the first place or, so, failing to respond for
one of several reasons : poor structural correspondence to the LEA ; poor inter-
mit organization ; minimal interest in Title 111.

Reennunendation 6.--Certain sections of the law should he rewritten to pro-
vide greater equity of pnrticipation by nonpublic school children. Specifically :

Section 305(a) (2) (A)-The State Advisory Council should have representa-
tion. proportionate to the public school /nonpublic School student population as
its first norm of composition.

The law should require that the wording of state manuals should reflect the
exact wording of the law and the Office of Education Administrative Manual
in providing for nonpublic school children.'

Half the nonpublic school personnel sampled- (4S.0%)- indicated, some effec-
tive ',,ny in which they were rontirely notified about Title HI projeets. Only
13.5% indiCated they received no notice. But almost all nonpublic school
officials felt that a flinch better communications system is needed to promote
general interest in the Title HI ideal.

Recommendation. 7.-Direct mailing of appropriate literature and communi-
cations about Title HI should be made to schools, by the State Advisory
Council for statewide notices, by the LEA' fOr all schools in their district. Nei-
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tiler assumptions of awareness nor hick of interest On the part of nonpublic
schools should be presumed.

Recommendation 8.State Title III manuals should specify to a greater
degree than now exists the legal and communication requirements of LEAs for
project approval.

TIE: EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PARTICIPATION OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN

Effective participation romires planning Title III projects based on the
needs of all school children, and designing projects for full operational partici-
pation.

TABLE 9.RESPONSE OF PROJECT DIRECTORS AND NON-PUBLIC-SCHOOL PERSONNEL ABOUT EFFECTIVENESS OF

PARTICIPATION

Project
directors

Nonpublic
school percannel

Yes No Yes No NR L

1. Were objectives of the project planned to provide for all
children?

2. Did nonpublic- school participation include determination of
needs?

3. Did non-public-school participation include planning of the
project?

4. Did non-public-school participation include designing the
project?

79,5

54.5

52.5

47. 0

17.5

45.5

47,5

53, 0

23.9

22, 0

22,0

11.0

30.4

78, 0

78.0

89.0

45.7

I No response,;

Among project directors, the higher exclusion rates for nonpublic school per-
sonnel indicates the' obvious fact that most project designs are the work of one
or a few usually associated with the public school system, which projects were
designed with emphasis on unity of theme rather than diversity of objectives.
Also indicated is the less obvious factor of what constitutes planning and the
responsibility of including nonpublic school representatives. Nonpublic school
personnel see planning as the provision that the public school will share its
facilities equally with their pupils. LEA personnel see planning with nonpublic
school personnel as a matter of notification and inclusion on committees.

In dealing with factors promoting or impeding full nonpublic school children
participation in Title III operations, 45 percent saw good communications and
a willingness of LEA officials to cooperate as the chief needs, while 29 percent
saw features of the law as creating an adverse situation, But while an aver-
age of one-third of the project directors saw no excl.don factors hindering
fall nonpublic school children participation, yet could not indicate positive fea-
tures of their own project promoting such participation.

_Recommendation- 9.-- Certain sections of the law should be rewritten to pro-
vide greater effectiveness of participation by nonpiiblic school children. Specifi-
cally :

Section 304(a)To state that nonpublic school personnel should be included
as such from the time of needs determination onward.

Section 304(1)) (1) (B) To stress that nonpublic school children should be
provided for in terms of needs and, hence, in project designs.

The criticism of Title III norms and operations in this report should not
obscure the fact that ESEA Title III is an ideal and a hope for quality educa-
tion for the nation's nonpublic' school children. Its twin features of creativity
and exemplarism are the most urgent needs for our nonpublic schools.. This
principle was expressed by the vast majority of project directors and non-
public school officials contacted and was always reinforced in my interviews.

Further, many cases of exemplary cooperation and participation were evi-
dent to the researcher throughout his research, Enough examples to conclude
with this recommendation :

Recommendation 10,An in-depth study should be made of a representative
nuinberof projects in urban/suburban areas where public school and nonpublic
school .personnel agree that an equitable and effective cooperation in Title III
projects exist, and the results of the study disseminated.
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I have statistical data and analyses for the following items or statements:
1. Student participation in T3 nationally, both PSC and NPSC.
2. Numerical proportionality of student participation, both PSC and NPSC.
3. Data on the national survey of T3 projects (degree of cooperation, non-

respondents, etc:)
4. Reasons for lack of T3 participation by NPSC.
5. NPSC are excluded from proper numerical participation in 25% of ail T3

projects.
Analysis of NPSC participation by geographic areas.

7. Analysis of NPSC participation by types of projects.
S. Data on oppionnaire to NI'S personnel.
D. The equity of NPSC participation.
10. Chan-es in wording of the law.
11. The effectiveness of NPSC participation.
12. Data on communications problems.

ABBREVIATIONS
T3Title III.
ESEAElementary and Secondary Education Act of 1905,
PSCPublic school children.
:USU.Non-Public school children.

Dr. D'ALEssfo. Also with ine are Mr. Cox, assistant. director of
the Missouri Catholic Conference, who will describe the recent situa-
tion involving the use of the bypass in that state, and Mr. Francis-
Scholl:7, of the Diocese of Sioux Fe' S. Dalc. who will describe his
experiences as a member of that State's title III council.

Title VII, the bilingual educational act, is the weakest of the titles
in providing for participation of eligible children in nonpublic
schools.

According to information obtained from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, there are currently 213 projects funded under this title. One
hundred seventy-eight of these projects serve over 105,000 public.
schoolchildren. The 35 additional projects include 3,755 children who
attend nonpublic schools.

These figures are discouraging in view of the clear obligations of
the Commissioner of Education and the local educational agencies to
insure the participation of nonpublic schoolchildren.

The language of the act. states that nonpublic school officials must
be. involved in the planning of the project. It also states that the
Commissioner may approve projects only if provision has been made
for the participation of eligible nonpublic schoolchildren.

This disregard for clear and specific provisions of title VII on the
part of local educational agencies and the Office of Education has
prevented effective participation on an equitable basis in the program
of many thousands of nonpublic schoolchildren.

The intent of Congress to provide for the effective and equitable
participation of nonpublic schoolchildren in these projects has nei-
ther'been seriously implemented by local educational agencies nor
reasonably protected by the U.S. Office of Education.

The following changes in title therefore, are recommended:
First., the effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic

schoolchildren should be mandated even more clearly by the law in
the planning, establishment, and implementation provisions of title
VII.

Secondly, a statement. of equitability should be included in this
legislation.
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Third, Congress should require that the. Commissioner of Educa-
tion make an annual accounting to appropriate committees of the
Congress concerning the use of title VII funds. This accounting
should include a separate statement of the amount of fluids
expended on children attending nonpublic schools and the extent of
participation of these children.

Fourth, the law governing project applications for grants under
title. VII should MOM& criteria which provide stronger assurances
that the applicants have made provisions for effective participation
on an equitable basis for children attending nonpublic schools.

These recommendations, too, Mr. Chairman, are detailed in our
submitted testimony.

Three of my colleagues will present testimony regardng title VII
in their particular sections of the country. Mr. Joseph P. McElligott,
director of education, California Catholic Conference, Reverend
Thomas J. Riley, assistant superintendent for planning and evalua-
tion, Archdiocese of San Francisco and Sister Anne, Mc Phonily,
teacher bilingual education project, St. Elizabeth school,. Archdiocese
of New York.

Title VIII also funds programs through direct application to the
Office of Education. These are the dropout prevention and nutrition
and health demonstration projects. Although we do not have figures
for the participation of nonpublic schoolchildren in these programs
under this title,'we feel that these children have not been adequately
provided for in the implementation of these programs.

We request that you consider changes in this title to provide for
the effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school-
children in these programs.

That concludes my presentation of our experiences with the var-
ious programs of the ESEA and our recommendations for legisla-
tive, action.

I would like to re-emphasize our basic and firm support for the
continuation of this act. Although our participation has been unsa-
tisfactory in some areas, and even poor in a few respects, much
additional benefit for children, especially disadvantaged children has
resulted from this legislation.

This act is an appropriate instrument for this Nation to use in
solving some of its most troublesome. problems. It should be ade-
quately .funded and should be continued.

the

recommendations have been made with a desire to insure that
the maximum benefit is derived from these programs. I feel that our
objectives with respect. to this act are mutual and that these sugges-
tions will assist its implementation.

Many problems that I have described have persisted despite close
attention given them by Congress. On several occasions, Mr. Chair-
man, we have recommended the appointment. of a policy level non-
public school official in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, or in the U.S. Office of Education. A similar recommenda-
tion has been made by the President's Panel on Non- Public.Educa-
tion.

Such an official would provide liaison between nonpublic .schools
and the Federal Government. He would establish a system of moni-
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taring nonpublic school participation in Federal education programs
and would help to establish the necessary attitudinal climate to
insure. that the participation of nonpublic schoolchildren in Federal
education programs is both effective and equitable.

Nonpublic schoolchildren would therefore have an advocate within
the Federal structure which they do not now have despite, the legis-
lative eligibility of nonpublic schoolchildren, for participation in
many programs.

in December 1912, Mr. Chairman, the Office of Education issued a
policy statement. addressed to the chief State school officers and non-
public school administrators urging steps to insure equitable partici-
pation of nonpublic school students in Federal programs for which
they are eligible. I would like to submit this statement for the
record, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BELL (preSid1110-). Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The statement. referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF DUANE J. MAMIE'S, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR SC11001.
SYSTEMS, H.E.W.

The eligibility (d nonpublic elementary and secondary students to pa rtieipate
in Federal programs serving needs which they share in common with public
school children has been increasingly recognized in legislation since the princi-
ple was established in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of ltffirt.
it is the purpose of this memorandum to invite your particular attention to
'this matter which you know has been implemented in applicable Federal regu-
lations.

The U.S. Office of Education has a responsibility to assure that the benefits
of all programs for which nonpublic school children are eligible are made fully
available to such children. This includes the effective access, with adviee and
suggestions by persons knowledgeable as to the needs of such children, to
policy making councils at the State and local levels where decisions on the use
of Federal funds under the applicable programs are made.

Each Federal program officer is expected to assess the implementation of
this policy in carrying out the functions of review, approval, monitoring, and
evaluation. and to take appropriate action in situations where nonpublic par-
ticipation is found to be other than in accordance with the requirements of the
law'.

The Chief State School Officers, as the principal education leaders in the
States, are responsible for assuring that the level and quality of nonpublic
participation fully and fairly meet the requirements of the applicable Federal
programs. Abort twenty State agencies have already designated an official
responsible for ensuring the adequate participation in Federal programs of
nonp,adic school children.

It is my hope that. all Chief State School Officers will move to provide com-
prehensive services in State Departments of Education which will give repre-
sentatives of nonpublic school children full access to Federal program informa-
tion and planning. At a minimum, each State should designate a contact point
for inquiries, program information, and the gathering of data on nonpublic
p :rticipa[ion.

For their part. I ask the administrators of nonpublic schools to play a more
active role. hi assuring that students in those schools receive the full benefits
of Federal programs to which they are entitled. I encourage nonpublic school
leaders to contact their State educational agency for further information on
all Federal programs which are available to ehildren enrolled in their schools.

The U.S. Office- of Education is determined to achieve that degree of partici-
pation of eligible nonpublic school students which is required by law. Please
do not hesitate to ask the assistance of our Office of Coordination of Nonpublic
School Activities as you seek to build the iacreasingly effective relationships
between- public and nonpublic schools which will be required to reach this
objective.

95-545 --73 --14.27---14
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Dr. D'ALEssto. Thank you. We applaud this effort, however
modest. We hope- the Office of Education. will take seriously its
determination as' it says iii this memorandum and I quote, "To
achieve that degree of participation of eligible non-public school stu-
dents which is required by law."

We hope that further steps will follow in this direction.
Some final comments, if you will, Mr. Chairman. We are pleased

to note that H.R. 16, the .School Finance Act of 1973, contains
standards for the effective participation of non-public-school chil-
.dren on an equitable basis in this expanded Federal aid program.

The provisions of H.R. 16 concerning the effective participation of
these children are excellent. These provisions include equal counting
of children attending nonpublic schools in allocating funds to the
States: setting aside by each State of funds received on account of
these children; proVision for a bypass mechanism in the event any
State is unable or unwilling to comply with these provisions, and
expenditure of these funds by the States for secular, neutral and
nonideological services, materials and equipment for these children.

We are very pleased to have these provisions on this Bill. We
hope that the administration does as fine a job in drafting its educa-
tion revenne sharing proposal as you have done, Mr., Chairman, in
drafting H.R. 16.

We also hope and trust that the principles with respect to non-
public-school children which are contained in H.R. 16 will be used
by this committee in drafting the Bill for the continuance of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

In this regard, Mr. Chairman, we would like to call the attention
of the -committee to the discrimination by exclusion of non-public-
school children in the present impact. aid legislation. We suggest
that the same standards which have been applied for non-public-
school children in H.R. 16 be included in any extension or revision
of this legislation.

And to reiterate, this would include counting 'non- public - school
children, equally setting aside the funds received on account of non-
public-school children, provision for a bypass mechanism in the
event the States are unable or unwilling to comply with these provi-
sions, and lastly, that these funds be expended for the provision of
secular, neutral or nonideological services, materials and equipment
for these children.

Children of federally connected families in nonpublic schools
should lie counted and should benefit equally with such children in
public schools, subject to the limitations, of course, imposed by the
Supreme Court..

The inequities in the present legislation are clearly seen by those
most effected, namely the parents of such children in nonpublic
schools. Our support for legislation of this type must be founded on
equitable treatment of non-public-school children in its provisions.
We are not able to comment in detail on education revenue sharing
at this time since legislation has not yet been introduced in this ses-
sion of Congress.

-However, we have prepared an evaluation of the Education Reve-
nue Sharing Act of the 93d Congress, including our objections to its
provisions.
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I would like to submit that evaluation for the record at this time,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The evaluation referred to follows:]

Ax EVALUATION or TILE EDUCATION REVENUE SHARING ACT OF TIIE
NINETY.-SECOND CONGRESS

I want first to express my gratitude and that of my colleagues, Father Bre-
deweg and Mr. Monahan, for the opportunity to speak with you -today about
the important issues being considered by this Committee. Although the primary
concern of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Education of the United
Slates Catholic Conference is the continued welfare and Improvement of Cath-
olic schools, the Division, like other responsible agencies in American educa-
tion, realizes that all American schoolspublic and private nonprofit, church-
related as well as non-denominationalare united in the effort to provide
better education for the country's children and young. people. Nonpublic ele-
mentary and secondary schools, moreover, now educate some five million Amer-
ican children and young people. One elementary and secondary student in
every nine in the United States attends such a school. On the basis of size
aloneapart from any other considerationnonpublic schools, the large major-
ity of which are Catholic schools, constitute a significant segment of the total
American educational enterprize. They are, as President Nixon has said, an
"integral part" of American educatiou.

As I indicated in the Director's statement to the President's Commission on
School Finance earlier this year, the Federal government has the responsibility
to take a truly comprehensive view of American education, and adopt pro-
grams and policies that will contribute to the well-being of both the public and
nonpublic schools ; the Federal government should view itself as an "enabler"
of educational excellence in alI American schools. It must help to create the
practical partnership in American education which, one hopes, will be an
-emerging reality of the years ahead. As President Nixon concluded in his Edu-
cation Revenue Sharing Proposal. to Congress, April 0, 1971, "nonpublic schools
bear a significant share of the cost ,and effort of providing education for our
children today. Federal aid to education should take this fully into account."

Although our specific concern- today is the effect that S. 1609, the "Education
Revenue Sharing Act of 1971", would have on Federal assistance programs in
which students attending nonpublic schools are eligible to participate, we at
the United States Catholic Conference also have a keen interest in the broader
implications of the "revenue sharing" approach to the Federal financing of
American education. Education revenue sharing is, in our view, more accu-
rately described as "categorical grant-in-aid consolidation" or "block granting"
because it proposes a massive combination of thirty-three existing Federal ele-
mentary and .4econdary educational programs into five broad categories. State
and local educational agencies would share in Federal revenues for the pur-
pose of -administering them in carrying out educational programs reflecting
areas of national concern."

From the perspective of educational management, comprehensive educational
planning and effective delivery of educational services, this proposal has a
great deal of merit. Anyone experienced in working with Federal education
programs at the state and local levels would readily admit that the prolifera-
tion of such programs places a near impossible burden of paper work and red
tape on school administrators. This is especially true in school districts which
have limited resources with which to pursue and administer federally-funded
projects.

Virtually all nonpublic school "systems" find themselves in this latter cate-
gory beQauSe of their limited administrative budgets. This is exacerbated by
the fact that note of the monies allocated for the administration of presently
authorized programs is used to alleviate the nonpublic school administrators'
added burdens resulting from involvement in such programs. In short, it costs
the nonpublic schools money to participate in these programs.

I do not think that the main question before this Committee should. be
whether or not consolidation of existing categorical programs is desirable.
Rather the question should lie how can this best be accomplished without
undermining the purposes of previously enacted legislation.
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The history of the Federal government's role in elementary and secondary
education indicates that its involvement has been consistently restricted to
those areas of need which were not being adequately met by state and local
efforts. The inherent weakness of education revenue sharing, moreover, is that it
is based on the assumption that state and local educational authorities tam staml
ready to meet their responsibilities in fulfilling these needs once they are freed
fraud the morass of red tape inherent in these rodent! prt)grains.

This leads 111e to a midi broader concern I have with the concept of educa-
tion revenue sharing as an appropriate way for the Federal government to
help solve the problems of American elementary and secondaryjedneation.
What evidence there is, does not indicate that the most seriousproblems of
education are a testa of over-dominance by the Federal government. If any-
thing. these problems persist and have worsened partially begtinse of the Fed-
eral government's inability to have a significant impact on education at the
state and local levels. An identical conclusion could he drawn of the states
vis-a-vis local school districts.

This point may be demonstrated by examining sonic of the problems encoun-
tered in implementing compensatory education programs funded through ESEA
Title I. This program has not had the educational impact which many educa-
tors had anticipated. There are many reasons for this not the least of which is
the inability of the Federal government to insure compliancy with the intent
of this legislation. Let me cite one example which illustrates this point. In the
first years of this program, school districts spread the Title I funding so thin
that less than .$100.00 per child was expended. This problem is treated in the
Fourth Annual Report of the National Advisory Council on- theEducation of
Disadvantaged Children as follows; ". . ninny school administrators have
spread their limited funds over very large groups; the average Title I expendi-
ture per child during 1905-60 and 1900-67 was $90.00 and $99.00 respectively
hardly enough to make a significant difference." This problem is being over-
come only after a vigorous effort by the United States Office of Education in
the past three years to effect. an adequate concentration of services on the
most needy children so that the program would begin to show sig,niticant edu-
cational results.

A weak Federal role in the implementation of Title I is further highlighted
in the conclusions of a study conducted by Washington Researehl Project and
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. Title I of ESEA: Is It Helping
Poor Children? I would like to quote in part one paragraph frOm the summary
of that report.

"In this report we have tried to spell out Title I requirements and match
them against what is actually happening in many districts, We found that
although Title I is not general aid to education but categorical nid for chil-
dren from poor families who have educational handicaps, funds appropriated
under the Act are being used for general school purposes; to initiate system-
wide programs; to hay hooks and supplies for all school children in the
system ; to pay general overhead and operating expenses...."

Additionally. Mr. Chairman, it should be noted that the last two Annual
Reports of the National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged
Children recognize these problems and call for a strengthening of the Federal
role in the impleinentation, of this program.

Two of the most serions problems currently confronting education are the
inequitable distribution of education funds among and within school districts
as well as those related to racial discrimination. Partially, at least. both of
these prohlem areas arc rooted in the decentralized nature of the American
school system. Recent state staie court rulings in California have drama-
tired the inequitable nature ofearpresent system of school financing. A Fed-
eral district court ruling on September 27 concerning segregation problems in
the public schools of the city of Detroit followed by the same courts' order to
the Michigan Board of Education to develop a metropolitan school district to
create an integrated school system demonstrate the relationship between local
autonomy in education and the problems of racial discrimination. I find it dif-
ficult. to understand how a legislative proposal which encourages further decen-
talization relative to the_ Federal. role can be a viable answer to such prob-
lems:

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the Committee's attention to a
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recent study by the Harvard Graduate School of Education. The Effects of
h'cactrur Shariug and Block Grants on Education, which treats these matters in
depth.

I would now like to address myself to the effect of S.1669 on the nonpublic
sehooi vector of American education. The history of nonpublic school efforts to
obtain public assistance for the performance of a public service to over five
million American school children would indicate that Federal involvement in
education has been beneficial to their cause. As a minority on tile American
educational scene, it is interesting that we share this feeling with minority
groups within public education. Consequently, we are very wary of any weak-
ening of Federal control over programs authorized by Congress.

The following facts arc offered in evidence of our concern:
1. Throughout most of the twenty-five year history of the National School

Lunch Program more than hale of the states were unable to administer the
program for the nonpublic schools. The Federal government had to assume this
responsibility.

2. Until the 1970 ESEA amendments consolidating the NDEA V-4 testing
program with Title III of ESEA, forty-one states were unable to administer
the testing program for the nonpublic schools. Once again the Federal govern-
ment has had to become directly involved.

3. Currently there are a number of serious problems involving the inequita-
ble participation of nonpublic school children in ESEA Title I in Missouri,
Nebraska, Louisiana and New York.

In short the nonpublic schools' only recourse has been Federal action to
insure that the Congressional intent of the law is, carried out at the state and
local level.

In light of such history, I have a number of concerns about. 5.1669. I con-
sider the language referring to the involvement of nonpublic school children
too weak and consequently providing inadequate safeguards to insure equitable
participation of such children. Six years experience with ESEA has taught us
that legislative language must be as free front misinterpretation as possible.
Section 7 (a) of 5.1669 relating to the participation of nonpublic school chil-
dren contains little more than a hortatory note that nonpublic school children
should be given an opportunity to participate. This language is open to a wide
diversity of interpretation at the state and local levels and could be greatly
improved.

The withholding provision of Section 7 (h). is inadequate. If the Secretary
should determine that the provisions of state law do not prevent a state
agency from distributing funds to nonpublic school children but the state per-
sists in refusing to distribute such funds, then there is nothing which the Sec-
retary may do. There is no provision which would give authority to the Secre-
tary.to withhold funds when there in a substantial failure to provide services
required by Subsection (a) (1).

There is no provision requiring. the state to give assurances that it has com-
plied with the law with respect to nonpublic school children. Thus there is no
basis for a mechanism which would afford the Secretary an opportunity to
make provision for children in nonpublic schools.-

Section 6(d) provides that 30% of each of the amounts allotted to any state
for vocational education, the handicapped and supporting. materials and serv-
ices may 1/C made available for other educational purposes. The state may
even exceed this 30% limitation if it demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Secretary that it furthers the purpose of the Act. This transfer privilege
strikes at the heart of the services which are technically available to children
in nonpublic schools. If there is to be a transferability provision, then it must
be limited in such a way that it would not deprive nonpublic school children
of an opportunity of adequate participation.'

Section 18(a) provides that nil revenue shared with the states shall be
accounted for as FederaLfunds. This language is ambiguous. If it is the inten-
tion of the Administration to earmark the shared revenues as Federal funds,
then specific language should be inserted to accomplish this end. If this is not
the intent, then it will probably be necessary to 'insert provisions reserving .a
certain .amount of money for nonpublic school- children. This reservation of
funds should be in accordance with private school population and credit should
he extended to the state on the basis on evidence of the, extent to whiCh there
has been effective participation by nonpublic school children.
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Finally, we feel that eilere is a basic inequity in this legislation in regard to
the consolidation Of funds from P.L. 81-574 popularly known as aid to federally
impacted areas.

Children of Federa lly-connected families in nonpublic schools should be
counted and benefit equally with children in public schools. This would be .true
for children whose pareqs live and work on Federal property. If the Federal
government is paying a 4!"nlistantbil part of the cost of educating a Federally-
connected child in a public school, it should pay the same proportion of the
cost of educating a similarly situated Federally-connected child in 0 nonpublic
school.

In summary. Mr, (Thairmon, I feel that the following parts of this bill would
have to be changed before we could consider giving it our support:

I. The language referring to., nonpublic school participation must he made
explicit in terms of mandating, fun and equitable participation of priviite school
children,

2. The "by-pass" or "withholding" provision should not only apply in a ease
in which a state is unable by law to provide for participation, lint in any situ-
ation at a state or local level where there is a substantial failure to do so.

3. The legislative language should insure that Federal monies are not com-
mingled with those of the state or establish a mechanism to reserve a certain
amount of the funds to be expended only for the purpose of providing serviees
to nonpublic school children.

4. Provision should be made for 110111011,1Jc school children to benefit from
impacted area funds.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, may I point out that in a recent statement sub-
mitted to the House Ways and Means Committee, the United States Catholic
Conference supported increased Federal Funding for educational programs
which benefit all American elementary and secondary school students. This
could be effected by expanding the funding of present education programs as
well as including that percentage of funds which the Administration projects
would be used from 1General Revenue Sharing for educational purposes- in an
Education Revenue Sharing Bill.

In conelnsion, then, S. 1.6139 raises difficulties which. while by no means beyond
solution:do require careful study and sensitive handling, The United Stares
Catholic Conference has uo objection in principle to revenue sharing or any com-
parable plan for reducing the financial burden of the states and localities. It is
concerned, however. that state constitutionSor constitutional interpretations
as well as the attitudes and mind -sets of some public officials, will in some
areas create serious obstacles to equitable participation by nonpublic school
pupils in educational aid programs financed with Federal funds under revenue
sharing. Experience under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1 9115 is-not particularly reassuring in this regard, since. as various studies in-
dicate factors such as these have in ninny states made it difficult or even impos-
sible for students in nonpublic schools to participate equitably in ESEA benefits.
If Education- Revenue Sharing were to become a reality, it would be imperative
that the Federal legislation make adequate provision for whatever "by-pass"
procedures might he necessary to insure the equitable participation of non-
public- school, students, and that in addition adequate administrative proce-
dures be devised and implemented to guarantee the same result.

Dr. D'At.rissto. We have also suggested improvements in the Edu-
cation Revenue Sharing Act of the 9M Congress to the Department
of TTealth. Education, and Welfare. Our recommendations included
the following provisions:

First,- children attending nonpublic schools should. be counted
equally in allocating funds to the States.

Second, each -State should set aside funds reserved on account of
these children and use them for the benefit of these children.

Three, there should be-a by-pass mechanism in the event a State is
eithernnwilling or unable to comply with these provisions.

Fourth, Federal funds should be expended for these children for
the proviSion of secular, neutral ", .and'non-ideological services, mate-
rials. and equipment.
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you very Much for providing this oppor-
tunity to testify before the committee. My colleagues, Mr. Duffy and
Mr. 'Consedine and I will be happy to answer any questions that
either you or the members of the committee may have.

Mr. BELL. Thank you, Dr. 1)'Alessio, for a very excellent state-
ment...

Mr. 13Em.. In the essence of time,'I world like to ask the following
people to present their statements or preferably summaries of them.

Would Rev. Robert Clark, Superintendent of the Archdiocese of
Chicago, come forward and sit at the table.

Mr. William Cox.
Mr. Louis C. I)eFeo.
Rev. Charles Lafety.
Mr. Joseph P. McElligott.
Rev. Thomas J. Riley.
Sister Ann McIlienny.
Mr. Jerome R. Porath.
Mr. Francis N. Scholt.z.
I am going to violate my rules by one question and shall give my

colleague an opportunity to ask a question.
I)r. D'Alessio, I note that you speak about impact. aid for paro-

chial and private schools. It is very difficult for me to understand, in
view of the taxing process, how you can justify that position.

I)r. IYALEssio. My answer to that, Mr. Chairman, would be first
of all, the saute, forces that impact an area and therefore burden the.
public schools in a .given school district, also work toward the
impaction of nonpublic schools.

Second, Mr. Chairman, these funds, which would be Federal
funds, would be used for the provision of secular arid neutral and
nonideological services, facilities, and equipment.

Mr. BELL. I won't belabor the point, although I do want to go
into it. further, but offhand, I note that under the public school
system, you may charge tuition in your schools if you like. .

Mr. Duffy, do you have a statement that you would like to make?
Mr. DurTy. No, sir, I don't have a statement..
Mr. BELL. -Alr..Consedine?
Mr. COINTEDINE. No, Congressman, we are. -lust here to respond.
Mr. 13F,r2,. Rev. Robert Clark, you may either pat your statement

in the record and summarize it, or you may read it, whichever you
prefer.

Reverend CIARK. I will be happy to submit it for the record and I
will give you a brief .summary of it. '

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF REV. H. Roma CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT, ARCHDIOCESE OF
CHICAGO, CHICAGO, Im..

The Catholic School System of Chicago enrolls 250,000 students in 450 ele-
mentary and secondary schOols.: The System includes the City of Chicago, sev-
eral smaller cities in Cook County and many suburban communities. The Stu-
dents come from all parts of the Metropolitan area and live in wealthy, middle
income or economically depresSed communities. About 15% of the school
enrollment is black or spaiiikh surnamed.

All of the schools and each of the students have benefited enormimAy from
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the provisions of Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the
school library program. Well over two million dollars have been expended for
library materials; this money would not have been available from private
sources. As a result of this program school libraries have been established in
each of the 408 elementary schools, an event which probably would not have
occurred without this Federal assistance. Although it is difficult to evaluate in
objective terms what impact these libraries have bad on the education of chil-
dren, it is a known fact that the richness of the learning environment is a
critical factor in students' achievement. Any cutback in Federal spending for
school libraries would be a terrible blow to education throughout the country.

The romaluder of my remarks today will concern Title I programs, sometimes
called Compensatory Education. Almost 30,000 pupils in Our school system live
in neighborhoods Which coluld be described as cconomically depressed. Each or
these children is educa Hominy disadvantaged. although many of them are
achieving at grade level. Inadequate community resources, disrupted neighbor-
hoods, inadequate physical faciliites, overcrowdingall of these are some of
the components which make learning very difficult for them. Of these 30,000
youngsters. approximately 4800 are the beneficiaries of programs funded by
Title I. of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1905.

Teachers and principles are the best witnesses to the success of these pro-
grams. They would literally throw their arms up in despair if any or all of
them were dropped. For the first time in many yeas: they see some real prog-
ress in meeting the extensive needs of these children. Allow me to describe
sonic of the programs.

Five hundred and fifty primary grade pupils are enrolled in a program
called Individualized Instruction for Continuous Development. They are taught
in groups of 0 LI S for 30 minutes each day. The prOgram's intent is to
improve their reading ability, although the program itself uses instructional
materials from all academic areas. Reading and math skills, for example, may
be strengthened at the same dine. Sixteen imblic school teachers staff this pro-
gram in thirteen Catholic schools.

A similar program called Corrective and Remedial Instruction provides serv-
ices to 1.855 upper grade students in Catholic schools.

Two other reading programs are operating in some of the schools. One uses
the Scott Foresman Individualized Leart;rg System. The other is a nor:11101s-
tic reading program. This latter program designed to remove ltnguistie bar-
riers in non-standard and non - native English speakers. The program presup-
poses that each student has a linonistic sophistication in his own.culture; it
builds on this skill as a means of providing a smooth transition to the mastery
of standard English.

Two teachers and two teacher-aides serve 1,056 'nonpublic Students through
the Learning Systems for Total Individualization of Remedial Reading and
Mathematics Instruction. Prescription Learning Corp. operates thiS program. It
diagnoses each student's needs and provides a computer print-out prescription
for each student (updated every two to three weeks) which identifies what
materials from a numher of reading systems and programs should be used to
meet this student's needs. Prescription Learning then provides the necessary
ha rdware and software as well as study carrels. .

Eighteen teachers work with 900 nonpublic students in 13 nonpublic schools
in the Activity for Non-English Speaking Children. Each teacher sees 50 stu-
dents daily for 30 to 40 minutes in small groups of 8 to 10 to proVide second
language instruction for students whose first language is not English.

One teacher and one teacher-aide operate the Individualized Mathematics
Instruction Program at a nonpublic school, serving 50 students. This program
is aimed at grades 4 through 8. It uses materials selected to complement the
nonpublic school's own math program.

Three guidance counselors serve 240 students at four nonpublic schools.
These students are already being served by Title I reading programs. Each
counselor see 80 students each week in individual and group counseling ses-
sins. One day a week is set aside for conferences with parents.

Title I has also funded a cluster closed circuit television-nehrork. One thou-
sand three hundred and eighty-five students. in our schools benefit from, this
activity. All of the pregrams are written 'end produced by teachers within the
cluster. These programs focus on the student's own neighborhood and are
geared specifically to their special needs.
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Title I funds have also funded an excellent outdoor education program
which bikes fourth graders out of school for a week and gives them the expe-
rience of living together in the country, They go about many of their usual
studies but use the resources of the out of doors for their instructional mate-
rials.

There are other programs too numerous to mention. All of them are tailored
to the individual needs of youngsters with severe educational handicaps. All of
them have been extraordinarily successful.

The effort to obtain equitable participation of nonpublic students in Title
programs has been difficult. For the first three years of the program "our par-
ticipation was peripheral. Pupils went on field trips, received some heatill serv-
ices, were eligible to attend the local public school after school for remedial
reading programs. Not ninny were willing to do this. The result was very few
nonpublic school pupils, received any of the substantial services they needed to
overcome the effects of their disadvantages.

Finally the Chicago Board of Education agreed that many of the same pro-
grams which were being conducted in the public schools could also be con-
ducted by public school personnel in the nonpublic school building. Facilities
were set aside within the nonpublid schools and were designated public school
extensions. 'These facilities were staffed by teachers and teacher-aides and
were equipped with necessary hardware and software, all of which was under
the control of the local public school district. With that breakthrough in 1969,.
the benefits of Title I programs have begun to flow effectively to our pupils. In
March of 1909 four Title I teachers began to conduct remedial reading pro-
grams in four nonpublic schools. That number has increased to 91 Title I
teachers for the present school year. It is not that the needs of the youngsters
have increased that much but rather that the nonpublic pupils arc beginning
to receive an equitable share of Chicago's Title I services and materials.

Our successful experience in Chicago is directly attributable to two factors:
(1) Title I programs are operated within nonpublic schools and within the
school day so that youngsters are not inconvenienced and their education is
not interrupted ; (2) effective involvement of nonpublic students occur where
there is included in the Title I administrative staff of the loyal piddle" school
district an official who has specific responsibility for Assuring equitable non-
public school participation. The Chicago Board of Education has two men, full
time, who are responsible for administering the nonpublic school side of the
Title I programs..

InVolvement in the early stages of planning for Title I programs is critical
for the effective involvement of nonpublic school pupils. This participation
leaves much to be desired, but in recent years we have been allowed to iden-
tify the needs. of our youngsters and to choose those programs which hest fit
those needs. Attached as Exhibit A is a Needs Assessment instrument we use
with our principals. Attached as Exhibit B are the list of activities from
which schools may "buy" those programs which, in their opinion, will 'be most
helpful for their students.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act must be expanded; not dimin-
ished. Objective achievement results arc difficult to obtain, but the effect of
-these programs has been enormous, The emphasis on individualization of
instruction has resulted in happier children who are eager to learn and who
are enjoying, the time in school more than ever. The elimination or reduction
of ESEA would be an educational diaster.

[Exhibit A]

Ascii wrocusE OF CHICAGO SCHOOL BOARD.'
Chicago, 111., November 28, 1972.

DEAR.PRINCIPAL, ESEA Title I staff personnel at the Chicago Board of Edu-
cation are beginning to assess program needs for next Year's (73-74) Title I
program. If we are to have a voice in what programs Will be available for our
children next year, we have to get together soon and determine what are our
special needs.

You and any -other .inember of your school community. (faculty, parent) arc
encouraged to attend the needs- assessment meeting for your area of the. city
(listed below). If you cannot attend yourself, please try to send a representa-
tive.
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Your area meeting:
Area A : December 5th--10 :00 St. Martin, S. Princeton, Chicago.

Illinois 00621.
If you cannot attend your area meeting, please try No attend one of theother two area meetings.
Area II: December 01-11-2 :00 P.M., Messed Sacrament. 213(1 S. Central Park,Chicago. Illinois 60623.
Area C: December 7t0 -10:00 A.M., Center for Urban Education. 2401 West

Walton. Chicago, Illinois 00622.
Thank you.

Sillem'elY yours,
Jon s R. BUCKLEY.

enni'd int/ G 17Cinin nn Funded l'rogrants.

[Exhibit A]

ESEA, TITLE I PUPILS' NEEDS 1--11-RvEY

Nome of Shcood Date
Listed below are basic educatimml needs. Please rank your pupils' needs

at your school. Place a "1" in the box to the left of 'your first choice. Place a "2"
in the box to tin left of your second choice and place a "3" in the box -to the -left of your third choice, etc.

Reading Skills Artlinietic Sicilis

Science Skills -Understanding and Speaking En-
glish (TESL)

Gniolance and Counseling for Ele- Community Involvement and Roola-limitary Pupils
Homo

Family Guidance Other (Specify)
After your needs have been determined. the severity of need and the number

of Title I pupils in your school must be indicated.
For example : If you chose Reading Skills as one of your needs, fill in theappropriate boxes with number of pupils. If you indicated additional needs, OILin boxes for each specific need.

Number of children in need of Services :

Rending Skills

Aritlimetit. Skills

Science Skills

lilt ermediate Intermediate and
and Upper (Or. Upper (Gr. 4-3)Primary 48).) yr. belorb 2 or more 11w.Kg-3 level lido le Errol

3Thmber of TEST, Children X umber of TRW, ChildrenSpeoial NeeCIS : ;-.'t/n) xpenk and relic no who need readinr andVuderstanding and Speaking or little flaalish writing skills
English (TESL) .

Primary- Intermediate Upper GradesSpecial Services: Kg. -3 4-6 7-8
Guidance and Counseling 0
Vainily Guidance (Social Adjustment Center) Total number offamilies who have a serious-need..

Community Involvement Total of Title I rodents in. your schoolSupportive Services:
:Supportive Services can be offered Only to children in Wading or Arithmetic

Skills programs. You may indicate the need of one or-all of the following sop-
poctive services: Place an 'X" in the appropriate box.
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Outdoor Education and Camping

CI Field Experiences

Health Services
Mobile Instructional I.ah()ratories (Sience. Reading, Art )

CoMpoter Assisted Inst.,netion

School Community Representative t Phase Out Program)

Other (Specify)

President of I lie School Board
or Advisory Council

1.rineipa 1
Please return to:

Mr. Donald J. Geary 1)y February 1. 1973
Board of Education:tn. # 1142.
228 North LaSalle Street
Chicago. Illinois

Program Modifications

Suggestions for New Progra Ills

School Signature of Principal

[Exhibit 131

PLANNING GUIDE FOR ESEATiTu: I

Nonpublic school Public school

Principal Date Area District

Pupils from low-income families (elementary schools) X $350/pupil=
S . Total allotment

As indicated below, we intend using our allocation of ESEA funds to provide
the following 3)rograms.

PROGRAM I

Activity
GrfLev.

of pupils

Number of
pupils to
be served

Cost per
pupil

Total
allocation

Unit cost used

2 Individualized instruction for continuous devel PI-6
opment (PSG). P1-6

3 Correctik,e and rem. ,:::!, 'ending instruction (SAR) PI-8

35
35
35

$452
636
452

.

$11:i 820
22,260
15,820

PI 8 50 448 22,400
5 Programmed reading instruction Pi-P3 50 460 23, 000
6 Skills to help accelerate tea ding progress_ PI-8 50 467 23, 350
7 Special program to upgrade reading PI-8 50 472. 23,600
8 Reading systems for primary levels PI-2 50 464 23,200

10 Paraliestic reading program _ PI-8 50 481 24,050
12 Learning system for total individualization ii P2-8 80 326 26,080

reading and mathematics. P2-8 112 244 27,328
P2-8 160 237 37,920

13 The learning game Pz-8 160 290 46, 400
Subtotalprogram I 5
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PROGRAM It

Number of Total
GriLev. pupils to Cost per allocation

of pupils he served pupil Unit cost used

is Activity for non-Fnglish-speakingchitdren.. _ K-8 50 1324 $16.200
2 Individualized mathematics instructian 4-S 50 450 22, 900
6 Guidance for elementary pupils P3-8 80 199 15, 920

Subtotal program

School PROGRAM Ill

Activity
Gr/Lev,

of pupils

Number of
pupils to
he served

Cost per
pupil

To171
allocation

Unit .cost used

1 Cluster closed-circuit television li-3 15.000 55, 000
5 Outdoor education_ PI-2 114
7 Field experiences K-8 4
8 health services K-8 59
9 School--cornmunily identification. 35 93 3,255

K-8 70 93 6,510

Subtotal -program
Grand total

June 8, 1972.
Signature of Principal

TITLE I

The Catholic sell of cmumunity strongly endorses the extension of Title I of
the. Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Hundreds of thousands or min-
e:Ilion:01y disadvantaged youngsters in nonpublic schools across the comntry
have been assisted through special educational services provided by this Title.
Although Catholic schools have experienced some serious problems with several
areas of this legislation, Title I is a proper instrument for this nation to pro-
vide for the needs of educationally disadvantaged children. Rev. Robert Clark,
Superintendent Of Schools, Archdieceese of Chicago, is with us today to high- .
light the impact of Title I services on educationally disadvantaged children in
the schools of that diocese. This is just one example of the considerable
number of Title I success stories which the nonpublic schools have experi-
enced.

Oil the basis of our experiences in attempting to facilitate the implement-a-
tiOn of Title I on the national level and through broad-based consultation with
a representative group of Catholic school diocesan and state level administra-
tors, who are attempting to facilitate this participation at the local and state
levels, we have identified several problem areas concerning the effeetive partic-
ipation on an equitable toasts of nonpublic school children and teachers its this

The general consensus of these administrators is that significant pro3.ress
has been made during the past seven years toward ensuring that eligible non,. .

public school children and 'teachers receive it "fair share" of the educational
'services provided loy.Title I. These administrators feel, however, that despite
its effectiveness and despite significant progress, much improvement remains
before eligible children attending. nonpublic schools are effectively participating
on an equitable basis in Title I.

The problems identified focused on the following general areas.
1. Involvethent in the Total Planning Process.
2. Comparability of Services.
3. Comparability of Expenditures.

INVOLVEMENT IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is founded upon the "child
la-nefit" ;theory that all eligible children, regardless of where they attend
school, may receive special educational services to meet their. needs. The Ele-
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mentary and Secondary Education Act is also founded upon the concept of
mutual cooperation and collaboration between public and nonpublic educators
working in partnership to help overcome the educational deprivation of disad-
vantaged children. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, moreover,
has been the strongest compelling force yet to joint collaboration between both
sectors of education for attaining nationally specified objectives. Catholic
school administrators strongly feel that an essential aspect of insuring equita-
ble participation in Title I programs is the involvement of appropriate non-
public school officials in the total Manning process. We define the total plan-
ning process as including the following activities.

1. Determination of Target Areas.
2. Identification ofTarget Population.
3. Participation in Needs Assessment
4. Selection of Eligible Children.
5. Consultation in Program Design.
6. Involvement in Program Evaluation.
If nonpublic school officials at any level (State, local, school) are excluded

from any stage of this planning process, it is probable that inequitable treat-
meat will result. Where participation is poor, it can nearly always be traced
to a lack of involvement in one or all phases of the planning process. Catholic
school administrators feel that there is a definite correlation between involve-
ment in program planning and equitability in actual participation.

In varying degrees, appropriate nonpublic school administrators find them-
selves invited by public school officials to cooperate and collaborate in the
planning of Title I .programs. This mutual cooperation and collaboration
between both sectors of education usnally "happens" within the parameters
established by the public sector; it is they who determine at what stage of the
planning process they will seek the involvement of nonpublic school representa-
tives. Ileum, nonpublic school administrators .find themselves included in cer-
tain aspects of the planning and excluded from other aspects, depending upon
the decision of the public school officials. The degree to which nonpublic scinail
administrators are involved in the total planning process cannot defintely and
accurately be measured; it fluctuates.

Catholic school administrators have expressed strong dissatisfaction with the
level of consultation and participation in the total planning process. They con-
cluded that although there is -apparent involvement in many eases of appropri-
ate representatives of nonpublic schools in the planning of Title I programs,
this involvement is ineffective and largely pro forma in many of these eases.

COMPARABILITY OF SERVICES

Are the special educational services for eligible nonpublic school children
comparable to those services rendered eligible public school children? Many
Catholic school administrators identify one important stage of the planning
process participation in the needs assessmentfrom which many nonpublic
school tultainistrators are excluded. These administrators feel that public
school officials have a lack of knowledge of the needs of nonpublic school. stu-
dents; consequently, Title I programs are not really "geared" to the needs of
nonpublic school children. Persons knowledgeable of these needs ought to be
involved in assessment In the planning process. In cases where nonpublic
school administrators were involved in needs assessment, programs were
designed to meet such needs, Programs can never be comparable in scope and
quality if they are designed in a vacuum, or for a group of children without
consulting persons responsible for and knowledgeable of the needs of such chil-
dren.

Comparability of scope and quality also includes evaluating the delivery of
services, that is, where was the service delivered, how was the service ren-
dered and by whom? There are many delivery systems for services to non-
public school children; for example, public school teachers teach special classes
in nonpublic schools, nonpublic school children attend special classes in public
schools during the regular school day, and nonpublic school children. attend
special classes in the public school after regular school hours and on Saturday
morning.,The least effective and clearly incomparable in scope, quality and
opportunity for effective participation on an equitable basis is the after regu-
lar hours or Saturday morning approach. Catholic school- administrators feel
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that one consideration overrides all others in determining where and how the
nonpublic school children shouid he served ; the effectiveness of the program.

Other measures of comparability are the assignment of teacher-aides and
leacher in-service training. Many Catholic school administrators report that in
certain Title I programs, the public school assigns teacher-aides to assist the
programs in the public schools. lint that no teacher-aides are assigned to assist
the program for nonpublic school children, even when requested.

When public school teachers are provided with special training and private
school teachers not, this is not comparability in scope and quality.

(nt Ii.t1311.ITY OF EX PEN nrITHE

Measuring comparability of service vis-a-vis comparability of per pupil
expenditure shows a wide disparity among States and even within States.
Some Catholic school administrators feel that a "comparable or equitable"
amount of their school district's Title I funds are not allocated to provide
services to nonpublic school children. ESEA legislation suggests an "ideal" per
pupil expenditure for Title I servicesone-half of the local education agency's
normal per pupil expenditure. In some states. the State educationagency has
established a per pupil expenditure for ESEA programs. while in oth,..tr States
there is no established policy or per pupil costit is left to the discretion of
the local education agency. In many such local education agencies, imireover,
there are disparities of per pupil expenditures for public school programs and
nonpublic school programs. One large city school district expends $400 per
pupil Lir Title I services for public school children: that is. one-half of the
local education agency's normal per pupil cost ; while for services to nonpublie
school chilifren, the same district allocates $233 per eligible pupil which sup-
posedly Ss one -half of the nonpublic school per pupil expenditure. Is this com-
partibilit.y of scope, quality and opportunity to participate': We realize that
there is no requirement that a certain amount of percentage of money must lie
spent on. each nonpublic school childor for toot matter, on a online school
child nor is there any formula or device as to the number of percentage of
children who must be served. However. the per pupil expenditure is an indica-
tor of comparability of scope, quality and opportunity.

(7onvergence of these types of problem areas at the local level results in a
lark of genuine opportunities for nonpublic school student participation.

SUMMARY

Catholic school administrators strongly support the extension and amend-
ment of ESEA Title I. Their rating of Title I programs ranges over all
entire spectrum from excellent to poor depending upon a multitude of foe-
torsy : geographic area, rapport with the State education agency or local edu-
cation agency, degree of involvement in the planning process, amt comparabil-
ity of services and expenditure and others. In providing effective participation
on an equitable basis to eligible children in nonpublic schools, Title I can nei-
ther be approved nor rejected. Basically, the Catholic school community feels
that Title I is rendering a worthwhile service to nonpublic school children, but
there is much room for improvement before the full intent of Title I is real-
ized.

REASONS

I. Catholic school administrators in some areas of the country are not
involved in the total planning process.

2. Programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some areas of the
Country are not comparable in quality, scope and opportunity for participation
to programs for public school children.

3. Programs for Catholic school children and teachers in some areas of the
eountry are not comparable in per pupil expenditure to the per pupil expendi-
ture for public school children.

4. Local education agencies in many areas of the country have been ineffec-
tive in assuring that Catholic school 'children are receiving equitable benefits
under Title I.

RECOMMENDATIONS

TJSCC makes the following recommendations to insure equitable participation
of nonpublic school children and teaehers,in ESEA Title I programs.
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1. We feel that Title I most be amended to include a set-aside which will
provide for the effective pa rtieipation on an equitable basis of nonpublie school
children as mandated by Section 110.19 of this Title. We recommend that the
following set-aside language be added to Section 103 (2).

"After the determination of the maximum grant which a local education
agency in a state shall he eligible, the State Education Agency shall set aside
an amount which bears the same ratio to the maximniu local education agency
grant as the number of children residing in the school attendance areas having
high concentration of children from low income families and enrolled in pri-
vate nonprofit elementary and secondary schools hears to the total numlwr of
children residing in the school attendance areas having high concentratitm of
children from low income families and enrolled in both public and private non-
profit elementary and secondary schools. The local education agency shall use
such amount only for programs and projects which are designed to meet the
special needs of educationally deprived ehildren in private nonprofit elemen-
tary and secondary schools."

2. We feel that a bypass provision must be added to Title I which will pro-
vide the Federal government with the necessary mechanism to remedy a situa-
tion which cannot be resolved locally. If state education' agency or local
education agency is either unable or unwilling to provide services to monpublic
school children and teachers on an maniple basis, the law should grant the
Federal government the necessary bypass authority to provide those services
directly or through some intermediary agency. USCC recommends that Title I
be amended to include a "bypass" provision similar to that contained in Title
III. ESEA. Section 307 (f) (1-2)

"(f) (1) In any State which has a State plan approved under Section 305
(c) and in which no State agency is authorized by law to provide or in which
there is a substantial failure to provide, for effective participation on on equi-
table basis In programs authorized by. this title by children enrolled in any one
or more 'private elementary and secondary schools of such State in the area or
areas served by such programs, the Commissioner shall arrange for the provi-
sion, on an equitable basis. of such programs and shall pay the costs thereof
for any fiscal year out of that State's allotment. The Commissioner may
arrange for such programs through contracts with institutions of higher.educa-
tion. or other competent nonprofit, institutions or organizations. (2) In deter-
mining the amount to be withheld from any 'State's allotment for the provision
of such programs, the Commissioner shall take into account the number of
children and teachers in the area or areas to lie served by such programs who
are excluded from participation therein and who, except for such exclusion,

- might reasonably have been expected to participate."
The 1972 Report of the National Advisory Council on the Education of Dis-

advantaged Children also recommended the addition of a "bypass" provision to
Title I, I request permission, Mr. Chairman. to submit that section of the
report and other pertinent recommendations of the Advisory Council for inclu-
sion in the Record.

3. We propose that a statement. of equltability he written into the ESEA
Title I (Section 141 (a) (2)) similar to the language in the Emergency School
Aid Act (P.L. 92-315) Seetion 710 (a) (12).

"That, to the extent consistent with the number of educationally deprived
ehildren in the school district of the local education agency who are enrolled
in private elementary and secondary schools, such agency provides assurance
that (after cousnlation with the appropriate private school officials) such
agency has made provision for including special educational services and
arrangements in which such children can participate on an equitable basis."

4. To insure the involvement of nonpublic school administrators in the total
planning process. we comr with the following recommendations made toy the
National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children in
their 11)72 Report.

"It is suggested that project applications and statistical report forms be
revised so that the local education-agencies must demonstrate the Involvement
of private school officials in the planning of programs to serve disadvantaged
children in nonpublic schools and in the collection and reporting of data for
evaluating programs. It is also recommended that the project application
include a provision by which designated nonpublic school authorities will
verify and concur in the data presented and the planning and program provi-
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sinus of the application. The requirement of this signoff provision should
greatly increase the participation of nonpublic school officials in planning and
evaluation of projects.

The Council believes that participation of nonpublic school children would
be improved if the regulations encouraged or required the establishment of
State advisory councils on which representatives from the nonpublic schools
would be included. A further recommendation for improving State and local
compliance with the regulations and guidelines is to establish appropriate
review and complaint procedures when compliance by a State or local educa-
tion agency is alleged, Presently, there is no resource for the nonpUblic school
administrators who allege noncompliance."

TITLE II

The U.S. Catholic Conference strongly supports Title II of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the purpose of this
Title is to provide school library resources, textbooks and other instructional
materials for the use of children and teachers in public and nonpublic elemen-
tary and secondary schools. Since its inception in 1965. moreover, this Title,
more than any other Title of the Act, has made provision for the equitable
participation of nonpublic children and teachers. The average rate of participa-
tion of nonpublic school children since 1965 has been 96.5 percent of those eli-
gible. Ninety-three percent of the 132 Catholic dioceses surveyed by the Har-
vard Graduate School of Education study of The Effects of Revenue Sharing
and Block Grants on Education in 1970 rated the educational impact of Title
Il as "excellent" or "good," higher than either Titles I or III.

Title II has been a positive catalyst both for the establishment of libraries
in nonpublic sehools as well as for upgrading the quality of library resources
available to children in these schools. Sister Mary Arthur. Director of School
Libraries. Archidocese of Philadelphia, who appeared before you on behalf of
the Catholic Library Association earlier iu these hearings, accurately assessed
the educational thrust of this Title in her testimony.

She stressed that in the Arehidioeese of Philadelphia, 166 schools relocated
their libraries in larger quarters. In several instances, these new quarters
were built. by the parents themselves. Siuce 19611, 2ffil new libraries have been
established in the diocese;- these are especially appreciated in the very poor
urban schools of Philadelphia and Chester County. "The `comparable efforts' in
these areas are often acts of real sacrifice and valor. The interested parents
really try,hompered often by the need to drop out and work just to keep the
children fed and clothed and in school." Progress has been made but the task

. has jl. -I begun. Children are reading but books are limited; books are still the
essene, of a reading program.

In the secondary schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, for example,
TIC, II has actually strengthened the scholastic program by making it possible
10 meet the iteeas of the non- reader by adding books of high interest and low
reading level to libraries, especially those in the city's urban schools.

ITSCC endorses the adequate funding of Title II. It is estimated that if this
Title were funded at $00 million for FY 1973, over 48 million elementary and
secondary school students would benefit at an -average expenditure of $1.86 per
student. About sixty-five percent of the school districts that participate in this
program report insufficient school library resources. About $8.3 million or 9.2
percent of the funds requested for FY 1973 would he expended for eligible
items for use by teachers and students in nonprofit schools. According to it
U.S. Office of Education estimate, such an expenditure would result in an
increase of 2.5 million library resources and related materials in the nation's
nonpublic schools,

TITLE III

From the inception of Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, nonpublic school children have not shared equitably in its benefits and we
Lave consistently registered our complaints to the U.S. Office of Education, the
President's National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services,
and to Congress. .

In the 1970 Harvard study mentioned earlier, the educational impact of
Title III was characterized as "poor",by over half of the 111 dioceses that
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responded to this item. Thirty-nine percent judged the educational impact of
this Title "good" and five percent, "excellent." The data gives you a "feel" for
the attitude of the Catholic school superintendent for Title III, the purpose of
which is the development of supplementary educational centers and services
and the establishment of model elementary and secondary educational pro-
grams.

Realizing the lack of equitable participation of nonpublic school children and
teachers in Title III, the U.S. Catholic Conference surveyed Catholic school
superintendents to obtain direction concerning our posture toward this Title.
Almost 77% of 129 (73,39%) respondents stated that Title III should be legis-
latively strengthened to provide. for effective participation on an equitable
basis for nonpublic school children and teachers. Twelve percent stated that
Title III should be dropped and almost 8% concluded that it should be
allowed to remain as presently written.

The majority of Catholic school superintendents felt that the general concept
of (slucational innovati,m, creativity and experimentation was given a forward
and positive thrust by Title III. However, the anticipated benefits of this Title
in terms of nonpublic school children and teachers never materialized. Catholic
school superintendents feel, however, that the intent of the legislation is sound
and recommend that the law be substantially amended and strengthened to
assure effective participation on an equitable basis for nonpublic school dill.
dren and teachers. If the law cannot be substantially amended to guarantee
and assure such participation by nonpublic school pupils and teachers, then,
these superintendents advised that the U.S. Catholic Conference propose the
deletion of Title III from the Elementary and Secondary Education. Act.

That nonpublic school children and teachers are not participating equitably
in Title III can readily be attested. Reverend Charles Patrick Laferty, O.S.A.,
who is with us this morning will present- a brief statement and be available to
answer questions, was commissioned by the President's National Advisory Coun-
cil on Supplementary Centers and Services in 1972 to assess the involvement
of nonpublic school children in this Title. Mr. Chairman, I request that Father
Laferty's study be submitted for inclusion in the Record.

Father Laferty's study supports two conclusions which nonpublic school edu-
cators have been aware of : 1. that the level of participation by nonpublic
school children is most inadequate. and 2. that proper participation by non-
public school personnel in the total planning process is almost non-existent.

The following statistics from Father Laferty's study support these conclu-
sions.

1. In 21.8% of the projects surveyed, project directors "themselves' indi-
cated that nonpublic school children were not being treated equitably.

2. In 22.8% of the projects surveyed, project directors indicated that
nonpublic school children were not being treated equitably because of extenuat-
ing eiremnstances.

a. 37%no nonpublic school in area served
h. 20%restrictive type of project
c. 4%state constitutional restriction
d. 22%projects designed only for public school children
e. 17%little or no interest on the part of nonpublic school officials.
3. 78% of nonpublic school administrators surveyed indicated that they were

not consulted in the determination of needs for project participants.
4. 78% of nonpublic school administrators surveyed indicated that they were

not in any way involved in project planning.
5. 89% of nonpublic school administrators surveyed indicated that they were

not involved in the program design of the projects.
That Congress intended to provide for effective participation on an equitable

basis for nonpublic school children and teachers is evidenced by the fact that
the law was amended in 1969 to provide a "bypass" provision Section
307(f) (1). However, that provision does not assure equitable participation
because the U.S. Commissioner of Education has been extremely reluctant to
invoke the "bypass."

The experience of Catholic schwa representatives from Missouri, who are
with us today, will illustrate the Commissioner's reluctance to implement his
legislative authority for assuring justice and equity for nonpublic school
children and teachers. In fact. the Title III "bypass" was implemented in
Missouri on Monday of this week.

95-545-73pt. 2-15
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At present. Title III projects must be held on public premises whenever
practicable. We feel that one consideration should override all others in deter-
mining where and how children should be served: the effectiveness of the pro -
grain. If it is more beneficial to the nonpublic school children to provide time
services on public school premises, then that ought to be the determining.
factor. Conversely, If it is more beneficial to such children to provide those
services on the private school premises, then that is where they should lie pro-
vided, so long as the administrative control and supervision of the program
remain with public school officials.

We feel that the legislative language can be strengthened to insure that the
uniqueness of nonpublic education is recognized; that it be recognized that non-
public school children may have educational needs that differ from those of
public school children, and that effective participation on an equitable basis be
defined.

1. Section 304 (a) fails to recognize the uniqueness of nonpublic education.
Nonpublic school officials are merely listed as one of many "cultural and edu-
cational" resources to be consulted.

2. Section 304 (b) (2) (B) fails to recognize that nonpublic school children
may have educational needs which are different from their public school coun-
terpa rts.

3. Nowhere in the law or regulations is the term effective participation on
an equitable basis defined.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

The U.S. Catholic Conference recommends a general clarification of Title III
language. We feel that nonpublic schools should be described as partners in
the planning, establishment and implementation of Title III projects and not
merely classified as a "cultural and educational resource" as presently defined.
Therefore, we urge the adoption of the following language changes.

1. "Section 304 (a) A grant under this title pursuant to an approved Slate
plan or by the Commissioner for a supplementary educational center or service
program or project may be made only if there is satisfactory assurance that,
in the planning of that program or. project there will be, and in the establish-
ment and carrying out thereof there will be, participation of persons knowl-
edgeable about the educational needs of children attending nonprofit private
schools (new language underscored) and other persons broadly representative
of the cultural and educational resources of the area to be served. The term
'cultural and educational resources' includes state education agencies, institu-
tions of higher education, nonprofit private schools, public and nonprofit pri-
vate agencies such as libraries, museums, musical and artistic organizations,
educational radio and television, and other cultural and educational resources.
Such grants may be made only upon application to the appropriate State
education agency or to the Commissioner, as the case may be, at such time, in
such manner, and containing or accompanied by such information as the Com-
missioner deems necessary,"

This recommendation is also applicable' to Section 305 (a) (2) (A), Member-
ship on the State Title III Advisory Council. Perhaps Title V of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act, Section 541 (b) (2) (A), which follows, may
serve as a model.

"Section 305 (a) (2) The State Advisory Council, established pursuant to
paragraph (1) shall (A) be appointed by the State education agency, and lie
broadly representative of the cultural and educational resources of the State
(as defined in section 304 (a)) and of the public representation on the State
council shall include, but not be limited to, persons representative of(A)
public and nonprofit private elementary and secondary schools,"

2. We propose that the language of Section 304 (b) (2) (B) be rewritten to
include an equitability statement. "*** that to the extent consistent with the
number of children enrolled in nonprofit private schools in the area to be
served makes provision on an equitable basis for the effective participation of
such children." (new language underscored)

3. Section 304 (a) requires that grants may be made only to a local educa-
tion agency. However, the legislation does not prohibit sponsorship of Title III
projects by other than appropriate local education agencies. Nonpublic school
officials, moreover, should be permitted to initiate a project application
through an appropriate local education agency. Such a provision will permit
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nonpublic school officials to design projects to meet the educational needs of
the children attending their schools ; it will also permit nonpublic school edu-
cators to use their resources for the development of innovative and creative
educational programs which may be replicable for the benefit of children in
general.

4. The Emergency School Aid Act sets as a criterion for the approval of a
project application, the degree to which the local education agency has incorpo-
rated the "total educational resources both public and nonpublic of the commu-
nity to be served" in the development of the project (cf. Title VII, ESAA, Sec-
tion 710 (c) (g). Since local education agencies must compete with one another
for funds under Title VII of the Emergency School Aid Act, and since the
extent, or degree of inclusion of the private s.ecto_ is one of the criteria for
approval, it would be advantageous for a local education agency to make every
effort to include 'the private sector both in project planning and implementa-
tion. We feel that Title III should reflect the legislative intent of this provi-
sion of the Emergency School Aid Act.

Under Title III, local education agencies must also compete for project
funds. It would seem logical that if nonpublic school children are to benefit
equitably from Title III programs that the Law contain some incentive similar
to that contained in Section 710 (a) (12) of the Emergency School Aid Act for
their inclusion.

We urge that the following language be added to Title III.
"* ** provides that (A) to the extent consistent with the number of chil-

dren in the area to he served who are enrolled in private nonprofit elementary
and secondary schools provides assurance that such agency (after consultation
with the appropriate private school officials) have made provision for their
participation on an equitable basis, and (B) to the extent consistent with the
number of children teachers, and other educational staff in the school district
of such agency (after consultation with the appropriate private school
officials) has made provision for their participation on an equitable basis."
(P,L..02-318; Section 710 (a) (12) (A) (B)

5: We supportAig concept of the State Advisory Conn?.1l as provides for in
the legislation : fnadvise, review, recommend, evaluate, and report concerning
Title III activities in a given state. In general, the nonpublic sector has been
adequately represented on State Title III Advisory Councils. However, non-
public school administrators do not envision the Advisory Council in any way
as a substitute for legislative guarantees of equitability.

My. Francis N. Scholtz, Coordinator of Education, Diocese of Sious Falls,
South Dakota, and a member of that state's Title III Advisory Council is with
us today and will relate his experiences as a member of that Council.

TITLE VII

The Bilingual 'Education Act, Title VII, of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, is the weakest of all Titles of this legislation in providing
effective participation on an equitable basis to eligible children in nonpublic
schools.

According to information obtained from the U.S. Office of Education, there
are 213 currently funded bilingual education programs supported under Title
VII. One hundred seventy-eight of these programs serve 105,708 public- school
children exclusively ; 35 additional programs include participation by 3,755
children who attend nonpublic schools.

In making application for a project grant under Title VUSection
705(a) (8) provides "that the applicant will utilize in programs assisted pur-
suant to this Title the assistance of persons with expertise in the educational
problems of children of limited English-speaking ability and make optimum
use in such programs of the cultural and educational resources of tin' area to
be served; and for the purposes of this paragraph, the term 'cultural and edu-
cational resources' includes state education agencies, institutions of higher edu-
cation, nonprofit private schools, public and uonprotit private agencies such as
libraries, museums, musical and artistic organizations, educational raditi and
television, and other'cultural and educational resources."

Section 705 (b). states : "Applications for grants under title may be approved
by the Commissioner only if(3) the Commissioner determines (A) that the
program will utilize the best available talents and resources and will substan-
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tinily increase the euncational opportunities for children of limited English-
speaking ability in the area to be served by the applicant, and (B) that, to
the extent consistent with the nmnber of children enrolled in nonprofit private
schools in the area to be served whose educational needs are of the type which
this program is intended to meet, provision has been made for participation of
such children."

Nonpublic school officials, therefore, are to be involved in the planning of
Title VII projects; the participation of nonpublic school children is to be pro-
vided for by the local education agency.

The application for a grant submitted by the local education agency to the
U.S. Office of Education requests pupil population data. The information
'requested by the Office of Education on the grant application follows.

1. Total local education agency enrollment (both public and nonpublic
school).

2. Nn alba of children in local education agency whose dominant language is
NOT English (both public and nonpublic schoOl).

3. Enrollment of project area (both public and nonpublic school).
4. Number of children in project area whose dominant language is NOT

English (both public and nonpublic school).
5. Number of children in project area whose dominant language is NOT

English who would participate in project (both public and nonpublic school).
6. Number of children in project area whose dominant language IS English

who would participate in the project (both public and nonpublic school).
7. Total number of children in project area who would participate in project

(both public and nonpublic school).
Title VII, moreover, provides that the Commissioner may approve a grant.

enly if nonpublic school officials have been included in the planning of the
project and the project provides for the participation of eligible nonpublic
school children.

In analyzing and evaluating the 213 applications approved for project grants
under Title VII one hundred and seventy -eight applications do not have com-
plete pupil population data ; lacking on these applications, then, are the, data
requested relative to the nonpublic schools. Clearly, this is an indication that
nonpublic school officials were not involved in the planning of the projects and
that the local education agency had no intention of providing for the partici-
pation of such nonpublic school children,

Why does the U.S. Office of Education accept and approve project applica-
tions which have incomplete data, whi give every indication that the total
'cultural and educational" resources of the area to be served were NOT
involved in the planning of the project, and which DO NOT make provision
for participation of nonpublic school children according to the "extent consist-
ent" provision (Section 705(b) (3) (B)) of the legislation?

We feel there has been obvious circumventing of specific provisions of Title
VII on the part of the local education agencies and negligence on the part of
the Office of Education in enforcing compliance to all provisions of this Title.
Clearly, the intent of Congress to provide for the effective participation on an
equitable basis of nonpublic school children and teachers in Title VII projects
has neither been seriously implemented by the local education agencies, nor
reasonably protected by the Office of Education.

We-are requesting that Congressional action be taken to relieve this indiffer-
ence and disregard for nonpublic school children and the resulting injustice.
We recommend the following changes in Title VII legislation.

1. Effective participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school children
should be mandated by law in the planning, establishment, and implementation
of Title VII projects. The language of Section 705(a) should be rewritten as
follows:

"A grant under this title may be made to a local education agency or agen-
cies, cr to an institution of higher education applying jointiv with a local edu-
cation agency and then only if there is satisfactory asskrance that, in the
planning of that program or project there has been, and in the establishment
and carrying out thereof there will be, participation of persons knowledgeable
about the educational needs of children attending nonprofit private schools
(new language underscored) and other persons broadly representative of the
cultural and educational resources of the area to be served. The term 'cultural
and educational resources' includes state education 'agencies, institutions of
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higher edueation, nonprofit private schools, public and nonprofit private agen-
cies such as libraries, museums, musical and artistic organizations, educational
radio and television, and other cultural and educational resources. Such grants
may be made only upon application to the Commissioner at such time or times,
in such manner, and containing or accompanied, by such information as the
Commissioner deem8 necessary."

2. That Section 705(a) (8) of the Title be deleted.
3. That Section 705(h) (3) (B) be rewritten' to include an equitability state-

ment : "* * that to the extend consistent with the number of children
enrolled in nonprofit private schools iu the area served whose educational
needs are of the type which this program is intended to meet, provision has
been made for the effective participation of such children on an .equitable
basis." (new language underscored)

4. That this Committee require that the Commissioner of Education make an
annual accounting to the appropriate Committee's of the Congress on the use
of Title VII funds, and that this accounting include a separate statement of
the amount of funds expended on children attending nonpublic schools and the
extent of participation of such children in projects funded by this Title.

5. That the law governing project applications for grants under Title VII
Include criteria which provide stronger assurance that the local education
agencies (after the consultation With the appropriate nonpublic school officials)
have made provision for effective participation on an equitable basis of chil-
dren attending .nonpublic schools.

0. That Congress redefine a low income family under Section 704(a) (A) of
the Title VII law to make it consistent with the definition of a Iow income
family in the proposed Title I amendment (Section 203(c) (1) (A) (B) (C) ).

TITLE VIII

Title VII of the .Elementary and Secondary Education Act, in addition to
dealing with the General Provisions of the Aet, also includes provisions for
Dropout Prevention Projects (Section 807) and Grants for Demonstration
Projeets of Improve School Nutrition and Health Services for Children from
Low-Income Families {Section 808). Both of these programs are demonstration
type projects.

There are no statutory limitations prohibiting nonpublic school students
from participating in dropout prevention projects; there has been a lack of
administrative Implementation at the Federal level. Section 807 of this Title
should be amended to provide for effective participation on an equitable basis
of students attending nonpublic schools in such projects.

Section 808(a) of this Title provides for making grants to "local educational
agencies and, where appropriate, nonprofit private educational organizations, to
support demonstration projects designed to improve nutrition and health serv-
ices in public and private schools serving areas with high concentration of
children from low-income families." Like Section 807 of Title VIII, Section
808, too, should be amended to provide for effective participation on an equita-
ble basis of students attending nonpublic schools in such projects.

USOE NONPUBLIC SCHOOL POLICY LEVEL OFFICIAL

On several occasions in testimony before this and other Congressional Com-
mittees, Mr. Chairman, we have recommended the appointment of a policy
level nonpublic school official in the U.S. Office of Education. A similar recom-
mendation was made by the President's Panel on Nonpublic Education in its
Preliminary Report in 1971. This recommendation was essentially repeated in
the Panel's final report, Nonpublic Education and the Public Good, issued in
1972 which stated that "one of the panel's first recommendations called for
c:eation of a new structure within the U.S. Office of Education to deal directly
with nonpublic schools and to make effective recommendations to top officials
in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare."

The U.S. Office of Education responded to the Panel's initial recommendation
by appointing a Coordinator of Nonpublic Educational Services late in 1971..
The services of the .Coordinator's office have been effectively utilized by non-.
public school officials. As n result of the relatively low level position of this
official in the HEW/OE bureaucracy, however, the services offered have been
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characteristically informational. This office, at this level, cannot do the job,
-Mr. Chairman.

A new post should be created in either the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare or the Office of Educationa Deputy Assistant Secretary for
-Nonpublic Education in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare or
:a Deputy Commissioner for Nonpublic Education in the Office of Education.
Such an official would participate in policy planning and provide liaison
between the nonpublic schools and the Federal government. He would be able
to ensure that Regulations are clearly written. He could establish a system of.
monitoring nonpublic school participation in Federal education programs and
help to create the necessary attitudinal climate to ensure that our opportuni-
ties to participate are adequate. The nonpublic 'schools would then have an
advocate within the Federal structure, which they do not have now despite the
mandated eligibility of nonpublic school students for participation in many
programs.

In December, 1972, the U.S. Office of Education issued a policy statement,
"Responsibilities for Meeting Nonpublic Participation Requirements in Federal
Programs," to Chief State School Officers-and Nonpublic School Administrators
urging steps to insure equitable participation of nonpublic school students in
Federal programs for which they are eligible. I have a copy of this statement
with me, Mr. Chairman, and would like to submit it for the Record.

According to the statement, the "U.S. Office of Education has a responsibil-
ity to assure that the benefits of all programs for which nonpublic school chil-
dren are eligible are made fully available to such children." Please note that
according to the memorandum, the obligation incumbent on every Federal pro-
gram officer to implement legislation is clearly spelled out. "Each federal pro-
gram officer is expected to assess the implementation of this policy in carrying
out the functions of review, approval, monitoring, and evaluation, and to take
appropriate action in situations where nonpublic participation is found to be
other than in accordance with the -requirements of the law." At the State
level, the Chief State School Officer is charged with "assuring that the level
and quality of nonpublic participation fully and 'fairly meet the requirements
of the applicable federal programs." Twenty States have designated officials in
the State education agencies to ensure effective participation of eligible non-
public school students in Federal programs.

We applaud this effort, however modest. With the issuance of the memoran-
dum, moreover, the Office of Education has taken a step forward on this
in.portant issue. We hope that the Office of Education will take seriously its
determination "to achieve that degree of participation of eligible nonpublic
school students which is required by law."

31.11. 10

The purpose of H.R. 16, the School Finance Act of 1973, is "to assist the
States and local educational agencies in providing educational programs of
nigh quality in elementary and secondary schools and to assist the States in
equalizing educational opportunity, and for other purposes." The Bill consists
of three Titles. Title I provides for basic supplemental grants to the States
and local education agencies to assist them to provide a quality elementary
and secondary education to all children. Title II provides financial assistance
to States to assist them in equalizing educational opportunity. Title II deals
with the general provisions of the Bill.

We are pleased to note, Mr. Chairman, that H.R. 16 contains standards
developed for the effective participation on an equitable basis for nonpublic
school children in expanded Federal aid programs. Provision for the effective
participation on an equitable basis of nonpublic school children is provided for
in Title I of H.R. 16. Section 102(b) (2) includes children attending nonprofit
private schools in the determination of the amount of basis grants. Section
103(a) (4) (A) (I), applications for basic grants assurances, provides that "to
the extent consistent with the number of children in the school di.irict of such
agency who are enrolled in private nonprofit elementary and secondary schools,
such agency, after consultation with the appropriate private school officials,
will provide for the benefit of such children in such schools secular, neutral, or
nonideological services, materials, and equipment including such facilities as
necessary for their provision consistent with subparagraph (B) of this section,
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Or, if such are not feaSible or necessary in one or more of such private schools
and determined by the local education agency after consultation with the
appropriate private school officials, such other arrangements, as dual enroll-
ments. which will assure adequate participation of such children * * s." Sec-
tion 103(a) (4) (A) (ii) provides for an appropriate and proportional expendi-
ture for children attending nonpublic elementary and secondary schools as
provided for in Section 102(b) (2). Section 103(a) (4) (B) (i) (ii) (iii) provides
for the control and administration of funds in a public agency; provision of
services by a public agency or an agency other than that of the private school
or religious organization, and that these funds will not be commingled with
'State or local funds.

Provisions made for the participation of nonpublic school children in Section
204(b) (7) (A) (i, ii) and 204(b) (7) (B) (i, fi, iii) of Title II are similar to
those of Title I.

Title III Section 303(b) (1) (2) (3) provides for a withholding and bypass
for the effective participation on an equitable basis for children in nonpublic
-schools.

The provisions of H.R. 16 concerning the effective participation on an equita-
ble basis of nonpublic school children are excellent. The assurance that pro-
vides for the provision of "secular, neutral, or nonideological services, mate-
rials, and equipment" for children attending nonprofit private schools is in
accordance with the appropriate standards stipulated by the U.S. Supreme
Court in the Lemon and DeCenso cases.

We are very pleased to have these provisions in this Bill. We hope that the
Administration does as fine a job in drafting its Education Revenue Sharing
proposal as you have done, Mr. Chairman, in drafting H.R. 16. We also hope
and trust that the principles with respect to nonpublic school children which
are continued in H.R. 16 will be used by this Committee in drafting a Bill for
the continuance of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

In this regard we would like to call the attention of the Committee to the
discrimination by exclusion.of nonpublic school children in the present Impact
Aid legislation (P.L. 81-874). We suggest that the same standards which have
been applied for nonpublic school children in H.R. 16 be included in any exten-
sion or revision of this legislation. _This would include counting nonpublic
school children equally ; setting aside of funds received on account of non-
-public school children by the States; provision for a bypass mechanism in the
event the States were unable to comply with these provisions, and expenditure
of these funds for the provision of secular, neutral and nonideological services,
materials and equipment.

Children of Federally-connected families in nonpublic schools should be
counted and should benefit equally with such children in public schools. The
'inequities in the present. legislation are clearly seen by those affected, the par-
ents of such children in nonpublic schools. Our support for legislation of this
type must be founded on the equitable treatment of nonpublic school children
in its provisions.

EDUCATION REVENUE SHARING

We are not able to comment in detail on Education Revenue Sharing at this
time, Mr. Chairman, because legislation has not yet been introduced during
this session of Congress. However, we have prepared an evaluation of the
"Education Revenue Sharing Act." of the Ninety-Seconkl Congress. At this time,
I would like to submit that evaluation for the Record. The conclusion of that
evaluation reads as follows:

"In conclusion, then. S. 1669 raises difficulties which, while by no means
beyond solution, do require careful study and sensitive handling. The United
States Catholic Conference has no objection in principle to revenue sharing or
any comparable plan for reducing the financial burden of the states and locali-
ties. It is concerned, however, that state constitutionsor constitutional inter-
pretationsas well as the attitudes and mind-sets of some public officials, will
in some areas create serious obstacles to equitable participation by nonpublic
school pupils in educational aid programs financed with Federal funds under
revenue sharing. Experience under the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 is not particularly reassuring in this regard, since, as various
studies indicate factors such as these have in many states made it difficult or
-even impossible for students in nonpublic schools to participate equitably in
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,ESEA benefits. If Education Revenue Sharing were to become a reality, it
would be imperative that the Federal legiidation make adequate provision for
whatever `by-pass' procedures might be necessary to insure the equitable par-
ticipation of nonpublic school students, and that in addition adequate adminis-
trative procedures be devised and implemented to guarantee the same result."

In addition, Mr. Chairman, we have suggested improvements in the Educa-
tion Revenue Sharing Act of 1971 to the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. The recommendations include the following provisions to ensure
the effective participation on an equitable basis of children attending private
nonprofit schools hi Education Revenue Sharing,

1. Children attending private nonprofit schools will be counted equally in
determining the amount of Federal f,:nds allotted to each State.

2. Each State shall be required to set aside funds received on account of
children attending private nonprofit schools and to expend such.funds for the
benefit of such children.

3. Where a State 13 prohibited by law from administering Federal funds for
the benefit of children in private nonprofit schools, or where there is a sub-
stantial failure to comply with requirements of the Federal law, the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education shall administer such funds.

4. Federal funds allotted to each state for the benefit of children attending
private nonprofit schools shall he expended solely for the provision of secular,
neutral, nonideologicat services, facilities, materials and equipment which the
U.S, Supreme Court has indicated can be provided within the limitations of
the Constitution.

At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to request an opportunity to
submit further detailed comments to this Committee when the proposed
Administration Education Revenue Sharing Bill has been introduced.

STATEMENT 'OF REV. ROBERT CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT,
ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO

Reverend Cum:. I am Superintendent of Schools, Archdiocese of
Chicago. We enroll approximately 250,000 youngsters of which
40,000 live in communities which could be accurately described as
economically depressed.

Because of the economic depression of these communities; many if
not all of the youngsters are educationally disadvantaged. Of these
30,000 to 40,000 who could be described as educationally disadvantaged,
approximately 4,800 are the beneficiaries of programs funded' by
title I.

I would like to limit my remarks this morning to title I programs
in the city of Chicago.

We feel that we could describe very successful the program of
nonpublic school participation. It has not always been so but cur-
rently these 4,800 youngsters are being served by excellent programs
mainly remedial and individualized reading programs.

The best testimony to their success is that of principals and teach-
ers who work with these programs, and-I will comment about that
later.

There are about 5 or 6 activities or programs in which our young-
sters participate. There is one, for example, .which- enrolls over 500
primary grade pupils in a program of individualized instruction for
continuous development. It is a reading -program. It is intended to
beef up the reading skills of youngsters who are 2 years below grade
level.

There is a summer program for remedial instruction in which
1,800 of our youngsters are enrolled. There is =interesting program
called parallelistic reading program. It is designed to remove lin-
guistic barriers in nonnative English speakers.
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This program presupposes that each student has a linguistic
sophistication in his own culture and it builds on this skill as a
means of providing a smooth transition to the standard English.

There are other programs of this kind, individualized in both
reading and math, some of them computer operations.

An interesting program operated by the prescription learning
method, diagnoses and needs, provides a computer printout and a
description for each student which identifies the material which best
meet these students' needs.

One of the critical needs in the city of Chicago and in the paro-
chial schools are programs for non-English speaking children. Cur-
rmtly about SOO of our pupils are henefitting from title I services
and are learning English through the services of public school
teachers.

All of these programs are surrounded by supportive services.
There are health and guidance services, there is even some television
education instruction which supports the basic reading and math
programs these youngsters receive. There is also, although not pro-
vided by title I, a massive school lunch program through which
these youngsters receive. nutritious meals that is provided by the
national school lunch program.

There are field trips. There are outdoor education programs. All
of these are supportive to the basic work and activity of title I
which is individualized and remedial reading.

We are satisfied with the participation of our youngsters at this
point but no one of course is ever absolutely satisfied. "We would like
greater participation.

Most of all, I think we would like to recommend and hope for
greater funding of these programs so that more children can be
reached.

The successful participation of our pupils in title I programs is
attributed to two factors. First of all, that the public school Services
are provided within our schools. The first 3 years Of ESEA our
:youngsters were required to go to neighborhood public schools and
this could be 8 or 10 blocks away. The result was that nobody went.

In some instances, they were afraid to walk through the neighbor-
hood. In other instances there.were after-school programs and it was
difficult for the children and the parents. The participation of our
pupils.within their own schools have added to the growth and devel-
opment of these programs.

Second, the Chicago Board of Education has provided two full--
time man whose sole responsibility is to administer the nonpublic
school side of title I programs.

I have here with me, and I won't bore you by reading all of these,
butl have a series of 40 or 50 letters from principals who attest to
the success and the effectiveness of title I programs in the parochial
schools of Chicago.

Two themes run through all of these letters, good as these pro-
grams are. One, the programs still are not adequate to meet the
needs of all of the youngsters.

Secohd,- and this is what impressed me most about the testimony
of the principals, practically every letter said the same thing. For
the fir .t time in their lives, many 6f these youngsters have encohn-
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tered a teacher who really. cares, and who is able to give them the
time they need to overcome their disability. As a result, these young-
sters are not only learning better, but they are happier and more
enthu sin stic learners.

We urge you, gentlemen, to fund the. act to the fullest extent pos-
sible and to extend the act. Thank you.

Mr. FoasyrnE. Thank you, Reverend Clark.
Mr. FORSYTHE. Next we will have Mr. Louis De Feo.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS DE FEO, JR., GENERAL COUNSEL, MISSOURI
CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Mr. DE FEO. Mr. Chairman, for the record, I am Louis De Fe°,
Jefferson City, Mo., general counsel for Missouri Catholic Confer-
ence.

In 1965 this Congress passed ESEA so that all educationally
deprived children would have the educational benefits that would be
necessary to break the cycle of poverty. It was clearly the congres-
sional intent that all children, both public school and nonpublic
school, and even children who attended no school would have these
benefits.

Unfortunately, I would report to you today that in the State, of
Missouri, this intent has been obstructed and frustrated as to the
benefits flowing to nonpublic school children. This has been for two
reasons.

First, the State educational officials, the commissioner and board
of education's refusal to provide equitable benefits to nonpublic
school children.

Second, the failure of the U.S. Office of Education to fully
enforce the laws and regulations governing this particular program.

At the outset of the program, in October 1965, our State board of
education adopted a guideline that expressly prohibited nonpUblic
school children from participating in title I programs by means of
enrollment or by means of sending title I personnel into the non-
public school premises. Since, as you probably know, about 75 per-
cent of all title I funds are expended for personnel, the State of
Missouri has effectively deprived nonpublic school children of prac-
tically 75.percent of title I benefits.

The only benefits flowing to nonpublic school children in Missouri
have been by equipment ioan and after our programs. The actions of
the State educational officials were based on alleged State constitu-
tional limitations.

However, in January 1970, the attorney general of Missouri issued
an official opinion stating that it was not in violation of our. State
constitution to provide title I personnel on nonpublic school prem-
ises.

We have a particular State constitutional provision, article 3, sec-
tion 38A, that basically provides that any money received from the
United States may be disbursed for any public purpose indicated by
Congress.

Despite this ruling of the chief legal offices of the State, despite-
this provision of our State constitution, the State educational
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officials, by arbitrary administrative fiat, refused to provide title I
services to nonpublic school children.

In April 1970, a complaint was filed. with the U.S. Office of
Education calling to their attention this discrimination and inequity.
An investigation was made by the Office of Education and in Octo-
ber 1971, a report was made. This report and investigation substan-
tiated the complaint.

I would like to read into the record one of the findings and sum-
mary of the conclusions of this report. This is an official report of
the U.S. Office of Education.

Finding No. 14 related to the Kansas City public school district
and the finding states:

It is reported that the needs of children in private schools were found to be
the same as those in public schools. Inasmuch as program guide 44 points out
that the high priority needs of private school children will be met with serv-
ices that are comparable In scope and quality to those provided to meet the
high priority needs of public school children, it is interesting to note that an
educationally deprived child with special educational needs who attended a
public school could receive the following benefits from title I funds: A. The
services of a teacher; B. the services of a teacher aide; C. use of equipment
and materials ; D. speech therapy on au average 1 to 2 hours a week ; E. active
participation in fine arts program , F. in addition, his parents could participate
in intensified parents program; G. the approximate per pupil cost of thege
services would be $180.75.

All of these services, with the exception of the fine arts program, would be
provided for the most part during the regular school day and on the same
premises as the regular program.

But on the other hand, what was the participation of non-public-
school children? We have one sentence, "educationally deprived chil-
dren attending nonprofit private schools, could participate only in
use of material and equipment in the fine arts program."

In conclusion, the U.S. Office of Education report states as fol-
lows:

Where the 'special needs of educationally deprived private school children
are basically the same as special needs of the educationally deprived public
school children, the data reported indicates that services available to private
school children are not comparable to the service available to public school.
children.

The conclusion goes on. to note that this is a violation of the
guidelines and regulations of the U.S. Office of Education. The next
conclusion

Because of the time and location of the main activities in the Title X pro-
gram in St. Louis, Kansas City, and Cape Girardeau, the private school chil-
dren do not have opportunities to participate in the services unless they give
up membership in the private-school and enroll in public school full time. This
would be in violation of Section 11019 of the regulations.

Third, it concluded, the large discrepancy between per pupil
expenditures for private school children from title I funds as com-
pared to per pupil expenditure for public school children, while not
an absolute criterion, does provide an indication that private school
children are not. receiving a range and intensity of services which
.amount to genuine opportunities to participate.

Mr. ATEEDs. Pardon me, may I interrupt you? You are the general
counsel for the Missouri 'Catholic Conference. Do you have a coun-
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terpart at the national level? Iii other words, is there a general
counsel rationally?

Mr. Da no. The counsel of the USCC is here, Mr. Consedine.
Mr. MEHos. Mr. Consedine, perhaps you can answer my question,

sir. Is there: any method of monitoring situations like he has
described that-oecurred in Missouri and any kind of liaison between
you and the U.S. Office of Education to bring what I consider to be
flagrant violations of the intent, and purpose of title I to the atten-
tion of the U.S. Office Of Education?

Mr. Coxsunixii. Congressman, this has been clone extensively, but
I would prefer that Mr. De Fco address himself to it because he is
the gentleman who made the contact. And indeed he is prosecuting a
lawsuit right now.

Mr. Mrnms. It is true that he could bring this to the attention of
the U.S. Office of Education. But if there is any kind of a pattern
this business across the United States, then somebody ought to be on
it and they ought to be on it very quickly and very hard.

I would suspect that perhaps this is being done at a national level
if there is any kind of a pattern. This is the first incident of some-

ing like this that I have heard and what I am trying to find out
is, is it happening very often, and in very many places? Do you
know?

Mr. Cols-mu-NE. Not to my knowledge, Congressman. I have sort
of gotten away from the Government liaison business. I have been
too busy with legal matters. There are others here who ccutld answer
your question more adequately, Mr. Robinson and Mr. De Feo. But I
am not familiar with any pattern. I think it is rather unique.

Dr. ITALESSIO. There is regular continuing liaison between the
U.S. Catholic Conference and the U.S. Office of Education. That
liaison operates out of the Division of Elementary and Secondary
Education. So we in a sense keep the U.S. Office of Education
informed of this type of situation as it comes to our attention from
the field.

Mr. Mimes. Was the U.S. Office of Education informed in this
instance?

Mr. Da Fr.o. Congressman. a complaint was filed with USOE in
April 1970. The document which I just read was findings and con-
clusions of their investigation which is dated October 13,1971.

I would further add. some 3 years later, almost to the day, we are
here today and there has been no effective action taken to remedy
this situation.

Mr. Mimes. That is just incredible.
Thank you, please proceed.
Mr. DE FEO. Also in April 1970 there was a lawsuit filed by non-

public-school children in the city of Kansas City in the Federal dis-
trict court against the State department of education or,. more pre-
cisely, the State Commissioner- and State board of education, alleging
misadministration of the title I program.

This lawsuit is pending on appeal before the circuit court of
appeals. At the outset of this suit in April 1970, it was estimated
that non-public-school children in Missouri had been deprived of
approximately $13 million in title I benefits.
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I would like to bring to your attention some of the evidence in the
record of this particular case which I think will demonstrate the
gross inequities in the administration of title I in Missouri.

The State department of education adopted a guide which is
known as Policy Number Two which, on paper, states that the per
capita expenditure per public school child and per capita expendi-
ture for non-public-school children shall not vary more than 10 per-
cent. On paper it sounds good.

However, in taking depositions we learned that the application of
this rule is very discriminatory. The State title I director automati-
cally excluded the expenditure for personnel..

Since the program is 75-percent expenditures for personnel, 75
percent of the money was excluded from the equation.

I would like to read the brief responses he made in testimony in
the court. I am quoting from the title I director for the State of
Missouri:

Question: Would you exclude the amount of money expended for personnel.
from. your calculations of per capita expenditure because of this constitatitmut
thing you mentioned?

Answer: At the nonpublic school, I don't follow.
Que.vtion: Let's try same illustrations. Let's assume that there is a remedial

reading Proffroln that the public school program includes leachers, teacher
aides, and equipment moteriols and supplies and that the non-public school:
program is operated by roluntcer.s, not through Title 1 funds. A8 far us Title
funds, they would have equipment, materials and supplies.

Let's say the amount of equipment, materials and supplies expended for
public and non-public were equal per capita, say ten dollars per child. Now,.
then, the amount of personnel in the budget

And the answer, interrupting: "Would be excluded."
Continuing the question :
Would be $200 per child for public school children. Would you exclude this

$200?
Answer: In figuring the variance, yes.
Question: The equipment i8 equal, therefore it complies with Policy No. 2.
Answer: Right.
Continuing at a later point in the testimony :
Question: Let its go back to the hypothetical case we had awhile ago, where-

n50 was expended per pupil in public schools and $50 was expended per pupid
in non-public schools, but tlw equipment was equal and $50 of equipment was
in public schools and $50 in non-public schools and $250 was for personnel.
You have stated earlier that you woula just corn:pare the equipment since per-
sonnel is excluded.

Answer: That is correct.
Qucation: Would you regard this situation as being in compliance with Pa-

eral regulations and guide we have just discussed regarding comparable partici-
pation?

Answer: Yes.

Upon learning of this fact; the plaintiffs applied for a motion for
preliminarY injunction to compel the State Department of Educa-
tion to enforce their own guideline in reality and not just on paper.

In response to this motion, the defendants, the Board of Educa-
tion, to demonstrate a need for a high injunction bond admitted that
if the injunction was granted requiring them to equally expend
funds, that they would have to reallocate in that 1 year $5 to $6 mil-
lion.
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Further, we looked into specific title I applications in Missouri as
to how this rule was being applied in fact. I would like to cite
examples.

The Linn public school district is a typical small rural community
in central Missouri. Regarding the number of educationally deprived
children, 36 percent of the eligible children were non-public stu-
dents. By contrast, only 7 percent of title I funds were budgeted .to
be expended for benefits to non-public school children.

Although $244 was expended per pupil in the public school for
title I services, only $30 was expended for non-public school chil-
dren.

Of the fulltime certified staff available under the program, 100
percent of that staff provided services to public school children and
none provided services to non-public school children.

Looking at the per pupil hours per week of available opportuni-
ties, a public school child had 97 percent of the opportunities and
non-public school children had 3 percent of the opportunities,
although they were 36 percent of the eligible children.

At Kansas City, 5.4 percent were in non-public school; only five-
tenths of 1 percent of title I funds.were expended on these children.
Two hundred fifty dollars was spent per public school child but only
$25 was spent for non-public school child, a ten-to-one ratio.

By constant pressure by representatives of the non-public schools,
there has been some increase in the expenditure of title I funds for
non-public school children in Missouri. But we still have substantial
inequities in expenditure.

Furthermore, the children are confined to after-hour programs
which are inherently inequitable as compared to regular hour pro-
grams.

Second, as Mr. Porath will demonstrate for you, many of the pro-
grams that appear equitable on paper. have been diam programs and
have never been implemented. By comparison, title II in Missouri
has worked relatively well.

Why the difference? I feel the significant differences are there :
First of all, title II benefits are allocated on a formula allotment
basis.

Second, there is a bypass provision that if the State fails to pro-
vide services to non-public school children, the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion can bypass.

Third, from the outset in 1965-66,' the U.S. Office of Education
has clearly indicated they will invoke this bypass if the State does
not provide these services. As a result of these three conditions, title
II of Missouri has worked relatively equitably.

By contract, in the absence of these conditions, title I has worked
inequitably.

In conclusion. I would urge this committee first to ass that
there is an equitable expenditure of title I funds by pr, =4* a

set-aside on allocations of funds to reserve funds for n..
school children in a similar manner that you have already done for
children in neglected and delinquent institutions.

Second, that this committee provide provisions that will assure
that Cowzressional intent is not frustrated either by a State limita-
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tion or by an arbitrary State official, and that this be done by a
bypass mechanism.

Third, I- would urge this committee to urge the U.S. Office of
Education by what means may be available, to enforce the title I
law and title I regulations.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. MEEns. Mr. De Feo, before you finish, I would like to make

sure that I have the fact situation correct. I was reading part of the
time you testified.

We have Mr. Clay from Missouri here now and if we could recon-
struct what I think you said, I am sure he is going to be interested
in this.

It is my understanding that in 1967, or earlier, a decision was
made by the Missouri State Department of Education that under
title I, no public education personnel, teachers, could teach in non-
public schools in utilization of title I funds, is that correct?

Mr. DE no. Both of these rulings prevented the pupils and
teacher getting together in regular school hours. The pupil can't go
to the teacher in the public schools. You can't have title -I teachers
going to the non-public schools.

Mr. Mums. In other words; there was no shared time with the
public school teacher, nor could the public school teacher go the pri-
vate school?

Mr. DE FEO. Right, during regular school.
Mr. MEEns. These were decisions by the Missouri State Board of

Education ?
Mr. DE no. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS: Thereafter, the Missouri State attorney general's

opinion stated that neither of these decisions were correct, that these
facilities could be utilized and teachers could be utilized in private
schools, is that correct?

Mr. DE FEO. The opinion related only to providing personnel. It
ruled that title I personnel could go to non-public school premises.
That was issued in January 1970.

Mr. MEEDS. This violation of title I was brought to the Office of
Education attention in 1970 also, is that correct?

Mr. DE no. That is correct, by letter to the Commissioner.
Mr. MEEDS. Is it further correct that two situations which you

have just described still prevail in the State of Missouri with regard
to parochial school children?

Alr.DE FEO. That is correct.
Mr..MEEns. Despite what you just recited?
Mr. DE FEO. That is correct.
Mr. MEEDs. Well,- that is a .problem I think this committee ought

to dig into. It is an absolute violation of the intent of this committee
in framing title I.

Chairman PERKINS. Would you yield to the gentleman. from Flor-
ida to make an observation?

Mr. MEEDS. I think that this committee ought to get very quickly
to the Office of Education with regard to this specific matter and I
would hope that on a national level there. is some kind of reporting
system so that this type of violation which might be occurring in
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other Stares can be brought to this committee's attention, so we can
really land on the Office of Education with both feet on this situa-
tion.

I yield to the gentleman from Florida.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. De Fe°, perhaps we have a similar experience

in the State of Florida with the Dade County school board. We had
a problem in that respect becauSe Florida itself has a specific statute
that says that no school board shall allocate any funds to a private
or parochial school.

We were in a crunch where if we didn't provide this for a specific
parochial school we were in violation of the provisions of title I. If
we did do it, we were in direct conflict with the State statute in this
case.

I am sure this is not a particularly isolated situation either in
Florida or Missouri, and I think it well behooves this committee to
resolve these problems because the Dade County school board is a
direct arm of the State government and as such we have our first
obligation to the State of which we are employees. And I think at
that time it was resolved as an understanding that we would give
help to the schools through title I program

I think the action is not the intent of the school board but it is
-just the conflict of State laws and regulations and provisions of title
I, and I think we must work these things out. I don't know how you
will no it; but I think the committee should address itself to that
problem.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie, do you want to interrogate the wit-
ness fat this point?

We will have the deputy up to probe the subject and the problem
youlhave discussed.

QUM Are we going to interrogate just this witness?
Chairman PERKINS. We are going to interrogate all of the wit-

nesses.
We will proceed for about 10 minutes and then we will recess.

Then I have several questions for all of these witnesses.
Mr...Quit. As I understand the colloquy with Mr. Meeds, this

severe 'denial of services to nonpublic school children in Missouri is
something that exists only in Missouri. Is that correct?

Mr. DE FEo. Congressman, of course I think I can only speak as
to Missouri. It has been my observation that other States have this
problem, but it has perhaps not been as documented as the situation
in Missouri.

Mr. Qum. I gather from information I picked up by the grape-
vine, it exists, but to a much lesser degree than some other States.
Would that be correct?'

Mr. DE FEO. Congressman, I think the Missouri situation is an
extremely severe situation. Other situations do exist in other States,
but not nearly as severe.

Mr. CoNsEDINE. Congressman, Mr. Robinson has informed me
that Missouri is the only -.State that has invoked a statewide bar,,
that there are local problems in other States and other States where
title I is working well in one section and inadequately in others. But
there is no other State that has the kinds of rulings that -Missouri
has issued.
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Mr. Qum. That is my understanding. We don't have a total State
roblem anywhere else. Like Mr. Meals, I am astounded that it

takes this long to do something about it because it vas .my interpre-
tation of title I that if public schools did not provide that assistance
to nonpublic school systems, that public schools would be denied the
funds.

The quickest way to bring people around is to deny the funds and
that is what they should have done in Missouri. That is what I
think should be done in the local schools where that difficulty arises
as well.

I also feel, however, that it is necessary for you people to docu-
ment that and to bring it to the attention of the Department and to
our attention in the Congress. You can't expect that the Office of
Education will go out investigating all of the time on that matter.
To what extent could you bring that to the attention of the Depart-
ment?

Could we get a list of the incidents of denial of equitable treat-
ment of nonpublic schools?

Dr. D'ALEssIo. Yes, Congressman, we could supply you with such
a list. Actually, particular situations are brought to the attention of
the Office of Education periodically.

Mr. Qum. I know there has been sonic remediat;-.ai and other
times there is less than that. Is this so voluminous it would not
be wise to put it in the record now? I would like t/. have it in the
.record at this time.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection ;.it is so ordered.
[The information requested follows :3

INCIDENTS OF INEQUITABLE PARTICIPATION OF ELIGIBLE NONPUBLIC
SCHOOL STUDENTS IN ESEA TITLE I PROGRAMS

During the March 1 testimony of the Division of Elementary and Secondary
Education, U.S. Catholic Conference, before the General Subcommittee on
Education, you inquired whether we could supply you with a list of incidents
of denial of equitable treatment of eligible nonpublic school children in ESEA
Title I programs. We answered in the affirmative.

From reports which the Division of Elementary and Secondary Education
has been receiving, incidents of inequitable treatment of eligible nonpublic
school students in ESEA Title I programs seem to be located in the following
states.

Illinoisparticularly in the local education agencies outside of the city of
Chicago, Oklahoma, Utah, and Virginia.

State Attorney's General rulings and State constitutional prohibitions add to
the difficulties of local education agencies in providing for the equitable partic-
ipation of eligible nonpublic school children in ESEA Title I programs.

Mr. CONSEDINE. May I add, Congressman Quie, that we do bring
these matters to the attention of the Office of Education. We have
been doing it since 1965. That is why we are asking for a bypass in
title I because the only remedy now, as you indicated, is for the
Commissioner of Education to withhold the total state allotment and
they are unwilling to do that, and we are unwilling to press for it
in some circuinstances, because we would regard that as an inequit-
able remedy to deny the whole State funds. where, in fact, in some
places the title I programs are working adequately and satisfactorily.

Mr. Qum. I agree with you that a bypass would be preferable.

35-545-73pt. 2-16
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You know I have long pushed for a bypass in every piece of elemen-
tary and secondary legislation we have on the books now and will
-work for a bypass in any we have in the future.

However, I also interpreted the law to say where there is no
bypass you don't get money if you don't provide equitable treatment.

Until we have a better remedy, such as the bypass, they should
automatically enforce the law the way it is.

Let me ask you about the distribution of title I money for provid-
ing services for the children in nonpublic schools. Some States, and
if I recollect correctly, Michigan is one, provide testing of .the non-
public school children in order to determine whether they are disad-
vantaged or not and therefore should receive the benefits of the pro-
gram. To what extent is testing being conducted and what is your
view of this means of distributing the money?

Mr. DUFFY. Testing to determine whether the children are educa-
tionally deprived.? I believe in a good number of the States and
from my experience. New York State determines the eligibility of
youngsters on what they consider the pupil evaluation program test.
It is a test both in reading and in mathematics. But New York State
just relies predominantly on the reading test to determine whether a
child is educationally deprived and if the child scores below the 25th
percentile or ranks 2 years below grade level, then that child can
make use of title I services. The math side of the test is never con-
sidered.

We do have occasion where a child may be fairly good in reading
but his math is poor, yet he could not, because he is good in reading,
could not receive math services.

So the use of these tests in New York State have benefited in cer-
tain cases and have worked against- the children in others. As to
using tests to determine educational deprivation and using that as a
basis for allocating funds, I think we would have to know more
about that before we could absolutely use that as a criterion.

Chairman PEaxixs. Let' me interrupt for a monent. We gave to
recess the hearing so we can 'mark-up the agricultural bill and then
we will get back to you gentlemen. If you will vacate the seats so
the clerks can get down there for a few moments, we will get back
with you.

[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the subcommittee recessed until 11 :10
A.m.]

Chairman PERKINS. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from
Washington, Mr. Meeds.

Mr. MEEDS.- Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr..De Feo, I would like to ask you two more questions.
First of all, and we don't know for certain but the indications are

that the President's special revenue sharing for education will in
effect provide that moneys will be sent by the Federal Government
to state governments and distributed to local school districts by the
State government for such purposes as local school districts might
decree.

In view of what you have told me as to the policy in the State of
Missouri with regard to the expenditure of title I funds, how would
you feel about the dispersement of Federal funds to a

funds,
'Where
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they might be intermingled with State funds and then to local dis-
tricts ?

Do you think parochial schools would receive any kind of consid-
eration under a situation such as I have just described?

Mr. Dr: FEO. Congressman Meeds, if there were no restrictions
whatsoever, no guidance in the use of those funds, I think our expe-
rience in Missouri would demonstrate that nonpublic schools would
be excluded.

If there are adequate precautions like a bypass mechanism and
some identification and allocation of the funds, reserving them for
nonpublic school childrenthese precautions I think would have to
be taken as a minimum.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you.
With regard to the question of Head Start programs, under the

present. system over 0 percent of the Head Start programs in this
Nation are operated by private or parochial groups, through Federal
funds to community action programs which are dist.' ',lilted to local
Heads Start groups, either public or private.

Again, under the situation that you have just described, if there
were not a community action agency and those funds had to be inter-
mingled with Missouri State funds, 6w- would local Catholic operated
Head Start programs fare in the State of Missouri, do you have a
ifuess ?

Mr. DE FEO. I haVe not done an extensive investigation of Head
Start but I have had some information come back to me on the State
Head Start -program.

It is my impression that where the Head Start funds have come
through some other source, you see under title I you can have a Head
Start type program, but where it comes from a source other than
through the State Board of Education, the Head Start participation
of nonpublic school agencies and children has been much better.

Mr. MEEn. Through the community action programs?
Mr. DE FEO. Yes.
-Mr. PORATH. I am from a Catholic school in St. Louis. We have a

headstart program in St. Louis, part of which is operated by our
Catholic school office

At the current time the people who operate this program are in a
panic because they realize under the existing Missouri setup, once
the community action program folds, their rieadstart program will
end in Missouri.

Mr. Mmos. And even if special revenue sharing funds were given
to human resources use in the States and those funds could not be
passed -through a Federal agency directly to the Catholic headstart
program in St. Louis, you would be deprived of funds, would you
not?

Mr. PORATH. The funds would not be coming unless they were
given to a not-for-profit organization.

.

Mr. Minos. I am a little bit outside of the scope of this particular
hearing but if you were to go upstairs you would find that the
administration has evidently forgotten entirely about this problem
and is ready to pawn .off helter shelter the community action pro-
grams and.leave, absolutely no bypass, no method of providing fluids
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for private and parochial headstart programs which comprise over
50 percent of the total in the Nation.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie?
Mr. Qum. When the Headstart program was established, it did

not go just through the Community Action Agency. They got set up
pretty fast then and one of my colleagues, who is no longer on our
committee, said they dreamed it up and put it together when they
walked down the street. If they could go that fast, I think it could
be taken care of in Missouri.

I don't think you have to worry about ITeadstart programs. They
are going to function. The only ones you have to worry about am
the ones funded by local initiative funds.

Let one go ahead and ask my questions.
. Mr. Duffy, you were answering a question.

What I wanted to find out is to what, extent is testing being used
now to determine what nonpublic schoolchildren are going to benefit
from the title I program ?

Mr. DUFFY. Testing nationwide, Congressman?
Mr. QUM. Yes.
Mr.DuFFy. I can only speak from my experience in the State of

New York. We really don't have information on testing or whether
the other States use testing to determine the educational deprivation
of youngsters.

So I can't answer your question.
Mr. Qum. So you only have experience in New York State?
Mr. DUFFY. In New York State, yes.
Mr. QUIE. Does anybody else know ?
Mr. McELLinorr. Joe McElligott, director of division of education

for California Catholic Conference:
Previously I administered Federal programs for public school dis-

trict in California. The practice in California for the identification
of youngsters for participation in title I activities is based secondar-
ily upon a test and first on area of residence in the target area. But.
the test selected is determined by the local educational agency.

Sometimes this works equally well for the identification of young-
sters in both public and nonpublic schools. At other times the 'test
selected may be one that will give more weight to readimr

h
or more

weight to math and sometimes serves the institutional needs of the
public school sector to the detriment of nonpublic school students
participation.

Mr. Qum. In what way?
Mr. McEr,moorr. Our youngsters in many cases tend to do a little

bit better in reading and a little bit worse in math. If a test is
skewed so that it gives the other type. of youngsters the advantage,
our youngsters will be eliminated frOm the program.

Mr. Qum. In a test I have seen in the public schools there is such
a strong co'-relation between difficulty in reading and math that it
goes up to the 90-percent figure. That is why I was surprised when
you indicated there wasn't a large number. You always find young-
sters who can't figure out their math; but they are good readers.

Evidently there is a difference between the type of schools.
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Mr. McEr.LiourT. We also have circumstances, Concrressman,
where various factors come into play where the public school district
wants to identify youngsters who will succeed and who will show up
well in test scores at the end of the year's project.

So eliminated from project participation are those youngsters way
down at the bottom of the scores. They are not included in the title
I program because sometimes it is felt that they won't show the
most growth and won't come up with nice results at the tail end.

Mr. QUM.. This indicates to me that the public schools fail the kid,
'beCause, in every program we find there is a tendency to cream,
rather than to put the money where the most severe handicap exists.

I think we have to insist on the title I program reaching those
who can't read at all.

Chairman PERKINS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. QUTE. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. The gentleman is seeking to write an alloca-

-tion formula here.
Mr. Qum. I am not seeking anything here this morning but to try

to find out how nonpublic school children are being treated pres-
ently.

Chairman PERKINS. Based on test scores, I would like to ask you
whether you feel we have the necessary data to indicate to the extent
that we should allocate fluids to the States?

I am of the opinion that it would scatter the funds in every direc-
tion [yid get away from the concept of targeting in on the most dis-
advan aged groups in the country.

Now, if we had $0 billion or $8 billion or even.$3 billion, I would
feel that the theory of the gentleman from Minnesota would be
much sounder. But it is going to be most difficult to. obtain those
funds.

I want to ask this panel whether you are satisfied with the distri-
bution formula to the States, the allocation of funds, and how you
feel that we can improve the distribution formula?

I thought I-would give you the background of what I think the
gentleman from Minnesota has in mind and I will let you take that
background into consideration in connection with your answer.

Dr. D'ALEssro. Mr. Chairman, actually I am not an authority; I
don't have expertise in the allocation formula by -means of which
title ffunds are allocated to various States.

However, in our written testimony we. did .suggest, namely. that
there be a set aside established at the local level of the funds, so that
the children attending the nonpublic schools will be able to effec-
tively participate on an equitable basis.

Mr. Qum. Let me ask you about this whoie question of who is the
most severely disadvantaged because the chairman seems to indicate
that those who are poor, meaning those are on welfare, who come
from a family of $2,000 income or less, are the most severely disad-
vantaged.

Let's take a child who can't read in a school
not

there is a con-
centrated group of poor children who did not have any books at
home.. Here is another child living in another area and his parents
earn quite a bit of money and there is no poverty in that home and
that child can't read either.
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Which one is the most handicapped ?
Mr. FORD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. QUID. Yes.
Mr. FORD. You are asking the question predicated on the assump-

tion that the Office of Education is administering the act the way it
was written. When you and I sat on the committee, it was our inten-
tion that educational deprivation be on some bases rather than the
family income of the child involved. But in the past 2 years the
guidelines have now forced title I funds into a situation where you
actually must determine the family income of the child before it
goes into the classroom or into a program under the threat that if
you have too many nonreading children from families above the
poverty level in the classroom, even though it might have a concen-
tration of poor children, that

in
might be told that that is impro-

per use of title I funds and n fact some cities have been told, so
that the impact in a State like Michigan is that they are now requir-
ing a means test for children and they are going away from rather
than toward the kind of distribution of funds we had in mind.

I want to know whether the way the new regulations are written
have had an impact on that distribution.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. Would you answer my question?
Dr. D'ALESsIo. I think they are both educationally disadvantaged

although I think the ultimate criterion is how Congress wants to
spend its money in terms of educational disadvantagement.

Mr. QUID. Now in your school, the way they operate with tests, it
does not make any difference what the income of that child is, as
long as the school is in the target area.

Then they take the test and those children can be from families of
any income, isn't that correct?

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. That is also correct in the pablic
schools.

Mr. Qum I know it is but of course the public schools, you see,.
have the determination to make of whether there is a concentration
of poverty, not a concentration of. educationally disadvantagement,
but concentration of poverty and you are kind of stuck with that.

If you have schools some other place with just as many disadvan-
taged kids, you don't get a cent to help those kids.

Mr. DUFFY. That is correct. Educationally disadvantaged young-
sters, right.

Mr. Qum If we agree with Dr. _James Colemans theory, the
reason why kids aren't doing well is that they don't bring advan-
tages from home or they don't sit by other children who bring
advantages from home.
. Here is the child in another school who sits by kids who bring
advantages from home and he is still disadvantaged. It seems to me
that this is a tougher nut to crack than those involved in the schools
where they are in target areas.

Mr. DUFFY. I would agree with you.
Mr. Qum. I will yield to Mr. Burton.
Mr. BURTON. In the early stage of deliberation on this bill, we

thought that we had a poverty index. I would hope that we will not
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keep compounding the problems we have had in the past in this
respect.

I hope we can have a yardstick that will be adequately applied.
Mr. Qum. When I started to ask these questions, I wanted to get

at the testing to see if they used adequate testing.
I believe that the fairest thing is criterion based tests. But I got

involved in the idea of distributing funds to the States.
Mr. Burton and I talked about this for a long time and this pres-

ent formula is as unfair as it could be, as proven by the new census
information.

Minnesota has 58 percent fewer children from families with $2,000
income, in the 1970 census than was the case in the 1960 censsus.

Nevada has 25 percent more children from families with incomes
of $2,000 or less than they had in the 1960 census and they don't
have a big welfare program AFDC, so they didn't count them all.

That is about as unfair as can be. Both the gentlemen from Cali-
fornia and I agree that is a lousy way to do it.

Mr. Buirrox. This is predictable. We didn't come to grips with it
and now we can confirm hi the census what commonsense led us to
believe before, that the yardstick we had was not relevant to a real
world and we should try to get a real world yardstick and apply it
equitably.

Mr. QUIT:. That is right. At the time we passed this act in 1965,
the big fad was poverty. It was a problem but I think you realize
that it a fad. The most recent one is environment.

Don't misunderstand me. These are severe problems, but what
bothers me is that even if we found that perfect means of determin-
ing who is in poverty, we aren't counting all of the children that are
educationally disadvantaged.

I want to say to you what I said yesterday. I think we have to
spend a lot more money at the Federal level and I agree you have to
have a bypass to assure that your students are treated equitably.

One of the biggest reasons why we are incorporating more under
title I is that you are counting children under $2,000 as being in
poverty. They don't have political clout. The disadvantaged are not
counted in the formula.

I am trying to find a means to test and determine who is educa-
tionally disadvantaged and distribute the money wherever they acre
to help them. Then you will find all of these people with political
clout, with educational disadvantaged clout in there pumping for
money to pay for it, and we would be jumping for that 1.5 billion in
a big hurry because we would feel that all over the government.

That is a strong motivation that I have to change this.
Now, have any of you looked at national assessment to see how

they are doing?
Dr. D'ALEssio. No.
Mr. QTrIE. I think this is going to be pretty good assessment.

Before we pass this legislation, I wish some of you would look at
the work they are doing. A national assessment, that is like a Gallup
Poll, is to find out how kids are doing in the school. They do that on
a regional basis now and they should do it on a statewide basis.

It would be ak help to that group who has the largest number of
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non - public school children and therefore we should have the compet-
ence of people like Mr. Consecline in the legal field to take a look at
that as well.

Mr. FORD (presiding). I understand some of the panel have not
presented their initial statement. Perhaps it would be helpful if we
go on with that part of the presentation so they can be questioned
along the others.

Mi.r. PE FEO. Mr. Chairthan, I would like to make one additional
remark on my presentation and then Mr. Paroth will talk about the
St. Louis situation.

I mentioned there was a lawsuit filed with regard to the experi-
ence in Missouri and that case is still pending. I would also call to
your attention that the U.S. (Ace of Education has filed a brief in
that case and to thatextent are participating in the litigation.

STATEMENT OF JEROME R. PORATH, GOVERNMENT COORDINATOR,
. ARCHDIOCESE OF ST, LOUIS, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr. Pon Alm Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Jerome It. Porath, director of government programs for St.
Lou is Archdiocese.

I would like to restrict my comments, to title I in the eity of St.
Louis.

1V have found over the past 5 or 6 years since initiation of title I
participation of nonpublic schoolchildren in the city of St. Louis has
been groHy inequitable.

I would like to show tl is to you by pointing out .some of the
figures on the amounts of money spent in comparison between public
and nonpublic schoolchildren and then looking at the types of pro-
grams that are offered for both public and nonpublic schoolchildren.

First of all from the point of view of expenditure per pupil, back
in 1969 the public schools expended for public school students under
title I over $169. The nonpublic school students received $42 worth
of services. In 1970, it was $176 for eligible public school students
and $32 for nonpublic school students. In 1971, $200 for public and
$53 for nonpublic stiidents. In 1972, we had a very interesting situa-
tion, There was almost $300 appropriated or budgeted for use by
public school students, $300 per pupil. We don't know exactly what
the initial amount that was originally budgeted for nonpublic school
students was but we do know that they budgeted $20,000 for approx-
imately 1,800 nonpublic school students and yet they budgeted
$28,000 for administrative salaries of the public school administra-
tion:

So. the two .administrators in the public schools were getting more
than 1,300 nonpublic schoolchildren were receiving in services. We
immediately put some pressure on the public school administrators
and tried to rectify the situation and the budget was increased.

Along about April we received a per pupil allocation for non-
public' school students which was relatively close to that allocation
for the public school students but this was purely a paper budget.

This is what happened. Out of a total of '$532,000 that we budg-
eted for nonpublic school services,- 40 percent of that money was
never spent; The reason it was never spent is because. the public
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school did. not set up programs for the nonpublic school students
which could use the money.

Let me cite two examples. They budgeted $172,000 for teacher
inservice. Then they set up a limited inservice teacher-training serv-
ice during the summer months. There was not enough hours during
the summer nor enough teachers to use up $172,000. This was also
complicated by the fact that announcement of the inservice pro-
grams occurred so late in the school year that many of the teachers
had other commitments for the stunmer and were unable to partake
of these programs.

So out of $172,000 budgeted for inservice, only $45,000 was ever
spent. This was the maximum that we could have used.

Another area was summer school. In this case the public schools
decided they would have summer classes for nonpublic school pupils.
They had done this for a number of years previously and found that
no more than 30 percent of the eligible students ever attended these
summer classes.

However, in computing their budget figure for nonpublic school
participation, they took the total number of eligible students, multi-
plied it by summer school rate and came up with their figure that
way.

As a result they budgeted $85,000 for summer school- prcgrams.
The principals of the nonpublic schools never heard about these pro-
grams. In fact, the last day of the school year I was in the office. of
the director of Government programs for the St. Louis public
sehoois during the morning and I asked him could you give me a
list of the times and places of the public school summer programs so
I can get the word to the principals so that they can get the word to
the children before they are dismissed for the summer?

He told me we don't know where they are going to be or when
they are going to be. As a result We were only able to identify out
of over 1800 children, 12 children who actually participated in the
summer programs.

Assuming that maybe 50 children actually made it to the summer
classes, there was only $2,000 spent out' of this budget. So just in
these two categories alone there was almost 40 percent of the. non-
public school budget never expended.

Looking at the differences in the types of programs offered in the
public and non-public school students we,see a greater inequity.

One _program called rooms of 15 takes 1,100 children for the entire
schoolday every schoolday for the entire school year and gives them
remedial work in math, reading, and language arts.

The reading improvement teams, another one of their programs
dealing with over 10,000 public schoolchildren, works with the chil-
dren in groups of 5 to 10 for 45 minutes a day every day during the
entire school year.

The other two programs are high school programs and these are
full time high school programs for the title I children.

For the non-public school students there are three programs. One is
loan of equipment and materials for use during the schoolday.

The second is a Saturday program which runs for 15 weeks 3
hours a week, total of 45 hours of service, and the third is loan of
audiovisual equipment to the schools.
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So that in comparing the two programs, there is no comparison
between the public and non-public school participation.

In trying to -work with the public school people we are told it is
the way the situation is in Missouri. There is no way you can legally
spend the money.

As a result, we ask and recommend that some kind of bypass
mechanism be added to the title I law so that situations like this
will no longer continue.

Thank you.
[Mr. Porath's statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF JEROME R. PORATH, GovErolmuNT COORDINATOR, ARCHDIOCESE
OF ST. LOUIS, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1985 was remarkable in
that it provided for federally funded educational programs to benefit children
enrolled in both public and nonpublic elementary and secondary schools in this
country. This Act brought educators from both the public and private sector
together in a cooperative educational venture directed towards the good of all
school age children. As such this Act is a landmark and should offer a pattern
for all future efforts in federal aid to education.

Although there have been problems with the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, it has delivered educational services to children who may have
been overlooked in the regular course of instruction in their schools. Despite
its failures, ESEA should be strengthened and continued. Having learned from
the mistakes of the past, we are ready to move forward in service of the edu-
cational needs of the children of this country. Now is not the time to scrap
this program and try to start all over again with something new. Congress
should shore up the weak points in this law, appropriate the necessary funds,
and give this country the support in education it so desperately needs at this
time.

My remarks will be limited today to Title I of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act. This title provides special educational services to educa-
tionally deprived children who reside in economically depressed areas. I would
like to draw on any experiences working with the involvement of some non-
public school children in the activities funded by this title. In doing this, I
will illustrate what has been going on in the City of St. Louis, Missouri in
Title I, what could happen if the law were strengthened and continued, and
how the law could be changed to give greater benefits.

Regarding the participation of nonpublic school children in Title I of ESTA,
the federal regulations state that the local educational agency should provide
these children with "genuine educational' opportunities" which are comparable
in size, quality, and scope to those provided to the children enrolled in the
public schools. In St. Louis, Missouri we have not yet seen the realization of
this regulation. Since the inception of Title I, the services have not been com-
parable for nonpublic school children in St. Louis.

One way of determining whether comparable services have been provided by
the local educational agency to nonpublic school children is to examine the
expenditures made for those services. Although the amount of money expended
is no guarantee of the quality of service provided, it does indicate the effort of
the local agency to provide those services. In examining the expenditures for
the current fiscal year and the four preceeding fiscal years, we will find that
the money spent on services to children enrolled in nonpublic schools has not
been comparable to the amount spent on the public school children.

TABLE I.PER PUPIL AMOUNTS BUDGETED FOR TITLE I PROGRAMS BY ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Fiscal year
Public school Nonpublic school

pupils pupils

1969 $169.59 $42.55
1970 176.24 32.31
1971 202 45 53.68
1972 298.80 1 162.16

After pressure from nonpublic school sector, halfway through the fiscal year, this was raised to $268.24.
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Looking at these four previous years, one can easily see that the money
spent on providing services to children in nonpublic schools has not been com-
parable to that spent on services for children enrolled in the public schools.

Table I also shows that in fiscal year 1972 the local educational agency
increased its budgeted expenditure for nonpublic school services during the
fiscal year. The St. Louis Public Schools requested and received from the Mis-
souri State Department of Education an additional $222,459 in Title I funds
on April 6, 1072 for the purpose of increasing service to nonpublic school chil-
dren. However, this turned out to be an increase in budget, not expenditure.

After the additional Title I funds were received, the budget for services to
nonpublic school children amounted to $532,189. Contained in this total are two
accounts that I would like for you to inspect. Inservice salaries for teachers
and aides: $172,800, and Summer school expenses for pupils: $85,160. After the
inservice activities were completed, only $45,169.50 was spent out of this
account. The reason for only a portion of the funds being spent is that this
was all of the inservice offered that could maximally be utilized. Some teach-
ers who were eligible for inservice training and desired to attend were turned
away because the sessions were filled. to capacity. Some teachers were not able
to use the inservice opportunities because the announcement of these activities
came so late in the year that they had other activities already planned. Out of
the money budgeted for summer schools, I would estimate that only $2,250 was
spent. This is an estimate 6 . .:cruse I could only find twelve students who
actually attended these classes, but I would assume that I missed some and
guess that fifty students took part in these activities. Very few children from
the nonpublic schools attended these summer schools because there was no
announcement of the time and place of the summer classes given to the princi-
pal of the nonpublic schools. Therefore, word never got to the pupils and their
parents of this opportunity. The net result is this: Out of $258,210 budgeted
for these two accounts, only $47,419.50 was spent; this left $210,790.50 unex-
pended. When you compare this amount to the total budgeted (532,189), you
will find that approximately 40% of the money set aside for nonpublic school
services was not spent.

For the current fiscal year the amount budgeted per pupil in the nonpublic
schools is comparable to the amount budgeted per pupil in the public schools.
But we are facing the situation similar to the one of last year. In the account
set aside for paying for inservice for teachers and salaries for teaching in
after-school programs there is $105,510. For projects currently going on or
scheduled to start this spring probably only sixty to seventy thousand of this
will be spent. While we will have more money spent this year in Title I pro-
grams than ever before, the programs will not be as extensive as the funds
available.

If we were to forget the financial side of the picture and examine the type
of services offered to nonpublic school children as compared to those offered
the public school children, we would see an even greater inequity.

TABLE ILTITLE I ACTIVITIES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1971

Activity title Type of service

Public school pupils:
Rooms of 15 Children receive remedial instruction in classes of 15 pupils or less in

reading, math, and language arts. This is all day, every day, for the
school year,

Reading improvement teams Children work with reading specialists for 45 mintues each day to
improve their reading skills.

Lincoln high school A full time high school program for high school pupils dismissed from
regular school because of behavioral or attendance problems.

orkstudy High Setup' A full time high school program with academic and work experiences
for students who would leave high school if they were in only an
academic program.

Nonpublic school pupils:
Supplementary reading and math program__ Educational equipment and materials loaned for use with pupils.
Saturday remedial program A 2 to 3 hours tutorial program in math and reading once a week for

15 to 16 weeks.
Audio visual services The loan of films and filmstrips for use with the title I pupils.
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As can be seen for Table II the public school children receive special classes
on a daily basis to help them overcome their educational problems. The chil-
dren in the nonpublic schools who have the same educational problems receive
some equipment to use or participate in a once a week session for part of the
school year. This is clearly not a genuine educational opportunity which is
comparable to that offered the public school pupils.

There is one other kind of activity which is funded by Title I. This is the
Provision of inservice training for both the public and nonpublic school teach-
ers..This is conducted on a fairly equitable basis with only one difficulty.
Many of the inservice sessions are conducted during the school day. The public
school teachers are released from their regular classrooms because Title I pays
for a. substitute. The nonpublic school teachers can go, but there is no payment
for their substitutes.

The Title I programs offered to public school pupils are really succeeding in
overcoming the educational problems of the participants. The average gain in
reading is one to two months higher for children in the "Rooms of 15" pro-
gram than for children not in the program. Similar gains are generated is the
"Reading Improvement Team" program. These gains are bridging the reading
deficiency gap of these public school pupils. Title I is working for these pupils.
If such programs were_Rxtended to the pupils in nonpublic schools, they could
be experiencing the benefits of Title I also.

Why does this situation exist in St. Louis? The answer given by the public
school officials is: "This is all we are allowed by state law." The interpreta-
tion of the. Missouri attendance laws by the State Board of Education and the
St. Louis Board of Education prohibit the provision of services in the public
schools for nonpublic school children during the school day, and prohibit serv-
ices to nonpublic school children in their own schools during the school day.
The result is the provision of limited after-school programs and materials and
equipment.

As yet the United States Office of Education has been unable to help in the
correction of this situation. Even if they did take action, the school laws in
Missouri would not change. There is a solution to this problem. Congress could
amend Title I of the ESEA by adding to this title a "by-pass" provision such
as that written into section 306 of Title III of ESEA. Such a provision would
allow the federal funds to "by-pass" the State of Missouri and its restrictions
so that services could go to nonpublic school children on an equitable basis.
The "by-pass" provision of Title .III has recently been invoked for two projects
in the state of Missouri because of the restrictions cited here in regard to
Title I. If Congress were to insert such a provision In Title I, this action
would go a long way in insuring the equitable treatment of all school age chil-
dren that Congress intended when it first passed the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act in 1905.

STATEMENT OF REV. CHARLES PATRICK LAFERTY, 0.S.A., PRESI-
DENT, AUGUSTINIAN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, VILLANOVA,
PA.

Father LAFERTY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
ani Reverend Charles La ferty, ATM anova University.

I was a director of a research project sponsored by the President's
National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services
on the involvement of non-public schoolchildren in title III Projects
of ESEA.

. Chairman PERKINS. Without objection the statement of Reverend
Lafe,rty will be entered in the record at. this point and you can sup-
plement any way that you wish.

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT -OF REV. CHARLES PATRICK LAFERTY, U.S.A., PRESIDENT, AUGUSTINIAN
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION, VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, VILLANOVA, PENNSYLVANIA

Nonpublic school children comprise 10% of the elementary and secondary
school population of the United States. In a recent survey* on the equity of
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nonpUblic school children participating in ESEA Title III projects, one project
in four, involving some 841,791 nonpublic school children, shows a significant
lack of participation of these children.

Reasons for this hick of participation include restrictive characteristics of
state and local legislation, project design, communications and interest prob-
lems, and operational difficulties. In my judgment, most of the problems, while
not inherent in the law, can be resolved by amending and clarifying the exist-
ing law and its intent.

Proportionate participation of nonpublic school children was least in three
typos of .projects: Technology, Curriculum, and Personnel and Instruction.

aRensous re: unavailability of technical equipment on nonpublic school prop-
erty ; inability of nonpublic school children to share in Title III projects at
public school locations during regular school hours; lack of source of compen-
sation for nonpublic school staff for personnel training in terms of released-
time compensation.

Restrictive state constitutions or local legislation can present a difficult
situation in transmitting federal funds. While a bypass mechanism for Title
III exists, factors of time lapse and application detail required have dimin-
ished its widespread use by nonpublic school officials.

More suited to legal revision are parts of the law dealing with operational
equity.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which gives federal money to
the states and, through. the state the local education agency for Title III proj-
.ects, requires that money be used for all school children who fit the project
mid are in the local education agency area to be served by the project. As a
result, the local education agency becomes a steward for all children, although
IL is not organized to be a steward for all childrenjust an administrative
unit for public school children. Some specific revisions in Title III would fur-
ther the purpose of the legislation follow. First, the law should include a much
clearer chart of 'how nonpublic schools may initiate projects. Second, there
should be a much clearer spelling-out of the development of state plans,.includ-
hig more involvement of the entire nonpublic sector in determining needs.
'Third, in criteria for approval a projects, there should be true proportionate
representation of nonpublic school childrentoo many projects simply list the
number of nonpublic school students In the district and then put down the
right percentage as served by the project. Fourth, the law should be much
more liberal in the use of equipmentlike Title II, where books are "loaned,"
but when worn out are returned to a central depository. Fifth, it should be
recognized that reimbursement of staff for training for Title III projects is
much more difficult for nonpublic than for public schools, and the lack can
severely limit nonpublic school participation in Title III.

Another area an amended Act can help is communications. While many proj-
ect directors are not familiar with the requirements or mechanism of notifying
nonpublic schools about projects, a high percentage recognize that this was not
done and a larger group received or knew of no acknowledgement or' nonpublic
:school interest before submitting the proposal to the state level. Yet state rec-
ords show such notification as routinely given at the local education agency
level. The boundary problems between school territories, school districts, local
education agencies and dioceses and private schools compound the notification
problem; who to notify is a problem? Local education agencies and state level
communication should include all schools as recipients, not just school systems.

Recommendation 1.Project proposals should indicate in clearer detail the
planning and operational involvement of the nonpublic school sector.

Recommendation 2.--1Pilot- study type projects should include, in their pro-
posal, details of applicability to all schools in the focal education agency in-
volved..

Recommendation 3. The law should be amended to permit the storage use
of certain project equipment on nonpublic school property, in a manner analo-
gous to Title II.

Recommendation 4.The law should be amended to permit compensation for
staff released time for nonpublic school personnel on the same basis as public
school personnel. This would give a more positive thrust that the funds pro-
mote "imuivations in a local context."

Recommendation 5. Certain sections of the law should be rewritten to pro-
:vide greater equity of participation by nonpublic school children. Specifically:
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Section 305(a) (2) (A)The State Advisory Council should have representa-
tion 'proportionate to the public school/nonpublic school student population asits first norm of composition.

The law should require that the wording of State manuals should reflect the
exact wording of the law and the Office of Education Administrative Manual
in providing for nonpublic school children.

Recommendation 6. Direct mailing of appropriate literature and communi-
cations about Title III should be made to all schools, by the State Advisory
Council for statewide notices, by the local education agency for all schools in
their district. Neither assumptions . of awareness nor lack of interest on the
part of nonpublic schools should be presumed.

Recommendation 7.State Title III manuals should specify to a greater de
gree than now exists the legal and communication requirements of local educa-
tion agencies for project approval.

Recommendation 8.Certain sections of the law should be rewritten to pro-.vide greater effectiveness of participation by nonpublic school children..Specifically :
Section 304(a )To state that nonpublic school personnel should be included'

as such from the time of needs determination onward.
Section 304(b) (1) (B)To stress that nonpublic school children should be,

provided for in terms of needs and, hence, in project designs.
* An Assessment of the Involvement of Nonpublic School Children in Title

III Projects of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, by Rev. Charles
Patrick Laferty, O.S.A., a Research Project sponsored by the President's Na-
tional Advisory Council o3 Supplementary Centers and Services. The survey,.
completed in the past 18 mouths, was based on a stratified sample of. Title III
projects on-going in FY 1970.

Father LAFERTY. Today both educators and citizens are concerned
about educational opportunities of all children. The probleth. of-
equal educational opportunity has become a real issue for many peo-
ple. Private schools can afford possible solution of some of today's
educational problems if the persons supporting and working in these.
schools have equal access to resources such as government funds.

Title III is a major source of funds with which schools may en-
gage in creative innovative change. Non-public Schools. may apply
for title III funds only through their local public education.agen7
cies.

This procedure is rarely followed and participation by non-public-
schoolchildren in title III is largely a matter of their being include&
in one degree or another in the activity of a pUblic school title. III
project.

. .Many public school title III project directOrs are conscientious
and well-motivated about including non-public school participants.
both students and teachers in their programs.

Many others are not
indicating

conscientious, I have submitted to this corn;.mittec a statement dicatmn. the chief areas of title II design and'
operations. I believe we need legislative action to increase non-public-
sch ool participation.

The basis of my statement to the committee is two-fold.
First, ESEA title III is a law for all schoolchildren and channels

funds from Federal Government through the States to the local edu-
cation agencies and imposes on these agencies an obligation to act as
stewarcgsfor all schoolchildren as far as title III is concerned.

A second basis we emphasize is a comment of Dr. D'Alessio: That
in ESEA title III, it is clearly the intent of Congress that non-pub-
lic schoolchildren participate effectively in the programs.

Without amending title III legislation, I do not believe the State-
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and local levels are equitably joined with the Federal level in carry-
ing out the mind of the Congress. The non-public school sector, par-
ents, children, and educators have little to gain for their effort
through title III unless major changes are made in the law.

Research data and opinions and attitudes of the non-public school
sector shows this. The two-problems area in title III are in the plan-
ning and design of the projects which to a great measure excludes
non-public school participation. The determination of needs of all
schoolchildren which is still thwarted despite the activities of State,
advisory councils.

Communications among educational personnel and true participa-
tion : My statement submitted offers specific recommendations in
each of these areas.

I think with legislative amendment, it is certainly possible for leg--
islators and communities to get a balanced insight into change ef-
forts in education.

Title III can provide a means for rapid dissemination of success-
ful . education and it can be a unifying force for all members of
society.

Title III should be a title for all children a way to transcend the
economic ratio and sectarian lines and sharing in it has been in.
many instances and should be in all a matter of pride for some of
these citizens and local communities.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAzzou. Mr. Chairman, if I might, can I ask a couple of

questions of the panel?
Mr. FORD. How many members of the panel have not yet had an

opportunity to speak?
Mr. MAzzom. I have a couple of questions. I was interested in

what Father was saying a moment ago.
Is the inequity in the share of the non-public schoolchildren re-

ceiving funds a matter of intention of the local district or is it the,
fact they believe they are restricted by constitutional limitations,.
State - church problems, and what have you?

Father LAFFRTY. In a few States there are restrictions of their-
oWn State constitution. These are in very few States. I found that
the main restrictions are poor communications which are not spelled
out adequately in the law and almost complete lack of planning on
the State level to'determine what are the needs of children, of all
school children not simply public school children.

So it is the needs determination.
Mr. MAzzom. The essence of your statement, Father, is that even

though things may perhaps improve as they have in Missouri, them
is an indication that if Congress were to put in bypasses or man-
dates or guidelines to the local agencies, this would be a preferable-
way to insure an equitable distribution of money?

Mr. LAFERTY. This would be true in title I. More would be needed,
for title III.

Mr. MAZZOLI. I wonder if there have been any studies made in
Congress with regard to the importance of long-range help of the
parochial school system across the country. Dr. D'Alessio, regarding;
improvement of title I as you are suggesting today?
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Dr. D'ALEssro. Congressman, first of all the thrust of ESEA is
the participation of children in given programs based upon identifi-
able needs for specific purposes.

I don't think that anyone present around this table would dispute
the educational purpose, the educational intent, the educational
objectives of ESEA.

I also think iliat the nonpublic sector and Catholic school sector in
particular has a treat deal to give in the areas specified by the var-
ious titles of the LSEA.

T think that the fact that hi our title I statement today we said
th It the intent of the law is kind of melded with our own commit-
ment to social justice in the urban and innercity areas through equal
educational opportunity for all children, which is a long answer to a
short question.

Mr. MAzzom. It is quite a profound question really.
Dr. D'AuEssio. I would. say, one, in summary, I think the inten-

tion and the purposes of ESEA and our purposes are very similar
especially when it comes to the education of disadvantaged children.

In title III, I think our educators-have been concerned about the
fact that educationally we do have something to offer and we would
like to offer. I am talking here about educational innovation. I think
the concept of title III is an extremely important and viable concept
because I do think that school systems and children attending these
schools and teachers teaching in them need the thrust that is given
their programs by title III.

Mr. MAzzota. I am impressed by tire statistics you mentioned in
yor statement, that some two out of. five students in the 10 large
American cities happen to be in nonpublic schools I, assume that 80
percent of them you would consider to be downtown, potentially dis-
advantaged children.

Accordingly, the mission, as I understand it from those figures, of
the existing parochial system is one of delivery of education to those
who deeply need an education.

If I further understand it, if we continue with what might be
considered in legislative -shorthand an inequitable distribution of
title I and other money, then this might thwart the coMpletion of this
mission, which is to deliver the best possible eduation-to-those who
need it more than some of their other colleagues. I wonder if you
would have any assistance for me on this one problem. We heard,
when the chairman presided over recent hearings, talk about the
critical mass. which is the amount of dollars educators feel would
have an 'impact on the child who needs compensatory education.

Less than the so-called critical mass means you have diluted the
money, that you are not .helping anybody. You have very little real
help for the kids.

If the critical mass is really what is needed, do you feel that given
an equitable distribution under present funding situations that we
really accomplish much?

Dr.- D'ALEsSio. I would say, Mr. Congressman, that any amount
or any service's- or any goods that are delivered to title I type-schools
are extremely important, extremely significant.

As regards the critical mass concept, I am not familiar with it
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enough to say that at x amount of dollars we are not effecting fa-
vorable educational change. I think it is almost analogous to saying
we could teach 26 children but not 27. It is kind of_a_nebulous or a
grey area. But I do think that any moneys, any gOods, any services
that can be delivered to urban and innercity children, in both sector,
are needed vitally.

Mr..MAZZOLT. I appreciate that, Doctor, and I thank the chairman
for his willingness to slip me in at this point. My sister-in4aw, a lay
woman, happens to be principal of a parachial elementary school at
home. My wife taught in a parochial secondary school.

Around our house, the health and well-being and the vitality of
the parochial system is important personally. Asa Member of Con-
gress and as a legislator affecting 210 million people, I hope I con-
sider it in that fashion as important too from the standpoint of de-
livering these services.

We will be confronted with very difficult decisions to make this
year with respect to elementary and secondary education as a con-
cept and with respect to its various functions.

I would think from the little bit I have been with you this morn-
ing that you have made an important pointthat this committee
should look into improvements of the delivery of these goods.

The gentleman who is chairing was one of the original workers
when the bill Was passed. The indications are that it was the inten-
tion of the Congress to benefit all disadvantaged children.

I would hope we could make efforts in that direction.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Duffy ?
Mr. DUFFY. Congressman Mazzoli, I would like to respond to

your critical mass question.
From my' experience in New York State, the allocation in New

York State would be, say, $125 million filtering down to New York
City.

We have found over the past number of years that the State de-
termines per pupil expenditure per title I child. Two years ago the
per pupil expenditure was $200. The following year the per pupil
expenditure was $300. This year the per pupil expenditure is $400.

Yet, we find that over the 3. years, the allocation coming to New
York City remained the same. So the critical mass was increased but
the level of funding or the appropriations never increased.

Consequently we found that those children able to participate in
those programs were less and less each year..

This, I guess, is a..frustratincr problem to educators knowing that
there are a tremendous number of children needing theSe services
and yet we have to cut back on these programs each year because. the
critical- mass is increased but the appropriations are never increasect

Mr. MAzzou. I would only add wrejoin-der at this pOint.. As a per=
sonal example, my siSter4n-law's school is in an area which could
not be considered: an impacted area or an innercity area, but she is
at the house enough' to tell us the number of children in her school
who could benefit by some enhancernent of the educational system.

Sheeays-that title II money, the part that deals Withlibraties and
books and equipment, seems to be in pretty good 'shape and they

95-545-73-pt. 2-17
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seem to get what they need of that. 'There is however, no way they
can get title I, title III or some other money of that nature.

It really breaks my heart because the philosophy is to try to help
those who have the need, and we have an imperfect way of locating
and identifying those children. If we could not only enhance the
money whiCh is always critical and essential. but also improve the
way of identifying the kids, because as the chairman knows, in' his
own hometown the people live side-by-side and they have virtually
the same needs but because of graphic lines that arc drawn, the ball -
game is over.

I thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM COX, RESEARCH ASSISTANT, MISSOURI
CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Mr. Cox. Mr. Chairman, I am William Cox, assistant director of
the Missouri Catholic Conference. I am going to try to be as brief as
possible. My testimony will relate to the title III by-pass situation
in Missouri:

As was already related to you, we have had substantial problems
in Missouri since the inception of ESEA in 195, in terms of getting
nonpublic school children participatincr adequately in ESE.A.

Last March we decided to go ahead after a thorough investigation
of the title III program at Lincoln University to request that the
U.S. Commissioner a Education invoke the bypass and permit eligi-
ble nonpublic school children to participate in this program.

Our request for the implementation of the bypass included a state-
ment by the project director that it did not effectively handle pri-
vate school children because of the restrictions imposed upon the
project by the State Department of Education and it also included a
statement from the State director of title III indicating that there
was no choice but that these children ihad to be served in terms of
the restrictions set by the State board of education -and that he real-
ized that if it were not for these restrictions these children would be
able to participate more adequately.

Our .own investigation revealed things like this particular pro-
gram was a readintr diagnostic program. It took approximately. 8
hours to diagnose each student.

Since the program for all practical purposes was only open to pri-
vate school children for approximately 1 hour a day, it took sonic of
the children 8 hours or an hour -each. day to get properly diagnosed.

It tc,qk public school children approximate) y a -day. and a half.
The real problem with that was that many. of these children were
rural children. Some lived a round trip distance 60 miles away from
the project and it took parents driving them in a- total 48O -0es to
get the child properly. diagnosed and a prescription given for a'solu-
don to his problem. .

.

We made the.request for:the bypass: It seemed clear to ns that be-
cause of the historical problems in ,Missouri because. of the. evidei
we provided, because of the .evidence ih terms: of the project.directOr
and state director of title-III. that it. should be almost :self- evident
thn.t the bypass should be invoked here.. .
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We heard just about nothing for 6 months other than what ap-
peared to us to be bureaucratic delays. .

Finally, in August we came to Washington, frustrated and at con-
siderable expense and met with U.S. Office of Education officials.
They told us that they requested the State Department of Education
in Missouri to investigate the problem and that Missouri had re-
turned a report but it was inadequate and they sent it back asking
for further information.

We told them we felt it was totally inadequate to the problem
that they should send a team out to Missouri if they needed deeper
and better evidence.

We left 'Washington. They said they were going to do whatever
they could.

Approximately in October, since nothing had been done at this
point, to satisfy us, we felt that it was important that the President
understand what was going on, namely, in light of this statement
that private school children should be receiving better services; t.hat
private school children should be getting aid in certain instances:

We also felt it important for him to understand because we were
keeping the Catholic people of Missouri aware of the situation
through the diocese and the press and it was becoming clear to them
if they could not. get services through a project already in law, de-
signed to help their children, that any talk about future programs
seemed to be very doubtful.

As the time approached November 7, it became clear to us that
there was a considerable amount of flurry at USOE, either they
started to become more concerned about the problem and by October
31 we got a call from the deputy commissioner of school systems in-
dicating reluctantly to us that they were finding that the Missouri
situation was inequitable with regard to the participation in public
school children.

He indicated they were sending a telegram to the Missouri com-
missioner giving him 15 days to respond otherwise the bypass would
be invoked.

To make a long story short, last month the bypass was invoked on
two projects in Missouri. Our concern is not that bypass -was in-
voked. Our concern is that it took us an entire year within an elec-
tion on November 7 to get the bypass invoked.

There were 20 other programs in Missouri where private school
children are not getting adequate services through title HI. We
would hope that the committee would, through proper legislation,
probably try to increase the effectiveness of the bypass.

Thank you.
Mr..Fono.1 was going to ask Father Laferty and if anyone else

can respond, please do so.
You recall the history of title III. Many of us originally thought

that was going to be one of the most important titles of the Elemen-
tary and.Secondary Act. Even though it was not bigger in terms of
dollars, it was'a lot bigger then than it was now.

We anticipated this was going to be the place where we could get
advantage in terms of tranSlating-,.:edneational theory into practice
and in demonstration projects that would affect education in this
country in a positive way.
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Do you have any information that you could make available to the
committee on the participation of nonpublic school students in the
programs prior to the adoption of the amendment that transferred
title. III to the States?

There is a bloc grant as distinguished from what has been hap-
pening since. This is important in terms of what we might do with
respect to modifying that election, and in terms of other issues that
will be raised this year in regard to revenue sharing in particular.

Father Laferty, your statement indicates that your survey was
made in 1971 and 1972. Was it only as to the participation at that
time or did it go back in time to what participation had been in the
past?

Father LAFERTY. Congressman, the survey made at that time dealt
with fiscal year 1970 which was the last year for which- the Federal
organization of title III activities. So that was the last year the
Office of Education could supply project directors reports and appli-
cations.from the State advisory councils.

Mr. FORD. On the basis of research you have done, would we be
able to find some place where we could get enough data to make
such a comparison, a comparison between the participation when it
was a directive program with grants being made directly from here,
with the time when the granting authority was shifted to State
agencies?
r'Father LAFERTY. The research that I submitted in my testimony

would deal with fiscal 1970. which would be before the transfer. To
my knowledge the Office of Education even yet does not have suffi-
cient data to supply citizens or the Congress with an adequate anal-
ysis of hOw it is done since then.

Mr. FORD. Does that suggest that since title III was shifted to
State control. that the Office of Education has not really set up a
mechanism to keep track of what has happened to it

Father LAFERTY. Limy opinion, yes.
Dr. IYALESSIO. Mr.. Chairman, we could:- make every effort to

secure the type of information that you have requested..
Mr. FORD. You know contemporaneous with that change there was

considerable change.in the attitude, including my own and a lot of
members with respect to continued fighting for funding for that
program because we really believed that.it changed the entire char-
acter of what we had set up originally and placed it in a.forum
with 'strings that we never intended that title .III would have to
withstand. . . . - . . .

I have had an opportunity to watch Michigan very closely and I
think that we have been pleased with enlightened education in my
State, but I don't think title II has been doing very much since it
became a State program because there, are just too many: powerful
local political demands on that money, and it becomes subject to an
awfUl lOt of PresSure when it is in the State.capitol;

,So we really , no new -program: and one by one we have
phased out everything that- was going on in.1969 ; 1910, really, saw. :us
getting. started. with title III.. So ,that there-has, not been .a::national
constituency for title IIIfor, several years.:
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I have been in the middle of full funding battles here and title
III is Tway down the list of parts of the Federal education package
or array of programs in terms of effort being generated in Congress
for its support because it has been fragmented out the way it has
been.

It is my own observation that in spite of all of the observations
about the wisdom of moving control out to the-States with regard to
Federal funds, that one inevitable result of that is to destroy the na-
tional constituency for a program and as Congress responds more
readily to questions that have a national scope than questions that
vary from State to State.

Dr. D'ALEssm. Mr. Chairman, if you recall, we did oppose that
amendment and we feel that our Lars have been realized.

Mr. FORD. Well that was the beginning of the discussions of bloc
grants and it was a bone thrown to bloc grant advocates to see how
it would work.

I used it as an example of why we should not do it again because
it does not seem to have worked and the committee has lost track of
title III. We don't talk about it very much any more.

We continue to spend a great deal of time, which we should, on a
number of the other titles of the act primarily because from
throughout the country there is a common interest and school people
have lost interest in title III.

I think part of that is because we haven't, maybe one problem
feeds on the other. They have lost interest because there is no money
to fund their applications and we have lost interest because they
have not pressed for the money.

Are there any other members of the panel from whom we have
not yet heard ?

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS N. SCHOLTZ, COORDINATOR OF EDUCA-
TION, DIOCESE OF SIOUX FALLS, S. DAL

Mr. SOHOLTZ. Mr. Chairman, I am Francis Scholtz, Coordinator
of Education for Diocese of Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

1 represent the 85 nonpublic schools of South Dakota as a member
of the State Title II Advisory Council.

The nonpublic schools educate about 6 percent of the children in
South Dakota. I am grateful for this opportunity to testify before
the committee on behalf of title III of Elementary and Secondary
Act.

I might say at this time because of the previous discussion that
South Dakota is unique as a State because it does not have all of the
power blocs that you were talking about like in the State of Michi-
gan because in the entire State the population is less than 700,000
people.

So for South Dakota, this is a very significant piece of legislation.
It has, I think, done a great deal for education in South Dakota.

I would go on by saying that the potential impact of title III is
still to be realized. Thousands of South Dakota children stand to
benefit in districts that would be adopting proven title III projects
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that have been validated as innovative, cost effective, educationally
productive, and exportable.

As a member of the State Title III Advisory Council in policy-
making, evaluating proposals to be funded, and evaluating the proj-
ect on sight has resulted in promoting financial and educational
accountability.

From the perspective of a nonpublic school representative. on the
South Dakota Title III State Advisory Council I would make these
additional comments.

The participation of nonpublic school children in South Dakota
has greatly improved over the last 3 years as a result of my being
on the council. Nonpublic school representation in the council also
resulted in a greater acceptance of the nonpublic schools as partners
in attempting to improve education for all South Dakota children:

A more positive relationship has developed between the State
Department of Public Instruction and the nonpublic school sector.

There is a gradual awareness and sensitivity to the needs and .

rights of nonpublic school children and particularly to the public
school district funded for title III projects as a result of council
membership.

I would recommend. the continuation of title III in order to fur-
ther pron-mte innovation, constructive educational change, and
accountability.

Precise language in the law regarding participation in nonpublic
school children will result in better relations between public and
nonpublic school administrators at the local level.

Provision in the law which encourages initiation of title III proj-
ects from the non' schools. And a clear indication in the law
which would mandate that a nonpublic school representative be a
bonafide member of the title III State Advisory Council.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Is there anyone else who has not been heard?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH P. MeELLIGOTT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
EDUCATION, CALIFORNIA CATHOLIC CONFERENCE

Mr. Mon-A-mom I am Joe McElligott, Director of the Division of
Education for California Catholic Conference.

I would like to address tri3( remarks to ESEA Title VIIthe Bi-
lingual Education Act.

I am also a member of the State of California Equal Educational
Opportunities Commission which has an opportunity to review in
some respect the proposals and. projects which are in operation in
California.

.

think. I could summarize the participation of nonpublic school
students in ESEA Title VII as tokenism at its best.

We have a real need for bilingual education in California in
public schools as 16 percent of the students enrolled are of Spanish
surname families. .

In the 770 Catholic schools in California, 21 percent of our stu-
dents are from Spanish surname families.
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It is to needs of these students that I would like to address my
remarks.

Currently in operation in California there are some -60 title VII
bilingual education programs with an annual budget of Federal
funds of about $10 million.

These programs service about 20,000 California youngsters. But.
an -investigation of these California projects indicates that there
may be some failure, maybe at the local educational agency and cer-
tainly at U.S. Office of Education, to make provision for participa-
tion of eligible nonpublic schoolchildren in ESEA Title VII pro-
rrams.

I would like to point out this is not a State problem. It happens
to lie. at the U.S. Office of Education where we have experienced a
degree of indifferences toward the plight of the nonpublic school
bilingual student who seems to be excluded from programs.

Take a look at these programs and you will find that in only 1 out
of every 10 California projects, is there any provision for any kind
of bilingual services to eligible nonpublic school students.

Again when we look at the student population where 10 percent of
California Spanish surname students throughout- the State are
enrolled in Catholic elementary and secondary schools, only 2 percent
of title VII project participants are nonpublic school students.

Then when you look ac this 2 percent, 2 percent of the State's title
VII project participants are nonpublic school students but only 1
percent of the State ESEA title VII Federal funds are expended
on services for these students.

It is our opinion that the problem here is an administrative one
and centers around three issues, the local needs assessment activities
which overlook the needs of potential project participants who
attend nonpublic schools, local project planning activities which fail
to involve persons knowledgeable about nonpublic school students
and their needs, acid most importantly, the Federal grant approval
processes which inadequately monitors the assurances of local educa-
tional agencies regarding the provisions for partiCipation of non-
public school students.

In order to remedy the problem, we suggest some changes.
We suggest that as in other titles of. ESEA, local educational

agencies be advised to involve people knowledgeable about the needs
of children attending nonprofit private schools before they start
implementing title VII programs.

We suggest that the U.S. Office of .Education more adequately
investigate the nonpublic -school student assurances given by local
educational agencies before they give the Federal grant:

In an effort to balance the inequities of the past 4 years, we sug-
gest that the U.S. Commissioner of Education give priority consid-
eration to those ESEA Title VII projects .which do provide for
effective participation of children from nonprofit private schools on
an equitable basis.

Finally,. we respectfully ask that language be inserted- in the law
to raise, the quality of servicello eligible nonpublic .school, students
above its present state of tokenism..
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I'Ve suggest that local educational agencies be required to make
provision for the effective participation of nonpublic school students
on an equitable basis consistent with their numbers and with their
educational needs.

On behalf of the parents of the students involved in our schools in
California, we thank you for this opportunity to make these
remarks.

[Statement of Mr. McElligott follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH P. 3ICELLIGOTT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF Enuon nos,
CALIFORNIA CATIMLIC CONFERENCE

I am Joseph P. McElligott, Director of the Division of Education of the Cal-
ifornia Catholic Conference. Our office is responsible for the coordination of
various educational programs for students in the nine Catholic school systems
of California (i.e. the 770 elementary and secondary schools operated by the
Archdioceses of. Los Angeles and San Francisco and the Dioceses of Fresno,
Monterey, Oakland, Sacramento, San Diego, Santa Rose, and Stockton). One of
our areas of responsibility is that of assisting local school personnel in obtain-
ing needed educational services for eligible students under programs author-
ized by Congress and administered by local public school districts.

My past professional experience includes five years as director of federal
programs for public schools in East San Jose, a district with one of Califor-
nia's highest concentrations of low income Spanish surnamed families. I am a
past president of the Association of 'California Administrators of Compensa-
tory Education, an organization composed of federal program administrators
from California public school districts. I am also a member of the Equal Edu-
cational Opportunities Commission of the, State of California.

The Bilingual Education Act (Title VII, ESEA) has been a laudatory effort
on the part of Congress to meet the special educational needs of children- who
have limited English speaking ability, who come from environments where the
dominant language is one other than English, and who come from low income
families. The need for bilingual education services is particularly acute in Cal-
ifornia where 16% of the public school student population and 21% of the
Catholic school student population are Spanish surnamed youngsters.

It is to the unmet needs of eligible nonpublic school students that I respect-
fully call your attention.

Currently in operation in California are some 60 Title VII Bilingual Educa-
tion projects whose combined annual budgets amount to 10 million dollars.
These projects, administered by local educational agencies,, provide billingual
services to some 20,000 California youngsters.

Our investigation of these California projects indicates that there may be
some failure on the part of local educational agencies and/or the U.S. Office of
Education t) make provisions for the participation of eligible children attend-
ing nonprofit private cchards in ESEA Title VII programs. I use the words
"may be" beat-use we have experienced some difficulty in obtaining specific in-
formation regarding nonpublic school student participation from the U.S. Office
of Education and local educational agencies.

From the information we have received, however, the picture looks like this:
(a) Only one out of .very ten California projects provide bilingual services

to nonpublic school students.
(b) While 10% of California's Spanish surnamed students are enrolled in

Catholic elementary and secondary schools, only 2% of Title VII project par-
ticipants are nonpublic school students.

(c) While 2% of the State's Title VII project participants are nonpublic
school students, only 1% of the State's ESEA Title VII federal funds are ex-
pended on services for these students.

From these figures, and after consultation with many of our local. school ad-
ministrators, we have concluded and wish to point out to the. Chairman and
members of the General Subcommittee on Education, that a serious problem
appears to exist in the matter of extending bilingual education services to eli-
gible nonpublic school students.
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It is our opinion that the problem is an administrative one and centers
around three issues :

1. local needs assessment activities which overlook the needs of potential
project participants in attendance at nonpublic schools

2. local project planning activities which fail to involve persons knowledgea-
ble about nonpublic school students

3. federal grant approval processes which inadequately monitor the assur-
ances of local educational agencies regarding the provisions for participation
of nonpublic, school students.

In order to remedy the problem, we respectfully suggest that the Subcommit-
tee consider some minor changes in the Bilingual Education Actchanges
which we believe will help direct the federal benefits to some students who are
in need and have been overlooked or "short-changed" in the past four years.

1. We suggest that, as in other Titles of the Elementary and-Secondary Ed-
ucation Act, local educational agencies be advised to involve people knowledge-
able about the needs of children attending nonprofit private schools in ESEA
Title VII needs assessment and program planning activities, We suggest that
this involvement be incorporated into assurances given by the local educational
agency.

2. We suggest that the U.S. Office of Education-More adequately investigate
the nonpublic school student assurances given' by local educational agencies
prior to the issuance-of4.deral grants.

In an effort to balance the inequities of the past four years, we suggest that
the U.S. Commissioner of Education give .priority consideration to those ESEA
Title VII projects which do -provide for participation of children from non-
profit private schools on an equitable basis.

3. Above all, we respectfully ask that language be his ie.i.---eThithe law to
raise the quality of service to eligible nonpublic school students above its pres-
ent sti' of tokenism. We suggest that local educational agencies be required
to make provision for the effective participation of nonpublic school students
on an equitable basis consistent v.1.:11 their numbers and with:their-educational
needs.

On behalf of California's Catholic school student's and their parents, I wish
to express thanks to the Subcommittee for your,cOncerri-for nonpublic school
students in programs of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and for
the opportunity to appear before you this morning with comments on federal
educational programs in the State of California.

Mr. FoRn. Father Riley.

STATEMENT OF REV. THOMAS J. RILEY, ASSISTANT SUPERIN-
TENDENT FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, ARCHDIOCESE OF
SAN FRANCISCO

Fr. RILEY. I. am Thomas Riley, assistant superintendent of schools
in charge of planning for the Archdiocese of San Francisco.

Our Departnient of Education is responsible for 131 Catholic ele-
mentary and secondary schools in the four bay area counties of
Marin, San Francisco, an Mateo and Santa Clara.

Among my duties, I have the responsibility of dealing, with 43
school districts where there is common needs existing between public
and nonpublic school students.

Although good relationships have existed between the public
school officials and nonpublic school officials in these districts, only
with the enactment of Congress of ESEA? with its provisions for
participation, of nonpUblic sChbol students in federally funded edu-
cational services, has the relationship between public and nonpublic
school officials become more formal in nature.
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When we look at the involvement of the Catholic schools an non-
public schools in our four counties with regard to title VII of the
ESEA. law, we find that our participation is nonexistent at this par-
ticular time.

At the same time we have a need in four counties of San Fran-
cisco for bilingual programs.

In the city of San Francisco alone, the Catholic schools serve a
population of 17,000 elementary school students. Forty-four percent
of these students come from minority groups and 75 percent of these
students in our school system in San Francisco are Oriental, Philip-
pine, or Spanish surname.

Each year since 1966, the percentage of minority group students
has gone up in San Francisco. We do not blame the lack of partici-
pation in ESEA Title VII. We do not blame it on the bad will in
local educational agencies.

But we do suggest that there may be an oversight in the law itself
and in the process by which the U.S. Office of Education reviews
proposals and awards grants with regard to title VII.

We are hopeful that the congressional subcommittee will incorpo-
rate into the Bilingual Education Act some of the language that has
resulted in effective nonpublic school participation in other Federal
proarams that we are involved in.

At'provision which charges local educational agencies to seek out
knowledgeable nonpublic school personnel for cooperative program
planning would be very helpful indeed. 4

Also a charge to the U.S. Office of Education which would require
a review of nonpublic school participation assurances would also be
very helpful.

Your attention to this problemthe relative failure of bilingual
education to reach needy nonpublic school studentsis appreciated.

[Statement of Father Riley follows

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. RILEY, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT, PLANNING .,.ND
EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ARCHDIOCESE OF SAN FRANCISCO

I am Father Thomas Riley, Assistant Superintendent of Schools for the
Archdiocese of San Francisco. Our Department of Education is responsible for
134 Catholic elementary and secondary schools in the four Bay Area counties
of Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara.

Among my duties is the responsibility of working with 43 local educational
agencies in these four counties in cooperative program planning where there
are common needs of both public and nonpublic school students.

Although good relationships have existed between the Archdiocesan Depart-
ment of Education and the 43 local educational agencies for many years, the
relationships. have been informal. Only with Congress' enactment of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Actwith its provisions for the participation of non
public school_ students in federally funded education serviceshas the relation-
ship between the public and nonpublic school sector become more formal and
professional.

In the City of San Francisco, a 1972 grant from the Ford Foundation
brought about the Joint Planning Conncil of San Francisco, a group represent-
ing public and nonpublic education. The purpose of the Ford grant was to de-

. termine whether such a mechanism for discussing mutual problems and devel-
oping common solutions would result in more effective instructional programs
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for both public and nonpublic school students. The current efforts in San Fran-
cisco for implementation of the Emergency School Aid Act for both public and
nonpublic school students are a direct result of local educational agency plan-
ning which involves the nonpublic school sector and its representatives.

When we look at the involvement of nonpublic school students in our four
counties in ESEA Title VII programs, we see a bleak picture which is proba-
bly. the result of inadequate program planning. In our area there are four bi-
lingual projects currently in operation (San Francisco Unified School District ;
Alum Rock Union Elementary School District, San Jose; Jefferson Elementary
School District, Daly City ; and Gilroy Unified School District). Participation
of Catholic school students is non-existent in these_ programs.

At the same time a genuine need exists among Catholic school children for
bilingual services. In the City of Sari Francisco alone, where our schools serve
11,000 elenentary school students, 44% of the students are of minority group
background. Of these minority group students, 75% are Oriental, Filipino, or
Spanish-surnamed. (5,621 students). Each year since 1006, the minority group
Population of our schools has increased.

Our students have a need in bilingual educationbut the federal benefits of
ESEA Title VII are not reaching them.

We do not blame this on bad will in the local educational agencies but sug-
gest that there may be an oversight in the law itself and in the process
whereby the U.S. Office of Education reviews proposals and awards grants.

We are hopeful that the Congressional Subcommittee will incorporate into
the Bilingual Education Act some of the language that has resulted in effec-
tive nonpublic school student participation in other federal programs. A provi-
sion which charges local educational agencies to seen out knowledgable non-
public school personnel for cooperative program planning would be helpful. A
charge to the U.S. Office of Education which would require review of non-
public school participation assurances would be helpful.

Your attention to this problemthe relative failure of the Bilingual Educa-
tion. Act to reach needy nonpublic studentsis appreciated. We in San Fran-
cisco look forward to the day when these youngsters will receive bilingual
education services in a more equitable manner.
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Mr. Folio. I am going to have to run to. the quorum and we will
have a brief break and then I will return.

I would like, for you to give thought during the recess to a couple
of questions. I am now of the bilingual household so I am not tryino.
to get away from that problem. I consider that an asset. But the
question of migrant education under title I has not been touched on
by anyone on your panel. .

I wonder if there is anyone here who could comment for the
record on the participation by nonpublic schools in special programs
under title I for migrant children, particularly since you are from
the west coast.

There is a recent report by the Comptroller General indicating
that the public school systems in many parts of the country are
neglecting use of these funds because they don't have direct experi-
ence.

Our experience with both 0E0 programs and these programs is
that many of the church related organizations were the earliest
groups to become involved with the migrant child, so I hope that
you could contribute something to the record on that.

Secondly, if you would address yourself to what effect the new
guidelines on comparability which we attempted to delay but finally
went into effect at the beginning of the lost fiscal year, with regard
to your participation in title I, because along with comparability
came this critical mass theory and the problem of concentration
which has resulted in some cities in the public school agencies deter-
mining that specific schools were going to be target schools.

We have seen a number of schools that participated in target 1
programs and concentrating all of their funds in a limited number
of schools rather than a limited number of areas in the city.

The guidelines. Seem to have encouraged this and if you can shed
any light on what effect this shift in emphasis will have on partici-
pation.

One more thing that has been left ou. all of the discussion here so
far about the lack of adequate participation by nonpublic school
authorities in development of title I programs.

Has there been any assessment as to whether there is less than
before or more than before?

Are we losing ground from your point of view ? Are we gaining
slightly or are we in a status quo situation that has existed from the
beginning?

This would be important because it would affect the importance
that some members of The committee may attach .to making amend-
ments to this legislation as it goes through.

There are some who would be likely to extend the programs as
they now stand and there are many of the rest of us who 'have sev-
eral ideas short of jeopardizing the legislation for. substantial
change.

If yOu are going to speak for -change, you have to speak about the
dynamics of the change and one of the dynamics is the question of
whether it is best to change or remain in status quo.

We will stand in recess until Mr. Perkins comes baCk.-
[Whereupon, at 12:30 pan. a recess was taken.]
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Chairman PERKINS. [presiding]. The questions that Mr. Ford
asked before he left, you go ahead and answer as best you can.

Dr. D'Aussm. Mr. Perkins, we still have one final witness. .

Chairman PERKINS. I know that, but why don't. you answer these
questions right now.

Dr. D'Aussio.. I will start with the last question, namely, the
degree of participation of non ublic- school officials in what we call
the total planning process for ESEA title I..

A consensus of the panelists sitting around the table would indi-
cate that the involvement of non-public-school officials in the total
planning process has increased.

There are several reasons for this. One is the efforts of the non-
public-school community itself, non-public-school educators and
administrators to seek out the involvement, and secondly, impetus
was given to involvement in the total planning process by ESEA
title I handbook which was distributed last year.

So the answer is, yes, the involvement in the total planning process
is increasing.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn 'the microphone
over to Mr. McElligott who will address the question concerning
migrant education.

Mr. McEtimicerr. In the State of California regarding pa.tieipa-
tion of non-public-school students in migrant education programs
funded under ESEA title I, we have a situation which does not lend
itself in some respects toward our participation. Most of the pro-
grams are conducted, well, they are sort of -organized by the State
department of education with Bilingual consortiums operated by a
group of local public school districts or . county superintendents of
schools.

Most of the programs are summer in character and we find that in
'almost all of these programs there is no seeking out of non- public-
school involvement either in the planning process or the services to
youngsters..

We also see that there has been relatively little action on the part
of the State department of education in California to check with
these local educational agencies to see that there has, been some. kind
of contact made with the nonpublicsector.

We have had experience on our own with many of our institutions
and our personnel working in. migrant types, of .programs that had
been funded in the past under 0E0 sponsorship and there is a
desire to do this kind of thing. . .

-..Facilities and nonpublic schools are available for summer-type
activities as well as school .round activities and,we have many facili-
ties in the great San Joaquin Valley and in the lima, where the
migrant worker is. 7 ". . . .

. .

IloweVer, the involvement has been' -.almost nothing. to this 'stage.
We find a kind of dissatisfaction right now with many of our people
especially those who are working with..Indian,gronpS:and.with some
Of the migrant, ,.Workers with the.. cutback. in:. social: :seCurity .funds
which means that in April, most. of our preschool:migrant:type pro"
grams will be,-..eliiiiinated and:.those' youngsters; will :not :have' the
kind of service they hp,ve.exijoyedrin.the.past.',
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I guess I can summarize by saying our involvement in the
migrant programs is slim if it is there at all.

Chairman PERKINS. Go right ahead.
Mr. DUFFY. On the question of effects of new guidelines compara-

bility, I believe they were published in mid-January and I believe it
is too early to assess, but we feel that it will reduce the number of
target areas and concentrate the funding on those areas and on those
children who have the greatest need.

I believe it is also tied in with that critical mass of how much
should be expended on a per pupil basis. As we mentioned before,
the critical mass keeps rising on a per pupil,expenditure.

But the funding level does not increase, along with it. We feel that
the comparability guidelines will reduce the number of target areas,
reduce the number of children to be served, but we feel that the chil-
dren who will receive the service will be those most educationally
deprived but fewer and fewer children can receive the service as the
expenditure per child is increased.

So we would advocate and strongly advocate that if the critical
mass per pupil expenditure increases, that the appropriations and
funding level also increase.

Chairman PERKINS. Now we will hear from Sister Ann
McI 'wilily, administrator bilingual education project, St. Elizabeth
School, Archdiocese of New York.

Your statement will be inserted in the record without objection
and you may proceed in any manner that you prefer.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF SISTER ANN MCIHENNY, ADMINISTRATOR. BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PROJECT, ST. ELIZABETH SCHOOL, ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW . YORK, NEW IORK,
NEW YORK

Title VII and Bilingual Funding.Response to .A Crucial Need in the Entire
United States . . . and with a Special Reference Now to New York . . . and
the Nonpublic School.

In his article "Cultural Heritage of the Southwest" in the Mexican 4.meri-
can: New Focus on Opportunity, Horacio Ulibarri well states, "We cannot
even conceive of a people without language, or a language without people. The
two are the same . . . to know one is to know the other." Within these few
lines, we might place the rationale for bilingual education.

At the Congressional hearings in 1967, the Mexican - American. and Puerto
Rican representatives .spoke of the great need for bilingual. and:bicultural pro-
grams. The Bilingual AMerican Education Act was passed as Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 effective as of July 1, 1968,
administered by the United States Office of Education. The draft of the guide-
lines for Title VII states that it is designed to meet specific education needs of
children from 3 to 18 years of age, who have limited English-speaking r.*ity
and cuue.. from environments where the dominant language is ot7'er than Eng-
lish. Title VII funds are available for exemplary pilot or :demonstration- proj-
ects in bilingual and bicultural education in a wide varlet-17;OP settings.

The demands of the Spanish-speaking and Indian-speaking ,groups' for bilin-
gual education reflect socioeconomic 'and politiCal aspirations; but the
arguments advanced for this type of education include psycholcigical and edu-
cational concerns as well. It in argued that bilingual education 'la' more
mane and enriched school experknce for the non - English speaking child, and a
means towards the development of a more harmonious.and:positive,gelf-iniage.
It is further argued that it is pedagogically sound to teach;young children pri-
mary subjects in their own language.

The needs of the Southwestern section of our country, where there has been
a concentration of 80% of the Spanish-speaking people of the entire nation,
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have been acknowledged, and rightfully, most of the bilingual funding is sent
in that direction. But at present, we must be increasingly aware of the needs
of our Eastern Coast, where in New York City and its environs an estimated
21/2 million Spanish-speaking people live, whose educational needs are spar-
ingly fulfilled. New York City's schools contain more than 35% of the State's
pupils (41/2 million students) . . . with more than half of them Spanish-speak-
ing. Last year in the entire State of New York, only 15.009. pupils participated
in a bilingual program, and of these, only 9,438 students were Spanish-speak-
ing. That is to say, that out of an estimated 2 million Spanish students in the
State of New York, only 9,438 students were participants in a bilingual pro-
gram. Later on in this testimony, we will give more statistics to prove that
our bilingual programs hi this state and city are most inadequate . . and that
within these very programs, one entire segment of the school population has
not even been recognized . . . ihe Spanish-speaking student who attends the
nonpublic school.

So, to conclude this first part of our testimony, we may summarize in this
statement : bilingual education in New York is inadequate for public schools,
and within the framework of the public school, there is no provision for the
nonpublic school, although the services to the nonpublic school are referred to
more than once in the actual wording of of the provisions of the composition
of Title VII,

II. BILINGULISH IS NOT A NEW CONCEPT IN THE UNITED STATES,
NOR IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Not too long ago in the United States, English was only one of the lan-
guages commonly accepted. Before World War I, languages of the -colonial
powers were einployed on an equal part with English, French, Spanish, and
Dutch were spoken, and bilingual public schools flourished in several of the
states. In New Mexico, for example, Spanish had equal constitutional status.
After World War I with its growing spirit of nationalism, other languages
were seen as a threat, and the concept of the "melting pot" grew.

Now that the United States is faced with the reality that the concept of
"melting pot" is erroneous, it is important to note that we are not the only
corntry in the world challenged to teach children from diverse lanr,,lage back-
ground. France, Switzerland, Canada, Belgium, Finland, and the Union of
South Africa each recognize two official languages that must be taught in all
the schools. In China, the U.S.S.R., and India, hundreds of dialects are spoken.
Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, and Paraguay recognize Spanish as the official lan-
guage; but an unofficial language that originated with and was spoken by
their large Indian population for centuries, is also accepted. It may be benefi-
cial f6r U.S. educators to consider the experience of Swiss educators, who
have taught all Swiss students French, German, and often Italian ; the Canadi-
ans, who are obliged by law to teach English and French in their schools; and
the South African educators who must teach their children African and Eng-
lish.

It is certainly not to our credit to remain a monolingual country and forego
the experience of opening ourselves to the wealth of another language and cul-
ture.

III. A FEW PERTINENT STATISTICS

Spanish population in New York City as recorded in census of 1071:
1,100,000, from Puerto Rico.
300,000, from Cuba.
180,000, from Santo Domingo.
52,000, from. Argentina.
50,000, from Ecuador.
30.000, from Spain.
25,000, from Peru.
17,000, from Colombia.
6,000, from San. Salvador.
5.000, from Guatamala.
5,000, from Uruguay.
5,000, from Nicaragua.
5,000,from Costa Rica.
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2,000, from Bolivia.
1,000, from Mexico.
1,000, from Paraguay.
1.000, from Venezuela.
Total, 1,786,000 Spanish-speaking people on the "books" in New York City.

New York City and Brooklyn are fast becoming Latin cities.
The following number of people entered the United States during the years

1961-70.
636,058 people from Santo Domingo.
700.000 people from Central America.
1.085,996 people from South America.
Not counting Cubans, Spanish, or Puerto Ricans, 3,322.184 Spanish- speaking

people came to the United States during this decade . . . which means that
there are probably at least 2 million inNew York City . . . many of them not
even registered. YET, ONLY 9,438 Spanish-speaking students in the entire
State of New York participated last year in a bilingual education program !
Catholic Statistics

According to the latest census : 48 million Catholics in the U.S., 2,500,000
Catholics live in. New York City.

Catholics of Spanish origin in New York City : 1,500,000 (rough estimate).
In 20 years, the Spanish Catholic population of New York City has tripled.

New York State.-41/2 million students in its schools.
New York City.-35% of these students . estimated 2 million .. . of tl-c:se

2 million, over half are Spanish-speaking . . . so we can estimate Spanish-
speaking .students of New York City to be about 1 million. If 75 of the
Spanish population is Catholic, could we say that New York City has % of a
million Spanish-speaking Catholic students. A percentage of these will be
attending nonpublic schools, and will not be sharing even in the small benefits
that accrue to some of the public schools in the New York City school dis-
tricts.

17 to 18% of all the pupils in the State of New York are, in parochial
schools . .. and half of these are in New York City alone....

Yet in the distribution of funds for bilingual education id recorded in the
office of bilingual education in Albany, New York, no provision is made for
these schools or these Spanish-speaking students.

As far as we know, one parochial school, St. Elizabeths, in New York City,
in included under Title VII, in School District VI, for a beginning program in
bilingual education.

Last year, New York State received : for bilingual education :
$4,495,130, form Title VII.
86,015,145, from non-Title VII funds.
810,530,265, total receipts for bilingual education by New York State.
New York City received : for bilingual education :
$3,775,130, from Title VII.-
$4,627,403, from other funding (non-Title VII).
$8,402,533, total receipts by New York City for bilingual education.
In the notation of each district of the City of New York as published in

"Title VII-ESEA--EXPENDITURES IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION PRO-
GRAMS-1969-1972 each district is noted, its program, number of partici-
pants, and amount of money expended, both under Title VII, Federal, and
Local Funding. Although half of the 17% of the States parochial schools are
in the City of New York, there is practically no mention of any parochial
school at all, except fur the following:

District 5.Annunciation, Resurrection, All Saints . . . all eligible for their
percentage of non-English speaking children . np reference is made to their
involvement or their participation.

District 16.Two letters of application from two 'principal's of two elemen-
tary schools; St. Barbara's and St. Martin of Tours'. One declined to .partici-
pate because .oi. lack of space and funds . . . the other because of lack of
"involvement in planning."

District :24.M:is a statement that children of nonpublic schools will be
invited to participate ...but no follow-up.

New York Central Board.No data on nonpublic schoolenrollments. The fol.!
lowing statement: "Tl.e nonprofit, private ,and parochial secondary schools

95-545-73pt. 2-18
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located within the Louis D. Brandeis High School Community have a few iso-
lated and rare cases of non-English dominant children. The parochial high
schools require an entrance examination in English as basis for admission."

District 6, New roil: City.Received for bilingual education :
$143,750, from Title VII.
$55.739. from State funding.
$199.489, total receipts for 1072.
St. Enzabeties.School, a parochial school in District 0, initiated a mint-pro-

gram this year in bilingual education. Since it is located in this district, the
approval of the majority of the members of the School was necessary, before
Mr. Ben Garcia who is the Director of State and Federal Funds for .Bilingual
Education, could enter us in his proposal. We wrote our own proposal under
his direction, submitted a letter of approval from Mr: Carlos Peres, State
Director of Bilingual Education, obtained a letter from Mr. Joseph Monserrat,
Head of the Board of Education in the City of New York, obtained direction
from Sr. Maria Goretti, who works in the State Bilingual Education Office
(Sister was most helpful 4nd encouraging), and secured about 1,000 letters
from our own parents and parishioners.

When one considers that on page 4 of the Booklet "Administrative Proce-
dures for the Bilingual. Education. Act", there are three paragraphs devoted to
the participation of the nonpublic school; a section on page 8 dealing with
Prohibition. of Discriminaton ; another section describing the notation of the
nonpublic school in the Project, it seems strange, that on a local level;- the
Community .School Board should have so much jurisdiction over the participa-
tion of a nonpublic school, and should make the participation of a nonpublic
school so difficult, and should even have the power to over rule the Director of
the Program.
Recommendations for Immediate Action

1. The participation of nonpublic school children in Title VII should be
facilitated and encouraged. The U.S. Office of Education should monitor these
programs to insure the effective participation on an equitable basis of non-
public school children.

2: That nonpublic school officials be involved in the planning and implemen-
tation of bilingual projects.

3. The need for bilingual ediwation is a problem that is growing more and
mom /lei:Ate. It is strongly recommended that the Title VII Bilingual Educa-
tion Act be expanded.

STATEMENT OF SR.. ANN McIHENNY, TEACHER, BILINGUAL EDU-
CATION PROJECT, ST. ELIZABETH SCHOOL, ARCHDIOCESE OF
NEW YORK

Sister ItichaxNr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
it is certainly Si pleasure and-:a joy to be here this morning. and to
witness the interest of so any people in such prominent positions
in the ethication of our children and-to know- that all of us (around,
our country) put this education at a premium- because so much of a
child's life, as well as the welfare of our country. depends on what
we do for ouchildren.

.It has been my pleasure ,and my. privilege to be in the Work of 'ed-
ucation of children ..1onger than I. -wOuld .care .tO.*State; being a
woman. . ,..

I am Sister Ann. McIhenny andI am .from-St. Elizabeth School;
New.-York-Cityovhere I work in a bilingual prOgraM With Spanish
speaking children.

. I will address myself particularly ,to York..CiOt'since that is
what.I aril most familiar with and to tith: VIII ,help
which is beinggiven.the.' ..'

I will not reiterate statements 'Which have-already* been' Made re-,
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garding the inadequacies of title VII. as it is being administered
throughout our whole country, and that Dr. D'Alessio in his sum-
mary so well stated.
. I would like to quote from an article entitled: "Cultural Heritage
in the Southwest," published in the Mexican American, in which
Horatio Ulibari stated:

We cannot conceive of people without Ianguhge or a language without
people. The two are the same and to know one I, fr, know the other.

Within these few lines we have placed the rationale for bilingual
education.

We hear much about the educationally disadvantaged child and
programs. During die past 10 or 15 years those of us in education
had been faced with a child coming to our school who has been ac-
customed to communicating' in another langna(re in his home and he
has been called the educationally disadvantagelchild.

.1'his child in my opinion is really not educationally disadvan-
taged. He has the additional advantage of a language and a culture
ivhiicli has a history and is beautiful and if we can take that child
and help him to appreciate his language and culture and at the same
time teach him our language aneculture, that child can grow up
bilingual and bicultural.

Bilingual education is not only a social, economic and political
need, it also a psychological and educational need. And we com-
mend title VII for its efforts to deal with this problem.

As has already been cited by Dr. D'Alessio, title VII, the Bilin-
gual Educational Act, is the weakest of the titles in providing for
the participation of eligible children in nonpublic schools. .

We find that situation true also in New York. New York City and
Brooklyn are at present fast becoming Latin cities with a population
of about 2.5 million Spanish speaking people. We had in New York
City about 22 bilingual projects which had been published in the
Archives of Bilingual Education of New York State and .,ot one of
them makes a reference of a nonpublic school being a participant in
the proo-ram, although the nonpublic schools have a large percentage
of these Spanish speaking children.

In New York State, according to the statistics; there are 15,000
children participating in bilingual programs. Of tito.3e children only
0,000 were Spanish speaking children.

New York State has appropriated $10 million for the implementa-
tion of these programs..li New York City we have 200,000 Spanish
children. Of these children who have a Spanish surname, 135,000 of
them cannot benefit from regular clases in English and according to
a survey made 2 years ago, only 4,000 of -these students are benefit-
ing from bilingual education.

I believe that would have been increased in.the last year ortwo, txo
about 13,000.

New York City has an approximation of $3.7 million for bilingual
education.' .

In New York City one out of every four elementary':Sehdol.chil-
dren is Puerto Rican.

Out of these children only 10 to 12 percent grtiduate froM high
school and only 2 to 3 percent graduate' from college, :which shows a
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lack of participation of these children in a program which would
help them educationally.

I now, refer to our own school district, district 6, in New York
City. On the books in the State of New York, there is no mention of
any parochial school or any nonpublic schOol participating in any
bilingual education project because the records in the. State covered
the years 1969 to 1972.

But this year for the first time our own school is participating in
title VII in New York City.

In order to obtain this participation, we have had a great deal of,
work to do; the furnishing of letters, /etitions of 'parents, and also
the help of our officials in New York City, such as Mr. Mahoney
and the. head of the board of education, and also Mr. Carlos Peres,
State director of bilingual education for New York.

At the present time -.79. have about 36 little children in our school
who are sharing in title VII in district 6 and according to the rec-
ords we do noe'know of any other nonpublic school that is sharing
in these title VII funds.

I would like to make the following recommendations, Mr. Chair-
man, so that the participation of nonpublic school children in title
VII be-facilitated and encouraged.

Time U.S. Office of Education should monitor these ESEA title
VII programs to insure the effective participation on an equitable
basis of nonpublic school children.

Second, that nonpublic school officials be involved in the.planning
and implementation of bilingual education projects.

Third,, that the u.eed for bilingual education is a problem that is
growing, more and more acute. It is strongly recommended that title
VII, Bilingual Education Act, be expanded.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present this tes.:
timony.

.

Chairman PARKINS. Thank you for your excellent testimony.
I intend to probe deeper into the Missouri.problem and I am direct-.

ing Mr. Jennings, to get in contact with the Office of Education and
ask them to provide an explanation before the committee.

In fact, we will have them up here at a suitable rime and see
whether they are going along with the public-school system and ig-
noring what Congress intended.'

I don't know myself but we are going to get at the bottom of it.
Now, this has been a very helpful panel. I regret that I have had

so many irons in the fire this morning running from the committee
and trying to get additional appropriations and legislative programs
out, but would like to ask . the spokesman of the panel, Dr.
D'A]essio how. he feels, since he has heard-the-statement of all of the
witnesses, that we can improve title I and the extension of . title I
and whether you are satisfied -with the present guidelines, and if not,'
how you feel it may be improved. . . .

I have heard all. of the other memberS of the panel. Give us your
views at this time and at a later dw e, :if any of your group want to
come back, you will have that opportunity.

Dr. D'A.LEssio. Thank yon,Mr. Chairman.
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I would like to begin by reiterating some of the general comments
I made in my statement. if I may, leading into the answer.

did indicate earlier that the 1T.S. Catholic C.onference
Chairman PEnKiNs. Let me interrupt you at that point. You

found some objections to administration but as a whole you felt that
title I was Working well, is that correct?

Dr. D'ALEssio. Yes.
Chairman PinixtNs. Proceed on that theory then.
Dr. D'ALEssio. We endorse title I. We think it ought to be more

adequately funded. We think it ought to be expanded. As I indi-
cated earlier. we do have some problems in the areas that I indicated
revolving around the involvement of nonpublic school officials in the
total planning process; `revolving around the lack of genuine oppor-
tunity to participate in the program ; revolving around the inequita-
ble expenditure of funds, but on the whole, I personally feel as a
professional educator, that the impact of title I on the education of
disadvantaged children of this Nation has been substantial.

Chairman PERICIS. Do 'ou feel that we can improve the method
of distributing and allocating the funds .to the State? If you would
have any fixed ideas along that line, give then to us.

You may want to comment on this so- called testing, the test
score that has been proposed.

Dr. D'Ai,Essio. As I indicated earlier, Mr. Chairman, I am not an
expert in the allocation of title I funds to the 'States. So I would
rather not comment on that particular question.

Chairman PERKIN. In the last few years have you noticed an im-
provement In the achieVement level when we more or less com-
menced to concentrate on reading and math instead of scattering our
shots?

Dr. .D'Ar.p.ssio. Yes; I would-say in general there has been an im-
provement in the educational achievement of these children.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that this is the best way .to go in the
future, to more adequately fund title I ..to help. the disadvantaged
youngster before we go to general aid to education?.

Dr. D'ALEssio. I would say, if I had my druthers, .1. would like to
see a parallel course. If that parallel course is not possible, I think it
is imperative upon. the Congress and the educational community of
the United States to assist those .personS who need the assistance
most, namel.; file educationally disadvantaged.

ChairmanAtincixs. If it was .poSsible in the way of adeq,tate
funds, then you would like to see that situation, but froth a priority
viewpoint regarding the adequacy of fundings? You are telling the
committee we.shoUldcoritinuewith title.I and expand title I?.

Dr. D'Aimsro. Very definitely.
Chairman PEakilizs..-What level do. you feel we could afford to go

to general aid. Without .working, and without destroying the effec-
tiVenesS of title I?' What leVel of fanding?. .

Dr. 'D'ALEssie. I am -unable. that; Mi. Chairman. I
would say the level of funding etild be dependent 'Upon. the-degree
or the number of educationally disadvantaged children that we can
reach.
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.Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank the panel. You have been most
helpful.

We will work together to try to solve this problem.
We thank you for your testimony.
The committee will stand adjourned until 9 :30 Rau. Monday.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene

at 9 :30 a.m., Monday, March 5, 1973.]
[The following letter was submitted for the record.]

THE NATIONAL CATHOLIC EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., March 5, 1973.

GENERAL SUBCOMMITTET ON EDUCATION,
Committee on Education and Labor,
U.S. House of Representatives.

GENTLEMEN : The National Catholic Educational Association would like to be
on record with the House Education and Labor Committee in regard to several
matters discussed in the hearings on the extension of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Act (ESEA) of 1965.

Basically we agree with and support the testimony given on March 1 by var-
ious Catholic school representatives, including the United States Catholic Con-
ference. We favor the continuation and fuller funding of these programs
legislated by ESEA of 1965. In our opinion, these programs are presently, of
great value. especially to the public school sector. With respect to the non-
Publie school sector, modifications in the administration of these programs are
necessary to insure effective participation on an equitable basis for all non-
public school children.

More specifically, Title I programs often .lo :lot suticiently involve the non-
public school .s!ctor in the conception, planning, and implementation of activi-
ties designed v.:, aid the educationally disadvantaged. While we recognize that
public schools must constitutionally administer public funds, this should not be
an obstacle to decision-making and accounting allocations in areas of special
concern to nonpublic school children and which present no legal barriers
regarding the use of federal funds.

Title II programs have been of significant assistance to nonpublic schools
because adequate provisions to insure equitable participation on an effective
basis were written into the original legislation. Administratively, the use of
the by-pass provision has greatly enhanced the value of this program for non-
public school children. In regard to these library materials, we especially wish
to endorse and supp6rt the testimony of Sr. Arline Zurich of the National
Catholic Library Association on February S before the General Subcommittee
on Education on H.R. 69.

The appointment of a Coordinator for Educational Services hi the
U.S. Office of Education was a sound indve. towards More equitable particiPa-
don' by n9.1ipublic school children in Current program. However, this position
should be .strengtheneC. to that of official satr .tion to participate in the policy-
making and planning functions of normal E.S.O.E. functions. The rights of non-
public school children cannot be safeguarded at the present level of the Coordina-
tor's authority.

We appreciate the opportunity to make these comments. As an educational
sociation representing over 10,000 Catholic schools and four million pupils, we
stand most willing to cooperate in tie future development of structures and
administrative procedures which would improve the participation of nonpublic
school children.

FRANK H. BREDEWEO,
Department of Special. Projects,

Na_ tional Catholic Educational Association.
[The .following is addadr tional informaaon pertinent to foregoing

testimony submitted for the record :]
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MISSOURI CATHOLIC CONFERENCE,
May 18, 197.',

Re Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
lion. CARL PERKINS,
U.S. Congressman,
Douse Office Building,
-Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : On March 1, 1973, testimony was presented to
you regarding the misadministration of Title I, ESEA in Missouri, resulting in
injustices to educationally deprived children enrolled in nonpublic schools. At
that time it was mentioned that a case was pending before the Unite, -ates
Conrt of Appeals with the Eighth Circuit entitled Barrera v. Wheeler. On March
16, the Court handed down their decision and directed the trial court to grant
injunctive relief to the plaintiffs (who were educationally deprived children in
nonpublic schools in Missouri). Describing the conduct of the State Board of
Education, the Court said, "This flagrantly violates the Act with the net result
of this unauthorized conduct is to neglect the only intent of the beneficiary of
the Actthe disadvantaged child." (page 29) Enclosed is a copy of the full text
of the Court's Opinion. Subsequent to the issuance of the mandate, the District
Court, on May 9, 1973, issued its injunction. Enclosed is a copy of the injunction

We hope these materials will be useful to you for your consideration of future
education legislation.

Sincerely,
Louis C. DEFso, Jr.,

General Counsel.

In the United States District Court for the Western District of
Missouri, Western Division

No. 16248 -2

ANNA BARBERA, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS, V8. HUBERT WHEELER, ET AL., DEFENDANTS
INJUNCTION AND JUDGMENT ISSUED IN COMPLIANCE- WITH YANDATE

The Judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in
the above styled cause, having been entered and filed in the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Missouri, Western Division, on May 1, 1973, order-
ing that this cause be remanded to this court for proceedings in accordance with
the majority opinion of the United States Court of Appeals, ant' by said majority
opinion ordering this court to enjoin the Defendants from further violation of
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) and
ordering the 1:o art to retain continuing jurisdiction of this litigation.

IT IS Thiati'DFORE ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the Defendant's and
each of them, their agents, employees, and all other persons acting under the
direction or authority of them, be'and-they are hereby perpetually enjoined and
restrained as follows:

1. Ordered a.!al enjoii,-M that when the needs of eligible children require it,
special rsonnei services may be furnished under Title I by the public agency
on private as well as public school prer 'ses, and further if such special persw-
nel ;-.:'vices are _ furnished public sche children during regular school hours
and ' public school premises whet :,he' pupil regularly attends, then com-
ParA,C ,rquitable personnel services_must be provided eligible private school
children. -.ang regular school hours on the private school premises where the
private ..etiocI child regularly attends. Defendants are, enjoined from disapproving
any application of a Local Educational Agency (LEA) for the grant of Federal
Title-I ESEA Funds on the basis that such application includes the use of Title
I person,:el on private school premises during regular school hours.

2. Ordered and directed that based on determined need of the eligible private
school-pupil, all Title I ESSA applications shall provide services and act' Titles
which meet the special need of such pupil and which are comparable and equit-
able in quality, scope and opportunity for participation to these provided tO
eligible public school pupils Similarly situated.

3. Ordered and directed that where an application making available free trans-
portation to eligible public school inipils at Title I 'expense then said free trans-
portation shall be provided to eligible private school children similarly situated:
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4. Ordered and directed that each application under Title .ESEA, shall clearly
evidence that persons knowledgeable of the needs of the private school children
have been consulted in the planning and evaluation of such Title I projects at
all stages.

5. Defendants are enjoined from approving any application by an LEA for a
Title I Grant unless such application fully complies with the provisions of this
Order and Mandate and majority opinion of the United States Court of Appeals
for the Eighth Circuit. ."

0. Defendants are ordered and directed to conform any regulations. guidelines,
policies, instructions (verbal or. written), applications, and other Title 1 forms
previously or hereafter issued by Defendants, their agents, employees and all
other persons acting under their direction or authority, and any practices or pro-
cedures used by them, to the provisions of this Order and the Mandate and ma-
jority opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.

7. The Defendants are ordered and directed to immediately notify all public
school and private school administrators of the rights of eligible private school
children under Title I ESEA by distributing to each of them a copy oe this
Injunction And Judgment Issued In Compliance With Mandate and a copy of the
majority opinion of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.

8. The Defendants are ordered and directed to make available on a permanent
and continuing basis, for convenient inspection and copying by Plaintiffs or their
representatives during regular office hours, all records and documents regarding
ESEA and its implementation in the State of Missouri.

9. It is ordered that this Injunction And judgment Issued In Compliance With
Mandate shall he effective forthwith and that this court retains continuing
jurisdiction of this litigation to assure that eligible pupils attending private
schools Participate in meaningful prog:nus as mtetnplated within ESEA. Costs
be taxed tr, 1)010d:int.

WILLIAM 11. Cor.r.rxsoN.
District Judge.

Dated : June 9, 1973
Attest: A true copy. Mrs. J. C. Immas, Clerk. By T. J. Sheehan, Deputy.

United States Court of Appeals for the Eight Circuit

No 72-1440

ANNA BARBERA, ET AL., APPELLANTS V. HUBERT WHEELER, ET ,AL., APPELLEES

Appeal. from the .United States District Court for the. Wwern. District
of Missouri

Submitted January 9, 1973
Piled: March 16,.973

Before LAY, HEANEY and STEPHENSON, Circuit Judges.

LAY, Circuit Judge.

We are presented on this Lppeal with significant questions relating to the law-
ful programming and proper allocation of funds to educationally deprj.ved school
children, both public and private, under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, 20 U.S.C. §§241a-241m 242-244 (1972).1.

'The declared purpose of Title I is :'to provide financial assistance . . . to local edu-
cational agencies serving arena with concentretione of, Midrep from low-inrome familie. to
expend and improve their educational programs by s_rfous means . . which contribute
narticalarlv to meeting the special erliwatral nee' of educationally deprived children."
20 U.S.C. 1241a (1972).
, -1
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The plaintiffs, suing individually and on behalf of their minor children, are
parents of educationally deprived children who attend non-public schools in the
state of Missouri. This class suit was commenced on April- 6, 1970, in the United
States District Court for the Westeri District of Missouri against the State
Commissioner of Education and the eight members of the Missouri Board of Edu-
cation. The plaintiffs claim that Title funds are being arbitrarily lenied to
non-public school children in Missouri. In seeking injunctive relief plaintiffs as-
sert violations of the First and Fourteenth Amendments and r denial_of their
civil rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.

Plaintiffs originally prayed for an injunction restraining defendants from con-
tinued violations of the Act as well as for an accounting of misapplied funds
totalling over $13 million received ant: expended from 1966 through MO. The
trial court Initially dismissed plaintiffs' action because of their' alleged failure
to exhaust administrative remedies and because it believed the federal court
should abstain from exercising jurisdiction since the case involved unsettled
questions of state law. This court held these findings to be erroneous and reversed
and remanded the case to the district court for trial. Barrera v. Wheeler, 441 F.2d
795 (8 Cir. 1971). Upon remand of the case plaintiffs filed an application for pre-
liminary injunction on October 12, 1971. In a pretrial order on January 18, 1972,
the trial court ordered a separate trial as to issuance of the injunction and
limited the issues as follows :

1. Whether Title I, ESEA, and the criteria established thereunder by the
United States Commissioner of Education, requires that educational benefits
provided by Title I be made available to educationally deprived children attend-
ing-private schools on a basis that is equitable in quality, mope and opportunity,
to those available to educationally deprived children attending public schools
and that there must be an equitable sharing of educational resources provided
b.*/ Title I so that the aimmt expended for each Title I project as to an educa-
tionally deprived child attending a private school be as nearly equal as possible
to the amount so expended as to each educationally deprived child attending a
public school ;

2. Whether the defendants may be excused from complying with the require-
ments of Title I, ESEA and the criteria established thereunder by the United
States Commissioner of Education, relating tothe participation of educationally
deprived children attending private schools, by reliance upon any interpretation
of Missouri state constitutional provisions, statutes, regulations or state court
decisions ; and

3. Whether it is lawful to make public personnel, who are employed to imple-
ment Title I projects, available on private school premises during regular school
hours in order to provide special services to educationally deprived children
attending private schools.

Upon trial of those issues the district court; in an unpublished oPlnion, denied
injunctive relief and held that whether 75 ii state Itry "prohibits the use of
any money" for teachers to be employed in private schools was not necessary to
be decided in the case. The Court' concluded thatalthoughthere undoubtedly has
been inequitable expenditures of 'Title I funds between educationally deprived
children in public and non-public schools in some lopal sclioo: districts, suc:.
inequity could be rectified by private school authorities requesting their "equi-
table shale of dollar aid" for private school pupils to attend after-school and
summer school instructional programs!'

We conclude that the thstrict court's holding does not properly meet plaintiffs'
lawful challenge and fails to properly interpret Title I in conformity with the
Act's intended purpose. We reverse and remand with directions to gr.,1-.:t certain
equitable relief... .

The trial court further. found :
-Title. I clearly does not mandate the assignment of teachers paid by Title I funds to

nonpublic schools. The legislative history of the Act cif monstrales that such an intention
was col-tpletely disavowed by every.itroponeat of the 1, It is also clear that students in
nonpufaie schools can receive their equitable math un'tt.',c.al share of the funds available in
afterschool or summer school programs. In small set,c-ol districts the furnishing of visual
aids and mobile equipment could very easily furnish V equitable share of dollar aid.

"There is no evidence h.' this case tLat the local school boards have refused to consult
with nonpublic school authorities in preparivg their applications for Title I funds. Sim-
ilarly, there is no evidence that any applications for Title Ifuads on an equitable buts for
nonpublic school students have been denied 'at the local or state level except those request-
ing salaried leachers In the nonpublic school."
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TITLE I AND ri'S REGIILATiONS

In 10G:3 Congress recognized that there were over live million children living
in families %those income was less than $2.000 a year.' The adverse poverty of
these children was found to lead directly to educational.neglect resulting often-
times in Infman frustration: delinquetwy and crime. Congress further realized
that the impact of poverty and financial hardship was not confined solely to
public school children. Consequently, when Title I was drafted Congress ex-
pressly required the inclusion of non-pnblie school children by conditioning any
grant upon the proviso that :

"[T]o the extent consistent with the number of educationally deprived chil-
dren in the school district of the local 'educational agency who are enrolled in
private elementary and. secondary schools, such agency has made provision for
including special educational services and arrangements (such as dual enroll-
ment, educational radio and television, and mobile educational services and equip-
ment), in. which such children can participate . . ." 20 U.S.C. §241e(a).(2)
(1072).

The Act made it the strict respmsibility of the local educational agency to plan
and administer programs that u Arid meet the particularized needs of all edu-
cationally disadvantaged children' Thus, the undisputed purpose of Title I was
to benefit the educationally deprived child whether attending a public or a non-
public school.a

Upon passage of the Act the United _States Commissioner of Education pro-
vided by detailed regulation that educationally deprived children in private
se:tools:be afforded "genuine opportunities" to participate in Title I programs
"comparable" to the programs available in public schools.a In March, 1008.. the

a it Ili, rceenIty been protected that with the raising of the ineove :eiling there are ilow
over 20 million children qualified tinder Title I. See note 12 infra.

The present statute 20 U.S.C. § 241e. reads in part :
"(a) A local educational ageney may reeelye a grant under this part fns: any (Neal year

only upon application ilierefor approved by the appropriatr State eiluenticial agency, inen
its determination (consistent with such hasie'criteria as the Commissioner istablishl

"(1) that payments under this part will be used for programs and prail.t . 4 (Including
tile acquisition of equipment, and wheie necessai, the construction of school theilltles and
plans made or to he made for such programs, Pr ojects. and facilities) (Al width are de-
signed to meet the speelal ethwtional needs of elncationally deprived children it. school
attendance areas having high concentrations of ,ebildren from low-Income families and
(B) which are of sufficient size, scope, and quality to give reasonable promise of substantial
progress toward meeting those needs. .

The procedere for determining the inn& payable to -etil school district includes both
public and pill ate school children and is present% .! ,ted according to the following
formula

a/2 x b=_Dollars, payable to loci:I school district
a= Average expenditure per pupil in the state
1=Niinitioe of children age r.-17 coming from families with annual incomes of less than
.$3.000 (54.000 for ilgeft.: year ending ;lane 30. 19731.

See 20 U.S.C. § 241c (1072) : H.R. Rep. No. 143, 80th Cong., 1st sass. 3 (1965).
5 As both the Nenntc.,:nd House Reports state, the Act anticipates "broadened instruc-

tional offerings curler pnldicell sponsored ansoices which will be available to elementary
and se:.bonclary school students who are not enrolled in public schools." 8. Rep. No. 146
90th Cong., 1st secs, 1r (10115). See also H.R. Rep. No. 143, 20th Cong.. 1st seas. 7 (1905)
This "child benefit theory" wi.-4 therefore one of the basic premises supporting the enact-
ment of Title I, See generally 111 Cong. Rec. 5743, 5750 -5758, 7300 (19435)' (remarks of,
Representatives Perkins and Carey and Senator' Morse). Similarly Title II of the ESEA
nravides all school children with text hooks gad other instructional services and materials.
Other provisions of the Act. Titles III, IV And V, provide direct aid to public school au-
thorities for model programs, for research and for grants designed to strengthen the state
departments of education.

6 Section 116.19 of the regulations states In part : .

"(a) Bach local e'lncation agency shall provide special educational services designed to
meet the snecial educational needs of educationally deprived children residing in its
district who are enrolled in private schools. Snob educntionally deprived children shall he
provided genuine opn-,Irtunities to participate therein consistent with the number of such
educationally (Mori,. ,' children and the '.triture and extent of theiv educational depriva-
tion. The special r.racational services shall be provided. through. such arrangements as
dual enrollnient, c radio and television, and mobile educational services and
equipment. . . .

"(b) The needs of educationally deprived children cnrollo3 in private schools. the num-
ber of such children who will participate in the program and the typeS of special educa-
What services to be provided for them, shall be determined, after consultation with
neesons knowledgeable of the heeds of these private.school children,, on a basis -zomparable
to Vutt used in providing for :he, participation in the program by educationally deprived
children enrolled in public schools.

"(c1 The opportunities for participation by educationally deprivedchildren in private,
schools in the program of a local educational agency under Tt.lfe I' 0 the Act shar,l ne
provided through projects of the local educational agency which furnish special tduca-

(Continued)
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Commissioner set out revised criteria for the approval of Title I applicalitais
based npon the law and the existing regulations which stilted:

"Tia? knit t's assessment of needs of children at various grade and age levels
must include the children in the eligible public school attendance areas who are
enrolled in private schools. This assessment is to be carried out iii consultation
with private school authorities and to provide the basis for (a) determining the
special services in which private school children will have genuine opportunities
to participate, and (h) selecting-the private school children for %Omni such tel'V-
ices are to lie provided.

"The needs of private school children in the eligible areas may require differ-
ent services . d activities. Those services and activities, however, »rust be emu-
parable in quo'ity, scope, and opportunity for participation to those provided for
public, school children With needs of equally high priority. 'Comparability' of
.:vertices should be attained in terms of the numbers of educationally deprived
children in the project area in both public and private schools and related to their
spe-dtic needs, which in turn should produce an equitable sharing of Title 1 re-
sources by Loth groups of children." Commission of Education, Title I Program
Guide No, -14, 4,5 (Emphasis ours.)

We think it clear that the Act and the regulations require a program for edu-
cationally deprived non-public school children that is comparable in quality,
scope and opportunity, which may or may not necessarily he equal in dollar ex-
penditures to that provided in the public schools, Although the, district court
originally phrased the issue in terms of "quality, scope and opportunity," it
nevertheless based its opinion on an "equitable" funds standard. We, therefore,
find the district court's ruling to be erronclu. , holding that the use of Title I
funds by the Missouri Board of Education meet_ proper standards and find that
plaintiffs are entitled to equitable relief. .

TI'. LE I IN lfISSOURI,

In the Kansas City, Missouri, school district where the plaintiffs res:tle, ap-
proximately 11,000. elementary and secondary students are eligible for Title I
programs. Because of the limited funding end the wide disbursement of children,
only about 7,000 public,school pupils were enrolled in Title I programs. The num-
ber of educationally disadvantaged children in the five principal .Private schools
in Kansas City was estimated at 355 (4.72 per cent of the 7,006' public school
pupils receiving aid), -These figures for the non-public schools are only estimates
because (1) the income end personal recordg of private school parents were not
readily available to tiv:. public schools; (2) the non-public schools were not.
centrally organized rt:al hail to be dealt with separately; and (3) the public and
non-public school officials notoriously failed to cooperate among themselves.

Almost the entire Title I program in Kansas CU:- is devoted to remedial read-
ing taught in the public schools during the regular school day for disadvantaged

tional services that meet the special educational needs of such educations'.' deprived
children rather than the needs of the student body at large nr of children specified.
grade. . . .

"(d) Any project to be carried ont in public facilities and involving a joint participa-
tion of children enrolled in private schools and children enrolled in pnblic schools shill
include such provisions as are necessary to avoid" classes which are sepunted by school
enrollment or religious affiliation of the children.

"(c) sehnol personnel may he made available on other than pidule school facili-
ties only to the extent necessary to provide special services (such as therapeutic, remedial,
or welfare services, broadened health services, school breakfasts for poor children, and
guidance and counseling services) for those educationally deprived children for whose
Deeds such bpecial services were designed and only when such services are not normally
nrnvided by the private school, The application fora project includ, tg such special serv-
ices shall provide assurance ths the applicant will maintain ndinInislrative direction and
control over those services. . . Provisions for special educational services for '.educa-
tionally deprived children enrolled in private schools shah/ not include the paying ot
salaries for tenehers or other employees of private schools, except for services performed
outside their regular hours of duty and under public supervision and control, nor shall
they include the using of equipment other than mobile or portable equipment an private
school premises or the constructing of private school facilities." 45 C.F.R. § 118,19
(19721.

7 rpht,4 guideline is presumably based in part on Section 118.18(a) of the regulations
which reads:

"(a) Each application by a State Or local educational agency for a grant (other than
one for a planning project) must propose projects of sufficient fr.te, scope and misfits' as
to give reasonable promise of substantial progress toward meeting the needs of educa-
tionally deprived children for whom the projecti3 are Intended." '45 C.P.R. 1116.18(a)
(1072).

See also 20 U.S.C. § 241e(a) (1) (1972)'; 45 C.F.R. 4 118.19 (1972).
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public school children only. Outside of equipment and materials provided to the
Private schools, the one program available under public school auspices for edu
cationally. disadvantaged non - public school children was a summer school re-
menial reading class. In the mauler of 1971 approximately 112 private school
children and 2,500 public school children participated. With this experience both
the public school and private school officials admitted at trial that summer
school was a poor substitute for regular day school classes.

The Kansas City public schools have set a $250 per pupil guideline for Title I
assistance which under present funding would allow for approximately 8,050
participants. The largest share of the Title I appropriations (approximately 65
per cent) is spent on teachers and teacher aids. About twenty teachers and 130
to 150 teacher aids are presently employed in eighteen elementary and four
secondary schools in Kansas City. On several occasions in recent years the non-
public schools have requested teachers and teacher aids to conic to the private
school and teach special remedial classes during part of the regular school day.
All such requests have been denied by the public school officials and the private
schools have not, as yet, requested any other assistance except equipment and
materials. As a consequence the disparity in Kansas City betml.,ien expenditures
for private and public- school children in Title I has been $5() as compared t )
$275. Recently the public school officials have given the non-pulic school children
their "eqaltable" share of funds all in monies for equipment and materials.

The practice in Missouri as a. whole in prior years has been to give comparable
equipment, mnier:ls and supplies to eligible private.school children, but to ex-
elude any slurring whatsoever of personnel services. Most Title I-public school
programs in Missouri involve remedial reading, speech therapy and special
mathematics elapses, thus the largest proportion of the cost of these projects in-
volves salaries for teachers and teacher aids. After the first two years of Title I,
expenditures V.: Missouri for instructional personnel have run from 65 per cent
to 70 per cent of the total grant. The remaining funds are used for equipment and
materials, health and counseling services, transportation, and plan'. maintenance.
One difficulty with providing only r quiruent and materialS is that even mini-
mal sharing of expenses for equipment and materials soon reaches a saturation
point ; fact, the state guidelines permit only 15 per cent of any appropriation
to be spent on equipment and 1.nstructional materials. The result of this Dian for
the deprived private school clad has been to create a disparity in expenditures
in many school districts ranging from approxin;ately $10 to $85 approved for the
educational disadvantaged private school child to approximately $210 to $275
allocated for the deprived public school chada From the facts presented the trial

'Title I programming-within Missouri school districts flagrantly breaches the state con:-
missloneroli own statement of policy as revised in March of 11)71 which. reads in part
(emphasis their own)

"The following procedure should,he tr9d in determining the private school participation
in Title I 1. 0101'1es :

"1. Determine the special educational needs of all Muck ',tinily deprived clandrr.a resid-
ing in eligible Title I attendance areas in the public school district. At least one ohiective
measurement must be used in making this determination. Subjective measurementrt may also
he used.

"2. Determine the molel pressing special educational needs of all .:.41tientlonally deprived
children residing In eligible Title I attendance areas in the school districts. o *

'3. Develop a program that will meet the most pressing special educational needs of an
.-?,lucatinnally deprived children residing in the school district. This Is the resat:risibility of
the local puli-ic school diarist after consultation with persons knowledgeable of the needs
of the pri cafe sehnol pupils. The same level of educational deprivation should he used for
determining eligible private school children as used for determining eligible public school
children.

"4. Determine the extent of pupil participation in the Title I, ESEA, program that
Title I. FSEA, funds will allow. Private school pupils are entitled to receive the same con-
sideration as nubile school pupils. This does not mean that private school pupils will neces-
sarily engage in the snme.activities as public school pupils, Title-I Federal-Regulations and
Missouri State -Law restrict the for which Title I funds may be expended.

"5. Services for private school pupils participating in the Title I program must be com-
parable in quality and scope to those provided public school pupils participating In the
program if the nature and extent of educational deprivation and the special educational
need§ are the slim%

"O. Title I. Ii3E,4, funds must be used to suppinient and not supplant private school
funds.

11. Profeet': concluefed in private schools must he of sufficient Mgt., scone and
"12. The average cost per pupil carolled in a private school aria participating in a

Title I. ESEA, program and the average cost per. pupil enrolled ht public school and par-
leirating in a Title T. BREA, program will'be used as a guide in making State Department
of -Edncation approval, If the arlance is greater than 10 percent (more or less) justifica-
tion will he requested before malthIr nnproval." Missouri Department of Education, Policy
No. 2, Participation, of Privkte School Children in Title I Activities (1071).

The variance in average:cast -per pupil for public and private Title 1 reCipients in Mis-
souri far exceeds the state's own 10 percent guidelines.
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court itself recognized that Missouri's "interpretation of Title I has resulted in
an undoubtedly inequitable expenditure of Title I funds between educationally
deprived children in public and nonpublic schools in some local school districts
in the state." .

A. few school districts in Missouri have attempted to remedy this disparity by
providing, in addition to the projects conducted during regular school hours for
deprived public school children, Title I programs in the public schools which are
open to all educationally deprived children after regular school hours and in the
slimmer. The opinion held by most educators was that these programs were not
nearly as successful as the programs conducted during the reguh. school hours
for public school children. The evaluation specialist of the Kansas City School
District, Edmund Downey, and the principal of a parochial school in Kansas
City, Sister Agnes Marie Hagen, testified that in their opinion; even with these
attempts at giving assistance, disadvantaged non-public school children in Kansas
City were not receiving comparable educational services under Title I.

COMPARABILITY

There are practical f:s well as legal considerations when assessing the quali-
tative scope of a `'comparable' Title I program for deprived private school. chil-;
dren. For example, in Kansas City the estimated 355 non-public school students
who qualify for aid under Tit lel are scattered th )ughout five elementary and
secondary schools. Obviously the same type of ri medial help cannot be pro-
grammed for an extremely small number of -needy children located in a private
school as can be instituted in a public r !hool where a large number of children
may be reached. Furthermore, there ate many Title I programs which can be
utilized in public schools which would not be constitutionally permissible on pri-
vate school premises. For example, using Title I funds to reduce the general
pupil-teacher ratio is permissible in a public s.7hool within a low-income area but..

a constitutionally. impermissible in a similarly situated private school. However,
this concern misses the CongreSsi., :al mark since Title I programming centem-
plates for the private pupil only "special educational services and arrangements

, in which such children can participate." t" Thus, comparability in size, scope
and opportunity cannot necessarily be measured in terms of total similarity. It
is only in the area of "special . , . services" where the pi ogram need be compa-
rable, provided it is determined by the local educational agency that the needs
of the children are similar. Furthermore, it is inaccurate to attempt to equate
Title I programs on a "fair-sharing" basis which requires an equivalent pro-
rata distrit .,tion.of funds among public and private school students. Fair- sar-
ing of funds is not the intent of Title V' When appraising what is equitable and

D The Missonri State Coordinator of the Elementary and F vcondary Education Act
referred in his testimony to a letter Missouri received from ti United. States Commissioner
of Education informing the state that the St. Louis, Kansas City and Cape Girardeau pro-
grams did- not comply with the regulations regarding the- participation of private school
children in Title I prolectt..

ID 20 U.S.C. S 241e (a) (2) (1972) (Emphasis ours), See the remarks of-Representatives
Carey and Perkins, the manager of the House bill, during House debates where they
emphasize the importance of the word "special :"

"Mr. GOODELL. If the public school officials with Federal money wish to pat a public
school teacher in a private, school to teach any subject, I would like to hare a clear
legislative history as to whether it is permitted in this bill:

"Mr. CAREY, If the gentleman phrases his question 'any subject ,' the answer would be
'No.' because that would include all subjects.

"Mr. cooDELL. What subjects then would be permitted
"Mr. CAREY. 'Special' is the key word. The gentleman knows that the word 'special' is

in the bill. These are special instructional services. Those that are special are not gen-
eral. . . ..What is special would be determined by pedagogy. ,

"Mr. GOODELL. I would' like to tisk the gentleman from KezLicky, if that is
answer, just as a matter of getting a. gislative history.

"Ma PEE SINS. The 'gentleman .. s answered the qUestion ve74,

"Mr. PERKINS. answer is no as to Providing any teaching' services to a private
institution:- The key here' extension of special' educational 'services to depriyed
childien under public auspices and arranged for. supsriii,zil ape'1.-.controlled, by 'public
au they; ty... :
111 Cong. Rec.'5147-574S (19135) ' -

11 in 1969, the National Advisory 'Council on the Education of-Disadvantaged Children,
which reports to the President and Congress each year on the progress of title I, found:

"Mollie of the nonpublic school officials interviewed, unhappy at the relatively low
Ievel of participation by disadvantaged pupils enrolled in their schools, spoke repeatedly
of not receivg their 'fair share' of the city's title I funds ; occasionally they mentioned

(Continued)
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comparable, the :loner amount allocated can sery,?, only as an indicia of cor-
pliauce noncompliiince. In fact, recent federal guidelines allow a greater
amount of Title I funds to be spout on school areas with higher concentrations
of children from low-income families in order to obtain the maximme effect.'

The grant of Title i funds is based solely upon the "need . . determined"
of the individual child. Consequently some children may require speech therapy
or special instruction in the English language 13 whereas others may demonstrate
no particular need at all. This need factor may vary between aducaConally dis-
advantaged public school children as well as between deprived publi,. i.nd private
school children."

The analysis of whether the program withi', the private school is comparable
to the public school pre.,am lends itself to die definition of what is not- com-
parable rather than what is.'" It is not a comparable program where the need
for remedial services of the educationally deprived private school pupil is at
least equal to that of the educationally deprived-public school strident and the
only service provided to the private school child is the furnishing of equipment. It
is not it comparable program to provide only after-hour and summer remedial
instruction on neutral sites which are open to the needy private school child
while offering the same services during regular school hours for deprived public
school mud's, especially-When the partial exirnse for transportation must he
borne by the private school child who comes from a low-income family." Of
equal or -greater significance is the fact that educational authorities believe such
programs do not provide equivalent benefits nor do they surxessfully reach a
significant number of the eligible students. Once the need of all qualified stu-
dents is determined, the state or local educational agency must then show seine
reasonable justification, within the defined purposes of the regulations and the
Act, for denying comparable services to eligible private school pupils. No show-
ing has been made

s. 'fair share' percentage coinciding with the percentage of nonpublic school children in
the city. Of course, the law Intends no. such 'sharing' or division of funds, Further, the
number of disadvantaged nonpublic school chi!dren was not proportionate to the number
of disadvantaged public school children in any ciry in the present study. The phrase 'fair
share' as used above may be convenient shorthand, but suels usage is inconsistent with
the intent of the law." National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged
Cltildren, Annual Report to the President and the Congress 38 (1969).

2,, As the National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children stated
in its letter to the President and till, Congress on March 31, 1972 7

"The Council notes that title I is now serving 7.5 million disadvantaged children. 1.5
minion fewer than in 1909. This decrease is due to the concentration guideline, which
directs. Local Ed!-.cation Agencies (LEA's) to spend more on fewer children for maximum
Impact.

The most recent study wi._ch records the number of- children living in school attendance
areas with high concentrations of children from low - income families (the iletertrItning
factor of eligibility for, title I service), states that 20 million children are living in these
attendance areas.

"This would suggest that approximately two-thirds 'of the children needing the extra
services of compensatory education are not receiving title I services. The Council asks
that you carefully, consider this fact, and that neither the Executive nor the Legislative
Branch of the Federal .Government view 1.71.th complacency the need to Serve additional
disadvantaged children." National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged
Children, Annual Report to the President and the Congress lit (1972).

2-3Tbe record discloses that Our Lady of. the Americas school, a pa-ochial school in
Kansas City, has a student body that is 98 percent Mexican-American with approximately
175 students eligible for Title I. These children are confronted with a language and cut-
tural problem which must be cnrercome before ,hey can ever be expected to understand ar.xt
accomplish the prescribed studies for each grade. A program designed to awe'. the needs
of these eligible nonpublic school students, might necessarily require n different focus of
attention resulting in less or even greater expendituree.

"Separate allocations of funds may arise because the concentration or eligible children
is frequently 'confined to certain geographic areas. Furthermore, the needs of qualified
students may differ because of nationality or 'cultural backgrounds or because the local
school district already hasprovided effective remedial aid to needy children. Sometimes
disparity in allocation may arise where the local agency has failed to request rufficient
funds or the-private or public school.has-failed adequately to evaluate'or report the eligible
children and their'needs.

15The late Professor Cahn wrote that justice is 'pest defined by . considering what in-
justice is. Calm, Confronting Injustice 10 (1960) ,.

A The Missouri Constitution. prevents the use of-state funds for busing nonpublic school
children,at least to.the extent they. are transpoz ted to and from the private school. Sec
HoVei; v. Hawkins. 258 S.W.2d 927 (Mo. 1953). This objection cannot apply to children
transported undo: !Title I funds for instructional training. flee discussion, infra at 26-29.
,. . . . .
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APPLICABILITY OF STATE LAW UNDER TITLE I

The gross justification prescatil by the defendants for the dissimilarity of
programs under Title 1 is that Missouri state law does not allow any shared or
dual-thne p;ograins whereby the non-public school -student can he brought info
I he. public school during regular school hours to receive specialized instruction.
Furthermore, (lie- defendants argue that Missouri constitutional law, as well as
.1 he Constitution of the United Slates, prohibit the use of public teachers ou pri-
vate school premises. The defendants urge additionally that Title 1 does not con-
template the assignment of Title I teachers to non-nubile schools during the reg-
al:r school hours. It is, therefore, contended that the only means by Which non-
public school students can receive teacher services under Title I is through the
operation of some after-hour and summer instructional training.

The trial court agreed with the defendants' contentitin that the. Act dues not
permit the assignment of public school t&tellers to non-public schools. Presum-
ably the court's conclusion was drawn from the Senate House Reports which de-
clare that th3 Act does not authorize funds for the p"vment of private school
teachers. See S. Rep. No. 146, Stith Cong., 1st Sess. 11 ilbdS) ; H.R. Rep. No. 143,
50th Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1905). However, plaintiffs in the no claim that Title I
funds should be paid to private school teachers nor do they. argue that public
school teachers should be assigned to no-public schools for the teaching of gen-
eral secular classes. They readily concede that such an application of Title I
funds would be a violation of the Firrt Amendment. See generally Lemon v.
Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971) ; Americans United for Separation of Church and
Stoic v. Ookcy, 339 F. Stipp. 545 (1),Vt. 1972) ; cf. Wolmon. v. 1:88c,n, 342 F. SNIT.
899 (S.1). Ohio 1072), aff'd, 93 S.Ct. 61. (1972) ; Joliasoff v. Sanders, 319 F. Stipp.
421 (!).Cool. -1970), Ord, 403- U.S. 955 (1971). And, of course, Title-I must be
read as comporting with constitutional requirements. See generally Comm it nica-
tions Assn, v, Donds, 309 U.S. 382, 407 (1950) ; United 2tates v. C.1.0., 335 U.S.
100, 120-191 (1948) ; cf. Singer Sewing Ifeicii;.:,c Company V. Brickell, 233 U.S.
304; 313 (1914) ; Port Construction. Co. v. Government of the Virgin. Islands, 8C19
F.2d 063 (3 Cir. 1966). The district court overlooks, however, that the Senate
Report does consider the use of public school teachers in the private school fop
restricted purpcdes:

"It is anticipated, however,. that public school teachers will be made available
to other than public school facilities only to provide spedalized services which
contribute particularly to meeting the special educational needs of educl ,ionally
deprived. children (such as therapeutic, remedial or welfare services 'aad only
where such specialized services are not normally provided by the' nonpublic
school." S. Rep. No. 146, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1965).

The Senate and House debates also demonstrate that this limited use-of public
school teachers for specialized services was foreseen and intended by the manag-
ers of the Bill. 111 Cong.- Rec. 5746-5748, 5755, 5979, 7309 (1905). Theiefore, we
find the district court's interpretation of Title I as involving a. broad proscrip-
tion ar Public teacher services hi the private schools to be in error.

We come then to defendants' coinention that. this use of public school-teachers
in private schools is in violation Missouri state law. In Special District -v.
Wheeler, 408.S.W.2d-60 (1966). -(Judges Finch and Hyde dissenting ou the dual-
time .holding), the Missouri Supreme Court specifically Panned duabtime as a
means of carrying out joint instructional programs for public_ and non-public-
acho-ol children" The court held that the Missouri compulsory .attendfmce law
require's' each child to remain in his regularly assigned school for a minimum

. of six hours."-In the Wheelee case the-Missouri Supreme:Court was:also faced
with the practice Of.public:sehool teaChers ,prOviding speedy:therapy for nein-
publiC school; children on the'priyate 2 ^hoof premises.The Missouri court found
this practice violated the Missouri- Constitution by' using public -school funds for
the education of private school pupils in deroga.tion,of.the constitutional reqtfire

. .

,,ritompare-glate ex yet,,,Sehoot.'Dietrict. v., Nebraska -State Board of F.Idue.ation,"195"
NAN.. 2d 161 (Net), 1972), cert. denied, 93.S:Ct.226:(1972) (sde opinions of Justiees'Douglas:
and Brennan in denial of certiorari.)

" In the states where dual enrollment programs have been contacted, the United States
Commissioner of -Education has found that teacher services are provided under Title I In
a comparable and equitable manner. Title I specifically offers this method as one of the
alternatives for complying with the Act, 20 U.S.C. 241e(a) (2), and as the Commissioner
has pointed out,' thisis one of the most feasible ways to achieve compliance. See.generallv
Lalloue. Church-State Problems In New Jersey : The Implementation of Title I (ESEA)
in Sixty..Clties, 22 Rutgers L. Rev. 219. 252 (1968);



men!' that pu'lic funds "belonging to or donated to any state fund for public
school purposes" be used for -establishing and maintaining free pnblic schools,
and for no other uses or purposes whatsoever." Mo.Const. art. IX. a 5.'''
dual enrollment is presently unlawful in Missouri by statutory interpretation
and the use of "public monies" for sending public teachers into private schools
for specialized instruction has been forbidden by state constitutional provi.ions.

After the -Wheeler decision the Missouri State Board of Education promul-
gated two regulations rehithig to programs to be administered by local agencies
ander Title I. They read as foilows

(a) ". . Therefore. shared time or dual enrollment between public and non-
public schools would not -he in conformity with state law. Programs operated in
the public school for all children after regular school hours, on Saturday, and
during summer after close of the regular school term would be in conformity
with state law."

(h) "Special educational services and arrangements, including broadened
instructior.al offerings made available to children in priVate schools, shall be
provided at public facilities. Public school personnel shall not be made available
in private facilities. This does not prevent the inclusion in a project Of special
educational arrangements to provide educational radio and television to students
at private schools."

The state hoard has interpreted the proscription of public monies in the Mis-
souri Constitution under the Wheetler decision and has thus concluded that Title.I
funds are also state public funds to be similarly proscribed. As a result of the
board's regulations the local school districts have denied requests of non-
public schools for the services of public school teachers in providing remedial
training to.their educationally disadvantaged children.

Although dual enrollment has been preclude:1' under Missouri law, except
for the state board's regulations, the crucial quAl,,tion of whether the Missouri
Constitution prohibits the use of n11 funds, regardless of the source, for sending
public schOol teachers -into the private schools for specialized programs has not
been decided. The Mi8.3011ri Attorney General for one has publicly disagreed with
the State Board' of Education's interpretations of the law."

Plaintiffs discount the applicability of state law by asserting that since Title
I is a federal act and since there exists a conflict ti:tween federal and state
the supremacy requirements dictate that Federal law controls, citing Townsend V.-
Swank, 404 U.S. 286 (1971) ; /vankee trrigation. Dist. v. Mc:-"z0ken, 357 U.S.
275, 205 (1958) ;. Brawn d Bartlett v. United States, 339 F.2d 692 (6 .Cir. 19641
41falcovich v. Anglin,. 134 F.2d 834 (9 Cir. 1943). This approach, however, sub-
stantially ignores the legislative .history of Title I which establishes that 'state
policy and law shall govern the administration of these programs.' Aloieover,

.19 See also Mo. Const. art. I, § 7 ; art. IR § 8.
:Diu an opinion written In January, 1970, the Missouri Attorney General stated
"IF) ederal funds, not state hinds or State Public Schools Fund moneys. will -pay the

teachers for services rendered in making certain services under the Title I Program
available on the Premises of a private school. The essential character of these funds is
not changed from federal to state funds by the mere fact-that the Missouri Legislature
'appropriates' them to the State Board of Education. The appropriation comes neither
from 'General It.,venue' (see for instance 1 2.080, House Bill No..2, Seventy-fifth General
Assembly) nor from the 'State School Moneys Fund' (see for instance § 2.200, House 8111
No. 2. Seventy-fifth General Assembly). These funds are appropriated on an open end
basis from 'Federal Fonds.'

"We do not believe that an appropriation of this type converts federal aid into state
aid. thereby making it subject to the Missouri constitutional nrovisions referred to above.

"It is the opinion, of this office that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1963 provides that, . under certain- circumstances and to the extent necessary, public
school personnel, paid with,federal funds pursuant to this program, m.:y be made available
on the promises of private schools to provide certain special services to eligible children
and that Missouri law would not prevent public school personnel, paid with federal
funds; from providing these services on the premises of a private school."'Op. Att'y Gen.

26, 7-9 (1970). . .

See" also In Re Proposal 0,'185 N.W.2d 9; 22-24 (Mich. 1971). . ,

21111 Cong. Rec. 5743-5744, 5746, '1'57-5758, 5979. 7623. See also Hearings on S. 370
Before the Subcommittee on Education of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Wel-
fare, 89th Cong., let sees., pt. 1, at 516, 518 (1985).
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Congress has emphatically declared in the act that federal control of program-
ming, instruction and curriculum was prohibited,' and the Commissioner of Edu-
cation has continually recognized that the grants under Title I must accommo-
date state law."

Although state law is to be accommodated, the issue of whether Title I funds
are state monies or federal funds must necessarily be decided by federal paw,
Cf. United States v. 93.970 Acres, 360 U.S. 328, 332-333 (1959), and cases cited
therein ; Enochs v. Smith, 359 F2d 924, 926 (5 Cir. 1960. Directly involved here
is the interpretation of the funding process under a federal act. The Act itself
makes it readily apparent that Title I appropriations are a federal grant made
in trust to local school agencies within a state for the direct benefit of the educa-
tionally disadvantaged child, 20 U.S.C. §§ 241e, f, g (1972). The funds are not to
he commingled with other "public funds" (45 C.F.R. § 116.24), and they are not
to supplement funds that are already used for educational purposes in the state.
20 U.S.C. § 241c(e), 241g(c) (1072). See also 111 Cong.Rec. 5734, 7299 (15,65)
(remarks of Representative Perkins and Senator Morse). The a-sly control the
state board has over such funds is to channel them to the local agencies and to
review the programs of tLe local educational agencies to make certain the pro-
grams are consistent with the Act and the Commissioner's regulations. A state
cannot pass a law or interpret its own laws to say that a Title I grant is to be
considered state funds or public funds for the maintenance of free schools. To
do so would be to violate the spirit and the letter of Title I. It seems clear that
Title I, as, involved herein, does not provide any state aid or any school aid to
the state '1it is an act to provide educational services to those who qualify under
the Act as edueationhlly disadvantaged children.

Section 604 of the ESEA, Pub. L. No. 59-10, 79 Stat. 27, 57 (Apr. 11, 1965). states :
"Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to authorize any department,

agency. officer, or employee of the United States to exereise.any direction, supervision.
or control over the curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel
of any educational institution or school system, or over the selection of library re
sources. textbooks, or other printed or published instructional materials by any
educational institution or school system.

Sec. 20 U.S.C. § 242(a).
The Commissioner of Edwaition's Handbook for State and Local School Officials sets

forth the following discourse :
"State Constitutions and Statutes

"Many State departments of education found severe restrictions with respect to the
Rind of services that their respective State constitutions and statutes allowed them to
provide to private school students, especially when those private schools were owned
and operated by religious groups,

"The following list illustrates the kind of prohibitions encountered when State con-
stitutions and laws are applied to Title I. The list is not exhaustive.

*Dual enrollment may not be allowed,
*Public school personnel may not perform services on private school premises.
*Equipment mny not be loaned for use on private school premises.
*Books mny not be loaned for use on private school premises.
*Transportation may not be provided to private school students.

Sometimes such prohibitions exist singly in a given State. Often, the prohibitions exist
in combination.

"When ESEA was passed in 1005. each State suhmitted an assurance to the U.S.
Office of Education in which the State department of education stated its intention to
comply with Title I and its regulations. and the State attorney general declared that
the State board of education had the authority, under State law, to perform the duties
and functions of Title I as recuired by the Federal law and its regulations. While
State constitutions, lows, and their interpretations limit the options available to pro-
vide services to private school students, this fact, in itself, does not relieve the State
educational agency of its responsibility to approve only those Title I applications
which meet the requirements set forth in the Federal law and regulations.

"A number of school officials realized thnt they could not suhmit the required assur-
ance because of the restrictions applying to private school students which were opera -
ti'e in their States. The impasse was successfully resolved in one case by -a State at-
torney general's opinion which held that State restrictions were not applicable to 100
percent federally financed programs. [New York'

"Other States have. proposed legislation which would allow the SEA to administer
Title I according to the Federal requirements. Still others have applied the restrictions
of the State to Title I and have relied upon the initiative of school administrators to
develop a program that would meet the Federal reontreraents." HEW, office of Educa-
tion, Title I ESEA Participation of Private School Children, A Handbook for State and
Local School. Officials, pt. III, at 19-20 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Office of Educa-
tion Handhookl.
Title I of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1063. 20 U.S.C. 51'711 -721 (1934

ed. & Supn. Tr), does provide direct aid for construction of buildings and facilities at church-
related colleges. This section has been held constitutional. Tilton v. Richardson, 403 U.S.
672 (1971).

95-515-73pt. 2-19
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This reasoning is not in conflict with the proposition that state law and policy
must be accommodated under the administration of Title I. A state could con-
ceivably pass it law that would prohibit the use of any Title I funds in a private
selnad. Assmning ma] a law could overcome.:apml protection arguments?' the net
effect would he that the state could not comply with the Title 1 requirement that.
comparable services he administered to educationally disadvantaged non-public
school. children. Under those circumstances, the state would not be entitled to a
Titles I grant and would have to make the "political" decision of whether to
repeal the law or deprive all its educationally disadvantaged children of the eco-
nomic benefits of the Act. Cf. Masada v. Wyman, 397 (.7.S. 397. 420-123 (197(1).'"

We conclude that although the administration of Title I must accommodate
state law. Title I funds are federal funds with which state and 10(11 educational
agencies cannot lawfully provide services for eligible public school' children and
at the some time deny comparable programs to eligible private school children
by shindy commingling such funds with proscribed state "public funds." More
apropos to our discussion here is the provision within the Missouri Constitution
which reads:

"Money or property may also be received frm the United States and be re-
distributed together with public money of this State for any public purpose desig-
nated by the United States." Mo. Coast. art. III. § 3S (a). (Emphasis ours.)

Tints. we find that when the need of educationally disadvantaged children
requires it. Title I authorizes special teaching services, as contemplated within
the Act and regulations, to be furnished by the public agency on private as well
as public school premises. In other words, we think it clear that the Act demands
that if such special services are furnished public school children, then compara-
ble programs, if needed, must be provided the disadvantaged private school child.

FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL PRODLEM

This then brings ns to the defendants' final contention. They urgeall else
failing--that public teacher service on private school premises would be uncon-

itutional under the First Amendment. The defendants rely on Lemon v. Kiwi:-
man. 403 U.S. 602 (1971), which held the direct subsidization of private school
teachers in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island unconstitutiOnal. Perhaps more
closely related to this objection are Wolman v. Essex, 342 .F.Supp. 3119 (S,D.
Ohio 1972), aff'd, 93 S.Ct. 01 (1972) : Americans United for Separation of Church
(f. State v. °Meg, 339 P. Snip. 545 (D.Vt. 1972) : and Johnson v. Saunders. 319
P.Supp. 421 (D.Conn. 1970), aff'd, 403 U.S. 955 (1971). Although Onkey and
Sanders would seemingly prohibit the use of public school teachers on private
premises to teach general secular sithjects,.they are not directly controlling as to
the suggested teacher service programs under Title I. As we have indicated. Title
T contemplates public teacher services on private premises only for "specialized
services which contribute particularly to meeting the special educational needs

=-3 Ct. In Re Proposal C, 189 NAV, 2d at 27-30.
" It would seem 'axiomatic that programming In the use of Title I funds must comply

with the Act and be consistent with the Commissioner's regulations. Time statute makes
this clear. See 20 U.S,C. §§ 241e, 241f (1972), We emphasize that if state law prevents a
state or local agency from compliance with Title I, then Title I expenditures cannot .:e
manipulated to comply with state law. This would clearly be a case of the tail wagging
the dog. Yet this is in essence shat the state educational agency proposes and has been
doing. The remedy provided for a state that will not or cannot under Its own law allocate
federal fonds in compliance with the At and the regulations is to have those funds'with.
held by the United States Commissione of Education. See 20 U.S.C. § 241j (1P72) 45
C.P.R. § 116.52 (1972).

The 1972 National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children has
specifically recommended that the law be enforced against Missouri:

"In order to receive title I funds, the State Attorney General must sign an assurance to
the P.R. Commissioner of Education stating that all title I regulations will be observed,
even If they conflict with State law. Yet with respect to three StatesMissouri, Nebraska,
and Oklahomathe Office of Education is aware of noncompliance with the regulations,
section 116.19, on service to children enrolled in non-public schools, and no enforcement
action has been initiated.

"The Conned recommends that any state which is not in compliance with section, 119.19
be informed of the Commissioner's intention to enforce the law by the end of fiscal year
1972." National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children. Annual
Report to the President and the Congress 29 (1972). (Emphasis theirs.)
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of educationally deprived children (such as therapeutic, remedial or welfare
services) and only where such specialized services are not normally provided by
the non public school."

Although we find these cases not directly controlling, we determine that it
would be imProber for us to pass on the constitutionality of an abstract program
of remedial teaching services which are not properly before us. In2doing so, we alr-
preciate the constitutional question remains, but mi a reviewing court, we-must
refrain from passing upon important constitutional questions on an abstract or
hypothetical basis. Thorpe v. Housing Authority of the City of Durham, 303 U.S.
208, 284 (1969) ; Alabama State Federation of Labor v. Jlcddory, 325 U.S. 450,
461-169 I11145 ; Hon Ning authority of (he C.'ity of Omaha v. llousivy Au-
thority, 468 F.2d 1, 10 (8 Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 41 U.S,L.W. 3447 (U.S. Feb. 20,
1973). This is what we would be doing if we decided this issue now.

We further observe that no particular program, curriculum or service is man-
datory under the Act. S. Rep. No. 140, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1905) ; 111 Cong.
Rec. 7298 (1905) (remarks by Senator Morse). A local educational agency may
request Title I funds for a variety of uses,21 and none of these specific remedial
programs are now before us. For now we can only assume that the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education will approve funds for only those local educational agency
programs which comport with Title I and the Constitution of the United States.
When approval is given or withheld on it specific plan, only then should a court
survey the precise program as falling within or without First Amendment
boundaries."

in conclusion, we find that plaintiffs are entitled to equitable relief in requiring
the defendants to comply with Title. I through allocation of funds to educa-
tionally disadvantaged non-public students. The fact that local agencies have
failed to request funds for non-public school children or that private schools
have not stated their needs is not justification for denial of an equitable and
comparable program for eligible private school children. If the state is to par--
tieivitte in Title 1 pm/grains, the state has the responsibility to seek out the (Hs,
advantaged child and discover his needs. 45 C.F.R. § 110.19(b) (1972).

2/ 5. Rep. No. 146. 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1905). See also Cong. Rec. 3747-5749, 5758,
8979 (1965) ; 45 C.F.1t. § 116.10(a), (e) (1972). The Commissioner's Handbook for State
and Local School Officials recognizes this when It observes

"Most of the restrictions or prohibitions which apply to services for private school
children refer to the manner in which the services are delivered. The restrictions or prohi-
bitions are:

1. The services provided with Title I funds must meet the needs of educationally de-
prived children and not the needs of the private school.

2 In any project where private school students participate along public schoolwith
students in public facilities, the classes may not be separated according to school orreligious affiliation.

3. Public school personnel may perform services on private premises only to the extent
necessary to provide special services for the educationally deprived for whose needs the
services were designed.

4. The services which may be provided are limited to special services [citing the regula-
tions in Section 116(e), "such as 'therapeutic, remedial, or welfare services, broadened
health services, school breakfasts for poor children, and guidance and counseling services.'
The list is meant to be Illustrative and not exhaustive of the possibilities") normally not
available in the private school. (A service is special if it responds to an identified, special
need. of the dint].)

O. The services provided with Title I funds must always remain under the adminis-
trative direction and control of a public agency. These services may not be administered
by the private school.

6. Title I funds may not be used to pay the salaries of private school employees.
12. No Title I funds may he used for religious worship or instruction.
13. Work-study assignments may not be made in such a way as to enhance the value of

private premises or supplement activities normally financed by the private school.
14. Teacher aids performing' services on private premises, as well as those in public

schools, must be involved directly in a Title I activity.
15. Title I funds may not be used to contract with a private school to administer a TitleI activity."
011ie° of Education Handbook. supra note 23, at 12-14.
" See 111 Cong. Rec. 7298-7299 .(1905) (remarks of Senator Morse), for an extensive

list of possible Title I activities.
" Many factors would be important : what is the precise program offered ; in what man-ner is the remedial program to be offered; does tl,, program fully contemplate the restric-

tions set forth'by the United States Commissioner (see note 27 supra) ; where aad when
is the program to be offered; what equipment and materials are used; who administers
and supervises It ; and wl.o benefits from it. These factors must be compiled before apply-
lag the trivarte analysis in Lemon of whether the program (1) has a secular purpose:(2) possesses a principal or primary effect which neither advances nor inhibits religion ;and (3) avoids " 'an excessive government entanglement with religion.'" Letrntt v.',Kurtzman, 403 U.S. at 012-613.
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The record here demonstrates that the basic problem in administering Title
I in Missouri has been the tenor of non-cooperation by both public and non-public
officials. Title I is premised and can work only upon a firm foundation of coop-
eration by both public and non-public officials. The regulations require that the
local educational agency determine the need of the educationally deprived chil-
dren enrolled in the private school: and this is to be done by "consultation with
persons knowledgeable of the needs of these private school children." 45 C.F.R.
§ 116.19(b) (1972). Implementation of this procedure is the primary responsi-
bility of the state and local officials.''' Th3 record before us is barren of any
evidence that non-public school officials in Missouri have been active consultants
in Title I planning or evaluation. This flagrantly violates the Act for the net
result of this unauthorized conduct is to neglect the only intended beneficiary
of the Actthe disadvantaged child.

The case is remanded to the district court with directions to enjoin the de-
fendants from further violation of Title I of ESEA, and it is further ordered
that the court retain continuing jurisdiction of the litigation for the purpose of
requiring, within reasonable time limits, the imposition and application of guide-
lines which will comport with Title I and its regulations" Such guidelines must
provide the lawful means and machinery for effectively assuring educationally
disadvantaged non-public school children in Missouri participation in a mean-
ingful program as contemplated within the Act which is compaL able in size, scope
and opportunity to that provided eligible public school children. Such guidelines
shall be incorporated into an appropriate injunctive decree by the district court.`"'

Reversed and recommended.

3° The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children has
recommended in the past certain steps which undoubtedly would help implement an
effective program for non - public school children. Among its recommendations have been :

"(That the states designate] in their departments of education, a liaison officer between
public and nonpublio school officials, overseeing the participation of nonpublic school
children at the local level, Su ^h an individual would remain in close contact with the
official serving that function in the Office of Education in Washington. Similar/1A we
recommend to local public and nonpublic school officials that they designate an individual
with sufficient time and resources to act as a liaison on T4tle I participation.

"[That] the Office of Education and the states , . . continue to urge the involvement
of nonpublic school officials in the planning and evaluation of Title I at the local level.
This effort could he given emphasis by providing space on planning and evaluation forms
not only for the signature of nonpublic school officials but also for their comments on
various aspects of the Title l program. Similarly, the comments of public school officials
on the problems they have encountered in encouraging nonpublic participation should be
invited.

"inhat the Office of Education, and the states review the means of identifying eligible
children and particularly of establishing target areas. . ,

"[And that where] services to children lustily it, there should be an increase in
shared time programs, joining public and nonpublic school children in common :earning
experiences. Such mingling is a positive intent of Title I. Yet few localities include
shared time in Title I planning. It should be enemraged by disseminating reports or
successful programs which incorporate shared dm," National Advisory Council on the
Education of Disadvantaged Children, Annual Report to the President and the Congress
42-43 (1969).

The National Council singled out the Title I program in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, as a
model program of success. We have set out the report on the operation of this plan in
the Appendix.

a The Missouri Department of Education regulations as currently phrased will provide
a sound basis for supplementation if, and only if, procedural machinery is provided to carry
them ont. See note 8 supra.

=Although we do not pass on the merits of plaintiff's claim for accounting and damages.
tic granting of equitable relief herewith should not be construed as determining plaintiffs'
damage claim. Plaintiffs must overcome other legal harriers if they are to prevail in their
prayer for damages. One of the most important of which is that Title I doe,, not contem-
plate that private schook, shall necessarily receive a pro rata share of Title I funds allocated
to a state for its disadvantaged children. (See also note 14 supra.) We observe that the
continuing litigation over this issue is not apt to he productive and can only result in fur-
ther friction between the parties. Determination of the present legal conflict now can better
lead to a beneficial and cooperative program for all children in 'Missouri intended to he
beneficiaries under the Act. In any event, we direct that the injunctive relief granted herein
shall be Issued and be effective forthwith.



APPENDIX .

A COMMUNITY CASE STUDY OF NON-PCBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN AND
TITLE I IN PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA*

"Pittsburgh is a heavily industrialized city of 650,000 persons. Fig-
ures provided by the school system show 122,000 children in the city,
70,000 enrolled in public schools (62%) and 46,000 in nonpublic schools
(38%). Of these, 17,500 live in Title I project areas; 13,000 are public
school children (74%) and 4,500 are private school children (26%).
There are no private schools, other than Catholic schools, in the city
with children eligible for Title I funds.

"Title I expenditures for City D have been as follows:
19(i6 -67 Sr hoof year$2,509,000
1967Summer$21,000
1967-68School year$3,163,000
1968Summer$53,000

"A partial listing of programs for the 1966-67 school year are as
follows:

Numberof
public
school

participants

Number of
nonpublic

school
participants

Instructional activity:
Art 1,459 0
English:

Reading 655 563
Speech 377 712
2d language 866 481

Music 6,258 531
Recreation 118 0

Service activity:
Guidancecounseling 2,049 1,031
Social work 348 1,086

PLANNING AND EVALUATION IN PITTSBURGH

"Even before Title I allocations were announced for the first year of the
program's operation, public school officials were meeting with Catholic school
leaders to nlan joint programs. The leaders of two systems were not strangers
to one another ; Pittsburgh has had a long history of shared-time programs. For
years parochial school students had traveled to nearby public schools to par-
ticipate in home economics classes and courses in vocational education. The
plan agreed upon for Title I programi was based on a mutual understanding of
the needs of disadvantaged children in the two school systems.

"Title I project areas were selected on a school-by-school basis in the public
system using census and AFDC information. Once an individual public school
was selected childret: in the parochial school in the same neighborhood also
qualified, so long as Catholic officials verified the assumption that disadvantaged
children attended the school in numbers roughly equivalent to the companion
public school. According to public school officials, this system was used because
the nonpublic school leaders knew they would be responsible for their decision
and would behave accordingly. At the same time, public school officials them-
selves had more than a passing understanding of the composition If Catholic
school populations In Pittsburgh.

*National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, Annual Report
to the President and the Congress 13SB-1 1 (19991.

(1261)
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"Once the project areas were agreed upon, programs were established NVitil
Services provided equally to the children in the paired public and parochial
schoWs. Amuximately 30 percent of the disadvantaged students in Pittsburgh
were enrolled in parochial schools zml about 30 percent of the Title 1 funds
were expended on these students. In practical terms this has meant that some
remedial teachers spend part of their day in the nonpublic school and part
iu the public school. Few programs mix students from the two systems..

"In the Communication Skills program, for example, where intensive reading
preparation is gii,en, half of the teachers spend half of their time in parochial

Thus 25 percent of the total program takes place with nonpublic children.
This program is concentrated in 11 public schools. but provides services to
children in 30 Catholic schools. In other words, 75 percent of the teachers and
equipment are located in a few public schools while 25 percent .serve children
in numerous parochial schools. This arrangement was pressed by Catholic school
officials ; those public officials in charge of the program feel that students bene-
fit most from a concentration of services, The U.S. Office of Education, in its
guidelines, is explicit in urging such concentration.'

"Certain programs, as seen in the listing above, serve only students in public
schools, while others serve both in varying proportions. Funds for reducing class
size. for example, are not expended fin* children in parochial schools. Some sub-
slitiition takes place. however, so that more than 30 percent of the par-
ticipants in sonic programs are nonpublic school children.

-According to both Catholic and public schoolmen, evaluation is an on-going
process. The deputy -superintendent of the Diocese schools and the associate
director of compensatory education for the Pittsburgh school systeni, call one
another whenever necessary to discuss Title I _programs. Decisions on the
retention or expansion for the various components of Title I are discussed at reg-
ular joint meetings, occasionally with the public school superintendent in at-
tendance. In one example of what transpires at such gatherings, it was recently
proposed by the public school administration that a program involving mobile
,speech clinics be ended. Parochial official:, saw this as undesirable for their
children since-it would have ended speech therapy hi their Schools. A compromise
finally was reaelied where one laboratory would be kept to serve nonpublic
pupils.

"In part, this joint evaluation is encouraged by a State Department of Edu-
cation regulation requiring the signature of nonpiffilic officials on the state evaln-
ation form.' This is to insure that consultation with private school leaders has, in
fact, taken place. This is a recent regulation, however, and active cooperation
was commonplace in Pittsburgh before its enactment.

"Current planning in Pittsburgh iticludes the establishment of a position
within the public school's office of compensatory education to represent the non-
public schools on a half -time basis. Such a liaison would assist in planning and
evaluation and would assure full participation wherever possible. Funds do not
presently provide for such an individual, however. and it appears that this plan
will not be activated in the immediate future because of the curtailment of
Title I funds.

wiscussimi

"Both public and nonpublic school officials take pride in the harmonious rela-
tionship between the two systems. A long history of such cooperation is present,
enhanced by a state constitution which has long permitted shared-time programs.
Title I is being administered in keeping with this spirit to the satisfaction of
all the participants involved.

"Programs in the 1967-68 school year, for which evaluations are not ready
at the time of this writing, showed that nonpublic participation was occurring
at approximately 30 percent, though probably at a slightly reduced level (one
estimate was 27.3% total allocation). Individual program descriptions for MIT--
68 demonstrated that disadvantaged nonpublic school children have been consid-
ered in the planning of each Title I program.

"There is less inter-mingling of public and nonpublic school children students
in Title I programs then might be considered desirable by some observers. in-
chiding some of the original sponsors of Title I legislation. In part this is the
result of the convenience and the economy in shifting teaching personnel from
school to school, rather than students. Distance is sometimes a factor, as walking
is not always possible. Also, there are a number of nroblems associated with
moving a large body of s'lidents through crowded urban neighborhoods. Such
an effort, however, would lead to a sharing of programs between Pittsburgh pub-
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schools, many ith large nonwhite populations, and Catholic. srhools. Ivhich
tend to be filled with mostly Ivhite stiments.

-The nature of the Catholic school organization fosters cooperation. The Cat h-
olic Schools Office is highly centralized and has full support of the Bishop I if
Pittsburgh. The Schools Office has authority to speak for all parochial schools
in the Pity and the Diocese. Thus, the public school officials have only one per
son with IvInun they must communicate. This is a tremendous advantage and
has contributed greatly to the public/nonpublic cooperation. It wouid be lattelt
more difficult to establish such rapport in cities wit Ii autonomous Catholic schools.

'On the whole, the situation in Pittsburgh seems to follow closely the letter and
spirit of Title I with regard to the provision of services to tlisailvantaged non-
publie school children. Nonpublic school officials contribute to both planning
and evaluation. Aid is given to nonpublic school children but the nature of that
aid is such that careful control seems to be exercised by the public school 4,11i-
Oats. At the same time, because participation in program fornmlation is invited
and because of frequent intercommunication, the non-public officials are in a
position to both assist in. and observe. the operation of Title 1. Such a situation
would seem to provide a Sound his for informed judgment on the part of piddle
officials with whom responsibility for Title I programs ultimately rests. The
real belief:1(.10r W011111 seem to be the diSadvantaged child in Pittsinirgh who is
receiving aid regardless of the school he attends, as is the intent of Title 1."
STEPHENSON, Circuit Judge, dissenting.

I respectfully dissent. Notwithstane.ing the view expressed in the majority
opinion, Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary School Act of 1005 clearly only
permits and does not mandate the assignment of public school teachers to private
schools during regular school hours. That no such congressional purpose ever pre-
vailed is evidenced by the Act's legislative history. The bill's floor manager in the
House initially expressed the view that a public school teacher could not be
assigned to a private school under the provisions of Title I.' Following lengthy
debate a compromise was carefully reached by which "The decision about the
best arrangement for providing special educational assistance under Title I is left
to the public education agency of the school district, under the Constitution and.
laws of the State." III Cong, Rec. 5979 (1905).2 Since the Act is only permissive
with respect to school teacher assignments, the Missouri State Board of Educa-
tion, bound by its state constitution and court decisions, could properly deter-
mine not to approve school district plans providing for the assignment of public
school teachers to private schools during regular school hours.

I therefore find myself in complete agreement with Judge Collinson's con-
clusion that :

"Title I clearly does not mandate the assigninent of teachers paid by
Title T funds to nonpublic schools. The legislative history of the Act demon-
strates that such an intention was completely disavowed by every proponent
of the bill."

I would therefore affirm the trial court's denial of injunctive relief.
If, as the majority holds, Title I mandates the assignment of public school

teachers to private schools, I fail to see how the constitutional issue presented
can be avoided. I share in the District Judge's grave concern that Title I, under
such circumstances, could not withstand the constitutional challenge. See Lemon
v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602 (1971) ; Americans United for Separation. of Church
anti Skite 'r. Okey, 339 F.Supp. 545 (D. Vt. 1972) and Johnson v. Sanders, 319
F.Supp. 421 (D. Conn. 1970), aff'd 403 U.S. 955 (1971). The "entanglements"
fostered by Title I, as construed by the majority, appear quite indistinguishable
from the excessive entanglements proscribed by Lemon. See generally, 22 Rutgers
L. Rev., supra.

I join in the majority's concern with respect to the failure of the parties to
negotiate a lawful program pursuant to the Act. Unfortunately, the victims of
this lack of cooperation are the intended beneficiaries of Title I, the educationally
deprived children.

A true copy,
Attest

Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit.

. ere 111 CATIC. 'Rey. 5743-$ t rittaro nna G. Ln None. "rhureh.Stee Problems In vow
Jersey : The Implementation of Title I (ESEIA) In Sixty Cities," 22 Rutgers L. Rev. 219,234-235 (106$).

See also, Son.'R. No. 140, 89th Cong., 1st sess., 1905 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News,
1450-1457. .



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

MONDAY, MARCH 5, 1973

HOUSE OF RErnEsEN"r:vrivEs,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EoucATiox
OF Titi: Commrrrn: ox_Enue.vrtox AND LABOR,

Washington,D.6'.
The subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m.. pursuant to recess, in room

2261, Rayburn House Oke Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee). presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Meeds, Lehman, and Towel].
Staff Members Present.: John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; Eydie

Gaskins, special assistant.
Chairman PERKINS. I am delighted to welcome all. of you here. I

have been most interested in the adult education .program all
through the years. In fact, I tried to get a basic program started in
the late fifties. and it wasn't. until 1961 or 1962 that we actually got
the first bill through. We felt that it would cause the States to take
hold, and the need was so great, especially in view of the training
prOgrams. Many people could not fill out their own applications for
employment.

It is a great program. I am proud of it. I personally feel, unless I
hear evidence to change my views, that the Adult Basic Education
Program should continue to be a categorical program in the future.
If it does not remain as a categorical program, it may get lost in the
shuffle.

When we go to the State level. and consolidate a lot of these cate-
gories, somebody is going to come up with the short end. I think
this program is too important to be squabbled over at the State level
with other programs.

Let me state that Wilbur Cohen, former secretary of HEW, is
here. Stand up, Wilbur, and let everybody see you. We are delighted
to see you here.

We have with as this morning Mr. Ted Cook. head of the adult-
basic education program; Mr. James R. Dor land, executive director
of the National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Educa-
tion; Mr. Charles Wood, executive director of the Adult Education
Association of the U.S.A.; Mr. Ray Ast, president of the Coalition
of Adult Education Organizations; Mr. David .Puddington, execu-
tive director of National Council of Urban Administrators; Dr, Er-
nest Dow. executive director of the National Association of Black
Adult Educators; and Mr. Gary Eyre, National Advisory Council
on Adult Education.

Before we get startedand I understand Mr. Cook is going toin-
)-;!,..1(1265?
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troduce youI would like to ask Wilbur if he wants to make an ob-
servation on the record about these categorical programs. You may
proceed right now. Make an observation if you want to.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILBUR COHEN, FORMER SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

1Mr. COTTEN. First. let me say, as I think you know, I championed
the Adult Basic Education legislation before this committee, and it
is a piece of legislation which I have not only a very deep profes-
sional but emotional attachment. to. I think it is a great piece of leg
islation.

Second, I am very strongly for categorical programs. I strongly
support categorical programs becauseand I think you have put it
betterif we don't have categorical programs, they get lost in the
shuffle. Not only that, but they are a way of- identifying to the com-
munity, to the State, to the national representatives, pinpointing
specific objectives to which Congress can then .bold everybody ac-
countable.

I am stronglY for accountability. Categorical programs do make
accountability possible, make it possible for councils io measure the
progress made, change the criterion, and to see what has happened.

While I believe that there are categories that can be broader, nar-
rower, or of different. sizeand I am not particularly wedded to a
narrow categoryI do not think tl:at one should throw the baby out
with the bath water until you have 'a much better idea of what you
want to do.

So I think the preservation of the categorical programs ought. to
be retained until one can identify a broader educational context.
That does not mean that I am not in support of general Federal 'aid
but, to me, that is another category and should not. necessarily su-
persede other categories.

Chairman PF,RKI.NS. It is your judgment that we should take care
of the disadvantaged and properly fund the title I before we go to
general aid?

Mr. Connx. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman. I believe that, if you
don't, you are going to make great chaos and difficulty at the State
level. I donott-believe that the States are yet in a position; either
stalfwise, politically, financially, organizationally, to be able to Su-
persede categories. It takes a great deal of managerial competence
and wisdom to handle these things at the State level

It is for that reason that I think it is much better to continue the
categorical programs until Congress can be sure that the objectives
of overcoming the disadvantaged have been achieved. 'When that
day comes, I think you can properly reexamine the categories and
see whether you want to make some other kind of organization.

Chairman PERKIN-S. Thank you very much. We appreciate that
statement.

Mr. Cook; we will defer questions until we hear all the witnesses.
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STATEMENT OF TED COOK, STATE DIRECTOR OF ADULT
EDUCATION, KENTUCKY

Mr. Cook. As you -stated, I am Ted Cook. director of adult educa-
tion, Kentucky. I think it is an historical occasion in that the entire
field of adult education is inaking a united appearance on behalf of
the undereducated adult. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I
have this written statement.

Chairman PERK 1 NS. Without objection, your written statement
will be inserted in the record. statements will be inserted in the
record.

(The document entitled "Testimony of National Advisory
Council on Adult Education on H.R. 69 by Leonard R. Hill, Council
Chairman ; Thomas W. Maim, Council Vice Chairman; Paul F.
Johnston, Council Legislative Chairman; Gary A. Eyre, Council
Executive Di rector" follows :)

TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ADULT EnucAnox

Our nation's educational system was built upon the assumption that a free
and enlightened electorate could be largely accomplished through education
during childhood. That assumption has created a child-centered educational
system which tends to be terminal in its approach and has contributed to the
need for adult compensatory education programs. More-and-more we are accept-
ing the realization that lea sing is a continuous. lifelong process and that
there must be established a comprehensive system that provides for the educa-
tion of adults.

Our nation must be as vitally concerned with the education of its adults as
it is with the education of its children. Adult education can pay rich personal
and social dividendsnot 20 years from now -but immediately. Our nation
must provide the "Keond opportunity" for the partially educated, the unin-
volved, the illiterate.. the adult with yesterday's tools who are in need of mar-
ketable skills for today. We must provide a means for more comprehensive,
lifelong learning programs.

In the late 1950's, state and federal governments faced up to the fact that
millions of American citizens were illiterate or functioning with the barest
educational skills. Adult education programs in existence were providing learn-
ing environments but only for the middle and upper -class citizens. Programs
were recreational, leisure time, business education. adult vocational, or citizen-
ship oriented. All necessary, but not addressing the problem of providing edu-
cational survival skills and competencies of basic and secondary education for
adults.

Efforts were undertaken in the early sixties at the federal level, through a
state grant program, to reduce illiteracy and compenSate for adult educational
inadequacies.

True, adult education has taken great strides in the past ten years. Less
than n decade ago, a handful of colleges and universities offered graduate and
undergraduate programs in adult education. Today, their number is more than
100. and growing. In the early sixties, less than a dozen state departments of
education had fulltime adult education leadership. Today, nearly every state
and territory has a director of adult education. In 1959, there were 3,428,000
people enrolled in public scool adult education classes. In 1972. there were over
six million enrolled. In 1965, there were 37.900 individuals enrolled in federally
sponsored adult basic education classes. In 1971, that number had leaped to
621.109 participants with a 1973 projected enrollment of 800,000.

Funds have been both authorized and appropriated for adult . basic (educa-
tion through an eighth-grade competency level), and they have been put to
good use.
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During the last se--ani years, 3 million students have been enrolled on feder-ally funded adult baSic education classes.
Many other adults have been helped by state and local funds, as a result ofpartnership with federal programs.
In 1909, about 1 person in 100 in this country was illiterate, compared with1 in 45 in 1959.
New graduate and undergraduate degree programs have been initiated, anda national system of staff 0.evelopment is underway.
Research projects are developing and testing new methods for meeting adultlearning needs.
.Unfortunately, there are some sobering facts that make the advances (Ito('seem less impressive. Consider them again, in light of the following towering

evidence of the expanding need for adult basic education.Fifty million persons over 16 years of age have less than a high schooldiploma and time educational competencies commensurate with that level ofeducation.
Unemployment hover! between 4 and 5%
Problems of health and human relations are accelerating.
Crime in oar cities issin the rampage.
Automation is wiping out jobs at an estimated rate of 10,000 a weekEnvironmental illiteracy is widespread.
Welfare rolls are lengthening, at great psychological cost to till recipientand great financial cost to the taxpayer.
The 7 million high school dropouts of the sixties lack basic education skillsas adults today.
Federal funds have been authorized by Congress for secondary education foradults, but none have actually been made available to adult educators withwhich to conduct secondary programs. Yet the need is great.For six years, the nation has had specific federal legislationthe Adult Edu-cation Act, Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Amendmentsof 1966. In the opinion of the Council, this Act has been effective; the dollarsapportioned through it have been dollars well-spent.
Measured against other -federal education legislation, the Adult EducationAct still is an infant. Eatand here is the most immediate aspect of the prob-lemthe Act terminates on June 30, 1073. Unless legislative action is takennow, there is imminent danger_ that the country may slow down or even stepbackward in providing educational opportunities for adults! The deliverysystems . . composed of teachers, counselors. volunteers. administrators, .schoolfacilities, and supportive agencies . . . is in operation and ready for expansion.In its Annual Report for 1972, the Council set forth as its first recommenda-tion an antidote for the termination of the law" . . the immediate develop-ment of an expanded and comprehensive Adult Education Act."The experience of the last six years has surfaced problems which aced to headdressed in amending various sections of the Act. The Council, in concertwith adult educators, has developed twenty-two specifications for amending theAdult Education Act and has incorporated those items into its 1073 AnnualReport.

The National Advisory Council on Adult Education recommends ts, this Con-gressional Committee and the United States Congress the extension of theAdult Education Act.
The Congress of the United States established the National Advisory Councilon Adult Education under provisions of the Elementary and Secondary Act,Title III, as amended. Appointments to the fifteen-member Council are madeby the President.

Mr. Coon-. Our first - witness that I would like to introduce is
Leonard Hill, chairman of the National Advisory. Council on AdultEducation, administrative director of adult basic education, State ofNebraska.

Chairman PERKINS, Go ahead. Your prepared statement will beinserted in the record, and summarize it if you don't mind.
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STATEMENT OF LEONARD R. HILL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ADULT EDUCATION; ADMINISTRATIVE
DIRECTOR OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION, STATE OF NEBRASKA;
ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS W. MANN, COUNCIL VICE CHAIR-
MAN; PAUL F. JOHNSTON, COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN;
GARY A. EYRE, COUNCIL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; ANNE HOP-
KINS, COUNCIL MEMBER, BALTIMORE, MD.; ART ELLIS, COUNCIL
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND HELEN BANKS, COUN-
CIL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Mr. Hn,r.. Thank you. It is a privilege to be here. today to share
with you my thinking and the thinking of the advisory council on
H.R. 69 and, in particub.r, the track record of adult education legis-
lation which you introduced several years ago.

On behalf of the National Advisory Council on Adult Education
and the more than 60 million adults in our country, without a high
school diploma I appreciate this privilege.

1 would like to introduce to you at this time, a few other members
of our National Advisory Council. I would like to have them stand.
Dr. r. Torn Mann, the vice chairman of the National Advisory Council
on Adult Education, from Boca Raton, Fla.;" Dr. Paul Johnston,
chairman of our Legislative Committee, former commissioner of ed-
ucation in Iowa; Mrs. Anne Hopkins, from Baltimore, Md.; Gary
Eyre. executive director and whom you recognized a moment ago;
Dr. Art Ellis, his assistant, and Mrs. Helen Banks, administrative
assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. We are proud to welcome all. of you here. I
think you share the same views of the categorical approach an-
nounced by Wilbur Cohen. Am I correct? Are those the views of the
Advisory Council ? II

Mr. Him.. Yes, indeed.
Chairman PEruirxs. None of you hold a contrary view ?
Mr. HELL. No, sir; we do not.
Chairman PEaKrxs. All right; go ahead.
Mr. HILL Mr. Chairman, I know you are bombarded by requests

for funding of programs; over and over again, you are asked to
support this, that and the other thing in the line of funding, but
many of these programs appear to be the kind of programs which
are the type which expend funds only, with very little, if any, re-
turn. .

However, the request that comes from us today is not a request
for an expenditure but rather the request for an investment. We
might give as an example the fact that the GI bill which Congress
so wisely passed so many years ago has borne fruit which cannot be
measured in today's dollar-and-cents columns. Adult education today
is that type of request.

So, as I present to you some thoughts on this, I would like for
you to think of it as an investment rather than an expenditure, be-
cause this is exactly what it is. I would like to give you some specific
examples of adult education brought about through the enactment of
Public Law 89-750 and 91-230.
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The Congress established this act and the amendments to it in
1970, and the results of what you have done are tremendous. No one
really knows, nor can it ever be ascertained, the exact results of
what has happened because of this act. However, based upon the
earning power correlated with educational attainment given to us by
the Department of Commerce, the cost-benefit return appears to be
in the neighborhood of 11.2 opposed to 1.

What I am saying is that for every dollar spent in adult basic ed-
ucation, a cost-benefit return amounts to $11.20. If I were a banker
or a monetary investor, I certainly would invest in this type. of pro-
gram if, over the past 7 or 8 years, I could get $11.20 for every dol-
lar I expended. I think this is a wise investment, and I really be-
lieve that the investment is not just something which happens.; it
conies about because we directly move in this direction.

The educational level of an adult with no more than a seventh -
grade education, if you were to compare this with his lifetime earn-
ings, you would come up with approximately $196,000 as a lifetime
earning. If this man completes the eighth grade, his income over a
lifetime would increase by $62,000, or $258,000.

If you were to give this man an opportunity to attend high school
up through the third year, his income would. go up another $36,000.
And if you give him a high school diploma, it would again increase
$56,000, or a total of $350,000 for a lifetime earning. This is an in-
crease of $154,000 over what he would earn if he had less than an
eighth-grade education:- One of the reasons this comes about is be-
cause there is enlarged job opportunity offered to hiM.

Our society more or less demands the high school diploma as a
badge to be worn on the lapel of your coat and, when you apply for
jobs, this is one of the first things that is asked. SomeoneI can't
put my finger on the research, but I could pull it outhas estimated
that 95 percent of the jobs are closed to people who do not have a
high. school diploma. In our country, this represents approximately
60 million adult workers.

Chairman PERKINS. I think you are exactly right. It has become
more so every year. You can't even get a janitor's position now
without a high school education. ,

Mr. HILL. Mr. Chairman, we are just talking about dollars and
cents in this particular instance, but there. are other benefits, that
you can'tmeasure in dollars and cents. I had the experience -of meet-
ing a father who, for the first time in his life, took his two little
daughters by the hand and led them to the public library and
showed them the children's section. You can't measure that in dol-
lars and cents, because that man now has established an adult pride
which his children recognize. If it had not been for the adult educa-
tion program,this father would not have the incentive. -.

The other is nutritional-value that comes to children as a mother
learns to measure powdered milk. The mother, before adult.basic ed-
ucation, did not have the knowledge to measure powdered milk
which had been given to her through the Department of Agricul-
ture.

Last summer, I had the privlege, along -with Messrs. Rupert,. Ast,
and Dow. to attend the UNESCO Coiderence on Adult-Education
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and represented the United States as one of the delegates. One of
the things that came bubbling out of the developing countries, as
they talked of adult education, was the fact that it is difficult for a
child to live in two societiesthe literate society of the schoolroom
and the illiterate society or environment of his home. It is difficult
to change a child and to bring him into full education when he lives
in an illiterate environment. In these countries, we are saying, there
niust be parental education as well as child education.

I think that we have basic proof. Mr. Chairman, based upon ex-
periments, that; proves that the children's attitude toward education
changes as mother and dad go llack into the education environment
and start attending classes.

Another point I would like to present in my testimony is accom-
plishments of ABE over the last several years. In 1965, there were
only 37,900 adults enrolled in ABE. But, in 1971, there were 621,109
adults enrolled in 'ABE. This is an approximate 1,600-percent in-
crease in enrollments. In 1972, there were S12,000 adults enrolled;
and, in 1973, we arc looking again toward an enrollment of over
820.000.

If you total these all up, we have had more than 3 million adults
enrolled in adult basic education since enactment of the legislation. I
think you can understand. why I say fit, is impossible to measure the
fiscal impact this has had on our country..

Chairman PERKINS. To what extent are we fulfilling the need
today in your judgment?

Mr. Hui. 11.Ir. Chairman, I believe we are only scratching the sur-
face. Less than 5 percent of the need is being met at the present
time. To me, this is just barely scratching the surface.

We havefl't mentioned those that have left the welfare rolls and
leave, diminished it because of the educational efforts of ABE. We
haven't mentioned those that have secured jobs for the.first time. We
haven't inentioned anything about the pride that can come to men
and Women when they can lift their heads and be able to compete
for the jobs that are available.

In Nebraska alone, the cost for bringing this about was only $73
per student per year last year. I do not have the annual figures as to
the cost for last year but I would ask Mr. Eyre, if he would, to pull
those out of our records so we can insert therri in the record today.

Chairman PEirmics. 'Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information to be furnished follows :]

In Fiscal Year 1972, the federal allotment for adult education, ender provi-
sions of P.L. 91-230, was $51,134,000. These funds were allocated through a
state grant formula. The average expenditure fOr administrative costs for each
state was approximately $46,000. This represents 5% of the state grant pro-
gram. In FY-72, the national estimated enrollment for adult education stu-
dents under the federal program was 812,000. Mathematically, these figures
compute to a per pupil expenditure of 09.82.

Mr. HILL. We have 50 percent of the people enrolled in ABE who
have 31 to 47 yearS left of active participation in the work force be-
fore retirement. This speaks well of the work that is being done by
the adult educators based upon the.adult education legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude by giving you three or
four specific things which. I feel are imperative to the continued en-
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actment of adult education. Adult, education pays rich financial, per-
sonal, and social dividends, and these dividends do not come 12, 16,
20 years from now but they begin almost immediately. These enrich-
ments, these returns, start as soon as the adult enrolls in the adult
basic education class and continues until he finds himself involved in
a lifelong learning process, which adult basic education begins.

think Congress very wisely addressed itself to this question
under your leadership in 1966 and again in 1970. I think the author-
ization of $225 million was a figure that was well planned. It was
not just something you pulled out of the air. I really believe that
this figure today is one that is needed desperately in adult basic edu-
cation.

However, as you know, in 1972 we were given $51.3 million. But I
think the track record -speaks of the fact we spent this money very
well. There was a time when adult educators could not have handled
$225 million, but we are geared to the point now, through training
and staff development and organization, to Where we can profitably
and accountably handle a $225 million authorization.

However, the major problem, as I see it, is the fact that the act
ends June 30 unless Congress wisely continues the act. The council,
in concert with six other adult education organizations, recommends
to you and, through your subco;ffluittee, to Congress the continua-
tion of the adult education portion of H.R. 69.

In fact, we would like to recommend that there be an expansion to
allow for the 12th-grade completion. This is in the law, but we have
never had funds enough, according to the U.S. Office of Education,
to continue to help people past the 8th-grade level..

iThe council has incorporated several other recommendations in its
1973 Annual Report for the Adult Education Act based upon a sur-
vey taken with adult educators in our Nation. This will be forth.:
coming in about 25 days, and we wholeheartedly recommend that
this report be made a part of the records of this hearing if we can
postdate this and that you give favorable consideration to these rec-
ommendations and to the enactment 'of H.R. 69. Thank you.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Cook.
Mr. COOK. Mr. Chairman, Mrs. Mary Turner, representing the Na-

tional Council of Urban Administrators of Adult Education; direc-
tor of Adult Education, District of Columbia Public Schools.

STATEMENT OF MARY TURNER, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF URBAN ADMINISTRATORS OF ADULT EDUCATION;
DIRECTOR OF ADULT EDUCATION, -DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mrs. TURNER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I am especially happy
to be here this morning and even happier io know that you are in
our corner before we begin to make a strong plea to you.

Our organization is involved with approximately 60 percent of the
population in 161 large cities in the United States. We all knOw of
the many problems that face us in urban areas, and I would like to
point out this Morning how I. think that .adult education is helping
to relieve and to solve some of those problems.
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Very briefly, our clientele covers a broad spectrum of adults in
these urban areas. A large group is made up of the elementary and
secondary school dropouts. They are sometimes called the "push-
outs". I would like to add that they ,could also be called the
"snatch-outs", heca Ise many of the parents themselves, with limited
education, feel tlAreAtened by their children, when the children go on
to become better educated than the parents. So -we get a snatching
action.

I recall the student that we had many years ago who was a bril-
liant girl and, when we spoke to her about her language in school
and pointed. out that she had been trained in a better way, she said,
"If I go home talking, the way you teach me- to talk in school, my
parents will make me drop out, because they will think I feel better
than they are."

This same group of dropouts come fairly readily to adult educa-
tion, because we have the small classes; we are able to give indivi-
dualized instruction.

We have managed, in the years since 1066, to develop materials
that have an immediate positive effect on the students. In addition
to that, publishers of materials have gone along with our requests.

Our clientele also includes the emotionally and physically handi-
capped adult who must be given basic educational skills in order to
survive in these urban areas in which they find themselves. More and
more, as it becomes more difficult to survive in a rural area, we have
a large number of migrants cominc, into urban areas who need adultb
basic education in order to adjust to the new housing patterns and
to the new means of general survival, such as consumer education
and simple purchasing.

You know that all of our urban areas are now cross sections of
multilingual citizens. Again, adult education teachers not just the
literally skills to these foreign students who are coming to our
shores, but we are also giving citizenship training to welcome them
finally into our country.

There is a large segment of school-age parents, both girls and
young men, whose new responsibilities of parenthood make employ-
ment necessary, and therefore they must have additional educational,
opportunities to supplement the education that they missed by hav-
ing dropped out of school so very early.

We also have casualties of the new technology, where types of em-
ployment have .changed and many of the adults who are now
working are not prepared to go into jobs requiring special skills of
arithmetic and reading that they do get through adult education:

We have to face the fact, too, that our urban .areas include large
numbers of what we call prison-experienced adults, either inmates
themselves or probationers or prereleases or residents of halfway
houses.

I think a group that particularly pulls at our heartstrings as
adult educators in the urban areas are the senior citizens who are at-
tempting to exist on a meager fixed income, who need even the social-
izing opportunities; and by "socializing" I don't mean parties; I
mean the opportunity to interrelate with people of their own age
and yet. to learn.

95- G45-- T8 pt. 2-20
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I think of an 83-year-old adult student in the District of Colum-
bia, and I am sure if she has known of any hearings you are holdng,
that she has been tugging at your coattails, because she started com-
ing to our classes 3 years ago because she was living in a senior citi-
zen development; she was tired of talking to other old ladies and
men who weren't doing anything; and she came to the center so
pleased and thrilled with what she was learning that she said, "You
know, there are lots of old people back there where I live, and I
don't. know whether they are too dumb to come out or too lazy to
come out."

"But," she said, "give me work and I will take it to them." And
this she did, and each day she would bring back their papers to be
corrected.

Since being involved, she has become very active in civic affairs,
and the last report, I am told, she is now modeling for a fashion
show to demonstrate costumes that little old ladies can wear and
look pretty.

We have also among our clientele other institutionalized adults to
whom we carry education, because this is one of the great capablities
of adult basic education. We don't have to have the people come to
us but, because of the foresight of the planners of the legislation, we
are able to carry education to the people where they are. We have,
among these, the drug abuse centers and hospitals.

I would like to point out some things about welfare recipients. It
is nothing new, but we are told and we find, as we try to go in and
pull people into adult education from welfare rollsthey tell us
some pretty hard facts when we say, "Come and get additional edu-
cation because then you can get a better job." They sit down and ex-
plain to us that with just their own meager educational ability, any
job that they get will pay 'them less than the welfare grant.

Through adult education, we- have been able to give these people
basic skills to interest them in self-advancement, and a large num-
ber, in the District anyway, have been removed from welfare rolls. I

--am sure this is true in other large cities.
We have a new group of voters who have become eligible for vot-

ing each year, and we are interested in people voting wisely.
Again, through adult education, we are able to teach critical read-

ing skills and critical thinking skills which they did not get as they
came along through school. This training encourages these people
into leadership rolls.

We have another group of adults that I think often we forget
about when we talk about education, but we have that group of for-
merly sheltered adults whom I call the newly dependent oneswid-
ows, who, when they were more fortunate, did not have to work and
who now find themselves without sufficient education or skills. Adult
education reaches these people, too; and this is important.

Then we have the group that we all talk about because we know it
is so important, the student who wishes to get a high school diploma
or the high school equivalency. Adult education serves these people.

This list, of course, shows how broad the needs are in the District,
not only in the District but in the other urban areas of our country.

We call to your attention that the typical adult student is adisa.d-
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vantared student, and he is a parent of disadvantaged children.11e
is usually apathetic about education. This is the student-snatching
group I talked about. So in adult education, we push for simultane-
ous education. We say we can have an impact on some of the social
problems of the urban areas if we can simultaneously educate both
the child and the parent.

But, as the parent grows in self-respect, brought about by his new
ability in reading and arithmetic and by the new understanding that
he has of his child, he gets a new respect from his child. He is not
so easily duped. Then his income increases and, as his income in-
creases, his standard of living obviously improves.

A point which we would like to call to your attention is that, as
his income improves, of course, his tax dollars are added to the eco-.
noinic base of our country. As an example, one of the leading centers
in the District of Columbia, the Adult Education Demonstration
Center, estimated in fiscal year 1972 that an additional $2,507,000 of
new tax money came into the Treasury as a result of the adults who,
after getting basic education, either got jobs or got jobs that paid
more. I think that these are real figures.

I talked about the senior citizens and what we have learned as ad-
ministrators about the dropouts. We also know that adult education
is a vehicle through which wrongdoers find a positive way of earn-
ing a living. This is a fact that we dOn't like to talk about, but one I
think we have to face, that much of the crime wave or part of the
crime wave in urban areas comes from people who are underedu-
cated and who understand no other way to survive. If adult educa-
tion can change the attitudes and give additional skills to these peo-
ple, we are going to make the city safer for you and me to walk the

istreets, or indeed even to live in our own homes as well as to enter
them.

Dave Puddington, the executive secretary of the NCVANE, is
here with me with some backup material that we would like permis-
sion later to enter into the record unless you would like to have
Dave say one or two words about the major cities and the statistics
that they have.

We point out these facts to you. We thank .you for your indul-
gence and ask that you support H.R. 69 to enable adult education to
continue to reach out to the adults in the categories that we have de-
scribed.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say that we have several questions but
I thought we might expedite the hearings if we let all of you make
your statements first. But we are particularly concerned to what ex-
tent you. people are able to take care of the adult education appli-
cants in the country, in your own localities, your own cities and
communities and to what extent we are taking care of the great need
that exists and the accomplishments of your programs.

Go ahead, Mr. Cook.
Mr. COOK. Mr. Chairman. Mr. Bill Ghan, representing. the Na-

tional Council of State Directors of Adult Education, coordinator of
career and adult education of Missouri.
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[Mr. Gban's prepared testimony follows :]

PREPARED TESTI:MTV y OF THE NATIONAL- COUNCIL OF STATE DIRECTORS OF ADULT
EDUCATION, BILL GH A N, COORDINATOR, ADULT EDUCATION, MISSOURI STATE
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
Today I am appearing as chairman of the National Council of State Direc-

tors of Adult Education. The membership of this group is composed of the
State Directors of Adult Education from all the states and territories.

I am pleased to testify in support of House. Bill 69. I am specifically inter-
ested in that portion of the Act relating to Adult Education.

The target populatiure for this program is the 64 million in the United
States who have loss than a high school education. Many of these people are
the hard-core unenffiloyed who lack the capability to take advantage of vuoit-
tional training programs offered in the vocational-technical schools of our
states. They include many who are welfare recipients and who need basic
skills training before they can be removed from the welfare rolls and become
taxpayers instead of tax-eaters. I feel that one of 'w high educational priori-
ties should be to raise the educational level of every adult to a high school
equivalency level in order to equip him for vocational education, employment,
or promotion on the job. If we did this, it would enable the undereducated
adult to increase his self-respect and dignity and become economically self-sus-
taining,

Some of the Unique features used in the Adult Basic Education program
are : (1) instruction and instructional materials are provided at no cost to the
adult student, (2) classes are small and utilize individualized instructional
techniques and materials, (3) students may enter the program at any time and
progress at a rate commensurate with the students' time and effort, (4) the
program is taken to the peopleclasses may be held in churches, civic centers,
housing projects, prisons, industrial plants. and migrant camps, as well as well
as in the facilties of all types of educational institutions.

The Adult Education Program operated under this Act could be called one
of Amerim's great success storeis in education. During FY72 ; 812,023 adult
students received training under the provisions of this Act. The total Federal
expenditure was $51.3 million. Many of these adults learned, not just funda-
mentals of language arts and mathematics, but they have also taken n giant
step toward becoming truly productive members of our society. If earning
power, increased tax contributions, decreased welfare payments, and other dol-
lars and cents items could be accurately measured, it would probably indicate
that the modest investment actually represents a national savings.

In 1958 less than twelve states had full-time Directors of Adult Education
employed in State Departments of Education. Today fifty-six states and terri-
tories have full-time directors. This is important because these are the people
who provide the leadership which has stimulated the Adult Basic Education
Program to grow from 484,626 enrollees in 1969 to over 812,023 in 1972.

The main factor prohibiting further growth is the limited funds which have
been provided for the implementation of local programs. The Act authorizes
the expenditure of $225 million but has been funded at a level of $51.3 million.
This limited funding has resulted in limited programming at the local level
and has restricted expansion to the high school level for adults.

The National Council of State Directors of Adult Education meeting in
Washington, D.C., on February 27, 1973, passed the following resolutions :

WHEREAS, adult education is just becoming of age and needs continued
Federal consideration, we support the extension of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act, Title III, Amendments to the Adult Education. Act of 1966,
through the passage of Legislative Bill H.R. 69. and

WHEREAS. in light of the experience with the Adult Education Act as
amended in 1970, we recommend the expansion an improvement of the pro-
posed adult education legislation contained in House Bill H.R. 69, and

WHEREAS, based upOn the present need, in conjunction with successes in
working With disadvantaged adults, we recommend funding for adult education
at th elevel authorized by existing adult education legislation, Public Law
91-230.
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Therefore, be it resolved. that the State Directors of Adult Education, in
session February 26-27, 1973. hereby adopt and support the above resolutions.

The administrative machinery has been established for the implementation
of programs in Adult Basic Education at the state and local levels during the
past seven years. Significant breakthroUghs have been made and we are on the
threshold of offering to every -undereducated adult the opportunity to gain
those basic educational skills necessary to function in our modern society. We
recommend the continuation and expansion of the Adult Basic Education Pro-
gram through the passage of H.R. 69.

STATEMENT OF BILL GHAN, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF STATE DIRECTORS OF ADULT EDUCATION,
COORDINATOR OF CAREER AND ADULT EDUCATION, STATE OF
MISSOURI

Mr. GIIAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it is
a pleasure to be here with you today. I am accompanied by Mr. Jim
Dor land, who serves as our executive secretary and also executive
director of the National Association for Public Continuing Adult
Education.

We are here to express our support to you for H.R. 69 especially
the adult education portion of that bill. I would like for you to imag-
ine. if you could, that you are one of the 64 million adults in this
country and you have applied for a job and been refused this job be-
cause, you did not have the high school diploma.

As you know, this is a credential society. Credentials are impor-
tant.. Eighth grade diplomas are important. The high school diploma
or its equivalency is extremely important. Then if you could, I
would like for you to imagine that you are one of the 24 million es-
timated adults 18 years of age or over who have never learned to'
read well enough to function in our society.

I might point out to you that these individuals are located in
every county, in every State, in the rural areas, and in the urban
areas of this country. We have a program in the southern Ozark
hills of our State located in a small church.

We had 12 individuals who were enrolled in this program. They
received their high school equivalency diploma, later enrolled in a
nearby area vocational school, and at the present time are employed
in an industry that recently moved into that area. .

These 24 million adults, who cannot read, cannot take advantage.
of the food sales. As you know, in this day and time this is ex-
tremely important.

We have observed adults going into the super market and select-
big their canned goods by the picture they see, not by the price or
bf taking advantage of those which might be cheaper.

We have observed individuals who would like to travel from one
side of town to another but could not read the street signs, could not
read the signs on a bus to enable them to go across town to see some-
one of their relatives.

We have been told this morning about adults who could not assist
their children in doing their homework. They might be embarrassed
by the fact that their child had advanced farther than they have.

We know of individuals who cannot read, cannot read the Bible
and enrich their spiritual life. We know all of these individuals in a
country which has the capability of sending men to the Moon.
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I recently read in a Department of Labor publication that 25
years ago, 25 percent of all of the jobs available in this country
could be held by .the functionally illiterate. This same article stated
that by 1975, 5 percent of the jobs are available to the functionally
illiterate. This, as a result of modern technology.

I would like to talk just a minute about sonic of the unique fea-
tures that we find in our adult education programs in all of the
States. As you know, through the legislation, there is no cost to the
students. We provide them with pencil and paper. The only thing
that is necessary is that they provide transportation.

We insist that our classes remain small to give the individual a' -
tention that the-person might have missed in previous educational
experiences. The program is open entry. We allow them to enroll in
the program at any time and to complete the program at any time.

Individual instruction is the name of the game. We take the pro-
gram to the people. Many programs are -located in store fronts, oth-
ers in church buildings. We take the program to the individual of-
fering him an opportunity, au opportunity that he deserves.

As has been previously mentioned, last year in this country we
received 912,000 adults in adult basic education classes. This with a
total Federal expenditure of $51.3 Million as compared to the au-
thorized expenditure of $225 million.

I might say that this might be the greatest educational. investment
of any of our programs. We have, as a result of this legislation, set

q, functional delivery system. In 1958, 12 States had directors of
adult education. This year, 56 States and territorities have full time
directors of adult education.

We have the delivery system. We have the individuals needing the
program. We need to continue the program. We need to expand the
program. It is my opinion that the main factor prohibting furtbej
frrowth is limited. funds.

Last week, meeting here in 'Washington, the National Council of
State Directors of Adult Education pas3ed the following resolution
and I would like to read it to you because is important to us:

Whereas adult education is just becoining of age and needs continued Fed-
eral consideration, we support the extension of the elementary and secondary
Act title 3 amendments through the passage of legislative Bill H.R. 69. and
whereas in light of the experience with the Adult Education Act as amended
in 1070, we recommend the expansion and improvement of the proposed adult
education legislation contained in H.R. 69; whereas 'based upon the present
need in conjunction with success and working with disadvantaged adults, we
recommend funding of adult education at a level authorized by existing legis-
lation. Therefore be it resolved that State directors of adult education in ses-
sion February 26 and 27 hereby adopt and support the above resolution.

We have the administrative machinery. We need to continue the
prograM. We recommend the continuation and expansion of the
adult basic education program through the passage of H.R. 69.
Thank you.

Mr. COOK. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Ernest Dow, executive director, Na-
tional Association of Black Adult Educators, District of Columbia.

[Dr. Dow's prepared statement follows :]
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TESTIMON'.' OF DR. ERNEST A. Dow, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ADULT EpucATons

Mr. Chairman, Members of the House Committee on Education and Labor, I
am appreciative of your thoughtfulness in atording me, this morning, an
opportunity to speak to you on behalf of the National Association of Black
Adult Educators in support of the continuation for five years: of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Lducation Act of 1066, as amended; H.R. 69; and the
School Finance Act of 1073, H.R. 16.

, In our judgment, the expiration of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1966, as amended, as of June 30, 1973, would be a giant and disastrous
step, which would undermine the public good, by diminishing to miniscule pro-
portions, progress and funding geared to providing opportunities to educate a
substantial number of persons who comprise members of your constituency.

NABAE's support of the School Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16, is based on
our opinion, that it is the commencement of an equitable process and/or for-
mula for financing phases of the educational needs of this country. Financing
of education in the manner which the Serail° decision, California, August 1071.
attempts to correct, will only augnient the number of persons bypassed and
inisedneated. This is a luxury of neglect which this nation cannot afford and
the people should not permit.

Although we support the Act, we would like to suggest certain amendthents
to the Act. We believe that the Statement of Purpose which represents a phil-
sophy for adult education should be broadened to reflect and to set the tone
for the realization and appreciation, that adult education must be a process of
life long learning. Learning which must address itself not only to the economic
needs, but to the human and aesthetic needs of people.

It is essential the Congress identify with the broader concept of life span
education, pointing up the .fact that an enlightened people discharge their
sovereignty with excellence. And that such action insures to the benefit of each
individual and to the country as a whole.

We believe that there is need-for greater clarity in the definition of 'adult
education. We do concur with the recognition of independent thrusts for adults
who are in need of adult basic education and secondary education. We believe
that these separations should continue, because those persons who are in need
of adult basic education are individuals who are most severely under-educated
and therefore most in need of more resources than other adults who had
greater contact with the educating system, These individuals require specific
congressional protection. Therefore, we suggest the creation of two separate
titles with their own appropriation and formula. We suggest an Adult Basic
Education Title, and that it be clearly indicated that person intended to be
covered here are persons with a less than eight grade education and compe-
tency. We suggest that a second title should he for Adult Secondary Educa-
tion, which would include persons having less than a high school education or
competency, and that an appropriation and formula should be developed for
these categories of persons. We believe that these initial thrusts on behalf of
educating adults could be developed without losing what should be the overall
thrust of Congress; the providing of educational opportunities throughout the
life of the individual. We believe firmly that such a congressional posture on
education will be a catalyst for New Alternatives for Better "All Ages" Educa-
tion.

We believe that there should be a continuation of the National Advisory
Council on Adult Education with its present responsibility. The need for the
educating of adults in this country has such a low visibility and its impor-
tance is not understood by many persons in government andthe private sector,
that there is a pressing and glaring need for Adult Education to have a body
which looks out for its effective growth and-development. Since our society is
one which because of its technological advancement requires precise knowledge
and skills for coping and survival, it is in the interest. of the nation that n
Council charged with the responsibility of moving Adult Education to the
appropriate level be maintained.

However, we suggest that in the enumerations of the qualifications of indi-
viduals who should serve on said Council, that Congress express specific intent,
that the fact that America is ethnically heterogeneous be reflected on said
Council. We believe that the specific and deliberate. inclusion of multi-cultural
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and multi-ethnic membership on the Council will provide a broader and more
realistic basis from which wholesale and comprehensive recommendations and
policies will flow.

We further suggest that there be specific recommendation that the State
Plan provide for Advisory Councils similarly structured as the National Advi-
sory Council on Adult F1'acation. Further, that a machinery be developed for
a minimum of semi-annual meetings between representatives of the State Plan
Advisory Councils and the National Advisory Council. We view such structur-
ing as the nucleus for the estabilshutent of a national comprehensive program
of education for adults.

We view the special experimental demonstration projects and teacher training
as vital inclusions in this Act. Those persons who are most in need of adult
education in this country are the.BIacks and other members of our no-domi-
nant community. The need to develop education leadership and to educate
others who are. involved in the education of the American people with perti-
nent cultural and ethnic materials can commence from these projects. These
demonstration projects and teacher training entities provide the opportunity
for kneading into the education process cultural and ethnic understanding and
further insures harmony between people.

In conclusion. may I express the firm conviction of the National Association
of Black Adult Educators that the continuation of H.R. 69 and II.R. 16, with
the necessary amendments, will result in the development of persons who will
build a sound nation.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST DOW, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ADULT. EDUCATORS, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Dr. Dow. Mr. Chairman, and Mr. heeds. I am apprejative of the
thoughtfulness of the committee in affording us an opportunity to
testify this morning. I am accompanied this morning by Dr. Robert
Frelow, an assistant superintendent of public instruction in the
State of New York and also the Chairman of my organization
chapter in West Chester County.

I am also accompanied by Major George Dumas, Chairman of the
Veteran -Education and Affairs Committee of my organization.
Within the perimeter of the time permitted us. I would like to ask
Dr. Frelow to make some comments on this matter this morning.

Initially, I would like to state that my organization is in support
of the continuation of H.R. 69 for 5 years.and also in support of the
School Finance bill H.R. 16 introduced by you on January 3, 1972.

We -believe that the philosophy of adult education is not appre-
ciated in this country and that it should be the ongoing intent of
this committee to attempt to have the American populace under-
stand the nature of the needs for adult education.

In this time of technological' advancement, it is essential that per-
sons be educated throughout their life so that they could function
critically, make critical determinations and. be supportive of their
own needs, the community's and the operation of Government..

Unless such educational opportunities are permitted, we will have
a weakening of the constituencies, who must function and assisting
in the development of this country. Specifically, with regards to
H.R. 69, we do feel that categorical funding and categorial pro-
grams ought to be emphasized, within the area of adult education.
Unless the groups within- this area are protected, we might find that
programs are diminishing and viable structuring for the educating
of adults most difficult.
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Also in the area of secondary education, we think that that area
ought to be specifically protected by a title and specific funding.
When we look at the universe of need, there ought to be ad nditioal
and adequate funding for secondary education, distinct from the
needs of adult basic education.

We think that the need in America for adult education is of such
germain importance, that bodies like the National Advisory Council
on Adult Education, which look out for its growth and development,
should be continued in order to make certain that is properly appre-
ciated, supported, structured and funded.

We also feel that the States ought to have State advisory councils
which would have similar responsibility and which have some on-
going relationship with the National Advisory Council.

At this point I would like to ask Dr. Robert Fre low to make some
comments.

Dr. FRELOW. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to speak
to the committee. First of all I would like to say that a lot of the
comments that have gone before, certainly our Chapter in New
York,' the West Chester Chapter of NABAE supports all of the
things that have been said before as it relates to adult education.

I would like to add however, that we feel that the impact of adult
education on individual members of the adult community has an im-
pact not only on the individuals themselves but on the community in
which they serve.

I would like to bring to you a word from those communities
which say that we feel that adult education has contributed not only
to the individuals growth but to the students themselves. One of the
previous speakers has said that one of the important aspects of a
parent learning how to read is that it has an impact on their chil-
dren.

I would like to report to you that one of the demonstration proj-
ects in our community has resulted in a significant achievement im-
provement of youngsters within that community and this is not
Thetoric. We have in our community this particular data.

I would also like to go on record as saying that we feel that adult
education programs have had an impact on the achievement or
rather of reducing the -.gap between the achievement of blacks and
the achievements of whites. This sounds like a. very presumptous
statement bid I think if yon were to look at the monthly labor rec-
ord. of 1970 you would see that since 1950 there has been a reduction
in the gap, the achievement gap between blacks and whites.

In 1950 the median achievement was approxiMately 5 years. In
1965 it had been reduced to 2 years. The projection is that by 1985
the difference in achievement between blacks and wLites will be 30.

We feel, however, that this .projection is based on the assumption
that current programs in adult education will be sustained, that they
will be expanded, and the amount of funding that they are currently
receiving will be also be expanded.

We feel that this kind of statistic shows that our efforts in adult
education have had a significant impact on the achievement of
blacks and whites in this country, and with that kind of substan-
tive data, the rational for adult education finds its basis not only in
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rhetoric, not only in emotion but in actual achievement of people
within this society.

Filially, I am interested in research. I think that as often as we
can support our legislative bills with substantive data, as often as
we can do that the better we will be able to make decisions about the
future. However, it is important that the levels of fundng be main-
tained so that new variables are not introduced when we are looking
at present and past information.

In conclusion let us hope that the level of funding will be sus-
tained over the years so we can have some longitudinal data to look
at in terms of the impact of these kinds of legislation on partici-
pants. Thank you.

Mr. Cook. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Robert Rupert, legislation chair-
man, National Association for Public Continuing and Adult. Educa-
tion. Administrator Continuing Education, Los Angeles City
Unified School District.

STATEMENT OF ROLERT RUPERT, LEGISLATION CHAIRMAN,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC CONTINUING AND ADULT
EDUCATION, ADMINISTRATOR CONTINUING EDUCATION, LOS
ANGELES CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. RUPERT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
would like to thank you on behalf of our president, Judson Brad-
shaw, and our executive directorJim.Dorland.

Chairman Piauuxs. I am most interested to see the results ob-
tained from your program. I know you people came here on many
occasions before we had it set up. We would get our bill to the Rules
Committee. back in the early sixties or late fifties but that was as
high as we could get it.

Mr. RurFarr. I will give you some of those data because we can
show you a record of progress by statistics. I wear two hats because
I am from a very large school district and large adult education
program. We are celebrating our 85th anniversary and our motto is
that we are over 85 and still alive. We have managed all of this year
in adult education to keep the ball rolling and we hope we have
things to share with other people.

Our posture is unanimous and solid support for H.R. 69.
We believe in categorical aid strongly. We .believe in the com

ments you made earlier. Without it we don't feel that natl.inially. we
can survive. As a matter of fact,. adult education throughout the
country, as mentioned by Bill, has grown to maturity th.L.ough this
vehicle, through Federal funding, through the addition. of State
directors in many of our States and territories, and through leader-
ship of our National Advisory Council on Adult Education.

Without those federally funded .portions of our program, we
would be indeed in deep trouble. Let me use the Los Angeles picture
as an example to show you that we do deal in people-oriented serv-
ices. I know that is important to all of the members of the commit-
tee.

Our program in California actually began not in the school but in
the church, StMary's Cathedral in 1956. Unfortunately we can't
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brag about. that. We have developed over the past 5 years, we feel, a
fairly unique statistic gathering system, so I come to you today not
telling you what happened last year but telling you what is going to
happen by the end of this year because we have developed a statisti-
cal sampling which projects a total of 70,000 students being enrolled
in our State for fiscal .year 1972.

We know that by the end of the year with statistical sampling
method again that about little less than half of those people will
have been employed at the same time they were taking adult educa-
tion programs. They are part-time students.

About 6,000 of those. will have been unemployed and you have to
realize some of those are housewives and are raising families. Ap-
proximately 0,000 of those 70,000 will have been receiving public as-
sistance during- their schooling.

At the end of the year over 1.500 will have achieved eighth grade
diplomas and about 2,500 will have gone on and enrolled in high
school programs because of the adult basic education they received.

A little over 600 will have passed the general education develop-
ment test which provides high school equivalency for getting a job.

Perhaps on the basis of accountability, which Dr. Cohen men-
tioned, and with adult basic education being so involved in the ac-
countability factor, over 3,000 of these people Lave gone on to enroll
in occupational or manpower programs to atterni,!, to get a job or to
upgrade a job skill.

We know that this year over 500 will have been separated from
the welfare rolls. That was true last year and the year before. We
are hitting right about that number each year. In terms c C'hard core
dollars that is over $2 million per fiscal year being taken of the wel-
fare. role.

Over 2.500 of these people will have been employed as a result of
adult basic education skills; not going on to further training, but ac-
tually becoming employed. About 1,300 will have upgraded them-
selves in their current jobs, probably getting a raise.

That is a determination of upgrading for people with basic educa-
tion. Here is another important item and one which we feel very
strongly about. Over L600 will have registered to vote the first time
this year. In California over 1,500 will have received a drivers li-
cense for the first time. That might not seem important to yeu but if
you have been in L.A. and San Francisco without a car, you know
you are in trouble.

Mr. Mums. The fact that 1,600 people that have registered to vote
are in this program might hurt you in some administrations.

Mr. RUPERT. We do have a large voting audience and we continue
to point that out.

Finally here is one which would be. important to other people.
Three thousand seven hundred and one people- will have received
special instruction for preparing an income tax form. I think that
speaks loudly for the program. 'We started to gather those statistics
for the first time this year. In California, perhaps because we have
some experience, we are able to gather some of these kinds of vital
statistics which tell you something about our program.
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It is not mud. different in my home city in Los Angeles. In Los
Angeles, the adult education pro gram is 85 years old and it is no co-
incidence that the first program back in 1886 was a basic education
program.

We have educated since 1965 a little over 30,000 students in our
program. These are voluntary students. They don't get paid to come
to class. They are self motivated for self improvement. We have
English for the foreign students and the migrant students.

The program is designed to provide reading and writing skills for
adults lacking that eighth grade diploma. The emphasis is placed
on basic reading, language, and the mathematical skills. Classes in
adult basic education are taught both day and night. We have run
from 8 in the morning to 10 at night.

Many of our classes are in a variety of branch locations. We lease
facilities. We use bungalows on school grounds. We use churches.
We have classes in Letcrics and classes in social service agencies.
We brag that we take the program to the people wherever anybody
is willing to learn. In this way we have close ties with that commu-
nity which is so important where in the community the community
sees what is happening and we receive their support in that way.

Some of the results are much like those which I have itemized for
you on the State program. People earn eighth grade diplomas. They
enroll in a high school diploma course to go on. They secure employ-
ment or get job promotions. They become citizens. They acquire
drivers licenses, et cetera, et cetera.

Basically speaking, we would like to emphasize that we do feel
that we have a very.strong people-oriented program. For that reason
we are proud to point to it time and time again, In summation, as
far as .my portion of the testimony goes, I would like to point that
the posture of NAPCAE is that of complete support for H.R. 69
and complete support for the idea of categorical aid.

We have reviewed for you some of the successes and statistical
data we have gathered in the West. We know nationally H.R. 69
will help the profession to mature and will help the profession to
stay alive. Thank you.

Mr..COOK. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Charles Wood, Executive Director,
Adult Education Association of the United States, District of Co-
lumbia.

STATEMENT Or CHARLES WOOD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ADULT
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES, DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

Mr. Noon. Mr. Chairman and other members of the committee,
we, too, want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing here
this Morning. I represent, as. executive director and on behalf of our
legislative chairman, Dr. Flowers, the Adult Education Association,
United States of America.

I would like to point out that our association includes people en-
gaged in adult .education in a numl er of diverse kinds of programs
--cooperative extension, university extension, formal and informal
programs, adult basic education programs, programs funded with
public funds, and programs funded with nonpublic funds.
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I point this out because I want to make it very clear that every
segment of our membership, whether engaged directly in the opera-
tion of programs funded under the Adult Basic Education Act of
1966 or not, are vigorously and firmly committed to the funding of
this program. Every one of our members realize that the whole con-
cept of lifelong earning really has no meaning for the professional,
for the housewife, for the hobbyist, for the person seeking to upgrade
his skill on the job if the basic educational deficiencies of a signifi-
cant segment of our adult population are not being met.

AEAUSA considers the funding of adult basic education pro-
grams as sort of a keystone or foundation on which the whole con-
cept of lifelong earning hopefully one day will achieve a status
which our society needs if it is to solve its most basic problems.

There are two points made in our written statement.
Chairman PEnKiNs. Let me interrupt you a minute. I have one of

our very distinguished colleagues here. Congressman Lehman has
some distinguished visitors in the audience, and we would like him
to introduce them.

Mr. LEHMAN. I have a friend of mine from the Dade County
school board, the coordinator of the south central district, title I
program, basically junior high school level, Sue Stevens. She is
doing a marvelous job down there. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. You can let her make a statement in a few
moments if you want to. Go ahead, Mr. Wood.

Mr. WOOD. There are two points we would like to make. I think
the case for how these funds are used to meet basic needs in the
classroom, has been very well made. There are two other aspects of
the funding provided which I would like to highlight. Those are:
research and teacher training. We feel that the research moneys
which are provided under this act are extremely important in order
to achieve maximum effectiveness in program and in order to pro-
vide accountability, which is so important.

Secondly, we feel that the moneys provided for teacher training
have demonstrated, time and time again, the importance of the Fed-
eral input into this very important area. Teacher training for people
who work in programs of adult education must be done regionally
to maximize impact and to provide sharing of experiences and re-
sults. Teaching functionally illiterate people is not an easy task and
requires specialized training even for a very experienced classroom
teacher.

We feel strongly that the modest Federal funding for adult edu-
cation which is currently provided and which H.R. 69, if enacted,
would continue is barely adequate to give credibility to what has
been a repeatedly asserted commitment of at least the last three ad-
ministrations: To eradicate functional illiteracy among a significant
seoment of our adult population.

Vile are also pleased to note that H.R. 69, if enacted would extend
the life of the National Advisory Council for Adult Education. This
Council, in our view, fulfills an extremely important mission in pro-
viding to the executive branch advise and counsel on adult education
needs.

The testimony of Council representatives at this hearing today is
but one evidence of the Council's commitment to use every available
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avenue of communication in behalf of the adult education needs of
our people.

Finally, I would like to comment on why we feel so strongly com-
mitted to categorical aid: (1) We feel that the national commitment
to eradicate functional illiteracy must be sustained by some kind of
Federal input consistent with that commitment and clearly ear-
marked for this program; (2) We see nothing particularly wrong or
inconsistentin fact, we feel it is very consistent with our Federal
systemabout a. Federal taxpayer determining, through his elected
representatives, how his Federal tax dollar is to be spent, whether in
Alabama. or Maine. We feel adult education enjoys widespread sup-
port, nationwide and should be funded. categorically.

(3) Last, we feel that the mobility of our population today, which
is accelerating at a rapid rate, suggests that citizens in every State
or in each State have a legitimate concern over what happens in
other States and that the educational deficiencies of adults moving
from one State can become the socioeconomic problems of other
States which have attempted, through their own resources, to pre-
vent these deficiencies.

With regard to H.R. 16, our association has not taken a position
based on an analysis of the bill. I would, however, comment that we,
in the past, have expressed our commitment to the concept that per-
sons should not suffer educational deprivation based on.an inequality
of the tax base from one community to another; and the extent to
which H.R. 16 is designed. to do .something about that, it would cer-
tainly merit our support. Thank you very much.

Mr. Coon. Mr. Chairman, may I introduce Mr. Ray Ast, Jr.,
Chairman, Coalition of Adult. Education. Organizations; Adminis-
trator of Adult Continuing Education Services, Montclair State Col-
lege, State of New Jersey.

STATEMENT OF RAY AST, JR., CHAIRMAN, COALITION OF ADULT
EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS; ADMINISTRATOR OF ADULT CON-
TINUING EDUCATION SERVICES, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE,
STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. AST. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
privileged to be here. I represent the coalition of adult education or-
ganizations. This organizdtion is made up as you will see listed on
the first page of my part. of the written testimony at the end of this.
particular folder of material.

In addition to the several national organizations represented here,.
there are some 12 other national organizations represented within
the coalition.

The coalition, at its meeting of the board of directors on last.
.Thursday and Friday, voted unanimously to support the testimony

as presented by the former testifiers this morning. I would like to.
add some supplemental reference to the testimony that we have pre-
sented within our written document.

You were speaking earlier of historic background. Perhaps I have
been involved in adult education longer than anyone else in this par-
ticular group. I go back 35- years, when I first began as a ,volunteer.
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instructor in a scouting leadership training program, Erie County
Council of the Boy Sconts of America.

We began to recognize that early the limited opportnnities for
many adults who did not have high skill level in communication
skills, reading skills, and were unable to participate as leaders in
Scouting organizations. That was. in 1938.

I attempted a little later-2 years later, in 1940in a rural com-
munity, to try to undertake a similar effort. It was well nigh impos-
sible to bring people about. because of the hick of leadership at the
State level and at the national level to hive us guidance and assist-
ance in developing programs for adult leaders who would partici-
pate in segments of community leadership efforts.

In World War II, I had an opportunity to become very inti-
mately connected with problems of the functionally illiterate. The
assignment that I had was that at an induction station, assessing
those individuals to be drafted who were identified as illiterates. The
question of the manpower needs of that particular time to bring per-
sons into the military services, the Aimed Forces, was such that the
military established an ASTI" program for the purpose of assisting
men who had the potential for being able to learn to read, to com-
municate, and those other skills necessary for military service to be
sent to a military training program before they were sent to regular
units.

An outcome following this assignment was that of counseling per-
sonsleaving the military services, persons who had gained beginning
skills within the military. We had no place to refer them upon leav-
ing service. Even under the GI bill, which we had ample opportu-
nity to utilize, it was such that when we brought soldiers back to

...civilian life they would ask, "I have gotten a start in literacy; I
would like to move on to high school, going out of my military serv-
ice," We had educational opportunity listings for many States and
many communities, yet I had to acknowledge time and again,
"There is no program available for you to continue your education"
perhaps through home study, perhaps through an extension of a
program that might later be developed.

Following World 'War II, I had the opportunity of serving as ad-
ministrator of a community adult school program in the State of
New Jersey, which was designed essentially for those persons who
were functioning members of society. It was a feed-base type pro-
(Tram.

For a number of years, we sought to undertake some type of pro-
gram that would be desirable and necessary for those who were
often overlooked within the segments of these affluent suburban com-
munities in New Jersey. It was not until the introduction of the first
1964 adult basic education legislation that we were able to undertake
a program with the limited funds available to us; we were able to
introduce only 125, and we had another 125 waiting to become en-
rolled, but limited funds prevented us.

In terms of future developments through the efforts of not only
the National Advisory Council and through the .desire of Congress
and its national leadership developed throughout our Nation in
adult education, we developed in New Jersey a concept known as
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adult education resource centers. They provide resource services to
communities or agencies throughout the entire State of New Jersey
hi an attempt to get the most up-to-date, the most qualified type of
program under way for those persons who were economically disad;
vantaged, educationally disadvantaged, and to provide a career op-
portunity for each and every one of the persons in each of these
communities.

But here again, even in the State of New Jersey, the limited avail-
ability of funds to undertake a full-scope program means we have
only scratched the surface today.

At the Montclair State College Adult Education Center, we were
also able to serve the Nation as a whole, in terms of acquisition, as-
sessment, and information distribution about instructional materials
desirable for use with adult basic education programs, whether they
be in the small Indian community of Nevada or whether they be in
the migrant stream from the State of Florida moving North, to pro-
vide to adult education programs an awareness of instructional ma-
terials desirable for aiding teachers, leaders, paraprofessionals in de-
vehiping more effective learning situations for the less-advantaged
adult population of our society.

I had the privilege of participating, along with several others, in
the U.S. delegation to the World Conference on Adult Education.
We were able to share U.S. developments with many programs
going on throughout the world, to compare the growth and develop-
ment of basic education programs for lieople everywhere providing
equal opportunities in terms of developing those skills necessary to
live within a society today.

Every effort, according to the CAEO board during its discussions
the other day, should be made to provide that opportunity to every
person, no matter where he lives, to attain those skills necessary for
him to have continuous alternative opportunities for further educa-
tion.

I will give you a specific example. I have a young woman who is a
grandmother that we have just employed. Going back to the.time of
World War II, she was a crane operator assistant. She had been a
bus driver, a waitress, and a number of other less-significant tasks in
terms of her own goals and aims.

She was able to complete sufficient reading and computational
communication skills through adult basic education program to
move on through the high school equivalency level, and now she is
moving into a college level program. We have hired her as part of
our G.E.D. flexible testing program at Montclair State College.

iThis development is a breakthrough that we recognize is sympto-
matic of the growth for an individual who has basic opportunity to
develop these skills.

Another example was in a learning center development that we
undertook in the State of New Jersey where we were able to take
several persons who at that time had less than a sixth-grade reading
level. We were able to move them along within a period of 2 short
yearS so that each of the two are now enrolled in a community col-
lege.

These are simple examples of why- we see the support of the Coa-
lition of Adult Education Organizations to this legislative effort,
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because basic skills are necessary for the opportunity of each indi-
vidual to arrive at alternative routes to further his education and
his own career development.

It has been a privilege to share these experiences with you. It is a
privilege to be here. The Coalition is very supportive of the Na-
tional Advisory Council for Adult Education and is supportive to
the other three organizations whose testimony has been presented
here this morning.

Chairman PERKINS. Before we get into questions and, since Mrs.
Stevens is here, will one of you give her a chair and let her make
her observations?

STATEMENT OF SUE STEVENS, DADE COUNTY, FLA., SCHOOL BOARD,
COORDINATOR OF TITLE I PROGRAM

Mrs. STEVENS. As I listened to the testimony this morning, that
reinforced my appreciation for the need for adult education. It also
reinforced my appreciation for the need for doing a better job in the
schools for students who are potentially going to be candidates for
the sort of education that you are providing.

I would like to share two things that have happened recently in
our schools with our title I program that I am connected with, be-
cause I think they are symptomatic of the type of effect title I has.

One, as you all know, violence and problems in the schools is a
growing phenomenon ; and, in Dade County, we funded, in all of
our secondary schools, something called crisis centers, where students
who normally would have been suspended and taken out of the
school environment were retained, and it is hoped that these centers
will serve as places where remedial reading and various tutorial ac-
tivites as well as guidance programs will take place.

It is very interesting, we informally surveyed title I students in
these schools, then- was not one student in specialized programs
which were very appropriate for needs of the kids where there was
in dividualized attention, that were potentially students who would
have been sent in these programs.

So the feeling was very strong on our part that where the school
environment is meeting needs of kids with the kind of program
which title I provides, many other problems are avoided.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that it has had an impact on. the
crime problem within the school system?

Mrs. STEVENS. Right ; our students are not being involved in this
sort of thing. Somehow they are able to function much more success-
fully.

Another interesting thing is that our title I teachers-2 of them out
of 12, which is kind of a high proportionwere taken in as center
teachers. They were taken out of title I because they felt they under-
stood how to deal with this, and this was a result of some of the
programs they had been doing in title I.

So the second kind of comment I wanted to make is that title I
has an enormous impact as a model in the school. Some of the indi-
vidualized instructions and programs and the material that we have
pioneered with has now moved into the school. So, although title I
services a very small percentage of the children who might be eligi-
ble for this and might need the kind of services that would be pro-
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vided, only a percentage of them are actually served through title I
funds. There is a ripple effect and the school does change as a result
of these funds.

Chairman PERKINS. In other words. those school children who are
not eligible for title I are taking advantage of similar programs
that have brought about achievement?

Mrs. STEVENS. Right.; this year we are doing a very specialized
reading program and, for the first time, we really.know what we are
doing. It is a very bad year for us to be so worried about funds
when we feel like we are finally developing programs that are work-
ing successfully.

In any event, some of these programs we are trying to duplicate
and replicate in other classrooms for students because we feel that
they really work. So local funds are going to be spent to do some of
the same kind of things.

Chairman PERKINS. Do any of you have any questions for this
lady? Mr. Lehman.

Mr. LEHMAN. No; I am just glad we had the chance to get this in
the record, and I appreciate Dade County's representation.

Mrs. STEVENS. This is the most distinguished group that I have
ever been able to go on record with in support of categorical funds,
and I am delighted to be here. Thank you very much.

Chairman PERKINS. In your opinion, what would happen in your
State of Florida if we did not have title I as a categorical program ?

Mrs. STEVENS. I think it would be tragic. I really do. It is diffi-
cult. The time may come When the State can absorb these things in a
very effective way. I don't know that that can't happen. I am pretty
sure it can't happen this year. If the categorical funding ends as of
June 30, I think we are going to be in a very bad situation. I don't
think that the transition can be made at will.

Chairman PERKINS. Are you in charge of the title I program in
Dade County ?

Mrs. STEVE1,7S. No; I work in Dade County as districtwide school,
and I work in a secondary school. I work in one district. We work
in eight schools. My particular program is in eight schools, and each.
district has its own program, so I am not very high up the hier-
archy, but I have very strong feelings about this, and I think they
are shared by our administration.

Chairman PERKINS. You have observed the programs and how
they work in the classroom yourself?

Mrs. STEVENS. Right.
Chairman PERKINS. And you take part in the classroom instruc-

tion more or less?
Mrs. STEVENS. That is right. A

Chairman PERKINS. We need some people along that line.
Mr. Meeds, go ahead with your questioning.
Mr. NEEDS. Thank you. I was going to ask Mr. Cook if any of

you people might enlighten me as to what percentage of all adult
basic funds are provided by the Federal Government. You have some
figures in your testimony indicating that, of approximately 6 million
enrolled people, some 621,000 participated in federally sponsored
programs.

Mr. GRAN. By law it is required that 10 percent of the 90-10
matching funds are provided by States and/or local school districts
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for the basis for adult basic education program. Many States over-
match and provide additional funds.

Mr. MEEDS. It is required that the States match 10 percent?
Mr. HILL. State and local, sir.
Mr. GnA:c. State and local, 90-10 matching basis, and that must

be in match, not in an in-kind contribution.
Chairman PERKINS. That was changed a year or two ago.
Mr. MEEDS. Is it conceivable that 50 percent of the funds across

the Nation for adult basic education are being provided by the Fed-
eral Government ?

Mr. GIIAX. I would say that the percentage is. much higher than
that ; 80 percent would be a closer estimate.

Chairman PERKINS. New York and California, if I understand it,
are the only two big States that provide

Mr. MEEDS. That was my understanding. That is why I was ques-
tioning these figures in here. The 621,000 are totally Federal pro-
grams ; 90 or 80 percent participation would be in the federally
funded State programs. Is that correct?

Mr. HILL. Mr. Meeds, speaking to that point, what happens in the
States is based upon the fact that USOE has not allowed us to be-
come involved using Federal funds with the secondary portion of
adult education. Consequently, we have had to use what State funds
we have had to support the 9th-, 10th-, 11th-, and 12th-grade stu-
dents, and ABE funds have been used kindergarten through 8th
grade.

So, when we talk about 621,000 students, we are talking basically
about those people who are participating because of Federal funds.
There will be a 10 percent matching in all of this at least. But, in
many States, this is the minimum. They do not do much more than
that.

Mr. MEEDS, But the Federal Government is providing somewhere
in the area of 80 percent of funding for adult basic education?

Mr. HILL. Yes, it is.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Cook, you may want to assign this question to

anyone or answer it yourself : Do any of you want to hazard a guess
how States are going to support adult basic education if we have
revenue sharing? What I am saying is that here we are, doing 30
percent of the funding right now. How much attention are States
going to pay to this problem?

Mr. GHAN. Mr. Meeds, if we have to go in on a competitive basis

Mr. MEEDS. Right, which you will.
Mr. GHAN. Competing for the dollar along with elementary and

secondary education, I am certain that.adult education would come
out on the short end, primarily because we are still babes, so to
speak. We are not to the point where we cam stand on our own two
feet.

I think, in our State, it would be impossible for us to continue our
basic education program at the present level should we go to some
other method besides categorical aid.

Mr. MEEDS. We weren't born yesterday. I don't think any of the
panel members around herecertainly I did not get any indication
that there was any slow learners out there. In view of the fact that
States have not paid much attention to adult basic education hereto-
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fore, is there any .reason to believe that if you are thrown into a
competitive pot with a number of other educational programs, all of
them admirable but all of them short of money, that adult basic ed-
ucation is going to come up with anywhere near the funding across
the United States that it presently enjoys?

[Chrous of noes.]
Mr. MEEDS. Does anybody disagree with it?
Mr. RUPERT. You are not only competing with adult education,

you are competing with higher education. The point is that there is
so much money available in every State that can be used for educa-
tion and you end up competing with education for the whole family
as well as for professional training.

Mr. MEEDS. Was there anyone who disagreed with the panel ?
Would the record, then, show that the panel was unanimous in

their feeling that no State would provide funding anywhere near
the present level for adult basic education under educational revenue
sharing.

Mr. GHAN. I might point out that in 4 or 5 yearswe don't really
know how longwe may be at the point where we could go to some
other type of funding besides categoricalwhen we grow up a little
more. We are not that old yet.

Mr. HILL. We are not that strong.
Mr. GHAN. We are not that strong.
Dr. Dow. I think that there is a need to start an orientation for

the appreciation of the importance of educating our adults. If you
do that and you have the level of appreciation priority for adult ed-
ucation, then we would have a chance to fund adult education under
revenue sharing. Prior to that, I think we would have difficulty.

Mr. MEEDS. In other words, what you are telling me is that when
you achieve more political power, you might be willing to take your
chance with revenue sharing?

Dr. Dow. Probably.
Mr. MEEDS. I understand that, and I would not blame you. That is

really the name of the game, isn't it; when you get down to the local
level, where the political power is asserted, that is the group that is
going to get the funding? We have a little insulation here at the
Federal level. We are not daily on the firing line like the local
school board or the local mayor is. We can make some what some
people consider to be esoteric decisions concerning the fact that
adult basic education is important and not get our ears beat off to-
morrow for making that decision.

When the final decision is made on revenue sharing, people are
going to recognize that. They are going to recognize that indeed it is
good to be able to have this program, because the Federal Govern-
ment said we could not have the money unless we do it. They would
like to have that backstop if this educational revenue sharing really
goes through.

Pardon me. I didn't mean to interrupt you, sir.
Dr. Dow. I am finished. I do agree with your interpretation.
Mr. GRAN. The revenue sharing places the disadvantaged child in

a certain protection. It is our feeling that these laws should be just
as concerned with the disadvantaged adult.
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Mr. WOOD. I think it is important that the last three administra-
tions have made a national commitment in one form or another to
eliminate illiteracy, but that. means little unless there is a Federal
input of dollars.

What we are talking about in H.R. 69 is a symbolic input on the
part of the Federal Government consistent with what has been a
stated national commitment for come years.

Mr. 111EEDS. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Towell.
Mr. TOWELL. You just mentioned a symbolic input. And a minute

ago I heard that that actually was a majority of the funds.
Mr. WOOD. At the State level, it is more than symbolic. However

at the Federal level, $50 million plus, to underwrite a national com-
mitment, I would say, is more symbolic than substantial. It is wel-
come and very crucial at the State level, nevertheless.

Mr. TOWELL. Over the past several weeks in hearing different pan-
els and different individuals from different educational groups, they
all seem very concerned about revenue sharing. But there has not
been one group that says they could stand on their own apparently
and get their funds at the State level.

I might throw the question open. To my own knowledge, if the
money comes to the State in what amounts to a block grant with
certain controls over it, somebody is going to get the money. Who is
going to get it? Every group that has appeared before this commit-
tee says they won't get their money. Is it going to disappear?

Mr. GHAN. Mr. Towell, I think it is important here to answer
your question to say that we have limited knowledge concerning rev-
enue sharing as to what it will really be. But one thing that does
concern us in the State level is who determines, who administers ed-
ucational revenue sharing. This is very important. Is it the Gover-
nor? Is it the commissioner of education or the chief administrator
in the education departments?

In these questions, we do not have answers, and it is difficult for
us to comment on it.

Chairman PnaKixs.Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to make a

couple of comments. One is in relation to adult education and the
term "future shock." I think it is a Federal responsibility to see that
in this rapidly changing society of ours we meet these changes as
jobs are phased out, as whole careers disappear, and the kinds of po-
sitions and the kind of society that we are educating people for is
not always going to be there when they are ready to go to work.

I think it is very important that we have a continuity of educa-
tion at the adult level to keep the educational system moving to meet
the kinds of requirements that people are going to have to know
how to meet in order to survive as productive citizens. I think that
this is going to be chancring now as, hopefully, we are phasing out
some of our defense industries. We are phasing out different kinds
of products. Most of the people that are working in our society are
making products that did not even exist 20 years ago. So we are
going to need adult vocational education as a continuing and neces-
sary part of our educational programs.
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In our own Dade Comity school systems, one of the most impor-
tant and successful programs is our adult program. It is not compul-
sory. The people are

programs
because they want to be there. The

teachers have got to be good because, if they are not good, the adults
don't show up. It is self-eliminating; it is self-quality-control of
good education. You don't have bad teache.m. in adult vocational
programs because they don't have the people to show up for their
classes. That is a kind of a purification of the instruction that does
not exist in any part of our educational system.

Talking about discipline problems, we have 16-, 17-, 18-year-old
youngsters who are uncontrollable in the secondary schools. We give
them a chance to reapply to the adult programs, and somehow they
must do something right because they don't have the same discipline
problems in the adult programs. I am very strong for this.

I would hope we would set up a basis whereby we won't have du-
plication and triplication of programs that seem to confuse the pro-
grams. We have adult programs in 0E0, Manpower, Labor Depart-
ment, VA, as well as our public schools, our colleges- and junior
colleges.

So I think we are going to have to look at it perhaps in the long
range in order to simplify and to coordinate and make more efficient
these adult vocational programs because of the very vital need to
continue a productive society in this country.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me address my questions to the entire
panel this morning. It. is being proposed in the so-called special rev-
enue sharing package of the administration that the adult basic edu-
cation programwhich is a part of the Title III of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966that the funds for
this program be allocated at the State level with the State depart-
ment of education funds, Title V of ESEA; title III, the innova-
tive title of ESEA; the library books and equipment, title II; and
the school lunch basic support.

I am wondering if you agree with me, if the State department has
the money down there for these programs,,the exact amount, no new
money, would be logical for the State department of education to
take some of your adult education money and say that they needed
more staff rather than spend it for the adult basic education pro-
gram? Or would it be logical for the State department to say :

We need some of this adult education money over with the title III, the
innovative program ; we have a shortage there for library books, and the
school lunch program is about to go down and we need money for that?

What is your opinion as to the effectiveness of the adult basic edu-
cation. program when you consider that it is placed in with these
four other categories and the State department has the right to
make the decisions? Now give me your views. Go all the way across
the board. We will get down to more specific terms here.

Mr. HILL. Mr. Perkins, could I speak off the record ?
Chairman PERKINS. No; we will speak the record.
State departments need morejnoney. I think that could be a logi-

cal conclusion when the Congress begins to appropriate less money
in the future. Where will your program be I want nothing off of
the record. I want you to speak on the record all the way across the
board here.
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Mr. HILL. Mr. -Perkins, the people we serve are the least vocifer-
ous people in the country. They are really a silent minority of peo-
ple. They are not the letter-writers to the Congress and to the de-
partment of education. They are not the people who raise the issues.

Chairman PERKINS. Don't misunderstand me; I am as good a
friend of the State. departments as anybody. They don't have enough
money themselves, and I know it and I am for them to get more, but
we have to face all of the realities here.

Mr. HILL. Based upon the pressure that will be put upon the State
department, I belive that, especially in title V, many of the funds in
adult education, much of the funding in the particular locale from
which it would come, would actually be diverted into support and
strengthening of education should title V be completely annihilated.

If title V were to receive the amount of funds they receive at the
present time, no new funds but no less than they have, I believe adult
basic education might be able to compete.

However, I don't believe we could compete with the school lunch
program, nor do I believe we could compete with the library services.

Chairman PERKINS. It is all in the same package.
Mr. HILL. I don't believe we could compete at the level we are per-

formino. at the present time.
]bliss TURNER. I can speak for the District of Columbia. I can say,

without any doubt at all, that adult education would be the very
first to suffer. From past performances, we have to fight and scratch
to maintain any funds whatsoever. So that if the State department
has the privilege of deciding, we would get something but very lit-
tle. This has been historical.

Mr. GHAN. In our State, we have an executive council made up of
the assistant commissioners, deputy commissioners, and associate
commissioners. I think there are seven individuals. Six of those deal
with elementary and secondary education. One deals with adult and
vocational education. I think that is the best answer I can give you
as to how well we could do if we went into the executive council and
started slicing up the pie. I think we would be hurt.

I do believe we have an individual here who is former superin-
tendent of public instruction in Iowa who might be able to really
enlighten us on this, Dr. Paul Johnston from Iowa.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman and other members, I have lived
through, I believe, some '25 years of categorical aid at the State level
and also at the Federal level and, if my understanding of the cate-
gorical aid is correct, it is to carry out a purpose and see that that
purpose is met.

In the State operations as we have had theinin the various
States, we have had categorical aidsthey have been eliminated
when and if they were assimilated and became a regular part of the
educational program. \

Getting specifically to your question, if they are all in one packet
and they came to a State department, the State department would
be under the pressure of increasing title I; the school lunch, and so
forth ; and I would say that, as the man from Missouri indicated,
you would have the great pressures on the other aspects of the reve-
nue sharing in that block grant, and, in my judgment, the adult edu-
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cation would. suffer. I don't see how it could do anything else when
it is at the point it is at the present time in its development in the
United States.

So that if a block of money came into the State of Missouri or
Iowa or any other State and you had to make those kinds of choices,
those kinds of pressures would develop, and I would suspect that
adult education would be the lowest on the totem pole.

Chairman PERKINS. From your 25 years of experience as a super-
intendent of public instruction in the State of Iowa, assuming that
title I is placed in with numerous other educational programs, how
would you feel that title I may fare at the State level insofar as the
block-grant approach?

Mr. JOHNSTON. If it was done at the State department level, de-
pending upon the leadership and strengths of the people who are
going to make the decisions, it might fare well. But basically, over
the United States, I would say that title I funds would also suffer in
the long run against the other educational programs.

So that if they are included, I think you are going to lose some of
the important aspects that we have at the present time; and basi-
cally, what categorical aids are for is to insure that the needs of the
disadvantaged in title I are going to be met.

Even though we may have some things that some people think are
wrong, we are still doing a tremendous job in meeting the aspects of
those programs for the disadvantaged. If this is thrown in, then, I
think, general elementary and secondary education probably will
come out ahead and the disadvantaged will suffer.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Dow. I would ask Dr. Fre low to comment.
Air. FRELliW. I think, generally speaking, categorical aid has had

as its directive, direction of funds toward specific objectives. In the
absence of that kind of limitation, we have found that funds gener-
ally go into the general funds. When that happens, obviously the
local priority takes precedent.

Therefore, I feel that, if we are to continue to focus funds on
adult education, that kind of priority needs to be a part of the pack-
age.

Mr. RUPERT. I would like to point out that Florida and California
and maybe five or six other States have strongly recognized adult
education programs. Even at that, we pride ourselves in being lean
and hungry as we managed to stay just ahead of the cutting ax all
of the time.

People are after the money we use for programs. I don't think
there is a person here who would disagree with us on that. I think
nationally adult education would have a low priority. I think, in my
State, we would lose some of the funds that we now use to support
programs.

However, the program would continue because we have histori-
cally had a program. Places like Nevada never had a program be-
fore.

Mr. WOOD. I can't comment with the kind of knowledge of those
who are close to the local scene. I can say that to many of our
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members and I cannot speak for the entire association on revenue
sharing generallyrevenue sharing, insofar as adult education is
concerned, represents a step backward since, if there is really a na-
tional commitment and the Congress feels very deeply that the need
to correct educational deficiencies of adults is something that should
be of national concern, then categorical aid is obviously the way to
do it.

To me it is very consistent with our Federal system that a tax-
payer who pays a Federal tax dollar feels that this dollar should be
spent a certain way as determined by his elected representatives in
the Congress. It seems to me that's all categorical aid is.

It is an expression of Congress as to what they feel the national
priorities should be and the allocation of funds consistent with that
assignment of priorities. Since they represent the .J'ederal taxpayer,
it seems to me part of our whole democratic process.

To AEA, categorical aid for adult education is provided to deal
with a problem that is national in scope, does not remain the prob-
lem of one locality, given the high mobility of our population, and
must be dealt with nationally. Categorical aid is but one of the tools
that are necessary to deal with this problem.

Mr. AST. With reference to the State of New Jersey, I would have
to respond on the basis of New Jersey being in the midst of a search
for a new commissioner of education. We would not be able to re-
spond at this time as to the allocation of such revenue sharing,
whatever form it may take.

Secondly, in terms of a psychological factor, I think we have to
bear in mind that the emotional appeal of a child as contrasted to
an adult will have a very strong effect upon allocations of moneys
within a given State.

A third effect, when you recognize that the mobility of our popu-
lation extends way beyond our own State boundary lines, not only
regionally but nationwide. the movement of the adult, whether it be
the young adult or retired adult, is such that his identity within the
State as being recognized in the same kind of an emotional appeal
that you have for the young child is going to have a very strong
factor insofar as determination of the limited resources that we rec-
ognize are available.

Therefore, in terms of adult basic education, that education neces-
sary for assisting the adult to have alternative opportunities for fur-
thering his education, if he has moved from one State to another
State, he becomes the apparent transient as contrasted with this new-
born infant, this newly evolving child. Furthermore, the child is going
to leave for another State at some future time.

In order to respond at this time, I would foresee that an equality of
opportunity has to be made, has to be enforced at the- Federal level,
because of the migration of. people. They are usually the aChiIt people
who make those determinations to move throughout the entire land,
whether it he in search of jobs whether it be in terms of economic
and social change; No matter what it might be.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you for answering that
question.

I have to be on the floor at 12 o'clock and I want to move on to
other questions.
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Did von have n eomment you want to make briefly?
Mr. MANN. T am a member of the National Advisory Council on

Adult Education and professor of adult education at Florida Atlan-
tic University.

One of the things that is rather puzzling: if we go to revenue
sliaring as has been proposed and without H.R. O. States in the
field of adult education would have a low priority. Yet we do have
miegorieal type of funds for some of the special projects and the
concern that comes to my mind is that the project at Morehead State
lTniversity, that you are very familiar with, would lose much of its
impact because this is a project that cuts across not only one State
but a whole region and many of the things that have come from the
work there at Morehead State -University in the. Appalachian project
have a tremendous impact on the States.

Tf. States are beginning to lose their impact or to diminish in
adult education. projects such as this would lose much of their im-
pact. Tt is important in developing materials

Chairman Remit- Ns. Let me ask you a question while you are on
that subject,

You are acquainted with the three, publications of the Appa-
lachian Adult. Education Center which is located at Morehead State
University. my eougressioiml district.

I would like to ask the panel about the conclusions of a study on
adult education which is included in one of these publications enti-
tled "Be Thinking the Act." The authors of that study contend that
funds under the Adult Education Act are being primarily used on
the more easily taught and most easily reached students, most of
whom are interested in high school completion.

Although this type of activity is commendable in itself, in the
process the more difficult group, the. young, unempoyed males who
don't, even have elementary school competence, are being missed.

Could you comment on flint assertion?
Mr. MANN-. May I defer that to Mr. Hill?
Mr. Hn,r,. Yes, Mr. Chairman, the National Advisory Council has

visited across the Nation in program visitations. Our members have
gone down into the local programs and visited with teachers, 4.0min-
istrators, students and para-professionals.

Across the Nation we have run into the very thing that is being
mentioned in this publication, the, fact that it is the saint as in the
manpower programs of a few years ago.

After they got the cream of the unemployed taken care of they
ran into the hardcore unemployed, the people who had to be aca-
demically trained 'before they could give-them any kind of VOCE. -
tional training.

The Council in its visitation have run into the very problem
which is mentioned in this publication, the fact that hardcore, those
that are really difficult to pull out of the woodwork or bring into
the program. these kinds of people are sometimes being bypassed be-
cause we are more or less forced to play a numbers game.

The numbers game, of course, is forced upon us by the fact of a
reporting system that has to know how many people are involved
here, here, and here., and does not:take into account what is happen-
ing to th people in the program.
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It takes a good deal more money to bring an adult from anon-
reading level np to third grade reading level than it does to take
him from ninth grade level through a high school diploma.

Consequently if we by to play the numbers game, we are going to
put our emphasis in the. wrong place, I believe. So I think that one
of the recommendations T would make for another amendment in

69 or a change would be that there lie more or Ness two catego-
ries of definitions contained in the bill.

One would be the adult basic, which deals with this hardcore, and
that the States be encouraged

Chairman PERKINS. We already have that in the Manpower Act
now but I don't. know how it is being interpreted.

We will check that out and follow your suggestion.
Mr. Hit.r.. The second category would be those who are working

on their secondary education. Both of these are very important.
As you know it is difficult. to get a job without that high school .

diploma.
However, we cannot overlook the hardcore undereducaJ-ed and

uneducated adults. even though the cost is somewhat higher.
So I believe, the statement. is true in the publication by the More-

head people.
Chairman PERKINS. Then if T understand yon correctly, you have

stated that this difficult group will only be reached by increasing.
funds and using teaching techniques different from the traditional
classroom methods and changing the manner of evaluating the Orec-
tiveness of adult education programs which is now primarily done
by measuring the annual average grade level gains in reading and
arithmetic and the annual percentage of graduates employed.

Is that correct?
Mr. HILL. Yes. sir. it is. I believe that wholeheartedly.
Chairman PERKINS. Any other comment.?
Mr. Burma. I would have to comment. that as time goes by after

this skimming occurs. as you apply programs, you start to reach
those people because you get better at it and you have developed .ex-
perience and it takes an extension of the program to continue to
work to get to that. kind of people. and you can't do it now if you
are going to cut the whole thing off and stop.

. It takes a continuing effort to work with that student because lie is
hard to reach and bard to teach, and that is the name of the game.

Chairman PERKINS. Special revenue sharing then would actually
stop you from reaching these people. Am I correct in that.state-
molt ?

Mr. HILL. I believe it. would sir. I base that on the premise that
these people. are the ones that have been left out almost entirely of
all of the educational picture. They are not 'part of the educational
main stream and they will not be unless there are specific funds ear-
marked that cannot be used elsewhere.

They are very difficult to reach and we must reach them. They
have a need just as much as anyone, else.

In fact, their need is greater. It. is more easy for me to move
around Washington, D.C. with a reading ability than it is for some-
body who hasn't read. .

The same thing is true in other environments in which we liVe.
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Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask one more question.
Go ahead and finish that answer. Then I have one more question

to propound.
Mr. HELL. Mr. Perkins, the National Advisory Committee has not

played politics. We have taken the assignment very, very seriously
and have spent countless hours in investigating, visiting, studying,
discussing, and working and there are sonic wonderful people on
this Council.

I have the privilege of serving as chairman. Last year we pro-
duced what. I think is one of the finest reports to the President and
Congress that has ever been produced.

Our next report is going to include what the Council, after a year
of study and observation and work and discussion, put together as
what they feel are legislative specifications which would do what
Mr. Lehman suggested a few minutes ago.

In large, strengthen the adult education participation and the
adult education bill.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I brought along a Xerox
copy of the legislative specifications which the Council at a later
date will recommend and I would like to ask you if these could be
entered in the record.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection they will be inserted in the
record.

The document referred to follows:]

LEGISLATIVE SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

AN ADULT EDUCATION BILL

(Adult Education Amendments of 1973
A BILL-FEDERAL ADULT EDUCATION LEGISLATION SPECIFICATIONS FOR

CONSIDERATION

Amend Title III, P.L. 89-750 (Adult Education Aot) Short Tile
Item 2: The new Act may be cited as the "Adult Education Act of 1973."

Purpose
Item. 3: To encourage the establishment of programs of public adult educa-

tion which will expand educational opportunity for adults.
To enable adults to continue their education to the level of completion of

secondary school.
To enable adults to become more employable, productive, and responsible cit-

izens.
To make provision for :
Experimental projects and research.
Professional development.
An upgraded USOE organization structure.
Special populations.
National/State advisory councils.
Strengthening the scientific and technological foundations of adult education.

Definitions
Item 4: "Adult"Sixteen years of age or older.
"Adult Education"Services and instruction below the college level for

adults who are not under compulsory attendance laws and who have not
achieved a competency level of secondary education.

Use P.L. 89-750 as amended April 13, 1970, (P.L. 91-230) for the following
definitions :

"Commissioner"
"Local Education Agency"
"State
"State Education Agency"
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"Academic Education"
"Assistant Secretary for Education" use P.L. 92-318, Title III, Part A, Sec-

tion 401 and 432.
"Institution of Higher Education" use Section 801(e) Elementary and Sec-

ondary Education Act of 1965.
Authorizations of Appropriations

Item 5: (a) Total Act
Fiscal year ending June 30; 1974, $225,000,000; 1975, $236,250.000; 1976,

$248,063,000 ; 1377, $260,406,000 ; and 1978, $273,486,000.
(b) Sub Parts
Federal discretionary funds for the purpose of Special Experimental Demon-

stration Projects and Professional Training shall not exceed 10 per cerituni of
the appropriated amount.

FY 74 $22,500,000
For the purposes of award Graduate and Post Doctoral Fellowships :
FY 74 and for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to July 1.

1978$3,500,000.
For the purposes of providing adult education opportunities for institution-

alized persons :
FY 74 and for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to July 1,

1978$5,000,000.
For the purposes of implementing P.L. 92-318, Title IV, Part CSpecial

Programs Relating to Adult Education for Indians (Section 314) :
FY 74 through FY 76 $5,000,000
FY 77 through FY 78 $8,000,000
For the purposes of a Presidential Advisory Council and State Advisory

Councils on Adult Education, no less than $4,000,000 for any fiscal year.
The National Institute of Education is appropriated $2,000,000 for adult edu-

cation purposes each fiscal year.
Grants to States

Item 6: Funds allotted among the States for grants to pay the Federal
share of the cost of adult education programs under the provision of State
plans.
Anotments Among States

Item 7: From the sums appropriated minus Item 5(b) :
Each State shall receive a base grant of $150,000.
Two per centum among the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American

Samoa, the Virgin Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Each State shall receive an allotment in addition to the base determined on

the number of adults needing educational assistance who :
Do not have a certificate of secondary school completion or the equivalent

thereof.
Are not, under the compulsory school attendance laws of the State, required

to be in attendance at school.
State Great Reanotment

Item. 8: The portion of any State's allotment, within the fiscal year, not
required to carry out the State plan may be reallotted to other States by the
Commissioner. (Use P.L. 92-318 Title X, Part B, Section 1052).
State Plans

Item 9: A State plan covering the period of the Act with 1-year State pro-
gram plans submitted annually.

The State plans :
Set forth a program for the use of Federal funds.
Provide for the use of Federal funds for State administrative costs.
Provide the Federal funds be used to supplement and extend State and local

funds.
Permit grants to private nonprofit agencies.
Establish cooperative arrangemonts with other programs providing assistance

to adults.
Program plan may :
Provide educational opportunities for adults who have less than secondary

educational competencies.
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Provide for the use of bilingual education methods,
Include consumer and health education components.
Include components for elderly adults, veterans, and institutionalized per-sons.
Make provision for research and demonstration projects.Make provision for counseling services which includes guidance, recruitment,rot ontion. and follow-up.
'-ovide for the expanded use by adults of school and community libraries.

ovide career renewal programs for adults. State Pion Submission
as 10: The Commissioner shall not disapprove any State plan submitted

Joy modification thereof without first affording the State reasonable noticeand an opportunity for a hearing.
Pallments

Hein 11: The Federal share of expenditures to carry out a State plan shallhe 90 per vent= for each of the five fiscal years.
One hundred per cent mu for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
State must. maintain the previous year's financial effort for adult educationfrom nun- Federal sources.

Special Experimental Demonstration Projects
Item 12: Authorizes the Commissioner to make grants for special projects to

local educational agencies or other public or private nonprofit agencies includ-
ing educational television (50 per eentum of the Federal discretionary fund).Pi-of essi(malDevelopnicut

Item 13: Authorizes the Commissioner to make provision for the profes-sional development of persons engaged, or preparing to engage, as personnel inadult education programs (50 per centum of the Federal discretionary fund).
Graduate Fellowships

Item 14: The awarding of fellowships for graduate study leading to anadvaneed degree for persons who are pursuing, or plan to pursue, a l'illbetT inthe field of adult education. The term "career in adult education" means it
full-time active lobotessional commitment to providing adult education services.

Fellowships will have as equitable distribution throughout the States.
Advanced Fellowships

Rent 15: The awarding of 1(1 Post Doctoral Fellowships each fiscal year forthe purpose of :
Assisting in the development of operational foundations for adult education.
Broadening tine competency base of adult education professors.Planning and assisting the implementation of undergraduate and graduatep rogra ins.

Improvement of Educational Opportunities for Adult Indians
Item 111: For the purposes of providing Special Programs Relating to AdultEducation of Indians.
Title IH, ESEA Amendments of 1966 (The Adult Education Act), isamended to include P.L. 92-318. Title IV, Part C, and is carried in these

Adult Education Amendments of 1973.
Adult Eduval ion for 1»stitutionalized Persons

Item. 17: Sums shall be allocated among the States on the basis of applica-tions which establish a plan to provide educational opportunities for adultswho aro self or societal institutionalized.
Institutionalized adults are persons who are patients, inmates, residents ofpenal institutions, reformatories, residential training schools, orphanages, orgeneral ar special institutions, or hospitals.
Programs for adults in residential schools for the physically or mentallyhandicapped may be established.

Federal Admlinis1ration
Item 18: There is established in the United States Office of Education anOffice of Associate Commissioner for Adult, Continuing, and Community Educa-tion.
The office shall he headed by an Associate Comtrissioner who shall beappointed by the Commissioner of Education- upon the advice of the Depitty

CommiSsioner for Occupational and Adult Education.
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The Associate Commissioner will have responsibility for administering this
Act and subsequent programs dealing with the education of adults.

The Associate Commissioner will be assigned to the Deputy Commissioner
for the Bureau of Occupational and Adult. Education ( 92-315, Title X.
Part C, Section 1071).

The Associate Commissioner shall be compensated at the rate prescribed for.
and shall be placed in grade 17 of the General Schedul,

Two additional positions are established and shall be assigned to the Office
of the Associate Commissioner for Adult, Continuing. and Comunmily Educa-
tion. These positions to be placed in grade 10 of the General Sol:Aide.

The positions established by this Item shall he in addition to the number of
positions placed in grades 10 and 17 of the General Schedule.
The President's National Advisory Council

Item. The President shall appoint members to the National Advisory
Connell on Adult EtIneatitm which advises the President with respect to mat-
ters relating to the education of adults..

The Council shall consist of 15 niembers appointed by the President and
serve for overlapping 3-year terms.

The Council shall meet not less than twice a year.
The Council shall elect front its number a chairman.
The Council shall make reports to the President..
For Council structure and respimsibilities, use P.L. S9-750 as amended,

IIIAdult Education Act. Section 310(a), (I)), (c), and (d ) as reference.
'tats Advisory Councils

Item 20: Any State which desires to receive a grant under this Act for any
fiscal year shall establish :1 State Advisory Connell on Adult. Eduea lion wide])
shall consist of at least 10 appointees.

The Stale Advisory Council shall be appointed by the Governor or, in they
case of States in which members of the State board are elected (inchollng
eleetlon by the Stale legislature), by such hoard.

Each State Advisory Council member shall be appointed to a term of net
less than 1 year or mare than 3 years.

The State Advisory Council shall advise the State board on the developmen:
of and policy matters arising in the administration, of the State plan inclutlim;
the preparation of long range and annual program plans, goals and objectives.

The State Advisory Council shall conduct a public hearing on the State plan.
The Commissioner is authorized (in accordance with regulations) to pay to

each State Advisory Council an amount equal to the reasonable amounts
expended by it in carrying out its functions, except that the amount availa hie
for such purpose shall be equal to 1 per cent= of the State's allotment. but
such amount shall not exceed $125,000 and shall not he less than $35,000.
Adult Education and the National Institute of Education

Item. 21: While the primary responsibility for the education system remains
with State and local governments, the Federal Government has a clear respon-
sibility to provide leadership in the conduct and the support of scientific
inquiry into the educational process.

In order to carry out the policy set for the National Institute of E7(butatIon
there is authorized to be appropriated funds under this Item to the National
Institute of Education to:

Assist in solving or to alleviate the problems of educational reform as it
relates to the education of adults.

Advance adult education as an integral part of the profession of education.
Strengthen the scientific and technological foundations of adult education.
Build an effective educational research and development systent to support

adult education activities at the State and local education agency level.
Assurances

Item 22: Necessary provisions will be made in this Act for civil rig], , oe-
ords. audits, and reports ; limitations; and repeal and amendments of pro-
grams,

Chairman PERKINS. Let. me ask one further question.
Tell me how many needy adult education people we are presently

serving under the $50 or $51 or $52 million that we are spending
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from the Federal level, and to what extent we need additional funds
and whether, if the funds were available, we have the means at. our
commend to immediately take, care of a. greater number of adults
who need basic education?

And I think I will start with you and then go across the board.
`Zr. HILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At the present time we have approximately 812,000 adults in-

volved in the adult. basic education program at the $51.3 million
level.

I believe with the organization, staff development, and training
that has taken place over the past. 5 or 6 years, we are at the point
where we could use the full authorization of $225 million.

Chairman PERIUNS. Approximately hOw many adults would that
take care of?

Mr. MIA.. T believe that we could reach down into the hard core
undereducated adults and along with those that we are already
reaching including some of those, but I believe we could increase en-
rollment over 400 percent in adult basic education programs.

Chairman PERKINS. You are presently serving how many ?
Mr. HILL. 812,000.
Chairman PERKINS. We have written into the Manpower Develop-

ment. Act allocations of certain portions of the training money for
the really disadvantaged adult and requiring an expenditure of
adult. basic education money for that purpose.

Tell the committee why that, is not working.
Mr. HILL. I believe i,1; is misunderstood, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pntucncs. Where we have the institutional vocational

training?
Mr. Hint.. T believe it is misunderstood in the State departments

of education across the Nation.
I believe they look at this as more or less secondary and a kind of

a post-secondary funding. I don't. believe they look at it from the
standpoint of it being for adult basic education, the really needy un-
dereducated adults.

I believe this is one of the problems.
Secondly, T believe that there is a. misunderstanding of the fund-

ing purposes and I believe this is on a much higher matching than
the adult education.

Consequently, school districts working on the local level do not
have the additional funds needed to match the expenditures required
to work with the undereducated adults.

As you know this takes a bit more money than does the tradi-
tional program. It is easier to line people up in a classroom in neat
little rows of chairs. It is easier and less expensive than it is to put
in the hands of the people the actual working experience which is
required for training, of uneducated

Chairman PERKINS. Does anyone, else care to comment?
Mr. AST. To give yon a specific example for a manpower training

program, when we created a:learning center under the basic educa-
tion program, we. housed them in the Manpower Training Center be-
cause we had a staff that would enable us to perform those tasks in
adult basic 'education that the staff at two Manpower Centers did
not have in experience and type of training. We have now tied in
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with another effort in New Jersey utilizing Education Professional
Development Act funds.

We, are now undertaking a program of staff upgrading for man-
power training program instructors and training counselors in order
to serve a cooperative effort. In Newark, the Puerto Rican was not pre-
pared to work into the manpower program and we were able to tinder-
take a bilingual program to assist him because of the experience we
lad developed under the adult basic education programthat manpower
center staff had not had an opportunity to develop, because they had
geared their essential training in terms of the vocational skill and the
contract based time necessary for that preparation.

Mr. Gimx. Mr. Perkins, in our State we have funded numerous
multioccupational training programs under the, Manpower Training
Act.

in each of these, programs we have a component part of basic edu-
cation. This component is funded- from the Adult Education Act
and is not funded from the manpower training programs.

We think we must tie related programs, whether Federally funded
or State funded, together to offer a comprehensive service to the
adult.

Mr. Ryrnirr. T would like to underscore what has been said. The
minute you start dealing with in skilled training program those peo-
ple who have low learning levels, you are damning that program to
failure unless you can provide basic education at the same time.

Chairman PERKINS. That is what we had in mind several years
ago.

Mr. RUPERT. The first go-around of on-the-job training is showing
that half of the people are. dropping off of the job before the first 3
months because they don't have skill levels to handle, it, so it is not
any more successful in OJT than it has been in institutionalized
program.

I think a good institutional program requires reading and writing
along with the vocational skills.

Mr. Asp. Another factor is in terms of the skill training of basic
education we have observed was limited strictly to that particular
skill training rather than recognizing the human being who spends
two-thirds of his time in other kinds of activity as a consumer, as a
neighborhood person and as a human being.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you for your appearance
here today. You have been most helpful to this committee and we
are going to do our best to write the best piece of legislation possi-
ble.

I did not mean to cast reflections anywhere along the line on any-
body because I know the State departments need more money. They
have just started to build up their staff. But at the same time I real-
ize, you need more money; I realize the school lunch people need
more money; The library people need more money; And if we throw
these categories all together, somebody is really going to get hurt.

In my judgment it is going to destroy the incentive to a great de-
gree in Congress, not from a person like Carl Perkins, but from
other members who say we give it to the State and. let them
fund the programs now and they can make the determinations be-
cause they are in a better position to make the determinations than
we are.
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It is down there on a local level. But it is my view that these
programs are still in their infancy. It is going to take a lot more
time to get the best performance.

It is going to take several years and after they become well estab-
lished and on their own, then we may be able to group a lot of these
categories together.

I am .not saying that there aren't several of the categories that we
could group together now. But by and large we are not ready for it.
1. think you people have strengthened my viewpoint this morning
and all of the members that constitute this committee when they
read your testimony.

Let inc thank you for your appearance. We appreciate it. We will
look forward to seeing you back here at some future date.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 9 :30 a.m., March 6, 1973.1

[The following statements were submitted for the record :1

TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF URBAN ADMINISTRATORS or
ADULT EDUCATION

The National Council of Urban Administrators of Adult Eduecion is
involved with approxmiately 60 percent of the population in 1(i1 Sties of
100,000 or more population. Since 1966 adult education programs have served
this segment of our urban areas in an increasing degree.

Briefly, our clientele is multi-faceted and includes: 1) elementary and .sec-
ondary school drop-outs in large numbers, who continue their education via
adult classes where smaller class size, individualized instruction, and realistic,
immediacy learning materials motivate and retain them in programs ; 2.) the
emotionally and physically handicapped who require literacy education for sur-
vival purposes; 3) rural area residents who have migrated recently to urban
areas ; 4) the multi-lingual who receive not only English instruction but citi-
zenship. instruction and instruction in enabling skills ; 5) shcool-age parents
whose hew responsibilities make employment necessary and also additional
education to secure the level of employment: 6) employment displaced casual-
ties of technological advances ; 7) prison - experience adults, including inmates.
probationers, pre-releases, and residents of "half- way " houses; 8) senior citi-
zens ; 9) institutionalized adultsdrug abuse centers and hospitals ; 10) wel-
fare recipients ; 11) the new voter who must be taught critical reading, critical
thinking, and the mechanics; 12) the newly dependent adult (widows, etc.)
and 13) the student who is seeking a high school diploma or its equivalent as
an entree to higher education.

From this rather lengthy and still not all-encompassing list of clientele, you
can see that the educational needs that adult programs meet are broad in
scope.

Examples of some of the needs of clientele described we call to your atten-
tion briefly in order to point up the impact that we have on the complexity of
urban areas.

The typical adult basic education student is economically and educationally
disadvantaged and is most likely to be the parent of children who are not only
educationally apathetic and disadvantaged, but who can more easily become
social problems. To off-set this we have fostered "simultaneous education"
because the parent who is learning grows in self-respect, understands his
child's educational problems, and encourages his child to pursue his education.
In addition, as the adult is taught reading, writing, arithmetic, consumer edu-
cation, and genera) survival skills, his advanced educational level enables hire
to raise his employment and income level. As his income increases, his stand-
ard of living obviously Improves and his tax dollars swell the economic base of
our country. A striking example of the latter was demonstrated in FY 1072 by
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the students of the Adult Education Demonstration Center in Washington.
D.C., where- we estimate that an additional $2,507,780 in tax money was paid
by students who became employed or better employed as the result of adult
education classes.

Likewise, administrators of urban adult education programs, through inter-
views, have learned that countless welfare recipients remain on welfare
because their limited education prevents their getting a job that. pays as much
as their welfare grants.

Senior citizens in adult education classes 'learn to live better on meager
fixed incomes and often become employable through literacy skills and higher
level education and consumer education classes.

Because of adult education programs, school age parents, newly dependent
persons, rehabilitation clients all are enabled to become independent wage
earners rather than public charges.

Likewise we know that adult education is the vehicle through which many
potential wrong-doers find a positive means of earning an income.

We implore you, therefore. to support HR 69 which will enable adult educa-
tion to reach most of those adults in the categories described, Obviously the
need is great . as we see readily when we compare enrollments in adult pro-
grams prior to 1966 and enrollments today. We envision a ten-year plan that
All see 90 percent of our urban population educated to at least the high
school level. We hope that you will vote for HR 69 to help our vision become
a reality.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC CONTINUING AND ADULT
EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

The National Association of Public Continuing and Adult Education has a
consistent history of service to teachers and adMinistrators of adult education
programs. Since its beginnings a little over 20 years ago, NAPCAE has
watched an emerging national profession grow from an infant to a mature
member of the educational institution. Largely because of Adult Basic Educa-
tion 'funds, each state and six territories support state programs at this time.
On behalf of NAPCAE PresidentJudson Bradshaw, Executive Director James
Darland and the NAPCAE Board of Directors, and as Legislation Chairman of
the Association, we today present the NAPCAE point of view.

Perhaps, it is best to mention that this is only half of the task ahead. Since
we speak best from experience and since my workweek is completed as Admin-
istrator of Continuing Education for the Los Angeles City School District, a
few moments will be devoted to description of both our Los Angeles and Cali-
fornia adult education programs. You see, we adult educators in Los Angeles
are celebrating our 85th anniversary this year. Being 85 and very nnich
we have much to share.

CATEGORICAL AID

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today and for offering seven adult
oriented groups a chance to meet with the General Education Subcommittee. It
is most appropriate that we testify in support of H.R. 69! NAPCAE, and all
of us, have taken a united stand of outspoken support for the concept of cate-
gorical federal aid. Without the necessary funds to carry on Adult Basic Edu-
cation throughout the United States and without the fine leadership of our
National Advisory Council on Adult Education, our maturity could be short-
ived.

The proposed Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1973 embodied in
H.R. 69 extends Adult Basic Education and commensurate 1967 ABE Act pro-
visions for a period of five 3-ears. Such an extension would ensure that adult
educators could continue those plans and programs already in motion. We
must also volunteer NAPCAE's help to improve upon the status quo if this
committee so desires. Having lived five years with the Amendments of '67 and
two years under the leadership of a National Advisory Council on Adult Edu-
cation, we have some ideas. We have learned of needs which could be met
with appropriate support and development throughout the 50 States. More dia-
logue may be advisable in the mar future.

We look forward to the time when our new adult education maturity has
become an accepted part of the learning ethic. The time will have occurred
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when each person realizes that adult education is good for the people and good
for the nation, and that hearing is a life long process. Sound civic judgment
grows from a constant renewal of the thought process and the use of new
learning to solve life's problems and to earn a better living.

ADULT EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

Perhaps, the best way to illustrate what we mean is to use California and
Los Angeles adult education programs as examples. At the present time we v!
look with pride to an Adult Basic Education program which has been built
upon a foundation originating in 1856 in San Francisco. With good past expe-
rience and with the application of federal ABE funds, 88 school districts have
touched the lives of 26,476 students so far this year. Of these. S3% are below
the age of 44 and in the most productive age span of their lives.

Based upon a statistical sampling which projects a total of 70.472 enrolled
persons for FY 1972: 2S,810 will have been currently employed ; 43,342 will have
been unemployed ; 9,514 w!.11 have been receiving public assistance; 1,566 will
have received 8th grade diplomas ; 2,413 will have enrolled in high school pro-
grams ; 602 will have passed a General Education Development Test : 709 will
have enrolled in manpower programs; 524 will have been separtted from the wel-
fare rolls ; 2,544 will have been employed as a result of ABE skills acquired ;
1,303 will have upgraded present jobs ; 1,656 will have registered to vote for
the first time ; 1,527 will have received driver's licences for the first time ; and
3,701 will have received special instruction for preparing an income tax form.
The committee is respectfully directed to examine the economic improvement
indicators inherent in the Adult Basic Education process.

CALIFORNIA OBJECTIVES tft

The State of California has long recognized the high priority of adult basic
education services and, in fact, such classes are the only mandated adult edu-
cation services ; all others are permissive. The Federal funds have enabled the
State (and the cooperating districts) to accomplish fully or in part the follow-
ing objectives:

1. The establishment of out-reach activities in order to serve better an iden-
tified population most in need of such education.

2. The development of locally oriented needs' assessment planning for
orderly program development.

3. The planning and implementation of program monitoring systems for pur-
poses of program planning and the verification of accountability.

4. The provision of in-service training for teachers and program administra-
tors with regard to all facets of the program.

5. The development and dissemination of curriculum guides, materials of
instruction, and other publications of direct influence in attaining the objec-
tives of the program.

6. The improvement of instruction generally with particular regard to :
A. Improved materials of instruction, including instructional equipment.
B. Improved instructional methods.
C. Improved counseling services.
D. Expansion and improvement of instructional facilities.
Iz Los Angeles alone and since 1965, over 35,000 adult students have been

served by ABE funds and programs. During the October,. 1972 reporting month
3,201 students were enrolled in 71 ABE classes. No stipends or grants of any
kind are paid to Adult Basic Education students. The program is voluntary
and adults participate because of strong personal motivation and commitment
for self - improvement. Minorities top 78% of the student population in Los
Angeles. A search for economic sufficiency seems paramount in motivating
attendance.

The 1970 Census indicates that in the Los Angeles area 450,077 persons over
the age of 25, or 11.4% of the adult population, have not completed the eighth
grade. The Adult Basic Education _Program is designed to provide for adults
lacking an eighth grade education the opportunity to develop and strengthen
communication, quantitative, personal-social, and economic skills. Emphasis is
placed on basic reading, language, and mathematics skills. It is in support of
these goals that the ABE Program in Los Angeles will continue to function.
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Classes in adult basic education are scheduled day and evening. Classes are
housed in a variety of locations: leased facilities, bungalows on school
grounds, churches, adult schools, factories, and social service agency facilities.
All classes are tied with the local community adult school and their local advi-
sory committee. Close liaison is maintained with community groups and social
service agencies.

Seventy-one teachers offer instruction at 5 ABE Centers and 42 branch loca-
tions. All teachers hold valid California teaching credentials and are carefully
interviewed and screened. Approximately 45% of the teachers represent minor-
ity groups and nearly 55% of the teachers are female. Two ABE field counse-
lors support the instructional program.

In-service training sessions are held for the teachers in the program. This
includes pre-school service orientations and other sessions throughout the
school year. An ABE teacher steering committee meets regularly to provide
input from the field and to assist in the decision making of activities within
the program. Teachers attend State and National ABE workshops and insti-
tutes during the school year and during the summer.

RESULTS

Some of the itemized results of the program: Earned Eighth Grade Diploma,
enrolled in High School. Diploma Program, secured employment or job promo-
tions, entered vocational training programs,. became citizens, acquired drivers
license, enrolled in GED classes, helped their children in school work,, and
gained personal satisfaction and objectives (learning to speak, understand,
read, and write in the English language).

SUMMARY

Adult Edm...don is growing, both in terms of importance andstudent partic-
ipation in the United States. The education process, once considered as some-
thing for children and youth, is now viewed as continuing through the whole
life span. In a rapidly changing technological society, one can never consider
his education as complete. Adults are discovering that they must go back to
school for re-training- and updating, for knowledge to make them better citi-
zens, and for assistance with problems of daily living.

Once considered primarily remedial in nature, offering courses in citizenship
and basic English and providing a second chance for the high school dropout,
adult education has become a multi-faceted program including not only basic
education, but also vocational training, parent and homemaking education,
forums and seminars on current civic issues, and a variety of general educa-
tion courses that provide cultural growth and stimulation. It has been esti-
mated that by 1974 the numbers of adults in adult education classes will sur-
pass the combined enrollment of elementary and secondary education. That is,
adults will be continuing their education to avoid becoming obsolete men and
women of tomorrow.

We humbly suggest that the momentum established by ABE funding and the
leadership of a National Advisory Council will have much to do with the func-
tion of this adult education maturity. We can move forward, we can stand in
place, and we can even regress. Let us opt for the first of all possible choices.

STATEMENT OF TAE ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE USA

The Adult Education Association of the USA includes within its membership
persons and institutions engaged in all facets of adult education: cooperative
extension, university extension, professional continuing education, industrial
and leadership training, adult basic education, and other less compartmen-
talized areas of adult learning, as well as those engaged in the academic and
professional preparation of adult educators in institutions of higher education.
It includes persons and institutions engaged in programs that are operated
with public funds and those that Ir.e financed from non-public sources.

AEA/USA is represented here today because every segment of our member-
ship, whether directly involved operationally in the kinds of adult education
programs covered in Sec. 112 of H.R. 69 or not, feel very deeply that the con-
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tinuance of the already very modest level of Federal support of education pro-
grams, designed to assist those who have reached adulthood with serious gaps
in their education, is imperative. We feel the enactment of Sec. 112 of H.R. 69
is essential if our society is to cope with the socio-economic problems which
are greatly aggravated by the inability of significant segments of our adult
population to function as useful, productive citizens because of educational
deficiencies.

Further, continuance of Federal support of adult education through enact-
ment of H.R. 69 would be reflective of a growing societal awareness that
learning must be viewed as a

population
process and not as an activity largely

confined to that segment of the population under 25.
In view of the fact that AEA's appearance before this Committee is part of

a cooperative effort to make the most efficient and productive use of the time
allocated, we would like to direct our specific attention to those portions of the
Adult Education Act which relate to research, staff development and the
National Advisory Council on Adult Education and which enactment of
69 would continue. Research and evaluation have the capacity to help deter-
untie whether adult education or adult re- education programs are productive.
accountable or valid in assumption and application. Much research in America
has been done, filed and forgotten.

Other research has resulted in an active, productive application of those
research findings. Out of research, economic productivity has increased. It is
this kind of research, supported through funds made available under Section
309 of the Adult Education Act, that must continue if the programs themselves
are to achieve maximum results.

There is a short cycle in adult education programs as between results and
manifeStation of those results in the economic marketplace of our society. That
short cycle of identilable productive results ought to be a half-decade or less
rather than approx' nudely three or four decades as is necessary with non-
adult programs.

We believe that .t is essential to support continued research in adult educa-
tion involving met) ods, systems. materials, and programs which show unusual
promise in promoting a comprehensive, coordinated, anountable approach to
citizens with educational deficiencies or re-educational needs.

The key to success for any educational program is the plan and the teacher.
Both need constant examination or re-examination of relevant facets of the
training process. Just as research and critical evaluation is indispensable to
the achievement of accountability and effective integration of resources, so the
training and development of staff is indispensable to the achievement of learn-
ing results commensurate with the needs of the adult learner and with the
investment of human and material resources the program requires.

Since the enactment of the Adult Education Act, thousands of men and
women have been enlisted to teach adults who have educational deficiencies.
This is not an easy, uncomplicated task. They must do more than teach adults
the three "R's"; they must also assist these people to cope with problems of
daily living and to increase their effectiveness as citizens, parents and work-
ers.

Summer institutes, regional staff development programs and regional ednea-
tional laboratories have been made possible by funds provided under Sec: 309.
These programs have resulted in much more productive and effective teaching
than could possibly have been done given the constraints imposed by the
absence of trained personnel in proportion to the need and the necessity for
extensive use of pant-professionals in ABE programs which was and continues
to be absolutely essential.

Therefore, we view the continuance of Federal support of research and
training, which would be continued beyond June 30 by enactment of H.R. 69,
as the absolute minimum level Of Federal support required to assure a reason-
ably effective program of adult learning.

Finally, AEA urges most strongly the continuance of the National Advisory
Council on Adult Education as provided by Sec. 112 of H.R. 69. The effective-
ness of this Council in recent years has been clearly demonstrated and we con-
sider its continued role as extremely important in providing advice and coun-
sel at the highest level on behalf of adult education.

We urge your'favorable consideration of H.R. 69.. Thank you,
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STATEMENT OF TILE COALITION OF ADULT EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS

Honorable Chairman Perkins, Honorable members of the House of
Representatives: General Subeoininittee on Education. . . , it is a professional
as well as a personal privilege to appear before this Subcommittee to share
with you, the members of the Subcommittee, the acknowledged interest. and
desire, of the Coalition of Adult Education Organizations to express support.
and reinforcement to that testimony presented earlier today urging yonr full-
est consideration in recommending to the Full Committee on Education and
Labor, and to Congress, the adult education provisions set forth in H.R. 69.

Our nation's Coalition of Adult Education Organizations comprises ami is
reiwesentative of the sixteen largest and most significant national professional
organizations of adult. edueLt ors. The Coalition includes in its membership the
Adult. Education Assoei0t:on of the U.S.A., the Adult Student Personnel Asso-
ciation, the American Library Association, the American Society for Training
and Development, the American Vocational Association, In., the Association
for Field Service in Teacher Education, Ilw Association of University Evening
Colleges; the Council of National Organizations for Adult Education, the
Library of Continuing Education at Syracuse, the National Association of
Black Adult Educators, the National Association for Public Continuing and
Adult Education. the National Council of Churehes. the National Connell on
Commnaity Services for Community and Junior Colleges, the National Educa-
tion Association, the National Home Study Council, and the National Univer-
sity Extension Association. The number one purpose. of the Coalition of Adult
Education Organizations, as set forth in the Constitution, is "to identify and
focus on major issues in adult education.' The necessity for implementation of
the adult education provisions in H.R. 61) is a "major issue."

It is 0 privilege, as the current President of the Coalition of Adult Educa-
tion Organizations, to report to the members of the General Subcommittee on
Education, that following a full and thorough review and discussion of the
implications inherent in the adult education provisions of H.R. 69, and the
substance of the previous testimony presented, the Board of Directors of the
Coalition (comprising the official representatives of the sixteen member organi-
zations), at its Board meeting on March 1, 1973, voted to endorse, support, and
to urge the General Subcommittee on Education members to recommend the
adult education provisions of H.R. 60.

The importance of the "Extension of the Adult Education Act" cannot and
ought not. to lie underestimated. Passage of the initial adult education net pro-
visions is testimony to the awareness t.,nd concern by Congressmen throughout
the nation for the need of continuing education opportunity for all citizen's to
attain those skills and knowledges needed to participate inure fully in our
ever-increasing dynamic, Jechnological, and complex economic, Social, and polit-
ical society. The mobility of adults, young and mature, is no longer limited
within a single state or region. It is nationwide. Continuing educational oppor-
tunity must he assured to every citizen, at any age level, no matter where he
lives or works. Only you at the Congressional and at the Administrative level
of our nation can provide the assurance of this opportunity for all our citi-
zens.

The extension of the adult education provisions, as set forth in art. 69, will
assure a continuation mid an expansion of effort, throughout. our nation, of.the
opportunities for all persons to attain those skills and knowledges necessary
for effective participatory survival in our society. The interrelationship of this
national priority concern with the opening up and extension of alternative
learning opportimities for citizens at the local, state and regional levelS, in
business and industry, labor unions, colleges and universities, libraries, home
.turfy, vocational training centers, community colleges, and public service per-
sonnel training programs can be assuredly more effective. People of all ages
wish to know more, want to learn, desire to participate more effectively. The
individual requires the opportunity to attain, no matter what his age, those
skills and knoledges which serve as a base for assuring alternative routes in
continuing his or her education as a functioning member of the American
society.

Thank you, members of the General Education Subcommittee, for the privi-
lege of appearing before you.



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF T.RE Comma-rim ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D .0.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175. Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Lehman, Benitez, Steiger and
Tow ll.

Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel and
Charles W. Radcliffe, minority counsel for education; and -Eydie
Gaskins, special assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present. Let me state that we have two distinguished colleagues
here from the great city of Cleveland.

I will first recognize Congressman Minshall.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. MINSHALL, A REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. Mr/cm/mi. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here this
morning before this distinguished committee, and it is always a
pleasure to introduce Dr. Briggs, who is one of the outstanding edu-
cators in the country.

I know that this committee has benefited tremendously from his
testimony in the past, and I am sure that. the testimony he will give
this morning will be no exception.

I do not have to tell you of Dr. Briggs' distinguished educational
background. It has been outlined in 'this record on many occasions.
Nonetheless, I am glad to be here with a good friend and a great ed-
ucator, Dr. Briggs.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say, Congressman Minshall, that you
were .here last year or the year before when Dr. Briggs made an ap-
pearance and you introduced him then. We share your evaluation of
Dr. Briggs.

Mr. MINSHALL. I know that my colleague, Louis Stokes, wants to
add some words, too, this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIS STOKES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. STOKES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Dr. Briggs,
and my distinguished colleague, Mr. Minshall.

(131.3)
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Mr. Chairman. it is always a pleasure to return here to this com-
mittee. I have very fond memories of my own service on this com-
mittee under your leadership, your chairmanship. and I am very
proud to return here this morning and have the opportunity once
again to present to you Dr. Briggs. He needs no real introduction to
this committee.

Over the past several years, Dr. Briggs has on many occasions dis-
tinguished himself by testifying before this committee. This com-
mittee has often cited his testimony to the House.

It is interesting this Morning, Mr.. Chairman, to be able to call to
your attention and to that of this conunittee a new book entitled "A
New Notional Strategy, Equal Education" by John F. Hughes And
Ann 0. Hughes.

In that, book. Mr. Chairman. Cleveland is cited. and Dr. Briggs is
cited. as having the best title I delivery system program in the
United States. I would commend that book to the attention of this
committee, because I think it speaks for itself in terms of the contri-
bution that Dr. Briggs has made as an educator in this fashion;

am very proud to be here just' to present him. Since. I have to
get to my own .committee. Mr. Chairman, may I, while, I. am here
this morning say a few things about the gentleman who will follow
Dr. Briggs.

He happens to be the superintendent of the East. Cleveland school
system, Mr. Leonard Visci. He is another distinguished educator; one
who has been quite an innovator in an area which, over the past 10
years, has become a changed kind of community.

It has changed over from a majority white to a now majority
black community. Superintendent. Visci is a man who was able to
meet the challenge of that kind of changing community in a very in-
novative way. I think you will enjoy the kind of testimony he will
be able to bring here this morning, as he is another one of our dis-
tinguished and renowned educators from the State of Ohio.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Briggs, you may proceed now and intro-

duce your assistants. Without, objection, your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record, and you may proceed in any manner
you prefer.

(The statement referred to follows :)

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL W. BRI76S, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
CLEVELAND, 0 MO

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee : It is a distinct pleasure to be
here today. I appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and to share with
You Cleveland's successes as they relare to the Elementary and Secondary Ed-
ucation Act of 1965 (ESEA) and other federally funded programs.

Today. as in the past, I compliment this committee for its dedication and
diligence in seeking solutions to the many problems facing the schools of this
country.

My remarks will specifically deal with ESEA, Title I and Cleveland's suc-
cessful experiences as they relate to this act.

I'am probably one of the few superintendents of a major urban school sys-
tem who can, discuss firsthand the entire evolution of programs made possible
by ESEA. I was superintendent in Cleveland before the ESEA became law and
I have watched it develop through the years.

In Cleveland extreme care is taken to insure that supportive programs pro-
vided under Title I, in every instance, have been supplements to, and not sub-
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stitutes for, local resources. Cleveland has coordinated the use of its Title I
funds with (Vier federal and state monies to provide these extra services to
students in low-income. areas. For the record, by supplemental I refer to those
services which are over and beyond those given to all pupils enrolled in the
system. In fact, preliminary data, on which our research staff is currently
working, shows that not one Cleveland school is noncomparable during the cur-
rent school year.

Our efforts have been concentrated on improving and reinforcing basic learn-
ing skills for the children most in need of assistance.

This year we have in operation twelve Title I projects serving more than
13,000 pupils. Our projects are fully described in the brochure entitled, "Focus-
ing on Changing Needs." accompanying this statement.

An essential factor of improved instruction is mitigating the impact of
social, racial and economic isolation. The school program designed for urban
America in the 1970's is one which focuses attention on its instructional pro-
grambut it is one which goes beyond instruction. It must address itself to
the problems Of the poor.

In Cleveland. as in many major cities across this country, we are faced with
a decreasing enrollment. At the same time, the number of children receiving
public assistance is increasing. As the economically more able are deserting-the
city for the suburbs (and as industry is leaving as well), the inner city is be-
coming a pocket of poverty. Regretfully, our schools reflect this impoverished
status.

(See Chart 1) 'While we have more and more poor children, we find a steady
decline in the amount of tax revenue available to the Cleveland Public
Schools. This decrease is attributable to a lowering of taxable values in Cleve-
land. although the voters have increased their taxes 137 percent since 1964.

(See. Chart 2) In 1969. 15 percent of Cleveland school children were recipi-
ents of public assistance. By 1973 the percent has more than doubled to 35
percent and now we have more than 61,000 school-age children in Cleveland
who are members of families receiving public assistance.

It might be well to note that while the Cleveland schools enroll seven per-
cent of all Ohio school children, we have enrolled one-fourth of all children re-
ceiving public assistance in the state.

It is these poor children to whom we urban educators must address our-
selves. The poor children in the inner city need and must have supportive
services.

Additional federal funds are needed for the economically disadvantaged to
assure that they acquire the same opportunity for a quality education as the
more fortunate in our society. Our first concern must be those children who
most need help.

I come to you as an optimistic educatoran educator with a positive out-
look on urban education of the future. My optimistic outlook is based on our
many successes in Cleveland aver the past few years: I would like to share
these successes with you.

Our sundry programs emphasize improVing basic skills of those children whO
most need help. They help prepare younger children for school experiences.
Other programs are designed to prevent deficiencies in basic subject areas. Em-
phasis also is placed upon individualizing and customizing instruction for
those students with deficiencies.

In our eighth year of experience with programs initiated through Title I,
Cleveland has a number of exciting success stories to relate.

EARLY CHILDHOOD

For more than 2.000 pre-kindergarten youngsters from disadvantaged, fami-
lies, we have the Child Development Project, located in 47 centers. Studies
have shown that this project has helped to significantly raise the school
achievement and social competency of children. The Child Development experi-
ence is supplemented by a kindergarten follow-up program.

(See Chart 3) The percentage of children in Title I schools exhibiting aver-
age or above readiness for the first grade has steadily increased from 61 per-
cent in 1968 to 85 percent this year. Normal readiness for children throughout
the country is 69 percent.

Further analysis shows that these children are coming closer and closer to
the readiness of non-Title I pupils. The gap is narrowing to the point that the
difference between program pupils and non-Title I pupils has decreased from
20 percent five years ago to just 6.5 percent this past year.
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Furthermore, follow-up studies show that children with Child Development
experiences have higher attendance patterns three years later than do children
without Child Development experiences ; and, participating children in the first
and second grades demonstrate a higher level of performance at the beginning
and ending of the school year than did those with no pre-school experience.

During the present school year we are serving 227 pupils in ten Title I cen-
ters in our Pre-Primary Project. This project reaches the child, aged 5 to 7,
who is emotionally, socially and intellectually immature. Participants are iden-
tified through a kindergarten testing program. Last year, following their par-
ticipation in the project. 43 percent of the students had developed social and
learning readiness to successfully return to their regular elementary class-
rooms.

ELEMENTARY PROGRAMS

We have three reading programs which serve more than 3,000 children. The
first of these, called the Reading Improvement Project, is a corrective program
designed to prevent reading failure in first, second and third graders.

Participating pupils have made gains both in vocabulary and reading com-
prehension. Moreover. 94 percent of parents of children participating in the
project reported that they observed their children reading more books at home
after being enrolled in the project.

Our Diagnostic Reading Clinic has been designated as a national model Title
I program. It provides specialized. in-depth service to pupils in the upper ele-
mentary grades who have multiple and complex reading difficulties. Studies
show that pupils enrolled in this project made average gains of six months for
three months participation in the project, And one of every three pupils ;,)artic-
ipating improved his performance level to within one year of his reading capa-
bility. Fifty-eight percent of these pupils received final grades in reading of C
or above.

Parents of pupils who utilized the Diagnostic Reading Clinic reported
greater self-confideace in reading among their children and increased motiva-
tion in the child to master his reading.

The talking Typewriter. the third of our elementary Title I reading pro-
grams, supplements a child's regular reading instruction with a computer-based
instrument which enables a pupil to learn at his own pace. Pupils enrolled in
this project made gains of 2,2 months comprehension for one month participa-
tion in the project. (See Chart 4) In a standardized rending test give into
more than 10,000 third graders in Title I schools, Cleveland children scored
well above the national average.

More than 90 percent of Cleveland's third graders scored average or above,
while nationally it is normal for only 77 percent of the pupils to score average
or above. Less than ten percent of our pupils scored below average. On a na-
tional basis the below average perfotmance level is 23 percent. Thus, Cleveland
students were compared to national standards . .. and scored better than the
national average.

An interesting and worthwhile observation may be made from these test re-
sults. We concentrate our compensatory projects in the primary gradesfrom
early childhood through grade 3. These test scores show the success of concen-
trated, intensive service. Unfortunately, we do not have the funds to maintain
this type of concentrated effort in order to assist children as they pass
through the upper elementary grades.

Our English-as-a-Second Language project is designed to equip children who
lack satisfactory command of English with English Language skills necessary
for a successful classroom experience. Approximately two-thirds of the partici-
pating pupils showed moderate to marked improvement in their regular class
work. Prior to their participation in the project, many of these children sat
passively in their classrooms because of language deficiencies.

Annually, we serve 3,600 elementary youngsters in the Resident Tutor proj-
ectwhich employs college students as tutors. These tutors work, on a regultir
schedule, to reinforce learning and to strengthen basic skills of pupils with
difficulties. Teachers have reported that pupils who have been tutored Increase
their classroom participation and improve their attitudes toward school. Fur-
thermore. availability of the tutors has enabled teachers to individualize in-
struction more in accordance with the needs of the children.

Almost 2.200 upper elementary pupils from 40 high poverty schools partici-
pate in our Mathematics Skills Improvement Project. This Title I project
provides a mathematics laboratory which supplements regular classes in math-
ematics and gives specific instruction for those pupils who most need help.
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(See Chart 5) In a recent comparison, gains by pupils who participated in
the project were one-third higher than those made by non-project pupils.

An additional program funded by Title I is our Designs for Learning Proj-
ect which is located in schools with the highest concentrations of poor chil-
dren. The program. serving more than SOO youngsters, seeks to select instruc-
tional experiences to fit disadvantaged children instead of fitting children to
the experiences.

This program allows an individualized program of instruction in the child's
regular classroom; during the regular school day, rather than removing him
from the classroom for special instruction.

A Transition Project has been designed for those young people who need
special assistance in making the move from the sixth grade to junior high
school. These are pupils who lack certain basic skills and who need greater so-
cial maturity and academic preparation for the seventh grade.

(See Chart 6) The 93.7 percent attendance rate of students participating in
the project surpassed the 88.3 percent rate established by all seventh grade
pupils in the school. Now, keep in mind that pupils selected for Project, Transi-
tion were those with substantial deficiencies in reading and mathematics, with
adjustment difficulties and with truancy case historiesclearly the children
most likely to drop out or have poor attendance rates.

Follow-up studies on the eighth grad" performance of these pupils have
shown that they maintain better attenda..ce records and school marks than do
children of comparable scholastic aptitude.

A large portion of our Title I funds are used to open everyone of our inner-
city schools each Kummer. Each Title I school assesses the special needs of its
pupil population and formulates a local plan to meet the needs of its most ed-
ucationally disadvantaged pupils. Formulating these local programs involves
both school staffs and parents and the community in joint planning sessions.
Even evaluating the local program is a function of the local school and its
staff. As a result, summers in Cleveland have become times of much learning
and activity. Enrollment in Cleveland's various elementary and secondary pro-
grams has increased from 8,000 in 1964 to nearly 80,000 this past summer.
Opening these schools during the summer months has enabled us to have our
schools on almost a full-year schedule.

In Cleveland it is our policy to have only two exit doors from our high
schoolsone marked "college" and the other marked "job." We have been in-
creasingly successful in ushering our graduates through one door or the other.

Over a five-year period, Cleveland has had a 100 percent increase in the
placement of inner-city high school graduates in colleges. Even more signifi-
cant, one of our Title I high schools which is entirely black, has 53 percent of
last year's graduating class in college, compared to 4 percent El-1'1963. This is a
better phvement percentage than ninny suburban high schools have.

This year more than $12 million in scholarship mono y is available to gradu-
ates of Cleveland Public Schools as compared to only $2,000,000 in 1904.

We also have been successful in keeping our "job" exit door open. Over the
past six years. Cleveland's Job Development Program has placed in jobs an av-
erage of 95 percent of those inner-city graduates who desire a job. In spite of
the difficult economic times this past summer, 97 percent of the graduates of
inner-city high schools were placed in jobs. And, in that same Title I high
school I mentioned earlier. 100 percent of those graduates desiring work were
Placed in jobs by July of last yearcompared to only 20 percent in 1963.

An essential ingredient of Cleveland's Title I projects is parental involve-
ment. Each one of Cleveland's projects makes intensive efforts to involve the
parent of every pupil served in the instructional effort of the school. This par-
ent involvement includes volunteering in the classroom, visiting the child's
classroom, attending project meetings, and serving on parent advisory commit-
tees.

Each Title I project has its own parent advisory committee (PAC) composed
of parents of pupils in that project. In addition, Cleveland's city-wide PAC is
composed of more than 100 parents are elected by each Title I school and at-
tend monthly meetings where they assist in the planning, developing, operat-
ing, and evaluating of each Title I project. These parent involvethent and advi-
sory functions have enabled parents to become meaningful partners in
educating their children.
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(See Chart 1) The existence of Title I funds for special services for the dis-
advantaged and the successes which they have brought to pupils have encour-
aged the State of Ohio to enact legislation which provides similar compensa-
tory funds for pupils who attend Title I schools. These funds were first made
available in 1968 and have continued to grow in volume to the point where
this year's state allocation for services for disadvantaged pupils exceeds Cleve-
land's allocation for Title I.

The Cleveland schools are pleased to have these state compensatory funds
which provide services such as breakfast, teacher assistants, and other suppor-
tive personnel which cannot be provided with Title I funds. However, these
state funds are used only in Title I schools to support and complement our
Title I programs. State funded projects are described in a brochure entitled,
"Until It. Happens To a Child," accompanying this statement.

In spite of these additional funds, however. Cleveland is still unable to pro-
vide all pupils in all grades with the special instructional services which they
urgently need.

An analysis of students leaving some of higest poverty schools recently was
completed. In the schools with the highest rate of poverty, it was discovered
that the percentage of pupils on public -assistance increased from 80 percent to
7 percent in one year's time.

(See Chart 8) However, when we looked at the welfare status of pupils who
left, we found that 41 percent of these pupils were receiving no public assist-
ance whatsoever.

Two -fifths of the families who moved were families who had income other
than public assistance. Therefore, pupils remaining in the schools are the very
poorest.

A look at the reading achievement of the pupils who left high poverty
schools shows that 63 percent were achieving at a rate which was either at or
above the average achievement for their schools. Only 37 percent were achiev-
ing at a rate which was below average. Therefore, the pupils leaving the
school tend to be the brightest ones in their school. Those left behind tend to
be the lowest achievers. Thus, we feel safe in saying that more and more low
achievers comprise the enrollment of our highest poverty schools.

Although the poorest. and lowest achieving pupils tend to remain, Cleveland
schools have made significant progress. This progress is a result of concentra-
tion of our compensatory funds on these poorest, low-achieving pupils. How-
ever, these funds must continue to be available. We must be able to continue
these special instructional services. Even more funds are needed if we are to
reach the ever-increasing numbers of very poor, low-achieving pupils who are
k-ft in our Title I schools.

House Bill 69 also addresses itself to areas of educational need other than
Title I. In the past, funds have allowed us to provide services which supple-
ment our regular instructional program.

In 1964. there was not a single library in Cleveland's elementary schools ;
today every one of our elementary schools has a library. These libraries are
integral parts of the instructional programs of these schools.

Our Supplementary Educational Center daily brings pupils from throughout
the metropolitan Cleveland area together to share experiences and activities
which are beyond the scope of the individual schools.

Our daytime Adult Education Center provides courses for adults who wish
to obtain their high school diplomas. We enroll 8,000 adults yearly in academic
areasat the Adult Education Center as well as our evening schools.

Each morning breakfast is served to nearly 25,000 elementary children. In
addition, more than nine million hot lunches will be served this year In 130
schools.

Special funds have enabled us to expand service to the severely physically
handicapped, the blind and the deaf. A new facility was opened recently to
serve deaf children from throughout the metropolitan Cleveland area.

A large factor in the successful maintenance of these programs is that
Cleveland, like most major school systems, is fiscally independent. Therefore, it
is key that the delivery system for federal monies continue to be as direct as
possible.

With the continued lendership of the House Education and Labor Committee
and the cooperation of federal and state agencies, quality education will be
made available to all children.
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QUART I

CLEVELAND CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
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NUMBERS OF SCHOOLAGE CHILDREN ON PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

CITY OF CLEVELAND
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IMPACT OF TITLE I EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM
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READING COMPREHENSION

PERCENTAGE OF THIRD GRADE PUPILS IN TITLE I SCHOOLS
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IMPACT OF ELEMENTARY TITLE I MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
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IMPACT OF SEVENTH GRADE TITLE I PROGRAM ON PUPIL ATTENDANCE
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ALLOCATIONS FOR DISADVANTAGED PUPIL PROGRAMS

ESEA TITLE I AND STATE OF OHIO 1966 - 1973
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STATUS OF PUPILS

WHO TRANSFER FROM HIGH POVERTY SCHOOLS
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CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOLSPROGRESS REPORT, 1964-72

1964 Today

1 Pre-kindergarten. None 47 centers, 2,1)00 students yearly.
2 Kindergarten children on waiting lists 378 Afl enrolled.
3 Elementary libraries None 135.
4 Reading specialists working in schools do 104. .

5 Laboratory science in jr. high schools do In all Jr. high schools.
6 Deaf, blind, and seriously handicapped h. s. No facilities Secondary tacilities open to all.

students..
7 Summer schools Under 10,000 students__ 79,742 students.
8 Day-time adult H. S. students None 2,40D (1,153 graduates since 1967).
9 Graduates going to college and other training 37.2 percent 42.9 percent (over 100 percent increase

amonginnercity students).
10 Financial aid $2,550,000 $11,035,316,
11 Technical-vocational education 52 classes 409 classes.
12 Job placement for inner-city high school graduates No figures available June 1972,

lobs
97 percent of those

desiring obs since 1967, placed 95
percent of those desiring jobs.

13 Minority enrollment In apprenticeship training. None 15.7 percent.
14 Volunteers. do 3,783.
15 Number of professionals per 1,00D students 38 48.2.
16 Rate of expenditures per pupil compared to 32 Rank 31 Rank 14.

surrounding districts.
17 Cooperative programs with colleges and solver- None Programs with 15 different universities.

Mies.
16 Federal funds
19 Federally financed free breakfast program.
20 Federal lunch program__
21 Office of Equal Employment Opportunity

Under $150,000 $20,830,000.
None_ Serving approximately 25,000 daily.
I pilot program 130 area schools.
None Full-time compliance officer reports

directly to the superintendent.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAUL W. BRIGGS, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Dr. BRIGGS. Thank you, Chairman Perkins. I want to thank the
two Congressmen from Cleveland for taking their time to introduce
me today.

I think, having a leading Republican and leading Democrat repre-
sentative from the great city of Cleveland, indicates the kind of bi-
partisan support the Cleveland schools have from our congressional
leaders.

Both Congressman Minshall and Congressman Stokes are real
leaders and have great respect. in the greater Cleveland community,
and it is,a real honor to have them come in this morning.

Mr. Perkins, it is an honor to come back to your committee. Your
record is clear arid the record of this 'committee is clear as to the
commitment you have to education. I always look forward to ap-
pearing before this committee.

Mr. Perkins, I am probably one of the few superintendents in the
United States who is still in the same' job that he was in when the
Elementary and Secondary Education Ad was passed. So, from this
vantage point, I have had an opportunity to look at it from its in-
ception to today with out interruption.

Therefore, perhaps I am in a better position to give an evaluation
than one could get from some of the sources where there has been a
great deal of change.

This morning I want-to say that my testimony is going to be opti-
mistic. I will be informal. You have copies of my testimony for the
record, so I would like to talk informally about the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act.

We have used it to supplement education. We have not used it to
replace anything. We put it on top of what we have had in Cleve-
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land. We have used it in a concentrated way. We have used it in the
early years of childhood.

As a result., after being consistent over several years, we are begin-
ning to see some real results. A preliminary audit of a week ago in-
dicated that. everyone of our title I schools is comparable. In other
words, we are spending our title I money on top of our average
citywide expenditure.

And. this is not a situation to be found every place in the United
States. But._ this morning; I Would like to refer to a series of charts
that I think pretty much tell the story. Here we have Congressman
Stanton from our district, and by the way, I live in Congressman.
Stanton's district.

I am one of kiEl constituents. I check with him every once in a
while to see what. his voting record is and whether he is representing
me properly down here. We are very proud of him.

Chairman PERKIN'S. If I may interrupt the distinguished witness.
You know Cleveland is fortunate in having so many outstanding
Congressman and, naturally, since the other two gentlemen have
been permitted to say something, Congressman Stanton should have
that same opportunity.

If you have any observation that you care to make at this time
Congressman Stanton, go ahead.

STATEMENT OP HON. TAMES VINCENT STANTON, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OP OHIO

Mr. STANTON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
We in Cleveland are distIAly proud of the superintendent of

schools, whom we consider one of the great -leaders in the field of ed-
ucation in this country. I know that everything that he says here
this morning will be noted arid, hopefully, it will provide a guide-
line for the action of the Congress of the United

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pniutrss. Thank you very much, Congressman Stanton.

Go right ahead. Dr. Briggs.
Dr. BRIGGS. Mr. Perkins, I would like to present a series of charts

this morning that tell our story. If we could have the first one over
here. [See prepared statement.]

The story told in this chart represents the problem across urban
America. Here we have a graph of the tax assessment values of the
city of Cleveland.

In 1965: assessment values were just short of $2,850 million. And
they went up until 1967 when they reached just over $2,950 million.
If you notice, in 1969, they begin to sharply decline. The as-
sessed value in Cleveland went. down very dramatically between 1969
and 1970.

It dropped again between 1970 and 1971 and again between 1971
and 1972. Our preliminary study for 1973 shows a continued
straight downward trend. In other words, the assessed valuation in
the district is continuing to drop. On the tax rolls are $33 million of
Penn Central property within the city of Cleveland that pays no
taxes whatsoever.
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So, here we are with a city tax property tax has that is rapidly
eroding so rapidly that even the increases that we recently got from
the State income tax in Ohio were less than our losses in general
property tax.

. So, this creates a rather bleak picture as far as the base of supply
of money for a city sch000l system. It is one that creates a real finan-
cial crunch on the city. Now, I have to say this: Cleveland is the
only city in the United States that in a period of time as you see on
this chart, the people have voted to increase their taxes for school
purposes by 137 percent.

We have constructed in Cleveland, during that period of time, ap-
proximately $226 million worth of new schools. We have more
schools being built in Cleveland today than the entire State of Ohio
combined.

The people of Cleveland have made a real commitment. This has
not been the case in most other urban centers. The second chart
shows quite a different picture. It shows another real problem.

This shows the growth of welfare children, children from families
on public assistance. in the city of Cleveland. In 1969, we had 30,000
such children in Cleveland. Today we have61,718.

The increase of children from poverty homes has doubled. The
rate of increase is a. steady one. We have every indication that next
year it is going to be higher. .

The cost of doing business, where we are trying to provide quality
education for these youngsters, is an increasing cost. It is interesting
to note that if it were not for title I, which assists us in concentrat-
ing on these children, we would have considerably bigger problems in
the city of Cleveland than we have at the present time.

We showed the next chart to this committee a year ago, but it has
been updated. The horizontal line shows the average reading readi-
ness of all of the children in the United States when they enter the
first grade.

Sixty-nine percent of the children in America are ready to learn
to read when they enter the first grade. In 1968, only 61 percent of
children from title I schools in Cleveland were ready.

We were below the national average. In 1969, that jumped to 74
percent. The reason for the jump in readiness, we believe, was title I
moneys. The results today show children who had some preschool
work, some followthrough work in kindergarten, first grade work
and so 011.

In 1970, instead of 69 percent being ready for reading in the first
grade, 79 percent were. We were 10 percent above the national aver-
age. These are poor children. Children from the families on public
assistance. The figure I showed you a year ago was that we had
reached then a position in 1971 where 82 percent of our first graders,
according to national standards, had reached a point of readiness to
learn to read, the national average for all children was 69 per-
cent.

This year, it is 85 percent. This is steady improvement. The posi-
tion of these children is improving every year. These children are
children from poor families.
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These are title I children. 1 would like to show you an overlay
that. shows nontitle I children. The red color shows the city of
Cleveland. In 1968, you will notice that we had reached a position of
about 80 to 81 percent of our nontitle I children were at the reading
readiness level, compared to a national average of 69.

We had a 20- percent gap between our poverty children and the
average of other children in the city of Cleveland. We removed the
poverty children statistics. So red shows all children in the city of
Cleveland except poverty children.

The net year as the reading readiness went up for our poverty
childAtn, it also jumped for the others. But the gap began to close.
Instead of a 20-percent gap, now it is a 16-percent gap. In 1970, it
became an 11-percent gap.

In 1971, 9 percent.. '-And this year 61/2 percent is the difference be-
tween the reading readiness of children in the first oracle in Cleve-
land in the nonpoverty schools and the readiness of those in the pov-
erty schools.

We, hear a lot of studies showing that. poverty children continue to
build a bigger gap as they go. This is not true in Cleveland today,
and I think this is one of the most significant charts that you could
look at.

We have the backup of real hard research material on this and
this indicates. I think, beyond any shadow of a doubt, as far as
reading is concerned, what we are doing in early elementary concen-
trations in secondary programs in Cleveland. It is working and is
beginning to close the gap.

The next chart is another one dealing with test scores, but now,
the third grade level ; 77 .percent of the students in our schools
should be at the comprehension level shown by the red mark.

We find, however, of our title I children, we stop not at 77 per-
cent, the expected level, but rather we have 90 percent.

When we look at those who could be expected to be below the av-
erage, the middle grreup, it is 23 percent. In Cleveland, of our wel-
fare children, our title I children, it is 9.9 percent.
.In other words, we have moved that bottom up and we have

moved the top up. This is at the third grade level, which tells us the
sarie thinr; is happening there as we saw in the previous chart with
the first grade leading readiness program.

The next chart deals with mathematics. We show the growth of a
child 1 year, i.e., 10 months of school. The program pupils, elemen-
tary and secondary pupils, are indicated by the bar on the right.

The average elementary school pupil in Cleveland in title I has an
11.3 months mathematical growth during 10-month period.

Their mathematical growth is 11.5. A year ago, when I showed
you the same kind of a chart, the growth pattern for our elementary
and secondary education youngsters was the same as this.

In other words, in the last years, growth has leveled: However,
the lower bar indicates the growth of other children in the same
schools, nontitle I children.

It is interesting to note that the growth in mathematic skills in
comprehension achievement' for nontitle I children is 8.8 months
compared with the program children in elementary and secondary
programs of 11.5 months.
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A year ago when we showed you. this chart, the other children in
Cleveland were growing at the rate of a little better than 5.5 months
out of 10 months. I think what has happened here, we are now be-
n-inning to see a spillover of. improvement in the achievement of
children who are not on title I programs in title I schools. They are
the ones who moved up more rapidly in mathematics this year.

Particularly noteworthy in the case of title I children, the growth
pattern is greater than the 10 month-expected growth pattern.

When we look at another kind of benchmarkattendance at the
seventh grade level [because this is the age that we find attendance
of youngsters beginning to drop], the first bar shows 88.3 percent of
our children could be expected to be in school on any one day.

The children from families of the poor from whom we would ex-
pect poor attendance, where we used to have real attendance prob-
lems, we find that the average, is 93.7 percent attendance. In other
words, the attendance of children participating in programs funded
by the Elementary. and Secondary Education Act is much better
than other students in the same schools.

Regular attendance for the average youngsters, 88.3 percent 93.7
percent for title 1 youngsters, In other words, there must be some-
thing happening in the schools that is attractive to youngsters who
have the advantage of programs funded by ESEA.

chart is one which I think should interest this committee. We
felt that the succesi3 of the ESEA moneys was so great that in 1968
we went to the State 17gislature and we said that we were experienc-
ing a great deal of improvement where we use ESEA moneys.

We said to the legislature "we would like to have you enact .a
companion program in the State of Ohio," The result is indicated by
the broken line;, the other line shows the dollars that we have re-
ceived in Cleveland from title I.

Title I moneys started just below $5 million in 1966. In 1968, they
were just below $6 million. They dipped back a little bit in 1969,
and then they steadily increased through the years. That is title I
moneys coming to the city of Cleveland.

The jagged line is now a. new appropriation by the State legisla-
ture for similar programs, not programs to duplicate but to backup
title I programs. There are 13,000 children on title I programs, be-
cause we have concentrated there.

There are 50,000 children on the other program because we have
gone a different route in trying to make the total school atmosphere
better. For the first time this year, in 1973, the amount of money re-
ceived these kinds of programs for poor children in Cleveland is
greater from the State than it is from the Federal Government.

I do not think very many other States have gone this route. I
think maybe part of our success in Cleveland is due not only to the
example set by title I, but also that title I has inspired new State
money..

The other day. I asked our research department to take a look at
who leaves the Cleveland schools because I think this tells us some-
thing. We have five more schools this year that have 97 percent of
the children from welfare homes than we had a year ago.

A year ago, we had one. Now we have six. We said, "Let's see who
-leaves town." And our findings support the theory we have that
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poor people do not leave the city. Those who leave the city are not
the poor.

The first bar shows that 41 percent of students who move out of
the district are nonwelfare. The students on welfare largely move
within the district. As far as achievement is concerned, 63 percent of
children who leave the inner city are our upper achievers.

Only 37 percent who leave are in the lower achievement brackets.
So in the city of Cleveland [as I am sure is true in most urban cen-
ters] the children who transfer out of the district, the children who
leave, are our better achievers.

The ones who stay are our poorer achievers. This has been going
on for several years. This should dramatically reverse the charts you
saw previously because the concentration of the lower achievers re-
mains in the city.

The concentration of the poor remain in the city. It is almost im-
possible, because of housing patterns in a city like ours, for poor
people to leave. I think this indicates exactly _what our suspicions
have been.

Now, I would like to conclude with just a couple of remarks. I
think that the atmosphere that has been created by ESEA has been
one that has brought commitment to education.

It is one that has allowed us to zero in on children wh most need
help. It is one that has been supplemented by additional State, mon-
eys which has allowed us to do things that ESEA has not allowed
us to do.

We have had programs of nutrition. About 25,000 childrentli-s-
morning just finished a free breakfast in Cleveland. Probably 98
percent of those children would not have had breakfast otherwise.

Within a couple of hours at lunch time, approximately 50,000 chil-
dren will have a free lunch in the city of Cleveland. We do have
some problems with some of the legislation, not the intent of the
Congress, I am sure.

I have just been handed a rather alarming decision by the Federal
District Court about food lunches. We were brought into court be-
cause we were not feeding all poor children. This is correct. We had
made application for food money and had been denied.

We needed $1,800,000 additional money to extend food service to
all of our schools. We were denied that this year because funds were
not available. But the law mandates that we feed poor children.

The judge said to us a few months ago, "You must feed all poor
children." We said, "What about the funds?" He said, "That is your
problem. The Federal law says you must feed all."

He gave me 3 weeks to comply. Three weeks was not enough. We
asked for a stay of the decision until we could implement it a little
further. Our board of education agreed that we could, would dip
further into general funds, which already was in the red by, $5.5
million.

So, we started to implement further. The court denied the stay
when we asked for a stay so we appealed to the Federal Circuit
Court in Cincinnati, and there we were given a stay for another
month.

Now, it has gone back for retrial because of some errors. But here
we are, a school district mandated by Federal law to feed all chil-
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dren of the poor. And yet, the funds for providing the same services
are not also mandated.

And, we are up against an embarrassing situation. Not having
sufficient funds to feed all of the children of the poor, and as a poor
humble working superintendent I could be facing a court sentence,
if necessary, because' of violation of Federal law.

It would be great if the programs
Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt you at this point. I have

worried about the mandate-that we wrote into the school lunch pro-
gram, feeding all of the poor children in the country, and I have
done my hest to see that we implement that law in everyway possi-
ble.

Even yesterday we had a bill to make money available to the local
school districts where the Department, of Agriculture could not pur-
chase commodities in the open market. But, notwithstanding all of
our efforts, there is just not enough money appropriated by this
Congress to feed all needy school children in this country. That is
something that the courts of the country could easily take judicial
notice of.

The courts of the country will have to be realistic.
Of course, the courts can say that is exactly what the Congress in-

tended, but we have not implemented what we committed ourselves
to do:

think the Congress has got to do a lot more, Superintendent
Briggs, in that connection so that we can feed all of the poor school-
children in this countrythe ones that leed school lunches.

In fact, I feel it would be doing Am, rica a great service if we had
a universal school program. I feel that we ought to appropriate the
funds and do just that. I know a lot of people do not agree with me,
but the first priority is feeding the disadvantaged of the country.

That is why I feel that our priority here is to take care of the dis-
advantaged school pupil before we take care of the more affluent in
the way of special education programs.

We have to do something where the need is greatest. Your testi-
mony has further convinced me that title I is doing the job that the
Congress intended it do for the people.

But, there again, we have an inadequacy of funding. I do not
know what. the courts would say in this case, but it is the responsi-
bility of the Congress, and we have not met the commitment that we
made insofar as funding the title I authorization.

I am hopeful that we can hold fast to these programs that are
doing an excellent job, expand them, convince the Appropriations
Committee that more money has to be appropriated if we expect to
obtain good results.

But, your results, Dr. Briggs, are outstanding. I am sure you are
acquainted with the President's special revenue sharing for educa-
tion proposal which consolidates some 32 present State programs
into one package with five areas of funding within that package.

The fifth area would combine the programs presently being
funded under the Adult Education Act; title II of the Elementary
and Secondary Act, libraries and textbooks; title III of the Na-
tional Defense Education Act, textbooks and equipment; title V of
ESEA, State department of education; title III of ESEA, the in-
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novative title; and the basic support programs of the National
School Lunch Act.

Now, if special revenue sharing were enacted, what would happen
in Ohio if the Federal court order you have just described is upheld
on an appeal at a later date? Wouldn't you and other school admin-
istrators go to the State Capitol and ask that the State Department
of Education shift all funds in this fifth category to supporting the
school lunch program?

This would mean that none of these other projects would be
funded because an urgent need exists to fund the school lunch pro-
gram. Now, if special revenue sharing were not enacted, and if that
court order came back on an appeal and was upheld, then you would
just come to Washington with the other school administrators
throughout the Country and ask that Congress put more money in
the school lunch program.

That way Congress could decide, as a matter of national priority,
whether the lunch program should be expanded. And, it would ne-
gate all of the education groups squabbling with one another at the
State level in order to get their own share of the funds.

Do you agree with my philosophy or my statement along that
line? If not, tell us, in your opinion, what would happen ?

Dr. BRIGGS. Mr. Perkins, I follow the rationale completely there. I
think we had a parallel to that a year or two ago where a strong
welfare rights movement had moved in attempting to have us trans-
fer from title I large sums of educational money for semi-welfare
kinds of activities.

If it had not been for the fact that the guidelines were rather firm
and the position of the Congress was rather firm, I am afraid that
many of the funds that we had in title I might have been trans-
ferred out because the pressure WRS very severe.

It was very great. It called for massive demonstrations and break-
ing windows and a few other things in our central office building,
and I think that we probably, in the interest of peace, would have
made some compromises.

There is a strong human interest the feeding of the children of
the poor and as the judge said, in his decision to us, as long as you
have money for books, you have money for food, and you ought to
use it for food.

I think I would rather come in and keep the food clearcut and
clean. I wish funding could be adequate and we could feed all our
children. I have no adverse feeling to categorical aids as long as
they deal with the real problems that we have in our urban centers
and traditionally title I has zeroed in on the children of the poor in
our cities.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Briggs, some members in the Congress
are suggesting that we amend title I to remove the emphasis on
services for poor children and instead go to a standard of educa-
tional disadvantage as measured by achievement tests.

This shift would probably- double or triple the number of eligible
children. Do you believe that we could double or triple the number
of children while still only having the same appropriation and get
the same kind of solid achievement which you have shown to this
committee here today?
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Dr. BRIGGS. I doubt it very much, Mr. Perkins.
Chairman PERKINS. I want you-to go into detail.
Dr. BRIGGS. We have concentrated our title I moneys on 13,000

children. We have 60 sonic odd thousand from families of the poor.
But the title I Money is coming into Cleveland. If we spread it over
60,000 children, it would not give us the kind of independent corer-
age that we want.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. May I observe, having drafted the bill referred to,

that it provides for the. same kind of concentration that you would
find necessary under title I in the event it were not fully funded.

Dr. Butuus. I see. In other words, what you are saying is that there
would be no cutback.

RADCLIFFE. No, sir; there would not be.
Chairman PERKINS. But the chances are that you would get away

f,om the poor areas and get into the areas that were not as disad-
antaged to the extent of the poorest of the poor. That is my opin-

ion.
Go ahead.
Dr. BRIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I speak as a superintendent from an

urban center and some of my colleagues may not agree with me
from other kinds of school districts, but it seems to me that the real
problem educationally and sociologically in this country is to be
found in our cities.

I would. hope that nothing happens to deplete the moneys avail-
able for the educational programs of the children of the poor..Also,
I would like to think-that the delivery system should continue to be
as uncompliCated as possible.

When we write into it complications that deal with abstractions,
we get into real trouble. The one we have now is probably about as
simple a system as we could have. Also, we find that it is advanta-
geous to identify the children early.

By early, I mean before they start to read. Before there can be
any achievement, records on them. Our greatest success.

Chairman PERKINS. One of the drawbacks to the achievement test
. then, to your way of thinking, is that you have to identify them be-
fore you test?

Dr. BRIGGS. In the big cities where we have so many children
from the poor, I think we are going to have to find ways and means
of opening our school at a much younger age to children.

We are doing it with 4-year-olds now in Cleveland. We have
about 2,000. I believe, 4 years old. This is pretty early to start a test-
ing program on achievement, but if we are going to get those young-.-
sters in a. posture, motivationally as well as culturally, we have got
to get them early and we have got to get their parents.

I would like to see us even go to 3-year-olds. I think this is the
area that in the cities we have to work on.

Mr: RADCLIFFE: Mr. Chairman, with your permission; may I again
observe simply that the bill would not require achievement tests. As
a matter of -fact, the principal testing mechanism spelled out in the
bill is a criterion reference test.
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It includes testing for reading readiness and mathematics readi-
ness and it would, in any event; permit the local educational agen-
cies, once it had received its funds, to utilize those for preschool pro-
grams precisely as title I.

Chairman PERKIN'S. If I understand the bill, the gentleman is
talking about the national test, score basis. But to receive the funds
within the state. you resort to testing, within the state, and that
could result in all sorts of problems.

Mr. RADcrAFFE. Testing and other means of identifying the prob-
lems.

Dr. BRIGGS. I have not seen the bill.
questions this morning. Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. GO ahead, Mr. St
Mr. STETGER. Thank you, Mr. Chai

Charlie Radcliffe- as well as the Chai
testimony is extraordinarily well done.

Dr. BRIGGS. Thank you.
Mr. STETGER. You are one of the best we have in this country and

it gives us some factual information on which to base a judgment
about what we do.

Because of that, let's cio to the charts that you made available to
us this morning. I do not know whether within that packet you in-
chided all of your charts.

Dr. BRIGGS. Yes, they are in the back part of the testimony. The
charts are numbered.

Mr. STETGER. At the present time, under title I with the funds
available, you service, if I recall your figures correctly, 13,000 out of
61,000.

Dr. BRIGGS. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. And later on in your charts in terms of reading

readiness, I would assume based on some kind of criterion reference
test; is that true?

Dr. BRIGGS.. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. That you use not both in math and in reading?
Dr. BRIGGS. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. You have indicated that at this point the impact of

title I on early childhood for reading readiness for grade one has
been narrowed to, what, 85 percent or at a reading readiness level of
first grade?

Dr. BRIGGS. That is correct. That is of title I children.
Mr. STEIGER._ That is those 13,000?
Dr. BRIGGS. Yes. These children have had the preschool programs

and have had the followthrough program in the kindergarten, and
now are ready for the first grade.

Mr. STEIGER. How does this compare with those that are nontitle I
served eligibles?

Dr. BRIGGS. I do not believe I have that figure.
This is title I schools and all children in title I schools. So that

includes both those served and not served. HoweVer, you want to re-
member this is where we have the concentration of the programs,
and this is where we probably are serving the largest percentage of
our title I children, in our preschool kindergarten followthrough,
and then in early elementary.

I am merely reacting to your

ei ger.
rman. I want to simply join
rman. in observing that your
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We phase out after the third grade.
Arr. STEIGER. You have this key marked in here on chart 3 on dot-

ted lines rather than on heavy black lines which indicate the percent
of non-title I pupils.

You help me figure out what. you mean by that.
Dr. BRIGGS. Yes, these are all of the other children in the city of

Cleveland. In other words. how they fared, when we take. out title I
children. In 1968 you see there was a 20-percent difference between
their achievement of readiness and that of title I participants. -

Sixty -one percent of title I students were ready for reading and
81 percent of the nontitle I children were ready for reading. There
was a 20 percent difference there. However, in 1969, it dropped to 16
percent difference.

The gap is closing until you get over to 1972 where there is 61/2
percentage points difference.

Mr. STEIGER. Thus, there are -a significant number of nontitle I
children who do- not enter the first. grade at a reading readiness
level ?

Dr. BRIaGs. The national average is 69 percent. In the Cleveland
schools, 911A percent of the nontitle I have reached that readiness.

Mr. STEIGER. What I am trying to see if it is possible for us to de-
velop within your framework as the superintendent of schools in
Cleveland, is the difficulty with which you are faced within that
school system by those both title I and. nontitle I, who do not come
up to a reading readiness level at the time they enter the first grade.

It is a large number of children in both categories.
Dr. BRIGGs. It is a diminishing number as this chart shows. A

dramatic improvement. I do not think you will find a city in the
United States that has had this kind of dramatic improvement.

The point I am trying to make is, I think that probably what has
contributed to`this improvement more than anything else has been
our concentration. of title I moneys in the early elementary has
helped. tremendously there.

Mr. STEIGER. You have also concentrated on reading and mathe-
matics?

Dr. BRIGGS. Yes.
Mr. STEIGER. What percentage of the funds in the Cleveland

school system goes for those two basic subjects?
Dr. BRIGGS. About 75 percent. You see we can concentrate a little

more in Ohio because we have gone to the legislature and have re-
ceived supplementary moneys Which deal with food service to a cer-
tain extent, to the free breakfast; and, by the way, free break east
did as much to improve educational achievement as some of our ex-
perimental programs in reading because children are comfortable:
They are in a good frame of mind for education and so on.

But that has come through supplemental kinds of programs.
Mr. STEIGER. In light of that, do you not agree that it is possible

for us to develop a program that allows you to concentrate on those
that in the Quie bill are called educationally disadvantaged?

What problem does that pose for you?
Dr. BRIGGS. Every poor child is educationally disadvantaged. Real

poor. I am talking about the kind, of poverty we have in the Hough
area of Cleveland where families are broken; .where mothers are on

95-547 0 73 - p1,2 - -24
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welfare, where children are not properly oriented to the world
around them. the kind of stigma that is put on these. children. It is
not the kind of poverty that sonic of us knew back in early rural
American days. It is a poverty that deals with concentration of
those, who have not. gone to-school. adults who cannot read or write.
no books. no magazines, no newspapers in the homes. So what I am
saying is if we take one criteria, the kind of poverty you find in a
Puerto Rican community. or in the ghetto, poverty does something
to children and achievement generally will be the. lowest.

One °Ulla nice.
l-(Tod,

workable things about the title I program to
date has been the fact that it has zeroed in on the real problems of the
poor in cities like Cleveland.

Mr. STEIGER. You are, not. suggesting. are yon. that every child from
poverty family scores at less than the readiness level to grade l throngh
grade. 7?

Dr. limos. No, but. I would Say to von that in this country the
closest correlation that we can measure between achievement and non-
achievement comes right down to the matter of economics. We, just
took a. look the other day at. two of ow top achieving schools in the
city of Cleveland. one black and one white. Those schools had the
smallest percent of poverty children. somethino. like 1 percent. They
are the top achieving schools in the city of Cleveland. One is white
and one is black.

We took a look at the two lowest schoOls as far as achievement was
concerned, one black and one white and in both cases those were the
schools with .; he. highest incidents of poverty.

Now some very bright. children and good achievers come out of
Close programs but if we just use one yardstick. the best yardstick
We have vet seen is one that, dealswith the economics of the. families.

This was quite different in early America where 'we had a lot. of
rural poor people. But that was a different kind of poverty than you
find in a ghetto like Hough.

Mr. STEIGER. In all of this, the poblems that have developed in
title I. which I think t least in Congress has a very great responsi-
bility to deal with, among them the,formula and the use of census
data, continue to plague a number of us and:that is one. of the rea-
sons that I think there is a search for an alternative that allows you
to deal with the most important of the problems facing a child in
the school system.

. You have given an eloquent defense of the poverty criteria that
we use now in title I but can you quite honestly give us a defense of
using 1959 census data as the basis on which we distribute the
money in the city of Cleveland or any other city?

Dr. BRIGGS. To; I think we should have the most recent. data pos-
sible,. There. is no question about. that.

Mr. STEIGER. Aiid you are persuaded that you should continue to.,
well let's go to the question of the most recent data. It is now 1973
so we are going to be using :1969 data in 1974. That is not very re-
cent. Do you have. an alternative for us'as to how you get more up-
to-date. data on which to make the distribution of funds?

Dr. Bamos..No; I haven't .given thought to that delivery system
as far as how recent the. data .- us. However I do know this that in ty,r
urban centers there is still an exodus of middle class who are leaving
the urban centers.
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The problem of poverty is becoming compounded rather than
being alleviated.

Mr. STEiona. Tsn't one of the problems in that, superintendent..
that an educationally disadvantaged middle class child does not have
the benefit. of the kind of program available under title.I and there-
fore searches in many ways for an easier situation in which that
child can be educated.?

Dr. Burros. Yes; T think it would be fine if this Congress could
find the kind of money that would not only take care of all title I
children but also extend and expand funds to other groups. That
would be very, very excellent, but what worries me is the fact that
as we see an increase, in the number of children from the poor in our
cities, we do not see today a like increase in the kinds of support
programs for them. I have a great deal of respect for the kinds of
programs we have had because they are working.

As a superintendent, I have to be pragmatic. I have to be for the
things that work. In our city, the title T program has been one that.
probably has been the most effective in delivering the kinds of cate-
gorical money that we could not dissipate and could not use else-
where.

What I started to say a moment ago was that while there still is
an exodus from the city of middle class people, the new middle class
that is leaving our city is black.

In other words, the successes of our programs, I think, are help-
ing to bring economic independence to a large number of black peo-
ple. The number of black people living outside the city of Cleveland
in 1950 was 3.100. Tn 19G0, it was 3,500. Only 400 increase in 10
years.

In 1970, it was 35,000. Our projection for 1975 is 70,000.
But the point we made on that one chart we. had was that those

who leave are the ones, those who:leave from our title I,schools, are-.
the ones who have jobs now wholook for new housing and find it in
another'school district and other subu rbs.

I would like to say one thing because you are going to have testi-
mony from East Cleveland this morning. T!,e one suburb that has
been the recipient of the poor, really the only suburb around Cleve-
land. is -East Cleveland.

The problems that we have in Cleveland are the' same problems
you will hear about in a few minutes from Mr. Visci, the Superin-
tendent of Schools of East. Cleveland. We. surround .East Cleveland
on three sides by ghetto.

And the housing in East Cleveland is such that welfare families
can go in and rent in East Cleveland. They cannot go into Shaker
Heights and rent. They cannot go into Rocky River and rent, or
Bay Village. The concentration of welfare families is in the city of
Cleveland with one exception and that is East Cleveland.

We are the only .city in the United States that I know of where
the ratio between black and white students has. changed less than
percentage point during a 3-year period. It has..stabilized. At one
time the only people leaving the city were the white middle class.

Now, we have creid'ed a new black middle class. They also now are
leaving. I would hope as we look down the road 10 years that one of
these days we are going to see a turn around with a. new group of
people coming back into the city.
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This probably will not happen until something happens to hous-
ing and we can clean out hundreds of acres of slum homes. This
year between January 1 and middle of February. we had 2.000
major fires in Cleveland. The process of cleaning out a lot of this
area is occurring every night. The children who live in those areas
live in terror. Their parents live in terror. They don't know but
what their home may go next because of vandalism.

That is why at this moment in history, I am comfortable with
title I. I am selfish to say I would like to have more Of title I
money. But whatever system the Federal Government has to attack
the educational problems of children in the city, I hope that it is a
comfortable delivery system that really reaches us and as the super-
intendent of one of the largest cities in the United States I want to
say that we are comfortable with title I.

We do not have greht problems with i.t because it is delivering
money and I am also optimistic about some things that are happen-
ing when we look at the other end.

This morning I have been testifying about the lower end c-f the
educational spectrum particularly the first three grades. But as If.
look at the five high schools in the innercity of Cleveland. the high
school that has the least amount of vandalism in the city of Cleve-
land, in the last 6 months, is East Technical High School, all black,
located in the ghetto.

Something good is happening there. In a 6-month period we had
only one broken window. The second high school as far as lowness
of vandalism is John Hay, also in the inner city. Something is start-
ing to-happen in the inner city that is -very good.

Also from our five high schools in the inner city of Cleveland we
have had 100-percent increase in 4 years of children going to college.

We also have had a record now over a 5- or 6-year period of 95-
percent placement on jobs.

I think some things are happening in the city that allow us to be
optimistic. The federal moneys have made all of the difference ail the
world. Money for food. money for education and so on. Without
them, we would have had a horrible and a hopeless situation.

Mr. STEIGER. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman ?
Mr. LEHMAN. Dr. Briggs, how long have you been superintendent

of the Cleveland School System?
Dr. BRIGGS. Well, sir, I have been superintendent of the Cleveland

School.System for 0 years. This makes me the clean of any of the 10
largest cities in the United States. The average now is around 2
rears.

We have a meeting of city superintendents twice a year. I used to
attend. I don't any more because I see nothing but strangers there.
We take one-half of the meeting introducing the. new superintend-

I have been there 9 years. I just signed a contract with the
board of education for 4 more years in Cle7ela.nd.

Mr LEHMAN. That was a loaded question.
Dr. BRIGGS. I recognized it as such, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. And all .1-f the implications involved in this, I as-

sure you, are due to the problems that involve our inner city schools.
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I will have to get to another meeting. but I am always sorry you are
not still going to the meetino. with these strange superintendents be-
Cause know one superintendent. you would probably still recognize
and that is our superintendent from Dade County.

Dr. BRIGGS. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Benitez?
Mr. BExrrEz. Thank you.
In the. first place congratulations. I think eve.;,,:ody appreciated

that you have. done a wonderful job. Mr. Briggs, and that you love
schools and children and parficularly the deprived children.

Now as a .person who himself has devoted 30 years to dealing with
the deprived students at a university, I wish to confer with the dis-
tinguished chairman of this group and raise with you the question
and the issue that for myself. I would like the court order to stay
and that you should be sent to jail because I believe it will only be
.through such dramatic demonstrations of the injustices of -asitua-
tion that the community at large and perhaps the Congress itself
and.even the administration will realize the impropriety of a situa-
tion where young people are condemned in advance because of inad-
equate economic facilities to a future of inadequacy.

I would think that you are enough of a good teacher to be hopeful
that that happens and that you serve as an example of what should
not occur.

May I have a reply?
Dr. BRIGGS. Mr. Chairman, I might suggest that if I do go to jail,

I would welcome, if it could be arranged with the warden, for a
next hearing of .this committee, if you would like to have me as a
witness. if you would come over to the prison I would be happy to
be a witness.

Mr. BnxrrEz, I think that would be Very good. Let me add in this
connection that in Puerto Rico when we decided to make .a higher
education available for every 000r student in Puerto Rico, we passe.
a special law providing that if the. funds were not available as ap-
proprii ted, the proper authority and actiontl of the school authori-
ties; in our case of the University of Puerto Rico, the overdraft
would be authorized against the emergency funds of Puerto Rico.

And through that Formula. we were able to provide additional ed-
ucation for hundreds of lawyers, doctors, engineers and teachers
throughut Puerto Rico. I think that is not a bad possiblity to con-
sider.

Chairman PERTMS. Any further questioning?
Let me ask you. Mr. Superintendent, if there would be any reluct-

ance on your part if we needed to recall you .somewhere along the
line after the administration sends up- the legislation and we have
had to study the legislation, to see how any suggestion or plans that
they may have would fit into your school system or whether it would
interrupt your school system, and I am directing my assistant, Mr.
Jennings, to send you a copy of that legislation when it comes up so
that you can study it. At least I would like to have your reaction to
it. It may be that we may want to recall you somewhere along the
line.

'Dr. BRIGGS. I would be very happy to be available to this commit-
tee.
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Chainnan PERKINS. Give us briefly the amount of money that you
re.ev,ivc.,d from title I?

Dr. -.BRIGGS. 8.6 million.
Chairman PERKINS. To break it down, how is that 8.6 million

spenton how many projects?
Dr. Nieces. Twelve different -projects. Each of them are described

in this brochure that we have given.
Chaieman PERKINs. Any farther questioning?
Thank you very much Dr. Briggs. We appreciate your appearance

here this morning.
The next witness is Mr. Leonard Vis& superintendent, East

Cleveland.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD VISCI, SUPERINTENDENT,. EAST CLEVE-

LAND CITY SCHOOL LITTRICT, EAST CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mr. Visor. My name is Leonard Visci. I am superintendent of a
school district which is an innercity suburb of Cleveland. The name
of the district-is the East Cleveland School District.

I belieVe that, a brief description of the community would be in
order. It is an innercity suburb of 43,000 people crammed into 3.2
square miles bordered on three sides by the city of Cleveland.

The past 10 years and more realistically the past 6 years our
school population has changed from 99 percent white population to
97 percent black.

The New York Times has referred to us as testing grounds for
changeover challenge: Little did they know.

While our tax duplicate declined. dramatically and I might add
more than any other city in Cuyahoga County, our enrollment
soared. Individual income declined and expenses went up. We did,
however, attempt to meet the challenge in the following ways.

We increased our tax millage for schools from 18.4 mills in 1962
to 48.5 today. A total of over 70 mills for total community use.

I might add that while our millage went up percentage-wise more
than any other community in the State of Ohio,. the income of the
parents sending their children Co the East. Cleveland Schoo';s has re-
/mined at $5,200. The total community average income is $9,C00.

Our people did vote for the millage consistently with over GO per-
cent majority.

Additional personnel were hired to bring pnpil-teacher ratio to a
high iri one building which is a nontitle I school at 24 to 1, to a low
of 16 to 1 in title I school.

We did build a new $;3.5 million vocational school and incidentally
we are the only school system in Ohio with one high school that did
get permission to build our own vocational school.

The reason. for thiS was the fret that the additional suburban
areas refused to go into a joint venture with us because I don't be-
live the superintendents could sell our clientele to their- community.

We completely rebuilt one elementaiy school and added new sec-
tions to four of the others. These are just the tools. With limited re-
sources, we knew we had to utilize all available resources, both
within and without the community. These resources consisted of
OIC, Urban League, City Hall, colleges, universitiesbusinesses,
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such as General Electric and foundations such as Martha Holden.
Jennings which have been very helpfiil to us.

We utilized cultural institutions. We do have a Center in Cleve-
land in which we have a Health Museum, Art Museum, Museum of
Natural Histol.v, National History and the like.

We have utilized these. We have also gone to extended use of our
school buildings. Basically we looked at our local needs and where
approximatly 50 percent of our students were coming from homes
supported by ADC finds we had to center onto the problems of the
disadvantaged.

Title I forced us in the late sixties to look at our total program.
Like many we thought of it as tutorial and/for summer school pro-

.gram. Headstart, findings pointed out that the typical disadvantaged
child has an intellectual deficiency of 2 years when they come to
school. It follows then that we had two problems.

Problem one involved getting that child to accomplish within 1
year a 1-year growth.

Problem two involved sustaining that pace slowly but surely to
take up the slack produced by 2 years differences prior to his coming
to school.

In order to be able to achieve these two objectives, we felt that as
much money as we could p..t into it that was based upon categorical
aid would better be able to solve our objectives.

I have some strong feelings about noncategorical aid.
First of all, and I beg your pardon; but I am not as clever as Dr.

Briggs on this and I don't have a union to contend with, but nonca-
tegorical aid can easily be diverted from its original intent.'

Teacher salaries and others and I must say the word nonprofes-
sionals, those that would strike in a school system when there is no
money available ,4iffuse such funding.

-Leftover aid after the loot has basically been diffused, Would be
utilized for continuation of existing school programs most of which
woull be more of the same. Many of these weren't successful, in the
first place with the disadvantaged.

In no way could I see that there would be any assurance that
money given on noncategorical basis would be spent to meet local,
Stateor national priorities for education.

The best argument of r,11 that these funds should be categorical is
the fact that title I ht.:: 1een translated into successful program's for
disadvantaged children.

My subniitted statements can show where children who have par-
ticipated in programs funded by Federal Government increased in
achievement from 30 to 100 percent.

We now feel that in our priniary grades at least, our clientele can
successfully compete with their suburban peers._

A couple of things that. I would particularly like to refer to is the
fact that Federal programs such as title T have, been able to be
placed into buildngs and have had 4 definitc i2:fect upon not only the
studeut but important to us in our particular situation is the fact
that it has been the effect upon the teacher.

'We put in two. programs. One is an extended school year. One-
third of our students in elementary schools go on a 11 months school
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basis. Intermingled with this are 1, 2 and 3 week sessions with the
various museums.

We meet with those teachers of those museums and we go over the
type of thing we think should be done.

The :,-ecoird program is that we have a teacher retraining program.
A. teacher retraining program in an innercity school is extremely im-
portant.

We have six colleges working with us, having professors in our
schools alI day, having classes on our campus, not on theirs, and we
have attempted to change attitudes.

We feel that title I has changed attitudes, has changed .the atti-
tude of the disadvantaged so .that learning can take place. We made
a calculated risk right off- the bat by placing the majority of our
Money in the primary crrades to the exclusion of the high school.

WTe have now worked from the primary to upper elementary to
junior high, and have had success at all levels, Rnd will in Septem-
ber of this coming year start a retraining and 11 month school year
program at the high school as well.

WTe put in sonic programs that have been very effective. WTe put in
some that have flopped. Those that have flopped have been for the

. most part with our own moneys. These were placed upon us by var-
ious pressure groups and have really added very little and very sim-
ply pt, gentlemen, the thing that we have tried to do vith all of
our programs is to say when our child comes out, of school he must
read, write, add and subtract, and get along with others.

If we can do that, the black history, and all of the other stuff that
pressure groups put on you, are incidental.

If -we can do this and we have time and money left, fine, we will
cover the water front.

A couple of things that .concern me, one in particular involving
Some of the Federal programs, and one that I think .could be easily
covered. Frankly I think that teachers in title I should be able to
teach other teachers within that building, to train them, and to re-
train them.

This is not possible right now.
The secont point that I think that we have to ..oncer7.7. ourselves

with is on the horric front. All the way along from the pre-school,
right on through the junior :sigh we must have -:ommittees of par-
ents. These committees of parents basically must .be able to make
dramatic changes within the curriculum.

This has to be afforded to them. As a result of this community in-
t; test,-Dr. Briggs had &vile interesting examples.

I would like to point out one to yon.
Four years ago, we had $68,000 worth of vandalism in the

buildngs that were title I schools. This past summer we had $400
worth of damage in the title I schoolr.i.

Part of this is because of paental interest. Part of this is because
of our etended school year where 3,h G children are there. Part of it
is the 'fact- we hivve extended the program beyond the normal course
of the day up until 8, 9, and 10 o'clock in the evenings for adtJts be-
cause adult edwtation is also an important part in our community.

In .spite.of all of this, let me show you at least one type of thing
that we constantly run into and I think it ought to be called to the
committee's attention.
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An example is the lunch program in which we were .asked to start
a lunch program 3 years ago. We were given 65 cents per lunch.

This year we were cut to 35 cents per lunch. Yet anybody who
went on a milk program in the State of Ohio which meant all of the
economically wealthy suburban schools went from 4 cents a bottle of
milk to 5 cents.

So in rea]tiy what has happened is that those that have, get and
those that don't, won't.

That is exactly the way it is. These are the types of things th
concern us.

The fact that the Federal Government has just cancelled or so we
have been told. .Within 30 days the social security program title
TVA, will be excluding East, Cleveland. We have commitments run-
ning through October of next year .with approximateb,r $480,000 and

we ,were told within 30 days programs are going to be curtailed. Our
contractual obligations go through October. This does not present a
peace of mind to me as a superintendent of my district.. We need
continuity of financial planning.

I thank you for your time.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Visci follows :j

TESTIMONY BY LEONARD A. VISCI, SUPERINTENDENT, EAST CLEVELAND CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT, EAST CLEVELAND, OHIO PREFACE, EAST CLEVELAND CITY
SCHOOLS

The East Cleveland City School district encompasses three square miles and
approximately 44,000 people. The school buildings, servicing approximately
8,400 students, consist of one high school, one junior high, six elementary
schools, and a newly dedicated vocational educational building.

The East Cleveland community has undergone significant changes since 1965.
Bordering upon the Cleveland-Glenville area, the community began to experi-
ence rapid changes in its racial, socio-economic composition. Since 1965 the ra-
cial composition of the community_ has increased from five percent black and
95 percent White to 75 percent black and 25 percent white. The change within
the school .population was even more pronounced proceeding fr...,n five percent

. of the student population being black to the present 99 percent black student
population.

The percentle of home ownership in 1965 was the highest in the metropoli-
tan area and the lowest by 1970. Similarly, family income has been reduced to
the second lowest in the area while the unemployment rate has increased to
more than 300 percent of the national average.

With the city bAng ranted second lowest in per capita income in the county,
the numbe: of families subsirting at or below poverty guidelines as established
by the federal government is between 75 80 percent of the total family pop-
ulatior

The tP,: of children from welfai. 'amines, who are enrolled in the
schools, an increase from 1965 of one and one-half percent to 40 per-
cent in 1k71,.: .d 50 nercent in 1973.

Althoug'2 the East Cleveland City Schools has experienced further decline in
monies available for general expenditure indicated from drastic reductions on
taxable property evaluation, the community has consistantly passes school
bond and (perating levies to a point where the school tax rate is among the
highest in the county. These increases have been in large part used tc offset

growth in student population while maintainig a teacher-pupil ratio below
25 to 1.

The present staff of teaching personnel has undergone a turnover approach-
ing 100 percent within the last eight years, with the staff having an average
of four years experience. The student population has, also, undergone a turn-
over. Dropout rate and non-attendance of students has been on the uprise,
while achievement patterns have been the decline.

.Using nationally normed achievement test results from past schobl years, re-
search revealed that students in East Cleveland elementary schools were
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achieving, on the Average, betwmn three to four months below grade level for
each school year attended. Upon entrance into junior high, therefore, a student
would conceivably he from two to three years below placement. Furthermore.
children upon entering kindergarten and first grade were extremely deficient in
basic learning skills suet! as perceptual development, gross motor coordination,
and social maturation skills, These deficiencies have only compounded and
caused a spiralling effect upon the attainment of desirable educational objec-
tives.

In 1965 a majolireakthrough for disadvantaged children occurred when the
Congress of the United States passed legislation providing funding under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act to improve educational quality and
opportunity to children.

In effect Congress recognized the necessary educational impoverishment of
some of our urban and rural schools. Not only has the focus been transferred
to the major educational problems in the United States, but the Act also pro-
vided recommendations and solutions to the existing dilemma. This was accom-
plished by providing categorical funding for specified educational ' objectives.
Little doubt exists in anyone's mind that without the impetus provided by
Congress, little or no innovative programs would have been undertaken by pub-
lic schools or universities. Title I and Title III have fostered this spirit of ad-
venture in education. A second major breakthrough may occur with the pas-
sage of HR 69 and IIR 16. In addition the Supreme Court ruling in California
clearly demonstrates the inherent value encompassed in these bills by
maintaining its concern for the disadvantaged child and attending to the prob-
lem of disparity in educational opportunity resulting from unequal funding
procedures in effect throughout the United States. Even with the maximum
benefits derived from Title I, school iystems with high concentration of disad-
vantaged children still spe,:td less moues for education for their highly needy
children than is spent for education for the more endowed child residing in
the more affluent suburbs.

The position of the
and

community of East Cleveland, Ohio, its
Board of Education, and its administrative and teaching staff commends the
House of Representatives Committee on education and labor for this proposed
legislation and wishes to go on record in favor of intent of this legislation.

The position of the East Cleveland system has not been derived frivolously
and without serious aunlysis of the total situation affecting the education of
black children in urban schools.

The earmarking-of ESEA funds !Titles I through VI) for specific categori-
cal_ objectives has significant educational advantages for children. Little doubt
exists that most school superintendents would prefer the obtaining of funding
with little 'or no strings attached. By the very same token a Valid assumption
can be made that if the funds were provided under a no-string-basis, no addi-
tional planning or objectives for the direct educational benefit of students
would be forthcoming than already exist in educational systems. Unfortu-
nately, many school systems fail co establish for themselves realistic goals and
objectives for the children they serve.

To attempt to justify East Cleveland's position on a purey philosophical
basis would, unfortunately, result in continuous and unresolved debate. The
proof of East Cleveland's position, however, can be better argued on very con-
crete economical basis. The argument is very simple.

If funding could be provided for school systems without the benefit of direc.-
tion as provided in Title I, these revenues would become nothing more than a
bone to be shared by all the existing factions in the educational 'community.
First in line for share of the monies would be teachers' unions and associa-
Hons. These groups have consistently resorted to Unprofessional tactics, e.g.,
strikes, when uncommitted monies are not being spent on salaries. Moreover;
absolutely no evidence exists to support the position that increasing teachers'
Salaries would result in increasing the quality of education. In fact studies
have shown that teacher bonuses through contracted instruction have not sig-
ncantly raised the achievement level's of students. Moreover, if -increases in
teacher salaries were to occur as the result of direct federal assistance, the
net effect wonldThe the erosion of the Ameritnut dollar raised and provided for
by local communities in general revenues. For if the cost of teachers is resed,
increased costs would occur among all other interested parties. The final condi-
tion would be a reduttion in the purchasing r-wer of the school system and
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its revenues. It is or paramount importance at the present time to provide
maximum utilization of school funds which can only ht' assured when efillea-
tional guidelines are established for pi vrammatic and qualitative projects.
Furthermore, it can he contended that 1.7 the educational processes presently
practiced in major school systems with high concentrations of disadvantaged
children are inaduquatc and have failed, why should one assume that expan-
sion of these programs or continuation of them, which would be the effect
bestowed by indiscriminate funding, would have any other results? The litera-
ture is replete with criticisms of the failings of urban education. These criti-
cisms likewise indicate thnt the failure is not merely financial but it failure of
school systems to develop positive prodyctive programs geared to the issues
and needs of be disadvantaged child. This is precisely what will occur if cate-
gorical funding is disbanded by the Federal Government.

Everyone has the right, including the Federal Government, to expect a
return for every dollar spent. This return should reflect improvement in the
education of the disadvantaged child. An over-shnplification of the problems of
educating the disadvantaged child may be summarized by the following two
statements :

1. Every. attempt must be made to eradicate the deficit that the disadvan-
taged child brings to the educational process upon entering first grade.

2. Having once entered the mainstream of the educational process the goals
should be to provide the equivalent educational advancement as occurs with
the non-disadvantaged ,t7.1iiid:-Zthat is, one year of growth for one year of
instruction.
These over-simplified objectives imply a drastic change in the learning patterns
of the disadimntaged child whether he be appalachian, black, Indian, or chi-
cnno. In educational jargon the learning pattern of these disadvantaged chil-
dren is characterized as between five to seven months of learning growth each
year. In effect this means the majority of them fail to achieve an eighth grade
education. For this reason, the inherent value of programmatic and categorical
aid provided by Title I must attund to the major issue and alter the learning
patterns of disadvantaged children. The importance of this statement cannot
be fully appreciated without making a further distinction. There are schools

disadvantaged children and there are schools with disadvantaged school
systems. The strategies to changing the learning patterns in each must differ.

In systems with disadvantaged children we are implying the vast majority
of students may be categorized as normal with a small percentage of students
who are in fact disadvantaged. In this situation the programmatic strategies
aimed at upgrading the educational accomplishments for the handicapped
learner should and can be described as a limited impact program. A limited
impact program is one where all the benefits derived from a prograh, are so
instituted as to affect only those specific individuals presently labeled as disad-
vantaged. Benefits extending to other than those specified can be adequately
provided in the second principle contained in the legislation HR 16. It is not
required to essentially alter the coarse and direction of those educational
school systems which alreadY are satisfactorily meeting the needs of the
majority of their children.

In school systems that are disadvantaged the majority of_students qualify
for the categorical and programmatic benefits of Title I. In these instances
programs provided for by the Federal Government should attempt to provide
maximum educational impact. To limit the' effect of a program to a restiqcted
few within a system when so many require the advantages of the prog;1)n has
the same effect as short changing the intent and objectives of the Federal Gov-
ernment in up-grading the level 'of opportunity for major pockets of disadvan-
taged children. An accidental change or appendage to.zhe instructional program
will result in 'limited effects and limited improvements. This has occurred fre-
quently as is evidenced by examinallon of evaluatio',) of Title I programs in
disadvantag Al school systems.

The overall achievement levels of children as w, 31 as maturing competency
in controlled behavior has shown little advancement. This has been the eriti-
cismof the Coleman Report and Jencks Report. This is not saying that educa-
tor's must accept this status position. On the contrary the East Cleveland
school system has reviewed the need as one which requires change or modifi-
cation in the essential structure of_the educational program. That every dollar
spent for improvement in quality education contributes to the process which
will be ongoing rather than limiting to the product.
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I would like to bring to your attention four programs implemented in the
East Cleveland school system, These are four from approximately forty, but
they represent essential changes in the instructional processes within tile
school system resulting in concrete, objective, qualitative improvement for par-
ticipants.

First is a program in Early Childhood Development for four and five year
old children. The sources of funding for this project have been ESEA Title I
and Health, Education and Welfare (EPDA) project. Prior to the implementa-
tion of this project East Cleveland children arrived at the threshold of their
educational experiences with an average deficit of more than two years in lin-
guistic, perceptual, and cognitive skills. A deficit so vast that any compensa-
tory program provided during the elementary years would be hard-pressed to
eliminate. Within one year of implementing its program, based on concrete
measurable test results, the average level of skills has been raised from the
deficit, described to a level that would place them well above the national
mean. In fact, the average for the system has been raised to the point where
the mean achievement level for rie system is at the 65th percentile. Not only
has this feat been attained once on completing of its first year of implemen
tation, but has continued to improve upon this performance for every succeed-
ing class of students extending over a three-year period.

The second program for your consideration is entitled The EGst Cleveland
Enriched and Extended School Year Program. This prograni essentially is built
around the needs of the pupil. School begins in September and concludes in
July. Despite the lengthened school year the child attends no ino.,e than 15
additional school days. Its intent is is) improve achievement and motiyation of
students. Fifteen percent of the children in the East Cle-eland school system
participate in the program. The project was initiated in pilot form under
ESEA Title III and continues under federal funding. It incork'orates the major
cultural community resources within the Greater Cleveland INia,tropolitan area
as its major motivational thrust whereby children 'receive in-depth instruction
for one week periods, of time interspersed throughout and between * ,e various
institutions. A secondary result o2curring from this program is. nal; some of
the institutions involved in this program :rave achieved national recunition
for promotion of the best educational programs provided. Briefly, children in
grades one throUgh eight attend school in six, six-week segmentsfour weeks
of schooling, one week of vacation, and one week ir residence at a cultural
community c `rIter. As a result of this program t' -hildren and parents can be
described as the most "tuned-in and tuned-o.. ,4) ever to attend an East
Cleveland school. More significantly, however, t..7e the achievement changes
that have resulted among children participating in the program. In the most
humbled of expressims, it can be absolutely stated that the program has
achieved a change in tte learning patterns of participants.

In grades one, twt and three the mean improvement in achievement scores
was 15 pfcent. In grades four through six the mean improvement was 46 per-
cent. The range of improvement varied between 15-400 percent among elemen-
tary participants.

The third project undertaken by the East Cleveland school system is a pro-
gram for the redevelopment and retraining of teachers' skills for diagnostic
teaching. This encompasses 35 percent of the present staff in the East Cleve-
land School system. It is so coordinated that the entire staff of a school is and
must become involved so as not only to assure that the competencies of teach-
ers are improved, but also that there is a guarantee that there by systemic
change in the school itself. Three schools are presently involved in various
stages of develop...'mt of the program.. As a result) of participation, teachers
have altered thR:c relationship with students in the teaching process to a
degree which wt aot deemed possibh'. In response to tbis change the student
body similarly changed their behaviorai styles to the extent that their self-con-
cept has improved greater than ,in a program aimed at improving self- concept,
their identification with the learning process has more than doubled, and their
patterns of behavior are comparable with their suburban peers. The hard core
data necessary to establish achievements of this program is not available
because the post-test data will not be collected until the end of the. present
school year. The evaluation of the changes in pupils, teachers and school
change have been completed for presentation to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
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The final project for discussion is the Reorganization of the Junior High
School. Junior high education in the urban ghettos of the major metropolitan
communities is considered by many to be merely educational wastelands, and
for many the training grounds for unstable, unproductive, and at times delin-
quent life styles. The program at Kirk Junior High School was initiated by a
private grant, The Martha Holden Jennings Foundation, in September of 1973.
This altered approach to Junior high education has achieved, within three
months, order, stability, and control of the educational climate so that actual
learning is taking place. Even if no further, improvement were to occur, the
professional educator, the pupil, ant the parent have become tolerant and
accepting of the educational situation. . he flight to private schools among stu-
dents was halted. Community unrest has been dissipated and teachers now
look forward to an extemed employment in this, their school. The project will
not achieve all of its pr,tential for another one and one-half years, but very
careful evaluation is being conducted to synthesize the project for what has
occurred and what will occur. It has already been hailed as an outstanding
success by the community, which is probably the most valid criteria for the
success of any program.

Suffice to say, for the present that strategies for improving the quality edu-
cation for disadvantaged systems should be directed by the following guide-
lines :

1. The awarding of funding conditioned upon the establishment of programs
geared to the objections of the legislation referred to above.

2. The monies accruing to a school system as the result of federal .vislation
is not included as monies available to supplement general revenues.

3. That the intent of programmed development in these systems constitute
an essential alteration in either kcheol organ'zation or instruction ; thereby
providing for maximum impact.

pAviously, these statements are rather strong and peg Naps East Cleveland
as 'a system may be a single voice ; however, let us hope that it may not be con-
strued as a voice in the wilderness beseeching the government for an opportu-
nity of giving 1:o parents of disadvantaged children that opportunity to full
membership in the grandeur of Americanization. The dreams and the wishes of
every parent regardless of race, color or economic status do not significantly
differ. We all want and respect the same ideals. To the poor, to the disadvan-
taged, to the underprivileged, against those who have been discriminated, the
underground railroad of education is the means of achieving the America
ideals. Once again allow me to thank you for year concern for this population
of American children and sharing with you some of the advantages of the
East Clevelanders through federally funded programs.

Mr. STEIGER (presiding.) I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Visci
and it is intriguing to have the perspective of some one who has to
deal with the type of problems you have to deal with.

How much title I money do you receive?
Mr. Vim:. Approximately $350,000.
Mr. STEIGER. In your testimony you have four projects listed. Are

those the only four projects that are title I?
Mr. Visa. Yes; but we have been able to piggyback money on top

of tr at from private foundations. The Jennings Foundation gave us
$25u,000 lee-it year to supplement title I money.

Mr. STEIGER. Did you use that with all fon, programs or did you
concentrate on one or two ?

Mr. Visci. Are you referring to title I moneys?
Mr. STEIGER. Yes.
Mr. Visa. Title I moneys, we have to use in all four programs, sir.

In doing that, it gives us the seed money to go to foundations for
expansion thereof.

Mr. STEIGER. You have indicated that you started in the early ele-
, mentary grades and have since been able to move on with all of the

programs, or have you tried, for example, with your teacher retrain-
ag to move up the ladder more than the others?
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Mr. Viscr. What we did with teacher retraining was that we took
a building at a time. We had to make change within that building
so we took the total building and said to the teachers; "This is the
program for retraining. Do you want to be part. of it or don't, you?
If you don't, move out to another building."

Eventually we are going to run out of buildings because we.. al-
ready have them in three. That will be a very interesting possibility
with tenure and the rest. But I have something going with me that
most other superintendents don't.

I have a small community. I live there. I communicate with them.
If if comes down to a point where a teacher is going to attempt to
do something that the community has not been behind, their chances
of livelihood are going to be slim.

I will leave it that way.
Mr. STEIGER. What has been your experience with the parental

councils under title I?
Mr. Vim. I am -1.,./Ty.
Mr. STEIGER. With parental council.
Mr. Vise'. Are you referring to the council committees? We have

gone far beyond what most school systems have. Our board has
made a decision. Four of five of our board members are black. They
have made a decision that withiL the board philosophy, these com-
mittees may go ahead and set up and expand certain programs
within the allotted money.

As a result of it they have a t:emendous amount of influence
within our community.

Mr. STEIGER. Is it your judgment that the use of the parent cont..-
has been a significant facto' in the ability of your school system

to deal with the kinds of problems that you have?
Mr. VIsct. Yes, indeed.
Mr. STEIGER. You heard, -I am sure, some of the discussion that

both Chairman Parkins and I had with Dr. Briggs on the concept of
educationally disadvantaged- rather than financially disadvantagk..d.

Do you have any comment at all on that concept and what its im-
plications are?

Mr. VIscr. Without trying to be tricky, I can't answer. To be
quite honest with you. I think that each of us have certkm comfort
levels and it has taktn me 5 years to become comfortable with title .I
to the point where I hay 3 been able to use their guidelines and get
the jobs done that have to be done in our community.

Like many other people, I am in favor of change as long as .it
does not strike my comfort level and therefore I would be more at
ease with title I than I would with new programs.

I don't have the staff to go into this. In case you don't know, if it
weren't for Dr. Briggs bringing us up.to date with his staff on some
of the things we could get, some of the programs they have had that
have failed and why they have failed, we would probably have-been
dead a few years age.

So 7. am not in a position to answer that question to your satisfac-
tion I am sure.

nr. Steiger. I must say, I have rarely heard a more honest answer
to that question. I appreciate that very very much.
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Do you have any questions?
Mr. TOWELL. No.
Mr. STEIGER. You have been excellent in your perspective that. you

have given to this committee and I value very much the fact that
you would be willing to come out here and give us the kind of guid-
ance that you have.

Thank you.
Mr. Viscr. Thank you.
Mr. STEIGER. We. next have Mr. David L. Lusk and Dr. Robert E.

Kilmer, both representing EPIC Diversified Systems Corp. of Rich-
mond, Va.

STATEMENT OF DAVID LUSK AND DR. ROBERT E. KRANER, EPIC
DIVERSIFIED SYSTEMS CORP., RICHMOND, VA.

Mr. LUSK. Mr. Chairman, we. thank you for this opportunity.
I would like to introduce Dr. Robert E. Kraner, president of

EPIC.
Our testimony this morning is broken into three :;:kasic areas. We

will go into the background of EPIC and !ell you of the experience
we have had.

We have brought along several selected reports relevent to major.
Federal programs, and last, we will present certain recommendations
that '.re hope this committee will consider.

1 would like to present- Dr. Kranei who will present our testi-
mony.

Mr. STEIGER. We are delighted to have you here.
Dr. Kraner go ahead and present your testimony.
Dr-ICRAxEu. Thank- you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee, EPIC is an acronym which stands for evaluative programs
for innovative cur...iculums.

Basically we are here today to speak in support of continued
funding for major Federal programs with particular emphasis on
title I of ESEA.

To support our statements, we feel that we should tell you some-
thine, about EPIC, our .acti,-ities and our services. Then we would
like to plesent certain products which we feel are representative
samples of what has been developed in title I programs across the
Nation in which we have been-involved and then we would like to
present certain recommendations Which we feel are currently incor-
porated in the guidelines of title I of E.S.E.A. title I and which, if
strenghtned, should present even more effective implementation of
this program.

To the materials that you receiv-ri., I will speak genei-Rly and
s,..,2nd as little-6m .t as possible in goih, over the first dozen pag.

EPIC began as title prpject in 1966. The primary purpose was to
:aid educators in developing .eVahmtion systems within their instruc-
tional program and provide systematic procedures. fcr the collecting
and analyzing data.-.

There were four professors at University of Arizona who became
quite concerned 'when we would travel to our educational institutions
and in one building we would-find-the people saying:
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We have an extremely large room. If we could receive federal monies to
build walls and create small cubicles, wonderful, magical things would happen
to our students.

Then traveling 20 miles down the road and we would come to an
educational institution when they had small cubicles and their plea
was:

If we only had money to tear out the walls, then we would have one larrr
room and wonderful, magical things would happen to our students.

It became a concern of ours that we needed a systematic and
more objective way upon which make decisions.

Thus EPIC began in 1966 to develop systems and procedures to
achieve exactly this.

In 1970, with the completion of Federal funding, four professors
from University of Arizona resigned their positions at the Univer-
sity and EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation, .a private corpora-
tion, was found,,d.

.Since that time we have maintained headquarters company in
Tuscon, Ariz. We have regional offices operating in New Jersey, Vir-
ginia, Georgia, Texas, and California.

From Headquarters Company and from our five regional centers,
we have worked extensively in title I programs. We have provided
services that are listed begi-fining on page 4. These services have in-
cluded working with the &ate departments in the development and
implementation of title I applications and guidelines.

We have provided staff development activities in all areas of title
I. We have conducted learner needs assessments with local programs,
with local school districts. and at the State level. We have provided
evaluation services in the areas of performance evaluation, process
evaluation, and combining the two for a complete comprehensive
program evaluation. We have led in the development and implemen-
tation of monitoring services the ESEA title I programs in the
States. We have provided management services for all of these pro-
grams.

We have also provided the educational audit function. Although
this function is not required currently in title I, it was felt by many
of the title I directors and by the state superintendents that a verifi-
cation of the evaluation results was an effecti-,'.: means of communi-
cauing and developing credibility with members of the community.

In general, we have found a concern for the develojiment of theSe
services in title'I progrums.

In these programs, we have found the following contributions t,
the total title I effort. These are listed on page 8 of the report.

We have found generally that the educator is more conscious of
the need to identify specific learner needs. And that once he has
identified these needs, he has a much needed direction for program
development for activity within the program and a basis for an.ac-
conntability report to a concerned public.

This has led the educator to become aware of basic and important
factors within his program. It has helped him to set priorities. It
has helped him to become aware of the irrelevant and the relevant.

Most of the people in these, successful programs have developed
:. the skills of program rtmaagement. They are capable of going



through the school year, recording their activities, and looking at di-
rect and indirect relationships as they relate to student learning.
These programs have an increased communication with the boards
of 'education, groups within the community, and the various funding
agencies.

We have found that this communication system will enable the
title I personnel to clarify and specify learner needs, describe the
program through which he attempts to mex t these needs and then re-
port whether or not these needs have been m-t.

Very importantly, .7e have 'found at the k.nd of the year that title
I personnel nave Obi r_Ttive information about which to make valid
mid reliable decisions concerning.program development.

Generally speaking in these programs where we haye been work-
ing, where these services have been implemented, we have found out-
standing student achievement; and we have found this achievement
to be increasing both in amount and number of students tha. are in-'
vol ved .

We have several documents which we will present as evidence to
support these statements just presented.-We tried to sample
from over 100 such documents those relevant documents which we
feel will substantiate what has just been said.

We would like to make available to the committee members the
guidelines for program application and grantees for title I devel-
oped

for
oped for the State department in Topeka, Kans.

Mr. TowELL [presiding]. Yes, we will be happy to receive these
dOcuments for the use of the committee members.

Mr. KRANza..This particular document was suggested and chosen
because this is an example of an application procedure for State de-.
partments in which a local school district states in measurable terms
'what it intends to do with the funds before it receives the funds.

We feel that this application procedure would hold a great deal of
value for future title I development and operation.

Second,- we would submit the systems manual for management of
the ESEATitle I program' as developed for the State department in
Topeka, Kan.

The thipl docl?.ment is a learner needs aSsessment, a school district
level needs assessment which was conducted for the Hutchison pub-
lic schoolS in Hutchison, Kans. .

These three documents were chosen because they have since been
circulated by the U.S. Office of Education to Stte title I directors
throughout the. Nation.

I think they serve to show the level of competency and .the level
of .expertise with which current title I programs are being managed
across the Nation.

We would also submit the 1971-72 evaluati.3n report from Eliza-
beth with special. emphasis upon the monitoring plan. that is
contained M.this report,. We feel this is .an example Of this activity
being effectivelyimplementated.

.

would like to submit the ESE'.A. -report :.from Des Moines,
IOWa. This report was chosen becense of the dedsiomnaking which
it ..allOWed for cut -,developmot,.. 40-lhe.:.selection of four
Methods of .teaching reading within' the title I program Within that
district.

957545-73pt. .
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Dr. r-RAKER. We selected the systems manual for ESEA Title I
for Halifax County, Halifax, Va., as a management document at the
local level. Tt represents how this need. not be a cumbersome, time-
consuming affair but can be an effective and efficient means of man-
aging local title I programs.

We included the audit critique report from title I, Agana, Guam,
as an example of the critique that takes place at first of the year to
strengthen and develop the planned evaluation program.

We included the final audit reports from title I, San Bernadino,
Calif., as an example of the verification of the internal evaluation
results which. were used in this particular school district to add
credibility to their program.

It is hoped that these selected documents will allow the members
of the General Subcommittee on Education to review practical ways
which have been used to implement and to document success in these
selected Federal programs, especially Title I, ESEA.

Mr. LITglc. Mr. Chairman, we would like to enter these documents
as public information, however, we do have authorization for all of
these people as this is merely a sample of some of the programs we
have worked with and we hope will give this committee some practi-
cal ways of implementing and documenting successes in title I. pro-
grams.

Mr. TOWELL . Fine.
Dr. ICRANER. Based upon our 6 years of, experience in working

with title I programs at all levels of operations, we have found cer-
tain 'guidelines, we have -found certain activities, certain require-
ments inherent to differing degrees within the program which we
feel, if strengthened, would tend to promote the' probability of suc-
cess of continuing funding in this area.

These recommendations based upon our experience are as followF:
We would like to recommend that future aid for educationally de-

prived children be legislated to remain basically categorical. We feel
that if funds are placed into a general aid program, that much of
the value of the dollars that now g,. directly to this particular group
of students would belOst.

In talking with title I directors. across the, Nation, we have re-
ceived estimates that anywhere. from .50 to 80 percent of the current
funds would actually get. to the program level through a general aid
program. We would also like to invite your consideration that
ture aid for educationally deprived-children:be legislated to empha-'
size that expenditures be directed toward preventive programs in the
early years and that these expenditures be concentrated on basic skill

.areas relevant to specific documented learner needs.
By the early years, we are specifically talking about the public,

school situation of, kindergarten through sixth grade with emphasis
on first three grades and with developing programs in the area of
early 'childhool These should be considered as important areas.

For basic' skills we are speaking primarily of math and reading.
We do not view title I as the total educational endea*or. There' are
other moneys and other areas for other services. We feel that if title
I'is to be held accountable, that if national surveys are to be made
to ascertain the effectiveness 'of title I,.then very specific areas and
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very specific skills should be designated as to the oin., uts of title I
and then, when it is evaluated, it will be evaluated on the intended
outputs.

Recommendation three is that future aid be primarily related to
learner performance rather an educational process. Many of the
guidelines and, many of the restrictions relate to the educative proc-
ess.

We feel that more control should be placed on the learner or the
learning that takes place less control upon the. process. We do not
feel that you can control both.

If you control hoW a person is to teach, then you have to assume
the responsibility for the learning. When the person is left free to
determine his teaching methods, his teaching materials, and the
types of programs that will best fit with community needs, and he is
responsible for student learning.

So, we would emphasize more control and more concern with
products perhaps less emphasis upon process.

A fourth recommendation that we would make and a fifth recom-
mendation come mainly from title I directors from the 50 States
with which we have met over the last 3 years.

Recommendation No. 4 has to do with a financial base for a mini-
mum of 3 years which will allow for planning and development on a
..ontinuous basis.

Q a case in point, if the firnds are allocated on a 1-year basis,
those effective teachers in title I are going to seek positions back in
the regular school system on regular funds.

They will be leaving the title I programs for positions where they
feel they will be more secure. To adequately plan and develop a pro -
gram which influences between 70 and 80 percent of all of the school
districts in our Nation, it takes time. It is a gigantic enterprise and
certainly, if we identify needs in a school district, we can assume
that at least 3 years of an effective program would be required to al-
leviate these needs.

The fifth recommendation has to do with intensive staff training
at all levels, Federal, State and local. Without exception from the
State title I directors, 'a common plea has been that when people
come to the State and require, for example, a needs assessment, then
they should be able to tell how to do a needs assessment.

So we would recommend that as the guidelines are established, in-
`Lensive training programs following these guidelines be conducted at
all levels so that there is clear communication from Federal to State
to local agencies. People who understand the guidelines and will be
more willing to cooperate within the guidelines.

In the area of parent involvement, we would like to ,recommend
that parental involvement he in those areas and at those levels were
parents are knowledgeable and capable of making effective decisions.

Unfortunately we find some school districts that will not include
parents as a part of their decisionmaking process. Unfortunately, in
other school districts we find parents included at levels and in 'areas
where' they do not have the skills or the experience or the knowledge
with which to make certain technical decisions.

I think that parental involvement is desirable but I think there
needs to be a carefully thought out plan to where a parent is not
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placed into a position where it is impossible for him to perform
effectively.

Recommendation 7 deals with the priority of learner needs and
.eventually the learner need becoming the basis of funding within the
title I' program.

We feel that the common concern that we have evidenced in title I
program is the student. The common need is that of student learn-
ing. Title I has been one of the least politically involved programs
that we have encountered simply because the basis for funding in-
volves the learner need.

When you get into other bases of funding political groups and
pressure groups within the community all try to get their share.
They speak 014 to certain services that they want. ..A. learner needs
assessment is objective. A learner needs, assessment will cover all
areas of concern.

If we
''cm

back to the testimony from the Superintendent of the
Cleveland Schools where he indicated that all economically deprived
students have learner needs, then a learner needs assessment v-ould
include all economically deprived students phis it would pick up
other students who might also la, educationally deprived.
: It has been the experience of EPIC diversified systems that title
moneys are being spent more effectively than any other area in the
USE() Federal funded areas. We feel that since 1965, learning
gains have been made and programs are becoming more effective.

We think that in the last 2 years, guidelines have finally become
specific enough that measured success is becoming apparent in many
of these programs. We would like to think that by continuing the
current programs, by continuing to develop and strengthen the cur-
rent atidelines, that the 6 years of decisionmaking and of struggle
which have produced the current program will not be thrown aside
but will be used constructively in an on-going effort in continuation
of this funding.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of EPIC follows :1

PREPARED TESTIMONY OP DR. ROBERT E. KRANER, PRESIDENT, MR. DAVID L. LUSK,
EXECUTIVE CONSULTANT, EPIC DIVERSIFIED SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the General Subcommittee on Education, we
appreciate this opportunity to testify at these hearings concerned with extend-
ing the major Federal Programs for Elementary and Secondary Education. We
are testifying on behalf of the educators of EPIC Diversified Systems Corpora-
tion.

Our testimony is organized as follows :
I. HISTORY AND SELECTED ACCOUNTABILITY SERVICES PROVIDED BY EPIC DIVERSIFIED

SYSTEMS CORPORATION TO FEDFRAI PROGRAMS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA

, The reason for documenting our history and the accountability services pro-
vided to Sederal Programs especially Title I of ESEA is to establish a pre-
cedent with the General Subcommittee on Education for the necessity of pro-
fessional expertise and practical experience to support and offer
recommendations to extend the major Federal Programs for Elementary and
Secondary Education.
II. PRESENTATION OF SELECTED DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOB

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA

The reason for presenting selected documents (guidelines, needs assessment,
evaluation reports, management systems, audit reports) is to provide the Gen-
eral Subcommittee on Education a review of practical ways which have been
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used to implement and document success in selected Federal Programs for Ele-
mentary and Secondary Educationespecially Title I of ESEA. The documents
included in this report have been developed as a cooperative effort between
EPIC and the respective states, and local educational agencies and territories
of the United States. We are submitting two copies of each document and
request that they he entered as testimony for public information.
III. SUPPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO EXTEND TUE MAJOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA.

The support and recommendations of EPIC to extend the major Federal
Programs for Elementary and Secondary Educationespecially Title I of
ESEA are presented in this report for consideration by the General Subcom-
mittee on Education.

STORY AND SELECTED ACCOUNTABILITY SERVICES PROVIDED BY EPIC DIVERSIFIED
iSTEMS CORPORATION TO FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

.t.t/UCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA
EPIC (Evaluative Programs for Innovative Curriculums) began in 1960 as a

federally-funded ESEA Title III Project. It was designed to : (1) aid educa-
tors in developing 'evaluation systems within their instructional program and
(2) provide systematic procedures for collecting and analyzing reliable and
valid information for the purpose of decision-making. Upon completion of the
ESEA Title III Project, EPIC personnel formed EPIC Diversified Systems
Corporation to continue the developing of accountability procedures and tech-
niques and providing a wider range of services to educators.

EPIC Headivarters and the five regional offices are staffed by former educa-
tors who possess speLifie individual skills acquired from working at various
levels in the educational structure. EPIC does not represent the typical busi-
ness approach to solving educational problems because it was developed and is
controlled by educators who have been teachers, administrators, project direc-
tors, curriculum directors, guidance counselors, and school psychologists.
Collectively, EPIC provides a broad range of accountability services, utilizing
our combined skills to meet the needs brought about by the growing emphasis
on educational accountability both at the Federal andState level.

For six years, EPIC has provided accountability services to educators across
the United States and Territories of Puerto Rico and Guam. Selected services
anti activities to major Federal Programs for Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cationespecially Title I of ESEA, for the purposes of our testimony include:
1. Preparation of Application/Guidelines

In several states, EPIC has assisted State Departments of Education in pre-
paring ESEA Title I Application/Guidelines. The applications were developed
in an attempt to overcome misunderstandings that arise when local Educa-
tional Agencies attempt to complete ESEA Title I Application forms in accord-
ance with Public Law 80-10 regulations. In addition, the Application /Guidelines -
were developed to provi,le major impetus for bringing about comparability nnd
effective program evaluation.
2. Staff Development Activities

At both the sty..., and local levels, EPIC has conducted staff development
programs t o assist Federal Programs personnel in the following:

a. Developing and Writing Performance Objectives
b. Selecting Measurement Instruments and Coding Test Items
c. Conducting Needs Assessment
,d. Specifying Evaluation Designs
e. Developing and Writing Process Objectives
f. Developing Monitoring Systems
g. Developing Program Structures
h. Developing Management Systems
i. Developing Observational Skills-

3..Learner and Educational Needs Assessment
EPIC has assisted State Departments of Education and Federal Programs

personnel in documenting learner and educational needs. A learner need is
defined as the situation which exists when actual learner performance is less
than desired learner performance. This concept of Needs Assessment provides
for :

a. the Identification of desired learner outcomes by performance objectives,
and
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b. the establishment of the learner's current status with respect to that out-
come.

An educational need is defined as the resources required to eradicate the
identified learner need..
4. Evaluation Services

EPIC has assisted in and supported the evaluation of Federal Programs.
Basically three types of evaluation have been provided:

a. Performance evaluation in which valid and reliable data Were systemati-
cally collected and analyzed to determine whether or not specified performance
objectives had been attained.

b. Process evaluation in which valid and reliable data were systematically
collected and analyzed to determine whether or not program activities had
been carried out.

c. Program evaluation in which collection and analysis of both performance
and process information were accomplished in order to make decisions about
the effectiveness of Federal Programs.
5. Monitoring Services

EPIC has provided a number of services relevant to the development and
implementation of monitoring systems for Federal Programs. Monitoring is
defined as a systematic procedure for documenting information that can be
used to determine whether or not planned instructional, supportive, or admin-
istrative activites are actually implemented.
6. Management Services

EPIC has developed a number of Management By Objectives Systems for
Federal Programs at the State and local educational level. In implementing a
Management By Objectives System, documentation is prepared for the Federal
Programs to include the following:

a. Goals of the Management System
b. Management Organizational Chart
c. CAtical Work Activities
d. Program Administrative Process Objectives
e. Systems for Program Administrative Process Objectives
f. Gantt Chart for Administrative Process Objectives
g. Job Descriptions
h. Program Performance Objectives
i. Program Instructional Process Objectives
j. Program Supportive Process Objectives
k. Program Monitoring System.

7. Educational Program Auditing Services
EPIC has conducted educational program audits for federal programs. The

primary purpose of the educational program audit is to verify the reported
results of program evaluation and to assess the appropriateness of the evalua-
tion techniques.

EPIC has provided a variety of agencies with development activities
(application/guidelines), staff development activities, learner and educational
needs assessment, evaluation services, monitoring services, management serv-
ices, and auditing services. The educational agencies with which EPIC has
been involved represent the needs of a diverse population. Work has been car-
ried out in rural and urban areas. The socio-economic status of localities has
ranged from high to. low. The needs of localities have been different. yet alike,
in that EPIC has been able to apply the seven services documented for this
hearing to meet specific demands and Problems.

The most significant involvement with the state educational agency has been
that of providing professional consultation in the development of program
application/guidelines which emphasize syslems of accountability and the
training of state agency personnel in the skills required to implement the
application/guidelines. This particular work has been successful in the status
of Kansas and Virginia.

Although the actual steps in implementation of the two programs vary to
sonic extent, the overall approach was similar. In each case, the purpose was
to involve educators at both levels in a concentrated effort to develop and
Implement accountability procedures. The guidelines developed cooperatively by
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EPIC's Consultants, state educational level personnel, and local educational
agencies have placed an emphasis upon the necessity to identify the specific
learner needs of disadvantaged students in reading and mathematics and the
assessment of specific performance objectives. The guidelines specify the proc-
esses to be followed and conduct various accountability tasks. In addition, to
assessment of learner needs and the evaluation of program performance objec-
tives, the guidelines in these two states now specify procedures for internal
monitoring by program staff and external monitoring of program activities to
be accomplished by the state educational agency.

EPIC has conducted staff development programs with local educational
agency personnel to help assure the success of the implementation of the
guidelines in Kansas and Virginia. This training has included such crucial
areas of accountability as : developing and writing performance and process
objectives, measuring behavior, developing program structures, monitoring pro-
gram activities, and recording program results.

EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation initiated a "Management By Objec-
tives System" for ESEA Title I programs in these two states this past year.
Because ESEA.' Title I programs were comprehensive and required large
expenditures of funds, state educational agencies and local school agencies in
Kansas and Virginia were firmly committed to development and implementa-
tion of affective management systems. With the assistance of EPIC, many
local educational agencies and ESEA Title I Directors, in those two states,
have developed and are utilizing management system manuals to plan and con-
trol program activities. The Systems Manual for Management records and com-
munica:t-s a management design for systematically planning and organizing,
installing and operating, and evaluating educational programs. Also, a similar
"Management By Objectives System" was developed for state level ESEA Title
I operations.

Results of efforts in these two states demonstrate what can be accomplished.
In planning, controlling, and evaluating of ESEA Title I programs on a state-
wide basis, Specific guidelines for accountability can be developed and commu-
nicated to local school agencies and skills demanded by local and state educa-
tional agency personnel to implement guidelines can be acquired.

Two additional factors are of prime consideration in pursuing such an
approach. First, the approach provides part of a continuous feedback system
for decisions made at the state, local, and national levels. Second, expenditures
of time, monies, and energy relate to specific identified problems and the
unnecessary, irrelevant activities can be identified and eliminated.

The impact of the services to state and local educational agency personnel
responsible for ESEA Title I programs may be summarized as follows :

I. The educator has become conscious of the need to identify the specific
needs of the learner and has developed the expertise necessary to coordinate
the needs assessment.

2. The educator has developed a specific direction in his programs by speci-
fying learner peqoimance objectives (expected behavioral changes in students
who become involved in the program) and describing the particular process
objectives (activities to be carried out to meet the needs of the learner).

3. The educator has become aware of irrelev:nt programs and program
activities that have been accepted as representative of an appropriate ESEA
Title I Program activity in the past, can no longer be justified.

4. The educator has developed the skills of program management, as well as
recognizing the benefits of effective management and has actually designed and
implemented "Management By Objectives" procedures.

5. The educator has developed a sound and effective means by which to Com-
municate to the Board of Education, the community at large, and the various
funding agencies.

6. Tnis communication system, for the first time in ESEA. Title I programs,
has enabled him to specify learner needs, describe how he is going to meet
these needs, and to report whether or not the learner needs have been met.

7. The educator now has a system by which to obtain valid and reliable
feedback in order to make decisions which will. directly and positively affect
the learner.

In respect to the evidence which we have presented for your consideration,
we feel that we have the professional expertise and practical experience to
offer support and make recommendations for the continuation of the major
Federal Programs for Elementary and Secondary Education.
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SELECTED DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA

The following documents constitute a sample of accountability services as
developed cooperatively between EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation and the
respective state and/or local educational agency. These documents, as public
information, are submitted as testimony :

I. Guidelines for. Program Applicants and Grantees TITLE I Elementary
and Secondary Education, Act Of 1965, Kansas State Department of Education,
Topeka, Kansas.

2. Systems Manual for Management of the ESEA Title I Program, Kansas
State Department of Education, Topeka, Kansas.

3. Learner Needs Assessment, ESEA Title I Program, Hutchinson Public
Schools, Hutchinson, Kansas.

4. 1971-72 Evaluation Report, ESEA Title I Program, Elizabeth Public
Schools, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

5. Final Evaluation Report, New Horizons Project, ESEA Title I, Des
Moines Independent Community School District, Des Moines, Iowa.

0. Systems Manual fat- Management of the ES.P.LA Title 1 Program, Halifax
County Public Scnools, Halifax, Virginia.

7. Audit Critique Report for the ESEA Title I Program: (FLASH), Guam
Department of Education, Agana, Guam.

8. Final Aut;l.it Report, ESEA Title I Program, San Bernardino City Unified
Schools, Snzt Bernardino, California.

These selected documents will allow the members of the General Subcommit-
tee on Education to review some practical ways which have been used to
implement and document success in selected Federal Programsespecially Title
I of ESEA.

These documents, along with our previously documented history and practi-
cal experiences, provide the impetus for our recommendations in the following
section (Support and Recommendations to Extend the Major Secondary Educa-
tionEspellally Title I of ESEA).

SUPPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO EXTEND MAJOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS FOR
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION-ESPECIALLY TITLE I OF ESEA.

On behalf of the educators of EPIC Diversified Systems Corporation, we
offer our support in continuing the major Federal Programs for Elementary
and Secondary Education. However, as noted throughout our testimony, we
feel we have the necessary expertise and practical experience in Federal Pro-
gramsespecially Title I of ESEA to document recommendations relevant to
extending major Federal Programs for Elementary and Secondary Education
for consideration by the members of the General Subcommittee on Education.
Therefore, the following recommendations are made with special emphasis
placed on aid for educationally deprived children:

I. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to-remain basically categorical.

If the educationally deprived children are to receive consideration in school,
then just stipulations will have to be attached to monies so as to ensure that
"real" compensatory programs exist.

2. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to emphasize that expenditures be directed toward preventive pro-
grams, and that these expenditure be concentrated on the basic skill areas rel-
evant to specific documented learner needs.

The EPIC educators have observed that the successful programs have been
in tha area of prevention or "catch-up," beginning when the 'disadvantaged
child first enters school. Remediation in the upper grades Is more expensive
and significant progress is more difficult to obtain. Districts which use compen-
satory funds for remedial programs continue to be plagued with learner needs.

3. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to redirei.tt the emphasis from educational processes to learner per-
formance.

The EPIC educators have observed the need to require evaluation concen-
trated on learner performance rather than evaulation of educational processes
and programs in gem:ral.
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4. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to provide the state and local educational agencies at least a three
year advanced notice of funding levels.

The EPIC educators have observed a lack of continuity in planning, and
frustration at the local level due to existing funding procedures. It is difficult
for adequate planning of programs for educationally deprived children without
the knowledge of advanced funding levels.

5. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children belegislated to ensure intensive staff development from the Federal, State, and
Local Education levels, in basic accountability skills required to implementand manage'the programs.

The EPIC educators have observed a need at all educational levels for staff
development in basic accountability skills required to implement and manage
current programs designed for educationally deprived children.

C. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to involve parents in areas in which they have knowledge to make
effective decisions.

The EPIC educators have observed parents being asked to make decisions atinappropriate levels, as well as parents having little involvement in current
programs for educationally deprived children.

7. It is recommended that future aid for educationally deprived children be
legislated to continue appropriations based on certain economic factors, and
also to allow the local educational agencies the priviledge of developing pro-grams based on priority learner needs.

The EPIC educators have observed that many students who need to be
involved in programs for educationally deprived children attend nontargetschool and are, therefore, deprived of opportunities which educationally
deprived children experience in target schools. Also, some desegregation orderscomplicate this situation.

Mr. Tow-mn. Thank you very much.
"I do have a.few questions. I might comment on the lighter side of

thing since this morning we are witnessing congressional reform in
its fastest acting in the U:S. House of Representatives.

I. am a minority member and I am a member of 8 weeks and here
I am the chairman .of this committee. So there is hope for congres-
sional reform.

On the serious side, I sincerely appreciate the testimony this
morning and I also appreciate the fact that you have come up with
sonic concrete suggestions that this committee as a whole I am sure
will study and hopeully.take into rious account.

I would like to discuss a few areas. You mentioned parent in-
volvement. Apparently there have been some problems in this area
as far as you have seen. I am deeply in favor of parent involvement
in the program.

Could you discuss a little bit the problem you have seen in this
area ?

Dr. KRA:VER. Yes. As I read the current title I guidelines, I think
they state that parent groups are to serve in an advisory capacity
and in this advisory capacity, certainly their inputs are to be .z.ther-
ished and are to be used by those people making the decisions within
the operation of the title I program.

Although in a minority, there are some title I programs who gave
the decisions making responsibility totally to parent groups.

Consequently you have a pressure group or a political group or a
parent group making decisions requiyed experience, without
knowledge, without consideration for many variables which should
be considered when they begin to.direct a total program.
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We have worked in other programs. where advisory groups were
simply a token. I think this is equally wrong. I think there are ways
there are levels and there are areas where parents can participate
meaningfully, where they can understand what they are doing and
their input and their impetus can aid program development.

I think this involvement will lend itself to parental support, to
communication between community and the efforts of title I, and it
is this kind of plan that we are proposing.

Mr. TowEr.L. I notice that you are recommending continued fund-
ing fr(it economic factors and we do have a discussion within the
commicee here that yon may be aware of. Mr. Quie yesterday pro-
posed a different way of funding for title L

Could we hear some comment on your desire to continue appar-
ently with the economic end of it?

Mr. KRANER. We discussed this at length in our own corporation
and with people who had worked with the program. We feel that
the ultimate and the most effective funding be based primarily .

upon learner need.
I think we do have an immediate problem of continuing the cur-

rent funding. If you were to require that all funding be based upon
learner needs, the only feasible way of doing this is a tremendous
statewide needs assessment, probably based upon some standardized
test which is going to miss much of the effectiveness of your local
programs.

Until such time as a local program can develop a genuine needs
assessment and then these needs assessments can be summarized into a
representative State needs assessment which is truly reflective. of the
objectives of local programs, then I think we might consider another
base for funding as an interim process to eventually arrive at the
point to where, based upon the genuine identification of learner
needs ; we will be able to allocate funds.

Mr. -TOWELL. In the future, though, if that testing was developed
over a period of perhaps a year or so, you do feel that we could
work into that program. That is a possibility.

Dr. KRANER. We feel it would be one of the most essential things
that you could do which would promote the effectiveness of title I
activities.

Mr. TowELL. You also mentioned at the very beginning of your
testimony that you went beyond what was called for and had an
audit report.

Dr. KRANER. Yes.
Mr. ToWELL. That is a pleasant. surprise. What has become of

those audit reports besides being used in the local instance where
you are involved? Has that been adopted by any other groups?

Dr. KRANER. The education program audit began with title VII
and VIII and discretionary funds of title III. The 'requirements in
those projects are that audit reports go to the local project, with
copies sent to the State Department and to the Federal funding
agency.

In title I this is not a requirement. However several of .the title I
directors and superintendents felt that this would be a good practice
in terms of creating credibility with the community.
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We have performed several of these audits in title I programs.
The 3 annual reportsa critique report at the beginning of the
year, an interim report as to the process of program activity, and a
final audit report which verifies the internal evaluation reports
were primarily used by the superintendent of schools as a' report to
the school board and then the school board released this report. to
the community.

These reports were also included in the continuation proposals
that were sent to the State departments for the continuation of
funding in that particular district.

Mr. TowErr. So you feel that they were used and perhaps could
he used throughout title I, not just the ones you are involved in.

Dr. KRANER. Yes, I do. A very specific example was in one school
districts where we were working. A parent appeared before the
school board and indicated that he had been in one of the schools
during testing, and that during the pretest very little motivation
was given to the students, that during the post-test situation teach-
ers were actually helping, the students.

In the audit report we-had visited something like six schools and
32 classrooms. We were able then to give our testimony as to what

. we had observed which conflicted with the parent.
I think this was immensely helpful to the superintendent and the

school board in trying to ascertain the genuineness of the results
that they had in their evaluation program.

Mr. TOWELL. On page 8 of your testimony, the first two questions,
you talked about specific needs.

Could you identify these needs and their importance to the success
of title I?

Mr. LUSE.. In other words, do you want us to tell you how we go
about doing it or what is a learner need?

Mr. TOWELL. What is it and how do you go about doing it
Mr. LUSK. We start with concerns; we survey concerns, of teach-,

ers, students, and parents and we take these concerns and form
goals. Then we let these various. groups rank the goals. From the
priority goals, we develop performance objectives or what you ex-
pect from the learners.

We measure the performance objectives. When students score
below where they are ez.pected to score in the performance objectives,
a learner need is documented. Then we turn to educational needs
what are the educational resources needed to eliminate the identified'
learner need.

So this is the basic process. We are talking about something below
the level of reading, for example, vocabulary or hopefully getting
even into criterion areas. We feel title I should get into these ares to
do the job that really needs to be clone.

Dr. KRAMER. We basically recognize three major phases in a needs
assessment. One is the gathering of the priority concerns of the com-
munity and developing need into stated performance objectives.
These are measurable statements.

Phase 2 is the .actual measurement of these objectives. within the
schOol district; and then, if this need is documented in step 2, we get
into phase 3, which has to deal with provisions of educational facil-'
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ties to meet this need. If the needed facilities are not available, then
we would term this as an educational need.

Mr. TONVELL. I don't believe we have any further questions, gentle-
men. Thank you very much for appearing this morning. We appre- .

ciate your testimony and your information for the record. Hope-
fully there is a summary chapter in some of that information so we
can get. to it. We will proceed on that basis, then, if there is a sum-
mary chapter.

.Mr. Lush. Thank you very much.
Mr. TOWELL. We will haVe the next group of witnesses. Perhaps

they could all come forward at the same time. Mr. Sullivan, do you
want to call your whole group in particular order?

STATEMENT OF JOHN SULLIVAN, SPRINGFIELD, MASS., ADMINIS-
TRATOR, TITLE I ESEA PROGRAM

Mr. SULLIVAN. We will introduce ourselves as we go down the line
and speak very ?miefly, sir.

I thank the committee for giving us the opportunity to speak to
you here today. We have given you several documents, which the
committee can look at, at your leisure. We would like to speak
briefly in terms of our own title I programs in our own commumities
and also our strong feeling that the Elementary and Secondary Act
should be continued and that .the funding level should be increased
and continued.

The last part of Chairman Perkins' bill, indicating a study of the
lath funding of the Elementary and Secondary Act is something we
are happy with in terms of looking at that problem and hopefully
getting it solved with a forward funding procedure.

In Springfield, we have $1.3 million title I program. In this pro-
gram, in one of the largest parts of it, we used 24 teachers and 150
teacher aides working in some 29 different title I buildings, public
and nonpublic schools. The teacher aide program began as a title I
function. I think the success of this program is indicated in the fact
that in the present city budget there are 101 teacher aide positions.
So that this title I activity has been taken over by the city and
Spread throughout all of the schools in the city.

We also have a very large counseling program, with 20 counselors
and three psychological examiners and other staff serving the chil-
dren in the target schools. They are providing approximately 1 hour
per week of extra counseling services to the emotionally disturbed
children who need the service. .

We have, in the last; 2 years, increased our preschool program, and
we presently have 250 children in a preschool program. Last year's
evaluation results showed between pre- and post-testing periods that
there were gains on two parts of the test, gains of 13 and 23 months
in a 10 -month period.

Last year, we also began a new reading clinic. Children with se-
vere reading disabilities, in title I schools, were put into a special
program, and the entire program focuses on increasing reading skills
through various subject matter areas.
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In this program, the average expected placement at the time they
began the program a year ago in September would have been 3.3,
third

''()Tack
in 3 months. The actual average test score was 1.7 at that

time. At beginning of the school year, these 27 children were ap-
proximately .gaining 50 percent of what they would have been ex-
pectedto gain in terms of the number of years in education.

. During the average 6-month stay in the program, scores increased.
The post-test score was 2.7; so that during the period of time at the
clinic, the growth rate increased, from being close to 50 percent be-
fore getting into the clinic, to being something like 150 percent of
growth rate during the time they were in the clinic.

.This briefly SUMS up our program in Springfield.
We are interested in continuing the title I funding. On the ques-

tions which the committee has been asking here this morning, we see
a very close correlation between the areas of poverty and areas of
the school districts that have low achievement. If I rate the 36 ele-
mentary schools in my community from high AFDC count to low
and rate them accordingly from lowest achievement score to the
highest, 10 schools that have the highest AFDC count and 10 schools
that have lowest achievement scores are going to correlate almost
100 percent. It is not until I get to the 20th school in the rating that
I get a break in the pattern of tying in schools that have a high per-
cent of poverty also having low achievement scores- on standardized
testing.

[Prepared statements of John Sullivan and Council of Adminis-
trators of Compensatory Education follow :]

STATEMENT OF JOHN SULLIVAN, SPRINGFIELD, MASS., ADMINISTRATOR
TITLE I ESEA PROGRAM

ASSESSMENT OF TITLE I

Determining the effectiveness of this program is very difficult because it is
trying to determine the effectiveness of one part of a total educational pro-
gram which takes place in a multi-problem urban center. The condition of the
society in Springfield has changed greatly since 1965 when work on the Title I
Program first began. Title I has not snlved the educational ills of this city. On
the other hand, the educational ills are only one part of the problem of the
total urban society.

We will attempt briefly to indicate the values which the Title I Program
has had to the city as we see it. First, the Teacher Aide Program began in
March of 1966. The use of teacher aides wus begun as a Federal Title I Pro-
gram, and presently there are 101 aide pofiiions within the city budget. That
this program, established as a Title I activity, has considerable value seems to
be reflected in the fact that the city has adopted this program within the
school system. This program has brought many community people into the
schools working with our professional staff and children. In many cases, these
para-professionals have proved very effective in working with problem children
with whom the professional staff had not established rapport. The relations
between the schools and the community have benefited by the placement of
these aides in the schools, some of them from minority backgrounds. The effec-
tiveness of the aides in the instructional program is very difficult to evaluate
sqmrately ; however, many principals and supervisors have indicated that we
have been very fortunate with some aides whose skills developed over a period
of years and are now almost as good as some of the professional staff.

From evaluations, children working with aides showed good growth. This
was particularly manifested with grade three children in math and in reading.
Metropolitan pre and post tests were used for assessment.. In the school year
1971-72 the math mean pre-test was 3.1 and the post-test mean was 4.2a
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gain of eleven months. In reading during the same school year, the Metropoli-
tan pre-test mean was 1.0 with a post-test mean of 2.3a gain of thirteen
months.

There are many benefits that the children receive from Teacher Aides that
are extremely difficult to document. One in particular is the emotional develop-
ment of some children that is a result of a 1 to 1 relationship, or small group
and aide relationship. Another reward for the child is the increased success
factor which brings about improvement in self-image which contributes to the
.overall Imppiness of the child.

Data collected by observers indicates that teacher aides spend 10% of their
time working with one child individually and 70 of their time working with
from 2 to 8 children. If one considers that each aide works with less than
thirty children, this means that each child could spend more than 63 hours a
week in a group of S or less. Each student could very likely receive the
teacher aide's individual attention amounting to 48 minutes a week. Truly the
aides are an important contribution to the total educational process.
. The second major Title I program has been the Social and Psychological
Services Unit. This unit has more than doubled the city counseling services on
the elementary level. Most Title I schools have full-time counselors. The value
of this service is reflected in a recent request of elementgry principals con-
cerning. the E.S.A.A. Project, Here tbesecond highest request is for counseling
services in addition to those provided in the city. This request reflects the
value which the principals and teachers feel concerning these counseling serv-
ices. Approximately 6.200 children have been served by counseling services
during the last six years.

Typical annual case load = 1036 Title I children. (This number of clients
represents approximately 10 of the student population served.) This figure
agrees with national studies of the number of school children who require
guidance services.

The 1972-73 SPS Unit staff consists of : 20 counselors; 3 psychological
examiners; 1 speech therapist for non-public schools; 4 teacher aides for e.d.
children; 2 teacher aides; 2 administrators; 1 consulting psychiatrist, 5 hrs.
per week; 1 consulting clinical psychologist, 10 hrs, per week ; and 1 consult-
ing pediatrician, 1/ hr. per week.

The SPS Unit serves 25 schools (15 public elementary, 9 non-public, 2 public
junior highs)

Annually, the Title I funds provided to the SPS Unit themselves act as seed
money in that with the money SPS produces services to children which are
125% or more, greater than the original funding, e.g. camperships, tutors, resi-
dential placements, day care services, etc.

Individual counseling of children is augmented by many innovative counsel-
ing programs in the various schools, e.g. group counseling, formation of parent
groups for counseling, parent and teacher in-service groups, parent school vol-
unteers, etc.

Normal SPS Unit activities include: acceptance of referrals; diagnostic
psychological examinations; ongoing counseling of all types; consultation
between counselors, psychologist, psychiatrist, and medical consultant; referral
of clients to other agencies; parent conferences and evaluation; in-service
training; coordination of small classes for the emotionally disturbed; clothing
survey and distribution, etc.

Individual problems of children for which children are referred are endless,
although most have "personality disorders." These disorders are often charac-
terized by a combination of emotional immaturity, passive-aggressiveness,
hyperactivity acting out, withdrawal and/or depression. Many are behavior
disorders of childhood and overtly aggressive, sometimes exhibiting antisocial
or pre - delinquent patterns.

At least one M three referred children has a family or personal connection
with a helping social agency. Those local agency groups with which SPS Unit
works most frequently are: Dept. of Public Welfare; Division of Child Guard-
ianship; Dept. of Mental Health; Dept. of Education; Dept, of Special Educa-
tion; Children's Protective Services (.SPCC); Child Guidance Clinic ; Child and
Family Service; etc.

As professional staff and space became available three years ago, the School
Department entered the area of pre-school education. We presently have eight
centers in operation with more than 240 children enrolled in the program. This
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activity seems to offer the greatest potential for assisting the Title I children,
the educationally deprived by intervening at an early age. This program offers
21/2 hours of experience in an environment rich in educational materials. It
focuses on improving the oral language development. The evaluation reports
have indicated that this program has had a positive effect upon children who
have participated.

Last year-eight months between pre and post tests for thirty children invited
because of their poor language development, there were gains of 23 months
and 13 months on two parts of the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities.

This program is concerned with the whole child and is aimed toward the
Social, physical, emotional, health and nutritional development as well as the
cognitive area.

Two .years ago the first Title I Reading Clinic at the Springfield Boy's
Club was started. This program reflects the hest thinking of the Director
of Reading in prpviding a . highly individualized, diagnostic, and prescritptive
instructional program. The second Reading Clinic was opened last year. Both
clinics are instructing children in near ideal situations with ample instruc-
tional materials and equipment. The evaluation° of the full year of operation at
the Boys' Club indicated very substantial progress in reading skills by the
children who have been in attendance. This program gives a full day of
instruction with a heavy emphasis on improving reading while working with
the whole child in all subject matter areas.

The evaluation of this program last year included 26 pupils. They had as
expected grade placement of 3.3 but really scored 1.8, the er-.p averaged 2.7
on the post test. For an average stay of 6.4 months at the clinic, an average
gain of 9.3 was made. Thus progress was at a rate of 145e", at the clinic. In
summary, there was a nine month gain in sio!..- months, and Irom a 54 rate of
growth there was an increase to a 145% rate of growth.-

COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATORS OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

The Title I Directors of Massachusetts have joined together in the Council
of Administrators of. Compensatory Education in order to speak out as a
group. The Executive Board formally voted the following recommendations on
February 8, 1973.

1. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act should be extended for a
period of five years.

2. Title I E.S.E.A. should be funded at 100 of authorization.
3. The Congress and the President should take immediate action, (a.) to

appropriate Title I funds for Fiscal Year 1973, equal to the final appropriation
for Fiscal Year 1972, (b.) to insure the continuation of the carry-over nroce-
dure, and (e.) to begin now a process of advance funding of Title I '14 oro-
printing 1974 funds now in Fiscal Year 1973.

4. In, order to ensure the continuity of services to children for an extended
period, the Title I school districts should be identified once for a three year
period, and the children identified to be served should be allowed to partici-
pate for three years in those schools.

5. The State' Department of Education should be allowed greater flexibility
in interpreting the comparability data. The present five ratios should be sim-
plified to be more meaningful.

G. Tip to 35% of, the .acal allotment may be used in schools with the highest
25% poverty level in order to develop integrated compensatory programs ; all
staff _should be allowed to participate; and where more than 50% of the chil-
dren are eligible to participate, programs may be allowed to benefit the other
children.

7. More ffelrl services from the State Department of Education are needed,
and thus their admielstrative expenses should be increased.

8. Federal funds authorized and appropriated for disadvantaged students at
the elementary and secondary education level should be specifically identified
for supplementary compensatory programs and should come through the State
Department of Education.

Mr. SULLIVAN. I would like to turn the microphone over to Mr.
Buckley, Brockton, Mass.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD BUCKLEY, BROCKTON, MASS., ADMINIS-
TRATOR, TITLE I ESEA PROGRAM

Mr. BucKLET. My name is Richard Buckley, Brockton, Mass.,
school system. I would like to recommend very definitely that title I
funding be continued and, if at all possible, increased. I say this be-
cause I-firinly believe that we have come along way and I firmly be-
lieve we still have a long way to go.

I woulc; like to give a very short, brief historical summary of title
I program in Brockton and some of the problems we have encoun-
tered and some of the things that we have done about it.

Back in September 1969, when we looked at this program, it was a
remedial reading program which varied quite considerably from
building to building with no particular concentration at any grade
level. We had relatively, within the title I area, inexperienced staff
who were selected after all other classroom teachers had been chosen
for positions.

I would like to refer to the program at that time as a program in
orbit. You had your building staff and then you had your title I
staff. It was a reading program, and yet I found that there wa.: lit-
tle involvement, if any involvement, on the part of the reading de-
partment.

Then I found also that there was general confmion relative to
title I guidelines; hence there were many instances of contusion
about supplementing services.

I think the consequence of everything I said was in our
evaluation results at that time, which generally were noL g.oOd. So
we immediately undertook to do something about this, and immedi-
ately what we tried to do was establish priority needs within the
school system; and, based on all of the criteria that we looked at, we
felt that language development at the primary grade level was the
priority need in the school system.

We immediately set forth to produce a language development
guide that would become the title I program for the city of Brock-
ton. This was done; the program was implementer'.

The next job that we had was to go out and employ staff. In view
of the fact that we were dealing with our most severe educational
problems; I felt very strongly we should haVe our most experienced
staff and, consequently, I worked very hard at attempting to talk
teachers out of the classroom situation into the title I situation, and
we were largely.successful in doing thiS.

As a matter of fact, I feel right now that we have in the title I
area of Brockton some of the best leacheis that we have in the
school system.

The next thing that I attempted to do was to involve the reading
department and, very fortunately, in the last couple of years2 with a
new reading department director, we have had 100 p mercent volve-
ment by the reading department. Asa matter of fact, the title I pro-
gram centers around the direction given to it by the reading depart-
ment.

The title I staff has been involved in the planning and in the
writing of the title I program. No longer are there any supplanting
programs. All of our programs in the language development area
are strictly supplementary in nature.
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Also, we have tried to integrate our title I program into the regu-
lar curriculum offerings of the school department. .Consequently, our
language development program has been centered around a new
readily). program that has been developed for the entire city of
Brockton. There has been constant involvement with the reading de-
partment, our own title I staff, and classroom teachers.

So this makes the title I program an integral part of everything
that is happening in Brockton. It makes the teachers in that pro-
gram an integral part of everything that is happening in Brockton.

We have looked at this program very closely. We have had it
evaluated over the years, and I have before me here the evaluation'
of the 1971-72 program, in which, at oTades K through 3, we
showed very fine gains, the best gains that we have been able to
show since the inception of the program.

I think the point I would like to convey today is the staff and
their interest. The first question that I ask, once finding that a
teacher was eminently qualified to teach this program, is: "Do you
want to teach in title I?" If the answer to that was an unqualified
"Yes," I was interested and only if it was an unqualified "Yes."

These are the type of teachers that I now have in the program,
and I might say that when we finally got this evaluation, I gues-.
that I could probably compare that room to which I announced the
evaluation to the New York Mets' dressing room when they won the
pennant. Those teachers were certainly enthused and, I believe, well
rewarded.

So I have a few recommendations : one, that title I funding be in-
creased rather than decreased. One recommendation I think I would
like to make that I feel is quite important is that the administrative
structure for Federal down through the State to the local be re-
tained so that what has taken 7 years to establish will not be de-
stroyed. I think that this is very important.

Again I. want to get across the fact that, over the years, a number
very fine and experienced teachers have come into this program

who are dedicated to teaching children who have severe learning
problems, and they are very much interested in what is happening
at the graSsroots level. I thank you.

STATEMENT OF GERALDINE JOHNSON, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.,
ADMINISTRATOR,' TITLE I ESEA PROURA1L

Mrs. Jonicsoil. As I heard Cleveland give its testimony, h made me
think of home, because we are a 9.!riller prototype of what. Dr. Brigo6s
said about the Cleveland schro1 system. We are a school population of
approximately 25,000'students, and at least 50 percent of these students
are assessed to be both economically and educationally deprived.

We have had, as Cleveland has had, a great change in our student
enrollment over the last 10 years. Until now, we have had 54 percent
minority enrollment. There are 30 percent of our student population
which is black, newly arrived from the South of our country.

AbOut 24 percent of our population is Spanish surnamed. I would
say that the majority of them are Puerto Rican2 who have come froth
the island to the mainland, and have a high mobility of back and forth
residence with us.
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So, some new kinds of problems have emerged in Bridgeport, and
in the 7 years we have been involved with title I, it has allowed us to
intervene, we feel, in some very serious educational probleMs.

We also have an eroding tax base, and it is extremely hard for us to
get what we. consider the adequate funds to provide quality education
for all of our pupils. We have an exceedingly large drain of the white
middle class from our community,. going to the suburbs; and a dis-
advantaged population locked in which has nowhere to go or no-
escape really.

So, we have growing populations of the poor. Significantly, we
feel that just at the time that title I started in Connecticut, our
State- was perceptive enough to know that the large cities had grow-
ing minority populations, growing disadvantaged populations that
needed a great input into educational deprivation.

So, our State, our legislature, provided State funds that could
partner along with title I funds and give us what we felt then were
ample funds to really begin to deal with the problems that faced us.

We think we have been diligent about title I. I should have said
when I began that I very, very strongly endorse its continuance. I
am delighted with the Perkins bill. I hope that it will get significant
support.

I think if we could look forward to another 4 years or 5 years of
continued involvement, it helps us. This sitting or walking on eggs
from year to year, trying to find out whether there will be continued
funds puts us in a terrible bind as we try to mount long-range pro-
grams for youngsters.

We feel that 7 years has simply allowed us the time to design pro-
grams that can. inake a difference where we are beginning to see the
progress that can be made. We are not sure that the evaluation de-
mands are the most realistic kinds, when we tie them strictly to our
national achievement scores, and so forth.

We feel that there is some other kind of evaluation that we might
be able to build into these programs to show progress. But, neverthe-
less, we do not think that it has been realistic to say that programs
have not succeeded because of some of the shortcomings that perhaps
have become apparent through the evaluations that we have made.

We think that there has been significant progress that also should
be pointed to on a national and on a State basis. Our title I funds,
which are approximately $1,300,000, are partnered with about
$800,000 of our State Disadvantaged Act funds which gives us more
than $2 million, a little over $2 million to really address ourselves to
our problems.

Our State Disadvantaged Act money has gone to mount reading
programs because we feel that our goal is to make our kids educa-
tionally functional, and in the longrun, make them functional citi-
zens who can become functioning citizens of our country and pro-
ductive and competitive ones.

One must have significant reading skills to do this. We have taken
our State funds and we have mounted significant reading programs,
but again, we have narrowed the scope even of these programs so
that they go into about 13 priority validated schools which were val-
idated under title I guidelines.
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Even our State funds are going into those schools to serve chil-
dren in grades 1 through 5.

So we are serving in our programs both title I and State disad-
vantaffed programs, approximately 4.500 children. I am sorry, about
6.000 ..children.

Our title I funds are serving about 4,500 children, with, we say, a
production input of about $300 per pupil that can make a difference.
In title I, we have used our funds .very specifically for early child-
hood programs 'Irom prekindergarten up through grade 3.

That is one aspect of title I. We are serving 400 prekindergarten
children to try to intervene in educational disadvantage and give
them the background that is necessary to conic to kindergarten and
profit from a kindergarten experience.

We have received great community support here. We pay no rent
anywhere that we have these programs, and we think that is a big
thing t,C1 have mounted in our particular communities. We have
churches and housing projects and community houses giving us
space to work with these children, all under the guidance of our fire
department that these are safe places in which to have our pro-
grams.

Then we put our money into staffing and materials and evaluating
our programs to be slue we are doing something that is extremely
worth while for the 400 kids that we serve. These prekindergartens
are tied to the attendance area validated title I schools that kids are
going to go into the following year in kindergarten. We have corn-
munity organizations connected. with the places that have given us
volunteer service.

They are interested in kids and they give us volunteer service dur-
ing the day. We have taken people out of the neighborhoods and
trained them and hired them as aids in our program and put them
in our early,childhood programs.

We have used title I funds to follow these children up from kin-
dergarten into the first, second, and third grade with a follow
through program out of our title I funds where we have a very,
very specific curriculum.

Again, our school system pays for the teachers, and we pay for
the paraprofessionals, and we pay for the very specific materials
that we want to use to implement and intensify curriculum for these
youngsters.

We are showing it makes a difference. At this level, we have very
significant parent involvement programs. We think that in title I,
one of the best. things you have mandated from us is that we must
have parent councils and parent involvement. One of the reasons
why we think that economic disadvantage is tied so closely to educa-
tional

we
is because the educational aspirations of these

parents for their children are very different from what you will get
from your middle class and upper class parents.

If we tie them in early to the .education of their children, then
they learn the parents learn, that there are things we can teach them
to do with their children to promote educationcl achievement. They,
tooi.begin to aspire for their kids for educational success, and that
their kids can go on and complete high school and can get other
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kinds of training and can become functional citizens and maybe they
can break out of that spiral of disadvantage and poverty that the
parents have found themselves in. And their kids can lead a differ-
ent life from the kind of lives that they have led.

So your parent involvement mandate to us I feel is one of the
most important things that has come out of title I. We have devel-
oped some fine parent leaders who come to our board of education
meetings and demand that our local school system have a better
input in the base to their children's education, and that if the local
school system has a significant input, then title I and any other kind
of things that will be done for their children will be the advanta-
geous kind of thing that can hook their kids in and make them soar
in education.

Mr. I:Al-J.11TE. 'Ali% Chairman, with your permission, I would like
to ask a question at that point for clarification.

I know you have parental advisory committees.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Right. .

Mr. RADorirr. Would you ext;,nd this involvement of the individ-
ual parent to the fullest extent fet,sible, and for the individual child,
so they sit down. together with the teacher and see what the prob-
lems are and talk about the objectives

Mrs. ,TouNsox. Our parents involmnent is on a number of levels.
They are certainly members of the Parent Advisory Committee that
suggest to us what kind of proposals they feel are meaningful, but
we are very aware that they do it on the basis of what they leavee 'ob-
served in our programs.

So, we encourage them to come into classrooms to volunteer some
of their time, a little of their time in the classroom with their chil-
dren to see what is going on, to learn some things from the class-
room that they can take home and do with their children. They help
us make concrete decisions as when we can only do certain things
with title I money what is it they want us to do.

We try very hard to not only ask them these questions, but to be
willing to listen to them, and it gives us a lot of clout with our
board of education to say that the Federal guideline mandates that
theSe parents be involved, and that even though there might be a
wish to sort of dilute some of the title I funds or do something else
with it, this is what the parents want us to do.

When the parents make this mandate, they are listened to by our
board of education and by our city administration much more than
I as a -professional saying these are the kinds of things we .need for
our children.

But what we have noticed recently is that our parents are on very
much the same wavelength that we are on. They know what is good
for their kids, too. They know they want their kids to read well and
they want them to speak well and they want them to become com-
petitive functional individuals.

This is the kind of talk that they are giving now. We didn't have
this kind of involvement before title I. It allows us to say to teach-
ers, "The school doors are open." We say to parents, "The school
doors are open." Then we say to teachers, "The school doors have to
be open."
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The parents believe this, and we must let them in our classroom
and they must be an integral part of what is going on in the class-
room. This is a change for us in education in Bridgeport:-

I think that the other important thing that title I has done is that
it has allowed us to freedom within the guidelines to experiment
with new techniques and patterns in education to really try to find a
way to be relevant to a particular student population. But the amaz-
ing thing is that once having found that kids can meet success in
some of the individualized styles of education that we really have
implemented in title I programs, our school system has picked them
up, kind of a ray of light, that we think is educationally sound and
that we work with all children.

We develop individualized level programs in reading and in math
and our school system has adopted what we developed. We can go
on to some other kind of business. We can refine those and develop
some other new styles of things that are important.

But. I think one advantage of title I legislation or fundino. has
been that school systems who were really serious about the problem
could experiment and innovate and try out and find out something
about. a particular segment of the school population which could
have great implications in general education for a school system.

So. now we find our system is looking to us for much of the lead-
ership in some of the more innovative styles of teaching and our
teacher training process. that we have gotten involved in, could be
very effective within a total school system.

We think we have more than carried our weight, and we have
. made a real contribution to a total school system, not in terms of
money. but in terms of result.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. I think those are very helpful observations. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. TOWELL. Perhaps we could move on to the next witness now.

STATEMENT OF STAN FARGNIARZ, BURLINGTON, VT.

Mr. FARGNIARZ. Since we have a smaller enrollment than Cleve-
land, about the only thing I have in common with Dr. Briggs is
that I have also been with the program for 6 years, and so I have
been with no ethnic black group population to speak of in Vermont.

I have been with the program since its inception. Being a frugal
Vermonteer, I have limited my testimony to one page which covers
the 6 years I am referring to. I hope that brevity does not diminish
its importance.

Since 1966, Burlington, Vermont has received slightly more than
$772,000 for title I programs to serve disadvantaged children.

With the exception of about $50,000, during the first 2 years for
the purchase of instructional equipment to service a citywide Au-
diovisual Center obtained through a title III grant, all of these
funds have been spent on direct services to children through a vari-
ety of programs.

In the 6 years of its operation, close to 25,000 children in public
and nonpublic schools have benefited from these programs, and of
these, slightly more than 10,000 have received services in a concen-.
trated, intensive manner.
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An in depth, assessment of needs and priorities established that
services should revolve around activities designed to improve read-
ing skills. reduce dropouts, and improve attendance, provide basic
health screening, increase commtmication skills by providing. speech
therapy, and offer a change from inner city living by sponsoring a
summer camping and recreation program.

Our experience has convinced us that these efforts have been suc-
cessful when services are carefully planned, well coordinated, consci-
entiously delivered and honestly evaluated.

In 1969, 137 of 2,161 students in grades 9-12 dropped out of
school. By having a home school coordinator contact dropouts dur
ing the summer, dropouts numbered 76 and 93 during the next 2
years.

Our speech therapy program enables us to screen every entering
kindergarten child and each year about 75 children are dismissed
from therapy- as having been evaluated as having profited enough to
carry on in regular class work.

Through additional nurse and training of technicians from low-
income levels, every child in our five title I target schools is given a
vision and hearing test and referrals made to doctors or clinics when
needed, as well as followup services. In the case of followthrough
children, dental and medical services are provided.

Four reading specialists are serving intensively about 50-60. chil-
dren in each title I school. Gains made, while not dramatic, have al-
lowed these children to remain with their classmates and not fall be-
hind as far as might be expected.

One hundred seventy-five children each summer have learned to
live and share with others in,a well run camping program. Previous
year campers are used as junior counselors and are paid with title I
funds. The benefits to them may be more than to the campers as
they enter junior .high school with a changed attitude and continue
in a related series of like activities with their teachers.

Unless such activities can be guaranteed through subsequent fund-
ing, I would strongly urge that title I funds continue to be desig-
nated as focusing on disadvantaged children and that funds be in-
creased so that we may reach the 50 percent we have not been able
to reach in the past.

Mr. TowtL.L. I assume that you have identified the other 50 per-
cent somewhere?

FARGNIARZ. Yes, in my testimony, at the bcrienning of these
programs we got all the principals of the schools in.the city, and we
identified and assessed what our needs were at that time, reevaluated
a few. years later in 1968 and 1969, and have had identified those
through testing as well as Various other meansall those thatwould
be eligible.

We then in succeeding years and subsequent funding concentrated
the services on the neediest of those. So that we have identified all
of them we think at leitst with all the measures that are presently
available and are concentrating the services on the most needy which.
come to maybe 2,000. or 3,000 each year, which would be eligible.

We are concentrating in the last few years on slightly under a
1,800 or 1,900. So, we really think we are meeting the neediest of the
needy.
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Mr. Towzr.L. Thank you.
Mr. RADCLIPPE. Is that based on educational need ?
Mr. FARGNIARZ. Educational plus others coming from parents,

teachers and principals. Parenthetically, I have no objections to a
structured formal well thought out and planned needs assessment so
long as the funding will come to carry out what that shows.

fam well aware that we are not meeting the needs of all children,
and if such needs assessment are in line without work, as we have
done it with title I children, I see no conflict between Representative
Quie's proposal and what we are trying to do in title I.

Mr. TowELL. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DR. THOMAS CIMINO, PROVIDENCE SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Dr. CIMINO. We have student population of 23,000 students, about
a third of whom are black. We are the country's largest Portuguese
population, a sizable Spanish speaking population.

Of 28,000 students, some 12,009 are classified as poor. Of that 12,000,
we are serving 8,000 in title I programs. I inn new to Providence. As
I look back on some. of our old.proposals, I saw a statement such as we
wanted to enrich the experiences of the disadvantaged or raise levels
of aspirations.

I think we have bome a long way since then. In January of this
year we instituted a reading program based on 128 behavioral objec-
tives. Connected to this program is computer printout to parents. By
movinn. to this program which is a diagnostic program, we have in-
cluded'a thousand more students this year than last year at no addi-
tional cost.

We have reduced the cost of educating these children to less than
$200. This past summer in 1972, we instituted a math program. We
found, may I say, that the reading program so far has shown that
the average gain is 1 year 2 months. We moved into the math pro-
gram this summer, and we found in a 7 Week period.' that students
gained 3 months in math skills.

We have continued this program progress by instituting labs
throughout the city. We have just initiated an early childhood com-
prehensiVe program based on creative drama and childreris: litera-
ture.

We have also trained 35'J parents so we can get a more compre-
hensive relationship between the home and school environment. You
have to ask the question, "What took Providence so long to get
going"?

There, are twofold answers. One, we didn't know how to educate
disadvantaged children. TwO, without federally mandated require=
Ments of 'evaluation, we Would haVe gone on thinking we were rais.-
ing levels .of aspirations, and we have . now shifted our thinking to
embrace the idea that as one is successful, one becomes more confi-
dent. '

AS one becoines More confident. as a result of that success, -be then
raises his level Of. aspiration. In .my judgment, I think it would be a
tragedy to discontinue this aid 'to title I -students. in Providence be-
cause it would reduce our past 6 years to nothing more than a com-
edy of errors.
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It. would also crush new born hopes of these title I parents that
they have just gained for their children. I think most of the efforts
of the title I classroom will be neutralized if this funding is liscon-
tinned. In Providence, our parents are involved in monitoring and
staffing title I programs.

Initially, they forced us to listen to them and as a result, I think
we have gained a mutual understanding of the concern they have
for their children.. However, I really think without these mandated
councils, a lot of communities in our State are going to abandon
them. I think Providence parents group is probably one of the most
organized in the country and a lot of groups in our State are trying
to imitate what they have done.

I think that will go clown the drain. I would leave you three rec-
ommendations. One, I think each school system should be awarded 3
years grant for kindergarten through grade 2 program.

That there should be yearly evaluations of this program. If by
year 2, the project has not demonstrated substantial movement to-
wards its objectives, a new design should be submitted.

Two, I think there should be multiyear grants ranging from 2 to
4 years for programs beyond the third grade. I think the length of
the grants should be related to the design of the program and grant
renewal should be dependent upon the proven success of the
Ta

pro-
°
1=,

m.
Finally, I think grants .awarded should be made in March and

should include money for teacher training, educational material, and
supplies which could be expended before September so that when
programs start in September we are ready to go the first week.
Thank you.

[The document referred to follows:]

TESTIMONY OF DR. THOMAS M. CIMINO, EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS AOMINISTRATOR,
PROVIDENCE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT, PROVIDENCE, It.I.

Mr. Chairman; distinguished members of the ',Committee, I am Tom Cimino,
Experimental Programs Administrator for the Providence Public ciichools.

On behalf of the 8,000 poor and disadvantaged students who are benefiting
from Title I programs, I am pleased to testify for the extension of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

Unfortunately, I am sad to say that there are an additional 4,000 children in
Providence who also are poor and disadvantaged who cannot participate in
these programs because of insufficient funds. The parents of these children,
some 30% of the poor population, find their children denied, for example, the
services of a special reading teacher, the use of a math remediation lab, and
help from a mental health clinic if needed.

On the positive side, the parents of the 8,000 students recognize that Provi-
dence has come a long way since 1065. Original Title I programs contained
statements such as, "enriching the experiences of the disadvantaged child", or
"raising the level of aspiration of the student." When we were able to describe
educational outcomes in more precise language, results were forthcoming. For
example, a systematic approach to reading was initiated on a pilot basis in
January of 1972. One hundred and twenty-eight behavioral objectives were
specified which produced gains in grade level equivalents of up to one year
and nine months for some groups. During the 1972-1973 school year, this new
reading program enrolled, at no extra cost, 1,000' more students than the
1971-1972 reading program. By shifting to a diagnostic approach baged on
behavioral objectives and retraining our staff, we were able to more fully uti-
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line our teachers and specialists and to lower the cost per pupil to less than
$200.

An evaluation of a 1972 summer program showed that students gained an
average of three months in math skills during a seven-week period. Math
remediation labs Jaye just been established in eleven schools to continue the
progress by-objectives approach started last summer.

While educational experts have long advocated experts have long advocated
readiness programs, Providence did not initiate a comprehensive curriculum in
this area until October of 1972. This program uses creative drama as the main
vehicle for developing language patterns of disadvantaged children. Parents of
the 350 children enrolled are also being trained to insure a more complemen-
tary relationship between the home and school environment. Standardized test
results from a smaller, less sophisticated pilot program can verify the success
of this approach.

Title I in Providence is just starting to produce concrete results. However,
the recent initiation dates of the projects generates a very natural question,
"What took Providence so long?" The answer, Gentlemen, is twofold 1) We
did not know how to teach the disadvantaged; and 2) without state and feder-
ally enforce mandates for evaluation of projects, we would have gone on
thinking we were raising levels of aspirations. We were prompted to abandon
old approaches when we were required to produce hard data to support
claimed program results. We have now shifted our thinking to embrace the
idea that success breeds confidence and not vice versa. Only after one is suc-
cessful will his aspirations be elevated.

In my judgement, to discontinue assistance to the disadvantaged would be a
tragedy for Providence. It would not only relegate the six years it took us to
get going to a mere comedy of errors, but also would crush the newborn hopes
that Title I parents have for their children. Don't reduce the poor and disad-
vantaged to a group of "wipe-outs."

Most of the efforts of Title I Parents Advisory Councils will be neutralized
if this categorical assistance does not retain a distinct identity. Providence
parents, for example, are involved in planning, staffing, and monitoring pro-
grams. Those who are employed as aides hring to the schools insights, under-
standings, and compassions which cannot be purchased. While we admit that
parents initially forced us to listen to them by militant methods, we both
acknowledge that out of our interaction has grown a mutual understanding of
the respect and concern we each have for their children. Through this interac-
tion, parents have also gained first-hand knowledge of regulations, financing,
and specific program operations wh. .L they have recently used to publicly sup-
port the Superintendent on two separate occasions. This is almost unheard of
in Providence. Providence will continue the Council but without categorical
aid, these mandated councils will be abandoned in other communities. Once
again the groups in other parts of our state who are just starting to model
themselves after the Providence group will withdraw into their traditional
passive roles. And once again the voice of the poor will he unheard.

Gentlemen, not only do I urge you to continue financial support for the edu-
cation of the disadvantaged, but I also urge you to increase that support to
include the disenfranchized poor mentioned earlier.

May I also offer the following recommendations:
1. Each school system should be awarded a three-year grant for a develop-

mental K-2 program. Yearly evaluation should be submitted. If the second
year's evaluation does not demonstrate substantial movement toward stated
objectives, a new program design should he required.

2. Multi year grants ranging from two to four years should be awarded for
projects starting at grade three. The length of the grant should be related to
the design of the program. Grant renewal, should be dependent upon the
proven success of the program.

3. Grant- awards should be made in March and should include money for
teacher training, educational materials, and supplies which could be expended
before September. This would enable school systems to be fully prepared to
implement funded programs during the first week of school in the Pall.

Gentlemen, I thank you for the opportunity to address you.
[Information submitted later for the record follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SOHOOLS,
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS,

Providence, R.I., March 15, 1973.
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS, Chairman,
Committee on Eduoation awl Labor,
2181 Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington,, D.C.

DEAR CONCRESSMAN PERKINS : I wish to thank you for the distinct privilege
of testifying before your distinguished Subcommittee on Education on March 6,
1973.

Since then, I have had the time to examine a draft of Congressman Quie's
formula for determining the number of educationally disadvantaged and wish
to offer the following professional f.nsights for your consideration.

The viability of educational criteria as a substitute for economic standards
depends heavily on the frame of reference used to analyze the concept.

First, If-t us examine the national perspective. A national sample of 3,000
students per grade level may indeed yield valid statistics for projecting the
number of students who tall below a predetermined level of success (criterion
reference). The sample size of 39,000 students (K-12) can he drawn, tested
and analyzed in a manageable period of time. Biannual testing is feasible and
the cost is not prohibitive. There is no question that the data generated by
this procedure will be more current than the 1970 census data and may also be
used to establish educational priorities for the nation.

Still, a major question remains, "How can national standards of achieve-
ment be developed when we have no national school system or even national
curricula in either reading or math?" Unlike France, our educational system is
divergent at best and stratified at worst.

In short, I find with some reservations that Congressman Quie's proposal
has merit on the national level for projecting the number of educationally
deprived students.

It is the application of this funding procedure on the regional and/or state
and local levels which prompted me to further dissect the idea.

For instance, a national sample of 3,000 third graders would include about
180 students from Rhode Island, Approximately 20% or 36 would be drawn
from Providence schools from a total of 1,693. Serious theoretical deficiencies
exist when such a =tall sample is spread out over 35 different schools. Even if
Rhode Island were allocated 0% of the national funds based on its share of
the population, the problem would not be resolved. Just because Providence
schools enroll 20% of the state's students does not mean that the system deals
with 20% of the educationally deprived students. Rhode Island is not an edu-
cationally homogeneous state. Clearly, the national sample cannot be used to
allocate funds within a given state, but may be sufficient for determining the
total dollars needed on a national level.

In my judgment, each state should be required to draw a scientific sample
for an equitable distribution of allocated funds. State departments of educa-
tion should be charged with the responsibility of designing or selecting the
instrument, drawing the sample, administering the test, analyzing the results,
and establishing the criteria for success. Obviously, each state must receive

' adequate funds for generating the data, which, unfortunately, will also reduce
the money available for educating children. Census-income data, on the other
hand, were collected by another federal agency at no cost to the Office of Edu-
cation, and are multi-purpose, while the data in question can only be used to
project the number of educationally deprived students.

Initially, the school systems within a state which were offering an inferior
education would be rewarded using the Qute formula as much as systems
which formerly received funds based on the size of the poor population. One
system would receive federal dollars to remedy an educational problem created
by conditions external to the schools, while another system would receive aid
to solve an internal problem. The local extension of the idea raises the ques-
tion, "How could the state and/or federal government prevent the school sys-
tems from actively depressing the students' performance on this one test to
protect their 'share of the pie' ?"

The Quie proposal depends heavily on individualized instruction which is a
sound educational concept. The only danger is that individual states may
require specific programs or only allow one program to be adopted, Many
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states still employ the single adoption plus P limited supplemental list of text-
books approach and may carry this philosophy over to Title I.

Research for Better Schools, cited by Congressman Quie in his press release,
has been collecting data on one approach exclusively. Mr. Quie has obviously
received a very biased report on the IPI approach from them. Many informed
educators feel that the major weakness of this program and other highly indi-
vidualized programs is the severely curtailed interaction of students. In my
judgment, it would be wiser to mandate progress-by-objectives with the LEA
determining the method rather than mandating individualized instruction.

What will we have gained if we are learned but Still cannot live together?
Sincerely,

THOMAS M. CIMINO,
Administrator.

STATEMENT OF CARLO GAMBA, CRANSTON, R.I.

Mr, GAMBA. Cranston is a suburban metropolitan community
Chairman PErnuxs. We will recess for 6 to 8 minutes to go over

and answer the quorum, and we will be right back.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Chairman PERKINS. The committee will resume. Go ahead with

your statement.
Mr. G.A.3111A. Thank you. I started by saying that Cranston. R.I., is

a suburban metropolitan community . of about 75,000 people. Our
school population is about 15,000.

Our title I allocation about $200,000, which is basically strong in
comparison with some of the other people who testified this morn-
ing. Our title I funds are used to operate a preventive program in
developmental readin from pre-school to grade 4.

Initially, when titfe I funds were -first allocated, they served stu-
dents throughout the whole school system kindergarten through 12th
grade. But experience of operating programs, as has been stated by
other people who have already testified, has directed us and many of
the other communities towards the present program which is of a
preventive nature designed to eliminate the need for programs of re-
mediation.

Basically, the programs nuw are taking place at the primary, pre-
primary, and intermediate levels in elementary schools..Our local re-
search has shown that schools designated as target schools by.title I
guidelines have consistently made more significant gains on stand-
ardized tests than those schools not served by title I programs.

In addition, our assessment of needs has shown that in target
schools reading is a priority area at the primary levels, but that at
these schools, after having been served by title programs, the
priority in reading has been eliminated by the time students get to
the intermediate grades. .

Our school system strives to Maintain a strong developmental
reading program in the regular classroom. Those students who have
displayed deficiency in those areas are not able to overcome these de-
ficiencies in the traditional classroom because of the sizes of the
classes.

They require intensive individualized appraoch and. title I funds
help us to reach these students who can't function in the large class
setting. Consequently, we were able to service them in smaller
.groups.
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In our title I program, teachers work with groups of approxi-
mately 6 children using methods and materials specifically designed
for an intensive individualized program. Each program for each
student is deVeloped from a complete individual diagnostic evalua-
tion which determined the students' learning style, and rate, and his
skill deficiencies.

From this assessment, a list of specific objectives is developed and
written for each student, and an instructional program is designed
to meet his specific needs. As previously stated, aandardized test
scores reveal that ones once the program participants meet the pros-
cribed objectives, they are able to function successfully in a regular
classroom without any further need for remediation in areas of lan-
guage and reading.

The Cranston School Department has no problem living within
the guidelines of title I of the Elementary and Secondary Act with
regard to comparability, with regard to the. evaluation criteria that
are established. With regard to determining target schools using aid
for dependent children, we feel that title I ESEA funds have had a
most significant impact on students and the instructional program in

igeneral in our school system.
Students whose pre-test scores indicated a possibility of reading

failures which would have hindered their entire learning process
were able, to achieve levels of proficiency comparable to great expec-
tations. The instructional program- in our school system is gained. by
methods and ideas which evolved through title I programs.

Also, through title I, Parental Advisory Council, we have been
able to develop an involved citizenry. People are more aware of
what is going on in schools and more aware of the programS, and
they are making themselves come to our meetings and become part
of the total school program. The impact of title I of the ESEA Act
on our school system and other school systems throughout the coun-
try is imm Ancurable.

Therefs, representing the Cranston school department, we urge
this committee to continue its report for title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Act and to work for the continuation and expansion
of title I as it now functions.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY. AMIGO, STAMFORD, CONN.

Mr. .Amico. I am administrative assistant to the superintendent
and my sole duties are to administer coMpensatory programs 'funded
under title I and State funded programs with a similar purpose
which I have done continuously since 1966.

As a point of reference, let me state. that Stamford has a school
enrollment of 21,000 pupils in our school system and its title I proj-
ect is the fifth largest in the -State of Connecticut with a current
budget of just under a half- million dollars.

During the past month, I have been studying the history and corn
pilation of Federal title I legislation, including HEW and U.S. Office
of Education guidelines and regulations.

Let. me say that we strongly support the national policy stated in
title I. In recognition of the special educational needs of children of
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low-income families and the impact that concentration of low-in-
come families have on the ability of local educational agencies to
support adequate educational programs, the Congress' hereby de-
clams it to be the policy of the. United States to provide financial as-
sistance to local education agencies serving areas with concentration
of children from low-income families to expand and improve their
educational programs, and we feel that this should be continued.

A review of the educational scene in early 1960's coupled with a
real oTowilis national concern about providing better education for
children in highly concentrated low-income areas tells me that Con-
gress showed great wisdom and compassion in providing both the
fiscal and educational means for local school districts to seriously
tackle the challenges of providing a better education for these pupils.

A look at our situation now and the ontlock. for 1973, 1974 and
the rest of this decade suggests to me less financial capability for
local school districts and States to cope with the problems of contin-
ued adequate funding for compensatory education prograhs.

If I may make a few observations, educationally deprived chil-
dren could be found hi large numbers in many school systems for
many years preceding the enactment of title I. Their educational
needs and achievement in relation to their capabilities were not
being, adequately met through local and State funding prior to 1965.

Only when a good local program of mass education as a base had
added to it effective supplementary compensatory education with
substantial Federal aid was a real difference made for these de-
prived pupils.

Supplementary programs, I might !idd, with sufficient controls to
keep the aid focused on the needy children. History and an assess-
ment of the present and the future suggest to some of us educators
that the education of deprived children must continue to have a
high national priority in Federal aid to education.

There must be a federally imposed delivery system to insure that
this national need will be mei-. We do not believe that local autonomy
on the use of Federal funds will accomplish this and for this mason
we support the Perkins bill especially the portion which extends
title I.

In Stamford, we have about 2,500 pupils who need title I services.
Based on our program design and funding available, we are cur-
rently serving about 1,200 pupils at a title I per pupil expenditure
of about $400. We do not see how the present level of title. I funding
as being adequate to reach all eligible pupils Will effective services
nor do we see any way to secure local or State funding to meet the
needs of children not now being served by title I.

We also have a great fear that a shift from strict categorical aid
for title I children to a liberalized Federal education revenue shar-
ing as a quick path to general aid, diffusion of services and an inevi-
table predictable loss of funds, programs and services for theSe
prived children we feel will simply dry up and disappear.

Based on testing and formal evaluation activites in Stamford, we
have.found our programs to be highly effective, particluarly dining
the laSt 3 years.

Our principal programs are concentrated remedial reading and in-
struction for deprived pupils learning english as a second language.
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Our programs have been cited by our State department of education
and we range along with Bridgeport as having the most effective
highly productive title I program in Connecticut's largest cities.

Without going into detail about program results, let me say that
pupils in our title I reading program as a total group have shown
twice the normal expected growth for these pupils when compared
to those who did not receive title I services.

Pupils in our title I programs for the non-English speaking have
shown remarkable growth in acquiring. English fluency. I will not
make any further comments on Stamford's good title I programs.

If we gave as much publicity to the many good title I programs
across the Nation as is done for the weak programs or places where
there are abuses, we would find that title I as a Federal aid program
is relatively highly successful with a promise to be even better.

Good programs which are effective and substantially raisin°. the
achievement level of deprived children above the level fostered by a
solely local State funded program, usually have some easily identi-
fied characteristics. New Federal legislation should take these points
into consideration.

One, a strict adherence on the local and State level to the legisla-
tive intent of Congress in such educational legislation as title I.

Two, local supplanting of funds. Concentrated services and ex-
penditures must ha added to a maintained local State effort.

Three, programs which keep a constant focus on eligible partici-
pating children including. a good annual assessment of pupils
educational needs.

Four, elimination of all forms of diffusion of services through
.various fiscal and educational management techniques.

Five, good programs require planning and design of sufficiencies,
scope and quality to .give reasonable promise of success to produce a
noticeably favorable impact.

Six, serious effort on the local level for implementation and opera-
tion of programs of the sake of the pupils.

Seventh and lastly, accountability. Solid evaluation of programs
with good feedback to staff and to the decision makers. If you
wanted Federal funds to show advisable results on a high level, you
must include these conditions in future funding.

Even when local and State funds are used, they will be wasted
when many of these elements are missing and controls on operations
and expenditures for education.

With these controls in a federally funded program above a good
local base, providing a much better education for deprived children
stands a excellent chance in an area which has a poor record of
pupil attainment. Close examination of good title I programs will
reveal that inclusion of these conditions or controls is a real good
answer where other flexible less restrictive approaches have been in-
effective or childrens needs did not command much attention.

Upon review, I have found logically that our most productive
years in title I as measured by hardcore test data on achievement of
pupils, has been in the last 3 years. This came with the advent of
greater restrictions on the use of these categorical funds, either fed-
erally or local.
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What I am saying again is, that if we are really interested in the
education of deprived children and apply ourselves in a high profes-
sional ethical and moral level, it can better be done with a categori-
cal aid with sufficient Federal mandates or restrictions.

Anyone really familiar with current problems of local and. State
financing of education and the local process by which local budgets
and educational decisions are made, at various local levels, being al-
most predict that a radical or even a gradual change from restric-
tive categorical aid to Federal education revenue sharing with de-
minishing or nonexistent restrictions will lead to supplanting and a
loss of most of our compensatory education programs.

With little or no strings attached, it is not hard to guess where
title I funding will go 1' year or 2 years or 3 years from now. There
is little assurance that if major decisions on how Federal dollars re-
ceived under Federal revenue sharing are to be local ones made by
fiscal fathers, that the needs of deprived children will ever be met
and that even a share of present title I funding will survive for
present title I programs.

When lobbied and special interest groups become active locally in
influencing fiscal decision, who can really lobby successfully for the
deprived Children? I would also suggest that if a large number of
people across the Nation could be polled, I suspect they would favor
the retention of categorical aid under a national education priority,
and would probably favor reorganization and economies in other
parts of the national budget even within the same budget ceiling.

I would like to mention a couple of other things that title I can
take credit for which are not widely publicized. Title I has done
much by its money and by its concepts and by its very nature to
make major thrusts in much needed innovation in education, and I
will just mention only a few that I am aware of mostly in our local
area.

It has been largely responsible for initiating and developing much
needed new programs in preschool and early education childhood
and much needed reform in education on the local level.

It has created rapid expansion on the effective utilization of teach-
er-aides on other paraprofessionals. It has intensified in service ac-
tivities for teachers and staff members who worked directly with the
children.

It has intensified services directly to pupils throud. title I em-
ployees and other teacher specialists which local school district
either never had or had in limited numbers and the result of title I
funds may have commanded locally paid staff.

There has been a great surge of evaluation of programs on the
local level as a result of Federal mandates for Federal funding and
a similar increase of locally funded evaluation activities. I would
guess that if the full effects and educational influence of title I are
to be assessed, we also need to consider such beneficial changes in ed-
ucation as well as the direct learning gains by pupils being served
and if categorical aid through title I dries up and disappears, much
of these kind of benefits to education will also be affected.

I would like to say something about the timing as far as consider-
ation of legislation or consideration of radical changes at this par-
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ticular time. Our local education budget has already been 'formu-
lated and is being submitted to our local fiscal fathers.

By June, we will have final decisions on our local budget for a
fiscal and operational year beginnning July 1. We know from expe-
rience that Federal legislative can be a much slower process.

With no certainty of funding or appropriations in July or August
or even well after we are into the new school year, witness the situa-
tion on ESEA this year, we are most fearful that a radical shift on
the Federal level may result in serious disruption, great uncertainty,
if not chaos and destruction, and a shift on short notice could be
disastrous on a local leVel when you are talking about OM of the
largest programs of Federal aid to education.

Wherever title I goes next year or in the future, we plead for at
least. two things: One, enacting legislation for a .period of at least 3
to 5 years to insure continuity and good :ministration and imple-
mentatio on the State and local levels.

Final action on national or State funding levels should be deter-
mined early following the local timetable for budgeting but coming
no later than 3 months before the- fiscal year begins. Evaluation of
programs and local accountability can not really be taken seriously in
the years when the timetable of Federal action is seriously delayed.

Any modification of title I should not result in less funding for
compensatory education programs. Additional funding is needed in
a range of at least $300 to $500 per pupil of Federal funds above
local and State funding if you really expect to see a difference.

In closing, may I say that we support fully the Perkins bill, and
we thank the committee for the opportunity to present testimony in
its support and hope that the committee will report it out favorably.

STATEMENT OF EARL DUNPHY, FRANKLIN NORTHWEST
DISTRICT, VT.

Mr. DUNPHY. I am a speech therapist by profession, and I have
found myself as project director for two title I projects in a small
rural town in the northwest district of Vermont.

In comparison, we are a small town with a school population of
2,300 students. The district is comprised of 5 towns, 16 miles separat-
ing the two schools. I am here today to reflect the impact that title I
has had on the school district, and what impact there will be if title
I does not continue.

I became involved in the Franklin Northwest Supervisory District
approximately 3 years ago when I took over a speech improvement
program. This program began with title III funds and if it were not
for title I funds would have discontinued because of the stipulations
put forth in title III.

Through this program, the conventional approach for speech ther-
apy has been for a district to hire a therapist, and he would have a
caseload and work with a .certain number of them, and there would
be many that would be put on a waiting list.

As a result of the support we have received from title I, we were
able to develop a program where all children could receive help
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through teacher training and inservice training programs and as a
result, we have not had any waiting list.

Another project that title I made possible in this district that I
represent, we had no kindergartens because the area cannot simply
support it financially. In our work with children with speech prob-
lems, it became readily apparent that many of the incoming first
graders were not ready for school.

Last year we surveyed all incoming first graders, and the result of
our test showed that over 50 percent of them did not have adequate
skills for learning to read. Therefore, we instituted a 5-week summer
program with the help of title I funds to see if we could do some-
thin°. about helping these children improve their skills so they
would have a better chance to learn reading more easily and, there-
fore, do better academically.

As a result, we were able to demonstrate after 5 weeks a growth
of 21/2 years in oral language areas. We were able to demonstrate an
average growth of 11/2 years in motor skills and a growth. in 83 per-
cent of the children involved in this program showed significant
gains in their speech.

We feel we are in the process now of gathering more data since
this was a very recent program to see what effect this has had on the
reading, and I would reflect of one first grade teacher who has been
teaching for over 30 years, she said, "If I had not seen it, I would
not have believed it."

If title I funds do not continue, these programs will end, because
(here cannot be any local support for them. The parents of these
children now have hope, and we feel very concerned that this may
end, and as a result, we would be right back to where we were when
we started.

This is all I have to say. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DAVE POTTER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
ADDISON NORTHWEST DISTRICT, VT.

Mr. Porrmit. Perhaps it is appropriate I end tip speaking last on
the docket. I am Dave Potter, Superintendent of Schools in Addi-
son northwest district, Vt. Our district happens to be the smallest
one represented here today.

Chairman PERKINS. What is the size?
Mr. PorrER. We have under 1,350 pupils in grade 1 through 12.

You have a prepared statement with a blue face sheet
Chairman PERKINS. How many participate in title I programs of

that 1,350?
Mr. Parrza. We have 80 approxiMately participating in reading

program with another 44 being served through our two title I teach-
ers in classrooms with individualized learning units.

Basically, in summary, I would suppose that supportive data is
what you would be interested in. We had in the grades 1 through 6,
12 months of growth last year for 6. months of participation in the
prograM with 9 months of growth in the junior high for _again 6
months of participation in the program.

95-545-73-pt. 2-27
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In addition to that, there are a number of quantitative results that
arc listed on pages 10 and 11 of the report, and finally, in conclu-
sion, we have indicated the number of children served, the number
who need to be served, and a position as far as the revenue sharing
approach is concerned.

LThe document referred to follows :]

REpowr OF Tim: I, E.S.E.A. A CTIVITIEs IS T 11 E Anni SoN NORTE WEST
SUPERVISORY UNION ADDISON COUNTY, VT.

FORE wow)

This report is for your consideration regarding the significance of Title I,
E.S.B.A. within the Addison Northwest Supervisory Union, Addison County,
Vermont.

Public School education in this Supervisory Union begins with grade one
and extends through grade twelve. There are within the five-town district, two
private kindergartens and one Headstart Program.

The Headstart Program is located fu the Township of Panton. Although the
program is financed and operated through the Office of Economic Opportunity,
the school facilities are donated by the public school district. The two Title I
staff members and District administration also serve the program through con -
suiting and diagnostic services. Twenty children are served in the program by
one teacher and one aide.

The two private kindergartens are located in the City of Vergennes. These
programs are not operated with public funds but programs are coordinated by
the two Title I staff members and District administration. Diagnostic and eon-

ta tive services are also provided. One kindergarten employs one teacher
and operates a half-day program for 15 students. The other kindergarten
employs a teacher and an aide and operates two sessions a day with 25 chil-
dren in each session.

SECTION I. GENERAL INFORMATION

The Addison Northwest Supervisory Union is comprised of the towns of
Addison, Ferrisburg, Panton and Waltham ; the city of Vergennes; and the
Union High School district no. L.

The town of Panton does not operate a school and pays tuition for the edu-
cation of its elementary children. Most of the children attend the Addison cen-
tral school while some attend the Vergennes elementary school. The town of
Waltham does not operate a school either and pays tuition t,) the Vergennes
elementary school for the education of its elementary age childre...

Each town is a member of the Union High School district no. 5 and shares
the costs of educating pupils in grades 7 th :'ough 12.

Each of the five elementary school districts has a board of three school
directors. The Union High School has a board of seven school directors. These
22 school directors comprise the Addison Northwest Supervisory Union Board
(also referred to as the Addison Northwest District Board). This board
employs the superintendent, other district personnel, and establishes policies
that affect the total district operation.

General information on each of the member districts is as follows:

Elementary Secondary
1972 Population Pupils pupils Area Grand list Tax rate

Addison 717 108 77 25, 027 A $36, 663.65 55.88
Ferrisburg 1, 875 251 222 26, 875 A 52, 018.42 9.44
Penton 416 50 57 9, 345 A 20, 255.65 5.50
Vergennes 2, 242 265 238 1, 200 A 41.131. 53 8.70
Waltham 265 39 29 5,464 A 9,224. 90 7.00
Nonmember towns 19

Growth in student enrollment during the past five years has been moderate
but steady. This growth has necessitated an addition to the Vergennes Elemen-
tary School and Vergennes Union High School and has promoted studies of
building needs in Addison, Panton and Ferrisburg. Because of the moderate
growth rate, the District has been able to consider many alternatives to future
needs.
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A. ADDISON NORTHWEST DISTRICT

CENTRAL OFFICE-PROFESSION PERSONNEL

1 Superintendent of Schools
1Assistant Superintendent
1 Speech Pathologist
1 Reading Consultant (Title I)
1 Helping Teacher (Title I)

B. ADDISON CENTRAL SCHOOL

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

2 3 4 5 6 Total

21 25 18 20 20 30 134

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

1Principal (half-time) and Gr. 4-6 Soc. Studies
1Teacher Grade 6 + 4-6 English.
1Teacher Grade + Special Reading (Sr day)
1Teacher Grade 4 + 4-6 Science
1Teacher Grade :3
1Teacher Grade 2
1 Teacher Grade 1
1Teacher Vocal Music (1 day per week)
1Teacher Instrumental Music (1 day per week)

C. FERRISBURG CENTRAL SCHOOL

STUDENT' ENROLLMENT

1 3 4 5 6 Total

33 44 40 43 49 42 251

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

1Principal (half-time) and Gr. 5 Language Arts
1Teacher Grade 5-6 Science
1Teacher Grade 5-6 SOcial Studies
2Teachers Grade 4 (1 A.ss't. Principal)
1Teacher Level 2
2Teachers Grade 3
1 Teacher Level I
1Teacher Grade 2
2TeachersGrade 1
1Teacher Aide
1Secretary/Librarian
1Teacher Vocal Music (2 days per week)

D. VERGENNES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

I 2- 3 4 5 6 Total

63 44 56 60 53 52 328
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PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

1Ass't Principal, Special Reading
1Teacher Grade 4,5,6 Science, Gr. 4

Math
1Teacher Grade 5-6 Social Studies
1 Teacher Grade 5-6 English
1 Teacher Grade 5-6 Math
:3Teachers Grade 4 (1 half-time librar-

ian)

2Teachers Grade :3
2Teachers Grade '2
:3Teachers Grade 1 .

1 Teacher Art (half time)
1 Teacher Vocal Music (4 days per

week)
1Teacher Instrumental Music (1 day

per week)
ISecretary/Nurse

E. VERGENNES UNION HIGH SCHOOL
PUPIL. ENROLLMENT

7 8 9 10 11 12 Total

105 125 97 97. 94 106 624

cuorEssioN.th PERSONNEL
1Principal
1Ass't. Principal and Vocational Department Head
2CounselorsGuidance Department
5Social Studies (1 half-time Phys. Ed.)-1 Dept. Head
3Physical Education (1 half-time Art)
2 Home Economies
1 Instrumental & Vocal Music (3 days/week)
1Vocational Agriculture
5Math (1 Department Head)
IMechanical Drawing
7English (1 Department Head)
1 Librarian
1 Business Ed.
5Science (1 Department Head)
1Driver Education
2French, Latin
1Industrial Arts
1 Nurse

SECTION II. TITLE I E.S.E.A. RELATIVE TO THE ADDISON NORTHWEST DISTRICT

(Plenso note that data relating to the title I program is taken from the
1971-72 school year. This is so that you can get the complete picture from
funding to evaluation).

Data on the total number of eligible children and the final grant award for
1971-72 as submitted to the district by the Vermont Department of Education
fs as follows :

Townships

Number of
eligible

children
Final

Award

Addison 32 54,753.72
Ferrisburg 97 14, 409.72
Penton 46 6, 833.48
Vergennes I.D. 65 9, 656.00
Waltham 14 2, 079.76

District totals 254 37,732.68

SECTION III. NEEDS OF THE EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED

A. Determination of Needs
The information that follows deals with the assessment of needs of the edu-

cationally disadvantaged children in grades 1-12 in the Addison northwest
district. Each of the following groups were asked which subject or area they
felt our educationally disadvantaged students needed the most help in.
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1. Parent survey summary-65% responded that reading was the area in
which their child needed the most help. This was followed by english 30%, and
math 30%.

-Teacher survey summary-68% indicated the area of reading as the first
priority in their assessment of the needs of the students. This was followed by
emotional development 18%, and speech 14%.

3. Student survey summary-42% indicated they needed the most help in the
subject of reading followed by social studies 28%, and math 18%.

4. Parent advisory council Summary-88% indicated a problem in the areas
of reading, language arts, and speech. This was followed by cultural environ-
ment 42%.

5. AchieVement test dataReadiness and achievement test data supported
the opinions of the above group of people that reading was the greatest need
of educationally disadvantaged students in the district. On a national average,
approximately 23% of a student population would be considerably below aver-
age in achievement. Over the past 6 years, the readiness test results have
shown that 30% of our students come to school considerably below average in
their readiness for reading. This is the greatest single need as indicated by the
test results.

The conclusions are that the title I project can best serve the needs of the
educationally disadvantaged students in the district by developing a program
that will focus on the area of reading and also assist with related problems
identified in the surveys.

SECTION IV. PROGRAMS DEVELOPED TO MEET DETERMINED NEEDS

*(Reading is a regular subject In grades 1-6, special programs are in addition
to the regular program)

1. Title I effort.The title I program was designed to deal primarily with
reading as a needed means of input for effective language development and
communication, It has been a service program where two staff members diag-
nose problems of the educationally disadvantaged, consult with teachers on
student needs, develop and assist in development of special learning units and
teach students in small groups that range in size from 2 to 10 students. One
staff member (district helping teacher) deals mainly with students of pre-
school age through grade 4. Her teaching responsibilities are mainly in grades
2-4. The other staff member (district reading consultant) deals mainly with
students in grades 5-8. Her teaching responsibilities are mainly in grades
6-8, Neither staff member- is strictly bound by grade levets. if critical needs
are found in a given area, both may work on the problem. Time analysis of
the two people is basically as noted below.

TITLE I STAFFTIME ANALYSIS
A. District helping teacher: 1Werpt

Instructional activities. 58
Teaching elementary
Assisting classroom teacher
Unit development

Testing 30
Parent conferences and reporting 1
Student counseling 1

In-service 5
Project development and evaluation_ 5

Total_ 100
B. District reading conFultant:

Instructional activities 58
Teaching secondary and elementary
Assisting classroom teachers
Unit development

Testing 20
Parent conferences and reporting 1
Student counseling 1
In-service 5
Project development and evaluation 15

Total 100
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Orant award funds available after paying salaries of the two people are
used as follows : Special learning equipment and materials are purchased for
use in areas where unmet needs have been determined. Funds are also used to
hire a part-time clerical aide who works on clerical/bookkeeping tasks related
to project administration and types up learning units developed by staff mem-
bers.

Please note that what appears to be a gap in the grade levels served, is
not. The next section dealing with local effort, shows that levels not served by
title I personnel are served by personnel employed by the local districts.

2. Local Effort.The Addison Northwest Supervisory Union employs a full-
time Speech Pathologist. This person serveg 22 children with Speech Problems
in grades 1-12. She also works with 20 first grade children who have learning
disabilities. The Addison and Vergennes Elementary. Schools each employ half-
time reading specialists to deal with severe problems.fThese two people served
40 children in grades 3-0 during the 1971-72 school year. The-y worked with
these children in small groups in special class sessions. Ferrisburg Elementary
School hired a Learning Disability 'Teacher who worked on a full-time basis
with a class of 17 intermediate grade 'children.

3. The model on the following page shows the District Design in terms of
how all programs are coordinated in the area of reading (language and com-
munication development).

MODEL B

OPEN LEARNING EAVIRONNFX:
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SECTION V. TITLE I PROGRAM RESULTS

A. Qualitative Results
All students who participate in the special reading classes are tested with

standard achievement tests before they begin classes and after the classes are
completed for the year. (Because of the amount of diagnostic testing and con-
sulting work done by the Title I staff, actual teaching of special. classes
only for a six month period of time during the year).

Following are the results of the 1971-72 Title I Reading Program as meas-
ured 1:y the Reading Section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test.

1. 32 students in grades 2 and 3 participated in the classes for six months.
The average growth for these students was 12 months each during that period
of time.

2. 13 students in grades 4-0 Participated and also gained an average of 12
months each during the six month period of time.

3. 33 students in grades 7 and 8 participated and grew an average of 9
months each during the six months in the program.
B. Quantitative _Results

1. The two Title I staff members administered the following tests during the
1971-72 school year.
Individual diagnostic reading tests 214
Small group diagnostic reading tests 388
Reading achievement tests 164
Individual intelligence tests 31
Individual diagnostic learning disability tests 171

Total results 968
Individual tests administered 4l6
Small group tests administered 552

2: Due to the fact that more children need blip than time, money and per-..
sonnel can provide for, the two Title I staff members provided individualized
learning units in reading for 44 students they could not serve in their classes.

3. The two Title I staff members and administration conducted local work-
shops for teachers and taught graduate level courses for the University of Ver-
mont in the area of preparing individualized learning units work for children.
These efforts resulted in production of 140 individualized learning units for
use in classrooms with educationally deprived children.

SECTION 1. CONCLUSIONS TITLE I AND NEEDS OF THE EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED

According to eligibility information presented in Section II, our District had
254 children who were eligible for services under Title I, E.S.T.A. during the
1971-72 school year. According to our Metropolitan Achievement Tests (spring

there were 210 students in grades 1-8 w;lo were reading significantly
below-grade level (1st -3rd stanines). The two Th.le I staff members and the
three local \striff members were able to serve 183 educationally deprived chil-
dren (gradg'41-4.3)., in special reading classes. This means that even though we
knew 27 more children had reading problems (not even considering grades
9-12), we could not'prnvide special help for them because of the lack of funds
to hire the necessary people.

We know the 'major needs -of the educationally deprived children in our Dis-
trict and how we can go about .helping them (please refer back to Section V
on Program evaluation). What we heed now is adequate funding to help all of
the deprived children.

It is said that revenue sharing will provide enough money so that the educa-
tionally deprived can still be served at the local level but that it will allow
greater flexibility in terms of decisions and priorities being made at the local
level.

We question their statement for the following reasons : It seems that many
people feel quite far removed from accountability when they deal with federal
funds. It seems that those funds belong to some group of "them" in Washing-
ton. Unfortunately, some decisions have reflected this attitude over the years.
It is not long before someone in authority then sees the need for regulations
to protect the people. We soon find that regulations are adopted at the Federal
and State level and people are then "accountable."
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Title I is an example of just this very situation. Many people at local levels
wanted to use the money to provide basic services they were providing
anyway ; amounting to a reduction of local tax effort. Regulations or "Guide
lines" grew as problems were noted so that the educationally disadvantaged
were insured that the funds would be used to give them help beyond what
they were already receiving.

Revenue sharing may not mean a loss of money to local districts but it will
mean loss of help to many educationally disadvantaged children in our county
and it will mean a new set of "Guidelines" at some point in time.

We respectfully ask that the Committee consider our program as an example
of what can be done for educationally disadvantaged children and that the
Committee recommend that Title I be continued as a specifically funded pro-
gram through 1978.

Thank you for your consideration.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask all of you distinguished educators,

what, in your opinion, would happen to your title I programs if the
President's proposal was put into operation tomorrow ? ''You answer
first, Mr. Cimino, and go right doWn the line, briefly.

Mr. CimiNo. I am sure what would happen to our funds is that
every time we negotiated an increase in salary that would come out
of revenue sharing, and we would not be able to translate it into
programs for disadvantaged.

Busing costs would pick up as well as lunch costs, and it would
never reach the classroom.

Mr. PorrEu. We would feel that locally we could and would con-
tinue supporting our title I programs. However, we have a position
as far as revenue sharing is concerned that we don't feel the money
would have the impact on children that title I does.

Mr. DUNPHY. I would like to reflect the same sense. Our fear is
that the money would not get to the children that need it, that many
of the towns in Vermont presently are, the taxes are very high, and
there are critical needs within each town for other areas and the
fear is that the money would meet these needs of the children.

Mr. Sur,r,rVAw. I feel the revenue sharing, with no stringrs on it
would probably be used to fight inflation: the school budget in
Springfield is going up $6. million, and with this type of pressure,
the revenue - sharing funds would go to fight that. built-in cost of in-
flation within school budgets: The entire title I program would dis-
appear at the present time.

Mr. AMIGO. First, Mr. Chairman, let me say it is hard to react to
something that we don't fully understand because even a study of
the President's budget does not help us in knowing, other than the
intent, the details that we would have to know, but there is enough
there to tell us a few things.

One, we see a reduction of funding leVels and a greater competi-
tion for a smaller level of Federal aid.

Two, the move way from the narrowly focuSed categorical aid is a
clue to the future of title. I types of programs that they will in fact
be supplanted when local and State cannot find the funds to con-
tinue the base program.

We also question the success for no-strings-attached type of Fed-
eral aid. We .operate on an- assumption that the local. prograins are
not doing the job, and we question the soundness of pouring more
Federal money into programs that are not successful for a major
portion of our school population. So I think the. answer in spite of
the lateness with which the plan will be unveiled, including knowing
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what portion of the amount of setaside will go towards compensa-
tory programs even in year 1, the handwriting is on the wall for us.

We really think these programs are going to dry up and disap-
pear, if not in 1 year, then in 2 or 3.

Chairman PERK I NS. Let me thank all of you. You have been most
helpful to the committee.

Do you have any questions, Charlie?
Mr. RAnchurr,. I don't have any questions. Mr. Chairman, I do

symphathize though with Mr. Amico for having to comment in ef-
fect on a proposal that is not actually before the committee, and I
must say on our side, our members. have not seen it either. But I
Waild suppose that any proposal that would be made, say it was in
the special revenue-sharing amendment, would include title I type of
program with strings.

After all, it is the congressional function to consider legislation
and take into account the kinds of testimony that you gentlemen
have presented. and to apply the strings that the members of the
committee and 'Congress feel are appropriate to assure the continua-
tion of the type of programs that you have been describing this
morning. So that. isn't a question. It is a brief comment, and I again
appreciate your courtesy, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PnakiNs. thank you very much, Mr. Radcliffe.
Mr. ADI WO.. May I make one other comment, Mr. Chairman? Some

of the criticism leveled at title I was a result of the remarkable
speed at which title I was enacted and funded and the lack of the
more restrictive regulation which came later. It seems to me that we
are going about to make the same mistakes now by being rushed at
this late P'stage into a radical departure from what exists.

Unless we rmi out of time and June 30 solves our problems for
one more year, I would strongly urge, unless we really know the de-
tails and the implications for the change, that we might very well be
better off with a 1-year extension under whatever legislative provi-
sion and give much more time for not only the leffislators, but also
those who have to spend the sums wisely and bj'held accountable
and produce results for children, to give much more thought to this
and hope that it will not get bogged down. again when the pressure
is off.

Chairman PERK:INs. Let me ask you this question. You have stud-
ied the legislatiOn enough to know how the present funds are allo-
cated to the varous States in the country. What is your reaction to a
proposed testing score allocation formula -?

Mr. Amtco. I would reject it on the basis of the inefficiency of the
delivery system. I made a plea for an early decision, and if you need
this data in order to determine State and county and the State needs
it for local entitlements, I think, number one, it is too slow a proc-
ess. Mass testing is not a fast process. It is also an expensive process
if it is to be Orninistered on the local level.

I think it would only hinder and further delay our present
method. I am not saying our present method is good. or the best, but
I think everything is relative.

Unless you have something better to replace it, nothing is to be
gained by abandoning what you have if there is relative merit in it
and leave us with a vacuum.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. Chairman
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Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. RAncrAFFE. I don't want to Pppear to be an adversary, or to be

argumentative, but Mr. Quie's bill will be in printed. form in a day
or two. I would urge you to study it. Among other things; it would
continue title I without change in anyway for two years, so it would
not he a precipitous change in any respect in accordance with the
very well taken suggestion you have made, Mr. Amico.

Mr. Ammo. If 1 may be privileged to comment, we did discuss the
Quie bill, and I think the consensus of our group is to support the
Perkins bill.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. We hope you Will look at the bill.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, gentlethen. You have been very

helpful. We will recess until 9 :30 tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon at 1:05 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at

9:30 a.m., Wednesday, March 7, 1973.]

[Additional information submitted follows.:]

TITLE I

WORCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Title I has meant something very important to students in Worcesteran
opportunity to experience success. Since its inception in 1965 nearly 27,000 ele-
mentary and secondary school students have participated in the Title I pro-
grams which have been offered by the Worchester Public Schools. Yet today as
in 1905 the theme is the same; Delp the student to experience success. We feel
that Title I has itself experienced more find more success each year in helding
underachieving students. We. have, to be sure, experienced some failures; Set,
we have profited from our mistakes to the point where we are confident that
we are providing an invaluable service to the 2,000 students currently being
served by Title I programs.

Among the more successful Title I Programs in Worcester were the follow-
ing :

1. A new and creative team-teaching approach to serving underachieving stu-
dents at the junior and senior high schools. The program has had very posi-
tive results and has resulted in the development of other alternative programs.
This program is now totally funded by the L.E.A.

2. A bilingual program for Spanish and Greek speaking students has been
initiated. The program has gone a long way toward meeting the needs of stu-
dents whose first language is other than English. The program is now L.E.A.
funded.

3. A compensatory reading program for underachieving students has pro-
duced remarkable results. Students show an average twelve months gain on a
standardized test for each nine months involvement in the program.

4. Cooperative relationships with the YMCA, Model Cities. Community
Action Council, etc. have added new and very valuable dimensions to the pro-
grams.

5. In cooperation with the Worcester Career Opportunities Program, a Youth
Tutoring Youth Program has been developed. This involves approximately 300
students as tutors or tutees.

6. A SchoolCommunity Liaison Program has been developed. This project
provides a contact between school, home and relevant community agencies. The
SchoolCommunity Liaison Worker works with students whose academic fail-
ures are due to family or emotional problems. Home visits are made, parents
are oriented to school programs and may receive training in behavior modifi-
cation techniques. In essence the program endeavors to improve student adjust-
ment. school and family relations for those living In Target Areas.

7. A program for school-age mothers was initiated with a Title I grant. The
program. has had very positive results in having girls return to school follow-
ing their. pregnancy. It is now financed through a cooperative effort of commu-
nity agencies and a Title IVA grant.
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8: Summer School Programs in Worcester were initially funded completely
with Title I monies. At the present time Title I operates programs from pre-
school through grade 3. Summer school grade 4 to grade 12 are paid for with
local monies.

We feel that in seven years we have developed that sophistication and
expertise needed to plan, implement and evaluate successful Title I Projects.
Attached are resumes of evaluations; which were done on two very successful
Title I programs,.

ABSTRACTFINAL EVALUATION REPORTWORCESTER TITLE I : ENGLISII
MAsTEur PROGRAM

Worcester Title I Operation English Mastery, 1971-72, offered Transisitional
Bilingual and/or English as n Second Language instruction to 194 students.
These were non-native English speakers whose level of English fluency was a
learning handicap and who were considered educationally disadvantaged by
Title I standards. The Bilingual program operated in the Adams Street Transi-
tional School, the ESL program operated in the Adams Street School and in
Belmont Hill, Elm Park, Woodland, and Woodland Annex. The program was
served by eleven teachers, ten aids, a project. director, an administrative
assistant and a social worker. Students in the Bilingual program received all
instruction at the Adams Street School ; those in the ESL program were pulled
out of their regular classrooms for one daily period of intensive, instruction in
English.

Goals of the program were 1) to increase English language proficiency to a
level that would enable students to function effectively in regular public school
classrooms and 2) to prevent students from falling further below grade level
in subject-matter areas heavily dependent on English language, such as sotal
studies and science.

Specific cognitive objectives of the program were to increase student profi-
ciency in speaking and understanding spoken English, to increase student pro-
ficiency in reading English and Spanish (this only in the Bilingual program),
and to increase student proficiency in mathematics. Specific affective objectives
were the improvement of self image, the improvement of attitude toward edu-
cation, and the improvement of student attendance.

Evaluation activities were designed to assess the accomplishment of these
objectives and the overall functioning of the program.

Standardized tests were administered to assess cognitive achievement and
attitude scales were administered to assess the degree of attainment of affec-
p.ve objectives. Students were tested at the beginning and end of the program.

Supplementary data were supplied by classroom observation, by responses to
questionnaires, and by interviews with program personnel.

Analysis ...of standardized test scores showed remarkable gains in cognitive
achievement of Operation English Mastery students. There were significant
gains in English understanding amid usage and in mathematics performance.
Although there was relatively little change in attitudes, this was to be
expected since pre-measures showed that students exhibited positive attitudes
toward school and toward themselves at the beginning of the program.

Overall evaluation of Operation English Mastery indicated that it was suc-
cessful in achieving most of its specific objectives but that the program would
benefit from improvements in curriculum, use of aides, English. fluency of
gual teachers, supervision by the project director, definition of role of the
social worker, in-service training, and individualizing instruction.

The staff worked with enthusiasm and effort to implement and continually
refine the program. They should be commended for the academic achievement
of the students and for the successful integration of program students with
non-program students in selected school activities.

ABSTRACTFINAL EVALLIATIOr REPORTWORCESTER TITLE IS OPERATION
READING BASES

The ORB Program was designed to provide small group remedial reading
instruction to educationally disadvantaged students in Grades 1-6 of Title I
designated target area schools in Worcester. In addition to specific cognitive
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objectives, the program had, as affective objectives, the improvement of stu-
dent attitude toward school and self, decrease in student absenteeism, and
reduction of anti-social behavior.

ORB operated at 21 sehools ; 29 teachers staffed the program. One to three
teachers were assigned to each school and each teacher served approximately
thirty students, four to six at a time. Many of the program staff members
were first year teacherssome certified in reading, some certified at the ele-
mentary level. A Program Coordinator was responsible for the operation of the
program, distribution of materials, and organization of in-service training for
staff.

City funded Reading Resource Teacher's served in an advisory capacity, but
did not provide direct instructional service to ORB students..

For program participation, students were identified as educationally disad-
vantaged by achievement tests, and by evaluations of classroom teachers and
school principals. Each school principal identified 50 eligible students for each
compensatory teacher assigned to his school. Ten of the fifty were designated
as having the greatest need for help. From the remaining forty students,
twenty were randomly selected by the evaluator, and the other twenty were
used as a control group.

Students attended daily classes, 30 to 45 minutes in length, conducted by a
compensatory reading teacher. Teachers provided a variety of instructional sit-
uations designed to build students' basic reading skills and to reinforce regular
classroom instruction.

A fifteen-week in-service program was held during the Spring of 1972. Par-
tic:pation was voiuntary ; attendance was good. The program, organized by the
reading department of the Worcester Pnblie Schools, included sessions on the
diagnosis of reading problems, phonics instruction, and available reading mate-
rials.

Evaluation of ORB included analysis of reading achievement, assessment of
attitude change and behavior modification, and a survey of the overall opera-
tion of the program.

Analysis of reaching achievement (measured by standardized tests) was
done by comparing scores at the beginning and end of the program, by compar-
ing scores of selected students with control group students, and by comparing
final grades with those for the previous year.

Attitude change and behavior modification were assessed by use of instru-
ments sensitive to such change.

The survey of overall program operation was based on responses to question-
naires, on observation of program classes and on informal interviews and dis-
cussions.

. In cognitive areas the participants made significant gains during the
seven-month instructional period, and did so at a higher rale than control
group, students. There were significant gains on achievement tests for all
grades, and significant improvement in final grades for students in Grades
1-5. The cognitive goals had been stressed throughout, and their attainment
reflects that emphasis : the documented rates of growth were in fact unusually
high.

The impact of the program on the affective domain was more limited.
Although a reduction in absenteeism occurred, no substantive improvement in
attitude 'tr ward school or attitude toward self as learner, or substantive reduc-
tion in ah.t-social behavior, was effected. The evaluators suggest that accom-
plishment of affective objectives depends on the introduction into the program
of specific activities focusing on these goals.

Responses to questionnaires indicated widespread support of the program.
Most teachers said that compensatory instruction had provided valuable sup-
port for regular classroom instruction. Most parents felt there was signifiennt
improvement in the children'S learning skills; most of theM knew the ORB
teacher's name; and had been told of ORB activities by their children.

Those responsible for Worcester ORB are to he commended for the overall
success of the program. It produced significant gains in cognitive achievement
and won the support of the school personnel and parents. Factors contributing
to the program's success were the enthusiasm and ability of the project staff.
the implementation of an effective in-service program, the advisory role of the
Reading Resource Teachers, and a reasonable, degree of, communication
between those involved at all levels.



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1973

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Ford Lehman, Andrews, Quie
and Forsythe.

Staff Members Present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; Eydie
Gaskins, special assistant; Toni Painter, secretary ; and Charles M.
Radcliffe, minority counsel for education.

Chairman PERKINS. Tho committee will come to order.
A. quorum is present.

.-Let me first 'state that our distinguished colleague, the Hon. James
Abdnor, of South Dakota was to be our first witness this morning
but another commitment has kept him from being with us.

If there is no objection, I ask that he be permitted to submit a
written statement for inclusion in the record of hearings on this day.

The Chair hears none, and without objection it is so ordered.
[The statement referred to follows :1

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES ABDNOR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before the
distinguished Members of this Subcommittee today to testify in behalf of con-
tinued impact aid funds as provided for in Public Law 874.

School districts in the State of South Dakota have been severely affected by
the lack of impact aid funds in this school year. They had counted on receiv-
ing money at least at the 1972 spending level for 1973, and the lack of 3 (b)
money for non-military connected students and reduced fundings at the 1973
Budget level has made it most difficult for federally impacted school districts
in my State to continue operations for the rest of the school year.

I would like to take a moment of the Committee's time to trace the recent
trends in impact aid on a national level, and point out the findings I haVe
made which show that unless the House EdUcation and Labor Committee
restores impact aid to its proper place in the scheme of Federal education
assistance, mink schools across the Nation will be unable to finance the educa-
VOU Of 3 (a) and 3 (b).

In Fiscal Year 1972 there were approiimately 387,000 children nationwide
who were .coapted for the of 3 (a). iniptict aid 'assistance NOB. and
about 2,100,1300 Oildren counted fo 3 (b) purposes. In Fiscal 1972 $592

.

lion was apportioned among the various sections of Public Law 874, With the
lion's share of the money goingito section 3 (a) and 3 (b) pupils.

(1397)
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As the Conunittee knows, the 1973 Budget Request included appropriations
language initiated by the Office of Education which was to have the effect of
eliminating all non-military connected 3 (b) pupils from eligibility for impact
aid funding. The House and Senate did not go alone with this proposed cut-
back in impact aid when they reported out and passed the Labor-HEW Appro-
priations bill, but the subsequent failure of both Houses to override the Presi-
dent's veto resulted in the funding of many Office of Education programs
under a Continuating Appropriations Resolution which cuts off many 3 (b)
children across the country. This is primarily the result of the Office of Educa-
tion intrepreting the Continuing Appropriations Resolution to mean funding at
the. 1073 Budget request figure, instead of the lower appropriations bill assed,
which was the House passed bill.

Using 1972 impact aid statistics, I estimate a total of approximately
2,435.000 3 (a) and 3 (b) children in the nation. However, in fiscal 1973 you

. see that the combined total drops to about 941,000. This loss is almost totally
attributable to changes in the Office of Education appropriations language
relating to 3 (b) category children. About 1.5 million children nationwide were
not funded, resulting in a savings of about $177 million in Fiscal 1973 to the
Office of Education.

Further, based on information I have been able to obtain from the School
Assistance in Federally Affected Areas office within the Office of Education,
the Office of Education is not even paying school districts 100% of their 3 (a)
entitlement money based on the 1973 Budget figures of $415 million for all

874 categories. Because the Office of Education wants to make sure that
P.L. 874 doesn't go over the $415 million for all categories, they are paying
most school districts 50 percent of their 3 (a) entitlement on 1973 Budget
figures by spacing out the payments over the school year.

As a result of these factors, the lack of 3 (b) funds plus only one half the
3(a) entitlement has many schools in South Dakota wondering where they are
going to get the money to finish out the remaining three months of the school
year. Further, there is no guarantee of exactly how much money eligible
school districts will get in 3 (a) money at the end of the year.

Mr. Chairman, not only does this make it difficult to scrape through the rest
of 1973, but it portends chaos for those schools in my state and across the
nation that are now in the process of making up their school budget for the
1973-1974 school year.

The 1074 Budget shows only $41.5 million for impact aid under Section 6 for
Public Law 874. Supposedly the rest of the impact aid is to lie absorbed into
Education Revenue Sharing, as indicated in the FY 1974 Budget Appendix on
page 471. However, when you start tallying students you see that what really
happens here is that the rest of the 3 (b's) have been effectively eliminated
under this proposal. The line item for school assistance in Federally affected
areas amounts to only $232 million, which the Office of Education has verbally
estimated will only be enough to fund 3 (a) students. Therefore, Mr. Chair-
man, 3 (b's) have been effectively eliminated in the 1973 Budget request. How
are schools supposed to plan for the next school year; and where are Federally.
impacted school districts like those in South Dakota to get the money to pay
for these.Federal children?

Looking at the State of South Dakota you see that it depends heavily on
property taxes to fund its public schools. Most of the state is rural in charac-
ter, sparsely populated, and highly impacted with vast amounts of Federal
lands being taken off of potential tax rolls for several large Indian Reserva-
tions and military bases. To mention a few we have time Rosebud Sibux Indian
Reservation, the Pine Ridge Reservation, the Cheyenne River Sioux, and the
Standing Rock Reservation. Ellsworth Air Force' base is the major military
installation, taking land off the .tax rolls in Pennington and Meade Counties
for the base and auxilliary missile sites.

Through property taxes local governments in South Dakota:.provide 74.5 per-
cent of the revenue for public elementary and secondary 'edutation. Out of a
total revenue tucome.of $152.5 million, $145.8 million-is garnered from prop-
erty taxes to fund .public education at the elementary and secondary
Therefore it.is easy. to -see 'why Federal impact aid assistance is.'so. vital to it
State like. South Dakota which has no income tax and haset:institutional
restrictions an the tinniunt'of debt that school distiletsi can obligate. These bor-
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rowing levels are tied to the tax mill base of the school district, which in inost
cases is low. The per capital income in South Dakota is $2,4(X), which is lower
than the national per capita income level of $3,139 based on 1960 Census
figures.

With these figures it is easy to see that every penny of the impact aid
1:1011(..V at the 1972 spendiwr levels is needed in my State. We do not have the
situation where there ar 'thy school districts receiving "bonus" impact aid
funds to line their al: withered coffers. What we do have in South
Dakota is low valuation. Jupil for tax purposes, and a low tax mill base
in sparsely populated rur.,, areas which simply can't abosorb the recent loss
of impact aid funds and still educate the Federal children attending pnblie
schools.

In South Dakota without a high level of Federal impact aid assistance we
have no place to turn to raise money to educate these children. There is no
doubt in my mind that the Federal government has an obligation to provide
adequate Federal impact aid to school districts with a South Dakota profile of
need and Federal impaction. This is the only reasonable solution for taking
potential property tax land off the tax rolls as the Federal government does,
short of scrapping impact aid and having the Federal government pay taxes
on the land it controls.

-I feel that strong levels of Federal impact aid is a reasonable solution to
the education needs of Federal children. Moreover, I urge that this Committee
move quickly to project a reasonable funding level for impact aid in fiscal
1974. I have one school district in my District that is having to close its doors
early in April because of the policy of the Office of Education of not paying fur
3 (b) students. and funding at the 1073 Budget level.

The Douglas School I)istrict at Ellsworth Air Force Base has over a 75 per-
cent Federal impaction rate. In addition to a high turnover rate at Ellsworth,
Douglas school officials are faced with the task of educating about 3,000 chil-
dren of military personnel on that base on reduced funding levels that are
nowhere near their 1973 school budget. They are chained to a debt limit ceil-
ing of $453,623, which they dare not borrow because they have no idea of what
Federal impact aid assistance will look like in 1974. The Base Commander, on
the other hand, is powerless from making the school a military operation
because South Dakota State law mandates that all children are to receive the
benefit of a public school education.

With situations like this, Mr. Chairman, you can easily see how important
impact aid is to States like South Dakota. There are 51 separate school dis-
tricts in the State receiving less than $5,035,656 in Federal impact aid, which
they were entitled to in the 1971-1972 school year, Many of the small town
school principals now educating Indian students in their schools say they will
not bus Indian pupils in for the Reservations if they don't get their 3 (b) non
military money, and high levels of 3 (a) funding. In the state we have 3.004 3
(a) Indian pupils, and 264 3 (b) pupils. All of the small towns where these
schools are located are in the same boatthey haven't the resources to raise
the revenue to educate these children without strong levels of Federal assist-
ance.

Mr. Chairman, if the Congress is going to revamp Public Law 874 funding to
make certain it gets to needy areas like those in South Dakota, then it must
do so with some warning so that the school budgeting officials can reasonably
and responsibly plan for the future.

Chairman PERKINS. Our first witness is Mrs. Helen Trump, presi...
dent, Douglas Teacher Association, South Dakota.

[Prepared statement of Mrs. Trump follows :]

STATEMENT OF MRS. HELEN C. TRUMP, PRESIDENT, DOUGLAS EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION, ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE, S. DAK.

Representative Perkins and the House Education' and Labor 'Committee, I, as
a representative of the Douglas Education Association which is located at Ells-
wOrth Air Force Base, South Dakota, wish to speak to the dilemma of mili-
tarily heavily impacted school as listed in "Title IExtension of Programa,
Number 9 Sec. 109."

Under SDOL 13-28-13 the land area known as Ellsworth AFB was
included in a largo rural area (rass sod ranches and very small village of
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Box Elder with a population of approximately 600) containing 150 square
miles. The total assessed valuation is $4.5 million.

Even though tax for educational purposes is at the axi:num of 26 and 42
mills, the local source raises only $170,000, which gives the district the capac-
ity to operate for approximately 10 days in session. Adding the county source
of $9,000 and including the state source of $473,500 which totals $482,500 will
give approximately 30 additional days in session.

The district has been dependent upon the federal government for $2.3 mil-
lion of its current $2.9 million budget. Of the 3.500 students projected for
1972-73 approximately 3,000 are in the district because of the federal activity
associated with the Ellsworth AFB operations.

Projections of accurate federal impaction have been next to impossible to
get, although the district uses a straight line projection to estimate student
enrollment. It is further compounded by the fact that the district is paid for
average daily attendance rather than average daily membership.

In the Spring of 1972 it was necessary for the district to determine its enti-
tlement under the sections of Public Law 81-874 for the 1972-73 school year
in order that a budget could be prepared in compliance with state law. The
district anticipated an entitlement for 1972-73 of $2.3 million. It hires teach-
ers and made commitment for materials and operational costs based on that
figure. Some six months later it became apparent that some sections of entitle-
ment would not be funded. As a result, we now, at this late date, know that of
the $2.3 million anticipated, only $1,653,076.00 has been connnitted or paid.
Therefore the district finds itself with anticipated receipts $750,00 less than
the 1972-73 cost of operation. One of the most difficult problems the dis-
trict has always been having to anticipate income two years in advance of the
time the U.S. Office of Education finalizes payment.

In order to curb spending, seven staff members lost through attrition were
not replaced. In at least one ease, it doubled the load for other staff (having
one music teacher and one physical education teacher for 734 fourth, fifth and
sixth year students).

The projected funds of $1,200,000 from federal sources for 1973-74 plus
$600,000 from non-federal sources for 1973-74 enables the school district to
finance the school term for approximately 100 days in session. Aside from the
obvious disavantage to children, teachers' contracts would be only for a
shorter period at the end of which 310 professional and clasSified staff me -
bers would be without work and approximately 3,500 students without educa-
tion. Of the professional staff, 88 families depend entirely on Douglas employ-
ment for their income. Even if all the foregoing were done present state law
requires a minimum of 175 days in session and schools that do not comply lose
their funding from state sources. Present State Law does not allow the stop-
ping of school mid year and without sufficient projected income the school can
not open for 1973-74. Also presently no other agency has fiscal responsibility
in the event Douglas Schools cannot open their doors next fall.

The following programs will be lost to the district if categorical grants are
withdrawn :

Title I.Developing reading techniques
Title ILLibrary books
Title III.N.D.E.A. Library
Title VI.Psychologist who gives aid to the psychological problems of stu-

dents in the district and other surrounding districts
Adult Basic Education.Enables young adults to graduate from high school

or develop an area of interest.
Veterans' Program (Title 38).On-base program. Veterans pay for tuition

and books.
The Douglas Education Association is speaking to Chairman Perkins' con-

cerns pointing to school districts being forced to lay off teaching staffs and to
cut back number of days in session because the district lacks basic operating
expenses.

The Douglas Education Association thanks Congressman Perkins and the
Committee on Education and Labor for their efforts to extend programs and
for allowing the local association viewpoint and concerns to be presented to
them.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. HELEN TRUMP, PRESIDENT, DOUGLAS
TEACHER ASSOCIATION, SOUTH DAKOTA

1111'S. TRUMP. Mr. Chairman, we want to compliment you and your
committee for your bill that extends the Federal assistance programs
for elementary and secondary education. We will be indeed inter-
ested to learn what the study of late funding will result in as far as
the interests that are accumulated due to lateness in funding.

These points are of particular interest to us because out total as-
sessed valuation is 4.5 million for 150 square miles of mostly grass
land and small village of approximately 600 people.

In this 150 square mile area, we have the air base which can't be
assessed for tax purposes to support the educational program& The
patrons of the district are taxed at a maximum millage of 26 mills
per agricultural land and 42 mills for nonagricultural lands for the
general funds and special education purposes at our school district.

Yet the district can raise from this source only $170,000 which
maintains the school for only about 10 days. If we add the two other
non-Federal sources, you will find that we can educate approxi-
mately 3,500 students for an additional 30 days only.

It is well to note here that 3,000 of the 3,500 students that are in
our district are there because of Federal activities at Ellsworth mak-
ing it necessary that the district be dependent upon the government
for $2.3 million of its $2.9 million budget.

Any accurate projections of enrollment have been very difficult be-
cause of the fluctuation of military enrollment and the fact that the
Federal Government actually pays only for the number of days stu-
dents are attending, in other words, average daily attendance rather
than pays for the number of days a student is in average daily
membership.

You will understand that these two figures can be quite different.
Should a child miss 20 days of school during the year the district is
minus a month payment for that child even though the school has to
be maintained as far as teachers and staff as well as building and
equipment are concerned.

We have varying demands for military employment on the base
and as a result, we sometimes suffer from decrease of military en-
rollment.

As in the case of the school year 1971 -72 the State average was
estimated at $787.64 per child and the Douglas cost was $833.49.

One 'can apply on publiC law section 3(e) for funds under military
decrease in enrollment but we haven't received any funds on .that.
Under the subsection for. payment, section 2 of Public Law 874, it
states when the United States purchases property within a. school
district and the CoMniissioner determines that such acquisition has
placed a continuing substantial burden on the district, then the Gov-
ernment shay pay the local wheel tax without regard to any im-
proveMent inane in or on such property.

Now, the Government took over an area at Ellsworth Air Force
Base kkOWti- Rental Heights. At the_ time the biAght it it had 459
homes worth $3 million which cam& tiff the %di TherefOre the
Government owes millage on $3 million worth 'of homes each year

95-545-73--pt. 2-28
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plus the cost. for each child coming from each one of those homes
under section 2, section 3(c) (4) and section 3(c) (1) for these chil-
dren. However, we still have not received funds.

The millage for the $3 million is figured to be $120,000 that the
Government owes the district annually.

To demonstrate the reality of the difficulty in anticipating fund-
ing when it is required that this projection of funds be done for 2
years in advance., consider the teachers are hired in the spring of
1973 if indeed they were hired this year, and too a preliminary
budget. has to be complete by the first of /May 1973 for the school
year 1973-74.

The district budget has to be finalized by 14 September in 1973.
However the State does not figure its funding until the end of the
school year 1973-74 and usually does not send in its State figures to
the U.S. Office of Education until the first of December and if
everything goes smoothly you could figure about December 21 you
would have authorization for final payment to the district of ;funds
that they should be having which makes a 2-year delay.

This results in a necessity for loans which incur interest and this
interest. is not provided for by the Federal Government in their pay-
ment. We simply have to subtract it from our basic operational costs.

This year we may not be able to finish off the year and so we have
declared a. moratorium on some of our spending. In fact. we have attri-
tion in the staff. In our building, we have 724 fourth -, fifth-, and sixth-
year students that are taught by one PE teacher and one music teacher.

When the fall began we had two teachers in music and two teachers
in physical education.

Now they have double classrooms from 50 to 56 people. To compound
our problem we have State laws which say in effect, you cannot. close
school during the year and you may not write warrants in excess of
your debt limitation. So we are kind of between a rock and a hard
place.

On one hand you can't close the school and on the other hand you
can't spend money you don't have and do it legally. Without a special
law, which we are working on at the State level, our projected funding
will not enable us to start next year.

In fact with the Federal .and the nonfederal funds, we figure that
100 days in school is all we can apply for and if we can't under the
State law apply for or have enough projected funding for a 175 day
school term, we will lose our State apportion.

Another problem that we are having this year and we may well
close- if the district does not go to debt limitation this year all the
way, before seniors have a chance to earn enough credits to gradu-
ate, if they don't have enough credits by the end of the third quar-
ter this year, the diplomas will not be granted because they have to
be earned, they can't be given.

Therefore, we urge the passage of your bill to extend Public Law
874 and urge that you approve necessary appropriations to fund the
programs needed for a reasonable education for students.

Chairman. PERKINS. -Let me thank you for an outstanding state-
ment and also ask you a question.
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What do von think would happi.ii to your program if it was
grouped in with other educational legislation that would all have to
share in funds at the State level?

Do you feel that title I would suffer or do you feel that it would
be a good thing and tell us the reason why.

Mrs. Timmy. What we think is that we would lose what we par-
ticularly needed for severely impacted districts. What we need is a
law that pertains especially to them because there are many, many
districts in the United States that are actually under Public Law
874 at the present time.

In fact you only have to have 3 percent of the people in your dis-
trict if they qualify under Public Law 874.

In the State of South Dakota, we have 51 schools which qualify
under Public Law 874 but we are the only one that is heavily mili-
tarily impacted at approximately 87 percent.

Chairman PEnicrics: Is it your opinion, from the standpoint of the
great need for impacted funds, that you would suffer if this was
grouped with other educational programs at the State level?

Mr. Tuumr. Yes, it is; because at the State level, you find they
are more directly political than at the national level and it is a form
of political patronage. Besides that you would have to put in some
new bureaucratic organization in the DPI to handle the situation.

Chairman PERKINS. Would yon say the same thing would apply
to title I funds at the State level ?

Mrs. Tnu3rl'. Yes, sir.
Chairman Piancixs. And you feel that we should continue with

the categorical programs for the reasons that you have stated?
Mrs. TRUMP. Yes; I do very definitely.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEIDIAN. No questions.
Chairman PERINS. Let me thank you very much for your ap-

pearance this morning.
Mrs. TRUMP. Thank you, Mr. PerkinS..I appreciate it.
Chairman PERKINS. I am going to call Mr. John F. Nagle, chief,

National Federation of the Blind, Washington, D.C.
We are going to hear from you at this time, Mr. Nagle. I know

that you have a most interesting statement. I want to preface my re-
marks to state that we have not done enough for the blind. We have
tried to improve their lot all through the years but we hope to do
more.

Go aead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. NAGLE, CHIEF OF THE WASHINGTON
OFFICE, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND, WASHINGTON,
DC.

Mr. NAGLE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is John F.

Nvgle,, chief of the Washington. office of the. National. Federation of
the Blind.
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Mr. address is 1346 Connecticut Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Mr. Chairman, I am appearing here, today, to describe a problem
experienced by many blind people throughout the country, and as a
solution to this problem, to offer for your consideration and accept-
ance an amendment to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act.

And the problem is that of rank and ruthless discrimination.
Blind persons, skilled in the ways and techniques of dealing success-
fully with the differences of blindness, skilled too. and well prepared
too, in the craft of teaching, far too often such blind persons are de-
nied employment as teachers in public schools and denied because
they are blind and only because they are blind.

Mr. Chair Man since the first inclusion of the handicapped within
the scope of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, millions
of tax dollars have been spent to improve and equalize the educa-
tional opportunities of blind children and other severely visually im-
paired children.

And during the same period of years, more millions of tax dollars
have been spent to provide blind and other seriously impaired peo-
ple with orientation and training in a management of their
disabilities, to provide them with professional and vocational educa-
tion and training that they might be able to earn a livelihood in ac-
cordance with their developed talents and aptitudes.

Numbered among these people have been blind men and women
with a desire and a. determination to teach, who have acquired the
requisite education and training to be teachers. And when all prepa-
ration was finished, they applied for employment as teachers.

They applied in large city school systemsand they were told the
buildings would be too large for them to manage in, or they would
not be able to handle the flights of stairs, or big city traffic would be
impossible for them to deal with.

And big city school 'administrators would always kindly recom-
mend the advantages of teaching in a small town.

Boards of education in small towns said to the blind teacher ap-
plicants that public transportation was poor or nonexistent and
there would be problems getting from residence to school, sighted
Volunteer help could not readily be found in a rural area, school
buildings would be difficult to travel in because of their size and
flights of stairs Would be hazardous.

And the officials of public schools in small towns and farming re-
()ions would always kindly recommend that the blind teacher appli-
cant seek employment as a teacher in a big city school system.

Competent and capable in the skills of blindness, educated and
prepared in the practices of teaching, the blind person applies to
public school minorities for a teaching pbSitiOn and the invariable
reaction is firmly negative, arbitrarily adverse, and yet, more than
40 blind men and women are today engaged as teachers at every
scholastic level from kindergarten to university.

To cite a few figures:.
There are- ittleiiSt 105 Wind iieitoii§ teaching in the State of Cali-

fornia, 13 iii Massachusetts, 58 in New 'York, and 12 iii NeW. Jersey.
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But in spite of this established record of demonstrated and. proven
accomplishment, in spite of instance after instance of successful per-
formance and oftentimes superior performance by blind persons as
teachers, as teachers of blind children and teachers of sighted chil-
dren; as teachers in elementary and secondary schools; as teachers
in college and universities; as teachers of math, music, foreign lan-
guages. laW, English, business, social studies, history, remedial read-
ing; political science, chemistry, botany, physics; as teachers of 5-
year -olds and of doctoral degree students.

Mr. Chairman, in spite of all this, in spite of almost limitless
examples that may be given of successfully functionino. blind per-
sons in the teaching profession, still, far too often, the blind appli-
cant for a teaching position is rejected and rejected because he is
blind.

Far too often, Mr. Chairman, blind applicants for teaching posi-
tions are refused employment, not because they lack adequate educa-
tion and training, not because they lack the required certificates and
credentials, but they are refused because they are blind.

School boards and superintendents of schools seem unable to un-
derstand that a blind person can be a success as a teacher. But such
teacher-hiring officials no longer, need to make evaluations of blind
applicants motivated by altruistic ignorance or cautious misinforma-
tion.

Accurate and informed data is available to them from school
boards and school administrators who have employed blind teachers
and renewed their contracts over and over again.

Mr. Chairman. no longer can a school board member cross-exam-
ine a. blind-applicant teacher with questions to which he believes
there are no acceptable answers..

By now, by 1973, enough blind men and women have been teach-
ing long enough in a wide variety of subject areas, grades, and class-
room situations so that tested and practical answers can be given.

How will the blind teacher handle discipline? How will he take
class attendance; manage blackboard work, visual aids? How will
the blind teacher correct class papers, handle fire drill, playground
and cafeteria, duty, club and other special group assignments?

Will not parents of sighted children object-to have their children
taught by a blind teacher?

Will not sighted children feel strange, uncomfortable, different if
they are taught by a blind teacher? Can the blind teacher, will the
blind teacher carry his share of the extracurricular load which must
be borne and sliared by all of the school faculty?

Answers to these and other questions related to the visual impair-
ment of a teacher need no longer be -answered by intuition, hunches,
acts of faith, impulsive kindness, thoughtless unkindness. Authorita-
tive sources for all such questions can be obtained, will be furnished
by administrators of school districts which have employed blind
teachers, by parents of children who have been taught by blind
teachers, -and by colleagues who have worked alongside of blind
teachers.

Mr. Chairman, in order to assure to qualified blind persons a full
and equal opportunity for. employment in programs and activities
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conducted and financed under the Elementary and Secondary Edu
cation Act, I offer an amendment to this act for inclusion at appro-
priate place to achieve most effective results:

PROHIBITION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION AGAINST Tun BLIND
IN EMPLOYMENT.

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of blindness or severely
impaired vision, be denied employment in any position, program or activity
receiving Federal financial assistance under this act:

It should be apparent to all Mr. Chairman that the amendment
propose does not require that a blind applicant for a teachin,g posi-
tion be hired simply because he is blind. It requires only that he
be given a fair opportunity to demonstrate his ability to teach, to
prove this capability to successfully meet and cope with the goals
and challenges. of teaching.

In short,
challenges

Chairman, the amendment I am offering for your
consideration and adoption would impose upon educational employ-
ing authorities the obligation of acting affirmatively toward the
blind teacher appliCant, not negatively; to judge him by perform-
ance and not prejudice; to evaluate him for talent and ability, not
devalue him and disparage him because he is blind.

To conclude, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, we
blind people, who are older and who have lived and functioned for
years with blindness, once we believed that as we proved our capaci-
ties and capabilities by on-the-job demonstrationsby actually
teaching sighted children in public schools; by actually selling in-
surance; practicing law; running a computer, a vending stand,
drill press; by actually living successfully without sight in a sight-
structured society; by actually working successfully without sight in
the regular livelihoods of the community, Mr. Chairman, we blind
people who have lived and functioned with blindness for years, once
we believed that the blind successors to the blind pioneers would
find it easier to gain entry into normal society, that the obstacles
confronting them would be fewer, the barriers lower or gone en-
tirely.

Once we believed that the blind successors to the blind pioneers
would find it less difficult to achieve full acceptance in 'interdepen-
dent living, that they would receive, along with all others and no
different from all others, a fair chance and an equal opportunity to
advance and achieve improved status and recognition and reward ac-
cording ff to merit and. established and demonstrated performance.

But Mr. Chairman, it has not been so! It has not been so at all,
particularly in the matter of employment in education.

Each aspiring ambitious blind person knows from personal experi-
ence, each blind man who would enter an area of economic endeavor
already successfully invaded by others who are also blind; seldom if
ever gains an advantage when he points to proven - success blind
predecessors.

But each blind man who dares and tries, finds it is just as though
he were the first and he must over and over again prove his right to
live normally, prove the capacities and capabilities of a blind per-
son,.prove his qualification for regular-employment.
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This Mr. Chairman is the situation confronting blind parsons
ithroughout our entire national economy today. It is the situation

which confronts blind persons who would be teachers in the Nation's
public schools.

So Mr. Chairman, since all else has failed, since the blind appli-
cant for a public school teaching position encounters, today, with lit-
tle improvement or abatement

teaching
the past, discrimination based

upon blindness and denial of a fair opportunity to prove merit and
qualifications as a teacher, we come to Congress and ask for enact-
ment of a law to secure fair opportunity for us.

We need and seek passage of a law that will prohibit and outlaw
blind-based discrimination in the field of teacher employment.

W urge you, therefore, to approve the amendment we propose to
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act that would secure
these goals to qualified blind persons.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, Mr. Nagle, for an out-

standing statement. I want to assure you that the committee will
give consideration to your proposed amendment. I personally feel
that it is a good proposal.

Mr. Ford?
Mr. Foul). Mr. Chairman, I:think I would agree with you and so

would everyone on .the committee.
I wonder if you might follow up your r xcellent statement today

with some indications of specifics of schfol districts that have to
your knowledge come up with the kind of excuses that you outline
here? You have described in general terms the, kinds of excuses
school districts are giving for not hiring blind people as teachers.

I would like to know who they are and I would like to then ask
those districts what kind of policies they have established because I
suspect they are alyeady in violation of the law.

Mr. NAGLE. I can tell you this, Mr. Ford, that so far as I know
there is no school district that is exceptional to this.

I would say that every school district that I have encountered
where blind people have applied for positions, they have had great
difficulty. Although as I explained, there are 105 blind people teach-
ing in California, it was the experience of a blind man who went to
103 school districts before he Was hired.

So that to give you specific instances, in every school district this
is a problem. There is no outstanding one or no particular school
districts where blind people have experienced this.

Mr. Foul). If they have a policy that identifies you as you come
through the door without regard to your qualifications as being dis-
qualified because you are blind

Mr. NAGLE. That is, right.
Mr. FORD. I suspect that already violates the spirit if not the let-

ter of the Federi:i law and your amendment won't do much good un-
less we can r c at the root of how they promulgate that kind of
policy and practice.-

So if you could supply to the committee some specifics, we will
take the time to lOok at them.

Mr. NAGLE. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you again, Mr. Nagle.
[Information requested follows :1
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NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TUE BLIND.
Chatsworth, Calif., Harch 11, 1973.

Congressman CARL PERKINS, Chairman
Committer on Labor and Education,
House of Representatives,
Washington., D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : Dr. Kenneth Jernigan the President of the
National Federation of the Blind requested that I write you regarding thy
examples with many school districts in California with respect to discrimina-
tion against me solely due to the fact that I happen to be blind.

I am a major in both English and Social Studies. Before receiving thy
second position as a high school teacher of sighted youngsters in a regular
classroom situation, I faced a tremendous anion it of discrimination on account
of my blindness. Inspite of the fact that I mad taught four years in a school
district in NOrthern California, I had to search for another job for two long
years. I sent out some 200 applications and engaged in about SO interviews. I
only received one offer.

I am the first totally blind teacher to work within the Los Angeles City
School System. I received my job thanks to the untiring efforts of the National
Federation of the Blind. I was hired in 1967 and for two years, I was forced
to accept the status of a long-term substitute; I was paid but two thirds of
my expected salary which should have been computed in accordance with my
four year teaching experience. I was kept at this lowly status solely on
account of my blindness. I now enjoy tenure with this district, but unlike my
sighted colleagues, I had to serve 5 years before achieving it. Normally, the
probationary period is Wit three years. My record has been an outstanding one.
I am currently the Vice-Chairman of my faculty at Chatsworth High School. I
was selected as one of the ten outstanding young 'men of America by the
United States Jaycees. And yet, inspite of these accomplishments on my part,
my blindness almost prevented me from gaining a teaching position with the
Los Angeles City School System. I have long since learned the necessary alter-
nat7.ves which have helped me to cope with blindness, but how does one con-
vince school district personnel that .blindness can be reduced to a minor incon-
venience provided that one receives the proper training and opportunity.

As the present of the largest organization of blind teachers in this nation, I
have asked our membership to send you similar documentation concerning. the
discriminatory practices which they haVe encountered.

I shall enclose some literature which slthuld readily convince you that blind-
ness in a teacher need not be an insurmountable handicap.

Cordially
ROBERT ACOSTA, PrCeideNt.

P.S. I sincerely hope that the Congress will pass the proposed amendment to
the Federal Education Statutes which would make it illegal for school dis-
tricts on the elementary and secondary levels to refuse to hire blind teachers
solely on account of our blindness.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA, 11/Grat 1.1, 1971.
Re Discrimination against blind teachers.
CongressMan CARL PERKIN' S,
Washington., D.C.'

DEAR Mu. PERKINS: Mr. Bob Accosta, president of the National Federation
of the Blind Teachers' Division, has called my attention to a bill now under
consideration prohibiting discrimination against blind persons in the teaching
profession. I belive that it is imperative that an anti-discrimination bill be
passed's° that blind teachers will be able to compete for and hold jobs on the
same basis as their sighted colleagues.

My personal experience with discrimination while in the process of looking
for a job and after I was employed should explain why I am so interested in
this bill. I graduated from the UniverSity of Minnesota in 1968 with a B.S.
Degree in English Education and a minor'in.history. My overall average of B
and nine quarter hours of A grades in student teaching enabled me to obtain
teaching certificates in Minnesota and Iowa. These certificates stated that I
am qualified to teach all Englisb and 'U.S. and World History in junior and
senior high classroom situations.
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Despite the fact that I am qualified to teach, counselors in college and the
head of the Minnesota State Services for the Blind painted a dismal picture
for me. They stated that it would he "a miracle" if I were to obtain a job.
While completing my college studies, I wrote sixty letters of application iu
Minnesota and surrounding states in the Mid West. In several cases, I
received replies stating that there was no vacancy only to see the same job
advertised for several consecutive weeks after I had written my letter. This
practice by eniployeers continued periodically after I returned to Iowa and
applied for jobs there. During the summer of 1968, I wrote one hundred letters
to schools in Iowa and was given only one token interview by the Des Moines
School System whose personnel director stated that I would probably not be
seriously considered since all vacancies had been filled. Conditions improved
later in that summer, and Mr. John Taylor and I were both confident that I
could obtain work by September ; but my dealings with the Commission for the
Blind had put me in contact with their orientation program, and I decided to
postpone my teaching career for another year and take some training.

After writing a total of one hundred sixty letters, I was granted only one
interview and promised two others. These promises came late in the season
when superintendents are more careful before refusing to consider an appli-
cant. I would estimate that in that one tenth of the letters I received in reply
to mine stated that the. vacancies were filled, though subsequent advertisement
indicated that they were not. One of the most difficult tasks for a blind job
applicant in any profession is to obtain a personal interview.

Dnring the summer of 1969, I wrote one hundred fifty letters before I was
able to obtain a job in Onawa, a small town located near Sioux City, Iowa.
For two years, I taught ninth-grade English and U.S. History ; but the road
was not smooth.

The principal and superintendent both felt I had potential ; and since they
were happy with my work the first year, I was offered another contract which
I signed. In the late spring, after I had signed my contract to teach for
another year, I began to have discipline problems in my classroom. The super-
intendent informed me that I must submit a .resignation immediately. I
refused to do this and I called on Mr. Taylor from the Commission for assist-
ance. He Was skillful in his dealings with the superintendent, and I was put
on a probationary periOd. Other blind people in other states are not as fortu-
nate as I was. Those who do not have competent assistance must work with-
out strong legislative provisions to back them. After a long delay, I was told
that I would not be asked to resign.

I received no word that my work the following year was unsatisfactory
until recommendations for contracts were to be presented to the school board
in March. Two days before this procedure was to take place, I was informed
that my work was unsatisfactory and that if I didn't submit a resignation, I
would be fired. It was hinted that unpleasant publicity might accompany this
action, so I submitted a resignation. Even if I were to emerge the victor in
such a confrontation with the board, the tension and ill -will would, I knew,
make work in a small town extremely unpleasant.

I wrote what the superintendent undoubtedly considered a gracious letter of
resignation. I stated that my reasons for IetiVing the system were to further
my education. Though my resignation had been forced, the superintendent
a( ,uaily had me speak in a meeting of Lions in another town. He praised my
abilities as a teacher and stated that he was sorry to see me leave.

At the end of that disheartening year, I left; however, the supetintendent
told a yehabilitation counselor that it had been unnecessary to force my
resignation and that he felt "like a dog" for what had happened. Who knows
what difference anti-discrimination bill might have made? I might still have
chosen not to fight; but I would have been assured of fair treatment regard!.
less of my decision; and that is vital for any teacher.

I obtained a job after writing one hundied"twenty-five More letters. This
time, I was given two interviews before I gained employment as a result of
a third. I taught full time .fo'r one semester as a substitute for an English and
speech teacher who had Military obligations. This last job experience was
wonderful. The later of recommendation and fareWell I received left no doubt
in my mind that I had performed n ell.

I am not currently employed because I eta married ; and I have two step
children to care for. I feel that I e.-.1uld obtain a job if I were interested,
however.
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Although I am not teaching now, I am vitally interested in the welfare of
those blind people who are in the profession actively. I feel that discrimination
exists because of the general public's ignorance of the capabilities of blind
people. I feel that legislation mast do what it takes education a longer time
to accomplish, I feel that provisions should be made to insure the fair treatment
of the blind college student who .wants the chance to complete the courses
ho will need for certification. I also feel that blind job apiilicants should lie
considered on the same basis as their sighted colleagues. I think that special
emphasis should he placed on the importance of granting a blind applicant
the right to bave a meeting with those who hire teachers in that system. This
right. to have an interview is the most crutial for a blind applicant to procure.
Finally, I feel that once a blind person has been hired. he should be informed
of the quality of his work so that he knows what is acceptable mid what is not.
Often, T have heard of teachers like myself \those work was above average for
most of the year, but suddenly detioriated- in quality as the time approached
for new contracts to be signed. If a blind teacher performs well, he should lie
rewarded, and if he does not, he should be eliminated from the classroom.
The passage of an anti-discrimination bill would insure that those in the teach-
ing profession could pursue their careers without the fear of unjust treatment.
Freedom from fear would mean that a blind teacher would be free to concen-
trate exclusively on the quality of his work and the students lie influences,

Sincerely,

Congressman CART, PERKINS
Chairinav, Committee on Labor and Education,
Howie of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PEimixs I am aware that amendments are being intro-
duced to the federal education statutes, which, if passed, will prevent elemen-
tary and secondary school districts from refusirg to consider persons for
teacher employment solely because they are blind. I have been asked *)y Bob
Acosta., President of thel National Federation of the Blind Teachers Division,
to tell you of some of my experiences in attempting to obtain teacher employ-
ment.

I must first tell you that my bachelor's degree is in elementary education
with a concentrated course of study at the junior high level. My master's
degree is in education of blind and visually handicapped children. I have
repeatedly been told both by administrators and by others who have seen my
placement credentials that they are excellent and that I am well qualified for
the positions for whin I have applied. I admit that I have limited myself
somewhat in the jobs for which I have applied, because my husband had to be
in a place where lie could finish his education. Nevertheless, there have been
jobs available for which I have applied, for which I seenrA to have an excel-
lent chance until the hiring personnel became aware that I was blind.

I can tell you of the Livingston, Montana, school system which even after
having interviewed me on the second .floor of a building and after having dis-
cussed blindness at length with me, still sent a letter to me stating that they
could not consider me for employment, since the class was one of first graders
and the classroom was on the second story of the building. It Is Interesting
that, after all, I did have to walk upstairs in order to get to the interview and
that for four years previously, my husband and I had never lived in a
ground-floor apartment. The truth of the matter was simply that I was blind.

I can tell you of another school district in Billings, Montana, which was
much less subtle in its refusal to consider me or any other blind person for
employment. I was interviewed by this school district the year that I received
my undergraduate degree and then again the following year. The first year the
assistant suPerintendent of schools interviewed me and pretended no interest
except to satisfy himself that he had performed his duty. The second year as I
walked in the door to be interviewed, he said something like this: "I remem-
ber you from last year. You can come in and talk all day if you Iike, but,
under no circumstances, will I hire you or any other blind person to teach my
kids in my school district." I really wonder if lie isn't harming those children
that he guards so protectively much more than lie harmed me by what he said.

PAMELA PRIM.

EVANS, COLO., March 15, 197.3.
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I had contact with still another school district this fall. Lest anyone think
that Montana is the only state with school districts which discriminate, I must
hasten to say that this was in Torrance, California. In California where, more
than 100 blind teachers are employed this year. The job that I applied for was
to teach blind and visually handicapped children. The administrator was inter-
ested enough to phone me to encourage me to get both my application and cre-
dentials to him promptly. Yet, in a letter which was dated the day before the
decision was made not to hire me and in a letter signed by the same man with
whom I had spoken previously, I was told that the job was no longer available
due to decreased enrollment of the school. As it happened, I was in touch with
someone else who worked for the school district. .I learned that the official
decison was made the day after the letter informing me was dated, but also
that they hired someone for that job with no degree in the field, someone who
did not even know braille, the median by which many of the children that I
,would have taught must have been reading. Now again, I wonder. I wonder if
It is fair to deprive children of receiving the best possible education from a
teacher who not only knows the alternative techniques used by blind people
but who also has experienced them, being blind herself. Were any of Nese
three school districts thinking exclusively of the children to whom they profess
to be dedicated? I am certainly not the only qualified teacher who could have
filled these teaching positions, but indications are that I could have filled them
as well or perhaps better than some of those who were actually hired.

I have described only three of the most obvious experiences that I have had
with school districts. There need not be official policy or guidelines in order
for schools to effectively prevent blind teachers from practieing their chosen
profession, though some school districts have those as well. As a member of
the Montana Association for the Blind, I was chairman of a committee which
did a survey of all of the school districts in Montana to determine where such
official regulations existed. We found that fewer than half the school districts
have such rules. Yet., so far as I know, there is only one blind person now
teaching full time in-the public schools of that 81-Ate.

The educatois in this country, who because they are educators, should be
the most broad-minded and forward-looking of all people do not all measure
up. They talk of accountability ; they, too, must be accountable for their
actions. Children are being to to shun handicapped people, to believe.
because their elders do, that blind people, or for that matter, deaf people, crip-
pled people, or people who stutter, etc., are not as valuable to society because
there is a visible flaw in their physicial makeup. Facts will show that blind
people produce effectively in many fields of endeaVor, one of these being the
field of education. That we are blind, means only that our eyes do not work as
they should. We are just as sensitive to children's needs ; and the only way to
prove that to children, to parents, to administrators, and to society is to be
given the chance to succeed or to fail with our sighted colleagues.

Finally, I want to thank you and your Committee for attempting to rectify
the situation by passing legislation which would make it unlawful for school
districts to continue to practice such archaic beliefs in the future. Your
actions are sincerely appreciated.

Sincerely,
Mrs. SUSAN I, FORD.

FORT LEE, N.J., March 15.
Hon. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives,
IT'ashington, D.C.

Dutin REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS : As a blind teacher who has experienced
much discrimination when seeking employment in various school districts. I
urge you to support the anti - discrimination amendment to the elementary and
secondary education statutes as put forth by the National Federation of the
Blind.

In the Spring of 1971, because of budget cuts in the New Jersey school
system in which I had been a music teacher, I was forced to look for a -new
position., I believed that because of the growing number of blind teachers
throughout our country and because I had had eleven years of teaching experi-
ence as a blind teacher teaching sighted children in both New York and New
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Jersey, I would not encounter the discrimination because of blindness with
which I had met in the early stages of my teaching career. However, to my
dismay, I discovered that discrimination and prejudicial attitudes about blind-
ness are rampant among school superintendents. Most of the superintendents,
principals, or personnel directors who interviewed me that Spring were not
concerned enough with my ability to tenth music. Rather, their major concerns
centered around whether I was able to move about large buildings, transport
myself from my home to their school each day, and whether or not I would be
able to teach at two schools during a single day. The latter seemed to bother
them the most although I explained that as a music teacher I had had to
cover more than one school during a teaching day for most of my eleven years
of employment. I also explained that it was my responsibility to arrange to
transport myself from one school to another, not their's. However, they still
felt that they would be responsible and therefore, I was not hired.

Unfortunately, in many instances, before a candidate for a particular teach-
ing position is requested to appear for an interview, she must fill out an appli-
cation. I sa' "unfortunately," because the question "Do you have any visual
disability?" appears on most application forms. It has been my experience that
those school districts whose application forms contained that question, I was
not requested to come for an interview. Thus, the blind teacher is simply
rejected, often without meeting his prospective employer, simply because he
has admitted that he is blind.

Because of the discrimination which I have discussed, I was not able to
obtain a teaching position in a public school district. Therefore, in the.Fall of
1971 I began teaching music at an agency for the blind at a great reduction in
salary. I feel that I am rather fortunate because there are other blind teach-
ers who because of discrimination have no salary at all.

As I have stated above, although the number of blind teachers has grown in
recent years, there are many more who could be successfully employed if
school districts would give them the opportunity to prove that blindness need
not be an insurmountable barrier to a good teacher. Therefore, I mice again
urge you to support the proposed antidiscrimination amendment.

Yours truly,
MYRNA. SCHMIDT.

DEVILS LAKE, N. DAx., March 14, 1973.
CONGRESSMAN CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Education,
House of Representatives,
Washington,' D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS In response to your request to the National
Federation of the Blind for specific cases of discrimination against blind per-
sons in the teaching profession, I would likt to share with you and your com-
mittee my experience in this regard. After graduating from an Iowa univer-
sity in 19438, I taught fourth grade in a public elementary school in that state.
It was a successful year ; and a short time after school began my school ad-
ministrators, fellow teachers, and the parents of my children were convinced
that a totally blind person could competently perform the duties of a class-
room teacher.

The following summer I was married and moved to Devils Lake, North
Dakota. Since I wanted to continue teaching, I applied for a position In the
local school system. At my interview with the school superintendent. I was told
that, although nay credentials and recommendations were good, it.would not be
possible for a blind person to handle a classroom in this system. Despite my
attempts to discuss with hiin the general independence and competency of
blind people and the specific. techniques I used in teaching, I knew that the first
round of my case had been lost. His deeision not to hire me was made before
I ever entered his office, because cIassroofn teaching simply did not fit into his
concept: of what a blind person could do. As an individual I never could have
persuaded this superintendent to give.ibe a job. However, through the combined
efforts of leaders in the National Federation of the Blind and officials in the
Iowa sehool system where I taught, he and the, school btard eventually de-
cided to let me try. Again, it was a successful experience, and in a short lime
everypne concerned was satisfied with my work. However, because of the
prejudice and misconceptions about blindness on the part of the administration,
a strong attempt was made to keep me out of their system.
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For more than three decades the National Federation of the Blind Inn
worked to improve employment opportunities for the blind of this Tuition. Many
gains have been realized. but the road is still far from smooth, and the field of
teaching is one of the remaining hurdles. Because of incidents like the one I
have related, I urge you to consider the proposed amendment prohibiting other-
wise qualified teachers from being discriminated against simply on the ground:,
of blindness. If this much needed legislation is enaeted, hundreds of certified
blind teachers will be able to contribute to the economy of the country as tax
payers rather than live only as tax consumers.

Very truly yours,
JUDY {MTS. Curtis) SAUSnr., c.

Mr. SF.To.r.co, ILL., March 16, 1973.
:11R. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman of Labor and Education Committee.
House of Representatives,
Wash inglon, D.C.

Dmmt MR. PERKINS: I am a member of the National Federation of the Blind
and, therefore, I Tun aware that the Capitol Federation has submitted an
amendment to the Federal Education, Statutes which is to receive a hearing
Before the Labor and Education Committee in the very near future.
amendment would prohibit discrimination by employers in the educational
field toward blind people seeking employment as teachers.

Presently I am employed as counselor in a public high school of sighted stu-
dents. However, from past experiences educational fields, I know that a ma-
jority of administrators and boards of education do eliminate blind applica-
tions from educational employment, solely on the assumption that a bind per-
son could not possibly teach, supervise, and control or work. with sighted sill-
(Poits because of the blindness. This conclusion is not arrived at in a logical
more reasonable manner. especially persons who are supposed to be educated
or involvedin the educational process.

Nevertheless. this is the problem which confronts the blind applicant far too
many times.

Therefore, I urge you and the Labor and Education Committee as a whole to
adopt and support the amendmentsponsorod by the Labor Federation of the
Blind. This amendment is not intended as a guarantee for blind people but
rather to assure the right of a blind person to apply and expect consideration
as any qualified candidate might receive. The least emphasis should be placed
on blindness when a blind applicant's qualifications are examinedfor that
particular handicap will not determine success as faithre in the educational
.position.

What we are asking for then, is the opportunity to break the old discrimina-
tion patterns and be permitted to disprove and change the old images about
blindness which have caused the prejudices and biases toward blindness. What
we are asking for is diginity'and respect which any one is'.entitted to when he
is willing to earn a livelihood and lead a useful and worthwhile life.

Sincerely,
Wzr.r.rim C. Fur.r.fat.

COSTA MESA, CALIF., March 14, 1973.
CONGRESSMAN CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Education,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: I have been a blind teacher of sighted children
for fifteen years. My education, credentials and position. Were all obtained as
a blind person. My performance in this capacity has been: very. Satisfactory, a
fact that can be verified.

The purpose of this letter is to urge you to support legislation. making it
illegal to discriminate 'against blind teaeher applicants. I.,et me assnie you
that such conditions do exist. What:a blind person Want:13;1s ark:opportunity to
indicate his ability to do a fob well.

Sincerely,
DOzitiin Eirbicsirr,

,Fifth grwle teacher.
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ANAHEIM, CALIF., March 13, 1973.
CONGRESSMAN CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on. Labor and Education,.
Rouse of Representative*,
'Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sin: I inn aware that the National Federation of the Blind is putting
forth a'proposal to the 1%3 Amendments to the Education Code in which any
school district that discriminated against the hiring of a teacher on the basis
of blindness would be subject to loss of federal financial assistance. I strongly
urge the passage of this bill. I am a blind teacher teaching ninth grade sighted
children Anthropology and World History.

Despite a successful college career including an outstanding station teach-
ing evaluation, I spent two and one half years attempting to find a full time
teaching assignment. While my sighted classmates were affected by the teacher
surplus and were forced to take teaching assignments that they considered less
desirable either in geographic location or class assignment, all of them did
find teaching positions the first year. In my opinion, the reason that I was un-
able to find a -teaching assignment for two and one half years was because of
discriminatory behavior on the part of California school districts. I will attempt
here to recreate some of the incidents that I experienced in the hope that this
information will help the committee in arriving at a just decision.

Discrimination against the blind is complicated because it is often not ree-
ognized as, discrimination. For example, I was informed by the Glendale School
District that .lthough my resume and application looked very good, I would
be unsuited for the opening in their district because it was at a school that had
stairs. This school district not only discriminated against me but they felt
theY were doing it for my own "benefit". When I attempted to deal with this
Illogical thinking in relating my lack of eyesight to my mobility, I pointed out
to them that my meeting with them was taking place on the second floor, but
they only persisted in repeating their original statement.

The San Marinci- Junior College District informed me that their students
were not ready for a blind teacher but that in all other areas I was highly
qualified.

The Los Angeles City School District informed me that if I were hired, a
sighted teacher's aid would have to be in the classroom with me and my
classes at all times and that this teacher's aid salary would come from the
building principal's budget. Furthermore, although I passed the written and
oral examinations administered by the district, after my name on the list of
teacher candidates that went out to all schools the word "blind" would be
Placed to "warn" the principal.

In Pasadena the principal that interviewed me stated frankly that he did
not know what the district's policy was toward hiring _the blind and that he
would check with the district regarding this matter. I never heard the district
office's reaction to his Inquiry.

In two anti one half years of job hunting, I mailed out over six hundred.
resumes, filled out over three hundred applications, most of them inquiring as
to physical "defect" or handicap. The most blatant case of application discrim-
ination is the question that asks, "Do you have any physical defect that will
interfere with your ability to teach?" As a blind teacher applicant, I invariably
checked "No" since I do not consider blindness to be a factor in effective
teaching. In my more than fifty job interviews, I encountered numerous cases
of blatant discrimination. The cases cited here are meant to be illustrative of
attitudes wther than an exhaustive list,

I received my Bachelor's Degree and Master's Degree and California Standard
Secondary Teaching Credential for life with the assistance of the Department
Of Rehabilitation. If the Federal Government has the confidence in my ability
as a blind man to be a teacher of sighted children to the extent that they help
in the financing of my education, then It makes sense that the Federal Goreni-
ment should offer legal support by eliminating discriminatory practices by
school districts.

During the two and one half years of my job hunting, I was a recipient of
Aid to the Blind in California, a tax consumer rather. than a tax payer. If
there had been a strong anti-discriMinatory provision, it is probable that I
would have gained employment sooner and become a tax payer quicker.

For all of these reasons, I urge the passage of this anti-discrithinatoiy pro-
vision.

Cordially,-
R. DONALD BROWN.
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DENVER, COLO.
HON. CARL PARKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Education,
House of ItcpreNentatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: Mr. Robert Acosta, president of the Teachers Division of the
National Federation of the Blind, has informed me of your proposed amend-
ment to the education statutes which would prohibit discrimination against
teachers due to blindness. I am very pleased to hear of this amendment and
I hope to hear of its quick passage.

I am a certified teacher of speech, English 07 social studies. I am unable
to receive fair consideration for employment with Denver Public Schools be-
cause of written guidelines which are used as criteria for judging good health.
Blindness, according to the administrators of this School district, makes one
unhealthy. It does not seem to matter to them that over 300 Wind teachers are
already successfully teaching throughout the country, at all grade levels and
in all subject areas.

I do not expect this amendment to guarantee me employment, however, I
'do expect to be considered on an- equal basis with any sighted peers. Upon ole
taining employment I would accept equal responsibility along with my sighted
peers. Upon obtaining employment I would accept equal responsibility along
with my sighted colleagues.

These guidelines will not change without this legislation. Enclosed please
find a copy of the guidelines referred to above. I hope it hill help to impress
upon you the need for such an amendment.

Sincerely,
MISS JUDY MILLER.

Enclosure.

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DIVISION Or HEALTH SERVICES, JULY 1070,
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR EMPLOYMENT

The selection of employees is of great importance to a school system. To
get the greatest benefit from school experiences, boys and girls need association
with healthy schOol employees in a safe and healthful environment. All school
personnel need sound physical and emotional health in order to make their
maximum contribution to the school system.

All full-time, part-time, and temporary employees must be examined by a
member of the staff of the Division of Health Services before beginning em-
ployment in the district. The special record form "Health Appraisal for All
Applicants and Employees" shall be used. Additional medical information for
organic diagnosis or psychiatric evaluation may be required before a candidate
is approved or disapproved.

Veterans of military service, both men and women, must present their
discharge papers. Males who were not in the armed services must submit
rating information from their draft boards.

The following list of health deviations serves as a guide for the approval
or rejection of applicants. Additional medical information may be required to
allow careful evaluation of each new. employee :

1. Allergiesof sufficient degree and duration to incapacitate one for usual
duties, as moderate or severe dermatitis; or bronchial asthma.

2. Blood Dysofasiasas the leukemias or persistent anemias.
3. Blood Pressure Abnormalitiesas moderately severe or progressive hyper-

tension. (As a guide to the use of consultative assistance in deciding sig-
nificance of increased blood pressure, the Division of Health Services arbitrarily
uses a systolic pressure of 160 or above and a diastolic of 100 or above in the
selection of cases for additional medical evaluation.)

4. Cardiac Conditionsas organic damage to the heart which could be an-
ticipated to interfere with usual activities during employment or to shorten the
expected life span.

5. Convulsive Episodeswhich if uncontrolled in nature could prevent one
from performance of duties to safeguard pupils or to assure safety for oneself.

6. Dental Conditionsas neglected caries and mouth hygiene or communicable
diseases of the oral mucosa.

7. Emotional Illnesses or Instabilityas in '.drug or alcohol addiction and
previous or current evidence of a significant deviation from average mental
health. This is not to. imply that those with previous psychiatric treatment
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would be automatically rejected. Consideration will be given to the degree
of rehabilitation and the potential for retaining emotional health.

8. Castro- intestinal Disordersas chronic ulcers, or colitis, or other abnor-
malities which would interfere with adequate performance during employ-
ment.

9. Genito-urinary:such as nephritis, hydroneplirosis, active syphilis or
gonorrhea, dysinenorrhea of a severity to necessitate repeated absences from
work.

10. Glandular Conditionssuch as moderate or severe diabetes: moderate or
marked thyroid, pituitary, adrenal, or other glandular dysfunctions which be-
cause of their severity might cause long and continued absence from work or
uncontrollability.

11. Hearing Impairmentwith evidence of progression of the defect ; or of
loss of more than 40 deeibles (ISO Standard) in the better ear in the three
Important speech frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000; or with failure to obtain
a hearing aid which could adequately improve the hearing loss.

12. Herniaein such location and of such nature as to indicate increased
risk of morbidity or mortality.

13. Malignancyby history within the previous five years. Individual con-
sideration will be given depending on clinical circumstances,

14. Muscular Ailmentsas the dystrophies, or multiple sclerosis, wherein the
progressive nature of the disease would curtail work efficiency and life span.

15. Orthopedic Limitationsas from arthritis, palsies, congenital defects,
or other causes sufficient to interfere with performance of work.

10. Pregnancyafter the 24th week.
17. Tuberculosisless than two years since active infection.
18, Vision Impairmentsin which the niaximinn visual acuity is less than

2040 in the better eye or there is evidence of progressive loss or a chronic
disease that would threaten vision.

19. Weight Deviationsbeyond the range of allowable variation, as estab-
lished upon life insurance standards, and upon evidence of significant patho-
logical accompaniments of the obesity or extreme underweight.

20. Dishonorable, or other than Honorable, Military DischargeThese dis-
charges are disqualifying for employment.

In certain circumstances where in individuals with any other physiCal,
mental, or emotional defects or conditions that would incapacitate the ap-
plicant for the best service to the school system may be precluded from medical
approval for employment.

Approved : Howard L. Johnson, Superintendent.

Dims, CAT.IF., March 15, 1973.
HON. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Education,
House of- Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Psanms: I write this strong recommendation of the
amendment to the Federal Education Statutes, submitted by the National
Federation of the Blind of which I am a long-time member, active in and
devoted to the work of this organization on behalf of blind persons. The amend-
ment would prohibit all public school districts from discriminating against blind
teachers, duly qualified, solely on the basis of blindness.

I experienced a very traumatic situation during the onset of my awn blind-
ness, some twenty one years ago, in the City Schools of Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. The fact that I was a highly trained teacher, counselor, and admin-
istrator, with all the necessary credentials, plus an M.A. Honors, degree from
the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, and a Ph.D. with Phi Beta Kappa key
from the University of Southern California, did not seem to matter much in
the decision as to whether I was to be allowed to resume my teaching, not to
speak of the vice principalship of an eastside secondary school, which I had
held successfully for approximately seven years. I hold, also. a diploma froin the
Sorbonne, Paris; France, and another from the Centro. de estudioa. Ilistoricos
in Madrid, Spain, both of which enhanced the work I was doing in the schools.
The only factor under consideration seemed to be my blindness. Th1:3, by the
way, was due. to acute glaucoma. I had, as would be expected a large.number
of significant interviews with superintendents, assistant s.uperintendents, princi-

.
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pals and others along the "staff and line; all to no avail. It was recommended
to me that 1 should stay at home and serve tea to my many friends. But I
had to make my living, for at that time I was a widow. I was instrumental
in arranging an interview with a representative of the American Federation
-of Teachers, with the superintendents. I was beginning to realize, from the
fact that I was making no progress, that the concept all of my interviewers
had, regarding blindness, was a timeworn misconception and fallacy that blind
persons were helpless, if not hopeless, and incapable of teaching at least. I was
of course, by this time, a permanent teacher, according to the state laws of

. 'California.
At this point, I consulted my organization of blind persons, of which I was

a member, the National Federation of the Blind, interviewing the late Dr.
-Jacobus tenBroek, of the University of California, at Berkeley. From him, I
received di; ecti on.

I was then ready to take my case to.the court. I informed the Superintendent
of Schools of may decision by letter. I received no answer to my letter, but
instead was asked to come to an interview in the office of one of the Assistant
Superintendents There I was informed that I could not resume my admin-
istrative work, but was offered a position in the blind department of the high
school. This I accepted readily, for it was a job. I knew tittle or nothing about
this work, so returned to the University and received another credential in the
education of blind children. I continued teaching in this department until my
retirement twelve years later.

My retirement took place in 1962, Since that time, to my knowledge only two
blind teachers have been employed in the very large City School System. I
think the misconceptions regarding blindness; and the fallacies, still color de-
cisions in teacher employment. Throughout the State of California, we now
have some one hundred and five blind teachers. The conservative elements are
still in the large cities, where there is more chance of employment, but not
for blind persons, in spite of qualifications, and abilities.

Congressman Perkins, from these few remarkS, you will understand my real
interest in having the amendment passed. At a meeting of the blind teachers
of the State of California just yesterday, in San Diego, California, I was
deeply moved by the earnestness, the knowledgeability, concern of these young
'teachers, one of whom was one of my own students. Some of us blind teachers,
young and not so young went to Tijuana, Mexico,, where we participated in
initiating a program of education for blind children over the border. It was
interesting to see how ninny older blind desired to join the class. Where edUca-
tion of blind persons is needed, these young blind TEACHERS ARE RIGHT
ON THE JOB, HELPING.

Thank you for pushing hard on this amendment.
lours respectfully,

Congressman CARL PERKINS.
Chairman, Committee on. Labor and Education,
ITonse of Representative,,
II7afilliapton, D.C.

DEAR. CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : I am aware of the proposed Amendment on
Anti-Discrimination to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Mr. Robert Acosta, President. of the National Federation of the Blind,
Teachers Division, has informed me that you are asking for testimony of
discrimination suffered by blind teachers.

My own case. is classic in that I had to face overwhelming discrimination
by school districts all over New York State. I wrote over 200 letters before
I attained my first teaching position. In fact, some of the administrators who
answered my letters of application were quite candid in their replies by stat-
ing that they would not, or could not, hire a blind teacher. I even tried to
obtain a position with some schools for the blind and there too I met with
the worst kind of discrimination.

Of course, there were some administrators who avoided the issue by saying
"there was no available position at this time." And, some told me quite frankly,
at interviews, that I certainly was more than qualified but that the Superin-
tendent or the Board would not hire a blind man.

95-545-73pt. 2-29

ISABELLE L. D. GRANT.

:NEW Yong, N.Y., March 20, 1973.
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Also, in the letters in which I did not state that I was blind, I would receive-
a frantic call from the administrator (at that time, in 1063, there was a great
demand for teachers) to come and see him as soon as possible. When 1 got
there, and he found out that I was blind, his whole attitude would 'change-
from one of receptivity to total rejection.

However, after much heart-breaking frustration, a law was passed by the
New York State affiliate of the National Federation of the Blind, which stated
that persons who were blind could not be discriminated against.

Because of this wonderful breakthrough in New York State, I am proud to
say that I Um now a tenured teacher at Irie Combs Juni6.7 High School in the
Bronx.

Sincerely yours,
A. CnAvicn.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next wit iess is Mr. Glenn Tom Shonka,.
president, Bellevue Education Association, Nebraska.

Come around, Mr. Shonka.

STATEMENT OF GLENN TOM SHONKA, PRESIDENT, BELLEVUE.
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, NEBRASKA

Mr. SHONKA. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. 'Without objection your statement will be in-

serted in the records.
Proceed in any manner you prefer.
[The prepared statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF GLENN SIIONKA, PRESIDENT, BELLEVUE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
BELLEVUE, NEBR.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Glenn Shonka, President
of the Bellevue Education Association of Bellevue, Nebraska, and a mathe-
matics teacher at Logan Fontenelle Junio. High School in Bellevue.

Accompanying me from Bellevue is William Hood, President-Elect of the-
Bellevue Education. Association.

I wish to offer testimony on P., L. 874 on behalf of the Bellevue community
and other highly federally impacted school communities.

Bellevue receives federal funds front three principal sources ; Public Law
874, Public Law 815, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Ace..
Although the Elementary and Secondary Education Act revenue comprises
2% of our school district's total budget, it does offer some assistance to the-
district. The $168,000 we received for 1072-73 helped pay for programs which
the local community would have had to pay for or do without. We are thaukful
for the dollars received from ESEA.

Although the Bellevue community has approximately 2,500 unhotzsed students,
due to insufficient funds of the capital construction law; P. L. 815, I intend
to direct my remarks today to the dependency of highly impacted school
districts on Public Law 874 for general operating revenue.

Offutt Air Force Base and the Strategic Air Command Headquarters are-
located in the Bellevue School District, and for that reason, create a high
percentage of impaction. Seventy-five percent of Bellevue's 11,000 students are
militarily connected. Althost 40% of our students are 3a students (students of
parents living and working on federal property) and a little more than 35%
of our students are 3b students (students of parents living in the community
and working on federal property).

Because of this high impaction, Bellevue is entitled to receive 45% of its.
budget from P.L. 874 monies. Due to the school district's dependency upon,
P.L. 874 funds, any proration or cutoff can and will cripple the district's.
education program. In fact, a severe change in the funding quite possibly could
eliminate the program entirely.

It could be said that the effect-of proration on the highly impacted School:
districts in the United States of America also affects children on the interna-
tional level.
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Almost all of the 8,200 students in Bellevue who are federally connected
are the sons or daughters of Air Force personnel attached to Offutt Air Force
Base or to the Strategic Air Command. These students come from every state
in the United States and they go to all corners of the world. The district's
records show that about 30% of these federally connected students leave
Bellevue every year for other schools at other Air Force Bases and are replaced
by a comparable number of students from other Air Force Bases. In effect then,
some 13,000 students each year are affczted by the quality of the program that
the Bellevue Public Schools has to offer.

This same situation prevails at every highly impacted school district. It
does not take long to have a detrimental effect on a very huge number of
students. Certainly these students have the right to receive the same quality
of education as any other American student and should not be handicapped
because their parents are in the military service or because they live in a
highly impacted community.

At the present time, and in fact, since 1967, the severely impacted schools
are forced to set a budget. for the coming year with nothing but an educated
guess as to the amount of P.L. S74 funds to expect. In fact, 85% of our school's,
budget is set by contractual agreements with the staff two months before the
federal fiscal year even begins.

In the forthcoming year it appears it will be even more difficult to estimate
the dollars the district will receive from Public Law 874. Last year, we were
concerned with priority funding for 3a and 3b military students in case of
proration of P.L. 874 funds. This year it appears we will also have to contend
with where the 3a money will go and if the 3b section of P.L. 874 will even lie
funded.

It is my belief that President Nixon's budget message indicated that he
wanted the 3a money to go to the state and not the local school districts. The
state will probably deduct the administrative costs front the funds received
and what guarantee is there that the school districts entitled to. the money
will actually receive it.? We have an even greater problem of gaining recogni-
tion of our problems at the state level than we do at the federal level of
government. In Nebraska, as well as nationally, less than 1% of the school
districts receiving P.L. 874 funds are severely impacted to the degree ofde-
pendency upon these funds for survival.

1 believe the Administration's position on not funding the 3b section is based
upon their belief that, although the 3b. military student creates a financial
hardship on the local school district, the state as a whole benefits from the
presence of the federal installation. This simply is not so. There is a tremen-
dous differences in the impact a 3b military and a 3b civilian student's parent
has on the local community. The Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus.
Ohio directed itself to this issue in its December 1909 report to Office of Edu-
cation, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, titled, Svitool Assistance
in Federally Affected. Areas . . . A Study of Public Laws 81-815 (Ind 81-874.

The areas of differences include: where taxes are paid ; where the families
purchase consumer goods; and where the families received personal services.

Parents of 3b civilian students pay income taxes in the state in which they
reside and pay local taxes on, their cars in that state. Parents of 31) military
students however, do not have to pay income taxes or auto taxes in the state
in which they reside. By virtue of the Soldier;' and Sailors' Relief Act, the
3b military students' parents have the option of paying such taxes to tin) state
where legal residence is maintained. Thus, many reside in one state and remain
legal residents of another state.
.Auotber benefit to the 3b military students' Parents that the 3c civilian stu-

dents' parents must receive from the local community is the purchase of per-
sonal goods and services from business and medical facilities on the base. This
benefit has negative financial effects on the local community. On-base pur-
chases are sales tax exempt and the business activities themselves are exempt
from commercial taxes.

The local community is also deprived of additional revenue because of the
free medical services available to the 3b military fatuities. If not for the ()a-
base facilities. these families would have to purchase these services in the
local community just as"the 3b civilians do...

Therefore. for these reasons, there is a significant difference in the impact
upon the local between the 3b military families and the 3b civilian families.
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The federal government recognizes its responsibilities to compensate local
school districts for 3a students. There is absolutely no distinction between 3a
families living on base and 3b military families living in the community except
that the 3b families pay real property tax which is designed to pay one-half
of the educational expense. Of the three types of impact families discussed,
only the 3b civilian families make a major contribution to the local and state
economy.

It is true that a state aid to education law directed towards equalization
would solve many of our problems. Presently, Nebraska's State Aid to Educa-
tion Law places its emphasis on priority funding of the non-equalization sec-
tion. Our local State Senator, Frank Lewis, has introduced a bill this year
calling for the repeal of the priority of funding section in the law. This year,
as in the past years, the Bellevue school community is actually working at
improving the state aid bill. We haven't been successful in the past and there
is no' indication that we will be successful this year.

In the meantime, who should accept the responsibility of financing the cost
of educating the federal children? I believe it is the responsibility of the fed-
ral government. The federal government acknowledged this responsibility in
1!)50 when P.L. 874 was first enacted, and until a permanent solution can he
found, it should continue to accept this responsibility. It is the' federal govern-
ment which has caused the impaction and passed the laws restricting state and
local taxing powers.

The people living in the severely impacted district are the ones who suffer,
while the philosophical battle continues. Our community could very easily be
faced with a crisis similar to the one three years ago when sharp reductions
were made in P.L. 874 funding months after the contractual staff was em-
ployed. The result was tragic.

The district ran out of money in the spring of 1970 and very nearly closed
the schools until additional money to operate the schools was appropriated by
the Congress. The effect the school closing had on the community is still ap-
parent three years later. Angry and bewildered parents . verbally attacked
school personnel, civilian--and Military families took sides against one another,
children became involved and teachers Os° reacted to the situation. This tense
and anxious situation lasted for several weeks before the financial crisis was
partially resolved by emergency measures in the Congress. But it is still not
known how long it will be before the conscious and subconscious wounds in
our community finally heal. Our community continues to be alarmed by the
possibility that such a situation 'could repeat itself unless a permanent fund-
ing solution is found.

The financial crisis for the school year 1969 -70 was over in a few weeks, but
the major problem was and continues to be unresolved. The Bellevue School
District was still faced during those weeks with planning the budget for the
1970-71 school year.

Not wanting to experience the same crisis the next. spring, the school board
'was forced to plan a -budget based 'upon established state and local revenues.
Based upon these projections, the districVnithounced that in the fall, the
school would accept only civilian and 3b students, and that 60% of the teach-
ing staff would not be rehired. Admission of 3a students and the rehiring of a
full teaching staff would he dependent upon the P.L. 874 funding being de-
termined by the opening day of school. The community was forced to endure
under doubt until one week before the opening of school, when the appropria-
tions bill was finally passed and signed.

It is anybody's guess haw long it will be before this strain can be eradicated
from the hearts and minds of the Bellevue people. Parents of 3a students spent
that smnmer worrying about where their sons and daughters would go to
school; children wondered why adults could not resolve the problem; building
principals were forced to choose which teacher to keep and which teachers to
release and to justify their decisions; and teachers.well, first they worried
over who would be released, and those released had the difficult task of de-
ciding whether to apply elsewhere for jobs or have faith that a solution would
he found in Bellevue. In some. ease. husbands -were released and wives con-
traeted. In other cases. long-time residents of the community Were released
and forced to seek other jobs. Teaching was not easy that spring. The fall was
not much better. The school community was split and the healing has been a
slow process.
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The Bellevue Board of Education recognized that the school community
could not sustain the shock again and survive. In the spring of 1971, the board
gave every professional staff member a conditional contract which, in effect,
said that when the money ran out the schools would close. If, or when, this
happened, staff members would be without jobs, but not without bills; and
students would not be able to complete their courses for the year.

We certainly hope this kind of situation does not become a reality again
this year or any other year.

Mr. Chairman, each year since then, the federal
..-.;--ernment

has found a
temporary solution to the severely impacted school d'striet's financial prob-
lems. These districts appreciate that ; however, the continuing state of anxiety
over this financial problem continues to have a deteriorating effect on the com-
munities. I urge you to find some means of providing economic security to
they 1. school districts. The 3a and 3b monies are necessities for these schools
to function. The federal government must meet its obligation to the federally
connected students whose parents conic from all over the United States of
American to serve their country in these communities.

Mr. SHONIiA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and distinguished mem-
bers of the committee.

I will direct' my remarks today to my prepared text :Ind sum-
marize what I have said in there. I would also like you to recognize
Bill Hood, the president-elect of the Bellevue Education Association.

It will be his honor next year to appear before this committee or
perhaps we won't have to appear because our problems will be solved.

I would like to speak on behalf of the Bellevue community and
offer testimony on Public Law 874.

In our local community, we have the Offutt Air Force Base and
Strategic Air Command. Because of the location of these military
facilities, we are faced with an impact of military students that
amounts to 75 percent of our total student population.

Of this 75 percent, 40 percent of these students are classified as
3A students which are military students that reside on base and
whose parents work for the Government.

The other remaining 35 percent are students that reside in the
commit: City but whose parents, either the father or mother, is con-
nected with the military, Government, or some Federal installation
in the area.

I would like to direct my remarks today specifically to Public
Law 874. We do receive Federal funds also from ESEA and. from
Public Law 815.

We receive perhaps 2 percent of our budget from the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act which amounts to $168,000 of our
revenue.

Although it is only 2 percent, it does allow us to have some pro-
grams that perhaps the community would either have to pick up
themselves or would be forced to do without.

I will not go into detail on Public Law 815 except to mention we
have right now 2,500 students in-house and our problem is not get-
ting better. We have approximately $5 million in entitlements that
we have not received yet.

One problem we have in this area is that these figures were based on
construction costs in 1970 and at the rate the cost of construction has
gone up, these figures in themselves perhaps are not as realistic as
they once were.

The degree of impaction as I mentioned is 75 percent and we have
approximately 10,700 Audents -in the Bellevue public school system.
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So we are talking about 8,200 students in a district connected with
the military government. What this means is that 45 percent of our
school budget should come from tho Federal Government in the form
f Public Law 874 revenue.

Naturally, with this high degree of impaction on our budget, any
cutback in funds has a drastic effect on our community and if it is
cut back severely enough, there is no way that our community is
going to be able to provide this kind of service to our children in the
conanunity without those funds.

If the cutback is serious enough it could virtually wipe out our
entire program. It could be said that Bellevue's problem is an inter-
national problem. Seventy-five percent of our students are connected
with the military service. These students come to us from every
State in the United States and from there they go to the Air Force
bases With their fathers and mothers throughout the world.

What hurts Bellevue is actually hurting children from the entire
country. We have approximately 30 percent turnover in these mili-
tarily connected students each year. This then affects about 13,000
students per year in the Bellevue public school district alone.

These students have the right to. have the same quality of educa-
tion that a. community that is not \faced with severe impaction also
has. Our problem has been since 1967 that Public Law. 874 has not
been fully funded and if it has been fully funded, the full entitle-
ment has come very late into the operational year itself.

For this reason we are faced with trying to offer an educational
program that is of high quality, operating on revenue that we can

jexpect for the most part just an educated guess.
Actually 2 months before the fiscal year even begins, 85 percent

of our revenue for the forthcoming year is committed.
The problems we are 'still faced with this fiscal year 1973 is deter-

mining whether or not we are going to receive our funding for the
3A. students and 3B military students as requested in the President's
budget message asking for priority funding.

Our problem for the forthcoming year seems to be more compli-
cated by the fact that I belieYe ,President Nixon's budget message
stated they would like to see 3A. money go to the State for distribu-
tion to the impacted school district and that 3B military section
would not be funded at all.

We are a little bit worried about our 3A money goino. to the State.
We have had trouble in the past in dealing with the gaining

recognition of our problem. Essentially there is not any difference
between our problem at the State 'level than there is at the Federal
level. Less than 1 percent of the . school districts nationally are
severely impacted with Public Law 874 problems and the same prob-
lem exists in Nebraska.

Out of 297 school districts in Nebraska, there are only two of these
that actually are dependent upon Public Law 874 funds for survival.

As far as the 3B military, I. believe that the administration posi-
tion has been that there isn't any substantial deficit to the State by
having a Federal installation there.

Although a local school district
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111.r. FORD (presiding). Let me interrupt you.
I notice in your statement and your remarks you keep making a

distinction between 3B military and 3B civilian.
Where did ymrfind that distinction?
Is that something you do in your school district, something you

do individually, or is it something you find in the law some place?
Mr. STIONKA. No, sir, this is based on distinction between 3B mili-

tary and 313 civilian.
Mr. FORD. Who makes that distinction?
Mr. SHONKA. This comes from the Battelle Memorial Institute

Report..
Mr. FORD. That is what I thought. I think I should warn you that

Iva think that report was a lot of bunk. I think I should also warn
you that it is most frequently used by people like the President who
is trying to kill 874 and 815.

So when you start quoting the Battelle report, you better under-
stand that somebody over here is going to jam it down your throat
along with the repealer of 874.

Battelle is the only one who has ever made that- distinction. He
has been trying to peddle that nonsense around here for years.

Once you start down that road, you are going to be all by your-
self. You are 2 out of 298 in Nebraska.

If you want to be 2 out of 10,000, you keep making that kind of
distinction because the constituency you have for just 3 military
kids is not big enough to gat enough votes around here to pass this
for 2 weeks.

Mr. SHONKA. That is our problem.
Mr. FORD. Why do you go with Battelle? Why recognize that arti-

ficial distinction? They don't even recognize that distinction in the
Pentagon Building. There is nothing which says military or civilian
on a desk. There is a job assignment and it may be filled by either
military or civilian and you are making that distinction with regard
to children.

Mr. SITONKA. If I did so, sir, I am referring to what I thought the
administration was saying that there is a difference between

Mr. Foam That is what we think they are saying. But let's make
them say it out front. Let's not say it for them. The Battelle report
has been used repeatedly to demonstrate that 874 is obsolete legis-
lation and that we must have a different way of examining the needs
of a military child from a civilian child.

I have talked to enough impact aid groups around the country
to know that every once in a while a little infection comes along
with somebody who has the idea that, if they peel away and take
care of their problem with the military kid they won't be dragged
down by these other school districts that need them.

Mr. SHoNXA. Sir, we are interested in solving the problem. I am
not partictilarly interested in pointing out any particular method
of resolving that. All I know is that we have a problem in Bellevue
and we want to see it resolved. We have 5 percent of our students
that are 3B civilian students and they have .an impact on the com-
munity just as 3B military students do.
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Although we still get revenue from the parents themselves because
they live in the community, their employer as you know does pot
contribute that share of the revenue that a private employer would
provide to the community and there lies our problem.

Pointing out a few things that have affected the local community
in regard to the 3B military students, one of the factors we do have.
to recognize is that because of the Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act,.
3B military families are not required to pay local taxes such as car
taxes and they are not required to pay the State income tax.

There is a substantial number of dollars involved here that we do
not receive in the State of Nebraska or do not receive locally because
of these factors.

We have been actively pursuing this problTn at the State level
also but as I mentioned before, we are only 1 percent of the school
districts in Nebraska that has this impaction problorii and we have
hacl as much trouble with our State aid program as we have had at
the Federal level in that our State aid program is basically a good
program.

If we could remove two priority funding sections in that, there
is a priority funding section for the foundation section and for the
incentive section.

These sections are funded before the equalization section which.
causes us all of our problems. Be lleview's assessed valuation, of the
298 schools in Nebraska, is the worst.

I think this is a recognizable fact in Nebraska, but getting some
body to say, "Hey, why can't you do something for us," has been:
difficult.

Our own State senator, Senator Frank Lewis, curruitly has intro-
duced two State bills that would ask that these priority funding:
sections be removed from the law and allow us to have ,an equaliza-.
tion in our State aid bill.

We have been Working on this personally, I have been working on
it just this year, but our school district and past president of the .

Education Association have been working on this for years without
much success.

Although we are a little bit dejected by our futile efforts in this
respect, we continue to try to improve this and hopefully we will get
something done which presents our problem right now in that there,
seems to be a negative feeling about Public Law 874 nationally and;
we can't bet the State aid that we need for it and this puts us in a
state of limbo.

Quite frankly our school district is very concerned about what is-
going to happen to the school community itself until these problems
can be permanently solved.

Essentially, because the Federal Government in 1950 recognized.
the impact on a community by Federal students, hopefully we would'.
like to see the Federal Government continue to assume this respon-
sibility until a good permanent solution can be found.

Three years age we actually closed our schools temporarily in the
Spring because we ran out of funds and I believe it was only because
an amendment to the Rayburn bill, the bill that put the funds out.
for this building right here, that we were able to get enough money
to finish out the school year.
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The school board was not interested in -facing that situation again
the following year and so they decided they would only open school
year in 1O i70 in the fall, knowing what State and local revenues they
could generate.

For that reason they did not budget for the 3A military students.
They budgeted only for 3B civilian students and for local citizens.

As a result of that, figuring what our estimated budget and re-
ceipts could be for the coming year, we. cut the staff by GO percent.
"Unless someone has experienced this kind of situation in a school
;community, it is very difficult to realize the impact it had on the
community itself.

The parents were very angry by what the school district had done.
Civilian parents and Federal parents took sides in the issue and we
are trying to justify their position.

Teachers and children were also involved.
Principals were faced with trying to decide what teachers to keep

and what teachers to release.
As a direct result of that the teachers that were released and

would be hired in the .fall was based strictly on the amount of money
we could expect under 874 before the school opened, and had to
decide whether to remain in the community hoping a solution could
be found or we on.

in tho sp. )-1' 1970 our school board decided that they did not
want our se11(A,, l:ommunity to suffer through this kind of an experi-
vice again and so as a result of that, they said we are going to
operate onr schools as long as we can.

All staff members were given an amendment to their contract that
said essentially when the money runs out the schools will close and
this is the problem we are forced to live with year to year and this
year more than any year before we are very apprehensive about
,exactly what we can expect in the way of funds from the Federal
Government.

For this reason, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
I would like to urge you to help us resolve the problems that we
are faced with yearly and to find some means of providing us a per-
manent solution to our problems that exist in a severely impacted
:school district.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. Fonsyrnt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You are very right, I do want to explore the subject that you

raised. I did not get here at the start of your statement, and I am
sorry, but I appreciate the statement.

On the 3B civilian versus military, can you. see any difference
between the civilian. employee working for the Federal Government
and an employee of an industry that is working out of his own school
district so that there is not that commercial base under that ern-_
plover?

Mr. SHONKA. Sir, about the only way I could answer that question
-would be perhaps on the number ,of people that are living in the
'community itself and the fact that we have our problems with State

I don't know how to resolve that problem. It has been asked of me
before.
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Mr. FORSYTHE. You have made the distinction in your datement
and so far as the 3B military, where the parent is working on a
military base and all of his support around him is largely coming
from the base 'rather than from the local services, certainly there is
a distinction.

I have come to believe that there is a distinction in this categdry..
I wanted to reaffirm that from your statement, it seems to me that
is what you are saying.

Mr. SHONKA. Yes.
Mr. FousrrnE. So far as 3B is concerned, I fully support that it

has got to be filly funded obviously. These lodal school districts
cannot handle this problem and certainly we ought to have the
Machinery that is goino. to get the money to you in a timely fashion.

Thank you for your statement and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Fe m. The budget proposes that category B be discontinued

in effect because it does not propose any money and that on the basis
of some computation, what we have known as category A funds be
sent through special revenue sharing to the State capitol.

What does the State of Nebraska do for you with respect to the
Federal impact funds that you now receive? What role does the
State have as an intervener between you and the Federal Govern-
ment in determining the amount of funds you get or how you spend
them?

Mr. SHONKA. The amount of funds we get from Federal Govern-
ment under Public Law 874 the local contribution rate is determined
by the State average of cost per pupil.

Mr. FORD. But effectively, the State of Nebraska doeS not at the
present time have anything to say about how much money you would
get from 874 or how you spend it.

Mr. SHONKA. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. FORD. So I take it that is the basis of your assumption that

there would be no great benefit in sendino.
6

the money to the State
capitol so that they could decide how much you were going to get
and what you would have to do with it after you got it.

Mr. SIIONKA. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. Because with the power to dispense that money would

also go the power to put restrictions on how it would be used,
wouldn't it?

Mr. SIIONKA. Yes, sir; that is what we arc, worried about.
Mr. FORD. So the effect on a school district like yours would be to

remove the freedom that you now have to make the complete choice
as to the wisdom of the use of those funds at the local level, take it
away from local control, and give it to State control, and I take it
from your statement that you would not favor giving up local con--
trol to State control.

Mr. SHONKA. No; the problem that I am the most concerned about.
and I think our district is the most concerned about is the fact that
our entitlement for this year, full entitlement under Public Law 874
and including ESEA revenue we receive amounts to $3,800,000.

This money is essential to our school district and I am concerned.
about and our district is concerned if that $3,800,000 goes to the
State and our State legislature has to give this money back to us, if
we will get the $3,800,000.
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I don't know how much State control we have over the way funds
are spent 310W at the State level. I am not sure that the money we
do get from State aid which amounts to $150 per student, if the
State actually says you will spend it here and you will spend it there.

Mr. FORD. In 1906, when this committee held hearings, we found
that there were J6 States that had one devise or another to take the
impact money away from school districts.

The most frequently used device was to deduct dollar for dollar
from State aid the amount of money you received in impact aid. so
that if your school district received $100,000 in Federal funds as a
result of Public Law 874, they just deducted that from your State
entitlement.

There were variations on that theme. So we amended the law in
196G. Even after we amended the law, they were ingenuous enough
to get around our expressed intention because they said that we did
not say it often enough.

So we amended again the next year and we used what looked like
very sophomoric language, but we said in every conceivable way that
it could be said: "Thou shall not steal these Federal dollars on their
way to the local district."

And even with that language, they are still stealing in the State
of Massachusetts. And the guy who put together the plan to do that
just left the Office of Secretary of HEW and he had the good luck
of being the guy who passed on the --gality of his own handiwork
after he was appointed clown here.

He was the attorney general of Massachusetts whon he put together
that scheme. It is now being tried in the Federal courts, so the
experience we have had with this committee is that,. when given an
opportunity to do so, the temptation has been irresistible at the State
level to skim off these Federal dollars -on their way to impacted
school districts.

I don't think anybody who has spent very much time studying the
history of the impact aid program has any doubt of what would be
the pattern in some, if not a majority, of the States across the
country.

So you don't have to feel that ydu are being too critical of the
Nebraska legislature. I think it is only fair to assume that any
legislature would be sorely tempted to do the same kind of thing
with this money because there certainly should be someone in every
legislature who has more wisdom about how to spend that money
than we down here in Washington.

Frequently they fine. their way on to influential committees and
it is their will that prevails.

I appreciate your support for continuation of these programs and
do hope that you will regard the Battelle report for whatit is and
look at it much more critically than you have in the past and don't
believe that baloney about the distinction between military and
civilian.

Mr. SHONHA. Yes.
Mr. FORD. What would happen in your case, for example, if in the

State of Nebraska we discontinued the 874 funds as the budget
proposes for category B children. Those are the children living -off
the base. Suppose as a result of that, the Nebraska legislature said
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we no longer will regard that child as a resident entitled to free
public education.

What facilities would be available to take over the job that you
:are, now doing?

Mr. SHONKA. I don't know of any facilities that are available.
Mr. FORD. If we were to put the money in the Pentagon budget,

throw section 6G out, buy the schools that you are now providing
and put the teachers in there, what would it cost us to replace this?

Mr. SIrONKA. I don't know.
Mr. FORD. What kind of a capital investment would it take us to

get schools started, to replace what you are providing for those
children?

Mr. STIONRA. It is hard to imagine how many dollars.
Mr. FORD. You say 45 percent of your operating budget is for

this kind of child. Is it a fair assumption that 45 percent. of your
capital investment is devoted to education of these children or some-
thing close to that.

Mr. SHONKA. Yes.
Mr. FORD. What would you estimate your capital investment in

your school system to be?
Mr. SHONRA: Are you including buildings?
Mr. FORD. Yes, value,
Mr. STIONRA. I. have no idea. Mr. Hood, do you know?
Mr. Hoop. Seventy million anyway.
Mr. Form. What I am trying to work through with you is some-

thing in my own mind because the option is available to any State
to say to the Federal Government the day that we cut off these
funds, "Fine, but if you send children in here as a result of an
operation like SAC or anything else that you are doing, we are
going to redraw the definition." You can imagine what would
happen in Hawaii.

As a matter of fact there was a bill introduced in 1966 to do this
when President Johnson tried to bite into 874 and 815 with his
budget. Mr. Nixon is not the first President who has tried to do
this. But just imagine, if you will, what we would have to do in
increasing the defense budget to give the Department of Education
enough money to replace just your particular installation.

If you have a $70 million plant, presumably something close to
half of that would have to be spent to replace that part of it that
would be necessary to educate these children.

We are giving how much per year in impact funds?
Mr. SHONEA:'$3,600,000. That is what we are entitled to.
Mr. Folio. Considering the current rate of interest, it looks to .me

like we are renting that $70 . million plant awful cheap for those
SAC dependents.

Mr. SHONKA. I would agree, sir.
Mr. Fonr,. Why don't you try working that out as a hypothetical

and give tie a note on what kind of a deal we are really getting for
$3 million bucks a year.

Mr. SHONEA. I would be more than happy to, sir.
Mr. Folio. I would like to send it down the street because I agree

with the President that we ought to be saving taxpayers' dollars.
I don't see how we save it by taking $3 million from your schools
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and giving $35 million to the Pentagon to do the job that you are
doing.

Mr. Qum. Will the gentlemen yield?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Mr. Qum:. Why don't we take the SAC base away? Wouldn't that

be preferable?
Mr. Folio. I think it probably would since the SAC base makes

them target number one on the Russia computer.
Mr. SHONEA. I really hedge to answer that because of the split

that has developed in our community over this. Although we con-
anually try to explain to the community the problems we are faring,
military families become very defensive when we start talking about
the benefits they receive on base that we cannot receive revenue for
and they interpret this, not meaning this as a justification for re-
ceiving these funds, they see that as an attack on us or attempt to
take away these privileges from them.

So I hesitate to answer that question for that reason. -.

Mr: QUM. What I can't understand is that whenever there is an
.announcement to close the bases, the local people come in and protest
about that. I should think they would be happy. They would not
have all of that burden on them.

Mr. SHONKA. I wonder if it is the local community or if it is the
economy in that part of the State.

The argument has been proposed that the payroll out of Strategic
Air Command headquarters and off other Air Force base, the payroll
is in excess of $100 million. That is a round figure. It might be
higher than that.

They say this money has to be spent somewhere and it has to be
spent in the community. My feeling is that the responsibilities
coining from the fact that the Federal Government does not pay
taxes and these tax exempt business facilities that are on base, the
personal property on base that we cannot tax, I take a look at it
and see that $100 million and wonder what the difference would be
-if that $100 million was being provided by private industry in our
community.

We have I don't know how many people are employed on the
base, but say there are 10,000 people employed on the base; if the
same situation were to result, if there were an industry that required
10,000 people to be out there.

The significant difference is that the Federal installation does not
provide their share of the taxes to the community that that local
private enterprise would.

Mr. QuiE. The pressure up here is for everybody to get a Federal
establishment in their community so .there must be some financial
reason for it.

Mr. SHONE:A. All I can do, sir, is take a look at our local com-
munity and realize that although our cost per student is $100 below
the State average and $260 below the national average, that our
assessed valuation per pupil is the worst in the State.

However, our local mill levy is among the top five in the State
for schools of our size..

We have the lowest of the top 16 schools in the State. We rank 10
or 14 in average teacher 'salary. I don't know what that is pointed
out except we have a problem in hiring people and retaining thein.
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Mr. FORD. The only problem is you have the kind of base that even
if you tax it, they won't let yon into see what is in there to tax and
they probably would not even admit it is there.

Mr. SIIONKA. That has been one proposal, by the way, that I have
heard mentioned, that we should remove this status that it has,
exclusive jurisdiction, and we say that if they would remove exclu-
sive, jurisdiction that that base has and allow us to tax the private
property on there

Mr. FORD. How many school districts receive 874 funds as a result
of employees at Offntt field?

lir. SITONKA. The two districts that are severely impacted are
Bellevue and Papillion, 12 miles west of us. The Omaha School
District also has an impaction there, but their total funds is about
a percent of their budget. So if they are 3B students, that would be

Mr. FORD. What school district has the base in it?
Mr. SIIONKA. Bellevue public schools and the Bellevue community

itself has the base.
Mr. Four). There is a proposal down here to solve Mr. Quie's prob-

lem abont the -Washington suburbsin lieu of the present system,
estimate the taxable value of Federal property and pay that to the
school district where the Federal property is located.

That would be great for you but it would starve the other school
districts to death, wouldn't it? They would get nothing: They would
all go to your school district. You would become the richest. one in
the State under that proposal. You would become the richest school
district under that proposal if we gave you a cash payment equiva-
lent, to what the taxes on Offutt field. is. That is another device that
has been proposed by some members here.

Mr. SHONKA. We don't want more than our share. We just want.
our share. We would be happy with this. .

Mr. FORD. It happens that the fellow who proposed this has
Arlington cemetery and the Pentagon in his district. But the peopie
in Maryland figure out what would happen to them with all of those
children from their installations.

There are a lot of people who try to find ways to meet criticisms
that, are legitimately leveled against the 874 and 815 because of some
peeuliar situation, such EtS what appears to be an exorbitant amount
of money going into the affluent suburbs of Washington as a result
of this installation here.

We are always trying to search for that. Not everybody who has
tried to find a way around it is trying to find a way to destroy the
program.

Qnie has been trying to correct that for a good many years.
I don't think he has ever been accused of trying to destroy the,
program.

Mr. Siroxiin: Our feeling is that if Federal Government would tell
us what they want in the Way of facts and figures to prove this
impaction, and tell- us the guidance and direction they _want, we are
more than willing to dO everything we can to provide you with those
facts and figures.

Mr. Qutv If the gentleman would yield.
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Mr. Form. Yes.
Mr. QUM. We tried to correct this one time because in Montgomery

and Fairfax County, I don't feel those of us who live out there and
have a good size home and pay high property taxes should have our
kids counted in impact aid. But in a situation like yours, there is a
legitimate reason for the Federal Government to be paying impact
aid.

Instead of correcting anything we added public housing to it. That
is what it seems like we do every time we bring the bill, we add
more people to it instead of correcting some of the inequities that
exist.

Even in my Congressional District there is impact aid paid to
schools.

If a farmer should cut down his farming operation and have to
drive 40 miles to work on some Federal establishment, that does not
make his child suddenly an impact on that school district.

So that is the same situation, and I don't think we should be pay-
ina impact aid in that regard and the people in my district know I
feel that way about it.

I would like to see us amend the legislation to meet a situation
like yoUrs. A military base creates that kind of impact. Military
people. buy in the P2t and not in the town. They rent their homes.
Of course it is true the person who owns the rental home pays taxes,
but enlisted military especially don't pay the expenses of running
local government the way civilians do.

I think if we could move in that direction and count category A
and category B students, I think we would have a good working pro-
gram and we could fund at 100 percent of the cost.

Mr. SHONKA. It pleases us very, much to hear that our problem is
recognized. It is very discouraging for us to have to work with this
year after year and to try to tell the members of the community that
this year it is going to be better, and it looks like something can be
worked out.

Mr. Fonn. I think -you should be complimented for being here
because the teachers are net being heard very loudly in -support of
'Federal aid to education legislation except institutionally. There is
no question that the National Education Association is a very effec-
tive group in working for the writing of and support of this kind.of
legislation, as is the. Federation of Teachers institutionally, and
through their very able professionals like the gentle lady sitting.to
your right who virtually haunts this committee, I might say, and we
are pleased to have her always.

But we don't have enough input from local, even at the State level,
teachers groups indicating that in fact they have an interest. And-I
suspect there are a lot of teachers who don't realize how important
this legislation is to their own enlightened self-interest.

It is unenlightened at this point.
Mr. SHONKA. That is one of the difficulties we have been trying to

deal with. Our school districts provided me with a list of the 50
severely impacted school districts nation-wide and I have been cots
responding with them.
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_ I sent them two letters telling them why don't you join us and help,
us with our fight to be recognized.

Mrs. Helen Trump and three other people have responded out of
the 50. I cannot believe that the rest of these people are not aware of
that problem.

Our involvement in it is because it is important to the community.
It is important to the people who are employed by the staff. We
can't ignore it. It is a fact of life that we have to live with every
year.

Mr. Foal). Thank you very much for your testimony..
Mr. SILONKA. Thank you.
Mr. Foam The next, witness is Robert. Strother, assistant superin-

tendent, North Carolina.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT STROTHER, ASSISTANT TO SUPERIN-.
TENDENT, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC'
INSTRUCTION, ACCOMPANIED BY HAROLD WEBB, TITLE I
ADMINISTRATOR; JOSEPH WEBB, NORTH CAROLINA DEPART-.
MENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION; AND JOSEPH GOODPASTURE,
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-

Mr. SMOTHER. Congressman, we are substituting for Craig.
Phillips.

Mr. FORD. We are proud to have you here, Bob. It is nice to see
you again. Your boss and your staff have been very good friends of
this committee in its search for. excellence in Federal legislation.

I would like to yield to the gentleman from North Carolina for
some remarks at this point.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me first thank you for the nice comments you
have made about our excellent superintendent and staff in North
Carolina and assure you that I would like to join them during this:
session of the Congress in attempting to attain the sort of excellence
for which the committee is searching.

Bob, I won't encroach upon your tine further:. I am more anxious-
to listen than I am to talk. So I yield to you, and. we look forward to
What" you have to say.

Mr. STROTHER. Thank you.. I think you would like to know why I
am here in lieu of Dr. Craig Phillips. Last night at 11 o'clock, the
Governor called Dr. Phillips, who was in Hickory waiting to fly
here this morning, and told him it would be best for him to appear
before our State legislature. He is now meeting with a joint.session
of the appropriations committee to explain to them conceivably what
could happen if we lose Federal funds.

We have with us Joe Webb, State department of public instruc-
tion, Joe Goodpasture, with the State department, and Harold Webb,.
who coordinates title I. These persons are with me to assist in
swering questions that might be forthcoming.

My material is in the record. So I will not burden you at this
time with this rather lengthy prepared statement. This material was
prepared by the program directors in North Carolina; and each
member of the committee, I believe, has a copy of this information..

The prepared testimony follows :]
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STATEMENT OF Da. A. CRAIG PHILLIPS, STATE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT, NORTH
CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the General Education Subcommittee for-
the EduCation and Labor Committee, I appreciate your eourtesy in allowing:
me to support H. R. 09 by presenting the case for the youth of North Carolina.
The continued flow of federal funds to the local education agencies and the
State Education Agency in North Carolina is vital to the instructional programs.
in our schools. During FY 1965 the North Carolina public schools received
approximately $27 million from the National Defense Education Act, Vocational
Education, School Food Services, Impact Aid, and other federal programs. With.
the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the funds.
supporting elementary and secondary education continued to increase until in
fiscal year 1972 the North Carolina State Education Agency and local educa-
tion agencies received more than $140 million. The programs supported by
federal funds range from instruction for the economically and educationally
disadvantaged to financial support for instructional materials and equipment..

Public Law 89-10 which was enacted by the Congress in 1065 provided several
programs and considerable monies for the benefit of elementary and secondary
students in the schools of the United States. While the local education agencies.
have received funds to improve services for elementary and secondary students.
under several titles of the Elementar and Secondary Education Act, the state
education agencies have received funds to strengthen their programs under
Title V, Part A, Section 503 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
If general aid is provided for local education agencies and state education.
agencies, it is recommended that- the funds be made available in a manner
similar to the ways funds are allotted to state education agencies under Title.
V, Part A, Section 503 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or in
the manner funds are now allotted to local education agencies under P. L. 874-
in federally impacted areas. It is our belief that funds allotted to. local educa-
tion agencies should come through the STATE EDUCATION AGENCY, which
in turn would make possible viable leadership. in program development.

Although some of my testimony will be in support of ESEA, Titles I, II, and
III, the major part of the testimony will be directed toward support of Title
V, ESEA. Mrs. Elizabeth Randolph from Charlotte-Mecklenburg County Schools
testified in support of Title I, ESEA on Wednesday, February 7, 1973; Congress-
nmn Charlie Rose from the Seventh Congressional District in North Carolina
testified on Tuesday, February 20, 1973, in support of Impact Aid ; and Mr.
Robert Youngblood, Director of Migrant Education in the North Carolina
Education &clic' testified in support of Migrant Education on Thursday,
February 22, 1973. Since persons who are directly involved in Title I of the

and Secondary Education Act, Impact Aid, and Migrant Education.
have given testimony in these areas, I shall give only brief statements about
these- programs with some supporting data which will appear as exhibits to
this prepared statement. Information concerning Title I is also available. in,.
the brochure,. "Title I, ESEA, Allocations (19654972) and Sample Projects,
by Congressional Districts," copies of which have already been 'made available-
to the l'General Education Subcommittee for the Education and Labor Com-
mittee.

TITLE I OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Al. Scope of Program.
The North Carolina public school system serves an enrollment of 1,158,549,

pupi1S-in grades 1-12.
Carolina.

Title I, ESEA program serves an unduplicated count
of 172,791 chfldren in grades 1-12, plus an enrollment of 10,500 five-year-olds-
in kindergarten programs. This is a total of 189,291 youngsters receiving Title
I services.

Since the beginning of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, North,
Carolina has ranked sixth in the nation as to the size of annual grants. (North
Carolina falls behind California, New York, Texas, Illinois and PennsylvaHa.
This gives you a perspective on our poverty status as of the 1900 census.) In
recent years our State stair has provided leadership to leral education agencies
for improved programs in the priority areas of early ekelliihood education for
five-year-olds and reading-language arts for educationally deprived youngsters,
in the elementary and middle grades.

95-545-73pt. 2-30
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Currently, in FY 1973 these priorities are reflected in Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act enrollment figures: 16,500 kinder-
garten; 149,000 reading-language arts; 15,783 mathematics ; and 4,32S in special
activities for the handicapped.

State-wide Title I, Elementary and Secondary Education Act funds are
used for the employment of 2,563 special teachers ; 784 professional support
personnel; 3,739 teacher aides; and 631 pars - professional support personnel
a total of 7,717 persons at the local education agency level for instruction and
supportive services.
B. Evidence of Need for Special Programs

The need for compensatory education programs in basic "skips areas far
exceeds the resources currently provided.

During the spring of 1972 for the first time, North .Carolina conducted a
State assessment program at the sixth-grade level. The assessment program also
included a special Title I component designed- to establish a benchmark for
Title I. Final analysis of data is now in progress ; however, preliminary re-
sults show that in the areas of comprehension, language, vocabulary and
mathematics, North Carolina sixth-graders fall about one year behind the
national norm. When North Carolina sixth-grade students are divided into a
Title I participant group and non-Title I participant group, both groups still
rank below the national norm. Further preliminary analysis indicates that
the Title I sixth-graders as a group fall about one year behind the State
norm. It is significant to note, however, that the Title I sixth-grade remedial
group ranked significantly about the non-Title I remedial group in reading
and mathematics.

Approximately one-half of the North Carolina sixth-graders ranked one
or more years below grade level,-while approximately one-third of the nation's
sixth-graders ranked one or more years below grade level.

This pattern is reversed when one looks at the percent of students ranking
above grade level. About one,third of North Carolina's sixth-graders fell above
grade level, white one-half of the nation's sixth-graders fell hto this category.

The implications are that we must find a better way to improve our basic
program for all children while at the same time we must continue to offer
special supplementary programs for those who are the most educationally disad-
vantaged. We are ,nate rcaching:only an estimated 50% of those needing com-
penatory education because of limited resources. (see Exhibit A).

When the Title I special analysis is completed, the results will be used for
State ,-and regional planning to improve programs and to utilize fully re-
sources for compensatory education.
C. Some Title I, ESEA Accomplishnzents

ReadingThe North Carolina Title I, Elementary and Secondary Education
Act FY 1972 evaluation report shows substantial gains in readingranging
from 7-10 months gain for an eight-month periodfor 88,133 children in thirty-
four local educational agencies based on pre- and post tests when the same
students were tested seven or eight months apart. These substantial gains
were reported for elementary grades 1-3, middle grades 4-6, and junior high
school 7-9. (See Exhibit B).

KindergartenThe Title I kindergarten programs have significantly redneed
the first-grade retention rate of the children served while at the same time
increasing first-grade achievement levels. For example, in the Charlotte/
Mecklenburg schools during the 1071-72 school year 820 Title I kindergarten
children were enrolled in first grade'. These children scored 1.7 on the Metro-
politan Achievement Test given at the end of the year as compared. with 1.3
by a control group of eligible children not served-by the program. This ac-
complishment is repeated across the State in .78 school systems, This has been
one of the major factors supporting the current North Carolina legislative
proposal to provide kindergarten programs for all five-year-old children in the
State.

Effect on Educational Practices State-wideThe Title I program has had
impact- on the regular school program by stimulating innovation and change
,in'the use of State and local school funds:

Today many. school systems have accepted and implemented the practice
of employing special teachers and teacher aids from Meal funds in Title I
and non - Title. Schools. (Examples: Math and reading teachers in Wake
County, Shelby City and Charlotte).
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Title I inservice education for teachers or staff development models are
now being replicated from State and local funds for all teachers in many
districts.

Inter-agency cooperation for the delivery of health, dental, psychological,
and social services to the disadvantaged has improved system-wide in many
districts because of the awareness created by Title I programs. (Examples:
Wayne County, Stan ly County, and Guilford County).

Educational planning efforts have been enhanced in many districts and
reinforced in others because of the continuous requirement in Title I for con-
ducting needs assessment, designing spec:fie programs to fit sliecific needs,
and conducting evaluations with the use of objective measures. (Examples:
Laurhahorg-Scotland, Weldon City, and particularly most small districts).

Parent and community involvement has increased by 50% since the passage
of Public Law 91-230 requiring parent councils. Over 3,000 parents now par-
ticipate in council meetings. Parent volunteers in the regular school and
Title I programs are now commonplace in some school communities. Despite
the fact that we still have a long way to go in this regard, the accomplish-
ments are significant. (Examples: Moore County, Charlotte, Alamance County,
Beaufort County, Laurinhurg-Scotland, and Halifax. County).
D. Implications for Title 1 under H. R. 69

Change in Allocation formula to Local Education AgenciesTo change the
:allocation formular to authorize $300 for each child counted would be a more
equitable way to distribute the funds. This would mean that each state would
first got the same amount per child from low income families thereby estab-
lishing a base as the census count dictates, rather than first applying the
variable. of 50 percentum of the average per pupil expenditure in the state,
or if greater, in the United States, thereby perpetuating each year the un-
certainty of a base level of funding.

In the meantime when the variable of the AFDC count fluctuates in the
several states. each state would still he able to count more nearly on a base

Amount. The Hold Safe Clause proPosed to guarantee that no local educational
agency .allocation for Title I would be reduced below the FY 1972 level is
the guarantee that will provide stability.

According to a survey made by...our State Title I, ESEA office in January,
1973, as related to recommendations for new legislation for Title I, ESEA,
praetleally all of the Ilistricts were strongly. In favor of knowing in advance the
:level of funding so they could improve their planning of Title I programs.

Their recommendations are best summed up in the statement from one LEA:
''Funding for two year periods to 'be renewed one year in advance of expira-
tion would alleviate fragmentary planing and would enable the local school
system to hire the most highly 'conlified pesonnel"

It is my opinion that the .$300 authorization would stabilize the Title I
'program- in each state and thereby (1) provide continuity in programing,
(2) promote quality 'stalling, (3) ilernalt programs to be developed longi-
tudinally and (4) permit the State agencies to provide stable, long-range
.services to the local districts. The .net resultS would be better and more
effective programs for the disadvantaged learners at the local level.
Change in Low Income Factor

To change the low income factor from $2.000 to $4,000 would more nearly
rit the .changing relative poverty status of individual families in 1970 as
,opposed to 1900.

In North Caro;:na, and I srspect in the nation, we have come a long way in
reducing poverty over the decade, but we still have a long way to go over
the next decade.

The January 22.- 1972. issue of the. Washington Monitor published by the
-National School . Public Relations Association states that every state except
one "will face a drop in the number of eligible students under Title 1, ESEA
even if the family income level of $4,000 is used." Further; it states that "the .
higge4 loSer would be North Carolina with a 71% reduction."

If these facts are accurate, then the Hold Safe Clause to provide for the
FY 1972 level of funding is.even more important to states like North Carolina'.
On the one hand we have reduced poverty and have shown edfccational im-
provement. On the Other hand we hare a long way tb go to maize the educa-
tional progress weJlesire for mir most disadvantaged children, and for all of
those woo are underachieving.
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TITLE II OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided North.
Carolina schools with over $12 million for the 'purchase of school library re-
sources, textbooks, and other published and printed materials for use by
teachers and students. In North Carolina the funds have been allotted to.
schools in each Local Education Agency on a relative need basis with the
exception of a small portion which was reserved for special purpose grunts.
Since Title II funds must supplement local and state funds, this program has.
provided for the acquisition of school library resources which are greatly
needed through the state.
A. Relative Need Allocations

The relative need allocations have been made to North Carolina schools in
accordance with the following procedure: In the Local Education Agency each.
school, including- eligible private schools, completes a relative need index. In-
strutional personnel are involved in establishing the relative need index which.
includes the schools' local effort of funding, the number and quality of existing.
school 'library resources, and the types of library resources available for sta-
dent and teacher use. After submission of the relative need index, funds are-
then .anotted to the schools according to the greatest need and the types of
library resources that arc most -.needed. A Local Education Agency cannot
tribute Title II funds on an aea,-,s-the-board per pupil basis. The school;; with.
the greatest need receive the highest priority and the most funds.
B. Special Purpose Grants

In addition to the funds that are allotted to the schools according to relative
need, three types of special purpose grants have been available providing in-
centives for Local Education Agencies to submit projects involving experi-
mental and innovative programs in areas of national, state, and locarconcern..

I. Demonstration School Libraries
Thirty-seven exemplary school libraries have been selected to participate in

the school library project. In order to qualify for such a grant, a school must
first have an adequate facility with adequate equipment provided from other
sources of funds. Through this program, a small portion of Title II funds have
been allotted to specific schools for acquisition for a wide variety of library.
materials. The schools selected represent a cross cection of the State by type.
geogralade location, and size. These demonstration school libraries have been:
visited by school and lay people from North Carolina, front' other states, from.
several foreign countries, and from the Office of Education,

Persons who observed the demonstration school libraries were particularly
interested in student and teacher use of individual study carrels, listening and
viewing areas, and newer media. Many. observers stated that they had ac-
quired. numerous ideas and suggestions which could be incorporated into their
own programs.

2. Projects for Experimental Use and Materials
Under this program activities have been designed around the use of ma-

terials in a particular subject, materials for a pa rtienlar type of instruction,
and/or for a particular format. Fourteen Local Education Agencies have been-
selected to reecive Title II funds under this program. Experimental and inno-
vative projects have included the acquisition of newer media such as 8mm.
film loops, Siam sound films; art prints, etc., in the areas of art, literature,
humanities, Western culture, Asian culture, -science, family life, reading, and
independent study.
3. Project Media

Forty-five Local Education Agencies and two Regional Education Centers!
have received grants under Project Media for the acquisition of media which
met specified criteria of personnel, :facilities, and programs to support specific
education needs: An attempt was made under Project Media to provide greaten
flexibility for Local Education Agencies in determining the types of activities.
which would make the greateSt contribution to the total media program.
Projects were submitted to strengthen services at the systetr !,!vel, school
level, or in a specific academic area. Project -Media grants includi, the acquisi-
tion of education -media in Right-to-Read, environmental health, ecology,
studies, language arts, in-service education for teachers, WiIvilus) instruction,.
independent study, and mini courses in language arts and career education.
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6, Needs
Although Title II funds have done a great deal to strengthen instructional

programs through the acquisition of school library resources, there remains a
need to continue providing materials to support instructional programs. Some
of the areas in which school library resources are most widely needed are
listed below :

A wider range of media to implement a comprehensive school media collec-
tion is needed. Films, filmstrips, disc, tape and cassette recordings, trans-
parencies, Smin film loops, art prints. microfilm, periodicals, and newspapers
are needed to expand all areas of instruction for group and individualized
instrnction.

Professional materials, especially those at the school level, are needed to
implement new or expanded programs.

Resources to support the Right-to-Read Effort are still needed at all levels
of instruction.

Support media to meet State and Federal emphases on career education,
middle grade skills, drug abuse, ecology, early childhood education, culturally
disadvantaged, and reading are needed.

TITLE III OF TIIE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Title HI of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is the most effec-
tive force in North Carolina for constructive change in public education. The
research and development capital ($23,964,687). provided through Title III
since 1965 has made it possible for 90 local educational agencies to develop
more effective educational practices in their systems. Many sYstems have de-
veloped more effective management and leadership procedures. Others have
developed innovative educational practices for improving. numerous instruc-
tional programs. We have also developed more effective procedures for acquir-
ing or providing human support services such as health services, guidance and
counseling services, and social services.

The effects of the development which occurred in 90 local systems were by
no means confined to those original sites. We have seen the stimulating effect
on educators in other local systems. Title III activities have created in North
Carolina a very apparent climate for planned, constructive change. Many new
ideas discussed in education today-- .7oncepts such as accountability, manage-
ment by objectives. needs assessment. and evaluationwere developed and
tried out in Title III projects long before they became a part of our popular
voca bula ry.

At this time, that climate for change is vibrantly alive. Educators are ready
for change ; parents, children, youth and other citizens are expecting change;
governing bodies are even mandating change. It does not seem reasonable to
expect a business as big and as complicated as education to maintain a func-
tioning system and create change without providing research and development
funds.

It is critically important' and clearly in the national interest to keep the
climate for educational change alive by continuing Title III of the Elementary
:and Secondary Education Act.

TITLE V OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

In his book, Shaping Education Policy, Dr. James B. Conant emphasized,
"that the future welfare of our public schools wit; be promoted by the organ-
ization of excellent state departments of education." The President's Commis-
sion on School Finance in its report, SCHOOLS, PEOPLE AND MONEY
'The Need for. Educational Reform, stated that, "the power to reform education
in America lies mainly with the States." In agreeing completely with the
above statements, we strongly believe also that the attitude with which a state
education agency assumes its authority and responsibilities determines to a
great extent, the success of programs jointly administered by local education
agencies, state education agencies, and the U.S. Office of Education. Obviously.
there must' be cooperation among the various levels of government in adminis-
tering federal programs. even though the state education agency is expected
to give strong leadership to local education agencies. Our testimony in behalf
of Title V, Part A. Section 503 of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act has been developed around this philosophy.

Title V, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act provides
-funds to the North Carolina State Education Agency to stimulate and assist
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in strengthening its leadership resources. While the regulations under whichl
the program is operated have undergone minor changes since its inception, it
has contributed immeasurably to improving the leadership capabilities of per-
sonnel in the North Carolina- Slate Education Agency. Funds provided under
Part A, Title V have allowed.- the State agency to begin reorganization to pro-
vide services compleipentary to those which can be provided under administra-
live funds for categorical. programs, to shore-up weak areas, to begin new
services which are needed because of changing demands in ethication, and to.
Provide staff development for State agency personnel.

Since January, 1969, the State Education Agency has been reorganized, with
much of the implementation being possible through Title V, Pat A. One of
the pressing needs determined by the Stale Education Agency stair was in the
area of research and evaluation. The FY 190 project included an activity to
provide a small staff for research and evaluation. With the aid of this seed
money, the State Education Agency was able to to secure State legislative
funds to establish a position for an assistant superintendent to direct a com-
ponent of "Research and Development." It is our contention, therefore, that.
Title V funds not only have provided new services but also have played a
vital part in making possible increased and supplementary S'..a! funds for
needed activities.

In recent years the need for improving management and leadership in educa-
tion has definitely been, felt. Title V has provided seed money for the improve-
ment of management capabilities among .personnel of the State Education
Agency staff as well as among staff members in local education agencies. In
the FY 11171 project the State Education Agency included an activity for de-
termining the feasibility of utilizing action-oriented management development
in a program to train personnel in the State Education Agency as well as
those in local education agencies. Since that time the North Carolina- State
Education Agency has prepared requests for additional funds, not only from
the State Legislature but also from other federal programs for improving the
leadership capabilities of personnel who manage educational programs. The
State-Education Agency staff in North Carolina has participated in a program
contracted by the U.S. Office of Education with the American Managentent
Association to study management procedures used by intliif:try- .ia.an effort to
determine if some of these procedures may be adapated to edneational man-
agement.

The North Carolina State Education Agency is also participating in the
National Program for Educational Leadership (NI'EL), which provides funds
for identifying leaders in business and industry Who will study and serve in-
ternships prior to becoming educational leaders and/or managers. In spite of
these efforts, the need for further improvement in management capabilities
still exists. The State Education Agency has received .funds from the U.S.
(Mee of Education for the purpose of training planners who will give technical
assistance to local education agency personnel as they plan their education and
leadership programs.

Title V of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided funds
during the past four years to improve the services of the State Education
Agency through better coordination of federr.l programs, to Improve manage-
ment capabilities, to provide summer intern programs for young persons who
may upon graduation from a university go into education, to improve dissemi-
nation of education information to local education agencies, to establish and
improve services in research and deVelopment, to improve personnel services,
and to assist in establishing a management information system. In our effort
to provide needed services under Title V, the North Carolina State Education:
Agency employed two persons in the agency to work with parents of eeimomi-.
eally deprived children. It has always been our policy to use funds froin dif-
ferent sources to provide overall services:AI was our understanding diet per-
sonnel could not be provided under Title I of the Elementary and Se,,,ndary
Education Act to work with parents of the disadvantaged through our De-
partment of Community .Colleges; therefore, Title V funds were directed to-
meet this need: It is our contention that the programs, activities, and projecis
established by North Carolina under Title V, Part A have allowed the agenCY
to move toward effective reorganization, decentralization,.and realistic innova-
tion with federal fimds. (See Exhibit No. C)

While all of the'the'activities listed In the above exhibit as well as other:;
have been initiated and expanded with Title V monies, much of the money.
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available to the State has been obligated for the assumption oft activities set
up since FY 1959 under Titles III and X of the National Defrnse Education
Act. For example, in FY 1968 Congress did not appropriate funds for super-
visory and related services under Title III of the National Defense Education
Act. Since the State Education Agency at that time had eight2en persons em-
ployed to provide supervisory services in the areas of seicuee, mathematics,
modern foreign languages, Euglish-reading, social studies, audiovisual and
library services, the U.S. -Mee of Educat'on recommended that these per-
sonnel could be supported through the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, Title V. As a result, the State Education Agency is using Title V funds
to support statistical services formerly under the National Defense Education
ActTitle N. Although the State Education Agency retained the Sti,te match-
hug funds used to support these activities, inure than $200 thousand of the
State's allotment is being used at the recommendation of the U.S. 011ie° of
Education to support services which have been available from the State Edu-
cation Agency to local education agencies since 1959.

For the past several years, each state education agency in the Nation has
received $90 thousand for planning and evaluation tinder Section 402, Title IV
of the General Education Provisions (P. L. 90-247 enacted in 1968. After this
year these funds will no longer be available to state, education agencies. In
order to continue this important effort, these activities should be picked up
under Part 0, Title V for strengthening state education agencies. Part C, Title
V would also provide grants to local et:':;attion agencies for the purpose of
developing comprehensive educiVional planning and evaluation. The Part C,
Title V program is urgently no.d to fund planning and evaluation programs
in the state education agencies and the local education agencies.

The administration's federal domestic budget. request recommended termina-
tion of Title V of the Elenientary and Secondary Education Act hi FY 1974. It
is our belief that Title V should not only be continued but that it should be
funded at a higher level to include funds for assessment, planning, evaluation.
and deilied of needed services to the local education agencies.

STUDY OF LATE FUNDING OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDAWYEDUCATION PROGRAMS

Our staff was quite interested in Title III of IL It 69 which directs the
Commissioner of Education to make a study of the extent to which late fund-
ing of federal programs handicaps planning and assessment of program objec-
tives in elementary and secondary education programs. It is ,our philosophy
that education programs

year
be funded some time duri-ag January or

February'prior to the year in witi,t1A the programs will operate. The public is
demanding accountability for funds '-,which' are expended to improve elementary
and secondary education. it is inqmssible to evaluate a program unless one
has adequate time to plan the program and the .astrument which will be used.
to measure the achievement of the students involved in the educational activity.
In order to be accountable for funds expended in elementary and secondary
education, it is imperative that the local education agencies and state educa-
tion agencies have early funding of the education program.

It is further our philosophy that any large new progradis which are author-
ized by the federal govermnent for state education agencies and local ?dueation
agencies should receive partial flinding for approximately one yeai, thereby
giving time to plan programs and methods of implementing and evaluating
activities in the area of elementary and secondary education. For example,
many of the exceptions taken during audits of Title I activities itivolvapro-
grams developed in the implementation of programs for the disadvantaged'
during the middle of FY 1966. If limited planning funds had been made avail-
able during the first year, it is our belief that the local education agencies
and state education agency staffs could have tooled-up for the full appropria-
tion in FY 1967.

SUMMARY

In conclusion we believe that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
programs should be continued as categorical suppert. We see no justification
for redirecting progrms which are fulfilling their stated purposes.

The Administratio::.-"It. budget request proposed reduction and support for
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, termination. of
support for library materials-Under Title II of the. Elementary, and Secondary
Education Act, termination of support for improving. state' education agencies.-
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-under Title V, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and
'termination of support for planning and evaluation activities under Section 402
of the General Education Provisions Act and Title V, Part C of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. The schools of the nation have continued to
improve during the past decade. We owe It to the young people of our nation
to provide better educational programs through additional support from Federal
funds.

It is earnestly hoped that your Committee will recommend authorizing
legislation to continue the Elementary and Secondary Act Programs.

Let me thank you again for allowing me to share with you our opinions con -
cerning the programs included in H. R. 69.

Exhibit A
NORTH CAROLINA NEEDS AS SES S NI ENT-I N STRUCI IONAL IMPLICATION S

DIVISION OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

N.C. sixth graders are below national norm on each basic skill assessed.
N.C. sixth graders performed best in math and most poorly in vocabulary.

. N.C. means are 7-9 points lower than the national means.
N.C. Title I participant means are 14 to 18 points lower than the national

means.
N.C. has far too many students who are one or more years below grade level

(about 50 percent as compared to 30 percent nationally).
N.C. has far too few students who are above grade level (about 30 percent

as compared to 50 nationally).
N.C. must devise strategies for substantially reducing the numbers of students

who are below grade level and for substantially increasing the lintnbers who are
o: above grade level.

N.C. must provide an improved basic instructional program for each student
as well as provide an improved Compensatory Program for these who are most
educationally deprived.

N.C. sixth grade teachers seem to have underestimated the need for remedia-
tion. They reported 39 percent of the students have remedial need. Assessment
results indicate up to 50 percent have remedial need.

N.C. assessment report indicates that 27 percent of the sixth graders are
receiving remedial attention from Title I and non-Title I resources.

N.C. needs to find a way to provide remedial attention to an additional 12
to 23 percent of the sixth graders.

N.C. needs to encourage instructional leaders in each basic skills area to
deveie both compensatory and basic objectives and to devise strategies to
itcc epiidli those objectives.

Exhibit B
EXCERPTS FRONI NORTH CAROLINA FY 1972 Tina: I, ESEA EVALUATION REPORT

INTRODUCTION

The FY-72 evaluation reports from the LEAs, based on iso nn score data from
pre and post tests administered 7 or 8 months apart in Ff-72 sheaved sub-
stantial gains, when tl?e some students were tested.

on 1-3
Title I participants in the following units gained from 7 to 10 months in

reading in grades 1 through 3: Alamo, ace, Anson, Brunswick, Burke, Carbarrus,
Caldwell, Carteret, Cherokee, Cleveland, Cumberland, Lenoir, Martin, McDowell,
Pamlico, Randolph, St. Paula, Madison-Mayodan, Rowan, Clinton, Union. (A
total of 20 units)

Title I participants in the following units gained more than 1 year in rending
in grades 1 thrc ugh 3: 1Cannapolis, Dare, Davidson, Pender, Wake. (A total of
5 units)

GRADES 4-13

Title I participants in the following units gained s'rom 7 to 10 months in
reading in grades 4-6: Cherokee, Cumberland, Edgecombe, Graham, Halifax,
Johnston, Lenoir County, Moore, Pamlico, Randolph, Red Springs, Rowan,
Sampson, Clinton, Union. (15 units)

Title 1 participants in the following units gained more than 1 year in read-
ing in grades 4 through 6: Alamance, Anson, Craven, Dare, Pender and Wake.
(6 units)
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GRADES 7-9
Title I participants in these units gained from 7 to 10 months in reading in

grades 7-0: Carteret, Cumberland, Edgecombe, Johnston, Moore, Northampton,
Painlico, Itaizdo 'ph, and Wake. (9 units)

Title I participants in these units gained above one year (10 months) in
rending grades 7-9: Alamance, Anson, Craven, Lenoir County, Pender, Red.
Springs, Ro Wan. (7 units)

See the following table.

UNITS WITH SUBSTANTIAL GAINS IN READING, rISCAL YEAR 1972Gii1DES 1 TD 9

Grades 1 to 4 to 6 7 to 9

7 to 10 months 11 up 7 to 10 months 11 up 7 to 10 months 11 up.

Alamance X X X
Anson X X X
Brunswick X
Burke X
Cdbarrus X
Kannapolis X
Caldwell X
Carteret X X
Cher X Xokee
Cleveland X
Craven. X X
Cumberland X X X
Dare X X
Davidson X
Edgecombe X X
Graham. X
Halifax X
Johnston X , X
Lenoir County X X X

McDMarlin

owell X
X

owell
Moore X X
Northampton X
Pamlico X X X
Pender X X X
Randolph X X X
Red Springs X X
St. Pouts X
Madison-Mayodan X
Rowan X X X
Sampson X
Clinton X X X
Union_ X X
Wake X X X.

Exhibit a
ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED BY TITLE V, PART A, ESEA Izc TUE

NORTH CAROLINA STATE EDUCATION AGENCY

To Improve Management Capabilities of the Staff Members of the State.
Education Agency.

To Provide for the Expansion and Strengtheni:,x of Services to Non-Public.
Schools.

To Provide More Effective Coordination of J?rograms at the State
Education Agency and Local Education Agency La

To Improve Dissemination of Ed1,;cational .ion t Local Education.
Agencies and to the Public.

To Improve Staff Development Activities in North Carolina.
To Use Student Interns in the State Education Agency.
To Provide ERIC Services.
To Provide Research, Development and Planning.
To Provfdp additional State level services to Local Education Agencies and-

supportative services for lie State. Education Agency in the area of materials
production and equipment evaluation.

To Provide Learning )1aterials Examination Prograth, Center for Learning
Re.,,,ourcen and Educational Media Mobile.

To Provide State Level Supervision for Acadmic Subject AreasNatural
Sciences, Mathematics, Social Sciences, Modern Foreign Languages, English &
Reading, Induitrial Arts, and Arts and Humanities.
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To Provide a Task Force for Student Involvement..
To Increase the Competencies of the Members of the Staff of the State Edu-

cation Agency and to Increase the-Services of the State Education Agency to
.local Education Agencies.

To Provide for More Effective Collection and Dissemination of Daf a Through
'Expandel Statistical Services (Part A).

To Pr ride for More Effective Collection and Dissemination of Data Through
Expandc.1 Statistical Services (Part B).

To Improve Necessary Accounting Services and Continue to Provide Increased
and More Effective Collection and Dissemination of Fiscal and Planning Levels
of Information.

To Provide additional Professional Personnel Services for the .State Educa-
tion Agency in the Areas of Recruitment, Interviewing, Evaluation, Placement,
and New Employee Orientation.

To Improve the Services of the State Education Agency in Supervising the
Edncation of Parents of Economically Disadvantaged and Edncationally De-
prived Youth.

To Improve coordination of the Divisions of Federal-State Relations, Human
-Relations, and Pupil Personnel Services, as well as Student Affairs and Ath-
letics.

To Accomplish Miniaturization of State Personnel Records for All N.C. Cer-
-tificated Personnel.

To Improve Understanding Among the State Education Agency, Croups of
Teachers, Administrators and the Lay Public in the Field of Public Affairs.

Mr. STROTHEn, We would like to talk a minute about some of the
problems we might have. First of all, we looked at the Congressional
priorities, and we came up with some State priorities to coineide with
the Congressional priorities. The problem is that, in many instances,
the similarity between Congressional legislation and the guidelines
as eventually implemented is purely coincidental, and I don't mean
to be ugly about that.

You have heard many education horror stories, hit a lot of good
things are happening in North Carolina with Feder tl money.

Number one, human relations. Federal money has meant-the differ-
ence in North Carolina between moving bodies and moving minds.
The law requires that the bodies be moved: Federal money has
alloWed us to move the minds. At the present time, we are working
on a .theory called 30 and 1, that is 30 students and one teacher.
Federal money has enabled us to do that.

Two. Early childhood education, I know that this is a priority in.
which each of you has great interest. Our title I and-II money, as
described in the House Bill fig, allows us to work with these kids.
It is $60 million in North Carolina that goes for title I, for dis-.
advantaged kids; for kids that are behind). or2 years.

And Mr. Joe Webb and Harold Webb are here. They are not
brothers, but they work very closely together. Title II in early child-
hood education. Title II stretches the imagination. We know that
in order to teach a child properly, we should take him to the place
'we are discussing. If we cannot carry them there, then a model is
good. The film strip, the materials, the-library materials that we
have have moved our libraries from substandard libraries to libraries
that are accredited by the State Department of Public Instruction
and if we can continue this money .for 5 years, we believe that all of
the libraries in North Carolina will be aceredited by the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.

The third priority that you have talked about is, management by
.objeetivv:- We have our management money which comes out of
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title V. This is leadership money. This is plannino. money in North
Carolina. This provides the cutting edge for the State agency and
helps us tremendously as we try .to move forward.

The fourth thing that you addressed yourself to is career education.
Superintendent Phillips has named a task force at the State level,
headed by George andy, one of his most capable assistants, to
develop a State_ plan for career education that will coincide with
the priorities you have here.

I believe Congressman Pucinski drafted the original bill. We
worked with him at length attempting to adjust our priorities to
coincide with your well-formulated interests. To us in North Carolina
it is absoltre1A necessary that House Bill 69 go through. We cannot
operate in terths of current goals without it.

Number one, I think that until 1965, North Carolina was perhaps'
getting $20 million or :..oinething like that. Since that time, it has
moved up to $140 million. At the present time, we are cranked up,
and we can account for your money. This is one of the few times
we have been able to do that..

We did the evaluation of your title IV money. I think Secretary
Shultz or Secretary of Treasury sent Ed Morgan and Jim Clawson
down. and we did an extensive survey on title IV money to see
how it worked, and we were pleased.

Title I money, it is imperative that we get it. It is imperative that
we get the same amount this year that we had last year. I get the
feeling that since we have gone this far that people are sa,-7ing let's
pull ourselves up by our boot straps.

There are niii.ny kids in Nor2i Carolina that don't have boots
still, and We can't do it that way. Title II, would move our libraries.
from substandard libraries to accredited, libraries. We have to have
title II money. Title V money is the cutting edge. This is the money
that comes to the State Department of Public Instruction to
strengthen the administration of the State Department of Public
Instruction.

-There again, let me reiterate, this moves North Carolina from a
regulatory agency to an agvacy -of leadership and motivation. 'We

. think that is absolutely nee..2-7;±--try. 'We are trying to beef up our
management if we possibly can, and in our management objectives
we are telling you that we have a plan to use your money, and we
-will be held accountable for this money.
- We say that you give us so many dollars, we should j e at this
place. We hope to be able to tell you at any point along the line
how we have used the money, whether we are ahead or behind, and
the reason-for that.

To sum up very franklY,,if there is some way that you ct.n give
us House Bill 69, (rive. us the materials and tools and the law. We
will give you a good school system in North Carolina. I thank you
for allowing us this time. 'We would .invite any questionS that you
have.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. QDIE. I will-yield Mr. Forsythe.
Mr. FonSITHE. Thank you very much, and thank you for your

-statement and your message.
You did not comment at all on the proposals of revenue shaLing

in lieu of the categorical programs;.,. I am wondering if you feel,
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as has been expressed by many, that there is just no way that the.
State can administer these funds in a way to deliver the excellence
in education which you speak so well of here.

Mr. STROTHER. 'We have .not seen a copy of the special revenue
sharing bill. We have ,a strange feeling that we are doing a real
good job the way it is goihg now, and we would hope that you
would not change the vehicle at this date.

Give us several years and lead time to look at it and look at the
delivery system. We don't what it would be, and we fear it a

tlo bit right now.-
Mr. FoasrruE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Rim). I.Vhat is the present rate of State versus local suvort in

North Carolina? more than 90 percent of the cost of elei .entary
and secondary education paid from the State level?

Mr. STROTHER. I think it is 70 State, 17 Federal, and the other
would be 13 percent local effort.

Mr. Folio. So only 13 percent of the total budget for elementary.
isand secondary education s coining from local resources at the present

time ?
Mr. STROTHER. Yes, sir, and we have a bill now, Congressman.
Mr. FORD. That makes you unique when measured against the-

majority of the other States, in that you have a tradition in North
Carolina o' State administration and State funding, as contrasted'
with the move prevalent tradition across the country of local financ-
ing, local control, which makes it very difficult for State administra-
tors in many States to get the cooperation of all or a majority of
their school districts and programs such as some of.those you have-
outlined here.

The beauty, I would like to believe, to be found in this legslation-
in its entire history is that it accommodate3 itself to the Michigan
tradition of local funding and local control.

I would not want to see that balance tipped. The concern that
of us have is that, whether you call it block grants as they

were calling it a few years ago or educational enuc sharing, . as
you tip that balance in the direction of State control in a State like.
mine, you are looking for a revobition.

We have a great State superintendent, but you can do things in
North Carolina the ho would never get away with it in name of
good education, because our traditions are different.

I think maybis in Mr. Quie's State it is the same way. So., that
is the reason for the concern- that many people have about rigidly
coming down on One side' or the other of the that is going-
on across the country between State and 'local ..4.tucators about who
is going to have the most to say.

The Federal Government- gets into this with its guidelines. Some'
of as are concerned about a change in the pattern. of the use of title I
funds that seems to be taking plarde as a result of the enforcement
of old guidelines in a different way than they were enforced in the'
past.

Under- the name of concentration of funds, for example, we are-
-informed that many -school administrators hhve been forced into 'a
position of putting an interpretation on the current guidelines that
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children actually have to he. separated ant as economically disad-
vantaged in order to pa? ticipate in title I programs or the school
people, as an alternative -, face the possibility of being told that they
have used title I funds in an unauthorized way.

In Other words, if you contaminate. a class with educationally
deprived children who aiv not economically deprived, you may be
told that Was an improper use of the funds because you did noiuse
that economic measure. Is that correct?

Mr. STROT HER. -ICS.,
Mr. Foam Could your tell us what effect this has had on your ability

to use title I funds as you would see fit in No Hi Carolina ?
Mr. Snariina. I would like for Harold Webb, director of title I to

answer that, and then I want to have a minute or two on that, too.
Mr. HAROLD Wmut. Some of this has come about in North Carolina,

and possibly in other States, because of certain interpretations place,i
:upon regulation, by our recent Federal audits. However, it has put
-us in a pc.,sition to seek for new ways to treat the disadvantaged
'in many cases within the regular classroomby providing various
kinds of support personnel in hew of pulling youngsters out. We
have moved from the pullout situation throughout the State to other
variations of utilizing personnel paid from title I.

Mr. FORD. 1011 have been in the program 8 years. When did you
have to start this separating out of the children by program ?

Mr. Il AMU) WEan. I have only been in the program 3 years; but
I would say about the second or third year as guidelines began to
change or as guidelines coming down the pike seemed to be rather
clear.

Mr. Fonn. So, what on are suggesting is that, over a period of
time, succeeding administrators in the Office of Education have con-
tinued in the direction of requiring economic tests for the availability
of funds for qualification for the proo-ram.

Mr. HA imunoi.n W.'To my knowledge, at the moment there iG no
requirement on utilizing- the funds on-the basis of economics. It is
from the standpoint of selecting the school. But I think there has
been some misunderstanding in my opinion by many administrators.

We have a message that we have attempted for the last 3 years
to get across, that onck; you identify a school because of its high
-concentration of poverty, let's tempovarily forget about the economics
and let's move in and measure education .deprivation as best we

and se', 'f,` those youngsters Who are 2 or 3 years behind.
,Mr. Fort. You are talking about a special school as distinguished

from a schOol dist.rict?
Mr.._HAROLD WEBB. Yes; when it comes to actually utilizing the

. funds. But we look at the total school district to determine which
'Schools which attendance areas in which to concentrate the funds.

An I speaking directly, to your question?
Mr. Fenn. That is -what we are afraid washappening. Mr. Quie

just observed a little While ago that this condition flies in the face
of the Coleman Report sayingthat there is educational advantage
in having .a socio- economic mix. Then we turn around and write a
regulation telling you not to spend the money on the child who has
that tool available to him and who may be more disadvantaged than
the people in the other school.
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So, I. guess the best deal would be to be an affluent child out
numbered in school by poor children. Then we would give you a
chance vt an education. But if you are a poor child with a tough.
family background and no support at home and you have the bad
luck to share for a few hours a school, not necessarily a classroom,
with the affluent kids, we are not going to help you.

That, I don't think, is consistent with the intention of this legisla-
tion. As I gather from you and other people who have preceded you.
in that chair, this is the effect that our current method of administra-
tion is having:

We are forcing you into that kind of a choice.
Mr. HAROLD WEIM. Let me add this. I am not really totally fa-

miliar with the picture beyond North Carolina, and I have been in
the program 3 years.

Hqwever, a couple of significant things have happened. As we have
gone through school desegregation in North Carel:mi. if you go back.
3 years ago, out of .152 school districts, we hal about 8 school -dis-
tricts qualifying as a whole because of the equal distribution of
poverty.

But now that we have gone through the desegregation process
and, this has been validated by census data using the contractino.
with urbanetics here in Washington, we now have 70 school districts
oat of 152 where the district qualifies as a whole because of the equal
distribution of poverty.

This has also given us a more fair distribution of heterogener
mix of youngsters. In that manlier, we have been able to provide,
more variety and mix hi our title I programs in recent years, a fict
which likely did not exist in the early history of the program.

Mr. Foul). You said_you had something to say.
Mr. Sritommi. Yes; it bothers me that we have had to identify

and isolate to put its in compliance with title 1. and then Office of-
'Civil Rights slys we arc not in compliance with title II. I would like
to go off the record.

{Statement off the record.]
Mr. born. Well, the concern that ninny of us have had with this

auditing process is that.the auditing process is serving as a. method
of implanting in school administrators' minds a direction for ad-
ministrat;on.

That set off letters that went out last fall cross the country. I am
familiar with the one that went to North Carolina, which at the-
same time hit a number of big cities.. So you have the situation. that
you have been describing in a city like Detroit, where you have to
go in and pick a specific school and you jump over all kinds of-
educationally deprived children because they happen to be in a

ischool that theoretically does not have any children in need,because
it is not below the city average on an economic basis.

The superintendent Of schools for the State Of,Michigan has made
the statement sitting. in tharthait that he believes there is now being
practiced by Federal .dictate a form of discrimination that is on the.
face more invidious than racial diScrimination that grew. up over a
long peiiod of time because it is so deliberately contriT'ed. Yet it
seems.-.diffieult for administratorS and bureaucrats to understand that
the 'same people who ,are supposed to be enforcing title VI are
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fostering a kind of discrimination that can be very damaging to the.
children involved.

1 hope that we can find a way, while we are passing this legisla-
tion, to free you and other administrators to go on about the business
of identifying for yourself who is and what is an educationally de-
prived child..

This legislation has no definition of that term in it at all. You can
search the debates on the floor and every time someone asked us,.
when we were du, ating, "What is an educationally deprived child ? ",
you would find they were answered with a question, "What do you
think an educationally deprived child is?" An educationally deprived
child, we believed, was going to be what your boss and the people
with whom he works at the State level believe it to be, as well as
what the teacher in the'one-room schoolhouse happens to believe it
to be in her area.

Somebody down the street here at the Office of Education has
taken unto themselves power that we never preshmed to take upon
ourselves passing this legislation to predetermine what an edu-
cationally deprived child was and define it. That is the. effect the
guidelines seein. to be having, as they are writing directly what we
deliberately refuse to write legislatively.

1 suspect, had we tried to do what the Office of Education is now
doing, we could not have passed it, because it would-clearly have been
on its face an attempt for Federal control of.a kihd that we have always.
_tried to avoidfederal dictation -as to how to identify your childrens
uc ids.

The same people who are writing the legislation saying they want
to free us from the strings of categorical aid are writing the guidelines
that have steel cablesrather than string.

I have noticed also that North Carolina has tl,,; greatest loss of low-
income students of any State, evidentally, in 'une Nation. Minnesota
has quite a loss too. Kentucky has quite a loss as the chairman well
realizes.

However, I should also point out that I counted 83 members on this
committee, 30 of whom come from States which will rci:eive an in-
crease in payments if we leave everything along and use the 1970.
census.

Eight members come from States that would have a decrease. So
anybody who wanted to count the vote can imagine how things Would
turn out. I happen to be one of those 'eight. If we are going to continue
to use thiSfaulty formr7a, why should we have a holdsafe -clause which
means that we will continue to fund the education of children who,
don't exist in some States, and thereby not 'fund the children who do
exist in other States?

For all of these years this .n.rnula has beei i inequitable and t:: use
States have not been receiving their money. Wily Should we hold.
Safe? It would be difficult if you indreased the appropriations and
as the chairman indicated, it would. take $3 billion in order to hold:
everybody, safe. .

.1 don't know that is right or not, but I assume it is.
Mr. HAROLD WEBB. Two weeks ago, I could not have' responded as:

I will now. In North.. Carolina we. have just., finished for the first
time a State education assessment prOgram through which. we com
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pared North Carolina gains at sixth-grade level with the Nation, and
with the Southeastern section of the country, and we looked at the
per pupil expenditures, et cetera.

That is why I have imroduced legislation which allows you to use
an assessment, basis of determining the amount of aid that should go
there. If you have more disadvantaged children on an average than
some other States, you ought to have the money to help the dis-
advantaged children.

My question refers to page 4 of your testimony where you say,
"We are now reaching only an estimated 50 percent. of those needing
compensatory education because of limited resources."

'Who are those who need compensatory education that you are
referring to? Are they poor kids only or everybody wha happens to
fall below the national average?

Air. HAROLD WEBB. This particular statement, in the testimony is
based upon the State assessment as a 10(0,1- at sixth-grade level. We
are saying that if you look at the title I compensatory programs, if
you look at th.. few local programs supported by local funds for
'compensatory education like special reading teachers, et cetera, if
you look'at the school population as a whole and the number of those
who . need additional assistance, we are only reaching about 50 per -
cent.

Mr. QuIE. So what is happening now is that you are limited in the
school districts where you have more than one school to. those target
schools. In the target school you can help everybody who is dis-
:advantaged whether they are poor or not.

Mr,. HAROLD WEBB. Within the resources we have but we are not
Teaching any at all with special programs in those schools that are
not target schools.

Mr. Qum. In the ones that are not target. schools, are you reaching
the poor disadvantaged or the nonpoer disadvantaged?

In the target :schools you can ,reach both the poor and the nonpoor
-disadvantaged?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. Right. What I am saying is that in the non-
target school, we have very few, if any, special programs for the
ea.;.o.ational underachievers.

1 am avoiding right now the word "poor," in that answer.
Mr. Quo:. Now, If Coleman. is correct that kids do better if they

go to school with advantaged children, that is, educational achievers,
then those nontarget-school kids who are educational nonachicvers
must be even worse off than the kids in the target schools. If those
kids in the target schools went to school with some advantaged kids,
they probably be doing better themslves..

That is Mr. Coleman's theory. What I maintain is that we are
probably missing some of the most disadvantaged kids in your State
and

rother
States of the country by the way title I has operated.

. HAROLD WEBB. We are missing quite a few.
Mr. Qum. That is what I would like to see corrected.
Mr. HAROLD WEBB. Let me add a statement on that. We are missing-

quite a few in tl_e; target schools because of resources and we:are
missing quite a few in nontarget schools because of resources.

-Mr. Qum. Are you miKing some of the nontargeL, schools. because
of inadequate resources?
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Mr. HAROLD WEBB. We don't have enough money. In I3ertie
County, N.C., there is about 80 percent of a school population of
some 16,000 or 18,000.

Mr. Qum. Let's just look at a target school. You are saying in
target school "A" where you are putting the money, you aren't
reaching all cl the disadvantaged kids?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. The complicated thing about my response is
that in Bertie County all of the schools qualify because of the equal
distribution of poverty, and we have 70 such districts in North
Carolina.

Mr. QuiE. What about, the most disadvantaged? Suppose you have
ft child that is not able to read at all. What are you doing for that
child? Probably the child is hard of hearing as well. What. are you
doing for that child with title I money?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. We have a State program fo: exceptional
children,

Mr. Quw,. Is any of your title I money in target schools where a
child is hard of hearing used for that child?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. A small amount. But most speech problems
and hearing problenis are handled under the State exceptional pro-
gram. It is a quite extensive program.

Mr. QUIE. There is 'creaming with title I money, and we are leav-
ing out Sonic of the most severe17., educationally disadvantaged. I
think we should correct that as well.

IVEr:-Fonn. By :idding another category?
Mr. QUM No; but by a definition of educationally disadvantaged.

The way it is now, there are handicapped and educationally dis-
advantaged that are left out of title I rrioney, or a very small amount
of money is being spent there. I read that 60 percent of the halt& .

tapped children of the Nation do not receive any kind of special
education' whatsoever:

That, to me, is a pretty sorry plight, and title I ought to be
created so you could use money for that purpose._

Mr. SMOTHER. Allow me to reply with the assessment thing a
little.

Mr. FOPD. Would you also, while you: are doing that comment on
or think i `trough what we could do with this legislation to permit
North Carolina, recognizing your statement that North Carolina has
now gone through effective` desegregation, to identify the pockets of
poVerty, as far as school attendance is concerned.

The child may live in one area and be bused to some other place.
What if we were to allow you to use your State assessment system
to determine where you spent title I funds instead of the formula we
now have for distributing it within the State?

MP. SMOTHER. It would:be beautiful, I . want Harold to reply to
that. I am a former school superintendent and principal, and in
.order :to. look: pretty good .ori achievement tests, we had certain
Johnnies that were not supposed :to. be there. on the day the tests
were given. . -

Craig Phillips decided all :Johnnies wozdcl come to school one day,
and we gave. valid tests to all:sixth. graders to find- where they are.
We found out a true assessment, and we are about a year behind:

05-545-73pt. 9---31
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We are serving 189,000 kids approximately in title I. That is what
we are serving. Bu4 if this could be done we could perhaps reader a
better service. I would like Harold to respond to your question..
Congressman, since we are desegregated, and we have 152 units, and
we are all in compliance now through the.grace of God and title VI.

But, we are in compli2:..;e nom,. How long we will be in compliance,.
I do not know.

Mr. HAROLD 'WEBB. I have to come off the top of my head on that
one, sir. If we were to use our. State assessment and go one step
further, and this is part of our leadership function, to have local
districts to come up. with a model of a really good assessment pro-
gram, then we will get a district-by-district picture, and we will get
the State picture.

Then we might be able to design some approach to reaching the
youngsters who are behind where they are. Right' now; we know in
this State assessment what the State picture is. We know what the
regional pictUre is in the mountains, in the Piedmont, and in the
Coastal Plain.

But we cannot, at: the moment, apply it to a local educational
agency, because of the way the sample was drawn. For the first time,
we do have a reasonable pictu're.

Mr. FORD. In other words, at the present time, you would not be
able to break it down to district-by-district?

Mr. HAROLD WEr 7. Not from our current assessment, but one of
the reasons we went into it was that we wanted to establish a model
that local districts could work with research trying to institute and
design their own local sample, where they could, in fact; have a
technique for sampling, at the local level, the situation, and be rea-
sonably accurate on their good. guesstimate of the number of young-
sters behind.

Mr. QUIE. Could I followup, Congressman Fordi on your question ?
I believe the money within your State ought to be distributed based
on the educational disadvantaged or underachievers, according to
your assessment rather than poverty.

But, how would you prevent the schools from fudgingthis was
always thrown up to meto make them look -worse . than they are
so. you can get more money?

IlAnoLn WEBB. I do not know, but I do know one way. it could
be done, .but it Would: be very costly. In (Air particular assessment,
-we contracted with Research Triangle Institute in North Carolina,
the triangle area.

They trained independent testers, and they. conducted the whole
sting operation; and the local. school teachers did not do the testing

this assessment.
dut, to do that in...152 districts, I expect would be costly, but I

expect that,would be one way to do it. .

Mr. &MOTHER. Congressman; administrators might fudge. Kids do
not fudge on achievement tests. .I believe we would get a true and
accurate picture this way..

Mr. QuEs. I believe you are right= there,. that kids do not_ fudge.
They are not going to, help, administrators get more money by
fudgpg.,
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But, administrators have given tests at times, for instance, When
the child would not do as well as if he did it at a different time.
National assessment had to go the same way that you suggested. to
train the testers so everything is done on a uniform basis.

I like your answer that kids do not fudge, and they are the ones
that take the tests. You would have to work out some way to make
certain that it was at least supervised by somebody on the outside.

I know you would like just the "hold harmless' clause. However,
what if the money that went to North Carolina was based on a
national assessment sample. I see that you want everybody to get
$300 first before you go on any averages. So you multiply $300
times the number of kids who ranked below that criterion reference
test. Would yOu like to go to what I will call obsolete and inadequate
poverty criteria, that. we have from the census and AFDC?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. I do not know. The formula or a situation th,at,
would, permit you to serve youngsters, wherever they are, irrespectfve
of target areas and enough resources to get at the problem, I think
should be adequate.

I am not sure that as I understand the present formula and the
regulation of the target areas. It does not permit the freedom to go
e "erywhere and to serve these youngsters.

Now, to deliver the funds on the basis of educational deprivation
Might be a good idea. I have not dug into that question.

Mr. QIII.E. You see what has happened to North Carolina with the
change hi census. We will use a new census after it is at least 4 years
old. Other changes have occurred in North Carolina, for instance,
looking at the use of AFDC in one State over against the other.

I will wager North Carolina does not fare as well in AFDC
figures. So, as far as the formula is concerned, we should be trying
to raise the educational achievement of kids, no matter where they
are.

We have also seen enough tests to know that a lot of the educa-
tional underachievers do not happen to come from poor families.
Some of the educational achievers happen to come from poor families.

Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. "I have no questions.
Mr. FORD. Without .objection, the prepared statement of Mr.

will- be :placed in the record at the beginning of your
testimony.

You have been very helpful to the committee. I would like to ask
you a Couple of quick questions for your reactions.

We have talked about titie I. Briefly, let's take title: II, for ex-
ample, which the budget .proposes to cut Off. What would be the
impact on North Carolina educational machinery, the school system
as well as the auxiliary services, if Congress were to follow the Man-
date of the President to spend no money this coming year on title II?

What could you foresee in North Carolina?
Mr. STRoTHEn. The next 2 years there would be no new books, no

new films, no new ,materials. Everything ;is Moving up except that.
We would. go along with busses. We would go'alcing with increased
cost of fuel.
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But, I can see very few educational materials gravitating to the
classroom. I hope I am wrong about that, but really you cannot
realize the impact title II funds have had oii school kids in North
Carolina.

We have moved from the library, with a librarian watching the
books, to learning centers. Title II has allowed us to develop learn-
ing centers, learning laboratories, centers of instruction.

We have this now. These would not move forward if we did not
get title II money.

Mr. FORD. What have you done with title III in North Carolina?
Mr. STROTHER. Title ITI money is used for development and re-

search. First of all, we take a program, and we would look at it
very carefully over a 3-year period and see whether it works at all.

At the end of 3 years, we would say it is a good program, and it
does these things. We need these sets of skills to run the program.
If it is not a good program, we say we do not need it again.

It is experimentation and development, and we could not get along
without that.

Mr. FORD. What percentage of the cost of experimentation and
development that has taken place in North Carolina in the immediate
past few years has been from title III, and what has been from other
sources?

Mr. SMOTHER. The only moray we have for research right now is
seed money. What percent would it be, Joe?

Mr. JOSEPH WEBB. I would say at least 75 percent of it would be
coming from title III.

Mr. Forth. You would identify 75 percent of the money going into
educational research and development in North Carolina as directly
from title III?

Mr. STROTHER. Yes, sir. That would be a minimum.
Mr. FORD. So, presumably the elimination of title III would mean

if you carry on research and development at the same level as you
presently are carrying it on, you would have to raise somebody's
taxes down there, wouldn't you

Mr. STROTHER. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. The same thing is going to be the case with respect to

replacing text books. And again what has the overall effect of title V
been on your function?

You again are unique in the tremendous role that the State office
plays in the actual operational decisions of education. How much
growth have you experienced at the State level as in, result of title V?

Mr. STROTHER. A.pproximately. 70 persons are employed with title
V funds. We get $720,01'0. This allowed the boss, 'Dr. Phillips, to go
out and look for peoplk) who had a set of skills to bring in and
provide leadership ana planning.

Without the persons whom he has brought out, we really do not
knov how we could be an effective agency of motivation and leader-
ship. We think we would revert to a regulatory agency. We think it
provides the cutting edge.

Mr.. FORD. :In addition to title V funds, you also receive adminis-
trative funds out of the other categorical programs.

Mr. STROTHER. Yes, sir.
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Mr. FORD. Taking all of these into account, what percentage of
the professional educatorsthe people who work in the State Office
of Education with developing programs and with the school districts
across the country, as distinguished from clerks and caretakers and
State superintendents, etc.are paid for with Federal funds through
these categorical programs and title V?

Mr. STROTHER. Twenty to 25 percent. Joe works exclusively for
title V, and all of my brains on title V are in his head.

Mr. Four). Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you Mr. Ford. Mr. Strother, I

notice that you are assisting and are pinch hitting, more or less, for a
great superintendent of North Carolina, Dr. A. Craig Phillips.

To my way of thinking, you are a very able assistant. I want to
mention one thing, and that is we are delighted about your State
sending Mr. Andrews to Congress, who happens to be a member of
this committee, and one of our most able members.

I can assure you that North Carolina is very well represented in
the Congress.

Mr. SLOTHER. We plan to keep him up here quite a while.
Chairman PEAKINS. He has an educational ba and and he fits

in in every respect on this committee. e is making an outstanding
contribution to the committee, and we really appreciate hispresence
here.

If I understand you correctly, Mr. Strother, and I regret that I
have missed a lot of your testimony, you would like to have more
time to read and study the proposal of Mr. Quie to allocate funds
to the States under a test score basis.

In other words, you would want to know more about the situation
before we go in-that direction?

Mr. SMOTHER. Yes, sir, we would.
Chairman PERKINB. I want to state that I would like to know more

about it myself. It is a problem of whether we can afford to scatter
the money to the extent that the funds may need be scattered, and
whether the on-going programs will be interrupted to such an extent
as to make them ineffective. That is what disturbs me about the Quie
proposal. It is something we are going to have to explore thoroughly.

Poor districts, because of migration, will need approximately $3
billion to L.... 7e the kids in their respective States that are being
served today, States like North Carolina. So, we are going to explore
this from every possible viewpoint to see just what we feel is the
best way to obtain the best possible solution.

How would you suggest that we improve title I? From your
present knowledge what would be your thinking at this time of
title 1?

Mr. STROTHER. I will let Harold wind it up, but I will start it up.
I would like to look for a panel and a group of educators to look

at the intent of Congress and then look at the implementation in
the field and see the similarity or the problems that are involved
there, and get some people who are on the scene, some of the war-
riors on the scene to come in and look at it and see what is best for
Johnny.

I think in many instances, we forget Johnny in the fourth row on
the fourth seat, and what we are supposed to do for him.
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Chairman PERKINS. I see Mr. Quie -is coming back. I have been
trying to show that no one is wedded to your proposal. We are study-
ing your proposal, and we want to see where you are going from
here.

We are like Alice in Wonderland. We do not want to give up
something good until we know where we are going to jump:

Mr. QITIE. I thought Mr. Ford would take care of my interests
pretty well.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Quie does raise a good question that is very much
in front of us in Michigan with the current proposal by a Federal
judge to combine school attendance for 53 school districts involving
about 800,000 children, and one of the questions that nobody has
been able to answer is if a child from the city of Detroit, which is
one of the principal recipients under present formula of title I
money, is bussed because of his race to another school district to
change the racial balance of that school attendance, does the money
go with him to provide the special education or does it stay in the
school from which he is being bussed ?

You have, had the experience of working with title I during a
period where you have been going through substantial desegregation
and obvionsly, you must have had to face this. How does the Office
of Education deal with the dilemma of saying to you that under title
VI that you can take no other matter but race into consideration in
making the desegregation assignment ?

Mid, I am assuming that they still say this on the basis of the
fact that they said some States were trying to avoid true segrega-
tion by using testing devices and all kinds of other criterion.

So, they finally came down and the courts have said "Stop using
anything except just race as the basis for assignmen0 Now, when
you are compelled to assign a child that way, obviously, you are
taking some children out of a target school who need the supple-
mental education that you are paying for with title I, and under
title I, they are telling you, one, to set up such a target school, and
two, to use it only for supplemental services.

The comparability provision says if you use it for the same thing
you are providing for other children, you have violated the rules.
How have they resolved this dilemma for you?

Does the money follow the child or does it stay where he would
have been going if you did not desegregate the school?

Mr. HAROLD WEB B. The money no longer follows the child under
the current regulation. It is still restricted to the target attendance
area that, has in that school district' the greatest percentage of eco-
nomic deprivation.

However, what the current policy has permitted
Mr. FORD. Wait 'a minute. If the money; under our formula, goes

to the target area -where the child who is poor lives, not where the
child attends school when he is being bussed to another area for
desegregation

Mr. HAROLD WE.B11. All right. In North Carolina in 152 districts,
the common kind -of desegregation plan centers around a 'school.
Each school has an attendance area. In other words, we are that
unique where we do not have the open enrollment Of freedom of
choice approach.
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Therefore, each school in the State in every district has a specific
attendance area. SO, it is on that basis that we are applying the
formula. When the attendance area has been changed

Mr. FORD. Wait a minute. You cannot distribute title I funds
within the State that way. The statute says you will distribute down
to the county level on the basis of the percentage of children and
families of $2,000 income or less according to the last census.

That is the Federal census, not a school census.
Mr. HAROLD WEBB. That is !correct, sir. What I am trying to sayis this
Mr. FORD. But how can there possibly be any integrity of the

relationship between poverty and the presence of children needing
education, if, after you determine that a school district is to. receive
its money on the basis of the residents within that district of poor
children, you then take the children out of that district for the
purpose of education?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. I am using a school district as an example,
Raleigh City schools as an entire school district.

Before desegregation, they had certain attendance areas for certain
schools. After desegregation, they have changed those lines, but each
school still has a specific attendance area.

Once the determination is made as to how much funds the city of
Raleigh would get, then Raleigh go.-Is to work to find out which ?,ne
of those new attendance areas has the greatest amount of poverty.

Mr. FORD. Does that mean that you are imposing some kind of a
means test on the children themselves? Do you actually go into a
school and determine how many poor children are in attendance in
that school to determine that is a target school, or do you determine
it on the basis of the school attendance area as shown by the census?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. This current year, it is determined by applying
1970 census data to those geographical areas surrounding each one of
the attendance areas.

This pinpoints the high poverty area over the entire school dis-
trict or the areas.

Mr. FORD. And you say that you have been able to bring this down
to a specific school?

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. Attendance area, right.
Mr. FORD. So, in Raleigh, in picking its tarcret school, it would use

the demography of the attendance area, of the school rather than of
the makeup of the student body itself.

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. No, sir. Let me see if I can clear this up. To go
back to Raleigh, we have an entire school district.

Mr. FORD. We distribute with Federal formula down to that point.
Now, within the city, the Office of Education says you must have
target schools and those are to be the schools with the heaviest con -
centration of poor children, economically poor children.

Do you determine the concentration of economically poor children
on the basis of the actual make up of the student body of a. school
or the demography of the school attendance area as shown by census
data.

Mr. HAROLD WEBB. The latter.
Mr. FORD. So it may or may not match.
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Mr. HAnor.,n WEBB. It usually does. It includes the dropouts. It
includes the 5-year olds and those that are enrolled in school. Prior
to using census data, we just did that this year, prior to using that,
the schools ran their own individual census.

Usually that was done on the basis of the economic levels of the
youngsters enrolled in a given plant as compared to the district as a
whole, in terms of low-income youngsters. Best estimate, I would say.

Mr. FORD. That is unfortunate because we spent a great deal of
lung power here when this legislation was passed building a legis-
lative history that we thought would prevent a means test, by what-
ever name it ia called, from ever creeping into this legislation. We
recognized when we were pas-sing this 1 year after the Poverty Act
that we had made a dreadful mistake in setting that up, in that we
actually dictated in programs like Headstart the same kind of eco-
nomic segregation that the Office of Education is now trying to put
into effect in title I.

If there was anything that should have been anticipated here as 'a
weakness in the way Headstart was structured, it was the pre-
determination that only poor children could be in a classroom,
without any kind of socio-economic mix in that classroom.

All of the advantage3 we are trying to get with all of the other
efforts in society to develop a better balance socio-economically and,
to break down classes by whatever definition is just wiped out when
we come to a Federal program like that.

So, it was our intention to avoid making that same mistake the
second time. But it looks like, by an evolutionary process here, the
administrators of the Office of Education are finding a way to get
us back into some sort of a means test.

It may be less objective than simply having everybody take a slip
honie and have Daddy sign for how much money he made last year.
It may be a visual thing. But, if you tried to do that and use it as
justification for what they told you was a violation of. title VI, they
would not let you do it.

It does not seem that we are at all consistent in the objectives of
title VI, of the Civil Rights Act and of the present administration
of title I of the Elementary and Secondary Act.

I want to make it clear that, as one member, I think that is not
what the legislation says. That is what somebody in the bureaucracy
has been saying. I believe it started back with Mr. Howe, in deference
to my Republican colleagues.

It started with Howe and is getting worse.
Mr. Qom. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. I think it is just engrained in the way that we wrote

that legislation that it would turn toward segregating. people by
economic levels. I agree with the gentleman from Michigan that
that is just as bad as segregation by race. We have too much of that
going on in the country right now.

That is why we have to change from that. I tried to get an eco-
nomically integrated Headstart program operating in my district,
nonpoor and the poor together, while we only used Headstart money
for the poor. We never could get one of those funded in Headstart.
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Mr. HAROLD WEBB. I will mention an associated dilemma, and that
is, limitation on resources to be able to break up that pattern. We
have to set the priorities somewhere.

Mr. QUIE. It is my feeling that the Federal Government ought to
substantially increase its aid to education. I am willing to go about to
25 percent, but I want to improve education with this money. I
believe these Federal funds should provide special education for the
handicapped, Compensatory education for disadvantaged, and occu-
pational training for those who won't go on the college. I think those

. are the three priorities.
I am not talking about a block grant. As long as we are counting

poor kids, their parents do not have much political clout, but if we
count disadvantaged kids, no matter what families they come from,
then we have families who have political clout.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my distinguished friend that if
we had the money, all of the kids that deserve special educational
programs would receive those programs under title I as presently
written.

But, it is the inadequacy of the funding and with this inadequacy,
I personally know of no way that we can reach the children who
need the special programs most.

That is the only thing that we are doing here presently. Am I
right, Mr. Strother? If you had the funds, you could reach them all.

Mr. STROTJJER. That is the reason we came up here.
Mr. QUM. Would you yield, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman -I'En-Krxs. Yes, I will yield, but in the District of

Columbia, everywhere, there is today, and I do not know what
-terminology you want to use to describe it, but the children that
need special education, there is no segregation that is going to inter-
fere, with anyone5,

iIf I need a special course in reading, it behooves inc and it be-
hooves my parents to see that I get\ that type of training. We are
not just singling somebody out and saying, you are inferior to a
child that has been raised in the best of circumstances and maybe
be able to have private tutors and everything else along that line.

There is nothing here that is going to reflect on any child just
ibecause he has to have it, but it is the same thing if you take your

theory. There is no difference if you take your theory and .do it on
a test score basis.

You are going to have to pull kw achievers out of the other
groups, but what you are

6going
to do in my judgment, is scatter the

money so thin that it is not going to do anybody any good.
The -gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Andrews, you may

interrogate your own witnesses...
Mr. ANDREWS. I wanted to add something on the subject you were

talking. about.
Mr.QUIE. If the gentleman would yield on this?
Mr. ANDRAWS. Yes.
Mr. QUM. I maintain if you fully fundee that -$2,000 income plus

AFDC, you.still.would not do the job. The studies that Gene GlaSs
made- showed that of thOse who .have severe reading difficulty, 21
percent come from families with $3,000 income or less.
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Forty-four percent of them come from families between $3,000 and
$6,000 income; 35 percent come from families with incomes above
$6,000. That is why if you fully fund this program, you are talking
about that 21 percent.

I would like to count the kids that are disadvantaged no matter
where they are. It is true that a higher percentage of poor kids are
educationally disadvantaged than nonpoor kids, but there is educa-
tional disadvantagemencamong children al:: over.

That is what I would like to get at. I recognize in 1965 we did not
know how to do the job. In fact,, as was said here, it was not long ago
when you could not give us that information, but you have done
your first assessment now in the State of North Carol ma.

States all over the Nation are doing that. The Fleischman study
in North Carolina, and Michigan is doing it. Minnesota is doing this.
We are in a different State now than we were in 1965, and f think
we have to build on that kind of advances that you ha. e made down
in North Carolina, and I commend you for it.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to congratulate you for the good job
you have done in North. Carolina. I think you have not only pio-
neered in this area, but in so many other programs, and the technical
education that you helped us with many years ago.

I thank you gentlemen very much for your appearance here.
Mr. Strother, I will be back in touch with you. Mr. Andrews, any

further remarks?
Mr. ANDREWS. No, but I would thank the committee for the excel-

lent opportunity that has been afforded these gentlemen to express
themselves and to insure the gentlemen that we will make use of the
testimony as we proceed with the bill.

Mr. STROTHER. On behalf of Dr. Phillips and 1,250,000 kids, we
thank you Jor listening.

Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Mrs. Bernice Frieder,
National Council of Jewish Women, Washington, D. C.

We are going to have to leave in a few moments, but I will let
you come back any time you want to, Mrs. Frieder. We .have two
bills on the floor in a few moments. I hate to put anybody under
pressure like I have been under pressure all clay.

Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted in the
record, and you can proceed in any manner you prefer.

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF MRS. BERNICE FRIEDER, MEMBER, NATIONAL BOARD, CHAIRMAN OF
EDUCATION TASIC FORCE, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN, INC.

I am Bernice Frieder, National Board Member and Chairman of the Educa-
tion Task Force of the National Council of Jewish Women, an organization
founded in 1893, with a membership of 100,000 located in approximately 200
communities throughout the United States. I have also served as a member of.
tho Colorado State Board of Education, and am a former President of the
National Association of State Boards of Education.

Members of the National Council of Jewish Women pursue a program of
social action and service to their community, focusing on activities which ad-
vance human welfare and the democratic way of life. One of our program
priorities is educationa choice which stems not only from the oldest tradi-
tions of Judaism, but also from the more recent experience of our immigrant
fathers and grandfathers, who found in the American system of public educa-
tion a key to active participation in the life of this country. We, therefore,
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very much appreciate the opportunity of appearing before you today in sup-
port of H.R. 69.

The NCJW commitment to public education is set forth in our Resolutions,
which state our belief that "American democracy depends on a strong system
of public education to develop the highest potential of the individual ', and in
which we pledge ourselves "to work for increased public understanding of the
basic role of public education in our changing society", and for "a higher
level of financial support for public education by the federal government." Our
members regard equal access to quality education as a fundamental right for
all individuals, and in support of this belief we have worked actively in our
home communities for the passage of local school levies, and we have testified
in the state legislatures and in the Congress. In almost 200 communities,
Council women have worked in their schools as volunteer aides, tutors, librar-
ians, etc. Our members have served their communities as members of state
and local boards of education, school advisory committees, and on other sup-
porting groups. We attended the public schools; our children and grandchildren
attend the public schools in our hometowns. So our statements on behalf of
public education are based on experience, study, and active involvement; our
concern for the public schools is more than merely academic.

In 1965 when ESEA Ras being debated in the Congress, we testified for the
proposed legislation, describing it as a "creative, imaginative and effective
approach to serious educational problems, (particularly since it would) assist
the state to equalize educational oppoiLanities for those disadvantaged and
culturally deprived children whose needs are so great." In 1970, when the
extension of ESEA was before the Congress, NCJW again voiced its support ;
and now we once more strongly urge the extension of these programs, and
specifically, the passage of H.R. 69.

Today our testimony is based solidly on several years of experience with the
program. As a direct result of this legislation we have seen changes in com-
munity attitudes; we have seen changes in teacher attitudes; in some of our
states we have even seen the enactment and funding of supplementary state
programs for the educationally disadvantaged. There is no doubt in our minds
that the ESEA. has served as an educational catalyst to initiate badly needed
changes in the schools, and in State Departments of Education. There is no
doubt in our minds that ESEA has helped poor children to receive a better
education. . . . there is no doubt in our minds that the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act should be continued and strengthened.

We are well aware that the program has its critics, and some of the criti-
cisms appear to be valid. Certainly, we must insist that this program, and
every public program, be well-planned and responsibly managed. However, from
the very beginning. ESEA has never been fully funded; the schools have never
received the number of dollars authorized by the legislation :that amount of
money designated as necessary to achieve the objectives of the Act ; and too
often even this partial funning has been late. These factors have made it
difficult for the schools to plan effectively, and for the program to function as
successfully as it could. But even with these handicaps, there is evidence from
many states that children receiving Title I benefits have achieved greater edu-
cational gains than before the program was instituted. (See The Effectiveness
of Compensatory Education, p7, HEW; 1972). Now, :IR. 69 has recognized
and dealt with the fiscal inadequacies in the program by (1) setting a more
realistic figure of $300 to be concentrated on the education of each eligible
child, and (2) by proposing to investigate the problems related to late fund-
ing. We think these two changes, if implemented, will not only improve the
program qualitatively, but will also allow a more realistic evaluation of its
outcomes.

The ultimate success or failure of ESEA depends on what it has done for
people; 'n this instance, for the school children, for their families, and for
their communities. Instead of the usual statistical tables and graphs, I would
like to make a few comments on ESEA based on the personal experience of
Council women who have been involved with it as volunteers in the schools, as
members of boards of edueation, and as interested citizens.

During my r years on the Colorado State Board of Education, I visited
most of the schools in our state, and I have seen at first hand what ESEA
means to children . Baca County, Colorado comprises hundreds of square
miles of open, dry, flat country, bordering on Kansas and the Oklahoma pan-
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handle. Sparcely settled, often beset by drout and dust storms, it contains five
school districts, all, small, all inadequate to provide children with many of the
educational experiences they need . . . One October day we drove some 200
miles within the County to visit every school; to talk with teachers; students,
citizens . . . With the leadership and assistance cf the Colorado State Depart-
ment of Education (aided by Title V funds) the five school districts in Baca
County were pooling their ESEA funds to provide a program of remedial read-
ing, special education for the handicapped, speech correction, and psychological
services for their disadvantaged students. It was the first time there had been
inter-school cooperation .on program, and there was some apprehension about
its success. Now, four years after my visit, the program is still functioning,
but has been enlarged to encompass several additional school districts in ad-
jacent counties. Without ESEA and its several titles, those children in South-
east Colorado who are educationally and economically disadvantaged would
not have had,any of these needed services, and were ESEA to be phased out.
it is highly unlikely that the schools could continue the program,

On another windy Fall day I visited schools in the San Luis Valley of South-
ern Colorado. This part of the state was settled, and is still largely populated,
by Americans of Spanish/Mexican descent. A predominantly rural area, family
incomes are low, and the children often dropped out of schools before gradua-
tion. Often too, there has been little contact between the Spanish-surnamed
majority, usually the farm workers, and the minority Anglos, usually the land-
owners. When I visited one of the towns in the Valley, it was readily apparent
from the appearance of the roads and the houses that there was a definite line
of demarcation between the two populations. The muddy roads and little
shacks did not belong to the Browns, the Smiths and the Jones families; the
names on those mail boxes were Sandoval, Gonzales, and Lucero. The Browns
and Smiths lived on the other side of town ! And the school reflected the
community, with a curriculum and an attitude which appeared to ignore the
educational needs of the Jhicanos. But now -I could see that ESEA funds, with
State Department of Education guidance, were forcing change. For the first
time a Spanish-speaking family contact man (social work aide) was working
with parents and children of the disadvantaged community; Spanish-surnamed
and other educationally- disadvantaged children were receiving individual in-
struction in reading and arithmetic, an improved nutritional program had
been instituted, and there were the beginnings of a special education program.
Although it was clear that many more improvements were needed, without
ESEA and the State Department leadership it might have been years before
the special needs of poor Chicano children would have been acknowledged and
dealt with in any. meaningful way in that community.

Let me turn now to one of the dozens of volunteer school programs run by
Council women. . . . On the edge of downtown Denver there is an elementary
sclfool with a student- population of 50% Chicano, 45 Black, and 5% "other",

.. but almost 100% poor and eligible for Title I. Like most inner-city schools
this schoo3 has multiple problems, and even with ESEA programs still has
neither enough money nor personnel to meet the needs of every child. Three
years ago, Denver Section, National Council of Jewish Women adopted the
school, and since then 20-30 Council volunteers work regularly in the school
to supplement the educational program provided by the school staff. Our Adopt-
A-School volunteers have organized, staffed, and proyided books for a library
(located in a school corridor) (Note: supplementing Title II funds), given
piano lessons, provided Spanish-speaking interpretors to ease the way for new
students, and assisted the school and students in many other ways, even to
the point of becoming involved with the parents and the community . . . But
let the volunteers tell in their own words the story of their experiences with
the inner-city minority children . . . the Council-adopted school.

"I enjoyed the warmth and outgoing. qualities of the childrenwatching them
create and grow. as I taught them Act, along with thoughtfulness, kindness,
and how to .work together. Working at X School has again proved- to me that
children need to be taught with firmness, but lovingly, and that a child should
be allowed to expand and grow from within." Another Council volunteer told
me: "I work with 3 children in the second grade. One youngster needS inten-
sive help in readng,and I work with the reading diagnostician (Title I) to
reinforce her efforts. The other two youngsters are highly motivated and need
some extra: activities" From still another Council' volunteer: "We sat side by
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side on the piano bench in the hallway. (The school is so crowded that both
the library and the piano were located in hallways.) Rhonda's huge black
eyes stared unwaveringly into mine. I knew I was being evaluated. If I came
on too strong she could tune me out quickly.

"Rhonda, you can help me, and maybe I can help you. You see, I love music
and I can play whatever pleases me, but I cannot read musical notes. I never
learned how." . . . 'I can read them', she said softly with a slight hint of
superiority.. . . "I knew then that I had not overwhelmed her and that w
could possibly work as a team !!"

. . . I could relate similar experiences from hundreds of Council vounteers-
who serve as helpers in inner-city schools in many cities across the collo' ry.
It is my firm belief that ESEA, with its focus on the education of the dis-
advantaged child, has been a critical factor in opening up the schools to vol-
unteers and to the community!

And finally, let me mention, briefly, one other program I observed : the
Metropolitan Denver Youth Center, which serves as a second-chance school
for drop-outs. Here the Denver and Jefferson County school districts have
coordinated funds from Titles I and III (ESEA), Vocational Education, and
other titles, to establish a facility which provides a custom-tailored program
for each young person enrolled. Most of the students are from the minority
community, but the Center has also met the needs of young drop outs who
are from more affluent families. This kind of individualized instruction iz very
expensive, and could only have been accomplished with the assistance of the
federal government.

These experiences are not isolated incidents, but have been chosen to illu-
minate the broad impact of ESEA on a wide spectrum of children. We all
have a stake in seeing that poor boys and girls from Baca County have the
tools they need to function in society ; we all share a responsibility to ensure
that Chicano children in the San Luis Valley, and minority children from our
troubled inner-cities are given the same opportunity for a quality education
that now only some children enjoy, but that all children deserve; and we can-
not afford to waste the talents and the contributions of those drop-outs who
need a second chance ! The National Council of Jewish Women believes that
our children, and their welfare, should be the #1 national priority. Their
well-beingtheir education is a responsibility we all share, and we believe
the federal government has a major role to play in the support of public
education. It is for these reasons that we have been dismayed by the Presi-
dent's fiscal 1974 Midget for education, which apparently reflects the adminis-
tration viewpoint that the federal government has a very limited responsibility
for the education of its citizens. We particularly deplore the cuts in programs
for the poor and disadvantaged which will result from the dismantling of
ESEA. We, therefore, are happy that H.R. 69 recognizes the necessity for

.continuing federal leadership in education, and for stronger federal financial
support to the educational areas of greatest need.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this Committee.

STATEMENT OF BERNICE FRIEDER, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
JEWISH WOMEN, INC,

Mrs. FRIEDER. My testimony will be very brief. I am going to give
a summary of my testimony, and I thank you that the complete
testimony will be inserted in the record.

I should say that, in addition to my experience with the National.
Council of Jewish Women, I have served as a member of the Colo.
rack, State Board of Education and am a former president of the
National Association of State Boards of Education.

Members of the National Council of Jewish Women pursue a prO-
gram of social action and service to their communities, and one of
our program priorities' is education. ThiS choice stems not only from
the oldest tradition of Judaism, but also from the more recent experi-
ences of our immigrant fathers and forefathers, who found in the
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American system of public education a key to active participation in
the life o this country.

So, we are very appreciative of the opportunity of appearing be-
fore you today in support of RR 69. Our members regard equal
access to quality education as kfimdamental right for all individuals,
and in support of this belief we work actively in our home commu-
nities for the passage of local school and levies, and testify in the
State legislatures and in the Congress. We have F9,ctions in almost
200 communities across the country, and in these communities, our
council women, work in the schools as volunteer aides, tutors, and
1 ihrarians.

We attended the public schools. Our children and grandchildren
attend public schools in our home towns, so our statements on behalf
of public education are based on experience, study, and active in-
volvement, and our concern for the public schools is more than merely
academic.

We testified in 1965 when ESEA. was being introduced. We testi-
fied in 1970 again for the 'extension of ESEA, and now we once more
strongly urge the extension of these prooTams. Today we are going
to base our testimony on several. years O.-if experience with the pro-
gram. As a direct result of this legislation, we have seen 'changes in
community attitudes. We have seen changes in teacher attitudes. And
in some States, we have seen enactment and funding of supplemen-
tary State programs for the educationally disadvantaged.

Wo are well aware that the program has its critics, and some of
the criticisms appear to be valid. Certainly, like every other program,
this program should be well planned and responsibily'managed. but
we are also very much aware that from the very beginning ESEA
has not been fully funded,- and that the schools have not received
the number of dollars-authorized by the legislation. That money was
designated as necessary to achieve the objectives of the Act, but it
has not been forthcoming: Too often, even the partial funding has
been late. So, we do. recognize that dieSe factors have made it diffi-
cult for the schools to plan effectively and for the program to func-
tion as successfully as it could.

KR 69 has recognized and dealt with the fiscal inadequacies of
the program by setting a more realistic figure of $300 to be concen-
trated on education of each eligible child, and by proposing to in-.
vestigate the problems relating to late fundings. We think these two
changes, if implemented, will not only improve the program qualita-
tively, but will also allow a more realistic evaluation of the outcomes.
But today instead, of the usual -statistics .and tables that are offered
in testimony, I would like to confine my 'few brief comments on
ESEA. to the.personal experiences of conncilwomen who have been
involved with it-s volunteers in the schools and as members of the
boards of edUcation. . .

During my 12 years on the Colorado State Board of Education,. I
visited most .of the. schools ,our State. have -.seen at first hand
what..ESEA means to children. Baca County, Colo. comprises hun-
dreds of .square,miles of.open; dry,,flat country, bordering on Kansas
and the .0klahoina .Panhandle. It is sparsely settled, often beset by
drought and duSt storms. It contains.. five. small school districts, all
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inadequate to provide children with many of the educational experi-
ences they need.

One October day, I drove 200 miles within the county to visit
every school, to talk with teachers, students, and citizens. With the
leadership and the assistance of the State Department of Education .

of Colorado, which was aided by title V funds, the five school dis-
tricts in Baca. County were poolino. ESEA. funds to provide a pro-.
grain of remedial reading, special education for. handicapped, speech
correction, and pSychological services for their disadvantaged
students.

Now this, was the very first time there had been inter-schOol coop- .

tration on programs, and there was some apprehension about its
success. I checked on that program just 2 weeks ago and found that
that program is still functioning.

. It has been enlarged to encompass several additional school dis-
tricts in adjacent counties, al. a I can state that without ESEA and its
.several titles, those children in southeast Colorado; who Are educa-
tionally and economically disadvantaged, would not. have any of the
needed services that I described. And, were ESEA to be phased out,
it is highly unlikely that the schools could continue this program.

I would like to tell you about another school in our State, located
in the San Luis Valley. This is a part of the State that was settled
and is still largely populated by Americans of Spanish or Mexican
descent. It is a rural area, and the family incomes are low. Children
often drop out of school before graduat:on. Often there has been
little contact between Spanish majority farmworkers and the Anglo
minority landowners.

When I visited this little town in the San Luis Valley, I could tell
by looking. at the town that there was .a definite line of demarcation
between the twopopulations.I could see that the muddy, roads and
the shacks were on one side of town and the painted houses and sur-
faced roads:on the other, and I could tell by the.names. on the mail:
boxes Nvhd lived where. . ,

The school.* the community reflected that. community., and it had
a..cUrriculum and attitude which appeared to ignore the educational.
needs of the Chicanos..But ,I could see that ESEA ;funds; again, with
State Department of :Education guidance, were forcing a change.
For the first time, the school had engaged aSPanish speaking familyy-
contact man : to :work with parents and children. The Spanish-
surnamed,and.other r educationally, disadvantaged children were re-
ceiving individual instruction in reading and.arithmetic;,a11,improved
nutritional program. had been, instituted; and there was the beginning
of a special education program: , . , '

It was very! :clear to me that .:many: more improvements were
needed.. But, without ESEA 'and State Department leadership, it
might have been years before the special needs Of those poor children
would have been acknowledged: and dealt with in any meaningful
way in that comninnity.; , . ,

would. like to tell you: about, just one of the dozens of volunteer.
school programs which are run :by councilwomen .

. . . On thei.edge of downtown:. Denver,: there,is an elementary
school with a student population of 50 percent Chicano, 45 percent
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black and 5 percent other, but almost 100 percent poor and eligible-
for title I. Like most inner-city schools, this school has multiple prob-
:ems, and even with ESEA funds, still has neither enough money
nor personnel to meet the needs of every child: Three years ago.
Denver councilwomen adopted the school, and since then 20 to 30
councilwomen a week have worked regularly in this school to supple
meLt the educational program provided by the school staff.

We have organized, staffed, and provided books for the library..
We have provided Spanish speaking interpreters to ease the way for-
new students. We have assisted the school and the students in many
other ways, even to the point of becoming involved with the com-
munity.

I could tell you about similar experiences from hundreds of ,,cuncil
volunteers who serve as helpers in inner-city schools in many cities
across the country. I bring this to your attention because it is my firm
belief that ESEA, with its focus on the disadvantaged child, has-
been a critical factor in opening up the schools to volunteers and to
the community with consequent benefit to the child.

Finally, let me mention briefly one other program that I observed,
the Metropolitan Denver Youth Center which. serves as a second
chance school for dropouts. Here school districts in adjacent counties.
have coordinated funds from titles I and III ;r:?,SEA) and other
titles to establish a facility which provides a custom tailored pro-
gram for each young person enrolled. Most students are from minor-
ity families, but the center has also met the need of dropouts from'
affluent families. This kind of instruction is very expensive and could
only have been accomplished with the assistance of the Federal
Government.

These experiences are not isolated incidents, but have been chosen
to illuminate the board impact of ESEA on a wide spectrum of
children. We all have a stake in seeing that poor boys and girls from
Baca County have ne tools they need to function in society. We all
share a responsibility to insure. that Chicano children in the San Luis
Valley and minority children from inner-cities are given the same
opportunity for a, quality education that now only some children
enjoy, but that. all clrldren. deserve. We cannot afford to waste the
talents and the contributions of those dropouts who need a second
chance.

We in the National Council of Jewish Women believe that children.
and their welfare should be the number one national priority. Their
well beingtheir education is a responsibility that we all share,.
and we believe that the Federal Government has -a major role to play
in the support of public education. So we ]rave been dismayed by
the President's fiscal 1974 budget for education, which apparently
reflects an administration view that the Federal Government, has a .

very limited responsibility for the education of its children. We
particularly deplore the cuts in programs for the poor and disad-
vantacred which will result from the dismantling of ESEA.' We are,
therefore_, very happy that H.R. 69 recognizes the necessity for con-
tinuing Federal leadership in education and for stronger Federal
financial support to these educational areas of greatest need.
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I thank you for the opportunity of appearing before this com
mittee.

Mr. ANDREWS [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mrs. Frieder.
I am sorry that you were left with only a pitiful skeleton of a com-
mittee to hear this excellent testimony.

I am sure you understand the pressures of time here. The House
did reconvene at 12 o'clock, and there are two matters that have to
be voted on. You know at home, no matter how well we do in here
otherwise, if the local newspaper indicates there was a vote on the
House floor and if any of us was absent and did not vote, we become
deprived Congressmen, so to speak, with no ESEA or other funds.
to help alleviate the situation.

Let me ask you a few questions.
I was impressed by the fact that you mentioned there four specific-

illustrations in a State, Colorado, which I know too little about, but
I presume does have very excellent schools that are operated probably-
without any ESEA funds.

Mrs. FRIEDER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That leads me to speculate as to what extent the

per pupil expenditure in Colorado derives from State versus local,
funds? Could you explain that to us?

Mrs. FRIEDER. I have been away from the State for a year, but it
is approximately 30 percent, 33 percent, maybe. 35 'percent now from
the state ; but probably not more than that. The remainder is about
8 percent from Federal with the rest from the local district. A very-
] urge proportion, more than 50 percent, comes from the local district.

Mr. ANDREWS. I would suggest that while it is not within the realm
either of legislation that you came here to support, nor certainly
within the purview. of my responsibility to suggest what Colorado,
should do, but for whatever it is worth, I would say to you that in
my State of North Carolina, even thoUgh we do have many problems,.
many of which have been assisted by ESEA funds and I hope will
continue to be,. I do not believe we have the extreme problem that
is indicated by any of the four examples you use. I think probably,
our total expenditure per child is less than Colorado, and yet we do.
not have such extreme lows and highs, as Colorado, because our sys-
tem provides for more like 70 percent of the per pupil expenditure
to come from State sources.

Hence, we can make per pupil expenditures relatively uniform
regardless of the financial conditions of the school district that any
particular child might attend. Perhaps you and your fine organiza-
tion could not only try to benefit disadvantaged, be it economical
or otherwise, by your appearance here, as I assure you,, you have
done, but maybe you w. ould be persuaded to try to exercise similar .

influences upon the leg,islature and others in the State, of Colorado.
Mrs. FRIEDER. Mr. Congressman, we have so testified. We are very

much in accord with your point of view, and we do recognize this
and have worked very hard for many years to increase State support.
As a member of the State board of education, I too have worked
for higher State support, and testified for it.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very pod. May I do something that I have been
tempted to do all morning and yesterday, but have not had the nerve

95-545-73-pt. 2-32
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to do because I was listening to those whom I considered to be much
more competent than I, and maybe this is a little bit risky.

I will not ask you to try to identify for us which of the programs
within. ESEA. or within the various titles that have been discussed
here, in your opinion, are best, and which are least good in the event
that it becomes necessary that some moneys be stopped, so to speak,
but I would like to offer you an opportunity, if you should choose,
based on your experiences, to indicate which of the titled moneys
might be most advantageous to, as someone has been saying, little
Johnny down at the end of the line.
, I would not push you to do that because I know if you identify
some are better, you are automatically identifying others as less good.
and maybe you would prefer not to do that, but I would like you to:

have that opportunity.
Mrs. FRIEDER. Thank you. I would testify on the basis of the reso-

lutions of my organization, The National Council of Jewish Women.
This would be their viewpoint that I try to reflect .which is that so far
as the various titles are concerned, their major concern would be for
title I.

Mr. ANDREWS. Good. You are the only one, I believe, of all of the
witnesses, who has indicated title I as being preferable.

Mrs. FRIEDER. The council would prefer that we have them all, but
their major concern would be for the disadvantaged youngster
economically disadvantaged and educationally disadvantaged. The
other titles, while they relate to the disadvantaged, are not focused
as sharply on it as title I.

Mr. ANDREWS. I see. I had wondered why someone had not spoken
to that point. I noticed the last oentleman placed them in numerical
order, I, II, III and IV, and 6stated how his State could. not get
along without any of them, and yet, it is quite possible that either
we, as a committee, or the Congress, as a whole, may, reach the point
of consideration where we say perhaps we cannot continue to fund
even as,well as we now do all of the categories, and hence, they talk
about priorities, that we should establish priorities, but all of the
witnesses seem to place toll priority on each of the titles.

Someone may have to dig a little 'deeper than that and I appreciate
the fact that you have done soPlease convey as best you can the
thanks of the committee, not only to yourself, but to the, fine people,
of your, organization, not :only for your. appearance here, but for
the work you . have. obviously done recent years -in helping to
accomplish what.' this committee and the Congress would hope to
accomplish it in our country.

Thank you very much for coming.
Unless there is something further then, we will adjourn the com-

mittee until 9:39 a.m., Monday, March 12, 1973.
Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene Monday, March 12, 1973, at 9.:30



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

MONDAY, MARCH 12, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
-Washington, D.0.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m. pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House. Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins, Chair-
man of the Subcommittee, presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins and Ford.
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; and

Christopher Cross, minority legislative associate; Eydie Gaskins,
spechil assistant; Toni Painter, secretary:

Chairman PERKINS. The Committee will come to Order. A quorum is
present.

Come around, Congressman Hogan. It is a pleasure to welcome
my colleague this morning. I know you have some distinguished
witnesses that you want to introduce. You have always been very
helpful to the onunittee in the passage of important school legisla-
tion, and we know of your interest in this field.

You can proceed in any manner that you prefer, Mr. Hogan.

STATEMENT OF HON. LAWRENCE S. HOGAN; A REPRESENTATIVE
. IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND, ACCOMPANIED

BY CARL HASSEL; SUPERINTENDENT, PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY
SCHOOL

Mr. HOGAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I. appreciate
those kind Words. I would like to commend yoU'for your introduc-
tion of H.R. 69 and for the many Worthwhile programs.

I would like to hone in on one aspect of that which is particularly
important to my district, and that is, the continuation of impact aid.
I am grateful that yoii, and .hopefully your subcomMittee and full
committee, agree that this program is essential, and that it should
be continued.

I have brought with me today the superintendent of the Prince
George's County School System, Dr. Carl Hassel. I will briefly
summarize my remarks, Mr. Chairman, with a request that my state-
ment be inserted in the record.

Chairman PEmo-Ns. Without objection, all of the prepared state-
ments will be inserted in the record.

{The statement referred, to followsl
(1467)
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STATEMENT OF HON. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM TEE STATE OF MARYLAND

My name is Lawrence J. Hogan. I am a member of Congress from the Fifth
District of Maryland. I bring with me Dr. Carl Hassel, Superintendent of the
Prince George's County Schools, who heads the tenth largest school system in
the nation. Dr. Hassell has just been through the largest. court ordered busing
in history. As if this were not enough, his schools are now facing a real finan-
cial crisis. I am sure Dr. Hassel's statements will be helpful in your delibera-
tions.

Before Dr. Hassel. speaks I want to make a few brief comments on H.R. 69
and specifically impact

Equity is the basis for impact aid. Since local school districts currently rely
on the property tax to finance their operations, equity requires that all busi-
nessesthe employers of parents of our school childrenpay their fair share
of the property tax. Since the employer in this case is the federal government,
and since federal property is tax exempt, it is only fair that the portion of the
federally connected child's support attributed to the employer be paid as impact
aid, or in some other manner, to the local school district for services rendered.

As an alternative there could be federal payments in lieu of taxes for certain
federal properties. I have recently sponsored with Congressman Joel Broyhill
such a proposal. However, this proposed legislation may be difficult to enact
and certainly not timely. Educational revenue sharing could likewise deal with
the problem but we have yet to see what may be proposed.

Timeliness of payment is another matter of importance, School districts must
balance their budgets by July 1 of each year. In order to do this, the amount
of impact aid must be stable to develop reliable estimates of revenue. The
County, in turn, must look ahead because, every $1 million of impact aid means.
3 cents per $100 on property taxes.

Prince George's County Schools submitted to the County Executive on March.
1 the budget for the fiscal year 1974. Tut they are still ff.: for 1073 a situa-
tion where impact aid at full 'funding is $14 million, ,T lust year's rate $11
million, and as proposed to he paid by the Office of Education a little over $4
million. What can be forecast for next year? Certainly another 20-25 cents per-
$100 on what may already be the highest property tax in metropolitan Wash-
ington is not feasible.

I submit that the present approach to federal budgetry is irresponsible and:
inequitableirresponsible because school districts have balanced their current
budgets nine months ago and now face substantial deficits because of the Ad.
ministration's position; inequitable because all the evidence supports continua-
tion of impact aid in some form because it is right.

Mr. HOGAN.. I would. like to say briefly, and rely on Dr. Hassel
for indepth discussion of this issue, that I cannot agree with the-
administration's plan to cut impact aid.

The fact that there are two categories of impact aid, A and B, A
relating to those living on Government reservations, and B, those
whose employees live off of those reservations. To me, the Federal
Government has a responsibility in both of those areas, not in only
one.

In our school systems Mr. Chairman, the tremendous growth of.
the Federal Government in the Washington area has required our
school system to launch a tremendously expensive school building
program to educate the children from the families that come to this
area to work for the FederalGovernment.

So, whether or not they are actually living on a Government reser-
vation is immaterial. We have withstood this tremendous cost because
of the impact of the Federal establishment here.

The other factor relating to this is that the employers of parents
of most of our children pay property taxes: Thirty-nine percent of
our employees work for the Federal Government and their employer
pays no local property taxes.
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I might say as a side bar, Mr. Chairman, that Congressman
Broyhill and I have introduced legislation which would require
the Federal Government to pay a payment in lieu of property
taxes, because of this far'.

The Federal Government is the largest property owner in my dis-
trict, so I think there is ample justification, Mr. Chairman, and I
know that you agree with us on this point, and we are deeply grate-
ful for that, impact aid should be continued.

I would like, at this point, to introduce Dr. Carl Hassel.

STATEMENT OP DR. CARL HASSEL, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY,- MD.

Mr. HAssim. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My name is
Carl W. Hassel, Superintendent of Schools of Prince George's
County, AM.

Prince George's County, as you know, is located adjacent to Wash-
ington, D.C., and is home for 800,000 people, many of whom have
moved to this area to work for the federal government.

Twenty years ago our school enrollment was 35,000. We have
grown to one of the largest school systemS in-the Nation with over
160,000 pupils being educated in our 240 public schools. In order to
implement a quality edUcational program, the school system has over
16,000 employees. making it a vital element in providing employment
to residents.

To support this (Ancational system 011Y 1073 school budget exceeds
$160 million. The principal source of our revenue is the property tax
and the persona] income tax paid by our residents.

Employers also pay property and corporate ;itcome taxes. The
current property tax rate is the highest in the Metropolitan Wash-
ington, D.C., area and one of the highest in the country. A significant
factor contributing. to the tax rate is the high amount of federally
owned acreage which, of course, is not eligible for tax ptrposes.

The basic rationale for Public Law 874 is to provide financial
assistance to school districts whose available local and State revenues
are adversely affected by the added obligation , of proViding public
education to the children of parents who live or work of Federal
property.

Since the costs of education are largely met by the imposition of
taxes on business and residential properties, school districts in which
Federal installations have been constructed are deprived of a source
of revenue but not relieved of the obligation Of educating the chil-
dren of Federal employees..

The fact that local educational agencies have been unduly bUrdened
by Federal installations within and nearby their jurisdictions has
been recognized by the Federal Government, specifically in Section
3 of Public Law 874.

Any effort on the part of the Federal Government to- discontinue
or reduce aid to impacted areas would be a denial of an, obligation
it has -long acknowledged. Although the impact aid, program has
provided financial assitance to school districts in which Federal
installations are located, it has been misinterpreted by some people.

The influx of the children of federally- employed' parents has
added, and continues to add, materially to the costs of education in
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impacted areas. To precipitously deny to these areas the financial
assistance presently provided by Public Law 874 would subject them
to serious financial problems that the Federal Government has admit-
tedly caused.

Any effort to curtail assistance to areas affected by Federal instal-
lations should be vigorously opposed. In a society in which education
has and is playing such a vital role, and in which education has done
so much to promote the welfare of the people, this is no time to
dilute its effects by withholding funds from school districts to which
they are justly entitled.

The current proposal by the administration to revise the impact
area aid program would, in my judgment, destroy the intent of the
legislation and further burden the citizens of Prince George's
County.

This proposal would exclude children of Federal employees from
the program unless their families actually live on a Federal instal-
lation or they were members of a uniformed service.

Thus, under Public Law 874, "A" children would continue to
qualify, and most "B" children would not. Under the existing eligi-
bility criteria we claim over 53,000 students or one-third of the total
enrollment. If the administration's revisions are imposed the number
of eligible students would drop to approximately 10,000 students.

In terms of payments, a recent survey report indicates the revenue
lost to Prince George's County would be approximately $8 million.
Although the entire State of Maryland would suffer greatlya
reduction of approximately $20 millionthe effect of such a proposal
on my county would be devastating.

If such a loss revenue were to he made up by existing sources,
an increase of approximately 24 cents per $100 accessed valuation on
property would be required. Frankly, I believe the already weary
taxpayers in our county would truly revolt.

We have been -"aced with other issues of significance in the last
months, and have already expended funds to carry out court ordered
desearegation at a rather substantial rate.

Our citizenry has been generous in their support' of education. Of
the estimated $1,000 required to educate each student, approximately
64 percent comes from local funding. It hardly seems equitable that
Prince George's County should receive reduced payments in lieu of
tax revenue considering the fact that over 30 percent of the county's
school population is currently eligible under Public Law 874.

Mr. Chairman, you and the other members of this subcommittee
are aware that the impact aid formula is a recognition of the tax
burden -which Federal installations make upon the public. In fact,
the school tax revenue which this property Would generate is more
then the total amount, of impact aid our county receives.

Therefore. it is difficult, for me as superintendent of schools to
.understand why the President and his administration are trying to
further reduce Public Law 874. Tf anything, it should he increased
to a more equitable level.

I do not have to tell this committee what crisis exists in financing
public education: The current proposal would deal an almost fatal
blow to the educational program in many parts of the country and
partionlarbi in Prince Georrre's County:

The $8 million loss could not be absorbed by the property. owners.
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The end result would be to further reduce the minimal program
planned for next year. Significant increases in class size and the
release of vital personnel are only a few of the measures we would
be forced to take.

The effects of President Nixon's proposal would be long-lasting
and make it virtually impossible to provide quality education for the
children in Prince George's County. Although the major portion of
my statement deals with impact aid, I do not want to neglect the
other programs which face severe reductions or elimination if the
administration's educational proposal is adopted.

The various titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
have stimulated some of the most significant exemplary programs
in the history of American education. And while all programs under
ESEA have not met. with great success, a large number have pro-
vided educational and supportive services to disadvantaged and
handicapped children which would not otherwise be available.

Mr. Chairman, you have heard witnesses from other school officials
in .Marylancl as to the benefits of ESEA. In the interest of time I
will not recapitulate their testimony. However I would like to
emphasis that an elimination of programs, particularly title I could
not be financed at the local level.

In addition, it would be impossible to absorb the employees cur-
rently working in these programs into the regular operation of the
school system. The administration is proposing to substitute special
educational revenue sharing for these categorical programs.

This concept appears to have merit, however, I believe greater
attention needs to be given to the delivery system for expeditiously
getting these funds to the local level. Educational revenue sharing
is not a bill as yet. In the judgment of, many legislators it may be
some time before one is developed.

Those of us responsible for establishing budgetary requirements
at the local- level need stability in Federal programs in order to
reasonably predict revenues. Already a chaotic situation has arisen
in trying to estimate revenues from Federal sources for fiscal year
1974.

In many school districts, my own included, the 1974 school budgets
have been submitted to the fiscal authorities. ,Obviously the unliliown
factor is the amount of Federal funds we can expect to continue
current programs.

Special education revenue sharing may well be the direction to
take in the future. However, let us not abruptly end those programs
which are so vitally needed. If reductions are needed let it, be a
gradual process in order to permit the necessary adjustments at the
local level.

Mr. Chairman, I support H.R. 69 which will extend the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act and Public Law 874 for 5
Years. These programs are equitable and have demonstrated ability
to bring immediate relief to local school districts.

I urge this committee to use the limits of its' influence in ,securing
the passage of H.R. 69.

Chairman PERKINS. Superintendent Hassel, I have a couple of
questions.

I have alwayS supported impact aid and all school legislation, I
still believe in impact aid and if we can improve it, we want to do
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just that. I deduce from your statement that you feel the administra-
tion's proposal of special revenue sharing which would merge these
programs together, would be very detrimental to the schools in your
section, am I correct ?

Mr. HAssEL. I think that this is true, particularly during the period
of interphase when you are considering or the administration is con-
sidering totally phasing out public law 874 with no assurance of
replacement at this time.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you think that it would be detrimental to
your school system to receive funds from the State level in lieu of
title I and impact aid under this so-called special revenue sharing
plan?

Mr. HAssm. I agree with you, that is correct.
Chairman PERKINS. Now, C.)ngressman Hogan, you and Congress-

man Broyhill have introduced legislation to replace the impact aid
program with a program that would pay local school districts the
amount of real estate taxes which you say the Federal property ought
tolls a

questionquestion is, do you have any statistics on how payments, under
your bill, compare with present impact aid payments ? I am trying
to find out whether it would be an improvement or not.

Mr. HOGAN. No, Mr: Chairman, we do not have those figures be-
'cause it is difficult to determine on what basis the formula would be
arrived at. What we were actually doing was trying to find a way
to build a beachhead against the erosion of impact aid with some-
thing that would make sense on an economic basis.

I know that the impact aid question, which has been here in a
short time that I have been here, and in every Congress it has come
up, and in every Congress we fought and succeeded in beating it
back, but I have, a. feeling that there is some slippage each time.and
I hope---

Chairman PERKINS. But you do not have any fixed statistics at
this time?

Mr. HOGAN. No. Mr. Chairman,1 do not.
Chairman.PERKINS. The second part to my question directed to you

is that since your real estate taxes are determined according to assess-
ments, how would your bill determine the assessments?

Who would :nake those determinations ? In other words, for Fed-
eral military bases, would the assesments be done by local county
assessors?

Mr. HooAx. I do not think it would be possible constitutionally for
the local county assessor to assess Federal property with the suprem-
acy of the Federal Government in relation to the local government.
What I would hope would happen is that Congress would set. up
some kind of a formula which would be applicable, perhaps a per-
.centage, of the local assessment or whatever it might be. .

Chairman PERKINS. We would have to ligwe some -value as in-
'dicator if we followed. your suggestion.

Mr. HOGAN. Yes, and I assume local assessments would be a base
for beginning some kind of an equitable formula.

Chairman PERKINS. What is your, view on thaf,- Dr. HaSsel?
iShould we hold fast to our bill, or could we improve it, in your

-opinion ?, What is your suggestion along 'those. prelmses?
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Mr. HASSEL. It seems to me if public law 874 is in the process of
being phased out, that an equitable quid pro quo would be some pay-
ment in lieu of taxes by the Federal Government, perhaps a Federal
assessment bureau that would interphase with local jurisdictions to
provide at least a fair way of determining what the effect of the loss
of those taxes are going to be.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you have any suggestions to offer the Com-
mittee at this time on how we can improve impact aid legislation?

Mr. HASSEL. I suppose the simplistic answer on any improvement
of impact aid legislation is to continue it at the moment. Now, if you
are faced with the realities of losing an entire, losing your head or
an arm, I suppose you would rather lose part of an arm from time-
to-time than lose your head completely.

I would suggest that a graduated decrease wherein the local school
administrator and board of education could do some planning would
be of some assistance.

Chairman PERKINS. One concluding question. What suggestion
would you offer to the committee in connection with elementary and
secondary education to the disadvantaged? Should we more ade-
quately fund title I or move on to general aid.

Mr. HAssEn. We do have problems I think in the local jurisdictions
in handling categorical programs many times. There tends to be some
overlap. There tends to be some inefficiency. Could there be an inter-
phase between the general aid program with certain! minimal con-
siderations for categorical programs that would be identified as being
aimed at the disadvantaged, particularly in such a way that you
could make sure of two things;

One, that the general aid program would be effective at the local
level and be broadly dispersed, but secondly, that you would not lose
the opportunities and responsibility that the local school system has
for providing additional assistance and leadership and educational
programs and assistance for those in particular need ?

Can there be some marriage of both of these concepts so that at
least the minimal requireMents would be met under a categorical
program concentrating in the title I area?

Chairman PERKINS. Which deserves priority, the disadvantaged or
a general aid program?

Mi. HASSEL. In my opinion, a general aid program would have.far
reaching benefits and would beam to release funds locally for con-
tinuation of the disadvantaged schedules and programs which are
underway, provided you write into the legislation some restrictions .
in that respect.

I suppose I am being asked to decide which of two good things.
you want.

Chairman PERKINS. At what dollar figure should we hold title I
before we go to general aid to make sure the disadvantaged received
priority ?

Mr. HASSEL. I see no reason why it could not be an override to a
general aid program and continue it at its present level commensurate.
with what the .requirements 'of the local district would be.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford ?
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to see our colleague, Mr. Hogan., here and to see-

Superintendent Hassel whom we have worked with in the past.
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Because of the great similarity between Prince George's County
:and the district that I represent as a suburb of Detroit, I have been
watching with more than passing interest the events in your school
district over the past few years, and partinlarly this past year.

First, I have been puzzled, Congressman Hogan, by the bill that
you and Mr. Broyhill put in. It was viritten in a way so that it did
not come to this committee, and we are not sure where it did go, but
it is either in Ways and Means or Judiciary as a tax measure.

I am somewhat concerned about what kind of strings a tax- writing
committee might put on education funds as opposed to this commit!
tee. Do you have any idea why it was written to go in that direction
instead of cominc, to the Education Committee?

Was that inadvertency on the part of the draftsmen ?
Mr. HOGAN. It was not intentional, Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Excuse me, T am informed that it went to the Interior

Committee. How that happened is beyond me.
Mr. HOGAN. I have no idea. I would have assumed that it would

have gone to Ways and Means. I did not know it went to Interior.
..NIr.Fonn. Because of public lands.
Mr. HOGAN. I suppose it could have gone to one of four committees

and the speaker, in his discretion, put it there.
Mr. Foam Since Broyhill wants to tax the Pentagon, I do not know

why they did not send it to the Armed Services Committee. I feel
if I had a district with Arlington Cemetery and the Pentagon, this
would be a pretty good deal for me, but I do not have those things,
and T do not know that you have those kinds of installations in
Prince George's.

What kind of government installation, other than Andrews Air
Force Base, would. you be able to tax in anything close 'to a replace-
ment value for what the private development would be if it were
not. there?

Mr. HooAN. We have the Environmental Services Agency, the
Weather Bureau- and adjuncts of that.

Mr. FORD. Let me put it another way and maybe Superintendent
Hassel can answer that. It is obvious from looking at the figures in
your statement that the mast majority of the children that are now
receiving 874 money are category B children.

So, there is only a small portion of the children who are military
connected living on military installations in Prince George's County.
Do you know how many of the parents of the children you are edu-
cating in Prince George's County are employed-by the Federal Gov-;
eminent outside of the jurisdiction of Prince George's school district ?.

What percentage ?
Mr.. HAssEL: Dr. McKenny, who is in charge of our Federal aid

areas, informs me that approximately 50 percent of the parents of
category 13 children actually work on Federal installations hi Prince
George's County.

Mr. Foini. So you are sort of at the tipping point of which way to
gO: Would you agree with me that one of the virtues of the formula
for distribution of funds in 874 and 815 has been that the money
follows the child to the school district that ends up with the responsi-
bility of educating the child without regard to- where the Federal
property is located,'without regard to where the parent is employed?
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Mr. HASSEL. This is true that it follows the child, and I think that
has been helpful in that respect.

Mr. FORD. I think as superintendent you are very much aware, as
everyone else is in this country, of what has been moving in the
courts since the Serrano decision in California, indicating that the
residence of a child should not be a function of the ability of the
principal source of funds for school support. So that in fact, you
are discriminated for or against because of where you happen to live
in relation to school districts and property tax base.

Isn't it correct then to assume that any scheme that attempts to
emphasize the location of property and identity that with the ability
of that school district to support education is going to aggravate the
situat on that already exists with regard to Serrano ?

In short, what I am saying is doesn't this alternative to 874 fly in
the face of what the courts tell us they are going to do?

Mr. HASSEL. I think you would have to find out when the impact
of the Serrano case is really going to be felt nationally and in States
such as Maryland, and places such as Prince George's County. Super-
intendents are probably notoriously shortsighted when it comes to
the problems of deprivation of funds for an ensuing school year.

We would like to think we are farsighted when it comes to educa-
tional statesmanship, but we have immediate problems that bother
us, and I suspect you are right. You have a paradox here.

It is a long-range paradox, perhaps the Serrano movement showing
equality of effort regardless of where the child lives, and certainly I
would have to, in theory, support that. general conception.

Mr. Foam We are being told by school people across the country,
particularly those in States where they have already had court ac-
tion, or court action is pending, that the only possible hope they have
to comply with is the spirit of Serrano without a di ininution of sup-
port for some children who now have a better deal than others, would
be by very substantial Federal assistance coming in from outside to
help make up the difference and be the leveling device.

One of the interesting things about that is that a number of
people have, without realizing it, described the distribution formula
of the present impact aid. They describe, without using categories
and so on, the very principle that is involVed here in having the
money folloW the child- to the place where the responsibility for edu-
cation rests without regard to where the father works and what the
value of that property might be, or what kind of a governmental
function it ismilitary or nonmilitary.

I would like to go over these figures with you to get some idea of
the consequences of the present budget propsals on a county such
as yours. You indicate on page 3 that under public law 874 at the
present time, you have 53,000 students or one-third of total enroll-
ment who are qualified as federally impacted children.

Is that -mrect?
Mr. HASSEL. This is correct, sir.
Mr. FORD. Then you come to the conclusion if the administration's

revisions are imposed, the number of eligible children would drop
to approximately 10,000. Does that mean that you have 10,000 Cate-
gory "A"?

Mr. HASSEL. These are 10,000 Category "A," and part 1 of category
93.99
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Mr. HOGAN. In other words, the military is exempted from the cut
too.

Mr. FORD. Which would be 10,000? Are there that many ?
Mr. HASSEL. Sir, 2,000 in category "A" and 8,000 in the first part

of Category "B."
B-4, perhaps we might call it.
Mr. FORD. We are not sure how we intend to do it, but we are re-

ferring to new category "B" for a rierson who is now category "B"
except their parent works in the military instead of civilian.

Mr. HOGAN. Uniform, yes.
Mr. FORD. So, you have only 2,000 "A" out of 53,000?
Mr. HASSEL. That is correct.
Mr. FORD. And the other 8,000 that is in the 10,000 is part of your

present category "B."
Mr. HASSEL. The first part.
Mr. FORD. As you understand it, if the proposals in the budget were

to be carried into effect legislatively or administratively, you would
pick up only those 10,000 children.

Mr. HASSEL. We would pick up $3.4 million rather than $11.4 mil-
lion which really represents only about 73 percent of our full entitle-
ment. Full entitlement would be $14 million. So, we would lose either
$8 million or around $11 million.

Mr. Foul). I assume you have examined the budget. As you have
noted in your statement, the administration has not sent us any
proposed legislation to implement this, but presumably there are
some things that the legislation will contain on the basis of the
justification for the budget. In the justification for the budget, there
is an indication that impact aid, as well as a number of other titles
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act would be lumped
touether and the fluids now going to thOse programs would be sent
to State in some manner, and the State would then presumably
redistribute them.

So that in the budget there is an item of $2.5 billion for so-called
education revenue sharing. That is offset unfortunately with a little
bit of a deficit by zeros showinwbehind the amount of money to be
spent in the coming fiscal year for a number of formula grant pro-
grams, as distinguished from the application grant programs.

I do not know if you have noticed that you will still deal with
the Office of Education on the ones you now file the big applications
for, and the ones on impact aid, that you get through the computer,
are going to go through the State capital.

Given the pressures that the State of Maryland has on its re-
sources for support of public education, would you care to speculate,
either you or Congressman Hogan, on what your chances would be,
assuming the same limited., amount of money went to the State of
Maryland at the State capital level, of getting the same share of that
money you now get by virtue of the formula sending it directly to
Prince George's?

Mr. HOGAN: I think we would have a problem in 'that regard.
because unfortunately, for as far back as my memory goes, the State
government has been very Baltimore City oriented, and suburban
Washington has been kind of a stepchild as far as the legislature
and executive branch of the State government is concerned.
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I think it would be a bad situation. I would prefer to have it come
directly to Prince George's. I do not know how Dr. Hassel feels
about that.

-Mr. HAssm. I cannot help but agree with that, because the middle
man can be the disburE,:,., and sometimes it woulrl be to our detri-
ment. I expect there would be a lot of blood letting in the State
legislature before it would be over.

-Mr. FORD. Prince George's has recently undertaken the busing
program ordered by the Federal court for the desegregation of its
schools. Are you receiving limy Federal emergency school assistance
funds to assist you in this effort?

Mr. HAssEL. We have made application for ESEA funds. I think
our application is pending in Philadelphia. D goes through State
authority and is limited by the number of dollars that were made
available to the State.

There are other people in the State of Maryland who are asking
for funds in that program despite that fact that in our own 7)ersonal
opinion we are the leaders in terms of present school desegregation.

We have not received any assurances that we will be granted
anything, although our application is receiving, very sensitive review
I understand at the moment.

Mr. FORD. From reading the newspapers, elere have been various
figures about the additional cost you will experience this year and
what you anticipate for the coming school year as a result of the
court order.

Could you give me in round numbers what it is going to cost you
to comply with that ordee?

Mr. HASSEL. We believe that in order to comply with,that portion
of the order that requires additional movement of students, that
portion alone will require something in excess of a million dollars.

Mr. FORD. But ESEA 1-0-as intended to go beyond .paying for bus-
ing. As a matter of fact, it is question Ale whether they can help you
with that part.

Mr. HAssm. That is right. We are not really. applying for aid in
that area.

Mr. FORD. The money you are asking for is for all of the other
things that go with a conscientious effort to meet the goal..

Mr. HASSEL. To equalize educational opportunity and to equalize
education.

Mr. Foam. How much money have you asked for?
Mr. HessEL. $1.7 million, the majority of this goes
Mr. FORD. That is for the balance of this year.
Mr. HASSEL. NO, it is starting .July 1.
Mr. FORD. You have not asked for anything for this year.
Mr. HoGAN. We are not eligible for it until after July 1.
.Mr. FORD. Why is that? .

Mr. Hoc; Ax. Isn't that the way the law reads ?
The legislation reads that way. In other words, Prince Georges

County has had to find money to finance its additional expenses re=
fated to the additional busing. I understand that nature helped rs in
this regard with no snow this year.

We saved some money in the budget, which has helped some.
Mr. FORD. Counsel is advising me that it is not the law that you

cannot apply, but that the administration put an arbitrary ;$20
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million limit. That is interesting since the .budget last year had $t
billion in it for that program, and they agreed finally to spend $20
million out of $1 billion.

That program sure is setting a new record for saving money:
Mr. HASSEL. I might point out that we are now eeing released

from the freeze on new Federal appropriations that HEW had
imposed on Prince Georges County by virtue of its claim that we had
not complied with the Civil Rights Act.

Mr. FORD. One last question. From the witnesses who have been
before the committee and from inquiries I have made, there seems
to be some confusion about how the U. S. Office of Educvtion, HEW,.
is dealing with the problem of title I funds and the bussed children..

When you readjusted your school attendance area, prior to that
time I assume in compliance with new HEW guidelines that went
into effect last year, you started targeting title I funds to specific
schools with a relative high concentration of economically deprived
children living in the school attendance area.

Mr. HASSEL. This is correct.
Mr. FORp. That figure is not the number of poor children actually

attending the school, but those living in the area that was on the-
map as a school attendance area.

Mr. HASSEL. That is right.
Mr. FORD. And you used census data for this. Now having arranged

the concentration in the school, I assume you established programs
that take into, account that a school with a relatively huge number-
of economically disadvantaged children needed such things as reme-
dial reading and so on.

Is that correct?
Mr. HASSEL. This is correct.
Mr. HOGAN. This is one of the paradoxes of this when HEW de

clared us in noncompliance, they cancelled $1 million grant for a
right to read prOgram at one such school.

Mr. FORD. With respect to title I funds that go to. Prince Georges,
by the formula, and then distributed within Prince Georges, you
comply with HEW direction. to concentrate funds in a particular-
school, and now the Federal court says that you will reassign children
not on the basis 'of educational achievement, but only on the basis .
of race.

Mr. HASSEL. That is correct.
Mr. FORD. Suppose' you have children in one of your target schools-

who as a result of the court order 'are now bused to a school that is:
not a target school, and they are in a right-to.read program, speech
therapy or whatever you are doing to help these children, does the-
money in the program .follow the child to the new school or do you
bus him away from the program?

Mr. HASSEL. I think both have really happened. Dr. McKinney,.
do you care to answer? We have had to requalify or have recertified
those schools which we are now going to use as target schools, and
have had that process underway.

The program is continuing, but in a different set of schools.
Mr. FORD. Just a minute. HEW guidelines say you will pick a

target school not on the basis 'of who wtually attends it, but .on the.
basis of who lives in the school attendance area. -

Mr. HASSEL. That is correct.
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Mr. FORD. That is how you get the target school. Now you are
busing out of the school attendance area or into, depending on which
way you look at it. People are crossing 'former school attendance
area.

What happens to the child who needs supplemental education
under title I who is now bused away from the school that has title
I program to a school that does not have it? Do you send the money
after him, or does it stay where he would have been going had he
stayed there?

Mr. MCKENNEY. Congressman Ford, if the new school to which
the student is assigned does not qualify under new enrollment figures
and characteristics of that school, then that child would have to
be eliminated from the program. We have tried to make some local
adjustments in the schools that would no longer qualify for title I to.
make up this deficit, but it is impossible, and in Prince Georges County
we had approximately 5,000 children before our busing order in our
title 'f program and as a result we lost approximately half of those
children.

So, we had to requalify the new school communities based on
the enrollment after the desegregation order.

Mr. Fonn. But let's carry this through. Presumably, the purpose
of the desegregation order is to equalize educational opportunity.
Mr. Coleman's report is most frequently used as a basis for this.

Recognizing that there is a high correlation between race and
economic deprivation in this area, one might suspect that there would
be not intentionally but accidentally, at least, this correlation carried
through on the census data. That was what was in the mind of the
Congress when we wrote the formula for title I.

But now, you have a situation where theoretically you are going.
to equalize the populations of the school districts by moving them,
reassigning them or however,you do it.. How can you then carry out
the HEW directive of concentrating selecting only some schools
who will get title I funds, and selecting other schools that will not
if, in fact, you have equalized as the Federal court has told you to
do?

Mr. McKENxEy. I think the Federal court order
Mr. FORD. I am not asking you to do the job now. What I am

trying to do, and maybe I am putting you on the spot, is get to the
dilemma that is involved here in having the Federal Government
from the same agency tell you to do two different things.

What I would really like you to do, rather than put you on the
spot, is give this committee the benefit Of whatever correspondence or
communication you have had with HEW that has led you to follow
the policy that you have now adopted because it seems to me that
not everybody is being told to do the same thing to solve the problem

[Information submitted after the close of the hearing follows:1
PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

Upper Marlboro, Md. March. 22, 1973:
Hon. CARL PERKINS, Chairman,'
U.S. House of Representatives,
Committee on Education and Labor,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Pmuuss : On March 12, 1973, represented the Prince
Georges County, Maryland Public School system along with Dr. Carl W. Has-
sel, Superintendent, in providing testimony in support of H.R. 69.
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During the testimonial session it was brought to your attention that the
mid-term implementation of the desegregation plan in the Prince George's
County Public Schools resulted in a major dispersion of previously eligible
ESEA Title I students to schools which did not qualify after the desegregation
plan was implemented. At that time you requested information relative to the
interpretation of the ESEA Title I guidelines which resulted in loosing a sub-
stantial number of Title I participants.

Attached is a letter from Dr. Percy V. Williams, Assistant State Superin-
tendent in Maryland written to Dr. Robert J. Shockley, Assistant Superintend-
ent. for Instruction in the Prince George's County Public Schools. You will note
that the reply from Dr. Williams with regard to Title I funds following stu-
dents clearly states that the guidelines prohibit this procedure if the new
schools to which students are assigned become ineligible under Title L

In addition, I am sending you copies of memoranda which provide data on
the Title I enrollments, by school, before and after the implementation of our
desegregation plan.

I trust this information will satisfy your request.
Sincerely,

GEORGE E. MCKENNEY,
Supervisor of Federal /State Assistance.

OPERATION : MOVING AHEAD,
PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

Suitland, Md., March 5, 1973.
MEMO
To: Dr. Carl W. Hassel,

Dr. Robert J. Shockley,
Dr. Lewin A. Wheat,
Dr. George E. McKenney.

From : John F. Lynch.
I;e: Enrollment Data for February 1973 (Revised after desegregation).

School K 1 2 3
Percent New O:MA

Total in 0:MA1 pupils

Accokeek 2 31 13 17 33 94 46 94
Baden 67 67 59 1

Beaver Heights 26 44 32 26 128 51 es
Brandywine 64 22 39 38 163 43 50
Brentwood 6 24 28 39 97 59 0
Capitol Heights 31 41 52 29 153 52 87
Carmody Hills 13 32 32 37 114 42 82
Colmar Manor 5 31 56 35 127 54 1

Douglass. 26 20 24 27 97 51 0
Edmonston 19 28 31 32 110 63 0
Greendale 19 37 35 36 127 58 101
Henry Ferguson 2 21 25 38 26 110 42 110
Hyattsville 2 31 34 48 49 162 47 122
Kentland 54 110 62 64 290 70 107
Kettering 2 22 34 37 46 139 37 139
Laurel 2 49 20 25 94 53 94
Lyndon Hill 25 69 42 43 179 67 .' 94
Matthew Henson_, 37 65 59 50 211 60 134
Morningsidea 24 37 47 44 152 50 72
Mount Rainier 19 27 34 34 114 54 0
Orme 56 54 65 175 60 19
Paint Branch, 31 23 55 63 172 55 147
Palmer Park 27 49 58 37 170 59 103
Patuxent 37 17 32 45 131 31 0
Randolph Village2 23 35 27 34 119 41 119
Riverdale 2 55 91 59 60 265 63 201
Riverdale Hills 2 35 43 47 30 155 54 98
Seat Pleasant 35 69 48 50 202 77 140
Tall Oaks 14 15 21 31 81 38 0
Templeton 2 51 60 49 49 209 55 161

Total public schools 837 1,197 1,194 1,179 4,407 2,334
Percent in O:MA 45 57 55 53 .53 53

1 Percent of total K-3 enrollment identified for O:MA program.
2 Schools new to the O:MA program (after desegregation).
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OPERATION: MOVING AHEAD,
PRINCE GEORGE.S COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS,

2uttland, Md., March 5, 1973.
MEMO
To : Dr. Carl W. Hassel,

1)r. Robert J. Shockley,
Dr. Lewin A. Wheat,
Dr. George E. McKenney.

From John. F. Lynch.
Re: Enrollment data for September 1972 to January 29, 1973 (before desegrega-

tion).

School 1 2 3 Total
Percent in

O:MA

Arrowhead 33 12 52 50 147 54
Baden 31 29 41 46 147 49
Beaver Heights 31 30 39 50 150 56
Bradbury Heights 31 50 65 69 215 59
Brandywine 55 17 42 44 158 46
Brentwood 8 19 30 41 98 59
Capitol Heights 35 44 72 73 224 63
Carmody Hills_ 10 11 28 44 93 28
Colmar Manor 5 28 52 33 118 55
Doswell E. Brooks 47 34 57 76 214 55
Douglass 26 19 24 27 96 50
Ednionston 20 30 30 27 107 70
Fairmount Heights 46 43 68 78 235 80
Greendale 29 49 40 118 47
John Carroll 43 51 57 66 217 72
John E. Howard 33 34 62 61 190 61
Kentland 45 69 74 80 268 64
Lyndon Hill 55 46 61 54 216 68
Matthew Henson 48 37 79 71 235 67
Mount Rainier. 20 28 34 35 117 57
Orate 18 19 23 25 85 66
Palmer Park_ 49 45 59 46 199 64
Patuxent 35 17 32 45 129 31
Seat Pleasant 54 55 49 58 216 71
Tall Oaks 14 15 21 31 81 45
William Pace 55 45 91 72 263 65

Total public schools 847 856 1, 291 1, 342 4, 336
Percent in O:MA 50 45 65 67 57
Parochial schools:

St. Margaret's 21 20 25 30 96 25
St. Mary's (Landover) 10 16 16 42 23
St. Mary's (Marlboro) 5 13 17 35 26

Total parochial 21 35 54 63 173
Percent in O:MA 38 18 26 27 25
Total all O :MA 868 891 1, 345 1, 405 4, 509
Percent in D:MA 50 43 61 63 55

Public schools:
Negro-77 percent 671 654 999 1, 026 3, 350
White-22 percent 170 196 285 310 961
Other-1 percent _ 6 6 7 6 25
Boys-57 percent 479 484 716 785 2,464
Girls-43 Percent 368 372 575 557 1,872

Parochial schools:
Negro-50 perceb; 19 16 25 26 86
White-50 percent 2 19 29 37 87
Boys-60 percent 11 21 33 39 104
Girls-40 percent 10 14 21 24 69

Total all O:MA schools:
Negro-76 percent 690 670 1, 024 1,052 3, 436
White-23 percent 172 215 314 347 1, 048
Other-1 percent 6 6 7 6 25
Boys-57 percent 490 505 749 824 2, 5E8
Girls-43 percent 378 386 496 581 1,941

Parochial schools: -
St. Margaret's 21 20 24 30 96 25

St. Mary's (Landover) 10 16 16 42 23
St. Mary's (Marlboro) 5 13 17 35 26

Total parochial 21 35 54 63 173
Percent in O:MA 38 18 26 27 25
Total all O:MA 858 1, 232 1, 248 1, 242 4, 580
Percent in O:MA 45 53 51 50 50

95-5,15-73pt. 2-33
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School K 1 2 3
Percent in

Total 0:MA 1

Public schools:
Negro-43 percent 406 493 486 526 1,911
White-56 percent 417 686 697 646 2,446
Other-1 percent 14 18 11 7 50
Boys-57 percent 468 677 670 717 2,532 __. ......
Girls-43 percent 369 520 524 462 2,875

Parochial schools:
Negro -50 percent 19 16 25 26 86
White-50 percent 2 19 29 37 87
Boys-60 percent 11 21 33 39 104
Girls - -40 percent 10 14 21 24 69

Total all O:MA Schools:
Negro-44 percent 425 509 511 552 1,997
White-55 percent 419 705 726 683 2,533
Other-1 percent 14 18 11 7 50
Boys-58 percent 479 698 703 756 2,636
Girls-42 percent 379 534 545 486 1,944

1 Percent of total 1<-3 enrollment identified for O:MA program.
2 Schools new to the O:MA program (after desgregation).

MP. FORD. Informally the city of Detroit has been told that if their
children are bused, the money would go with them.

Chairman PERKINS.n Let me interrupt. the gentleman, and recognize
Congressman Long.

We are going to have to move along because we will be here. very late,
Mr. Ford. We have witnesses from allover the country.

Come around Clarence, 01141 introduce your two witnesses.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLARENCE D. LONG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Air. Loxo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman. it is it pleasure to introduce my constituent, Mrs.

1N"ancy Mosca, who is president of the Baltimore Parent Advisory
Council on Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Mrs. :Itasca herself is a parent helper volunteer, who has helped
children with special learning problems in rearing and math hi the
first and second grades at St. Clair School. Iler involvement in this
program promoted her to tide and pass the high school equivalency
examination in November 1971, and to make plans for finher educa-
tion in special education for handicapped children.

The commitment of my constituents to the title I program is
demonstrated by the presence of approximately 35 parents from
title I schools who are here with Mrs. Mosca. The most important
people in the world, my constituents. They know the value of the
title I program -from their experience 115 parents and helpers and
as members of the parent advisory council.

I know that we have here in- the person of Mr. Perkins one of the
most distinguished and helpful backers of education that the Con-
gress and this committee has ever had.

I know you will give careful consideration to Mrs. Mosca's
account of her experience and the importance of the title I program
to Baltimore County.

It is my understanding that Mrs. Mosca is going to testify later,
but I appreciate this opportunity to introduce her.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to yon, Mr. Long, that I feel just
like you, that we should preserve in title I. The evidence that we
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have heard up to now really strengthens my belief that we should
give priority to the disadvantaged of this country.

That is the way we started out. and We now have to preserve and
improve title I as much as we 'possibly can. We will be delighted
to hear from Mrs. Mosca later. Let me say in conclusion, Clarence,
that we appreciate the support that you have given to our educa-
tional programs throughout the years, and look forward to your
assistance and support this year.

Mr. LONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity
yon have given ns here.

.Chairman Pmuo Ns. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to see Congressman Long here this morning. He has

been one of the most energetic supporters of the efforts of the mem-
hers of this committee to fight not only this administration. but at
the very end of the last administration for educational funds.

The light started actually about ( years ago and has become more
intense ever since. It has not been easy for people in some parts of
the country to maintain the fight. and we appreciate, Congressman
Long, what. you have clone as a leader in the fight for more funds
for eaucation.

Mr. LONG. Thank you, Mr. Ford. Let me say that. I have. followed
the work that you have done on behalf of education for many years,
and there is nobody in Congress that has clone a more significant
job than you have.

Thank yon very much.
Mr. FORD (presiding). We now have four panels and in the interest

of giving everyone. an opportunity to be heard, we are going to have
to be brief in the original presentations and then we will try to get
in some of the more specific things with questions.

The first panel is Mrs.- Dorothy Rochelle. Los Angeles. Calif.;
Mrs. Thelma Dixon, Dorchester, Mass.; Mrs. Jackie Nichols, Pontiac,
Mich.; and Mrs.14:layne Brodie, Newark, N.J.

If you have anyone with you that yon want to have accompany
you to the table to assist, it will be fine. I believe each of you have
a prepared statement, do you not? Without objection the prepared
statements that you have submitted to the committee will be inserted
in the record at this point in the order in which I have called your
names and you may now proceed to acid anything to them that you
would like to comment on.

[The statements referred to follow:]

STATEMENT OF Mns. BLAYNE D. BRODIE, CHAIRMAN OF TITLE I CENTRAL PARENTS
COUNCIL OF NEWARK, N.J.

Gentlemen : I am pleased that you have given me this opportunity to offer
my views on the proposed legislation to extend the funding of Title I. It is my
Position as Chairman of the Title I Central Parents Council of Newark, New
Jersey and the position of the members of the local (individual schools) Title Y.
parent councils that this funding is vital to the education of economically and
educationally deprived children and to continue the dialogue created by the
guidelines of Title I legislation which mandates the creation and implementa-
tion of individual school councils (which are advisory in nature) comprised of
teachers, parents, administrators, local business people, local clergy, students
(on the secondary schools level) and all interested community groups.
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PAGE I PARAGRAPH II

It is commonly agreed upon that there exists a crisis in public education.
The rising cost of education makes it virtually impossible for local districts
to support schools without additional_ aid. Adequate facilities and a shortage
of dedicated teachers are two major problems.These concerns are not just the
concerns of educators alone, but are the issues of everyone. It will require a
concerted effort on the part of the total community in order to find a solution,

Title I E.S.E.A. is the only vehicle which requires a continuing effort on the
part of all concerned to "come to the table of brotherhood" to discuss and to
solve these problems. We cannot logically ask the parents to assist us in seek-
ing answers and then deny them the right to ask questions. Many educational
agencies do not provide the platform for this. Title I does provide it.

PAGE II PARAGRAPH III

A review of many successful. school districts has indicated that where a
school district enjoys success, there is a good parent-community relationship.
When people believe in their schools, they get behind them and support them,
and thus becomes a positive force for the good of the system.

PAGE V PARAGRAPH IV

I believe that Title I should continue as a categorical grant program rather
than revenue sharing; the reason being that state and local authorities inevit-
ably make decisions in terms of the various social and political pressures
around them. These pressures are not necessarily consonant with the needs of
the population. We cannot ignore the fact that with one billion dollars in un-
restricted funds on hand, there is going to be enormous pressure on state and
local officials to use this money for schools serving more affluent children, there
will also be determined pressure from teachers's unions and local education
associations to put the free money into teachers' salaries. This is really throw-
ing money into a political pit".

The present Administration has made a great deal of the principle of ac-
countability in education. It is therefore remarkable that Special Education
Revenue Sharing virtually does away with accountability to the Federal Gov-
ernment for the way in which funds are spent. No state plan would be required
except for funds for disadvantaged children and a portion of the impact aid
funds, distribution of the federal funds within the state, would be left com-
pletely up to an agency designated by the governor of that state, whether than
Governor be a Francis Sargent or a George Wallace.

Therefore, We Recommend:
1. That there he continuation of legislation for E.S.E.A. Title I fOr five yearsthrough Fiscal Year, 1978;
2. That there be full funding in order to reach all eligible children;
3 That appropriate funds be advanced so that the State and local educa-tional agencies can plan projects more effectively;
4. That E.S.E.A. Title I Parent Councils have reciprocal sign-off on education

programs and no structure will supersede the Title I Parent Advisory Councils.5. Title I Parent Councils will take the responsibility of surveying Title IPrograms.
If the above recommendations are not strictly adhered to, there is a great

danger of persons who are not notable in their concern for educationally de-
prived children; who may have their own hidden agendas, and education notbeing one of their priorities, may well decimate the entire principles upon
which Title I E.S.A.A. of 1965 was founded and implemented.

We are now in the midst of a period of history that could probably be accu-
rately named the "age of awareness" because of the efforts of the community
to.become actively involved in school matters. Many educators are resisting this-
new awareness on the part of the community .for several reasons. Some viewit as a threat to their security. Others feel that educators are best qualified todetermine what is best for schools. Additionally, many teachers fear that al-
though the time and place may be different, the term "community involvement"
is ominous of Ocean Hill-Brownville, and community control. Nothing could befurther from the truth.

It is commonly agreed upon that there exists a crisis in public education.
The rising costs of education makes it. virtually impOssible for local districts'
to support schools without additional aid. The lack of adequate buildings and
the teacher shortage add to the problem.
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These are not the problems of educators alone, they are the problems of
everyone. It Will require a concerted effort on the part of the total community
in order to find a solution.

Title I E.S.E.A. is the only vehiele which requires a continuing effort on the
port of all concerned to "come to the table of brotherhood" to discuss and solve
these problems.

It would seem to me that we cannot logically ask the parents to assist us
in seeking answers and then deny them the right to ask questions. Many educa-
tional agencies do not provide the platform for this. Title I does provide it.

A review of many successful school districts has indicated that where a
school district enjoys success, there is a good parent-community relationship.
When people belieye in their schools. they get behind them and support them.
The community then becomes a positive force for the good of the system. It
involves the community in the process of making decisions that will ultimately
effect them ; It involves the parents in the identification of needs and the
establishment of objects; It recognized the right and the responsibility of the
parents to be involved in education.

What is Community Relations? Community Relations is that process of de-
veloping the lines of communications between the school and the community;
It is essentially a way of life that involves the very special concept of -all
shall participate and all shall share"

It involves the community in the process of making decisions that will ulti-
mately effect them. Community Relations is often confused with Public Rela-
tions. However, the difference is quite distinct. Public Relations is primarily
concerned with image building. Public Relations is the selling of a commodity,
concept, project program or project. It is a one-way street. Community Rela-
tions is a two-way street, with the major concern for the two-way flow of
information. 'Community Relations is a fact. Whether or not a system enjoys
good or 'bad Community Relations ts.the real and only challenge.

Everyone involved in a school system is in fact a Community Relations
Agent. This includes professional and non-professional, instructional and non-
instructional personnel. Beginning with the Superintendent to the School Clerk,
Cafeteria Worker, Custodian, each person who comes into contact with people
projects an image of the total school system. Whether that image Is positive
or negative depends on the kinds of inter-personal relationships that results
from that contact. Title I is this and more.

Any attempt at good, effective school-community relations will msult in an
atmosphere in which there will be a rediscovery of what quality education can
offer, a teacher-by teivber recommitment to that offer, and a community-by-
community determination to make that offer valid. The marriage of this kind
of involvement will produce that kind of quality education that is needed to
prepare today's children for a highly technical society which is iu a state of
rapid change. Title I provides this kind of atmosphere.

Many of the ills of our society, including poverty, unemployment and ade-
quate funds ore focused on the goal of providing adequate edneahonal experi-
ences for all American children, including those whose families have found
themselves caught, in several generations of cyclical disadvantage and exclusion
from much of the-mainstream of American life.

Many states, localities, from lack of willingness and/or resources, have not
provided the kind of educational experience necessary for their disadvantaged
population. That is why, less than a decade ago, Congress took a revolutionary
step in establishing., for the first time, a Federal role in the funding and guiding
of programs to improve educational opportunity in America.

This act assured a well - focused federal participation in the pros tsion of re-
sources for the educationally disadvantaged and the continuation of what may
be a necessary tug-of-war between the federal bureaucracy and loctil and state
education agencies as to the adequacy of fulfillment and the implementation of
guidelines for the disadvantaged.

Suffice it so say, the local needs in education are not always identical with
local political power.

It was the assumption of the Administration's Block Grant Proposal in 1971
and. although the actual bill has not been submitted, it is the assumption of its
Special Education Revenue Sharing Proposal in 1973, (as reported in the Presi-
dent's Bodget Message) that ,state and local authorities are better able to
establish priorities for spending available funds according to needs than is the
Federal Government.
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The history of American education provides abundant evidence that this is
not always true. State and local authorities inevitably make decisions in terms
of the various social and political pressures around them, and these pressures
are not necessarily consonant with the needs of the population.

We cannot ignore the fact that with one billion dollars in unrestricted funds
on hand, there is going to be enormous pressure on state and local officials to
use this money for schools serving more affluent children, also there certainly
will be determined pressure from teachers, unions and local education associa-
tions to put the free money into teachers' salaries. "This is really throwing
money into a political pit."

The present administration has made a great deal of the principle of ac-
countability in education. It is therefore remarkable that Special Education
Revenue Sharing virtually does away- with accountability to the Federal Gov-
ernment for the way in which funds are spent. No state plan wouldbe required
except for funds for disadvantaged children and a portion of the impact aid
funds, distribution of the federal funds within the state, would be left coin-
pletely up to an agency designated by the governor of that state, whether that
Governor lie a Francis Sargent. or a George Wallace.

It seems to me that what we are dealing with now, is a naked attempt to
destroy what progress we have made thus far in the field of federal support for
ed nen Hon.

The only way that such progress can continue is through a grass roots Ca/11-
paign in support of H.R. 10, and S.R. 69, the only bills introduced in the Con-
gress thus far which retains categorical school aid now embodied in the E.S.E.A.

H.R. 16, introduced by Congressman Perkins (1)-ICY) is called the School
Finance Act of 1973. The purpose of the bill is to affirm that while primary
responsibility for providing elementary and secondary education rests with the
states, the Federal Government has an obligation to assist the states in making
available to all children an education of high quality. H.R. 16 seeks to provide
financial assistance to the states' and to local educational agencies to assure
that their resources whini supplemented by this Federal Assistance will he
adequate to provide all children an elementary and secondary education of
high quality.

The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children
suggests that there is already sufficient inforination available to demonstrate
the need for forward funding without the possible expensive study proposed
under Title Ill of Hit. 69. The Council feels that delayed funding of Title I
an other programs which has occurred as a result of the slowness of the
appropriating process, has caused major confusion, waste and inefficiency at
the local level in proper and effective expenditure of federal dollars.

It is possible for evaluations to have impact on local programs, for qualified
personnel to be hired and retained. and for quality programs to be developed
and implemented. Unless there is at least some certainty (preferably on a five
year plan) in advance that specific dollar amounts will be available for these
purposes.

Those of us who care about children and who believe in federal commitment
to children's programs have a responsibility to seek comprehensive child devel-
opment legislation which will protect good programs already in place and winch
will provide new funds to establish mid monitor new quality programs for
children and their families through a comprehensive and cooperative effort by
the federal, state, and local governments together with parents and communi-
ties. I urge you to make certain that Title I is continued at present levels of
funding through. 1978.

PURPOSE OF ADVISORY COUNCILS

To discuss adequate utilization of the Federal Program to meet the needs.
interests and abilities of the local school children. Title I is unique. The pro-
gram can lie tailored to meet individual school needs, and it is the explicit job
of the Advisory Council to bring.to light theSe local needs. For example, (a)
predominately Spanish speaking school areas would require emphasis on learn-
ing English as a second language. or a primary school of grades, one through
four, would perhaps require an emphasis on a reading readiness program.

The Advisory Council must act as a watch-dog over the monies; to monitor
and evaluate budgeted federal proposals on the local school level. The Council
must reflect their thinking and the sub-council must achieve unity and be re-
sponsible for the passage of the overall federal program.
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FUNDING E.S.E.A. PROGRAMS

Title I of the Elementary* and Secondary Education Act of 1905 was enacted to
expand and improve elementary and secondary school pYograins for education-
ally deprived children in lowinconie areas. Funds have been sharply reduced
flu* programs, and, theoretical appropriations do not equal the minimum re-
quirements necessary to successfully project the positive attainable plats within
the guidelines of the Act. Yearly funding limits time and planning for realistic
and quality design to meet the particular educational needs.

Therefore, We Recommend:
1. That there be continuation of legislation for E.S.E.A. Title I for tive years

through Fiscal Year, 1:17S;
2. That there he full funding in order to reach all eligible children:
3. That alipropriate funds be advanced so that the State and local educa-

,-inal agencies can plan projects more effectively
4. That E.S.E.A. Title I Parent Councils have reciprocal sign-off on education

programs and no structure will supersede the Title I Parent. Advisory Cimncils.
5. Title I Parent Councils will take the responsibility of surveying Title I

Programs.
It the alnwe recommendations are not strictly adhered to, there is a great

danger of Itersons who are not notable in their concern for educationally de-
prived children; who Wray ha ye their own hidden agendas. and education not
being one of their priorities, [nay well decimate the entire prineiples upon
which Title I E.S.E.A. of 1005 was founded and implemented.

NE W AR It BOARD OF no uc:scrios, NEWARK. N.J.

4.0 Pa rcni/co ;Yin unity involvement
Involvement in Title I activities by parents and community members has

been quite extensive during the early period of the 1972-1973 Title I Program.
Soule of the-more significant contributions are discussed in the following para-
graphs.

A. representative of the Central Parents Couneg informed Newark Board
of Education

-Any 'tart of the Union Contract negotiations which effect the Budget of the
Title I Program, either in terms of money or fringe benefits, the Title 1 Parents
must be a part of the negotiations."

The Newark Board of Education agreed 'that "input from, Title I parents
will lie realized during union contract negotiations with the Board."

"The Title I Central Parents Chancil voted in favor of continuing the George
Cnreton Reading Method in live Newark schools."

The Title I Central Parents Council is also involved in the planning and
development. of the Newark Watershed, a 35,000 acre area which is to be uti-
lized for educational mid recreational purposes for school children and adults
of the City of Newark.

Parents.talte an active part in aiding the Pro-jAot .Coordinator and Principals
to structure Title I activities in individual schools. For example, parents are
involved in determining the reading series to be employed in many schools.
Frequently, guest speakers are invited to local Parent Council meetings to dis-
c*.iss and explain various methods of community involvement, thus providing
both information and motivation to the participants.

Presentations of various reading methods are offered to ninny parent/com-
unity groups throughout the school year in order to allow them to appreciate

the experiences their children are undergoing.
Parents are involved in the 1972-1973 Title I Evaluation Project. An evalua-

tion sub-committee meets monthly with members of the evaluation agency to
review progress and discuss on-going plans. This sub-committee is also respon-
sible for the review of the evaluation instrumentation to be utilized in collect-
hug data from parents and pupils, and they offer suggestions concerning
moditications/revisions of the instruments. In addition, parents will be utilized
to conduct classroom observations and parent interviews as part of the overall
evaluation effort.

At the present time efforts are being directed at the finalization of the antic-
ipated Newark Title I Parent Council Conference to be held in May 1973.
Parents and community groups have been involved in the planning and develop-
ment phases of this conference. This will be the fifth annual conference.
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It is within the scope of this discussion to address the program dissemination
activities which are an integral part of the Parent/Community Involvement
component of the Title I Program.

The program dissemination specialist who is a member of the Title I Central
Office Staff, works in close proximity to the Title I Central Parents Council
in the area of communications. This interaction results in the on-going mainte-
nance of "open-channels" between the Title I Central Office, the Parent/
Community representatives, as well as the local school Title I personnel. -Vari-
ous Title I activities conducted by these different groups are covered by the
dissemination specialist in tennis of potential news stories to be publicized via
the available communications media.

An example of the types and kinds of cooperative efforts these several groups
make in providing Title I Program dissemination to the public Is presented in
the following paragraphs.

A Title I Newsletter is issued each month to a wide diversification of profes-
sional and non-professional Title I people. This letter is provided to Title I
project coordinators in the Newark School District, Title I teachers and parents
within the district. other looll school personnel, Central Office Administrators,
Board of Education staff and Board members. This letter is also forwarded to
cognizant personnel at the United States Office of Education, the New Jersey
State Department of Education, various major colleges throughout the-country,
Title I Parent Council chairmen in other school districts, Newark City business-
men and members of the Newark Municipal Government,

It is obvious from a review of these newsletters that every effort is made
each month to provide readers with material that is current 'and relevant to
the Title I Program. The news stories are varied enough that over a period of
months a rather wide spectrum of topics is addressed. It is of particular inter-
est to note that great attention is given to the activities conduced at the local
school level, thus allowing for publication a more detailed and comprehensive
presentation of the total program. In addition, renders are frequently treated
to articles which, while not directly related to Title I activities, do focus on
various educational issues and concerns of the school district.

STATEMENT OF MRS. TI1EL3fA DIXON, CHAIRMAN, TITLE I, ESEA ADVISORY
COUNCIL, DORCHESTER, MASS.

I am Thelma Dixon; Chairman of Massachusetts Title I, ESEA Parent Ad-
visory Council.

I am hat one of ,tri pruents on the Massachusetts Parent Advisory Council
representing over 2.000 parents in local communities that traveled here to regis-
ter our opposition to any proposed plans to discontinue Title I as a categorical
grant program. Funds allocated to our state in any other form will not reach
poor or educationally deprived children. It will:

1, become a parcel for politicians to vie for their favorate programs.
2. become a reservoir for support of school departments' general budgets,.

therefore, leaving little or nothing for the children of great need, and
3. become loose money with no built-in accountability for how it will be used.

There will be no guidelines, planned monitoring of programs or comparability
of services required.

After 8 years of federal subsidy to educationally deprived children, our chil-
dren are now showing state-wide a 1.3 months' gain in reading for each month
they have been in the program.

'We attribute most, of these gains to the concentrated services offered by
Title I. Support services, such as speeial health, psychological, social work, and
food supplement combined to attack the large variety of problems that confront
our children.

These special services have given these children the self-confidence to realize
that they can learn and function as worthwhile citizens. They are on their war
toward this goal. Now, this will be an impossible task for these children if we
have to depend upon school systems toprovide quality education without fed-
eral assistance. This federal assistance must be specifically designated as aid
to the disadvantaged that will be administered by the State Department of
Education:

As parents, we have gained new insights into working with teachers and
school administrators as we cooperatively develop programs for our children.
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In doing this, we are now involved in the assessment of our children's needs
as well as the operation 4;nd evaluation of the program. We can also follow
through at home much of what is being taught at school.

Now, with this representation here today from Massachusetts, do we return
to our community and tell parents and children that you plan to snuff out the
flame that has ignited their hope for the future, or will you join the force of
millions of parents in our nation by strongly supporting the continuation of
categorical aid to disadvantaged children?

STATEMENT OF 3111S, JACKIE NIclIOLS, PONTIAC, Mica.

have been invited to speak Today on H.R. 39. Before I begin. I would like
to present my credentials, not to justify any being here but to give you a bird's-
eye view of the experiences that brought me here. I am a mother of seven
children, four of whom have received services from E.S.E.A. Title I Programs.
I have been chairman of the Pontiac Title I Advisory Committee four years.
I organized the Michigan State Advisory Connuittee Parents and hove been
elmirman of MSPAC for three years. I am n member of the State Advisory
Committee on Compensatory Education Programs.

Because of my experience at both the local' and state level and because of
my armchair involvement with tire federal level, I have decided that the federal
categorical grant program for education must continue. I came to this decision
because of effect of E.S.E.A, Title I Programs on children, parents, and schools
in the State of Michigan. I have set certain objectives for Title I programs.
One of which is: That all eligible children residing in target areas slut!l in-
crease. their readiness and aehievement level. This objective contains two ele-
ments: that, all eligible children Will be served and that these children
achieve academic growth. This is not only a personal objective but the promise
implied in the authorization. for E, S. E.A. Title I. However, the appropriation
bills by limiting the funding -available left this promise unfulfilled. The follow-
ing table demonstrates the effect of low funding.

TABLE 1

Michigan
Pontiac

School District

Total children eligible 38,318 6,206
Total funding $42,697,245 $807, 796
Projected per child cost $350 $350
Maxi-num to be served 121, 820 2, 307

Percentage 31 38
Actual cost per child. $502 $512
Actual number served 84,922 1, 575

Percentage 22 25

The table above clearly shows the numerical effect that the funding level
has upon the programs. It shows that across the state TS% of the eligible
children are not able to receive services. In Pontiac the percentage is 75%.
Of course, even at this funding there is a way to provide some services to all
eligible. We eonld spend about $100 per child, but the state and the local dis-
tricts had to make a decision. If you have four children and only one slice of
bread, do you divide-the bread among the four to halt starvation for a moment
or do you give the whole slice to one child to insure the survival of the one.
Pacing this problem in Washingtyon is a lot different then facing this problem
in Pontiac, Michigan, where yon know each child. Demite the inner-conflict,
the decision was to concentrate services, thereby serve less children. Any
other way would mean a total waste of dollars and frustration for the com-
munity. Within the Pontiac School district the selecting was going on. Should
we concentrate efforts on K -3 or K-6? If we do, what happens to the ith-12th
graders? Maybe we should serve a few-Pre. K-12? What must be our criteria
to select students, test scores alone or a combination of factors? The objective
to serve all children obviously could not be met. However, for those children
we were able to serve in Michigan, Preliminary evaluation data for 1971-72
indicates that the mean gain for E.S.E.A. Title I pupils was 1.3 months for
each month in the program or 11.7 months for 9_ months in the program. This
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is very significant gain for children who have a pattern of falling further be-
hind in traditional school programs.

The 1971-72 evaluation of the Pontiac Title I programs clearly shows a
significant gain in the K-6 component. For .example; the testing information
compiled from previous tests state the average growth for eligible Title I
students is 4 months growth in a 9 months regular school program. However,
the same student in the Title I Language cuts .program gains from one year
to one year, six months in language skills. Another component of the Pontiac
Program is a Junior and Senior High Individualized instruction program.
The evaluation study of these programs indicates that the students gain at
least 2 years growth in academic achievement for each year in the program.
The indications from this information and other data included in attachment
demonstrates that in the state of Michigan and in the school district of Pon-
tiac the readiness and achievement levels of identified children are signifi-
cantly increased, but that many eligible children cannot be served.

The second objective for children in Michigan relates to the improvement of
attitudes of ehildren towards school and self. The state has not presented data
that relates to this objective. However, the Pontiac School District evaluation
data does address this area. This information was gathered from on-site moni-
toring in the K-6 Title I Programs and through objective test data in the 7-12
program. Parents of K-6 children state that their children are more eager to
go to school in the mornings and that the children relate enthusiastically the
events of the school day. The oral language and regular classroom teachers
reported to the monitoring team that the majority of the students in the
Program have improved their daily attendance, are beginning to voluntarily
participate in class activities, and are generally meTe sociable with adults and
Peers. The monitors analyzed two papers written by both fifth and sixth grade
Title I students about their school. Analyzing the adjectives used in these
paragraphs, the incident of negative adjectives as related to schools was 60%
less at the end of the program year than at the beginning. These indicators
clearly show that attitudes of K-6 Title I students are vastly improved. In the
summary findings for the Pontiac 7-12 program it states "Findings indicate
that atitudes toward remaining in school are increased by this program."

It must be istated here that Pontiac is not some unique model LEA. It is
not a ultra - progressive school district with very unique human or financial
resources. It is a middle-size school district typical of any/one of a thousand
across the country. This school district is highlighted in this information be-
cause it is my district and because it is typical of a thouttand more districts.
Attitudes and Achievement rates have become more positive in students across
the state but there are many, many children waiting to be served.

The third objective relates. to Parents: Parents of Title I students shall
involve themselves in the educational progress of their children.

The following table suggest that this objective has been met.
TABLE 2.VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION IN MICHIGAN-1971-1972 PROGRAM YEAR

Participant Plan Evaluation Teacher aide Training Other work

Parents 5, 441 7, 060 1, 949 2, 502 :, 839
Other lay citizen 1, 487 1,171 1,108 1, 299 900

Total 6,928 8,231 3,057 3,801 2,739

Numbers do not tell the whole story. What does it mean when we say
parents are.i involved in planning? In Pontiac it means 300 p rents spend 8
hours a day for two (lays to assess needs and identify priority areas. It means
a monthly )tverage of 646 parents in their building level advisory cimunittees
developing proposals for delivery systems that address the priority areas.
It culminates with one hundred of these parents and school district staff Liecid-
lug upon program objectives and a delivery system for presentation to the
school hoard. In the State of Michigan there were 7,060 parents involved in
evaluation of their own school district programs.

In Pontiac our committee has twenty parents involved in this procedure of
evaluating the local Title I Program..The monitoring team concept was im-
plemented daring the 1970-71 school year and continued with new team mem-
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hers during the second semester of the 71-72 school year. The basic procedure
followed is that the parent monitors meet with the program directors to learn
the objectives of a particular program and the strategies used to obtain, the
objectives. Monitors then make on-site observations using a checklist which
has been developed by the monitoring team and R & D staff. Schedules for
appointments are made by R & D personnel who serve to coordinate the moni-
toring effort. Following on-site visits, the monitors meet with R & D staff and
the observations are summarized. The monitors then report to the AWAC at
the regularly scheduled meetings.

The monitoring procedure is a means of obtaining parent input and involve-
ment. The monitoring team this past year presented a program at the Com-
pensatory- Education Conference in Detroit. They also have been involved in
providing input information at the area wide meetings held to plan the proposal
for the i2.73 school year. The monitors spend considerable time on their
various tasks. Their work has had a significant impact on the Title I program
in Pontiac. In addition to making. on-site observations and reporting to the
AWAC, the Title I parent monitors also interviewed several Title I 'adminis-
trators. The monitoring team, using the job description of Title I personnel
as a base, met with staff involved in the various administrative phases of
Title I. The particular task of the monitoring team was to match the job
description With the actual performance of the administrator. The feedback
given by the monitors was a means of improving administrative skills.

In Table 2 the number listed for parents as teacher aide's refers only to
volunteers not to Paid Staff. Many districts have developed a volunteer corps
of parents who receive training in specific skill areas and work with individual
or with small groups of children under the supervision of certified teachers.
Pontiac has 97 such volunteers. A neighboring community within Oakland
County has 350 parent volunteers. More districts are getting involved in this
type of activity. Parents volunteering in classrooms anal .taking. training are a
spin-off of their original involvement on. advisory committees for ESEA Title I
Programs. State evaluation data demonstrates that programs that involve
parents in teaching roles have been obtaining greater student reading achieve-
ment than (Aber programs.

There are other kinds of spin-off activities. There are parents on screening
committees to select' school district personnel, parents monitoring budgets and
expenditures, parCnts assessing materials for their quality, quantity, and avail-
ability to staff and parent participating in school boards, and at school board
meetings. The picture is not perfect in parent involvement. The numbers of
parents should be three times what it is now. Many school districts are still
ambivalent towards increased lay involvement in an area that has lynen tradi-
tionally professional. However, the trend has been established, models de-
veloped and the worth of this effort proven.

The fourth objective relates to local school districts; The LEA shall become
more sensitive to the special needs of educationally and financially disadvant-
-aged students.

The indicators to measure the successful obtainment of this objective are:
A. Is the LEA beginning to assess needs-of individual children?
B. Are delivery systems being developed to meet individual needs?
C. Are LEA's beginning to hold teachers accountable for the product they

produce?
D. Are teachers and LB 's seeking new or different ways to address the

needs of children?
E. Are LEA's beginning to include supportive services for children and

families as part of their responsibility?
F. Isteacher training or retraining becoming more community oriented?
G. Are there signs of acceptance and recognition of different cultures within

classroom and educational systems?
Progress on this objective is clearly due to the combined efforts of the Mich-

igan State Department of Education, the local parent groups and the Malian
service agencies.

Over three years ago the SEA. had recognized the clear message in the
legions of statistics and studies.made over the last years: Too many youngsters
quit school at an early 'age, and too many youngsters who'"graduate from
high school" are ill-prepared, or disinclined, or both, to pursue either further
education or productive labor. Over the course of SO months, the Department. of
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Education has devoted a great deal of collective attention to developing an
overall accountability model in public education.

The many specific attempts to achieve greater accountability may be con-
deuced into six general categories, or thrusts. The are:

1. Identification, discussion and dissemination of common goals for Michigan
Education.

2. Approaches to educational challenges based on performance objectives
consistent with the goals.

3. Assessment of educational needs not being met, and which must be met
to achieve performance objectives and goals.

4. Analysis of the existing (or planned) educational delivery systems in
light of what assessment tells us.

5. Evaluation and testing within the new or existing delivery system to
make sure it serves the assessed needs.

6. Recommendations for improvement based upon the above.
This system has become part of the planning for compensatory education

programs in the state. for both state and federally funded programs. Involve-
ment. with this process has increased the awareness of the individual needs of
students and demonstrated on a very practical basis the applicability of this
theory within the LEA.

Local parent groups through their increased contact with the educational
system have in fact been sensitizing that systein to the unique social structure
and value system of different economic or cultural coinnumity groups. This
effort has been reinforced by sonic 'human service agencies. These agencies
through their, efforts to solve various social problems have presented LEA a
mountain of evidence justifying the need to develop au individual orientation
and have provided local districts with many opportunities for exposUre to the
needs and values of the multi-cultural commanities that are encolnassed
within a school district. Progress on this objective is in the primary stage, but
progress is oecuring. Districts have begun to teach English as a second language
at the same time trying to improve time literacy of a student in the primary
language of his culture. Recognition of a multi-ethnic society is in evidence
in many clasSrooms. Many other things are happening, but like a person who
through illness has lost the skill of walking, the school districts find that
movement is awkard often painful, and at first they fall ten times for each
successful step.

Since ESEA. legislation was enacted in 1965 we have seen much success.
Many children have experience success for the first time in their school career.

Parents who never before considered their role as teachers have become an
active member of the educational commimity. Apathetic school districts have
become innovators and seekers of innovation.

In reading the HEW report called Responsibility anti Responsiveness, one
gets the feeling that very little of real worth has been accomplished by the
federal categorical educational programs. This report measures the suecess or
failure, solely cm a cost -value scale. It blames the erosion of confidence in
government itself, on the gap between the promise of authorization for educa-
tion acid the reality of appropriation for education. The report further states
that the Secretary of HEW must choose among the human services program.
"In education, the foreseeable budget margin will be sufficient only to meet
certain qnite specific national prioritieS. Among these are research, the encour-
agement of innovat: and reform, education of the handicapped, the Right
to Rend, and career educations."

I emphatically refute this assumption. I have seen the successes in ESEA
programs. A Major factor in this success is the categorical nature of the
programs. Local school districts were forced to concentrate on the "losers"
and not the winners. For many school districts it was the first hard look at
the children who were being lost: To many districts this was a painful ex-
perience at first and if given a'chance the school districts would have avoided
this experience. But from the initial birth pains came new life for the districts.
What is the cost-valneratio for hit re-birth? Prom the local needs assessments
oar State Department of Education was able to oblain new insight into the
causes for the problems of the educational system. From this insight the SEA
has taken giant and aggressive steps towards improving the education environ-
ment_for all children. What is the cost -value ratio for this? I dOnt know and
apparently the author of Responsibility and Responsiveness choose not, to
consider' these questionS.
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T agree there is an erosion of confidence in the government. The activities
of the demonstrators is ample evidence of this. However, this erosion is not
caused by an educational -expectation gap" but the gap between the pledge
that all may participate within this democratic system and the many who are
not allowed to participate. How ninny demonstrations have you gentlemen
viewed that protested education appropriation or categorical education pro-
grams as compared to the protest against war, pollution. and infringement of
civil rights? Very few, if any. Yet the report, Responsibility ond Responsive-
ness, would have you believe that funding and failures in human services pro-
grams are to blame for the "erosion of confidence in government." Based on
this fallacy this report takes another giant step backward into the realm of
the unreal when it states, "to cure the problems of the country we must some-
how choose among human services programs including educational program-
ming." If there must be a choice, let's first look at the cost-value ratio of our
defense budget or our Foreign Aid. or tax-credit for our large pollutors. Com-
pare them with the real value of the categorical educational program, Federal
Categorical education programs are a must if the school systems of this country
is to continue to move forward and grow. If there is not growth then the vine
withers and dies. If our educational systems do not continue to address their
major problems they will surely wither and die. If the priorities set by the
federal government on assistance to the educationally deprived, the handicap,
the migrant and the Indian population through its ,categorical programs, is
defused, through the myth of educational revenue sharing the 388.318 children
in Michigan will be denied their equal opportunity. Gentlemen, the choice is
yours. As a parent of seven of the children who have benefited from categorical
assistance to education, I thank you for what the program has done. As the
representative of the hundreds of thousand of Michigan parents who also have
children, I like to ask this how can you "decrease dependency" without
attacking the roots of dependency, how can you "accomplish institutional
rerorm" by plans to support institutional status quo.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY ROCHELLE, PARENT, Los ANGELES CITY UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTEICT, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

My name is Dorothy Rochelle. I have been involved as a parent volunteer in
education for /tunny years. Since ESEA came into hieing, I have served on the
Los Angeles City School District Advisory Committee and also as chairman of
my local school advisory council. I am an organizer of a statewide Parent
Congress for compensatory education, a network. of California parents .dedi-
(dea to the goal of providing equal educational opportunities for poor children.

In Los Ageles the .Title I program is, operative in 121 public schools and
49 nompuld:c schols serving approximately 110,000 children. Many eligible Title
I children :Alive never been served since Title I has never been fully funded in
California. I support the continuation. of Title I programs under categorical
add. Our city has many problems, education being one of the more serious ones.
Money for education of _disadvantaged children must not get lost in Revenue
Sharing where education has to become either a "pet project" of the local
politician or get lost in the budget so that bridges, city halls and fancy roads
can be financed at the expense of educational needs of children. I sincerely
believe the federal government must be responsible for equalizing educational
opportunities for all the people of this country. It can best be done by Congress
aPProPriating funds and earmarking these monies specifically for a special
category of children.. Some districts have been able to show and measure much
growth in their students since the beginning of Title I. While some money- has.
been misused and results have not always been those hoped for, many successes
have occurred in helping educationally disadvantaged children in California.

In Watts, a few blocks from "charcoal alley" of 1965, 111th Street.. School
stands as a testimony of what categorical aid can do. Here, in the most
depressed area of Los Angeles where all Ingredients of poverty are obvious;
50% unemployment of youth, poor housing, high -transiency rate, the lowest
reading and math scores among the cities 600 : schools, ESEA funds allowed
this schOol to do the kinds of things that needed to be done to meet the very
special needs of the students, i.e., individualized instruction, health needs,
innovative classrooms, humanizing the staff, parent education and parent in-
volvement. The resultS of such an effort-111th Street Elementary School in
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Watts has dour, a job of educating disadvantaged pupils. It has shown that
poor children can learn! It has been honored Its one of two model schools in
California and last month received national recognition as one of the 30
outstanding Title I schools in the country.

Thousands of parents of disadvantaged children have become involved in
the school by the mandate of "parent involvement" in the guidelines for Title
1. I believe that only when parents are allowed to become involved in the
process of education, will educational institutions become responsive to com-
munity needs. In Los Angeles parent involvement is becoming a reality. The
concept of advisory councils originating in the ESEA schools, are now mandated
at all schools. Parents spend much time learning about budgets, reading,
setting goals, and tutoring in their children's classrooms. Thousands of dis-
advantaged parents who began as school volunteers became paid educational
aidesthey became the teachers' helper. Much success in learning was ex-
perienced by the children from this added assistance. Many educatiogi aides,
turned on by what they experienced in working with children are not enrolled
in colleges in the afternoons after school and will soon be joining the staffs
as credentialed teachers.

Not only has categorical aid brought the parents into the school and involved
them in education of their children, it has also made it possible for the
community as a whole to become an essential part of the cooperative effort to
attack all the socio-economic factors that influence educational institutions
and prohibit a child from learning. People from agencies, representing health,
busineSs, religion, labor, etc., sat on school advisory councils and make valuable
contribution in time and expertise to help attack the problem of unequal
educational opportunities for poor children.

Throughout the state of 'California, whether in a large urban city like San
Francisco, or small rural town, parents are struggling to get their children in
a pre-school class or keep a child in high school so that lie can graduate, get
a job, earn money and lead a productive life. Education is the only avenue
disadvantaged students can use to escape a life of poverty, a life that the
poor-without-help can only perpetuate on the next generation of children.
Schools and State Departments of Education began to be accountable to poor
communities under ESEA. I am sure there are school districts throughout this
country where money is being spent, where parents or community agencies
are not aware that these are specially earmarked funds, nor aware of how the
money was spent. These conditions exist with the federal guidelines clearly
stating involvement, accountability etc. I can imagine what will happen if
money for education is given to the states as part of Revenue Sharing with no
control over funds and programs, without any federal control, supervision or
auditing. Will each governor see to it that state departments of education are
allowed to share the piethat education will be a high priority? Whatever
money the state department of education. receives, will it then allocate money
to the districts throughout the states so that children with special needs will
be adequately served? Will the slice of education pie become like other political
pies and go where the most pressure and clout is, where power is, to surburia
where the middle class and affluent live and where the poor blacks, Whites
and browns of this country can't live? In Los Angeles, where blacks are
crowded into segregated housing patterns, attending crowded schools, and in
their neighborhoods are victims of higher prices for everything they buy, where
the disadvantaged once had hopes of this great country coming to grips with
the inequities and wrongs perpetuated against them, the parents involved in
Title I felt a ray of hope. They felt, "Well, here at last is a small amount of
money allocated to my school district, earmarked for my child!" "Earmarked"
I said. "This money is only to be used for the most needythe most educa-
tionally depriVed, and maybe now, my child has a chance."

If ESEA dies the death of other poverty programs, and parents are told,
"Your, needs will be served by Revenue Sharing," they realize once again, that
this country doesn't really care if a boy of average intelligence in the 11th
grade is reading on a 4th grade level; it doesn't care that an inner city high
school has a drop out rate of 50% of its students; that over of the 12th
grade class will not graduate but ends up on relief rolls and continue to fill
the jails and prisons of this country; it doesn't care that teachers who labor
under difficult circumstances, who have found the breakthrough with innovative
programs, learning 16chineS and individualization now must stop this process
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at mid-stream and play ''wait and see" while the "powers that be" play with
educational Revenue Sharing and the students hopes and dreams as well as
t he teachers go down the drain.

The poor children of urban America are locked into a crisis situation. If
money for ghetto schools is not forthcoming from Congress to equalize their
schools and there is no way for them to be educated other than in their
"neighborhood schools" with '" ''sited Resources available to them, which
is the policy of the present ration, what are they to do? Do they sit
there and rot? Do their Doren. work when they can. pay higher rates of
tax, send their sons off to w.. and raise the right hand in the pledge of
allegiance, sit here and rot with their children? The poor children of this
country need categorical aid for educationthe same kind of categorical aid
that was given to Lockheed, Rolls Royce and other big corporations.

Our children are our Hue chip stocks. We expect greater dividends. All
(Iota is available to let you know this is possible.

As a parent, who has seen the frustration of our community, I lay this
charge at your feetTo deal fairly, realistically and free of political pressure
in favor of the children of America. The greatest legacy that you as individuals
can leave with this country in your lifetime is the help you give to children
in making them productive, patriotic, and self sufficient citizens of this great
nation.

STATEMENTS OF PANEL I, CONSISTING OF: DOROTHY ROCHELLE,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.; THELMA DIXON, DORCHESTER, MASS.;
JACKIE NICHOLS, PONTIAC, MICH.; AND ELAYNE BRODIE,
NEWARK, N.J.

Mrs. rim-mu:E. Thank you very much.
Good morning, gentlemen. My name is Dorothy Rochelle. I am

from Los Angeles, Calif., from a little suburb called 'Watts.
Mr. FORD. I want you to know that Congressman Hawkins is con-

ducting poverty hearings this morning. I might tell you that we are
very pleased that he seems to be doing more than anybody else in
Congress to turn around what the administration is saying. But Gus
likes to call Los Angeles a suburb of Watts.

Mrs. RocriELLE. Thank you very much. We are proud of what he
does. That is why we keep sending him back. I have been involved
as a parent volunteer in education for many years. Since ESEA has
come into being, I have served on the school advisory committee and
also chairman of my local school. I am an organizer of the statewide
parent congress for the State of California for compensatory educa-
tion. This is a network of parents dedicated to the goals of providing
equal educational opportunities for poor children.

We have parents represented from all sections of the State of Cali-
fornia who come together and meet, share ideas, lobby for education
at the State level, and we think do an outstandug job of working for
children.

I support the continuation of title I programs under categorical
aid. Our city has many problems, education being one of the most
serious ones. Money for education for disadvantaged children must
not get lost in revenue sharing where education has to become either
a pet project of the local politicians or get lost in the budget for
bridges, city halls and fancy roads can be financed at the expense of
educational needs of our children.

I sincerely believe that the Federal Government must be responsi-
ble for equalizing educational opportunities for all of the people of .
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this country. It can best be clone by Congress appropriating funds
and earmarking these moneys specifically for a special category of
children.

Some districts have been able to show and measure much growth
in their students since the beginning of title I. While some of the
money has been misused. and the results have not always been what
we had hoped for, many successes have occurred in California. In
Watts, a few blocks from Charcoal Alley of 1005, 111th Sheet School
stands as a. living monument of what can 1w done in a depressed area.

There all of the ingredients of poverty are obvious, :50 percent, un-
employment of youth, poor housing, high transient. rate, lowest read-
ing and math scores. ESEA has allowed us to do the kind of things
that. needed to be done to meet the very special needs of our students
such as individualized instruction, health needs. innovative class-
rooms, humanizing the staff and so forth. The result of such an effort
at 111th Street School in Watts has shown that you can educate
disadvantaged children.

Our school has been honored as one of the two model schools in
the State of California and last month received national recognition
as one of the 30 outstanding title I schools in the country. Thousands
of parents of "disadvantaged children have become involved in the
schools by the mandate of parent involvement.

In California, before the mandate became a part of HEW, our
State superintendent. saw to it that we were involved in title I. I
believe that only when parents are allowed to become involved in
processes of education, only then will educational institutions become
responsive to the community. In Los Angeles parents' involvement is
now becoming a reality. We started the advisory committees in
ESEA schools and now we have them all over the district. Our
parents spend much time learning about budgets, reading scores, set-
ting goals, tutoring in classrooms, et cetera.

Thousands of disadvantaged Parents have become school volunteers
and do an outstanding Not only has categorical aid brought
parents into the schools, it has also brought the community into the.
schools.

On our advisory committees we have people from agencies, health,
business, religion, labor, and they make tt valuable contribution in
time and expertise to help attack the problem of unequal educational
opportunities for poor children. Throughout the State of California.
whether in a large urban city like San Francisco or a small rural
town, all parents are strugglino. to get the very best. they can for their
children. Education is the.oni'v avenue that the disadvantaged chil-
dren can use to escape a life of poverty, a life that, the poor without
help can only perpetuate on the next generation of children.

Schools and the State, departments of education around this coun-
try began to be accountable to the poor communities under ESEA.
I am sure there. are many districts in this country where money is
spent and the parents and no one else really knows what this money
is supposed to be spent. for. If these conditions exist with the Federal
guidelines clearly requiring involvement and accountability, what do
you think will happen if the Federal Government does not stand
there and control those programs, audit those programs and send
out sonic guidelines?
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If we go into revenue sharing, will each governor see to it that the
State departments of education are allowed to share the pot.? That

-education will have a top priority ! That whatever money the State
department receives will then go on the districts thorughout the
States so that children with special needs will be served? Will a slice
of education pie become like other political pies and go where the
most clout is, to suburbia, where the middle elass and ailluent live,
anti where poor blacks, whites, browns of tliis country can't live.

They felt well here at last is a. small amount of money alocated to
my school district, earmarked for in child, this money is to only he
used for the most, needy, the most educationally deprived and maybe
now my child has a. chance. If ESII:A dies. and parents are told your
needs will be served by revenue sharing, they realize once again that
this country does not really care if a boy of average intelligence in
the 11th grade is reading on fourth grade level. It does not rare that
inner city high schools have a dropout rate of 50 percent of the
students. Over one-half of the 12th grade class will -not graduate,
but end up on relief rolls. It does not care that teachers who labor
under difficult circumstances, who have found a breakthrough of
innovative programs and learning machines, individualization, must
now stop this process at midstream and play wait and see while the
powers that be play with educational revenue sharing.

And the. students' hopes and dreams as well as teachers' go down
the drain. The poor children of urban America are locked into a crisis
situation. If money for ghetto schools is not forthcoming from Con-
gress to equalize their schools and there is no way for them to be
educated other than in neighborhood schools which have limited re-
sources, which is the policy of the present administration, what are
they to do? Do they sit there and rot? Do their parents who work
when they can pay high rates of taxes send their sons of to war and
raise. their right hand in the Pledge of Allegiance, sit here and rot
with their children ?

The poor children of the country need categorical aid for educa-
tion, the same kind of categorical aid that you gave to Lockheed and
Rons Royce and other big corporations. Our children are blue chip
stock. We expect. greater dividends. All data is available to let you
know this is possible.

As a. parent who has seen the frustration ill my community, I lay
this charge at. your feet to deal fairly realistically and free of politi-
cal pressure in favor of the children of America. The greatest legacy
that you as individuals can leave with this country in your lifetime
is the help you give to children in making-them productive, patriotic,
and self sufficient citizens of this great nation.

Mr. Foul). Thank you very much, -.Airs. Rochelle. Will you stay
there for questions.

Mrs. Nichols.
Mrs. NicitoLs. My name is Jackie Nichols. I am from Pontiac,

Mich. If you read the material I sent in, I did identify the associa-
tions I have for the State and local level. but I think my most im-
portant credentials are that I am a mother of seven children, with
four children in title I programs. I am a. citizen of this country and
citizen.of the State of Michigan. I would like to-address three major
areas that title I has helped in.

95-545-73-i it. 2-34
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The first deals with services to children. The second would be par-
ent involvement. The third would be movement toward educational
change.

In Michigan we have served 84,922 children, something less than
25 percent of the children that are eligible under the eligibility
criteria. We served them in programs that ranged from teacher aides
to teaching machines. We served children from prekindergarten
through 12th.

State data shows that we have had an achievement gain for these
children of 1.3 for each month they are in the program. We have
seen attitudes of children changed toward themselves and toward
school. They begin to like themselves. They begin to feel favorable
toward schools. The teachers find the students are more sociable, that
they are less absent from school.

For the children I think we have done a good deal through the
use of title I money. As far as parent involvement in education and
also parent support of education, we have a total of 18,791 parents
involved in title I programs. They are involved in the area of plan-
ning, evaluation, volunteer teacher aides and in training. They are
also involved in selecting staff of title I, monitoring budgets and
expenditures, to assess materials and equipment for their quantity,
quality and accessibility to staff. These parents spend a great ninny
hours away from their homes because through their involvement with
title I they have found they are a real partner in education with
their child .and they have real assets to give to the school and to their
child.

It has been found in the State of Michigan that programs that
have parents involved in a teaching capacity have raised achievement
levels to a much greater extent than programs that did not. Move-
ment toward educational change, many things have happened in the
State of Michigan which shows the school districts are changing.
Based on data that came from compensatory programs, our State
department of education has developed an accountability system.
This system is being implemented also at the local school level where
local school districts will have to develop goals for their school dis-
trict to be eligible to have performance standards and assess the
needs of the children and the needs that are unmet and then develop
the delivery systems and assess the movement of the delivery system
to meet those needs.

This is a great change. Heretofore school districts appeared to
work in a vacuum with no guide, no road signs to know where they
are going. Those children who achieved achieved, and those that did
not '-did not.

Another factor that has been discovered through the development
of title I programs is that schools and education cannot be insulated
or is isolated from the community, that education is not. housed
within a building, but is a part of a total life of a child.

We also learn that educationcannot be exclusively professional.
There are great services and great skills that nonprofessionals can
bring and that are needed by the professionals in order for them to
work. We also learn that we need to deal with the total child's devel-
opment, not only his cognitive development, but physical and social
and emotional development.
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One great thing that I think is going make the biggest change
is that we leara we need to individualize. We find that students have
individual needs and individual development rates and make individ-
ual progress and that we have to develop programs for each indi-
vidual child. This has far-reaching effects on what we do for other
kids as well as the educationally deprived children from low income
areas.

We find that because of learning we are able to do it for children
who 'are exceptional, who have high IQ, so they can be developed to
their fullest potentials. I don't want to leave you with an impression
that all title I programs in the State of Michigan were a success and
that we got 120 percent for every dollar we put in the program. We
have programs that have failed to meet their objectives, but in fail-
ing we have learned something even in that. We do need more parent
involvement and we need stronger guidelines that will encourage
districts to support parent involvement.

We need to be able to serve more than one-fourth of our children.
We need to be able to serve them all, but as I say, we have learned
from our failures. People who would not heretofore meet with par-
ents are discussing and working in partnership. We know that pro-
grams will fail sometimes or they may succeed when you try new
programs, but we also know if we don't try anything, you are sure
to fail.

So there are some things that need to be changed under title I.
We certainly don't need to change the general aid or special revenue
sharing, as it is called. We need to keep the programs categorical so
that the children who have the greatest need will have the greatest
opportunity for advancement and development.

Also it goes to a common sense thing. If my husband learned to
build a five-room house, it is very easy for him to build a birdhouse:
But if we teach him to build a birdhouse, he will never get the five-
room house built. It is the same thing when we talk about education.

We have to work on hard problems first.
Thank.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much. I want to thank you for the

supplementary material that you have given us indicating that there
has been a. substantial amount of evaluation. I would like to get back
to your second and third points that you made in the statement after
we have heard from other ladies before the panel.

Mrs. Dixon..
Mrs. DIXON. Mr. Chairman and members of the Education and

Labor Committee, I am Thelma Dixon, the chairman of the Massa-
chusetts State Title I Parent Advisory -Council.

This morning I have with me 4,5 members of the statewide PAC.
These. 43 ni;:mbers on the PAC represent 7;000 children and in my.
State we are pleading in behalf of the continuation of the title I
program in this xTategorical aid. We refuse to believe as parents that
we have traveled for 10 hours on a bus and would have to go back
home realizino. that this will not be one of the main emphases that
will be placed here before the educational committee.
. . I speak to you this morning in behalf of these parents, because we
have taken it upon ourselVeS that money *its raised that we could
come here and lobby for this program. Everyone in Massachusetts
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that we contacted contributed overwhelmingly to the program. The
money that we traveled here with this morning has nothing to do
with title I funding so We feel we can speak and lobby as we feel.

We have in our program .70,000 children from across Massachu-
setts. Each parent on the advisory council represents 1,500 children.
This is where we are coming from and this is where we Will remain.
We feel that. title I has been a program that has been far reaching in
development and education system that was not built into our rept-
lar school system for the education of the deprived child. We feel
that this program has been specified to deal with those problems and
to help this child on a one-to-one basis.

I am asking you as representatives on this committee that we
would like to leave with you that our childrens' education has been in
jeopardy. The overall population in Massachusetts cannot be met by
the Governor or the mayors which will have this revenue sharing.
The thing we question strongly is that political gain will be made
with this and that. We will not be able as parents to have guidelines
that will be stated timely enough and that parents will be aware of
and educated to, to have a program that can take the place of title I.

The fear in our minds this morning is that as we go back to Massa-
chusetts, we want to go back, to all of the States that we are
here pleading from, not only to Massachusetts, to all of the States
with the hope that we have been here and we have accomplished
this. I am asking that the parents that are here from the private
schools that have the program and all of the inner city schools, we
have joined forces here this morning to make sure that these children
will have a way of life and we have supported one another fully
from the local level to the State level.

I attributed all of this to the dedication of the parents that at one
time felt they could no speak for their child, that have been given
an incentive that they have the assurance that they have that -rela-
tionship with the administrators in the program, with the State
department, that they feel that they can speak on any issue that con-
cerns their children.

This has been done through title I and I am sure that revenue
sharing will not accomplish this aim. I am saying to you that this
is one of the things that we are all about. We have been helped to
speak for our children and we will not return back to the States
saving that we 'could no longer speak for them. We are here. We are
going to remain here with title I hopefully categorized in the area
as it has been and, please, more money to help those children that
we have not been able to service...

In Massachusetts alone we have over 3.000 children that did not
even get into the program because we could not work them in. This
is our concern. How can we get this program funded so that the
inner city child will have a right to go out and be a citizen that can
represent the community from which it. comes? This is one of the
things that I say that the Government leaders don't realize perhaps.

The food program, the health program, all of the welfare pro- .

grams, the rolls that the welfare has still. we question it because
parents have been educated to an extent that they have gone off of
the welfare through title I programs and they are selfproviding
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citizens. We don't want our children to have to rely on aid for their
parents. They want to go out and be educated. We have over 1,000
teacher aides in the city. Two-thirds of them are in colleges. How can
we build a program unless we build it from within and I question
anyone that says that we must return to this inner city with a ques-
tion in our mind that you no longer in Washington can confront the
President of the United States and say this, we will not allow the
country to get in this predictament.

'We will address the needs of the people that have selected us and
and from the community of which you represent. I am saving to you
today that we must continue, we. will not go backward. We will have
this program in its entirety and with more money and we refuse to
recognize any revenue sharing because it will leave out. the poor and
the disadvantaged. I am asking you today, do not send us back home.
that the flame you have ignited in these parentsdo not send us back
home so that. that flame will not glow in the life of our children.

We have hope. We- have courage. We have, strength and we must
unite ourselves across this Nation going back, saying that you will
as representatives say title I must continue.

I thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. Fono. Thank you, Mrs. Dixon. As you can see from the reac-

tion here, that is an outstanding example of the eloquence that comes
from someone who understands what the spirit of this law is sup-
posed to be. I noted here mid checked with counsel that we have
Superintendent Johnson from Los An(re les coming in, we assumed,
to support the legislation. We have had Dr. Leary from Boston, who
has been in to support the legislation. Congressman Daniels is
bringing a group of superintendents from New Jersey later this
week to support the legislation.

Mrs. Nichols, you have been preceded here by the school board of
the City of Detroit, by Dr. Porter and his sta If from .the State office
and by numerous school superintendents from across the State of
Michigan, who have been here to support this. I think that I should
say to you that on this committee en both the Republican and Demo-
cratic sides the vast majority, the overwhelming majority have'sup-
ported this legislation. We wrote it in the beginning..We'have fought
it out over a period of years. and it is tine that the authorizations
that we have been able. to get. the Congress to vote for don't match the-
amount of money that we have been spending. .

We built a Cadillac automobile and then give it to scliool.people
and say, here is a five-gallon can of gas, drive it to California. 'When
they get as far as Chicago and run Out of gas we wonder why the
program does not work. '-I think that there is a very strong feeling
on this committee that. even though .there are differences among.us
about what changes are necessary and the direction they ought to go
in, the purpose of this legislation has to be preserved and the record
of members in both parties on the committee itself in fighting this
President and his predecessor for education funds is a. very clear
one. But you have here in this room backing you up the real key to
whether we are going to succeed this year or not. The real key is
going to be whether yon can get the other concerned parents like
yourself across this.country to tell their school people and tell their
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Congressmen that they do support their efforts to increase Federal
aid. Frankly at the moment all of the indicators we have from poll-
sters is that public opinion is supporting the President in his
approach that the only way we can balance the budget is to cut
school funds and some of the other programs in the social area.

It is apparent to us that members of the Congress, with whom we
have been working for a long time to bring to our way of thinking
in terms of financing this, are being lost to us. We really feel that,
at the moment, we are a little weaker on the floor than we have been
for some time. That weakness will continue. unless you and other
people in this room can go back across the country and ignite among
the people the kind of agitation, and I use that. word advisedly, the
kind of agitation that will be necessary to indicate to members of
the Congress that their lives would be much more comfortable if they
support us than it might be otherwise. You can do more than the
superintendents, whether they are State or local, who have been
before us, because they. too agree with us that, while they have had
to go to the people and ask for more taxes for education, the people
are ripe for someone who will say to you, " would rather cut your
taxes than spend more money on education." Or "I would rather cut
back on education than face the possibility of increased taxes."

The American people are being told that, if we the CongresS
increase or maintain at the present level support for education. we
are going to drive the President against the wall and he will be
forced to increase taxes. Many of us believe that the extra money that
is asked for the Defense Department and other areas might very
well be the reason we are going to have to have a tax increase and
many of us are willing to consider a tax increase if that is what. it
takes.

I will give the Pentagon the money if they will give us the money
we require.

We can't do this unless the people who are going to vote on this
know back home that it is important. Each one of you four ladies
now on the panel represents States which have people who will be
voting on this who haven't got that message. I hope you will find
out who they are and get this message before we get the bill to the
floor.

Mrs. Brodie.
Mrs..Buonm. Gentlemen
Mr. Folio. I might say that I owe it to the committee to say those

comments are personal and not as temporary acting chairman of the
committee because not everyone would anTee with Me on that.

Mrs. Bnenm. Gentlemen, I am pleased that you have given me
this opportunity to offer my views on the proposed legislation to
extend the funding of title I. It is my position as State chairman
of the New Jersey Parent Council and the chairman of the Central
Parents Council of Newark, N.J., thisinuding is vital to the educa-
tion of the economically and educationally deprived children and to
continue the dialog created by the guidelines of title I legislation
which mandates the creation and implementation of individual school
councils which are advisory nature comprised of teachers, parents,
administrators, local business people, local clergy, and students in
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our communities on the secondary and junior high level and all
interested community groups.

With me today, as my predecessor stated, we have 100 people that
have raised moneys to come here and speak and address ourselves
to the issue. These are not moneys from the title. I program within
the local board of education. These moneys have been raised from
private people and contributions given by people that are genuinely
concerned for the continuation of title I ESKA.

We are now in the midst of a period of history that could probably
be accurately named "The Age of Awareness." As a mother of six
children, five sons and one daughter. I certainly feel that this gives
me my most important input into total education. My children are
nay stock in the educational system. Because of efforts on the part
of the community to become actively involved in school matters, we
realize that ninny educators are resisting this new awareness on the
part of the coin/nullity for several reasons.

In the past some viewed it as a threat to their security and others
felt that educators were best qualified to determine what is best for
school. Additionally many teachers feel that although the time and
place may be different, the parents' involvement as reflected of Ocean-

...ville,Brownsville and community control. It is commonly agreed
upon that there exists a crisis in public education.

The rising costs of education make it. virtu .dly impossible for local
districts to support schools without additional aid. The lack of ade-
quate buildings and the teacher shortage add to the problem. These
are not the problems of educators alone. hey are the problems of
everyone and it certainly requires concerted effort on the part of the
total community in order to find a solution.

Title I ES.EA is the only vehicle which requires a continuing
effort on the part. of all concerned to come to the table of brotherhood
to discuss and solve these problems. It would seem to me that we
cannot logically ask parents to assist in seeking answers and then
deny them the right to askquestions.

Many educational. agencies do not provide a platform for this, but
title I under Public Law 91-230 does. A review of many successful
school districts has indicated .that where school districts enjoy success,
there is good parent-community relationships. When people believe
in their schools, they get behind them and support them. The coin-.
munity then becomes a positive force for the good of the system. It
involves the community in the process of making decisions that will
ultimately .affect them. It involves the parents and the identification
of needs and the establishment of objects. It recognizes the rights
and responsibilities of parents to be 'involved in education.

I think we must determine what community and parent relations
is. Community relations is that process of developing the lines of
communication between the school and community. It is essentially
a way of life that involves a very special concept of all shall partici-
pate and all shall share. It involves the community in the process
of making decisions.

Community relations and parent relations are often confused with
public relations and however the difference is quite distinct. Public

. relation is primarily concerned with image-building. Public relations
is the sowing of a commodity. It is a one-way street. While parent-
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community relations is a two-way street with the major concern for
the two-way flow of information. Parent-community relations is a
fact whether or not a system enjoys good or bad community rela-
tions as is the real and only challenge.

And everyone involved in a school system is. in fact, a community
relations agent. This includes professional and nonprofessional and
instructional and noninstructional personnel beginning with the
superintendent to the school clerk, cafeteria worker, custodian and
each person who comes into contact with people projects an image
of the total school system. Whether that image positive or negative
depends on the kinds of interpersonal relationships that result from
that contact.

Title I to ns has been this and more. Any attempt at good effective
parent-school-community relations will result in an atmosphere of
where there will be a rediscovery of what quality education can
discover, a teacher-by-teacher recommitment to that offer and a
community-by-community determination to make that offer valid.

The marriage- of this kind of involvement will produce that kind
of quality education that is needed to prepare today's children for
a highly technical society, which is in a state of rapid change. Title
I provides this kind of atmosphere. Many of the ills of our society
and including poverty. unemployment and adequate fundsare
focussed on the goal of providing adequate educational experiences
for all American children, including those whose, families have found
themselves caught in several generations of clinical- disa,dvantages
and exclusions from the mainstream of life. Many States, localities.
from lack of willingness and our resources have not provided the
kind of educational experience necessary for their disadvantaged.
population.

That is why less than a decade ago Congress took a revolutionary
step and established for the first time a Federal role in the funding
and guiding of programs to improve the-educational opportunity nn
America. This act assured a well-focused Federal participation and
the provision of resources for the educationally disadvantaged and
the continuation of .what may be a necessary tug of war between the
Federal bureaucracy and local and State educational agencies as to
the adequacy of fulfillment and the implementation of guidelines for
the disadvantaged.

Suffice it to say, the local needs in education are not always iden-
tical with local political poWer. It was the assumption of the adminis-
tration's blOc grant proposal in 1911, although the actual bill has
not been submitted, it is the assumption of the special- education
revenue sharing proposal in 1973 as reported in the President's
budget message that State and local authorities are better able to
establish priorities for spending available funds according to needs

,than is the Federal Government.
The, history of American education provides abundant evidence

that this is not always true. I would submit to you that out of the
49 indictments that we faced in Newark, N.J., it was the result not of
compensatory education programs that had been skillfully monitored.
Sixty-nine .indictments have transpired and we do not want the
same thing to happen With..categoncal aid. State and local agencies
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make decisions in terms of the various social and political pressures
around them and these pressures are not necessarily consonant with
the needs of education.

We cannot ignore the fact that with $1 billion in unrestricted
funds on hand there is going to be 'enormous pressure on State and
local. officials to use this money for schools serving more affluent
children. Also there certainly will be determined pressures from
teacher unions and local education associations to put, free money
into teacher salaries and this is really throwing money into a political
pit.

The present, administration has made a great deal of principle of
accountability in education. It. is, therefore. remarkable that special
educational revenue, sharing virtually does away with the accounta-
bility to the Federal Government for the way in which funds are
spent. No State plan would be required except for funds for disad-
vantaged children and a portion of the impact aid programs distri-
bution of Federal funds within the State would be left completely
up to an agency designated by the Governor of that State whether
that Governor be William. Cahill or George Wallace.

It, seems what we are doing now is an attempt to destroy what
progress we have made thus far in the field of Federal support for
education. The only way that such progress can continue, is through
a grass-roots campaign as we recognize and support H.R. 16 and
H.R. 69, the only bills, introduced in the Congress thus far, which
retain categorical school aid not embodied in ESEA.

H.R. 16 introduced by Congressman Perkins is
the

the School
Finance, Act of 1973. We realize the purpose of the bill is to affirm
that while primary responsibility for providing elementary and sec-
ondary education rests with the States,. the Federal Government has
an obligation to assist the States in making available to all children
an education of high quality.

H.R. 16 seeks to provide financial assistance, to the States and to
the local education agencies to assure that their resources, when
supplemented by this Federal assistance, will be adequate to provide
all children an elementary and secondary education of high quality.

The National Advisory Council on the, Education of Disadvantaged
Children suggests that there is already sufficient information avail-
able to demonstrate the need for forward funding without the pos-
sible, expensive study proposed under title 69. The council
gels that delayed funding of title I and other programs which has
occurred as a result of-the slowness of the appropriating process
has caused major confusion, waste and inefficiency at the local level,
and ineffective expenditure, of Federal dollars. It is impossible for
evaluations to have an impact on local programs, for qualified .per-
sonnel to be hired and retained, and.for quality programs to be de-
veloped and implemented unless there is at least some certainty
preferably on a 5-year plan in advance that specific dollar amounts
will be available, for these purposes.

Those of us who care about children and who believe in Federal
commitment to children's programs certainly have .a responsibility
to seek comprehensive child development legislation. which protect
good .progranis already in place and will .provide new funds to
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establish and monitor new quality programs for children and their
families through a comprehensive cooperative effort by the Federal,
State and local governments together with parents and communities.

We urge you to make certain that title I is continued at the
present, level of funding through 1978. And many councils through-
out the country. where you have people coming together constantly
discussing the adequate utilization of funds, we know that while
title I. and many other programs have not done all that it could and
in many instances we have been in the pilot process, and I feel that
if these programs are taken away from us now, what you have done
indeed, you have fed our children dessert on an empty stomach.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, title I, 1965, was
enacted to expand and improve, elementary, and secondary school
programs for educationally deprived children in low income areas,
and funds have been sharply reduced for programs. Theoretical ap-
propriations do not equal the minimum requirements necessary to
successfully project the positive attainable goals within the guidelines
of the Act and yearly fund, and limit tune, and planning for realis-
tic. and quality designed to meet the particular educational needs.

We. realize that ye,1 have not been able to give its the proper
funding because on the national level you are only funded at. 25
percent. We recommend that (1) there be continuation of legislation
for ESEA title I for 5 years. through fiscal 1978; (2) that there be
ftill funding in order to reach all eligible children; (3) that ap-
propriate- funds he advanced so that the State-.and local educational
agencies can plan projects more effectively; (4) that. ESEA title I
parent councils have reciprocal signoff on educational programs and
no superstructure which will supersede the title I parent advisory
councils; (5) that title I parent councils take the responsibility of
surveying these programs.

We.e in New Jersey feel that if the above, recommendations are
not strictly adhered to, there is a great danger of Persons who are
not notable. in their concern for educationally deprived children who
may have their own hidden agenda, and education not necessarily
being one, of their priorities. may well dissipate the entire principles
upon which title I ESEA 1965 was founded and implemented. .

W urge you to cmitinue the title, I legislation,-make sure that our
children continue tr-, accelerate in the various disciplines of learning.

(Applause.]
Mr. Font). thank you.very much, Mrs. Brodie,.
I have a couple of questions of this panel, but I am informed

that some. frf the people who are here whO have yet, to be heard
from have buses leaving early this afternoon. In the interest of
giving everybody a chance, I will move along as quickly as possible.
I would like to suggest that if there are some of you who have to go
home early'this afternoon, yon not leave town until you have stopped
by to pay a cordial visit on your Congressman to tell him why you
were here and what it .was you came for and what you expect him
to do.

I think it might also be helpful if you knew that, while end' one
of yon has talked about the funding problem and the whole ques-
tion of forward funding which has been an objective of this com-
mittee for some time, this past year we experienced two 'vetoes on
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our appropriation. One
Congress

the first major actions that the Congress
took in this session of Congress was to pass a continuing resolution
which increases the amount of money available to the President for
expenditure daring the current year in the area of.education and
health by almost it billion dollars.

I hadto ask counsel if 1w has signed that bill into law yet, because
he signed it. without. saying anything one way or the other. The De-
partment of HEW has said absolutely nothing at, this point about
whether they intend to spend the money that we have just sent over
to them. T would hope that you will draw the attention of both HE
and particularly the President to the fact that, you expect, that the
money that Congress has now appropriated a third time for this year
and which has now been signed by the President will, in fact., be
spent because at. this moment. there is no indication that that is
what they intend to do.

T particularly would like to add in 1969, we amended the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act by adding section 415 called
"Parental Involvement and .Dissemination," which deals with infor-
mation. We said that. in the case of any applicable program in which
the qommissioner of Education determines that parental participa-
tion at. State or local level will increase effectiveness of the program
in achieving its purposes. lie shall promulgate regulations with re-
spect to such programs setting forth criteria, et cetera. In other
words, we said, Mr. Secretary, you now have the authority to set.
up a mechanism so that there will be parental -involvement in these
Federal programs.

That was passed by the Congress in 1969 during this administra-
tion. The only educational program that, it has been put into effect
for is title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. So
you, for the first time. are bringing to the attention of this com-
mittee the fact that, as recently as 1969, the Congress said that
parents ought to be involved in the formulation of these programs
and "in their monitoring and in their operation; the effect of the
proposal now this year, taking title I out of its present structure
and buying it in the revenue sharing, would be to wipe out the
action of Congress in 1969 and thereby wipe out the parents
council.

Directing the question to the four ladies at the table, the councils
that you represent here came into existence as a result of this change
in the law, did they not?

Mrs. Nrcnor.s. Yes.
"Mrs. RocirtErm. We can't say that in California. The State of

California had written it, in their guidelines before the Federal Gov-
ernment did. We are a very progressive State.

Mr. FORD. You have a very progressive superintendent out there,
Wilson Riles.

Mrs. NICHOLS. In the State of Michigan there were parents councils
before 1969, but the quality of their involvement left something to
be desired until after the 1969 amendments. At that time parents.
were giving abetter framework with which to work and they became
more involved throughout the State, not only locally but statewide,
but. the big push came after 1969.

Mr. Fonn. Until 1969 there was really no reqfiirement that would
force a slow State. or slow school administratOr into working with
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the parents council. I really think that now that you have called it
to their attention, the Congress is not going to take too kindly to
legislating you back out of existence when you arc just getting
started.

So we might make a little more room, I would invite the ladies
who have been on the panel who are going to stay to use the seats of
the Congressmen in the front here so someone else can use your seats
back there.

The next panel is Mrs. Connie Gomes, Providence, R.I., Mr.
Wallace Dent, Philadelphia, Pa., and Mr. William Anderson, Wil-
mington, Del.

Come forward, please.
I would like to say that pursuant to previous order of the Chair,

your prepared statements, which you have presented to us, are now
entered in full in the record, and I will ask you, as briefly as you
can, in deference to the other people yet to be heard, to summarize
your statement without reading it if you please, and supplement it
if you would like to by adding toil...

[The statements referred to follow :]

STATEMENT OF MRS. CONSTANCE COMES, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

My name is Mrs. Constance Gomes. I livein the city of Providence, 11. I.
and I am here to address my comments to the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, Title I. I am a member of the Parents' Advisory Council, Title 1, in
Providence and am presently serving in Chairman, and have been actively in-
volved in Title I activities since 1007. My children attend Title I schools and
receive the services provided by Title I programs.

Today I am appearing before you to voice strong support for continued
funding of Title I and continued modifications to improve Title I in order to
provide increased quality of services to disadvantaged children. I also want. to
strongly urge that the role of parents be maintained and strengthened so that
we can play an even greater role in determining the destiny of our children.

My remarks will emphasize four major areas:
1. A need for funds for Title I programs.
2. Some reasons for continuing to enforce comparability.
3. The importance of continued parent involvement.
4. And finally, some comments about the proposed revenue sharing.
First, the need for funds. I know as well as other parents, teachers, school

administrators, state and federal educational officials and members of the
United States Congress. that money alone will not provide solutions for the
problems of educationally disadvantaged children. I do believe, however, that
if money is wisely used, it can be a significant force in reducing and, hope-
fully, eliminating educational deficiencies. I will later refer to two specific
programs which are currently operating in the Providence Schools that prove
that Title I monies can be effective in dealing with the problems of disad-
vantaged youth. These programs show that students benefit when available
funds are combined with well-planned efforts of parents and school department
members. While money atone cannot accomplish needed services for educe-
tionolly disadvantaged children, it is also true that high parent interest and
involvement, and sincere efforts by school department members cannot make
any impact on the problems of the disadvantaged without the basic funding
provided by Title L Those of DI: in Providence know that other urban settings
face the same problems we do in preparing; our children for the society in which
they will live.

As parents, we have three special concerns regarding funding which we feel
our representatives in Congress must respond to:
. 1. Congress should make every effort to fully fund Title I programs fer the
coming year.

2. In addition. Congress should recognize the needs of school administrators
to have funds available well before the start of the school year.
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3. Finally, Congress should also attempt to provide funds for educational
programs at least one year in advance of the operational year.

All three of these points are very important to insure efficient use of the
funds and the resulting impact on reducing the problems of educationally de-
prived children. Please remember that Title I has never been fully funded.

TI next major point I want to speak about is comparability. As of last July.
for the first time, state and federal educational agencies have been enforcing
comparability guidelines. You must realize the impact this has had on a much
more equal nse of loeal educational agency monies for all children. It is our
belief that unless the comparability guidelines continue to be enforced, local
funding will not go to students who need services the most. It is also im-
portant to note that the enforcement of comparability has caused much dis-
comfort to state departments of education and local educational agencies.
Title I parento in Providence regret the consequences of such discomfort, but
we strongly urre Congress to see not only that present comparability regula-
tions be carefully enforced, but also that such regulations be strengthened.

Prior to the enforcement of comparability guidelines, it was a poorly kept
secret that much of Title I resources was being used in a way not intended.
In fact, a good portion of the funds were being used to displace local educa-
tional agency efforts, rather than provide supplemental services for the youth
who most needed them. For the first time in history, as the result of com-
parability guidelines and their enforcement, in some school districts all chil-
dren. advantaged and disadvantaged, are receiving equal attention. Tb; means
we are now paying as much attention to kids who have difficulty learning as
we are to the much more satisfying task of teaching those who can learn with
more ease.

My third major point is parental involvement. Speaking as a representative
of a group of parents in Providence who have been actively involved in Title I
activities, I urge you to retain and even strengthen parental involvement as
it is presently written in Title I guidelines. I refer you to the attached recom-
mendations of the Coalition of Parents Title I ESEA. to the National Ad-
visory .Council on the Education of the Disadvantaged Child. In the city of
Providence, parents have been involved in Title I activities since 1967. We feel
that we have been successful but the road has been bumpy and all involved
parties (parents, students, teachers, LEA, SEA and federal officials) have often
wondered whether 'this experiment was worth the effort and the money and
the time and the energy. Our experiences in Providence, R. I. indicate that
parental involvement, when supported by the educational establishment can
help improve education of disadvantaged children. Specifically, I refer to two
prograins being conducted by the Providence School Department.

1. Providence Title I Reading Program.
2. Project Collaborate for Special Education Children.
In Providence, Title I parents got fed up with the reading program that had

been conducted by the school department for years. The program 'showed no
measurable progress for student achievement. We came to realize that not only
was there no measurable achievement but also that our children's achieve-
ment in reading was decreasing. We took some action. The parents in conjunc-
tion with a new school administration, battled hard and we were able to
establish a new approach to learning to read. We can prove our success in a
number of areas. In the last year of the old reading program, we served 2850
students at a per pupil cost of $231.00. Under the new approach, we served
4389 studnts at a per pupil cost of $177.00. A basic difference in the ap-
proaches was that under the old program a child was helped only when he
was an obvious failure. He was pulled out of the classroom and given more
of what was unsuccessful in the classroom setting. There was no systematic
approach to solving specific reading needs for the children. The new system
identifies specific reading skills and feaiareS in- service training to provide
reading teachers and classroom teachers with methods and materials for meet-
ing individual student needs. A computerized tracking system monitors student
progress and provides all involved staff members with diagnostic information
needed to insure student progress or identify reasons for lack of progress.
Implementing such a program was not done easily but in a relatively short
time significant student improvement can be documented.

Project Collaborate was a joint effort of parents and the Providence School
Department --to -solve special education needs of children: Previous diagnostic
and clinical services had been spread too thin to provide in-depth treatment
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and services needed by the children. For the program in 1972-73, it was decided
to concentrate services on those students in most desperate situations. Together,
Barents and school department officials wrote a program for those 40 children
in Providence ready to be placed in residential care centers or to be completely
abambmed by parents, schools and the community.

Asa result of Collaborate, these children are receiving intensive educational
and phychological services at a cost of $1370 per child. Discounting the real
benefits to the child being in a normal and ea ring envinnunent, the financial
benefit~ are extensive. The interim evaluation indicates remarkable progress in
the reading objectives of this program.

In the reading program and Collaborate, parent involvement has hail :1

tremendous impact on the quality of the services provided for deprived children.
We are certain, because of our experiences, that parent involvement is an
absolute necessity if Title I funds are to have the impact set forth in the
guidelines. If Congress or this committee have any questions about the actual
and potential value of parental involvement in the educational process, we
will be happy to respond and document our role.

I believe I speak for them when I say that quality education can wily he
attained by completely cooperative efforts of parents, students, teachers, LEA
and SEA and federal officials.

My final point of emphasis concerns revenue sharing which is appearing on
the horizon.

History clearly indicates that educational disadvantaged children do not get
their fair share of educational funds unless those funds are clearly earmarked
and categorically allocated to them. In addition, to insure services reach the
specified children, guidelines and regulations must be strictly enforced. There-
fore, if revenue sharing is to be a reality, I beg you to insist with all your
power that the spending of such revenue be categorically defined.

In conclusion, the Parent Advisory Council of Providence urges your support
in Congress for the continuation of ESEA Title I nail H.R. 09. I further urge
that full and total funding be made available to provide for the needs of chil-
dren in desperate educational situations. Please continue to enforce and
strengthen those measures of the act which support comparability, parental
involvement or categorical definition of spending of funds under revenue
sharing. That is the only way we see that our children will receive the educa-
tional services which they are entitled to.

STATEMENT BY IA'Atr..A.cF: DENT, CHAIRMAN. ESEA, TITLE I PARENTS' COUNCIL
or PHILADELPHIA

I am Wallace Dent. Chairman of the ESEA, Title I Parents' Council of the
School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I like to thank Mr. Perkins and
the Subcommittee on education for this opportunity to voice some of our
concerns.

With the problems of financing education today being what they are. T am
sum you can appreciate the multiplicity of problems a large city such as
Philadelphia must have in trying to educate adequately our educationally
deprived children.'

When Congress enacted the Elementary Secondary Education Act in 1965, it
funded a friend. A friend meaning the School Districts receiving the needed
additional funds: a friend, meaning all the teachers that are involved with
Title I programs that enabled them to participate in areas of teaching other-
wise not a'vailable, but most of all a friend to all the children that are served
by Title I. They are the real beneficiaries. Without this aid from Title I, the
hope for success of many will be shattered.

Needless to say, I can't stress enough the need for the continuation of the
Title I program. Title I should be continued as a categorical program which
would ensure that a specific amount of money would be spent on children with
specific needs.

I am opposed to the ESEA Title I program becoming a part of the proposed
Education Revenue Sharing Plan. This would take existing Title I money and
torn it over to the states and cities which would have complete control over
folds and programs without any Federal control, supervision or auditing.
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As education is not top. priority for some, I sinalder at the thought if they
controlled where and how these monies should be spent. As parents we look to
the Federal Government to come to our aid when there is a crisis. Itight now
education is in a Crisis. In the large urban cities, the local governments with
their political struggles and pressures, we really can't look to the politicians
for help, and the snare for states, We are looking to you the Congress of the
United States, You tell us, through the use of legislation how much and where
the money is to he spent. We are Parent's Council of each school distria
will he the additional eyes and ears needed to ensure compliance.

If for some reason. the Congress should pass the Education Revenue Sharing
Plan, safeguards 11111st he built in to ensure that ommies alhabaled for educa-
tion reach their proper destination. As pa relitS, We could MA sit 'back and see
these monies placed in a bag and issued out according by someone that May
Make education of disadvantaged children a lesser priority.

I think also that the involvement of parents in the Title I Program has
had a mador effect on them and their children. The ESEA Title I Programs
in Philadelphia are just beginning to really payoff especially iii the area of
reading where we have parents employed as reading aids. These parent reading
a his are conscious of the problems of their children and of their sehool. and
are very supportive of both. Just in this area alone, tha dignity of many parents
has been raised within their community by working with the schools which
surely will rub toff onto their children. And of course the small monetary
assistance they receive from Title I is a great help and aid to their entire
family.

Our Parent's Council stresses accountability by everyone involved in the
education of disadvantaged children. It would be helpful to Parents Councils
if ways and means of implementing "Teacher Accountability" were included
as a goal of the ESEA, Title I Program. I. recommend that the Federal Gov-
ernment, require the State, before allocating monies to any state under Title I
ESEA. must file with USOE, a process by which school districts and teachers
will he held accountable for the educatiomtl success or failure of Title
.youngsters, with thicumentation that parents and community participated and
gave input into this process.

It is also suggested that a reasonable portion of the local project Title I
funds be provided for the use of the Parents' Council, to ensure that all Title
I Programs have been planned, developed, operated and evaluated in consulta-
tion with the involvement of parents of Title I eligible children.

The Title I Parents' Council composed of parents of the children served by
Title I projects, community organizations and non - public schools conducts
periodic meetings to assess students' needs, review existing Title I projdets,
discuss programmatic changes, and prepare recommendottions to the Board of
Education and the State .Department of Education regarding activities and
projects. During the school year, citywide open hearings are held to get ideas
and suggestions from parents and community groups throughout the city.

Our Parents' Council has been operating for two years now, and we believe
we have developed an organization of concern and of active parents. Our
parents, in addition to attending regular meetings twice a month at the School
District Administration Building, serve on subcommittees that get into schools
and evaluate Title I programs going on in the classroom. This also gives them
au opportunity to talk with teachers, administrators, parents of the children
being served and of course the children. This process is essential and is part
of the organized method of reviewing the School Districts Title I application
prior to. our making recommendations. The Parents' Council. throughout the
school year meets with project administrators and school district evaluators to
review projects and again make recommendations for any changes. Parents'
Council members must also attend community meeting in their neighborhoods
to bring to the community news and information concerning the ESEA, Title
I Program. The Council attends periodic training sessions that cover all aspects
of the ESEA, thus the members are some of the most knowledgeable people
in the city on Title I.

These are but a few of the responsibilities of the Parents' Council. As you
can see, they have devoted an enormous amount of their time toward the
improvement of the ESEA, Title I Program. As a result, the communities are
informed and sensitized to the needs and concerns of the children and school
district. But, as a chairman of a Parents' Council, I must say, we are looking
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to the Federal Government for much needed support in the area of parental
Involvement.

In closing, I would offer my support to Bills H.R. 69 and H.R. 16 introduced
by Congressman Carl Perkins. The provisions of these bills would, greatly aid
our city and state. It is very important that sufficient funding be provided for
compensatory education of educationally deprived children. R is equally im-
portant that the Federal Government assume a major role in improving the
quality of education for all children. The School Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16,
speaks to both of these issues, and with my present understanding of the intent
of these bills, I offer my approval.

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM H. ANDERSON, CO-CHAIRMAN, TITLE I PARENT
ADVISORY BOARD, WILMINGTON, DEL.

Good morning, Congressman Perkins, and. members of the Committee On
Education and Labor. I am William H. Anderson from Wilmington, Delaware,
and I represent the Parent Advisory Board of that city.

I feel that Title I should be continued as a categorical program rather
than lumped under the proposed program of Education Revenue Sharing. Title
I, as it now stands, is a program designated for a specific group of children ;
namely, the educationally disadvantaged across this nation.

True, there have been arguments on both sides as to whether Title I has
done or is doing the job that the legislation intended for it to do. I definitely
feel that the program has had a positive impact on the lives of boys and girls
in Wilmington, the State of Delaware, and across the nation. I submit that in
some instances because of the hick of clear guidelines, many cities and states
have made some errors. As an example--the rules on comparability. To place
Title I under Education Revenue Sharing would open the door for such funds
to be diverted into schools serving children who are more affluent or become a
part of a school district's genera! budget. Therefore, I can see money desig-
nated for Title I being used to supplant rather than to supplement state and
local finals. Education Revenue Sharing may sound nice, but in my opinion the
proposed program contains many hichka dangers that will deal a death blow
to Title I and other educational programs.

Secondly, gentlemen, research has indicated in the many studies that have
been conducted that there are several factors that contribute to children being
educationally disadvantaged. As examples, high teacher-pupil ratios, lack of
relevant materials, emotional problems, and cultural isolation in the case of
the Spanish-speaking population in many cities. In Wilmington, for example,
we are able:

1. To hire classroom aides that enable us to reduce the teacher -pupil ratio
and give children more individualized help ;

2. To purchase- materials and equipment that are better suited to the
identified needs of children ;

3. To provide better instructional services to the Spanish-speaking popu-
lation

4. To employ reading specialists to deal with the special needs of boys and
girls;

5. To provide guidance services for a number of children who need help in
finding solutions to some of the emotional problems that prevent them from
achieving to their capacity.

These are only some of the examples in which Title I has contributed to the
educational betterment of children, not only in Wilmington, but across the
nation. 'While the above factors cited relate primarily to some of the reasons
children are educationally disadvantaged, research also has pointed out that
a positive force in helping children to overcome their disadvantagements is
that of parent involvement.

One of the outgrowths of parent involvement that has been mentioned is that
children will be better motivated if they see that their parents are interested
in the schools. Another assumption that has been made is that parents are able'
to offer to educators more insight into the needs of children.

Realizing that research studies are no gciod lying around on shelves, the
question then is asked, "What are we doing about them?" As a direct result
of Title I legislation in October of 1971, mandating the establishment of parent
advisory councili, we have in the Wilmington School District done the
following:



1. Established a city-wide Parent Advisory Board made up with more than
a simple majority of parents representing each target school participating in
Title I activities ;.

2. Established a Parent Advisory Council at each target school.
As a result, parents now have a. vehicle for direct participation into the

planning, monitoring, and implementation of Title I projects.
111 summary, gentlemen, I am supporting a program that has made thesecontributions:
1. Focused attention on the needs of certain children:
2. Helped the learning process with supportive services :
3. Required schools to be accountable to poor communities;
4. Given schools extra money to deal with the special problems of children ;
5. Required equal spending on all children so that Title I is truly extra ;
G. Provided a way that parents can participate in the learning process of

their children.

[Pim! vim EVENING JOURNAL, Fun. 22, 1973]

SCHOOL OFFICIALS POINT TO gems SAO, Asx BIGGER BUDGET, AND MAYOR PRAYS

(By Larry Nagengast)
Wilmington school officials last night used a discouraging set of test scores to

try justifying a .3.4 million local budget increase, while Mayor Thomas C.
Maloney asked for "some special prayers" to help get the money.

Maloney's request for divine assistance followed two hours he spent as chair-
man of the Wilmington School Tax Commission, which must set a school tax
rate by the end of March.

The tax commission asked the school system for a five-year report on achieve-
ment test scores, and its chairman was not pleased with what he heard.

"I don't think anybody would be happy. There's no question it's very had."
the mayor said after hearing the report given by Dr. John G. Parres, the school

.system's director of research and planning.
Parress' report, admittedly incomplete because of a two-year moratoimn on

standardize( testing under the regime of former Superintendent Gene A.
Geisert, showed a pattern of students falling farther behind national norms as
they progressed through the school system.

The only direct comparison Parres could give was between third graders in
1900 and sixth graders in 1972, which he said after the meeting, presumably
included many of the same children. Over a three-year period, these students
showed only 19 months of achievement in reading, language and math tests.

Parres also gave figures on tests administered last October. The totals showed
a range of third graders falling nine months behind national norms to tenth
graders falling 3G months behind.

Other results 'displayed by Parres showed Wilmington students scoring be-
tween the 20th and 25th percentiles on standard tests. ThiS means that between
71 and SO per cent of students throughout the nation taking the exam seored
above Wilmington's average.

"It's by no means encouraging that the scores decrease the longer they stay
in school," Maloney scO.d.

More than 100 persons, most applauding speakers supporting the proposed
budget, packed the meeting in City Council chambers. They heard three dis-
senting voices, a combination of Immor -and tensely emotional rebuttals to the
budget's opponents, and a few hopeful signs of improvement from school ad-
ministrators.

After Parres' presentation, the school administration called on the Harlan
Elementary School principal to testify that urban students can learn under the
proper conditions.

William E. Russell told the commission that an individualized rending pro-
gram, now in its second year at his school, has brought reading standards well
above grade levels for many students. "Some are reading at the eighth and
ninth-grade levels and we now have a special enrichment program for them,"
he said.

"We have proven beyond; a doubt," Russell said, that children can learn when
given the proper resources and motivation.

The proposed budget increase, which would .give. the school system $11.1
million in local operating funds, about $493,000 than it is "expected the state

9,1-545-73pt. 2-35
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will provide, drew its strongest opposition from Millard Cornwell, a conserva-
tive former state policeman and naval officer.

Cornwell, who criticized the policy of leaving the lights on 24 hours a day
at I'. S. du Pont High School, launched into a 15-minute speech criticizing
school programs and policies and culminating with an attack on teachers who,
he said, are spending more time putting up with discipline problems than they
do teaching.

A call for brevity from Maloney cut short his remarks, which Superintendent
Earl C. Jackson later described as -pure racism."

Jesse Dillon, Burnett Middle School principal, in a calmly emotional response,
told Cornwell that "after all these years, the militarists have felt no concern
for human rights," and won str(041! applause by noting that "one bomb costs
more than we'll ever spend on t ae student."

Maloney, speaking for the commission after the meeting, said the group
would not comment on its feeling; toward the budget until the third hearing,
scheduled March 9, is completed. The commission 'Mist set a tax rate for the
schools by March 31.

Complicating the problem, .Maloney said, is the expiration of the city wage
tax on June 30. That tax brings the city $8.6 million per year, he said, and
permits less reliance on the property tax for city revenues.

City officials realize they will have grave fiscal difficulties if a substitute for
the wage tax is not Nand in Dover, but, Maloney said, an answer to this
problem is not likely to be given before the deadline for setting the school tax
rate.

"I'm in a very difficult position, so if you have any special prayers, let me
know," he commented.

[PROM THE MORRIS° NEWS, FEB. 22, 1973]

CITY SCIIOOL BUDGET BOOSTED DESPITE Low- TESTING REPORT

(By Larry Nagengast)
A gloomy report on achievement test scores for the last five years did not

deter about a dozen supporters of 'Vilmington's public schools from urging
approval last night of a $3.3.mil1ion local increase in the school budget.

Dr. John G. Parres, the school. System's director of research and planning,
told the Wilmington School Tax Commission that the test results showed city
school students lagging behind national norms, ranking as low as the 20th and
25th percentiles in some tests. This means that 75 to 80 per cent of the students
throughout the nation taking these tests scored above the Wilmington averages.

"I don't think anybody would be happy. There's no question that it's very
bad," said Mayor Thomas C. Maloney, the tax commission chairman, after the
meeting.

Parres released for the first time the results of district-wide tests given in
October. The scores showed third-graders nine months behind national norms,.
fourth graders 14 months behind, fifth graders 16 months behind, sixth graders
21 months behind, seventh graders 29 months behind, eighth graders 33 months
behind, and tenth graders 36 months behind.

"It's by no means encouraging that the scores decrease the longer they stay
in school," Maloney said.

School officials attempted to counter the discouraging findings with a report
on one district program that appears to be woriiing. William E, .Russell, prin-
cipal of the Harlan Elementary School, told the commission that an innovative
program at his school has youngsters reading well above grade levels.

"Children in urban centers, given the proper resources and motivation, can
learn and perform above grade level. We have proven that beyond a doubt,"
Russell said.

Russell's remarks set the stage for comments from the public which, with
three exceptions, were favorable to the budget request.

The budget, if approved by the tax commission, would give the school system
$11.1 million in local operating funds, about $493,000 more than it expects to
receive from the state.

Support came from a cross section of parents, school personnel, and taxpayers
without children. About 100 attended the meeting in City Council chambers.
Three elderly whites, including conservative former state policeman, Millard
F. Cornwell, attacked the budget
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Cornwell, who shortened his remarks only after being chided by Maloney,
said school personnel cannot "spell the word `economy" and asked, "are you
teaching or being paid to put up with a lot of conduct you have to tolerate?"

Wilmington Superintendent Earl C. Jackson later called Cornwell's remarks
"pure racism."

Wilbert Fletcher, supporting the budget, told Maloney not to worry about
raising taxes to support the schools "because you've never done it before."

Stating that .Wilmington is the biggest city "in one of the richest states in
the nation," Fletcher said, "you've got the money, give it to the school system."

Mfflony, after the meeting, pointed out that the city just doesn't have the
money right now. About $8.0 million from the city wage tax, which has diverted
the city from raising property taxes in the past, won't be coming in after the
tax expires June 30, he said, unless the state finds a new means of financing the
city government.

The tax commission must set a school tax rate by March 31, and the mayor's
office, Maloney said, has a similar deadline for proposing the city budget for
the corning fiscal year. An alternative to the wage tax, however, is not expected
by then, Maloney said.

"I'm in a very difficult position," the mayor commented, "so if you have any
special prayers; let me know."

STATEMENTS OF PANEL II, CONSISTING OF: CONNIE DOMES,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.; WALLACE DENT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; AND
WILLIAM ANDERSON, WILMINGTON, DEL.

Mr. FORD. We will start with Mrs. Gomes.
Mrs. GOMES. My name is Mrs. Connie Gomes. I will introduce Joe

Pilaus, treasurer, Parent Advisory CouncilTitle I, who is with
me today.

I live in the city of Providence, RI, and I address my comments
to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,. title I. I am a
member of the parents council and am presently serving as chairman.

I have been actively involved in title I activities since 1907. My
children attend title I school and receive services provided by title I
programs. Today I am advising strong support for continued and
full funding of title I programs.

I also want to strongly urge that the role of parents be maintained
and strengthened so we can play an even greater role in determining
the destiny of our children. My remarks. will emphasize four major
areas.

One, need for funds for title I programs; two, some reasons for
continuing to enforce comparability; three, importance of parental
involvement and finally, proposed revenue sharing.

I know as well as other parents, .teachers, school administrators,
and State and Federal educational officials and Members of the
Congress that money alone will not provide solutions for problems
of educationally disadvantaged children. I do believe, however, that
if money is wisely used, it can be a significant force in reducing and
hopefully eliminating education deficiencies.

I will later refer to two specific programs which are currently
operating in Providence schools that prove title I. monies can be
effective 111 dealing with problems of disadvantaged youth.

.These programs have proved that studentS benefit when available
funds are combined with well planned efforts of school department
members. While money alone cannot accomplish needed services- for
educationally disadvantaged children, it is also true that high parent

iinterest and nvolvement in sincere effort by school department mem-
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bets cannot make any impact on problems of the disadvantaged with-
out. basic funding provided by title I.

Those of us in Providence know that other urban settings face the
sue problems we do in preparing our children in the society in
which wo live. Congress should make every effort to fully fund title I
programs for the coming year.

In addition, Congress should recognize needs of school administra-
tors to have funds available at least 1 year in advance of operational
year.

These points are very important to insure efficient use of the funds,
and resulting impact on reducing problems of educationally deprived
children. Please remember that title I has never been fully funded.

The next major point I want to speak about is comparability. As
of last July for the first time, State and Federal -educational agencies
have been enforcing comparability guidelines. You must realize the
impact this has had on the more equal use of moneys for all children.

It is our belief that unless comparability guidelines continue to be
enforced, local funding will not go to students who need service the
most.. It is also important to know that enforcement of comparability
has caused much discomfort to State departments of education.

Title I parents in Providence regret the consequence of such -dis-
comfort, but we strongly urge Congress to see not only that com-
parability regulations are carefully enforced, but also that such
regulations be strengthened.

Prior to enforcement of comparability guidelines, it was a poorly
kept secret that much resources were being used in a way not in-
tended. A good portion of the funds were being used to supplant
local educational efforts rather than provide supplementary services
for the youth who most needed them.

For the first time in history, children are receiving equal attention.
This means we are paying as much attention to children. who have
difficulty in learning as we have to the much more satisfying task of
teaching. those who can learn with the most ease.

My third major point is parent involvement. Speaking as a repre-
sentative of the parent advisory council. in Providence, I .urge you
to retain and even strengthen parent involvement as presently written
in title I guidelines.

In the city of Providence,. parents have been involved in title I
activities since 1907. We feel we have been successful, but the road
has been bumpy and all involved parties, including parents, students,
teachers, LEA, and others, have often wondlred whether this experi-
ment was worth the effort, money, time, and energy.

Our experience has indicated that parental involvement, when sup-
ported by the educational establishment; can help improve the edu-
cationally disadvantaged child-en. I refer to two programs being
conducted by the Providence school department: Title I reading pro-
gram and project collaborate for the special education children.

Parents got, fed up with the reading progr).m that had been con-
ducted by the school department for years. The program showed
there -was not only no: progress for student achievement, but a de-

icrease n progress.
The parents in conjunction With a new school administrator were

able to establish new approaches. Iii the last year, we served 2,850
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pupils at a. cost of pm per pupil. Under the new approach, we
served 4,389 students at a per pupil cost of $171.

A basic difference in the approaches was that under the old pro-
gram a child was helped only when he was an obvious failure. He.
was pulled out ofthe classroom and there was no approach to solving
reading needs of the children.

The new system identifies specific reading skills. A computerized
tracking system monitors progress and provides all involved staff
members with diagnostic information needed to insure student prog-
ress or identify reasons for lack of progress.

Implementing such a program was not done easily, but in a short
time, significant improvement can be documented. That was a joint
effort of parents and the Providence school department to solve
special education needs of children.

Previous diagnostic service had been spread too thin. to provide
service for the children. For a program in 1972 and 1973, it was
decided to concentrate service on desperate situations and we wrote
a program for those 40 children in Providence ready to be placed in
residential. day-care centers.

As a result of Collaborate, these children arc receiving
educational and psychological services at. a cost of $1,370'per child.
Discounting the real benefits to the child being in a normal and
caring environment., the financial benefits are extensive. For example,
the cost of residential treatment to a state is between $12,00.0 and
$18,000 per child.

The interim evaluation indicates remarkable progress in the read
ing objectives of this program.. In the reading prograni, parent in-
volvement has had a tremendous impact on the quality of the service..

We are certain, because of our experiences, that parent involvement
is an absolute necessity if title I funds are to have the impact set
forth in the guidelines. If Congress or this committee have any

stions about the actual and potential value of parental involve-.
ment in the educational process, we will be happy to respond and
document our role.

I believe that I speak for all parents in Rhode Island when I say
that quality education can only be attaj-n6d-by completely cooperative
efforts of parents, students, teachers,: LEA and SEA, and Federal
officials.

My. final point of emphasis concerns revenue sharing. History in-
dicates that educationally disadvantaged children do not get their
fair share of educational funds unless those funds are clearly ear-:
marked and categorically allocated to them.

In addition, to insure services, guidelines and regulations must be
strictly enforced. Therefore, if revenue-sharing is to be a reality, I
beg you to insist With all your power.that the spending of such reve-
nue be categorically defined.

In conclusion, the council urges your support in Cont,ress for the
continuation of ESEA title I and H.R. 69. I further urge that full
and total funding be made available to provide for the needs of
children in desperate educational situations.

Please continue to enforce and strengthen those measures of the
act which support comparability, parental involvement or categorical--
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definition of spending of funds under revenue sharing, That is the
'only way we see that our children will receive the educational serv-
ices which they are entitled to.

_Thank you.
Mr. Form. Thank you very much. To what extent did the parents

of non-public school children participate in the parent's advisory
council under title I?

Mrs. Gom Es. In our city, we have two representatives from each
school that receives title I funds. They receive title I funds there
and are allowed two representatives.

Mr. Form. Concern has been expressed before the committee that
the ability of the non-pUblic school administrators to participate is
diminishing rather than increasing as time goes by with the program.

I. take it from what you are saying that, since the parent advisory
councils are fairly new in terms of

saying
life of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, this is one way in which they are partici-
pating as they did not originally participate?

MPS. GOMES. That is right.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dent
Mr. DENT. I am Wallace Dent, chairman of the ESEA, title I

Parents' Council of the School District of Philadelphia, Pa.
First, I would like to thank Mr. Perkins and the Committee on

Education for this opportunity to voice some of our concerns. With
the problems of financing education today being what they are, I
am sure that you can appreciate the multiplicity of problems a large
city such as Philadelphia have in trying to educate our educationally
deprived children.

When Congress enacted the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act in 19G5, it funded a friend. A friend meaning the sAool. district
receiving the needed additional funds; a friend, meaning all the
ieachers involved with title I programs that enabled them to partic-
ipate in areas of teaching otherwise not available, but most of all a
friend to all the children that are served by title I.

They are the real beneficiaries, Without this aid from title I, the
hope for success of many will be shattered. Needless to say, I cannot
stress enough the need for the continuation of the title I. program.

Title I should be continued as a categorical program which would
ensure that a specific animmt of money would be spent on children
with specific needs. I an opposed to the ESEA title I program
becoming a part of the proposed education revenue sharing plan.

This would take existing title I money and turn it ovOr to the
States and cities which would have complete control over funds and
programs without .any Fenderal control, .supervision, or auditing..

As education is not top priority for some, I shudder at the thought
if they controlled where and how these moneys should be spent. As
parents we look to the- Federal Government to come to our-aid when
there is a crisis.

Right no* education is in a crisis. In the large urban cities, the
local croverninents with their political struggles and pressures, we
can't look to the politicians for help,and the same for States.

We are looking to you the Congress of the United States. You,
tell us, through the use of legislation how much and where the money
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is to be spent. We the parent's councils of these school districts will
be the eyes and ears needed to insure compliance.

If for some reason the Congress should pass the education revenue
sharing plan, safeguards must be built in to insure that moneys
allocated for education reach their proper destination.

As parents, we could not sit; back and see these moneys placed in
a bag and issued out accordingly by someone that may make educa-
tion of disadvantaged children a lesser priority. I think also that
the involvement of parents in the title I program has had a major
effect on them and their children.

The ESEA, title I programs in Philadelphia are just beginning
to really pay off especially in the area of reading where we have
parents employed as reading aids.

These parent reading aids are conscious of the problems of their
children and of their school, and are very supportive of both. Just
in this area alone, the dignity of many parents has been raised by
working within the schools. which surely will rub off onto their
children.

Ahd, of course, the small monetary assistance they receive from
title I is a great 1)elp and aid. to their entire family. Our parent's
council stresses accountability by everyone involved in the education
of disadvantaged children.

It would be helpful to parents councils if ways. and means of
implementing title I teacher accountability were included as a goal
of the ESEA title I program. Before allocating money to any State
under title I ESEA, we must file with USOE, a process by which
school districts and tep_ci,,;:t's will be held accountable for the educa-
tional success or failure 'al title I youngsters, with documentation
that parents and community participated.

It is also suggested that a reasonable portion of the local project
title I funds be provided for the use of the parents' council, to insure
that all title I programs have been planned, developed,.operated, and
evaluated in consultation with the inVOlVement of parents of title
I' eligible children.

The Title I ParentS' Council composed-of parents of the children;
community organizations, and nonpublic schools conducts periodic
meetings to assess childrens' needs, discuss programmatic changes,
and prepare recommendations to the Board of Education and the
State Department of Education regarding activities and projects.

During the school year, citywide Open hearings are held. to get
ideas and suggestions from parents and community groups. Our
parents'' council has been operating for 2:years now, and we believe
we have developed an organization Of concern and of active parents.
Our parents, in addition to attending regular meetings twice a month
at the school district administration building, serve on sub.committeeS
that get into schools and eyaluate title I programs going on in the
classroom.

.

This also giYes theinan opportunity to talk with teachers, adminis-
trators,- parents of the chill:Wen being served, and of course,-, the
children. This process is essential and is part of the organized .method
of reviewing the school district title I applications prior to our
Making recommendation's..
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The parents' council throughout the school year meets with project
administrators and school district evaluators to review projects and
again make recommendations for any changes. Parents' council mem-
bers must also attend community meetings in their neighborhoods
to bring to their community news and information.

The council attends periodic training programs, and thus the mem-
bers are some of the most lmowledgeable persons in the city on title
I. These are but .a few of the responsibilities of the parents' council.

They have devoted an enormous amount of their time toward the
improvement of the ESEA title I program. As a result, the commu-
nities are sensitized to the needs and concerns of the children and
school district.

But, as a chairman of ft parents' council, we are looking to the
Federal .Government for much-needed support in the area, of parental
involvement.

In closing, I would offer my support to bills H.I. 69 and H.R. 10
introduced by Congressman Carl Perkins. The provisions of these
bills would greatly aid our city and State. It is very important that
sufficient funding be provided for compensatory education of educa-
tionally deprived children.

It is equally important that the Federal Government assume a
major role in improving the quality of education for all children. The
School Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16, speaks to both of these issue'.
and with -my present understanding of the intent of these bills, I
offer my approval.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Anderson. from Wilmington.
Mr. ANDERSON. I am. William H. Anderson froth Wilmi,g1on, Del.

I represent the parent advisory board of that city. We feel that title
I should be continued as a ,categorical program rather than lumped
under the proposed proaram of

categorical
revenue sharing..

Title I, as it now stands, is a program designed for a specified
group '-of children; namely, the educationally disadvantaged across
this Nation.

True, there have been arguments on both sides as to whether title I
has done or is doing the job that the legislation intended for it to
do. I 'definitely feel that the program has had a positive impact on
the lives of boys and girls in Wilmington, the State' of Delaware,
and across the Nation.

. I submit that in some instances, because of the lack of clear guide-
lines, cities and States have made some errors. As an example,
the rules on comparability. To place title I under education revenue
sharing would open the door for such funds to be diverted into
schools serving children who are more affluent or become a part of
a school district's general budget.

Therefore, I can see, money designated for title I being used to
supplant rather than to supplement State and local funds. Education
revenue sharing may sound nice,..bitt in my opinion, the proposed
program contains many hidden dangers that will deal. a death blow
to title I and other educational programs.

Second; research has indicated that the many studies that have
been -Conducted and there are several factors that contribute to chil-
dren being educationally disadvantaged. As examples, high.teacher-
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pupil ratios, lack of relevant materials, emotional problems, and
cultural isolation in the case of the Spanish-speaking population in
many cities. .

In Wilmington, for example, we are able : (1) To hire classroom
aides that enable us to reduce the teacher-pupil ratio and give chil-
dren more individualized help; (2) to purchase materials and equip-
ment that are better suited to the identified needs of children;
(3) to provide better instructional services to the Spanish-speaking
population (4) to employ reading specialists to deal with the special
needs of boys and girls; (5) to provide guidance services for a num-
ber of children who need help in finding solutions to some of the
emotional problems that prevent them from achieving to their
capacity.

These are only some of the examples in which title I has contrib-
uted to the edncational betterment of children; not only in Wilming-
ton but across the Nation. While the above factors cited reasons why
children are educational]v disadvantaged, research. has also pointed
out that a positive force in helping children to overcome their dis-
advantagements is that of parent involvement.

One of the outgrowths of parent involvement that has been moi-
1 is that children will be better motivated if they see that their
-s are interested in their schools. Another assumption that has
,nade is that parents are able to offer educators more insight

into the needs of children.
Realizing that research studies- are no good lying around on

shelves, the question then is asked, "What we are doing about them?"
Asa direct result of title I legislation in October of 1971, mandating
the establishment of 'parent advisory councils, we have in the Wir-
mington School District clone the following :

(1) 'Established a city-wide parent advisory board made up with
more than a simple majority of parents representing, each target
school participating in title I activities; (2) established a .Parent
advisory council at each target school.

As a result, parents now have a vehicle for direct participation
in:o the planning, monitoring, and implementation of title I Projects.

In summary, gentlemen, we are supporting the program that has
made these conti.ibutions: (1) Focused attention on the needs of
certain children; (2) helped the learning process with supportive
services; (3) required schools to be accountable to poor communities;
(4) given selicols extra money to deal with the special problems of
children; (5) required equal spending on all children so that title I
is- truly extra; (6) provided a way that parents can participate in
the learning process of their children.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very mulch, Mr. Anderson. In lookino. at your
testimony, the exhibits von have attached inchide news

looking

from two newspapers that I assume to be Wilmington newspapers
on Februpry 22, describing the meeting at which the current school
bndget was being discussed and the request was made ,for additional
funds in the school' bUdget.

My attention -Was drawn by a headline of one of the articles that
says "City School Budget Boosted Despite Low Testing Report."

I was intrigued by why underachievement 'would be ah excur,e for
not spending money, but then as I read down through the -aLiicie,
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see that, after describing the overall low achievement of Wilmington
children as measured against the national and State norms, it says
that one school official came forward to describe a particular program
within the school district that seems to be working.

It says that school officials, attempting to counter the discouraging
report, state that children in urban centers, given proper resources
and motivation, can perform above grade level. We have proven that
beyond a doubt.

Is that your title I program ?
Mr. ANDERSON. Yes; every child that participated in the program

has grown throughout the last year.
Mr. Foltz), The story reports on a principal from a Harlem ele-

mentary school who testified that we have proven that children can
learn when given the proper resources and motivation.

Is it a fair assumption to make from this newspaper description
of what went on at the meeting that, in attempting to get overall
community support for all of the schools in Wilmington, Del., the
educators in your community used title I as an example of what
could be done if other resources were used in the same way that title
I resources are used.

.111r. ANDERSON. Yes; 'and these things have been moving since.
parents were involved in the title I program.

Mr. FORD. It goes on to say that a majority of the people on the
board that was having the hearing were. apparently persuaded in a
positive way to ask for the additional Money for the Wilmington
schools.

Is it then a fair assumption on our part at this level that, at least
in this case, we have evidence of the fact that the Federal dollars
going in through title I have shown the way and provided the
impetus for local resources to be increased to duplicate what we are
doing with title I?

Mr. ANDERSON. Very true.
Mr. FORD. I thank you very much for your testimony and for

bringing that additional facet of the value of this -program to the
attention of the-committee.

I would like to say, at this point also that you should not be
alarmed by the fact that 'here aik, only two of us here at the moment.
We are fighting a number of battles on a" number of fronts at the
present time, but the record you are making here becomes a perma-
nent record of the Congress and will be used, not only in Congress
on the floor, but throughout the country by your friends and (Airs
to wage this war dining this coming year.

So, what you are putting into the record becomes very valuable
because it will be read for a long' time to come by a good many
people, we hope. With that, I would like to ask the next panel to
come forward.

Mr. FRATUS. Mr. Ford, can I ask you . one question? My name is
Joe Fratus from the Providence group. Earlier you stated there are
some Congressmen that are for this title I. program. A lot of us
people in the different cities have talked to our Congressmen. Has
anyone, while talking about this title I program, ever asked them if
they have visited any of their schools especially the ones that- are
against this?
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Have they really gone and seen with their own two eyes the
improvement in these children since title I has been in effect and
off the top of their head ?

Mr. FORD. Let me correct a possible erroneous impression I have
given. I know of no member of Congress who openly says he is
against the title I or says he is against education. As a matter of
fact; I know of no one who does not positively support education.

The problem, however, is that, while we cannot find anyone who
is against it, we have great difficulty gettincr enough votes to pass
it, so we have to leave it to your resources to determine whether any
individual Congressman is voting for the money to fund title I or
not. If you find that he is not, I suggest you pay a call on him here
or in his district.

They all like to hear from their constituents. Ask him the ques-
tions you are asking point blank. If he did not vote for the money
for title I the last time around, he must have a reason for it that
is more important than the reasons you have set forth.

Sit down and discuss that with him and that goes for everyone
here. I cannot select out for you whom you should talk to. They are
all men and women of good will, and they are all seeking the
objective that this legislation is after.

But somehow, we come up a little bit short on votes when we have.
to fight the President.

The next panel is Mrs. Nellie Stafford, Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. Ann
Bailey, Springfield, Mass., and Airs. George Twaits, Tacoma, Wash.

[The statement of Mrs. inn Bailey follows ;]

STATEMENT BY MRS. ANN BAILEY, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE NEED FOR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

There can be no doubt that there is a need for compensatory education,
especially in light of The United States Senate's Select Committee on Unequal
Educational Opportunity findings that "Public education is failing millions
of American children who are from racial and language minority groups, or
who are imply poor." -

We cannot continue to waste our children and condemn them to a life of
poverty and hopelessness any longer and survive as a nation.

We can no longer classify our children as those worth caving compared to
those who can't or won't learn. MI children are born with a natural desire to
understand and learn, to gain skills and to use skills,

Children look forward to starting school, but too soon discover that the
schools don't want them and become bitter at a very early age because they
can feel that they have been sentenced to failum before they have had a
chance to begin arid as they grow to adulthood (physically) neither they or
the schools ever realize that it is not the children who have failed, but the
schools that have failed them.

The people of this country talk about equality and justice for all, and most
actually believe it but our entire basic attitude has to change so as to accept
those that do not fit into middle class cogs of conformity. Each child must
be accepted as an individual that can learn and wants to learn even though
he comes to school with a different life style, culture, language, or outlook.
More than acceptance, these differences must be respected and used as part
of the children's learning experiences.

UNBENDING THE TWIG

Many ducators have long believed that the first two years of a clkild's life
are crucial to his later intellectual growth and that as a result "culturally
deprived" children can never catch up with their more fortunate contem-
poraries. But last week, one of the nation's leading experts on early-childhood
development contended that the tree does not necessarily grow the way the
twig Is bent
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In a speech at a meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science in Washington, Prof. Jerome Kagan of Harvard reported on a
three-year study of children born in the primitive boondocks of Guatemala:
Daring the first year of their lives, the children are shut up indoors (for fear
of disease). and their parents hardly ever talk to them or play with them.
By the age of 2, Kagan said, their intellectual growth is severely retarded.
But by the time they reach 11. the children are "gay, active, alert," and their
memory, reasoning and conceptual abilities are equal to those of middle-class
American 11-year-olds. "Intellectual development," Kagan concluded, "is much
more plastic and reversible than anyone has surmised."

Kagan said his findings suggest that American schools give up too soon on
aon learners." Even though slum children may be far behind hi reading, writ-

ing and arithmetic, said Kagan, schools can snap them out of the vicious
circle of defeatism by stressing such subjects as music, art, speaking and
working with the hands. He added: "Every child in the United States
short of the 7 per cent or S per cent born with a biological deficitis capable,
basically, of mastering the school skills,"

TIIE SEED FOR A CATEGORICAL BASIS FOR FEDERAL mu

Categorical aid is needed because children attending school in poverty areas
do not have the educational advantages of children attending schools in the
more affluent .communities.

If federal monies conic in the form of Educational Revenue Sharing and
with either no guidelines or loosely structured requirements, the funds will be
used as general aid for education and those children whose parents and- school
administrators who are part of the inherent "power structure" will receive
the benefits.

These children can and will make it without additional funding, but our
children will fall further behind in test scores and their attitudes toward
school and the gap will continue to grow and there will never be the catching
up that Title I would accomplish.

Our children must. learn to live together in a complex society which means
they must have the skills needed to compete and survive.

Those people that must accept welfare assistance are held in contempt by
most middle class Americans, yet the very tools which would enable the poor
to attain. financial independence are withheld, and so it remains an eternal
circle with those that have already gained continuing to gain further and
those that have lost continuing to lose even to new generations.

The need for categorical aid was stated by the president of the University
of 'Massachusetts, Robert C. Wood to the Senate Committee on Government
Operations as follows:

-New federalism" proposes to dismantle eategOrical programs and replace
them with special revenue sharing. Title I was administered too loosely by
IIEW. Illogically, hoWever, the Nixon remedy is not to -tighten tile program,
but to let localities spend federal education money without restriction or
targeting. The poor are unlikely to have the leverage to get hard pressed
local authorities to spend um»andated and unfettered federal funds."

THE NEED FOR A CATEGORICAL BASIS FOR FEDERAL AID

Below are ranee noted 'journalists' opinions concerning categorical aid.
Tom Wicker

The reason that the Johnson programs failed is that few if any of these
programs ever were properly or fully funded, He quotes President Nixon's
Urban Affairs Counsellor, Daniel P. Moynihan as writing "In the troubled
years of the- SixtieS the publicity, excitement, and limited impact of these
programs may well have been vital in maintaining snch stability as there
was. At least, they created fi brief impression of concern and may-even have
generated some hope among the intended beneficiaries at a time when hope
was vital." Nixon's prime substitute revenue-sharing is at least as much a
gamble-as far as net results are concerned. Much revenue sharing money will
go' not to the poor, but to middle class. workers.

Jack Anderson
Quoting a clazsified memo written by Elliot Richardson. This memo -recom-

mended that the states be given federal funds to take over dozens of social
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programs now run from Washington. "The takeover by the states is called
Special Revenue Sharing but its prospects are so chancy that even Richardson
suggests state governors will have to be watched every minute. Iit giving
.governors" feilern1 school thuds, for example. the able Richardson 'reminds
incoming IIEW secretary Casper Weinberger that, educatioM is an area where
states have strong incentives to disobey federal regulations. Our recent audits.
of Title I funds suggest that where possible, state (and school boards) will
use these funds to substitute for rather than supplement local programs. For
these reasons, the kinds of strings we place on the package are particularly
important. Richardson also cautions that politically motivated governors are
not above diverting federal cash away from the intended recipients: Poor
whites, blacks, Chicanos and Indians.

Carl Rowan
Imagine the new budget director, Roy L. Ash, telling Congressman that it

is certainly the intention of the Nixon administration to pay the economic
assistance to North Vietnam by making more cutbacks in domestic social
programs: There was a time when Americans dreamed that the end of the
Vietnam war would release billions to finance new ch.:nestle programsto build
schools, rebuild cities, heal' the sick, educate those svho were cheated and
left in ignorance and who constitute the prime candidates for welfare and
crime, things almost everyone pretends to worry about. And now conies Ash
telling Congress that what the people are going to get is worse than nothing.
The programs they hoped would be strengthened are going to be killed off.

Joseph Kraft
Since ,the pretsept Nixon budget mandates massiVe 'cuts in funds for the

cities the Mayors Will have to spread over the same old problems a smaller
amount made available in revenue - sharing. Revenue sharing, like so much else
in the President's program is a good way to lielpthose who are already not so
badly off: It'is no Way7to" help the poor. If the idea is to help those most in
need, then the federal government wilk have to earmark funds in a very
specific 'way.

THE NEED FOR TARGETING OF SCHOOLS AND CONCENTRATION OF .FUNDS

It has been proVed that Title I can and does work through targeting of
schools And. concentration of funds. Under revenue sharing we do not believe
this will happen, When districts have only those schools with the very greatest
need receiving Title I services, those funds used do the job by offering sup-
portive services along with the actual learning programs and the funds are not
diluted by being too. sPread out. President Nixon. agreed with this concept
when he :aid on march 17, 1912 :

"While.there is a great deal yet to be learned about the designing of success-
ful compensatory programs, the experience so far does point in on crucial
direction: to the iMportance of providing sufficiently concentrated funding to
establish the educational equivalent of a "critical mass," or threshold level.
Where funds have been spread too thinly they have been wasted or dissipated
with little show for their expenditure. Where they have been concentrated, the
results have been frequently encouraging and sometimes dramatic."

Although it would be nice to be able to help every child with every need,
we know 'that. the child in the average neighborhoods will make it whereas
concentrating,. Title I services in a target area can make the difference between
success and failure in the child's entire life.

Also, it seems that there is not the same need for Title I in the suburbs as
in the inner-city and* rural areas, and since it is extremely difficult to con-
centrate funds in these more affluent communities, Title I should be confined to
the urban and rural districts ,and this way funds would be concentrated not
only on the poorest schools in the district, but in the poorest districts within
in state.

The regulations probably should be changed so that in7districts which are
concentrating funds by targeting only those schools with With a high-percentage
of low income families along with the lowest average testing scores, then the
targeting within the schools themselves of the children could be loosened,
particularly in regaidF to field trips or enrichment programs. The reasons are
that the targeting of children is really unenforceable, and white concentration
is important it can cause problems with the kids in the school.
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THE NEED FOR TARGETING OF SCHOOLS AND CONCENTRATION OF FUNDS

Young children cannot understand why field trips, enrichment programs, and
other seeming rewards are offered to some students, but not all. Therefore,
once a school is considered Title I all children should be eligible to participate
in activities.

Since Racial Balancing and Title I work so well together the children should
share experiences together as well as a classroom. If this cannotbe.donewith
Title I funds, there should be some regulation that would make it mandatory
that the districts have available funds for this purpose.

In order to achieve an improved method for targeting of schools, non-public
schools should have atendance areas of their own rather than being considered
:as part of the closest public school attendance area because as a rule, large
numbers of the students do not in the immediate area.

Parochial schools should also not only accept, but be able to prove a recruit-
ment program for minority students to be eligible for Title I funds.

There should be testing scores available for non-public school students on
the came basis as public schools.

There is a definite need for Title I to continue because the inner city
.Parochial schools will not be able to provide the services which are presently
being provided through Title I and will not be continued under educational
revenue sharing.

HOW CAN TITLE I WORK BETTER

More definitive testing and evaluation metkods
When testing a child many contingencies should be taken into consideration.

First, is the test geared for the child who is from other than a white middle,
class background. A child should not be automatically considered to have an
educational disadvantage just because his parents' primary language is other
than English or for any of the other assumed generalities.

Any child that does not test well should be retested to see if there were
reasons for the failure such as not feeling well, tiredness, or home problems.

Also, in testing for pre-school, this should be done in a relaxed atmosphere,
preferably in the child's home because children of this age are generally shy
and don't relate well with strangers.

With psychological testing is given because of .a behaviour problem, great
care should be taken so that not just one test and one tester's opinion are the
cause of a child being segregated from his classniates. Many children have
been placed in "GA." or "Special Education" classes Air the emotionally
disturbed or retarded when they did not belong there through faulty testing
and evaluation.

A tester should not discuss the child with the teacher beforehand so that
the child will not be prejudged.

If a child tests poorly he should be retested every six weeks to see if there
is improvement, and if there is none new methods should be tried. In districts
containing non-english speaking children, an all out effort should be made to
hire bi-lingual testers.

Teachers should be tested for skills and attitudes, also administrators. None
thesr: testing approaches will be used with educational revenue sharing.

The following is a copy of recommendations given to the National Advisory
Council. on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, Jan. 9, 1973.
.Menio to ; NACEDC,
From : Ann Bailey, Springfield, Mass.
Re: Since there was no workshop covering evaluations, the following' are

submitted for your consideration.

RESOLUTIONS FOR EVALUATIONS OF TITLE I PROPOSALS

1. Since the School Department writes the proposals, they should not be the
c-valuators

2. All evaluations must be clearer and easier to read with explanations of
the terms and graphs'

1 The following is copied exactly from page 13 of the Evaluation Report prepared by
John F. liowell, P".. D., Assistant Director for Evaluation, Springfield Public Nehonis,

"The iut,:freorreIntions shown below indicate a general quantitative factor. .operating,
justifying emphasizing concept formation which transferred to the other quantitative
areas. .
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3. Programs should he evaluated faster since programs not evaluated until
after the deadline date for the next year's proposal are too late to be of- any
real use. .

4. There should be control groups to give a really good picture of whether the
programs' worked and the goals were reached,

5. Parents and pupils must be questioned about the programs as part .of the
evaluation process.

B. Whereas programs seem to continue the same regardless of the evalua-
tions, there is no follow up to see if there are lasting results, and when pro-

. grams do not meet their objectives, there are excuses and probable explana-
tions, evaluations must he given more weight in andits. program reviews, and
programs approved by the SEA.

7. Parent evaluations must he used in audits, program reviews, and pro-
grains.annroved by the REA.

COPRELATIONS

Problem solving Computation

Concepts 80 .70
Computation .82 1.00

The above is an example of evaluation reporting which is completely up-
decipherable to parents. It is not an isolated instance, but shows.. how unh:1)-
ful these reports area

The above shows that with Title I there would he improved evaluations for
programs. This will not be done with educational revenue sharing.

_

THE NEED FOR PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

In Springfield one of the successes. of Title I has been parent involvement.
In the three years When a group of newly elected parents started learning
about education' in general and Title I in. particular to the present where
parents have a viable role in the planning of programs, the hiring of per-
sonnel, the evaluations, and all other phases, we are involved, This is a good
result of Title I which will not be continued under revenue sharing.

The Springfield Parent Advisory Council had the first successful hearing
with the State Department of Education and in the results of this hearing,
Mr. Robert Watson, Director of Curriculum Services said the following:

"Certainly at this stage in the history of education the desirability of parent
involvement hardly needs defending. This is especially true in the case of
Title I programs. If, as many argue, the schools have reflected the goals of
society it must be added that such objectives have been largely those of the
middle classpeople (white) who have held the power and positions to exer-
cise control. Conversely, the poor, the "disadvantaged" became the dis
enfranchised and had little influence over what happened to their children in
school. The results of such a myopic view have been large scale failure, waste
of human resources, growing alienation and polarization in our society. It has
only been in recent years that we have recognized the folly of such a course.
Although no one has made a claim that community involvement will solve all of
education's problems, more and more educators have come to the conclusion
that parents can and must play an important part in making schools more
effective. At least three positive outcomes of parent involvement are easily
identified.

1. Parents gain because they have an influence over the destinies of their
children.

2. Teachers benefit hecause'they adquire powerful allies (parents) who share
responsibility for what their children do.

3. And, of course, the pupils are the chief beneficiaries since teacherg and
parents combine their energies and talents on behalf of the kids.

It would really be a waste to have Title I and parent involvement stop
now that we Itve come so far, which it would with revenue sharing.

Some of the ways that the Spring PAC has dealt with Title I are as follows:
A clothing program initiated by the PAC which we were having trouble

getting approved by the School Committee until they were reminded that they
had just approved a horse back riding program for advantaged high schoolers.
The parents thought this program was necessary not only for self-image, but
because children arriving in mid-winter from Puerto Rico had no warm clothes.
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THE NEED FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Parents' were responsible for starting pre-schools In the North End area
where there is a large concentration of. Spanish speaking children. In the
summer program the 'parents added math, and ESL program for Portuguese
speaking children, physical fitness; camping experiences, the integrated day
approach 'where the session is broken up by swimming and outdoor classes, and
we changed the lunch at mid day which forced the children to stay an extra
half hour for a lunch they didn't care for to a midmorning snack. The P.A.C.
decided to fund ti drop -out school because we could see the great need for
alternative education.

We are now in the process of working on several new programs for the
197344 school year. Spanish speaking counsellors beeause the children are now
being counselled through an interpretor which is very ineffective. Home liason
workers so that there can 1w a link between the school, the home, and. the child.

A joint project with Northern Educational Service for an after school tutor-
ing and enrichment program. Some enrichment experiences for children in
"Special education .classes." The above are all instances where parents through
knowing -their own childnsn and the children in their neighborhoods could see
a need and went about filling that need. With educational revenue sharing we
would still see the need, but would have no recourse toward filling those needs.

Perhaps the inost important change which the PAC made was in providing
bus monitors for the pre-school children. We were shocked to find out that four
year olds were crossing main streets because of the lack of monitors. This
was immediately taken care of through the insistance of PAC. Without PAC
to call, mothers probably would have kept their children home because they
would have had no recourse to solve the problem.

-1:11E NEED FOR PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Some other related areas we have worked on include: Lobbying successfully
before the City Council for a Community School which was being fought by
other neighborhood residents because they didn't want the minority students
coming in their neighborhoods. Testifying both locally and state wide for
racial balancing because we could see that the disadvantaged need integrated
schools along with compensatory education.

Lobbying for a piece of federally owned property to be retained for educa-
tional use rather than to be rented for a foundry. This piece of property was
in a target area where there was a serious shortage of space and can be used
for Title I classrooms.

We also were successful'in getting the School Department to change a direc-
tive which said that only one certain regulation uniform could be used for
gym. Since this uniform Was very expensive and placed a burden on poor
people, we asked that the rule be changed so that any appropriate gym. clothes
coati' be worn sind this was done.

Tin ve was a dispute with the School Department concerning the salary of
a PAC consultant.' The School Committee approved .thz figure the PAC re-
quested. The above shows that, with a strong working group of parents many
good things can be done for the children and the schools and none of this will
he done with revenue sharing.

In Springfield, we are most fortunate to have had offered to us by the Uni-
versity of Alassachnsetts School of Education a series of _seminars on subjects
of coneern to parent advisory council members,. 1 .

The University of Alassachusetts is community oriented and for the past
w years has had a University year for Action program where students spend
ycar orking for various agencies and still receive credit. Joseph Casey spent

last year with Neighborhood Legal Serves and became involved with PAC.
He sful then that .parents needed much more knowledge and training than
was hying provided by either the LEA or SEA. In September when he returned
to the University lie kept PAC in mind.

He started working on setting up a resources center for local PACs, but al-
though the tiellool backed him. there were no funds available. He is still working
toward the funding- of 71 venter. 1114 in the meantime lias started these courses

loap parent8 understand the educational processes.
'nese classes are given free by professors on the faculty who travel thirty

miles to teach for an hour and answer questions and discus.~ their topic for
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another hour. They are provided on a weekly basis to the PAC and other in-
terested Title I parents.

There have been three to date: the first was on the new Massachusetts
Bilingual Act and explained the legislation, the reasons for its enactment, and
the method for implementing it.

The second was on reading programs and we were taught what makes a good
reading program and what parents could do to improve reading programs in
our seiloois.

The third covered urban education and the training of teachers for urban
classrooms, There were six members of the Urban Education Center and because
of thegreat-Interest and time 'spent on discussion we could not finish in the
two hours and all six people agreed to returnfor another session.

Future acthinais include Basics of Evaluation, Planning.of.Programs, Title I.
legislation, and comparability.

We feel this is extremely valuable because as we are gaining knowledge we
are also gaining confidence so that in making recommendations concerning the
unmet needs of our children, we are working from the .advantage of backing
our knowledge of our children not only with common sense and grass roots
ideas, but with educational expertise as well.

TAKEN FROM PARAPROFESSIONAL HANDBOOK ON EDUCATION IN SPRINGFIELD, PRE-
PARED BY WILLIAM E MALLOY, ATTORNEY AT LAW, NKIPTIBORHOOD. LEGAL SERVICES,
INC., AUGUST 1, 1972

November 19, 1970John Sullivan called a meeting' cif local poverty agencies
as required by Guideline II of new..Massaohusetts Title I Gulaelines. Elec-
tion procedures were., formulated, Imt.noother involvement -encouraged.

December, 1970.Tanuary, 1971EleetiOns of 'Title" I 'parent§ were held 'frOm
four (4) areas. A Systems-Wide PAC was elected from the four (4) local
area councils. A total of eighty-one (81) people were involved.

4.nuary, 1971-June,- 1971Mr. Sullivan controlled the PACs.' The program
package for 1971-1972, was approved and signed by the System-Wide Coun-
cil Chairwoman.

Juno, 1971Trudy Newble spearheads organizing Title I parents. Members of
the State-Wide Title I Task Force met with member" a the Springfield
PAC. The group called itself EPAC, the Emergency Parent's Advistiry
Council.

August, 1971Four (4) EPAC members filed a letter listing complaints about
the Springfield Title I Program :.

1. Elect ou procedure
2. Fut cti ^n of the PAC
3. Lack of local poverty .agency involvement iu the election
4. Lack of documentation for programs, and
5. lack of budget documentation

September, 1972 - -All Title I funds withheld for two (2) weeks of the new
school year until provisional approval is given by the Commissioner of
Education. A more detailed complaint was filed on September 3, by EPAC
members asking that new elections not be held until better methods were
assured and .Title I schools were properly identified. PAC members went'
tti- Boston but were not able to see Conunissioner Sullivan. Robert Jeffreys
of SEA holds open meeting in Sprinfield on Title I complaints.

October-December, 1971October 14, 1971, Federal Guidelines put into effect on
. parental involvement. Clothing program request rejr,'..tPd. No formal answers

received On complaints.
January, 1972John minivan' ran new elections .without any response to EPAC

requests. EPAC nvimbers protested.. Finally, the State Department held a
hearing in '6pringfileld. . .

February-March, 1972All the EPAC members are elected to the PAC System-
Wide and control the vote. On March 17, 1972, a letter is sent to Dr. Deady
enumerating findings by the SEA. Clothing program started.

April-May, 1972Dr. Deady answers State Department. letter. 1972 Summer
-Program' pushed through School Committee without r'A Chairwomans
signature. .

April 22, 1972Bill Anderson of Wilmington Title I PAC holds an all day con-
ference on Title I consultant funds. Twenty-eight (28) demands were dis-

05-545-73pt. 2-36
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cussed. John Sullivan then distributed tnese requests to principals, etc.,
before the System-Wide PAC has had a chance to refine them.

May 5, 1972Letter sent to Dr. Deady specifying complaints in this year's
program. System-Wide PAC refused to sign Title I package. PAC had meet-
ing with Dr. Deady and discussed the lack of involvement of the PAC in
development, evaluation, and discussion of Title I Programs. The lack of
technical assistance was also raised.

June 8, 1972 Dr. Deady informed the School Committee he would ask them
to approve- Title I Program, with or: without PAC. sign-off.

June 9, 1972Appeal sent to Commissioner Sullivan.
June 22, 1972Title 1 package signed by PAC after obtaining input on new

Title I positions. School Committee approved programs.
July, 1972PAC Committees on By-Laws and elections active in defining future

role of PAC.
Page 13 and 14 are included to show that parent involvement did not come

easy and will be one of the first guidelines to be done away with if federal aid
comes in the form of revenue sharing.

HOW CAN TITLE I BE IMPROVED

Improved teacher training to assured sensitivity toward the child.
At one of the seminars for parents given by the University of Mass. profes-

sors we learned the following from Mr. Dick Shea who spoke to us about suc-
cessful reading programs. There was a study to find schools with successful
reading programs. The criteria was that the school had to be in a large city,
and it had to be a poor school both by free lunch figures and high per-eentages
of welfare. There were four schools found that showed by third grade the
average child was reading at grade level and had very few failures. The fol-
lowing variables were used to see what wits-happening in these schools.

1. Physical Facility
2. Class Size
3. Quality of teachers
4. If the children attended pre-school
5. Methods and Materials
6. Grouping practices
.7. Ethnic background of teachers
8. Strongly emphasized reading prOgram
9. Additional reading personnel

10. Individual diagnosis
11. Expectation of the children by teacher
12. Emphasizes phonics
13. Leadership role of principal.
The three factors found in all the successful programs were teachers expecta-

tion of the children, leadership role of the principal, and strongly emphasized
reading. What this seems to prove is the self-fulfilling prophesy where a child
will do what is expected of him, and in too many cases teachers either thiough
racism or pity do not expect the target area child capable of learning and there-
fore, th child does not learn. This must be changed so that each child is treated
as an individual who is ready, willing, and able to learn.

This could be done if Title I continues on a categorical basis.

SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS

,BASSI Prep School
Si ssi which stands for Street Academy Systems of Springfield, Inc. is an

alternative school which has just been funded by Title I funds. This came about
because the PAC decided drop-out prevention was a high priority and the
c:iool Committee agreed. This school gives visible proof that compensatory

education does work.
The majority of students had dropped out of public schools. Many spent their

elementary years in "special education" classes. As a rule they were completely
turned off to school until entering Sassi. Sassi's belief is The human potential
of many Greater Springfield youth, which is being ignored or wasted, can be
made productive and self-respecting in a specifically designed educational en-
vironment for college entrance and communications training.

We are proud to have been the tool through which Sassi could continue with
their success pattern.
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ANDY CAN MARE IT-NOW

By Brian Ladouceur, Republican Staff
Andrew C. Rucks thinks he can make it now.
A year ago he wasn't so sure a black youth could advance in today's society.

He has now changed his mind.
His first advance was made this week in the Winchester Square Branch

Library, Where three paintings and two poems lie created are on display.
Rucks, 18, lives at 125 Sherman St., Springfield.
Last year he attended Classical. High School, decided to didn't like it, and

transferred to Technical High School.
His attendance at that school ended in January when he quit because he

didn't think he was "getting anywhere."
Rucks said he "heard good things" about Sassi Preparatory School, went

down and looked it over, decided he liked it, and enrolled.
At Sassi he was encouraged to write, something he says wasn't done in public

school because his attitudes "might be a little radical."
He tot* artas an elective at Sassi and completed the three paintings in two

months.
While returning home with his third painting, he stopped in at the Winchester

Square Library, where the art work caught the eye of a librarian.
Rucks was asked if he had any more at home. He did and it was suggested

he set up a display of painting and poetry.
One of the paintings depicts the head of a black youth overlooking a scale, on

which are balanced "education" and a hypodermic needle. There is large ques-
tion mark in the center of the work.

A poem on display, entitled "Reincarnation," inchides some of the young
mans thoughts which came to him after a sleepless night.

.Rucks doesn't limit his writing to poetry.
He is currently in the process of writing an autobiography called "Life"

and a collection of essays, poetry, and short stories called "Thoughts."
Rucits 'Will attend Hampshire College, next fall, where lie plans to enter the

premedicial.migrain, and later continue his studies and becothe a doctor.
The decision to enter this field was made on several basis, he said.
The first is that he has always liked math and science.
The second is that his brief tenure at Sasst Prep changed his attitudes on

future limits because of his race.
The third reason was some friends of his brother, who graduated from col-

lege this spring. showing him that blacks "really can make it now."
Rucksfeels he can make it, too..

. Now.
We have two reading clinics which are housed in our Boys' and Girls' clubs.

These are rim on a regular school day schedule but students with severe reading
difficulties are transferred from their regular school to the clinics. Since the
pools are available the children swim three times a week, and also use the
gyms.

There is strong emphasis on reading, but all subjects are taught so the child
will have an .understanding on all parts of the curriculum when he returns to
his regular class.

The ratio of 'children to staff is small, and the atmosphere is relaxed. This
program has been evaluated well both in terms of skills acquired, phis the
childrens attFtles toward school and learning have improved.

IMPORTANCE OF STATE INVOLVEMENT IN FEDERAL AID

State control of federal funds should remain. When a problem arises it is
much easier to locate a state official and to get the problem solved-.than it
would be to go to the federal government. The state understands the LEAs
and their needs and are in a much better position to supervise operations and
oversee the le als. If a further problem arises, the federal government is still
there, but to have to bring every problem to this level Would leave the local
community With no accountability of administrators at all. This is another
reason -why Title I should remain on the same categorical basis.

ONE LAST ARGUEMENT FOR CATEGORICAL AID

Our State Parent. Advisory Council Chairwoman wanted to locate all projects
whia had been taken over by the local districts, but none of the members
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could name even one, and we realize that no projects will be continued under
educational revenue sharing.

Mr. FORD. I would like to observe, Mr. Chairman, that after being
on this committee for a little over 8 years, I have filially packed it
the way I would like to, and I wish we could call on a vote on the
bill right now, and I think we would pass it.. [Applause.]

We will hear from Mrs. Stafford, from Nashville, Tenn.

STATEMENTS OF PANEL III, CONSISTING. OF: NELLIE STAFFORD,.
NASHVILLE, TENN.; ANN BAILEY, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.; AND
MRS. GEORGE TWAITS, TACOMA; WASH.

Mrs. STAFFORD. Thank you. I thank you for inviting me -here. I
am Mrs. Nellie Stafford, vice chairman of the Parents' Advisory
Committee, Nashville,- Term.

I understand the decision which Congress has to make this year-
as to whether to continue title I as a special program for a special
category of children who. have particitlar needs or to adopt a .plon
of revenue sharing shared Ly the admini4ration of each individual
State.

After careful consideration, nvish to advise the members of this.
honorahle.body that the members of the title I advisory committee'
in Nashville strongly recommend that title I be continued as :a,
categorical program to meet the needs -of educationally-disadvantage&
Children.

We make this recommendatiOn for the .following reasons. No. 1,.
title I has been to meet special education needs for children froim
low-income. families in an effort to provide equal- education for all
children.

ReVenue sharing as I understand it would provide a lump sum;
amount to the Sate for educational .purprises, but with no mandate
as to how this is to be spent. The children who need these- special.
programs in order to have a fair chance to succeed in school today,.
are their parents, who haye no stronglobbyists to press State legisla-.
ture or State houses, to recognize and provide for these needs. ..

Furthermore, the present title I guidelines create a ,standard
priority on providing for special needs of poor children throughout:
this Nation. Poor children in all States enter public school with!
language deficiencies, medical and dental problems, and low self-.
image that causes poor motivation.

All of these contribute to a cycle of failure throughout-their lives:
unless highly specialized: programs and personnel are provided early,
in their school year. Title 1 in its 7 years of existence has 'begun.
to meet the needs of some of the Nation's poor children.

If this program is not extended this year, the continuity of these-
programs for poor children will .end in some States forever or 'for
a year or possibly as long as it takes to establish a new revenu
sharing program.

Title I is an attempt to.meet needs that have been created through
a generation of poverty. To withhold these programs from .poor-
children for 1, day would be turning our backs on an investment in
the Nation's greate3t resources, education of our children.
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Title I. has made an effort to involve parents in the education of
their children. Children gain a-positive attitude toward school when
their, parents take an active interest in their schooling.

Tins encourages children to learn and achieve in School. and not
to drop out. Since 1971, parent involvement has been a requirement
in title I programs. Many parent committees are beginning to
understand their input into this program.

Parents are very aware of the particular need of their children.
By sharing this knowledge, they can help the title I- program better
meet these, needs.

Consequently, all supportive teachers now in our area are working
on reading programs- rather than diversified activities. The end of
title I would dissolve this structured line of communication between
schools and parents and destroy many benefits for poor children in
having their parents directly involved in their education.

The parent advisory committee is not alone in its concern that
.title I be continued as a categorical program. I submit the following
letters and statements ...of school administration organizations, princi-
pals, and teachers and supportiVe services personnel of the Metro-
politan Nashville area.

As a mother of 10 kids, 7 in the Metropolitan Nashville school
system, I strongly say support title I of H.R. 09. [Applanse.]

Mr. FORD. Let the record show that we have just heard from an
expert.

Mrs. Ann Dailey, Springfield?
Mrs. BATLEY. My name is Ann Bailey. I am- from Springfield,

Mass. We have here over 2,600 signatures which we got through
having a title I day and we :lad everyone sign it that is interested
in title I.

Mr, Foam You are in Congressman Boland's district?
Mrs. BAILEY. Yes.
Mr. FORD. You ought to know he

that
one of the strongest sup-

porters for more money for education that *e have in the Congress.
11frs:1 BA.mirr. Back home we have bumper stickers which say,

"Don't blame me, I am from Massachusetts." I really do not think
we have to blame anyone. I think there is a basic difference in the
term "educationally disadvantaged."

We do not feel our children are educationally ,disadvantaged. We
believe they attend schools that, are educationally disadvantaged.
1Applause]

We believe categorical aid will do the greatest good. These two
words are quality education. I sat through 6 hours of the State racial
balance hearing, and I heard opponents of the bill repeating over
and over "quality- education."

These people would -not be convinced that true title I children are
not receiving quality echication in poor schools. If concentrated title
Ifands' can change this. if adMinistrators and their people, say that
quality education is the answer, then title I money is provided.

When-.We-waste.our 'Children's echicational.-yearS, the luiman-being
is stillhere;:If le.does not have skills and attitudes to serve as a
prothictive perzon,.thet we have an UnderproductiVe..persOn 'and all
of these. things will cost ns.rriOre than our' etipetdittre for the grew- .
ing -years.
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If the idea is to help those in need. then we should earmark the
funds in a special way. We cannot continue to waste our children
and condemn them to a life of poverty and survive as a Nation.

We can no longer classify our children as those worth saving com-
pared to those who cannot learn. All of our children are born with
a natural desire to learn and gain skills. Children too soon discover
schools do not want them, and they become bitter because they feel
they have been sentenced to failure.

As they grow to adulthood physically, neither they. or the schools
realize that it is not the children who have failed, but the schools
who have failed them. Our entire basic attitude, has to change so
as to accept those who do not fit into middle class cogs of conformity.

Each child must be accepted as an individual who wants to learn
even though he comes to school with different life style, More that
acceptance, these differences must be respected and used as part of the
children's learning experiences.

The administration would have us believe that title I has not
worked. We must look into the reasons. Title I and the entire ESEA
Act has never been fully funded. Much of the money has not been
used directly for intended recipients. One good example is the Presi-
dent's own National Advisory Council for Educationally Disad-
vantaged Children.

These are members appointed by the President and they have
a full staff, and they net once a month paid for by taxpayers money.

There are no parents on this committee, and yet parents cannot
get enough money for training, and we are the ones makinp. the
programs and they only make a report once a year. Teachers have
not been properly trained or retrained. Parents have not been trained
There is a strongly held belief that our children are unable to learn.

Teacher training would do much to improve the success ratio. If
attitudes make the difference, training should be focused on attitudes.
It has been shoWn that poor minority children are not performing
because of the claisroom and individual teachers.

Children expectation is vital for learning. We must be in the
classroom and find out what is happening, and retraining our
teachersthere must be accountability. The teacher .must have to .

meet performance criteria. We must start concentrating our. funds
in a much stricter Ntray, and this is just my opinion that instead of
just giving it to every single district, you should take the poorest
districts within a State as well as the poorest schools within that
district, and this way you would be helping the kids by not spread-
ing out the m:ney too thin.

In Springfield, one of our successes has been parent involvement.
One thing that the parent advisory council did was we had a cloth-
ing.program, and we were having alot of trouble getting it funded.
But we got it funded by title I by showing the school committee
that they had just passed a horseback riding program for affluent
children.

This was needed not only for self-image, but we had
children coming frlom Puerto Rico with no clothes. Another one is
we are assisting Spanish-speaking counselors, because we counsel
Spanish-speaking children thrOugh interpreters.
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This does not work out too well. Another thing parents did, we
found out that 4-year-olds attending preschool were crossing the
main street, and we took action to correct that situation. None of
these things would be done without, title I. advisory council because
parents would not have anything to stand behind.

Another thing we have done is fund an SASSI prep school which
is a dropout, school. We can see how many of our children do want
to drop out of public schools and through this, we went to the
school committee and told them there was a need for this alternative
education, and this was funded [applause].

Mr. Foal). You come from an area that has another outstanding
example of what might happen if we went to revenue sharing and
gave money to the States. After several years of fighting with a
number of States, we thought we had changed the Federal law so it
was impossible for the State to take Federal money away from a
school district on impact aid.

I believe there is a court case 'K-w pendino. involving Chicopee,
and that is close to you, w.,%ere. after all of this effort by the Con-
gress for a number of years, in the State of Massachusetts, they
found a way to take into account when distributing the money back
to the schools from State resources the Federal money that we send
by impact aid. If that is what your State would do if we sent reve-
nue sharing, it is a pretty good chance it is not going to get to either
Chicopee or Sprinfield.

The next one would be Mrs. George Twaits, Tacoma, Wash.
Mrs. TWAITS. I am Ali's. George A. Twaits, Tacoma, Wash. I am

the chairman of the title I Parent AdVisory Council.
We have 34.000 students enrolled in our public schools in Tacoma.

We have 2,177 students participating in the enticknent program.
our parent advisory council t;,risists of 32 members; 6 are commu-
nity representatives, 4 are frim private schools, and 22 are from
public schools.

Our Parent advisory council has exisLd since 1967. But only in
the last year have we been about forming school-based advisory
councils at each one of our title I schools. We have concentrated our
funds in kindergarten through the third grade.

We believe by meeting the youngsters needs in the early years,
there will be -less need for extra help in later years-We are very
concerned in Tacoma about the future of title I. Because of ,mar title
I program, we have found our children are achieving better academi-
cally.

They are more able to cope with problems and respond better to
the world about them. An elementary school that was previously
having ministers volunteer to patrol hallways are now having chil-
dren move freely from classroom to classroom.

In our school, which haS the highest concentration of low-income
children in our district and previously had the most depressed
enrollment as well, we find the children anxious to please and relate
to adults and to ,ether students, and the staff is continually measur-
ing the behaviorof childr0),- and seeking ways to 'better the atmos-
phere.
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Another one of our schools which is located in our predominantly
black community had a very interesting thing, happen. Children
were asked 6 years ago to draw a color picture of themselves. All
children colored white faces.

Now, after a program than concerned with the effective. area as
well as the cognitive, black children color themselves black.

These are just a few examples of our many successes. I feel that
they have conic about because of the extra help that title I has
brought to our low-income .schools. Reading teachers, counselors,
social workers, nurses, and primary enrichment teachers have been
able to zero in on needs of individual schools and have been able to
work with and support the staff that was.already in that building.

Many of the staff members had become very discouraged, They
needed to be remotivated, supported, and encouraged. They also
needed to be more aware of their attitudes and responses to children
and parents.

There is a need for teachers to be made accountable. I believe
there are very few nonlearners in our society, only inadegnatc:Iteach-
ing methods. It is important that school districts continue to be
accountable for money they receive. With evaluating, auditing, and
comparability reports, a monitoring system is taking place in title I.

It, of course,-is not perfect, and does need to be improved. If the
govermnent is serious about helping educationally-deprived children
from low-income areas, the money must continue to be earmarked
for these children with a lot of strings attached.

We keep hearing scuttle butt about education revenue sharing, No
one I haVe spoken to supports revenue sharing of any kind. If this
.money 'conieS to school districts without guidelines, reoulations, and
a monitoring procedure, it will be_used to keep the children in our
more affluent schools.

Tacoma., parent committees and school board members and city
gc Anent. come from the well-to-do part of the city. Poor people
do not have the time, money,.nor. opportunity to rim campaigns and
win elections.

Title I, lleadstart, and Follow-Throne have .finally given: poor
parents a yoke in the community. We also thpughout our
Nation a great deal of apath,,, on the part of our communities where
education is concemed,

-.The oily-time -.We have a voice is when it is time to vote for spe--
cial,levies. This .lias come about because of educators' willingness to
include parents in the decisionntaking process.

We have had administrators.tell' us that they have gone to school
for a numb'of years to receive their'training, and they know-what
is best for our children. We have been told.wehave..no business in
their schools telling thath what to do with these kinds of kids.

I. cannot begin to tell you. how much the rules and -reguations,
part. 116.17(o) of, the regulations of li-M.,have helped parents: W.
are finally able to be involved in the:planning, development opera-
tion P.,1d. evaluation of the project."

This, of course, is a benefit' to the Government, because -.We can
keep an eye on what is happening at the local level. We are the best
monitors you will ever have. In Tacoma, we have parents writing
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proposals, writing the applications, publishing- a newsletter, develop-
ing criteria for prospective staff members, conducting training ses-
sions for teachers, developing parent grievance procedures, planning
the budget, volunteering in the classroom, negotiating with adminis-
trators- reviewing test results, and evaluating the program.

Recently 17 of our parents spent a week evaluating 21 title I
schools. We compiled 40 ree4mmendiiti 000000000 changes in the pro-
gram -for next year. We will soon begi iii to negotiate on these recom-
mendations.

We are very proud of our desegregation plan. in Tacoma which
came about. with the help of parents and the community. The par-
ents saw a need and the parent advisory committee bused out
target area eligible children before the district. did. We insisted that
the law be followed.

We now have eligible bused out children being served in six
schools. We have seen a number of things which arc questionable,
and because of. our insistence and willingness to negotiate we arc
bringing about changes.

I cannot emphasize enough the importance of the parents advi-
sory committee. We have the necessary energies, desires, and the
reasons for title I to work. Remember it is our children involved.

Title I is fulfilling two needs: One, the need of children, and
second, the need of low-income parents to be meaningfully involved
in our child's educational program. The parents are also meeting the
need, the Government's need for an on-going monitoring system.

I have mentioned that we have concentrated our funds. We spend
no money in secondary and no money in the fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades. This was a difficult decision to be made. .

We see many needs in these other nine grade revs is. Because of the
mobility of our society, we have many children in these upper grade
levels who have not been involved in the primary enrichment pro-
gram.

We are in need of four tinies:as much money, because we are not
able to effectively serve 75 percent of the eligible boys and girls. We
strongly.. support the continuation of title funds for target area
low-income children, and we are hopeful that continuation will be
fully funded.

Thank you for this opportunity to be heard. [A .pplause.]
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.

We will move on to the panel, which consists of Mrs.. Name
Mosca, Baltimore, Md.; Mrs Rita Angeles, Calif.: Mr
,Tim Rielly, Oskaloosa, Iowa; Ms. Dotson, YoUngstowit,
Ohio; Mrs. Jacqueline Williams, S-C.;. and Mrs. _Leroy
Wymore, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

tThe prepared statements referred to follow :1

STATEMENT-OE MRS.. NANCY MoscA, CHAIRWOMAN, TITLE I, ESEA PARENT
ADVISORY COUNTIL, BALTIMORE, MD:

I am Nancy MoE.z.a, Chairwoman for the Title I, ESEA Parent AdvisoryCouncil for Baltimore County.
I am here today . to help children. What Title I has meant to the children

and. the parents in Baltimore 'County is - invaluable and immeasurable. -Even
the remote thought of the elimination of Titic.I would be a terrible thing.'
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I would also like to give my wholehearted support to H.R. 69 which has
'been submitted by Congressman Perkins. H.R. 69 as I understand it would
give full funding for all eligible children $300.00 per child, which would a ° -
tend ESEA, Title I programs through 1978. This would build a better continu-

lte of the program, and be a definite plus as far as the planning of the Title I
1gram is concerned.
We have collected data for the last five years on the degree of parental in-

volvement with regard to parent/teacher conferences, parent/child involvement
and other parent involvement. We have found 53% of the Title I parents have
not been involved with school activities, and 44% have not been helping at
'home. This was because of lack of communication and knowledge of what to
do. This data lead us to believe there is very little chance of improving read-
ing for Title I children unless you have meaningful parental involvement in
their education, both in school and at home. Because of this data, one of the
major components of the project in Baltimore County is our Parent helper
Program. We have hired parents of Title I children on a temporary basis to
work in the Title I schools. These parents go through a training workshop,
and then work in the classroom under the di.:ection of the teacher. This pro-
gram has proved invaluable thus far. These parents are not only bringing
extra money into the home and community, but are learning how to help their
child in the school. This is something some of them did not know how to do
before. Some of them were unable to read and write themselves. This program
has given the parents and the children such good concepts, such gOod feelings

:about themselves and each other that you could not measure this in the form
of a test. This Parent Helper Program has enabled not only the parent to
'build better relationships with their child, but has built better relationships
with parents, teachers, principals, communities and everyone that is iniAved
with the education of that child. This program has enabled principals and

. teachers to see maybe why a parent has been reluctant to come into the school
for a parent conference to offer help, or for any other reason. It has made
them see that maybe the parent hasn't come, because she is ashamed to cone,
because she doesn't have a decent dress to wear, or because she doesn't have a
winter coat. Any one Of these reasons is enough.

In Baltimore County in the Title I schools when a problem like this has.
been made known. to the principal, the aides and thcl teachers, they rally to-
gether to help these parents. They have made these parents feel like they are
worthy, like they are wanted in the schools and give them a new self-concept
about themselves, and thiki in turn has helped their child. I feel Title I is di-
rectly helping those child:en that should be helped by Title I funds.

On_ e parent came to work as a parent helper. Her child had.a speech prob-
lem she was unaware of. She said her husband spoke the same way. Through
the Title I program, she has learned that her husband also had a speech prob-
lem, and lie is now interested in seeking help: The child is being helped, and is
not so frustrated, because the parents know now bow to help that & W. After
tthis parent's hours ran out as a parent helper, she remained on as a volunteer
!helper.

I would also like to use my own child as an example. He was reading below
. 'level in the first grade. I became involved as a volunteerin his second year of

-school. This gave my son such a good feeling about himself and about me, and
just the L.-Night that his mother was there in school, it gave him such pride
in his work that it was unbelieveable. I was able to help him and to know
when not to help him. He is now in the third grade and is reading on grade
level.

We have found many more examples like these in Baltimore County. The
good feelings this has built between parent and child are invaluable to the
child's learning and achieving better. We also feel in Baltimore County by hir-
ing these parents that we are putting money directly to the parents in the
community of the Title I schools. Most of our. employees or aides 'that are
hired in the Title I programs live in the communities of the school attendance
areas that they work, and quite a few of them have been parents of Title
children in the past. The parents in Baltimore County are truly involved, not
only in their own school, but on a county level.

We have the parent program in each school. We also have a county-wide
Paie7.:. Advisory Council 'with, representation from each of the schools in the
project in Baltimore County. We meet once a month and have visits in eachof
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the Ttile I schools monthly. We are able to see what goes on in each of the
schoolS, get better ideas, go back to our own schools and share these ideas
with one another. We are able to visit the different classrooms, the aicl,Ns, the
teachers, see different materials, and it truly gives the parent a chance see
what is going on in the classroom with their own child and with other chil-
dren. The fact that Title I has mandated parent involvement, I feel, is the
main reason parents have become so involved. Without this mandate, I think
that some of the schools and the principals would not have brought the par-
ents in and involved them as much as they are involved today. I think that we
need these mandates that are part of the Title I law, and at this time, I

. would like to give my reasons why I do not support Educational Revenue
Sharing;

I think Title I should continue as a categorical grant program. As Title I is
now, it is a specA.c program reaching specific children with specific needs. Ed-
ucational Revenue Sharing as it is now is too uncertain. It does not state who
will administer the /Loney of Title I, what guidelines will be followed if there
will be any guidelineG, and it does not assure that disadvantaged children will
receive the monies d e tl4em. I feel that if the monies come into the state as a
lump sum, they cou1,1 be subject to political pressures and disadvantaged chil-
dren will never see the money. Educational Revenue Sharing does not assure
parental involtement as does the present Title I program. It is not said that
parental involvement will be mandated.

We parents have worked to hard in the last eight years to become an im-
portant part of Title I, only to be told now that we are not needed, or '..7e
hive no rights as far as the law is concerned. Too much is too uncertain with
Educational Revenue Sharing. I don't truly feel that Title I monies would
reach the disadvantaged child that they are meant to reach under the Educa-
tional Revenue Sharing.

Congressman Perkins, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
come before the Congrenional Committee and give my reasons and the reasons
of those parents in Baltimore County for supporting Title I at:. a categorical
grant program and H.R. 69, the bill that you have submitted.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MRS. JAMES RIELLY, CHAIRMAN, PARENT AI;VISORY COUNCIL,
OSKALOOSA, IOWA

This is testimony presented to you pertaining to the great importance of the
continuance of the Title I program under the Elementary Secondary Education
Act.

My testimony is given to you as t member of a small school district and a
parent of a participating student. of the Title I program. Oskaloosa is a typical
small Iowa school district, vepresentative of rural areas.

The Title I program in 0,kkaloosa has brought about and funded an out-
standing program for the e,I,,cationally disadvantaged. An excellent reading
program with a'reading clinic has been established to best serve the education-
ally disadvantaged, as reading is one of the first areas where the results of
being an educational.y disadvantaged child appeas.

In some cases, this lack of reading ability is brought abort by immaturity
because of a lack of social experience, or because of a visne and/or auditory
perce:ptional difficulty. These are not retarded or special education children but
are children who have an average I.Q. Mese are the children that seem to be
able to bluff their way in the classroom situation. They are usually labeled the
trouble makers, the ones that don't, try or don't care. Their undetected lack of
reading ability brings about further frustrations usually to discipline problems-
in a classroom and eventually as the: required schooling continues, they become
thle droupouts or have severe emotional prob!ems.

Through the-diagnostic clinic-these chile.ren, are tested and given the proper
training and help; thus, enabling them, to increase their reading skills and im-
prove their regular classroom work.

In our local Title I program, a reading clinic and reading centers have been
established to help educationally disadvantaged. In an evaluation, a signif-
icant portion of our s...AVtol population was found to have a reading disability.

The effects of a reading disability are numerous. Normal progress in school
is blocked for the disabled reader. Feelings of inferiority produced by reading
disability lead to various forms of maladjusted behavior.
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In our clinic, a studen't difficulties are properly analyzed through testing:
and diagnosis. The child is taught in. his center. This is above and beyohd his
regular classroom work. Frequently, the student is brought up to his potential
learning capacity.

Of equal importance are the changes in personality and feeling of self' worth
that occur with the correction of the reading difficulties.

The educationally disadvantaged child is a- child that is more harmed than
helped by an extended summer vacation period. A Title I summer school has
been carried on so that these chil.dren would continue to gain. Some extra-cur-
ricular activities were also provided along with the reading so that the eco-
nomically disadvantaged st ideas would have wider opportunities.

At this time because of the cutback in Title I funds, we will not be able to
have such a summer progrctu.

Because of limited funding in our local district, our program is only able to
serve a portion of the elementary students and at the Jr. High and Sr. High
level only Anted eases.

More attention has been given the kindergartens so that these 71iildron may
be helped to catch up at an earlier age thus, avoiding some of t.-e difficulties-
that arise with the educationally disadvantaged child. This in turn helps not
only the child's family, and community but society in general.

Our LEA feels Oskaloosa has benefit:Ai so griatly from an effective Title I
program that they have been willing to put funds into the program when the-
necessity arose.

For example, in August of 1972, Oskaloosa was alloted the sum of $91,678.
since that in November they were cut to $86,078 and again in February 1973
to $86,113, and there is a possibility it may be cut further before the fiscal'
year is ended. Believe me, this makes it hard to budgeteven if this were
happening to a small household budget. Our LEA feels so strongly on the
great benefits derived from the Title I program for Making our whole cauca-
tional program effective, they have been willing to carry the salaries of teach-
ers so several of our Title I reading centers do not close. This is how impor-
tant and effective' the school district feels the program is to the Title r
Advantages are also brought about in the classroom in which the children be-
long and evenutally the whole educational system benefits.

In the small school districts, many of the same problems exist as in a
larger, metropolitan area, and we also have problems that are unique to ruralareas.

It is important that there be some ilexibb4y in the regulations established'
so that the smaller school- diStri2ts can bettor meet the needs of these area:.
For example, in Oskaloosa, Iowa, there are no great videlicet, in the attend-
ance centers. Therefore, comparability in our ease could bring about a lesseffective program.

The Title I program is the type of program that 7-quires legislative regula-
tion to assure a good program. In many cases monies would be channeled into
an already ineffective program and where improvements. are needed would not
be carried out

Our SEA in Iowa has been most helpful in seeing that.'ffitle I prOgramS'are-
well-regulated and that program development is carried out. There have been.
in-service workshops held for Title I teachers and parents and programs are
evaluated and developed to best serve the needs of the educationally disadvati-(aged.

In the budget cut proposed by the Administration, it appears that rural'
areas, such as' Iowa, and lower socio-economic j..:i!ups will be particularly hithard.

There will, be so many people appealing to tbl. Governor-of the state for a.portion of the Revenue Sharing monies, that I find it hard to visualize many
people speaking out for the educationally disadvantaged.'There is no great or-
ganization backing this group of people. 'In ,smaller LEA, the voice of this
group is small and 'therefore, the !message may not sound as loud or important.
These are future taxpayers' of our country. These are the people that through
Title I programs are being given a chance to develop seme degree, of con11-.
dence in themselves so'theY' may have.a better chance to cueceed as human.beings.
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STATEMENT BY RIInA DOTSON, BEI'RESENTIAG PARENTS ADVISORY BOARD,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

I am Rhoda Dotson. I am representing the Parents Advisory Board of
Youngstown, Ohio.

We feel that Title I should continue as a categorical progrorn and should
not be a part of Education Revenue Sharing. We also feel that the states
should not have complete control of Title I funds and programs. Without Fed-
eral guidelines, supervision, and auditing we as parents wilt not be assured that
tbe".disadvantaged child will receive his fair share of Educatio. Revenue Shar-
ing funds. Whereas with Federal supervision, we :;eel reasonab4 sure that the
money will reach poor children and- help those .thildren who are behind in
grade level.

The Title I remedial Reading Program in Youngstown has been very suc-
cessful in helping the educationally disadvantaged children in our school sys-
tem. This Reading Program services 787 educationally disadvantaged students
in grades one Unit six. Six-hundred-fourty-six (646) of these studens en-
rolled the Title I public elementary schools and 141 are enrolled in the
'Title I parochial elementary schools. The Reading Program is in fourteen (14)
Title I public elementary schools and three (3) Title I parochial schbols. Par-
ents in Youngstown feel that this program has been a tremendous success in
helping their children who are behind in reading. I too feel that this program
is vitally needed in our school system.

We of tie Parents Advisory Board have voted thrlt our school system ex-
pand and enrich this Title I reading program. With Title I coining under
Education Levenue Sharing it could be possible that we may not have such a
'program, and this would be detrithental to the education of our children. Title
I as a categorital program is and could be vital in- upgrading the academic
skills of the disadvantaged child.

Pirlintal involvement Is a very hnportmit part of Title I. Parents who feel
able to effect their children's educational environment will relay to their chil-
dren a sense of worth and effectiveness.' Parental involvement holds the great-
.est potential for correcting those problems which interfere with the childs de-
velopment. Experts alone will not make children whole and well.

The Title I Parents Advisory Board in Youngstown, which is composed of
seventeen (17) members, who arelairents of children participating in Title I
Programs, are now in the process of :helping with the planning, developf.aert,
and implementation of Title I Programs for our children.Upon reviewiAg the
results of the Ohio Survey Test and doing a needs assessment of our secend-
ary schools, we found that the greatest deficienCies of our children are in the
areas of reading; 'math, and science: The Youngstown Parents Advisory
Board's function. is..ttr help with the. planning, development, implementation,
and evaluation of all Title I programs and helping the Youngstown school sys-
tem to come up with workable programs and some solutions to the causes for
the educational deficiencies of our children.

Title I in Youngstown is helping the disadvantaged child with supportive
services such as medical, dental, and clothing. We, Youngstown parents, along
with some educators have_ found that many children do not attend school be-
cauSe (2, inadequate medical attention and :clothing. We `found one 'incident
where 'Mother was dividing her children scbeol days beCase there was only
one pai;" of boots in. the home for her two school age children. One child would
go in the Morning and the ,dier child would attend in the afternoon. They
were wearing tennis shoes inside 62 their boots. The Mother could buy two
'lairs of tennis shoes for five dollars and could only pay for one pair of boot,:

I, through comparability, has required equal spending on all children
SO that Title I is truly extra. N",re would like to see comparability continue to
he a Title I requirement. . . .

We, of the Parents Advisex.y Board and Parent Advisory Committees of the
Youngstown School district, feel that it is vital that Title I, remains as .a cate-
orical program with -Federal supervision,. parental involvement, and -compara-
bility to Insure effective compensatory programs for educationally disadvan-

...taged children.
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OSAKLOOSA COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Oskaloosa, Iowa, March 6. 1973.

Hon. PERKINS,
U.S. Representative,
Chaionan, Committee on Education and Labor,
Ray?n House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PERKING: I have been following with great interest
your committee hearings involving Title I, ESEA. .

On March 12, the chairman of our local Title I Parent Advisory Council,
Mrs. Jim Rielly, will be offering testimony before your committee. I am look-
ing forward to accompanying her to attend the hearing in person,

I know that besides parent groups, state Title I coordinators have tcblified.
I would like to Submit to your committee the enclosed material written from

the view-point of an administrator of a local program.
I serve as Supervisor of Instruction for our school district. My salary is

paid totally from our own school district so I have no financial connection per-
sonally with Title I, However, I am concerned about the continuance and
future of Title I in our school system.

I would appreciate it very much if you and j,Our committee would give con-
sideration to these, enclosed comments.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

Mrs. 'AMOY (ALVADA) WYMORE,
Supervisor of Instruction.

STATEMENT OF ALVADA L. WYmouE, SUPERVISOR OF INSTRUCTION,
OSKALOOSA COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT, OSKALO3SA, lowA

Representing the Oskaloosa Community School District as a Local Min( atiezi:
Agency involved in operating a Title I_ program under Elementary Secondary.
Education Association legislation, the following comments are offered on :

1. the effectiveness of program
2. extent of local program
a possible expansion of program
4, future prospects of program
5. areas of special concern

I. EFFECTIVENESS OF LOCAL PROGRAM

With funds from Title I, it has been posy We for Oskaloosa Community'
School District to provide remedial and corrective help in reading for children;
in elementary grades. Children who have experienced difficulty in reading have
the opportunity to benefit from small group instruction (3 to 5 pupils) in Title
I centers which are situated in elementary schools.

It has also been possible to establish a reading clinic to diagnose and reine-
diate Qovere reading disability cases. The reading clinic serves as a demonstra-
tion cente: for local teaching staff and for Title I personnel in other school
districts.

In-kervice meetings and workshops held in the reading clinic haVe Provided
instruction and training to help teachers become more effective in teaching dis-
abled readers. r

2. EXTENT OF LOCAL PROGRAM

In grades 3-8, there are 501 children in the Oskaloosa schools who have
been identified as educationally disadvantaged. Seventy-eight of these children
are currently in. Title classes.

This means. that only approximately 15% of children eligible for Title <I in
grades 3-8 are receiving suclieservices In Oskaloosa.

Title I reading centers are located in six of our seven, elementary attendance
centers.

One elementary school, the junior nigh school, and the senior high School,
even though qualifying as target area schools, do not have Title 7..centers. The -

limited amount of funding to Oskaloosa makes it impossible to establish Title
I centers in these schools.
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In the reading clinic only about 10% of the children who are diagnosed as.
severe reading disability cases can be scheduled for remediation. Again, insuf-ficient funds prevent tin: hiring and training of more staff to do clinical teach-ing.

Becatise the school district believes that the Title I program in Oskaloosa is.
very effective in providing needed assistance to educationally disadvantagedchildren, the district spends some of its own resources to provide additional
funding. For example, no money Is budgeted from Title I funds to include-administration of the Title I program ; instead, the school district pays forthis. Also, when Title I 'funds have been discontinued for certain programs.(e.g. transition rooms.), our school district assumed responsibility for the pro-gram and continued it themselves.

a. POSsIRLE EXPANSION OF PROGRAM

With additional funds the Title I program could be extended to include all'of our qualifying schools. An expansion of the current program would concen-trate further efforts toward providing vitally needed help to the educationallydisadvantaged pupils.
Because reading ability is a prime factor in the success of all curricula

areas, the major focus of Title I here would continue to be aimed at readingin a preventive as well as a remedial sense.

4. FUTURE PROSPECTS OF pkosRAA!

It is with alarm and trepidation that the Oskaloosa school district has.viewed the "now It doesnow it doesn't" type of existence of Title I.
The discontinuance of Title I or the cutting back of available Title 1 funds-

would seriously] affect in adverse ways pupils who already have numerous edu-cational problenis to combat.
The Oskaloosa school district has mach: considerable effort to bring to theattention of the general population the merits and values of Title I and the-benefits derived from such a program. Speeches, published articles, and a flintpres&.cation produced by the school district have been particularly effective in.

mating people aware of how Title I money is spent.

S. AREAS OF SPECIAL CONCERN
(1) Revenue Sharing

Although we do not know all of the particulars involve in revenue sharing,..
we would like to comment in general on such a proposal.

As we understand it, revenue sharing would provide general aid rather than
categorical aid. It has .been our experience that general aid often is lost inovprall general budgets unless there is some regulation as to specific use of
designated funds.

We did not receive aid from general funds formerly ; only after categorical
aid came into being was such cad available. We see nothing different at this;time that would assure us of such aid under revenue sharing.
(2) Funding

(a) We feel that funding should be made available to all school ,districts.
Problems in metropolitan areas seem to be more apparent at times; however,.
the same problems exist in. the small, rural type community like Oskaloosa,
along with additional probler... unique to rural areas. We would hope thatOskaloosa's problems would he ignored simply because of its rural setting.

(b) We have heard that a proposed formula for funding. would be based on.
the number of educationally disadvantaged, rather than the number of econom-
ically disadvantaged. We feel that th;..7 would be an unfair formula to use t.determine funding.

In Oskaloosa we have tried to provide a quality education fez ail of our
children. We have worked hard to provide effective' education. .'herefore, ifbecause of our efforts in this direction, our children did not test as loW educa-
tionally as other districts, then by such a formula, we would not receive aid.
We wottld theoretically be panalized for trying to educate our children well.

Such a formula would, in effect, reward ineffective programs and penalize,effective ones.
(c) We experience extreme difficulties in planning and implementing our-

Title I program because we do not know the amount- of .money available tOr.
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our use until late summer or early fall of the year in Whidi it is to he used.
It is impossible at such a It time to make changes . or additions that we
believe are needed for a better program. Even ordering nwterials becomes a
problem because of this.

Staffing ow program is a major problem because funding is so unsure.
Teachers in Title I have no job security ; they are never sure whether a job
wit exist for them or not. Because of this, it is often impossible to get our
teachers who are highly qualified to take Title I jobs. Certainly these children
who nave serious problems need the best qualified, most capable, highly skilled
teachers that we can lirovide for them. However, such teachers are reluctant
to take federally funded jobs because of the job insecurity.

This year our teachers have been especially apprehensive and have requested
other job assignments rather tbitit to, take a chance on Title I.

Our school district has also, received numerous applications from teachers in
other school district Title I programs seeking positions in Oskaloosa. This indi-
cates to us that the exodus from Title I positions is wide-spread in Iowa.

Our school district started the school year operating Title I with an a) loco-
tion of $f11,687. This was cut to $86,878 in November and cut to $86,113 in late
February. By this time in the school year w, are already expending money
beyond that amount so that it will be necessary for the school district to use
general funds to finish out the Title I. year rather thcr_ to discontinue parts of
the program na,r. This causes problems in our school- budget and at times it
would be impossible for a school district to assume these added Title I expend-
itures.

If appropriations could be made a year in advance of the fiscal year in
which they are to be 'expended, our school district could do a much bettar job
of planning, staffing, 'and implementing our Title I program.

(d). We would like to see sonic flexibility built into federal. regulations. tilie
federal regulations seemingly are designed for large city areas. When we try
to apply such regulations to a town .the size of Oskaltosa, the regulations in
some instances, tend to.he come ridiculous.

We have a great need for Title I programs in small towns the size of Oska-.
loosa but the regulations sometimes make it impoSsible to. Provide effective
programs in these smaller districts.

Rather -than ,one set of regulations to apply to all school districts, irregard-
less of size acid type, it would seem more advantageous and more beneficiartir
Provide-the SEA. with sufficient flexibility applicable to Vfferent situations.

(e) We fet, a definite need for services on a state level in a. as of leader-
ship, program development, and program coordination.

During the last few years our SEA has provided an excellent in-service pro-
gram`:for Title I staff. They have done this with only limited funding. Expan
sion of this io-service provided by SEA staff would greatly improve the quality
of local. programs. We .would like to see sufficient funding allowed at the state
Mvel to establish and implement morn in the area of program development.

Local educational agencies need various forms of assistance from the SEA
in developing good programs, ."\ following guidelines, etc. In-put from state
personnel has a definite place in good overall compensatory education.

, (f) In our type; of school district,. the needs of our disadvantaged children
are more apparent in the academic area than in such sirens as social needs,
etc. Therefore, we would like to see concentration. on educational needs rather
than needs in other categories.

(g) Whatever legislation is enacted in regard to Title I, we would like the
legislators to -not overlook the -"Oskaloosa" size and- type of school .districts of
our country.

We would like them to consider the-importance of, and the need.. for, pro-
grams in the -more.rural areas. - .

Oskaloosa, which is typical of the many. small-town school districts existing ,

. in- Z.:3r country's rural areas, would like to feel that its students have an equal
opportunity. to-benefit from federal funding::

STATEMENT (MMES. JACQUELINE WILLIAMS, COLUMIIT..,

,,Gentlemei : My-name. is Zi-.equeline.4. Williams, and 1 represent the Rich-
.

Iand County School District One. Title I AOiSory Committee. I am addressing
you today not as an educator or a professional, but as a parent. I have two
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school-age children; and one is in the Title I program at Lyon Street Elemen-
tary Sellout in Columbia, South Carolina.

Being the rrA president for our school and a representative to our district's
Title I Council .gives.me an opportunity to talk pith niany parents and teach-
ers. The parents of children who are Title I recipients in my school district
are extremely concerned about the President's proposal on Education Revenue
Sharing, We are totally in favor of continuation of Title I as a categorical
grant program for several reasons. Title I is a program designed to help edu-
cationally disadvantaged children and our children fall in this category, While
there are approximately 9,000 children in our district -needing this special
assistance, due to the limited funds for Title I Bd., year only 3,000 children
are receiving help.

Education revenue sharing does not assure us that sufficient funds will' be
allocated to continue even this compensatory program. It does not assure -us
that the existing funds will be used to assist children with problems in read-
ing and mathematics. Reading and mathematics are basic skills one must pos-
sess to be able to function in today's society as an asset and not a liability.
Today, high school diplomas are required to do the most menial work. I know
this firsthand because I recently received a GED and still must hold two jo
to support my family. Disadvantage-I children are usually offspring of "educa-
tionally deprived" parents; parents who cannot find jobs paying enough to suf-
ficiently support them. If compensatory education programs, especially Title I
are not allowed to function -free from this "ONE FOR ALL AND ALL FOR
ONE"' system (Education Revenue Sharing) that the President is proposing,
we can only foresee our children and .children of many other families like us
who have little or' no say in local and state government losing a considerable
amount of funds allocated for the Title I compensatory education program.

As stated previcialy, thous:Aids of children needing assistance now are not
receiving it due to the lack of funds: Many others will be denied if Title I
funds are cut. The isa:,,anee of such large quantities of money to the states by
the federal government with a "DO AS YOU SEE FIT" rag attached to it
with no meas of elica's and balances by the federal government is vothing
but an open invitation. for all sorts of misusage of fundsfunds that are so
desperately needed for its primary intent. We, tire parents of Title I reCipi-
ents, ask you, our voices in Congress, to stand Pan with Mg in our beliefs, rec-
ognize, and acknowledge the truth when addressing our leaders. We feel the
truth and the law of the laud should prevail over all other.

I am honorer] . to have been selected to speak to you today. Ever since I
received my invitation to appear before you I have been very busy- talking
with the Title I State Coordinator, Title I supervisors, and Title I teachers,
other than at Lyon Street Elementary School, where my son is in the. Correc-
tive Mathematics program. I had gathered documented information to include
in my testimony. Some I included; some I did 7f,,t, for I feel sure you already
have piles and piles Of it. 1 have learned that Title I had many problems in
its first years. 't was introdh.:ed in a dual school system, and funds were used
for supplantimg instead of supplementing. White the program was in progress,
the school systems became unitary. Population shifts had its effects on. the pro-
gram. Through trial tuul error, neitacompreliensions and corrections, the Title
I program. in my school, district. and many other- school districts in the state of
South Carolina is on, its feet, and its progress is assitred.

I realize your only :neans of measuring progress is by test scores. I nisei
know that tests.do not cover the "human factors" in children when it comes to
progress. Test scores are only figures on paper. They do not measure the disci,'
plinary growth of children who are now able to read well enough to partici-
pate a regular cIassrobm, therefore having little or no need to do things to
attract attention and disrupt the class. They do net measure the expressions of
self-pride that beams across our children's faces when they are called upon to
Perform in class, and they know they are capable of performing successfully.
A test could uci...tr give you the satisfaction of seeing a child change from
totally uninterested to overly eager in his lessons as I have experienced,with
my son and many of his classmates. I guess he tray be like many students
who net 1 that extra push and individual attention that Title I provides. My
son constantly insists on reading to me and is -forever challenging- me with
math questions. I can recall when he never,,brought a book home froth. school.

overall outlook about. school' has changed. He now has the incentive, to
want to learn. .

95-545--r73-pt 2-97
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I !mist also say that tests are measured on a percentage haSis. This percent-
age does not. ' into consideration individuality of children or he 1:14.1
that all children taking these tests did not begin in the pn;grain on 11w same
level of learning. I understand there is smite question about the SUCCI'::. of the
Title I program due to test scores, brit are lest scores the only means of know-
lug that progress is i c ing -le? I have heard it said that surely 0 leacher
being paid out of Tit:e.I funds is going to praise the iirograin. After Iv:itching
these teachers with our chi'.d.ren achieving what I class as small Inirael and
knowing, the only satisfaction they are receiving is when a child can finally be
sent back to his regulf,r class and is able to progress without further special
help, I know that our teachers praises are valid. Not only do teachers being
pairl out of Title I funds praise the program. teachers Of regular classrooms
praise it highly. It has been expressed to me time and time again from several
teacliers the difference in these eliildten's attitudes and their willingness to

- learn.
Parental involvement has a lot to do with the success of the Title I pro-

gram. Children spend the vast majOrity of their time at home. It takes a joint
effort between the school and home to overcome learning problems. I have been
involved with my children's school PTA and other school organizations .since
my oldest son's first year in school. This is my first -year being on the Title I
Advisory Committee. As I understand from parents, we are making progress in
involving parents, but we have a long way to go yet. Our group is rapidly
multiplying and numerous avenues are being opened for parents who are inter-
ested and to attract parents who do not knoW about Title I.

When I left for Washington, on March 11, our Title 1 Committee was in a
three-and-one-half hour workshop preparing for the development of the
1973-74 Title I project application. Parents in Columbia, South Carolina, are
really on the ball, and we are willing to do what is necessary to keep the
Title I prograin functioning as a categorical grant program because we feel
that if educational revenue sharing collies into effect parental involvement will
be eliminated. President Nixon talks about returning the power to the local
people, but disadvantaged a hildrciv and their parents have never been in
power. Most legislators, school, officials,, and school board members have never
experienced .lifficulties in, school. They do not know as we that parents of Title
I children the feeling of self - insufficiency and the need to overcome it. So,
giving the power back to the people does not include us.

This brings nie to the future of Title I. I can best relate to you our con-
cerns by using my school and my school diStrict as an example. Three prob-
lems face the disadvantaged children in our school. As Title I is eliminated or
changed to revenue sharing, it will he a year or more, before any tyre of read-
ing or math program: and supportive services is begun -again. What will
happen to the students in the Title I Program who are beginning to make
progress? Even if a program like Title, I is continued hi the same way in the,
future, these stio'ents- will he lost in the reshuffle.

If the present Title I prograia is oth/lied, many students in our school dis-
trict who need extra assistance reading and math and supportive services
still Won't receive- them, With the presefit Title I budget ;Ally about one-third
the students who actually need extra help can receive it Without any exagger-
ation the Title I budget needs to be tripled just to. offer all eligible students
with reading and/or math difficulties.minimum extr.assistauce. I don't under-
stand how our federal government can spend billions *on weapons- to kill, but
wont ethicate all of our children.

A. third problem, faced by Ike 'Title I students in my sabot and a dozen
other schools-in; Columbia is the loss of Title I eligibility, even if the present
Title-I program' is continued: Oiir school is estimated to' have G0% disadvan-
taged students enrolled,. bot when the 1970 Census Data is used and the
attendance zone, (net enrollment),- is used to calculate the number of distw,-
vaiitaged students, our schbel- is estimated to have only 21% disadvantaged
students. This causes our school to be ineligible for 1973-74 under the present
Title I regulations.

Ushr-attendance zones and the 1970- Census causes over 150 Middle -income
white audents who attend private' segregation academies or moved out of the
area to be included in the 'count of the Lyon Street attewitace zone.. This
white flight has affected a 'dozen or more schools in Columbia and-.with 'eligi-
Witty' based on attendance areas 'rather than actual school enrollments will
make all of these schools ineligible for .Title I, unlesS, of cOurse; this regula-
tion

.

is changed.
Despite our difficulty. with the way the present federal Title I regulation
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requires eligibility to be determined. I \vant the federal government to main-
tain some control over programs for disadvantaged students. The current bal-
ance lattwten the local, state, and federal government in Title I seems ideal. A
shift, in this babuice, especially reducing federal monitoring, woold seem to put
us back years in the education of disadvantaged children. The modification of
the current regulations for determining eligible Title I schools is necessary.
Further improvements Iii Title I programs. can be expected as parents and
teachers become more lathing?' with. the needs of disodrantaped students and
work together to Noire them. Education revenue sharing is a step backward.

Attachment 1

yrix ONE REMEDIAL READING PROGRA M AT LYON STREET ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
COLUMBIA, S.C.

The Title One Remedial Reading Program has afforded me two years of
beautiful teaching experiences with about one hundred children. The children
ae happy and eager to lea. There are no behavior problems and growth in
self-discipline. self-teaching. and positive attitudes to learning is apparent.
There has been a countable growth in reading abilities.

Children are selected for the program on the criteria of reading one aA
one-half years below grade level and showing a potential for improvement. In
1971-1972 grades four and live were eligible, and in 1972-1973, only those
pupils from grades two, three. and four are eligible. The classes are limited to
ten children with a reading teacher and instructional aide. The perioe.:, are for
fifty minutes. live days a week as compared to four days last year. Due to
scheduling around recess- and lunch periods, library and remedial Math. only
four classes are held a. day. Ahont forty -five minutes it day is set aside for
planning. Any extra time is used for testing, bonus students, helping classroom
teachers with suggestions, making teaching labs, and study and observation.

In-service training was given one 21 week in 1971-1972 and once a month
this year. These sessions have been invaluable and worth a college coarse. The
specialists contributing to this training have been superior. The organization
and supervisory personnel have provided a continuity and support that made
'for an excellent program.

The teachers have been provided with a variety . of materials, soft -ware,
hardware. and audio-visuals. Ideas have been shared and the latest and best-
proven methods for the teaching of Reading have been supplied.

The provision of au instructional aide has been a very positive aspect in the
program. The more that the pupil-teacher ratio is reduced, the more chance a
child has to be heard when his questions are asked.

My classroom has been a dilapidated trailer, but my enthusiasm for this
reading prograuli, directed as it is, knows no boundaries. It has been a thrilling
experience to see children get excited about learning. They clamor to come to
"Reading" and they hare hill while learning.

It has also been gratifying to see that the children who learn in small
groups are helped to know how to discipline themselves in larger groUps. The
teacher and teacher-aide took forty children for a tour of Dutch Square at
Christmas-time and recently had a guided tour and story hour at the Columbia
Museum of Art. Not one child gave cause to be reprimanded. They moved,
freely and with self-pride. Accolades on our behavior were profuse.

I and convinced that this program represents money well spent.

Attachment 2
REMEDIAL MATII AT LYON STREET ELEMENTARY SCIIDOL, COLUMBIA, S.C.-

The Corrective Math Program at Lyon Street School has played an impor-
tant part in helping to correct the deficienees of students who participate in
the program.

Due to the low teacher-pupil ratio (one teacher, one aide, ten students) indi-
vidualized and personalized instruction is a reality. Excellent soft-ware, manip-
ulation devices, and testing materials have been provided.

Training for the teachers has been superior. The first year we were enrolled
in a courseArithmetic for the Elementary Teacher 700at the University of
South Carolina. This year, we haVe had in-service training twice a month with

instructors.
The program has been evaluated by students, parents,' teachers,- and instruc-

tors and -wit- found good.

ri
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e have individual progress, improvement of attitudes toward math and
school in general, growth in work haoits, and better relations among the chil-
dren.

The' Corrective Math program has shown that pupils two or more years
below grade level can profit from remedial programs.

Attachment 3

STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Title of project : Corrective mathematics.
Location of project : Richard County School District No. 1, Columbia, S.C.
Contact person : Mr. J. Ben Cox, Coordinator, Federal Projects.
Cost of project: $179,170.
Number of participating students : 513.
Specific area of instruction : Mathematics.

MATH EVALUATION

Richland County School District One
1971-72

During the 1971-72 school year, Title One funds were used to support a
corrective mathematics program in Richland County School District One.

The students who participated in this activity were those who had the nec-
essary intellectual potential but were performing at least one and one half
years below grade expectancy in mathematics. They were chosen from the
fourth and fifth grades.

Each program was staffed with a qualified teacher and an aide and was
located in -the following schools; Carver Elementary ; Burton. Elementary ;
Lyon Street Elementary ; Schneider Elementary ; Sarah Nance Elementary ;
Roosevelt Village Elementary ; and Hyatt Park Elementary.

In order to identify and select the students for the corrective mathematics
classes, the following criteria was used :

1. Test results :
a. Math scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
h. Other test data which may he available and useful
2. Cumulative records :
a. Math grades
h. Grades received from other subjects
c. Teacher evaluation
d. Health record
e. Attendance record
3. Teacher observation and referral :
a. Observation concerning the child's interest, ability and performance in the

regular classroom learning atmosphere.
h. Observations of specific behaviors within regular classroom settings.
c. Referral of those students who have the ncessary intelligence but are

experiencing difficulty in math and would benefit from a corrective math pro-
gram.

d. Students referred will be those who are performing one and one-half
years or more below grade level expectancy Li grades 4, 5, and 6.

The major objective of the mathematics program was to provide mathemati-
cal experiences which were appropriate to the individual needs, abilities -and
interests of each child. Attempts were made to equip the student with the
mathematical skills and basic concepts necessary for daily life in our society.
The mathematics teacher prescribed and implemented a method of mathemat-
ics teaching for each student depending on his/her assessment of the cause ofthe student's difficulty.

The learning environment design included learning centers with multi-level
and multi-media approaches. The centers were equipped so that they provided
for the wide range of individual differences. The emphasis was on individualand small group instruction.

The students were provided approximately forty-five minutes of instructionand guidance per day in the corrective math program.
There was an inservice educational program during time school year for the

teachers and -teacher aides. The mathematics consultant assigned to this proj-
ect and personnel from the School of Education at the University of South
Carolina conducted this inservice program.

The servizes of the Instructional Support Teams were very effective in meet-
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lag the special needs of the children who were involved in this special math
activity. The personnel of these teams included social workers, nurses, speech
pathologists, psychologists and a school-home liaison person.

For evaluation purposes. pre-tests and post-tests were administered to the
participating pupils in order to measure the growth of each pupil and each
group of pupils. The Wisconsin Contempoary Test of Elementary 'Mathematics
was used for this purpose. Different forms of this test were used in the fall
and. spring with both experimental and control groups.

RESUT.TS OF TESTING

The results from this testing indicate that fourth or fifth grade students in
corrective math made substantial gains in mathematics achievement. A com-
parison of pre-intervention percentile rank scores with post-intervention per-
centile rank scores reveals a net gain for all experimental subjects (N = 241)
of 8.03. Among the various Schools participating in the corrective program,
gains ranged from 0.88 to 12.14. (See Table I). A control group (N -'28) was
drawn from a school not participating in the corrective program. Control sub-
jects were select-I'd on the basis of the same criteria as project pupils. 'Do con-
trol group experieneed a net loss. in percentile rank scores (pre-test mean ,-=-
10.68; post-test mean = 6.14).

However. since the Wisconsin Test is normal for both fall and spring testing
it is possible for a student to obtain a gain in raw score but a loss in percen-
tile rank. This apparently is what took place With control subjects at. Benson.

In order to compare the performance of experimental and control subjects,
students in the two groups were matched oh the pre-test score and on grade
level. Since there were. in most eases, several possible experimental matches
for each control subject. a randomization procedure was employed for selecting
subjects from the experimental poOl. Having equaled the groups on pre-test
score (mean = 30.65, standard deviation = 8.07), at-ratio analysis was per-
formed on the post-test scores. The finding was that the experimental post-test
mean (22.50) exceeded the control post-test score at better than the .01 level
of confidence (T = 5%10).

Academically. it appears that pupils in the corrective math program profited
from the exposure thereto. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that 118%
of the students in program answered affirmatively to the following question:
"Do you think this class (corrective ninth) has helped you?" To the question
"Which do you prefer? Corrective math -. classroom math ,'' 87.4% of
the students preferred the former and 12.0% the latter.

TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR THE CORRECTIVE MATHEMATICS PROGRAM, 1971-72

School No.
Pretest

Mean
Posttest

Mean Gain

Schneider (001)
Lyon Street (002)
Carver (003)
Hyatt Park (004)
Sarah Nance (005)
Burton (006)
Roosevelt Village (007)
Control group:

Benson
All experimental subjects

36
40
38
35
26
32
34

28
241

13.33
26.48
21.13
7.63

16.19
24.66
19.56

10. 68
18.61

25.47
31.32
29. 42
18.63
27.69
33.28
20.44

6. 14
26.64

+12.14
+4.84
+8. 29

-? -11.00
+11.50
+8.62
+. 88

-4. 54
+8.03

STATE NI OF Mits. RITA 'LEHI) REri t.sENTixo LOS ANGELES CM-
. SCHOOL DISTRICT, TITLE I, Los ANGELES, CALM

My name is Mrs. Rita Zepeda, a representative from the Los Angeles City
School District, Title I.

I feel it's imperative that categorical aid funding continue. ESEA Title I
serves approximately 10.830 minority students in 106 elementary, 17 secondary,
49 non-public and 4 schools for the handicapped in the Los Angeles Unified
School District. This only represents a portion of schools which are eligible to
rkeivo Title I funds, One of the main reasons for not being able to fund all
of the eligible schools lams been the lack of full funding, According to our rec-
ords, Los Angeles City Schools should have been appropriated approximately a
maximum of $72.000,000. However, due to preSidential and congressional cut-
backs. we horn only received about $24,000,000 per year since 1968. Thus, it
has hindered the maximum positive educational results that we strived to
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fIVIlieVe. III spite of the handicap, we have successfully achieved numerous edu-
eational goals and objectives. Programs like Pre-Kindergarten, Follow
Thouigh. TSL,..and our regular Title I programs have encompassed the total
child's educational process.

1. The Pre-Kindergarten program has shown tholl, participating children ertli-
sistently maintain better attendance. A positive bridging between the home and
5(11001 has come about due to invent in ool von cot in the classroom, home visit-
ations, and parent inservicc,

2. Numerous innovative reading and math programs have been initiated in
the Title I schools such as Reading Gamy, P.11.1.31.N. Math, It oilman lleati;no
Lobs. ,..:yst Ms 80, Open. Court, or:mule Plumic and Madera Math.

3. The E.S.L. Pmgram (English as a Second Language) Ilits ennbled pupils
to succeed in their classroonn by encouraging them to learn English as quickly
rind efficiently as possible. Yearly the E.S.L. Title I pupils have made gains in
the area of language development significantly higher than the comparison
grontp. Children come with the adrantagc of speaking another language. They
are provided with a program which encourages I hem to maintain their native
language and to he proud of tiro, cultural heritape as they are learning Eag-
lish.

-1.fiver SOO P01111111inity persons have lawn trained as .8ilacation Aides and
have assisted school staff in implementing the instructional prognim. Large
111111111M.; have returner] to farther their education by attending extension
01111505 made avilable by Title I perFonel.

ii. Schools with a large percent of Spanish surnamed students have initiated
special bilingual and bicultural rending and math methods and materials.

Thousands of certificaied staff members have benefited from in-service
classes. workshop's, sequin:in: 11101 institutes which have been geared towards
upgrading their expertise in individualized math and reading as well as
human relations.

7. Program for Intergroup Education (P,I.E,) has been designed so that
children from different ethnic groups can .alork -together toward involvement in
a meaningful experience.

is a Voluntary pros am..Parcnts are encouraged to plan and Imply-
intent the 'Ilrogram. In the learning experience, meetings are planned so that
interdependence between two classes is emphasized.

Teachers encourage the children to share ideas mid feelings with their P.I.E.
pals from the other school through individual written and tapped messages.

There is a continuing effort on the part of the teadters to maintain the par-
alleling between the two classes working in a program of this kind. We have
learned that h ninon relationships are an important loart of any program.

S. Title I funding has made it possible to involve 1:Ion:rands of parents and
community at the local. district. state and federal level. Phase I and II of the
Connnunity and Staff Development Programs have promoted leadership in the
schools and community.

It is my personal opinion and experience based ori 1011(11 investigation that
reNTlino sharing would divert the intent and owed for the continuation of our
Title I Program. Therefore, I strongly believe that categorical aid which helps
the (11111.11Pd child would he educationally and financially disastrous if there
Were an interruption in the funding of the program.

TABLE A.-ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BETWEEN ESL AND COMPARISON GROUPS

Year Test and group N Premean Post mean Adjusted mean

1969-70 ESLA Title I 795 3.83 46.62 46.89
Comparison 117 4.85 19.55 17.68

F (1.9091 =1172. 27
1970-71 ESEA Title I 819 5.48 47. 19 46.84

Comparison 152 3.45 12.11 13.98
F (1,968)=1204.35

1971-72 Total (5-6th)
FSEA Title I 768 5.34 39.56 39.73
Comparison.- 69 6.43 17.41 15.49
(Self-contained method)

F (1,834) = 161.37
Total (6-6th)
ESEA Title I 133 3.79 52.08 54.13
Comparison 69- 6.43 17.43 13.44
(HaIf-Day method)

..

F(1,199)=1106.38

Significant at the 0.01 level.
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Los ANGELES UNIFIER SCHOOL. Dtsraicr.
11..:As,ntENIE:Nr AND EVALUATIO:; BitAxeir,

SFP EVALUATION AT EMERSON MANOR.
Air9uNt 30,1972.

To: Nonpublic School Administrators and Teachers.
From:. Leo Weishender, Supervisor and Winifred Rhodes, Specialist.
Subject: Two-Year Achievement Scores fur ESEA-1 P01)11s iii NOlipublie

Schools.
Tables 1 and 2 show school-by-school gradequivalent scores for ;ill classes

of nonpublic pupils in the ESEA, Title I program during 1970-71 and
1971-72.

Table 3 displays average gains for all classes combined in each grade. for
thre years.

There was an upward trend in the number of nonpublic classes achieving
their objective which proposed. basically, that they advance more than one
month for cad, month of instruction.

By the end of 1970-71. an average of 117 of the classes had reached their
goal; a year Inter.. 01% had done the same.

Pupils are selected for nonpublic Title I participation on priority bases..
according to their need for remediation in reading or arithmetic.

For your information on guidance, a few technical facts about the data have
been included on the next page.

If we can he of further help in interpreting the scores for this first phase of
our annual report, please let us know phone: 770-6020).

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Measurement and Evaluation Branch SFP Evaluation at Emerson Manor

TABLE 3.-MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENTS FOR ESEA-I NONPUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS FOR 3 YEARS

1969-70 -1970 -71

Pre Post
(OW. goal:2-3=1.1+4-8=0.9+)

1971-72

School and grade Pre Post
(Diff. Goal=.8+)

Diff. Diff. Pre Post
(Diff. Goal=0,8+)

Diff.

Total reading:
1... ..... .._ No pupils No pupils 1.8
2 1.6 2.5 O.9 1.1 2.0 0.9 1.6 2.1 0.5
3 1.8 2.8 .9 1.8 2.6 .8 2.1 2.9 .8
4 2.9 4.4 1.5 2.9 3.9 1.0 2.8 3.7 .9
5 3.5 5.0 1.5 3.5 4.5 1.0 3.4 4.3 .9
6 4.1 5.7 1.6 3.9 5.0 1. 1 3.9 4.9 1.0
7 4.6 5.1 .5 4.7 5.9 1.1 4.5 5.5 1.0
8 4.4 5.0 .6 5.0 5.8 .8 5.5 6.6 1.0

(Diff. Goal: 3- 8 =0.9+)
Total arithmetic:

2... ..... No pupils No pupils 1.4 2.5 1.0
3 No pupils 2.0 3.3 1.3 1.3 3.3 2.0
4 2.9 4.5 1.6 2.6 4.1 1.5 2.8 4.3 1.1.
5 3.4 5.1 1.7 3.5 4.9 1.4 3.5 4.9 1.4
6 4.4 6.0 1.6 4.4 5.5 1.1 4.2 5.2 1. ll
7 4.9 5.2 .3 5.3 5.8 .6 5.1 5.9 .8
8 No pupils 5.2 5.9 .7 5.8 6.9 1. 1

STATEMENTS OF PANEL IV, CONSISTING .0F: NANCY MOSCA,
BALTIMORE, MD.; RIBA ZEPEDA, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.; MS. JIM
RIELLY, OSKALOOSA, IOWA; MS. RHODA DOTSON, YOUNGSTON,
OHIO; JACQUELINE WILLIAMS, COLUMBIA, S,C.; AND MS. LEROY
WYMORE, OSKALOOSA, IOWA

Mrs. MOsoA. Thank you. Mr. Ford.
I and Nancy Mosca, chairwoman for the Title 'T. ESEA. I am here

today. Mr. Chairman, to hell) children. What title I has meant to
the children and the parents in Baltimore County is invaluable and
immeasurable.
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Even the remote thought of the elimination of title I funds would
he a terrible thing. Not only the children in the public and non-
public schools would suffer. but those.children in the live institutions
in Baltimore County.. I would also like to give my wholehearted
support. to 11.1Z. 6 which has been submitted b }' Congressman Per-
kins.

69, as I understand it. would give full funding for all eligi-
ble children $300 per child. which would extend ESEA, title I.pm-
grams through NTS. This would build a better continuity of the
program, and be a definite plus as far as the planning of the Title I
program is concerned.

We. in Baltimore County have collected data for the last 5 years
on the degree of parental involvement with regard -to parent/teacher
conferences. parent/child involvement and other involvement.

We have found a percent of the title I parents have not been
involved. and 44 percent have not been helping at. home. This was
becmise of lack of communication and knowledge of what, to do.

This data lead us to believe there is very little chance of improv-
ing reading for title I children unless you have ineaninfrfnl parental
involvement in their education, both in school and, at home. .

Because of this data, one of the major components of the project
in Baltimore County is our parent helper program. We have hired
parents of Title I children on a temporary basis to work in the title
I schools.

These parents- go through a. training workshop, and then work in
the classroom under the direction of the teacher. program has
proved invaluable thus far. These parents are. not, only bringing
extra money into the home and community, but are learning how to
help their child in the school.

This is something some of them did not know how to do before.
Some of them were unable to read and write themselves, This pro-
gram has given the parents and the children such goal concepts,
such good feelings about themselves and each other that you could
not measure this in the form of a test.

This parent helper program has -enabled not only the parents to
build better relationships with their child, but build better relation-
sliips with parents, teachers, principals, communities, and, everyone
that is involved with the education of that child.

This program has enabled principals and teachers to see why a
parent has been reluctant to come into the school for a parent con-
ference to offer help, or for any other reason. It has made them see
that maybe the parent has not come, because she is ashamed to come,
because she does not have a decent dress to wear, or because she does
not have a winter coat.. Anyone of these reasons is enough.

In. Baltimore County in the title I schools when a. problem like
this has been made known to the principal, the aides, and the teach-
ers, they rally together to help these parents. They have made these
parents feel like they are worthy, and given them a. new self-concept
about themselves, and this in turn has helped their child.

feel title- I is directly 'helping those children that should be
helped by title I funds. One parent in Baltimore County came to,
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work as a parent helper. Her child had a speech problem. Her hus-
band spoke the same way.

The child is being helped, and is not so frustrated, because the
parents know now how to help the child. After this parent's hours
ran out as a parent helper, she remained on as a volunteer helper.

I Would use my own child as an example. He was reading 1 year
below level in the first grade. I became involved as a volunteer in his
second ,'ear of school. This gave my son a good feeling ,about him-
self and about me, and it gave him such pride in his work that it
was unbelievable. I was _able to help him and he is now in the third
grade and is reading on grade leve!.

We have found many more examples like these in. Baltimore
County. The good feeling's this has built between parents and child
are invaluable to the child's learning and achieving better.

We also feel in Baltimore County by hiring these parents that we
are putting money directly to the parents in the community of the
title I schools. Most of our employees are aides in the title I commu-
nity. Quite a few of them have been parents of title I children in
the past. The parents in Baltimore County are truly involved, not
only in their own school, but on a county level.

haVe the parent program in each school. We also have a coun-
tywide parent advisory council with representation from each of the
schools in Baltimore County. We meet once a month.

We are able to see what goes on in each of these schools, get better
ideas, go back to our own schools and share these ideas with one
another. We are able to visit the different classrooms, the aides,' the
teachers, see different materials, and it truly gives the parent a
chance to see what is going on in the classroom with their own child
and with other children.

The fact that title I has mandated parent involvement, I feel,- is
the. main reason parents have become so involved. Without this man-
date, I think that some of the schools and the principals would not
have brought, the parents in and involved them as much as they are
involved today.

I think that we need these mandates that are part of the title I
law. At this time, I would like to give my reasons why I do not sup-
port educational revenue sharing. I think title I should continue as a
categorical grant program. As title I is now, it is a specific program
reaching specific children with specific needs.

Educational revenue sharing as it is now is tbo uncertain. It does
not state. who will administer the money of title I, what guidelines
will be followed if there will be any guidelines, and it does not
assume that disadvantaged children will receive the moneys due
them.

I feel that, if the moneys come into the State as a lump sulk, they
would be subject to political pressures and disadvantaged children
will never see the money. Educational revenue sharing does not
assure parental involvement as does the title I program.

It is not 'said that par.umtal involvement will be mandated. We
have worked too hard il. Coe Iasi, 8 years only to be told that we
have no rights as far as the law is concerned. Toe much is too uncer-
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Lain with educational remnie sharing. I do not really feel Ilnt title
T money would reach the disadvantaged child that they are supposed
to reach.

Thank you. I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
come before the committee and give my reasons and reasons of those
parents in Baltimore County for supporting title I as a categorical
grant program aud IT.R, 09.

(Applause.]
Mr. Foal). Thank you very mulch.
Chairman PEniNs. Ladies. before you leave. I want to say that

we are delighted to see so many of you here today. I want to concur
with the suggestion that 3Tr. Ford advanced awhile ago. You know.
if a. distinguished group of people like yourselves conic front my
home cominunit to Washington and did not come by to see me, I
would really feel that I was not welcomed in the CongreSs.

I believe it would he a great opportunity for you to go by and say
hello to your respective Representatives in the Congress, and your
Senators too. As strong as yon people feel about title T. v.-odd cer-
tainly let your own Representatives know how good it is working in
your community and just how you feel about it.

Congressmen always like to know these things. We like to know
how the people we are privilep:ed to represent feel about issues. I
would hate to think that a good representative group from my com-
munity would come here and not conic by to see Carl Perkins.

I agree with Billy Ford here that it would be a great. thing if you
2ould visit your Congressmen and talk to them about the benefit..
that have flowed from this piece of legislation. And, if you feel that
it should be continued, tell your Congressman about it.

T thank all of you for your appearance.
Mr. Fono. Mrs. Zepeda ?
Mrs. ZuennA. My name is Rita Zepeda. a representative from the

Los Angeles school district. If it sounds like I have a cold. that is
what parents go through. Even if we are ill, we manage to get here.

T feel it is imperative that categorical aid money continue. ESE ..t
title T serves approximately 10.830 minority students in 100 elemen-
tary, 17 secondary.. 49 nonpublic, and four schools for handicapped
in the Los Angeles unified school diStrict.

To spite of the handicapped. we have successfully achieved limner-
educational goals and objectives, programs like prekindergarten.

followthrowrh, and our iTigular title I programs have encompassed
total childs' education process. The prekindergarten program has
shown that participating children maintain better attendance.

Numerous innovative rending and math programs have been initi-
ated in title I schools such as reading game. P.R.T.M.E. Math.
LT.A., Open Count, Formula Phonics, and Modern Math.

T consider Spanish speaking as not a handicap. I consider it an
asset. The ESEA. program, English as a second lanpliage, has
enabled pupils to succeed in the classroom. We encourage them to
learn English as quickly as possible. Yearly ESEA title I pupils
have made gains in the area of language development signiflmtly
higher than the .comparison group. Children come with the advan-
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Inge of speaking another language. They are provided with a pro-
gram that encourages them to maintain their-native language and to
be proud of the heritTre as they are learning English. I brought this
for Congressman Perkins and it. states the. many languages of chil-
dren from many, many different lands, starting with Greek, Portu-
guese, and I would like him to have it.

Mr. Folio. Without objection that Avill be entered in the record at
this point.

[The document referred to follows.]

LOS A NOELES CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ESEA TITLE

ENGLISH FOR SPEAKER LS OF (num; LANGUAGES PROGRAM

1 would like to hegia talking about the English for Speakers of Other Lan-
goages program by telling you about the program's reliability. The children
010 tested at the bpanning of the school year and again at the end of the
school year. The gains tire signitienntly superior to those of the children who
do not have the benefit of the program.

program builds on and uses the experkmtial background and skills that
the- !midis bring to school with tholil. It encintrages them to maintain their
native language and to lie proud of their cultural heritage as they learn the
English language skills. -

Prior to Title I there were no special programs fur non-English speaking
children in the elementary grades. It was Title I funding that provided the
pilot program that taught English a:, a Second Language to elementary school
children.

The pilot program began with 1 i teachers teaching English as a Second Lan-
guage to mainly Spanish speaking 'midis. Today Hie progtam has grown to 160
ESOL teachers teaching Est-, to over 5.000 pupils who conic from twenty live
different language backgrounds.

Other (than Title I) schools in the district and comity have requested help
in ESL from the Title I staff. They have also requested copies of the Title I
materials..

Let me eonclude talking about the ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS Olo OTHER
LANGUAGES program by giving you this little brochure that briefly describes
the program. a copy of a recent survey, and by reminding you that for the
past three years the gains of the Title I pupils in learning English as a
Second Language have hem significantly superior to those of the comparison
groups who have not had the benefit of the program as this cony of the report
from the Research and Evaluation Section slates.

Enclosures:
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL. DISTRICT

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION BRANCH (TITLE I),
Emer.von. Manor, Jan wiry 15, 1972.

To : Virginia Ikaninguez.
From: Jack Reynolds, Jr.

Results of achievement testing in the EST, program for three years show
that the experimental groups have performed significantly higher (.01) than
did the comparison groups (Table A).

Los ANGELES CITY TIN MED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ESEA, Trrt,F, I, 1972 -53

ENGLISH FOR SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES (ESOL). PROGRAMS FOR PUPILS
LEARNING ENGLISH A'N1D/OR STANDARD DIALECT

Description. Of support or service available,S
Students who speak other languages or dialects or who have limited English

ability are provided with a program which encourages them to nmintain their
home language and to be proud Of their cultural heritage and ancestry as they
are learning English as a Second Language or Standard Dialect.
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Since each school, Community a101 pupil has individual needs, program
designs vary. Total education for speakers of other languoges and/or dialects
is provided by programs designed to meet YOUR needs.

The programs:
Build on the pupil's experiential background and skills;
Assist. pupils to succeed in regular classrooms;
Use :in aural-oral approach and direct and imlirect second language acquisi-

tion nietlu:alologies in situations which are relevant and meaningful ;
(live pupils opportunities to share their culture aml traditions with others;
Help children gain an mule/standing of the American culture and way of

life:
Provide intensive language instruction and practice;
'hive bilingual teachers and bilingual aides ;
1 hive to:tellers and multi-lingual aides :
Involve pupils in experiences which motivate and stimulate the acquisition

of the language art skills;
Simulate real life situations through dramatic representation;
Provide daily successful experiences;
Progress from hearOlg to speaking, to reading and then to writing:
Provide instruction in other content areas in half-day and self-contained pro-

grams;
Parent involvement

Parents are invited to help idan and implement programs. Since culture is
very personal. parents are solicited and encouraged to make culture-heritage
presentations in the language of the home as part of the program's social stud-
ies scope.
Staff development

Preservice.All ESOL teachers ar .1 aides are expected to attend as minimum
of live days of pre-service training. Parents are also invited to participate in
the 1.--service meetings. Pre-service content includes (1) understanding the
prolileins and needs of students learning a second language, (2) second hin-
gunge teaching techniques i,ad procedures, (3) the relationship of languageto
vulture. (4) linguistics. (5) materials orientation and developthenl, program
planning. and (7) testing ;Ina prescribing.

Monthly insrrriee.During the school year teachers. aides and parents ;ie
provided five full days in-service .training to expand and to,extend pre-service
training. to present new materials illid techniques, and to help resolve prob-
lems and needs.

On Nito in.vcrrice.Upon request, in-service is provided at, individual schools
for: ESOL teachers ; entire faculties: aides ;Ind tutors; administrators; par-
ents: and volunteers.

Individualized eonsiltation.Tenehers, at ides, parents, . and administrators
may obtain individualized consultant services upon request. since the program
coordinator and the advisers are on call. The coordinator and the advisers
may also be called upon to make presentations to entire staffs and advisory
councils.
Program coordination

Included in the program coordination are planning and implementing the
program and help in materials and equipment selection and acquisition. Also
inhuled are meetings with advisory councils. parents. :111(1 other community
resource persons.
Accountability/

Yearly. Title I pupils have made gains significantly higher than the compari-
son group.

Pupils are given pre aml post, the ESL/BILINGUAL Structured Placement
Test and other local teachtr developed testing instruments.

'rho stuff works closely with the Research and Evaluation Section to contin-
vally upgrade the program.
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Los A NUELES CITY UNIFIED SC II OM. DISTRICT

ESEA TITLE I

E NG LI SII FOR SPE.1 RERS OF 0111 ER LA:cou.wns. PsoonAm

January 2J, 1973.
Grade levelsK through 6
Na ti ve language of students :
Greek Ta ga log Tonganese
Portuguese Yugoslavian Ja pa nese
Burmese Sa motet Hebrew
Arabic Korean Yiddish
French Italian llimlii
Spanish Hawaiian N (nista nd a rd
( Mexican, Cuban, Puerto Persian Dialect

Rican. Panamanian, ChinOSI Various
Ecuadorian, El Salvia- . (Several American-Indian
dorian, Argentinian, dialects) languages
etc.)

Title I students servel in ESL 5, l38
Percentage of total title I project participants 5. 35
Personnel involved:

Teachers 150
Aides 1(10
Int. clerk steno 1

Teacher-advisers_ 3
Program coordinator

The program, in an effort to meet the unique needs of pupils, schools, and
communities. offers three bask program plans. short period, half day, ana full
day self contained. Short period may be either pull out (an TSOL specialist
pulls children out of regular classrooms for 45 to 60 minute periods of instruc-
tion). pull in (an ESOL specialist pn,vides instruction in a corner of the class-
room), half-day programs wherein an ESOL specialsit has two groups of
pupils for a half day each, and full day programs wherein ESOL trained
teachers provide total curriculum programs.

Short period programs provide ESL instruction but do not have too much
time for practice. Half-day programs provide ESOL instruction, more time for
practice, more time for reading, time for math and time for culture-heritage-
self-concept social. studies.

Mrs. ZErEDA. Over 800 community persons have been trained as
educational aides and have been assisting school staff. Large num-
bers have returned to further their educations by attending exten-
sion courses made available by title I Personnel.

May I say this. If Congressmen would go out and-visit title I pro-
grams, to walk into a classroom and see what educational aides are
doing, when you walk into a school that is 100 percent or 99 percent
black and Alexican American and the teachers are all white, we must
balance the ethnic background, and the only way we are doing it is
through title I and through education aides.

I think we are teachmg children self-identity. Schools with a
large percentage of Spanish- surnamed student's have initiated 'special
reading and math methods and materials. Thousands of members
have benefited from inservice and institutes which have been geared
to upgrading the expertise in individualized math and reading, as
well as human relations. The only thing we haven't clone is have a
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ineasuring stick to measure attitudes. We have not accomplished that
iii Los Aiigcles.

A. program for intergroup education has been designed. so that
children from different ethnic groups can work together. P.I.E. is a
voluntary program. Parents are encouraged to plan and implement
the programs. In the learning experience, meetings are planned so
that interdependence between two classes is emphasized. Teachers
encourage children to share feelings with pals from other schools
through individual and taped messages.

There is a continuing effort the part of the teachers to main-.
toil] a parallel between the two classes working in a program of this
kind. We have learned that human relations are an important part
of any propTam. In the P.T.E. program you. would see a black child
holding the white child's hand. Bigotry has not started yet, this
comes 'later.

Title I funding has made it possible to involve thousands of par-
ents and communities at local, district, State,- and Federal level.
Phase I and II of the community staff development program have
promoted leadership in the school and,community. I would like to
explain what the Phase I is. To any parent listening here, I wish
they would take it back with them.

In Los Angeles we constituted a program which gave service to
6,000 parents in minority communities. We were trying to establish

a cohesiveness between parents, teachers, educational aides, and par-
ents. I guarantee you I was accused of starting the riots in East Los
Angeles. I do not deserve that credit. The reason is that many peo-
plet'had never. heard of a Mexican American. Teachers would come
to the students and would see the child and they had HO instinct of
what the child was. I think to us this created a revolution, not only
in the black community but in Mexican-American communities, and
parents said let's get out there and get involved.

In Los Angeles we have one of the greatest district advisories, and
we are getting parents' councils together and they are moving. It is
my personal opinion and experience based on much investigation
that revenue sharing would divert the intent and need for continua-
tion of our title I program. Therefore, I strongly believe that cate-
gorical aid which helps the deprived children would be education-
ally and financially disastrous if interrupted.

I want to emphasize what I feel that categorical aid and revenue
sharing is. I received this article that came out in the Washington
newspaper:

The White l'ause stated functions concerning Spanish-speaking Americans
have been taken over by Presidential counselor, Mrs. Armstrong. She is the
highest ranking woman in the Nixon administration. At the time of her
appointment the White House said they would give her a wide range of activi-
ties over domestic affairs and with matters that were formerly handled by
Robert Pinch. Mrs. Armstrong and her husband own a large ranch in Arm-
strong, Tex., an area populated extensively by Mexican-Americans.

To me this is about as ridiculous as putting. title I into revenue
sharing. Because I eat Chinese food does not make me an expert on
the Chinese.

I want to say that we will do everything in our efforts to keep
title I out of revenue sharing. They are already discussing in Los
Angeles what they are going to do with the money. I think it will
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go into Mr. Yorty, but I guarantee it will not go to the poor. You
must keep it at the Federal level, and you must keep mandating be-
cause if you had not mandated parent participation, I guarantee you
we would still be sitting at home knitting. [Applause.]

Thank you.
Mr. Fonn. Gracias. I don't. speak Spanish well enough to speak

with you, but we did understand what you were saying.
Mrs. ZEPEDA. I forgot to interpret to-the ones who were deprived.

I am sorry.
Mr. Form. I have a Spanish-speaking wife, and-I am just learning,

but we do understand the feeling that you were expressing; because
this committee has been very conscious of the fact that the programs
that title I has made available have proved to a lot of people that
von can-do things in bilingual areas that educators thought for a
long time were not possible. We only wish we could get more Money
in the other bilingual titles to supplement the title I programs that
liar wc...ked so well.

We appreciate your bringing this dimension to the use of title I
funds, because it is something we have had from administrators, but
not from someone who is so directly involved as you.

.If',cqueline
Mrs. WiLtiAms. My name is.Jacqueline Williams, and I represent

the Richland County School District I, Columbia, S.C., Title I Ad-
visory Cammittee.I am addressing you today not as an educator or
a professional but a parent. I have two school-age children, and one
is in the title I program at Lyon Street Elementary School in Co-
lumbia., S.C.

Being the president for our school, and a representative to our
District Title I Council gives me an opportunity to talk with many
parents and -teachers. The parents of children who are title I recipi-
ents in my school district are extremely concerned about the.P7:,esi-.
dent's proposal on educational revenue sharing. We are totally in
favor of continuation of title I as a categorical grant program for
several reasons.

Title I is a program designed to help educationally disadvantaged
children, and our children fall in this category. While there are ap-
proximately 9,000 children-in-our district needing this special.assist-
a nee, due to the limited funds of title I this year, only ,00C. children
are receiving help. Educational revenue sharing does not assure us
that such funds will be allocated to continue even this-compensatory
program. It does not assure us that existing funds will be used to
assist the children with problems in reading and mathematics. Read-
ing and mathematics are basic skills one must possess to be able to
function in today's society as an asset and not a liability.

Today a .high school diploma is required 'to do the most menial
work. I. know tlii test -hand because I recently received a G.E.D.,
and stll must hold two jobs to support my family.

Disadvantaged children are.usually offsprings of educationally de-
prived parents, parents, who cannot find lobs paying enough to suf-
ficiently 'support them. If compensatory education programs,:eSpe-
chilly title I, are not allowed to function free from this
one-for-one-and-one-for-all system,.educhtional sharing the President
is proposing, we can only foresee our children and children. of many
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other families like us who have little or no say in local and State
Government losing a considerable amount of funds allocated for the
title I compensatory education program.

As stated previously, thousands of children needing assistance now
are not receiving it due to the lack of funds. Many others will be
denied if title I funds are cut. The issuance of such large quantities
of money to the States by the Federal Government with a "do as
you se?, fit" tag attached to it, with no means of checks .and balances
by the Federal Government, is nothing but an open invitation for
all sorts of misuse of funds, funds that are so desperately needed for
its primary intent.

We the parents of title I recip3.ents ask you, our voices in Con-
gress to stand firm With us in our belief, to recognize and acknowl-
edge the truth when addressing our leaders. We feel the truth and
the law of the land should prevail over all others. .

I am honored to have been selected to speak to you today. Ever
since I received my invitation to appear before you I have been very
busy talking with the title I State coordinator, title I supervisors,
and title I teachers other than at Lyon Street Elementary School
where my son is in the corrective mathematics program. I had gath-
ered documented information to include in my testimony. Some I in-
cluded, some I did not., for I feel sure you already have piles and
piles of it.

I have learned that title I lead many problems in the first years in
South Can:dna. It was introduced in a. dual school system and
funds were used for supplanting instead of supplementing. By this I
mean title I. moneys were used to equalize when State and local
moneys should have been used for equalization, and title I funds
should have been used for extra.

Now if State and local officials can use title I moneys to equalize
and there is Federal monitoring, what will they do with it if there
is no Federal monitoring?

Population shifts had its effect on the programs. Through greater
Federal supervision and monitoring, the title I program, in my
school district and many other school districts in the State of South
Carolina, is on its feet and its progress is assured. By population
shifts, I mean it is not the children's fault that this high percentage
of white. flight in the schools when the unitary schools or when the
systems became unitary. If this high percentage was not predicted
by our lawmakers, do the children have to suffer because our law-
makers did not predict this high percentage.of.white flight?

Population shifts have caused children in need of title I to be
without it. They are saying this school is ineligible, but indeed if the
children do not attend, that makes the school ineligible, and this is
true in the &Judi. I realize your only means of measuring progress is
by test scores. I also know that tests do not cover the human factors
in children when it comes to progress. Test scores are only figures on
paper. They do not measure the disciplinary.growth of children whO
are now able to read well enough to participate in of.. regular class-
room, therefore having little or no need to do things to attract at-
tention and diSrUpt the class. They do not measure the expression of
self-pride that beam. across our childrens' faces when. they are called
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upon to perform in class and they know they are capable of per-
forming successfully. .

A. test score could never give you the satisfaction of seeing a child
change from totally uninterested to overly eager in his lessons as I.
have experienced with my son and many of his classmates. I guess
he may be like ninny students who need that extra push and individ-
ual attention that title I provides. My-son constantly insists on read-
ing to me, and is forever challenging me with math classes. I can re-
call when he never brought a book home from school. His overall
outlook about school has changed. He now has the incentive to want
to learn.

I must also say that test scores are measured on a percentage
basis. This percentage. does not take into consideration the indi-
viduality of children or the fact that. all children taking these tests
did not begin in the program on the same level of learning. Some
say that title I has not worked because children have not done well
on tests, but. I say that test scores do not adequately measure your
progress.

I have heard it said that surely a teacher being paid out of title I
funds is going to praise this program. After watching these teachers
with our children achieving what I claSs as small miracles, and
knowing the only satisfaction they are receiviir is when a child can
"finally be sent back to his regular class and is able to progress with-
out further special help, I know our teacher's praises are valid.

Do teachers being paid out of regular funds praise the program ?
Teachers in regular classrooms praise it highly. It has been ex-
pressed to me time and time again from several teachers the differ-
ence in these childrens' attitudes, and their willingness to learn.

Parental involvement has a lot to do with the success of the title I
program. Children spend the vast majority of .their time at'home. It
takes 'a joint effort between the school and home to overcome learn-
ing problems. I haVe been involved with my children's school PTA
and other school organizations since my oldest son's first year in
school. This is my first year being on the Title I Advisory Commit-
tee. As I understand from parents, we are making progress in in-
volving parents, but we have a long way to go yet. Our group is
rapidly multiplying and numerous avenues are being opened for
parents who are interested and to attract parents who do not know
about title I.

When I. left for Washington, on Mardi 11, our Title I Committee
was in a 31/2-hour workshop preparing for the development of the
1973-74 title project application. Parents in Columbia, are

the
on the and we are willing to do what is necessary to keep

the title I program functioning as a categorical grant program be-
cause we feel that if educational revenue sharing comes into effect
parental involvement will be eliminated.

President Nixon talks about returning the power to the local peo-
ple, but disadvantaged children and their parents have never been in
power. Most legislators, school officials, and school board members
have never expgrienced difficulties in school. I have come across in
certain towns in South Carolina school officials over public schools
who are sending their children to private schools. So why. should

05-545 =-73.- -pt. 2-38
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they be concerned with the underpriviledged disadvantaged child?
They do not know as we the parents of title 1 children the feeling of
self-insufficiency and the need to overcome it. So, giving the power
back to the people does not include us.

This brings me to the future of title I: I can best relate to you Our
concerns by using my school and my school district as an example.
Three problems face the disadvantaged children in our school. As
title J is eliminated or changed to revenue sharing, it will be a year
or more before any type of reading or -math support program is
begun again. What will happen to the students in the title I pro-
gram who are. beginning, to make progress? Even if a program like
title I is continued in the same way in the future, these students will
be lost in the reshuffle.

If the present title I program is continued, many students in our
school district who need extra assistance in reading and math and
supportive services still won't receive them. With the present title, I
budget only about one-third the students who actually need extra
help can receive it. Without any exaggeration the title I budget
needs to be tripled just to offer all eligible students with readino.
1111d/or math difficulties minimal extra assistance. I don't understand
how our Federal Government can spend billions on weapons to kill,
but won't educate all of our children.

A third problem faced by the title I students in my school and a
dozen other schools in Columbia is the loss of title I eligibility,, even
if the present title I program is continued. Our school is estimated
to have 60 percent disadvantaged students enrolled, but when the
1970 census data is used and the attendance zone, not enrollment, is
used to calculate the number of disadvantaged students, our school is
estimated to have only 21 pei:.ent disadvantaged children This
causes our school to be ineligible for 1973-74 under the present title
I regulations.

Using attendance zones and the 1970 Census causes over 150 mid-
dle income white students who attend private segregation academies
or moved out of the area to be. included in the count, of the Lyon
Street attendance zone. This white flight has affected a. dozen or more
schools ifi Columbia and with eligibility based on attendance areas
rather than actual .school enrollments will make all of these schools
ineligible for title I, unless, of course, this regulation is changed.

Despite our difficulty with the way the present Federal title I reg-
ulation requires eligibility to be determined, I want the Federal
Government to maintain some control over programs for disadvan-
taged- students. The current balance between the local, State, and
Federal Government in title I seems ideal. A shift in this balance,
especially reducing Federal monitoring, would seem to put us back
years in the education of disadvantage children. The modification of
the current regulations for determining eligible title I-schools is nec-
essary. Further improvements in title I programs can be expected as
parents and teachers become more familiar with the needs of disad-
vantaged students and work together to solve them. Education reve-
nue &ring is a step backward.

I would also like to say there are enclosures from our teachers,
our reading and Math teachers, and there is an enclosure of the
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math program. I did not see Senator Quie's bill, but the way I look
tit it, if title I funds are allOcated.to different schools by the prog-
ress of the students, it would almost be worthwhile to tell the chil-
dren not to learn because all students are not in the program now
that need assistance and if money will not be allocated because the
children are progressing, what about the children in the program
now. If funds will be cut, if the schools say our childrm have prog-
ressed, so the funds are cutoff, what about the children waiting in
line to get in the program?

Mr. Foam Mr. Qum is not here, and I am not cosponsoring his
bill, but he does not use progress on tests as a distribution. Without
attempting to defend the formula, what he uses is the absolute status
of a child with regard to comparable child in a different school, so
that schools-where the children are reading at the lowest level for
their grade level would get, the maximum amount of money under
his formula without regard 6:1-economic status.

That has a certain appeal, but on pages 7 and 8, you seem to indi-
cate that, after the establishment of the unitary school system, the
new HEW guidelines are causing the money to follow the child into
another school. Is that what you are saying here? I don't understand
what you mean when you say that the white flight has affected a
dozen or more schools.

Mrs. WirAAAms. Using my school as an example, Lyon Street
School is a predominantly Black area. They rezoned middle class
Whites into our school area. About four families stayed with about
four children. The rest of the families put their children into pri-
vate schools. Therefore, when it comes down to Lyon Street School
being classified as title I, the fact that the census say these children
are in this zone, it lowers the ratio.

Mr. Form. I see.
Mrs. WitAAAms. They are not going about it by actual attendance.

They are going by zone areas. Those children are indeed not in our
school.

Mr. FORD. You made the observation that this is only in the
South.

Mrs. WHAAAms. I can speak for the South.
Mr. Four). This problem may exist across the county, and I would

have expected that it would not haVe existed in the same way in the
South as it has come to light in some other parts 'of the country be-
cause the living patterns are not as clearly segregated in the South
as they are in the .northern industrial cities. You describe here on
the top of page 8, "Using the attendance zones and the 1970 census
causes over 150 middle income white students who moved out of the
area to be included in the count of the Lyon Street attendance
zone."

You are only referring to that in terms of them watering down
the percentage of poor children?

Mrs. WitAAAms. I think it is 26.1 or 'something like that. In other
words, an elementary school would have to have that percentage or
higher of low income families in order to be classified as a title I
school, Being that these children of these middle income families are
zoned in, it brings their percentage lower.
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Arr. FORD. Are children assigned to the public school in a zone
other than the one

firs. Wir,i,Lors. The student is assigned to this public school, but
they are going to a private school. We have an 86 percent of low in-
ccnie families in our school now that are actually in attendance, but
it will not be classified as a title I school because of the 1970 census
saying that these middle income white families are in the attendance
at the school when those children are actually in attendance in pri-
vate segregated academies.

Mr. Form. I am still baffled because this is the Opposite of what we
had described in Prince George's but it produced the same result, in
both cases bad. It is something we will want to look at a little more
and see if we can develop a pattern and try to figure out why it
works that way.

Mrs. WILLI/ors. Why was not title I rules and regulations modi-
fied when the systems became unitary ? The rules and regulations
were made up for segregated systems. So to change the system
would call for modification of those rules and regulations so the
money could be used Properly. I feel like times have changed and
times are changing so far as title I goes, and when there was such
an extreme change from segregation to unitary, then the rules and
regulations should have been changed and maybe some of these
problems would have been eliminated. They should have been
changed to meet the needs.

Mr. FORD. What you are saying is that the South is changing to
the school attendance patterns of the North, and the result of that is
to redirect the money from title I in a way that keeps you from con-
centrating it in the school attended by the children with the greatest

Mrs. WILLI/ors. I am saying title I school should be targeted by
attendance not by zone. The truth is some schools are being targeted
as title I schools where they have some children that would be title I
recipients in it, but the majority of the children are very affluent
white that do not need title I assistance in reading and math.

Mr. Fenn. Does anybody representing the nonpublic school that
you characterize as a white academy sit on your advisory council ?

Mrs. WILLLors. We have two advisory council members from
. every school.

Air. Foam Does that include
Mrs. WILLIAMS. From the parochial schools. I am not sure about

the private.
Mr. FORD. What about the private schools that are not church re-

lated?
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I am not sure of that.
Mr. FORD. Would you take a look at that and let us know?
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I sure will.
Mr. FORD. Theoretically they are entitled to be on there.
Mrs. WILLIAms. This is my first year on the advisory council; so I

have got a lot to learn, but I can at least express my views as a par-
ent, and I would also like to say so far as giving the power back to
the people, I felt. as if I was like when you get a foreign body in
your eye, your eye tries to reject it. When I went to the State and
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local people: and tried to pet information, it was a thing, like passing
the buck. Everybody felt as if she was trying to find something out
on me.

Mrs. ZEPEDA. I think. we find the problem is that they sit, here in
Washington and they set up criteria for the different levels, like. for
instance, in the Mexican-American communities, we do not fall in
AFDC criteria on account of achievement. Yet the man's `working
wages are far lower than AFDC level. I hope you involve people
from local communities to participate in setting up the guidelines
instead of setting them uphere and sending them out to the people.
That is the reason things like this occur, because there is no input in
the local level.

Mr. Maim It is too bad Mr. Quie is not here because this is the
kind of problem that his method of distribution

Mrs. ZErr.nA. Not with testing, no..
Mr. Font). You would not use testing, you would use the actual

present status of a child as determinia(r the need for the program.
Mrs. Zr.eEDA. It would not work in Los Angeles because when you

give a test to Mexican-American children, it is geared to Anglos,
and I guarantee if this was one of the criteria, then they would
change it around.

Mr. Fora). So that would put more money in a school.
Mrs. 7.,ErEnA. So a child would pass and he N' vould be out.
ltr. Form. Okay. Mrs. James Rielly, Oskaloosa.
Mrs. Rimix. Thank you Mr. Ford.
I am Mary Rielly, Oskaloosa, Iowa. I am presenting testimony

pertaining to the great, importance on continuance of the title I as
categorical program in the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act.

My testimony is given to yon as a member of a small school lis-
t riet and a parent of a participating student of the title I program.
Oskaloosa is- a typical small Iowa school district, representative of
rural areas.

The Title I program in Oskaloosa has brought about and funded
an outstanding program for the educationally disadvantaged. An ex-
cellent reading program with a readiner,cliniohas been.established to
best serve the educationally disadvanaged; as reading is one of the
first areas where the results of being an educationally disadvantaged
child appears.

In some cases, this lack of reading ability is brought about by im-
maturity because of a lack of social experience, or because of a vis-
ual and/or auditory perceptional difficulty. These are not retarded
or special education children but are children who have an average
or above average I.Q. These are the children that seem to be able to
bluff their way in the classroom situation. They are usually labeled
the troublemakers, the ones that don't try or don't care. Their unde-
tected lack of reading ability brings about further frustrations
usually leading to discipline problems in a classroom and eventually
as the required school time continues, they become the dropouts or
have severe emotional problems. .

Through the diagnostic clinic these children are tested and given
the proper training and help; thus, enabling; them to increase their
reading skills and improve their regular work.
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In our local title. I program, a reading clinic and reading centers
have been established to help the educationally disadvantaged. In an
evaluation, a significant portion of our school population was found
to have a reading disability.

The effects of a reading disability are numerous. Normal progress
in school is blocked for the disabled reader. Feeling's of inferiority
produced by reading disability lead to various forms of maladjusted
behavior.

Il our clinic, a student's difficulties are properly analyzed through
testing and diagnosis. The child is tanght in his center. This is
above and beyond his regular classroom work. Frequently the stu-
dent is brought up to his potential learning capacity.

Of equal importance are the changes in personality and .feeling of
self-worth that occur with the correction of the rending difficulties.

The educationally disadvantaged child is a child that is more
harmed than helped by an extended summer vacation period. A title
I suituner school has been carried on so 'that these children would
continue to gain. Some extracurricniar activities were also provided
along with the reading so that the economically disadvantaged stu-
dent would have wider opportunities.

At this time because of the cutbacks in title I funds, we. will not
be able to ha VP such a slimmer program.

Because of limited funding in our local district., our program is
only able to serve it portion of the elementary students and at the
junior high and senior high level only isolated cases.

More attention has been given the kindergarten so that these chil-
dren may be helped to catch up at an earlier age thus avoiding sonic
of the difficulties that arise with the educationally disadvantaged
child. This in turn helps not only the child; his family, and commu-
nity but society in general..

Our school district feels Oskaloosa has benefited so greatly from an
effective title I program that they have been willing to put funds
into the program when the necessity arose.

For example, they have been willing to carry title I expenditures
when our original allocations were cut, which has happened twice so
far this year. If they had not carried, two of our reading centers
would have hind to closed, thereby beginning. to halt the progress
that these children have experienced.

Another major problem we have to deal with is that filling title I
jobs with capable teachers. Title I teachers do not know from 1 year
to the next if they will have a job and, therefore, our best teachers
are reluctant to take, these jobs.

In the small school districts, many of the same problems exist as
in a larger, metropolitan area, and we also have problems that are
unique to rural areas. It is important that these children be brought
up to the level of edneatiOnal attainment, that is appropriate for
children of their age.

it is important that there be some flexibility in the, regulations es-
tablished so that the smaller school districts can better meet the
needs of these areas. For example, in Oskaloosa, 'Iowa, there are no
great .variances in the attendance centers. Therefore, comparability
un our case could bring about a less effective program. Our first tar-

-get-area school is the best school in our district..
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'I7he, title I program is a type, I must acid that came about because
the former -building was condemned and we had to pass it school
bond issue.

The title I program is the type of program that requires adminis-
trative regulations to assure a good program. In many cases money
would be channeled into an already ineffective program. In seeing
that title I programs are well regulated and that prograth develop-
ment is carried out our SEA in Iowa has been most helpful. There
have been in-service workshops held for title I teachers and parents
and prO,rramsare evaluated and developed to best serve the needs
of the educationally disadvantaged.

In the budget. cut proposed by the administration, it appears that
rural areas, such as Iowa, and lower socio-economic groups will be
particularly hit hard.

There will be so many people appealing to the Governor of the
State for a portion of the revenue sharing monies, that I find it
hard to visualize inany people speaking out for the educationally
disadvantaged. There is no great organization backing this group of
people. In smaller LEA, the voice of this group is small and there-
fore, the message may not sound as loud or as important. These are
future taxpayers of our country. These are the people that. through
title I programs are being given a chalice to develop some degree of
confidence, in themselves so they may have a better chance to succeed
as human beings.

Thank you.
Mr. Folio. Without objection, I would like to have the newspaper

clippings that are attached to your testimony entered in the record
following your statement. It is a description of the reading clinic
and the person writing for the newspaper placed great emphasis
that this is the only program of kind in the State of Iowa, and it
only came into being as a result of title I grant and depends for its
continued existence on the continuation of title I.

The committee is grateful to have you describe this program be-
cause it would be unfortunate if 11Iembers of Congress. came to be-
lieve that only children living in big cities were being reached by
title I programs and, therefore, since they had no big cities in their
district they would have no interest in it. This will make it possible
for a number of Congressmen with rural constituencies to see that it
does get to them as well. I know from the newspaper clippings that
Mrs. Wymore, who is also here with you, is.a person responsible for
setting up the .program, is that correct?

Mrs. W'YMORE. Yes.
Mr. Form. Do von have some comments that you WOuld like to

make?
Mrs. WymonE. Am I correct in that my written testimony that I

did send to you will be in the record?
Mr. FORD. That is already in the record.
Mrs. WrmonE. Then I will give a condensed version of what I

have to say. I am supervisor of instruction of Oskaloosa, Iowa. It is
a small district. With funds from title I it has been possible for us
to provide preventive and corrective, help in reading in several of
our elementary schools. We have also been able to establish this
reading clinic. In it we do diagnostic evaluation of a child's reading
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problems. It serves as a demonstration center for all of the title I
teachers in the State of Iowa. We have had requests from other
States surrounding us asking us if their title I teachers could come.
We also have many requests from parents from surrounding Stites
asking us to send their children there to us.

We have had in-service stations also for our regular classroom
teachers trying to help them see the problems that title I children
are involved in, and what kind of problems that they have to com-
bat as they learn. Within our clinic we have programs for the par-
ents, bring them in and having them also see some of the same
things that their children do and go through some of the training
sessions that our teachers do.

. Currently only about 10 or 15 percent of the children who are ed-
ucationally disadvantaged in Oskaloosa, and therefore do qualify for
title.- I services, are in -our title I program. With more funds we
could expand our program to include these other children.

There are certain areas that are being considered now in title I
that do concern us and I would like to make some comments about
those. The first area of concern to us too is that of revenue sharing.
We don't favor revenue sharing. Instead we want to see -categorical
aid continue. It has been our experience in the past that such pro-
grams in education as remedial reading don't receive funds under
this 'general aid. There is nothing right now that' indicated to us
that it. would be different if we go to revenue sharing now.

We also have several concerns relating to funding. The problems
of small rural type communities do tend often to be ignored more
than problems of metropolitan areas. Naturally this seems unfair to
us and seems to discriminate against the smaller towns. One sug-
gested formula that was referred to here proposes that funding be
based on a number of educationally disadvantaged rather than the
number of economically disadvantaged. This kindof formula would
be difficult to regulate. The testing and all of this type of thing, it
would be very hard to be honest in any test involved in this.

Also, and more importantly, I feel that in essence thai; type of
formula would penalize the school systems that were trying very
hard and working toward an effective program. It would theoreti;-
cally reward the school with an ineffective school program.

We also need appropriations made a year at least in advance of
the fiscal' year in which they are to be used. It is impossible to do as
good a job as we wish in planning and in staffing and implementing
our program when we don't know what the allocation figure is until
late SIMMICE or early fall. We also need assurances that the program
is going to continue for at least the some specified number of years,
so we can give job security to title I teachers. We have a lot of trou-
ble getting capable teachers, and these are teachers title I children
need.

We have problems in budgeting because of the cuts made during
the year. So far this year we started with one figure and we have
been cut two times, and we stand a good chance of being cut further.

Most of the regulations governing target one do have merit, and
they insure a very (rood program. However, we would like to see flex-
ibility built into these regulations. There are some regulations that
are designed mainly for large cities, and they are difficult to apply
to a town the size of Oskaloosa. At tiines what seems to be a very
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good and justifiable regulation may actually prevent us from carry-
ing out an effective program in our district.

Mr. FORD. Would you give me an example?
Mrs. Wymoun. Yes; on this matter of comparability, we are re-

quired by the rules to have a certain number of teachers in each
school. The nontarget schools with the target schools. One of our
hest schools; which Mrs. Rielly referred to, is a target area school.
We have in it an open concept team-teachino. situation. It is a very
good program. However, it was in jeopardy last year because by
going to the team-teaching situation, bringing in more aides, we ac-
tually had more personnel per .pupil but they were not certified
teachers in the number per pupil. Therefore, we Ivere going to have
to either give up our entire title I program, or hire seven more
teachers. Actually we would have been defeating the type of pro-
gram we felt these children needed.

We got around it because when we went back over some figures we
found out that our schools, all of them, were eligible for title I, so
we did not have to prove this point, but it could have hurt. us seri-
ously and made us give up a program in a target school, that would
have been very bad.

Rather than one set of regulations to apply to all districts, it
would seem better to provide the State educational agency with suf-
ficient flexibility to handle different and and diverse situations. We
feel a very definite need for services on a State level in areas of
leadership and program development, and program coordination.

The quality of local programs in Iowa has been greatly improved
by in-service workshops that have been Provided b'-'37 the State staff.
It would seem beneficial to expand this phase of the State level title
I by budgeting More money toward program development.

In our type of school district the needs of our disadvantaged chil-
dren are more apparent in academic areas. Therefore, we would like
to see concentration on thse educational needs rather than branching
off into other categories of needs. Whatever legislation is enacted in
regard to title I, we would like to see the legislators keep in mind
the Oskaloosa size and type of school district. We feel that in the
rural areas we have many educationally disadvantaged children who
need the help that title I can give them. Oskaloosa is typical of the
many small town school districts that exist in our country and we
would like to feel that these children could benefit from Federal
funding:.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
I was just observing that if the act were continued at the present

$2,000 level, Iowa would lose 68.72 percent of the money it is now
receiving. The Chairman's State of Kentucky would .lose 64.17 per-
cent. My State of Michigan would lose 32 and almost 33 percent be-
cause of what the new census data does and the movement of people.

So it is going to be very difficult for this committee to resolve the
funding formula using the same criteria we have had. I think you
have highlighted for us the problem that the Office of Education has
lead us into by regulation. It was never in my opinion, as one of the
authors of the legislation, the intention of the Congress. to dictate,
once we had used the really arbitrary formula in title I to determine
the distribution of funds clown to the county level, to the people
within that county what educational deprivation was.
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You will find nowhere in the legislation or in the legislative his-
tory Of that legislation a definition of educational deprivation. That
is not an oversight. It was a very deliberate effort on our part to
avoid having. a Federal definition of educational deprivation that
would be rigid. What is educational deprivation ia Appalachia at
any given time might be different from what the perception of edu-
cational deprivation is in the city of New York. I think we now see
that something will have to be clone so that we restore the flexibility.
By trying to pin it down too specifically, we ate getting into a situa-
tion where we ini;rht reward your success in your program by elimi-
nation of the program.

I might suggest to you that the record will be open for another
week or so if you have been inspired to send to the committee exam-
ples of how this program has worked and how, if you please, it
mipht be improved. We would be _most happy to have them front
you and include them in the printed record.

Mr. T mt. You may proceed, please.
Mrs. DosoN. I am Rhoda Dotson. I am representing the Parents

Advisory Board of Yonngstown, Ohio.
We feel that title I should continue as a. categorical program and

should not be a- part of education revenue sharing. We also feel that
the States should not have complete control of title I funds and pro-
grams. Without Federal guidelines, supervision, and auditing, We as
parents will not be assured that the disadvantaged child will receive
his fair share of education revenue sharing funds. Whereas with
Federal supervision, we feel reasonably sure that the money will
reach poor children and help those children who are behind in grade
level.

The title T remedial. reading program in Youngstown has been
very successful in helping the educationally disadvanta..ed children
iii our school system. This reading program services 787 education-
ally disadvantaged students in grades one through. six. Six hundred
and forty-six of these students are enrolled in the title I public ele-
mentary schools and 141 are enrolled in the title I parochial ,elemen-
tary schools. The reading program is in 14 title public eleinentary
schools and :1 title I parochial schools. Parents in Youngstown fuel
tliatt this program has been a tremendous success in helping. their
children who are behind in reading. I too feel that this program is
vitally needed in our school system.

We of the parents advisory hoard have voted that our school sys-
tem expand and enrich this title I reading program. With title I
coming under education revenue. sharing.it could be possible that we
may not have such a program.. and this would be detrimental to the
education of our children. Title I as a. categorical program is and
could be vital in upgrading the academic skills of the disadvantaged
child.

Parental involvement, is a Very important part of title I. Parents
who feel able to affect their children's educational environment will
relay to their children a sense of worth and effectiveness. Parental
involvement holds the greatest potential for correcting those prob-
lems `which interfere with the child's development. Experts alone
will not. make the children whole and well.

The Title I Parents Advisors- Board in Youngstown, Ohio. which
is composed of 17 members, who are parents of children participate
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ing in title I programs. are now in the process of helping the
Planning, development, and implementation Of title I programs for
our children. Upon reviewing the results of the Ohio survey test and
doing a needs assessment of our secondary schools, we found that.
the greatest deficiencies of our children are in the areas of reading,
math. and science. The Youngstown Parents Advisory Board's func-
tion is to help with the planning, development. implementation, and
evaluation of all title I programs and helping the Youngstown
school system to come up with workable programs and some solu-
tions to the causes for the educational deliciences of our children.

Title I in Youngstown is helping the disadvantaged child with
supportive services such as medical, dental, and clothing. We
Youngstown parents, along with some educators have found that
many children do not attend school because of inadequate medical
.attention and clothing.

We found one incident where a mother was dividing her chil-
dren's school. days becanse there was only one pair of boots in the
home for her two school age children. One child would go in the
morning and the other child would attend in the afternoon. They
were wearing tennis shoes inside of their boots.. The mother could
buy two pairs of tennis shoes for $5 and could only pay for one pair
of boots. This mother is a welfare recipient. She is only eligible to
receive $15 per child per year for clothing.

Title I, through comparability, has required equal spending on all
children so that title I is truly extra. We would like to see compara-
bility continue to be title I requirement.

We. of the parents advisory board and parent advisory committees
of the Youngstown school district, feel that it is vital that title I re-
mains as a categorical program with Federal supervision. parental
involvement, and comparability to insure effective compensatory urn-
gmins for educationally disadvantaged children.

:11r. Foam Thank you very much.
Again, let me thank all of you for making the personal effort

We can only guess at the personal sacrifice involved to come here the
long distances that many of you have conic to testify. I don't believe
that, in the S years that I have been participating in hearings on the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, this committee has ever
before heard from the kind of panels we have heard from this morn-
ing. representative of parents.

I think we should have started sometime ago. You have been very
encouraging to us because you indicate that, contrary to the pessi-
mism that has begun to permeate the halls around here, there is a
great deal more understanding and concern among people who are
not public officials at the local level for these programs than we were
willing to assume was going to show itself.

I would like to believe that what we have seen here this morning
is not in any way atypical of what we would find across the country.
The members of the committee have had an opportunity to visit a
number of the programs and to talk with parents on field trips
where we have one or two members who are able to go for a brief
time, bin never before to my knowledge, have ever had this kind of
a turnout of parents here at the Washington level.

I wish we had had a little bit more attention from our newspapers

J
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because I hope that your presence in Washington wouldn't go unno-
ticed by the people who were not-privileged to be here this morning
and share it with von.

I will adjourn the hearing until 9 :30 tomorrow morning.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene the next day, Tuesday, March 13, 1973, at. 9:30 a.m.]
[Additional statement submitted for the record follows :]

STATEMENT OF MRS. LYDIA HIGGINS, MEMBER OF PROVIDENCE P.A.C.T.,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Our presence here today is an exterior form of our internal hopes for the
children involved in ESEA Title I Programs; for without these- programs our
hopes may diminish. As our hopes diminish, so will a form of education that
Prior to 1965 and the passage of this Act, was unthinkable.

I am from the smallest state in the Union but because of ESEA's Title I
Programs the people of our state have received some of the largest hopes for
their children. As an active member.of Title I PAC, I have seen many changes
take place in my city of Prov:dence, R.I.

I am also a member or th-.. .Tend Start Advisory Board ; Head Start, I real-
ize receives no Title I monies; however, I fail to understand why President
Nixon has decided to refund Head Start if therois no money to carry on what
Head Start merely begins. I ask myself and I ask others where our children
are to be left if programs similar to Follow Through are to be dropped by the
wayside.

The Title I coordinators and project directors work with parents, staffs, and
children to boost our hopes for the future. Who will work with us if the par-
ental involvement guidelines are no longer enforceable? The answer quite pos-
sibly is the local school committee and superintendant; they are busy people
as you may well know. Although we are in an urban situation involving urban
problems, I feel that we are a group who would be heard on the basis of
priority and very possibly a part of a school callendar would pass before the
problems of the Educationally Deprived' could be discussed, not even to men-
non problems being resolved. We cannot afford to lose even one day when our
children are effected.

It has been pointed out that Revenue Sharing may solve some of the Fed-
eral Aid to Education cuts; but again I must point out that priorities would
dictate the channelling of the Revenue Sharing FUNDS. These priorities
would lie dictated by individuals with varying points of view ; the parents of
Title I children have a point of view in common, our children and their
future.

Title I Programs have been successful in the eyes. of the parents. We do not
have to see numbers or statistics on a piece of paper to tell us this. As pa -
ents we can see that our children do not want to miss the school bus. We can
see our children pick up a newspaper, magazine, or book to read and we know
that they understand what they are reading. We as parents who never heard
of modern ninth are amazed when 'our children at home explain factoring to .a
younger child.

We can see children of foreign extractions growing better at communicating
with our own children. As involved Title I people we can see changes in our
community. We do not have to argue nor beg; Title I people understand
.because their objectives blend into one .goal. Jobs have become available in the
ever decreasing job market; as Title I parents are involved in Title I project;:
either -with pay or on a volunteer basis ; thus bringing unferstanding, °Wee-
tiVes, and- goals into one focus. This focus appears to. be blurring and to be
bent out of shape. We do not want to see the focus of the -successes of our
children fadeout 'of view ; it is for this reason that I appear here in. Washing-
ton today.

I have .heard it said that, "Education is change" and for Title I parents,
Title I is change. I hope I have made clear some Of the changes which have
Leen pioduced fOr Educationally Deprived Children under ESEA's Title for
without Title I these changes for these children could not have occurred; and
in order .for these changes to continue we need the :.continued support of
ESEAs Title I.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1973

TIOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND Li.BOR
Washingt

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-.
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Lehinan, Forsythe, and Towell.
Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; and

Christopher Cross, minority legislative, associate; and Eydie Gas-
kills, special assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
A quorum is present. I see we have with us this morning one of

our colleagues, Congressman Eilberg, who has always been a great
supporter of educational legislation, and before we get to Dr. Wil-
liam Leary, superintendent of the Boston schools, I want to call on
Congressman Eilberg and let him make any remarks that he feels
appropriate at this time. Then before Superintendent Leary com-
mences, I want to make an observation or two about our former
Speaker who called about you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSHUA EILBERG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. F Lm nG. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your kind-
ness in allowing me to appear 'before the subcommittee this morning.

Though I am not a member of the Education and Labor
Committee, I believe- my deep interest in educational matters
and especially in the funding crisis confronting educational institu-
tions at all levels is known to the membership of thiS panel. I intro-
duced H.R. 3S02 on February 0 of this year. This measure provides
for the assumption by the Federal Government of up to 35 percent
of the cost of local education over a four-year-peril:A and which is
similar to legislation sponSored by our colleague from Michigan,
Bill Ford, duringthe 92d. Congress.

I will not go into the merits of this approach at this time, Mr.
Chairman, but do wish to express my appreciation to you personally
for those occasions in the past when you found tithe . in your
crowded schedule to meet with me and members of the public and
parochial, schools of Philadelphia to discuss problems unique to our
city.

(1573)
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1- want to thank von for extending this courtesy once again today
to Air. David Horowitz, associate superintendent of the Public
Schools of Philadelphia; Father Paul Curren, assistant superintend-
ent of the city's Archdiocese:in Schools; and Mrs. Marie Schubert,
pu'esident, of the Home and School Council.

I am sure the subcommittee is familiar in general with the very
serious condition of local education in my community. Philadelphia
has only recently seen a 7-w-iek public. school teachers strike ended
this is the aftermath of a strike earlier this academic year. A
huge deficit exists in the 'ward of education's operating budget.
The Guarash report, a major. study undertaken last year, has de-
fined the critical situation confronting the city's Catholic schook.

And yet, while Philadelphia's educational problems are many and
serious, we do have sonic important pluses in the struggle to save
our schools. There is an active community-wide concern which von
see well evidenced in the delegation which will testify today. The
joint appearance of Mr. Horowitz and Father Curran demonstrates
the long tradition of cooperation between these to separate but. in
the Philadelphia experience, complimentary approaches to meeting
the educational needs of the. total community. When it. is noted that
the Archdiocesean schools account for almost one-third of our ele-
mentary and secondary student population. the importance of this
spirit of cooperation is more fully appreciated.

The presence of Mrs. Schobert shows the active involvement of the
parents of out city in trying to find solution to our problems. I can
personally attest to the deep concern of Philadelphia's public
officials at the local. State, and Federal levels.

But the thought I wish to leave with yon this morning is that the
cooperative spirit of Philadelphia,. necessary though it is, is not
enough in itself. We need help. School systems throughout the coun-
try need help. 'They need help now and they need it in quantity.

And it is my feeling that the Federal Governmentdespite the
simplistic slogans of the self-annointed budget-cuttersought to be
doing veryinbstantially More to meet this critical need.

And now, as I take leave to go to the hearings of my own subcom-
mittee, I pledge my full cooperation in this body's efforts to aid in a
meaningful way the American schoolchild and extend my thanks
once again for your courtesies to our friends from Philadelphia.

Chairman RoaKuss. Thank you very much,- Congressman Eilberg,.
You have been most helpful to the committee in the past. We appre-
ciate your supporti.,:hich will be needed this year.

It is a great pleasure for me to introduce Dr. William Leary, su-
perintendent of the city schools in Boston, Mass. A few days ago I
received a telephone call from our former Speaker, John Mc-
Cormack. In fact. I was about to get ready to board a plane when
he reached me, telling me about your appearance here and about
your achievements in Boston as the school superintendent. He
wanted to make sure that we heard you fully and gave you adequate
time, and so forth and so on.

I told the former speaker that we really missed him around here,
but that we certainly would treat you with the -utmost courtesy. It is
a great pleasure for me to welcome you here this morning. Dr.
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Leary. I know of the wonderful job yon are doing in Boston. We
want. your views On how we can improve title I. whether we should
go to special revenue sharing and this so-called special revenue shar-
ing proposal of the President how your school people feel about that
proposal, and what we call do to bring better education to the disad-
vantaged youth of this country.

STATEMENT OF:WIL....IAM LEARY, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
BOSTON, MASS., ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL R. TIERNEY, ESQ.,
CHAIRMAN OF BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE; CHARLES
LEFWICH, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT FOR PLANNING;
ROBERT McCABE, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO SUPERIN-
TENDENT; AND DANIEL COUGHLIN, ADMINISTRATOR OF
TITLE I, BOSTON, MASS.

Dr. LEARY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was fortunate enough to
meet, our former Speaker a second time over the weekend and he
wished to assure yon of hiS continued good wishes and to thank you
very much for the courtesies that he knew you would extend to the
I3oston delegation.

Chairman PERKINS. I never will forget the great. work of John
McCormack when we enacted the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act.. because if lie had not been a most. considerate gentleman,
we would. have never gotten the bill enacted. A few times it looked
like there was a hopeless disagreement between some of our church
groups in the country and other groups but he through his leader-
ship helped hold us together and kept saying we were going to get a
bill.

He and I followed the sanie tactics back in those days in DO and
we did get a bill. We owe much to John McCormack.

Dr. LEARY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce to you and to the mem-

bers of the subcommittee some of the people who have accompanied
inc from Boston today.

Chairman PERKINS. Let them come up to your side.
Dr. LEARy. The first one is the chairman of the Boston School

Committee, Attorney Paul R. Tierney. Beside him is the associate
superintendent. for Planning in the Boston Schools, Air. Charles
Lefwich, and my administrative assistant, Mr. Robert McCabe, and
finally the director of the title I In for the Boston Schools,
Mr. Daniel Coughlin.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin my remarks this morning by
thanking you and the subcommittee for the courtesy of inviting us
here to permit us to express our views to the General Subcommittee
on Education. I would also like to express appreciation on behalf of
not just the I3oston School System, but also school systems all over
the country for the work that this subcommittee has been doing
since 19(35 in developing programs for educationally disadvantaged
in the cities as well as in the towns and hamlets of this Nation. It
has done much to improve the opportunity that children have in this
country to get a better education.
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I would like to state unequivocally this morning before the sub-
committee that cities particularly need Federal aid. I am, using I3os-
ton as its own particular example. Congressman Eilberg from Penn-
sylvania just. spoke about the needs of Philadelphia and you are
going to hear more about that later this morning, but I will speak
most about the unique needs that the city of Boston has.

Boston, with its hospitals,-universities, churches and other institu-
tions of cultural knowledge, museums, and so forth, is in a very
strange position because although we are very proud to have all of
these institutions and although we have natural leadership in them,
our tax property rate in Boston has now been reduced to approxi-
mately 48 permit. That is, 48 percent of the property in the city is
taxed to support, all of the services which the city must provide.
Fifty-two permit of the property in the city is now tax-free.

My perspective as new superintendent. that I bring before you this
morning. I have been superintendent since September of this past
year, is hopefully a rather new one. I was fortunate enough this
simmer to obtain a Ford l'oundation grant which permitted me to
travel to a great variety oi cities all over the country to study their
problems.

I started out in the west coast and finished here in Washington,
talking with superntendents of other educational institutions of the
cities. The problems I found across the cities of the country z tre the
same. We must have the support of the Federal Government if we
are to continue to help the poor in title I areas. The gains that we
have made in title I programs are just beginning to emerge across
this count. They are. bearly perceptible now. We can just begin to
measure them, but there have been gains and those gains are due to
assistance that. the Federal Government has provided under the
ESEA Act of 1965.

In Boston, for example, we have what we call a model demonstra-
tion subsystem which runs through grades 1 to 12 and this subsys-
tem has provided great opportunity for our poor children in the
City of Boston, black, white, and Spanish-speaking. We have a pro-
gram that has parental involvement as its keystone. I know that
sonic of the Boston parents have already appeared before this sub-
committee. This parent involvement means that people from the
community can come into our schools and work closely with our
children providing role models and identification models that the
children must have.

Additionally, we have another program called the work study pro-
gram. I think this is an example of accountability which I think we
are talking about much today in education and is a good example.
We have approximately 500 young men and women in our work
study program.

For one-half of the day they attend formal classes. For the other
half of the day they go out and work ir. various areas in the com-
munity, such as hospitals, universities, the airport, and so forth. The
Federal Government's expenditure last year for this program was
approximately $520,000. The return to various governmental agen-
cies through State income tax, Federal income tax, and social secu-
rity payments was approximately $317,000, which means that these
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young have the opportunity to work and to get an education
due to Federal funds and are able to return some of the money that
the Government has invested back to the Government and this, in-
deed, in my mind is accountability.

Last year under Public Law 874 the city of Boston received ap-
proximately $465,000. This was of great assistance to '.us because
many of our schools are located in areas of public housing and these
children who use our schools not only as a place to learn, but as a
recreational facility and a facility to pick up extra information and
activities as a community school situation. We had an Emergency
Employment Act which provided 80 school aides with positions
within our schools, which provided them with a chance to work with
our youngsters.

So we have great dependence on the Federal Government for help.
In ordinary times we might say, well, maybe that is not such a good
thing to depend on the Federal Government. But I think our na-
tional leadership over the centuries in this country has been pro-
vided by the Federal Government. Our great progress in social wel-
fare, the leadership has come from the Federal Government.

We must have and continue to have that Federal assistance under
title I so education for those whom we consider disadvantaged, those
people who need an extra opportunity, who need help

i
have been as-

sisted in the past by the Federal Government, and in the city of
Boston we really need that assistance to continue.

I have provided in my statement to the subcommittee six recom-
mendations \\hereby we could continue our title I help and increase
it and. I will not go into detail at that now. The members can look
at that. But I feel that the Federal Government, all of us, have a
moral responsibility to assist those people whom we consider educa-
tionally disadvantaged due to whatever reason because it is they who
will be the future of this. country. It is they who will provide the
leadership of thiS country.

. It is they. who will be the solid citizens of the United States. I be-
lieve this country has had a great record in this in the past and I
know it will continue to in the luture.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Complete statement and documents follow :1

STATEMENT OF DR; WILLIAM J. LEARY, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Chairman. and Members of the. Subcommittee : I wish to express my
thanks to the Subcommittee, for allowing .me. to appear before you and bring
for your consideration the benefit of educational experience.in my. city.

Let me express also at this time my deep appreciation for the continuing
efforts and concern. which, individual members and the collective Subcommittee
have habitually shown in regard to the. greatest educational good of every
school child in this land.. Nowhere has, this been evidenced more obviously than
in the Elementary and :Secondary Education, Act of 1965 and its enabling legis-
lation of subiequent years. A .delicate persistency in holding on to ideals has
been necessary to secure the lofty purposes of this law and I salute your corn-

:mitment to those ideals7rthat every child Is entitled to a quality education
regardless of the level of income of iris family or his neighborhood, arid that
the federal government .has,ltn obligation to compensate in those areas where
income levejs indnceInferior educational achievement.

In a sense, it seems incredible that these most critical deliberations take

95-545-73---pt. 2-39
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place in an atmosphere heavy with rumors of budget reductions, threats of
program eliminations or severe recessions. Can such thoughts be seriously
entertained by federal authorities when all who work closely with or are
directly affected by these programs,parents, teachers, administrators, commu-
nity organizations,are crying out for expansion of worthy programs, for
extension of effective compensatory services to all students who need them, for
massive increase in educational funding to make this possible?

My message to you today is direct and brief, but nonetheless urgent : the
cities and towns throughout the land desperately need federal aid for local
education.

I would guess that in one way or another everyone who has appeared thus
far in the current hearings has given the same basic message to the Subcom-
mittee. My testimony will corroborate what has gone before, I am sure, but
may afford a somewhat different perspective.

Before citing specifics of the Boston experience, let me take just a moment
to explain my perspective. If this explanation seems overly personal, I seek
your indulgence, but I feel such explanation is necessary if my remarks are to
do more than merely echo those who have preceded me.

I took office as Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools last September,
having been appointed to the position the previous April.

From April to September, I visited major school systems across the length
and breadth of this nation, spending several days in each city, conferring for
countless hours with school officials, personally surveying the needs and serv-
ices in each area. I know of no other educator who has had the advantage of
such a view of contemporary urban education. In addition, during the past
school year, it was my good fortune to complete doctoral studies at Boston
University and to pursue the same at the Graduate School of Education at
Harvard University. In both settings, with educators representative of the best
of educational thought, men and women whose practical experiences, philosoph-
ical and sociological orientation, and balanced judgment are of the first order,
I explored daily these same areas of educational needs and promising direc-
tions for meeting these needs. A final point which may heighten the signifi-
cance of my testimony is the recency of my . appointment as Superintendent.
While this normally may offer some disadvantage; there is this great advan-
tage : I speak from no commitment to some established policy Or program or
institution or individuals. I am not identified with any, educational vogue, any
pedagogical system, any set of gimmicks or devices to grasp the attention of
the educational world or to dazzle the eyes of school boards and taxpayers. I
owe no one anything but the best effort, the most honest recommendations,
that are in my power. With almost twenty years of necessary and invaluable
teaching experience, with extensive exposure to the best of contemporary uni-
versity thought, I am beginning a career on the level of educational adminis-
tration. The observations of the educational scene which I offer here today are
made then with a newness, a freshness, a viewpoint which the nature of the
promo.lonal process unfortunately but understandably does not always allow a
school superintendent;

What results of these observations then is pertinent to the body?
Members of the Subcommittee, if there is one single message my testimony

can impress upon your minds to consider when you make your recommenda-
tions, it is that we need your help. We in the cities and towns throughout the
country need federal dollars to fight a fight which surely is not ours alone. We
Are there on the scene using the resources of those cities and towns to their
capacity. Those- resources are not enough. The resources of the federal' govern-
ment must be brougt, to bear.

The one consistent ray of hope cited in all educational quarters throughout
I he land is the long-awaited impact of federal aid. This impact is felt' not only
in the results of the programs but also in the encouragement that parents and
teachers feel when they see that they are not alone in. their struggles; that the
federal government sees its roll in local education as a just obligation and
commits itself to a realization of that obligation.

There have been problems in starting these programs, to be sure. There has
been lost motion, Perhaps wasted effort; as this new kind of federal-state-local
partnership has been getting its bearings and 'coordinating various interests,
but much of this to-be-expected difficulty -has been overcome. The dividends for
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the investments of the last several years are just beginning to appear. 3Ieas.
ureable results are now being attained. Even greater returns on investment
can now be expected. Now is not the time to withdraw.

Indeed, a corollary to the acceptance and success of this concept is what
amounts now to a dependence by individual communities upon federal educa-
tional aid. In another, perhaps more ideal, age of self-reliance, such a depend-
ence might be distasteful, but this is not an ideal age. This is a practical age
in which the real needs of urban communities can be effectively met only
through the resources of the federal government. Again, I say, the government
has recognized this responsibility and accepted it as just and proper.

In this general framework then, let me turn to some specifics of the City of
Boston to illustrate the effectiveness of federal aid, to show how necessary is
its continuance, to suggest how much more can be done.

In the past fiscal year, educational aid to Boston from all federal sources
totaled $10,588,411, excluding Department of Agriculture funds for various
forms of school lunch assistance (Appendix 1). This represents a full 10 of
our total school budget. The Boston School Department has been operating
with substantially the same amount of federal funds for several years now,
long enough to have established programs which have been accepted as inte-
gral components by children, parents, and teachers. Any reduction in these pro-
grams would be rightly viewed as an abdication of the United States govern-
ment's obligation to afford economically deprived children every educational
advantage!

The City of Boston, practicing severe austerity in all department, cannot
possibly assume the costs of these meaningful programs. The property tax rate
in Boston now is very close to $200 per thousand. There operates here a para-
dox which may be peculiar to our city. That is, features which are the glories
of Boston bear with them a stifling liability. World-renowed as a medical, edu-
cational, and cultural center, the city is continually subject to encroachment
upon its limited property base by more and more of the necessary but tax-free
facilities for hospitals, schools, museums, churches, historical sites, etc. At
present, some 54% of real property in Boston is tax-free! These facilities are,
of course, most desirable, but what a burden falls thus on the available tax
base and the property owners who must pay this tax.

Let me cite just one example of the impact of the austerity program, in the
School Department. Within the past 18 months, we have opened eight magnifi-
cent new elementary schools. These are truly beautiful facilities, offering the
latest and best in educational equipment and materials. Six of these eight new
schools have a gymasium, a swimming pool, special rooms and equipment for
art, music, and science. It is sad to relate that the gyms lie idle, the water in
the pools is undisturbed, the art, music, and science facilities are unoccupied.
Why? Boston has no money to hire the teachers needed for these programs.

The largest single source of federal aid to the Boston schools is Title I
ESEA of 1965 (89-10) as amended. This amounts currently to $6,184,079
(Appendix 2). Details of this program may be found in supporting material
provided to each member of the Subcommittee (Appendix 3). Suffice to say
here that these funds support almost 800 teacheraand aides, whose' elimination
would'eause irreparable educational and sociological damage.

Boston's largest Title I project, known as the Elementary Enrichment Proj-
ect, under prevent funding levels is servicing barely one -third of the children
eieigible for these services! The, evaluative summary appended to this state-
ment evidences that pupils serviced by our. Title I-project are maintaining
month-by-month achievement growth with national norms (Appendix 4). This
may not seem remarkable until contrasted with national norms for similarly
disadvantaged youth.. This 'statistic then becomes significant indeed. This effort,
we must remember, is merely stemming the tide of years, decades even geuer-
ations of neglect,but we are seeing progress. Can anyone countenance abort-
ing such a program now? Are we not justified in thinking only of expanding it
to full effectiveness?

May I call You attention next to our Title I project known as the Model
Demonstration Subsystem (Appendix 3, pp:30-38). A pilot enterprise when
introduced as an urban laboratory system-within-a-system, a K-12 program
housed inthree buildings, it has won national attention. Particularly, notewor-
thy has been its success as a "magnet" for integration of inner-city schools,
two buildings being evenly balanced and one reversing the national trend by
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increasing white enrollment each year in a previously all-black school. The
evaluative evidence here is that, in addition to sociological and affective
advances, pupils are achieving academically at a rate that increases in direct
proportion to length of time in the program (Appendix 4).

A third Title ,I project has also won national acclaim for its outstanding
success in reaching potential dropouts and transforming them into high school
graduates and stable members of the job force (Appendix 5. Appendix 3, pp.
39-41) Known as the Work-Stud Project, it may well be unique as one fed-
eral program in which the participants return tax dollars to state and federal
governments. Consider for a moment these round figures from the payroll
statements of all Boston High School students in calendar year 1972:

Gross earnings
Federal income tax deductions_
State income tax deductions
Social security contributions

$2, 100,
210,
40,
67,

000
000
000
000

This shows then for these recipients of federal benefits a total return to gov-
ernment programs of $317,000 in a single year: When we can with some assur-
ance project that most of these students are firmly started on a lifetime of
productivity, we can take satisfaction indeed. This does not even consider the
intangible, personal, social, and psychic dividends of this' experience,all this
from a federal input of $520,000. Surely, such a return on investment compares
well with that of the most profit-conscious business enterprise. Moreover,
assessment of this project shows that hi maintaining month-for-month achieve-
ment levels, students have dramatically reversed past histories of poor attend-
ance and punctuality (Appendik 4).

An element common to all Title I projects is close parental involvement in
the planning and the conduct of these projects. Basic to the intent of thoorigi-
nal legislation, the concept has been impleMented in a responsible manner in
Boston. Evidence submitted with this statement attests to ample parental par-
ticipation in the entire Title I operation (Appendix 3, pp. 10-12). Indeed, it is
my understanding that Title I parents from Boston have made a separate and
independnt appearance before the Subcommittee. I feel sure their sentiments
express their commitment to and enthusiastic support of the concept.

Turning to other federal programs, I can only reiterate our dependence on
them as integral components of our total educational program. The progress
made possible by these extends, in most cases, to only a part of the total chil-
dren in need. To deny the expansion of these programs, or to withdraw sup-
port of existing activities, would cause the greatest harm.

For example, Title IIESEA has made possible the organization and staff-
ing of 90 libraries in elementary and junior high schools: which otherwise
would not have them. However, some 85 schools remain with only the limited
library facilities which can be provided by city funds, aided by cake sales and
teacher donations.

To cite another example, aid to federally-impacted areas (P.L. 874) repre-
sents $465,176 in the current budget of the Boston schools (Appendix 6). This
input, already ratably reduced from BoSton'A fall entitlement, is under present
threat of limination or reduction. How can the city be expeeted to compenSate
for loss of such aid? And how can we ignore the thousanda whom the law' as
designed to include, residents of federally-aided 'housing concentrated in the
cities and needing so much more of city-funded services? Boston has some
155,000 residents in public housing and many of these 'are' those diSadvantaged
children who shduld be the-beneficiaries of federal aid. In or near these ptiblic
housing units are many of our public schools. Rather than reduce Support of
these areas, we need more funds to accommodate properly our large numbers
in public housing And their concentrated needs. '

Another example of irreplaCeable federal aid may be noted. Boston's share
of Title III-ESEA funds for Fiscal Year 1973 amounts to $554,841: Since 1966
this source has provided Boston with over $4,000,000 in venture Capital. By
piloting worthwhile innovations in 'educational practice and by supplementing
existing programs and facilities, these' funds have stimulated imaginative and
creative maesures which have-already shown effect in ameliorating 'Many of
Bostons critical'school problems.
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Some of the areas in which Title III, under a general operational structure
known in Boston as PACE (Projects to Advance Creativity in Education), has
facilitated educational change are:

Long-range planning of school buildings and programs;
Aid to exceptional children ,
Staff development and training Health care services;
Bilingual curriculum;
Comprehensive reading attack;
Teaching technology;
School-community collaboration;
Human relations; and
Radically different teaching-learning environments.
Many of these ventures have proved so valuable, so much has Boston come

to rely on the pilot service, that what was introduced as a supplement has
often become an essential. Thus, at the end of the three-year funding period
for many programs, Boston has had to assume the full costs. Thus, federal aid
is seldom an unmixed blessing. The acceptance carries with it moral and fiscal
responsibilities. These we have. gladly assumed to the extent Possible, but it is
important to note that this is one more factor bearing heavily on inner-city
school departments.

And if we turn for relief to sources other than the education budget, here
too anticipated economies promoise to worsen an already.critical situation. The
Boston School Department currently benefits from the Emergency Employment
Act: which authorizes federal funds directly to cities and towns.. In Boston this
act has supported the employment in a number of troubled inner-city schools
of eighty building aides whose salaries total approximately $250,000. In addi-
ton to the necessary services which they perform, these aides, living and work
ing in the immediate neighborhoods, have a most positive effect on school-com-
munity relations, providing a link between school and home, serving as
constructive adult images for children, and helping to moderate anti-establish-
ment inclinations. In many schools their presence has become vital to a stable
and prductivc school-community atmosphere. This money ends in June. What
happens when these aides are discharged? We need them badly. We can't pay
for them. No help can be expected from EEA. It seems one more instance of
federal aid given and then taken away, only to worsen the situation by con-
trast. It may not seem quite fair to describe the process thus, but in the eyes
of many viewers this is bow it must appear.

Programs and current funding from other sources of federal aid are
appended (Appendix I). It would belabor the obVious to describe each program
and the dismal effects of the loss of any of these. In all cases; the results are
ne same, differing only in the degree of loss and the essential area affected.
The urgent point is the same: these federally-funded progranis are most effec-
tive; they are essential to maintain our progress; local funds cannot assume
their costa; federal funding to maintalin and emptind them must be 14tereased

On the need for increased funding, it might be 'Said that We have to go
faster just to stand still! In this inflationary period, rising costs and higher
salary levels force the inconguonEi situation-of more dollais providing less serv-
ice to fewer children! Obsdously, massive increases are in order. The educa-
tional programs initiated with federal dollars provide special services to those
in need. Properly administered, they constitute a sound investment on the part
of the American government. To curtail this effort now would be short-sighted
indeed. By doing our utmost now to break the clicle of pOverty for these
masses of disadvantaged is to work for manifold social and economic gains in
the long run. If our national leadership chooses educational economies now,
these would be, in my Opinion, -truly false economies; merely passing on to
those who come after us the burden and responsibility of the support of the
unschooled, unskilled, jobless, and hoeplees whoin society might label' "disad-
vantaged." How apt the term! To ignore these conseqUentea is to share future
generations of public charges, whether in housing, on welfare, in hospitals, or
in prisons. These are the social ills brought on, at ledat in' part, by educational
neglect.'

These educational programs cost .money, it' is true; but in terms of :human
lives that havabeen redirected, in terms of lost ettreeitg.that buys been saved,
in terms of- last chances' that provide fresh oppoittnitles, it is money well
spent. This is what federal aid is all about.
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Members of the. Subcommittee, it is a truism to reflect that your determina-
tions revolve around priorities. Priorities have enabled this country to dare
and do the fantastic in space exploration, and, to maintain a military defense
which we hope will secure us from any conceivable threat. Many worthy
causes are now clamoring to share in the redirection of the monies which
these priorities have previously encumbered. Among the highest of our new
priorities must be educational aid from that source which has the greatest
resources, the federal government. I say this not merely because the need is
great, not merely because local communities cannot possibly assume this addi-
tional bureon, but because each of as, in truth, has a responsibility to all,
because all of us, who are the federal government, have an obligation to each
child in every city, town, countryside, backwoods, farm, or hamlet in our great
nation.

Members of the Subcommittees I thank you for your kind attention to in
remarks.

I proffer for your consideration .six specific recommendations in this matter.
1. The Boston School Department endorses the proposed funding levels only

as the barest minimum to allow reasonable extension of Title I services to eli-
gible children in 'educational need. Present funding allows the servicing of only
one-third of our eleigible children! The present per capita Title I expenditure
in Boston is $540 per child serviced and this allows us merely to keep pace
with national norms. To extend the same service to the additional 20,000 eligi-
ble and needy children would require. a Title I grant to Boston of $13,500,000,
just double our present grant.

This would represent an expenditure of $422 for each disadvantaged child.
2. Ideally, funds should be appropriated on a basis of several years, at lePst

three, in order to afford continuity of planning and sufficient time in any one
program for measureable results and dependable evaluation. Since the annual
bpdget and appropriations are basic to funding levels, this recommendation
may not be wholly feasible but at least the intent may be kept in mind
so that whatever may aid the purpose may be implemented.

3. Idealistic, too, may be the recommendation that annual funding be
effected earlier in the fiscal year. Each year, in ESEA experience, total fund-
ing is not known until mid-winter (this year, only on a continuing resolution
basis), some 4-5 months after the start of the school year, so that much plan-
ning is problematical. Regardless of the possibility of ameliorating this condi-
tion, its impeding effect should be kept in. mind when considering the effect of
the total program.

4. An urgent recommendation and one readily effectuated . by legislative
direction is that eligibility of school attendance areas, once established on
latest available data, maintain for a minimum of three years. The purpose of
this recommendation also. is to provide continuity and sufficient time for valid
measure. With the constantly shifting population patterns of today's mobile
society, present policy of annual revision according to changing current data
forces disruption of service . to needy. children whose district may be eligible
one year and ineligible next. Many ..observers feel that Title I aid is
attempting, to offset the eleterious effects- of decades or. generations of educa-
tional and social neglect and that: this cannot:be done appreciably in any one
year.

.5. It is recommended. that a portion of Title .I .money, approximately 15%,
be available for local research . and development projects calculated to benefit
disadvantaged children but not subject to the general Title:I.restrictions. Edu-
cators are agreed that new and better ways must be tried to meet the needs of
the diSadvantaged and that to.explore.for effective innovation is justifiable in
view of wide applications which may be anticipated. Let .me stress that the
concern here.,1s,.for a developmental capability at the local, level. We in the
.public schools are just now attaining,a degree of sophistication to make, deci-
sions on. quality programs, what may work, what will !work, what: will not
work, from actual. classroom, experience. A - superintendent, with the responsi-
bility to find effective programs for .his classrooms, should have the..capability
to institute these programs. To cut local schools out of this developmental and
decision-making process now would seem inefficient-and 'wasteful.,

6. Similarly, state or local educational agencies should. be given some lati-
tude in approving projects and. insuring comparability, Flo . as not to discourage
innovation.

These recommendations are offered for the thoughtful consideration of the
Subcommittee. The kind attention of each merOxer is greatly appreciated.
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STATEMENT OF PATJI, R. TIERNEY, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOSTON SCHOOL
COMMITTEE, Crry OF BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Paul R. Tierney, Chair-
man of the School Committee, City of Boston, Massachusetts. I am pleased to
present this testimony and hope it will assist your Committee in reaching a
satisfactory solution to the problem of funding the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1985 (ESEA) as well as other federal programs.

May I initially express appreciation on behalf of the thousands of disadvan-
taged children of Boston whose lives, have been affected in a very positive way
since the inception of this program in 1965. Without these supportive services,
the quality of their education would not have been as rewarding or productive.

Boston is a unique City, rich in tradition and recognized as the center of
learning in America. We have more colleges, universities, and hospitals than
nny City of comparable size in this Country. However, this creates a problem !

It shrinks the tax base so that 52% of our property is tax free and the
assessed tax is almost $200 per thousand. This situation has naturally com-
pounded the problems confronting the other Great Cities across this land. The
middle-income class are fleeing to the suburbs, and the number of disadvan-
taged is increasing. The poor have no place to go but to the cities.

In addition to these facts, the Boston School Committee .does not have fiscal
autonomy. We must depend on the Mayor for a necessary appropriation to
operate the schools, and we are in disagreement as usual. We have submitted
a budget for $188 million, and the Mayor has only appropriated $177 million.
How we can operate and extend the necessary services to our children is a
mystery.

Consequently, we must look to the Federal government. The far-sighted pro-
ponents of the legislation which we are discussing today should be commended.
Without these services, quality education such as we provide would be lacking.
The Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 has made it possible to attack
head-on the obstacles that confront the educationally and economically
deprived child. The poor child in the inner city must continue to receive these
supportive services. It is my hope that rather than curtail categorical aid, the
Federal government will increase it substantially for here is where we can win
the economic and social battles that plague the disadvantaged and the poor.

It is my recommendation that services NOW provided to certain economi-
cally disadvantaged children, be extended to include all children who are in
educational need.

If the experience of our Mayor with General Revenue Sharing may be used
as a criterion, I further strongly recommend that categorical aid be strength-
ened and expanded to insure the protection of all our children and citizens.

In conclusion, may I say that the expansion and continuation of The Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act is an absolute necessity if we are to
provide quality education and equal educational opportunity for all our, citi-
zens.

Federal funds to Bostonregular school term, 1971-72, and summer school term, 1972

ESEA IT Grant funds for school library resources, textbooks, and
other instructional materials $158, 971

ESEA IIIGrant fund for supplementary educational centers and
services and also guidance, counseling and testing 451, 818
ESEA VII Grant funds for bilingual education programs 117, 512
NDEA IIIMatching grant funds for strengthening instruction

in critical subjects 102, 883
Vocational education actsGrants to assist in conducting and streng-

thening vocational education programs 243, 323
Adult basic educationMatching grant funds to encourage and expand

basic education programs for adults. -- 272, 800
Other Federal sourcesFunds for elementary and secondary ed-

ucation from all other sources (excluding SAFA and lunch-break-
fast-milk programs) 857, 431

SAFASchool asfistanft in federally affected areas 456, 176
Title IESEAGrant funds for special programs for educationally

-deprived children 7, 918, 497

Total Federal Funds 10, 588, 411
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TITLE I EXPENDITURES-PAST 3 YEARS

School year
1970-71 Summer 1971

Fiscal year 1971
total

Enrichment $2, 722,110 $1, 138, 416
Model demonstration subsystem 1, 258, 886 335, 651
Work study 478, 708 111, 800

Total 4, 459, 704 1, 585, 867 $6,045, 571

School year Fiscal year 1972
1971-72 Summer 1972 totc!

Enrichment $5, 481, 306 $1, 050, 532
Model demonstration subsystem_ 1, 0(14, 878 310, 610
Work study 649, 440 81, 962

Total 7, 135, 624 1, 443, 154 $8, 578, 778

School year Fiscal year 1973
1972-73 Summer 1973 2 total

Enrichment $4, 797,108
Model demonstration subsystem 866, 761
Work study 520, 210

Total 6, 184, 079

Unknown at this time-basic grant not yet known.
'Unknown at this time.

Project period Pupils serviced Expenditures Cost per pupil

School year 1970-71 6, 629 $4, 459, 704 $673
School year 1971-72 12, 846 7,135, 624 555
School year 1972-73 12, 032 , 6, 184, 079 514.

TITLE I.-BUDGET-STUDENTS SERVICED

Program

Students

BudgetPublic Parochial

School Year r 1972-73:
Enrichment 8, 358 2, 184 $4,797,108
Model demonstration subsystem 890 866, 761
Work study 600 520,210

Total 9,848 2,184 6,184, 079
Summer-1972:2

Enrichment 5,160 1, 230 1, 050, 582
Model demonstration subsystem 300 3,0,610
Work study 600 81,154

Total 6,060 1,230 1, 443, 154

Fiscal 1973.
2 Fiscal 1972.

BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS DEPARTMENT OF TITLE I PROGRAMS

SUMMARY EVALUATION STATEMENT

Elementary Enrichment Program

Three different modes of evaluation were utilized in the evaluation of the
1971-72 Boston Title I Elementary Enrichment Project.

Implementation evaluation was directed at the identifiable operational plans
for the Reading and Arithmetic Programs in an effort to supply Title I staff
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with timely information which would support decisions for any necessary pro-
gram change. Progress evaluation, through the use of customized criterion-ref-
erenced tests in reading and arithmetic, sought to determine the degree to
which Title I students attained specific, measurable behavioral objectives, in
each program. Outcome evaluation looked at the results of pre- and posttesting
with a standardized test of academic achievement in relation to the general
objective of each program: the attainment of an achievement growth rate, in
grade equivalent units, equal to the number of months between pretesting and
posttesting.

The Criterion-referenced Reading Test (CRRT) and the Criterion-referenced
Mathematics Test (CRMT) were customized instruments developed to measure
attainment of the stated behavioral objectives of the Title I Reading Program
and Arithmetic Program.

The best single indicator of program success in the attainment of stated
behavioral objectives is the number of measured objectives which were mas-
tered by a relatively high percentage of all Title I students. In reading, 20
objectives in total were measured on four levels (AD) of the Criterion-refer-
enced Reading Test ; 17 of those 20 objectives were mastered by over 80% of
the students tested ; 19 by more than 70% of the students tested. In arithme-
tic. 24 objectives in total were measured on four levels (AD) of the Criteri-
on-referenced Mathematics Test; 13 of the 24 objectives were mastered by
more than 80 of the students tested ; 17 by more than 70% of the students
tested.

The program objective in both reading and arithmetic was to attain one
month's growth in mean achievement, measured in grade equivalent units, for
each month between pretesting and posttesting with a standardized achieve-
ment test. This objective did represent an expectation for improvement due to
the Title I program, since Title I students in the past have not attained an
achievement growth rate to match the norm change. Assessment of achieve..
ment was made by pre-post testing with the California Achievement Tests,
1970 Edition, (CAT-70); Form A was used in the pretest ; Form B in the
posttest. Parochial students were not tested with the CAT-70.

The data on the number of schools showing gain, no change, or loss in
deviation from grade level indicated that the program objective was met or
surpassed by Grade 2 students in Reading Vocabulary and Mathematics Com-
putation, and by. Grade 6 students in Reading Vocabulary.

Analysis of data. which included scores of all students who took the pretest
and all students who took the posttest ("all case data") showed that the
growth objective was also met or surpassed by students in Grade 3 in Reading
Comprehension and in Mathematics Computation.

Limited matched case data indicated that the program growth objectives
were met in. the same grades and subtests as the all case data as well as in
Reading Comprehension at Grades 2, 4, and 6. None of the data sources indi-
cate that the growth objective's were met by students in Grade 5.

One particular caution must be observed when interpreting these results.
The regression effect, which is common in the measurement of subjects at the
ends of the normal distribution, is probably a contributing factor in the
obtained growth rates shown by the increase in mean grade equivalent from
pretest to posttest.

Assessment a the achievement growth objectives were analyzed from three
perspectiveseach relative to whether the objective was met or surpassed on a
given subtest by the students in a certain grade. The criterion for meeting the
growth objective---that is, program success was that the difference between
the mean grade equivalent on the pretest and on the posttest be equal to or
greater than the number of calendar months between pretesting and posttest-
ing. Since Grade 1 students were not pretested, assessment of the achievement
growth objective was restricted to Grades 2 through 3 on each of the three
subtestsReading Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, and Mathematics Com-
putation. Thus, on the five different grades and: subtests it was possible
to identify. 15 instances (by grade and subtest combinations) in which the
achievement,growth objective was or was not attained.

Looking at the number of schools in which the achievement growth objective
was mot by the students in each grade on any of these subtests, it was found
that a majority of the schools met or exceeded the objective In three
instances : Grade 2, Reading Vocabulary ; Grade 2, Mathematics Computation ;
Grade 6, Reading Vocabulary.
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Analysis of matched case data indicated that the achievement growth objec-
tive was met in eight instances :

1. Grade 2: Reading Vocabulary
2. Grade 2 : Reading Comprehension
3. Grade 2: Mathematics Computation
4. Grade 3 : Reading Comprehension
5. Grade 3 : Mathematics Computation
6. Grade 4: Reading Comprehension
7. Grade 6: Reading Vocabulary
8. Grade 6: Reading Comprehension
The Elementary Enrichment Program includes an English as a Second Lan-

guage component. On the basis of an analysis of pre and post ratings, as v.-ell
as questionnaire and case history study results, the evaluators concluded that
the program had successfully achieved-its basic objective, i.e. improvement of
pupils' ability to speak and understand English. ESL pupils made satisfactory
gains in their performance in regular classroom in academic subjects, as
revealed by an examination of pupil grades, post ratings in language arts,
skills, and questionnaire and case history study results. However, the pro-
gram's most conspicuous achievement was in the improvement in pupils' oral-
aural ability. With respects to the program's overall impact on the schools and
communities, the evaluators believe that the program did have, and certainly
will have in the future, a substantial and beneficial impact on the participat-
ing schools and peripheral communities.

The Model Demonstration Subsystem

The nature of the Model Demonstration Subsystem, a totally experimental
program, extending from Early Childhood through Senior High School, has not
been conducive to finite periodic research conclusions, as measured by tradi-
tional evaluative devices. Research and evaluation in academic areas have
been conducted on all levels in a time-series project design, however, which
has yielded a series of standardized pre and post test measures.

In addition, in order to address the different goals of the program, baseline
attitudinal and sociometric instruments were designed and administered. The
nature of the experimental program demands that there be supPlementary
research instruments and procedures, and, despite budgetary limitations, two
have been developed ; one, a test in logical thinking for all grade levels ; and
two, a classroom observational device which may yield pertinent information
concerning the dynamics of the learning process.

In order to assess changes in `he academic performance levels of the elemen-
tary pupils in the William M. Trotter School, an analysis was completed of
the Stanford Achievement Test scores given at the oeginning and end of each
year for the first two years of the program (1969-1970, 1970-1971). Subtests
included Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, Language, and Arithmetic Com-
putation. The children who were studied included those who entered in Sep-
tember, 1969, in the second, third, and fourth grades, and continued the follow-
ing year in the third, fourth, and fifth grades. Every student in the group had
a record of the four test administration scores, so a continuous record
achievement change is noted over a two-year period.

In September, 1969, at the beginning of the program, all three groups scored
below the national average on all tests. This deficiency ranged from the trivial
amount of one month for second-graders on Paragraph Meaning, sta cistically
speaking not a real difference, to a rather serious gap of one year behind the
norm for fourth graders on Language. Typically, the gap between entering
Trotter pupils and national norms' increased with the grade, such that fourth
graders were further behind than third graders, and so on.

By the end of the second year, some interesting discrepancies in this pattern
had begun to appear. It will "help us in looking at the scores to separate the
tests of Word Meaning and Paragram. Meaning from the others. These two
tests are frequently used as measures of reading skills. Results on these tests,
then, are important evidence concerning the success of the Trotter School in
dealing with that critical problem of urban schools, 80/ere and increasing
reading deficiencies.

We find that on the reading skills there is very little change during the first
year. If anything, the pupils show a tendency to fall slightly farther behind
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the norm. In the second year, however, their scores show a dramatic improve-
ment. This increase is most marked on the Word Meaning test. The two
groups entering in 1969 as third and fourth graders showed evidence in the
year 1970-71 of learning more than two year's worth of the skill measured
by that test. That is to say, while the norm would be to increase scores by one
year's worth across the year, the Trotter pupils increased at better than twice
that rate. This is the more impressive in that they had previously been falling
increasingly behind.

On the test of Paragraph Meaning, all three groups learned at a rate of
between three and five months better than the norm. While less dramatic than
on the other test, these results are equally important in demonstrating a sig-
nificant reversal of the previous negative trend in the learning of reading
skills. It will be important to see if this effect continues in subsequent years.

On the tests of language and arithmetic skills, the results were different.
The group entering in grade three showed a slight tendency to improve, com-
pared to the national norm, during the first year, but they fell back during the
second year. The group entering in grade four showed more serious deficien-
cies; in that compared to the norm they were almost twice as far behind after
two years.

Since the goals of the Trotter program emphasize both reading and numeri-
cal skills, it is unlikely that the discrepancy noted is due to curriculum empha-
sis. It is suggested that the open classroom approach to school being tried out
at the Trotter may account for some of the differences between the two sets of
test results. The tests of Language emphasizing rote-like skills such as capital-
ization, grammar, and punctuation, and of Arithmetic Computation may not
deal directly with what the pupils are being taught concerning language and
arithmetic. The tests of reading skills, however, are more likely to be related
to the kinds of thinking and performance aimed at in the Trotter program. In
other words, the negative findings on two of the tests may very well tell us
that the tests used by the school are inappropriate and not that the school's
program is inadequate.

Attitude data were collected by questionnaire in the spring of 1970. It was
intended to establish a baseline of information for comparisons after the
school had been in operation for a few years. The most notable finding is that
most pupils like and are satisfied with the Trotter program. For the younger
pupils, this favorable attitude embraces the areas of learning, teachers, and
the school environment. This is less true for the older pupils, in particular the
sixth graders, who have spent most of their school years in other more Midi-
tional schools. The younger pupils did show a greater awareness of interper-
sonal tension, but, by contrast, the sixth graders, who are more negative in
their other attitudes, took an opposite position ol those items.

A. sociometric questionnaire was administered to determine whether children
from within and without the district tended to select predominantly within
their mutual groups, or if these group lines did exist. No clear and single
direction of choice was shown. The pilot study, therefore, has not provided
conclusive evidence concerning the school's goal of breaking down artificial
groupings. It is, however, not unrealistic to expect that further research may
yield more substantial evidence.

Positive effects of the program are evident in the volunteer student-teacher
population and in the high degree of community and parental support.

During the school year 1971-1972, the strengths of the elementary program
continued in the areas of Reading Vocabulary and the conceptual skills in
mathematical reasoning. The weakest area noted is in Arithmetic Computation
and Reading Comprehension. The middle school component reveals continued
severe cumulative deficiencies ranging frOm two to three grades below the
expected score in Reading, Language, and Mathematics.

Deficiencies also prevail in the high school sector, but the learning in certain
areas has shown increased rate of growth. Grade twelve achievement in Math-
ematics ranks highest, 10.4; Language Arts lowest, 9.5; and Reading, 10.2; all
scores located two or more years below the national norm.

The evaluation indicated that Subsystem schools operated successfully
during hie 1971-72 academic year.

The students' academic skills were fairly well developed, although they
reached the criterion of a mean gain of six months on the grade equivalency
scale of standardized achievement tests in only five of the eleven grades, 2-12,
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that were tested in both fall, and spring. The students achieved greater mean
gains in Mathematics than in Reading in most of the grades. The evaluation
included a judgment of overall improvement upon teachers'. ratings and per-
formance objective results, as well as upon the standardized test scores.

Favorable changes in self-images, self - confidence, and attitudes toward'
school,, teachers, and peers were expected in a majority of the pupils as a
result of their participation in the program. This was accomplished, according
to both teachers' ratings and the questionnaire responses of students in each
of the three schools. Improvement in children's attitudes was also indicated by
parents' questionnaire replies.

At all three schools, students reached or exceeded the evaluation criterion
for average daily attendance 85%. This was achieved in every month of the
school year. The pupil mobility rate was lower than that usually found in
inner-city schools. Except for the first month at the high school, when the rate
was 44% because of the increase in the enrollment, mobility ranged from zero
to 6% a month. The ethnic composition of the student body fairly reflected the
guideline specifications for the Demonstration Subsystem. Teacher turnover
was minimal.

The longitudinal research and evaluation procedures cited have been inter-
rupted by the regulation of the State Department of Education which excludes
Loin the Title I treatment students other than those who have been identified
as the most educationally disadvantaged. The conceived long-range design has.
therefore, been discontinued.

Boston High School Work-Study Program

The Boston High School Work-Study Program basically met its objectives
during the school year. The administrative staff had planned the program well,
class sizes were appropriate, and the majority of teachers were good choices
on the bases of both competence and attitude. The mean grade equivalent gain
scores of the students on the total battery of the California Achievement Tests
were : Grade 9, nine months ; Grade 10, six months; Grade 11, five months :
and Grade 12, two months.

In regard to the attainment of the project's stated objectives during the
school year, the conclusions of the evaluators are as follows :

The first goal, improved attendance and punctuality, was largely met, espe-
cially with respect to regular attendance. Decreased absences and the steady
enrollment figure indicated the program's success in reducing the dropout rate.
This last factor also demonstrated the strength of the school's holding power,
which was the concern of the second objective. Attainment of the third objec-
tive, identifying potential dropouts, was evidenced by the fact that a majority
of the students admitted were potential dropouts. Through teaching and super-
vising these students in both claSsroom and work situations, teacher-coordina-
tors, with, the help of counseling job-coordinators, were able to identify and
help students whO were having difficulty either in school or on the job. The
success of special counseling and programming for these students was indi-
cated by the attendance data.

The objective of improving aeadethic achievement in reading and mathemat-
ics was also essentially met, the evaluators concluded. They based this opinion
on the students',, scores on the California Achievement Tests, performance
objective test scores, and the statements of teachers and some of the students.
Although test score gains were not outstanding and some groups showed no
gain, the results were considerably better than might be expected for these
youngsters Who had records of school difficulties: Post-test results indicate con-
tinuance of serious academic deficiencies generally frOm three to four years
below national grade level .norms, but, pupil achievement exhibited, in grades
nine and ten, a growth of ever one month for each month of treatment.

Observation and interview findings yielded clear evidence that the program
of remedical reading, instruction had reached into each subject area. Remedial
instruction in English usage and mathematics received less emphasis than did
reading, but it also seemed to have had a positive effect in Improving academic
skills and in reducing the number of potential or, actual dropouts.

Some shortcomings were noted,. however, especially in developing the stu-
dents' cOMpetencies to meet 'Specific occupational requirements and in relating
employment training and skills to relevant academic sithject matter. The imaae-
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diate application of student interest and abilities to actual job situations, an
implied objective of the program, was not achieved for many students except
those in the commercial program because jobs in the other interest areas were
not-available.

With few exceptions, the employers were well satisfied with the performance
of the Work-Study youths. Some managers were enthusiastic about the pro-
gram and what it did for the teenagers enrolled-in it. Some told of giving pro-
motions or offering them permanent employment. A small minority of employ-
ers were critical; but the predominant reaction was one of good will toward
the program.

In the opinion of the evaluators, this program made major contributions and
has great potential. It was handicapped to some extent by insecurity regarding
funds, however, and it suffered from a lack of widespread knowledge and
understanding of its goals, procedures, and possibilities. It also appeared to be
hampered because of its departure from the traditional educational program in
the city. Its major internal limitations appeared to be related to the need for
improved methodology in instruction and for additional occupation-related
instructional content and materials. These limitations were counteracted to a
considerable extent by the unifying leadership of the administration and the
sincerity of purpose of the large majority of the teaching staff.

U.S. PUBLIC LAW 874

Year Eligible Rate Payment

065-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72

Oct. 31, 1965-3130Apr. 30, 1966-3065 (local contribution
Oct. 31, 1966-3843Apr. 30, 1967-3815 (local contribution rate-457.50
Oct. 31, 1967-3664Apr. 30, 1968N80 (local contribution rate-483.16
Oct. 31, 1968-3691(1 survey for year) (local contribution rate-358.70)
Oct. 31, 1969-3041 survey for year) (local contribution-486.43)
Oct. 30, 1970-2612 1 survey for year) (local contribution rate-552.25)
Oct. 29, 1971-2080 1 survey for year) (local contribution tate-589.25)

Total

5473.30
472. 72
521. 35
410.60
534. 23
557. 05
633. 22

$630.435.00
738, 353.00
806, 789.00
642,999.00
686,752. 67
611, h72. 99
635, 752. 88

4, 745, 152. 54

Note.--(Public housing reported pending money appropriation) (total-3a (142) 3c (5324).

Because entitlements tinder P.L. 874 in its present form have not been fully
funded, the financial resources of the Boston Public Schools and of other large
urban school systems have been severely burdened in meeting the increasing
needs of disadvantaged children, particularly the needs of those concentrated
in federally assisted low-cost public housing.

Boston's entitlements under P.L. 874 averaged $680,000 through FY 1972. As
a result of pro-rating, entitlements during the past three years have substan-
tially reduced the funds received. For example, for FY 1973 Boston's entitle-
ment has been reduced to less than $200,000 under the terms of a "continuing
resolution."

For FY 1973 Boston has repirted as eligible 116 "A" pupils and 1963 "B"
pupils (exclusive of those living in, federally assisted low-cost public housing).
Yet under the terms of the "continuing resolution" Boston may claim only 116
"A" pupils and 313 "B" pupils who are children of members of the armed
services, to be funded at less than 100%. For 1380 eligible "B" pupils for
whom funds were appropriated by the Congress and for whom Boston should
receive $480,000, if fully funded, Boston will receive no funds.

In addition, no financial assistance is received to relieve the severe burden
placed on Boston's financial resources to meet the increasing needs of the large
number of disadvantaged children who live in federally assisted low-cost
public housing. Approximately 13,000 Boston public school children are in this
category.

By retaining the present law under which children living in federally
assisted low-cost public housing are eligible pupils and by proViding full fund-
ing for them, Congress would provide much-needed and substantial federal
financial assistant to the Boston Public School Department and to other large
urban school systeins.

In brief, we strongly favor the retention and fall funding, of. P.L. 874 in its
present form, which permits applicant cities and towns to claim pupils living
in federally assisted public housing. Under this law, at present rates Boston
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could receive more than four million dollars each year to provide substantial
federal assistance in meeting the needs of these children.

If, however, the Congress accepts Section 208 of H.R. 69 as proposed and
restores P.L. 874 as It was prior to the amendments made by the Act of April
13, 1970 (P.L. 91-230), with full funding, Boston would receive the much
lower and inadequate amount of approximately $650,000.

Chairman PEnicrgs. That is a great statement, Dr. Leary. You
have testified that title I has brought participating children up to
the average rate ofachievement. If we go to special revenue sharing,
which will remove much of the emphasis on the disadvantaged, do
you believe that these gains will be imperiled?

Dr. LEARY. Mr. Chairman, I have tried to study as much as I can
on special revenue sharing; and it is really my belief that the prog-
ress that we have made under the present title I act is the road that
we should travel. I think this is the way that we have moved in the
past and I think it has been very successful, even though the meas-
uring units that we have used to determine the progress is just be-
ginning to develop.

I really have serious questions about revenue sharing. It has been
untried. That isn't to say I am afraid of something that is new, but
it, is just when you have something that seems to be working, I
really don't like to see it discarded in what I would call midstream.
I think the success we have had and will continue to have in Boston
under title I is the road that we should travel.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Leary, just for background information,
what has been your training and experience in the area of education
and particularly the number of years you have been associated with
the city school systems?

Dr. LEARY. Mr. Chairman, I was born and brought up in the city
of Boston and with the exception of 2 years in the U.S. Army, I
have lived in Boston all of my life. I have been a teacher in the city
school system for approkimately 15 to 20years in various capacities
at the elementary school level, at junior high school level and at sen-
ior high school level. In addition, in Boston I was the director of
curriculum in the public, schools.

So I feel I have a solid practical background in school activity.
As for the theoretical activity, I have just recently, after 5 rather
laborious years of study, ,attained .a doctor's degree from Boston
University. i expect. in June this year to receive a second doctorate
from Harvard Graduate School of Education. .

. I feel with the practical'eXperience I have had as well as .the,oreti-
cal background, I have been exposed to scholars in the education
schools at Boston University and Harvard for the past year:

Chairman PEasiics. I asked than background. question because I
personally feel yOu are a, great, dedicated superintendent of schools,
solely interested in the welfare of youichildren..

Dr. LEARY. Yes, sir.
Chairman. PERKINS' And from your experience and observations

are you', satisfied' with the gains.that. we have made. under title I up
to the Present ,time?.,

Dr. LEARY. Yes, sir; I am. That is not to say that I don't think we
can make further gains because, am sure "we can, but I feel up to
now.. we are beginning to make progress under title L I can see it in
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the Boston schools. I can see it in our model demonstration Subsys-
tem. I can see it in the success that some of our young people are
now having beyond school age, that is, some of them have one into
the world of work. Some have gone on to colleges and universities.

But I do believe substantial progress has been made up to the
present time under title I,' Mr. Chairman.

iman PERKINS. The House Committee on Education and
has made a study for the last 5 years of title I. And we per-

si. can see more gains from the late surveys and studies that we
lia%e made in the last 2 years than we could see in previous years,

ibecause it appears that in the early days much of the money was
spread across the board too thin and there was no concentration on
subjects like math and reading which more or less has taken place in
title I programs throughout the country today.

. As you look back and see these,evaluation reports that have been
made through the department, studies and the expenditure of public
funds, how much credence do you place in some of those studies that
say that we have never achieved or obtained any results from title
I?

Dr. LEARY. I believe that we have much to be proud about in title
I, particularly in recent years. I can understand. why in the earlier
years that there was some difficulty in measuring the results because
it was for the first time that the State, the Federal and the local
governments were 'working tooetber, and they had to learn how toe,
work together and this takec time. Tt also takes time for people who
arc organizing title I programs to get their programs together as we
say in the modern jargon today, that is, to find out which direction
we should go in.

I think with the emphasis on basic fundamentals that you have
talked about, reading and math, we have now reached two areas
which are measureable and I think we are beginning to determine
the progress we have made, particularly in the last2 years.

I think that this is just the wrong time, if any consideration is
being given. to interrupting title I, ,this is the wrong time- to do it.
We are just beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel and
I think this is-the progress that I would like to talk about, what has
happened. most recently. The results Mr. Coughlin has shown me in-
dicates we are making progress in title I and that it is measureable.

Chairman PERKINS. You have also urged an amendment to-title I
which would give a guarantee of 3 years to eligible areas. Could you
elaborate on that and how often have you changed these. areas?

Dr. LEARY. The reason I ain advocating a 3-year period of time is
that we find that sometimes as we evaluate an area, we realize the
mobility of our society in the cities today, that we sometimes begin
to pull out a title I program just as it is beginning to work in the
area, because of the mobility of the society. So we would like to de-
velop our own programs for a 3 -year,period is the city of Boston,
because we feel, as any superintendent or any local educator does,
that he knows what is gomg on in his areas perhaps better than
anywhere else. ,

So if we had a 3-year time period, we really feel we could see
through a, program from beginning to end rather than interrupt it
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at the middle because what we found in Boston this year is that due
to mobility, we had to change the program in 21 schools. We had to
take it out of 21 schools. Of course, the parents were very upset by
this and the children were very upset by this.

We feel that during a 3-year period of time we will be much bet-
ter able to develop and to deliver those services to the children and
to the community that we feel are necessary. .

Chairman PERKINS. When was the last time you had to change
the areas?

Dr. LEARY. That would be just this year in September, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman PERKiNs. And the time before that
Dr. LEARY. 1969, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Almost 5 years.
Dr. LEARY. So we believe a 3-year period is a much more viable

one for us.
Chairman PERKINS. From the standpoint of obtaining the maxi-

mum achievement results?
Dr. LEARY.' Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I wanted to ask you a question regarding certain

schools in your area that have been desegregated and are not totally
index schools or target schools, but have basically some hardcore
poverty children as well as some not so poor children. Some of these
schools are no longer eligible for title I programs in our own dis-
trict of Dade County and we are having problems. Some of these
youngsters were entitled before they were desegregated.

Do you have the same situation in the Boston school system. where
you have a mixed package of kids that are deprived and also kids
that are not deprived and then, because they happen to go to school
in an area that cannot be pialified as a target school are not able to
obtain title I programs?

Dr. LEARY. Yes, Mr. Lehman, we do. As a matter of fact, .unfortu-
nately, in one of our schools we have a situation that you are talking
about almost exactly where at the present time we might have a
class of ,30 youngsters and under the particular guidelines under
which we are now operating, we might have to take 10 of those
youngsters out of the class to give them title I benefits to which they
are entitled and the other 20 students in the Class don't get them.
This is a very unfortunate situation because it is starting to split the
school because we have to be so careful as to. who, is getting the serv-
ices and who are entitled to them and who are not.

Mr. LEHMAN. Would you write me a couple Of paragraphs on the
problem and what you think we. could dO at this level to make it
more flexible and adjustable to the need of the kids ?

Dr. LEARY. I certainly will, Mr Lehman. You will receive that in-
formation.

Mr. LEHMAN. I am filling a vacancy on this committee that wa,
created by one of your ex-school board members and, if you hopper,
to see her, tell her I am enjoying the job very much.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr.. Tierney, do you want to make a state-
ment ?
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Mr. TIERNEY. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman and members, I believe
our superintendent has spoken most eloquently.

My name is Paul Tierney, present chairman of the Boston School
Committee. I support 100 percent the position of our superintendent,
Dr. William Leary. I believe he has spoken to you most eloquently
of the position of the Boston school system. I would merely empha-
size that we feel the absolute necessity of continued Federal assist-
ance to our disadvantaged youth, and it is my personal feeling that
the continued Federal assistance should come to us in the form of
title I as it is presently constituted.

It is my fear that if this is changed and Federal assistance were
to come to our educationally disadvantaged in the form of special
grants of revenue sharing that are not earmarked for the disadvan-
taged, that the great danger here would be that this money would
then become fair game for collective bargaining in terms of wages
and working conditions.

I believe this is the primary responsibility of the local boards of
education and not the Federal Government. I would like to see the
money, the Federal assistance earmarked specifically for our educa-
tionally disadvantaged.

Chairman PERKINS. That is a good statement. Thank you very-
much.

Any questions, Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. FORSTIIIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that I was

inot here to get the full impact of your testimony, but there is one
urea that I would like to have your comments on and this is in the
distribution of title I funds in which we are now using entirely an
economic formula for the State allocation. There is Mr. Quie's pro-
posal to move to an area of trying to use the same type of formula
for allocation that we ultimately are trying to reach when we get to
the school level of impact on those who are educationally deprived.

I am wondering if you would have some comments in this area.
Dr. LEARY. Mr. Forsythe, I believe that the Federal Government

should assist, everyone in any way in education. That is the point I
am primarily coming across with, whether they be urban, suburban,
rural or whatever. The formula in the past that has been used basi-
cally is an economic one and, as I understand, my very brief under-
standing of Mr. Quie's proposal is that there would be s
combination of this with some help for the educationally deprived OR
well as the economically deprived.

. My major concern is that we find in the city and in our cities in
this country a great number of educationally deprived as well as
economically deprived, that is, they fall into both categories and
these are the young people that I am most interested in helping,
and I find that I am sure, for instance, in some of the more affluent
suburban communities in this country we certainly do have educa-
tionally deprived children, but those cities, and towns may be able, I
say "may be able" to better afford to support the educationally de-
prived.

Mr. FORSYTHE. But isn't the whole intent behind title I, despite
the economic problems which other programs certainly must respond
to, to try and reach this educational problem alone and, as I under-

95-545--73-pt. 2-40
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stand it, there are figures that seem to show that economic alloca-
tions really don't get to the educationally deprived and that this is
the concern.

You mentioned that there are communities with greater resources
who have this, but there are students scattered throughout that do
not meet the allocation formula but are educationally deprived. This
philosophy of moving to a sampling of the educational level as
being the way we allocate this seems to have certainly a new impact
and one that .I would be interested in.

Is that where we should be trying to go to reach the educationally
deprived?

Dr. LEARY. As I mentioned earlier, I am interested in education of
all children, particularly in the city of Boston; and I am always
aware at the present time in Boston we are only reaching one-third
of those who are eligible under present funding conditions for as-
sistance, so I would

eligible
be happy to see any program which

will increase Federal funding so that I may reach all of the children
in my particular city who are considered either economically or edu-
cationally deprived.

Mr. FousTrus. Well, I think I agree that the problem of general
aid across the board in terms of the local problem of funding educa-
tion, which is going to be certainly immeasurably complicated by the
suits now moving through the courts for equal educational funding,
are another chapter.

Here we are dealing with this one specific one on how do we'reach
the disadvantaged educationally, and it seems to me we are not
doing it in the best way under the existing formula that are solely
based so far as State allocation on economic deprivation where our
target when you get to the schoOls is a different matter. That is my
concern in your response to. this area.

Another area, and having quickly tried to look at some of the tes-
timony here, for instance, in title III funding in which you express
a concern that now Boston is having to assume the total load, well,
as I understand title III; this was the.way.the game was, that it was
for planning and so forth and not a continuing funding program.

How do you say then that you have got a problem if you have to
assume full costs when this presumably was the your grant applica-
tion read find how you got into it?.

Dr. LEARY. I would say in response to that, Mr. Forsythe, that the
tradition in this. country has been for development of people to be
able to pull themSelves together as soom as possible to take over
projects, but we ,find in our .cities today that indeed' we are faced
with a crisis of fiinding. I think I explained perhaps befOre you ar-
rived, sir, that in the city of Boston 52 percent of the property is no
longer taxable due to the fact that we have hospitals, 'churches, over
12 itg.o 18 universities, colleges, and junior colleges; et cetera,. so that
the people in the city of Boston are now faCed with a burden of ap-
proximately carrying all of these services the city must provide to a
tune of 48 percent paying taxes. I happen to be one of them and it
hurts.

.

So I would say that originally when the title III concept was de-
veloped that that Was the understanding,' but economic reasons being
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what they are .y and facing the problem of a number of people
fleeing the cit, ,yr the suburbs, we find that the cities increasingly
are developing a population of people who are or could be consid-
ered at or near the poverty line and they have become reliant upon
assistance from the Federal Government to help them then make the
progressive step from receiving an education to stepping up into a
position where they can get a job where we again can build up an
affluent middle-class society in the cities.

So I would say one is not related to the other. It is a truism that
to get a good job you should get a good education and I think that
people who are at the poverty line in this country traditionally have
felt that the public school system was a way to do this. Yet we find
in our cities today many, many more people at a poverty level with
the cities being forced to provide services which they really cannot
afford to provide financially.

So we must turn for assistance to the Federal Government in
order to revive productive educational people who will once again
build up the cities. I do not think it is an imposSible task. I think it
is a possible one. So I really don't see any contradition here.

All I am saying is that I think originally the Federal Government
was going to end the assistance at the end of 3 years. What I' am
saying is that cities can no longer afford to do that, that we must
continue assistance until cities can once again afford to do that.

Mr. Fousrrin. Really then,.shouldn't we in this .kind of an area
be more concerned about a general aid td 'education that relates to
the economic ability of the city as compared to an affluent suburb
rather than perhaps a .special program that in some way may lead
you into areas that do become difficult where it is really the basic
support for your education in a community that' financially has
great difficulty to do it?

This I recognize and believe, even though I do not have such a
problem. in my' district; thstOry at the state legislature went
along this way. In New Jersey we do have great problems in our cit-
ies as we do all over thc.country. I recognize there has got to be s.
way to support that kind of a prOblem.,

Thank you very much. ,Thank you; Mr.' Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Leary; what the gentleman was trying to

get you to say,-taking the same amount of funds,.say A' billion and a
half expenditure. for title I; if you would reach. a greater number of
children -scattered throughout the country and at different' economic
levels if we went to a test score basis in the.alloCation of those funds
to the various States of the 'country.

How do you view the 'proposal to allocate the fund on a test score
basis? I. know you have your able assistant administrator of title I
here. It has been my observation that when we started out; the chief
complaint was to the effect that we were scattering our money too
thin over the country and not concentrating enough.' It 'would ap-
pear to me that if we went to a test score allocation forinula;' that
we would just go .back to Scattering our money real. thin: Well; we
never did do it, but that is what. wa 'Would do here 'and we would
note be concentrating andlzetoing- in on the most disadvantaged in
the country: In other words, to reach all of :these Children Wig going
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to take more money from the Federal level, and that is my view of
the way we should proceed, to have a good authorization to take
care of the whole waterfront of the disadvantaged and try to sell
the Appropriations Committee on appropriating more money rather
than scattering this money so thin on a test score basis.

If I am not correct, I want your comment on that and the com-
ment of the gentleman sitting beside you, Dr. Leary.

Dr. LEARY. I think, Mr. Chairman, that on the testing basis, we
need more information on the validity and reliability of tests as op-
posed to combinations of education, observation and tests. I think
that in the cities, the poor people who live in the cities, and that is
where many of them are congregated, I might say, they are the ones
that need help and they need help educationally and they need help
financially.

My concern would be of course, the interest of all of the children,.
almost a 100,000 children in the city of Boston for whom I am re-
sponsible. I want to see them get the best education they can so they
will become productive citizens. How this is done, what concentra-
tion of funds is necessary, I think much further study is needed on
this. But what I hope that I don't see happen is a diffusion, a
spreading out of these funds so that there is less of an impact on the
urban poor.

This is not to say that I would not like to see those educationally
disadvantaged children all over this country receive help. I would
agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that if the Appropriations Commit-
tee could be requested to come up with more money to assist not
only those children in the city who are educationally and economi-
cally deprived, but children everywhere who are educationally de-
prived, this would be the ideal.

As a city superintendents however, I must consider first those peo-
ple, those children who are educationally deprived and economically
deprived and I see them in production in the city of Boston.

Chairman PERKINS. Is there any comment from the title I gentle-.
man?

Mr. COUGHLIN. I am Daniel Coughlin, director of title I projects
for the city of Boston. I will,only agree with the superintendent. I
might point out, having a little more working knowledge and in-
depth knowledge of what goes on in title. I, that within the schools:
that we service as children, and, we have 68 public and. 20 nonpublic.
schools in a large compensatory program,. and the test results indi-
cate which children we should service and we are thus in our project
serving economically and educationally.disadvantaged pupils.

I feel strongly, as the superintendent, Dr. Leary, has said, first we
should get to these kids that have both of these deficiencies and then
he would be very happy if we could get. to others who are not in the
poverty arek_but do have the educational deprivation.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Are there any further questions?

.Let me thank this distinguished-panel. for your, appearance here.
today. You have been most helpful to the committee.

Our .next witness is Dr. 'Stella. A. Edwards, President, Council of
ExcePtional Children; Director, .Division of .Special Education,.
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Commonwealth of Kentucky, accompanied by Mr. Fred Weintraub,
Governmental Relations, Council for Exceptional Children. We are
delighted to welcome you here this morning.

Proceed, Dr. Edwards, in any way. Without objection your pre-
pared statements will be inserted in the record.

[Statements referred to follow:]
STATEMENT GP DR. STELLA A. EDWARDS, PRESIDENT, THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL

CHILDREN ; DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON, KY.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee : It is indeed a pleasure to come
before this distinguished panel to offer the comments of The Council for
Exceptional Children on the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
from ihe standpoint of services provided for this nation's handicapped chil-
dren.

At the outset, let me emphasize againin concert with the feelings of all
the members of The Council for Exceptional Childrenthe real and deep grati-
tude of all of us in the special education profession for the concern for and
efforts on behalf of handicapped children demonstrated by this committee of
the House. This committee long ago acknowledged the special responsibility of
the national government for the education of America's exceptional children ;
and the existing legislation for the handicapped is a singular monument to
this committee's attention and this committee's diligence.

And to you in particular, Mr. Chairman, may I extend our special thanks.
The handicapped have always been an especially vulnerable segment of our
population, easily mislaid in the constant re-evaluation of programs and priori-
tiesunless there are unusually strong voices t.. protect their interests.
Throughout your stewardship as chairman of this committee, you, Mr. Chair-
man, have been a vigilant protector of the interests of handicapped children as
well as a relentless advocate for their special needs. They and we are in your
debt.

The Council for Exceptional Children endorses extension of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. Already this Act is regarded by most, if not all,
-educators as the federal landmark In the field of education. Through its vari-
ety of authorized programs, the ESEA legislation has probably touched the
lives of more school children than any other education legislation in the his-
tory of mankind.

Of course, the Council is primarily interested in sections of H.R. 69 specifi-
cally related to the handicapped, but we would be remiss if we did not take
this opportunity to cite the value of the other programs:For instance, we
applaud the constructive impact of Title II, which has meant books, and so
many other library services to our school. children. Again, we applaud the use-
fulness of Title V which has had a significant impact in enhancing the overall
effectiveness of the departments of education at the state level.

Of components under P.L. 91-230 specifically targeted for handicapped chil-
dren, we support. extension of the Education of the Handicapped. Act (Title
VI), as well as continuation of the programs for. the handicapped under Title
I and III of ESEA. The foundation or underpinning of.present federal support
for the handicapped in education lies with the Education of. the Handicapped
Act, Title VI, P.L. 91-230. . .

Permit me to review briefly the components of this most effective legisla-
tion

(See Appendix A, expenditures-by state for handicapped)
(See Appendix B, handicapped.served by state)
(See Appendix C, state of EHA, authorization, appropriations)

AID 'TO STATES PROGRAM'

The state grant program under, Part B (Title VI) has acted as a most
useful catalyst to keel and state program growth. Joint planning with the
states tinder this program has meant increased Programming on a comprehen-
sive basis involving other federal programs (such as the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act Titles.1 and III) as well as local services.

With appropriatien levels, for Fiscal:1972 and Fiscal 1973 totalling 07.5
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million, this program has stimulated new educati al opportunities for an
encouraging 215,000 handicapped children in 1972 according to the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped (See Appendix C). The catalytic effect of what
might be described as the "seed monies" provided under Part B should not be
underestimated. (Asee Appendix D, grants by states, Title VI B)

Members of this committee may be interested in noting the unusually wide
disparity between the authorization level approved by the Congress for Title
VI B for Fiscal 1973 and the estimated actual expenditures for Fiscal 1973,
i.e., $200 million compared to the actual $37.5 million. (See Appendix C)

SPECIAL TARGET PROGRAMS

The special target programs under the aegis of Part C of the Education of
the Handicapped Act have tremendous impact upon our total effort on behalf
of exceptional children, (see Appendix E, special target programs by state)

For -instance, the ten regional Deaf-Blind Centers coordinate resources and,

services for approximately 1,700 deaf-blind children in those regions. As you
know, the number of deaf-blind children increased dramatically as a result of
the 1964-65 rubella epidemic. In fact, over 4,500 children have been located
and identified through the regional deaf-blind program as of December, 1972.
The regional centers provide not only educational services (residential and day
care) but also diagnostic counseling and tutorial services.

Let me also make brief mention of the crisis care facilities operated under
this authority in which approximately 100 children are enrolled. These facili-
ties are aimed at achieving appropriate placement of deaf-blind children in
other programs and providing assistance to the parents. A byproduct of such
crisis care units not to be underestimated is the reduction of personal anxiety
for the parents themselves.

I am pleased to note, as well, the plans at BEH for greatly expanded serv-
ices at the centers beginning in September 1973. Anticipated are ; educational
services for 2,900 children in residential and day care facilities ; crisis care
services for 200 children and their families; diagnostic and educational assess-
ment for 700 children ; parent counseling for parents of 2,200 children ; inserv-
ice training for 1,200 educators, professionals, and parents ; summer school
and camp programs for 500 children.

Another vital special target component under Part C is the early education
programs. This program originally established at the Handicapped Children's
Early Education Assistance Act (P.L. 90-538) has as its purposes to :

1. Provide parents with counseling and guidance so that they may effec-
tively respond to the special needs of their handicapped children.

2. Develop programs and materials designed to meet the unique needs of
preschool handicapped children and to prepare personnel to work with such
children.

3. Acquaint the community with the problems and potentials of handicapped
children.

4. Insure continuity of education by demonstrating coordination between
various private and public agencies providing services to the handicapped.
The importance of early education for handicapped children can not be mini-
mized. For many handicapped children the early years are nothing more than
a period of waiting. While other children develop their readiness skills for
education from exploring their environments, the blind child and the physi-
cally handicapped child may remain confined to rooms or homes because of no
mobility training ; the deaf child remains in a world without communication,
because no effort is undertaken to develop existing hearing or other communi-
cation channels ; the retarded child falls further behind his peers, because no
high intensity teaching program is provided and this disturbed child becomes
more and more a social outcast, because no one will help him resolve his prob-
lems.

Research is clearly demonstrating that we could reduce the demands for spe-
cial education services within the compulsory school age range or at least the
duration of such services, if comprehensive presChooling were available. Realiz-
ing this, many states have begun to undertake this responsibility on their own.
As we move in this direction the experimental early childhood education pro-
grams and its present centers will be critical.

Part C of the Education of the Handicapped Act also authorized the devel-
opment of regional resource centers to assist teachers and administrators of
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programs for handicapped children in bringing effective educational services to
the entire population of exceptional children. The six centers now in existence
served more than 25,000 handicapped children in eighteen states with direct
and indirect services in 1973.

The current goals of these centers reflect their overall mission since being
created:

1. Provide educational testing and evaluation services for the children
referred to themespecially the severely handicapped.

2. Develop individual prescribed educational programs.
3. Assist state and local agencies in finding handicapped children currently

not enrolled in schools and recommend suitable programs.
It is anticipated that approximately 40,000 handicapped children will receive

comprehensive services from the centers in 1973; and, since emphasis in ..the
centers is being placed upon the too often hidden and unassisted severely
handicapped, it is further anticipated that an additional 2,000 severely and
multiply handicapped children will be served. (See Appendix E)

And finally, in the special target category, recognition must be given to the
program in learning disabilities (Part G, EHA). The National Advisory Com-
mittee on the Handicapped reported in 1969 that some 600,000 to 1,800,000 or
one to three percent of the total school-age population have specific learning
disabilities. The federal effort is aimed at exploring the nature of the disor-
ders, discovering approaches to treatment, and stimulating an expanded supply
of teachers to effectively deal with these disabilities. Grants are made to state
education agencies to establish model centers and state program plans for
these children. It is expected. that during 1973, 40 states will be receiving
grants under this program.
The State Education Agenoies are required to:

1. Conduct a specific learning disabilities intervention program.
2. Evaluate tha ` program.
3. Design a pro ess for determining the validity of the intervention model.
4. Develop a-pl an for implementation of that model.

Total federal expenditures for Fiscal 1973 for the learning disabilities project
are $3.25 million. (See Appendix E for state by state distribution)

PERSONNEL TRAINING

Part D of the Education of the Handicapped Act provides for the training
of personnel for the education of the handicapped. Much has been accom-
plished under the authority of this section in the preparation of teachers and
other personnel; but perhaps the best way to illustrate the importance of this
federal program authority would be to cite the immense unmet need in the
preparation of personnel.

If we are extend quality educational services to all handicapped children
under current teacher-student ratios, we must have an additional 245,000
teachers for school-age children and 60,000 for preschool children . . . that is
notwithstanding the need to upgrade and update the 133,000 teachers currently
in service.

The $34 million provided in FY 1973 to states and colleges and universities
(See Appendices F and G) has been a critical factor in making educational
opportunities for handicapped children a reality. With the movement to pro-
vide education for all handicapped children the continuance and growth of this
program is imperative.

RESEARCS AND DEMONSTRATION

Research and demonstration is also a vital component of the BHA package,
since it supports applied research and related activities. Ikr instance, in 1972
research was produced further demonstrating that retarded children can be
taught effective strategies for learning. One project provided learning experi-
ences via educational television for over 200 children in North Carolina. Other
research under this component has led to training programs for teachers of
low vision children; major curriculum development in the area of programs in
the area of post-secondary school vocational training for hearing impaired
youth; a. computer-assisted course of instruction designed to acquaint regular
teachers with the identification of handicapped children in their classrooms.
The list trails on impressively; this federal investment must be continued.
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Research and demonstration (EHA Part E, Sec. 641 and 642) has been obli-
gated at a level of $9.9 million in Fiscal 1973, and the Administration pro-
posed maintaining that level of funding in Fiscal 1974. In Fiscal 1973, some
$7.9 million will have been obligated for continuing research with the remain-
ing $2 million applied to new research. Approximately the same division
between the "new" and "continuing" is estimated for Fiscal 1974.

For Fiscal 1974, research priorities have been assigned to improving the
delivery of services in preschool education, in establishing new initiatives in
career education and supporting continuing education programs for the adult
deaf.

MEDIA SERVICES AND CAPTIONED FILMS

The Media Services and Captioned Film program responds to the need to
provide the handicapped child with special education materials. (Part F of the
Education of the Handicapped Act) What are examples of accomplishments?
In 1973, efforts such as the development of Computer Based Resource Centers
have afforded teachers of handicapped children with detailed instructional
strategies and materials. Nearly 500,000 CBRU's are in use now by about
75,000 teachers of the handicapped. Another example : Project Life, a pro-
gramMed language system to teach handicapped children, and Project ME, a
learning program for young handicapped children, are now well known. These
programs started with federal funds. Federal activities in the captioned TV
area for deaf persons has meant the captioning and broadcasting of numerous
programs over the Public Broadcasting Network, including the captioning and
broadcasting of the recent Inaugural Address (a first attempt at the caption-
ing of a national event for immediate broadcasting).

Media Services and Captioned Films were obligated at a funding level of $13
million in Fiscal 1973, and the budget proposes to maintain that obligation in
Fiscal 1974. (See Appendix II) Objectives for Fiscal 1974 in the communica-
tion area show a continuation of many worthy initiatives in early childhood
programs, in manpower development, in career education, as well as all full
services. examples of which I have previously cited.

Simply by way of reiteration then: Mr. Chairman, The Council for Excep-
tional Children supports extension of the Education of the Handicapped Act
for ail of the reasons previously cited.

AID TO STATE SUPPORTED SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS

Public Law 89 -313 awn-tended Title I of ESEA to provide financial assist-
ance to state agencies for the education of handicapped children in state sup-
ported schools and institutions. Agencies eligible to..participate include not only
state education agencies. but also departments of welfare, health, mental
hygiene, and others directly responsible for the free public education of handi-
capped children. State departments of education have the important :responsi-
bility of administering the program, including review and approval of projects.
Grants are established by the U.S. Commissioner of Education using average
daily attendance, This number is multiplied by one half the state average cost
per pupil or the national average cost per -pupil, which ever is greater, to
determine the maximum grant. In FY 1972, $56.4 million was made available
to the states for this purpose. (See Appendix I)

Public Law 89-313 was enacted out of the, desire to expand the Title I con-
cept of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act to handicapped children
in state support schools and institutions. For many of these severely handi-
capped children this is their only opportunity to partake in the challenges of
education. In 1972 this provision provided educational programming to 131,831
handicapped children. This number should increase to 157,997 this year. In
1966 -their were 430 schools participating; today this number has grown to
3.100. representing 733 state agencies.

Public Law 89-313 has become the major vehicle for providing education to
bandicapped children in state supported schools and institutions. These handi-
capped children represent a fairly, stable population. In comparison, the other
population served tinder Title' I. of ESEA greatly increases each year, thus
decreasing the per capita funds available under P.L 89 -313. Realizing the
drastic- effect of proration on these prograins. the 90th Congress in P.L. 90-247
guaranteed the full' funding of the 89-313 progranis. Without this provision
these programs would have suffered a serious setback. While facilities received
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an average of $427.68 per child in fiscal year 1972, without the full funding
they would have received approximately only $342.00 per child. It is important
to note that the coat of educating such children is over $2,000 per child. The
Congressional commitment has enabled the institutions to plan ahead and to
hire necessary staff. The staff, in particular, is most difficult to obtain. I think
we are safe in saying, Mr. Chairman, that Public Law 89-313 has been one of
the most successful federal education programs for it has demonstrated clearly
that handicapped children, no matter how severely handicapped, can profit
from education. (See Appendix J)

SUPPLEMENTARY CENTERS AND SERVICES-TITLE III, ESE&

In 1965 the Congress passed the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
on the belief that efforts would be taken to help the educationally disadvan-
taged and to upgrade the educational opportunities offered to children through-
out this nation. During the first year of ESEA operations it became evident
that little attention was being focused on the handicapped, even though they
comprise a substantial percentage of the educationally disadvantaged popula-
tion. To counteract this discrepancy the Congress under Public Law 89-75G
created Title VI of ESEA as a basic support program with the understanding
that other ESEA programs should still make resources available to the handi-
capped. During the 1967 hearings on ESEA, it became evident that Title III of
ESEA, Supplementary Centers and Services, a resource most needed and
adaptable to the handicapped, was providing only minima: '2'.::istance. For
fiscal years 1966, 1967, and 1968 only 3.5% of Title III funds were expended
on the handicapped. Through Public Law 90-247 the Congress mandated that
a minimum of 15% of Title III must be spent on services to the handicapped.
A report by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped indicated the effec-
tiveness of the mandate:

In January, 1966, only six months into the 1969 fiscal year and six months
after the 15% Mandate became effective, 211 projects (for the handicapped)
were in operation (compared to an average of 123 projects in operation at the
beginning of the 1969 fiscal year) ; $15,280,964 had been spent for the handi-
capped (compared to an average of $4,653,131 for each of the three previous
years, and the three year cumulative total of $13,959,393). Eleven percent of
the total spent on the handicapped (compared to only 3.5% during the pre-
vious three year period); 388,746 handicapped children were involved in Title
III projects.

We realize that many elements of the education community oppose this con-
cept of earmarking or categorization, and we can understand their concern.
However, this approach has made it possible for children in the minority,
whether they be handicapped or from the ghetto, to receive education. Educa-
tion is a political system that by its very nature directs its resources toward
the majority; however, our nation cannot survive without the abilities and tal-
ents of all of our children being developed to their fullest. Thus, the federal
government should continue to play a major role in equalizing the education
system. This is what clearly has been demonstrated in the case of Title III.

Substantial progress has been made on this program. In FY 1972 over $20,
million dollars went for projects for or which substantially included handi-
capped children. (See Appendix

POSITION OF THE COUNCIL FOE EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

Mr. Chairman, The Council for Exceptional Children supports the provisions
of H.R. 69 extending' the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as
amended; and the Education of the Handicapped Act for all of the reasons
previously cited, in our testimony.

With specific reference to H.R. 699.the amendments to ESEA which you have
offered, Mr. Chairman, we agree with the majority of your proposals, but are
in opposition to the amendment to Title placing funding for handicapped
children in state supported schools and institutions under a new "Part B.
This ameadment would remove the provision hr grants to handicapped chil-
dren in institutions from its preient status as an integral part of the basic
entitlement for all 'children in Title One, and instead place the handicapped in
a separate authoritywhich of course will mean, if enacted, a separate line-
item appropriation within Title L
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Part B, Section 121 of H.R. 69 provides that "In the event that the amount
:appropriated for a fiscal year to carry out this section is insufficient to pay all
the maximum grants for which State agencies are eligible, the maximum grant
of each such agency shall be ratably reduced."

Mr. Chairman, we feel that this amendment thwarts the legislative intent of
P.L. 89-313, which authorized a mechanism in which the handicapped were an
integral part of the entire target population of Title I, and would not be sub-
ject to the variances of the appropriation processbut instead would be
assured of a basic formula entitlement regardless of the uncertainties of the
appropriation process.

The rationale that the Congress, used in establishing P.L. 89,313 included
the following:

1. that the handicapped in institutions are educationally disadvantaged
under the same terms as all others included in the target population of Title
I, and therefore should not be placed in a separate section under a separate
legislative authority, but instead should be an integral part of the overall enti-
tlement of Title

2. that, unlike the majority target population under Title I, the handicapped
in public facilities, particularly the largest group the mentally retarded. are
dependent upon these funds for any educational opportunity at all. I reiterate,
for the handicapped in institutions, this is not an "add on." Therefore, it was
deemed appropriate by the Congress to remove assistance to the handicapped
in Title I from the uncertainties of ratable reductions caused by fluctuating
-appropriation

Therefore, The Council .opposes the proposed amending language, unless
appropriate guarantees are provided to these children.

Permit me to highlight yet another issue. On March 7, Mr. John Nagle,
Chief of the Washington Office of the National Federation for the Blind, pre-
sented testimony to this committee in which he recommended the following
amendment to the ESEA Act. To wit : "No person in the United States shall, on
the ground of blindness, or severely impaired vision, be denied employment in
any position, program, or activity receiving Federal financial assistance under
this Act."

The Council endorses the s...1dition of such an anti-discrimination provision,
and would, further recommend that the committe' consider expansion of such
an amendment to include all of the handicapped.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer a postscript relative to your
future legislative considerations, for the handicapped. ,There are six million
handiCapped children of school age. It is hard for many to believe that in 1978
less than one half of these children are receiving any special educational
assistance. It is even more difficult to accept that about one million of these
children are provided no educational opportunity at all.. While certainly prog-
ress has been made in recent years, the task ahead is still substantial.

We at the Council for. Exceptional Children are optimistic that a free educa-
tion for all. handicapped children may become a reality in the near future. Our
optimism is spurred by the fact that several federal courts have declared that
handicapped children have a right to an education and that state and local
school districts must provide the needed services. This right has also been
adopted by many states through legislation and administrative policy.

Now that the goal is in sight we need the programs under the Education of
the Handicapped Act and the Elementary and Secondary Act more than ever.
We can't accomplish, this goal well without the well trained teachers, the
research, the models nnd the innovative and "seed" programs proVided under
these Acts. These Acts are the foundation or underpinning for our efforts.
Thus, their extension is critical.

But in addition there is another role, that will need to be considered. It is
estimatPd that. it will cost seven billion dollars to educate all handicapped chil-
dren. This will require doubling our present state and local efforts. Realizing
the present fiscal plight, of education, we feel strongly, that the federal govern-
ment should, assume, a substantial fiscal partnership with the states and local
communities 'to assure that hindicapped children will no longer have their
educational futures determined solely by the availability of extra `state and
local revenue.

That you, Mr. Chairman, have become highly sensitive to this question and
have become determined' to confront it is well illustrated by your co-sponsor-
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ship along with your colleagues of the "Education for. Handicapped Children
Act," H.R. 70, which we hope will be given the most serious consideration
after the basic programs have been extended.

Let one say, finally, that all the resources of The Council for Exceptional
Children will be at your disposal as you deliberate on this difficult problem.

Appendix A
STATE BY STATE COMPARISON OF SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 1972

11n thousands'

State

Total State
education

expenditures

Total State
special education

expenditures

Percent of funds
expended for

special education

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

A

$465, 221
151,586
444, 030
289,012

$11, 576
4,488

11, 967
3,946

2.49
2.96
2.70
1.05

California 4, 524, 818 294, 000 6.50
Colorado 555, 349 22, 429 4.04
Connecticut 788, 742 66, 304 8.41
Delaware 190, 000 5, 381 2.83
District of Columbia 204, 443 4, 887 2.39
Florida 1, 383, 147 57, 451 4.15
Georgia 873, 067 1B, 485 2.12
Hawaii 218, 738 5, 455 2.49
Idaho 147,297 2,551 1.73
Illinois 2, 648, 941 131, 464 4.96
Indiana 1, 100, 179 28, 121 2. 56
Iowa 767, 208 26, 517 3.46
Kansas 489,158 23,686 4.84
Kentucky 487, 273 14, 594 3.00
Louisiana 763, 062 15, 070 1.97
Maine 219,712 2,900 1.32
Maryland 1, 164, 454 24,272 2.08
Massachusetts 1, 121, 059 36, 724 3.28
Michigan 2, 720, 62B 94, 368 3.47
Minnesota 1,039 735 47,187 4.54
Mississippi 377 764 6,146 1.63
Missouri 870,542 62, 239 7. , 5
Montana 160, 919 7,442 4.62
Nebraska 281, 200 11, 659 4.15
Nevada 136,200 4,200 3.08
New Hampshire 148, 244 3, 832 2.58
New Jersey 1, 959, 000 78, 392 4.00
New Mexico 248,615 6,756 2.72
New York 5, 524, 988 344, 304 6.23
North Carolina 893, 509 26, 000 2.91
North Dakota 117 100 9,765 8.34
Ohio 2, 255; 000 60, 400 2.68
Oklahoma 400, 672 8, 771 2.19
Oregon 498,557 8,743 1.75
Pennsylvania 2, 801, 000 114, 310 4.08
Rhode Island 204, 327 10, 130 4.96
South Carolina

.

482,550 13, 380 2.77
South Dakota 137,664 2, 633 1.91
Tennessee 639,237 31,424 4.92
Texas 2, 165, 745 86,500 3.99
Utah 238,842 15,722 6.43
Vermont 143, 544 3, 205 2.23
Virginia 1, 079, 950 39, 002 3.61
Washington 821, 571 45, 859 5.58
West Virginia 298,935 3,369 1.13
Wisconsin 1,977,907 54,036 5.02
Wyoming 84, 841 3, 169 3.7 4
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HANDICAPPED CHILDREN: STATE-BY-STATE BREAKDOWN s

State
Number of handl-
capped children

Number of handl-
capped children

served Percent served

Alabama__.
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

111, 149
5,050

40,059
121,665
541,085

75, 855
89,866
15,722
21,907

139,843
129,864
19,590

22,384
1,875

12,678
12,492

321,765
37, 566
35,344
8,351
9,568

105,321
65, 061
9,106

20
37
32
10
59
50
34
53
44
75
50
46

Idaho 36,561 8, 595 24
Illinois 255, 381 180, 877 71
Indiana 145,091 86,599 60
Iowa 94, 731 36, 521 38
Kansas 54,556 27,713 51
Kentucky 78,386 24,331 31
Louisiana 122,344 45,056 37
Maine 30,743 6,758 22
Maryland 123,639 66,359 54
Massachusetts 108,612 63,466 58
Michigan 288,297 165,018 57
Minnesota 122,665 76,423 62
Mississippi 116,066 16, 587 14
Missouri 221,578 65,116 29
Montana 23,600 5,358 23
Nebraska 93, 568 23,734 25
Nevada 13,640 6,300 46
New Hampshire 19,374 6,070 31
New Jersey. 231,055 99,189 43
New Mexico 53,126 8,655 16
New York 372,811 221,219 59
North Carolina 172, 580 73, 739 43
North Dakota 47,215 3,947 8
Ohlo 335,898 175,300 52
Oklahoma 144,586 23,746 16
Oregon 48,004 26,274 55
Pennsylvania 265,449 156,830 59
Rhode Island 39, 475 13, 475 34
South Carolina 106, 505 38, 275 36
South Dakota 17,795 4,414 25
Tennessee 131, 903 49, 173 36
Texas 777,731 175,662 23
Utah 44,179 27, 079 61
Vermont 20,631 4,612 22
Virginia 146,748 44,768 30
Washington 79,294 64,223 81
West Virginia 80,561 15,161 19
Wisconsin 155,813 66,236 43
Wyoming 18,475 2,665 14

Total 6, 559, 301 2, 557, 551 39

Fiscal year 1972 data.
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State or iniUying area 1972 actual 1973 estimate 1 1974 estimate 3

Total $37,499,378 $37, 500,000

Alabama 714, 722 623, 197
Alaska 200,000 200,000
Arizona 281,316 292,683
Arkansas 372,783 330,113
California 3,000,069 3,385, 395
Colorado 357,041 401,127
Connecticut 462, 435 508, 420
Delaware 200,000 200,000
Florida 921, 515 1, 071,232
Georgia 853, 556 832, 051
Hawaii 200,000 200,000
Idaho 200,000 200,000
Illinois 1, 863,550 1,901, 098
Indiana 932,742 926,786
Iowa 541,816 492,895
Kansas 423,897 388,245
Kentucky 638,302 572,173
Louisiana 714, 466 696,632
Maine 200,000 200,000
Maryland 618,153 691,156
Massachusetts 939,707 958,174
Michigan 1,587,955 1,624,522
Minnesota 691,697 693, 438
Mississippi 500,272 423,539
Missouri 803,303 789,238
Montana 200,000 200,000
Nebraska 272,180 248,063
Nevada 200,000 200,000
New Hampshire 200,000 200, 000
New Jersey 1, 084,951 1,180, 056
New Mexico 220,142 200,000
New York 2,917, 989 2,934,166
North Carolina 1,007,815 916,643
North Dakota 200, 000 200,000
Ohio 1,902, 397 1,875,154
Oklahoma 459,249 430,532

. Oregon 349,280 355, 386
Pennsylvania 2,092, 856 1, 946, 284
Rhode Island 200,000 200,000
South Carolina 561,765 494,334
South Dakota 200,000 200,000
Tennessee 741,666 678,849
Texas 2,001,270 2,020,909
Utah 207,289 210,893
Vermont 200,000 200,000
Virginia 826, 445 822,173
Washington 565,723 595,157
West Virginia 393,108 296,941
Wisconsin 782, 823 800,113
Wyoming 200,000 200,000
District of Columbia 200,000 200,000
American Samoa 70, 000 70,000
Guam 80,000 80,000
Puerto Rico 652,233 652, 233
Trust Territory 80, 000 80,000
Virgin islands 80,000 80, 000
Bureau of Indian Affairs 130,000 130,000

t Distribution estimated on the basis of the 3-21 population, Apr. 1, 1970, with a minimum of $200,000. 3 percent of I he-
50 States and District of Columbia amount reserved for the outlying areas.

3 Legislation will be submitted to consolidate this activity into special education revenue sharing.
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SPECIAL TARGET PROGRAMS

Region
Early education

part C
Deaf blind center

part C
1MC .

part C
Learning district*

part G.

Total 7, 500, WO 7, 50% 000 4, 498, 261 2,249, 810.

Connecticut 110,000
Maine 59,981

I Massachusetts 254,111 700, 000 275, 561
New Hampshire 60,000
Rhode Island 0 125, 000.
Vermont. 39, 500
New Jersel 182, 818

II New York. 640,010 830,000 361,020
Puerto Rico 125, 000'
Virgin Islands
Delaware 0
District of Columbia 155, 264 259, 843
Maryland 125,000

III Pennsylvania 335,000 125,000
Virginia 198, 000 399, 557 125, 000
West Virginia 90,000 125,000'
Alabama 228,333 195,000
Florida 66, 550
Georgia 195,188 111, 981

IV Kentucky 110,000 465, 732
Mississippi 230,000 350, 000 25, 000,
North Carolina 241,030 550,000
South Caroline 99, 439
Tennessee 196,758 316,963
Illinois 287, 501
Indiana 110,000
Minnesota 50,000

V Michigan 120,000 875,000 282,287 124,990
Ohio 125,000 250,000 64,585
Wisconsin 178, 142 288,504 58, 507
Arkansas 51, 342
Louisiana 44,000

VI New Mexico 167, 251 125, 000
Oklahoma 60 000
Texas 390,412 975,000 360,124 125,000
Iowa 165,777 123,515'

VII Kansas 58, 500 275,000 125, 000
Missouri 185, 000
Nebraska 45,100 54, 000 125, 000
Colorado 147, 988 800,000 275,000
Montana 60,000
North Dakota 50,000

VIII South Dakota 60,000
Utah 60,000
Wyoming 96,520
Bureau of Indian Affairs 124,204
Arizona 141, 119
California 559, 541 975,000 339, 698
Hawaii 60,000 367,028

IX Nevada 99,834
America Samoa
Guam
Trust Territory 125, 000
Alaska 59,700

X Idaho 100,000
Oregon 233,331 294,972
Washington 105, 000 650, 000
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BEH FUNDS OBLIGATED_ FISCAL YEAR 1972 MANPOWER

Region

Division of
colleges and
universities SEA Total

Total 28, 680, 409 5, 940, 000 34, 620, 409

Connecticut 578, 225 106, 541 684, 766
I Maine 170, 200 67,893 238, 093

Massachusetts 1, 148, 147 157, 902 1, 306, 049
New Hampshire 20, 000 61, 750 81, 750
Rhode Island 81. 000 66, 260 147, 266
Vermont 190, 110 56, 360 246, 470
New Jersey 307, 300 188, 332 495, 632
New York 2, 598, 316 200, 000 2, 798, 316

II Puerto Rico 170, 367 . 102, 249 272, 616
Virgin Islands 0 0 0
Delaware 42, 400 58, 435 100, 835
District of Columbia 987, 538 64, 395 1, 051, 935

HI Maryland 551, 801 121, 451 673, 252
Pennsylvania I, 320, 900 200, 000 1, 520, 900
Virginia 1, 038, 552 138, 882 I, 177, 374
West Virginia_ 196, 180 84, 797 280, 977
Alabama 479, 300 119, 417 598, 717
Florida 950, 916 167, 869 1,118, 785
Georgia 641, 823 138, 416 780, 239

IV Kentucky 434,447 112, 705 547,152
Mississippi 227, 726 95, 537 323, 263
North Carolina 684, 166 149, 175 833, 341
South Carolina 134, 200 100, 663 234, 863
Tennessee 576,200 126, 638 702, 838
Illinois 1, 263, 032 200, 000 . 1, 463, 032
Indiana 528,207 148,708 676,915

V Minnesota 540, 223 120, 658 660, 881
Michigan 1, 463,100 200, 000 'I, 669, 100
Ohio 969, 100 200, 000 1, 169, 100
Wisconsin 697,400 132, 761 830, 161
Arkansas 106, 100 87, 787 193, 887
Louis a 267, 100 121, 573 388, 673

VI New Mexico 212, 300 63, 382. 280, 682
Oklahoma 270, 000 98, 385 368, 585
Texas 1, 193, 257 200,000 I, 393, 257
Iowa 305, 915 104, 141 410, 056
Kansas 896,400 94, 276 990, 676

VII Missouri 658, 648 140, 836 799, 484
Nebraska 110, 445 77,271 187,716
Colorado 595, 436 87, 767 683, 203
Montana 83, 000 62, 279 145, 279

VIII North Dakota 93,800 61, 079 154, 879
South Dakota 109,100 61, 812 170, 912
Utah 690, 855 68, 483 719, 338
Wyoming 66, 200 54, 489 120, 689

Bureau of Indian Affairs

Arizona 524, 886 80, 607 605, 493
California 2, 234,191 200, 000 2, 434, 191

. IX Hawaii 65, 401 62, 788 . 128, 188
Nevada 89, 800 56, 767 146, 567
American Samoa 0 500, 000 500, 000
Guam 0 500, 000 500, 000
Trust Territories 0 500, 000 500, 000
Alaska 31, 200 53, 390 84, 590
Idaho 105, 400 62,178 167, 578

X Oregon 645,500 88, 133 733, 633
Washington 328, 400 109, 837 438; 237

.
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TEACHER EDUCATION

Individuals Personnel outputs
directly from supported

supported projects (estimate) Amount

Fiscal year 1972:
New:

Undergraduate
Master's
Postmaster's

Summer trainees
Institute traimes

2,500
3, 000

825
3,150

12, 700

11,200
9, 600
2, 000
3,150

12, 700

52,230,000
7, 450, 000
I, 420, 000
3,122,3,122,000
2,153, 000

New program development grants
New special projects (program) 23 091

2 476,000

Subtotal 22,175 38,550 18, 851, 000
Continuing:

Undergraduate (100) 1, 900, 000
Master's (200) 5, 820, 000
Postmaster's (45 2, 600, 000
Special projects (45) 3, 484, 000
Supplemental stipends
Administrative costs (SEA). 1, 240, 000

Subtotal 15, 044, 000

Total 22, 175 38, 550 1 33, 62E,;100

Fiscal year 1973:
New:

Undergraduate 2,800 11,000 2, 000, ODO
Master's 3,500 10,000 7, 600, 000
Postmaster's 950 2, 200 1, 650, 000
Summer trainees 3,500 3,500 3, 209, 000
Institute trainees 15, 500 15, 500 2, 200, 000
New program development grants
New special projects

(35)1
(10)f 2, 660, 000

Subtotal 26,250 42,200 19, 310, 000
Continuing:

Undergraduate (100 2, 100, 000
Master's (200 5, 600, 000
Postmaster's_ (45 3, 200, 000
Special projects (50 4, 360, 000
Supplemental stipends 100, 000
Administrative costs (SEA) 1, 240, 000

Subtotal 17, 600, 000

Total 26, 250 42, 200 I 36, 910, 000

Fiscal year 1974:
New:

Undergraduate , 1,900 35,000 2, 600, 000
Master's 3, 600 12,900 8,100,000
Postmaster's 800 2, 800 1, 940, 000
Summer trainees 3,500 3,500 3,200,000
Institute trainees 16, 000 16, G',..'9 2, 200, 000
New program development grants (35) 2,660,000
New special projects (10)

Subtotal-.- 25,800 70,200 20, 100, 000
Continuing:

Unde.graduate (100) 2,100, 000
Master's (200) 6, 600, 000
Postmaster's (45) 3,200, 000
Summer trainees (50) 4, 360, 000
Supplemental stipends 100,000
Administrative costs (SEA) 1, 240, 000

Subtotal 17, 600, 000

Total 25, 800 70, 200 1 37, 700, GOO

00-543 O - 73 - pl. 2 - 41
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In fiscal years 1972 and 1973, at least 54 State agencies (50 States plus 4 out-
lying territories) and 304 institutions of higher education have participated in
manpower. preparation.

1973 estimate 1974 estimate

Number Amount Number Amount

New institutions 10 $260, 000 10 $250, 000
Continuing institutions 314 36, 650, 000 324 37, 450, 000

Total 324 136, 910, 000 334 1 37, 700, 000

1 In the tables for fiscal yearn '7 .nd 1973, the physical education and recreation training program was not included
in the totals. In tables for fiscal) ar 1974 it is.

MEDIA SERVICES AN) CAPTIONED FILMS

Program financial data 1973 1974

Captioned films-cultural $1, 000, 000 $1, 000, 000
Captioned films-educational 1, 000, 000 1, 000, 000
SEIMC/RMCN 7, 000, 000 7, 000, 000
Demonstrations 2, 100, 000 2,100, 000
National Theater of Deaf 500,000 350,000
National Center Educational Media and Materials 500, 000 750, 000
Captioned television 900, 030 800, 000

Total 13, 000, 000 13, 000, 000
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Appendix I
ALLOCATIONS UNDER THE PUBLIC LAW 89-313 AMENDMENT TO TITLE I, ESEA FOR STATE OPERATED AND STATE

SUPPORTED SCHOOLS FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, FISCAL YEARS 1969, 1970, 1971, AND 1972

Fiscal year 1969 Fiscal year 1970 Fiscal year 1971 Fiscal year 1972

Total $29,742,618 $37,482,838 $46,129, 772 $56, 380, 937

Alabama 332,625 382,188 409,757 560,648
Alaska
Arizona 241, ;56 291,234 338,212 373,893
Arkansas 354,004 453,671 613, 437 906, 163
Ca lifornia 999, 012 1, 153, 713 1,349, 565 1, 477, 445
Colorado 668, t 81 844, 916 979, 378 1, 146, 605
Connecticut 854,767 990,789 1, 083, 532 1, 220, 152
Delaware 314, i 04 393, 015 438, 665 577,485
District of Columbia 354, 621 408,462 447, 421 554, 514
Florida 698,290 960,675 1,195,724 1,322,239
Georgia 294 17 344,214 394, 353 474, 365
Hawaii 149,5:8 134, 584 188, 562 212,443
Idaho 91,347 99,222 117,073 137,286
Illinois 760, 735 1,665, 034 1, 850, 518 3, 065,108
Indiana 909, 0: 6 1, 154, 219 1, 423, 024 1, 766, 309
Iowa 410, 0: 9 459,054 589, 727 634,115
Kansas 455, 5( 6 508,358 612,753 866,665
Kentucky 228, 5( 6 260,304 280,U18 455,958
Lou isiana 740,720 942,607 1, ill, 295 1, 344, 864
Maine 130, 218 152, 201 36.,, 867 452, 890
Maryla, d 376, 775 454, 222 504, 399 589, 707
Massachusetts 1,258, 961 1, 741,497 2, 396, 490 2, 564, 434
Michigan 1, 472, 757 1, 955, 377 2, 368, 323 2, 841, 841
Minnesota 825, 4(4 897, 270 928, 711 890, 344
Mississippi 139,103 157,101 179,718 302,182
Missouri 1, 108, 3", 9 1, 308, 870 1, 504, 154 1, 602, 563
Montana 16. 0.2 183,249 1131,087 202, 861
Nebraska 219, L ; 1 239,480 278,306 289,527
Nevada 20, 3 7 39,787 94, 823 115, 044
New Hampshire 198,2 2 194,769 218, 742 243, 510
New Jersey 1, 561, 7:3 1, 893, 047 2, 406, 007 3, 340, 931
New Mexico 231,5( 0 263,979 281,729 298,731
New York 3, 806,E 2 4,731,630 5,881, 396 7, 253, 392
North Carolina 907, 9 6 1, 227, 410 1, 471, 634 1, 87111, 999
North Dakota 137,4;7 186, 500 217,716 312, 536
Ohio 454,513 472,222 568,594 638,494
Oklahoma 227, OF 5 312,977 404,280 497,757
Oregon 347, 2' 8 367, 347 427, 999 854, 152
Pennsylvania 2,346, t 96 2, 898, 870 3, 942, 668 4,575,784
Rhode island 184, ; 55 223,842 334,834 402,390
South Carolina 299, 0 9 406,687 679,163 824, 432
South Dakota 127, 1F4 144,852 157, 167 190,978
Tennessee 375,9'8 421,386 520, 326 633,892
Texas 915,4 2 1,104,608 2,015,238 2,243,741
Utah 315, 9t 6 233,967 283,783 317, 521
Vermont 217, 9l5 287,050 293,368 291, 828
Virginia 473,671 564,400 615,149 735,515
Washington 870,068 1, 08E 790 993,920 1,287,421
West Virginia 212,125 272,860 281,387 379,645
Wisconsin 552, 981 1, 212, 905 1, 387, 089 1, 730, 025
Wyoming 84,581 100, 451 134, 568 167,297
Puerto Rico 242, 944 266, 429 310, 142 358, 554
Guam 28, 876 32,547 37, 981 43, 717
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SET-ASIDES FOR THE HANDICAPPED UNDER TITLE III, ESEA

Region State III
Commissioner

share Ill

Total 17, 083, 506 3,014,730

I Connecticut 251,212 44,332
Maine 100, 578 11,749
Massachusetts 443, 944 78, 343
New Hampshire 80, 714 14, 244
Rhode Island 93, 800 16, 553
Vermont 59, 260 10, 458

II New Jersey 556, 289 98, 169
New York 1, 343, 062 237, 011
Puerto Rico 373, 249 65, 867
virgin Islands 20, 451 3, 609

III Delaware 67, 733 11,953
District of Columbia 77, 859 13, 740
Maryland 323, 901 57, 159
Pennsylvania 894, 095 157, 782
Virginia 374, 476 66, 084
West Virginia 155, 392 27, 422

IV Alabama 290, 680 51,297
Florida 514, 728 90, 834
Georgia 375, 957 66, 345
Kentucky 269, 196 47, 505
Mississippi 201,128 35, 493
North Carolina 408, 924 72, 163
South Carolina 227, 578 40, 161
Tennessee 318, 695 56,240

V Illinois 859, 330 151, 647
Indiana 422,248 74, 514
Minnesota 321, 308 56, 701
Michigan 715, 238 126, 219
Ohio. 835, 938 147, 518
Wisconsin_ 366, 424 64,663

VI Arkansas 170, 124 30, 022
Louisiana., 313, 725 55, 363
New Mexico 108, 743 19, 190
Oklahoma 214, 771 37, 901
Texas 882,900 155, gin

VII laws 259,644 42,290
Kansas 193, 190 34, 092
Missouri 373, 324 65, 881
Nebraska_ 137,634 24,288

VIII Colorado 193, 996 34, 234
Montana 80, 138 14, 142
North Dakota 74, 192 13, 093
South Dakota 77, 710 13.714
Utah 110,733 19,941
Wyoming 51, 333 9, 059
Bureau of Indiana Affairs 31, 833 6, 676

IX Arizona
California

162, 757
1, 502, 273

28, 722
265, 107

Hawaii 84, 104 14, 842
Nevada 62,253 10,986
American Samoa 17, 906 3, 107
Guam 21, 086 4, 780
Trust territories 29, 680 5, 238

X Alaska
Idaho

49, 633
81,320

8,759
14,350

Oregon 181,778 32,079
Washington 281, 629 49, 699
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STATEMENT OF STELLA A. EDWARDS, PRESIDENT, THE COUNCIL
FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, ACCOMPANIED BY FREDERICK J.
WEINTRAUB, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR GOVERN-
MENTAL RELATIONS

Dr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Chairman. I am accompanied by
Mr. Fred 'Weintraub, Assistant Executive Director for the Council
of Exceptional Children. We have filed a formal statement.

Chairman PERKINS. We want to know whether you feel we should
continue with programs we have in title I or whether you feel you
would fare better under the so-called special revenue sharing pack-
age. You can keep that in mind and discuss that as you go through.

Dr. EDWARDS. We have summarized our remarks. The Council of
Exceptional Children is an organization of 47,000 persons involved
in and concerned about the education of the handiapped and gifted
exceptional children. On behalf of all of our members, Mr. Chair-
man, please accept our appreciation for the concern and efforts dem-
onstrated by this committee over the years for exceptional children.
And to you in particular, Mr. Chairman, may we extend our special
thanks.

The handicapped have always been in an especially vulnerable sec-
tion of our population, easily mislaid in the constant reevaluation of
programs and priorities, unless there are strong voices to protect
their interests. Throughout your stewardship as chairman of this
committee, Mr. Chairman, you have been a vigilant protector of the
interests of handicapped children. They and we are in your debt,
Mr. Chairman, and may I add as a personal reflection that I am.
honed to be able to refer to you as a Member of a Congress from
our Inatual home, the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

The Council for Exceptional Children endorses H.R. 69, a bill to
extend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Edu-
cation of the Handicapped Act. While all of the programs extended
by H.R. 69 have been beneficial to exceptional and other children,
for the sake of brevity my remakrs will be limited today to the Edu-
cation of the Handicapped Act and those other parts of the ESEA,
titles I and III; which have significant impact on the handicapped.

First of all, I would like to comment on the aid to the States pro-
gram, the State grant program under part B of title VI. It has been
a most useful catalyst to local and State program growth. With ap-
propriation levels for fiscal years 1972 and 1973 totaling $37.5 mil-
lion, this program has stimulated new educational opportunities for
an encouraging 215,000 .handicapped children in 1972 accor ling to
figures in the Bureau of Education for the handicapped.

The effect of these which might be described as seed monies pro-
vided under part B should not be underestimated. In Kentucky, title
VI-B enabled us to provide much-needed summer programing to
some handicapped children in Kentucky. In the last several years we
have Used funds to support projects which include activities or pat-
terns of service in addition to or distinct from the typical pattern in
the State. This has made it possible to improve and expand our pro-
gram.
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I would like also to comment on-the special target programs under
part C, which have tremendous impact upon our total kort on be-
half of exceptional children. For instance, the 10 regional deaf-blind
centers coordinated resources and services for approximately 1,700
deaf-blind children.

As you know, the number of deaf-blind children increased dra-
matically as a result of the 1964-65 rubella epidemic.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt for a question here. The
way that we have provided the funds for the exceptionally handi-
capped have come off the top before we make allocation to the
States. Have you ever had any problems about receiving your funds
early ?

Dr. EDWARDS. You mean the Public Law 89-313?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Dr. EDWARDS. No; we haven't. May I comment a little bit on that.
Chairman PERKIxs. Yes.
Dr. EDWARDS. Public Law 89-313 has become the major vehicle

for providing education to handicapped children in State-supported
schools and institutions. These handicapped children represent a
fairly stable population. In comparison, the other population served
under title I of ESEA greatly increases each year thus decreasing
the per capita funds available under Public Law 89-313. Realizing
the drastic effect of. proration on these proarams, the 90th Congress
in Public Law W-247 guaranteed full funding of the 89-313 pro-
grams. Without this provision these proo-rams for children in State-
supported. schools and institutions would have suffered a serious set-
back.

While facilities received an average of $427.68 per child in fiscal
year 1972, without the full funding, they would have received ap-
proximately only $342 per child. It is important to note that the cost
of educating such children is over $2,000 per child.

The congressional commitment has enabled the institutions to plan
ahead and hire the necessary staff. Mr. Chairman, the Council for Ex-
ceptional Children support the provisions of 69 and the Educa-
tion of the Handicapped Act for the reasons I have stated.

With specific reference the amendments which you have offered,
Mr. Chairman, we agree with the majority of your proposals, but we
are in opposition to the amendment to title I placing. funding for handi-
capped children in State-supported schools and institutions under a
new part B. This amendment would remove, as you know, the provi-
sion for grants to handicapped children from its present status as a
part of the basic entitlement for all in title I.

Chairman PEntirxs. I understand you. I don't know how we got
that in there. It was never intended to be in there anyway.

Dr. EDWARDS. Would you like for me to go on and comment on
some other provisions? Part C of Title VI, the Education of the
Handicapped Act, also authorized the development of regional re-
source centers to assist the teachers and administrators of programs
for handicapped children in bringing effective educational services
to the entire population.

The personnel training, Part D of the EdUcation of the Handi-
capped Act, provides for the training of personnel for the education
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of the handicapped. Much has been accomplished under the author-
ity of this section in the preparation of teachers and other person-
nel. but perhaps the best way to illustrate the importance of this
Federal program would be to cite the immence unmet need in the
preparation of personnel.

If we are to extend quality educational services to all handicapped
children under the current. teacher-student ratios we must have an
additional 245,000 teachers for school-age children and G0,000 for
preschool children. That is notwithstanding the need to upgrade and
update the 133,000 teachers currently in services.

In Chicago these -funds supported teacher training programs at
seven colleges and universities. At the State level we were able to
provide traineeships to 70 persons, 12 from the Seventh District.
With a movement to provide education for all handicapped children
the continuance and growth of this program is imperative. For the
sake of time I will not comment on the research or media services
and caption film provisions other than to say, as our written state-
ment notes, these programs have been highly creative and have con-
tributed substantially to improving our delivery systems and quality
of education handicapped children are receiving.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you a question at this point.
Counsel tells me the reason the amendment was offered in the bill

was to enable the Appropriations Committee to appropriate sepa-
rately for the handicapped instead of it being lumped in presently
with title I. I presume the counsel felt that title I would not be cut
back as much if the handicapped funds came under a separate ap-
propriation. Presently in the law we give the handicapped priority
over other title I allocations. Funds are allocated for the handi-
capped out of the title I appropriation before we allocate the re-
mainder of the funds to the States.

You are wedded more or less to the present setup instead of sepa-
rate funding for the handicapped, if I understand you correctly.

Dr. Enwnans. In connection with this section of title I, related to
State-supported institutions, yes.

Chairman PERKINS. Reading your -statement here, Dr. Edwards I
am sure you realize that . under the special revenue sharing bill sub-
mitted last year, and I am sure it will be the same this year from
what I have been able to discover, the State departments of educa-
tion could shift tip to one-third of the funcls meant for the education
of the handicapped away from those programs use them for buying .

audiovisual equipment or for hiring more employees in the State de-
partment of Education.

Would you agree with that approach or do you strongly oppose
it?

Dr. EDWARDS. Of course. I would hope, being a State department
person, that State departments would not do that. But realistically
speaking-

Chairman PERKINS. I am talking realistically. I have high regard
for our State department of education as much as anybody in the .

country, but I am thinking about the whole country.
Dr. EDWARDS. Of course, historically unless any agency earmarks

funds for the education of the handicapped, they suffer. As a matter
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of fact, the section of title I that we have been discussing, Public
Law 89-313, as you well know, was brought about partly because of
the fact that a very insignificant portion of title I funds at that
time were being devoted to the handicapped. The same was also true
of the amendment to title III which earmarked 15 percent of the
funds for the handicapped.

So we have found that definitely earmarking has resulted in more
education for more handicapped.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you, Dr. Edwards. I
think you are doing a wonderful job in Kentucky. I am proud that
I have been a little bit responsible over a period of years trying to
help the handicapped. I want you to have adequate funds and all of
the flexibility that is necessary to continue to do the best job possible
in the future. I am skeptical of proposals that would throw a mon-
key wrench into smooth operating programs like you are in charge
of in Frankfort. We are going to do the best we can.

You have been very helpful to the committee. Thank you for your
appearance here today.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN". I wonder how two classes of exceptional children

are covered in the act and how the act could be qualified to handle
these children. One is the gifted child.

In our own State of Florida there are certain categories of excep
tional child care that apply to the gifted children. I would like to
know what kinds of Federal legislation also could be adjusted to
take care of them, because so many. of the gifted children are frus-
trated in normal school programs and do become more frustrated, if
talented, than helped by the conventional public school programs.

The other group that worries me is the homebound child that
really cannot make it out of his home into a regular school environ-
ment. What do you think we can do at the Federal level to better as-
sist these children? I think of handicapped children as having cer-
tain civil rights that they are not getting under these kinds of
programs. *hat kind of civil rights approach to the legislation
should be provided that would assure that handicapped children
were getting in .a sense their judicial rights in relation to public edu-
cation?

I gave you three fast questions.
Dr. EDWARDS. One first of all, the homebound child, of course, is

included in the provisions of title VI as well as the other handicaps.
In fact, in Kentucky, and I am sure in other states like Florida, we
have some interesting projects going on over trying to take more
services, if you will, to the homebound child by enabling a local
school district to purchase a mobile van which can be used to take
media and so forth to the child.

Mr. LEHMAN. This could be a specific program at the Federal
level that would be great if you could have a program federally
funded for a mobile educational van for exceptional children in the
home. That should be. fully federally funded.

Dr. EDWARDS. That would be great, I agree. The intellectually
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gifted, of course, the Council for Exceptional Children is definitely
on record as favoring legislation and Federal aid for the gifted as
well as the handicapped. I am afraid I did not get your third ques-
tion.

\1r. LEHMAN. The question was hi relation to whether under pres-
ent legislation the handicapped child is really having his civil rights
honored by the Federal programs in essence to where the Federal
program is assured that each child is getting his share?

Dr. EDWADS. Of courst there are many lawsuits, as you gentlemen
well know, that have decided in favor of the civil rights of the
handicapped, that local and State agencies must provide the educa-
tional services for these children. We would hopefully see increased
Federal appropriations to assist the States and local school districts
to do this.

Mr. LEnmAx. If you could write me a couple of paragraphs on
that as to what we could do to help the gifted and homebound, I
would like to receive that. Send it to my office and I will study it.

Dr. EDWARDS. All right. Mr. Weintraub would like to make a
statement.

Mr. WEINTRAun. We have made available to the committee mem-
bers a yellow document which provides a summary of all of the liti-
gation that is now going on in the country. There are approximately
20 States that are now in court over the question of handicapped
childr 'I's right to an education. It is still amazing to us that in 1973
we still can say of the 7 million handicapped children, 6 million of
school age, that only approximately 40 percent of them are receiving
special education assistance, that 1 million children are still totally
excluded from any educational opportunity at all, and we are sad-
dened that it is necessary to have to bring this kind of issue to
court, but in some ways it is the only. way to get the Federal Gov-
ernment and State and local governments to come to grips with the
fact that children should have a right to an education.

Mr. LEHMAN. Give me that in a paragraph, will you?
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. FORSYTHE. Thank you, Mr. Qbairman.
Thank you, Dr. Edwards, for a very good statement. I really

don't want you to try and answer this here because I am sure you
have not had time to look at it, but I would appreciate if you could
get your comments on the Quie bill to us.

Dr. EDWARDS. We will ask the staff to do that.
Mr. FORSYTHE. Thank you very much.
[The information referred to follows :]

THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN,
May 21, 1978.

Hon. CARL PERIaNS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS : As was requested of us during The Council for
Exceptional Children testimony on H.R. 69 before your committee on Education
and Labor, I am enclosing our comments on "A Ell to Amend Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to provide for a more con-
certed and individualized attack on educational disadvantage based upon assess-
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ment of educational'proficiency, and other purposes". I am sorry for the delay
in our response, but we wanted to review the bill most carefully.

Sincerely,
FREDERICK J. WEINTRA.UB,

Assistant Executive Director for Governmental Relations.
Views of The Council for Exceptional Children on H.R. 5163"A bill
to amend Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 to provide for a more concerted and individualized attack on
educational disadvantage based upon assessments of educational
proficiency, and other purposes."

The Council for Exceptional Children supports the basic concept of H.R. 5163
to link federal education financial support monies to education, in this instance
Tit'e I of ESEA, to educational achievement. Despite years of federal assistance
there still remains in almost all school districts throughout the country children
who are excluded from education, children who fail to learn, and enituren %%hose
potential is never challenged. It is important to note that in 1973, 50% of tha 6
million handicapped children of school age and 13% of the gifted children of
school age are receiving any special educational assistance.

These realities should not be interpreted as implying that present federal
efforts such as Title I have been a failure. The reality is that no one really knows
how successft:1 or unsuccessful these programs have been in improying learning.
The only measures of effectiveness that can legitimately be used presently are
quantitative, such as how many programs are started, how many teachers are
hired, and how many children are served. Other measures such as group achie: e-
ment tests tell us that 60% of the children in a particular program improved 2
grade levels in reading, but these measures do not reflect concern for the 40%
who di,In't or those children in the 60% who were capable of doing better. H.R.
5163 provia3s the mechanism for focusing on the learning needs of the individual
child rather than groups of children, through the use of individualized written
educational plans setting objectives, procedures for achieving the objectives and
evaluation criteria and procedures. The requirement that these plans be mutually
agreed upon by the schools; the parents and the child where appropriate is con-
sistent with increasing litigation supporting the parental right to participate
in educational decision making regarding their children, but even more impor-
tantly it may make the school and parents a united force to help children.

For these reasons The Council for Exceptional Children supports the provi-
sions in HR. 5163 that directs funds to children's learning needs.

Section 131(7) established priorities for expenditures if sufficient funds are
not available. Three priorities are given :

(a) children who are most severely educationally disadviintaged
(b) school attenuance areas having the highest concentration of educa-

tionally disadvantaged children
(o) age groups or grade levels where the most effective results may be

obtained
In addition, the Commissioner is required to assure by regulation that consid-

eration is given to the most severely educationally disadvantaged. The Council
believes strohgly that priority should solely be given to priority (a) "children
who are most severely educationally disadvantaged." Priorities (b) and (c)
could legitimately be qualifiers or subpriorities under priority (a). Experience
with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and other federal programs has demon-
strated a natural propensty for programs to move over time to the easiest cases,
where turnover is greater, and statistics more impressive. Unless the law clearly
places priority on severity, we feel that "the hard to reach, and hard to teach"
will net receive the educational opportunities they need.

We are concerned about the proposed utilization of criterion referenced tests.
We are concerned that such tests may have two biases. First they assume a goal
of normalcy, that is that a child is doing well if he achieves at the median or
above. A mentally retarded child 12 years old who reads at thu second grade
level may be achieving up to his ability, but would be considered educationally
disadvantaged by the test. A gifted child 12 years old, who reads at the sixth
grade level would not be considered by the test to be educationally disadvantaged,but in terms of his own ability would certainly be so. These tests may be a wayof determing total state allocations, however we believe they should never be tho
sole criteria for determining eligibility. Second, there is growing concern among
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professionals and minority groups that many intellgence and achevement tests
are biased to many subgroups in our nation. Increasingly the courts have been
forced to step in and stop their usage. Therefore, if criterion referenced tests
are to be used the-law should require that they not be the sole criteria for a
child's participation.

H.R. 3163 as noted earlier would result in significant change in the present
status of relationships between schools, parents and children. This will require
the re-education of many school personnel in order to make such change more
than token. Therefore, we suggest that provisions be made for the inservice train-
ing of such persons and that provisions also be made for the training of parents
to help them better function in their new roles.

Please he assured that the officers and staff of The Council for Exceptional
Children will be available to you to assist in exploring these or other matters
concerning this legislation.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. Dr. Edwards. I hope to see you
when I get to Frankfort sometime. Good luck to you.

Our next witness is Mr. E. Clarke Ross, United Cerebral Palsy
Associations, Inc., accompanied by Mr. Margaret Schilling, former
executive director of United Cerebral Palsy Association of Detroit,
Mich.

Without objection your prepared statement will be inserted in the
record. You can proceed in any manner that you prefer.

[Statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF E. CLA.RIC Ross, FEDERAL PROGRAMS CONSULTANT,
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

Mr. Chairman, I am E. Clarke Ross, Federal Programs Consultant and
Assistant to the Washington Representative for United Cerebral Palsy Associa-
tions, Inc.

I am pleased to introduce to you our primary witness, Mrs. Margaret Schill-
ing, UCPA Consultant in Services for the P, lysically Handicapped. Mrs. Schill-
ing is presently involved in the UCPA CollcOorative Infant Program as a site
visit team member and advisory committee member. She is the retired Execu-
tive Director of United Cerebral Palsy Association of Detroit, Inc. and has
many years. of professional experience in serving the handicapped.

UCPA, Inc. appreciates very much the opportunity to appear before the Gen-
eral Subcommittee on Education in support of H.R. 69, the Elementary and
Secondary Education Amendments of 1973. We, of course, are particularly con-
cerned with those titles of the act that offer assistance in providing educa-
tional services to the handicapped.

United CeLebral Palsy Associations, Inc. have long been involved in both
providing educational services and advocating increased public responsibility
for the provision of such services.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act has given the states a boost
in intiating and expanding educational services to the handicapped. However,
even with this assistance, not all of the handicapped, and especially the sub-
stantially and multiply handicapped, have received the education they require.
A great deal remains to be clone. ESEA must be extended. Its -need will con-
tinue f "r quite a few years to come. We hope that this subcommittee will give
special hitention to the needs of substantially handicapped children.

UCPA PHILOSOPHY or SPECIAL EDUCATION

A number of guiding educational principles has developed over the years
within UCPA as professional, parental, and consumer opinion has matured and
combined. Briefly stated, those principles include :

1. Handicapped children have the same needs as all children,. as well as
some that are uniquely their own. Integration with non-handicapped children,
wherever possible,.is a basic concept UCPA operates under.

2. Because physically handicapped children so often experience difficulties in
making direct contact with their environment, the environment must be
adapted to their special needs.
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3. The education of multiply handicapped children has to be based on the
combined efforts of many people : teachers, physicians, psychologists, thera-
pists, social workers, aides, and most importantly, parents.

4. The comparison through standard instrument testing, of multiply handi,
capped children with non-handicapped children has been found to have limited
value. Of far greater value is the measuring of the progress of the handi-__
capped c.trild fts he matures, taking into consideration his strengths and
weaknesses and the developmental patterns common i-o all children.

5. All children learn from day one and handicappedchildren, especially,
need early intervention programs. -

In keeping with the philosophy underlining these principles, UCPA educa-
tional programs attempt to achieve three general objectives.

1. To develop each child's potential in order that he may live as independent
and fulfilled a life as possible.

2. To ameliorate the developmental lag created by slow neuromotor =tura;
tion.

3. To prepare the multiply handicapped child for academic achievement in a
program as much like those offered nonhandicapped children as possible.

In working toward the fulfillment of these objectives, UCPA educational pro-
grams emphasize careful observation, individualized programs, smallclasses,
continuing proff.qJional education, and increased parental involiement.

IICPA ENDORSEMENT OF BEH PHILOSOPHY AND EFFORTS

UCPA believes that the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped
(BEH) has played a very dynamic and innovated role in improving both qual-
ity of services and quantity of services since being established by Pr 1-230
in 1969.

UCPA whoelheartedly endorses BEH's goal of achieving full educational
opportunity for all handicapped children by 1980. We also concur with the
statement of former U.S. Commissioner of Education, Sidney F. Marland, Jr. :

"The right of a handicapped child to the special education he needs is as
basic to him as is the right of any other youn ep_to an appronriate edu-
cation in the public schools. It is unjust our society to provide__ handi-
capped children with anything less than the full and educational opportunity
they need to reach their maximum potential and attain rewarding satisfying
lives."

THE NEED

According to BEH estimates, at least 10% of the nation's school age chil-
dren (about 7 million children) are sufficiently handicapped to require special
education. Of these, only 2.6 million ',Ire presently receiving any special educa-
tion services at all and many of these are in private programs.

There are millions of children in the United States who are currently nonat-
tenders. Unless a child has some means for entering the educational systew, he
is largely invisible. In a nation where there is a strong belief that everyone
goes to school and that universal education is taking place, it is difficult to
conceive that there are children who are not enrolled t! the educational process.
Almost every state has compulsory school attendance laws stating that parents
do not have the right to deprive their children of an education. But the states
themselves deny this right. Handicapped children, especially the substantially
and multiply handicapped, are denied entrance into the system. Major reasons
given by states are (1) cost and (2) complexity in educating such children.

Many public school programs that offer special education:
1. Do not serve the multiply and severely handicapped child,
2. Are inadequate and/or inappropriate for many of the handicapped

children now being served by them,
3. Are not realistically goal oriented,
4. Are not cost effective.

A BEH survc7 :X. 15,000 school districts revealed that only one-half offered
any special educational programming. The majority of these programs were
classes only for the educable retarded and therapy only for the speech and
hearing imparted. Multiply handicapped children are either being served in pri-
vate programs at the parent's expense, are custodial cases in public institutions,
or are neglected.
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The challenge has been made a long time ago. Public schools have not yet
responded to totally meet this challenge. Private programs cannot satisfy all
the needs. Resources are scarce. Only through a system of public-private coop-
eration can the challenge ever be met.

UCPA HAS A ROLE TO PLAY

UCPA came into existence because cerebral palsied individuals with severe
multiple dysfunctions were being written off and denied services. We have
therefore used as our operating definition for cerebral palsy, a very broad one.
Since cerebral palsy usually is accompanied with one or more other handicaps,
our centers tend to be non-exclusionary in their admissions. We are therefore
by tradition accustom to dealing with a wide spectrum of disabilities.

With the zero reject mandate of the courts in state after state, with the
non - categorical approach !or human services, with the trend toward main-
streaming and integration of children with handicaps into programs with their
peers wherever possible, and with the continuing expansion of school system
contracts with community agencies to serve the multiply and severely handi-
capped, UCPA, as an experienced professional deliverer of education services
with parental and consumer oversight, has a major role to play in the future
of educating the handicapped.
1. UCPA Infant Program

One of the most successful examples of public-private cooperation and one in
which we are extremely proudis the UCPA National Organized Collaborative
Project to Provide Comprehensive Services to Handicapped Infants and their
Families. Inaugurated in July 1971, the program is now funded through Part
C of the Education of the Handicapped Act (Title VI of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act). (BEH grant number (0-71-4492).. The program's
original funding was through PL 90-538, the Handicapped Children's Early
Education Assistance Act which has since been incorporated into Title VI.

The UCPA project is a component of a much larger network of projects
funded by BEH for early intervention into the care of handicapped infants.
The network's appropriation is $7.5 million out of a total of $12 million
authorized. We are thrilled over the demonstrated achievable successes of both
the network and the UCPA project.

Unlike most of the other projects funded by the Handicapped Children's
Early Education Assistance Act, all of the centers utilized in the cooperative.
project have their own basic funding, so that the federal dollar acts as a cola-
lystic dollar.

UCPA's first year project chose five exemplary centerswith diverse' finan-
cial support, representing a variety of geographic areas, estal- shed policies for
selection of children to he served, and potentially (Efferent ethnic groups. Uni-
versities, state agencies, and private agencies were all selected. Of four
geographic areas, one serves a statewide area with mixed rural and urban pop-
ulation and two serve metropolitan areas.

Each center had its own delivery system, ranging from two weeks residen-
tial care, to once a month half-day sessions with parents and therapists.

Basic principles in the delivery system, it was agreed, would stress the
importance of helping parents to cope with the problems involved in the care
of handicapped children, by increasing the parents skills and knowledge, and
providing a pattern of management which took cognizance of family structure
and strengthened family relationships. Parent involvement was present in all
centers and as a result most parents increased their skills and knowledge, not
only in management of their handicapped children, but they were able to
transfer this knowledge to other siblings and thus provide early input in learn-
ing for them.

(a) Basic Objectives of the UCPA Project.A number of major objectives,
all realized, were attempted by the UCPA project. They included:

1. To prepare tested models reflecting the content and process strategies uti-
lized in the cross-disciplinary and cross-modality approach in developing and
implementing the infant curriculum..

2. To foster transfer of atypical infants served by the project into generic
community servicprograms.

3. To engender public support for extending public school programs for
handicapped children to serve those three years of age or younger.
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4. To foster the role of the parents as primary programmers without deleter-
ious effect on the lifestyle of the family.

5. To train new teams by means of familiarization and orientation, develop-
ment and reproduction of training materials and approaches.

(b) Project Centers.The UCPA project included five centers scattered
around the country :

1. Atypical Infant Development Program, Marin County, California.
2. University Hospital School, Iowa City, Iowa.
3. UCPA of Greater New Orleans, Inc., New Orleans, Louisiana.
4. Meeting Street School, Providence, Rhode Island.
5. UCLA Infant Program, University of California Medical Center, Los

Angeles, California.
(c) Target Population.In the intial group of children selected, 95% were

"multiply handicapped"crippled, deaf/blind, educable and trainable retarded,
emotionally disturbed. Most of the children (92%) were under two years of
age.

(d) Major Results.Recent findings in research which highlighted (1) that
babies learn within the first days of life and (2) that most learning in babies
occurs through the neuro-sensory and neuro-motor avenues (touching, seeing,
feeding, hearing, and relating) and that disability to these avenues constitute
substai.tial obstacles to the learning process motivated UCPA to develop and
demonstrate the cross-disciplinary/cross-modality approach in developing and
implementing the infant curriculum.

The cross-disciplinary/cross-modality approach is a method of delivering
therapeutic services in which two or more practitioners representing different
professions teach each other their professional skills so that one of them can
provide the several therapeutic services on approaches needed. Each member of
the team retains professional (and creditial) accountability. The method can be
particularly useful when an individual (e.g. an infant or young child) has
multiple disabilities needing several different procedures or services but cannot
tolerate excessive or inconsistent handling by several different persons and
when an individual with multiple handicaps need highly integrated therapeutic
approaches throughout his daily activity program. The term cross-
disciplinary/cross-modality is used because different disciplines may be primar-
ily concerned with different modalities while the individual may require an
integrated program utilizing several modalities.

Research has demonstrated the importanceof-attachment behavor of babios
with their parents. As such, the parents play a crucial role as the primary
programmer in tics cross-disciplinary/cross-modality.

STATISTICAL RESULTS CLIENT FOLLOW-ALONG I

Item UCPA
67 project

network

1. Children screened 305 3,790
2. Children screened who need help 277 (2)
3. Children graduating to otner programs which would not previously accept them 19 492
4. Children placed in special education classes 42 425
5. Children who have progressed sufficiently to be approved for enrollment in regular

Nursery schools, kindergartens, or day care programs for the coming school year 20 521
6. Number of children in other programs provided diagnostic or resource assistance 10 1,953
7. Parents served 455 (r)
8. Staff personnel receiving inservice training 52 2,796
9. Personnel outside the program trained by the program 14 3,953

I For the 1st year of operation, 1971-72.
2 Not available by BEN. '

Cost factorsUCPA project
Matching funds, 1971-72:

UCPA $27, 300
Local centers 346, 750
Federal _ 87, 000

Total (a ±b c) 461, 050
Average cost per child screened who required specialized help 1, 664
Average Fedcral cost per child screened who required specialized help__ 314

I
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(h) Replication, of the Projects. Since 1971, 153 other centers serving handi-
capped infants have replicated one of the models demonstrated by one of the
67 network projects in its entirety. Eighty-one other developmental centers for
infants have replicated in part the models demonstrated by some of the 67 net-
work projects.

During 1972, 45 agencies already serving over 600 infants have asked UCPA
for training in the cross-disciplinary/cross-modality approach. This includes
requests for staff training workshops, consultation, inter /team visitation, and
the use of the project's site visit team. These programs are now providing pri-
marily medical services to these 600 infants.

(i) Proven Sucecss.The UCPA Collaborative Infant Project has demon-
strated what desirable effects early intervention can have on the development
of severely and multiply handicapped infants. The cross-disciplinary/cross-
modality approach has been developed and proven effective. This has required
little federal matching monies.
2. UCPA Affiliate Involvement

Education is a basic service offered by UCPA affiliates to handicapped chil-
dren denied entrance into the public school system. Attached are the returns
of a survey by the UCPA Washington Office indicating tax supported funding
of UCPA affiliate educational services. These affiliates are providing varied
and creative services. The public sector is providing support to some of these
affiliates. This is one reason that we hope the titles of the Elementary and
Secondary Education which authorize support for the handicapped be
extended.

COST FACTORS RELATED TO HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN GENERAL

Dr. Edwin W. Martin, Associate Commissioner of BEH, has declared that
"Educating the handicapped works ; we are not wasting our time or our
money." UCPA agrees that it is by far more cost effective to educate and train
a handicapped person, enabling him to live at some degree of independence
and contribute to society, rather than receive no such training and live a life
of dependence in an institution. The important concept here is the reduction of
dependency.
1. Cost Factors Relating to the Handicapped Population in General

According to BIM statistics, the minimum cost of maintaing a handicapped
child within an institution (custodial care) is $4,000 per year. During a 60
year lifespan the total would be $240,000.

The State, of Illinois has estimated that the average per resident cost of
maintaining a handicapped child within a rehabilitation institution, whereby
he receives some therapeutic services, is $10,000 per year or $600,000 during a
60 year lifespan.

A BEH study of children served under model projects receiving Early Edu-
cation Assistance Act funding, reveals some interesting evidence. Seventy per-
cent of the children who were judged unable to participate effectively in pre-
school or first grade programs were returned to public schools. The median cost
for each child served came to $2,500 per year. The costs ranged from $500 to
$10,000 per child per year. Even if 10 years of special education were required,
it would cost $25,000, considerably less than a lifetime of institutional living.
Such costs for educational services need not be that expensive. It is estimated
that one-half of the physically handicapped children presently in special educa-
tion classes remain in those classes for non-educational reasons, such as ther-
apy, socialization, etc.

ALTERNATIVES TO EDUCATION

It does cost a considerable amount of money to provide educational services
to severely and multiply handicapped children. In a time of cutbacks in fed-
eral funding of many types of services, the question will be askedIs it worth
the cost of educating severely involved people?

The answer to this question lies in an examination of the alternatives. One
alternative is to support a handicapped person by the new Title VI of the
Social Security Act for the rest of his life at a minimum of $130 per month.
During a lifespan of 60 years, this support would total $171,600. This is a min-
imum cost to the public sector provided the individual can live at home with
his parents or relatives.

Another alternative is institutionalization. As revealed previously this is

25-545 0 - 73 - pt. 2 - 42
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quite costly. Income maintenance by itself without providing developmental
program or institutionalizational providing only custodial care increases
dependency. Neither promote increased independence. Neither will assist the
handicapped individual to ever make a contribution to society.

A third alternative is, of course, something people shutter ateuthanasia. If
you deny a person the services he requires to develop his potential and if you
allow him to remain a dependent on society, this alternative is euthanasia of a
typeby attrition. Bedfast care in a back ward of some institution, to UCPA,
is no alternative at all.

UCPA CONCERN WITH REVENUE SHARING

UCPA has some reservations concerning the Administration's proposal to
establish special educational revenue sharing in place of existing grants to
states for education of the handicapped. Our experience h.. the past has clearly
demonstrated that the handicapped, especially the severely and multiply handi-
capped, are forgotten and neglected in broad programs. Without earmarking
and visibility, programs for handicapped persons just are not developed. We
are afraid the handicapped will get left out if special educational revenue
sharing is enacted.

CONCLUSION

To obtain adequate educational services for all handicapped children is a
goal of UCPA. It should also be the goal and responsibility of the U.S. Con-
gress.

As former Governor Robert W. Scott of North Carolina has declared :
"The time is overdue to re-examine the state role (and federal role) regard-

ing education for the handicapped. . . . There will never be a stronger move-
ment to improve programs for the handicapped unless disinterested
policy-makers take it upon themselves to support the cause. It is certainly
right. And the time is now."

AppendixReturns of sample indicating funding support of selected UCPA affiliate
educational programs

UCPA affiliates surveyed _
UCPA affiliates respor.ding
Private funding supporting UCPA affiliate educational services

surveyed (1 affiliate did not supply this information) .
Tax supported funding supporting UCPA affiliate educational services

surveyed
Total funding Supporting UCPA affiliate educational services

surveyed
Number of school-age children provided education& 'services in the

UCPA affiliate programs surveyed
Number of pre-school children provided educational services in the

UCPA affiliate programs surveyed -
Total number cf children provided educational services in UCPA

affiliate programs surveyed
Average per child cost of educational services in UCPA affiliate

programs surveyed
Average tax-supported dollar per child cost of educational services in

UCPA affiliate programs surveyed

26
11

$1, On, 660

$718, 579

$1, 792, 239

1, 410

203

1, 613

$1, 111

$50D

STATEMENT OF E. CLARKE ROES, UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSO-
CIATIONS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. MARGARET SCHILLING,
FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY
ASSOCIATION OF DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. Ross. My name is Clarke Ross. I am Federal program consul-
tant and assistant to the Washington representative. Our primary
witness today is Mrs. Margaret Schilling, who is presently working
in a capacity as consultant for physically handicapped for UCPA.
She is former executive director of our program in Detroit, Mich.,
and she is here to tell you about an infant program we are being
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funded for, as a site visit team member and advisory_ committee
team member.

Since the Council of Exceptional Children addressed itself in de-
tail to the various titles of the ESEA Act, we are not going to go
into that in our oral statement. You have our written statement and
we endorse GEC's statement. In our written statement we have em-
phasized three areas, one of which is.the neglect of the education of
the severally and multiply handicapped child, and in many cases
this is the homebound child that was referred to earlier.

Secondly, in this connection there is the nonattenders. There are
millions of children in the country who are in homes or institutions
or private facilities who do not attend public schools. In a country
that believe in a public education for every child, this is a serious
crisis that must be addressed. If we are ever going to meet this edu-
cational challenge, we arc going to have to form some cooperative
efforts between the public and the private sector and. this is a role
that we see United Cerebral Palsy and other health agencies who
have experience in working with State departments of education.

In this regard Mrs. Schilling is going to talked about a program
and what we have achieved and what we are trying to get out of
this and where we see the public sector come in.

Mrs. SCHILLING. I am sure that a few years ago it would have
seemed almost improbable to talk about an infant program in terms
of education. Yet those of us who have worked in the field and you
yourself are well aware that learning begins at day 1 and continues
throughout life. For some period of time United Cerebral Palsy has
been concerned with those children who reached an educational age,
but were not prepared to come into the educational system and over
the years I have worked with United Cerebral Palsy, it has been in-
teresting to see our own programs drop in age levels from those con-
cerns we had that were 5 and over and then children 3 and over and
now those children 1 day of age and older. -

As part of a project chance under first chanae network, United
Cerebral Palsy is now manning a program. which has a very formi-
dable title o trying to determine what are the learning techniques
for infants, 'low do you convey these to other profession people,
and particularly to parents of the handicapped child so that as the
youngster begins to develop some skills in the learning area, he is
better prepared to approach the educational system in a more for-
malized way.

Taking as the. base five centers who were equipped to deal with
children and were already in existence so that they did

not need a. great deal of Federal ,funding, as -a matter of fact abdut
20 percent more money with the already ongoing programs during
80 percent, the Federal dollar became the catalystic agent in the pro-
grams for the infants. The centers which werechosen were selected
with care in order that there might be a wide variety of funding.

Some of these are private, some public, some under mental health,
some under cerebral palsy, and others. Also that they might serve a
wide geographic area, one from New Orleans, one in Providence, one
on the west coast and one in Iowa. So we would have a mix of both
ethnic groups and economic groups and also from those who served
as wide an area as Iowa; the whole -State, and as small, if one may
call it as small an area as New Orleans a city. Therefort:!,. we had a
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.mix of people who were going to get the service, a mix of the area,
and a mix of the funding.

And these fivo, programs also had a mix in the delivery system.
Some of them saw these infants once a month, helped the mother
understand a little about what to do, and sent the child home. It
moved all the way from that lip to residential programs' in Iowa
where the baby came in for 2 weeks and stayed, the parents came
and picked it up and took it home. Some of them saw the infants 5
days a week.

BUt in each instance the major problem was how can you help the
parents of this handicapped child to cope better with his handicap
without having deleterious effects on the total family?

All too often in the past those of us who have worked with handi-
capped children have focused so much attention on him that the
family structure has been seriously hampered. Siblings have been
jealous of the attention mother gave, husbands have been jealous of
the attention mothers gave and there has been a breakdown in the
family structure.

Our focus was how can we help these parents cope more ade-
quately v.out a deleterious effect upon the family?

One of the things which we began to see almost immediately was
that parents of handicapped children, particularly those with a
birth handicap, live a fairly isolated life and with considerable anxi-
ety and fear as to what to do with this, child. The opening of the in-
fant program to the parents of these youngsters gave them some
feeling of security, somebody to lean on, andsomebtOdy to go to for
answers. It also meant that those of us dealing with this child had
to refocus how we were going to deliver the services to that young-
ster.

With a school-age child we were somewhat departmentalized in
education: and medical care.. Here was a baby and you could not
have 15 people handling this infant. How could we train cae person
to be the prime family person to whom we might look? Also how
might we shift the delivery system so that we brought fathers into
the treatment and education program?

We had to move out of this stereotype 8 :30 to 4:30 kind of pro-
graming and began to recognize that many of these had to be deliv-
ered in the evening or on P'Saturday morning, and this has been a
great growth for many of our professional staff.

The infant programs have also been concerned with how d you
find out that this baby is really learning, what kind of education are
you puffing in and can you so devise a model which can be a pro-
gram .whicri can be packaged and delivered? If you have found out
in Iowa or in Providence how best to treat this child that has a seri-
ous tongue thrust so the baby' may feed him more adequately and he
may begin to develop babbling which ultimately becomes speech,
how can you package that either in tape, either in written material
or in demonstration projects so that everybody who has similar chil-
dren can learn how to do this?

Much of the system then had to be delivered within filo. home and
this meant that -many of our staff, were having to become familiar
with homebound programs because 1-le baby cannot be taken out
long distances many times 5 days a week to be brought into the cen-
ters.
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So we were concerned with the parent involvement, being sure
that both parents knew what was going on. We were sure with a
tested model. We were also concerned also with the fact that commu-
nities must become aware that this is a long service. that the child
whom you put so much time and effort into is ultimMely coming
into our educational system, and were they providing services so
that youngsters had someplace to go after they got past the infant
program(How could you in the last analysis begin to see that this
was more than just the five centers?

We were deluged in the first year of the project with people who.
heard about the baby or infant program and wanted also to do it
and yet we were not quite ready in that first year to do more than
just disseminate information.

In the second year we have had interesting experiences in seeing
spillover into other communities now ready. One of them :.71 your
district, sir, the very interesting program in Ashland, Kt ., `C*11 is
.just about ready to get off the ground.

Chairman PERKINS. I am delighted.
Mrs. SCHILLING. They have a good preschool program be-

crinning to look at how many infants they have and where they
move?

. . .

Chairman PERKINS. We hope you will go back there 7.7.sf
that area again.

Mrs. Sorim.ixo. Paducah, Ky. also is intrigued wit?
rr .,Jiind of thing for infants and I am very pleased to see

This dissemination of knowledge is happening all over tlb
and I found it in my home city of Cadillac and I am sorry Mr. Leh
man has gone, because he has two in his district, one in Dade
County ail one in Lakeland that in the second year are beginni:
to think we are not going to wait until the child is three, we are b,;-
ginning at day 1 when this infant starts. to learn and we are going
to tell people how he does learn.

I think those of us who worked with children can know that chil:
dren can control their environment by being fretful and we need to
know-why he is crying. So he has an educational process beginning
at birth.

Chairman PERKINS. That was a very good statement.
Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. FORSYTHE. I will say just that, a very good statement and a

very, very interesting statement, Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. .I have one question. You mentioned in your

prepared testimony tilat comparing handicapped and nonhandi-
capped. children by achievement tests was not fair to the handi-
capped child. How would you feel if the Congress were to add to
the emphasis on achievement tests by amending title I to distribute
all of the funds by test scores?

Mrs. SCHILLING. I think there are some valid scores for handi-
capped children and for testing them, but they do require extremely
skillful people and people who know what they are testing. The
valid score which you apply to the child who can speak or who can
use his hands is not comparable with the kinds of things you can do
with seriously involved cerebral palsy children, but there are scales
and they can be devised and I would -hope perhaps funds could be
expended to revalidate some of the nonverbal skills into more ade-
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(late test scores which could be disseminated. It does require a skill-
fully trained psychologist to develop test scores..

Chairman Pnaktxs. That would take quite a few years to develop.
Mrs. Scittr.Ltxo. It is a long way down the road, but it is not im-

possible. .

Chairman PEakixs. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
appearance here today.

Our next witnesses are Mr. David Horowitz, associate superintend-
ent of School Services, Philadelphia, Pa., Father 'Paul Curran,
assistant superintendent of. Archidiocesean Public Schools, and Mrs.
Marie Schobert, president of Home and School Council.

Without objection. your prepared statements will be inserted in
the record.

[The prepared statements follow :j
STATEMENT OF DAVID A. HOROWITZ, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT FOR

SCHOOL SERVICES, PIIILADELPIdA., PA.

I am David A. Horowitz, Associate Superintenfent of School Services of the
School District of Philadelphia. Our school population of 289,000 is comprised
of 59.8% Black, 2,8% Spanish surname, and 37% other.

A study by the Fels Institute in 1964 and an update survey in 1967 indi-
cated that Philadelphia has 40% of the disadvantaged children in the state of
Pennsylvania.

I present these facts for two reasons. First, to give you an indication of
what the ethnic composition and educability factors of Our school population.
And, second, to provide you with some background data on the basic needs of
our students. For these, and other reasons to follow, I wish to strongly
endorse HR 69 and the continuance of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act (ESEA) as a categorical grant program. To wit, I would like to
share, some of the successes thfq have occurred under the present grant pro-
gram.

As a result of ESEA Title III grants we-have been able to create and put
into operation Community and Magnet Schools, Career Development Programs,
andVolunteer Training Programs. -

Through Title II funds and local funding our school libraries, which aver-
aged one book per child in 1965, now average seven books per child. Thereby,
expanding the educational potential of each child.

The Title VII Bilingual Program, "Let's Be Amigos," is assisting Spanish
surnamed kindergarten children to perform as well as Anglo kindergarten chil-
dren, and the first-graders were reading at national norms. In Spanish, all Stu
dents tested were reading 17 percentile points higher than did Spanish speak-
ing sutdents of 1968.

Under Title VIII, we have developed a dropout prevention program (The
Edison Project) which, after one year, has a dropout rate that is 12.2% lower
than the host school. In this project, the average daily attendance of the par-
ticipants over the school year was 78.1% as compared to a rate of 58.7% in
some other schools.

Future historians will credit Title I ESEA as the turning point in the revi-
talization of our urban schools. Although still in its infancy, Title I programs
have reversed the drastic downward achievement trends by. enabling target
pupils to attain and maintain improved rates of educational progress. With
each eui2ceeding year, experiences gained from the program are enabling school
administrators and teachers '-to create learning environments which maximize
each target child's potential for success. Ti,t, improved conditions created by
the program have dramatically improved community attitudes, and participa-
tion in the schools and related educational activities.

ESEA Title I program funds have also opened the door to many new oppor-
tunities for the schools and teachers. Target schools are now becoming more
productive. Target school administrators are learning how to better deploy their
staff and material resources to improve pupil achievement. Teachers in the
target schoOls are becoming more effective in their methods of diagnosis, meth-
ods of individualization, and methods of classroom management. Collectively,
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these changes have given evidence to a series of successes which I would like
topresent at this time.

I. ONE POSITIVE EFFECT or ESEA TITLE I HAS BEEN TO HALT THE DOWNHILL
TREND IN PUPIL PERFORMANCE

Over the past five years, comprehensive evaluations of the progress of ESEA
Title I children in Philadelphia have been undertaken on a system-wide and
project-by-project basis, The results of the system-wide evaluations have shown
that the negative rates .of performance in reading for target population chil-
dren have been halted, and in their place we find consistently positive rates of
change. This is demonstrated by the fact that children in ESEA Title I desig-
nated schools are making gains in reading at the rate of 0.7 grade equivalents
per year. Prior to compensatory programs residing gains were made at the rate
of 0.4 grade equivalents per year. Thus reading achievement has .increased by
75% since the inception of Title L

The contributions of ESEA Title I can he seen even more dramatically by
examining some of the data provided by individual project-by-project evalua-
tions.
Reading Skills Centers

Evaluations of the Reading Skills Center project have shown that pupils
with the most serious reading problems have made substantial gains in read-
ing achievemer:1 whereas non-participating students have not. The project goal
of ir4proving reading comprehension at an average rate of two book levels per
ye.ir was attained by 47% of the pupils with severe reading problems. In addi-
tion, the goal. to raise SO% of the pupils' phonics skills to mastery level was
achieved over a three year period (Figure 1 and 2).
English as a Second Language

English as a 'Second Language is an. ESEA Title I project which has suc-
cessfully improved the linguistic capacity of native Spanish-speaking pupils.
Participating students made significantly greater gains in their general ability
to use the English language. Repeated testing on an instrument to measure lin-
guistic capacity showed that the average student increased his ability by 25%
or 11 scale points.
Paired Schools Science Project

The Paired Schools Science Propct is a science learning experience for
sixth -grain children. The funds provided by the project permit these children
to attend morning sessions at the Franklin Institute on seven-week cycleS.
Evaluations Tar the past five years have found the paired-school children
scored significantly 1r;lier than matched non-participating students with
regard to science achfzvernent. More than 120 teachers in forty schools have
been involved in the use of the facilities as an extension of their classroom as
well as learning new instructional procedures.
Comprehensive Reading Project (K-12)

Analyses of the distribution of the reading ;cores of children participating
in the Comprehensive Reading Project (K-n) have shown that the project has
provided services Which have tended to inropree the rates of reading progress
of the groups and have helped in reversing the trends toward drastic undera-
chievement in target-area schools. From this comprehensive analysis of pupil
achievement patterns. it seems as if the distribution of Title-I funds had pro-
vided for program comparability. These program funds have provided learning
environments which foster equal opportunities for success in reading. The pres-
ent system of allocation seems to insure that 4th-, 5th=, and 6th-grade children
will maintain their expected levels of performance in reading during su!...'ecrA-
ing school years. Therefore, those in the most-in-need group and at II lowest
perform Ance level inyhiladelphia are expected to achieve patterns of progress
that are statistically equivalent to those made by the least-ire-need group at
the highest performance levels.

2. A SECOND POSITIVE EFFECT OF ESEA TITLE I 1-IAS BERN TO INVOLVE .

PARENTS IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

A two-year longitudinal study of the attitudes and perceptions of 5,000 par-
ents of Philadelphia school children was conducted. The findings, shown in
Figure 3 of the study showed that parents of Title I children :
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(1) are accurately informed about samol affairs (including a knowlrtige
about the ESEA Title I projects in their school).

(2) arc active participants in school activities,
(3) have positive opinions about their schools.

It is important to note that these levels of participation and attitudes did not
exist in 1065.

3. A THIRD POSITIVE EFFECT OF ESEA TITLE I HAS BEEN TO DEVELOP INFORMATION FOR
UNDERSTANDING PROJECT OPERATION AND PROJECT SUCCESS

In addition, individual project scrutiny is supplying management with
important information which will be used in the deployment of individual
ESEA Title I projects as well as other educational projects. It has been noted
from previous years' evaluation that some Title I projects tend to he more
effective in some schools than in others. An examination of these data indi-
cates that project impact is -dependent upon the relationship and combined
effect of the operation of the project and the operation of the selawl to which
the project has been allocated. Therefore, in order to MRXHIliZe. the project
effectiveness, school characteristics which are comp,tible with project goals
are being identified. Once this is completed, projects can be deployed only to
those schools which have the necessary combination of factors that lead to
project success.

(a) Title I program funds have afforded educators an opportunity to dis-
cover a number of alternative-ways to improve' instruction. Through the vari-
ety of projects developed and administered through compensatory education,
we are entering a new era where, through the use of systematic instructional
evaluation data, we can apply new methods or techniques for deploying
instructional strategies and pmetices. .

We ha: found that ESEA. Title I projects are helping us to deter: .ine what
kinds of instructional settings. and operational factors relresent those condi-
tions for success in the target area. For example, we have found that target
children with severe problems are most productive in a totally individualized
instructional setting. For target children who are more than one year below
the national percentile in reading. we have found that semi-individualized
(small-group) instructional settings are most effective. 'When taught in these
kinds of instructional settings it was found that the rate at which target chil-
dren acquire reading skills was proportional to the amount of time (hours per
week) spent in the setting (see Figures 4 and 5).

Teachers in ESEA Title I schools are learning how to refine these promising
techniques into more effective teaching-learning strategies. They are learning
how to allocate their instructional time more efficiently and how to use
instructional material in a more individualistic manner. Likewise, they are
learning how to diagnose pupil needs more accurately and expose each child to
a variety of experiences that maintain his motivation to learn.

(b) A program-wide study has shown that the Title targ:t popriartion is
not a homogeneous great), but actually four subgroups w1V.cli range (11 level of
achievements, range of edit:: vtional at d environmental needs, and rates of edu-
cational achievetnent.

As is shown in Table 1, the four identified groups range in needs. Each
group also represents a different proportion of the population; however, about
one-half of the population are those with the greatest need (47%). The table
also shows that as the needs of the subgroups increase, so does this: complexity
of tla planned projects. Correspondingly, the level u.f program funds for the
groups increasewhere. the first priority or rank is given to the group with
the greatest peed.

Although not perfect as yet, the study has provided.information that demon-
strates that where ttoper alignments exist between the needs of the target
subpopulatIons and the general programmatic thruststhe rate of pupil per-
formance is at its highest level. It seem-, that these kinds of evaluative infor-
mation will p(?Anit the placement of intervcatitun projects in a fashion that
will satisfy .tne needs of the target population and hasten the reality of a
method for concentrating compensatory resources.

In conclusion, may I state that HR 69 must he passed so that school dis-
tricts such as ours can continue to implement programming for disadvantaged
children where only real ',lope for success is provided by the additional
resources made available by the Elementary and Secondary._ Education Act
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TABLE 1. TARGET POPULATIONDESCRIPTORS PROGRAM COMPLEXITY

Need of Percent of Planned Program fund
population population General programmatic thrust projectst level:

Small 13 Enrichment, self - awareness, vocational aspi-

ration.

1 4

Moderate 17 Alternativeinstrucflonalprojects... 2 3
High 23 Individualization of instruction 3 2
Great 47 Remediation practices 4 1

I Levels of complexity. Rank 1 =low, 4 high.

2 Rank 1= highest, 4=low.
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STATEXIENT OF MARIE SCHOBERT, PRESIDENT, PIIILADELPIILA HOME AND
SCHOOL COUNCIL

I am Marie Schobert. President of the Philadelphia Home and School Coun-
cil, who with its 240 member Rome and School Associations represent the par-

. ents of 285,000 children who attend the Philadelphia public schools. Approxi-
mately one half of those children are eligible to receive ESEA Title I
programs. Because Philadelphia Home and School Council is vitally interested
in and concerned for the education of all children, we find ourselves involved
with many activities which are new experiences for us. Speaking before this
prestigious body is just such an experience and I thank you for the opportu-
nity to prisent our views.

In an effort to show the importance of continuing programs for our children,
I would like to address myself to the impact these programs, in particular
ESEA programs, have upon the life of a child.

There is no question that educationally deprived children benefit throughout
various stages of their lives from the many ES.:IlA programs provided by Fed-
eral funding. At the outset, early childhood edit, atm, programs such as Head
Start, Get Set or Follow Through help build fli:t foundations. In addition to
early childhood programs such as these, students in our target area elementary
schools have been provided the opportunity of participating in basic education
programs such as readlug. (Comprehensive District Reading program), mathe-
matics (Resource Teachers and Special Mathematics projects), language arts
(Staff development).

While many children make use of the books and materials found in Instruc-
tionalMaterials Centers, or from the services of a Library Assistant l.r Kin-
dergarten Aide, some children will require the speci.-3 help offered througa Bil-
ingual Education or English as .a second language, funded by Title I and
respectively, or other special educational programs (Multiple handicapper.
Institutions for neglected and delinquent children, etc.)

Because of the diversity of the population in the city, children attending the
urban schools represent many ethnic, economic, racial and religious back-
grounds and therefore .often present the need for alternative and motivational
programs.

Programs such as Youth Serving Youth provide opportutities for students to
give- service to others while they are also receiving. The yo ng adult is further
serviced through college placement, career development, or te age parent pro-
grams.

Home and School Council as a volunteer patent organizati'',' whose thrust,
has always been the invole.ment of parents in the edneatic 12ir children,
appreciate the fact that many of these federal programs have 1. 'rental involve-
ment built into them.

Home and School Council as part of the. adjioc committee helped in the
selection process of the ESEA Till' I Parents Council. While serving for one
year as an Alternate representative on the Parents Council, I participated in
training sessions, and program observations, served as chairman of the Dissemi-
nation committee and chairman of the By-laws committee. At this time six
members of the Home and School Council are serving on the Parents Council
with the Parent Council's Vice Chairmai: serving as the Title I linson to Home
and School Council.

No doubt there are statistics that would show the impact many of the pro-
grams have had upon clinch:en. As parents, however, we can measure the suc-
cess of a program or service a' we witness the growth and development of our
children:

We would hope that you not only maintain the present programs, but
increase and extend them to all eligible children.

Philadelphia Home and School Connell has been diligently pressing for finan-
cial help at the City and State level. We recognize the burdens placed upon
the big cities with their diminishing tax base which nr, longer adequately meet
the finanefal needs of our urban schools.

92 million dollars in Revenue Sharing money was turned civet!' to Pennsylva-
nia and Philadelphia had hopes of receiving part of this money as new money,
Instead the Revenue Sharing money was used to pay the Philadelphia School
District money alieady owed to it. If Revenue Sharing becomes the way
monies are distributed, then we would urge that a committee, including Home
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and school parents. 1 = established to see that priorities are developed and met
with adequate funding.

The Federal Government, which collects 64% of all tax revenues pays for
only 7f,';: of the cost of education.

For too long federal programs for education have not been fully funded
which has added to the burdens of the big cities. If these funds are taken
away, the school children, of these cities will face even More disastrous prob-
lems. While we must continue to look to provide programs for the ESEA 'child
we must also look to the needs of all children. (ESEA children must come
from low income families. but just because they come from low income fami-
lies does not mean they are ed,icationally

It is cheaper by far to pay for an adequi:e educational system, than to pay
for increases in crime. welfare rolls and unemployment.

To quote Congressman Eilhorg "The best possible education is not a Drill-
legeit is the right of every child".

Chairman PERI:ixs. Congressman Eilberg was here earlier this
morning and made a statement. before you arrived to introduce you.
He regretted that he had to leave.

STATEMENTS OF PANEL CONSISTING OF DAVID HOROWITZ, ASSO-
CIATE SUPERINTENDENT FOR SCHOOL SERVICES, PHILADEL-
PHIA, PA.; FATHER PAUL CURRAN, ASSISTANT SUPPRIN-
TENDENT OF ARCHDIOCESEAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PHILADELL
PA.; MARIE SCHOBERT, PRESIDENT OV HOME AND SCHOOL
COUNCIL, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; THOMAS C. ROSICA, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, FEDERAL PROGRAMS; AND WALLACE DENT, CHAIR
MAN, TITLE I PARENTS ADVISORY COUNCIL, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

Mr. Honowrri. With your indulgence, T. would like to present the
members of the Philadelphia Coalition. Starting at my left. we have
Mr. Wallace Dent, who appeared before you, committee yesterday,
who is the chairman of the Title I Parents -.",.dvisory Council for the
city of Philadelphia.

Mrs. Marie Schobert, president of Home and School Council, rep
resenting approximately 300,000 parents in the city. Father Paul
CUrran, who is assistant superintendent of schools for Archdiocesean
0:1 Philadelphia, with whom I am, in effect, the liaison person be-
tween the Philadelphia public schools and the Diocesean schools of
Phildelphia. And, Mr. Thomas Rosica to my right, executive direc-
tor of Federal programs for the -sthool district of Philadelphia.

Father CURRAN. Mr. Chairman. and committee members, my name
is Father Paul Curran, and I am assistant superintendent for the
schooL, of the. Archdiocese of the city.

Our schools serve the city of Philadelphia and the four surround-
ing suburban and rural counties. Within this area, we administer
275.elementary and 31 secondary schools, enrolling 207,000 students.

Of this number of students, 120,000 attend school within the city
of Phildaelphia. Ahnost 15 percent of these city students are Mem--
bers of minority groups, and, 20 percent of them are not Catholic.

Let me begin by thanking you for the opportunity to share with
you today cur experience with the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation It is' a' particular honor to appear before you in the tom-
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pane of our friends and coworkers from Philadelphia. You have
heard testimony from nonpublic school representatives from other
parts of the counti y who have been disappointed in their participa-
tion in this law.

It is a pleasure to tell you that the intent of Congress has been re-
alized in Philadelphiaeducationally deprived children in non-
public schools are being served. You cannot legislate mutual concern
and good will, and that is at the heart of our success.

Philadephia's history of cooperation among all schools in a wide
range of activities and concerns laid the groundwork for the excel-
lent effects of this law in our area. But it is this law itself which
uniquely has made that cooperation work for children. For that the
Congress has a right to be proud, and we thank you.

Yet I would suggest that vigorous congressional insistence . on
equitability and on consultation in planning, implementing, and
:.valuating programs can foster such cooperation, even in situations
that are not promising, Such consultation can be achieved by spell-
ing out formal procedures requiring that non-public school repre-
sentatives verify in writing that they were part of the planning and
evaluating process, and that, in fact, non-public schoolchildren did
receive a fair share of benefits.

I would note in this connection that the State Advisory Council
for title III of this law has proven useful in Pennsylvania.; similar
councils for title, I would seem desirable.

At this point, I would like to pass from the par, :cular situation of
non-public schools to the general impact of this law on children,
wherever they attend school. First of all, what about title I? It is
popular among some commentators to claim that this law failed to
root out educational failures across this land.

My reaction is quite simple: Yes, title I,has failed to solve all the
problems. I suppose none of us fully realized the size of the task
and the resources that would have to be devoted to this War Against

Ignorance.
I recall listening to testimony in 1965 when this title was :first pro-

posed, and I am sure none of us foresaw the road. Furtheru..,;re, as I
understand it, title I has never been fully funded according to the
original perception of the Congress regarding the need.

Starting with this basic handicap,. we have also had to contend
with the characteristic our national .temperament which leads us
to think that somehow we can quickly find the formula for easy sr2,-
lutions of complex problems. Let me deal briefly with my own reac-
tion to some of the solutions now being proposed.

1. "Concentrate on a small number of students." In its most ex-
treme form, the premise here seems to be that if you have not solved'
the problem completely, then put twice the money on half the
children, and if that does not work, put four 'times the amount on
one-fourth the number of qualifying children; and so on.

The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvari--
taged_ Children has clearly indicated the danger of spreading re-.
sources too thin. Bitt one error should not beget the opposite ex- -
treme.

Thus, I would suggest the . following notions for your
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consideration : A child needs what he needs. Then, is no magic
amount of money which will solve every child's handicaps. Clearly
the greater the handicap. the greater the amount of service that
child should receive, but this does not automatically result in doing
nothing at all for many other children.
- Some children are not yet critically disadvantaged, and limited
amounts of service can represent a critical intervention at the right
time to prevent rather than remedy educational -failure. The "ei-
ther-or" mentality means that. some children will get nothing when
their teachers judge that a little help would go a long way.

2. "Concentrate only on those who are falling behind the most."
This is a formula which penalizes- success. I have been told that a
non-public school in Harlem has been dropped from title I service
because the children are doing. too well.

Come back in 3 years-3 years with serviceand this school may
again qualify. Too bad about the damage done in the meantime.
Here the Congress could help by rewarding rather than penalizing
success.

Chairman PERKINS. At this point I would ask -,-ou if the same
thing would not happen under the Quie proposal, test scoring for al-
location of funds?

Father. CuimAN. Yes, unless there was some provision in that leg-
islation to give incentive grants for schools that succeeded in bring-
ing children closer to level.

Chairman PERRIN' S. There is no provision in the bill.
Father ,CURRAN, Then I think there is a serious problem there in

that event, because I see the danger of saying that if you succeed,
you lose -out. I do think that what will happen is that children who
are beginning to progress and are then denied service, as far as my
experience goes, after a while, they begin to fall back and they begin
to requalify.

That is a very wasteful way to approach educational improVement
of our children.

3. "Concentrate only on the very young." Prudence does sugger.
that the chances of success and of prcyenting harm are greatest dur-
ing the early years of a child's life. But again, the "either -or" men-
tality would inhibit any effort of the Congress or of local schools to
prevent a lost generation of educationally non - functioning children.

Let me stop there and simply repeat my belief that there are no
easy answers, and that .while we must be intolerant of waste and
root out ill-conceived programs, we must recognize how much good
has ' .3en done and see that the tide has begun to turn.

Without attempting to make any false generalizations, I would
like you to know about one school in which the educationally disad-
vantaged children began tc, receive help mid,- title I about. a year
and a half ago.

Those children haVe not completzly caught up, but the children in
one third grade with many educationally handicapped children
made almost 2 years of progress in 1-year, and the fourth graders
jumped a year and 4 months in reading. In another school located in
the midst of great poverty, a concerted attack has been made, with
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the help of title I service, to zero in on the reading needs of the
children.

There are failures, to be sure; but I am proud to report that the
average child in the fifth sixth. and seventh gradethe period when
failure becomes so obviousis now reading as well as or better than
the national average for his or her age.

Sometimes, as the poet said, "We are only undefeated because we
have gone on trying.' many children are still not keeping pacor
yet slowly but surely, children learn more, not less, each year. We
dare not give up trying.

As one public school put it to me, "Everybody knows
what we have failed to .cure through title I, but nobody knows how
much we have prevented."

In summary, I would urge the retention of title I, adequate fund-
ing for it, and sufficient flexibility left at the local level to get the
job done. My colleague, Sister Mary Arthur, IHM, spoke to you
some weeks ago about title II. Let me support vehemently .flier con-
viction that title II has been most productive, and that-now is not
the time to let the task so well begun be abandoned.

AVe have tried to help ourselves, but the task is large. And here as
elsewhere, you have planted a seed of hope for those who are strug-
gling to develop the minds and hopes of children who need and de-
serve so much. It is not entrgh even to let this .title endure as it is;
it has been so helpful that is residing ought to be increased.

I am privileged to serve on the State e.dvisory council for title
III, and so from personal experience at the local and statewide level
have seen this title achieve Worthwhile objectives. Yet I am not
blind to the fact that this title does not haVe many friends.

I can only suggest that any law which encourages taking chances
to achieve worthwhile change will have its share of failures. The
Nation whiCh ventured to explore space must also explore ways to
unlock the learning potential o its children, the trustees of the fu-
ture.

For the Congress to insist on a clearer focus and more precise
-priorities would be appropriate, but to close the door on the think-
ing that motivated this title would be unfortunate.

Finally, I would. like to.make a brief comment on title VII of this
laW. The need to help children whose dominant language is not
Ens,lish h, s a speCial call on all of us, and we are trying. for our
part to respond to that call.

The amount of support; found in this title is inadequate to meet
this need, and the utilization of 'title I funds for this purpose still
does not respond to the fact that some of these children live Ouiside
the target area. Tndeed, it is too bad that many educationally disad-
vantaged children do not qualify for help because of an accident of
geography.

In eummary, I want to add my-"support to the.words oLthose here
with me. This law has done much good;- we urge you to continue it.
This Nation has many pressing priorities. The children whose case
we urge have a. special piece in that list, for they call out to the
great heart and abiding sense of justice of our people.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for at eloquent state-
tnent.- Go ahead, Mr. Svperintendent.
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Mr. HouowiTz. Mr. Chairman, Congres men, and counsel. I would
only underscore what has been offered by the testimony of Father
Curran and go on from there with some very specific information re-
garding programs that have been operating in the city of. Philadel-
phia, both for the pullic aid for the parochial schools.

I am David Horowitz, associate superintendent for school services.
Ofir public school population in Philadelphia is 2S9,000 comprised
of 60 percent black, 3 percent Spanish surname, and 37 percent
other.

Within this population we have a large number of both economi-
cally and educationally disadvantaged children. A study that was
nuei by the 1;els Institute of Local and State Government in 1964
revealed the fact that. more than 40 percent of the educationally dis-

. advantaged children in the entire State of Pennsylvania were en-
oiled in the public schools of Philadelphia.

And an update of that same stue.y done in 1937 verified tied, and
as a matter of fact, brought the figure closer to 45 percent. We are
faced in Philadelphia, as many other large cities are faced, with the
cycle of poverty and all of its attendant ills resulting in high rates
of juvenile delinquency, poor housing, nutritional problems,. family
dislocation problems, and you know these as well as we do.

present these facts for two reasons. First of all to indicate what
the ethnic composition of our school enrollment is and the educa.bil-
ity -Factors of our school populations. For these and other reasons, T
wish to strongly endorse House. Bill 69 and the coLtionanee of the
F,lnientary and Secondary Education Act as a categorical grant pro-
gram.

I therefore would like to :,hare with you and members of your
committee some of the successes that have occurred under the pres-
ent grant pregraim'As a result of Title III of ESEA we have been
able to create and. put in operation a number of community and
magnet, schools, career development programs and volunteer training
programs.

We presently have in the city of Philadelphia more then 0,000
volunteers who assist in various ways the instructional programs
throughout the city of 'Phildaelphia. Through title [I funds and
local funding, our s,;lioel libraries, .which in 1965 had the dismal rec-
ord of an average of one book per child on roll in school libraries,
have been brought up to the figure of about seven books per child.

That is still below the national standard,. but certainly 700 percent
better than it was:back in 1965. The Title VII Bilingual .program,
the proo-ram.we the .Let's Be_Amigos, is a.program for-children
in kindergarten through grade 3. This has done great good for
hundreds of Spanish surnamed children.

It has raised their ability to Use the EikiF,11 latrtuvre. It has
given them a respect for their own language, and their own culture.
It has enabled theni to prcieeed and to.learnhow. to read better than
they could have clone without the benefits of this program. ' .

Under title VIII, we have a.drOpout.prevention program attached.
to high- school_ in our city locatedin -one of the poorest...sections:Of
the.eity, and reflecting.all, of the .possible negative effects of urban
-life on the school population. Beeause of. this program, we, have been

05-545-72pt. 2-43
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able to reduce t.F.; dronpont rate for these high school children by
about. 13 percent.. We have been able to aise the attendance rate to,
78 percent as-comp:Owl with less than 00 percent as an attendance
rate for the school from which these students have come. 1 believe'
and believe strongly that future historians will credit ESEA as. the
turning point- in the revitalization of our urban schools.

AKiimigh still in its infancy, title 1 prognuns. and T want to .em-
Outsize next fact, have reversed the drastic 'downward achieve-
molt trends by enabling target. schools, as we term them, to attain_
and maintain improved rates of educational progress:

11 'e data to support what I am saying here.
Chairman Piuncrxs. Mr. Superintendent, I sometimes shudder to.

think what may have happened &rillg all the turmoil in 1908, and
1970 in our school systems, but for the title I programs.

Do you agree with me?
Mr. lionowirz. Sir, I would not only agree wit ,ou, but I would

venture to the following. Number one,, that the po is school system
of Philadelphia Would have gone down the drain completely and
utter chaos would have been created in the total communities of

I believe that and believe it strongly. We have been able through
educational additiYes and advantages to more than 100.000 children
and-in the. participation of thousands of parents who have learnt-1
to understand and support what the school is doing, to really
7-Lat otherwise might have happeneed- in the hip. city and the big
city was a tinderbox, a powder keg as a matter of fact.

would support completely what you have said, sir..
ESEA title I programs have. opened the door. to many new oppor-

tunities for schools.and for children. They have learned tr be more
productive. Administrators have learned- to use thei-f-personnel -in
better Ways and to deploy their services in ways that have been more
producti Ye.

They have learned to diagnose and pay more attention to the indi-
vidual needs of children. They have learned to experiment and to
try other means of meeting the prOblems, the very difficult Problems
that are faced in most of our city schools. . .

One of the pOsitive'effects, as I have already indicated, has been to
ishalt the downward trend of pupil performance. This s especially

true in the basic skills of reading and in arithmetic. We have found
that prior to the use of and the infusion of title I money, that our
reading scores` and reading,. of course; is the major educational prob-
lem in all of the big urban centers, the reading scores kept slipping
and going doWnward year after year, and pupils in many of our
schools were making on the average of -abOut two-fifths of a year's
progress.

Chairman PERKINS. Right at that point, if we shifted to the so-
called Quie approach, going on -a test scores basis, and the funds
were jerked.out from under them, what would happen to those- chil-
dren .whose reading scores were going up ?

Mr. HOROWITZ. I would like to cr you an illustration', if I. may,
Congressman. It is my firm belief t,hat for the poor children in Phil-.
adelphia, there has to be Continued sus port through. their educa-
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tional experien(..e. If any time, when they begin to show progress,
you withdraw the props, those children are going to slide back.

I think the strongest evidence for that has been the evaluation and
research that was done on the Headstart program which showed
very clearly that once the additional supports of various kinds were
withdrawn and the children entered into the mainstreain they began
to slip back.

We have in Philadelphia what we call the Follow-Through pro-
gram which has picked up the Get Set program, the Headstart pro=
gram, and carry those children into kindergarten, gra des 1, 2, and 3.

We have solidified evidence to show that with the continuation of
the various kinds of support given to these children, that they are
doing far better than any other comparable group of children in the
city of Philadelphia,

Again, to say it and say it very briefly, I believe for poor children
who come to us with a great many disadvantages, supports must be
continued throughout their school careers. To pull it back at any
point means you are_taking a strong risk and it is -almost a certainty
that they are going to back slide again..

Chairman PERKINS. One further question in regard to allocation
of money. Is it your judgment that the formula that -'-ve used in
1965, which is the outmoded census data, a proper and equitable ap-
proach in distributing funds on the income levels where we can fol-
low the census tract as we have been doing in .title I?

Mr. Honowrrz. Congressman, I would say that I do not think it is
the perfect formula, and I do not know what could be the perfect'
formula, but it seems to be the best one that I know off and that I
have analyzed to date.

Chairman PERKINS. All right. Thank you.
Mr. HoRowrrz. I started to say that the average increase in

achievement among children in a great many of our schools, schools.
that are now benefiting under title I in reading, in the basic skill of
reading, was about two-fifths of a year within a year's time.

We have found now, and we have evidence to demonstrate this,
that they are showing gains of about seven-tenths of a year. That
takes a lot of .doing and it is due to a lot of concentrated work, new
services, new materials, the training of staff, and everything else
that goes into the upgrading of ^, part of the school curriculum that
needed .attention and continue to need.attention in our city. _

We have found that in a reading; skills program which is partially
funded by title I and also has other sources of ,funding, that 47 per-
cent of the children in this program, about 5,000 children. prog-
ressed at two book levels per year, which is very unusual and very
atypical as compared with other children who have not benefited
from this kind of opportunity and service.

"English As a Second Language" is another one of the stars in
our crown for the use of title I money in Philadelphia. We have
now about 8,000 children in our public schools in Philadelphia. with
Spanish surnames.

A great many of them come to us with either .no facility in the
English language or a very weak facility. in the English language.,
and we have used title I money to give them extra attention to meet
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their needs to deal with the problems they have, to make them feel
secure in the public school situation. They have progressed much
better than they otherwise could have progressed.

We have at the present time a comprehensive reading program
that ranges from kindergarten to grade 12 i! our school using mon-
ies from title I, money from the operating b tdget of the school sys-
tem, and here again, there has been a noticea le and a fairly signifi,
cant upturn in results since we have been concentrating on this
particular part of the school curriculum.

A very positive figure that I have alluded to has been the involve-
ment of parents in the educational process. We have a 2-year longi-
tudinal sampling study of about 5,000 parents will,se children are
benefiting from various title I programs.

We have found that these parents are more actively informed. They
tre by far more supportive of what the school is trying to do, and have
much more positive attitudes about the schools which we believe is a
decided plus in the way their own children regard the schools, and
regarding the educational. services of the schools.

A third very poSitive effect of ESEA title I has been to develop
information for underStanding how the projects operate, and also to
inform the parents of children directly involved and the general pub-
lic as to what is happening in title I.

Project scrutiny is supplying information that is very helpful in
improving instruction. They have done this at a better rate, and can
be far more creative than was the situation prior to 1965.

We.have found that different children, it is not a novel thing, but
we have been able to apply the knowledge that we already have, that
different children learn in different ways. Some learn in tutoring
situations; some in small group situations; some with one kind of
material, and some with another kind of material.

All of this kind of flexibility and the ability to do these kind of
things have been made possible for us because of title I. I would say
again, as Father Curran has said to .you, we do not hate the final
nor the total answer, and we are not here to tell you that we have a
great success story, but we are here to tell you in very positive terms
that title I has been of great benefit to approximately 140,000 chil-
dren in the city of Philadelphia, both public and parochial school
children.

We dread to think of what might have happened in these past 6
or 7 years without the support. And therefore, in conclusion, Con-
gressman Perkins, I would like to state to you very, very positively
that H.R. 69 must be passed so that school districts, such as ours,
can continue to implement programing for disadvantaged children
where only real hope for success is provided by the additional re-
sources that have been made, and we hope will continue to be made
to us through the Eleinentary and Secondary Education Act.

Chairman PERRINS. If we were to delay this authorization until
next year; what would be the impact upon the schools of the country
where they are presently receiving title I monye?

Mr. Hoaowtrz. I think the impact would be disastrous, and condi-
tions created would be chaotic. I have stated this before our own De-
partment of Education in the State of Pennsylvania. .
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Chair Man PERKINS. Do you have another witness.
Mr. Honowrrz. Yes, Mrs. Marie Schobert, president of our Phila-

delphia Home and School Council.
Chairman PERKINS. We are delighted to hear from you.
Mrs. ScrrommT. Thank you. I appreicate very much the

opportunity to join with the administrators. I am speaking not as an
administrator, but as a parent of children who have attended the
public schools of Philadelphia.

Today I am here speaking as president of the Philadelphia Home
and School Council. With our 240 member home and school associa-
tion. we represent the parents of the 285,000 children who attend the
Philadelphia public schools.

Approximately one-half of those children are eligible to receive
ESE.21 title I programs. Because Home and School Council is vi-
tally interested in and concerned for the education of all children,
we find ourselves involved. in many activities and speaking before
this prestigious body is just another one of thoSe few and wonderful
experiences for us.

I ientioned the fact that I have children who attended the Phila-
delphia public schools. They attended a title I school. I have seen
the difference in the services and in the materials available to that
school and to the children from the time my daughter attended that
school until my son entered that school.

In our effor.t to show the importance of continuing programs for
our children, I would like to address myself to the impact these pro -
grams and in particular ESEA programs have upon the life of a
%Bd.

There is no question that the educationally deprived children ben-
efit through various stages of their life from the many ESEA pro-
grams provided by Federal funding. At the outset, ear1Ly childhood
education programs such as Head Start and Get Set or Follow
Through help build foundations.

In addition to early childhood programs such as these, the stu-
dents in our target area elementary schools have been provided the
opportunity of participating in basic education programs Such as
reading, and Mr. Horowitz did describe to your their district read-
ing programs.

In mathematics, we have resource teachers and Home and School
Council has been involved with both early childhood networks and
mathematics departments in preparing a boOklet which we will be
sending Out, and working with parents of the very young children,
involving them at the very early age of 3 through 5 in the education
of their children.

Referring to the language arts, I .think of the learning centers
where we concentrate our efforts upon the children who have prob-
lems and. more particularly to the summer program, the LARC,
where we have -the camp experience as well as the learning experi-
ence for the children.

While mall;;} children make use of the books and materials that are
found in the instructional material centers, I have to stop here and
think 'back to the time when our .school had a very, very few books
upon the shelves in our school library.
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One of the yearly projects that the home and school association
would undertake would be to purchase books to help supplement
what was there. We would also prepare the books for the shelves, so
they would be useful and available to the students.

We also would service the library. Title. I has provided these addi-
tional much needed books. They have provided services in instruct
tional materials centers. Our children also benefit from the services
of the library assistant or kindergarten aides and some children re-
quire special help offered through bilingual education or English as
a second language. .

I have had the opportunity to observe some of the bilingual pro-
grams and was deeply impressed with the observations that I saw.
The children. in their small group working with that particular
teacher, it was obvious that a warm relationship had developed.

The comfort with which they worked together again was obvious,
phis the out and out knowledge that they were gaining, the identifi-
cation of objects which then progressed into the ability to read.

Those programs are funded through title I and title VII respec-
tiVely. There are other special education programs which particular
children use and those are the multiple handicapped, the institutions
for neglected and delinquent children, and so on.

Because of the diversity of the population in the city, children at-
tending the urban schools represent many. ethnic, economic, racial
and religious backgrounds, and therefore, often present a need for
alternative programs and motivational programs.

Along these lines, I had the opportunity to spend 2 days with the
teachers and the staff dealing with the affective education program
which is a title I program. To see these teachers very much concerned
about the students with whom they are working, the urban children,
looking to themselves, looking to the children, working together as
groups, working together and applying the techniques that they
learned on that weekend session to their classes was very impressive
to me.

I appreciated the opportunity to involve myself in that program
as well. The program surii as youth serving youth. provided oppor-
tunities to students to gi e service to others while they are also re-
ceiving, and they are further serviced through college placement, ca-
reer development or teenage - parent programs.

Home and School Council is a volunteer parent's organization
whose thrust has been involvement of parents in the education of the
children, and we -appreciate the fact that many programs have par-
ental involvement built into them.

While serving for 1 year as alternate representative on the par-
ents' council, I participated in training sessions and also the pro -
grain observations that I mentioned, and I served as chairman of the
bissemination Committee, and I must say that the observations that
we were able to participate in were helpful in disseminating infor-
mation and talking with parents One-to-one or in group meetings.

I also served as chairman of the. Bylaws Committee. for the par-
ents' comicil. At this time, six members of Home and School Council
are serving on the parents' council and we have the parents' council
vice chairman serving as title I aide to Home and School Council.
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There are statistics, and Mr. Horowitz referred to some of them,
which would show the impact that the program has had on children,
but as parents, we measure the success of the programs and services
that our children receive by growth and development that we see in
our .children.

We hope that you would not only maintain the present programs,
but increase and extend them to all eligible children. Philadelphia
Home and School Council has been diligently pressing for financial
help at the city and State level, and we recognize the burdens placed
Upon the big cities with their diminishing tax base which no longer
adequately meets the financial needs of our urban schools.

$92 million in revenue sharing money was turned over to Pennsyl-
vania, and Philadelphia has hopes of receiving part of this new
money, and instead revenue sharing money was used to- pay the
Philadelphia school district money that was already owed to it.

And, having gone through this experience, I personally have re-
viewed my own thinking on revenue sharing, and I can appreciate
the categorical aid of title I. If revenue sharing becomes the way
that monies are to be distributed, then we would urge a committee,
including home and school parents, be established to see that the
priorities are developed and met-with adequate funding.

The Federal Government which _collects 64 percent of all tax reve-
nues pays only 7 percent of the cost of the education. For too long
Federal programs for education have not been fully funded, which
has added to the burdens of the big cities.

If these funds are taken away, the school children ,of these big cit-
ies will face even more disastrous problems. While we must continue
to look to provide programs for the ESEA child, we must also look
to the .needs of all children. The. ESEA children must come from
low-inconie families, but just because they come ,from low-income
families does not mean that they are educationally deprived.

It is cheaper by. far to pay for adequate educational system then
to pay for increases in crime, welfare rolls, and unemployment. And
to quote CongreSsman.Eilberg who you said had been in previously,
he says, `-`The .best possible educlWon is not a privilege, it is the
right- of every child."

We .would agree.
Chairman PEAKINS. A very. good statement.
Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. F011SYTI1E. Thank. you, Mr. Chairman.
I do have a .few-. questions. Father .Curran, I gathered the thrust

of your. Statement was largely in many ways concerned with the "ei-
ther-er'i cOMpleX, either ,you concentrate on just the small number,
and I.certainly would agree that this is a great danger.

I would point out that,I am convinced that the Quie bill does not
penalize the upward movement and cith.off on that kind of basis. It
is dealing with State allocation on a testing basis rather than eco-
nomic deprivation as..the. sole measure of the need to channel these
fUnds into the States.

'That tides follbw on thrOugh at the State level, but in and of it-
self, it .does not cut off where, movement is -.detected. I would agree
that it should not,- because if you start to help a child and cut him
off, you'are pulling the rug out from under him.
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Father CuuraN. It is like getting a case of diabetes under control,
and, when it is just about stabilized, saying that you cannot have
anymore medication of any kind. I think there is a great danger in
that approach. I am reassured to hear that the language will not cut
off such children who begin to make progress.

Mr. FORSYTHE. Of course, again underlying your statement and
all of the rest of your delegation, as I think with most of the wit-
nesses who we hearing on this very serious problem, it really is a
question of enough money in the schools to deliver a good quality
education across the board.

Thank you very much, Father Curran.
Mr. Horowitz, are you saying that without categorical restrictions,

assuming you had the money; that none of the good out of these
programs that you document here would have happened in the Phil-
adelphia school system?

Mr. Honowrrz. I am sayng absolutely, sir, if we had not had the
benefits of the various programs under ESEA over the last 7 or 8
years, that there would have been complete chaos in the Philadel-
phia public schools, and I believe in the Philadelphia community as
well. -

Mr. FORSYTHE. What would have happened to the money? Re-
member I said, assuming you had the money. You say that the real
reason why it was successful was that the programs were so struc-
tured under the categorical system.

Mr. HOROWITZ. One of my concerns would have been, and I am
not sure this is implied in what you are saying, that the money
would ;Je channeled through the State, and that there would be allo-
cations made in that way.

Mr. FORSYTHE. That is what I am saying, assuming that you re-
ceived the dollars.

Mr. HOROWITZ. We: have concerns as to whether the safeguards
would. be strong enough to many focus and allocate the money
where it was needed most of all. If you are saying to us that we
would have the right to determine our priorities, and that there
would be flexibility in order to do that, I think that would be a dif-
ferent kind of thing.

But, we have had experience in other kinds of programs and other
kinds of funding where the outcome has not been a very happy one
as for example, in special education..

Mr. FousrrnE. Really that is what I was trying to say that you
had the flexibility, on that premise, that you got the money, and you
administering the schools, would have the flexibility to develop the
programs within the Philadelphia school district to do the things
that you are saying have happened so well here.

Mr. HOROWITZ. May Mr. Rosica respond as well ?
Mr. FousrmE. Yes.
Mr. RosicA. Congressman Forsythe, I think one of our principal

concerns, and Mr. Horowitz alluded to that, was the development of
a formula, very candidly, which would benefit a city such as Phila-
delphia and major urban centers.

'When we talk to State control over programs, we point very
iquickly to a State grant program which is title VI of the Elemen-
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taffy and Secondary Education Act. Under that particular grant
program, the -State has discretion by a State plan in the distribution
of its funds.

The city of Philadelphia, which has a significantly higher percent-
age of handicapped children than any other county in the State of
Pennsylvania, in fact we probably have 10 times as many as any
county in Pennsylvania, 40 percent of the handicapped children, re-
ceives $20,000 ac an allocation which is the same amount of money
which is allocated to every county in the State of Pennsylvania.

What we are saying essentially is that if you are establishing a
categorical program such as title I with a formula which safeguards
us so that the funds will get to the target population, that is the
kind of program which does benefit us and which we strongly sup-
port, and our concern is that with any other type of formula where
you may spread the resources more thinly so that you have a differ-
ent kind of target population, that we would be significantly affected
and a great many children profiting from title I would no longer be
recipients of this particular aid.

Mr. FORSYTHE. I think we come out in agreement with the propo-
sition, that assuming that the money is delivered to the Philadelphia
school system, it is .not the programs themselves that are the crucial
point, but you want to be sure that it gets through that State De-
partment of Education.

Mr. Houowirz. I would say yes, sir, and that is one of our con-
cerns.

Mr. Fousrrpn. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Schobert, on this area of parental involvement, and I cer-

tainly agree with you, and here again, as I understand the Quie bill,
it places great emphasis, and is one of the areas where schools have
far too lOno- lint really related to their community because they have
not drawn the parents in, and I applaud you on your support of
that type of an involvement by the parents, and I wish we could see
it in a lot more schools.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt the gentleman a minute. I
am ;going to leave, and Mr. Lehman will conclude the hearings, but
I want to thank the distinguished panel for your appearance and all
of the assistance you have given the committee on this occasion and
in the past.

No one will be cut off. You can go right on, Mr. Forsythe, you
and Mr. Towell, and Mr. Lehman will preside.

Mr. Hoirowirz. Mr. -Chairman, may I say for our group that we
thank you and your colleagues for this opportunity to present what
we think is important to the city of Philadelphia.;

Chairman PERKINS. You have made an eloquent statement.
Mr. FORSYTHE. To continue your statement about the revenue

sharing, general revenue sharing having come -to Pennsylvania, and
you said that none of it came to the Philadelphia schools. Do I in-
terpret that as also saying there was no increase to State funding
for education to Philadelphia over the preceding fiscal year Maybe
Mr. Horowitz could answer.

Mr. Hoirowrrz. Yes. I would like to react to that. Because of the
general revenue sharing there was '. no increase at all in the reim-r,
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bursement to the Philadelphia public schools because of the general
revenue sharing.

Mrs. Schobert referred to the fact that there were $16 million due
anyhow from tin, State for special education reimbursement. That
amount of money was due us anyhow.

If there were no revenue sharing, we were entitled to this money
from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Fortsrrim. As you may well know, I am not far from Phila-
delphia. I ani right across the river, and I am somewhat aware of
the great problems that the Philadelphia school system has been ex-
periencing, and I must say that I am very distressed about that
school system.

Unfortunately, in a way, just because of the way the media in our
area sometimes think that New Jersey is also damned by some of the
things that. happen in Philadelphia. You made the statement, Mrs.
Schobert, that the Federal Government, which collects 64 percent of
all tax revenues, pays for only 7 percent of the cost of education.

I, for one, feel that the Federal involvement, particularly in sec-
ondary and elementary education, must grow and certainly in view
of the court decisions which are getting fairly close to us in this
whole question of equality of funding is going to be a real big issue,
and I think the Federal response must grow.

But, I would point out that really in our whole history, education
has been the responsibility of the States, and there. is a very logical
reason why this is the existing situation. I wonder if we are doing
enough again at the State level to make sure they are carrying their
load in State funding of education.

The record, just on the basis of the previous statements, certainly
is not very good in Pennsylvania.

Mr. Honowrrz. I would say that the State support for the public
schools of Philadelphia has risen from a low point of about 35 per-
cent about 4 or 5 years ago to almost 55 percent now, and that still
is not adequate, and it seems to and this is an opinion only, that
we are running out the string on the kin !I of support that we antici-
pate is needed now and for the years ahead, both from State and
from local sources.

It seems to me, and again this is a personal view, that the future
of public education, and I might say, education of nonpublic schools
as well, will have to look to Federal sources.

Mrs. SCHOBERT. May I add that Philadelphia Home and School
Council recognizes that education is the responsibility of all three
levels of onvernment. With this in mind, we have gone to the local
sources and in fact, just the last week I appeared at the city council;

. We have gone to the State level and are here today. We have been
shifted back and forth, but we will go where we have to go because
our children's lives are at stake.,

Mr. FonSicraE. I would comment that the pockets are really all
the same, and it is all tax dollars, and also that; in the last 2 years
that I have been here, I have become alarmed at money that goes
through this city which sometimes ".gas too much of a cost getting
back to the local level and this goes on with my con-3171.d trying to
see perhaps that the money has less bureaucratic problems here, and
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gets more directly to education at its source along with other pro-
grams.

I wanted to compliment you on your statement, "Because children
come from low-income families does not mean they are educationally
deprived."

And, I think this is again where the Quie bill is trying- to reach at
really a better way of measuring, that we really are talking about in
the educational system, of gettirg at the educationally deprived, con-
ceding that we cannot target too narrowly on all of the other things
that are set.

But, it seems to me that to use 1960 census figures on economic
factors alone is hardly the best way, and we must look further.

Mrs. &HOBERT. But we need adeci late fundng.
Mr. FonsrmE. That., of course, is not solely in the hands of this

committee.
Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN (presiding). 1114 I add one other thing. In my own

diStrict, we find out that the people with problem children, espe-
cially those that have handicaps, gravitate toward urban areas be-
cause that is only where they can get the services and support they
need.

That is a fact in Florida, in south Florida and in .Dade County.
Are you able to substantiate that as a generalization throughout the
country ?

Mr. HOROWITZ. Mr. Chairman, would also say that is a fact for
the city of Philadelphia because of the diversity and the range of
services for handcapped children in various categories, parents will
chose to come within the Philadelphia public school district to avail
themselves of services that are not available in smaller school dis-
tricts.

This has become particularly true within the last year when the
State legislature passed, and upheld by the Federal court, The Piglit
to Education Decree, which now entitles children who formerly were
excluded from public school services in education to be served by
andto. receive the same benefits as any other children who are en-
rolled in our school system.

Mi. LEHMAN. To extend that one step further, and then I will call
on Mr. Towell, if the funds were block granted to the State boards
in our own State, I am not very hopeful that the big city school sys-
tems would get their proportionate share based on a historical alloca-
tion of such aid to the big city schools.

Mr. Houowrrz. We are not optimistic either, unless there are cer-
tain.,safeguards that are built into the block grants that recognize
the variations in the size and scope of the problem that exists in an
urban setting such as Philadelphia.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Towell?
Mr. TOWELL. I think most of us agree that there is a need for

money for education and I think the _discussion ba.sically this morn-
ing, as it has been with other witnesses, is just to decide what is the
best economical way to get the money from Washington to you in
Philadelphia, or wherever you might be, or to my colleague's schools
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down in Florida or New Jersey.' So that is basically where the de-
bate lies.

One point that I would like to stress to this committee, and I have
said it to some of the other witnesses who have come before us, is
the need for parental involvement. We can see so many of these pro-
grams will help for a 6-month period or maybe a year period, but if
you do not have the community and the parents involved in them,
the curve shows that the child goes back to where he was the year
before.

So, I could, this morning, stress that point that I hope you will
continue your efforts in parental involvement.. If any of you care to
comment on that, I would appreciate a comment.

Mr. Honewrrz. Mr. Dent, chairman of our Title I Advisory Com-
mittee for the city of Philadelphia, I believe can comment on that..

Mr. DENT. Mr. Towell, I made a statement yesterday, and that is
why I was not making one today. But, I would like to comment on
this again, and we certainly stress the involvement of parents and in
as many phases of the title I program as possible.

We set about to ;do just that in Philadelphia. I think- going back
to some of the testimony that you have received in the past couple
of days, you will find that the majority of the parents councils do
stress the involyetnent of parents; but we are looking to the Congress
or to the legislature to give us additional teeth where we may need
it, because I am sure it has been io?ed throughout the country that
some school districts have not been that receptive to parents coining
to the school.

We hope this trend will be changing. Certainly in Philadelphia,
we have moved in this direction, and we are looking to the title I
people in Washington to help us out in this area and to give us the
needed legislation to (rive us the necessary people in order to become
a part of the entire school

Let me add one other thing also, just to point out how the parents
became involved in the title I programs in relationship to their chil-
dren. Where do we have parents employed as reading aides, we have
seen significant gains in the attitudes of the parents.

We have seen the attitudes of the community change as being
more responsive to the school as a whole and in their attention to
their children. This is very important. We think education should
begin at home.

Unfortunately, this had not been the case in some areas. Through
implementation of title I, this brings this about.

Mr. FORSYTHE. I would like to follow that with a sentence of, Fa-
ther Curran's, which I think crives inc a little trouble. to really re-
spond to ,your statement, Mr. n-ent. You cannot legislate mutual con-,
cern and good will, and that is at the heart of our success.

How we legislate in this field I think is a great) problem and yet,
fully supporting the involvement that you speak of and that Mrs.
Schobert speaks of and Congressman Towell.

Mr. DENT. Mr. Forsythe, I think the good will we would like to
see too amd_oiree_we have these parents involved, and once they know
they can lzte of help to their children, this will grow as the program
goes on.
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Mrs. Scrtom..tirr. We have been concerned with parent involvement
throughout the years, not just with title I programs. We see a need
also to-reach the teacher. The teacher who is in the process of learn-
ing to become a teacher has to be aware of the fact that this is an-
other areas to complete the school family.

The home cannot be removed from the child, because the child is
the product of the home. We talked about training sessions for the
phrent council. There has to be just these kinds of training provided
for future teachers and the parent teachers that are in the systems,
a;Jd I mentioned effective education.

This kind of thing was conducted in that particular session, and I
am sure there are other programs that deal with it too. So, it is a
very necessary part to involve the people to acquaint them with, and
again we are not going to reach 100 percent, but the steps are there,
and the growth does take place, and it is accepted on both sides
more readily.

Father CuunAN. T would like to comment that it is interesting
that you cannot legislate concerning good will but legislation some-
times does produce that end product. My experience is that there are
times you might have to battle uphill to get something that you per-
ceive as'your right.

If Congress or the guidelines say that thus it must be done, then
it is not my own arbitrary wish to see it done, but I can say Con-
gress has told you.

I think the same thing might be involved with parental involve-
ment. When you know you have to do it, even though your disposi-
tion at the moment, may not be the best, you can say it has to be
done and that takes people where they are, and I am not saying it is
the council of perfection, but it is a way to get started.

Mr. FORSYTHE. Yoll might be able to tell us and to lead us to
perfection, but I am sure the rest of us have problems,

I would like to extend this a second. Do you find in your experi-
ence in Philadelphia that the resistance to parental involvement is
from the administration of the schools or is it apathy on the part of
the parent?

Mrs. SCHOBERT. Throughout my years,' and I have been active in
home and school work for 1.3 years. I have not had difficulty with
the administration nor with the teachers. I do feel that getting the
parent to realize, that he or she has the right, has the ability to go in
and question, to look to what is happening at their school, I would
say the accountability has to start there in the home, and I find that
these programs have brought many parents who have not otherwise
been involved with their children's education, -more involved.

I would like to say we,-as volunteers, did it 100 percent.
fr. Fons-rmIE. 'hank you.

Mr. TowELL. No further questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. Would anyone else like to add to the comments for

the record.
Mr. ROSICA. We were talking about parental involvement and ,we

did not go through the charts we had in the back of our statement,
but we do have one there, and I think it is figure 3 which does start
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with the title I parent and show the fact that they are more
formed.

They are more actively participating, and have a more positive
opinion about what is going on in the Philadelphia schools, and this
is from a sampling of 5,000 parents over a 2-year period, and longi-
tudinal study so that we feel that involvement and participation
lends to much more support and a much more positive view toward
Aide. I programs.

Mr. LEHMAN. Is there any other comment? If not, we would ad-
journ: this meeting and we will reconvene tomorrow morning at 9:30
in room 2261.

I want to thank you folks for coming. I think you are dealing
-with the Most basic of problems of the human condition.

Mr. HOROWITZ. Again, gentlemen, we thank you very much for all
of us.

[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., as subcommittee adjourned to recon-
vene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, March 14, 1973.]



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
1 Vashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building; Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair -
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Perkins, Daniels, Lehman, and
Forsythe.

Staff members present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel;
Charles M. Radcliffe, minority counsel for education; Christopher
Cross, minority legislative associate ; Eydie Gaskins, special assist-
ant; and Toni Painter, secretary.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present. Our first witnesses are Superintendent Adolph Dembo
and. Superintendent Stanley Taylor of Brooklyn.

Without objeCtions; your prepared statements will be inserted in
the record.

[The statements referred to follow :]

STATEMENT OF ADOLPH E. DEMBO, SUPERINTENDENT, DISTRICT 16,
CITY OF NEW YORK, N.Y.

As representatives of one of the largest urban school districts in the coun-
try, we strongly object to the proposed legislation for educational revenue
sharing. We believe that the bill fails to provide adequately for the interests
of children from minority, low income, and educationally disadvantaged com-
munities. We believe that the new !egislation retrigresses from the positive
measures the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 has taken to
improve the quality of education in our urban school districts.
.The School Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16, provides an opportunity for every

school district to receive a basic grant to be used for the establishment of edu-
cational programs of high quality. The legislation, however, does not require
school districts to prove maintenance of effort or to ,stablish comparability.
There are no safeguards to guarantee that states will not take the federal
grant to, supplant educational services to certain communities rather than sup-
plement services.

Let's Iook at the manner in which New York City allocates Its tax-levy
funds. Every district is given a basic per capita grant based upon the number
of children it has on register. This allocation is then adjusted to provide for
preparation periods foie teachers.,It is further adjusted for the differences in
teacher. salaries..In other words, since districts in .poorer communities are
unable to attract experienced teachers, they are .penalized. Alone: is shifted to
a more affluent community so it can continue to, hire .experienced teachers. If
the allocation were not adjusted, then poor communities would be able to hire

(1655)
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educational assistants to make-up for the lack of experienced teachers. Chil-
dren in an affluent district will have a greater chance of receiving a better
education with a more experienced stable teaching staff,

We are firmly convinced that money from city funds will be shifted to pay
teacher salaries iii affluent districts and federal money will be used to provide
educational programs in District 16 and similar districts. We are so convinced
because we have challenged the present system of allOcating city tax-levy
funds. We were told that affluent districts have gotten extra city funds
because they are not the recipient of Title I ESEA funds. This is clearly
shown in Table A.

Despite the above facts, we .are.asked in District 16 to participate annually
in a comparability study. The purpose of the study is to show that the alloca-
tion of funds to districts is done on an equitable basis. We know this is not
true. However, New York City easily shows this by using au average salary
for teachers, guidance counselors, school aides and principals. With a slight
juggling of figures, everything conies out equal.

This would not 'happen if legislation would specifically allocate Lf.7Y federal
grants on a forthula basis and designate the use of these funds to specified
cafegbries. Sigeguards must be built in to guarantee maintenance of effort and
comparability.

There 'is another.reason that we believe that unless an allocation is specifl-
'eidIY: guaranteed to poor and/ov educationally disadvantaged communities, the
legislation will tend to favor the educational needs of the middle class commu-
nities. In New 'York State, the legislature and State Education Department is
dominated by representatives from non-urban white communities. In a .competi-
tive sitnation, the middle class white communities are often the most influen-
'till and have the necessary resources and political acumen to dominate the
'allocation of funds for programs for their own needs.
. Children from urban communities who brill.. to school the problems that are
found in those communities will definitely be put at a -disadvantage. Urban
school districts will be forced to compete with more advantaged school dis-
triets for the supplemental funds that they sorely need. The competition in of
itself is unequal. Wealthier and more advantaged communities can hire more
staff and more experienced help. The -very fact that they have more money
will enable them to compete more favorably to obtain additional money. In a
-sense, they will be. competing for ftinds that they 'do not require in order to
conduct sound educational program. Children froth disadvantaged communities
will be forced to compete once again with children from advantaged communi-
ties. The legislation, therefore, will be perpetuating unequal educational oppor-
tunitieswhieli is antithetical to the intent of the bill.

We are also opposed to the new legislation because new money has not been
allocated. In effect, it would be the same amount of money spread over a
wider population. All the advantages of concentrating supplemental funds on a
target 'group of Title I eligible children will be entirely lost. 'At the present
moment, New York State requires a minimum of $400 to be spent on each edu-
cationally disadvantaged child in the target population. This discrepancy we
'feel will totally destroy -all the advances made these past years in providing
for educational opportunity for our children.

The legislation grants the authority for 'the allocation of funds to local edu-
cation agencies to the State Education Department. This entitles the state to
'establish priorities and to determine whether a prograin is of "high quality".
We belleVe that it is impossible for the State Education Agency to know what
the specific needs of otir community are as well 'as the specific need of every
community in the state. This concept is in direct conflict with the concept of
-true 'decentralization. We are held accountable 'for the educational failures in
our schools, but we do not have the authority to prwide for those school pro-
grams that will help us overcome the problems that exist in our schools.

For an example, for the coining school year of 1913 -74 New York State has
'established as a priority the expenditure of Title I funds- on eligible children
in grades 1-6. We know fey a fact that there is a critical need to provide sup-
plemental -help to children in their' prekindergarten, kindergarten and junior
high school years. In District 16 children are reading two to three years
behind children in more advantaged communities.. Yet children in grades 1-6

do achieve reading levels that are closer to the national grade norms. Prob-
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lems of attendance, drug abuse, health and delinquency are most severe in the
junior high school grades. Yet there will be no supplementary programs for
these age school children.

Parent involvement in the educational programs of junior high school chil-
dren is almost non-existent. However, state priorities wouid preclude the
expenditure of funds for children in these grades. Before the state will expend
any money to junior high school pupils, the district must show that it has
given supplementary funds to all eligible children in grades 1-6. If District 16
were to submit a proposal for programs in the junior high schools, it would
probably be turned down even though the state is required under H.R. 16 to
afford District 16 through New York State Board of Education the opportunity
for a hearing.

We believe that this does not present an P.dequate safeguard. The state in
effect would be hearing a case against itself. Educational revenue sharing,
therefore, has no safeguards to make certain that the state properly assesses
the needs of local communities.

We believe that it is necessary for Congress to assist the states in establish-
ing priorities by having special legislation devoted to specific areas to assist
school districts to improve their educational programs.

When Congress passed the National Defense Education Act. it was establish-
ing a national priority for the improvement of science teaching. The Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 established the importance of providing adequate lunches
to children all over the United States. Similarly, the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act established a national priority with the importance of edu-
cation for the disadvantaged.

These priorities would be repealed under the Educational Revenue Sharing.
Due to the interest of state Legislators they would be subject to the pressures
of other constituencies, and therefore, as previously stated would probably
reflect the interest of the most powerful, influential group. We feel that Con-
gress has the responsibility to equalize educational opportunities throughout
the nation This cannot be accomplished by giving to the advantaged, but by
concentrating on those children who are underachievers and need it the most.
We do not feel that the priorities established for improving educational oppor-
tunities under Title I ESEA have been realized. There is still work to he done.

there lisVe been excesses under ESEA, we believe that reforms should be
made. You (.1611't destroy when there is an illness. You cure the illness and
design safeguards to fight off future infections.

Revenue sharing is not the answer. The implementation of decentralization
has imposed upon .the people of the local community more input into the selec-
tion of programs to meet the individual needs of the community. The imple-
mentation of community input in New York City has brought into our schools
programs funded under ESEA that have met the needs of the children of the
community. To negate the input of the parents of the community, would
indeed be another step backwards. The community must play an active role in
providing quality education for its children. The Revenue Sharing does not
require parent and community participation.

Several successful project have been developed with the use of Title I funds
in close cooperation with the community. A school for children with learning
difficulties, P.S. 83 in Brooklyn, has been established for four years and has
been claimed as an exemplary project throughout the state of New York. It
has been proposed as an example for other areas of New York City and Long
Island of how educators can help children with special reading problems,

P. S. 83 is designed to provide a realistic appraoch to ,the problem of the
young child who experiences difficulty in adjusting to school and who cannot
be maintained in a normal class setting. The school contains 13 calSses with a
school population of approximately 130 children. Each class has a maximum
register of 10 children and the teacher is assisted by an educational
assistant/associate: In working closely with assigned teachers, educational
assistants are to provide individual and small-group instruction. Each class
program is designed to include a flexible curriculum emphasizing basic skill
instruction in reading, writing, and mathematics in small-group instruction
with individualized remedial assistance and enrichment activities in music, sci-
ence, and art. The staff consists of a project coordinator, an assistant project
coordinator, 13 classroom teachers, 5 buddy teachers, a corrective reading spe-

95-545-73pt. 2-4'.
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cfalist, an art specialist, a school librarian, 18 educational
assistants/associates, 13 school aides, and a secretrial staff of 3. A psychologi-
cal and social service team, which provides individual and group counseling
and diagnosis and follow-up measures, consists of 2 guidance counselors, a
social worker, a psychiatrist (working one day per week), a psychologist, 2
family assistants, and 1 bilingual family worker. In addition, there is a lunch
and custodial staff of 6.

The objectivesof the program are:
a. to increase basic cognitive skills through special classroom programs ;
b. to improve social and psychological adjustment through individual and

group counseling and referral to outside agencies.
To quote from an independent evaluation agency :
"The extra staff allotment alone (P. S. 83 has more teachers, educational

assistants, teacher aides, and other supportive staff, including psychological,
Psychiatric, social worker and family assistant personnel, in proportion to the
student population, than the average District 16 school) accounts for the inten-
sive, psychological, educational, and social services which students and their
parents receive. The intimate, underrealized, and supportive nature of the
loving care and special- educational program given to each individual is the
key to this project's success."

The P. S. 83 Program could not have provided out of tax levy funds because
it is an expensive program. The cost of the program is approximately $4,900
per child, $3,200 of which comes from Title I funds. Children in this program
cannot function in a regular school setting or without supportive psychological
and social services. Many of these children would be potential drop outs by
the second grade.

Statistics show that 85% of the children return from this special school to
their neighborhood schools and are placed in regular class settings. The vast
majority of them succeed as well as the normal children after reassignments
to their home schools. We have had one youngster who entered an Intellec-
tually Gifted Class after leaving the school.

By spending $418,640 annually out of Title I funds the district is able to
save 130 children from becoming future problems in society.

Table A shows the growth in reading, achievement during the 1971-72 school
year. In reading, pupils who were failures in their home schools gained an
average of 9 months in Grade 2 and 1 year and 1 month 1,n Grade 3. In mathe-
matics, the average growth was 8 months in Grade 2 and 1 year and 1 month
in Grade 3. The greater increase in achievement in Grade 3 can be attributed
to the fact that most of the students in Grade 3 have been in the program for
two years and have been exposed to the program's ancillary services for a
longer period of time.

Table B gives a brief description of children who were assigned to P. S. 83.
These cases are typical. The success that these children experienced was also
typical.

The Strengthened Early Childhood Program is another example of the suc-
cessful use of city tax levy supplemented by Title I funds. The program
objectives are designed to free the teacher to give more individual instruction
to pupils and to focus on the particular difficulty of each child; to improve the
reading and math skills of the children ; to improve the children's perceptions
of themselves ; and to improve the educational assistants' cognitive skills in
reading and math, as well as upgrading their knowledge of the curriculum in
Grades kindergarten to Grade 2.

The district provides for a teacher supervisor, secretary, lunch, classroom
and instructional supplies out of its city tax levy budget. Supplemental funds
are used to provide an educational assistant (an aide to a teacher), a teacher
trainer and special materials to individualize instruction in reading, mathemat-
ics and science.

The addition of an educational assistant to the classroom makes possible
small group instruction, individualized attention, and parent-community
involvement in the school program. The educational assistants are also respon-
sible for the following areas: participating in daily and long-range planning
with the classroom teachers ; giving encouragement and aid to non-English
speaking children; assisting with the preparation, display, and use of audio-
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visual aids ; participating in all classroom activities planned for the day; par-
ticipating in grade and school level conferences.

This project is designed to provide an educational assistant in 69 third
grade classes in 13 district elementary schools. The target population is 690
-designated Title I pupils.

The educational assistants assigned to this program are involved in an
intensive and extensive inservice program as part of the district's Auxiliary
Training Program.

The teacher trainer assists supervisors in training the large number of new
teachers who enter the district each year. This factor has enabled the district

. to recruit many new teachers who felt that their college training had been
inadequate. Many of the colleges do not train their education students in class-
room techniques, management and curriculum. The teachers come knowing that
we have on the site help for them.

The teacher trainers also help to train the educational assistants. The train-
ing is two-fold: 1. To train them to assist the teacher in the reinforcement of
reading and mathematics skills of the children.

2. To help the educational assistant improve their own academic skills in
reading and matheniatics.

$3,140,788 is being spent this year to fund the program. We have data which
proves that the addition of educational assistants in the classroom and teacher
trainers have resulted in improved reading scores.

Table C compares the average reading scores of children who completed the
second grade in May 1965 with children who completed the same grade in May
1972. In 1965, prior to the allocation of ESE& Title I funds in the district,
children received a traditional early childhood program. In 1972, however,
most of the children had participated in the Strengthened Early Childhood
Program for three years.

The results show an average of five months growth in reading achievement.
It should be noted that one school gained nine months. This increase has
occurred even though reading achievement in New York City in general has
declined markedly in recent years..

The Strengthened E.trly Childhood Program functions in conjunction with
the Prekindergarten Program. All children who attend prekindergarten are
entered in the SEC program.

The prekindergarten Program is designed to service four-year old children
who have had no previous school experience. This program serves. approxi-
mately 500 children in 17 schools and functions under the supervision and
coordination of a prekindergarten project coordinator. The staff consists of a
speech teacher. a parent program assistant, 17 administrative personnel, 17
family assistants/family family associates, 17 family workers, 25 classroom
teachers, and 25 educational assistants/educational associates. Working closely
with the prekindergarten project coordinator, the classroom teachers are
responsible for the development, implementation and ongoing evaluation of a
sound early childhood program. The curriculum design is based on a child-de-
velopment philsophy. with heavy cull-digs on language and cognitive develop-
ment through extensive and intensive firsthand experiences and the use of
multimedia materials. Educational assistants are to assist the .teacher in pro-
viding a meaningful educational program. The family, workers are responsible
for the recuritment of children, making home visits, and assisting in the class-
room when needed. The family assistants are responsible for obtaining total
parent involvement in all areas. Lunch is provided for the children and the
educational assistants/associates.

The results of the prekindergarten program are shown in a longitudinal
study performed by one of the schools in District 16. We have found that the
results given in Table B are typical of the successes achieved by the majority
of the schools in our district. It is shown that the results of prekindergarten
are not dissipated if the school will take advantage of the gains made.

Another program that will show the importance of having federal funds is
Family Assistants assigned to Community Services. The Family Assistants
Assigned to Community Service program is designed to work on attendance
and family-related problems as they affect the child's relationship with school.
Approximately 42 family assistants have been assigned to the district's four
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- junior high schools and the 22 elementary schools: This program functions
under the supervision and coordination of a project coordinator,

This program has resulted in the significant improvement of attendance in
the school. The average attendance increased from 83.09 Li 1970-71 to 83.60 in
1971-72, a total of increase of .51. In addition, 125 children who had been dis-
charged as "not found" were located. This was 50% of the total number of
these cases. Table G gives a breakdown of the services performed by family
assistants.

The College Prep and Careers Program offers further proof that reading and
mathematics scores have improved with the assistance of federal funds. This
program is designed to promote interest in careers and in schools of higher
education. The target population includes students in the three best classes on
each grade level in the four junior high schools. The grade range includes the.
sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. The approximate number of students
participating is 1,200.

According .to the district proposal, students will have an extra period of
both language arts and mathematics, and a period each week for group guid-
ance; they will also make a series of planned educational and vocational trips
to selected sites. Parents of the students will form an association. Students
who need tutorial or other academic assistance will be programmed for this
assistance with the school or through a community agency utilizing a peer or
near-pear system.

As a result, a large number of pupils for the first time were getting into
specialized high schools. The increase is shown below. The high schools named'
are among the finest in the entire country. One sample junior high school :

School
Number of pupils Number of pupils

entering in 1971 entering in 1972

Brooklyn Technical High School 15 54
Bronx High School of Science 3 2
Stuynsant High Schnl 2 4

Otner specialized high school 83 197

In conclusion, it is our belief that education revenue sharing will benefit
school systems rather than benefit school children, Basic grants and equaliza-
tion grants are designed to provide greater latitude for state education depart-
ments in the use of federal money. However, we believe that with the alloca-
tion of tax levy money experience has shown that non-categorical grants will
he given to middle class communities rather than poor communities whose
influence with state and local agencies is considerably less.

We are requesting that federal funds granted under H.R. 16 be designated
specifically to assist poor and educationally disadvantaged children. We fur-
ther request that safeguards be spelled out in detail to guarantee maintenance
of effort and comparability and to make certain that funds will supplement
rather than supplant existing services.

No provisions are made under H.R. 16 for consultation with communities
and school districts for the establishment of priorities and for the assessment
of their needs. This must be included. State Education Departments are as far
removed from the local school districts as the federal government. Butthere
is a greater hazard in putting these funds hi the hands of the state because
there is a greater chance that the states will be influenced by narrow political
interests. A study of State Education Departments will show that they differ
in their willingness to meet the needs of its childrenparticularly Black,
Spanish-speaking and poor children.

Congress has the responsibility to set priorities for the development of the
nation. Education is critical to that development. Specific Legislation must he
enacted to clearly define these priorities and enforce them by granting funds
to see that they are carried out. States rights has always worked to the disad-
vantage of the Black, the Spanish-speaking and the American poor.
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TABLE A.-FISCAL YEAR 1971-72 COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ALLOCATIONS DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
(MODULE 2)-SUMMARY

District

Basic

allocation
unadjusted

Adjustment for
preparation

periods

Special needs
allocation

Adjustment for
teacher salary

differences Total allocation

1 ... $12, 534, 269 +8615, 197 $937, 805 +$24, 083 $14, 111, 354
2 15, 483, 022 +17, 941 788, 254 +817, 588 17, 106, 805
3 14, 314, 714 +701, 969 931, 573 +85, 439 16, 033, 695
4 13, 678, 397 +670, 319 1, 015, 695 -15, 127 15, 349, 284
5 16, 350, 100 +803, 354 1, 037, 505 -387, 420 17, 803, 539
6 13, 476, 654 +247, 289 869, 261 +45, 105 14, 638, 309
7 21, 195, 366 +950, 480 1, 405, 149 -98 22, 566, 018
8 23, 942, 377 +349, 073 1, 476, 808 -383, 590 25, 384, 668
9 25, 098, 940 +1, 227, 539 1, 638, 821 -1, 481, 588 26, 483, 712
10 20, 259, 199 -219, 631 965, 845 +452, 675 21, 458, 088
11 20, 418, 797 -1, 447, 801 717, 751 +975, 455 20, 694, 194
12 24, 215, 281 +877, 444 1, 498, 618 -1, 317, 300 25, 274, 043
13 17, 145, 322 +840,639 1, 118, 511 - 1,139,105 17, 965, 367
14 20, 112, 729 +988, 923 1, 458,115 -559,006 22, 000, 761
15 18, 330, 212 +612, 529 1, 255, 599 -532, 133 19, 666, 207
16 25, 681, 367 +1, 255, 078 1, 729,174 -2, 046.711 26, 618, 908
17 18, 341, 267 +672,261 1, 031, 273 -805, 048 19,199, 753
18 15, 617, 747 -585, 385 591, 970 +338, 435 15, 962, 767
19 26, 563, 643 +1, 201, 383 1, 779, 024 -1, 239, 078 28, 304, 972
20 19, 598, 702 - 1,167, 130 847, 451 +474, 243 19, 753, 266
21 20, 316, 545 - 1,109, 092 810, 064 +050, 697 20,868, 214
22 20, 109, 966 -1, 434, 929 482, 923 +1, 537, 037 20, 694, 997
23 16,455,806 +808, 670 1,146,1,146,552 -1, 405, 792 17, 005, 236
24 17, 219, 940 -657, OM 788, 254 +49, 440 17, 400, 590
25 18, 788, 277 -1, 342, 025 442, 419 +I, 826, 204 19, 714, 875
26 14, 534, 420 -1, 035, 243 289, 754 +1, 711, 855 15, 500, 786
27 20,777, 373 -932, 811 875, 492 +736,621 21, 456, 67 5
28 19, 767, 971 -701, 387 778, 907 +1, 087, 598 20, 933, 089
29 17, 819, 639 -594,686 785, 139 +802, 458 18, 812, 250
30 16, 891, 072 -380, 847 800, 717 +234, 578 17, 545, 520
31 26, 930, 508 -1, 231, 769 831, 873 +287, 364 26, 817, 976

Total 591, 969, 622 31, 156, 296 623, 125, 918
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Table C.-Selected cases of children attending P.S. 83, Brooklyn, N.Y.

Student No. 1.-He has been in the school for two years. When he was
admitted to PS 83 the staff concentrated their expressions of love and 'Under-
standing on him. His assigned teacher took him in hand and he developed
quickly. He is currently on grade level.

Student No. 2.-When the boy first came to PS 83 he was surly, over aggres-
sive, foul mouthed. His first year at PS 83 was difficult for him and for the
star. He greatly improved during his second year. He is now reading on grade
level and is reported to be the nicest boy in the school.

Student No. 3.-He came to school at age six. He never misses a day at
school, even walking to school when he misses the bus. The social worker at
PS 83 phoned him daily to let him know that it was time to get up. He came
to school dirty every day. The school registered him for Fresh Air Camp. It
bought clothes for him and gave them to his as he boarded the bus for camp.
To send the clothes home would be to lose them. He did above grade school
work and has a great potential.

Student No. 4:-He came to the school at age six and has been there for
three years. When he came to this school lie was hyperactive. He literally
could not sit still. In school he provoked many fights. He is diagnosed as
"impulse disordered." He is at Kings County Hospital receiving psychiatric
and medical treatment. He is now able to sit and consequently learn. He is
now on grade level. He is always on time, although he must change buses
twice to reach school.

Student No. 5.-She has been in the school since first grade when she was
age six. This was her third year. The child's actions are considered to be
erotic. The school has helped her to simmer doWn but cannot make the signifi-
cant progress without psychiatric treatment.

Student No. 6.-She hai been in this school for two years. She is very physi-
cal in her behavior, literally tearing up the classroom. She is diagnosed as
character disorder-character set. She has been referred for treatment. She is
hostile, bright, highly manipulative of people.- She is given to histrionics. She
has a strong teacher who keeps her toeing the line.

Student No. 7.-He has been in school one year. He was brought to school
kicking and spitting. The boy's behavior is excellent now; he is currently on
grade level.

Student No. 8.-The referring school thought that he was a hopeless case
and suspended him from school for one year without "home instruction." He
was sneaky, always fighting. His first teacher at PS 83 gave up, but the second
teacher was more successful. He is bright and is working above grade level in
every area. He is immature; he does not think other children like him.

TABLE 0.-GROWTH OF READING ACHIEVEMENT IN SECOND GRADE

Comparison of May 1965 and April 1972 scores

School Average grade
equivalent 1965

Average grade
equivalent 1972 Average geld

21
25

62
28
40
75
86
106
116
123
129
145
151
243
262
274
299
304
309
District

2.2
2.1
2.0
2.4
2.1
2.0
2.2
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.4
2.0
1.7
2.0
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.9
2.1
2.0

2.8
2.4

2.2
2.9
2.2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.2
2.2
2. 2
2.9
2.6
2.4
2.4

3
2
2..

5
2.5

-1-0.6
+.3
-.2
+. 8
+.2
+.3
+.+.4

5

+.7-.2
+.2

5t 9'
+..1.4.5
+.4.4
+.5
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TABLE E

Grade Grade of entry into PS 243
Number of

children Median
. Q 3 Q I Mean

2 1,1( 71 2.5 2.3 3.2 2.8
Kg 57 2. 3 2. 1 2. 5 2. 4
PK and KG 128 2. 5 2.3 2. 8 2. 6
Grade 1 47 2.2 1.9 2.5 2.3
Grade 2 23 2.0 2. 1
Grades I, 2 70 2.1 1.9 2.5 2.2

3 PK 48 3.6 2.7 4.1 3.6
KG 58 3.0 2.4 3.8 3.2
PK and KG 106 3. 4 2. 6 4.1 3. 4
Grade 1 45 2.8 2.3 3.6 3. 1
Grade 2 16 2.8 3.0
Grade 3 21 2.7 2.8
Grades I to 3 82. 2.8 2.3 3.6 3.0

4 PK 18 5.3 5.7
KG 93 3.5 3.0 4.6 4.0
PK and KG 111 3.8 3.4 5.0 4. 3
Grade 1 25 3.6 3.8
Grade 2 26 3.8 4.3
Grade 3 18 3.4 3.5
Grade 4 27 2.9 3. 1
Grades 1 to 4 '..6 3. 4 3. 0 4.4 3. 7

5 PK 20 7.8 7.6
KG 40 6.1 4.3 7.1 5.8
PK and KG 60 6. 3 4. 5 8. 3 6. 4
Grade 1 20 4.7 4.8
Grade 2 12 4 4. 7
Grade 3 20 5.5 5.8
Grade 4 16 4.7 4. 6
Grade 5 28 5. 5 3.8 6.2 5. 2
Grades I to 5 96 4.8 4.1 6. 2 5. 1

TABLE F.-COST OF SELECTED PROGRAMS FUNDED THROUGH ESEA TITLE I

'Strengthening early childhood ;3,140,788
Prekindergarten 964,778
Public School 83 418, 640
Family assistants 264, 891

'College Preparation 231, 664

Total cost 5, 022, 761

TABLE G.-FAMILY ASSISTANTS ASSIGNED TO COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM-A REPORT ON ITS EFFORTS TO
IMPROVE ATTENDANCE

Number of cases assigned during period 1, 305
Number of families actually seen in their homes 1, 356
Number of homes contacted by phone only 476
Number of cases referred to agencies 331
Number of families who visited agencies after having been referred to school by the family assistant 157
Number of children escorted to clinics and other agencies 83

'List each agency to which referrals have been made during this period. (Use reverse tide if needed) 694
Number of truant cases returned to school 110
Number of cases reported as "not found" 125

STATEMENT OP STANLEY TAYLOR, STJPERINTENDENT, DISTRICT 13,
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

One of the most salient aspects of the crisis in urban education is the recog-
nition that schools hare failed in their efforts to provide an adequate educa-
tion for all school age children, particularly intermediate age children. The
Problem of educating youngsters between the ages of 10 and 16 is, indeed, con-
fuSing and complex. It is somewhat ironic that the education of children in
this age group has been neglected, in view of the recent U.S. Census, which
indicated that the largest number of individuals in this country are pre and
.adolescents with the greatest'percentage represented by 12 and 13 year olds.
In.New York. City there are 2,234,819 youngsters under the age of 18 (28% of
the population). Perhaps the only positive aspect of this situation is that
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almost everyone agrees that at this particular level of education we have not
had a structure that was adequate enough to meet the complex demands of
youngs,'.ers who are experiencing a dynamic period of growth and development.

The effects of our inability to provide appropriate schooling at this level are
devastating.

For example, more and more youngsters decide to terminate other education
prior to high school. Those students who remain in scltool regardless of their
mental abilities fail to reach their full potential. Moreover, junior high and
intermediate schools have not only failed their students, but they also failed
their tenchers and administrators, as evidenced by their willingness to remain
at this level for any reasonable length of time.

Our failure is primarily dice to inability to design prograins based on knowl-
edge of adolescent growth and development. However, there are other reasons,
such as too many schools with programs in which 'knowledge is more suited to
the past than the present and in which there is a void in orientation to the
future. Thus, it is not surprising that a great many people including Silber-
man, Whitehead and Bruner who agreethat educational reform is needed in
the intermediate and junior high school. Reform costs money, time and hard
work.

Reform has been slowest for the pre and adolescent, in part at least,
because the problems are more complex and the solution a good deal less
obvious, Pre and adolescents arrive in school with their interests, likes and
dislikes and their values much more clearly formed than do elementary pupils.
They are subject to a far wider range of influence outside the classroomin-
fluences from their own peer culture as well as from the adult culture,-, as
transmitted by parents and the mass media. Also, the teaching-learning process
is complicated still further by the tremendous physiological changes and cogni-
tive growth that this age group undergoes.

I an well aware that efforts have been made to improve education at this
age level. These attempts, for the most part, have been piecemeal and ineffec-tive.

To my knowledge, there are no metropolitan areas where there has been
developed rigorous cooperative programs aimed at preadolescent education.
New York City and its metropolitan area is no exception.

Recognizing that it is no longer sufficient for community schools to attempt
this massive task alone, it is necessary for the national government to become
a full partner in eliminating the dilemma of pre and adolescent education. I
propose that we develop a program aimed at making an impact in the total
educational process. In approaching the development of a more comprehensive
program to the provision of adequate schooling, Congres," must provide
sufficient. monies to meet the following concerns of public education:

1. The ability to meet the complex demands of the expressed needs of youth
at this age level.

2. The ability to develop a System of instruction which have identifiable
characteristics that will enable teachers, administrators and other personnel to
further develop competencies and skills necessary for working with students at
this age level.

3. The ability. to develop a sufficient open-ended system that" permits Coopera-
tive Input from a variety of concerned individuals, agencieS, professional staff,
parents, community representatives and universities.

The Congress must develop a heightened sense of awareness developed along
with a sense of responsibility for the needs of public education. Educational
programs cannot he developed and impleniented in isolation from broader
social programs and conflicts. You must embrace the concept of true equal edu-
cational opportunities for the poor, the black, the disenchanted and partieu
larly for the pre and adolescent girl and boy of the inner city. Compensatory
offerings are not sufficient.

Equal amounts of dollars for basic programs and general education must be
made available for all children. Adequate funds must be allocated for the
solution of the problems of professfonal development and classroom practices.
These major approaches should be:

1. New patterns of staff utilization.
2. Development and use of new curriculum materials.
3. Research on pupil learning styles.
4. Use of technology.
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'5. Experimenting with grouping of students and utilization of time.
6. Innovative arrangements and the use of school space.
'The financing of education on the elementary and secondary levels has ce.,le

from several different sources in the recent past. These are local taxes, reve-
nues provided by the State and additional funds provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment which are designed to stimulate worthy new programs, to encourage
desegregation and to reduce the effect of poverty and minority group isolation.
The President has proposed a revision in the distribution of federal monies
through the device of revenue sharing, a system which would give ne local
.goverinnents more say in the disbursement of funds.

There are several problems which I am calling to the attention of the com-
mittee in the hope that, if heeded, the suggestions made will help achieve the
goals of the President and the Congress. The basic premises which should be
accepted are that we are all genuinely interested in the improvement of the
educational process and that we want the taxpayer to get his value for the
dollars being spent.

There should be little quarrel with the fact that education today requires
more money than it .did even a decade ago. Assuming the same monies were
received from all possible sources as were available ten years ago, or even five
years ago, the costs for a district that does not require capital improvements
have increased by approximately 40%. This increased expense results from
both personnel costs and material costs. The innovative programs and devices
common to our schools wear a steep price tag, and traditional texts have out-
paced the food market in spiraling costs. Thus, whatever the method of distri-
bution of funds, we cannot expect to introduce and to infuse more quality by
'keeping the level of expenditure the same. Reducing the level, in certain situa-
tions, is alaiost tantamount to abandonment.

The concept of revenue sharing is an excellent one. Unfortunately, in the
area of education, the realities are ignored. National headlines are appearing
which show that the federal monies are replacing other monies which are
diverted to areas which cannot be included under profit sharing guidelines.
Therefore, the school district may receive no money at all, which is a complete
loss if the revenue sharing sharing replaces compensatory education funds. In
most urban situations the schools cannot expect to gain an amount equal to
what they have traditionally received. The consequences of this directly affect
the quality of the educational process. The present system of allocation of
compensatory education funds handicaps the school districts for a variety of
reasons. First, expensive but duplicate financial systems need to be established
to handle and account properly for the funds. Second, where the district does
not quality as the LEA, a substantial percentage of funds are diverted to the
LEA for personnel services. Third, the nature of the restricting of the funds to
a few children at a high per capita cost is discriminatory to those in the con-
trol group. Those not favored by programs sponsored by the compensatory edu-
cation programs are being handicapped despite the fact that they provide the
rational for 'the receipt of the funds. This is not justifiable.

What is needed in the way of federal legislation is the following :
1. Federal funds should be non-competitive. They should be provided because

there is a need, not for the purpose of furnishing non-essential. programs. It is
the responsibility of the districts to research adequately innovative programs
and implement them within their budgets in the same way that a family
remodeling must live within its budget.

2. Federal funds should be provided according to a formula which requires
that the funds be disbursed by the States and other.'governin': bodies to where
the need Is..If these political bodies are given latitude, the allocation will
follow political considerations.

What is needed in the way of federal legislation is the following:
3. Federal funds should encourage the creation of ,Kindergarten and Pre-

Kindergarten classes, of an-a.11-day nature, under the supervision of the school
districts. Such would eliminate competing private services with unqualified
personnel, which in many cases are no more than day-care services, and allow

dings which are becoming less populated because of the population factor
be utilized to their fullest while preventing the expenditure of municipal

funds for duplicate services. Furthermore, the ,controversial question of eligi-
bility for such services would be removed, and more parents would be able to
seek employment rather than remain on costly relief rolls....
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4. Federal funds should be tied to the cost of index so that districts
will be able to plan their programs with a reasonable certainty,

5. The fundamental obligation of our government to provide equal educa-
tional opportunity for all through the provision of equal sums of money is
vital to the establishmekt of laws, concepts and practices that are commensur-
ate with the hopes, aspirations and basic rights of all Americans.

STATEMENTS OF ADOLPH DEMBO, SUPERINTENDENT, AND
STANLEY TAYLOR, SUPERINTENDENT, ACCOMPANIED . BY
JOYCE R. rraFIN, DEPUTY COMMUNITY SUPERINTENDENT,
FROM BROOKLYN

Mr. DEMBO. As superintendent of one of the largest school dis-
tricts in the city of New York and in the country, with almost
40,000 children, our community is opposed to the proposed legisla-
tion designed to promote revenue sharing.

We feel that the bill will result in the loss of many programs that
have .helped provide quality education in our community and to our
children.

We feel That the loss of funds will take place as a result of a.
practical application of the revenue sharing bill, not so much in the
theory behind it, but in the way it will actually be executed.

We have several reasons to support Mr:. feeling. The present bill
will not guarantee comparability, and we will be denied funds as a
result of that.

We also feel that we will be at a disadvantage in writing pro-
grams because the more affluent community will be able to hire addi-
tional staff to assist them in writing programs in which we have to
compete for the total sums of money available.

We also feel that the concept of spreading available funds over a
large population of school children rather than concentrating these
funds in critical areas will tend. to make our programs weaker.

We also feel that the revenue sharing bill will remove to a degree
the active role that parents and community play in the review and
in the writing of proposals. I would like to examine each of the
areas that I set forth to try to explain our position.

-We feel that title I programs have worked and that revenue shar-
ing will not work. We feel that revenue sharing will be handled the'
way New York City handles its tax levy fund.

I would like to give you an example of how it operates because
feel that the revenue sharing concept will operate in the same way.
We receive a certain amount of money per pupil. Then .the city of
New York subtracts over $2 million from our budget, because we
have inexperienced teachers and these teachers do not get salaries
commensurate with other teachers in the city.

Because our district, has many disadvantaged -children, we are un-
able to hire experienced teachers. The teachers .stay a few years and

. then they look for jobs in other communities. So as a result of that
the city of New York, took over $2million from our allotment. .

This money was shifted to other communities to pay the salaries
of experienced teachers. The city uses this. as. a way of giving the
other communities money because we are entitled, to title I funds, so
they say, you are getting title I funds, therefore, you don't need this
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$:2 million, and we will take this $2 million to pay the salaries of
more experienced teachers.

We could hire educational assistants with this money to make
classes smaller. Within a group of 30 children, if we could have
picked up one educational assistant in each classroom, with this $
million, we could have provided better instruction for our children.

We feel this is what would happen with.revenue sharing. Yet,
when the city of New York goes before the Federal Government- or
the State to establish comparability, they take the average teacher
salary, yet when we are budgeted, we are not budgeted on average
teacher salary, we are budgeted on the real teacher salary.

So we feel this type of double standards will take phce ,through
revenue sharing as well.

The State, according to the bill, will decide which programs to
fund. We are again at a disadvantage. We don't have representation
to a great degree. We don't have laying groups at the State legis-
lature- to influence the representation.. We don't have the input that
other communities would have:

We have no input with the State Department of Education in the
decisions that govern how our funds are allocated. We can't compete
in writing the proposals.

The more affluent districts have the money to hire special staff to
write proposals. If we are in competition with other communities,.
we will in a practical sense lose out. I have heard that the major
criticism in trying to help the poverty programs get started is that
the funds never end up for the people that they are designed to
help.

Everybody is afraid that the money is going to people `other than
the ones that are in the poverty level. We feel that the only way you.
can avoid that is to give direct grants' to the communities that are
involved. If we are going to give a total amount of money to the
State and -tell them what to do with that money, then they are going
to take off some of the money.

When it gets to the city level, they are going to take off some of
the money. At the city level we. have our own administration, that
takes off some of the money. By the time the money is spent,-I feel
that the children will get the least amount.

The State decides its own priorities. I don't know if the chairman
and his committee is aware of it, but the State Department of Edu-
cation for next. year'has already informed us that there will be no
pre-kindergarten classes and ne kindergarten classes funded with
other than tax levy money.

There will be no junior high school programs and only first to
sixth grade children- will be included in this total package.

Now; this is totally diametrical to the -needs of our community.
We need a pre-K program. Om: parents have to have that kind of
educational start for their children to make it..

Our junior high schools are bad shape.. Our younzsters in the
junior high school level are reading 2 and 3 years behind grade
level.

That is the most difficult age grmip that we deal with, and yet,
there will be no funds available because the States set up the pri-
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ority. The communities had no say in setting up of these priorities.
This is what is going to happen with revenue sharing where we are
losincr

6
out on telling the State and telling other people what we really

need.
Parent input under title I funds has been very great. There has

been a fantastic change in the amount of parent and community
people who have been engaged in helping to see what is going on in
their own schools.

We have more parent involvement now than we have ever had.
We feel that the revenue sharing proposals will destroy this involve-
ment. Just before I came to Washington, we received a statement
from the State Department of Education on our proposals which
we sent to the Emergency School Assistance Act, one of the new
acts that just came to be.

I thought if I could point out some of the things happening under
this act, it would reflect on the revenuesharing proposal.

We were given 10 days to make a proposal to compete for a cer-
tain amount of money. Thirty-one school districts had to sit down
within 10 days, we had to organize parent groups, we had to organize
student groups, write proposals,- present them to these groups and
then have their feedback on these. proposals.

We submitted four proposals. We found that the State depart-
ment of education, and we had no ki.owledge of this, appointed a
Dr. Soble, to head a committee to review our proposal. He sent back
an evaluation statement. He does not refer to . a single one of our
.proposals, but gives us a general assessment on one sheet of paper
of what is wrong with our proposals and why we may not get
funded.

We never met Mr. Soble. We have no idea who he is. Some of his
statements are so vague that we could not determine which program
he is talking about. If this type of power is going to stem from the
State level to tell us what we need, and there is no communication.
at any time between the two bodies, we feel that we will definitely be
at a loss.

I would like to also point out that this committee has a respon-
sibility in establishing a national Priority. We don't feel that even
the State level should have the right to establish that type of pri-
ority.

I think that the Federal Government should give us guidelines
as to a national priority. There is nothing in the bill that says that
the 'programs have to be used for direct instruction to children.
What is to stop a school system from fusing this money for construc-
tion purposes or equipment?

Isn't it possible that these very funds would be used to avoid
desegregation requirements and perpetuating segregated school sys-
tems? How do we know that the private schools that are entitled to
revenue .sharing funds are legitimate private schools and have not
been designed to further desegregation?

-There has been- a great deal of talk that. the programs under- title
I do not work. With your .permission I would like our deputy super-
intendent.; Mrs. C3ppin, to discuss for you some.. of the programs
that are In our district that we have a great deal of faith in that
are working for Our youngsters.
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Mrs. COPPIN. I would like to point out to you that a number of
the programs that we feel- are successful are described in our testi-
mony which was sent to you, but just to briefly state that we feel
that title I has been used to improve readina scores in our district,
to improve attendance, and, of course, as Mr. Dembo mentioned
before, to stimulate greater parent involvement.

We have also had a number of youngsters entering specialized
high schools. This is something new. in a district like ours. The in-
crease has been something like 200 percent over the last few years.

There has been a drastic reduction in the number of suspension
cases, because we are able to provide ancillary services to children.

We are able to service the total family, not just the youngster
who may be acting out or the youngster who may be difficult in class.
There have been positive changes that anyone that comes to visit
a class can see in the instructional program.

These include individualized instruction. We are able to purchase
program material so that kids can work on their own. We are able
to have small group instruction by purchasing the services of an
educational assistant.

We have introduced new materials, and we have used the funds,
from title I and from the other titles of ESEA to provide teacher
training, workshops for teachers, and to hire consultants to assist us
in implementing these programs.

We are able t'to diagnose and treat children at an earlier state.
One of our programs described in the prepared testimony, P.S. 83,
is an example of this. We spend $4,000 per child to assist these
children who are in trouble who act out even before they get to the
first grade, and this has proven to be a very successful program.

Another one that is described here is our strengthened.early child-
hood program where there is another adult placed in the class to
assist the teacher. As you can see, over 7-year period. reading scores
have gone up substantially, and we have presented 'here for you a
school -by- school breakdown on the achievement.

There have been some other intangible achievements, also. One of
them, of course, is greater parent involvement and greater corn-
munity involvement. And also, we are getting greater faith in the
schools in our district because the parents and the community and
school staff have sat down together, have written programs, have
seen them implemented and get a feeling that they can make a posi-
tive change in the education of their children.

We have also insisted upon hiring community people as part of
our evaluation agency, the independent evaluation agency. They are
also assisting us in evaluating our program.

So, therefore, they do see some positive changes.
You also see in table E of the prepared testimony some of the

changes that have been made in preschool education. We don't feel
that it is so that Headstart does not make a difference. it may not
make a difference in some places. but in New York City in district
16, we had seen where children who come in pre -Ii and kindergarten
do much better throughout the school year.

As you can see, the college prep program is also described. This
is a program that assists youngsters who have the ability, the poten-
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tial is there, but the reading and math scores are not up to pan.
With this individualized instruction, we are able to get these young-
sters to go to specialized high school.

The last table describes some of the steps we have taken to im-
prove attendance and by an evaluation agency, an independent
evaluation agency, it has been determined that attendance has been
significantly improved.

These are just briefly some of the successful programs. We believe
that we are able to provide with these categorical funds the kind of
program that any parent would want for his child if he were able
to afford it.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Perkins, and members of the committee, we are

in agreement with district 16. We are also in agreement with their.
statements concerning. revenue sharing.

I would like to direct most of my remarks, as the paper I pre-
sented to you does state, to what I think is the heart of the matter,
that is, the lack of total approach o educaion. I think the heart of
the matter is that we are not taking a total approach to education
in the United States.

I am going to address myself to one portion of it, that is, the area
of the preadolescent pupil as well as to the effects of revenue shar-
ing as presented to the Congress. I am also going to make come at-
tempt to speak concerning our aims.

I see in the Congressional Record support for financing. the
schools, which I certainly agree with, but I think we have to think
totally of the effect and the impact on cities and rural districts as:
well.

As you know, one of the biggest crises we have in urban edu-
cation is a recognition that schools have failed in their efforts to
provide an adequate education for all children by and large, par-
ticularly those in preadolescent and adolescent age.

The age bracket from 10 to 16 provides many, many problems be-
cause it is a confusing bracket and in a complex area. It is somewhat
ironic that this group has been neglected more than the others be-
cause the census shows that the largest number of individuals in our
country is in this group.

In fact, the greatest percentage is age 12 or 13, 28 percent of our
population. In New York City, where. 2,234,000 youngsters come
between the age of 13 and 18, as in most cities, we have not begun
to attack the problem.

As yon know, the youngsters in this age group not only have R.
devastating effect on the social ills and problems of the community,
but also they have been devastated by the lack of programs in the
schools.

For example, more and more youngsters of this age decide to leave
school before completing high school than ever before, and at one
point, we had reached the point where it was going in the other
direction.

More junior high school and intermediate school pupils have been
failed by the schools, and we feel that the teachers have failed, the
administrators have failed, and particularly the administrators and:
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teachers because they fail to stay into intermediate and junior high
schools and teach for long. periods of time.

We feel that we should look at what people like Silberman, White-
head, and Bruner have said when they stated that educational re-
formers are needed in the intermediate school area. As you know,
reform costs money.

Unfortunately, the money we have for the traditional offerings
isn't sufficient. This is part of my suggestion to you that we think
in terms of supplying sufficient funds for traditional programs and
also sufficient funds for making change.

This requires a new look at the way of funding, a new look at
our priorities, a new look at our goals and our objectives, and cer-
tainly, a new way of doing things.

Reform has been even slowed in this age group than it has in the
other age_gronps. Mrs. Coppin mentioned the reforms we have in
title I for pre-K and headstrat and people are trying to take those
away, but they have not been successful.

We have tried nothing in the junior high school intermediate
group that gives us a structure that holds the youngster, holds his
interest,- anti caters to his needs, and that will make him a produc-
tive and successful citizen.

Of course, we have some, who in spite of the system and lack of
structure, are successful ; but., by and large. we miss most of them.
Yon know that the age groups of 10, 16, and 18 are influenced much
more by what happens outside than they are by what happens in the
house.

So we. have to compete in 1970 and 1950 with programs that are
meaningful within our society for those youngsters.

The teaching and learning process in the elementary school has
been looked at by many people, but in the intermediate schools we
have done nothing to restructure and to analyze the needs, the -ef-
fects, and the implementation of the structure of a school and the
learning-teaching process.

This particular group, as you know, psychologically needs a great
deal of understanding, a different type of offering, and, particularly,
a different type of program.

To my knowledge, we have no such programs in any large city,
particularly in the inner cities. We recognize that no local disftict
can do it alone. We cannot attempt to solve this massive task with-
out the help of the Federal Government and, as Mayor Dembo hris
mentioned, to leave it to the State, has not been sufficient.

The State guidelines tend to be a compromise to satisfy rural
districts rather than the city and attempt to be a compromise to
satisfy political ramifications and political interests.

We could not afford this because, by and large, it is more expensive
to do it this way. In short, we have been attacking the problem at
the seventh line. If we attack problems and attempt to solve them
on this basis, we could never have an impact on the total picture.

Congress must provide sufficient funds and sufficient money to
meet the following concerns of public education. I think these con-
sidoxed. I am going to list these three concerns. which I think your
program and your bill should be directed towards :
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(1) The ability to meet the complex demands of the expressed
needs of youth at the age level of the intermediate child, 10 to 16 to
18;

(2) The ability to develop a system of instniction which has iden-
tifiable characteristics that will enable teachers, administrators, and
other personnel to further develop competencies and skills necessary
for working with students at this age level; and

(3) The ability to develop a sufficient open-ended system that per-
mits cooperative input from a. variety of concerned individuals
agencies, professional staff, parents, community- representatives, and
universities.

The Congress must develop a heightened sense of awareness de-
veloped along with a sense of responsibility for the needs of public
education.

Mr. Dembo alluded to this. We could not allow any subterfuge
dealing with private schools separately from public education and
making public education suffer. One of the cornerstones of America
is the public educational institution.

We must remember that eclumtional programs cannot be developed
and implemented in isolation from the broader social programs and
conflicts of our society.

You must embrace the concept of true equal educational oppor-
tunity for the poor, the black, the disenchanted, find, particularly,
the preadolescent and adolescent girl and boy of the inner city.

Compensatory offerings have not been enough. They are good as
far as they go, but they do not go far enough. Equal amounts of
dollars for basic programs and general education must be made avail-
able for all children.

Adequate funds must be allocated for a solution of the problems
of professional development and classroom practices. These major
approaches should be included in the program : new patterns of
staff utilization, development and use of new curriculum materials,
research on pupil learning styles, teacher styles, use of technology,
experimenting with groups of students, and utilization of time.

Lastly, you should consider the importance of providing tax dol-
lars for innovative arrangements and the use of school space. The
financing of education in the elementary and secondary school levels
has come from several different sources in the recent past, as you
know.

These local tax funds, revenues provided by the State, additional
funds from the Federal Government, have been designed to stimulate
growth, but they have not gone far enough.

They have been designed to help desegregation and to reduce the
efi'ects of poverty on minority group isolation. They have not gone
far enough. At this point, I want to allude to Mr. Dembo's State-

mt concerning revenue sharing and the financial aspects: :

. The President has proposed a revision in distribution of. Federal
money through, a device called revenue sharing, a .system. which
would give local governments more say in the diSbUrSeinent. of funds.

There are several problems with this that I would 1i.ke,to call
to your 'attention. I wish you would heed to them.. They` Mat help
us make the President's goal as stated -oitinally more Mearinigful
and effective.

95-545--73-pt. 2-45
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The basic premise should be, and I think it shonld be accepted by
all, that we all have a genuine interest in the improvement of the
educational progress of a parent of the inner city, in the rural dis-
tricts, the Congressmen, the Governor of the State, the mayor, and
coacilmen.

We also should make ourselves aware that the taxpayer wants to
(ret his dollar's worth.get.

much., as you are aware that the taxpayer wants .to get his
dollar's worth, we are aware of that. We want to get a dollar worth
for what it is spent for, and we want it to be effective. There is no
quarrel about the fact that the moneys that we spent a decade ago
are not sufficient today.

I think you should keep this in mind. .Assuming that the same
money is received for all possible programs from all sources that
wore available 10 years ago, or even 5 years ago, the costs for a
district that does not require capital improvement have increased
by approximately 40 percent.

This increased expense results from both personal cost and mate-
rial costs. The innovative costs and devices common to our schools
wear a steep price tag. The cost of additional texts have passed the
food market in costs.

Think about that. Traditional textbooks have gone farther in cost
than the food market. We cannot expect to improve education by
keeping the level of expenditures the same. We cannot expect by any
means to keep the level of expenditures the same and succeed.

Reducing the level in certain situations is almost the same as
abandoning the programs. To reduce title I moneys, to reduce addi-
tional moneys is almost the same thing as leaving it all together. It
might be more honest and our youngsters would be able to tinder-
stand it better if we were to abandon it, and say we do not believe
in it.

I say that we should give lip service and say we believe in public
cation and equal opportunities and provide the funds for it. In

the concept of revenue sharing,. although an excellent one in prin-
ciple, unfortunately there are certain realities you must look at.

National headlines are appearing which show that the Federal
moneys are replacing other moneys which are diverted to areas which
cannot be included under the profit sharing guidelines.

Therefore, the school district may receive no money at all, which
is a complete loss if the revenue sharing replaces compensatory edu-
cation funds. If revenue sharing means there is no title I, no title
III, then we have lost completely.

In most urban situations, the schools cannot expect to gain an
amount equal to what they have additionally received. The schools
will get less. I think this is apparent., and the consequences would be
as follows. The quality of the educational process will be diluted.
The present system of allocating compensatory funds handicapped
the school district for a lot of reasons.

First, the expenses are duplicated and in many instances by finan-
cial systems, and there needs to be established a different system of
handling the money through a local district. By that I mean where
we had LEA, that Mr. Dembo mentioned, of New York City and
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State receiving the moneys from the very beginning, moneys raked
oft the top for administrative cost, first the State, then the city itself,
meaning the children receive less money and services.

Secondly, when a. district does not qualify as LEA, a substantial
percent of the funds are not even accounted for as far as the district
is concerned. Thirdly, the nature of districting funds to a few pupils
at high per capita cost is discriminatory to those in the control group.

Think about it. It is discriminatory for IlioSe in the control group.
Those not favored by programs sponsored by compensatory programs
are being handicapped despite the fact that they are provided the
rationale for the receipt of the funds.

This is not iustifiable. In short, these shortcomings of the revenue
sharing proposal, as presented, provide less than an equal oppor-
tunity and have built into it economical and systematic defeat.

I think you should look at that. What we need in concluding as
far as the financial end is concerned, is Federal funds that are not
competitive. They should. be provided because there is a need, not for
the purpose of furthering nonessential programs, but for prograMs
that are essential, programs for restructuring the middle schools or
adolescent schools and preadolescent schools.

It is the responsibility of the districts to research adequately inno-
vative programs, and implement them with their budgets in the same
way a family remodeling must live within its budget.

We know that, because the budget has to be adequate. Federal funds
should be provided according to a formula that requires funds ha
disbursed by State and other governing bodies to where the need is.

It should be required, and it should be distributed where the need
is. If these political parties are given the latitude that is suggested
at the present time, the allocations will follow basic political con-
siderations as a first priority.

I am quite sure Congress does not want this. What then is needed
in the way of Federal legislation is as follows: Federal funds should
encourage the creation of kindergarten and prekindergarten classes
of an all day nature under the supervision of a school district.

Such would eliminate competing with private services who have
unqualified personnel which in many cases are no more than day
care services, and do much harm. It would also allow buildings which
are becoming less populated because of a population factor to be
utilized to their fullest while preventing expenditures of municipal
funds for duplicative services.

Furthermore, the controversial question of eligibility for such
services should be removed and for more parents, far more parents
should be able to reach and seek employment rather than remain on
costly relief rolls. Federal funds should be tied to the cost of living
index.

The Federal funds should be tied to the cost of living index so
that district will be able to plan their programs with a reasonable
certainty, not at the last moment on a 2- or 3-year plan.

Our space program was very successful because the money was
there, and it was planned, and they did not wait until June 30 of the
year to determine how much money they received and if they did,
they had enough backlog to go ahead with the program.
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We wait until June or August to know how much money we will
have, and then we attempt to plan programs for the following year.
No other segment of our private industry or sector of our society
does this. This is the reason why such groups as General Motors, the
Aerospace Industry can say they aio successful.

They have adequate funds, and they plan. They have the where
withal to do the job. They utilize the resources that they have. They
utilize the .stall' as best they can, and they put the best person in the
best place, and they attack the problems that should be attacked.

I think Congress should have responsibility to see local school
districts. do this so we can tap talenfs and resources of the boys and
girls, not making them just better citizens, but productive, forward
looking people who will make a better world in technology as well
as in civic living.

The fundamental obligation of our Government is to provide equal
educational opportunity for all, through provision of equal sums of
money on all levels. This provision of equal sums of money is vital
to the establishment of laws, concepts and practices that are com-
mensurate with the hopes, aspirations and basic rights of all
Americans.

I ask you to consider, as you look at the report and the paper,
detailed facts as well as prices in education and take a stand, if
necessary, far and beyond the one that the executive. branch is
presenting. One that may not be popular with the rest of the com-
mittee, but one that 'puts America forward in educational process
and gives every district and every child an equal opportunity to
become the very best person that we can make them.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Daniels?
Mr. DANiErs. Mr. Chainimn, I have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. Fons-rrun. Mr. Chairman, no questions. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I have a couple of questions, superintendent

Dembo. What is your reaction to the proposed legislation that allo-
cates funds on a test score basis?

Mr. DEMBO. You mean those children that score poorest would get
more funds.. .

Chairman PERKINS. That all of the funds from. the Federal level
will be allocated on a test score basis?

Mr. DEmno. If that were the only criteria, I do not know if I
would go along with it personally. It is something I would have to
consider. I do not want to make a rash statement since I had not
heard of this proposal.

Chairman 'PERKINS. One further question, and then I will let the
gentleman comment on 14, first question.

Mr. TAYLOR. Are yen asking how do We feel about giving the
moneys. based on the youngsters success or.failnre?
' Chairman ptlIKINS.: That Is, cer::ect, title L

Mr. DEMBO. Whiell:nred, readi n g,. math, Or geOor 'perfornianee ?
Chairman PERKINS. The whole thing, on title L
Mr. TA-rton.I thihk.04 Mr. Dembo cannot: giVe. yen 4.Cateclorical

answer because. tthink: one of the things. 0116 ',is
C6 go Back to; 47: tl*cardinal Ohje4hiet aiMS' 4chiea
tion were spelled out.
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We have not gone beyond that. I think in order to measure the
success, we have to look at what our goals are. If we are saying we
are going to measure success of programs based on ability to com-
municate, language response as well as written, and reading, mathe-
matics social building, critical thinking, the Li lity of a youngster
to relatete to other people, or the youngster to consider his health as
a factor, if we are going to take into account all of these things, and
we are looking at the total person as being the measuring art, and
we put a team of people to work to give us research and take out the

ivariables, and say we have a pure index that we can go by, perhaps
I would consider it.

We do not have that.
Chairman PERKINS. Let one interrupt you. Mr. Denbo, you said

that comparability did not really exist in New York City because of
the school district average teacher salaries. Could you go into that a
little more fully ?

Mr. DEIVII10. On table A. in our testimony, we received an allot-
ment of $25,681,000 to provide pupil services based on our popula-
tion, one of the largest grants given in the city because we have one
of the largest districts.

But because our teachers earn less money, each teacher, they do a
statistical breakdown teacher-by-teacher and because we have the
most inexperienced teachers working with us, and Mr. Taylor suffers
similarly, we lost over $2,050,000.

That was taken out of our budget because. we do not fully spend
that money for teacher salaries. That money was placed in another
district, district 26, which received an additional $1,700,000 because
their teachers are very experienced.

But, when it came time to determine whether or not we spent a
certain amount of money per child in the city of New York, they
did not take our real sum of money. After they took away all a that
money, they did not go back and say you are only spending $23
million on salary, but they took the average- teacher salary in the
city of New York.

So, as a result of that, we get short changed. If you are going to
compute on one hand what we really spend per child in our district,
then let's keep the original figure.

Mr. TAYLOR. Along with that, they also have the fact that the
inexperienced teacher was left there teaching, and as you know, it
takes 2 or 3 years to begin to be a teacher, except for the exceptional
person.

One of the things I am asking for is that we have a level per child,
national-wide, that should be spent on education. Scarsdale, N.Y.
should not be able to give 2,100 or anywhere from 1,700. per pupil
for education, and our district 1,800 per 'pupil.

It is not only unfair, but not proper.
Mr. DEIVIBO. May I respond to the first question ?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. DEM130. 'Something comes to mind that disturbs me about

using test measurement as a means of evaluating fiscal problems.
Suppose because the Government were to give us compensatory funds
to help our youngsters and because we were able to make smaller
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class grouping and give more direct instruction to children, 1 or 2
years later we did accomplish a great deal, would we then be placed
back in the 'position 2, years later where we were originally, and then,
of course, we would go down hill?

I think test scores in themselves would not be a sufficient criteria..
I think it could be one of the criteria but I do not think we could
afford to consider that the only criteria.

Mr. TATLon. I think that Congressmen have to be aware of the
fact, that many educators feel that a reading score, for example, is
not all that it seems to be. It is a frustration level where a youngster
is being tested nationwide and the test has to hit the interests of
youngsters from Iowa, New York City, Alaska, and what not.

So, with a test like this, and the frustration level say that you stop
at this point, it does not really tell us what the youngster knows or
what he does not know, how much he has gained in a pre -IL program
as opposed to what he would not have gained.

We have not had sufficient funds to have control groups. If we .

had control groups, we could say these youngsters gained so much
from pre -Ii and these youngsters did not., and they were equal, and
therefore, we could measure the difference.

We have not done that. Congress should provide funds to be able
to provide information data to support or not support the success or
failnre of the learning process.

Chairman PEnKrcs. Mr. Forsythe?
Mr. FORSYTHE. Thank you, Mr. .Chairman. I would like to follow

this line that you have started here.
. Gentlemen, recognizing that in the present law we use solely
economic data as the criteria for distribution to the States, the ap-
proach that the chairman refers to, of course, is the Quie bill, and I
recognize that it has just recently been introduced, and I am sure
you have not really had a chance to analyze it and evaluate it.

And for me, I would appreciate it if you would avail yourselves
of this bill and reflect upon it rather than taking a categorical posi-
tion at this time, because I think the attempt is really to reach what
I believe is your target, the educationally deprived child, whether it
be an economic level which is at this point really so unrealistic using
$9,000 per family income plus the AFDC as the sole criteria for
State allocation, and I do not think that anybody has yet. tried to
lock in the test score approach as to specifics.

It is true that we need development of a sound basis here and it
is also true that we need the research that you referred to, and, this,
of course, is now underway.

Chairman PERKINS. Will the gentleman yield to me?
.Mr. FORSYTHE. Yes. .

Chairman PERKINS. Don't you think it is reasonable to assume,
especially from a realistic viewpoint, that if we fell into that trap,
and allocated the funds on a test score basis, that the local school
districts over the country would come up with. the lowest scores
possible in order to obtain more funds?
_Isn't that a realistic assumption.? .

Wellos I understand the Quie bill, it does not per-
mit_ the schools to actually .operate the test. It has to be an inde-
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pendent outside test mechanism that arrives at this so it cannot be
rigged by the school districts.

But really now, my only purpose is to help you to realize what the
Quie bill has to say.

Chairman PERKINS. You would tell the smartest kids not to come
to school that day, wouldn't you

Mr. TAYLOR. I have looked at the bill, and I think basically the
idea of equalizing does not go far enough. And the amounts should
be included..To put this purely in the hands of. a local government,
without mandates to assure certain things in the implementation,
would be a problem.

That is what I am basically saying. In other words, much of the
bill I could live with, but to give it to the State and leave it in the
hands of the local governor, so to speak, as to how it should be
spent or how it should be filtered down without spelling out particu-
lar mandates and amounts for needs, would be a problem I think.

You speak of grunts. I did look at it. There are grants that you
speak of, and there is general aid.

FonsyTnE. But in all three, the legislation under consideration,
revenue sharing and in the Quie bill, the title III is a passed bill,
it is not discretionary.

Mr. DEM110. We have a gentleman who was very much attached
to our district, who became a doctor in our community, and lie
decided to make a study on one class of very bright children.

In the ninth grade, these youngsters were called special progress
children. They were 2 years ahead in their ability levels, by test
measurements. We followed these youngsters through high school.
Every youngster was supposedly college material.

There were no supportive services for these children. They all
came from disadvantaged communities. Of the 30 children, three
ended up in college. .So, here you have a population of youngsters
who are qualified to go ahead, but somewhere along the line, because
of extenuating circumstances, they did not make it.

Now, you talk about tests. It is very interesting. The reading tests
that we give our children are standardized all over the country. The
first question on the reading test: A shrub is: Choose one ,two, three,
or four. How many inner-city children have ever heard of .a shrub.
That is a sample.

There will have to be a national type of test because if money is
going to be allocated equally, it cannot be a test just designed for our
district.

It should be designed for the country. So the test itself will pro-
vide us with problems. How about a school that does a consciously
poor job. How -about a school that does not really educate its
children.

Are they to get a greater rewardthan a school that tries very hard
to educate and make some advances? There are certain problems in
just awarding funds on the basis of test scores, and I would like
your permission to have an opportunity to read the bill and to mail
to your attention, Mr. Perkins, my comments.

Chairman PERKINS. You will have that opportunity to study it
and mail your suggestions-to the committee.
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To my way of thinking, I cannot see any continuity in, supporting
. disadvantaged kinds in allocating funds on test scores.

Thank you all very much.
Mr. DE M130. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. The next witness is Superintendent William

Ilia, Bayonne, N.J., and a panel of New Jersey mayors. My col-
league here, Congressman Daniels, who has been with me all the way
in this legislation for many years, and has been One of the most
ardent supporters of educational legislation in the Congress. I know
that he wants to say a few- words this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. DOMINICK V. DANIELS, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. DANIELs. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for allowing
me the opportunity of presenting the distinguished gentlemen from
my congressional district which I have the honor to represent. Each
of these men, the mayors of the town of Weehawken, Union City,
and West New York, as well as the superintendent of schools of
Bayonne, are closely identified with the resolution of difficulties of
providing for the education of children who, but for the Federal
involvement in the community, would not be their responsibility. In
Bayonne, we have a very large military installation, the Military
Ocean Terminal, a major installation which has a tremendous impact
on the community school system, yet makes no substantial contribu-
tion toward school finances. With the proposed cutoff of school funds,
the city of Bayonne will be faced with a real financial crisis.

The problem of the North Hudson communities of West New York,
Weehawken, and Union City, is not unfamiliar to this committee. If
you may recall that in 1969, the mayors of Union City and -West
New York, with their rconective school boards, came before this
committee and testified to the tremndous impact that the influx of
Cuban Refugees had on those two communities. As you may recall,
the airlift from Cubatwo flights each daybringing in approxi-
mately 38,000 or 39,000 Cubans to this country. By some peculiar
pattern or form, a great many of these Cuban refugee families
migrated to the adjoining communities of Union City and 'West New
York.

Today, as a result of that airlift, over 50 percentthe exact figures
will be given by the witnessesof the students enrolled in the schools
of these two towns are children of Cuban refugees.

have extensive experience wherein children, 8 or 9 years of age
come to this country not knowing any language but Spanish leaving
teachers, administrators, and other students at a loss. I am-sure you
realize the impact upon the school as a whole.

The circumstances with which these communities are faced has
been spread out to another town. immediately adjoining, the town of
Weehawken, and the mayor of that town is likewise here to testify
to their problems. As to the details of the effect of the Cuban refu-
gees migrating to these three northern Hudson communities, I will
leave that up to the mayors of these three towns.

I would first like to present as a first witness today, Mr. William
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Hin, superintendent, of schools of the city of Bayonne. He is the
chief school administrator of that community of about about 85,000
people., The proposed cutoff of funds of Public Law S74, will create
a severe financial problem for the city of Bayonne. Dr. Hin has been
a teacher, a principal. a counselor, a school administrator and has
been involved in the teaching profession for over 22 years.

Tt is my pleasure to present him to this committee as the first
witness. Dr. Hin, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM HIN, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, BAYONNE, N.J.

Dr. Thank you, Mr. Daniels. Chairman Perkins, Mr. Daniels
and gentlemen, I would like to point out that Dr. Rossnick, vice
president of our board of education and board of trustees, is here
with me, along with our other colleagues and friends from. Hudson
County in the 11t district. Dr. Rossnick has some special back-
ground in the State of New Jersey. He is a. member of the State
School Board of Directors for our State.

I would like to initially thank you, Chairman Perkins, for pro-
viding the opportunity to submit this testimony and to supplement.
it in terms of special amplification. I appreciate this very much. We
would certainly solicit your support for continuing and expanding
Federal financial resources.

Chairman PEREINS. Let me say that Mr. Daniels, which you well
know, has discussed the problem with me, dating back from 1067
and we will -be considering what to do in the nature of an impact
bill this year. We are glad to see you here. We want you to know
that we are working on the problem.

Dr. Hi-N.1 don't want to bear with this era of change, this very
long, but I point out that this era is one burdened with negotiations
and strikes, such as the recent strike in Philadelphia, impasses, work
stoppages and stuthut militants and the like. Our National Associa-
tion of School Administrators has, in its most recent resolution,
emphasized the problems inherent in race relations, school integra-
tion, student. militants as well as education for displaced students,
which Congressman Daniels has alluded to in north and central
Hudson County. There is a need for minimum foundation programs,
for forward funding, funding ahead for full funding and impact
aid as well as for long-range planning. The resolution in State
finance is going to provide us with all kinds of problems in the era
immediately ahead. I also add such problems as physical assaults
and accountability to the public. I think that Ive welcome and antici-
pate evaluation and accountability that is going. to apply to changes
that are bound to come to us in 1970, educationally.

The opposition that we strike to revenue sharing, I think is based
not only on intuitiveness but on pragmatic experience. It is also based
on the understanding that the Committee for Educational Policy
Research has called national attention to' the inability and inappro-
priateness of revenue sharing at the present time to assess how
educational organizations really work. The one thing that we are
anxious to avoid is being in the ambigous territory of a Purgatory,
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if you will; that is going to destroy or impinge severely on miming
effective schools. Bayonne is among the dozen largest cities and New
.Tersey is the sixth most populous State in the Nation. We are an
urbalt county. We are an industrial county.

The city of Bayonne has New York Bay behind it. The Statue of
Liberty is in our waters. We are a metropolitan area surrounded by
.Jersey City. We have the largest cities in two States and although
we are a smaller city by dimension, we sit right in the midst of this
metropolitan zone. We happen to believe that we are a very vital
and staunch advocate city in America.
. We happen to have the largest per capita contribution of man-
power to the Armed Services in the last 30 years of any city in the
Nation and we have leading statistics in purple hearts and other
military decorations. Bayonne does have evidence of the scars of
national defense. With regard to impact aid, we have received for
years this fiscal aid under sections A and B of the law.

The Federal Government's curtailment of section B, creates a
situation which we regard as poorly planned and untenable. We con-
tain a military ocean terminal which Congressman Daniels referred
to. It has the largest military terminal depot base on the Atlantic
Ocean and all four continents. It holds the U.S. Navy,Logistic Man-
agement Office. The size and location of the property are unique
fronting on New York Harbor, looking out on the Verrazano Nar-
rows Bridge. The property is worth a fortune.

This is a primary harbor territory in the sense of shipping,
industry, national defense, and a commercial shore line use
aircraft carriers are kept there. It is the Imhof the military supply
on the eastern coast.

We are very pleased and delighted to have this kind of American
service in defense and communication system based in our munici-
pality, but the ratable tax structure which is removed from municipal
roles is obviously a source of great concern. Miles of adjacent shore-
line, north and south are fully developed and -they give us immense
tax relief in the county area in comparison to the unavailability of
the military terminal area.

Our city provides a lot of services to the military terminal in
addition to education. We have had the largest assemblage of citizens
on the eastern seaboard for Armed Service Day. 'We had special
ecology programs in cooperation with the military and the Navy.
We have had extended ancillary services that we give to adults and
to foreign people who are located there.

We have a Bayonne, N.J. to Bayonne, France exchange program.
We have employment immigration which goes on from day to day:

Fiscal year 1972 shows we were spending about $567 per pupil,
that we were receiving $567 per pupil, and our cost has doubled for
education of the citizens in that area. Therefore, we say that Public
Law 871 and sectiOn B and section A should be included this year
and expanded. would like to call your attention Co the fact that we
have in terms of friendship and relationship a distinguished kind
of siutation with NATO- and SEATO. In terms of educational pro-
vision, we had other amenities that we have provided to the foreign
services of the NATO and SEATO defense alliances. During- the
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recent year,- we provided educational services at no additional cost
to the officials of about, 20 to 25 navies of the world who are in-
volved in these alliances and to their.stalfs and their personnel. This
was in terms of the U.S. logistic work that was being clone in terms
of defense and in terms of foreign policy.

Mr. DANIELS. Superintendent Hin, did you state that you were-not
compensated for rendering that service ?

Dr. MN. That is correct-. These are services in the nature of lit-
erally extending the hand of educational friendship, evening pro-
grams. The special cooperation that exists between our public school
system and the bases is such that we extend these kind of services
but do not retrieve moneys to underwrite these kinds of programs.

Mr. DANiEr.s.Who are involved in the program ?
Dr. The U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army, and duringthe past year

about 20 to 25 navies of the world who had staffs there doilig special
work related to American defense. .

Mr. DANIELs. Are these adults enrolled in the various services of
our school system?

Dr. MN. Yes.
Mr. DANIELS. How about children?
Dr. IIrx. Their children too. But we do not retrieve any Public

Law 874 aid. We have an adult group coming in and we perform
services over a partial school year. There is no particUlar way in
which we, after extending these services, retrieve funds to cover the
same.-We do this in terms of good faith.

Mr. DANIEL-8. How many persons would yon say you took care of
under that prograth?

Dr. Mx. We have had groups from the size of 20 to 25 to grOups
in the dimension. of a hundred.

Mr. DANIELS. Over what period of time?
Dr. If N. Over a period of time from several days to several weeks

to several months. The most extensive period of time would be prob-
ably from approximately Septeinber until either April or May.

Mr. DANIELs. In total, how many persons would you say you took
care of ?

Dr. IliN. Probably from 1 to 200 .persons-per year
We have had, for example, the Captaini of various Asiatic Navies;

Latin American Navies, and European Navies who are allied with
NATO and SEATO and who enjoyed various educational services
from the .community.

Mr. FORSYTHE. This intrigued me. I gathered it is adult education
basically.

Dr. MN.. .Yes.
Mr. FORSYTHE. Does your adult education program operate on a

fee basis as it does-in my area
Dr. IITN. NO, my Board of Education told me we underwrite this

program. We have four divisions of adult eduCation and Only'one
has a fee: structure. attached. We do not provide a2iy fees for these
particular-servicesto the military.

Mr. FORSYTHE. Thank you.
Dr. HrN. The licit point in terms .of impact aid that I would like

to emphasize is that in New .Jersey this year will not receive its $8.8
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million allocation, but in fact will receive $2.8 million and therefore
will lose approximately $6 million. of the $8.8 million that we had
destined for utilization between now and June 30. Thus the current
status of 874 is such that $6 plus million must somehow be found in
the communities of the State of New Jersey, including our own.

Chairman PE!unxs. Is that because of the impoundment and hold-
ing of money and disputing in going ahead with the continuing
resolution?

Dr. MN. Yes, in terms of this, I would like to emphasize how
strongly we feel about the need for Congress to continue its efforts
to continue these particular moneys to us. We do not have access in
our city and municipality to the Fiscal Board of Estimate anymore.
We had historical access to the Fiscal Board of Estimate within the
municipality to whom wb could go for emergency fees and emergency
funds, .but we no longer have that. Thus we now find ourselves -with
no avenue from w]iicli to retrieve funds for the remainder of this
year. I would like to make another point that our anticipated edu-
cation referals for fiscal 1974 have already been cataloged in the
budget. The budget has been passed this past winter for the next
18 to 20 months ahead. We are now therefore in a legal log jam
where we have no recourse to any emergency or other provisions of
the law in our State or in our city to gain these moneys which we
have already anticipated.for not only the remainder of this year
but for next year. This creates a serious blockage and it is a situa-
tion we cannot live with. Any Federal comment- that States would
have the option to continue impact aid would certainly be considered
specious because it has been so rendered by the national budget
itself.

Schools and pupils in sections A and 13 are a burden on the schools
in our community and I think indeed across the Nation., Their
families have moved into the district. The district must serve their
educational needs and provide school space, materials and equipment.,
teacher and staff. The Federal employers obviously pay no taxes in
this case. The pupils and their costs are indeed a burden. The fair
and progressive method would seem to be through 874 to attack the
problem partially with income tax which supports 874 rather than
to try to direct this and divert it back to the full reality and ratable
load of the community itself and to. use that as the sole basis. The
curailment here- is going to cause escalated local taxes for emergency
pr visions with no local rescourse in notable Bayonne, but in 224
other systems in the State of New Jersey.

It is further going to have a tremendous deleterious effect: it is
momg to undermine the bilingual programs that exist for these
thousands of refugee. people in Hudson County. The U.S. Office of
Education in August 1965, determined via Stanford University
studies that while. impact aid is somewhat unusual, it is highly
defensible as a mechanism. It is properly conceived and it is a good
system. In fact, the richer districts do end up paying more and
therefore it seems to be a fair system and it seems to be worthy of
permanent constituency.

Chairman Perkins and other Congressmen who have supported
the:. idea. of a 5-year .continuing. program in this, regard certainly
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have our total support. The Battelle Institute studies in December of
1962 supported all of the theses of the Stanford finding and sup-
ported impact aid as more sound and a better mechanism than any
alternate method studied.

We would suggest that you work for this kind of 5-year or longer
legislative authorization. In the Congressional Record you appear
to have stated an intent to fund no lower than fiscal 1972 level.
We would point out at this stage in the testimony that we seriously
are concerned about the evolution of congressional authority over
appropriation which in cur constitution and which in our history
and tradition is indeed a House of Representatives power and man-
date. It would seem that congressional legislation on impact aid of
a continuing nature plus any override on impoundment or override
on inevitable veto should certainly be your consideration and we
would' hope for that kind of a strong action.

We do not like the idea that we should be told in the educational
community that our own people are be less important than the rest
of the world. Therefore, this increase in defense spending, which
would in fact outlay the actual moneys coming public education,
seems to be something we cannot understan'a and do not want to
have. We believe that new or expanded services in this regard are
calculable. Any other kind of action I would submit to you is con-
fusino. and it is disfunctional in the regard. So much on impact aid.
I would like to spend several minutes, if I may, on ESEA and re-
lated programs. Your consideration of some kind of meaningful 5-
year extension of ESEA is something which we solicit. Direct aid
to the libraries under title 2 has in New Jersey caused the pupil-
book ratio to go up from 4.9 books per pupil to S books per pupil,
approximately a 80-percent increase in escalation of library materials
and books for young people over the span of 72 months. Two
thousand public elementary schools are 600 private elementary
schools, a total of 2,600 schols in New Jersey, have established li-
braries which did. not exist before 1967-68. Twenty-two demonstra-
tion centers have. been created. The potential of library and insti-
tutional media services to both children and adult citizens and
special additional assistance available to municipalities in needy
urban areas has just been heartwarming and it has affected 16 major
cities in the State even more so than some of the larger districts in
the State. These facts and figures apply to New Jersey. They are
specific statistics. Our city of Bayonne and Hudson County generally
are characteristics of these figures. We do have new libraries. We do
have libraries in schools where we had none. We do have demonstra-
tion centers. We do have continuing services. We do have new ino-
vative services. We have special services for disadvantaged people,
for blacks, for Spanish-speaking, for the foreign born, for urban,
for poor people. We have reached in New Jersey with these new
services a minimum of 943 individual persons within the last .3 to
6 years. Health and welfare and correctional institutions have also
received some new library services. We have a supportive exchange
program with a marvelous Manhattan and Philadelphia libraries
which. only allows us, as it ought to, to compare on a tristate basis
and try to improve services collaterally in all three of the States.
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l'Ve have book and film and audio services on a regional basis now
and the seed moneys which you provided in the original title 2 and
related allocation have started 70 modern county or school or local
libraries in the State of New Jersey.

I submit to you, gentlemen, that this kind of systematic strength-
en:ig of the State libraries is proof enough that title 2 has been
well lunded and that you have done an effective job there and that
it, ought to be continued and I would hope that you would subscribe
to some way where you could continue what started off a half a
century ago as the Carnegie system for starting and continuing
library services in this nation.

The title I programs I will not try to elaborate on but I would
like to make a general comment. Title I programs have been helpful
in all of the urban districts of Hudson County. As you probably
.realize, we are an urban county. We are totally built up as a county.
We are miles along the largest water front area of the world. The
educational programs and municipal programs of our cities in Ilud-
son County have been assisted tremendously by title 1 in terms of
our request for more adequate education for urban schools. Primary
services, especially reading and mathematics, have been the primary
aim and they have embraced the primary scope of what we use title
I funds for.

ESEA aid to the handicapped we believe is insufficient. We have
many handicapped children, retarded children, children with speech
problems and physical handicaps. We have many of these children
throughout the urban metropolitan zone. We do need more moneys in
title I. We do need not only continued but more moneys in the
ESEA accounts for the handicapped.

I would ask your support for continuing title 5 in the effort to
strengthen State department activity to better .coordinate and to
provide more capability for district and regional kinds of efforts.
It is difficult in an urban area. New York City is a. tremendous area
to try to realize how to break up, how to decentralize. In Hudson
County we realize and recognize these problems. We have difficulties.
We almost come, to Washington on a morning like this to see each
other, as we are doing here, to have the comparability which in my
estimation, having been raised in rural and small territory, in my
estimation more automatically exists among the people of small
communities and communities that are somewhat separated.

We find it is difficult. in the asphalt paved county area of Hudson
County to communicate and to work together and we do need devel-
opment and. planning kinds of aid, facility planning. and assistance,
and management development assistance if we are to survive and
plan better for the rest of this century. . . .

. .

. has been especially valuable to several of the 14th district
cities. We have had innovative programs and practices.at, the urban
level which- are. very worthy of proliferation and:they are being
validated. We:have a; successful ESEA III program; in..Bayonne en-
titled "Curriculum. Renaissance in Urban .America,?' This is over-
hauling four -major. subject .disciplines in, Ave different-grade levels
in the 'schools: We are trying for the .first time.in.alf, a century:to
build .new schools :and we -have committed, ourselves. to:build new
schools this year and we will open bids soon on that.
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We have other referendum coming up in the spring semester. We
are working and attempting to get local and State funds to under-
write new programs. Title III has been helpful because it has given
us the resources for research and development work which is often
difficult to obtain from the public. I am sure you gentlemen realize
what kind of task we have in any city to convince the public to
devote tax money for more than schools and books and supplies and
to do planning kind of work and research development work is
indeed a difficult task on our opinion. Discontinuing title III would
be a disservice to us. We don't think we can afford it. It would break
the umbrella of our program now which is hopefully to continue
through at least 1975-76 in the curriculum and instruction area. I
had the pleasure of testifying with Senator Magnuson and Senator
Cotten last year. I subscribed to their endorsement of greater pupil
success, greater career planning and more sufficiency which was the
subject of a 16-page document on file in the Congressional Record.

We have lost money in the area. of American history. We have
developed regional programs for the exchange of good and better
American History materials. The seed money which had come to
its out of title III has been notable matched but much more than
matched by local moneys and other moneys which we have sought
and gained. We believe that, without going into the detail we
spelled out for the Senate Appropriations Committee last May 1972
in 16 pages of documentation, that we have less dropouts, more suc-
cess with various norms in the scieme areas, and that we have
broader and better services to both public and private schools in the
American History and related areas with materials, and that we
established beyond reasonable doubt the advisability of using title
3 funds to help new innovative planning which we can then build
further on.

I would like to close with several comments on vocational educa-
tion. Vocational education is an unmet need yet in our area.. We have
a limited amount of vocational and technical education. It has to be
studied, structured and restructured. We are currently in the 14th
District going through the local and intercity battles of trying to
determine how many technical schools to have within the county
area. We are trying to establish a multiseries of technical schools
which will _meet the career and manpower development needs of the
county area and of the entire 14th Congressional District. The labor
segment of your own committee is indeed aware of the many studies,
the manpower reports of the State commissioner of education, the
State Board of your own committee, and the needs which we have
are going to be critical ones because we do not provide economic
and career education at a substantive level for teenage young people
in districts like the 14th, we are going to have great difficulty in
the next 5 or 10 years.- I would say this unequivocally. Mark my
words, if young people are not steadily and readily employable at
the time they complete their education, we are going to have indeed
serious difficulties in the urban areas of this Nation. This could
become a; crisis for us during the balance of the 20th century. The
work that you do and the work that we do in malipoWer develop-
ment and manpower training absolutely must be 'coordinated. It
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must be funded. We need more money in vocational education. If
we are to build these three new regional schools to take care of the
tremendous population there and to have 13 different school systems
in an urban county all coming- together over a 20 miles region from
north to south and share in this kind of relationship, we are going
to have a planning battle on our plans and implementation battle
on our hands. We want to provide a good education, a healthy edu-
cation. We want to be confident that our yount people will come to
the kind of level where employers will regard them as employable,
where they can have pride in the kind of work that they want to do
or flirt they are able to do. We think that we have. really an unparal-
lel problem to deal with in the realm of vocational education. Our
three new schools and our three. new programs would meet the
needs. We are going to have political problems financing and help-
ing steer this program through the next 5 years in the 14th district..
We need your experience. We need your financial aid. We are work-
ing' on all kinds of programs. We have youth employment services
in the county. We are trying to do an effective job in education so
that young people are not destroying but are building a more pro-
ductive area. We have technology for children going on at present
in a numbrr of our elementary schools. We have many inservice pro-
grams o-oino. on.e, b

Chairman PERKINS. Please comment on the revenue sharing pro-
posal of the administration before you close.

Dr. IIrc. In terms of adult education, we have programs that are
new in adult education. We have expanded to four divisions there
and we see a great need for continuing education and reeducation.
We are trying to work in cooperation with the airport from .where
we flew this morning and with the airlines too and unions to de-
velop° new technical training for young men so they can live in this
21st century in better fashion.. We are trying to establish this
broader continuing education because of. the needs of the people. I
think many of the men sitting here, I know that many or most of
them sitting to my left and right, like some of you and myself,
were GI's from World War II and the investment which the Federal
Government gave to us enabled us to do much more with our lives
than we would have been able to accomplish without that aid. We
see these young men coming now and we want to have effective
careers and continuing adult programs for them. That I think in
general is the substance of all that I tried to think through and
bring to your attention from where I sit as an urban superintendent
and I know that I am speaking for our Commissioner of Education
and for many of the other urban superintendents in our State and
in our neighboring New York State.

In regard to the revenue sharing, I believe and I think all or
many or most of us believe that several of the comments that you
gentlemen and your colleagues have made recently within the last
3O or 45 days are meaningful: Senator .T comment that "Our
States can no longer afford further cuts i. .rational aid;" War-
ren Magnuson's comments that he regards the situation as dismay-
ing; the comments by. Senator Peal that "We are increasing the
-1"-F..nse budget while the increase in that defense budget is apparently
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to be more than the entire budget for the Office of Education, a
brutally misplaced priority," Senator Brooks' 'eminent, "Why pull
out the rug from under active programs which are getting off the
ground and going places" and the comment from House Speaker
Carl Albert in opposition to the budget request is it is slamming
the door on Federal aid to education in libraries and scores of other
programs.

Chairman PERKINS. Just give me your views. That is what I Want.
Dr. Hi.w. My view, sir, is that we need Federal support of a con-

tinuing nature and an expanded nature. I do not believe that we
can fiddle with the future of American education for 6, 12, 18, 24
months. We are going into the Rodriguez situation. We have the
Roder decision in New Jersey. We can not have a systematic tra-
ditional, strong American education system shaken to its roots by
the simple fact that we are going to fiddle around for months or
years and try to determine what to do with revenue sharing or how
to pull proposals in together and face the kind of situation that I
face right now to turn to State boards, to my own board of trustees
and say, "Gentlemen, I don't know what we are going to do be-
tween now and June 30. I don't know what we are going to do other
than turn kids and teachers out." We don't know what to do with
anticipated revenues next year. I can't tell you legally without
counsel's advice to go to emergency provisions because the legislation
is prohibitive in that regard. I simply feel that revenue sharing
may have its day and itsday may come, but I think its time is not
now. I think you have to show its a well planned 2 or 3 or 5 year
sequence ahead which will gain us at least more effective school pro-
grams than what we have now. This is my life and this is my
career in American education. I fight for it and I believe in it. I
believe that on the rural level, and at the urban level, it is poor.
I moved from upstate New York to the urban level of the biggest
metropolitan region of the world because I believe if we don't make
it in the urban area, we are not going to make it in the next 25
years.

Mr. DANIELS. Superintendent Hin, I want to thank you for a
very excellent statement. You have covered all of the bases. But
I would like to point out that Chairman Perkins and the majority
members of this committee have been in the forefront of supporting
the very programs for which you urge consideration this morning.
I have shared these concerns with Congressman Perkins for more
than 14 years and I know exactly where he stands. He is a .leader
in these areas.

Unfortunately, you know that last year we passed two bills with
regard to these programs. They were incorporated in the appropria-
tions bill for the Department's of Labor and Health, Education,
and Welfare. But both of those bills were vetoed by the President.
So now we are operating on a continuing resolution. I sympathize
with you and I sympathize with all of the mayors sitting at the
table with you this morning. I wholeheartedly and thoroughly agree
with you that these programs ought to be planned at least 4 years
in advance. That has been the objective of our chairman in all of
these programs to afford you the opportunity to do some worthwhile
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planning of your own in order to afford our children a good and
decent education.

I compliment yon this morning for a very excellent statement.
We appreciate the fact that you came here and gave us the benefit
of your views. I can assure you of our complete support. But the
man who welmve to convince, however, is on Pennsylvania. Avenue,
and is the one who has impounded funds.

I think today we have to determine what our own priorities am
and I was very much impressed by the comment you made about
considering new benefits for people in other parts of the world
when we should be primarily concerning ourselves with problems
we face right here in America. You have made a- very good point
there.

T would next like to introduce, Mr. Chairman. my good friend
and constituent, the Mayor of the town of West New York, Mayor
Anthony DeFino. The mayor is a big man whose physical size is but
incidental to the breadth of his ability, intelligence, energy in his
role as mayor.

STATEMENT OF HON. ANTHONY DeFINO, MAYOR, WEST NEW
YORK, N.J.

Mr. DEFINo. Congressman Perkins, I thank you for the oppor-
turit.v to appear -here today-I would like to make one note before I
,---:imence my testimony. I note that three of the cities involved all
claim to be the most densely populated in the State of New Jersey.

At the time, sir, when the Federal Government spent 70 percent of
its total budget for education purposesI may be wrong on the
percentageat a time when the President and the Congress should
be concerned with increasing the monies for the purpose of educa-
tion, we have to appear in Washington on what I consider a most
sad occasion, to give testimony on something that I think is evident,
the need for more funds- for educational purposes. We have peculiar
problems in my own community by virtue of the Cuban impact
which I would like to comment on briefly. I believe you have the
figures and you were well acquainted with the problem.

If the Federal Government has a foreign policy that it wishes to
implement with the Cuban situation, I don't think they should expect
the towns of West New York and Union City and other impact
areas to bear the cost. If they want to look good, I think they should
pay the bills. I think the rest of the world should know they are
trying to pay the impact on the cost of the communities and only in
the form of real property taxation which I am happy to see your
bill Will alleviate. The concept of equal cost, the concept of equal
education as pointed out by the superintendent of schools ui Bayonne
in terms of the California decision and the New Jersey decision is
a mandate to the legislature, if one can mandate a legislature, to
take care of this problem which has created inequality in education.
I am seriously perplexed in what we call the greatest country in the
world that anyone could propose to cut back monies: for education
when we all, know when we talk of defense_ of this ..country that we
are gOing.. to..spencl.monies to educate. and rehabilitate-,.a foreign
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power that we just had the peace with, we are going to spend that
money without very much hesitation, but we overlook the needs of
our own country. .

I think our first. line of defense. sir. is to educate our youth be-
...1 w... make thecause I am firmly convinced that it is our youth which 11

country strong. I would like to point out if I had not been helped
when I was at the university with funds from the Federal Govern-
ment, which I pay back now, but for which I am grateful, that I
would not be an attorney today. I:would not have had an oppor-
tunity to be educated as an attorney and make a wonderful living
which I thank God I had the opportunity to have. I think the more
monies you can give, the Congress and the President, to the young
people of our country to make them responsible citizens and give
them the responsibility of education, is the greatest opportunity you
can give because this country can only remain strong if youth has
the proper education, to say nothing of the fact that among that
youth, sir, might be the man or the lady, in view of the fact of
liberation movement today, the man or the lady who will bring the
cure for cancer or the cure for other deseases which we seem to
overlook when we talk about education. Not this committee because
I think we are here today among friends.

I also would like to comment on the.beneficitiries of this education.
West New York is not the beneficiary of th-1, educational structure.
"Union City is not the beneficiary. But you, Federal Government,
and young men and women who are edir.:.ated in the local com-
munities can go on to other parts of the country and contribute to
the country. You have many young people here who were educated
in local schools who are now helping you, the Congress, and helping
the President and advising the President and advising the Congress,
and their education was received on a local basis, but the Federal
Government and State Government are beneficiaries. I say they
should pay on a partnership basis. As far as appropriations go, a
brief comment because I don't want to get involved in political prob-
lemsexcept I am involved as mayor of the communityand I am
not getting the money. I think the final arbiter of appropriations
is the public. They will say on election day, when Congress goes
back to their district, they will either vote for dr.-against them if
they thought their appropriations were out of order. I don't think
that the President should interfere in that area. I hope he is not
within hearing distance. The point that I make: is thy- presentation,
which you have, sir, the fact that I favor the title 2 equalization
grants although I think they are not as large as they should be, but
that is, of course, aluestion of your investigation and your informa-
tion. I think we need this money. There should be no question that
title I, II, and III or Whatever programs are functioning should not be
cut off.-I don't know why. they would discuss that. That, should not
be a question of discussion. What should, be discussed is hoW much
more' money .yon can give us to assure the finest' education for the
.children of our country. Also, we were obtaining. Cuban. fiid to pay
for the education of -Spanish speaking children because- of this im-
pact. It was insUfficient. We would .not turn it down.becauseIve ti,ke
every dollar 'We can- to insure the type' of :education that necessary.
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But that was insufficient. Now we are losing that because we have
(Totten sonic of it through hardship funds. That is also a sad com-:- com-
ment that education should be funded through hardship.

The fact is that that was insufficient. We need that. We need title
I. II, III monies and we need monies that are going to be advanced
through this legislation. We need as much as we can get, not simply
because we want to although we consider it an important factor,
reducing the impact of. the real property taxation situation upon our
constituents, but because we can no longer afford to give the type of

`education that is necessary.
In West New York we have a budget of $7,800 thousand to edu-

cate our children. We have 9,000 students. It will go up and up.
I refer to my superintendent's.wisdom and knowledge in the area

of education. My knowledge only comes by virtue of being an
administrator but my administration, gentlemen, is dependent upon
the Congress, the Federal Government and the State government. I
can only administrate if I have the money, so it is a simple propo-
sition. If we do not get the funds, if we do not get more funds, I am
here and I brazenly state, it is not a question of getting the funds
that we are supposed to lose. That is too simple. We want more funds
and if we do not get them, the quality of education will suffer, the
country will suffer. I know you are all for us and we have to con-
vince Number 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue of the problem and that
you want us to help. I think that all persons, not only those who
come here to testify but those involved in government, should cry
out to the President that he is now trifling with what I consider the
most important national product of this country, our youth, our

. children. The fact that I look at each of you gentlemen, I don't want
to indulge in your educational background, but I would assume it
was sufficient. I wonder what would have happened if we. had not
had people like yourselves educated to sit here today to help us.
That is my statement gentlemen.

I rely on my written testimony for the official record. I want to
thank you, Congressman Perkins, for your efforts and I hope and
pray that our comincr here today will .have some, impact. I don't
pretend to think that we. are of sufficient magnitude to do that, but
I think this problem, and again, the town I am .a mayor of is a
microscopism of New York City, with all of the problems. In fact,
there are some who have convinced Mayor Lindsay to run in that
community, but, of course, we might get more problems; but the
point is that we have asked you and we wish to thank you for this
opportunity, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mayor DeFino follows i]

STATEMENT OF HON. ANTHONY M. DEFINO, MAYOR, WEST NEW YORK, N.J.

The Town of West New York, New Jersey, is situated on the west bank of
the Hudson River, directly opposite mid-town Manhattan. According Jo.. the
1970 census, the Town has approximately 45,000 residents who are crowded
into an area of less than one square mile. West New York is an urban
microcosm suffering from the .same problems which effect the nation's major
cities. Further aggravating these' problems is the fact that West New York is
the single most densely populated community In the United States.

Among the many problems confronting West New York is the problem of
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financing the local school district. As in all other areas of the country the
property tax is the method used to meet rising school costs in West NeW York.

The municipal budget for 1972 called for $11,369,636.00 to be raised by taxa-
tion. This figure can be broken down in the following manner :
County $2, 556, 262
Municipal 4, 112, 355
School 4, 701, 019

The 1972 tax rate for West New York was $82:14 per $1,000.00 assessed
valuation. 41% of this, or $33.75, went directly for school purposes. The average
assessment in 1972 for a two family home was $16,000.00 The average property
tax in 11)72 for a two family home was $1,300.00. The average amount paid
by a two family homeowner ill 1972 'for school purposes was $533.00.

In 1973 the total amount to be raised by taxation will be $12,281,890.00.
Of this total $5,154,719.00 will be for school purposes. This represents an
increase of approximately 10% in the amount of money to be raised via taxa-
tion for school purposes.

Currently there are six (6) public grammar schools, one (1) public high
school, four (4) parochial grammar schools, and one (1) parochial high
school serving West New York. Approximately 9,000 children are presently
enrolled in these schools. 0,800 children are enrolled in the public school sys-
tem and 2,200 children are enrolled in parochial schools.

Of these 6,800 public school pupils, 64% are of Spanish-speaking background
and 58% of the total school age population are children of Cuban refugees.

In recent years the: Federal Government has assisted the community in its
dealings with the problems generated by the Cuban influx under the provisions
of Impact Monies, commonly referred to as Cuban Aid. We have been advised
by our Congressional representatives that these monies will no longer be forth-
coming.

Local taxpayers have recently borne the cost of building a new elementary
school which was needed to alleviate overcrowded conditions in the ainount of
$4,700,000.00.

We are presently in the process of expanding our present school facilities
in the following manner

1public elementary school extensions, $1,728,000.00.
1public high school extention, $2,362,400.00.

The above extensions are sorely needed in order to afford the school children
of West New York ample opportunity to meet the ever-changing nature of
today's challenging society.

It is any feeling that the Federal Government must take the initiative in
dealing with financial crisis which daily confronts municipalities across the
nation as a direct result of the spiraling cost of education. Only the Federal
Government has the resources with winch to deal with a crisis of such pro-
portion.

i The traditional method of financhg local school districts via real property
taxation is no longer workable. In West New York for example, we are in
effect forcing one and two family homeowners (the backbone of every com-
munity) to sell their homes and move to the suburbs.

An alternate method of raising the money needed for educational purposes
must be devised if the local communities, as we know them, are to survive.

I recognize that one of the primary objectives of such legislation would be
the creation of a partnership between state and federal governments which
would result in improving the quality of education throughout the nation.
I must point' out, however, that in the past state governments have been
somewhat reluctant to assume It proportionate share of the cost of education.

I am, therefore, in favor of Title IIEqualization Grants since this would
result in the state's assumption of direct responsibility for education at the
end. of a live year period. In this fashion, the burden of providing monies
for the education of 9,000 children -would no longer fall predominately on the
back of 2,370 homeowners as is presently the case in West New York.

Mr. DANIELS. I call next the mayor the adjoining city of Unionb
City, Mayor William Meehan.
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STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM MEEHAN, MAYOR, UNION CITY, N.J.

Mr. ME. E1TAN.. MI% Chairman and members of this committee, in
behalf of the people of the Union City, I wish to thank you for
allowing me to come down here and present to you what is a most
critical situation for the city of Union. City and in the Hudson
Comity area. Specifically; I would like to thank Congressman Daniels
and Congressman Helsfoski who represents us in the Ninth District
for their concern and efforts in getting us before this committee.

I would like to give just. a few facts about the city before I go
into the other areas. Our city comprises a compacted density popu-
lated area of 1.4 mi. The 1970 census showed a population of ap-..
proximately 58,000. More accurately, the number of residents was in
excess of 60,000. Today we are approximately 65,000. We can state
that the census of 1970 was incorrect on the basis that the forms
were written in English and Many of our residents cannot read or
write English. They are Spanish. All of them threw the census forms
in the garbage cans because no one knew what they were. So the
census records are wrong. We are the most densely populated city
in the United States and we are also the most heavily taxed. We
have mostly two family homes in our area. We have no industry
whatsoever. We are basically what you would call the bedroom com-
munity for the city of New York. With the emergence of the Cuban
nationals coming to Union City because of the Federal policy in
allowing the Cuban people to leave Cuba, our Spanish population
went from zero in the early part of 1960 to over 30,000 in a period
of 10 years. Our population in Union City is almost 55 percent
Spanish, almost all of which speaks only Spanish. Statistics will
show that New Jersey has the highest percentages of resettlement in
the entire part of the United States and our area runs 10 times our
State average.On direct resettlement, there is a larger percentage of
Cuban refugees in our area.than in 46 of the States of the United
States, including the District of Columbia.

In Union City the resettlement is only 60 times the national aver-
age, a ratio of better than 60 to 1. In New York City the ratio is
better than 30 to 1.

The influx of Cuban children to Union City schools since the
Cuban-airlift, which the Government of the United States so genLr-
ously allowed to take place so the Cuban.families could be reunited
on their leaving the inland of Cuban. from the year 1066, we have
had an increase of 1,184 students of Cuban descent. In 1967, it went
to 2,045; .. in 1968, 2,699; in 1969, 3,452; in 1970, 4,253; in 1971 and
1972, 4,574. Union City received Cuban impact funds basically from
the year of 1970. Up until that time Union City was called upon to
support the Cuban people, who were now coming into the area. in
the area of education. The total cost for Cuban education at that
time in-1969 was $2,475,084. In 1971 -72, the cost is now $1,600,824.

The total enrollment of Cuban children in our schools, as of
October 1972, was approximately 5,000 or 55 percent of all students
enrolled iii Union City schools. In 1972, our cost for the entire school
situation will be $10 million. We must spend more than .twice as
much money in 1972 and 1973 for current expenditures as we did in
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1966-67. We now have more than 5,000 Cuban children in our schools
as a direct result of a Federal policy. The airlift, that had been
stopped for awhile which gave Union City a breather has now been
renewed by the Federal Government. More people are now coining
into the United States. We are also told that there are 29,000 Cubans
waiting in Madrid, Spain, to be released by the Federal Government
of a doubt that at least 25 to 30 percent will wind up in the Union
so they can come to the United States. WTe know beyond a shadow
City-west New York area. Where are we going to put them ? We have
no schools now. The principal source of income that we have, as I
stated before, is from two-family residents. We have no industry
We do not have a waterfront. We do not have railroads. We do not
have any type of in other than the embroidery industry which
is highly machined to the point where we have maybe 10 people
working in a factory. The people of Union City have borne all of the
increases in the taxes. WTe cannot do it any more. Our taxes are too
high and our rents are too high. I am here seeking justice for the
people of Union City. It is the responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment to provide funds necessary to meet a condition created by the
Federal Government. We have not and we will not shut out anyone
who wants to come to the city of Union City. Only question is how
do we provide for the people of the city of Union City who come?
I realize this is an education committee,but I also would like to ex-
pla'n that this influX that is a result of the Federal policy also hits
us as far as public safety is concerned. Police and firemen are
people' who need to be paid. Teachers have to be paid. The money
must come from the taxpayer. Because of the fact that we have such
a large influx of people, the cost of government of running the city
of Union City has gone out of proportion.

WTe feel in Union City that the people of Union City can no
longer meet the obligation fostered upon us by the Federal Govern-
ment. The Federal Government has extended the hand of justice to
the Cuban refugees, but it is a strange brand of justice that slaps the
hand of the recipient and at the:same time ignores that segment of
the population which has accepted the recipient. The action of the
Federal Government must be to accept full responsibility and not
create a situation and then turn its back on us. I have given the
overall situation in the testimony that I have submitted to you.

I would like to stress the fact that Union City, West New York,
and Weehawken are unique. We are more unique-than any other part
of the United States. I say that we are unique in the fact that we
have people who do not speak our lanonage coming into a school
system and into the area whereby we are trying to cope with a prob-
lem.'The only way we can make the American dream come true for
them is to break through the language barrier, to be able to instruct
them in the way of American life. Revenue sharing is a nice situa-
tion but in Union City, it becomes a disaster. It becomes a disaster
because is one hand they give us x amount of dollars which they
give to every other city of the United States and take away Money
that is desperately needed to handle the situation that has been
handed to us by the Federal Government. What the effect on the
school system is, I do not deal with it every day, so therefore for me
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to try to explain to you what would happen in the school system
with the reduction of these funds would be presumptions on my part.
I have with me the assistant superintendent of Union City schools
who can do a far better job than I will ever do. He works with the
problem every day and he has been with the Cuban impact funds and
the title I program for the past 5 or 6 years and maybe longer. I
would prefer to have him testify.

Chairman PERKINS. Let him put the statement in the record and
just summarize it. I think you have gone into it so thoroughly that
we really understand it. Let your assistant school -superintendent
summarize it here if you don't mind.

Mr. SIMON. Congressman Perkins and gentlemen, I do want to
thank you for your invitation for us to conic here and talk about
H.R. 69 and revenue sharing. We share the views of Dr. Hin and
the previous speakers which need very little elaboration. It would
only be a reeinphasis of ideas that have come across thoroughly to
you. We shall put into the record our own precise detailed record ofwhat

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection we will include it in the
record.

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF IION. WILLIAM. J. MEEHAN, MAYOR, UNION CITY, N.J.

Mr. Chairman, members of this Committee, in behalf of the .people of
Union City, New Jersey, I wish to thank you for this opportunity afforded
me to present to you what in fact is a most critical situation which requires
your immediate attention.

Specifically I want to thank Congressmen Dominick Daniels and Henry
Helstoski for their concern and efforts in arranging for this appearance.

At the outset may I state that financial. aid is required now, immediately!
Very candidly, gentlemen, this requirement for immediate financial aid is a

direct result of actions of the Federal Government.
Our City comprises a compact, densely populated area of 1.4 square miles.

The 1970 Census showed a population of approximately 58,000, however, more
accurately the number of residents was in excess of 60,000 and today approxi-
mately 65,000. This gives to Union City the unenviable distinction of being the
most densely populated City in the United States.

With your permission I shall briefly review the history of the pest two
decades. The events of which I am sure you are familiar, however, the effect
of these events upon Union City of which you are probably not aware.

Gentlemen, it is the effect of these events which has prompted our appear-
ance before you today. It is the effect of these events which requires imme-
diate financial assistance.

Less than two decades ago, 1960, the Census disclosed no appreciable Spanish
speaking population in Union City. Beginning with the internal conflict in
Cuba and the emergence of Fidel Castro, many Cuban Nationals began fleeing
their homeland emigrating to the United States. Many of these middle class
Cuban refugees began settling and were well received -in Union City.

Our geographic location is an ideal one. We are located directly across the
Hudson River from midtown New York City, access to midtoWn- Manhattan,
within fifteen minutek via-the Lincoln Tunnel, is available on an around-the-
clock basis. Numerous bus companies provide convenient transportation for
commuters. Highways U. S. Route #1, U. S. Route #9, New Jersey South S-3
and the New Jersey Turnpike provide ready and efficient-access to major areas.
The Holland Tunnel, George Washington ..-Bridge, Newark Airport, Essex,
Bergen and Middlesex Counties (a radius of approximately 30 miles) can be
reached in about thirty minutes. It was, only natural for middle class Cubans
to settle here. Retail business opportunities were. available and the refugees
became an intgrai part of our . City by purchasing homes and establishing
businesses.
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Recognizing the victory of Fidel Castro in Cuba, our government recognized
the desire of many Cubans to flee their homeland. Our Federal Government.
responded charitably. We initiated the "air-lift" resulting hi a mass exodus of
Cubans from the mainland to the United States. The objective of our Federal
:policy was to bring from Cnba relatives of refugees already in this country,
so as to effect family reunions in communities to which the earlier arrivals
have been settled.

Cuban nationals already settled in Union City, the result of our Federal
policy was to create an overburdening impact upon oar City. In a very short
period of time our Spanish :speaking population soared from almost nil to
approximately thirty thousand. This impact affected every phase of life in
Union City, principally housing and education.

An examination of the official records of the Cuban Refugee Center gives a
graphic description of the impact resulting from Federal policy. We must
remember that these official figures relate only to direct resettlements. In
actuality the impact is even greater than that which is disclosed by statistics.
Therefore, the need is even greater than the vast need established by the
statistics.

I wish to imint out, gentlemen, that our neighboring community of West
New York has a similar history, and recently the affect of this. impact is
being felt by our neighboring community of Weehawken. However, my col-
leagues, Mayor Anthony De Fino and Stanley Iacono, of West New York and
Weehawken, respectively, are also here to testify and will relate to their
respective communities..

The statistics disclose that New Jersey has the highest percentage of resettle-
ments in the nation. Our area runs 10 times our state average.

The records disclose that if we divide the total number of persons resettled
by the more than 2,000 cities who have accepted these refugees, we come up
with a City average of approximately 70 resettlements per city. This is the
national average.

In Union City the resettlement is more than 60 times the national average,
or we see a ratio of better thair60 to 1. In West New York the ratio, as com-
pared to the national average, is better than 30 to 1.

As a matter of fact, on direct resettlement, there are a larger number of
Cuban refugees in our area than in forty-six (46.) states and the District of
Columbia (inculding Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and Texas).

I should now like to briefly disclose to you gentlemen the influx of Cuban
children to Union City schools since the "air-lift" began ;
1966 to 1967, increase 356
1967 to 1968, increase. 757
1968 to 1969, increase 900
1969 to 1970, increase. 1, 050
1970 to 1971, increase. 1, 022
1971 to 1972, increase. 1, 033

With the influx in our school system we find a direct increase in cost as
follows :

Total cost for
Cuban refugees Per capita cost Cuban refugees

1966 to 1967 I, 194 $659 $786, 846
1967 to 1968 2, 045 662 I, 353, 790
1968 to 1969 2, 699 700 1, 899, 300
1969 to 1970 3, 850 776 2, 987,600

Gentlemen, in a short three year period we see an increase in cost of more
than $2 million.

The total enrollment of Cuban children in our schools as of October, 1972, is
approxiMately 5,000 or 55% of all Students enrolled in Union City schools.

Gentlemen, now let us look at the cost for current expenditures, comparing
With 1966-67 school year with the 1972-73 school year :

1966-67; cost $ 4,878,794.00.
1971-73, cost over 10,000,000.00.
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We must spend more than twice as much money in 1972-73 for current, ex-
penditures as we did in 1966-67, because we now have more than 5,000 Cuban
children in our schools as a direct. result of FEDERAL POLICY. Gentlemen,
where do we get this money? In all fairness should it not be the FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT who must provide the funds necessary to educate these
children?

Our actual school bnildings consist of seven (7) elementary schools and two
(2) high schools. In addition, we utilize as school facilities, portable class-
rooms, church basements, housing project, annex to a parochial school and an
office building. Makii:g every effort and utilizing every means to house and
educate our students, we have instituted a program whereby our high school
students are on an 8 period (lay in one school, and-a 9 period day in the other,
with an anticipated increase of 100-150 students in 1973-74. Adding to the
dilemma we have the probable loss of parochial schools which further increases
our Imblic school population.

Gentlemen, where shall we put these students. how do we offer the necessary
programs, IF WE MUST CTJT STAFF BECAUSE CUBAN AID STOPS?

The air-lift has been renewed by the Federal Government. The influx con-
tinues. Recently, many of the refugees who have resettled in other areas of
ohr State have been moving into our area.

WHERE ARE WE GOING TO HOUSE THE CHILDREN?

wish to cite just a few additional critical areas in our school system
which will become hazardous with the cessation of aid.

A. Class size : If Cuban aid stops, how do we prevent class size from going
over 30? Is this being fair to the children, the teachers, the parents, the com-
munity, the nation?

B. Supportive services : If Cuban aid stops, what happens to our biiiiilluai
counselors, testors, psychologists, etc.?

C. Special instructional staff : If Cuban aid stops, where do we get the
necessary funds for teachers of English as a second language, bilingual
teachers desperately needed to help children who cannot read, speak or write .

English.
Applying the foregoing facts to any American Community would create a

vast impact on the society, costs, functions, attitudes of its residents (refugee
and citizen). When applied to our area the effect is devastating.

Our principal source of income is derived from ratables received from
residential premises. The greater majority are two family residences, some
multidwellings and recently two luxury highrisers. We do not have water front
or railroad ratables. We have no appreciable industrial or commercial ratables.

Our people, taxpayers and rent paye'..s, have borne the brunt of the normal
increased cost of local government.

After two decades of lack of planning and inefficiency the citizenry elected
a new administration in 1970. In a move for economy and efficiency this, admin-
istration eliminated superfluous municipal jobs, improved purchasing techniques
and consolidated municipal functions.

The people can no longer be asked to carry the cost of this additional burden
implemented by the Federal Government. Our taxes are too high, our rents are
too high.

For several years, as outlined above, the people of Union City have been
meeting- the cost of a situation created by the Federal Government which cost
rightfully should have been borne by the Federal Government.

During the past several years we did receive aid, however, the amount we
received was less than the amount required. The people had to make up the
difference.

I am not here just asking for your assistance. It is not a situation where
the City of Union City has created a situation and is now asking for- your help.
I am here seeking justice for the people of Union City. It is the responsibility
of the Federal Government to provide the funds necessary to meet a condition
created by the Federal Government.

As I pointed out, not. only has the Federal Government failed to justly meet
the cost of its creatA situation, no* the Federal Government wants to with-
draw even that portion- of its whole obligation which it has 'committed itself to.
Gentlemen, is this justice? I ask you, without intending- sarcasm, "is this the
American way?"
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In addition to the impact upon our educational system, this impact effects
other areas of life in our community.

Our housing must be adversely affected. Over 00,000 residents in an area of
1.4 square miles. The supply for housing cannot meet the exceptional demand.
In ninny instance we see the tenant at the mercy of landlords. High rents keep
going higher.

In addition, we see apartments and rooms created in dwellings which cannot
contain them. Economically, to meet taxes, two family homeowners must. by
economic necessity, seek additional income. This only conld lead to a health
and sociological problem.

I also most mention the problem of public safety. As you know, in our
community, impacted as we are, police and fire protection must he implemented
to meet the increased need. Again, we are taiVng economics. Again, we can
trace this added service and cost directly to Federal policy.

What. type of community is this that has willingly shouldered such an
unconscionable share of the burden of this Federally motivated influx? What
consideration has the Federal Government shown to the people Of our area?

Gentlemen. the people of Union City, West NeW York and North Hudson.
can no longer meet the obligation of the Federal Government.

Our citizens are over taxed and over strained. We are not second class
citizens. The truth of the matter is that our people have made :t Herculean
effort these past years. economically, emotionally, sociologically. to withstand
this burden established and fostered upon us by the Federal Government.

We welcome our newly arriving neighbors. In them we see a future hope
for development of \o n commimity. however, what development can be made
if we are choked off at the very start. If our children, both native born and
refugee are denied complete education, if our services must be curtailed, if our
security (police and fire) is stagnated.

If our Federal Government continues to enforce an unjm:t economic burden
on the existing drained resources, economic and otherwise. of this com-
munity, the result will be inevitable. We will see our Federal Government
destroy us, and with us the hope and aspirations of tens of thousands of
these refugees.

Our Federal Government has extern ded the hand of justice to Cuban refugees.
Is it not a strange brood of justice that slaps the hand of the recipient and
at the same time ignoreS and disregards that segment of its population who
has shouldered the load and willingly accepted the recipient?

Gentlemen, the action of the Federal Government must be to accept its full
responsibility, not to create a situation and then turn its back.

What I have set forth is reality. In decency and justice I say, "do not turn
your back on the people of Union City".

In closing, again permit me to thank you for this opportunity to appear
before yon.

Mr. SIMON. I would like to, if I may, refer to something about
revenue sharing which very few people here would know. That is
about 4 years ago. Commissioner Marland invited representatives
from the State of New Jersey and New York to a meeting at the
Commodore Hotel at which time we were to meet him for the first
time. He had just conic into office a few months before. The gist of
his speech at that time was entirely devoted to the idea. of revenue
sharing for education. We had just a few questions at the time lie-;
cause it was so new but the thing that worried us most of course
was just what would it mean in dollars and cents not just the year
in -which revenue sharing would be implemented but the year ai;:er
and the year after. At that time, about 4 years ago, the answer was,
well, we really don't know. We think that we should be able to do
better the second year. It is 4 years later and when the same question
is raised about revenue sharing we get not even that kind of an
answer. We get a hasty response that leads us to have very very
serious doubts about the value on a enduring basis of any revenue
sharing program. I think it is so indirect contrast with H.R. 69
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which talks of 5 years. It is not afraid to say so. It says 5 years. We
sup.port, II.Ii. .69 because everyone of its titles has meant as much to
Union. City as we shall spell out in detail as it has meant to Bayonne
and the other cities. I would simply like to say first about the Cuban
impact. I have been connected with ESEA since 1965 since it was
first introduced, and with Cuban impact since 1969, October 3, when
we made an appearance here at a hearing of your committee Con-
gressman Perkins,through Congressman Daniels' bill. I would like
to remind you that at that time we brought with us to young ladies,
two high school students who were Spanish youngsters who never
knew a word of English before they came to our schools, and that
the community without the Cuban impact moneys at that time had
spent funds of its own to the best of its ability in giving them the
English phrasino. sufficient enough so when they came here to make
aii appearance before the committee, everyone of the members of the
committee was astounded at the quality of their performance and
their presentation. I might say that both ladies have gone on to do
very well in our country. But they represented just two kids. Since
the Cuban impact funds have come to us, we have been able to pro-
vide 'English as a second language training beyond any city of com-
parable size in the United States. As a matter of fact, we provided
training for each teacher of ESL for the State, We have 24 ESL
teachers on the staff now in our small school. We have 21 bilingual
teachers, most of whom we have been able to get through Cann
impact

It is a curious thing that happens that has not been mentioned in
any presentation here, that is, with Cuban impact aid and with
ESEA .aid, we have been able to ,initiate programs that were so
successful that the community then seeing the need for these things,
seeing the ::'access of it, has taken over and paid for it far beyond
what they really are able to do. I can only urge the rest of the com-
mittee to have the same dedication that you gentlemen have here to
support ITT.. 69 and to bring back Cuban aid as well to our com-
munity. Thank you.

Mr. Aliniumis-. The tax situation in Union City is really out of pro-
portion and in a moment of levity may I say that 'you people have
14 years in Congress and your job is a lot more steady than mine as
far as the taxes are concerned.

Thank you very much for allOwing us to be here this morning.
Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Chairman, both Mayor DeFino and Mayor

Meehan have testified as to the density of the population in both of
their communities. As a result of the impact of the Cuban refugees,
in both of their communities, the problems of West New York and
Union City have now spilled over to the adjoining community of
WeehaWken. I am pleased to present the mayor of that community as
the next witness. Mayor Stanley Iacono of Weehawken.

STATEMENT OF HON. STANLEY IACONO, MAYOR, WEEHAWKEN,
N.I.

Mr. Incorro. Thank you, Congressman Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee, I takr, this opportunity to thank you for giving us
an audience here with you this morning and especially to Congress-
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man Daniels, although on opposite side of the political fence, I can
only tell you whenever Weehawken has come for his assistance,
Congressman Daniels has been there and on behalf of all of the
people of Weehawken, I thank you Congressman, for your help.

Arr. DANIELS. I appreciate your comments.
Mr. IAcoNo. I am submitting this presentation to you this.morning

in hope of gaining some Federal financial assistance in our area. It
seems to be that we all had the same. mutual problems as the Con-
gressman just explained what has been the problems of both Mayors
DeFino and Meehan, it is also our problem in Weehawken. That is
because western New York being at the north of Weehawken, Union
City being at the west of Weehawken, Hoboken being to the south,

ffand to the east of Weehawken is New York City, the reatest finan-
cial area in the entire world. What is happening is that people are
moving into Weehawken because of the proximity to New York City
being that it is only ,10 minutes away. We do have many Cuban
refugees coming into Weehawken approximately right now A,000
residents. Back in 19155 we only had 9.8 percent when the impact
started to effect tht- neighborhood and now we are up to 19.3, al-
though by Government standards we don't qualify because the
minimum should be 20 percent. However, the bill that we support
for the extension of these programs certainly feel that this could
help a small town of a population the size of 13,383. Back in 1940
and 1950, we did not have any problems and we would not have to
worry about revenue sharing or about certain bills that we need for
the difficulties that we are experiencing. We don't have the railroads
operating like they have back in the Forties and Fifties. Forty-seven
percent of our taxes were paid for by the State subsidies:-Thefefore,.
the entire complexity has changed. We do have a serious problem
because we do have an obligation to our community to give the
children the best education available. We seek your help in helping
its do this. I wish we did not have to seek your help. I would have
liked to have said we could do this on our own. However, that is an
impOssible task at the present time. We do have title 1 in our school
system for the mere amount of $10,000. We could only keep that in
one school. We have four schools in our system and the .rest that we
tried to hire the bilingual teachers, that all comes through the tax-
payers' dollars. However, we would like to see that program ex-
panded. It seems that when revenue-sharing allocationTure made for
funds, a town, because of the ,popidation size, doesn't qualify. In
Weehawken we received $40,000 for this year, $20,000 at the last
quarter of last year. But as Mayor De Fino said, we all take what
we can get because of the problems that are curtailing our services.

Our tax rate is a poor situation because it is dealing with our
education system in Weehawken. I am going on. my fifth year in
office. Within the last year the taxes have increased up to. $25.64.
This is why whenever any programs are available we want to take
advantage. We want the.Government to realize that because. of size,
we still have the same problems. They may be small probleins, but
we have, the problems. When I see a bill such as title.1:nii,H,R. 69,
it is encouraging: to hope. and to feel that consideration:Will'egiven
to a. small town regardless of the other situations.

In Closing,. "Would like to saf that.weall have thutizal' problems.
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Mayor Meehan states he doesn't know where the people are going
to move from Union City anymore. I can tell you they are moving
into Wechawkan. I wish we had additional dollars to build the
schools we want to build. Recently, we had $3 million bond issue
which is so needed in our school system. The schools are overcrowded
by the increasing population of the Cuban refugees and we had to
knock this bond issue down because of the current tax rate, because
of the increased tax rate of last year. This is a crime. This is a
shame. i3ecausc this is how we are trying to give the education the
best quality education we can to our community. So if we can get
some additional assistance in this federally impacted school district
area, I feel that something is happening for the betterment of the
entire community. I thank you.

Mr. DANIELS. Mayor Iacono, do you have any other witnesses to
present ?

Mr. Ltcoco. I have my superintendent of schools if you would
to have him elaborate.

Mr. DANIELS. I will leave it up to him if he wishes to give a brief
statement on the Cuban refugees in the school system.

Mr. GENDIIIN. I want to thank Chairman Perkins for allowing me
to be here with our mayor today. We have always had a great respect
for Congressman Daniels.

I have seen many changes come over Weehawkan in the 49, years
that I have been there. I can honestly say that these Spanish-speaking
boys and girls are being _very well received by the neighborhood .of
West New York, Union City, and Weehawken. I feel pros of these
boys and girls for their behavior. They do not give some of the
disciplinary problems. I wish some of the English-speaking children
in Weehawken gave is as few problems as they do. They are eager
for an education. I was so sorry to find that these two buildings that
we needed so urgently were knocked down a few weeks ago. I sin-
cerely believed that this committee and others who may be able to
help this North Hudson area please do so.

I thank you.
[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF HON. STANLEY D. IACOIVO, MAYOR,
TOWNSHIP OF WEEHAWKEN, N.J.

I am Stanley D. Iacono, Mayor of the Township of Weehawken.
I am submitting this presentation to you in the hope of gaining federal

financial assistance fur the Weehawken school system to meet the ever-
mounting burden on our taxpayers caused by the resettling of hundreds of
Cuban refugees into our.community.

The Township of Weehawken is located in Northern Hudson County.at the
New Jersey terminus of the Lincoln Tunnel, immediately across the .Hudson
River from Manhattan. We are bordered on the east by the Hudson River,
to the north by the Town of West New York, to the west by the City of Union
City, and to the south by Hoboken. The population totals 13,383 on a land mass
of 520 acres or .9 square miles.

Because of our unique setting, Many families choose to settle here and work
in New York City, the home of the greatest financial opportunity in our
nation. It takes these commuters only 10 minutes to reach Manhattan through
the Lincoln. Tunnel. This geographical arrangement seems to be particularly
appealing to the Cuban, refugees, as an estimated 4,000 have settled into our
community, virtually all since 1965.

Our school system, of course, has been hard- hit by this, influx. Of 2,171
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resident children in average daily attendance in our four schools today, we
have 022 Spanish surnamed pupils, or 28.6 per cent. When this is comparedwith the 1965-66 school year, when our Spanish surnamed lawns numbered
oily 177 of the 3,815 resident students or 9.8 per cent, the increasing magni-
tude of the problem is readily recognizable.

Consider the following:
(A) Our staff in 1005 did not have the proper training to teach Spanish-

speaking students. We were forced to hire bilingual teachers for these chil-
dren. at; a greater expense to the board and, therefore the taxpayer.

(It) New textbooks were purchased for use by these children until they
could function in a regular classroom, again at the expense of the board and
the taxpayer.

(C) Our high school has been forced to revert to the "stagger system ",
%I-hereby the normal eight period day was expanded to tell periods. Seniors
attend morning classes and the balance of the student hotly attend the after-
noon sessions.

(1)1 The implementation of dividers was adopted in our schools in the hope
of providing more classroom space. Multi-purpose rooms, originally used for
conferences, recreation, speeches, have now become classrooms with in-
adequate blackboard Si III ce, lighting and furnishing, making them generally not
conducive to study.

(E) In one instance. funds for environmental classes were approved, yet our
school board was forced to refuse them because physically, the classroom spacewas not. available.

(F) During the 1965-66 school year. the Board of Education employed 11S
(.'aching personnel and 50 non-teaching personnel. Today, we have 163 teachers
ou the payroll and 03 non-teachers, and increase of 45 and 7 respectively.

The burden on the Weehawken taxpayer has grown tremendously. Since our
1905-06 school budget, the cost to our taxpayers of educating the Weehawken
school children has increased almost twofold, from $1,153,782 to $2,120,219.

()Hi.- residents have an overall tax rate today of $00.09 per thousand com-
pared with just S45.20 in 1970. Of this, Our school hoard receives $28.95 as
opposed to just $25.75 three years ago. To cite an example, for a homeowner
whose property and house have been assessed at $40.000, he will pay $2.667.00
per year in city tax, $1,157.74 of which will go towards education.

It is no wonder that a $3 million bond issue to add 10 classrooms each to
Roosevelt and Wilson schools was rejected by the Township Council after public
hearings. The citizens simply cannot afford the added tax burden this would
necessitate.

To be sure, of 13,383 residents of Weehawken, some 2,580 are senior citizens
((i0 and over). This 19.3 per cent of the population, most of whom are on asfixed income, can ill afford the tax rate they are presently paying, to say
nothing of additional taxes, Another 10.2 per cent of the population (2,171)
are students and make little, if any, contribution to the Township.

This totals over one-third (35.5%) of the whole community .(not counting
4.2% unemployed), leaving an overwhelming burden on the remainder to sup-
port our tax share to Hudson County, the local school system, local services
and veterans and senior citizens:

The school system has made accurate and complete surveys of our Cuban
population over the past three school years, in a vain attempt to qualify under
Title I of Public Law 81-874, Financial Assistance in Federally Affected Areas.
Each time we have fallen short of the required 20 per cent minimum, though
our Cuban refugee student population continues to grow.

I cannot help but assume that our problems caused by the influx are similarto those of our neighboring communities, only on a Smaller scale. Yet, we are
refused proportionate assistance to meet them.

This year, the school hoard began pilot project in bilingual education as
opposed to the English as a Second Language approach. This is indeed a costly
proposition, yet we feel it is the superior method in educating our predomin-
antly Spanish-speaking students.

But the present program only begins to touch those in need of remediation
because of language difficulties.

Accordingly, we have made application under the Bilingual Education Act(Title VII, ESEA) for a grant of $140,019.00 to fund a full-scale program for
one school year. We can only hope the Office of Education recognizes ourplight and funds the program.

Indeed, upon close examination of the supporting data, which follows. it
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becomes obvious that the Weehawken School System and the Weehawken tax-
payer both are in a desperate situation.

In closing, I am certainly proud of the Federal Government for granting
asylum to those Cuban refugees who escaped Castro's island and later, for
diplomatically arranging for others to live in the freedom of America. Now
the same government must help the municipalities where these refugees have
settled in solving the unique problems which have resulted.

What began as a noble net of mercy has become an overwhelming problem to.
the taxpayers of our community.

As .representatives of the people, with the power to approve appropriations
and the responsibility to make our nation greater internally, I and the
Weehawken citizenry plead for your help.

Appendix I

'DIE WEE IIA WREN' Scrroms

Weehawken High School (grades 9-12) :
(A) built in 1949
(I3) houses 38 classrooms
(C) present enrollment of 1150, including tuition paying students from

Seca ucus
Daniel. Webster School (grades K-6) :

(A) built in 1940
(B) houses 24 classrooms
(C) present enrollment. of 389

Theodore Roosevelt School (grades K-6) :
(A) built in 1928
(B) houses 28 classrooms
(C) present enrollment of 518

Woodrow Wilson School (grades K8) :
(A) built in 1926
(B) houses 25 classrooms
(C) present enrollment of 613

Appendix II
TOTAL AVERAGE DAILY ENROLLMENT

School year Resident Total

1965 to 1966 1, 815.2 2,137.4
1966 to 1967 1, 976.7 Z 480.3
1967 to 1968 2,027, 5 2, 575. 1
1968 to 1969 2, 083.7 2, 654. 5
1969 to 1970 2, 095, 9 2, 653. F
1970 to 1971 2,144.5 2, 710.0
1971 10 1972 2, 145. 1 2, 697.2
1972 to 1973 (estimate) 2, 171, 0 2, 741.0
1973 to 1974 (estimate) 2, 183.0 : 2, 593.0

L Reflects the building program in Secaucus which will gradually phase out theso students, and their tuition.

Note.The total includes tuition paying students from Secaucus who attend Weehawken High School.

Appendix III
LOCAL TAX LEVY FOR EDUCATION

School year
Tax levy for

education

1965 to 1966 81,153,782. 00
1966 to 1967 1,244,455.00
1967 to 1968 1,344,594.98
1968 to 1969 ,1,612,352.00
1969 to 1970 .1,602, 588.00
1970 to 1971 ., '1;847,506.00
1971 to 1972. 1 ;L867,842.00
1972 to 1973 (Santicipated ) ,2, 120,219.00
1973 to 1974. (anticipated )) "2, 525,823.00

.
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Appendix IV
TAX RATE AND AMOUNT TO SCHOOLS

Year of taxation Tax rate
Amount to

schools

19651 $111.08 $32.14
19661 117.48 38.87
19671 113.48 57.92
1968 47.47 26.40
1969 46.51 25.05
1970 45.20 25.75
1971 53.01 24.78
1972 66.69 28.95

1 Before 100 percent assessment.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask each of the
mayors a question and I would like them to give his own response
to my next question. I believe you mayors have given us your school
population figures relative to the number of Cuban refugees that
you have in your schools. I would like you to advise this committee
as to the ratio between Cuban population to total population. Mayor
DeFino, I believe you said you had 9,000 students enrolled in your
elementary and secondary schools.

Mr. DEFnco. That includes parochial. 6,800 public-school pupils,
64 percent of those are Spanish-speaking.

Mr. DANIELS. Mayor Meehan, can you tell us the percentage of
refugees enrolled in the public schools?

Mr. MEEHAN. Fifty-five percent. Five thousand out of 9,000
Cubans.

Mr. Ltcoxo. We have 26 percent, 19.3 percent qualified for Cuban
aid, but we have other Spanish-speaking students that would come
up to around 26 or 26 percent of a total population.

Mr. DEFINO. Sixty-four percent are Spanish-speaking. Fifty-
eight percent are Cuban because we have other Spanish-speaking
pupils.

Mr. MEEHAN. Congressman Daniels, if I could impose upon the
committee for a moment, I also have with me Dr. Luisa de la Torre,
who is a Cuban national, who is now an American citizen. She is a
trustee on our board of education in Union City. I would like her
to say a few words on behalf of what type of work we are trying
to do.

Mr. DANIELS. Do you have any objection Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. No objection. Mrs. De la Torre?
Mrs. DE LA TORRE. I am one of thousands and thousands of Cubans

who came to Union City in the last decade. We came here and we
now have sons and daughters who are first-generation Cuban
Americans. We are proud to be Americans and be fathers and
mothers of the first generation of Cuban Americans, but we are
changing our feelings because we were happy when we came here
seeking freedom. Nov we are changing that feeling to a guilty one
because we are bringing too many problems to the cities that open
their arms to us and since I am on the board of education and trying
to help my community, I would tell you one point. We have been

95-545 0 - 73 - pt. 2 - 47
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living in peace and harmony because of those programs we had
with Federal moneys ESL because we are trying to adopt and adjust
our children to American way of life. If we don't have those moneys
we don't have those programs. I don't know the future and peace
and harmony of our cities.

Thank you.
Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Mx. Would it be permissible for Dr. Rossnick of our State

loard of Education to make a brief statement.
,Thairman PERKINS. Yes.

STATEMENT OF DR. GERALD H. ROSSNICK, VICE PRESIDENT,
BOARD OF EDUCATION

Dr. ROSSNICK. Again, we are grateful for the past interest and
devoted interest of this committee and I know the future interests
of this committee for welfare of youngsters in both the State of
New Jersey and the Nation. Going around the State of New Jersey
as I do as a delegate, I here many many things in regards to the
purposes of education. Today, we feel that those of us who are
vitally concerned with the educational process in this Nation should
be in mourning for the President's methodical destruction of the
educational foundation of this entire Nation. The future of America
lies with the children outside of this building. Its future citizens,
its leaders, future congressmen, future cabinet men, and indeed its
future President depend on not wronging the foundation of our
seat through curtailment of needed funds to promulgate sound edu-
cational principles and practices. By restrictino. leaning skills,
guidance, techniques,' and the like, through a cutback in Federal
funds, basically provided by the very same taxpayers who expect
dollar accountability .through fair and proper spending, this to us
is undemocratic and totally unrealistic in the real world of today.
Throughout the State and throughout. our constituents here, we again
beg you to 'onsider all programs vitally needed for the children of
America because the children of America will keep America as great
as it is today.
Thank you.

Mr. DANIELS. That concludes the presentation, Mr. Chairman. I
would, however, ask unanimous consent. to introduce into the record
a letter I wrote in the latter part of January to Roy L. Ash, Direc-
tor of the Office of Management and Budget. with regard to the
cutting off of section 3 funds for the town of West New York and
he city of Union City. I did not make in that letter any statement

with regard to the problem of the township of Weehawken. How-
ever I did ask for an appointment to confer with him with regard
to diis problem. I am indeed sorry to say that it was over a month
before I received in a pro forma response to my letter. I would like
to incorporate this letter into the record at this time.

Chairman PERKINS. 1.89.thORt objection, it is so ordered.
[The letter referred to follows ;]
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JANUARY 29, 1973.
ROY L. Asa,
Director,
Office of Management and Budget,
Executive Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR DIRECTOR: Pursuant to Title I, Sec. 3 (b) (3) of P. L. 81-874 as amended
by P. L. 91-230, the Town of West New York and the City of Union City, New
Jersey were authorized to receive reimbursement for education expenses paid
out on behalf of children of Cuban refugees. These refugees settled in the two
communities as a result of the Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1962
(P. L. 87-510) and the subsequent. Federal Cuban airlift.

Under P. L. 81-874, as amended, children of Cuban refugees may be counted
among those children for whom school systems are otherwise reimbursed under
Title I, P. L. 81-874, Sec. 3 (b) (3)1

It was the opinion of the Congress that Cuban refugees, brought into the
United States under Federal sponsorship and who settle in large numbers in
specific communities have a similar and as great an impact on those communi-
ties as do uniformed or other federal personnel for whom school systems are
reimbursed. Because the refugees are brought into the country under the
sponsorship of the Federal Government, the Congress determined that the
Federal Government has a responsibility to contribute toward their welfare.

The impact of the Federal Go:ernment's Cuban airlift has been far greater
on the municipalities of Union City and West New York than many Federal
installations. In the two New Jersey communities, the percentage of non-
English speaking children in the school system jumped from insignificance to
over 50% within two years. Thus, as a result of the Federal airlift, these two
communities must provide special education facilities including additional
teachers with bilingual training, extensive teacher training, special texts, and
additional counseling facilities and other resources exclusively to provide for
refugee children. In Union City, if the Federal contribution were ended, local
taxes would have to be raised $7.00 per thousand.

The two communities have a long history of meeting their responsibilities.
They originally accepted the refugees into the community without turmoil and
have provided extensive assistance in integrating the newcomers into the com-
munity. Nevertheless, they felt that the Federal Government must and by right
ought to pick up part of the financial cost of initially integrating the refugees
into the community. I agree as did the Congress and the Administration for
the past three years.

It should be noted that the law authorizing Federal payments to the two
school systems provides only for the costs of initial impact. It is effective only
so long as (1) 20% of the school population consists of children of Cuban
refugees and (2) the parent has been a "refugee" within three years prior to
the beginning of the fiscal year. Thus, the child of a parent who has been in
a "refugee" status for longer than the designated period cannot be counted
towards reimbursement for education -expenses.

This provision reflects the rationale that by the time a refugee has been here
three years, he or she will have become self-supporting and a taxpaying member
of the community. Thus, the provision for reimbursement of expenses on behalf
of refugees has an automatic "suicide clause" which effectively cuts off funds
-hen they are presumably no longer needed. The communities, the Congress and

the Administration agreed that this was an equitable arrangement. In fact how-
ever, as a result of rising prices and unemployment, the arrangement has not
worked out as anticipated and the communities have not been able to realize
the tax equity anticipated.

Reimbursement is based upon "the number of children who were in average daily
attendance . . . during a fiscal year, and who, while in attendance . . . resided with
a parent for guardian] who was at any time during the three year period immediately
preceding the fiscal year for which the determination. is made a refugee who meets the
requirements of Sec. 2 (b) (3) (A) and (B) of the Migration and Refugee Assistance
Act of 1062."

A refugee under the 1062 Act is defined as an alien who has fled from and cannot
return to a nation or area of the Western Hemisphere because of racial, religious, or
'political persecution or fear of persecution.

In order for a school system to be eligible for aid, at least 20% of the children in
-average daily attendance must be children of refugees.
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The decision to cut off these funds to West New York and to Union City seems
so grossly unfair, so arbitrary a renancia.tion of the 1970 agreement between
the communities and the Federal Government, that I can only assume that the
decision must have been inadvertent at part of the decision not to fund "B"
children under Impact Aid.

I would appreciate the opportunity of meeting with you to discuss the re-estab-
lishment of these funds in the Federal Budget, either as part of the Impact Aid
formula or The Cuban Refugee Program of the H.E.W. Social and Rehabilitation
Service.

Sincerely,
DOMINICK V. DANIELS, M.C.

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent to
have included in the record a letter from the Board of Education,
West New York, N. J., addressed to me, Congressman Daniels,
dated January 25, 1973.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The letter referred to :follows :]

BOARD OF EDUCATION,
West New York, N.J., January 24, 1973.

Hon. Domrsicit DANIELS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR. CONGRESSMAN : Enclosed please find facts and figures which help to ex-
plain the crisis situation which the West New York Schools are presently facing
and which show how necessary it is to secure Federal Funds because of the
tremendous impact the Cuban Refugees have had on our schools.

You will note that our budget expenditures have tripled since 1963 when the
Castro emigration to West New York became serious. The following table shows
this clearly :
Year : Budget

1962 to 1963 $2, 500. 118
1963 to 1964 2, 578, 452
19(4 to 1965 2, 579, 237
1965 tO 1966 2, 854, 000
1966 to 1967 3, 146, 238
1967 to 1968 3, 440, 853
1968 to 1969 4, 043, 665
1969 to 1970 4, 828, 535
1970 to 1971 5, 581, 862
1971 to 1972 6, 279, 620
1972 to 1973 7. 409, 843

At the very same time, our budget practically tripled from 1962 to 1972; dur-
ing this same period of the Cuban impact upon our schools, our population in-
creased from 4518 pupils in 1962 to 6900 in 1972-73.

In 1962, there were 2`,..4 Cuban Refugees in our system. Here is a schedule of
what happened thereafter :
Year : 1, Cuban refugees

1962 224
1983 317
1964 510
1965 1, 274
1966 1, 896
1967 2, 373
1968 2, 945
1969 3, 260
1970 2, 616
1971 2, 400
1972 2, 380
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Based on our per capita cost per pupil, West New York spent $8,432,534, on
Cuban Refugee children up to 1970 and about $14,000,000 to the present date.

While it is true that the number of Cubans coming in to West New York is
slowing down, nevertheless, our problem is a continuous one. Right now, we have
3744 Cubans in our system. There are 4242 boys and girls of Spanish extractions.
Our Cubans represent 57.2% of our population ; the balance of the Spanish section
brings this up to 64.8%.

On our part, we have tried to meet this challenge head,on. We have established
English As A Second Language Classes which cost us $500,000. each year just for
520 of the more recent arrivals and these pupils represent merely 13% of the totalSpanish population.

We need help badly. Our tax situation and our school problems depend so muchon Federal Aid.
We know that just as you have worked so diligently on our behalf for the past

10 years, that we can count on you once more.
Very truly yours,

CARL RAPARELLT,
Superintendent of Schools.

Enclosures :

Year Budget
expenditures Enrollmen

1962 to 1963 $2, 500, 118. 12 4, 5181963 to 1964 2, 578, 452.63 4, 5981964 to 1965 2,579, 237.73 4, 5991935 to 1966 2,854, 000.01 4, 7201966 to 1967 3, 146, 238.51 5, 0681967 to 1968 3, 440, 853.52 5, 45919613 to 1969 4, 043,665. 13 5, 9051969 to 1970 4, 828,525. 00 6, 6001972 to 1973 7, 409,843. 00 6, 900

BOARD OF EDUCATIONWEST NEW YORK, N.J.

School year Cuban refugees Per capita cost
Total cost for

Cuban refugees

1962 to 1963 224 $553.37 $123, 954.881963 to 1964 317 560.78 177,767. 261964 to 1965 510 560.83 286, 023.301965 to 1966 1, 274 604.66 770, 336.841966 to 1967 1, 896 620.80 1, 177,036. 801967 to 1968 2, 373 630.31 1, 495, 725.631968 'o 1969 2, 945 684.79 2, 016, 706.551969 to 19701 3, 260 731. 59 2, 384, 983. 40

Total amount expended for Cuban refugees to date
(1970) ,----- 8, 432,534.661970 10 1971 / 2, 616

1911 to 1972 2, 400
1972 to 1973 2, 380

Total
14, 000, 000

1 As of Sept. 3D, 1969.

Note.--It can readily be seen that West New York has experded over $14,60,000 since 1962 on Cuban refugee pupils.

BOARD OF EDUCATION,
West New York, N.Y., July 2, 1971.

Mr. FREDERICK WOMBWELL,
Division of L.usiness and Finance,
Department of Education, Trenton., N.J.

DEAR MR. W01\113WELL This is the follow-up report requested to show current
numbers of Cuban refugee pupils, who arrived after October 3, 1965, and presently
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are enrolled in our schools. This report up-dates the survey taken as of March 31,
1971.

Grade

Enrollment as of
June 24, 1971

(last day of school)

Cuban refugees
arrived after

Oct. 3, 1965, a nd
reported as of
Mar. 31, 1971

Cuban refugees
arrived after

Oct 3, 1965, and
enrolled as of
June 24, 1971

Increase since
Mar. 31, 1971 Percent of Cubans

K 425 161 166 5 39. 1
1 417 117 121 4 29
2 471 201 202 1 42. 88
3 531 223 224 1 42.1
4 444 159 162 3 35.8
5 413 144 144 0 34.86
6 405 118 119 1 29.1
7 420 148 150 2 35.7
8 430 133 133 0 30.9
ESL ungraded.... 797 650 735 85 92.2
Special education_ 62 26 26 0 41. 9
9 546 197 203 6 37.17
10 432 121 121 0 28
11 326 66 70 4 21.47
12 342 40 40 0 11.7

Total 6, 461 2, 504 2, 616 112 40.48

Total percent. Cuban refugeesarrived after Oct. 3, 1965 40. 48
Total days presentschool year 1970-71 1, 030, 864. 05
Total days absentschool year 1970-71 120, 378.05
ADA 1,030,864.5±180 possible number of days =5,727
ADA ( Cubans) 5,725 X 40.48=2,318.28

Sincerely,
JOHN V. WHITE, Jr.

Superintendent of Schools.

SURVEY OF SCHOOL POPULATIONWEST NEW YORK, N.J.

Number Percent

Spanish speaking:
Cuban 3,465 53.6
Puerto Rican 135 2.1
Central American 78 1.2
South American 181 2. 8

Total Spanish speaking 3, 859 59.7
Caucasians (other) 2, 553 39.5
Blacks 53 .8

Total 2, 606 40.3
Grand total 6, 465 100.0

Dated : July 29, 1971.
JOHN P. COURTNEY,

Secretary, West New York Board of Education.

Title M.Adult education (evening school plus learning center)

Fiscal year 1970-71:
Title 2 B $9, 066
Title 3 19, 000

Total 28, 066

Fiscal year 1971-72:
Evening school 36, 500
Learning center 35, 000

Total 71, 500

Fiscal year 1972. 26, 500
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BRUNO ASSOCIATES, INC.,
PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTANTS,

_Newark, N.J., January 5, 1973.
1972-73 West New York Cuban Refugee Survey

FINAL RESULTS

School After July I, 1969

Before July1,1969
and

after Oct. 3 1965 Total eligible ADA

P.S. No. I 134 96 230 638. 0000
P.S. No.2 191 163 354 926, 6422
P.S N .3 94 77 171 446. 4056
P.S. No.4 136 156 319 674. 2641
P.S. NJ. 5 241 226 467 803. 0000
H.L.B 233 200 433 912. 1500
M.H S 171 235 406 1719. 0000

Total 1,227 1,153 2,380 6, 119. 3119

There was a total of 3,192 completed surveys, leaving S12 ineligible. We are over
the 20% mark easily, with 35.8% of eligibility. The applications should he mailed
to :

FREDERICK WOMBWELL.

BOARD OF EDUCATION,
West New York, N.J., Januciry 3, 1973.

To Whom It May Concern:
The six elementary schools and the Memorial High School which .111,,:ke up

the West New York School District are free from any discrihnnation as to race,
color, religion and economic status.

All our elementary schools are treated in the same fashion. Each has its own
library, librarian, remedial teachers, vocal teachers, home economics teacher,
shop teachers, art teachers, and instrumental music teachers. The special services
offered by the Child Study Team, two psychologists, a psychiatrist, a Learning
Disability Specialist, a Social Worker, and a medical team are open to all schools
and to all pupils on an equal basis.

When books, material, equipment are purchased, each school gets its propor-
tionate share. Because of the influx of the Spanish speaking pupils, bringing edu-
cationally deprived and economically disadvantaged pupils to our Town, we go
out of our way to .spend more money for these groups. These pupils are not con-
centrated in one school. The percentage of Spanish speaking pupils in our elemen-
tary schools range from 52% to ST% and in the High School it is 55%.

As far as the make-up of the faculty of each school is concerned, we have no
"punishment" school where "problem" pupils or "problem" teachers or inferioi or
inexperienced techers are "exiled" or sent. While we have had a high trim-
over of the faculty during the last ten years, we find after an examination, that
the faculties of each school consist of teachers, some with over 30 years experi-
ence, others with 20 years, as well as younger teachers. There is a happy balance
of age and experience. Very few teachers are shifted to other schools, but if it is
done, it is because that teacher has a special service which would be helpful and
then only if the teacher desires to transfer.

When we hire new teachers, in spite of salaries, we consider experienced
teachers. For the last eight years, we have met the challenge of the Cuban and
Spanish emigration which make up 64.3% of our school registration, by hiring
over 35 English As A Second Language teachers, eighteen of-whom were formerly
teachers in Cuba.

There is h0 discrimination in West New York as to race, color, religion. On the
contrary we go a long way to meet our primary problemto help oui children
who have come to us from South America and Cuba and to help other deprived
boys and girls.

Very truly yours,
CARL RAPARELLI, Superintendent of Schools.
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SCHOOL CENSUSSEPT. 30, 1968SCHOOL YEAR 1968-69

School
Passable

Enrollment No. English (needs help) Satisfactory Total Percent

1 643 67 31 96 194 30. 2
3 449 45 47 48 140 31. 2
4 664 116 110 125 351 53.0
5 I, 435 247 298 537 I, 082 75. 4
H.L.B 1,070 127 139 167 433 40. 5

Total 4, 261 602 625 973 2, 200 51.6
M.H.S 1, 518 114 101 530 745 49.1

Total 5, 779 716 726 1, 503 2, 945 51. 0

Sept. 30, 1967:
Elementary schools 3,969 I 579 489 755 1, 823
M.H.S 1,490 78 55 323 456

Total 5, 459 657 544 1, 078 2, 279
Increase 320 59 182 425 666

I Apr. 15, 1968.

Mr. CORNET:Ws R. MCLAUGHLIN,
Deputy Director, Division of School Assistance in Federal Affected Areas,

U.S. Office of Education, TVashington, D.C.
DEAR MR. McLAuontaN : The following report on Cuban enrollment in the

West New York Public Schools is hereby submitted :

Previously
reported

(Dec. 10, 1969)

Additional
to date

(May 6, 1970) Total

Code 1 1,704 208 1,912
Code 2 528 18 546
Code 3 169 18 187
Code 4 37 4 4:
Code 5_ 4 4

Code 6

Total 2, 442 248 2, 690
Cubans born in United States 605 16 621
Spanish S.A. NonCubans 247 14 261

Total Spanish spea%:og 3, 572

Sincerely,
JOHN J. WHITE, Jr., Superintendent of Schools.

BOARD OF EDUCATION,
West New York, N.J., September 25, 1969.

ENROLLMENT OF CUBAN PUPILS IN THE WEST NEW MK, N.J. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69

Sept.

Add
since
Sept. Sept.

Add
since
Sept. Sept.

Add
since
Sept. Sept.

Add
since
Sept. Sept.

Add
since
Sept.

School No. 1 72 19 93 23 146 48 221 46 286 58
School No. 3 55 11 58 14 61 17 69 22 121 39
School No. 4 65 10 100 30 140 50 150 68 252 110
School No. 5 605 70 710 65 735 70 880 90 950 80
H. L. Bain 176 22 205 31 291 28 332 35 379 32

Total elementary 973 132 1, 166 163 1, 373 213 1,652 261 2, 269 319
High school 180 23 210 35 264 46 440 20 484 147

Grand total 1,153 155 1.376 198 1,637 239 2,092 281 2,753 466

JOHN J. WHITE, Jr., Superintendent of Schools.
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CENSUS: SPANISH SPEAKING PUPILSWEST NEW YORK PUBLIC SCHOOLSSEPT. 30, 1969

[Spanish speaking includes those who speak only Spanish as well as those who can communicate in English]

Total
enroll-

ment

Number Number
of Cubans of Cubans

(parents (parents
are non- are

citizens)1 citizens)

Number
from

South
America

Number
from

Central
America

Number
from

Puerto
Rico Percent

Spanish
total

speaking

N1. 1 686 190 48 13 5 19. 10 275
No. 3 475 143 18 18 12 16 16 207
No, 1 751 398 48 13 12 14 64.5 485
No. 5 1,496 1, 029 116 36 11 31 5 11,223
H. L. Bain 1,095 441 57 42 18 14 52.2 572

Total elementary 4,503 2,201 287 122 58 94 61.9 2,762
High school 1,599 673 99 51 20 36 55.6 679

Grand total 6,102 2.374 386 173 78 130 59.66 3,641
Percent 47.1 (3,260) 53.6 2. 8 1.2 2. 1

Refers to U.S. citizenship.

DATA FORMWEST NEW YORK, N1-1971-72 BASE SCHOOL YEAR

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6 Col. 7 Col. 8 Col. 9 Col. 10
Spanish- White

Cauca-
American named Portu Asiatic, Alaskan Hawaiian sians

Indian American . guese Oriental Natives Natives non-
Name of school Negro minority Total

P.S. 1 5 366 0 357 728
P.S. 3 22 261 6 228 517
P.S. 4 4 600 14 258 876
P.S. 5 4 1 1,305 27 244 1,581
H.L B 2 750 18 378 1,148

11 2 968 21 850 1,852

Total 48 3 4, 250 86 2, 315 6,702
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Forsythe, any questions?
Mr. FORSYTHE. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you for your appearance

here today. I feel you have been very helpful to the committee.
am particularly delighted that Mr. Daniels made arrangements to
see that you got down here. We look forward to your return-seine-
time in the future and we will do the best job we can writing the
legislation. We thank all of you.

[Whereupon, at 12 p.m, the meeting adjourned, to reconvene at
9 :30 a.m., March 15, 1973, in room 2257.]



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

THURSDAY, rilARCH 15, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington,D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Representatives Perkins, Hawkins, Mazzoli, Quie, Bell,
Steiger, Hansen, Forsythe, and Towell.

Staff members present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel, and
Christopher Cross, minority legislative associate; and Eydie Gaskins,
special assistant.

Chairman. PERKINS. The committee will come to order. A quorum
is present.

Our first witness is Dr. Webb, the executive director of the Na-
tional School Boards Association, accompanied by Dr. Steinhilber,
director, Federal and Congressional Relations.

We are delighted to hear you at this time. You may proceed, Dr.
Webb, in any manner that you prefer. It is a great pleasure to wel-
come you here on this occasion. We are also delighted to have Mr.
Steinhilber, your Congressional Relations director, who has always
been so helpful to this committee over the years.

Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted in the
record.

[The statements referred to follow :]

STATEMENT BY HAROLD V. WEBB, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is Harold V. Webb,
and I am the Executive Director of the National School Boards Association.
I am accompanied today by Mrs. Caroline Hutto, Mr. Merrill Gee, & Mr.
Arnold Wallace ;" and Mr. August W. Steinhilber, Director of Federal and
Congressional Relations of the Association.

The National School Boards Association is the only mayor education organi-
zation representing school board memberswho are in some areas called school
trustees. Throughout the nation, approximately 84,000 of these indiv'quais
are Association members. These people, in turn, are responsible for the duca-
tion of more than 95 percent of all the nation's public school children.

Currently marking its thirty-third year of service, NSBA is a federation of
state school boards associations, with direct local school board affiliates, con-
stituted to strengthen local lay control of education and to work for the
improvement of education. Most of these school board members, like your-
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selves, are elected public officials. Accordingly, they are politically accountable
to their constituents for both educational policy and fiscal management. As lay
unsalaried individuals, school board members are in a rather unique position
of being able to judge legislative programs purely from the standpoint of
public education, without consideration to their professional interest. In so
doing, this last April, at its national convention, the membership of the Na-
tional School Boards Association expressed its view on the federal role in
education by adopting the following resolution :

"The increased mobility of our population, and the increased dependency
upon education for national success and progress demand that the source of
revenue supporting public education be more broadly based. Therefore, specific
federal legislative proposals should recognize : a) a critical need to increase
significantly the level of funding of public education through general aid;
b) the value of supplemental categorical programs that speak to legitimate
areas of unique federal responsibility and overriding problems of national
concern ; c) the need to distribute funds on an equitable basis with primary
responsibility for expenditure determination to rest with local school districts'
and d) that procedure should be developed by state and local school districts
to ensure accountability and effective use of federal monies to improve the
educational results of all children."

With your permission Mr. Chairman, I would like to proceed by first pre-
senting an overview of school finance and to particularly focus upon the need
to develop a federal general aid program. Mrs. Caroline Hutto, Mr. Merrill Gee,

Mr. Arnold Wallace will then follow with a review of the basic pitfalls and
strengths of the existing programs from the local school board perspective.
lir. Steinhilber will then conclude our formal presentation with an analysis of
how existing legislation and the proposed amendments and other alternatives
thereto can be perfected in order to avoid tilt pitfalls and to advance the
strengths.

Turning to my segment, Mr. Chairman, school finance and the scope of
Federal Aid to education, I will not belabor points which other witnesses haye
already made with regard to the value of education in our society, the big
city crises, or list those experts who say more education dollars do make a
difference. Rather, I will limit my discussion to the budgetary realities which
are associated with equal educational opportunity. My statement will be pre-
sented in four parts : 1) the econcztics of equalizing intra-state expenditure
disparities, 2) the economics of equalizing interstate expenditure disparities,
3) the economics of providing property tax relief to the poor and the elderly,
and 4) the economics of recognizing special student needs.

EQUALIZING INTRA-STATS EXPENDITURE DISPARITIES

Assuming that the states as a matter of law or at least, hopefully, as a
matter of policy will soon be establishing systems of finance which comport
to the allegations presented in the Rodriguez case, a difficult choice will be
presented. Either the states will have to shift existing funds so that all schools
will be funded at the current mean expenditure leveli.e., the state average,
or new funds will be infused into the system in order to "level up" the sub-
standard and mediocre schools to the levels of the better schools. Realistically,
it can be expected that a certain amount of leveling up will occur. The ques-
tion presented is how much will it cost?

In examining this very question, the President's Commission yin School
Finance found, for example, that if the states wanted to aclikve a state-wide
pnr pupil expenditure rate equal to their current 80th to 90th expenditure
levels that, nationally, leveling up to those Percentiles wou.3 cost the states
$4.8 billion and $6.9 billion,_ respectively. Indeed, even "leveling up" to the
50th percentile level would cost $1.6 billion nationally.

In attempting to determine whether the states could afford the cost of
leveling up to a politically acceptable standard, the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations concluded that with the states' $1.7 billion share
of General Revenue Sharing, the money "freed up" by Federal Welfare assump-
tion, and drawing upon the states' untapped tax capacity, federal assistance
would be needed.

But, Mr. Chairman, there is a difference between theory and practice. Many
governors are under iiressde to use their Revenue Sharing to relieve taxes
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especially since that program was hailed, in part, as a tax relief measure. The
governors are also using those funds to substitute for cuts in Federal cate-
gorical programs and to meet other obligations which Would have been funded
from HEW's Social Services program before expenditure restrictions were
clamped on it. Other governors, including Kentucky's Governor Ford are wisely
refusing to even release Revenue Sharing funds until a final assessment can
be made of all federal cuts. The point is, General Revenue Sharing is not
providing the states with new resources which can be applied to the cost of
leveling up education expenditures.

As to the "freeing up" effect of Federal Welfare assumption, that $1.6
billion program is yet to be enacted.

Before turning to the question of the extent to which the states have the
ability to use untapped tax capacity to level up inter-district education expendi-
tures, perhaps that term should be explained. As used by ACM, untapped tax
capacity is most stringently" defined as those funds which a state can raise
to equal the effort of the nation's highest tax effort state and is "least
stringently" defined as those funds which a state can raise to equal the effort
of the highest tax effort state in its region. While we believe that the basis
for even the least stringent definition is unrealistic, both politically and in
terms of interstate competition it provides a good starting off point to deter-
mine to what extent state and local units can afford to level up their education
expenditures.

Depending upon whether a state seeks to level up to th, 80th or 90th percen-
tile, then, on a national basis, the states would have to draw upon 13% to
21%, respectively, of their untapped capacity under the "most stringent"
definition, and 26% to 41% under the somewhat less unrealistic "least strin-
gent" definition. Given this fact, we believe that the voters, without passing
on the merits of education, would tend'to defeat a single purpose tax of these
magnitudes on budgetary grounds.

In some states like Minnesota the cost of "leveling up" to the 90th per-
centile would be extremely difficult since under the most stringent test it would
have .to draw upon 40% of its untapped tax capacity. Moreover, under the
least stringent test it would have to draw upon 100% since its the highest
effort state in its region. Similarly, since New York is the highest effort state
in the nation, it would require 100% of that state's untapped tax .1apacity just
to achieve any increases in its education expenditures.

Mr. Chairman, in light of the foregoing we do not believe that the states
can not raise between $4.3 billion to $6.9 billion to level up to the 80th to 90th
percentile range. To the extent that they cannot, the dichotomy between rich
school/poor school will be replaced by mediocrity in all districts.

But before we suggest bow much the states can raise, I would like to turn to
the economics of those other fhetors which comprise a quality equal educational
opportunity.

THE ECONOMICS OF INTER-STATE DISPZITITIES

Mr. Chairman, to date the breadth of the interstate disparity of educational
expenditures has not attracted as much attention as it should have because
of even wider disparities within the states. However, assuming that the
Rodriguez decision is upheldor its policy followed by the statesthen, in
the absence of Federal involvement, equal educational opportunity will be a
right confided within each state rather than to the nation as a whole.

With your permisSion Mr. Chairman, I would like to draw upon a few figures
to demonstrate the magnitude of interstate inequities.

During the 1973 school year, the range of per pupil current expenditures
will probably vary 'from $590 ;:o $1584, with an average expenditure of $1034.
To draw this range into a better statistical perspective, we find that 15 states
are spending over $1100 and 20 states are under $900. That is, 35 states vary
from the average expenditure rate by at least 10% with the higher end states
exceeding the lower end states from about 20% to 270%. Although, arguments
are made about regional variations in the cost of living and that dollars are
not perfectly correlated to education, we are hard pressed to believe that two
children of average ability would receive the same educational opportunity
and educational experience even though one has, say, $500 more in textbooks,
equipment and instructional services behind him than the other.
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While the case for equalizing education expenditures can be dramatically
made by stating that expenditures in the top ten states exceed that of the
bottom ten by 81%, there are even more subtle economic statistics which
makes a case for interstate equityeven within the top expenditure states.
For example, Minnesota ranks number eleventh in per pupil expenditures,
number tenth in terms of expenditures as a percentage -of personal income,
yet it ranks number 28th in personal income and 42nd in untapped tax capacity.
Thot is, the totality of Minnesota's governmental services as a function of
total resources, and education expenditures in particular, is so high that
compared to other states it ranks near the bottom in terms of its ability to
tap new resources for an expansion of services.

Although we are not aware of a detailed study on this point, we can esti-
mate that after each state internally levels up to the 90th percentile, thp cost
of leveling up all the states to the resulting 90th percentile per pupil expendi-
ture of the highest state would be an astounding $21 billion. (This figure was
derived by first excluding excess expenditures on the educationally disad-
vantaged and the handicapped. It does not take into account a relatively minor
adjustment for cost of living.)

In otherwords, Mr. Chairman, if equal quality educational opportunity can
be defined as a national educational expenditure rate equal to the current
90th percentile level, then government sources may have to raise as much as
$28 billion in new resources (i.e., $7 billion for intrastate leveling up plus
$21 billion for interstate leveling up). However, this figure does not signifi-
cantly accomodate for the needs of certain special categorical childrenwhich
I would now like to briefly describe.

SPECIAL EDUCATION COSTS

Part of the reason Why many of the nation's school systems are suffering
financiallydespite increases in per pupil expenditure and modes Phase II
salary raisesis that growing recognition is being accorded to the nation's
high cost special children. Indeed, that recognition may soon become legal
reality as handicapped and bilingual children have court cases pending which
contend that by not being provided adequate special service programs they
are being denied equal protection.

If state and local educational agencies are going to meet these needs, again
the question raised is how much will it cost?

There are about 7. million handicapped children for whom state and local
governments now spend $2.3 billion which is about $1 billion more than they
did in the 1969 school year. In a 1972 Office of Education sponsored publica-
tion of the Council for Exceptional Children, it was projected that the cost
of- fully servicing the nation's handicapped children would cost $7 billion by
1980; When Senator Williams introduced S 3 this last January, he referred to
studies which estimate the cost of current unmet needs for the handicapped
to be at least $3 billion. This we believe is a very conservative estimate.

There are about 3 million children, exclusivt- of those speaking dialects,
whose home language is not necessarily Englisn. Although figures are not
available as to how many of these children would need bilingual instruction in
order to have meaningful educational experience, we would assume that the
number far exceeds the 100,000 or so who are currently involved in bilingual
programs. Certainly the cost of fully servicing this area would involve several
hundred million dollars of new funds.

Similarly, there are 6 million culturally disadvantaged children who are
receiving federal aid and probably about another 4 million who are not. The
Administration has stated that with special service programs costing a
minimum of $300 per pupil, these children, on the average, should begin to
make successful progress. However, various studies, including the President's
Commission on School Finance and the Riles Report, have stated that at least
$500 per pupil would be needed to achieve substantial success. An interpola-
tion of the weighted ratios recommended by the National Education Finance
Project, suggests that $600 per child would be the appropriate expenditure level.
Accordingly, it could be estimated that it would cost about $3 billion to begin
to make progress with theSe children and at least $5 billion to achieve sub-
stantial success. Figures on local contribution to programs for the disadvan-
taged are non - existent and state figures are sketchy. Given a federal and state
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contribution of under $2 billion, expenditures of at least $3 billion over current
levels would be needed, less whatever local contributions are currently being
made (probably under $100 million), to achieve significant success with these
children.

Mr. Chairman, in speaking of equalizing educational expenditures and
providing for special services and needs we could say that a quality, equal, and
meaningful education for all children would cost $34 billion in additional
resources. (i.e., $28 billion for leveling up to the 90th percentile plus $6 billion
for special education). However, before we can state that as education's target
figure, consideration must be given to the question of local property tax relief.

szsi PROPERTY TAX RELIEF/INFLATION

On various occassion over the last two years, the President has stated his
desire to relieve the elderly from excessive property tax burdens. In addition,
members of Congress have been making a similar appeal for the poor.

Although a specific plan has not yet emerged, it can be assumed that a
property tax relief program would probably evolve in the so-called "circuit
breaker" format rather than as a federal income tax credit. That is, a state
would levy a lower property tax rate against elderly and poor people in
certain income brackets than the rate which it charged to the rest of the
populous. In return the state would receive a Federal incentive grant.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations found that if
elderly people with incomes le than $15,000 per year were lin_ited to local
property tax payments of 6% of household income--which is rather modest,
since nationally such taxes absorb 4.6% of personal incomethe total cost
would be $1 billion per annum. An extension of that limitation to the nation's
non-elderly poor and moderate income wage earners would take another $1.5
billion off the tax rolls. In both cases laud-worthy objectives are indeed being
sought. However, to the extent that the Federal incentive grant does not equal
$2.5 billion annually, and is not earmarked for education, public education
would be, in effect, paying the price.

Another factor, and an unpleasant one, which continues to erode the educa-
tion tax base is inflation. At a very modest rate of 3%, it would cost well over
$2 billion per year at our ideal expenditure level to defray the effects of
inilvtion.

Hence, Mir. Chairman, if local property tax relief for certain segments of
our populous is pursued by the stateswith or without federal encouragement
as it probably will beand if the reality of inflation is accepted, these two
factors could be expected to cost $4.5 billion. When this is added to the $34
billion needed to level up expenditures to the 90th percentile level and to pro-
vide special services, we can conclude that an equal and meaningful educational
expenditure would require $38.5 billion in new money.

Amur y OF THE STATES TO PAY

Having established a target figure df $38 billion in new funds which will be
needed to provide a quality education for all, the question raised is whether
the states and localities have the sufficient economic where-with-all to pick up
the tab.

Earlier in my statement reference was made to the concept of untapped tax
capacity. As we noted, the so-called economically least stringent definition of
this term is that amount of funds which the states could raise if they taxed
at the rate of the llighest state in their respective regions. The term is most
stringently defined as that amount which they could raise if they taxed at
the rate of 16.4% of personal income i.e., the rate of the highest state in the
nation. Assuming that ',Wier economic definition of untapped taxed capacity is
realistic, both in terms of state and local politics, as well as interstate economic
competition, some $17 billion to $35 billion could theoretically be raised. Since
competing service costs have gradually resulted in a reduction in the per-
centage of total state and local tax collections being used for education, it
would be generous to say that the current Inercentage of such collections being
used for education i.e., 5()%, could be drawn from unused tax capacity. In
applying that percentage to what we would consider'unrealistically stringent
standards of untaprvi tax capacity, state and local sources, if hard pressed,
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should, on a national basis, be able to raise only between $7 to $14 billion of
the $38 billion needed.

If it can be accepted that every state should be taxing at the rate of highest
state in the nation on the grounds that it is also the highest per pupil expendi-
ture state and not increase its priorities for other service programs, then in
order :or all governmental sources to provide $38 billion in new money, the
federal government would have to pick up at least 30 percent of the total
education cost. Under U.e least stringent test, that is, if the states raised funds
at the effort level of the highest state in the region, the federal share would
be 38% of total expenditures if all educational neeeds are to be met. But a
more realistic appraisal of untapped tax capacity and the need to advance t''°
progressiveness of the national tip: structure as a whole suggest that the
federal share in education should probably be closer to forty percent.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, the basic thrust of ray remarks today is that if an equal
quality educational opportunity, which we define as the nation's current 00th
percentile level, is to be achieved ; if other special priority costs are to be met,
such as services for the handicapped and educationally disadvantaged; if even
modest property tax relief is to be provided, and, if inflation is to be accounted
for; we would estimate that at least $38 billion over current expenditures would
be needed.

Mr. Chairman, to the extent that state and local governments can not meet
these costs, the Federal level must step in. In this regard, we believe that the
federal conribution rate to elementary and secondary education should be at
least 33 percent or $30 billion, not the current 7 percent level. Furthermore,
we believe that the complexities of the problems of delivering meaningful
educational services are such that these new federal funds should be in the
form of general rather than categorical aid.

As intra-state equalization becomes a reality, federal monies could be simply
distributed on a formula entitlement basis related to each district's share of
the nation's cost weighted children. That is, once the need for intra-state
equalization is accounted for, a school district would just count its pupils
under a formula which extra cost weights the higher grade levels, the handi-
capped, the educationally tilsadvantaged and those children receiving voca-
tional training (i.e., in a wanner similar to the state-aid formula recommended
by the National Education Finance Project.).

If $38 billion in new educational funds were forthcoming, particularly with
the federal general aid role which we now urge, American education would
enter a new dimension. Whether this is the price of an 'ideal today or a

,constitutional right tomorrow, it is also the .equal .and meaningful quality
educational opportunity that all our nation's sClibol children desarve.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and the member of this Subcommittee
for this opportunity to present the views of the National School Boards
Association.

STATEMENT BY MRS. CAROLYN HUTTO, MEMBER, LOUISVILLE BOARD OF EDUCATION,
LOUISVILLE, KY.

I am delighted to have the opportunity to appear before this committee. I
come to you representing one of America's urban school districtsLouisville
which shares most of the severe educational and social problems of our nation's
core city areas. Louisville has undergone dramatic changes in the past few
years. The national pattern of middle class white exodus is clearly evident.
Louisville is surrounded by school systems which are principally middle class
in their makeup, over 95% white, and with greater financial resources. In con-
trast, the Louisville City School System with some 49,000 children has a
majority black student population, a federal poverty index of over 40%, and
a past history of declining pupil achievement where over 67% of all pupils
are at least two years below national norm in basic skill meas. The problems
of student violence, vandalism, dropouts, low atteadanee, and community
alienation from the school have increasingly plagued the District. ;lust a few
years ago, this bleak picture seemed to have no prospects of improvement and
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indeed the combination of social and economic forces which created these
conditions still scams to be taking its toll.

However, the federal government's passage of the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act and other programs of federal assistance to education in
the 1900's began to create a new pool of resources and hope to combat the
school problems of American cities, including Louisville. My presence here
today is to make two points: First, that in Louisville the creative use of
categorical federal funds has begun to make a difference in many ways. I will
attempt later to explain these differences. And second, that the present pros-
pect of radical change, and perhaps curtailment, of these funds can create a
disastrous reversal in our city's ability to adequately face up to its many
challenging problems.

There has been much talk nationally about the failure of educational reform
efforts promoted by the federal educational legislation of the '60's. I cannot
speak of the total national picture, but in Louisville we can strongly disagree
about these conclusions. Any attempts to turn around the vicious negative
impact of inner-city school decay are bound to be difficult and time-consuming.
To attack the root causes of declining educational conditions resulting from
massive poverty and racial isolation is a profoundly complex undertaking. Sonic
of the strategies that have been utilized have heenfound to be ineffective. Just
like the scientist in the laboratory, several unsuccessful experimentations in-
evitably precede the learning which finally results in success. This has been
true in Louisville; but, as of March 1973, it can be verified by both hard
statistical data as well as community opinion that education in our city is on
the upswing. There is absolutely no question that this has been directly due
to the input of federal resources and the creative use of these resources by the
School District.

Specifically, these federal programs are:
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act. The Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act has made compensatory education in the Louisville District
a reality. The current Title I project In Louisville places great emphasis on
reading in the primary grades and this added. emphasis is considered abso-
lutely essential it our efforts to combat under-achievement in the inner city.
Ftil tiler, the purchase of library resources under Title II, the special education
efforts under Title VI, and the dropout prevention project under Title VIII
have all contributed to our concerted efforts.

The Education. ProfessiOns Development Act.The Education Professions De-
velopment Act has provided resources which have been of immeasurable benefit
in the training of staff. The Career Opportunities Program, in particular, has
provided work and career opportunities in the District for many residents of
the so-called target areas. It would be difficult to over-estimate the importance
of other EPDA programs such as Teacher Corps and the Urban-Rural Schools
Development Program.

The Vocational Education Act.The Vocational Education Act has enaled
the District, working closely with the Kentmky Bureau of Vocational Educa-
tion, to increase the number of vocational educaton units (classes) in the
District from 20 to 140 over the past eight (8) Years.

The National Defense Education Act (Title III).The National Defense Edu-
cation Act (Title III) has made it possible for our district to move closer to
the recommended basic equipment standards in vital ctrricular areas.

The Economic Opportunity Act.The Economic Opportunity Act, which has
provided the support for Head Start, Follow Through, and the Neighborhood
,Youth Corps Programs, has allowed the District to make important progress
in the area of early childhood education and has provided funds to employ
many parents and young people in the areas with a high incidence of poverf.J.

The Oninilm..? Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.The Omnibus
CriMe Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 has made it possible for the Dis-
trict to begin afternoon and evening community school programs as well as
alternative programs which are providing school activities for many students
who would otherwise be institutionalized.

In January 1970 I ^uisville of all school districts in the Stave had the great-
est number of low income students (34% with an income of $3,000 a year or
less), the highest number of under-achievers (71% below the national aver-
ages), the most pupil dropping out of school (approximately 2,000 yearly
the second highest rate nationally among large cities), the most delinquency re-
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ferrals (approximately 5,000), the most delinquencY apprehensions- (over 600),
a very low attendance factor very large proportion of local school suspen-
sions, and a rapidly declining achievement record at all grade levels in the
system.

Today it can be stated with pride that the "inevitably dismal future'! of the
Louisville Public School System did not materialize. Federal resources, com-
bined with competent, concerned Inman resources, have intervened successfully
to make significant alterations in the future of Louisville. For example, I
submit the following information :

1. Attendance has increased significantly.
2. The dropout rate at the junior high level (the most critical level) de-

cre "sed by 52.2 per cent.
3. Delinquency referrals were reduced by 39.7% at the high school level

and 30% at the junior high and elementary levels.
4. Achievement improved significantly. All grades achieved over the predic-

tion in the area of Mathanatics. Grades 1, .2, 3, and 7 achieved over the
predictions in Reading.

These examples are not isolated, but permeate the entire Louisville School
System. Supporting documentation of these results is readily available. For the
past three years the Louisville Public Schools Department of Research and
Evaluation has provided the U.S. Office of Education, the Office of Management
and Budget and Congressmen Perkins and Quie with data from the School
District.

Iri addition, great strides have been made in developing initiative and self
reliance on the part of the community. Thirty local .school boards have been
established, providing parents and the community with a means of sharing in
the decision-making process where their schools are involved. Volunteers and
para-professionals who work in the schools have been given training that not
only enhances their efficiency in the school setting, but carries over into their
roles as parents and community members.

It should be pointed out that these significant educational improvements
have occurred in spite of the fact that (a) the poverty index has increased to
42% (still the greatest number of low-income students in the State) ; (b) the
total number of unemployed in Louisville is still the highest in the State ; and
(c) Louisville still has the highest level of racial and economic isolation in
the State.

would like to call the committee's attention to the problem created for
ciao* schools by public housing developments. In Louisville, over 10% of our
pupil population resides in public housing, and tiie School District is receiving
in-lieu-of-tax payments for these,children of less than $5.00 per child annually!
We strongly recommend the funding of Category C (r-lic housing pupils) in
the Federal Impact Aid Law.

I close with a plea on behalf of Louisville and all urban, inner-city school
districts. Please don't allow the elimination or reduction in the types of federal
funding that have been so helpful to us. Without it, the hopeful beginnings
now being made to stem the decay of big city schools will be halted in a wave
of despair and frustration. .

STATLAF.NT BY MERRILL K. GEE, SCROOL BOARD MEMBER, POCATEL7,0, IDAHO

My name' is Merrill K. Gee. I am a school board member from Pocatello,
Idaho, at the epicenter of the northwestern region from whence arises the
anguished cry, "HELP" on Public Law 874 (Impact Aid). Our systemthe
second largest in the state, has 11,500 students, one of the highest tax rates,
and lowest assessed evaluations.

In our area Uncle Sam is the largest 15Inci holder, the greatest tax collector,
and the most parsimonious tax re!-Ditt-::-."- to schools.

We wonder if some of our d:Ilk...ition to heritage preservation has been mis-
applied. Congress has appropriated sizable sectors cf our state for PRIMITIVE
AND WILDERNESS ARFAS, but we certainly did not intend or desire to have
schools to match.

Yet, non-renewal cp. significant reductions of funding of ESEA and imps&
aid could help reduce our schools to near primitive and wilderness levels. Public
Law 874 does not put frosting on any cake out West, it merely provides tiv.
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leavening which helps stretch and make more palatable a hatch of scanty
dough.

The federal government owns sixty percent of the land of our state, seventy-
six percent in our, school district, and ninety-three percent in another. If
money equivalent to property tax were paid at even one-quarter of the rate of
comparable privately owned land, our schools and tax-poor payers could have
Christmas nine months of the year,, but in reality would more nearly deliver
quality education and a superior citizenry on levels closer to our wealthier,
less federally owned states.

From thls seventy-six percent of federally owned land, our distri .t receives a
direct largesse of $954 per year in Forest funds (recently raised from 8630).

From 874 funds, however, we received $207,000 in 1971-72, which was much
less than one-half of the cost of educating our Impact students, but which rep-
resents twenty-five teachers in our system. But we still have overloaded class-
rooms. Because we are required by law to offer contracts to our employees
before March 1, AVC prepared our budgets early, held public hearings and
committed ourselves five to six months before school started last fall.

We levied the maximum allowed by state law, plus all' we could raise in two
separate override elections. It totalled just slightly over $400 per student
annually. From indications and past performance, we had good reason to be-
lieve that federal money would be forthcoming. We needed it, ye felt we de-
served it, we budgeted for it and we have counted on it.

Now that two-thirds of this school year are gone and federal funds are
still uncertain, we are in turmoil and serious trouble. A neighboring district
has already laid off needed personnel and given notice of inability to renew
contracts for nearly twenty percent of its valuable. experienced professional
staff. Without these funds, many other districts, including ours, cannot finish
this present year without violating contracts or state .attendance laws or both.
To do either would result in the cut-off ' state fundsthus deepening the
crisis,

Our legislature either believed saongly in it persuasive ability or had im-
plicit faith in the power and determination of the Congress. It memorialized
Congress, the President, and HEW to fully fund federal programsthen ad-
journed without making any more provision for imperilled districts than a
wish that all would go well with us.

We sincerely hope that the oversight in failing to include Henry Kissinger
in the petition will not be fatal to its favor.

Revenue sharing is not presently a solution. That law pointedly omitted
school districts from this benefaction from the Great Green Father. Our schools
are not part of, but operate separately from local units of government and are
totally left out of local government sharing. The state's one-third was com-
mitted elsewhere under the belief and faith that federal programs and impact
aid would be funded as budgeted and approximately as passed in the vetoed
HEW appropriations. For next year, part of the state's revenue share has
been legislated into a state fo.,,ndati n formula which has such built in and
long-standing disparities that it Is under attack in our courts. The state for-
ztitila takes so little account of the impact and disadvantaged students that it
is both unrei:listic and a denial a dual protection of the law.

If the Congress should directly and pointedly channel revenue sharing funds
roughly equal to present programs into public lard, needy and impacted" school
districts, there would surely be greater equity in education.

We have been warned that if any 874 -money is paid, it will be reduced for
3A students (those -whose parents live and work on federal property) and
totally eliminate most of our 3B pupils. This calls to mind the old king who
had three daughters, one of whom was specially winsome and was his favor-
ite. He sent a proclamation that would give knighthood and one-third of his
kingdom to whomever could win his most beauteous daughter. A few weeks
later he was startled when three young swains presented licenses to marry all
of his daughters and thereby claimed 150 percent of his kingdom.. He reminded
theM the offer was good only as to his most beauteous daughter. Each cour
tier replied "Sire. the princess I have chosen is the most beautiful in ray eyes."
Iri our eyes all the 874 children arc beautiful all deserve a meaningful share
of the kingdom of education and needful ones should not be favored, at the ex-
pense of others.

While we recognize criticism and shortcomings in some application im-
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pact funds, we sincerely hope that Congress will not follow a practice attrib-
uted to some primitive tribes who, when a wife mothered a disfigured child,
they promptly killed the mother and all her offspring. If we t-re expected to
maintain two-thirds of our state for the benefit of the federal government, then
that government ought to compensate fairly for the loss of tax revenue, regard-
less of where the federally attached parents live or work.

Just Monday of this week, representatives of our three largest minorities met
with the School Board of Pocatello demanding that members from the groups
be given permanent tenure and be removed from "soft-money" employment by.
v: hick they characterized their status under uncertain federal funding. We ex-
plained that federal money was not really "soft", but was the hardest to ob-
tain and count on of all monies. As of right now, it was only "hard" but
invisible. The protesters were neither satisfied nor mollified and 'warned that
we might have another uprising akin to Wounded Knee. In our instance it
could more appropriately be termed "Shattered Promise."

Wo are anxiously counting upon your sympathetic understanding to provide
continuation of this past commitment to the betterment of all disadvantaged
and impact aid children and to your persuading your colleagues and the
Chief Executive to direct that the better ESEA and impact aid programs be
carried out for this year and next, and that the federal commitment to educa-
tion be continued and expanded on an equitable basis as a means of preserving
and expanding our greatest resource: a soundly educated eitir dry.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD WALLACE, MEMBER, BOARD OF EDUCATION,
PENNSAUKEN, N.J.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the House Committee on Labor and Educa-
tion, my name is Arnold 'Wallace, and I am a member of the Board of Edu-
cation in Pennsauken, New Jersey. I have come here today to speak to you con-
cerning the effect of the proposed federal budget for education in New Jersey in
general and in my Congressional District (6th) ir particular. I would very
much like to address the bulk of my testimony to the proposed cuts in ESEA,
elementary and secondary education act, title I and impact aid funds.

The keystone of the administration's fiscal year 74- budget is special educe-
tion,revenue sharing. It is a five-category package that totals $2.5 billion. It
has subsumed approximately thirty major categorical programs, although it
continues funding for only twelve. If the fiscal year 74 budget for elementary
and secondary education programs is compared to that for fiscal year 72, the
last year an appropriation was made, the total outlay is reduced by $530 million.

Included within the administration proposal is a reduction in ESEA title I
funds from $1,598,000,000 fiscal year 72 to $1,585,000,000 fiscal year 74. In
addition, the proposal also provides for the elimination of the SAFA (school
asistance in federally affected areas) part B aid, which amounts to some

$330,000,000.
II! allocation formulas are not changed under the revenue sharing legislation,
Yet to be introduced, New Jersey would stand to receive the same amount

of r,id under title I ($52,000,000) and a total Toss of aid under SAFA part B
ov,:c-10,0001.

Title I funds, which w' re Intended to ald in the educational process of
disadvantaged children, lr e proved to be highly successful. Students who
previously had difficulty in .'dng advantage of the educational process are now
gIleceeding in school and graduating to become productive and respected mem-
'hers of the community and society in general,

This is not to say, however, that the program is no longer necessary, or that
we have reached a situation. where funds can be reduced. There Are still
thousands of school children in need of the economic impetus provided by
educational programs through title I fuds.

Given the increased costs of instructional services. administration, supplies,
and facilities, it is inconceivable to envision the mere maintenance of spending
levels, Furthermore, the reductions, as proposed by the at ministration, are
'tantamount to elimination of what have proven to be. successful and vital
programs.

The federal government ba:: a responsibilty to hell, those who are disad-
vantaged. In order 'that we may help to make all Americans productive, there
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must be an increase in the appropriations for title I. Property owners and
state government treasuries cannot bear the burden of eontinuing the programs
in the absence of federal funds. To avoid the demise of worthwhile and valuable
instruction aimed at making America's future even brighter, we must. not allow
a stagnation of Title I.

Impact aid, which is divided into type A aid for children whose parents
live and work on Federal installations, and type B aid for children whose
parents live off, but work on, federal installations. is particularly important
to the sixth congressional district in New Jersey. As you may know, Fort Dix
is located in this area and is a large military installation.

The federal budget proposes to eliminate part B of impact aid. This drastic
reduction would have an adverse effect upon the educational system in New
Jersey and particularly in the Sixth. Congressional District.

Many school districts have come to depend on this categorical aid over the
past 20 years. In many instances. these districts would be hard put, to raise
the lost funds, thereby placing the basic instructional process in jeopardy.
Such districts have not been forewarned of this reduction, and once again
property owners will be. asked to bear a heavy burden or sacrifice the education
of their children.

Neither of these alternatives is palatable, but nonetheless will become a
matter of necessity if part B of impact aid is eliminated.

It is important to remember that districts containing federal installation
typically are not wealthy and those lands occupied by the installation are tar,
exempt. This constitutes a real property tax loss to the community, and therelv
necessitates a disproportionate burden upon those lands which are taxable.

At the present time, the Sixth Congressional District receives $2,433,996 in
funds under part B of impact aid. The loss of funds of this magnitude in one
area could prove to be educationally disastrous.

At the yeti/ ledst, provision should be made for an orderly reduction of funds,
so as to avoid educational chaos and indiscriminate program elithination,

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for :allowing me to present testimony concerning Title
I and impact aid funds.

I sincerely hope that you will consider the merits of my presentation and
take them into consideration in your deliberations.

Thank you.

STATEMENT BY AUGUST W. STEIXHILBER, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL AND CONGRESSIONAL
RELATIONS, NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASL,OCIATION

Mr. Chairman, my name is August W. Steinbilber and I am the Director of
Federal and Congressional Relations of the Nationhl School Boards Association.

Dr. Webb, in his presentation. sketched the economic parameters for an
expanded federal, as well as state and local, role in financing education. Mrs.
Caroline Hutto, Mr. Merrill Gee, and Mr. Arnold Wallace described the impact
of existing federal programs on education in their districts. In my presentation,
Mr. Chairman, I would like to describe how th-_: categorical programs can be
made even. -more effective. In so doing,. for the sake of brevity, my remarks will
focus upon four areas of major concern which the elementary and secondary
programs pose at the local level. Specifically, they are the increasing adminis-
trative complexity of the federal program including special revenue sharing,
revision of the Title I formula, revision of the impact aid. formula, and the
need for a timely enactment of those programs which are due to expire this
year.

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEXITY OF EXISTING PROGRAMS

For several years now we have brought forward our views that the ad-
ministrative overhead and complexity in applying for -and operating federal
programs is both inefficient and a disincentive to many local boards. This is
Particularly true in those smaller and/or poorer districts wherein federal
assistance is needed the most, but who lack the manpower or risk capital re-
quired for grantsmanship.

The problem can he solved in two ways. First, the various categorical pro-
grams can be legislatively consolidated. In this regard. special revenue sharing
is one form of consolidation which, however, we have opposed for reasons
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that will be touched upon later in my statement. Secondly, Health, Education
and Welfare regulations and guidelines for the various categories can be
made less restrictive without being offensive to the legislation as it currently
exists.

There are nearly two `tundred grant or contract programs under which local
boards can apply directly to the federal level for funding. Since most of these
programs are relatively smith and not operated under a state plan or on a
formula entitlement basis, we suggest that consolidation in this area would
perhaps be even more desirable than consolidating the larger programs which
are included within special revenue sharing. This is not to say that some larger
programs should not be consolidated. For example, with respect to the re-
cently enacted Emergency School Aid Act, as one tediously works through
forty pages of Federal register print and. a commensurate number of pages of
guidelines, application forms, et cetera, an immediate conclusion is reached that
six interrelated program categories are far too many. That is one large pro-
gram which needs to be consolidated.

As to special revenue sharing as one means of consolidation, we do not at
this time have a bill to which we can respond. However, we can offer our
perspective as to some of the concepts which have been circulating about,
as well as to our views regarding the version introduced in the 92nd Congress.

From the local school board's-vantage point, it makes little diffrn.ence whether
burdensome program restrictions are imposed at the federal or 'lie still..? level.
Accordingly, we could not support a plan which merely shifts the red tape
from one governmental bureaucracy to another. Bearing this in mind, some
very crucial problems arise with special revenue sharing as it is currently
shaping up.

First, the inclusion of Title I and particularly impact aid within that pro-
gram does not appear consistent with the purpose sought. As entitlement
programs, it would appear that nothing could be simpler than to count students
and then distribute the money. We believe that the answer to making Title 1
a more, flexible program lies not in adding an intermediary, but rather in
loosening up the guidelines pursuant to whii211 the program is operated.

In the care of impact aid, its inclusion within special revenue .sharing even
makes less sense. Currently, impact aid is a general aid program. That is,
there aren't any administrative restrictions. Therefore, to the extent that the
state level is inserted and shifts those funds into categorical programs flexibility
in the end use of 'those funds is lost. In a similar vein, as a part of the special
revenue sharing program, this hertofore federally unregulated program could
be also subject to all of the HEW guidelines placed on the other. categories.

Furthermore, the inclusion of impact aid within special revenue sharing can-
not be supported on philosophical grounds either. Unlike other federal programs,
impact aid is not principally directed toward meeting a specific educational
need, but, rather is intended to compensate local districts for the cost of
bringing the federal business into their zthools. As a program of reimburse-
ment, as distinguished from need, it would appear most inappropriate for an
outside factor, i.e., a state agency, and an advisory council thereunder, to
authorize the shift of these funds into other districtsor even to be in the
position to tell an impacted district how to spendJits impart aid L.:cis.

In addition to the problems arising from including Title I and impact aid
in the special revenue sharing formula, the proposed plan permits fiscal flexi-
bility at the wrong level. If funds are to be shifted among categories, that
should be, done at the local where the community is most involved, not the
state level. In fact, the state role should be limited to approving local plans
and distributing the funds in an equitable mamte,.. In this latter regard,
particularly if the Rodrigues decision is upheld, the states should he required
to make special revenue -sharing funds available to eligible localities in a
manner not unlike the state aid weighted pupil distribution formula recom-
mended by the National Education Finance Project. That is, each special
child for whom lissistance is sou;:-, ,t is weighted according to the relative cost
of the special need which he lras, with each locality's share, equal to its
proportion of the state's total number of weighted children.

Unfortunately; the proposal introduced in the 92nd Congress moved away
from the concept of local determination and flexibility. For example. the state
plan. had to be approved by a state advisory council which would not even
include a local school board member. Furthermore, if a local school board
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did not like the state plan, administrative appeals to HEW were not open to it.
Nor was there any right given to examine other local applications when ap-
pealing to the state level.

Another concern which we have with special revenue sharing is that while
consolidation serves a laudworthy purpose administratively, it opens the door
for opponents of federal aid to education to reduce outlays since it is easier
to cut or impound a lump sum appropriation than it is to cut individual pro-
grainsparticularly if such programs have identifiable constituencies. To pro-
tect education against unwarranted budget cutting, special revenue sharing
should have a triggering mechanism which would override the categorical
approach only when the appropriations reach a certain level.

When special revenue sharing was introduced last year, the National School
Boards Association was opposed to it, in part, for the above stated reasons.
.1/r. Chairman, if a proposal were introduced which did not include Title I and
impact aid, authorized the local lem to shift funds among categories, provided
for the distribution of state funds pursuant to a weighted student need formula,
provided for local wit of board participation in the state plan process, gave
local boards the right to see other local applications, as well as a right of
appeal to HE1V, and provided a safeguard triggering mechanism to msttrea
minimal level of appropriations, we would be very favorably inclined to support
it.

Quite apart from legislative consolidation, the complexity and administrative
overhead of the federal program could be greatly reduced if the administrative
regulations and guidelines thereunder were made less res\srictive.

For example, in the Title I area, school Cistrlets Pave been undergoing
enormous frustrations with shifting standards comparability and resulting
reversion of funds from budgets that have already been committed. Similarly,
prohibitions against using federally funded equipment for non-project pur-
poseseven after school hours or during the summer is not administratively
justifiable.

Although Mr. Resnick of my office developed our position on t..is point
in depth when he testified before the Subcommittee on January 31, I would like
to underscore the important role the regulatory process plays in this area, as
well as the apparent inconsisteacy between the administration's urging of
flexibility in the legislative proces and its tightening of control in the regula-
tory process.

The Emergency School Aid Act was the only major elementary and secondary
enactment subsequent to the President' announcement and aggressive pursuit
of ,education special revenue shaft!. I mentioned earlier, the regulations
for the basic program cover eighteen .ges in the Federal Register, and those
for the special categories cover another twelve. I would estimate that it would

. take several : -reeks of professional time for a school administrator to under-
stand all of the nuances of that program and to prepare a sensible report
to his suP,,Antendent and board on just what the program does. In this regard,
it must remembered that we -are speaking of one program out of hundreds
of federal programs which a school board could be interested inand even
then we are onlp speaking to programs which en. toto represent less ',Alan seven
percent of the nation's education budget.

But the administrative problems springing from the regulatory process run
mu,f1 deeper than just understanding the programs. Again turning to the
Emergency School Aid Regulations, we .find extensive reporting' and account-
ing pr!:tedures that must be met both in applying for funds and in the ad--
minis! !Mon of the program. Similarly, we find community advisory councils
whie. fraust consist of a .certain number of representatives from various kinds
of civic organizations and rdsociations, student advisory councils, special me, "o-
politan councils, and non-public school councils.

The merits aside, what is most interesting and alarming about the reporting
procedures, the membership of community councils, the very existence of the
student advisory councils, and other features of the regulations is that they
are not specifically authorized by law and not even mentioned in the Con-
ference Reports Rather, they are justified by the broad brush boiler plate
language "as such regulations as the Assistant Secretary deems necessary."

Mr. Chairman, from the standpoint of program administration, co2pled with
the need of the :education community. to.knoN, in advance :what kinds.of pro-
granis HEW is developing-for -us, we -urge -the Subcommittee to restrict the
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scope of this boiler plate discretionary language. Indeed, without some clarifica-
tion of that language, we might find ourselves in opposition to an otherwise
acceptably structured special revenue sharing proposal, which because of its
very flexibility, would lend itself to surprise federal regulations.

At this point, I would like to turn to the Title I program and the various
amendments which have been pyoferred thereto.

REVISION OF THE mu', I FORMULA

At the outset ft should be stated that the National School Boards Associa-
tion strongly endorses this program as a means of achieving educational oppor-
tunity a 3d social (,liality for the millions of educationally disadvantaged
children throughout t nation.

The br sic question welch arises with regard to extending the program is that
since some $6 billion are needed, and we cannot expect an appropriation of
more than $2 billion, what is the most equitable means of distributing the funds
among the states and their school districts?

Under existing appropriations levels, only those children who are from
families with incomes under $2000 or receiving welfare payments in excess of
that amount will be counted. or the most part, tit, former classification of.
children are clustered in the south and southwest, whereas the latter grouping
is clustered in the urban areas. But more importantly, since heretofore un-
implemented 1970 census data reveals that there has been a dramatic shift of
Title I children sway from the southern school districts, that region faces a
sudden break in its funding level.

H.R. 69 attempts to salve the Title I problem by raising the low income fac-
tor to $400) per pupil, but at the same time rei.p. 7 that those states and
school districts which would otherwise suffer losses 1...m their FY 1972 Title
I appropriations level must be funded at the 1972 level.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that the balance between providing transitional
assistance to those states facing losseo in Title I funding and ensuring that
the funds will flow to those states where the children are should be a little
more delicately tipped in favor of the latter. Hot.ever, having said that, per-
hapa we are presupposing that where the low income children are, we will also
find the educationally disadvantaged.

The Office of. Education has advised us that some eight million low income
family children are being counted for Title I purposes. But all of these t hildren
do not necessarily receive Title I services since the funds may only be spent
on educationally disadvantaged children. In this regard, while only low income
children are counted for dett mining how much assistance a district is en-
titled to, any child defined nc educationally disadvantaged, regardless of family
income, is eligible to participate. We are also advised that since the funds may
only be used in those schools with the highest concentrations of low income
children, only about six of approximately ten million eCucational'y disadvan-
taged children are receiving assistance.

Unless this method for distributing funds is related to state or district
wealth, which it very well may be, it would appear that the basis for ine l-
ing some children and excluding vidiers from Title I services might be _s-
criminatory against the latter in a reverse Rodriguez kind of way since the
lack of wealth of one's neighbors would be determining an educationally dis-
advantaged child's eligibility for federal benefits. Certainly on an intra-district
bs sis, particularly in those areas wherein the concentrations of low income
children vary markedly, this reverse Rodriguez effect should be considered.

Given a limited appropriations level and the fact that, on the average, a
minimum of over $300 per pupil is needed just for a Title I program to begin
to become effective, the question is iaised whether those children lost in need
of service should be funded first. In this regard, if there were a Iiigh correla-
tion between the children being counted at various low income levels and
those receiving Title I assistance, as well as their degree of educational dis-
advantagenes:4, then perhaps use of the low income factor would be a justifiable
and efficient means for distributing the fund% .

H.R. 51133 would distribute funds directly on the basis of educational dis-
advantageneSS, rather than operating indirectly through a low income factor.
However, we would need to have computer print-outs as well as a more de-
tailed notion of how the program would operate before we could support this
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alternative approach. In this regard, Appendix I of our statement outlines
some of the immediate concerns which NSBA has with the bill. I might add
NSBA has not had time to give that bill a full review and wishes to submit
a supplemental statement on same at a later date.

REVISION OF THE IMPACT AID FORMULA

Mr. Chairman, for several years now the impact aid program has been
criticized because it tends to . make relatively larger payments to wealthic,:
districts. It is very important to note that this result is not inconsistent with
the purpose of the program. As we mentioned earlier, unlike the other federal
programs, impact aid is, in effect federal restitution for doing business in a
school district, rather than a provision of assistance for some special reed
which is at least affordable by a poorer district. That is, the concept of the
program is to leave the district in substantially the same condition as if the
federal government did not take land off the tax roles and/or bring students
into its schools. It is only natural, therefore, that payments would tend to in-
crease with the wealth of the district.

The fact that the program is not premised on need to the degree as perhaps
it should be, does not mean that impact aid should not be exteneed or in-
adequately funded. Either of these approaches only works to the detriment of
scores of needy districts and to those who are being equitably compensated.

There are relatively simple revisions which can be made that will serve to
equitably compensate the financially better off districts, yet prcvide for the
needs of the poorer districts--as well as the children of minim ry parents who
must he educated there.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly outline three
such alternatives.

The first is a twostage bill beginning with payments to local agencies made
solely on the basis of local contribution rate, followed by payments to state
education agencies based on state aid to local districts, the latter to b.!
redistributed on the basis of r. xi. This approach would be particularly attrac-
tive if the Rodriguez decision is upheld since the federal impact would the"
be state-wide as well as local. In this regard, to the extent that a locality is
raising proportionately more money than the rest of the state at a given effort
level, local impact payments along with local property tax I.. venues, would be
turned over by the LEA. to the state level. Even if the Rodriguez decision
would not result in this kind of redistribution of the local payment, that
could be required in the legislation.

A second alternative would be to base the method of counting pupils upon
the relative wealth and federal impaction of the district. That is, a scale could
be established whereby at the various coordinates of wealth and percentage of
'federal children in the district, a certaia number of such children would not
be counted. More specifically, as a dist '^t's asses3ed valuation behind each
child increases, a progressively smaller percentage of its federal children would
be counted. However, this relationship would only be one scale on which pupil
count would be determined. On the other scale, as the percentage of federal
children in the district becomes smaller, so does the percentage of such children
bat are counted for payment. The precise percentage of children that would
br: counted in each district would be the point where ts expenditure and
impaction coordinates meet.

Further in this connection, two points need to be made. First, if the existing
impact aid formula needs to be revised, it is because some wealthier districts
are being reimbursed beyond the equitable point of need. The'absorption factor
has been suggested in the past, but rejected because of the indiscriminate
manner in which it applied to all school districts. Therefore, the sliding scale
absorption factor should only be applied to the relatively few, wealthier dis-
tricts, not to the overwhelming majority of districts whose payments do not
exceed the limits of appropriate reimbursement and equity. For example, we
would suggest that a three peru,sat absorption factor be applied to districts
which ark in the top twenty-five percent wealth permitile. This takes me to
the second point which should be made with respect to the adoption of an
absorption factor. As I mentioned earlier, if the Rodriguez case is affirmed,
then the federa, impaction would be on the state as much as it would be on
the locality. Hence, since a wealthy district would have to send a portion of
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its impact aid payment to the state level, any lim:tation thereupon because of
local wealthwould inequitably hurt a relatively poor or modestly well-off
district. Therefore, the absorption factor should only be applied on a temporary
basis or at least based upon the financial position of the district after state
formulae are appliednot before. Indeed, to the extent either approach is
taken, the impact aid formula would be an inducement for the achievement of
intra-state equalization of finance.

A third alternative which could be employed would be to permit the locality
to apply for federal payments based on its local tax rate and applied to federal
property. Just as in the case of the other alternatives which Ifrave discussed,
an affirmance of the Rodriguez decision would not cause inequitable benefits
to inure to *ealthy, heavily impacted districts, since fun,. ; would have to be
remitted to the state level. While this approach should be a positive induce-
ment for the states to equalize their systems of school finance, a wealth cut-off
on tax payments should be imposed until they do so.

However, should this third property tax alternative be adopted, a narrow
exception would have to be made for the treatment of military "B-out" chil-
dren, that is, in the case where the military establishment is in a district other
than the one wherein their federally connected children attend schools. While
it is true that the parents of these children pay residential property taxes,
they are still a cost burden to the school system. The reason is that indus'crial
taxeswhich comprise about 60 percent of all property tax payments in most
districts have to be spread out to cover tl,^ir educational costs, rather than
being confined to upgrading the education k other district children. Further-
more, the parents of such chili ren in mo,. instances do not pay local sales
taxes or state income taxes. Finally, the mobility of military families makes
for higher edministrative costs in educating their children. In recommending
under this alternative that the current formula be extended to compensate, for
the military "B-out" situation, we would not inch,de other "B-out" children in
this narrow exception. For example, where civilians 'work on the base, they
will be paying the state and local taxes from -.vhich their militaTy neighbors
are exempted. In addition, s .residents of the state, the industrial tax base
should support the education of their children as much as it would any ^ther
civilian worker.

One other point needs to be made with regard to impact aid before we turn
to the question of the timing of enactment of the extension of category 3c, that
is, the public housing program. In urging the extension of this category it
should be stressed that the basis for making payments parallels that of the
other %..ategories both from the standpoint of philosophy and need. The federal
connf...2tion arises from economic incentives for state and local authorities to
take land off of the tax rolls for public housing purposes. As in tle case of
the other categories, the local school district, particularly if it is politically and
fiscally independent, as most big city districts ar , have no voice in that de-
termination and no other means of receiving couipensation. In addition to taking
land off of the tax rolls, public housing induces the movement of low income
personsincluding their school aged childreninto the cities. With the federal
Supreme Court ruling of Shapiro v. Thompson and its progeny, the movement
of low income families into the cities to reccife this and other federally Indtwed
benefits has been made even easier.

Moving from the federal connection to the question of need, I daresay that
there isn't a member of this Su'ocommittee who is from a state wherein there
hasn't been recent evidence of fiscal big city crises which is directly related to
a shrinking tax base and to the cost of providing expensive special education
services and welfare benefits to the city's poor people. We are not arguing
against the 'virtues of public housing, but just as Pr. Webb mentioned with
respect to federal incentive~ for a local property ta's. 1.reak to the elderly and
all poor people, public t. nentary and secondary P'ucation should not be
relegated .to such a low priority, that, in_ effect, it pays the price for these
programs. (A,pendix II of our w-itten statement sets forth a detailed rationale
for NSBA's support of the program).

At this point,. Mr. Chairman, I would Lice to turn to the crucial need for
properly timing the enactment of the extension amendments which finally
evolves from your work.
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TIMING OF ENACTMENT

Repo itedly, local school boards have received criticism from the national
level and their local constituencies that they are not operating federal po-
grams effectively. To a great extent this problem ea-A be traced to a federal
appropt iations process which does not commit federal funds until. after school
board budgets are submitted, as required. by state law. In fact, usuallr such
funds are not committed well after the comptmeement of the school year for
which they were intended to be spent.

Accordingly, we are pleased that Title III of H.R. 69 would authorize the
Commissioner. of Ediiiiition taistudy the problems '' Fate funding and to make
reeommendations thereupon within one year. However, we would urge that the
period for completing such sturs should be shortened to ensure that funds can
be approp,lited in a timely manner for FY 1976 or earlier.

Of course we lire more immediately concerned that extending legislation be
enacted in a. time ly manner .in order to prevent delays in the FY 1975 appro-
priations process Although Mr. Resnick in his January 31 presentation before
this Sn'a7mumittee developed this point in depth, the basic point is so im-
portant it should be stressed again today. Last year, when the.Appropriations
Committee considered the Labor/HEW bill, it refused to include funding for
those higher education programs whose extension was then pending. This
suggests that the Appropriatimis Committee -may not be inclined. to move
ahead with funding for elementary and secandnry programs- in FY 1975 until
ins extension amendments are enacted. Given the local school hoard budgetary

time frame, we would hope that the Appropriations Committee will take up
our hill in Januarywhich means that the authorizing bill Should be enacted
prior to the New Year. In this regard, should deliberations on the substantive
revisions of one or two programsincluding Title I and Impact Aidthreaten
appropriations delays for all programs, we would prefer armere extension of
those programs for 1 1975 add seek the substantive revisions at a later date.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Earlier in my statement reference was made to our specific concern that a
local school, board member was not included in the state advisory council in
the special revenue sharing bill which was introduced in the last Congress.
Unfortunately,. this commission is but a manifestation of a

on
concern

which we have that: school board seats are not being required on advisory coun-
-cils in generalparticularly at the national level. It is interesting to note that

justifying civic and association representation being locked into the coin-
position o:' the Emergency School Aid Community Advisory Councils, the
Administration stated in the absence of such seats, the council may not
be as representative of the interested parties or as competent as it should be.
It would appear that this justification would be no less applicable to national
advisory councils. Accordingly, we urge that all national, councils contain a
seat or seats for each major education interest and that appointments to such
seats be made from a slate of names submitted by the respective national
associations representing those interests. This suggestion is not new to federal
legislation. The propbsed legislation to extend legal services to the poor had a
requirement that a certain number of members of its board had to be selected
from a panel of names sygested by the American Bar Association. .

CONCLUSION ,

To recapitulate. the National School Boards Association urges the Sidi-
committee to review the federal commitment to education in light of the eco-
nomic requirements for an equal ha tionatopportnnity fora quality educational
experience. We also urge that those programs- which are extended or -newly
written into lave be crafted with the administrative. problems raised by Mrs.
Matto, Mr. Gee, and Mr. Wallace in mind.

In addiessing these concerns the National School Bords Association supports
greater program flexibility and a reduction in administrative overhead' thvoigh
bath legislative cenSOlidation and the easing of regulatory restrictions. How-
aver,. we Would only he prepared 'to Support spechil revemte-sharing if the con-
ditions m,derscored on page four of. my Statement were met. We also- urge-
thrthei study and revision of the Title and Impact formulae, the' exten-

05-545-73pt. 2- 49
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sion of the public hbusi.- provisions of thit latter program, and the enactment
of whatever legislation does evolve within a time frame which will not delay
the 1 "Y 1915 appropriations process.

Mr. Chairman, this chides the presentation of our written ream rks. We
wish to thank you and the members of the Subcommittee for this opportunity'
to present our views.

Appendix I

Due to the close timing between the introduction of H.R. 5193 and the
preparation of this testimony, the folloWing are only cursory continents. A
more detailed analysis will be made at a later time.

1. Section 111 of the bill sets forth various conditions for membership on
the National Commission on Educational Disadvantage. There is !Mt any re-
quirl.:uent that at least a portion of such commission should consist of per-
sons who represent the major education interests. NSBA believes that such
persons would make the commission more representative and competent. NSBA.
further believes that when including such persons they should be appointed
from a slate of names submitted by the national association representing each
interest.

2. If, pursuant to Section 122, each state defines "edhcationally disadvan-
taged'', it would appear that tr,ere would then he varying bases for making
payments, even though the 114 U1)111t1 Cam mission could presumably reject defini-
tions which would result in excessive payments,

3. Section 122(11) (5) provides that the Commissioner may require "such
other reports as. may be reasonalii:. necessary . . . to perform his duties. . . "
Given- NSBA's concern that such 'discretionary language is b.eing too broadly
interpreted by 'the Administration, greater delineation would be needed. as to
what kind of enforcement, accounting. and reports are intended. In this con-
nection, greater clarification of the definition of the Commissioner's duties as
"including the enforcement of such procedures as may 1Je necessary should be
included within the statute or committee record.

4. Section 131(a) (1) provides that the :neat agency'may only receive a grant
which. is approved by the state agency. NS13A strongly objects to this require-
ment since it takes basic Title I decision- malting away' from the local officials,
who are both responsible. for the operation of the program as well a's being
closest to tile community which is to be served by it.

5. Section 131(a) (3) provides that not less than 85 percent of the local grant
may be used for reading and mathematics. Greater clarification should be
provided as to the educational basis for setting that. expenditure limit at 85
percent.

G. Section 131(a) (4) provides that "If school officials provide satisfactory
evidence of the inability a failure of parents or guardians to cooperate in such
a prograM, the parental advisory committee established pursuant to this sub-
section shall be designated to act in, the place of the parent or guardian of
any such child." Greater clarification should be provided as to the extent and

circumstances that parental discretion can be overridden.
7. Section 131(a) (7) provides that if there aren't sufficient finds for all

programs, those children in the highest concentration schools should be serviced
first. If 'a disadvantaged child who is exposed to a relatively better educated
peer group, is defined as equally disitdvantaged as a child who is not, then it
would appear that the -former is in :.leed of service at least as much as the
latter. While concentrations should be required in terms of economies of
scales, they should not play a part in determining in which prie-lity ehildren
should be serviced,

8. Section 132(a) provides that non-public school participation Would Include
minor remodeling and equiptuantwhich is further defined pursuant to Sec-
tion 146. The question is raised w::ittlicr these Items are consistent with recent
Suprema Court rulings prohibiting institutional aid to religious schools.

fi. Sect Ion 132(b) provides that the. ComMissioner shall require equal ex-
penditures for non-public school schoolchildren after considering the needs of
such children. In thiS regard, there should be protection, against the develop-
ment of a double standard whereby a' diffrent definition (hence priority of
service) of educationally disadvantaged would be applied to non-public school
children than to public school children. '

10. Saction 141(c) (2): provides a maintenance of effort provision which has
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the effect of forcing localities to raise their effort (if they want assistance)
if the state level reduces its effort. To the- extent that a poorer district can-
not do this, it would be faced with a double cut, that is, less state funding
and no Title I money.

11. Section 1,12 provides that, in the absence of sufficient funding, the states
could shift payments from one district to a needier district. While flare is no
quarrel with the basie intent of this provision, there should he provisions
permitting local agencios to appeal such shifts to HEW, as well as to examine
the records of any other school district in order to determine whether it is
being treated equitably.

12. Section 1.15 grants the right of judicial review to any state whiCh is
dissatisfied with respect to the fiscal ac!ion of the Commissioner concerning
its application. This right. should be extended to include interested local school
districts.

13. The record should be made clear that the terms "current expenditures"
and "average per pupil expenditure" are not intended to include impact aid
payments in the computation of state and local maintenance of effort.

Another problem which may. arise ls whether HEW will have sufficient
time to gear-up the program between the date of enae.:aent and the com-
mencement of FY 1!)76. In this regard, consideration for the local budgetary
Process makes a case for sack gearing-up to occur early in the calendar yea r
so at least at various appropriations levels, local districts can have some idea.
at what their grant may be. If timing is a problem, perhaps a. one year exten-
sion of the existing Title I formathence permitting more gear-up thneWould
be preferable.

AppenTx II
EDUCATION. ASSISTANCE FOR CIIILDRIN IN Purnic Housmo

(CATEGORY C OF AID TO FEDERAL:. f AFFECTED AREAS)

This new category, which the Congress authorized under P. L. 91-230, would
compensate school districts for the special economic burden of educating public
school children w no reside in low-rent public housing units.

As ander the other impact aid categories, when the federal government
encourages piddle construction, the laud involved becomes tax exempt. In all
cases, there is no decision-making power vestii in the school district to reject
the federal program. Hence,. this s;:ccial economic burden is the involuntary
loss of school revenues becapse a federally sponsored pru,,,t.un has taken land
off the tax rolls.

About One half of the cost of public school education is funded by local
property taxes. Therefore, at an average national per pupil expenditure rate
which now exceeds $900, with each new public housing student, school districts
must raise $450 from other sources in order to maintain a per pupil expenditure
for all students in the district at the national average. And, as we well know.
the economic situation is such that school districts can no longer raise taxes
to offset the shrinkage to their tax bases caused by the addition to each Iodi-
ne housing unit.

Several years ago, the United' States Office of Education commissioned the
Battelle AL'inorial "Institute to study impact aid. While the Battelle Report i.
against the impact aid approach to funding c-',Incation as a matter of policy.
as economists,, their researchers did reluctantly concede that the impact of
public housing was approximately $100 per pupil.

However, since this study was done by economists notfamiliar. with educa-
tional problems, this figure. only considers the economic burden of shim resi-
dents shifting int() public housing. It does not take into account the fact that
people may be drawn into the district by public housing. For those people %yin)
are, the economic impact of educating their children which is attributable to
public housing is the full $450 since the district would not have been responsi-
ble for eflueating these children in the first place. Battelle excludes these
children because of public housing residency laws. However, this ignore§ all
cased where there are no- residency laws; assumes that potentialpublie housing
residents know of such law.; that of those who do, they would still not.. naive
in the district with the :goal of meeting the residency .requirements; and the
recent line of Supreme Court cases flowing from Shapira v. Thinn paw whirl)
struck down residency requirements as a condition for receiving welfare pay-
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merits. lt, should be noted that in e hie:Obit; a new resident, the school districts
may have to drain 111101 111;111 $-151) 1.1'1)111 its general education revenues it' it
provides ,suppleinental programs and life suppol, services surli as health. t 0,1

and clothing programs.
:-40ondly. this fi gure does not lake into mmiiit revenues los! from nitclamie

land use by private industry (and indirect revenues tloving therefrom) is
eases where industry has no other realistic site on which :1 can locate '.S ithin
t hr dist riot.

Thirdly. the Battelle figure must Ire compounded several years of deco
inflation Nvhila occurred since the time when that. study %vas made.

This is not only a big city program. Over three thousand communities in all
fifty states have public housing. lteports on the 19T0 census vould indicate flint
suburban public housing will continue to expand during this decade. Given sonic
822.000 housing units under inoung,mnent and on average of 165 children per
mitt. there were approximately 1.25 million school children residing in public
housing units two years ago. This figure is probably over tvo ruillion this year.

''HE NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION, REPRESENTED BY
A PANEL CO!ISISTING OF: HAROLD V. WEBB, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR: AUGUST W. STEINHILBER, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL AND
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS; CAROLYN HUTTO, LOUISVILLE,
KY.: ARNOLD WALLACE, PENNSAUKEN TOWNSHIP, N.,T.: AND
MERRILL GEE, POCATELLO, IDAHO

Mr. WEBB. We are delighted to bd here, Mr. Chairman, I am
Harold B. Webb, executive director of the National School Boards
Association. I am, or will be in a moment, accompanied by local
school board members, Mrs. Carolyn Ilulto, Louisville, Mr. Merrill
Gee, Pocatello, Idaho, and Mr. Arnold Wallace, Pennsauken Town-
ship, N.J., and Mr. August W. Steinhilber, director, Federal and
Congressional Relations.

The National School Boards Association is the only major organi-
zation representing school board members, who are in some areas
called school trustees or school committeemen, Throug.hout the N;ition
approximately S-1,900 of these individnals are 11i011111,./4
and these people in turn are responsible for the education of more
than 95 percent of all of the Nation's public school children.

Currently marking its third year of service, INSBA is a federation
of State School Board Associations, with direct local school board
affiliates constituted to strengthen local aid to education and work
for improvement. Mcot of these school board members, like Your-
selves, are elected public officials.

Accordingly, they are politically accountable to their constituents
for both educational policy, physical management., and the tscint.ft-
tional productivity of the schools. As lay unsalaried
school board members are in a rather unique position of being able
to judge legislative programs purely from the standpoint of public
education without consideration to a professional vested interest.

In so doing, last April at its national convention, the membership
of the Nation School Boards Association expressed its views on the
Federal role in education by adopting the following resolution and I
quote:

The increased mobility of our population and the increased dependency upon
edlicalion for national success and progres: demand that the source et reroute
supporting public education be more broadly based.
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Therefore. specific Federal legislative proposals should recognize. (Al a
critical need to itire:1,:t. significantly the level of funding of public education
throut2.11 genral aid, i It) the Value 4,c supplt.mental categorical programs that
"Teal; to legislate areas of unique Federal responsibility and overriding proti-
um's or national concern.

WI The need to distribute fund.; on an en ultaltle basis With primary re-
,ponsiltility for expenditure determination to Yost 141(. I sclimil (li,41
itt T11:t 1 torovedUre dt.Veh)1)(41 by stale anti 1(1(01 districts to

:wootint;thility effective 11:,:p of Federal monpy to improve the ednea-
tittnal results of all childrei

Wit It your permission. \{i. Chairman. T would like to proomd by
first presentitor an overview of sollool finance and to particularly
focus upon the need to develop 0 Federal general aid program.

t rolyn I futto. -Air. Merrill (lee, and Mr. Arnold YVallace
will then follow with a review of the basic pit falls and strength of
t he existing programs front the local school hoard perspective.

11r. Steioltilher will then conclude our formal presentation with an
analysis of 10)(0. \ohr ex istine- km and the proposed aniond-
mcnts and other alternat ives thereto can he effected to avoid pitfalls
and advance the strencth.

Tionin., to school finance and the scope of F'edeal aid to education,
I will not belabor the point which other (vitnesses have already !uncle
before this committee with regard to the value of education in our
society. t lie big city crisis, or list those experts who say more education
iollarstlo toile a di trent1,0e.

1;11 her, I 'o ii! limit ,v discussion to the Inithretary realities which
are associated with equo I (ducat 'tonal oportunitv. Might I add that for

p) the Ns-po. has (.111,,pioned the eons( of general aid
to education.

Several Tears ago, we urged that through a combination of Fed-
eral, State, and local resources, each school district he, guaranteed a
$1,:200 per student expenditure rate. a figure now increased by infla-
tion mid other need -factors.

Recently, we have called upon the Federal Government, to supply
between one-third and 40 percent of the cost of public education.
This statement will provide the factual data to support, our position,
Mast and present.

My statement will be presented in four parts. One, the economics
of equalizing intrastate expenditure disparities, two, the economics
of equalizing interstate expenditure disparities, three, the economics
of providing appropriate tax relief to the poor and elderly, four,
the economics of recognizing special student, needs.

First, equalizing intrastate expenditure disparities: Assuming that
the States as matter of law at least. hopefully as a matter of policy,
will soon be establishing systems of finance which comport total
equations presented in the Rod pigue.-a case. a difficult choice will he
presented.

Either the States will have to shift existing funds so that all
schools will be funded at the current mean expenditure level, that
is, the State average. or new funds will be, infused into the system in
order to level up the substandard and modiom schools to the levels
of the better schools.

Under pressures of the more affluent school districts, wishing to
maintain their excellence, it can be expected that a certain amount
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.of leveling up will occur. The question presented is, how much will
it cost?

In examining this very question, the President's Commission on
School Finance found, for example, that if the States wanted to
achieve a statewide per pupil expenditure rate equal to their current
SO to 90 percentile levels, that nationally leveling up to these per-
centiles would cost the States $1.3 billion and $6.9 billion respec-
tively.

Indeed, even leveling up to 50 percentile level would cost $1.6
billion nationally. in attempting to determine whether the States
could afford the cost of leveling up to a politically acceptable stand-
ard, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations con-
cluded that the State's $1.7 billion share of general revenue sharing,
the money freed up by Federal welfare assumption, and drawing
upon the States untapped tax capacity, Federal assistance would not
be needed.

Mr. Chairman, there is a difference between theory and practice.
Many Governors are under pressure to use revenue sharing to re-
heve to --.es, especially since that program was hailed in part as a tax
relief measure.

The Governors are also using those funds to substitute for cuts in
Federal categorical programs and to meet other obligations which
would have been funded from HMV's social services program before
expenditure restrictions were applied.

Other Governors, including Kentucky 's Governor Ford, are in our
view wisely refusing to release Federal revenue sharing funds until
a final assessment can be made of all Federal cuts.

The point is, general revenue sharing is not providing the States
with new resources which can be applied to the cost of leveling up
education expenditures.

As to the freeing up effect of Federal welfare assumption, that
$1.6 billion program is yet to be enacted. Before turning to the ques-
tion of the extent to which the States have the ability to use un-
tapped tax capacity to level up interdistrict educational expenditures,
perhaps that term should be explained.

As used by ACIR, untapped tax capacity is most stringently de-
fineC, ..s those funds which a State can raise to equal the effort of the
Nation's highest tax effort State and is least stringently defined as
those funds which a State can raise to equal the effort of the highest
tax effort State in its region.

While we believe that the basis for even the least stringent
definition is unrealistic, both politically and in terms of interstate
competition it provides a good starting off point to determine to
what extent state and local units can afford to level up their educa-
tion expenditures.

If a State were to seek to level up to the 80 or 90 percentile, then,
on a national basis, the States would have to draw upon 13 percent
to 21 percent, respectively, of their untapped capacity, and 26 per-
cent to 41 percent under the more realistic least stringent denition.

Given this fact, we believe that the voters, without passing on the
merits of education, would tend to defeat a single purpose tax of
these magnitudes on simply budgetary grounds.

In some States like Minnesota the cost of the leveling up to the
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90th percentile, would be extremely difficult since under the most
strin.cront test it would have to draw upon 40 percent of its untapped
tax capacity. Moreovc-r, under the least stringent test it would have
to draw upon 100 percent since it's the highest effort State in its
region.

Similarly. since New York is the highest effort State in the Nation,
it would require 100 percent of that State's untapped tax capacity
just to achieve any increases in its education expenditures.

In light of the foregoing we believe that the States can not raise
between $4.3 billion to $0.9 billion to level np to the. Roth to 90th
percentile range. To the extent that they cannot, the dichotomy be-
tween rich school-poor school will be replaced by mediocrity in all
districts.

But before we suggest how much the States can raise, I would like
to turn to the economics of those other factors which comprise a
quality equal educational opportunity.

THE ECONOMICS 01' INTERSTATE DISPARITIES

Arr. ch;tirman, to date the breadth of the interstate disparity of
educational expenditures has not attracted as much attention as it
should have because of even wider disparities within the States.

!layover. :u4stunimr that. the Rodpiyuez, decision is upheldor its
policy followed by the Statesthen, in the absence of Federal
involvement, equal education:1 opportunity will be a right confided
within each State rather than to the Nation as a whole.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to draw upon
a few figures to demonstrate the magnitude of interstate inequities.

During the 197:1 school year, the range of per pupil current ex-
penditures will probably vary from $590 to some $1,584, with an
average expenditure of about. $1,034. To draw this range into a
better statistical perspective, we find that 15 States are spending over
$1,100 and 20 States are under $900.

That is, Xi States vary from the average expenditure rate by at
least 10 percent with the higher-end States exceeding the lower-end
States from about 20 percent to 270 percent. Although arguments
are made about, regional variations in the cost of living and that
dollars are not. perfectly correlated to education, we are hard pressed
to believe that two children of average ability would receive the
same educational opportunity and educational experience even though
one has, say, $500 more in textbooks, equipment, and instructional
services behind him than the other.

While the case for equalizing education expenditures can be dra-
matically made by stating that expenditures in the top 10 States
exceed that of the bottom 10 by 81 percent, there are even more
subtle economic statistics which makes a case for interstate equity
even within the top expenditure States.

For example, Minnesota ranks 11th in per pupil expenditures, 10th
in terms of .expenditures as a percentage of personal income, yet it
ranks 28th in personal income and 42nd in untapped tax capacity.
That is, the totality of Minnesota's governmental services as a func-
tion of total resources, and education expenditures in particular, is
so high that compared to other States it ranks near the bottom in
term:., of its ability to tap new resources for an expansion of services.
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Mr. Qum. Mr. Chairman, could I ask the witness what you mean
by untapped tax resources?

Mr. WEBB. These are the resources that I described by the defini-
tion I was giving, I believe, before you came in, Mr. Congressman.

Mr. STEINII1LBER. Basically what we are referring to is the ACIR
study request by the President who wanted information on the value
added tax and the needs of States. ACIR found that there were
certain tax bases we are not taxed to the fullest capacity and they
referred to a range of personal property, real property, and State
income taxes.

So the references are really back to the ACIR study wherein it
refers to the untapped base and how much of an untapped base
existed in each of the States.

Mr. QUIT. So there is a uniform amount of property tax that
should be levied and if you are below that, you have untapped re-
sources there.

There is a certain amount of income tax that should be levied in
a State and if you are below that, those two added together are
untapped.

Mr. WEBB. These are rated both within the region and as com-
pared to the Nation as a whole.

Although we are not aware of a detailed study on this point, we
can estimate that after each State internally levels up to 90 per-
centile the cost of leveling lip all of the States to resulting 90 per-
centile would be an astounding $21 billion. This figure was derived
by first excluding excess expenditures on the educationally dis-
advantaged and handicapped. It does not take into account a rela-
tively minor adjustment for cost of living.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, if equal quality educational oppor-
tunity can be defined as a national educational expenditure rate equal
to the current 90 percentile level, then Government sources may have
to raise as much as $28 billion plus $21 billion for interstate leveling
up.

However, this figure does not, significantly accommodate for the
needs of special categorical children which I should like to briefly
dc- ?,ribe.

Mr. QW.E. Could I ask another question? Is that $7 billion a total
of the untapped tax resources?

Mr. WEBB. That would lie the costs for leveling up to the 80 or 90
percentile within the State of the districts within the States.

Mr. QUIE. It would take $7 billion, so that every district is level
intrastate.

Chairman PERKINS. He is talking about Federal tax money.
Mr. Qum. I know $21 billion is Federal tax money and $7 billion

is State tax money. How much untapped tax resources is there out in
the states?

Mr. STEINHILBER. There are certain States such as New York and
Wisconsin wherein the untapped tax basis is already exhausted and
there are a number of States where there is a huge amount.

Mr. QUIR. Have you totaled them all?
Mr. STEINHILBER. There are references in our statement to it. If

you would like a State by Statestatement on that, we can supply it
for the record.
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Mr. Qum. If you would supply that for the record.
Chairman PEnKiNs. Yes; you may supply that for the record and

make it a part of your statement in the next few days.
[The information referred to follows:]

TABLE 7.-LEVELING-UP COSTS AS PERCENTAGES OF UNTAPPED TAX CAPACITY COMPUTED ON A NATIONAL
BASIS (MOST STRINGENT TEST)

Iflo liar amounts in millions)

State and region

Untapped tax
capacity (most

stringent ca
pacity test)

Leveling-up cost at selected per pupil expenditure percentiles as a
percent of untapped capacity

90th 89th 70th 60th 50th

United States.... ........ $33 825. 6 20.5 12.8 9.2 6.8 4.9

New England:
Maine 94. 4 27. 6 20. 4 13. 1 9. 7 7. 3
New Hanipshire 219.2 8.8 6.0 4.2 2.3 1,6
Vermont 18. 1 133. 1 87.8 77. 3 55. 2 34.2
Massachusetts 478.6 54.3 29.0 17.1 13.2 11. 2
Rhode Island 105.8 45. 6 18.6 14.5 9. 7 5.9
Connecticut 625.9 22.4 15.1 11.5 6.8 4.6

Mideast:
New York (t) 0) a (I) (I)
New Jersey 1, 332.4 23.8 14.2 6.5 4.3
Pennsylvania 1, 620.9 31. 1 24.3 13.0 8.5 5.0
Delaware 137.7 23.7 5.7 4.2 2.3 1.2
Maryland 414.2 45.6 8.1 8, 1 7.0 4A

Great Lakes:
Michigan 1, 692.2 21.5 12.7 8.9 7.9 6.4
Ohio 2, 601.2 19.9 11.2 8. 1 6.2 3. 8
Indiana 1, 092. 2 11.8 8.3 7.8 5.4 3.9
Illinois 1, 895.5 24.1 18. 1 18.: 12.3 6.7
Wisconsin. 73.4 138.0 91.7 59.4 38.3 38.3

Plains:
Minnesota 455. 6 26. 5 19. 2 14. 8 9.2 6. 5
Iowa 415. 0 22. 7 11.6 8. 7 7.2 4. 0
Missouri 1, 050.6 11.6 11.5 7.0 5.4 3.5
North Dakota 106.2 18. 5 15.3 9.0 6.3 5.7
South Dakota 8840 25. 2 14. 1 7. 9 4.2 4. 2
Nebraska 364.8 14.7 6.3 4.0 3.7 3.0
Kansas 531. 0 14. 3 5. 8 3. 8 2.9 2. 8

Southeast:
Virginia 854.2 17.0 17.0 9.2 6.0 3.2
West Virginia _ . 260.2 12.8 7. 1 5.3 4.9 2. 9
Kentucky 599.3 10.5 10.5 6.0 2.9 2.0
Tennessee 789. 3 12.5 9.2 7. 8 5.0 2. 4
North Carolina 890. 8 10. 7 5. 6 4.8 4. 0 2. 8
South Carolina 341.8 9. 1 6. 4 4. 9 2. 5 2. 4
Georgia 885.1 20. 0 7. 4 3. 5 3.3 2. 4
Florida 1, 889.4 6.8 6.8 4.9 2.7 2.2
Alabama 604.9 7.3 4.2 3.3 2.5 1.2
Mississippi 262.7 17.4 15.1 9.6 7.4 5.2
Louisiana 659.4 7.0 3.9 2.6 1.9 1.8
Arkansas 442. 0 9. 3 5, 1 4. 1 3.3 2, 1

Southwest:
Oklahoma 767.7 8. 1 5. 4 3. 6 2. 1 1. 3

Texas 3, 089. 8 9. 5 5. 5 3. 7 2. 4 1. 9
New Mexico 194.3 13.3 7.9 3.0 1.7 .5
Arizona 272. 6 35. 6 25. 6 16. 5 7. 7 6. 2

Rocky Mountain:
Montana 135.4 50.5 28.8 16.8 14.9 8.7
Idaho 138.6 26.1 11.6 11.6 7.9 4.4
Wyoming 123. 0 23.7 14. 2 7. G 3.7 1. 2

Colorado 393.7 18. 5 18.5 12.7 5.4 4. 7
Utah 123.0 10.5 7.5 5.5 1.4 1. 1

Far West:
Washington 692.4 17.4 13.1 9.5 7.5 5.1
Oregon 47.4.9 14.6 8.9 5.3 4.4 4. 4

Nevada. 230. 8 3. 6 .6 .6 (2) (2)

California 3, 072.5 26.6 14.8 8.7 7. 2 6. 1

Alaska 604.9 7.3 4.2 3.3 2.5 1.2
Hawaii 27.8 (3) (3) (,) (3) (3)

I New York is defined as having no untapped tax capacity.
Less than 0.05 percent.

3 Hawaii's single State school system precludes "wealth-based" per pupil expenditure deffirentials.

Source: ACIR staff-for additional Information see text.
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TABLE 8.- LEVELING-11P COSTS AS PERCENTAGES OF UNTAPPED TAX CAPACITY ON A REGIONAL BASIS (LEAST
STRINGENT TEST)

!Dollar amounts in millions!

State ana region

Untapped tax
capacity (least

stringent
capacity test)

Leveling-up cost at selected per pupil expenditure percentiles
as a percent of untapped ca...racity

Pcestliles

90th 80th 70th 60th 50th

United States $16, 837.0 Al. 2 25.7 18.4 I3.6 9.9

New England:
Maine 56.7 46.0 34.0 21.9 16.7. 12.2
New Hampshire 182. 1 10.6 7.2 5. 1 2.8 2.0
Vermont (I) (h) (I) 0) (I)
Massachusetts 214.3 121.3 64.9 38.2 29, 5 2`.0
Rhode Island 66.4 72.6 29.7 23.2 13.9 9.3
Connecticut 458.4 30.7 20.6 15.7 9,3 6.3

Mideast:
New York 0) 0) 0) 0) 0)
New Jersey 1, 332.4 23.8 14.2 9.5 6. J 4.3
Pennsylvania I, 620. 9 31. 1 24.3 13.0 8.5 5.0
Dalaware 137.7 23.7 5.7 4.2 2.3 1, 2
Maryland 414.2 45.5 8.1 8.1 7.0 4.4

Great Lakes:
Michigan 1,511.0 24.1 14.3 9.1, 8.8 7.2
Ohio 2, 403.5 21.6 12.1 8.8 6.7 4.1
Indiana 999.1 12.3 9.1 8.5 5.9 4.3
Mina's I, 664.7 27.4 20.5 20.6 14.0 7.6
Wisconsin (I) 0) 0) 0) (I)

Plains:
Minnesota (I) 0) (I) 0) (I)
Iowa 63.8 147. 5 75. 7 56.9 46. 6 25. 7
Missouri 485.0 25.1 24.9 15.1 11.5 7.6
North Dakota 34.1 57.8 47.8 28.2 19.6 17.9
South Dakota 13.4 167.2 93.3 57.2 27.6 27.6
Nebraska 161.6 33.3 14.2 9.1 8.4 6.5
Kansas 228.7 33.3 13.4 8.8 6.4 6.4

Southeast:
Virginia 157.0 92.4 92.4 50.3 32.7 17.6
West Virginia 35.4 93. 8 52. 5 39. 3 3C 2 16. 7
Kentucky 152.2 41.3 41.3 23.7 1L4 8.0
Tennessee 249.6 39.6 29.2 24.8 15.9 7.7
North Carolina 183.5 51.8 27.4 23.5 19.3 13.8
South Carolina 40.6 76.8 54.2 41.6 21.2 20.4
Georgia 227.1 79.5 29.6 14.0 13.0 9.4
Florida 674.3 19.0 19.0 13.7 7.7 6.2
Alabama 176.7 25.1 14.3 11.4 8.4 4.0
Mississippi 0) (I) (I) (I) (I)
Louisiana 268.2 22.4 12.3 8.3 6.1 5.7
Arkansas 176.9 23.2 12.7 10.2 8.3 5.2

Southwest'.
Oklahoma 355.6 17.4 11.6 7.8 4.8 4.7
Texas 1, 327.4 22.2 12.7 8.5 5.5 4.3
New Mexico 45.6 58. 6 33.8 12.7 7.2 2.4
Arizona 0) (r) 0) () 0)

Rocky Mountain:
Montana 23.0 180.0 102.6 60.0 53.2 31.1
Idaho 47.2 76.7 34.1 34.1 23.3 12.9
Wyoming 59.8 48.8 29.3 15.7 7.5 2.5
Colorado 81.8 89.1 89.1 61.2 25.9 22.7
Utah (I) (I) (I) (I) (h)

Far West:
Washington 217. 5 55. 5 41,8 30.3 24. 0 16.3
Oregon_ 153.0 40.5 24, 8 14.8 12.1 12. 1
Nevada 126.6 6.6 1,1 1.1 .1 .1
California (r) (I) (I) 0)
Alaska 0) (1)

I)P (I) 0)
Hawaii (I) 0) 0) 0) 0)

I New York is defined as having no untapped tax capacity.

Source: ACIR Staff -for additional information see text.

Mr. 'Worm. What we arc, to present is a realistic picture of
what we are talking about if we are going to go this route of general
aid.

I mentioned the fact that we need to talk a moment about special
categorical children and part of the mason why many of the Nation's
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school systems are sutTering financially despite increases in per pupil
expenditure and modest phase II salary raises that growing recog-
nition is being accorded to the Nation's high cost special categorical
children.

Indeed that recognition may soon become legal reality as handi-
capped and bilingual children now have court cases pending, which
contend that by not being provided adequate special services pro-
grams, they are being denied equal protection.

If State and local educational agencies are going to meet these
needs again, the question raised is how much will it cost? There are
about 7 million handicapped chi' .en for whom State and local
governments spend $2.3 which is about $1 billion more titan
they did in the 1969 school year.

In a 1972 Office of Education sponsored publication of the Council
for Exceptional Children, it was projected that the cost of fully
servicing. the Nation's handicapped children would cost $T billion by
1980. When Senator Williams introduced S. 6S this last January,
he referred to studies which estimate the cost of current unmet needs
for handicapped to be at least $3 billion. This we believe is a vary
conservative estimate.

There are about 3 million children, exclusive of those speaking
dialects, whose home language is either totally or predominantly
other than English.

Although figures are not available as to how many of these chil-
dren would need bilingual instruction in order to have a meaningful
education experience, we would assume that the number far exceeds
the 100,000 or so who are currently involved in bilingual programs.

Certainly the cost of fully servicing this area would involve several
hundred million dollars of new funds. Similarly there are 6 million
culturally disadvantaged children who are receiving Federal aid and
probably about another 4 million who are not.

The administration has stated that with special service programs
costing a minimum of $300 per pupil, these children on the average
should begin to make successful progress. However various studios
including the President's Commission on -School Finance and the
Riles Report have stated that at least $500 per pupil would be
needed to achieve substantial success.

And interpolation of the weighted ratios recommended by the
National Education Finance Project suggest that $600 per pupil
would be the appropriate expenditure level.

Accordingly it could be estimated that it would cost. $3 billion to
beg.in to make progress with these children and at least $5 billion to
achieve subStantial success.

Figures on local contribution to programs for disadvantaged and
nonexistent and State figures are sketchy. Given a Federal and State
contribution of under S2 billion, expenditures of at least $3 bill ion
over current levels would be needed, less whatever local contributions
are currently being made, probably under $100 million, to achieve
significant success with these children.significant

Chairman, in speaking of equalizing educational expenditures
and .providing for special services and needs, we could say that a
quality, equal, and meaningful education for all children would cost
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$34 billion in additional revenuethat is ley:ling up
to 9.,) percentile phis h billion for speHal education.

Before, we can state this amount as target figure consideration must
be given to the question of local property tax relief.

On various occasions over the last 2 years the President has stated
that his desire to relieve the elderly from excessive prompt tax bur-
dens in addition members of Congress have been ma:ang similar
appeals for the poor and although a specific plan has not yet emerged
it can be assumed that property tax relief program would probably
evolve in so-called circuit breaker format rather than as Federal
income tax credit- -that is a State would levy a lower property tax
rate against the. elderly and poor people in certain income brackets
rather than the rate it charged to the rest of the population.

In return the State would receive a Federal incentive grunt. Again
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations found if
elderly people with incomes less than $15,000 per year were limited
to local property tax payments of 6 percent of household income,
which is rather modest since, nationally, taxes absorb LO of personal
income, the total cost would be $1 billion per annum.

All extension of that limitation to the Nation's nonelderly, poor,
and moderate-income wage earners would take another $1.5 billion
off the tax rolls.

I lowever, to the extent that the Federal incentive grant does not
equal $2.5 billion annually, public education NVoi>]a Ile in effect paying
the price.

Another factor or an unpleasant one which continuos to erode the
education tax basis inflation at a very modest rate of 3 percent of
the cost well over $2 billion per year at our ideal expenditure level
to defray the effects of inflation.

So, Arr. Chairman, if local property tax relief for certain segments
of our populace is pursued by the States with or without Federal
encouragement as it probably will be, and if reality of inflation is
accepted, these factors could be expected to cost the $4.5 billion.

When added to the $3-1 billion needed to level up expenditures to 90
percentile level, we can conclude that equal and meaningful educa-
tional expenditure would require $38.5 billion in new money.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me throw out a question to you, Dr. Webb,
at this point. I agree wholeheartedly with your viewpoint that we
need at least the $38 billion to do this job as it should be done.

Now, from a realistic point of view, for many years we have tried
to pass a general ..id bill. Back in the 81st 'Congress we got one
through a committee and then got it reversed by 13 to 12 votes. The
-formula in the bill i. that ';'ands would be allocated for children be-
tween the ages of 5 and 18 and the effort that the States and local
school districts were making, that more or less runs along simul-
taneously with the formula you suggested, the untapped resources.

And the effort, the number of children, and the per capita income,
those were the factors taken into consideration on all general aid
bills that we have had in the past.

But if I understand your statement, you stated that it would cost
$3 billion in compensatory education funds to help educationally dis-
advantaged children to begin to make progress, but it would take $5
billion to help these children make real gains.
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Do von atrree with me, therefore, that we ought to Lave an appro-
priation of at least- S3 billion for title I before we go to general aid?

Tam t rying to peg this somewhere along the line.
Mr. WEBB. I think what we are trying to say, Mr. Chairman, is

two or three things.
Chairman PERKINS. I would like to go to general aid today too,

but, what are we going to do with the disadvantaged in getting there
if we don't say to the disadvantaged "We have got to protect your
gains "?

That. is what I am trying to get at..
Mr. Wrim. We know there is a question of special revenue-sharing

legislation that is in the wings and what we are trying to present
here is pull these ideas together.

Chairman PEittu Ns. I know it, but we have no new funds. We have
got. funds just to replace every other program in the so-called
revenue- sharing package.

How are we going to protect the disadvantaged before we au-
thorize the general program?

Mr. WEBB. What we arc trying to do is highlight the plight of the
local school district because what you are saying is correct and the
school boards are concerned about that and it is vital to them.

At the same time they see levie. turned down by the voter;;I2ccanse
of these other programs that are being talked about or pressures
that are on them or that removal or threat of reduction or prospect
of removal of resources tlirough credits to certain segments of our
society.

The realities of the problem are that the school boards of the
country have to operate these schools and want to meet the require-
ments that are being identified by society and by the Congress to
meet, the disadvantaged problems first as well as the other needs of
all of our students.

Chairman PERKINS. How RIB I going to say to my school boards,
since they haven't relaized it yet, that under the President's pro-
posals that they are going to lose more than 50 percent of their own
funds in the local school districts that need it most ?

llow are we going to cope with this situation unless we put a floor
in the legislation to protect title I funds? That is what I am asking
you.

WEBB. Mr. Chain-min, I think while, as you say, you have
been in favor of general aid and our association has also, I think the
political realities

Chairman PERKINS. That is what we have to talk about, the.
political realities.

Mr. WEBB. As we move toward that ideal that I am painting, we
obviously are gong to have to make some guarantees so that we will
not have these violent disruptions that would occur if you simply
changed the formula ail around and dropped the bottom out of one
school district as opposed to the other.

Probably the problem is that situations are not exactly parallel
in every district of every State or between States.

Chairman PEintiNs. I will yield to Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. I agree with the Chairman that we ought to fund aid
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for disadvantaged before we go to general aid. I think I would pick
a figure higher than what you said. But I don't think you answered
the question yet as to whether you think we should fund title I at
:..43 billion before we go to general aid?

Mr, WEBB. Obviously, the money is needed. What I hesitate to say
is to say that we would say we would fund there and stop there.

I think we must make some progress. We must see progress in
moving toward this concept of general aid. We must find some way
to do that.

Mr. QurE. We are not talking about stopping there. Before we
start. on general aid, we at least fund the $3 billion.

Mr. Wium. I think my answer to that question is yes, we need to
move in that direction for this part of the need of our youngsters
and in this category.

Mr. Qt ii :. "loll estimated it would take about $7 billion to fully
fund the programs for handicapped. Shouldn't we fund programs
for the handicapped at some revel also before, we go to general aid?

Mr. WEBB. If we follow that to its logical conclusion, I- suppose,
we would. I fear, be bight back where we fear we are going to be,
and that is having a total compilation of categorical programs.

Mr. Qcu:. Even the administration in its efforts to get rid of cate-
gorical programs, leaves disadvantaged as one category and handi-
capped as another category and vocational as another category.

So far as I am concerned, if we eliminated all categories and gave
it to general aid, the ones who would suffer most would be handi-
capped and the second would be disadvantaged and the third would
be vocational education.

For that reason I don't want to remove those categories.
Mr. WErm. Let me clarify my point. We don't either. In fact, our

position. I don't have the exact wording in -front of me now, but the
position of our association has been for several years in stating that
lve wanted to stay with the principle of moving toward general aid
and basically in principle away from categorical aid. flint we did
recw,nize that there were certain recognized identifiable groups and
necds of society that must be protected.

In moving toward general aid, we should reserve for those things
and those areas like civil rights problems, the disadvantaged, and so
forth. There should be provisions made within the concept of gen-
eral aid to protect those needs that have been identified by public
policy.

Mr. Chairman, I have just a few more comments to make, but I
would like to speak on one of the most important parts of this which
La,: to do with the ability of the States to pay.

v ing established a target figure of $38 billion in new funds, we
will he needed to provide a quality education for all, the question
raised is whether the States and localities have the sufficient economic
where-with-all to pick up the tab.

F,arlier in my statement, reference was made to
th.A: concept of un-

t upped tax capacity and as we noted the, so-called economically least
.,1riin2:ent definition of this term is that amount of funds which the
States could raise if they tax at the rate of the highest State in their
respective region.
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The term is most stringently defined as that amount which they
could raise if they tax at the rate of 10.4 percent of personal income
that is the rate of t he highest Stale in the Nation.

Assnming that either economic definition of untapped tax capacity
is realistic both in terms of State and local polities as well as inter-
state economic competition some $17 billion to $35 billion would they
or rhetorically he raised.

Simon competing gOVerlielellt al service costs have gradually re-
sulted in a reduction of the pert ntage, of total State and local tax
collections being used for education. it would he generous to say that
the current perceniage of such collections being used for education,
dint is. 40 percent, could be droWli from ionised tax capacity.

la applying that percentage. to what we would consider unrealis-
tically stringent tax capacity, State and local sources, if hard pressed,
should on a national basis be able to raise only between $7 and $14
billion of the $38 billion needed.

If it, eau be accepted that every State should be taxing at the rate
of the highest. State iii the Nat ion On the grounds that it is also the
highest. per pupil expendit iire rate and not increase its priorities for
those other service programs. then in order for all governmental
sources to provide $3!) billion in new money, the Federal Govern-
ment would have to pick up at least 3)) percent of the total educa-
tion cost.

Under the least stringent test, that is if States raise funds at effort
level of the highest State in the region, the Federal share, would. be
3$ percent of tot a eyocaditores if WI educational needs are to he met.

But a more realistic appraisal of untapped tax capacity and the
need to advance progressiveness of the natiimid structure as a whole
suggest that Federal share in Niue:it-ion should he closer to 40 percent.

In conclusion, \l r. Chairntan, the basic thrust of my remarks today
is that if aim equal quality educational opportunity which redefines
the Nation's current 00 percentile level is to be achieved, if other
special priority costs are ton he met Snell as services to liandieripped
and educationally disadvantaged, if even modest property tax relief
is to be provide and if inflation is to he accounted for, we would es-
timate that at least $38 billion over current expenditures would be

\fr. Chairman to the extent that. State, and local governments
cannot meet these costs, the, Federal Government must, step in. In
this regard we believe that, the Federal contribution rate to elemen-
tary and secondary education should lie at least 33 percent or $30
bill ion, not the current 7 percent level.

Furthermore, we believe that the complexities of the problems of
deliveringmeaningful educational services are such that these new
Federal funds should be in the form of general, rather than cate-
gorical,

As intrastate equalization becomes it reality, Federal money should
be simply districted on a formula-entitlement basis related to each
district's share of the cost-related children. That is, once the need for
intrastate equalization is accounted for, school districts would count
pupils under a formula which extra cost weights the higher grade
levels, the educationally disadvantaged, those children receiving
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vocational training, in other words, in a manner similar to State aid
formula recommended by the National Education Finance Project.

if :3S billion in new education funds were forthcoming, particu-
larly with the Federal general aid role which we, now urge, American
education would enter a new dimension. Whether this is the price of
an ideal today or constitutional right tomorrow, it is also the equal
and meaningful quality educational opportunity that all of our Na-
tion's schoolchildren deserve.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and members of the committee
for this opportunity to present. the views of our association,

Chairman PERE INS. Let me thank you Dr. Webb.
I cannot refrain from stating that the National School Boards

Association lies come a long way since you had an outstanding legis-
lative representative around here in Washington.

I. remember back in mid-1050's we were trying to get some testi-
num,- from the National School Boards Association and they could
not make. up their minds whether they would support a general aid
bill or not.

Mr. WEBB. I he ye lived through that. Mr. Chairman,
Chairman PEctuNs. And having Gus around here has been most

helpful in the late years. Von have given us excellent testimony.
I would like to see the ideal situation roll around tomorrow but

you know we have a great prohletit iii this Congress trying not, to
slide, backwards and we are going to do the best we can not only to
hold but to go forward.

Your testimony has been helpful.
Air. AVEr.ii. I,Ve recognize that we stated the ideal and we felt it

needed to be stated. e are also realistic and we stand to help in
eVt'ry way we can.

Chairman, I would like. to move to another dimension of our
presentation.

Air. Qum Before you do that, I want to have an nnderstandino-
On one set of figures you have here. On page 10 you say if the 1kt:f-
eral tiovernment should go to 33 percent, that would be $30 billion.

Are von Saying that it will take $3S billion additional money? We
are spending today $:e2 billion 'on elementary and secondary educt-
tit»! from all sources. if we spend a total of $90 billion one-third
would be i,;10 ? is that the way you come to those figures?

Mr. 1TFAN011,11Elt. VeS.
Mr. (Luna:. To get the total amount of money we are spending for

secondary and elementary education, I want to know how fast this
has been increasing. I recall that there has been some dramatic in-
creases in expenditures for education in recent years.

1)o you know how far back it was that we spent half as much?
It has increased something like seven times since I came to Con-

gress.
Mr. STEDIntrAinr, The shift in terms of increase has been at the

State and local level.
Mr. WEBB. The figures for the last 2 or 3 years have been above

$40 billion.
Mr. Qua. It was not very long ago that it was less than $30 bil-

lion that was spent on education.
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Mr. WEBB. I think when we put these figures together we should
doliblecheck that.

Mr. Chairman, I would like now to call on the throe local school
board members who are here with us to give the committee a picture
of the situation as they find it in their local school district.

I am going to call on Mrs. Carolyn Hutto. a member of the Louis-
ville board, and immediately following that Mr. Merrill Gee from the
Pocatello, Idaho, School Board, and Mr. Arnold Wallace, Pennsau-
ken Township, _N.J.

Chairman PEaKrNs. Each one of these members have representa-
tives here.

Mr. Quin. Mr. Chairman, I have some figures to put in the record
at this time.

In 1970-71 it was $49.8 billion. In 1060 G1 it. was $19.4 billion.
These are figures from U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. So you see in that 10 years a dramatic increases has taken
place. I wanted to have those in context when I conic to the question-
ing about the figures.

lhairma Pratki Ns. Air. Mazzoli.
Mr. MAzzoLt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to welcome Dr. Webb and Gus and thank you for

your testimony. I have the honor of introducing to the committee as
well as to the group today Mrs. Hutto, who is on the Louisville
School Board.

Of course, I have the pleasure of representing the city of Louis-
ville in Congress.

Mrs. Hutto is a newly appointed member of the school board but
she has had a lono. and distinguished career in education working on
the neighborhood level.

I have had a chance, while we were listening to Dr. Webb, to
glance over her statement. It is well done. It indicates clearly in my
opinion the situation of Louisville, which is perhaps typical of the
major school districts of the country, those which have urban prob-
lems and its panoply of dimension. So I would like to welcome Mrs.
Hutto and to commend her statement to the attention of the com-
mittee.

Mrs. Ift;Tro. I really did not think my hands would be slinking
because I have stood in front. of a lot of tougher groups than this
in teaching in the inner city, but I don't suppose I have stood in front
of a more awesome group and therefore I guess I am nervous.

I thought prior to giving my statement you might like a little
biographical sketch of me in terms of what I represent and my
validity as a spokesman for the School Board of Louisville.

I am a graduate of the Louisville public school system. I have two
children in school there now in the seventh and ninth grades. I have
another one to enter next year in kindergarten.

We are committed to the public school system of Louisville. I have
S years of teaching experience., the most recent of which is in the
inner city of Louisville in the spring of last year.

I feel that I represent the attitude of a segment of Louisville
citizens that deeply care not only about adequate education but about
quality education for all of our children.

05-545-73-pt. 2 -50
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In addition, we care intensely about the future of our cities and
their quality of life. We feel that this future depends in large meas-
ure upon the effectiveness of our school systems. Therefore. I am de-
lighted to have the opportunity to appear before this committee. I
wino to you representing one of America's urban school districts,
Louisville, which shares most of the severe educational and social
problems of our Nation's core city areas.

Louisville has undergone dramatic changes in the past few years.
The national pattern of middle class white exodus is clearly evident.
Louisville is surrounded by school systems which are principally
middle class in their makeup, over 95 percent white and with greater
financial resources.

In contrast, the Louisville City school system with some 49,000
children has the majority of black student population, a Federal
poverty index of over 40 percent, a past history of decline in pupil
achievement, where over 7 percent of all of the pupis are at least 2
years below the national norm in achievement level in basic skills.

The problems of student violence, vandalism, dropouts, low at-
tendance, and community alienation from schools have increasingly
plagued the Louisville School District.

Just a few years ago this bleak picture seemed to l we no prospect
of improvement and indeed the combination of social and economic
forces which have created these conditions still seem to be taking its
tole in Louisville.

However, the Federal Government's passage of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act and other programs of Federal assist-
ance to education in the sixties began to create a new pool of re-
sources and hope to combat the school problems of American cities,
including Louisville.

My presence here today is to make two points.
First, that in Louisville the creative used of categorical Federal

funds has really begun to make a difference in many ways.
I will attempt shortly to point out some of these differences.
Secondly, I am here to state that the present prospects of radical

change and perhaps curtailment of these funds can create a, dis-
astrous reversal in cur city's ability to adequately face up to its chal-
lenging problems.

There has been much talk nationally abort the failure of educa-
tional reform efforts promoted by Federal education legislation of
the Sixties. I cannot speak for the total national pictiire, but in
Louisville we can strongly disagree about these conclusions.

Any attempts to turn about vicious negative impact of innercity
school decay is bound to be difficult and time consuming.

To attack the root causes of defining educational conditions result-
ing from massive poverty and racial isolation is a profoundly com-
plex undertaking and a terribly discouraging one.

Some of the stratecries that have been utilized have been found to
be ineffective and we have admitted this locally.

Just like the scientist in the laboratory, unsuccessful experimen-
tations ineviably precede the learning which finally does result in
success. This has been true in Louisville.

But as of March 1073 right now, it can be vertified both by hard
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statistical data as well as by connaunity opinion that education in
our city is on the upswing. There is absolutely no question that this
has been directly due to the input of Federal resources and the
creative use of these resources by school district.

I know that you know these programs and how they have been
used but for the record I would like to elaborate briefly on some of
them that we have found most effective.

Specifically, first, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
This has made compensatory education in the Louisville district a
reality. The title I project in Louisville places great emphasis on
reading in primary grades. This added emphasis is considered abso-
lutely essential in our efforts to combat underachievement in the city.

I will be glad to answer questions at any time for indepth or
whatever you want, if I can.

Mr. Qum. I have one question.
Are you using your title I money for physical education? The

amount spent for physical education is what astounded me when I
was in Kentucky.

Perhaps now you have quit using it for that purpose.
Mrs. Hurro. S1r, Quie, 1 could not answer that specifically. In the

past 3 years I have really tried to understand the workings of the
Louisville Public School System. I have spent a lot of hours with
staff members, and knowing the amount of Federal funds we have
and knowing what is being expended in reading programs and other
programs, I would say this would be expended only as it involves
the total child school experience.

I would not think it had any kind of a large priority. Have I
answered your question?

Mr. Q,1-11,.. *What I referred to, of course, was in the state. Spending
title I money for physical education may not have occurred in

Mrs. Ilurro. No.
Chairman PERiNs. What would happend if you lost a third of

your title I funds in Louisville under the present appropriations?
Mrs. Duro. Louisville at this moment has a school population

which is ,O percent black and 40 percent poor. We have in the city
still fringe middle income. people. Those fringe middle income people
feel that ow school system is mediocre at hest because of °lir local
revenues are inadequate.

If we lost a third of our Federal funding, I would say we would
be in desperate ircniustance;.; in terms of the dimentioning of hope
really for the low income people.

I have sat in on title I Advisory Committee meetings. I have been
to their board meetings. I have been as school board member. We
take our meetings to the local schools and in one of our areas where
under title VIII we have a dropout program to combat dropouts_,
in all of these places I have heard the parents of these disadvantaged
children saying, if we are not funded again, can you pick up these
tabs and continue these programs?

And you sense in these meetings this feeling of people just sort of
drawing lines and our superintendent, :Newman Walker, has said no,
we cannot. We cannot pick this up.
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Chairman PERKINS. I would like to see us obtain authorizing legis-
lation like I have introduced providing for general aid but at the
same time giving first priority to the disadvantaged. In my judg-
ment if we pull the rug out from under the disadvantaged and
scatter the limited amount of funds that we will obtain this year
from the appropriations, what would be the effect on your dis-
advantaged youth in Louisville? And if we fail to continue to sup-
port those gaiie. would we be doing the wrong thing or the right
thing?

Mrs. Hurro. I personally feel that it would be money down a
rathole. The money that we have already spent would be totally lost
in value because we have just begun to make a start really. We have
just begun. Our test scores are just going lip.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that we should continue with the
start that we have begun to make before we go to general aid?

Mrs. Hurro. Absolutely because really it is just a start at this
point.

Chairman PERKINS.n Mr. Mazzo li, do you have any questions?
Mr. MAzzoLT. Not at this moment, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Marro. Under the Education Act, I would mention library

resources under title IT and the special education efforts under title
VI, which are not enough, as well as the dropout prevention program
under title VII which I mentioned.

And these arc contributing to our concerted efforts.
s'eoondly. the Education 1rofessioes )evelopment Act. This net has

provided resources which has been of immeasurable benefit in train-
ing of our staff and we have moved rapidly toward integrated staff,
both in the schools and at the central office.

The career opportunities program in particular has provided work
in career opportunities in the Louisville District for many residents
of the so-called target areas.

This is psychologically very important. in terms of learning that
takes place, for their children. It would be difficult to over estimate
the importance of other EPDA programs such as Teacher Corps and
-Urban Rural School Development program.

Three, the Vocational Educational Act. And this is perhaps the
thing that Mr. Quie is interested in and is dramatically presented in
Kentucky. The Vocational Educational Act has enabled the district
working closely with the Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education
to increase the number of vocational educational units or classes in
the district from 20 to 140 over the past 8 years, and incidentaly,
we have been advised that our State Department of Education can-
not pick up this.

Four, the National Defense Education Act of title III has made
it possible for our district to move closer to the recommended basic
equipment standards in vital curricula area.

I could really editorialize on all of these things and I am restrain-
ing myself from doing so.

Five, The Economic Opportunity Act. This act has provided sup-
port for lleadstart, Foll Ow-Through and Neighborhood Youth Corps
programs which has allowed the school system to make important
progress in the area of urban childhood education and has provided
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funds to employ ninny parents and young people who live in areas
with a high Incidence of poverty.

You all know this, you have heard it repeatedly, but I think it
bears saying a ga

My 4-year old goes to school and will go to school with more ad-
vantage, she has now more than many of these children will ever
have, and the impact of Headstart, Follow-Through and more im-
portantly the hope that the paraprofessional service, the inschool
work that is given to the parents who reinforce all of this at home,
is of invaluable good in terms of reenforcing education at the most
important level, which is the preschool and primary level.

Six. The omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street Act of 1065.
This at has made it posible for our dist Het to begin afternoon and
evening conmiunity school programs as well as alternative programs
which are really interesting and encouraging and which are pro-
viding school activities for many students who would otherwise be
institutional ized.

Now, let me go back for just a moment to the time when our prob-
lems had reached staggering proportions and were quite visible and
intense and seemed really to be insoluble.

In 1970, Louisville, of all school districts in the State, had the
greatest number of low income students, :.3-4 percent with an income
of $2,000 a year or less.

It had the highest number of underachievers. Seventy-one percent
of our pupils were below the national average. The most number of
pupils dropping out of school approximately 2,000 yearly which is
the second highest rate nationally among cities.

The most delinquency referrals. Approximately 5,000. The most
delinquency apprehensions, over 600. A very low att endance factor,
a. very large proportion of local school suspensions and a rapidly
declining record at all grade level in the system.

All of these factors presented us with a dismal future for our city.
Today it can he stated with a degree of pride and some hope that

the dismal future of Louisville Public School System has not
materialized.

Federal resources combined with competent concerned human re-
sources have intervened successfully to make significant alterations
in the future of Louisville.

For example, I would like to submit the following information
and all of our achievement is verified. I have this enormous book of
verification plus a lengthy pamphlet on our Federal programs.

For the record I submit the following information to show sig-
nificant improvement in Louisville.

One, attendance has increased significantly. Two, the dropout rate
at junior high level, which you know is the most critical level, has
decreased by 52.2 percent. Three, the delinquency referrals were re-
fused by 39.7 percent at high school level and 30 percent at junior
high school and elementary level.

Four, achievement has improved significantly. All grades achieved
over the prediction in the areas of mathematics and grades 1, 2, 3,
and 7 achieved over predictions in reading.

It is important to note that these examples are not isolated but
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permeate the entire Louisville school system. Supporting documenta-
tion of these results is readily available.

For the past 3 years the Louisville Public Schools Department of
Research and Evaluation has provided U.S. Office of Education,
Office of Management and Budget and Congressman Perkins and
Congressman Quie with the data from our school districts.

I really think we are accountable with the use of our Federal
funds.

In addition, and this is really of great significance although it is
not so easily measured, great, strides have been made in developing
initiative and self-reliance on the part of the community.

It is no longer the case that the sophisticated middle class has only
the say about schools.

We now have 30 local school boards which have been established
which provide parents in the community with a means of sharing in
the decisionmaking process where their schools are involved.

Volunteer and paraprofessionals who work in the schools have
been given training that not only enhances their efficiency in the
school setting but carries over in their role as parents and community
members.

It is important and additionally enlightening to point out that
these significant educational improvements have occurred in spite
of the fact that: A, the poverty index has increased to 42 percent;
B, the total number of unemployed in Louisville is still the highest
in the State; and C, Louisville still has the greatest level of racial
and economic isolation in the State.

I would like to call the committee's attention to a problem created
for city schools by public housing developments. In Louisville, 10
percent of our pupil population resides in public housing and the
school district receives in lieu of tax payments for these children
less than $5 a child.

We strongly recommend the funding of category C public housing
pupils in the Federal impact law.

I would be an unworthy advocate if I spoke only to Louisville.
In closing my plea is of course on behalf of Louisville but it is

also for all of the urban innercity school districts.
It would be tragic beyond description to allow the elimination or

the reduction of types of Federal funding that have been so helpful
to us. Without a continuation of this kind of Federal funding, the
hopeful beginnings now being made to stem the decay of big city
schools will be halted in a wave of frustration and despair.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for an excellent statement.
Mr. Mazzoli?
Mr. MAzzom. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your yielding. I would

like to congratulate Mrs. Hutto on a fine presentation of the situation
we have in Louisville. I think she has called to the attention of the
committee and to the Congress today the need for continuance of
these programs because, as she has indicated, the programs have just
begun and we have just now seen the fruits of the many years of
labor.

I have no particular questions and I want to again thank her for
taking the time to join us and to also make reference to the hearings
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which we believe we will have in Louisville toward the end of the
month at which time we are going into the situation in perhaps more
detail.

Thank von.
Chairman Pmmixs. Mr. Quip, any questions?
Air. QtnE. T will wait until all of the board members have testified.
Chairman PERKixs, Mr. ITawkins.
Mr. HAwKixs. I will defer my questions.
Air. WE BB, 'flue next witness is Mr. Merrill Gee, Pocatello, Idaho.
Chairman PEI:I:INS. Mr. Hansen?
Mr. IIANsnx. Mr. Chairman, although I don't serve on the sub-

committee, I do serve on the full committee. It is my distinct, pleasure
to welcome on behalf of the committee Merrill Gee from Pocatello,
Idaho, which school district is located in the district that I represent
in the Congress.

I might say Mr. Gee has been a long time personal friend. We have
been fellow practictioners of the Bar over the years.

Mr. Gee is also emerging over the last 2 years as a recognized'
leader in education, not only in Idaho, but obviously from his ap-
pearance here, his leadership is well known throughout the country.
It is a particular pleasure to have someone here who can confirm
many of the things I have been telling the committee over the last
several years about the problems of school districts in some of the
more rural parts of the country and as I note from the testimony
that he will present about. problems that are faced by States where
most of the land is owned by the Federal Government.

We have probably the most beautiful and most scenic State in the
Union and all of the people remind us continuously that these are
assets that are owned by all of the people of the country and that is
true.

Our beautiful mountains and streams and forest belong to all of
the people. They are on Federal land. We are glad to share the
beauty of those resources with others but when it comes to paying
the bill for operating the schools, then this very large Federal owner-
ship creates some extreme problems of having a resource base, a tax
base to operate the schools.

I am pleased to have Mr. Gee here to confirm what I have told the
committee and also to point out that this is not peculiar to Idaho,.
but to point out the problem we are going to face increasingly as
we move toward what many of us hope is the inland Federal finan-
cial support of education and the growing problem that will be
imposed on school districts because of the inability to plan intel-
ligently in advance.

As the percentage of Federal support grows, the problems of
using the dollars efficiently are going to grow likewise.

I appreciate your giving me a chance to make that speech. We are
delighted to have you here.

Mr. GEE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Congress-
man Hansen has eloquently stated the summary of most things about
which I was going to speak this morning.

I am an 11-year sophomore on our school board which, despite its
rural characteristic, is the second largest of the State with 11,500
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students, with highest tax rate practically in our State, the lowest
per pupil assessed valuation, and some of the greatest problems, one
of which leads us to call on behalf of our public land States for
help on impact aid and for aid to education.

As Congressman Hansen has stated. Uncle Sam is the largest
landholder, the greatest tax collector, and the most parsimonious tax
remitter so far as schools are concerned.

We are grateful that the Congress has seen fit to set aside vast
areas of our State for wilderness and primative, areas, but we did
not care to have schools which matched that label.

Yet, if the Federal aid to education is withdrawn as is now banned
particularly with respect to impact aid and the withdrawal of sig-
nificant aid to disadvantag,ed, our schools will drop again to a
wilderness and a primative level and this certainly is not to be
desired.

We would like to call attention to the fact that in the public land
States at least, S74 money does not put frosting on any cake. It
merely provides a small bit of leaven in an inadequate hatch of sour
dough.

For example, in our State, the. Federal Government owns 66 per-
cent of the land, 76 percent in our own particular district, and 95
percent :a a neighboring district.

We have more Federal laud in Idaho than exists in 35 of our sister
States combined. And if that land paid taxes anywhere near ap-
proximating that which is assessed on privately owned property
even at a rate of a quarter of that assessed against privately owned
property, we could have Christmas 9 months of the year.

But we won't do it that way. We would put it in a quality educa-
tion for an informed and enlightened citizenry.

From this 76 percent of federally owned land in our district, we
receive in direct remuneration the handsome sum of $954 a year in
forest funds and that has recently gone up from $630.

However from 874 funds we receive $207,000 which seems in-
consequential to a committee that is accustomed to dealing in billions,
but to us it means 25 teachers in an already overcrowded classroom
situation.

Then we have the problem of the uncertainty, the fact that we are
required to contract with our teachers before March 1 of each year
for the ensuing year.

And so last year we did that. We held our budget hearings early.
We taxed the maximum that the State would allow. Then we went
to our people twice in special override elections and got from them
all that we could and when we added it all up with the States share,
we had approximately $430 per pupil for the operation of our
schools which is considerably below the average figures that Dr.
Webb has already quoted to you.

That despite the fact that Idaho has the highest personal income
tax rate of any of its neighboring States and the property taxes are
roughly equivalent although not nearly so oppressive as in some of
our States.

Then in addition to that, we were led to believe from past ex-
perience that we could count on 874 moneys. We did count on it. We
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contracted under that assumption, we thought we deserved it, and
now we are in a pickle.

Two-thirds of the year is gone. It is uncertain as to whether or
how much money we are going to get. In a neighboring district the
superintendent has informed us that he has already been forced to
lay off persons who were not certificated and had to (rive notice that
he was nnable to give contract renewals to approximately 2,0 peicent
of his experienced staff who don't happen to have tenure but who
have had valuable experience in the district, not long enough to
achieve tenure, however.

Unless 874 funds and the other funds are fully restored as was
originally appropriated by the Congress in the bill that was vetoed,
many other districts arc going to have to either violate teacher con-
tracts or employee contracts or violate our State attendance law, and
under our State law that automatically requires a cutoff of State
funds.

So the crisis has deepened for us in that respect out our way. Our
legislature had supreme faith in this committee and in Congress.
They passed a resolution, a memorial addressed to the Congress, to
IIEW and President of the United States asking for this funding,.
and then they promptly proceeded to pass on to other matters.

I think they adjourned yesterday with nothing more than a good
will, do well wish for the imperiled district.

Absolutely no provision was made for the lack of Federal funds.
They are still hoping that they will come forth.

Some wag has remarked that he hoped the fact that we did not
include Dr. Kissinger on the petition won't mean that we won't be
favorably received.

Well, revenue sharing is not an answer at least at the present time
because in our district, as in many others, school boards are not
members of local government.

Local governments have already committed and spent their funds..
The State has prompted the funds under assumption that 874 and
other Federal aid programs would be funded again.

So there is nothing to be had there.
However, next year the legislature has directed that a certain,

proportion of State revenue sharing go into a State foundation
formula.

The real problem with that is that foundation formula has such
longstanding, gross inequities built into it that we are fightinc, it out
in the courts right now. It takes very little or lie account whatsoever
of the needs of the disadvantaged, of the deprived, of the impact
students, so that we really do not have equity, and we do not have
equal protection of the law.

So that is not an answer. We are aware of the fact that there has
been criticism against the 874 and we have been warned that not all
of the A category students will be funded and in our State that
totals 3,000 students out of 17,000 impact students.

It means that we would lose $2.8 million out of a total of $3.6.
million which would leave us about $800,000 for 3,000 impact
students.

We are likewise hopeful that because there happens to be a situa-
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tion in Prince George's County or Montgomery County, that that is
not considered typical in any sense of the word for the area in which
we live and we hope that congress and this group will not be like
we have described some of the old tribes, that whenever a mother
gave birth to a defective child, they promptly killed the mother and
all of her offspring.

We would hate to see that kind of thing happen with our Federal
aid. Just last Monday evening a delegation representing the three
principal minorities who reside in our district came to a public
meeting and demanded, and perhaps rightfully so, that their mem-
bers be given permanent tenure and status on our staffs and that
their employment be increased and that it. not be on what they
describe as "soft money," and half facetiously and half seriously we
had to tell them that there was no such thing as "soft money" when
it came to Federal funds because it was both the hardest to obtain
and the hardest to retain and right now it is not only soft but so
far as we are concerned it is invisible.

They were neither satisfied nor moliuied with our explanation and
when they stalked out of the hearing room in their wake there were
statements to the effect that the action at Wounded Knee would seem
like sprino. fever in comparison.

I don't know whether there will actually be an uprising and a
takeover or a seizure of the schools or government facilities, but for
a. group which have long felt themselves neglected or oppressed, such
things are possible.

We do not want to have another instance of shattered promise
with the withdrawal of these funds that have made such a noble
start. We could echo everything that Mrs. Hutto has said. We are
proud to say that the start that has been made, has made a great
change in the three D's, drop-outs, delinquencies, and drug users. We
are proud to' say that under Federal auspices, we have started a
program of community education which has attracted 3,000 of the
parents of our district, and in large measure these are the parents of
children who are disadvantaged.

Unfortunately we will not have the funds to continue that pro-
gram any longer.

Mr. Quiz. What program was that?
Mr. GEE. That was a part of title III. We just had it the last 2

years. We did not get started with it as rapidly as some of the others
and we did not put the money in.

Until we got an easy start 3 years ago, we built up last year and
this year we are at a real crescendo.

Gentlemen of the committee, we urgently plead with you to come
to our aid to fund fully all of the impact programs. We do not feel
that there should be any valid distinction between 3A and 313 stu-
dents. We do feel that the categorical aid to the disadvantaged and
handicapped should be continued, that the start which has been
auspiciously begun should not be allowed to drop. There is a
legendary character out our way which was called "Partial Pete"
because he never finished anything that he started.

One of the things that he did, however, that brought him undying
fame, I suppose, was that he had sired a covey of kids and then one
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day announced to the town people that he had fed one of them break-
fast. and it. was up to them to take care of the rest._

We hope that won't be the case with our aid to education. We
would rather not have any "Partial Petes".

Chairman PEnKixs. Thank you very much.
QUIE. Could I ask one question? How many A students do you

have and how many B students do you have.?
Mr. GEE. We have 3,000 A students and 14,000 B students.
Mr. Qum. How many kids do you have in your school district?
Mr. GEE. This is the total States?
Mr. Qum. I thought you said in the school district there were

11,000 kids.
Mr. GEE. That is true. Our school district has 11,500 students and

on total State we have 3,000 A students, approximately 140 A stu-
dents in I% r district. and the rest are B students.

Mr. QUIE. Are all of the rest of that 11,000 13 students?
Mr. GEE. No, about 600.
Mr. WEBB. Our third local school board member is Mr. Arnold

Wallace, vice president of the board of education, Pennsauken Town-
'ship, N.J.

Chairman PERKINS. MI'. Forsythe
Mr. FORSYTHE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the privilege

of welcoming to this committee a man whom I have known quite a
while and who represents a school district in my district, a suburban
community that is right on the border of one of our depressed cities,
and I am sure that his statement will also contribute very helpfully
to our deliberations here this morning.

We welcome you, Mr. Wallace.
Mr. WALLACE. Thank you, Mr. Forsythe.
Mr. Chairman and members of the House Committee on Education

and Labor, I have come today to speak to you on the effect of pro-
posed Federal budget for education in New Jersey in general and in
six congressional districts in particular.

I would like to address the bulk of my testimony to proposed cuts
in ESEA title I impact aid funds. The keystone of the administra-
tion fiscal year 1.971 budget is special revenue sharing. It is a five
category package that totals $2.5 million. It has assumed approxi-
mately 30 major categorical programs although it continues funding
for only 12.

If the fiscal year 1974 budget for the ESEA. programs is com-
pared to that with fiscal year 1072, the last year an appropriation
was made, the total outlay is reduced by $530 million.

If allocation formulas are not changed under the revenue-sharing
legislation yet to be introduced, New Jersey would stand to receive
the same amount of aid under title I, $52 million, and total loss of
aid under SAFA, part B, of $8,800,000.

Should ERS as projected from budget figures be enacted or if the
President chose to exercise impoundment under continuing resolu-
tion, New Jersey would lose funding for these major programs.

Title IT, $3 million; title V, $0.8 Million, SAFA part B, $8.8 mil-
lion; NDEA III equipment grant, $1.3 million ; LSCA library grant,
$2.0 million ; and career grant, $0,2 million, for a $17 million loss to
the State of New Jersey.
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Mr. Quit:. What was the title I figure change, did you say?
Mr. WALLAE. I did not give title I.
Mr. Qum. You are going to get. an increase of title I if we don't

do an:. thing?
Mr. WALLAcr.. Supposedly.
Mr. QULE. Do you know the amount?

STrasumum. New Jersey will remain about the sanw.
Mr. (Luc.:. Under the 1970 census?
Mr. STE] NB El -urn. We are talking about allocation to New Jersey

that HEW recently made based on fiscal Year 1973.
Mr. Qua:. Thank you.
Mi. WALLAcE. Title I funds that were intended to aid disadvan-

taged children have proved to be iii lily successful. Students who
previously had difficulty in school are now succeeding in scnool and
graduating to become productive members of society in general.

This is not to say, however, that the program is no longer necessary
or that we have reached it situation Nv he re funds can be reduced.
There are still thousands of school children in need of economic
impetus provided by education programs through title I funds.

Given the increased cost of instructional services, administration,
*supplies and facilities, it is inconceivable to envision the mere main-
tenance of present spending levels.

Furthermore. reductions as imposed by the administration arc
tantamount to what have proven to be successful and vital programs.
There is little need to elaborate upon the success of any program that
gives economically and educationally deprived children benefit of
one on one ratio.

These pupils for the most part. without title I would never have
been able to avail themselves for such concentrated tutelage. The
Federal Government has a responsibility to help those who are dis-
advantaged.

In order that we may help make all Americans productive, there
must be an increase in appropriations for title I. Property owners.
and State government treasurers cannot, bear the burden of con-
tinuing programs in the absence of Federal funds.

To avoid the demise of worthwhile and valuable instruction aimed
at making American's future brighter,we must not allow a stagna-
tion of title I.

Impact aid, which is divided in type A aid for children whose
parents live and work on Federal installations and type B aid for
children whose parents live off but work on Federal installations is
particularly imnortant to the sixth congressional district in New
Jersey.

As you may know, Fort Dix is located in this area and is a large
military installation. The Federal budget proposes to eliminate type.
B of impact aid. This drastic reduction would have an adverse effect
upon the educational system in New Jersey and particularly in the
sixth congressional district.

Many school districts have come to depend on this ctItegorical aid
over the past 20 years. In many instances these districts would be
hard put to raise the lost funds, thereby placing basic instructional
process in jeopardy.
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Such districts have not Leen forewarned of this reduction and
once again property owners will he asked to Dear a heavy burden
or sacrifice the education of their children.

While my particular Board of Education quite wisely does not
anticipate '100 percent of its SAFI funds as receivable during the
budget. forecast, many school districts in the sixth congressional dis-
tricts do.

It. goes without saying that for these districts removal of the type
11 nioneys would be disastrous. their reward for having placed their
faith in the system.

The taxpayers in my district and throughout the State have voted
down bona issues at an increasingly alarmin<, rate.

'l'o ask them to further extend themselves in order to close an edu-
cational gap created by administration cutbacks would be folly and
futile. It is important to remember that districts containing Federal
installations typically are not. wealthy and those lands occupied by

.installation are tax exempt.
This constitutes a real property tax loss to the community and

thereby negates a disproportionate burden upon those lands which
aro tax. ble.

.-At the present time, the sixth congressional district receives $2,433,-
111)0 in funds under part B of impact aid.

The loss of funds of this magnitude in one area could prove to be
educationally disastrous.

the very least, provision should be made for orderly reduction
of the funds to avoid educational chaos and indiscriminate, program
elimination.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I thank yon for
receiving my testimony.

Chairman Prim-INS. You have been very helpful.
Mr. Tian. The final member of our team is Mr. August Steinhilber

Of the staff and director of Congressional Federal :Relations.
Steinhilber will conclude our formal presentation with analy-

st:. of how existing legislation and proposed amendments and other
alternative; can be strengthened and how it can minimize the weakness.

STiaxiitutEii. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
ro read my (.20 page statement will be cruel and unusual punish-ment so sort of excerpt and dance lightly through it and I

realize, the full statement is in the record for you and the staff to go
thron!rh. There are certain suggestions that I am making in the state-
ment, not. only with. respect to formulas but also with respect to
language clinges that we are making as reconimendat ions.

Dr. Webb started out, with the general statement of needs of educa-
tion and we have heard of problems in particular congressional dis-
tricts. So my statement. is going to get clown to sonic of the particular
problems which we see with the federal programs now in existence.

I would like to speak basically to three. One is administrative
complexity of current Federal programs. The question of revision
of the impact aid formula and the forever plea for timely enactment
and pushing again to get agreement between Authorizing and Ap-
propriations Committee on the question of full funding and not only
full funding but. also forward funding.
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There are nearly 200 grant programs already available for local
Boards of Education. Most of these programs are relatively small
and do not operate under a State plan. They are not formula entitle-
nlents,

We would sup.gest that, the committee first look to some of these
programs as a form of programs consolidation and ease of adminis-
tration. While it is true that some of the larger programs might be
consolidated, including the State. plan programs, we are talking
f.,bout, the need o; the Frnaller district and the problem they have in
grantmanship and the smaller programs have probably caused more
difficuly then any of the others.

The one program that is almost, unbelievable in the amount of
administrative, red tape, the amount of regulations, guidelint.3, ap-
plication forms, is the recently passed Public Law 92-318, the Emer-
gency School Aid Act..

We have to work through 40 pages of regulations in the Federal.
Register in order to make application for this program and con-
sidering the entire law is less than 18 pages, one can begin to under-
stand the complexity.

Not only that, but the application process is through HEW re-
gional offices, also through the Office of Civil Rights, into Washing-
ton, and then back out through the system.

T think one could not find a program that has more tape if one
tried. There has been some talk in the past of special revenue sharing.

With respect, to special revenue sharing, we would say that two of
the programs which really make any, if any. sense which has been
suggesteil as a. conehision of revenue sharing, is one of title ESEA,
and the second is impact aid.

If one believes in ease of administration, what can be easier than
the title I formula, whether one agrees with the current formula or-
future, formula, hut the concept of counting. youngsters and apply-
ing that against a set base or whatever the, formula calls for, what
could be, easier than that? What could be easier than impact. aid
where. here either yon are being paid on one half nationalState
average of contribution times the number of the youngsters, and to
include either of those into a program consolidation makes little
philosophical sense.

Mr. Chairman, if a proposal, and we are proprogram consolida-
tion, if a proposal were, introduced that did not include title I or
impact aid, and it provided a way that local districts could review
how State programs are operated, we would say that the Freedom
of- Information Act would also apply to State plans so that local
districts would know how the State, was districting money, both in
terms of its own application and in terms of application of sister
districts.

If a combination of things which would permit ease of administra-
tion would be, introduced, we would support such program consolida-
tion.

As I said, details of that are in this statement that I have sub-
mitted. I would shift, briefly to the revision of the impact aid for-
mula. We, have been forever battling this particular problem, both on
the authorizinn side and on the appropriations side,.

Specifically the question always arises about the number of dollars:
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that go to -Montgomery County and a certain Congressman has stu-
dents in Montgomery County and why should their children receive
money under the impact aid formula?
Well, we have several suggestions in changing that to hopefully

to change the formula in such a way that it is not a meat cleaver
approach and up to now when one cuts the appropriations, one auto-
matically cuts not only those districts which are wealthy but also
those districts which are in need of impact money...:

We have three suggestions going from a very simple one to a very
complex one, going in dollars from one that will cat actual money
out of impact aid to one that will probably cost more money than
impact aid currently does.

The first is a two-step program. Here an amount of money equiva-
lent to the local contribution rate would be given to the local school
district for the actual dollars it is spending for impact -aid children.

j\, similar grant would be paid to the State and the State depart-
ment of education for the amount of money that the State through
State revenues pays that local district, reimbursing the State for the
amount of money it pays for in terms of per pupil cost that it pays
to the local district, the whole concept here being that if these are
federally connected youngsters under the Soldiers and Sailors Act,
they are probably nonresidents of the State and therefore a double
payment and it has several-fold advantage.

One, as we move towards a greater involvement of the State in a
financing of education, the amount of money going directly to the
local districtspeakinc of the Rodrigitez kind of situationthe
amount of money going to the local district would obviously decrease.

However, the State money at the same time would be increasing..
It is a slightly different philosophical base.

Mr. Qum. Would you use the same reasoning for civilian em-
ployees?

Mr. STEINIMBER. No. The second one, which quite frankly we have
not really embraced because it leaves us with quite a few problems,.
both with respect to the, well, basically with respect to the districts
around Washington, D.C., has been the Broyhill approach of pro-
viding money to a district based upon the property already owned
by the Federal Government.

If that were to come into fruition, we would say there would have
to be some sort of a ceiling on that kind of an approach.

The third approach, which is probably the simplest to enact and to
administer, would be for Congress to say for a wealthy district, and
we are defining a wealthy district which is a district which has
assessed valuation in the highest 20 to 25 percent in that State, for
a wealthy district, that district woulct have to absorb an amount
equivalent to 3 percent of its population or school-age population in
impact youngsters.

The absorption factor has been suggested on occasion in the past.
The problem with that absorption factor was that it would apply
to every school district.

What we are saying is that the absorption factor would only
apply to the wealthiest of districts, that they can afford to absorb-
the number of federally connected youngsters.

In all of these programs there is one other kind of problem with,
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respect to the military rather than civilian employees, and that is
with respect to what T call the 11-out youngster.

In other words. whom, the school district is such that the military
base is not in that school district, so with respect to the B-out
youngster, we would still hope that for those youngsters who are
military, they would be continued and that the mere fact that the
Federal establishment did not exist in that school district but the
youngsters did, that aid would he provided for those youngsters.

As I said, I went into quite a bit of detail in the statement on
these three proposals and of course I will be willing to discuss them
in some detail.

Once again I am going to come back to an item that Mrs. Hutto
mentioned, and that is our continued support for the program that
became authorized and never was funded, and I refer to section ,1
of impact aid money in lien of taxes for those youngsters who ore
in public housing units.

I would like now to push for early enactment of an extension of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

The reason we are beginning to get caught on an appropriation
battle and the whole question of whether or not funds can be used
wisely and whether or not the system is so devised so that we have
adequate leadtime.

We are already worryinp. about 197.1 appropriations. Why ?
Because even with the automatic 1-year extension of this legisla-

tion, even with that, next January when Mr. Flood begins his hear-
ing on the 1975 appropriation, there will be no authorizing language
for that fiscal year, which moans that we will probably lose time in
terms that he will not take up elementary and secondary education
in the regular appropriation but we will be forced into a supple-
mental appropriation late in the year.

The problems winch we have had with respect to operating under
a continuing resolution this year are legend. If we are forced again
into that because of lack of authorizing legislation next year, we
see another year in which programs are going to be planned with
having no idea of what the Federal contribution will be.

So I urge this committee to act before we begin the budgetary
cycle next January.

Chairman PERKINS. Gus, let me assure you, Dr. Webb and -ail of
you. that if the Chairman has his way, we arc not going to fall into
that trap again.

We tried desperately to have timely authorizations and appropria-
tions for many years and if the Congress is ever going to get edu-
cated along that line, we are long overdue, in that regard.

You pointod out that the Appropriations Committee usually does
not appropriate funds for any law which is not authorized for that
final year. You are urging the committee then to move this year in

ESEA. and impact aid.
Am I correct in that?
Mr. STEINIIILEER. That is correct.
Chairman PEeki NS. Your statement outlines several major problems

with the administration's revenue- sharing bill.
Mr. Before you leave that point, Mr. Chairman, we have an

automatic extender so we do not think that ESEA. stays in effect for
another year.
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Chairman Pra;Kixs. Only until June 30 next year
Mr. QUIE. So this year there is no excuse for not hopropriatiug.
Chairman Pnimixs. But it will expire next year. We want, to head

that off.
Well, your statement outlines several major problems with the

admi»istrations special revenue-sharing bill as introduced 2 years
ago.

Do yon believe that the administration's new bill will be better
or worse than last year's bill? And would your organization support
that bill ?

Mr. SETNIIII.IIETI. You place me in a SOIIIMIlat situa-
tion. I know the Republican stair has had briefings on the adminis-
tration bill which will be introduced Monday and we have been
briefed its well.

(,)c ir.. Thank you for that, information.
Mr. STEIN itu.nt:». We were briefed on the bill by the Administra-

tion and I midersland the Democratic side is going to be briefed
today or tomorrow.

We were, in told that there is an embargo on this informa-
tion onii; zc ainzilly i!..7 introduced. While I will not speak to the
specifics of that bill, at this particular juncture I see nothing in the
proposed legislation, if it is introduced as it was given to us, which
would change our position from the past bill, which NSIO. opposed.

I feel somewhat restrained from making further comments because,
as 1 said, teelmicallv the bill is not before os.

Chairman Pramixs. Von feel it is a little worse than last year,
don't yoll ?

is flint CO10tt?
Qum:. Don't lead the witness.

Chairman Ptntro NS. Is that. COIed?
TIANN-KiNs. Well. everything else seems to Im worse than last

year so this bill probably will he also.
[Laughte.]
Chu irma n PEIMINS. IS that. y0111' feeling?
Mu. Snionit. I think 1w is doing :1 good job of avoiding that. Let's

give him high marks.
Wmm. Mr. Chairman, I think we would like to have a chance

to see the bill NVIltli it is introduced and hopefully sec a chance for
impact making modifications in there.

Arr. Sramin,rant. Of course we will be sending a supplemental
statement once the bill hits actually been introduced.

Chairman Pramixs. Mr. Qnie.
Mr. Quis. What programs do you think can be consolidated?

Snaxmr,in...». We are currently looking at them. If you are
talking about program consolidation, and ease of administration,
going hack to your old bloc grant, proposal, you would say that the
first action is to start picking up not only Ilb:W bills but also others;
specifically the dropout prevention program.

I am talking about more than direct grant programs such as
Emergency School Aid Act, I am also including those which get
into the grautmanship game.

If you wish, we will submit some of those programs.
Mr. Qua:. Could yon submit for the record the programs that you

think could be consolidated?
:15-545Tgpt, :2-11
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STEIN1TTLWRTZ. We will do that.
[The information referred to follows:]

Examples; of direct Federal to Local programs which should he consolidated :
(al The various categorical programs under the Eniergency School
(h) Right to Read.
(c) Follow-through.
(d) Head- start.

STniNiiii,nr.n. We think State grant programs could be han-
dled somewhat differently although we would not propose a con-
solidation of such things as title TT and III of ESE..

Consolidating title V would give us another problem because the
needs of State departments of education. While there are times a
local board and State, department of edncation may not see eye to
eye, that is no reason to destroy a valuable program. We think there
is a legitimate purpose to title V and it should be extended. Those
administrative funds are very much »ceded by the States.

Whenever we look at consolidation, I would say that. we would also
want to make sure that this is not really done with an ey e. towards
developing a package, with the sole purpose on the revarse side of
having total less dollars.

realize. we are not speaking to.an appropriations committee right
now, but nevertheless, we find ourselves in that awkward pos7tion
that whenever one talks about program consolidation, we have to
keep one eye over our shoulder on what the total dollars are going
to he.

Given a Federal involvement which has gone from S percent to
7 percent, to 6 percent of the cost of education over the last few
years, when one starts talking of ease, of administration, one has to
be wary of it.

Mr. Qum. You mentioned title V.
I was struck nTently while talking to State school officers of the

percentage of State departments of education staff that is funded by
the Federal Government.

I guess it runs from 00 to 75 percent. That to me seems an un-
healthy situation to continue very long for the Federal Government
to finance that percentage of State department of education.

Mr. STnixim.nr.u. Of course, that is not really all of title V. You
have your percentage set aside for administration of other titles.

Mr. Qum. I can understand when you have a percentage set aside
for administration, but when the total comes to that amount, that is
what I am concerned about.

Until I found that out, I was going to be out here Bung ho to keep
title V going, but now I have serious questions about it.

On page 7 you mention that you favor going for title I using the
low income factor of $4,000 per pupil and then at the same time
requiring that the State districts be funded at at least at the 1972
level.

Is that right that you favor that concept?
Mr. STEINIIILBER. So far we favor it. As I indicated in the state-

ment, we have not come to a position with respect to your bill, the
reason being that so far we favor a $4,000 income factor. Within
the last week we have sent copies of your bill to each of our state
associations requesting comments and discussion.
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I did not have any idea that six-tenths of the educationally dis-
advantaged kids are now receiving any assistance. Where do you
get those figures from? 1 didn't think we were close to that.

Mr. STEixtimiimt. Basically we received those figures from the
Unice of Education and our title 1 people.

Qum They don't know.
Mr. 11Am:I NS. Maybe they mean 6 and not 6 million.
Mr. STEixtimtimt. I will ask one question, 'Mr. Quie, if I may have

the audacity. I would like to see some of those tables myself.
Mr, Quit:. Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to have them made a part

of the record right here. and 1 would like to see these duplicated and
made available to the other members.

C'hairman Platkixs. WitIont, objection they will be made a part
of the record.

[The charts referred to follow:]

PUPILS WHO HAVE PERSISTENT
READING PROBLEMS

PUPILS WHO HAVE PERSISTENT
PROBLEMS OTHER THAN READING

PUPILS WHO HAVE NO
PERSISTENT PROBLEMS

11%:,

41%

PUPILS WHOSE FAMILIES PROBABLY
EARN THAN $3,000

N = 9,300,832

PUPIL:; WHOSE FAT.IILIES
PROBABLY EARN MORE
THAN $6.C.:00

III'
I I I

27%

N-4.416,6b0

TAMI; E. PFOPA3LY
LESS 1FIAN

EARS,
WHT,SE FiT,ILES

EARN $.'.0SC, 0.)3
WHWE FAMIL;E:; PRuBAELY

EARN tk.".ET. THAN ;1..E00

V/F10:',E FAM:LIES
S3,0(,)0.$5,000-

11:1!11

45%

N .3,719,160

N = 8,793,814

N = 6.485,326
PUPILS WITS HAVE PERSISTENT
READING PROBLEMS

PUPILS WHO HAVE PERSiSTENT.
PROBLEMS OTHLH THAN READING

I I PUPILS-WHOCA-AV-CM)
PERSISTENT PROBLEMS
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QUIE. Let me say this to you about the disadvantaged and
counting disadvantaged kids. I think that the Chairman would be the
first one who would he in support of that, concept of using dis-
advantaged because I note that Kentucky is the second highest State
in the union scoring below the 10 percentile in the mental category 5
on the armed forces qualification initial examination.

It seems to me Kentucky is a State that would really be hurt by
using the census information on poverty. I think that Kentucky
would really he helped if you would go to a testing criterion.

Secondly, the Fleischman st Jr in New York, done by people who
are concerned abort the inner-cities and its peculiar problems that
the rest, of us don't have, says that the use of achievement, test as an
edncational needs measure, creates formulas that are more distributive
than those based on positive measure such as AFDC. As you in-
dicated in your testimony AFDC is the most helpful to northern
States.

The most distributive formula in terms of dollars is enrollment.
plus achievement, levels.

I have noted this and that is another reason why I think it, is a.
fairer way of distributing. the money now that some of the expertise
is available to us.

Lastly, you talk Dr. "\W h1) about the increase in funding for educa-
tion.

I am convinced we have to increase it. I don't think we are ever
going to reach one- third. The reason is that Dr. Louis Bright told
me that lie projected the increase in gross national product and
increase in expenditure for education from 1080 on and by year 2,030
we would spend more on education than the gross -national product if
the eurves continue.

So I think education will level oil' some place in the future. But
I do think the Federal Government ought to increase its share of
support.

If you are providing aid counting kids from families of $2.000 or
less aml ARI)C, you are talking about parents who don't have any
political clout. Why should the parents of children who are educa-
tionally disadvantaged, who are not in that income factor really say
anything to their Congressman or the President, or Office of Educa-
tion because their kids are not counted, but if we eon»t every edu-
cationally disadvantaged child no matter what income, then you are
reaching into categories of people who have political clout. When
we get them involved, it is going to be like the school districts that
involve parents when they pass a bond issue.

They are going to see their Congressmen and the President and I
think the President listens to some of the people who are above $2,000
in income and I think we will get this money increased.

I agree with the Chairman, as I said earlier, that we should have
general aid before we have that $3 billion figure.

In fact, I think we should reach that $5 billion figure, before we
go to general aid plus the handicapped children because if there is
pressure on school districts like in Idaho, I bet you the programs
that will be cutback will be-for these disadvantaged kids and for the
handicapped.
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That has been the history across the Nation. You have to continue
on with the normal education because those are the voters and school
lioard members.

Mr. Wiani. I think we should continue to redefine the method by
which we. can identify the needs of the schools and the children in
our schools.

I guess that is why the school board members and Congress are
serving as advocates of these people.

Mr. QprE. Thank von.
Chairman PEIZTUNS. Mr. Hawkins?

HAwKtxs. With respect to the last question that Mr. Quit:
asked, what would lie the difference in the number of educationally
disadvantoplid children and those in low income, groups?

How many children would be added if we included those?
Mr. Sr; IN III MIER. I a In 1)0t sure, YOU are talking about a combina-

tion of educationally disadvantaged?
}Ir. HAwinxs, Following Mr. Quie's line of reasoning that if we

inbled those, that we would add others that halve some pobtical clout,
are v-t. talking about a great. amnber?

Mr. STETN1111.11E1Z. The problem is that the groups are not the same.
We are now dealing with questions that are being raised with school
board members. Tying in with Mr. Quie's bill, we are always \VMS-

tvith that difference between someone from an economically dis-
advanto:red family who is counted on census data based upon title I
and the problem of determininp- who time educationally disadvantaged
youngsters are. The fact is, they are not always one, and the same.

So I am not sure. 1 can answer the question of additional numbers
because it is such a fluid situation.

Chairman PEitioNs. Mr. Hawkins, I am going to interrupt the
hearings at this time in order to accommodate Congressman Bell. He
Zia s a very important engagement.

I will ask the president's panel to stand aside for a few moments
and the superintendent of The Los Angeles Unified School District
to come. around.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman. I would like to take this opportunity to
present. to the committee Dr. William Johnston, from mine and
Gus Hawkins home city of Los Angeles.

Dr. Johnson was appointed in 1971 to his present post as super-
intendent of schools for Los Angeles City Unified School District,
the second largest in the nation.

Prior to that appointment. Dr. Johnston served as an assistant
superintendent of adult education. I believe our committee can bene-
fit substantially from Dr. Johnston's great expertise and diverse
background in the field of education and it is a pleasure for me,
Bill, to welcome von before this committee.

Mr: HAwKiics. Mr. Chairman, may I simply say that I join with
Mr. Bell in this welcome of Dr. Johnston before the committee.

I think that it is most important to point out that the members of
this committee have gone to Los Angeles on many occasions, and
have certainly received generous cooperation from the office of the
superintendent. Dr. Johnston has always made available to us, on
every occasion, whatever we asked in the way of fignres and coopera-
tion in getting from one school to another.
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I think that it is a great honor for us to have such a distinguished
and capable administrator before the committee this morning.

(7hairman Pl.:mum. Dr. Johnston I likewise concur in those re-
marks made by my colleagues from the great State of California.

I have known you for a long period of time and I know of your
good work. I am glad to Nvelconie you here.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM JOHNSTON, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS FOR LOS ANGELES CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Dr. JoiiNSTON. Thank you, Mr. Perkins.
Los Angeles is proud of Mr. Bell and Mr. Hawkins for their

leadership. At this time in history we are pleased that they are
members of this very important committee. I would hope that today,
that I could briefly

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record.

The prepared statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM J. JOHNSTON. SUPERINTENDENT, Los ANGELES CITY
Scnow., Disnto.

Air. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is William T. Johnston.
As superintendent of the Los Angeles City School District, 1 appreciate the
opportunity to present testimony before this Committee.

:%Ifty 1 begin by acquainting. !limiters of the Committee with the school Ms-
flirt I am privileged to represent, The Los Angeles City School System is the
second largest school district in the United Statesand is fiscally and adminis-
tratively independent of the City of Los Angeles. The district encompasses 710
square miles of area, provides services to over 700,000 students in grades
kindergarten through adult education. and serves 11 other municipalities in
addition to the City of Los Angeles. 617,000 of our students are enrolled in
elementary and secondary schools. Of this total, approximately 200,000or
one.third of our total enrollmentare eligible for programs conducted under
ESEA Title I. Unfortunately, because of funding limitations, only 100,000
students are able to benefit from Title I programs ... only 45% of our eligible
youngsters are currently being served.

Last. November, you heard testimony from members of our staff reporting on
the specific programs conducted in Title I and the benefits accruing to children
from these programs. At that time, the Budget Director of our school district
also spoke to you about the devastating effect of what lie referred to as
"hesitation funding" of educational programs, particularly Title I. He urged
three-year forward funding to provide continuity of these highly beneficial and
effective programs. At this thne. however, we are faced not only with hesitation
funding, but with the prospect of terminal funding.

In testimony this week, you heard two parents and members of Los Angeles
School Advisory Committees give their perceptions of the programs conducted
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in Los Angeles. The very
real threat hanging over us of the termination of many federal programs,
coupled with the tragic financial conditions of virtually all urban school sys-
tems. compel me to devote the first part of my presentation to a re-emphasis of
the ;,articular needs of children in the urban school setting. As you well know,
the economic and educational needs of many of our youngsters are complicated
and exaggerated by the very urban setting in which they reside. Consequently,
additional responsibility must be borne by urban school districts in their
attempt to provide equal educational opportunity for every youngster.

To give you some idea of how tragic it would he for the Los Angeles City
Schools if present federally funded programs were not extended, or if there
were an intrruption in the flow of these funds, may I present a smnmary of
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onr major federal programs, including the total number of positions and the
anomnt of funds involved:
Program

ESEA. Title I.
ESEA Title II.
NDEA Title IIIA.
Adult Basic Education (ABE).
Industry Sponsored Programs (ISP).

I.D.T.A.
Model Cities.
Vocational Education Act.
Work Incentive (WIN).
*Neighborlimul Youth Corks (Regular).
*Neighborhood Youth Corps (Summer).

Total Po)sitions Subject to Termination-10,54S.
Total Funds Subject to Termination$15,950,911.

To the above-listed programs could he added a number of programs funded
I y the Office of Economic Opportunity, New Careers programs, narcotics pry-
vention programs, etc., whose curtailment or elimination would have serious
implications Jri' the Los Angeles community.

What are some of the larger problems facing urban school districts which
make the refunding of federally funded programs an imperative?

1. Violence aml. Vandalism In recent years campus violence has acceler-
ated to an unprecedented degree. This problem is not confined to the so-called
"inner-city" schools, but is common to all "big city" schools. Before the end of
the fall semester of this school year, our district experienced 37 assaults on
school personnel with weapons and 57 reported assaults on pupils with weapons.
The Los Angeles Police Department, whose jurisdiction covers about two-thirds
01 our district, has identified 881 hard-core juvenile gang members, all of
whom are school age. A hard-core juvenile is defined as one who has more than
ten arrests, live of which are felony arrests.

Our losses last year from va lid:distil. arson, and burglary totaled $2,100.000.
Our district spent $1,200,000 on security personnel and another $1,000.000 on
security equipment during the 1071 -72 school year. Asa result, resources have
been diverted from the educational program itself to help provide a safe and
secure atmosphere ill which education can take place. Indeed, without campus
security a decent learning envirmiment cannot be maintained.

2. Student 1'rall8CienCYWe have a total student transciency rate of approxi-
mately 0% among the schools in our district. Among some inner-city high
sellouts transciency exceeds 120% in a. school year. This highly nnddle student
population represents students moving in and out of the district as well as
those who move from school to School within the district.

The related problem of high student absenteeism poses additional student
and staff problems. Because state subventions are linked to average daily
attendance, our district. with a pupil absentee rate about i0% above the state-
wide average. suffers an excess loss of approximately $1,000,000 per year in
state funds. Yet our staffing patterns must be based upon enrollment, rather
than attendance.

3. Changing Student Population.A. third characteristic of most urban school
districts is the high proportion of yaw orit y students in the total school popula-
tion. While total enrollment is decreasing in Los Angeles. the number of
minority students continues to grow. Our projections indicate that within the
next five years, our Spanish surname student population will increase by 0%,
our I;lack student population by 5%, while our White student population will
continue to decrease by 7 or 8%. A large number of these students come from
economically disadvantaged homes.

At the risk of over-kill, may T share with you some of the problems and
concerns which are more or less unique to the Los Angeles City Schools.

Los Angeles has the larg,cst concentration of Mexican-Americans and other
Spanish surname people in the nation, totaling approximately 1,000,000. And
the Los Angeles culture is strengthened and enriched by the presence of these
fine people. The Los Angeles District Bureau of Immigration aud Naturaliza-
tion reports that there were a total of 244,000 resident aliens from Mexico
who registered with its office in 1072. Many of the children of these aliens are
non-English speaking. and many other Spanish surname children enter school
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with a limited comi..and of English. Since many of these children's families
do not show up on the AFDC rolls, for culturn: and legal retasons, we are
hill/n(10d 10 :111 extent not taken into account in allocation formulas, even for
compensatory education.

For the first lint(' in four years, the Los Angeles City schools do not face
severe budget cuts in the school year. 1:173 -7 -1. But, as a result of these past
budget limitations, our educational program and services to pupils have the
following inadequacies:

1. Students in grades; it -13 have been limited io live classes per day.
S. There is no elementary music program.
3. Counselor-pupil ratios in second:1 ry schools run as high as 11111.` counselor

for every 900 students. The ratio is even higher in elementary schools.
1. We have 75(10 typewriters which are Ion years or older. If some are not

replaced. our business education ilrograni is threatened \dill extinction.
5. Our distrIct film library has become so obsolete !Ina, without updating,

consideration should he given to abandoning it.
G. Our classrooms and school buildings are dirty, because we can afford to

sweep them only every other day.
7. Interior Pllifding of classrooms was discontinued in 1 1102. 111113- Of our

school interiors haute 111(1 been painted in 211 years.
8. \\e have no preventative maintenance program for equipment. If equip-

ment breaks (10W11. NV(' try to find time to fix it.
9. There are 4.815 !invented heate.. in our classrooms.
10. 4.750 of our classrooms lack proper lighting and acoustic::.
11. 10!) of our elementary schools have 110 cafeteria
'These examples serve to indicate that urban school districts in general, and

the Los Angeles. City schools in particular. require additional support if they
are to begin i-o approach the ideal of equal educational opportunities and
options for urban students.

Now may I turn wy attention to specific suggestions for methods; of dis-
tributing federal funds to school districts.

The Los Angeles City Unified Selnall District Nvholeheartedly supports the
;Culls of the existing Elementary and Secondary Education Act programs. We
believe the broad category areas e;:compass; those priority needs: which r-
quire funding. but which, because of cost, are beyond the moans of local and
state agencies to provide.

I would urge the cm/tip:um:cc of federal assistance for specific national
priority needs. In addition, I would urge this Committee and the Congress to
consider legislation for the general support of education. Legislation stud' as
H.R. 16 coithl serve to relieve excessive property tax burdens, equalize educa-
tion opportunity among districts. ;111(1 uplift the general standard of education
by providing assistance which is not categorical in nature.

Perhaps the most difficult problem relating to categorical aid Programs is
the hlentilient ion of the eligible pupils. Too frequently, the measures used
for identification are inadequate and may be biased. The utilization of educa-
tion data itself. in the long run, penalizes success and rewards failure since
improvement in achievement brings about- :t lower priority ranking. These
inadequacies can be overcome by the inclusion of additional characteristics in
the formula.

In Los Angeles, for example. the District has been providing $12 million a
year of supplemental funds for urban impact schools by attempting to identify
these schools using a multi- faceted formula. Our formula takes into consid-
eration the following criteria : (1) Heading scores; (2) the English as 1 second
language pupil ratio: (3) the non-permanent teacher ratio; (4) the change
in the ethnic elinracteristies of a school over a five-year period; (5) pupil
transiency; (6) the non-illness absence ratio: (7) a ratio of vandalism
('tents: and (8) the assessed value of the single family residences in the area.
These (bight criteria are used to identify the -urban impact schools in the
school district.

This process identifies about half of our schools as urban impact schools.
Those schools which qualify are then divided into three levels of funding
support, dependent upon

Similar data. I am told, are used by the Chicago City Schools; for similar
purposes. The utilization of a combination such as these reduces the margin
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of error that may occur if lolly a single item of data is used to hase decisions
upon. 'I'M, formula I have ticscribe-,: works for ims Angeles and app.trentl;
has merit ill Chicagb. It may wtr.1: in other school districts as ;1/2-ell.

In summary. the Los Angeles City Unified School District. endorses the
co,Oinitl ion of the Elementary and Secondary Educal:on Act. In addi:lon.
the ills; net would endorse legislation lvhich is broader in scope a1111 uiiiiIi
recognizes the changing needs of 11rh;j17 efll)caljtm , , that wouid providt.
flexihility for local school districts like Los Angeles to include Provisions 1%,1*
providing a secure ;171(1 safe 1111111111S fur teachers awl youngster: so tied the
educational setting might. la, improved . . . legislation that would ocrolli lie.
local school district to address the unique problems of a changing urban
societyprobicins such as vandalism, gang activity, the expanded need tin
social services for thtb residents of the urban centers of the United Stato,
legislation that would reduce 1 10 administrative hardens mimed to tt vari, ty
of itrogranis currently being- condueted . . nod legislation that Woiti:i ii
C111011,11. 111 ;1 111;11111(1 so that planning can take place at the
School level whit the involvement of parents and faculties. To tr:poitcl on this lank
point, California law requires its to notify :111 certificated ((Ill tiencloy.s t,
by March 15. it their services are to he discontinued ill 11173-7-1, The i:ey
question then beetam,s. will ESE,A continue heyond Juno :1(1? Shall f risk
further damage to staff morale by sending out termination litters to :)..:270
st;,ff members to protect Aim district's legal interests? Or, shall I to
chance :1101 assume ESEA funding will continue? Either way. the oonepros I it
continuiog funding, hesitant fundim.7, or terminal funding are tuthrlievahie
forsinff and the children we SOI*1*(`.

NOW 111:13. I briefly address myself to the concept of revenue sharing. A
strong case can he mode for categorical aid, including the need to prolcer
such programs from political pressures of more trotent soein-econonlie gIOils
But many of our needs, an I have tried to indicate, do not necessarily 1.,!!:te
directly to specifically identifiable target populations, but rather to the union
nature of out' school district. We urge recognition of these very real faetto.s.
and also 111*.1.11' :1 smooth transition to other forms it footling. In
position on federal funding for public ohm:it-ion is as follows: I support h..11t
111109the extension of ESEAand 1IR1Grevenne sharingb;cause both
types of aid are essential if we are to meet the educational needs of orlon
students: one has specific identification for economically disadvantaged
learners, and the other snpports the total district. We ask for eonsideratien
of the crisis in urban education. Why not both?

I have read with interest suggestions which have been developed by Rep-
resentative Quie. Ills concerns related to the use of A.F.D.C. payments and/or
ineome levels as a basis for the allocation of funds are particularly valid for
the nation in general. However, we believe, in the large urban centers there
is a higher correlation between poverty and reading deficiencies than thos;e
implied by the 1970 study done by G. V. Glass, whom Mr. Quie has quoted,

We concur with Mr. Quie's concern related to the INC of census data. More
current data would be available. But even more important, we would stress
the import:nice of forward-funding over a minimum period of three years. if
a given youngster's parents are earning less than $2,000 this year and next
year are earning $10.000, it is not reasonable to assume that the youngster's
achievement will improve five-fold simultaneously. We should consider, after
identification, sustained effort over a three to five year period to insure that
each youngster is 111 position to take full advantage of all educational oppor-
tunities.

We applaud Mr. Quie's suggestion that greater emphasis be placed on the
use of criterion-refereneed tests. Recently, our own State has passed legis-
lation which will substitute the use of a sampling approach to testing whiell
uses "eriterion-refereneed items" rather than "norm-referenced standardized
tests" for our own state testing program. This approach, similar to the national
assessment approach, provides a useful means of determining statewide or
nationwide progrPss. The use of these data as a mea ns of determining financial
support for individuals or groups of students does present a number of prob-
lems. Our own State Miller-TTnniuh Reading Program, which provides fonds
based upon standardized test performance, led to a situation in which those
schools whose group performance did improve, been me ineligible for continued



funding. Now, while group perform:wee improved, that is to say. schoo: 1.er-
form:nic. the performance of all individnal youngsters did not improve.
Principals 0101 teachers scion learned that it was r.I tluir advantage teo to
show progress initially, if they were to avoid losiin the erilical support twe-
essory to make sultstantial gains. Concerns relahal to ft:telling the :CIA)
present another set of isSMS. fie assuutlttion dint any one set of ri:erbm-
reference items does, in fact, represent the essence of the skill being latight
will continue to lie debated, and, as ninny experts have indicated, the im,,jor
strength of the criterion-referenced approach is in the measurement of
titled goals within a given instructional program for each individual y..t.w.:.s,or.
We strongly endorse the use of criterion-refureneed test items as a locatl..: of
improving. the inArmtimmit progmin, but question its utility as a kols the
allocation of financial support-.

Mr. (!cie states. Ittit the individual school receives its fouls, based t.:.
nu':tsare of tual iced. fl u1 111,:1 s(.1:001 shout.) itto rps.ponsit,iffly
thlerm7m.ng performtn ct levels for a slinient :Ind should he requir-,1
to establish realistic goals for that year with the active participation of the
parynt. teacher, and child." This is th,.' position we have taken as a district
in tine implementation of our three-year mauling program using, Distriet funds
which at best 1011! I1nn1 515.00 avaibdde for each

In bringing toy remarks to a close, it is essential that this nation renew rnd
expand its commitment to the educational needs of our urban youth. I'Vc
net afford to abandon nit effort which lets brought both hope and the ri,:dix;t-
th)11 of that hope to so malty who wroth] otherwise be denied. (fur responsibility
is to meet the needs of our students by etwouraging the conlinnalien and
expansion of delivery systems will assUre the necessary resources to accom-
plish the charge which has been given to the school districts of this nouns.
NI1Wher0 is that charge more threatened. more difficult to achieve. than in
the nrhan school districts. We seek recognition or this fact in the albwathat of
resources for educational purposes.

(Mr cities represent the huh of our civilization. Within our cities, we find
the lutist magnificent of human achievements: great histitntilms of higher
learning. the finest museums and libraries. the eenter;: of govor,iment and in-
dustry, impressive architecture. the heart of the mass media, and eisttigisi
entertainment and artistic oferings. But within our cities, we also tind the
most desperate Of 111111M11 CO11(11(.1118: poverty, alienation, mime, pollution.
decay. and ugliness.

If America is to fulfill its promise in becoming a truly great civilization. the
alleviation of the problems of ton cities must become a primary notional
commitment. We appreciate this Conuniftve's concern for the future of urban
education, which inav well he the key to the eventful, regeneration of our
urban centers,

Mr. Chairman, on Leh: If of the Los Angeles 'Unified School District, 1- wish
to thank the members of the Committee for inviting these remarks concerning
on support of the federal role in education. May I" invite you and your col-
lengiws to visit. Los Angeles to see sonic of the things about which i have
spoken . , . to witness an orderly decentralization process which is moving the
decision-making power closer to the local school . to observe parents in-
voll-ed in the pin oning. development, ,end evaluation of an educational program
which is meeting with success. Thank you.

Dr. JOHNSTON. I Will talk for a moment or two about the char-
acteristics of our Los Angeles schools, the extent of Federal inVolye-
ment and type of urgent problems that we have, and then this prob-
lem of the definition of the eligible pupil for Federal support,
which troubles everyone. and then perhaps our personal rcommenda-
tions for continued funding.

As you have indicated. the members of the committee have my
statement and T want to applaud the presentation that was made
by the National School Boards Association.

I think the representatives told the story well and I could sum
up my whole message by simply saying ditto to the comments that
they have made.
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As Mr. Bell indicated, the Los Angeles system is the second largest
school district in the Nation. We are physically independent of
city of Los Angeles. We serve not only the city but 11 other in-
corporated communities in our area.

We have sonic. 700,000 students that arc enrolled. 617,000 of these
students are in elementaiy and secondary programs.

I would point out that approximately 200.000 students or one-
third of our total enrollment are eligible for programs conducted
under ESEA title I. But I must point out, also with concern that
only 45 percent of these students arc receiving benefits of the title
I program.

On paYe 3 of my testimony, I listed the programs that were in-
volved and I would call your attention to the totals. We, have some
10,5-18 staff members, both teachers and classified staff, involved
with a total Federal funding amount of $45.0 million.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee. today is a very
important day in our business in California and Los Angeles. This
is March 15. Under California law, we are. required today to send
notices to any certificated person to inform him whether in fact
his employment with the district, will be continued in the subsequent
year.

So we have a very difficult moment and decision to make because
over 3,000 of these 10,000 employees are in fact certificated members
of our staff.

We have the difficult decision, shall we send these letters, notify-
ing them that we may not employ them next year or shall we not?

And the information that we have is only that the bill itself will
continue past June 30 but we don't know if the appropriations bill
will pass in time and be a part of our regular district budget before
school opens in September.

I am sure you appreciate the magnitude of the problem that is
before us.

Chairman PEnicrics. I would like to see its and the Appropriations
Committe,e, move, to make sure. I urged the leadership in a meeting
at a breakfast two or three mornings ago to look at the educational
appropriations, to move the educational programs out from IIEW,
and I am hoping that Mr. Mahon may do that.

Dr. JOHNSTON. I compliment you, Mr. Chairman, for that leader-
ship.

The gentleman from Idaho mentioned March 1, a similar problem
in his budget and I am sure it is the same problem found all over
the nation.

Among the major current problems of inner-city schools which
I have trial to list, starting on page 4, is that of violence and van-
dalism.

Last year we lost some $2.4 million in this area. Our district addi-
tionally spent $1.2 million on security personnel. I pointed out the
problem of student transiency in our school district which averages
49 percent among all schools,

On page 5, I would like to bring to the committee's attention the
changing student population that we are experiencing.

Each year we lose about 10,000 students in our school district and
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over a 5-year period we will lose 50.000 students. So that while we
are some 54 percent minority at this time, in a fey years it will be
nearer to 60 percent.

On pages 6 and 7. I have listed some of the really severe inade-
quacies of our current offerings, the quality of our program to date.
We have no sixth period for grades 0 through 12,. We have no music
program in our elementary schools. Our counseling is totally inade-
quate.

We have one counselor on the. average for every 900 students in
the secondary schools. That. inimber inereases dramatically to one
for 2,500 students in elementary.

On page 7 we list a. number of items that must, have attention.
We sweep our classrooms only every other day because we simply

do not have the necessary resources and we tie now painting the
interiors of our classrooms every 20 years whether they need it or
not.

We still have, Mr. Chairman. tragedies like 4.800 !invented heaters
and 4.750 classrooms where the lighting is not adequate.. We have
109 of our elementary schools that have no cafeteria facilities.

I would add another item. We have a desperate need for major
staff development in the Los Angeles City Sehools.

Now.to the problems that this committee faces. The opinion that
I have. if you will, is simply this: We would like to see the current
program of ESEA continued and most urgently we would like to
know that the appropriations will be made available.

Then we would otter the suggestion that, in addition bemuse, the
crisis i11 the large urban cities is indeed so great, it would be helpful
to have, some general aid made available to us.

Chairman PtaiiiINS. At what point would you suggest that aid
conic to you?

You heard the questions put to the other witnesses.
Dr. Jonx.roy. Mr. (.7hairman I would like to see it be truly gen-

eral aid. I have observed that our county of Los Angeles and the
city of Los Angeles have received fluids.

In fact I made an appeal to our local county to share. with us
some of their revenue funds for health services to the students that
We 11111.e ill our district.

We are spending $0.5 million of our educational dollars for health
services.

Chairman PERNINs. -What part of your disadvantaged children
ate yell presently serving?

Dr. JoilxsTox. We are serving only 45 percent of those that are
deemed eligible under ESEA. So you can see immediately the need
that exists.

Mr, Deemed eligible. under ESEA? That means low income.
Dr. .lotrxsTax. According to low income and AFDC counts, we

have in excess of 200,000 identified students but the level of finuling
at this point in time is only addressing itself to 100.000 of these
youngsters because of the state. guidelines in our state which re-
quire us to have the minimum of some $300 per child.

Mr. Q171E. So when the Chairman asked you what percentage of
the educationally disadvantaged students you are reaching, that is
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even a lower percentage than 40 percent because you have all ofthose
Chairman PERKINS. l'Iy question now happens to be, do you feel,

your testimony is a little bit ambiguous there, but I think I inter-
preted it right, that you feel we should take care of the disadvan-
taged, give them top priority, and let general aid be on top of the
disadvantaged program.
DT. JOHNSTON. Precisely.
Mr. QIIIE. What kind of disadvantage, educationally and eco-

nomically?
Chairman PERKINS. Educationally and economically.
Mr. Qum. Then we aren't apart because if you take the edu-

cationally disadvantaged, you are economically involved in it.
Chairman PERKINS. In 95 percent of the cases it runs hand in

hand.
Mr. Qum. No, it doesn't. If you could show me a study that

show 95 percent--
Chairman PERKINS. Well practically.
Mr. Qum. The few studies that are made show that is not true.
Dr. JOHNSTON. Mr. Chairman, if I could answer--
Chairman PERKINS. I will let the witness comment on that.
Dr. JOHNSTON. To be very hopeful, and I don't know how realis-

tic. only the committee is knowledgeable in this area, but to be very
hopeful, if the present programs of ESEA Title I for which we
receive $25 million in our district, could be doubled, and then on
top of that we could have general aid that did not have any strings
attached to it, where we could address some problems that peak and
change. from year to year, then we would have the tools with which
to conduct meaningful programs.

Chairman PERKINS. That explains it to me, Al.
Mr. QUM. It does not explain it to inc.
Do you know why?
Chairman PERKINS. Why?
Mr. QUIE. Because if you had doubled the amount of money
Chairman PERKINS. I know what you are going to say. I know

exactly what you are going to say.
Mr. HAWKINS. Let the rest of us understand.
Mr. Qum. If you go to general aid, that means that general aid

money is not going to be used for the disadvantaged. That general
aid money is going to be used to pay for teachers' salaries.

Dr. JOHNSTON.
Mr. Qum. What is fine about that?
You haven't improved the education of the child at all if you

just increase the. teacher's salary but you do improve the quality of
education in title I proarams.

Dr. JOHNSTON. Mr. t'Quie, I believe providing realistic teachers'
salaries is also one of the, responsibilities of a school district. We all
read the paper and we all know the problems of meat prices and
other problems that are involved.

Mr. QUIE. But we are helping the school board then with general
aid.

I am not much interested in helping the school board. I am in-
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crested in helping kids and unless we provide the opportunity for
every educationally disadvantaged child and every handicapped
child to reach their potential, we have not done the job.

Dr. JouxsTors. We have no quarrel on our goals, Mr. Quie.
May I bring to the attention of the committee one item in a little

detail on page 9.
We experimented within onr own district to find a formula to

address who is the eligible client and it is very difficult to do as
I witnessed this morning and listened to the discussion.

Mr. Quie, please note that we have indicated eight items that we
are utilizing within our on district, for our own, if you would,
district plan for compensatory education internally.

I won't take time. Mr. Chairman, to go any further. I think that
I have summarized the points that I really believe in and that if the
current program that exists now could be augmented, and if we in
fact knew immediately that the appropriations bill would be passed
and would be signed, then I would face September with a better
degree of confidence and so would the entire staff and the total
community. The prospects would be much more encouraging.

Then, if in the wisdom of this distinguished body, you could con-
sider sonic very general revenue aid on top of the existing ESEA
programs, it would be most helpful.

We have a drug problem, a VI) problem, a transiency problem, a
counseling problem, a staff development problem, and problems of
maintaining teachers with a commitment to stay in the innercity
and continue through their professional lives at that school with
a commitment for young people.

We need staff development to bring this about. These are the other
areas in which only a local district can decide which is the priority
of the moment so that the general aid concept has appeal but it
should not come about until the current ESEA program is really
fully funded.

Mr. Chairman, in the last pages I make some plea about the
urgency of Federal involvement in urban education indicating that
in the cities, really you find the hub of the civilization of this great
country. And, you find in the cities the great and most magnificient
of human achievements, institutions of higher learning, the finest
nuiseuins and libraries, centers of government, impressive architec-
ture, the heart of the mass media, and extensive entertainment and
artistic offerings, but at the same time within this same city you
find the most desperate of human conditions, poverty, alienation,
crime and ugliness.

So I can only commend this committee for its leadership in trying
to bring to us the resources by which we can fulfill our mission.

Chairman Pnalcus,s. Let me make this observation. You are a very
good witness and Mr. Hawkins will continue the hearing.

Mr. HAwicixs. (presiding). The committee will continue the ques-
tioing.

Had you finished, Dr. Johnston?
Dr. Jonics'irox. Yes, I have Mr. Hawkins.
Mn. HAwKixs. Mr. Johnston, I had several questions that I

wanted to ask. One, with reference to the question that Mr. Quie
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had directed to von concerning, the use of additional funds, fur what
purpose would you use them assuming that you (lid obtain additional
funds. NV-hat pa ItICIllitr programs would you emphasize?

Dr. ,Iallxsox. Mr. Hawkins, one of the most urgent problems
that we have, is a security problem of the moment in tlte. district,
and additionally. we have a stair development problem.

One of our staff members did an estimate. We are a largo school
district. He. came up with the estimate that we desperately need an
amount, of 10 million.

That sounds like en VII01110115 amount of money for stuff develop-
ment but We, don't think so. 'Vie have 27,000 certificated employees
and we have additional. 30,000 classified employees and we have
through. mandated school Coln ill Ity ad visory council 12,000 parents
that are a part of our educational program. They need staff develop-
ment as well.

So there is a great urgency.
Then I indicated we have a problem of drug abuse. a problem of

VI) information that needs to get out, and the vandalism problem
that is very serious.

ITAwiitxs. Is it. a trite statement that without federal assistance
that not much progress can lie made in these, particular areas? Is
there any other source a assistance that would be forthcoming as
an alternative to federal assistance?

Joirxsrox. Mr, Hawkins, fortunately because of the passage
in our state of SB-90, our district: will receive some modest increases
of state funds. This is meaningful. This will be helpful.

But you have to recognize that the Los Angeles city school ex-
pends on the average of $907 per child. 'We have another school
district, that we completely surround that spends $1800 per child. We
have a district in northern California, a. large metropolitan district
that, spends $1500 per child, half again as much as Los Angeles.

If we did not have the federal funds for $300 out top of district
effort, I don't. know how we could really open school and fairly say
that we are offering an educational program.

Mr, ITwkixs. I think the impression has been given by the. public
media. that the situation in the Los Angeles schools has improved
rather substantially as a result of recent legislative enactments.

Do I understand from the statement that you just made that it
was only a very modest increase of assistance to you?

Dr. Jou xsTox. Yes. llr. Hawkins, the facts are these. We are
currently spending an average of $007 per child per year. We will
have an increase. because of the passage of SBA)°, so that we will be
receiving $047 per child. So it is not a dramatic increase. But, it. is
a welcomed increase.

Perhaps the most important part of it, is that it arrived before
the budget planning process began and allowed its the opportunity
to have deliberations over a known income.

We now currently Int ve all -unknown and that is the. $45 million
that we curerntly receive from federal sources, We don't know if
the appropriations bill well be enacted in time for September when
school opens. I only hope that we. were correct, in our decision not
to send letters to the teachers, believing that the federal support will
be forthcoming.
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Mr. HAWKINS. On a. percentage basis, can you tell us the present,
trend of federal assistance as compared with the state and local
aid?

Dr. JoiiNsTox. The history of the Los Angeles city schools is
that at one time we received as much as 42 percent from the, state
and that has diminished until we received less than 25 percent at
this time.

Currently we receive approximately 6 percent of our budget. from
federal sources.

Mr. HAWKINS. That is compared with what percentage, let us say,
five. years ago?

Dr. JoitxsTox. Five years ago it would have been one and a,
percent.

Mr. ITAwfi-txs. It has increased from one and half to 6 percent.
Dr. ,TonNsToN. That, is correct, Mr. Hawkins. Those are gross num-

bers.
Arr. HAW I.: I NS. I Ins that ratio decreased or increased?
Dr. Joiixs.rox. It has been increasing. One of our staff members

uses the terminolory that it is "hesitant funding." We never know
what happens until it has happened and it has a great affect on cme
ability to plan properly so we can utilize the funds efficiently.

Alr.11AwKiNs. $o your financial crisis is due to the decreasing sup-
port that you have been receiving from the state?

Dr. Jouxs.rox. No. we have had diminishing state support, until
December of this year, from 42 percent to less than 25 percent in the
permit-ago of funds that conic to us.

Fortunately with passage of Sly -9O, hopefully the trend is turning
around and we have now a very modest change. Federal support, has
been increasing from approximately 1,5, five years ago, to current
C percent level. It is critical that these funcls be continued in light
of fire starting, point.

Mr. ITAwKixs. Mr. ,Tohnston, you also said that you embrace the
concept of general aid. :However, I think you clarified that statement,
Iry saving that the disadvantaged youngsters should he given prior-
ity. I itlith,rstand that you also indicated that the disadvantaged
youngsters should be taken care of before the general aid operated.
So, in effect, what you are saying, if we go further and say that

-10 percent of the deprived Title I youngsters are being
for roughly, that would mean that number would have to 'be doubled
before. the general aid would be made available.

Dr. ,TolixsTox. That would be my personal position, 711r. Hawkins.
211r. I kw K.rxs. Thank you.
Mr. Quie?.
_fir. Qt/iE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What has the Sown° decision clone in California? 'Was that the

cause of this legislation? It doesn't seem they have equalized the
expenditures per district out there.

Dr. JoliNSTON. It is the beginning. Mr. Quie- S.13.-00 is only a. very
modest beginning of the Serrano philosophy or intent, but, it does not
meet what we would call the Serrano or Rodriguez decision.

Much would have to be done in the state. Our school district is so
large, if you will, we represent the average Wealth of the State. if
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the Serrano decision comes about. and I hope it, does because T be-
lieve in it, we would receive a modest increase but other districts in
one State would receive dramatic assistance and help which I would
applaud.

Mr. QurE. What is holding it up? Is it. being appealed?
Dr. JOHNSTON. This is Dr. Lucas, our legislative representative.
Dr. LUCAS. SB-90 is being heralded as an answer to the Serrano

ease.
There is one element that drags the heels of the bill in terms of

coining to closure and providing equal educational opportunity in
our State and that is the fact that a ,local school district on its own
initiative can raise its taxing level.

As long as they can do that, there will be those that will.
Mr. QUM Is there any limit ?
Dr. LUCAS The closest estimate we have is that if the tax rate

holds, within 20 years we will be coming close to the intent of the
s(,,rovo case.

MV. Quru. This committee is going to consider what it is going to
do about ESEA.

What do you think we should do, continue everything as it pres-
ently is under ESEA for another year, or do you think that we
)11,,lit to now go to the $4,000 figure which has, as I pointed out,

about $49 million difference?
Dr. JOHNSTON. I would like very much the report that you made

earlier, Mr. (Brie, which indicated that the great State of California
wo.dd be eligible for an additional $:IS

our estimate is that our district would receive $6 million of that
amount, which would help us toward those young people who are
eligible now under the current citeria but are receiving no support.

So Mr. Hawkins has really stated my ease, and that is, I would
like to see the ESEA allocation effort, doubled and then a general aid.
measure brought in, and then districts would really be in a position
to address the problems that are there.

Mr. Quin. I don't expect we are going to be doubling ESEA. We
will continue everything as it is in 1974.

Dr. JoirNsToN. Continue it, then, at the present level but do so
immediately so that the districts can begin their budget process.

Mr. Quru. So if we double it of course that would be really a
dramatic increase for Los Angeles.

I f we did sonic things that sonic people are suggesting, that no
State receive less than 90 percent of what it received in the previous
rear, how world you feel about that ?

Dr. JouNsToN. Mr. Quie, I have to speak for the children that I
amount which would help us toward those young people who are
not receiving this kind of support at this time.

This committee has to sit in judgment about the total problems of
the Nation. I am hopeful that the young people that I represent will
benefit from increased revenues.

Mr. Qun. :. I think the question is before us. Should we protect the
States for a percentage. of the amount of money they received before
or should we be aware that in 10 years kids move and incomes
chai::te!
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Should we hell) kids that existed 1 years ago or I-ihould we help the
kids that existed 1 -I years ago'

Dr. .TotixsTox. I read with great interest the talk you gave at a
teachers college and you illustrated dramatically what, has happened
in 14 years to the yonup. people. They were out and married and
about, to have their first. child.

I concur. We have to have a more current evaluation. So I would
support the utilization of the current census data as a minimum start.

Mr. QUM. And that is already obsolete. You can imagine what
happened in California from those 10 years from 1960 to 1970.
I don't imagine that something stopped in 1970.

I would like to get something more current. I appreciate the com-
ments you made on my bill and I recognize the concerns that we will
have with testing and I believe when you speak of the Miller-Unruh
bill, that was not a criterion reference test, was it

I)r. JonNsTox. That, is correct. It was not. It is a standardized test.
Mr. Quin. So it has all of the problems normal to standardized

tests?
Dr. JouxsTox. That is correct. The class or the school learns, but

individuals cannot be guaranteed that they have succeeded.
Mr. Qum. So when you speak about teaching against a test, that

is possible on a standardized test while in a criterion reference test,
the beauty of that is that it is conducted by people outside of the
school system and it, is not possible for them to teach against the test.

I)r. JonxsToN. We are in general agreement with you on the
criterion reference test. The concept. has great meaning. Our only
concern would be that it alone would represent a determinate of how
lands would be allocated. We would perceive that as perhaps difficult.

Mr. QUM That is why I have required that to be the determina-
tion in the allocation among States. When you go into the State
and then give more flexibility, because you raise a number of points
on one of these pages that you want to take into consideration, on
page 9?

Dr. JolixsTox. This was actually in process in our district and
after having made these judgments on page 9, Mr. Quie, we then
have gradations of support of our district plant of three levels,
dependent upon need.

Mr. QUM. In point No. 2, where English is a second language,
that is something you should take into consideration in California.
That is not the problem in Minnesota. That is why I think we need
to have that flexibility so you can take those factors into considera-
tion, too.

Dr. JoincsTox. Mr. Quie, we have utilized these eight numbers
because you can come up with a hard specific result.

Dr. LucAs. Also, Mr. Quie, in your method of appropriating the
funds, I would imagine it would differ from State to State as to the
intensity of their support and possibly from district to district within
tie.' State.

The State of California certainly recognizes the educationally dis-
advantaged because of the Miller-Unruh reading program and there
is also the Miller-Fnruh math program and from a district, that is
multtrunded from the State, local, and Federal, a conglomerate of
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In our district in the P, category we would lose $2.8 million and
in A eateory we have S-199,000.

The real problem for a school district is that it has tremendous
losses in assessed valuation. I em trying. to get a handle on the loss
of assessed valuation to our school district because of freeways,
because of the airport, and extension of the airport in Westchester,
because of the Federal buildings that are newly being built in our
community. and if von add these all together in the community of
Los Angeles, the loss to our district would be a staggering amount.

The problem is so rreat that our stall' has met with the State
itighway Department. We are unaldo to find a way to develop this
kind of information, but I think we need it because we need to
demonstrate what this means to a district that. is tryin!, to survive.

(Li. is that. the reason that the group is protesting construc-
tion? I know a lot of it is environmental but is there any reason
because of the loss of tax value to the district that people protest.?

JolixsToN. 1 doubt. if the school problem surfaces. T think the
real urgency is the home that is right in the middle of the planned
freeNV ay.

Mr. Quin. "What do you think of the title I parent advisory com-
mittees that are in each school ?

Dr. .fouxsox. In Los Angeles, Mr. Qnie, this has served as the
pilot or the model for what. has eventually come to be a mandated
school community advisory council at. every school so we utilize this
model from title I and hove in effect said that every one of the
6.2:1 schools that we operate has a school community advisory council.

Further, the board has mandated that 51 percent. of the member-
ship shall be elected parents. So the commitment of the school
district is to more and

the
involvement with the community.

The professional tbe past has said we can go it alone and now
we are taking the attitude, and we believe it, that We. must involve
parents in all of oar school activities. It is the only way to go!

The school is open, we need volunteers, we need parents who are
knowledgeable.

I really have, to say in all candor in the political scene, that the
pi rentsof fur schoolchildren can tell the story better to their legis-
lators and Congressmen than we who are in the school.

Mr. Quit:. lam pleaSed to hem. that.
Mr. STEINinLocn. We support the parent advisory group. If the

school does not. have one, they are probably not in tune with what is
going on within their own s,ystem.

Our problem, and we do have a problem with parental advisory
groups, is that there has now become a. proliferation of these groups,
that if each and every program has one, for example, we had one
district which was applying for emergency school aid money which
both were metropolitan projects and a regular project., and in order
to qualify within each section of the law and each section of the
regulation, it had to come up with five advisory committees.

Now, that goes to the other extreme. But generally we are sup-
portive of them as long as there can be coordination between and
among programs.

Dr. JOHNSTON. Mr. Quie, could I add a comment that we have



just concluded sending out 55.00() questionnaires to stair and parents
asking and soliciting their feelings on the modest restorations of pro-
grams. ho we are not making decisions in a vacuum. We really an
making a major effort to get the involvement of the total staff and
the community.

Mr. Qum Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. No further questions.
1)r. Johnston, again we thank you.
I think Mr. Bell and I both overlooked in the introduction Dr.

Lucas. We see him a little more often than we see you but I think
the same generous remarks that we Made \with respect to the ofliee
certainly applies with respect to the manner in which we have re-
garded Dr. Lucas. He has been helpful to us on this committee.

Again we thank both you and Dr. Lucas for your appearances
this morning before the committee.

Dr...JollN STON. 'Thank you.
We appreciate this opportunity very much. We leave knowing that

Los Angeles is well represented on this committee.
Mr. I-awn:I:Ns. We both will continue that. representation.
Thank you very much.
We understand that the questions that were to be directed to the

other witnesses from the National School Board Association have
already been answered. I understand there are some additional ques-
tions but they can be submitted in letter form to you and we would
appreciate the answers that you would give to the committee.

We wish to thank the representatives from the School Board
Association and with that the committee stands adjourned for the
day.

[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 9 :00 a.m., Monday, March 19, 1973.]

[The ,following letter was submitted for the record.]

NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
Evanston, Ill., May 14, 1973.

REPRESENTATIVE CARL D. PERNINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,

House of RepreNcntatives,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN PERKINS : After we testified before the Committee en Educa-
tion and Labor on March 15, you forwarded to me several questions which
the comtnittee was unable to ask because of time limitations. I am herein en-
closing copies of the questions along with the answers.

I trust the answers are sufficient for your purposes.
Sincerely,

AUGUST W. STEINHILRER,
Director, Federal and Congressional Relations.

Enclosure.

1. Regarding your suggestion for some type of freedom of information pro-
visions for local educational agencies when competing for federal funds dis-
tributed by the states, why do you feel that local school districts should have
the right to see othQr local applications and the right to appeal to HEW?

The National School Boards Association has seen a growing proliferation of
regulations on federal programs at state level. Local education agencies when
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applying for state grant programs have increasingly fell: the need that :-y,utc
sYstc.lo sImula he developed for reviewing the decisions of the stale departmenis
of edueatioh both in the tillbSlance of regulations and in the process of dist
big federal finals. The concomitant or this process is our suggestion for :!'ouie
freedom of information provisions. While local school districts now are in-
formed whether their application for state plan programs bus been accetqed.
rejected or modified, they have no laeang of knowing Whether their ppifta-
don wa8 treated the same or differently from other almlieations in the slate.
The least any school district should have at its disposal is the knowledge of I In'
1111(2S:4 Sed is lielerruhting ;.craitts and how its :m1(11E:n[1101 compared with 011
other applications ill the state. Mich 11 system would greatly reduce the upon.-

political with t-itot, of the school
Ile

rd
(Amities for political chicanery at the slate level, especially in those nista es

at for federal funds.
2. Regarding your criticism of broad language sueli as "such regnlathoe: as

the Assismitt Secretary deems neessary," why do you feel flint the 5111,1 of
I his discretionary language ought to he restricted

The NatiOnd Sellout !W heome increasingly wary el' the
boiler plate language found in many pieces of legislation which alloys the
Secretary. Assistant SecretarY, and/or Commissioner to promulgate regulations
"as he deems necessary." Our exprienccs with the Enwrgeney School Aid Act,
found in Title VII of P.D. 92-318, is a typical example. The law is eighteen
pages long: the regulations on the Basle grant provision alone are tifty-live
pages long. In addition, the Office of the Assistant Secretary has promillgoted
application forms and assurance forms on this seetion as well as regulations
and guidelines on various set.-aside provisions of the act. When We talked to
Office of Education officials about the need for their authority for some
regulations, We Were told that in their hest jodgement, it was necessary and
they needed no further legal anthority than the boiler plate language which I
referred to earlier. For example, the law calls for the naming of an advisory
group in a school district to be broadly representative of parents and :Ancients.
The lave of Education unilaterally decided there should he two advkory
committees: one made up of students, and another agate up of organi:,,,,'Irm.,;.
Several school districts had bad parental conncils already in place as a regular
mode of developing community support were told that they would have to set
no two new committee structures in order to be eligible for funding under this
program.

3. Regarding Ult. (1163. the Educationally Disadvantaged Children's Art of
1117.

A. Do you foresee any general diffieulties in administering the testing
',proposed in that bill?

While RR. 5163 has sonic excellent provisions. especially those relating to
the requirement of local school districts to set up a system whereby funds for
prograimi are directed to the educationally disadvantaged. there are several
difficultieA with the administration of the program at the national level. Criteria
reference testing is a valuable tool, however, we are worried if that too! is
developed by a national commission. To effect, this commission will he selling
standards and norms for the entire United States (albeit. only in reading and
mathematics) regardless of national or local differences. We ask what will
happen to our system of educational diversity? What will happen to cultural
differences such as may exist in the black communities? In addition, that
coi»mission can make decisions and can walk away from the results. They do
not have to implement the program, nor are they held responsible for any
mistakes they might make. Compare this to n local elected board which is
ultimately responsible to the voting populace for its mistakes.

B. Do you have any suggestions as to the makeup of the National Commis-
sion on Educational Disadvantaged?

See Question Four for answer.
4. Regarding your suggestion that National Advisory Councils should have

designated seats for major education interests.
A. Why do you feel that this proposal is necessary?
B. Do yon feel that your organization is not presently well represented on

such councils as the National Advisory Council on Equality of "Aiwa
tional Opportunity?
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By and large, national advisory councils could perform a valnable function.
Our experiences in the past have lend us to believe that they are little more than
rubber stamps to those who operate the program, The selection of members to
such councils willing to serve is a matter of political reward. Rarely are inde-
pendent voices allowed on such committees. Appointments are screened by the
Office of Education, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the
White House. When HEW officials are contacted about committee appointments,
they point to the language of the law which only requires broad representation.
One means of resolving this problem is to require the President to mime one
member of the national commission from a panel of three submitted by each of
the major national education associations. In addition, the President. could have
the authority to name several of his own appointments, irrespective of ally recom-
mendations. Thus, for a 15 man board, 12 would be selected by the President from
12 different three-man panels submitted by the organizations and three selected
separately by the President.



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

MONDAY, IIARCH 19, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF TIM COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 :10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Hon. Carl D. Perkins (Chair-
man of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Mink, Lehman, bleeds, Mazzoli,
Quie, Steiger, Kemp, and Huber.

Staff members present : Donald I3aker, chief clerk and associate
counsel ; John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Charles W. Radcliffe,
minority counsel for education; Christopher Cross, minority legis-
lative associate; and Eydie Gaskins, special assistant..

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
I am glad to welcome the Secretary of HEW, Dr. Weinberger,

before the committee. To my way of thinking, the continuation of
our elementary and secondary education programs is one of the
most important issues the Congress will deal with this year.

I understand that the. Secretary must leave here at. 12 :80 p.m.
today. We will do our best to move along and let as many members
as possible interrogate the -witness before that. time. W will allow
each member to interrogate the witness for 10 minutes, and then go
around a second time, if possible.

I believe, Mr. Secretary, that you have a prepared statement?

STATEMENT OF HON. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. SIDNEY P. MARLAND, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EDUCATION; DR. JOHN OTTINA, ACTING COMMISSIONER, OFFICE
OF EDUCATION; AND STEPHEN KURZMAN, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR LEGISLATION

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Do you want to read your statement, or will

you summarize it
Secretary WEINBERGER. I thought I could probably summarize it.

TheI.k are some important points in it that I would like to make, Mr.
Chairman, and we do want to show a couple of charts to go through
the formula.

(1793)
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Chairman PERKINS, All right, you may proceed, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WErx»Enotur. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, it is a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before
you today to discuss and present the administration's proposed
Better Schools Act of 1973, which is being transmitted to Congress
today for introduction, and ranking minority member of this sub-
committee, Alphonzo Bell, will formally introduce it. The bill and
summaries are now physically before you. This is the third consecu-
tive year that an education revenue sharing proposal has been
before the committee for your consideration. This proposal is of
major importance to elementary and secondary education, and is
of central concern to President Nixon in his efforts to reform and
revitalize the structure of government in the United States.

In his 1973 State of the '1Inion Message on Human Resources, the
President declared:

Barber than stifling initiative by trying to direct everything from Wnshing-
ton. Yederal efforts should encourage State and local governments to make
those decisions and supply those services for which their closeness to the
people hest qualifies them.

The President went on to say that
1:173 must lie n year of decisive action to restructure Federal aid programs

for education. (lMr goal is to provide continued Federal financial support for
our schools While ex handing Mate and local control over basic educational
decisions.

Ti 1,, concept of revenue sharing is not new; it was advocated by
both Presidential candidates in 1964 and in both major party plat-
forius in 1968. What is new and revolutionary is that, this adminis-
tration has enunciated an overall strategyembracing general return
of tax revenues to the. States and special revenue sharing in a num-
ber of areas of special national concern. In each of these proposals,
we evoke the spirit and the substance of self-determinationto pre-
serve it where it exists and to create the conditions for its re-
euwnsence where it has disappeared.

Self-determination is the hallmark of revenue sharing. The first
stepgeneral revenue sharinghas already been taken with the
passage of Public Law 02-512, and the recipient State governments
may use their share of revenues for any purpose; local governments
may apportion their funds among the statutorily designated priority
expenditures on the basis of the highest priorities of their citizens.
They are no longer caught in a Federal straitjacket which assumes
that what is good for one State is equally beneficial for another.

Although education is not included as a priority expenditure for
local governments, under. general revenue sharing it is a permissible
use of State government funds, and State Governors have indicated
that they intend to devote State shared revenues to support elemen-
tary and secondary educational systems.

In addition to general revenue sharing, the President has pro-
posed special revenue sharing in four areas designed to correct the
complex and often inefficient way in which Federal assistance is
provided. These proposals, taken together, would consolidate more
than 70 existing categorical programs in all areas of government into
four broad vstems for Federal sharing of revenues with States and
localities. In education, urban community development, manpower,
and law enforc2inent.
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The Better Schools Act introduced today eAemplifies President
Nixon's strategy of governmental reform. It would redefine the Fed-
eral role in elementary and secondary education which has become
more necessary with the passage of each new categorical program.

TREND TOWARD CATEGORIZATION

If we review the history of Federal education programs, we see
that., as each problem area was separately discerned and defined,
Congress responded with a se.parate educational program. The cate-
gorical approach dates back to 1917 and the Smit-Hughes Act, the

vocational education legislation. In 1958, the National Defense
Education At continued and expanded the categorical pattern of
Federal aid. In response to national concern for strengthened cur-
ricula. in science, mathematics, modern foreign language, the NDEA
established a series of programs designed to encourage more young
people to pursue studies and acquire skills in fields considered vital
to national defense.

In subsequent years, a broader range of national educational needs
was identified and Cong.ress passed in rapid succession a series of
laws providing special help for the disadvantaged and the handi-
capped, to train more teachers, to modernize vocational and technical
education, and to provide more books, equipment, and technology.

Clearly, these programs have had It profound impact on America's
educational system. But there is a question as to how many more can
he added to the existing structure without swamping it completely.
Moreover, at lt:ast 3(3 other agencies also admir ister categorical edu-
cation programs.

In theory these programs offer the potential for significant support
Of local superintendent's programs, but guidelines, regulations, re-
porting and matching fund requirementt's ensnarl the educator in
time-consuming trivia counterproductive to his major goal of edun-
tion. There are so many other problems caused by the proliferation
of categorical programs:

(1) Comprehensive, coordinated planning is made difficult because
of our present piecemeal system of Federal aid.

(2) The grantsmanship syndromo often makes it impossible for
a smaller, poorer school district to apply for or receive much-needed

(3) There is little latitude under the present grant system to meet
community needs.

(4) The inflexibility of Federal programs means money is spent
on ?wog-rams which have outlived their usefulness or that simply are
ineffective, while funds for new and creative ideas connot be obtained.

Problems with the categorical approach to Federal aid are equally
apparent at the State level where the paperwork required is really
staggering. States often establish separate units to do this work f9r
programs and projects that are federally funded, because of requite-
ents for individual auditing and reporting. These units and their
personnel are counterparts on a smaller scale of the units that ad-
minister the programs in the Office of Education.

State education officials frequently work more closely with various
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units of OE than with their own agencies, often managing their
Federal funds in isolation from State resources available for the
same purposes, and isolated, too, from other federally assisted state
programs.

At both the State and local levels, the paperwork involved in indi-
vidual grant applications sometimes results in administrative costs
that may almost match the amount of the eventual grantif, indeed,
a grant is received at all.

CATEGORIZATION itEsuurs IN WASTE

The present proliferation of categorical programs produces a
correspondingly wasteful impact on the Office of Education itself. To
give you some idea of the paperwork generated at. the State and local
levels which flows into the Office of Education., I have brought with
me this morning the State plans of Kentucky and :Minnesota for
the programs we propose to fold into the Better Schools Act. And
several hundred men aml women are necessarily assigned reviewing
these mounds of paper that the Office of Education is confronted
with, when all State plans are in. This constitutes an expenditure of
man-hours which is largely wasted since: (a) Most of this review
is essentially sterile, a matter of checking to see that, all is in order;
(b) Instead of supplying data which can be used to evaluate and
improve a State's performance, the information provided frequently
amounts to no more than a peck collection of routine program
descriptions, and assuruices that Federal requirements are being niet,
and voluminous statistics of doubtful worth; (e) The time required
to shuffle those documents reduces the amount of time and man-
power which the Office of Education might otherwise devote to
worthwhile technical assistance to States and local agencies, just as
the time spent preparing them reduces the capacity of State officials
to contribute to statewide planning efforts.

It is really remarkable that despite these handicaps, most of the
existing categorical programs have had some notable successes in
achieving their original purpose. I believe there may always be a
need for some narrowly defined programs targeted at meeting special
needs. But it is time we ceased creating new programs to meet every
problem, even when programs already exist. to meet it.

It is time we terminated those programs Nvh ich have served their
purpose.

It is time that Congress ceased trying to act, like a national school
board, telling States and communities in great, detail what they
should spend and how.

It is time we returned to the historic principle of diversity and
freedom in education that is as old as America itself.

HOW THE prrTEll SCHOOLS ACT IVOM.1) WORK

I want. to turn now to the details of our legislation. The program
that we are presenting this morning represents our basic proposal,
one which we believe will provide better delivery of Federal funds
for elementary and secondary education. The formulas are complex
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:Ind it is perfectly possible and reasonable that. this committee will
identify desirable changes that should he made in them. The specific
formula however is not the most important feature of the bill. Cer-
tainly one of its special characteristics is the amount of freedom that
it provides to States and local school districts to receive and use
Federal funds in ways that best meet the educational needs of our
children.

The unost important featue of the Better Schools Act is the com-
prehensive, new program it would authorize for education of the
disadvantaged. This program would: (a) Concentrate spending to
provide a substantial expenditure for each disadvantaged chit(!
served; (b) Direct the funds to schools Ivith high concentrations
of eligible children: and (c) Restrict the use of three-fourths of the
funds to instruction in basic skills,

I ALLOC.kION 1111:31Cf..1

The allocation formula has three basil', provisions: (a) A provision
\which allocates the funds for pupils AVII0Se parents reside on Federal
property:, (h) A. provision' which allocates the funds for the educa-
tion of the disadvantared; and (r) A provision ;vhich allocates
funds simultaneously for vocational education, education of the
handieapped, and supporting services and materials, This chart is
now being shown for your assistance.

In practice, this is how the allocation from Federal to State level
would actually work. From the total alumna appropriated, an
amount attributable to the presence within the school districts of
pupils whose parents reside on Federal property would be passed
through directly to the districts enrolling the students. These funds
would be available for any educational activity.

Next, up to three percent of the remaining appropriation would be
reserved by the Secretary for programs in outlying areas (Puerto
Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and Trust Terri-
tory of the Pacific Islands), and for payment to the Secretary of
the interior for the purpose of meeting educational needs of Indian
children served 1)y Departmea of the Interior schools.

After these stunts have been deducted, 00 percent of the remaining
appropriation would be allocated for the education of the disadvan-
taged and the remainimr, appropriation would then he allocated as
follows: (a) Forty-three percent to vocational education; (b) Forty-
one percent to supporting services and materials; and (c) Sixteen
percent for education to the handicapped.

Funds for vocational education. for education of the handicapped,
and for supporting services would he distributed among the States in
proportion to the muube otchiklren age 5 to 17 \VIM live in each of
those States.

Funds for education of the disadvantaged would be .distributed
aecording to a separate formula based on the number of poor children
in the State, and an expenditure index for that State. The expenditure,
index would reintroduce the idea of a "critical mass" of funds for a
compensatory education program, Of course. basic educational expen-
diture funds vary Nvidely from State to State. accordingly, rather
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than impose an unrealistic uniform national figure, we have con-
structed the following index : for each poor child a State should re-
MVO 35 percent of the average State or 35 percent of two-thirds of
the national current expenditure per pupil, whichever turns out to be
higher. The introduction of the national figure allows us to provide a
substantial expenditure even in those States whose own expenditures
are low.

For the education of the disadvantaged, the State is entitled to
an expenditure index for that State multiplied by the number of
children who are from families below the poverty level, and we are
using 1970 census figures for that purpose. We intend to use the so-
caLed Orshansky criteria which allow for the distinction between
farm and nonfarm families and among families of different sizes.

That, than would be the basic distribution : (a) Funds for pupils
who live, on Federal property are distributed in proportion to the.
number of pupils who live in each State; (b) Funds for education of
the handicapped would be distributed in proportion to the number of
children aged 5 to 17 who live in each State; :11:d (c) Funds for
education .of the disadvantaged. the biggest part of the program.
would be distributed in proportion to the numbers of poor children
multiplied by the expenditure index for that State.

The remaining parts of the formula deal with distribution of funds
within the States, and as we have noted, funds for children who live
on Federal property would be passed through directly to the district
in which these children reside. Funds for the handicapped, vocational
education, and supporting services would be distributed at the dis-
cretion of the State in accordance with plans the State draws up
under an open planning process.

Funds for education of the disadvantaged must be passed through
to local districts but here, too, we am retaining the concept of a
critical mass expenditure for compensatory programs. Each iState is
paid according to an expenditure index.

We expect the States to spend an amount equal to that expenditure
index on each child enrolled in compensatory education program.
If the total appropriations are insufficient to fund programs for all
eligible children, then the State would fully fund their most dis-
advantaged districts first, and these. are th e. districts that have either
5,000 or more students from poor families or 15 percent or more of
enrollment consisting of children from poor families. We require that
States first use their moneys fully to fund these districts. If funds are
left over after heavily concentrated districts have been paid. States
would rank the remainder by the number or by percentage of poor
children and make payments until funds are exhausted.

Our proposal provides that in fiscal 1974, each State and each dis-
trict would be held harmless in the funds it receives for its educa-
tionally disadvantaged children at 101) percent of its fiscal year 1973
title I payment level, except for funds for institutionalized handi-
capped, which would be provided in the handicapped allocation.

For the purposes of counting disadvantaged children, our bill pro-
vides that a child from a poor family transferred from a school en-
rolling a majority of children from poor families to a school enrolling
a minority of children from those families would be counted twice for
the year following his transfer.
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Chairinatl PERK INS. I don't want to interrupt, but you have re-
peatedly referred to the so-called 'hold harmless" provision in your
bill. Your hill provides that no State shall receive less title I moneys
for fiscal year 1974: than it received during the fiscal year 1973, buut
after fiscal 1974using your languagethere is no "hold harmless"
provision in your bill. Therefore, districts like mine and many others
un Southern States could lose a large amount of title I money because
of population shifts.

Now, if my statement is not correct, please correct me, :dr. Wein-
berge.

..Secretary WEI-mu:man Mr. Chairman, the 197, levels will ob-
viously depend cut irely on the action of the Congress at that timo in
fixing the appropriation amounts.

The formulas of title I would no longer be applicable because the.
whole point of this bill is that we believe we should get away from
the caiogorical aid approach and that we should use the different.
freer, more fhxible, method of distribution.

The maint &Intl we of a "hold harmless' clause goes out several years
into the future.

Chairman INS. LA's pin it down a little more. Let's just as-
sume we have flue same appropriation for 191). Then what Ivould
happen?

Secretary WEINREmEn. The same appropriation would brin g. lait
differences in some States and some increases.

Chairman PlatKiNs. It would vary as much as 40 percent, in some
of the Southern States, wouldn't it ?

Secretary WTEINiu I do not know that it varies that much.
Chairman NuKrxs. Just answer my question point blank.
Secretary Winxnumatm. I do not, know that it varies that much. The

purpose is to insure that, we have a much higher concentration of
Federal funds for this purpose in the areas of greatest need where
the concentration

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead with your statement. I just wanted
this brought. out more clearly since you mentioned the provision
several times.

Secretary WErmumotm. We believe that after fiscal year 1974 the
new program should take effect fully.

2. TRANSFERS AMONG PURPOSES or ASSISTANCE

The State. would be permitted to transfer up to 30 percent of the
funds available for education of the handicapped and vocational
education into any other areas, except impact aid. Additional trans-
fers above. the 30- percent level for those two purposes would be per-
mitted if a State demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that such action would more effectively achieve the purposes of the
act.

The supportive services funds are even more flexible at the State
level than funds for any of the other purposes. They can be used by
States for their own priorities. Further, we propose 100 percent
transfer authority which would allow States to move supportive
services funds into the. disadvantaged, handicapped, or vocational
earmarks at their discretion.
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3. OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

For each State which desires to participate under the act the chief
executive dicer, the Uovernor, would be the State agency responsible
for administration of shared revenues, except where he finds that
under State law, a, specified single State agency is the agency re-
sponsible .1'0r such administration.

4. PART/CIPATION OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN

The lull also provides that, except where prohibited by State law,
the State would provide for the equitable participation of children
enrolled in nonpublic elementary and secondary schools in the dis-
advantaged, handicapped, vocational, and support: services areas.
1Vhore. existing State law does prevent the participation of nonpublic
schoolchildren, the Secretary would arrange for those children to
receive, similar services and would pay for the services from the
State's allottment.

'title to and control of funds received and of equipment purchased
would remain in public hands.

5. CIVIL RIGHTS

In the civil rights area, the bill provides that revenues shared with
States and local districts under the act would he subject to the non-
discrimination provision of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1061,
with regard to nice. color and national origin, and title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 197.2 with regard to sex.

REACTIONS '1'0 THE BILL

As you know. Mr. Chairman. even before the details of this legis-
lation were revealed, there was a volley of criticism about the pro-
posals. In part, the opposition centers around some very real con-
cerns which we are convinced are not really justified, but NVIIBAI
nevertheless :ire understandable.

For exampl:. it bas been claimed that the traditional Federal focus
on providing: special educational opportunity for the disadvantaged
would he lost under this proposal. We believe that is simply not true.

The Federal commitment to the disadvantaged is maintained and
strengthened through the Better Schools ,:et. The hill prohibits shift-
ing funds away from this purpose: it requires that all funds for the
disadvantaged. except. those for State programs for migrants and the
ne!..dected and delinquent are passed through directly to the local
school district by formula. and others go to the States for their dis-
tribut ion in accordance with State plan.

It would require. full comparability on basic expenditures among
schools within a district and defines low-income families so as to take
into account local conditions under that Orshansky formula. so that
funds would flow to districts most. in need of them.

Another area of concern about flue legislation involves civil rights
proteetion. As I have mentioned. we have provided that the nondis-
crimination of title VI of the Civil Rights Act and title IX of Educa-
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funded 1111(101 this bill. We believe this safeguard would provide full
civil rights protection.

Some critics have argued that there is not enough money in the
President's budget for this legislation. I think that indicates a mis-
understanding of the proposal. It is not, intended to be a general aid
to education bill. It. is for these particular purposes that have always
been identified as high Federal priority.

The President's budget for fiscal year 19i4 contains a breakdown
of the existing formula grant programs consolidated by this pro-
posal and in proposing the Better Schools Act, we are proposing a
process, a method of disbursing Federal assistance to elementary and
secondary education, rather than a new categorical program with a
fixed authorization. Related to this is the reaction that, "present pro-
grams would be more effective if they were fully funded; then there
would be no need for a bill to replace them."' At first glance, this
argument might appear to be one of some appeal, but its appeal rests
on continuation of the current grant structure. It ignores the obvious
complexities and difficulties which Federal categ.orical programs pose,
for school administrators. In fact. full funding of the programs
would not eliminate the, need for this proposal. It would become more
urgent, if we were to save the.elementary and secondary education
system from strangulation by Federal red tape.

Finally, criticism of this legislation springs in large part, from a
conviction that, State and local school districts are simply incapable
of administering shared funds responsibility. This conviction is the
r0(rrettable, result .)f a self-fulfilling prophecy.

For too long, this Government has operated from the viewpoint
that. State and local governments are too weak to carry public
burdens. '111011 to make sure that the prophecy comes true, Federal
programs consistently undermine Softe and local governments. We
think it is time for quite a different prophecy.

CONCLUSION

We have learned a great deal in recent years, and the lessons of
bureaucratic fragmentation in education programs should not be lost.
Clearly, remedial action is an urgent priority if we are to make
Federal aid to education more responsive and less cumbersome. We
are seeking nothing less than a new definition of the, relationship be-
tween the Federal Government and State and local governments
one which responds to present educational needs and anticipates the
needs of the future.

The special revenue sharing approach which we will follow in edu-
cation stems from a desire to serve people better, not to ignore the
needs of those whom our programs were designed to serve.. Our goal,
as the President. affirmed in his State of the Union Message on 1Tuman
1 Zesources, is "compassion that worksnot simply compassion that
r icons well." We believe. that the. Better Schools Act will work, and
work better than the existing mess which has grown from compassion
that simply means well.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to have Dr. Ottina, who is accompany-

95-545-73--pt. 2-53
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ing me along with Di. Mar land and Stephen Kurzman. present the
formulas in a little more detail, and then we would be glad to takeyour questions.

[The charts referred to follow :]

BASIC FORMULA
I. SAFA.

Local share of cost of educating children residing on cederal propertyII. SET-ASIDE OF 3% FOR, OUTLVINU TERRITORIES
Ill. DISADVANTAGED-60% OF REMAINDER
IV. OTHER PRIORITY AREAS-40 percent

Handicapped-16 percent
-Vocational education-43 percent
Supporting services-41 percent

FORMULA ALLOCATIONS UNDEM EDUCATION SPECIAL RE VEN CE SUAUING
I. TOTAL FUNDS (ESTIMATED)

Fiscal year 1974$2,771 MILLION
II. DIRECT FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS

A. SAFA "A" payments:
Formula= Number of ;,hildren residing on Federal property X 0.(;:i XState average expenditure pet pupil
Estimated cost is $104 otillion in fiscal year 1974

Parsed through directly to LEA's
B. Set-aside of tip to 3 percent for outlying territories (Virgin Islands, Guani,

American Samoa, Trust Territories of the Pacific, Puerto Rico)III. NATIONAL PRIORITY ALLOCATIONS
A. Disadvantaged

1. Funding lcycl= 60 percent of remainder
Fiscal year 1974= $1,500 million

2. State share
(a) State payment= Number of poverty childrenX expenditure factorPoverty children based on Orshansky Count

Expenditure factor= 0.35 X (average State or two-thirds national
current expenditure per child, whichever is higher)

Proration provides for less than full funding
For fiscal year 1974 no State will receive less than 100 percentof its fiscal year 1973 title I payment, less allotment for

the handicapped (which will be in handicapped earmark)No State will receive more in fiscal year 1974 than 150 percentof its fiscal year 1973 share
(b) State compensatory programs taken from State shareMigrants

Neglected and Delinquent
Cannot exceed expenditure factor per child3. Payments to LEA's

(a) Priority districts (5,000 poverty or 15 percent) paid on the basis
of number of poverty children X expenditure factor proratedin case of insuilirient funds

Double counting for low-income students transferred fromhigh- to low-concentration schools
(b) For excess distribution, LEA's ranked on basis of numbers orpercent of poverty children, and paid on basis of rank order(c) No LEA can receive payments of less than $10,000
(d) For fiscal year 1974, no LEA will receive less than 100 percentof its fiscal year 1073 title I ESEA payment4. Use of funds by LEA
(a) Must spend at expenditure factor per participant
(b) Must concentrate at school or grade level on basis of proportion

of educationally disadvantaged students determined by povertyor testing measures
(c) 75 percent of funds must he spent for basic language or mathe-matical skills
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III. 13. Other priority areas (handicapped, vocational and supporting serv-;ees)
1. Total amount available

$1000 million for fiscal year 1974
2. State distriln a ion on basis of State's portion of national total of

children aged 5--17
3 1)kt ribution among categories (roughly comparable to fiscal year 1973)

11andicapped-16 percent
Vocational education-43 percent
SupportinA .,-erviees-41 p ,recut

4 State distributil.n to LEA'3
State detertnities local needs

Dr. rrixA. Thank you very much. I would like now very quickly
to take each of the three areas described: For the SAFA, we have the
number of those residing on Federal property and take 6 percent. of
the State average expenditure per pupil.

This 60 percent represents the amount that is shared nationally
when looked at in terms of local and State responsibility in the rove-
nue package. This would be taken immediately from the appropria-
tions level in 1.974 that. request is $3 billion 7i 1 itillloll.

Chairman l'EnKis.s. Back in 1054 we wrote into the law a provision
giving the States the right to go to one -hall' of the national average.
In some States there was as lunch variance as $18 in Al ississIppi to
several hundred dollars in other States.

In your formula you have eliminated the right. of the States under
the impact aid legislation to go to one-half the national average. In
other words, it is olio-11:11f of the State average, am I correct?

Dr. OrrixA. You are correct, Mr.. Chairman, the rationale being
that we are proposing to rein ilmrse the localities, and that. we are
trying to reimburse tit. .1 at that level which they themselves are
expending, and hat. this is best approximated by the State average..

We would ther,:fore propose to use the State average.
Mr. MEEns. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at that point?:

Wasn't one of the major tenants of the impact aid legislation, that
where people were required to be in a certain area, the Federal Gov-
ernment had some obligation to see that there was quality education-.
It might in many instances require more than just the local average.
or one-half of the local average. Where children were transferring in.
and out of schools a number of times during their educational career;.
this caused educational problems, and more was required than just
the local average in some instances?

1)i'. Orl'INA. Mr. Meeds, we are not taking the local average. We are
taking, the State average.

1%Ir. AIEEns. Or State average. 113 you deny what I say was one of
the basic tenants of the initial impact aid concept?

Dr. OvnxA. I am not familiar with it. I do not know.
Mr. Veins. How long have you been in the Office of Education,.sir
Dr. Orri SA. 21-Ayears.
Mr. :limns. And you have never heard that theory advanced?
Dr. OrrisA. I have heard of many theories advanced.
Mr. Mssns. Have you heard of that theory advanced?
Dr. OTTINA. No.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you, then von could not be expected to know.
Dr. OrnsA. The amounts that would be so derived could be passed:
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on directly to the local educational agency experiencing the number
of children who reside on Federal property. So, this would be what
we are proposing.

Secondly, from the amount, that would be remaining, we would set
out 3 percent as a set, aside for the outlying territories. In the case of
2,771 million approximately $15 million is to be distributed to these

:areas.
Chairman Pri: Krcs. Right nt. that, point. yon aro approximately

$200 million short of the present payments to "a" children?
Dr. OTI'l NA. NO, Sir. That is not correct.
Chairman PERKINS. Present payments are now over $200 million,

and von have cut them down from .$200 million to $141.
Dr, OTTENA. No, sir. This number is 194.
Iliairnian PERK INS. An) I correct that present payments are over

'$=900 million?
Dr. OTTINA. They are approximately $210 million presently.
Chairman PERKINS. So you are cutting hack "a" children there by

some $10 million to $15 million, am I correct?
Dr, OrrucA. Under this formula, it would have that effect.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. Go ahead.
Dr. OTTENA. We would take from the remaining moneys first 60

percent. for the disadvantaged earmark, which under this appropria-
tion request. would yield about $1.5 billion, and we would then dis-
tribute it to the States on the basis of the number of poverty children
times the expenditure factor.

The expenditure factor that we are proposing is 35 percent of the
average State expenditure or in the cases of those States which have
low expenditure factors, two-thirds of the national average expendi-
ture.

We have chosen this because we have felt in the past, and do still
feel, that it takes additional resources to make a difference with the
disadvantaged, and our experience is that we need to provide about
35 percent additional resources per child. This would about come to
a national average approximating $800 per child.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Ottilla would you he willing to suggest to
the Congress that we write into permanent law your so-called "hold
harmless" provision that, no state will receive less than it did for 1973
for the life of the legislation?

Dr. OrrrNA. No. sir. I personally would not.
Chairman PERKINS. Why not
Dr. OrrixA, I would feel that would be, an injustice to many States

who have experienced large growth in population and changes in
siti ft of popidation in those children we call disadvantaged.

So any fixed fundino: level
Chairman PERErcs,What are we, going to do with the disadvan-

taged in areas like many of the southern states where we have these
on-going programs.

Are we going to jerk the rug out from under them because the
population shifts?

Dr. OTTINA. If you- will permit me, Mr. Chairman, I believe you
will see our proposal provides for a transition period, and then for
the concentration of resources on those districts that have the highest
levels of disadvantaged.
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Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Dr, 0171 NA. We would then, after computing this for each State,

allocate the funds to the States relative to their share of this amount
of money. If the disadvantaged earmark is less than fully funded,
we would proportionately reduce. each State's entitlement.

As the Chairman noticed, we are proposing that for 1974, the
state he held harmless at the 1973 level less that, portion which is
used for handicapped children, From the State level then we would
ask each State to look at the problems that it has with regard to.
migrants and neglected and delinquent children.

It would be permitted to withhold these amounts from the dis-
tribution of local educational agencies to account for these two
groups, with the provision that the amount per child could not exceed
the per child factor that it. originally received.

Mr. MEEns. The present law is that they must spend Federal money
on mio.rants.

Drf-arriNA. There is in the title I program today a migrant's
program, and we are asking the State to look at the problems of the
migrants within its boundaries to determine which LEA have the
palm and to fund those.

Mr. Aft:Ens. A. simple question, Dr. Ottina. Under present laws,.
states are required to spend certain sums for migrants, are they not?

Dr. aril NA . Yes, "required" somewhat bothers Inc.
Mr. ME Ens. And also, if it is a congressional act; it bothers you, is:

that right?
Dr. OrriNA. No, it bothers me in a sense, that we have had a diffi-

cult time obtaining counts on migrant children, so the degree that
you say "required" is not effective in the same amount in various
States.

Mr. MEr.os. Certain sums are required to be Spent oil migrant
children, are they not, tinder present law?

Dr. OTTE NA. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. Under your proposal, certain sums are not required to

be spent on migrant children, is that correct?
Dr. Orri NA. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. And also on neglected and delinquent children ?
Dr. 0'171NA. That iS correct.
Mr. AlEnDs. The same thing obtains; certain sums are now reonired

to be spent and under your proposal, they will not be require&to be
spent'?

DE. OWEN-A. Your word "required" bothers me because in the case
of delinquents, they aye allowed, under present law, to fund the
delinquent institutions that they have under their jurisdiction, just
as we are proposing here, but "required" is a little bit stronger state-
ment than even in the present law.

Mr. A.I.E:.ns. They do not get the money if they do not spend it
for that, isn't that correct ?

Dr. OrrixA. That is correct.
Mr. MEEns. So if they ',feud it, they must spend it for delinquent

and neglected children?
Dr. OTTI YeS.
Mr. MEEns. And under what you are proposing, that is not true?
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Dr. OTTINA. They must spend the money in the area of disadvan-
taged or they shall not receive it.

Mr. Alr.r.ns. But there is no requirement that any money be spent
on neglected or delinquent children, is there?

Dr.0'171NA. That is correct.
fr. Er.ns. Thank you.

Dr. OTTINA. Now, from the Si.c.te, then, we move to the payments
under the disadvantaged categdry to local educational agencies.
What we are proposing here is that within the State a priority would
be established for districts which have 15 percent or more of their
school population meeting the criteria of poverty or 5,000 children.

These would become the priority districts, and tlioso districts
would be required to be funded by the State educational agencies
first.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me see if I understand you there. You
state that in your bill there is a requirement for concentrating dis-
advantaged funds among school district.:.; within the States, since
you only provide, the same level of funding for the title I disadvan-
taged category as was received this year, $1.5 billion.

how ninny school districts will be eliminated from receiving title
funds? Would it amount to eliminating two-thirds of the school
districts under that proposal?

arrink. I cannot answer the precise question you have asked.
I can give you an answer to the question that I think is very similar.

Chairman PakiNs. A lot of them will be eliminated, will they
:not?

Dr. GITINA. Some will be. Nowhere near two-thirds, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman PERKINS. What percentage, in your judgment, will be
eliminated?

Mr. OrrixA. We are presently serving approximately 6.1 million
children under title I prooTam today. We would estimate slightly in
excess of 5 million would be served under the concentration require-
ments we are proposing in this bill, so that would be about 15 to 20
percent of the children that would be eliminated.

Chairman PERKINS. How many school districts would be elimi-
nated?

OTTINA. We do not have the complete analysis to answer that
question in the form that you ask it. We will be trying to estimate
that number. As you see, it depends upon each school district's ability
to meet the high concentration.

Chairman Pinuuxs. I do not see how you could have arrived at
that figure if you did not know the number of school districts that
would be elinnnated, unless you just arrived at an arbitrary figure.

Dr. OTTLNA. We do not have it detailed to the particular school
districts. We will very shortly.

Chairman PEnKiNs. Go .ahead with you.:. explanation.
Dr. OTTINA. We are also proposing that in the determination of

pay:uents from the State to the local educational agency that we
;allow those students who are moving from high concentrations of
poverty schools be counted double.

would provide an incentive for the movement of children in
,different school environments.
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Chairman PERKINS. Nov on that point, if you provide a double
count in the disadvantaged formula for low-income children who
transfer to schools which have higher income children, wouldn't this
require every school district, to conduct, a survey to determine the in-
come of each student's parents? And, wouldn't it result in school
districts wider court order receiving a share of these fuilds out of
proportion to their number of low-income children?

Am I correct in that statement'?
Dr. arriNA. It is necessary for us to know the number of low-

income children that are presently there. Otherwise, we would dis-
tribute money to the state and the state to the district. We must
know that.

Chairman Princixs. That is by school districts and not within
school districts.

Secretary WEiNiznEn. 1111.. Chairman, von said schools under
court order. The bill and l'ormulas do not directly single out these
schools for special treatment; they would be handled separately
under ESA as at present.

Chairman PEIUuNS. If you have a large, number of black children,
Mr. Secretary, that :ire under court order and are transferred, they
are double counted, aren't they ?.

',-...'eeretary WE:NI:El:Gm. If they moved from a school
Chainnan PEnKiNs. Therefore, they are, double counted.
Secretary WEINBERGER. The court order would not be directly ap-

plied, but they would be double counted as an encouragement.
Chairman PEirmxs. Go ahead with your explanation.
Mr. QUM. Will the Chairman yield.
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. QUM. I am still bothered about identifying those individuals,

Mr. Ottina. The money is distributed to State and county based on
historical census information and AFDC.

What poverty information is used within the school to identify
every child? AFDC children yon know at the beginning of the year,
I assume, but families don't stay on AFDC for a long time.

Dr. OrriNA. We am not proposing we would use either the poverty
level presently in title I or AFDC childre,n.-We are proposing to
move to the Orshansky definition whiclrtakens into consideration the
situations of family and rural area.

Chairman PElliciNs. When you get that information from the cen-
sus, and those children move around

Dr. OrrtNA. It is my understanding that information is updated
more frequently than the census data, that it could be updated on a
yearly basis,

Chairman PEmuNs. It is not updated at the local school district
level as I think your assistant there will tell you.

It is updated once every 10 years.
Mr. QUM. Every 10 years they give estimates, but that doesn't

identify the child where he exists.
Dr. OTTINA. Yom arc correct. We also have entertained other ways

of distributing money once we get to the school district along lines
somewhat depending upon educational needs so that once you get
to the area of the local district, we would, I am sure, want to con-
sider other alternatives to the pure financial needs as well.
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We are here proposing today a skeletal formula which we would
be very much interested in hearing your reactions to and very much
want to consider other alternatives, too.

Mr. Qum I am talking about that one part, and I think the
Chairman was asking about it, regarding double counting.

That presumes you identified every low-income child in the school
and if that low income child transfers some place else, then he is
going to be double counted. I still cannot understand how you can
identify every low income child.

Will you be expecting the local school district to start asking
every parent what their income is and see if they are either on
AFDC or below a certain income?

Secretary Wnix-ithaim.:n. I think it is not so much the child as it is
the school from which lie moves. If lie moves from one with a high
concentration of poverty children to a school of low concentration of
poverty children, he would be counted in the former school and in
the new school and the theory is that there would be no discourag-
ing factors.

There would be nothing designed to try to discourage such a move
since it. is obviously to everyones advantage to try to relieve the high
concentration of poverty in the school.

It does involve a method of encouraging the transfers of students
regardless of income from high concentration of poverty type
schools to schools with lower concentrations of poverty.

The idea is designed to try to encourage this sort of transfer by
providing that for one year, they may be counted in the high pov-
erty school and they would also be counted where they move so that
there would be nothing. that would tend to discourage this kind of
Inovement which I think everybody desires,

Mr. Qum. Now, you are talking about schools for a minority of
children at low income levels. They move from one where there is a
majority of low income pupils.

Secretary WEiNeEnona. I-figh concentration and low concentration
and usually it would work out that way.

Mr. Qum. Does the law that you propose say high concentration
versus low concentration or majority versus minority?

Secretary Winxiwnenn. I think it says high versus low.
Mr. Qum Could it be conceivable that if they transferred from a

school with a high concentration that was a target school to another
target school with. a lower concentration they would be double
counted, or would they have to only transfer outside of the target
school ?

Secretary WErxiwnonn. No, I think they would have to go from a
school that has a high or a majority concentration of poverty to one
that has a low or a minority concentration of poverty. students and
that under those circumstances they would be double counted for one
year.

Qum. Are you saying that that low concentration of poverty
is necessarily in a nontarget school, therefore, there is not title I
money going tc it., or could it be both ways?

Secretary Wnixitimonn. No; they would be counted both ways.
Each school would get it, the one to which he moved and the one
from which he moved.
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Mr. QutE. The one from which he moves retains the money, but I
understand t here is a double counting if he moves.

Speretary WEINBERGER. That. would be the double counting. The
one rrom NvIlich he moves retains the counting and the one to which
he moves gets credit for it.

Mr. [E. I get it. Would there be an encouragement then in that
year to move as ninny children as you possibly could around in
order to get that extra money?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We think that if there are some factors
that presently disconinge such movement; they would be removed.

r. Qui E. It seems to me that would be quite an encouragement.
Chairman PEinw,s. Wil the gentleman yield on this point.?
Mr. (girl:. one more question on it, so we can stay on this point. If

you hold every State a hundred percent. harmless and every school
district, a. hundred percent harmless, how have you got any money to
double count if there is any substantial shift around?

Chairman PERKINS. Ile holds them harmless for 197-I in this bill.
Mr. QuiE. And this double counting is for 1974, also, isn't it?
Dr. OTTINA. No: double counting would be for succeeding years,

but they would only be allowed to double count for one year that
movement; of that child.

1)r. .-IARLANn. This would take effect in budget year 1975 having
earned the ireetitire during 1974.

Mr. Quic. Since you identify the child, would it be good then if
they shifted those kids back again so they can't double count again
the second year and shift another batch over there so they could
double count?

Secretary 'WEINBERGER. This involves songs. kind of involuntary
ability on the part of the schools to move children around at their
will. What we aro trying to do is remove existing discouraging fac-
tors so the move will not be discouraged.

The hill does not c(ntemplate nor ''do I think there exists power in
school districts to push people back and forth from one school to
anothe in order to earn some more Federal money.

What, we are trying to do is remove discouraging factors that are
presently in the system for a. student to move from a school with
high concentration of poverty to one with a low concentration. That
is the sole purpose of it.

Mr. Qum. My children get moved around without their will, so
that doesn't always apply.

Chairman PERKINS. On that, point, iel's get back to the court
order.

It would have seemed to me, Mr. Weinberger, that the only rea-
sonable conclusion we can come to here by this double count, in the
school districts limier court. order is that it would result in them
receiving an out-or-proportion share of these funds, and the net
effect would be to encourage busing.

Secretory WEINBERGER. No, sir, that is not the case. I am sorry
you seem to feel this provision is tied to schools under court order.

Chairman PERKINS. You mentioned that.
Serctary "WEENBERGE.E. No, sir, I said they were not in this bill,

that they are handled entirely separately by ESA, which remains as
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separate program. There is no suggestion of that kind of finding
in this bill.

Chairman PEnkixs. You double count them under your court
order don't, you ? Why wouldn't, that encourage busing?

_.;eoretiiry Wfaximuorn. Breans,e there is nothing in this bill which
encoara!,ed the methods of transfer or anything of the kind. What
we hive proposed

Chairman PEEK I NS. They get more money, though.
Secretary WriNunnona. What we have proposed earlier. Mr.

Chairman, was more money for school districts that were placed
under court order to assist. them, but at the same time as you will
recall, 111r. Chairman

Chairman. PEukixs. You are a realistic individual. It won't work
out that way, will it? Won't it encourage busing?

Secretary WniNarnmar. If you will recall at the same time that
bill was submitted by the President., there was submitted the Stu-
dent Transportation Moratorium Act., which forbade the use of Fed-
eral Funds for busing.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead with your statement.
Dr. Al. RLAND. I think one further footnote can illuminate this

matter of double count a little better. There has been a disincentive
to have school districts move children to improve their economic
environment consistent with the Coleman study to which we give
considerable weight and that disincentive resided in the fact that if
a child stayed in a given qualified school, that school would get the
added Federal resources. We are saying now that we are only
removing that disincentive, and it is in that context that we offer
this measure of the bill to remove a disincentive rather than to
introduce a large new dimeimsion that has to do with pupil transpor-
tation.

Dr. OTTINA. Mr. Chairman, may I proceed then?
Chairman PERKIN s. Go ahead ai id proceed.
Dr. Orrils-A. I believe that I was about here. The schools then

would be first funded in the priority districts after those had been
funded at. the fact or that we had been talking about, we would then
move to what remaining sums were available for other local educa-
tional agencies based upon either the percentage of children they
had that met the criteria for povl.rty or on the numbers they had
and this would be left to the dis2retion of the State in the order
that they would rank them.

We are asking that no local educational agency receive payment if
they have an entitlement of less than $10.000, and as we have talked
about before, we are talking about the 100 percent "hold harmless"
based on the FY 1973 Title I payment.

Mr. Manus. You say 100 percent. It is 100 percent of what?
Dr. OTTINA. It is 100 percent of the funds they are receiving, from

Title I in 1973 less the amount that has gone to the institutionally
hrndicapped.

Mr. Minos. So that is not what the Congress appropriated. It is
what the President budgeted, is that correct ?

Dr. rrucA. It is whatever will be paid under the continuing reso-
lution for 1973.
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Mr. :11-;:rns. Well. the Congress under a continuing resolution pro-
vided that they would receive NvItich ever was lower, the Senate or
the I louse, is that correct?

Secretary WnrxisnaiEn. I think, Mr. Meeds, there are several dif-
lama legal opinions as to the effect of the continuing resolution,
and we do not have an authoritative legal opinion at this point.

The point Dr. Ottina is making is the correct one, that is, what-
ever is finally determined to lie the level ender that continuing reso-
lution would be the 'hold harmless'' provision.

The l're:ident has thought vii' withholding or impounding funds
under Tit le T, but there is considerable fuzziness in the language of
the continuing resolution, and once that that is resolved, that is the
level at whiell weNvould be "holding harmless."

Mr. fir ms. Ilow do you feel it, is fussy, sir ?
Secretary WExiinianm. I am simply repeating what I have read

in different, legal opinions of the interpretation of the continuing
resolution.

I. Mni:»s. I think the legislative. history is amply clear that the
Nouse and Senate both expected that, the continuing resolution
would apply to whichever was the lowest, the House or Senate
appropriation.

Secretary Wnixnria:En. T am afraid some of the President's legal
advisors don't feel it is that clear, Mr. Meeds.

Mr. MEKus. And in the event that the President's legal advisors
are proven wrong, and it, is held that the appropriation shonld be
what the Congress said it ought to be, then are we to assume that it
will be 100 percent of that iunonnt?

Secretary WEINHEnor..n. Whenever it is determined what is the
amount to be spent, under the continuing resolution, the intention of
this bill is that it would he 100 percent of that amount, yes, sir.

Mr. MMUS. So, the figures on this chart w.11,11 you submitted at
the beginning of your testimony this morning might be subject to
change because they are calculated on the President's budget rather
than the appropriated amounts?

Secretary WEr.,Lnuor.». I never really like to predict what is going
to come out of i final interpretation when there is different legal
views on it, but ;:sic chart is made up of information presented to the
President and if that interpretation changes, the answer is, yes.

Mr. MErns. So this may be subject to as much as $300 million or
$400 million more?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't think there is that much variation
in the interpretations of the continuinp- resolution.

Mr. AlnEns. Somewhere between $200 million and $400 million
then, this could be increased by that much.

Secretary WniNnEriumt. I am not able to answer that, Mr. Meeds,
but the intention is to "hold harmless" to the amount expended.
under the disadvantaged program for fiscal 1973.

Mr. ME s. I recognize you don't want, to be pinned to any spe-
cific figure, find I am not attempting to do that. What I am trying,
to mal?e, amply clear in these hearings is that it is the intention of
the Department to raise that amount, if indeed the congressionally
approved or appropriated amount is what is held to be 100 percent
base or the base on 100 percent.
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Secretary WEiNnEunEn. The, problem I have with that statement is
that I think the whole question is what is the congressionally
approved ainount.

The point I am making is, that whatever is determined to be the
proper spending level under the continuing resolution the amount
that we are planning to use as the "hold harmless" figure for 1974.

Mr. Mr.fats. If it is decided that is $100 or $500 million more, that
will be the amount.

Secretary WEiNmincrii. Or if it is decided it is $500 million less,
that would be the amount.

Mr. MEEns. Thank you.
fr. Orri N.1. We W01111.1 i.11011 require that the LEA would spend

the land; neeerdi'dirly, that they would spend them for each partici-
pant at the level they received them, that is in terms of the 35 per-
cent of the State's per pupil expenditure or two-thirds of the
national a vevare whichever would be greater, that they must concen-
trate the funds on the basis of proportion of educationally disadvan-
taged students in each school and 75 percent of the funds must be
spent for basic skills.

We are trying to hold to a concept of concentration and trying to
hold to a concept of targeting this money on base language and
mathematical skills,

Mrs. Mixtc. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Plainixs. Mrs. Mink.
Mrs. MINK. I wonder if you could give us the rationale for item C,

75 percent of the funding must be for basic language or mathemati-
cal skills. I assumed from your entire statement that the whole busi-
ness of revenue sharing was to get away from categorical designa-
tions.

Why do we earmark this if the intent is to give the local
educational agency freedom in determining how to spend this
money?

Dr. OTINA. Our intent is to give them sonic freedom, but we have
earmarked some national priority programs which we feel we have a
national interest hi.

One of them is the disadvantaged child. Our experience in Title I
has shown its that about the level indicated here is necessary to make
a difference with these children in the areas of basic language and
mathematical instruction.

We have found that those levels do make a difference and those
are the areas that show the problem of the educationally disadvan-
taged child. Therefore, we are requiring that percentage of money to
be used in those areas.

Chairman Piaui INS. Will the lady yield to me?
Mrs, Yes.
Chairman PEmcrxs. YOU stated that your purpose was to elimi-

nate a lot of redtape at the local level and make it more convenient
ned easier for the local educational agencies in filing their applica-
tions, Now, don't you think as Mrs. Mink pointed out, that it is
going to be more cumbersome than ever; that you are going to
require regulation in greater lengths and in ninny more areas, and
restrict the freedom of the local educational agencies?
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I want, to reiterate what Mrs. Mink pointed out. Won't that
happen here under your special renewal sharing proposal to a much
greater degree than the requirements that are presently required of
the local educational agencies?

1)r. Orix.N. Not at all, Mr. Chairman. I happened to bring with
me today. in case you asked such a question, the compilations.

Chairman Pratt:INS. What (lid your predecessor Al r. Inch:lids:on,
mean, when he said that. the States had a tendency not, to abide by
regu)arioD and that volt were :min!, to require more stringent regula-
tions than had ever before been proposed?

Secretary Richardson said that immediately before he left office.
Secretary WuisnutatEu. I wonder. if you could let Dr. Ottina.

finish his explanation, you will see while we have not eliminated all
7 or S of the hooks, we \V ill 1111 ve eliminated a great bulk of them.

Chairman PlatKixs. Well, you are going to have regulations on
those requirements, aren't you, Mr. 'Weinberger?

Secetary WEIxr.ra:rat. Asa matter of fact, Mr. Chairman. what
we are t rying to do here in this bill is to say, yes, there are some
national priorities, and we have identified 5 broad categories within
one of those we have said--

Chairman PEitk INS. And I presume these categories were all
arrived at before Alr..Richardson lea the Department.

Secretary WEiNnuitumt. Well, I don't know the time sequence of
that. I don't know that it is particularly important as to who said
what..

Chairman PERKINS. That is what lie had in mind when lie spoke
about extending regulations.

Secretary WEI NitEl . We aren't interested in extensive regula-
tions. What we are interested in is insuring that the material and
studies that we have had of compensatory education are paid some
attention to, and they show that if you do not have concentration of
these funds 031. basic educational skills, your effort is largely wasted.

Chairman PERKINS. I agree with. you. Don't you think we ought
to appropriate the money to do it?

Se,;retary WEINituitoEit. That is all we are asking. But we ask at
the same time that yon reinove a lot of unnecessary

Chairman Poitinxs. Would you suggest $3 billion for fiscal 1074
for title I instead of $1.5 billion?

Secretary Wrnxiamon. No, I don't think there is any magic to
increasing the dollar, Mr. Chairman, because if you have the present
system, you are going to waste that amount, of money in going
through the exercised required by these State plans and Federal
guidelines that are on the table before you.

What we are trying to do is free the funds so it does not get
diverted and dilated.

Chairman l'Emoxs. How do you answer the question when we are
only serving about 31) percent of the title I children today? glow are
we going to serve the other 70 percent? It will take more funds,
won't it?

Secretary Winxitr.uctErt. I would not agree with your figures. I
think we are serving the ones we are serving not as well as we could
if we simply free a lot of the unnecessary routine that is required by
the States and get the dollars in a concentrated form to them.
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The requirement of basic education is one for which there is sub-
stantial support, in Congress.

Chairman PEnKrys. In your statement you stated that Federal
revenue sharing will lead to less red tape. Under your proposal there
will be red tape. for impact aid districts, since their funds will now
have to go through the States.

How do you reconcile that?
Secretary WEixnEnuEn. Because I don't think it is true. I think

the fact they go through the States does not mean there is any more
red tope required. These are State plans as well as Federal guide-
lines.

Chairman Pi :aKlxs. Do you have your regulations prepared that
you can show us?

Secretary WEI:N.nnoEn. Not under this bill, but I can tell you they
will be about one-tenth of the amount that is presently in existence.

Chairman PERKINS. Can you get these regulations up here within
the next 2 weeks so we can see them?

Secretary WEtxnEnnEn. We can get them up here when the bills
are starting to move. Under our proposal I can tell you now they
will 1w about one-tenth the size and complexity of what is presently
required and that is one of the basic purposes of the proposal.

That. is so more money for education call go to the educationally
41iSIldN't1 I It aged.

Chairman PERK ENS. ME. Secretary, you stated that President
Nixon wants to expand State and local control over educational de-
cisions by enacting special revenue sharing. That is one of the first
statemenis you made.

Secretary WED:lima:En. That is correct.
Chairman PERKINS. Yet, almost every study conducted on title I,

whether it be by your Department, the General Accounting Office, or
by private groups. has shown a minimum degree of Federal control
over those programs. And, these studies all urge more vigorous Fed-
eral administration in order to achieve the true objective of title I.

How then can you justify turning whatever Federal influence
there is in the program over to State and local officials, especially
in light of KEW accusations about the misuse of these funds as
shown in your audit reports?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairman, it is not the misuse we are
talking about. There have been sonic districts in that category. What
ve are talking about is trying (o insure that the bulk of these funds
go in a way that will achieve the purpose of compensatory educa-
tion.

Those studies have shown that basic educational skills must be
concentrated on. Dr. Marland has additional points he would like to
present to you at, this point.

Chairman PEincr:cs. I will yield to Mr. Moods.
Mr. MEEns. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to go into what you were

saying. They are saying regulation will '-be one-tenth. In any
event-

Chairman PERKINS, We will take you out to a good dinner, Doc-
tor, when you come up with those regulations.

Secretary WEIN-BERGE% We would like to see the bill first.
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Mr. MEr:ns. T think we could stipulate they are going to be less at
the Federal level hecanse ;hey are g.iiing to pass these on to the State
level to make r(Tulations.

In or her words, one more layer of bureaucracy. In this reg.ard,
Mr. Chairman. I would like to point out from a recent press release
of the Secretary, Dr. Alaland said

Despite the fact. that the management of Federally funded programs is im-
proving' dramatically in State and school districts throughout the country, aa-
dits continue to find Federal money being used for unauthorized services.

11! that is happening under present guidelines and you are going
to cut them clown to one-tenth, don't you think that kind of unau-
thorized purposes are going to increase sub:-;tantrally ?

Secretary WI:17,7mm . nu. I think that is one of the troubles. Your
cpre:,tion emphasizes that kind of attitude. 'Ile problem is that the
Federal Government has been going on the assumption that only it
knows what is best in all of these fields.

)11. AlEnns. Evidently. when it provides that 75 percent of the
funds must lie used for language and mathematics

Secretary WErxmarEir. Sadly, that is one of the conditions that is
not presently required, but it is one of the things all studies show is
essential.

What we are trying to do is e'liminate the waste of forcing a lot
of unnecessary authorizations at the Federal level and trying to in-
sure that compensatory education does its job.

Mr. MEEns. By providing one mere level of bureaucracy?
Secretary WEINBERmz. All of these programs go through the States

now. and what we are trying to do is reduce the Federal role.
Chairman PERE INS. Impact aid does not go through the State.
Mr. MEEns. Title I only goes through as a conduit, too. The bulk

of all of these Federal funds go directly to the local school districts.
MAREAxn. May I clear lip one or two points. References were

made to the misuse of funds under title I and I recognize Congress-
Ma II .heeds' concern with it, and my statement was correct that in-
deed there have been misuses.

However, these. misuses have to do with our effort to administer
responsibly the very substantial array of regulatory conditions im-
plicit in the present law. Only 1 percent of the total funds distributed
under title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
over the past I rears have been found to be in the category of audit
exceptions that have been unresok-eable.

Therefore, the level of irregularity is fairly small, but that irregu-
larity itself is largely the result of an array of regulatory measures
which we now feel are inappropriate and for the Federal Govern-
ment to :Elect.

As for the 75-25. we are offering you our professional counsel as
school people, not in terms again of a Federal authority coming in
to dominate 75 percent must be used, on instruction in the, basic
skills. We are not saying you must teach this kind of reading or
that ldnd of mathematics. but rather indicating the broad criterium
of a Federal concern. I think this is a fair and just concern, if the
Congress agrees that these monies should largely be used for basic
academic learnings as distinct from any other thing to which title I
funds in the past have been deployed.
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There .%vonld not be restrictions as to what kind of reading or
what kind of matlieninties.

\1I. MEEns. 1)1. Ma land. you r1nd T would agree that earmarking
of that money Tor basic language and mathematical skill is a wise
thing. I any not disagreeing with that at all. am saying is
that this prorriim is »meh more categorical then title I is today.

You sav to the local school district, you develop your progrzun
around what you think is Ilie major problem of the oducationally
disadynntved children in your district, and you present that pro-
gram to its. instead of doing as we arc riglit now which .1 su;,gest
has much more freedom than what von are sng.r,.esting. We are sav-
in now you develop the program but the 775 percent of it hits to lie
this kind of a program.

That is inneli more categorical than what presently exists. Let's
not try to foot each other. I agree that much money and much effort
should be used in basic language tuid mathematics. There is no gnos-
tic)» about that. All tit the studies show that. I agree with von when
You say the studies show that.

They do. But let's not pass it oil' as some kind of freedom of
choice program. You might want to do that. I am talking about
some kind of freedom program \vhere there is no kind of strings at-
tached to it. This is a very categorical program.

Dr. MArin..-xo. I think, Mr, Meeds. we would acknowledge that
while we believe seriously in the increasing freedom at State and
local level, that there are some large, national goals implicit in our
message:

The handicapped, which I am sure you snpport. The vocational education
;I nd for reading and mathematics, those are large global condi-
tions, not categorical specifics.

Mr. Ill.:Ens, Indeed. I agree 100 percent.. That is precisely why
Federal funds should be used on those problems.

Dr. MARLA:NE We see them in that light not as narrowly categori-
cal but broad areas of concern that Federal funds be addressed to
these large national issues.

Chairman PERNixs. I recognize Mr. Quie. but first I want to say
that after henrin!* all of the evidence that. I have heard here. I agree.
with Mr. Meeds that we should spend not 75, but maybe 95 percent
of the funds for language and mathematics.

Brit the whole problem contravenes wind has been sold to the pub-
lic in so-called special revenue.

Mr. Quie?
Mr. Quin. 11Ir. Chairman, I certainly am glad that von mid Mr.

Meeds agree Nvili 75 percent of the money for language and mathe-
matical skills, because it was indicated from all of the, testimony
that is the bottom figure that anybody came to us with. Many people
said it should be 00 percent., and it surely surely should be higher
than 70 percent.

We have been arguing about the semantics all of the time. I guess.
I don't think that you ever portrayed this legislation as bein?.
"stump" money. You throw it out there and run. You give some
direction to it.

Secretary WEEcuEnolitt. That is the point I am trying to make,
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that `what lye. have hero is infinitely better in this proposal titan wlint
we have at present. We have not., however, in the proposal said we
are goin!, to turn this into :mothe general revenue sharing program.

-We have said there are national goals and priorities. We have
Ivied to set those out. But out balance there will he less of the de-
tailed requirements or the detailed application or matching -funds in
some program. anyone (II number of things that tend to dilute the
dollars from going to actual educational purposes.

There are smile left and this is one of them. We have 'level. por-
trayed it as anything else, General revenue sharing we portray as
having practically no St ri one we have said is for edwa-
tion and it is for broad purposes within education.

It is something that can relieve us of enormous proportions of the
kind of problems -Dr. Marland has eloquently described, and it is
something we think will he :1 vast improvement'.

Alt. Qum. I think it will he a lot easier to administer and deter-
mine whether they are making. achievement in language :111(1 mathe-
matial skills than it %yin to buy shoes for kids.

Secretary "Wmuctipatmat. Easier to measure and more important.
Mr. Quin. I have questions concerning A and Ii. I can't see wliV

everybody got so upset on C. I think that is great, but it should he
higher. "A" you say you /mist expend at expenditure factor per pa-
ticipant,. That means 35 percent of the .average expenditure per pub-
lic school child within the State. is that correct?

1)r. -MAin,Axo. Or 35 percent of the national average whichever is
higher.

Mr. Quin. And it would vary. Three hundred dollars is the figure
you are using and that would change to 35 percent of the factor.

Dr. MARLAND. The dollar sum over the years could change from
$300 up or down.

Mr. (, um. But it will change front State to State.
1)1% OTT1 NA. It will vary from State, to State depending on what

their average is. Some would be less than $300, Some would be more
than $300.

Dr. iNI.ART,ANn. We would expect a national average of around
$300.

Mr. QUIE. When you go to a national average, however, there you
take 35 percent; of only two-thirds of the national average. Now, the
factor is 50 percent of the national average.

The way I figure it, looking at 1070-71 figures, there would he
only three States that would use the national average. That would
be Alabama, Arkansas and Mississippi.

1A1.1m,Axn. Any State would have that option over time pre-
sinning that this formula remained in force and there became a
wider disparity among States than that which now prevails, and it
is already quite wide, as you know. They could still have recourse to
the two-thirds factor so we don't extend the present disparity and
indeed aggravate the present disparity.

-We are trying to close that disparity through this device.
Mr. Qum. It seems to ate you are aggravating the disparity be-

cause now we say it is going to cost for the disadvantaged at least
the average of the Nation.

95-545-73pt. 2-54
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ihnvever, because New York made off like ganglmsters the first
year. we will let them continue to have their percentage of the State
avera,cv, hilt it was estimated hem in the committee that it cost a
certain amount to reach a disadvantaged child Idiot-her you are ill
Miss:.ssippi or New York.

it is true it does not cost as much to build a building. ht
l.,ecause they don't have to insulate it as they do in New York,

but those kids are in the building anyhow.
Regarding the question of hiring competent teachers, it costs just

about as much to hire competent teachers in either State. It seems to
me that this is not the question.

The question is whether competency to reach those kids
ChairMall PEIHUNS. What you are doing there is striking with a

double bite action. The number of pupils are fewer and disbur.qp-
mein of the money is less.

Dr. MAnt,A-No. Dr. Ottina indicated and the Secretary declared in
his original testimony you are now working on fine points for the
W;11' in which the formula will app'. r. nationally.

This is wide, open for discussion with the committee, and we are
not in any position at this time to stand thinly and defend any one
component of this. We think it is going to take a great deal of
tlioughtful discourse among our staff and committee members.

Chairman PERKtics. Yon agree that the formula is not workable if
you are going to cut States back like that, won't you, Doctor?

Dr. MARLA:co. We recognize that over time there are conditions
that have changed within and among: States which the formula
should indeed reflect, Mr. Chairman. Whether those conditions have
increased or decreased the number of eligible children, it would seem
to its that Congress in its consistency would want to see to it that
the money follows the children where they are.

Mr. Qum. I will yield for a moment, but I want to follow this
further.

Mr. Mmos. I want to go into the kind of concern that the gentle-
man from Minnesota has stated and quickly show how it works out.

All of those States who are presently utilizing the national aver-
age and are taking one half of it will be getting about $150 this
year. The national average is about $900. So they would be getting
$450.

Under the formula, you take the national average, two-thirds of
that and then multiply by the factor of .35 and you come up with
$.210. So those districts which are presently receiving $450 per child
under one half of Federal formula, one half of Federal rate, would
under this formula be receiving about $210 and even the office of ed-
ucation people are telling us something about the critical mass, $300,
so your formula is woefully inadequate even by your own figures.

Dr. OTTIN"A. 1 think there are some misunderstandings from your
statement, Mr. Meeds. We are presently spending about $920 per
child, so what we would be providing here at the nuniumm would be
about i,,;:210 per child. So we are at the very, very lowest States pro-
viding very close

Mr. My.r,ns. You are confusing two things, apples and oranges, if
you don't mind, sir. You are talking about what is appropriated,
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right ? What we are spending, yes. $210. nit is what is appropri-
ated. What is authorized is about dire:, times that, right ?

We are dealing here with an autliorization, are we not ?
1)r. OrrixA. No, sir, we are not. We are dealing with what gets to

the
Mr. MEEos. Is the proposal which you will make an authorization

or appropriations?
Dr. OTTINA. No, sir, we are not having an authorization specified

in the proposal. We are suggesting that there be a required mini-
mum expended per child, and in the particular case we are talking
about here, we are showing a, method of calculating the number of
doln4is that would get, to the child.

In this ease, the lowest that would get to the child under the for-
mula that we are p!oposing is $210. In the present case, what gets to
the child on the average is approximately $290.

Mr. MEF:ns. lint you are setting a maximum by authorization
which means that no more than $210 would be appropriated. Tire
maximum now is much higher than that.

Mr. QUIE. Let me get my time back here again because we arc talk-
111.0' about two different things. I wanted to look at. Item No. 4 be-
cause in order to get the money to the State you multiply the num-
ber of poor kids times that expenditure, factor and that is 35 percent
of the State average or 35 percent of two-thirds of the national
average. whichever is the highest, and then you prorate it down
when von don't have enough money, but when you get. to tire school
you still havoto allocate expendituure factor per child in the target
schools in order to concentrate.

So, we will find all of those States that were up at the national
average now only have 35 percent of two-thirds of the national aver-
age, which leaves only three States that can use the national aver-
age.

Now. von take 35 percent in a State average and again using
1970-71 figures because that is the only ones I Ir.ve here on the sta-
tistics, New York's critical mass will be $479.50 Pennsylvania's criti-
cal mass or expenditure factor per participant will be $390.

You have two school districts right across the New York-Pennsyl-
vania, line. in one of them it takes $479.50 and the other one $320.
That is $150 difference. It does not seem to me that. it is going to
cost, that much north of the Pennsylvania-New York line as it does
south of the New York-Pennsylvania line. When you look at this
whole formula that we have been operating under since 1965 you
find this the most inequitable thin°. possible.

I can't understand why Pennsylvania doesn't come clown here pro-
testing. How come Pennsylvania has never been here talking about
this at all? I can't understand that. They have been gouged for all
of these years it seems to me if you figure it costs a certain fl11101111t
to reach a disadvantaged child. That is what really bothers me in
the legislation that you don't have to compare Mississippi with New
York.

You just compare people of the same region. Could you give me
an answer on that?

Dr. 3.1ARLAxo. The short answer we have already implied, Con-
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instruction in 11C. `nines concerned, and we have, tt least up to this
point in our deliberations. decided to susfai» that condition, letting
the present cost of instruction, which is diurnITIlt. betWeell New York
and Pentisvlynniii pm hove cited. he the factor on \\ilia we turn
the fulcrum of this formula.

'There may he a het tier factor. We have not yet discovered it. lest.

WC, find onrselwcs Wit it an impossible condition in remoinfr iiue
from curtain .,.'states. in which case this bill would he prohably an au_
popillar and inoperative bill.

Mr. Qum. Let me ask you about the removing of funds from cer-
tain states. When volt hold everybody harmless, and you do not op-
propriate iinv more money, then it is as though we continue that
ridiculous formula we have right now where you count kids who are
not even in school

They are. married and on the job. The ones counted in the first
grade are not in school anymore. When von "hold hormless" that
means you continue that. those kids left Mississippi and went to
California. \vIty shonldn't California get the money?

If they left Alabama and went to Detroit, why shouldn't Michi-
gan get the money?

Dr. .MARLAND. There is a continuing year which I think you are
describing. which we will call- the transition year in which Title I
fluids are indeed proposed to be "held harmless".

In fiscal 1975, there will be some effect realizable from the prob-
lem you have just cited. There will be some increases and some de-

creases using a totally different -formula, but we ask only that there
be a transition veal. to allow for this new program to be digested
and assessed *to its effectiveness with enough running time to ad-
just to it, rather than have this go into effect on 1 July 1.973, so that
the effect you are jest describing, Congressman Quie, will occur July
1, 1074.

Mr. ',lair:. Using this formula in 1974, when you go into 1975
fis:al yelr, on this subcommittee, eleven member States will receive
less and five member States will receive an increase. I hoc.. noticed
Members of Congress tend to look at charts when they vote.

Now, if we do not do a thing, but just extend the present law for
another year, I counted up the members of this committee and 30 of
the members would get increases in their States.

Eight of us would get decreases in our States. I throw this out
looking at the political factor.

Secretary WFoNmoturn. One thin°. you are doing is assuming that
the 1900 figures continue to be used. When yon substitute the 1970
census figures, you get quite a different result, both politically and
educatioitally.

I think that it is important that we use the latest figures because
obviously, the correct assumption is that they represent conditions
more nearly as they am

Mr. QUM. For 1975, it is true you used 1970 census figures, but
you also used the Orshansky method, and you take 35 percent of
two-thirds of the national average which cuts the States back. Fu-
tluir, you do not tell us which poverty figure you are going to use in.
the Orshansky method, whether $2,000 or $3,000 or $10,000,
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Secretary Wm-Nn-riaalt. AVe can take Kentucky, for example.
In Title I. if we used 1070 data and keep the present -formulas, it

would move from $3-1 million down to $:20 million. If you hring that
up-to-date with 0111. formula. it. would go to $28 million. I think this
is the kind of dilemma we are !2.oing to be in.

Chairman PEI1K INS. We still do not want- to los.e that $(1 million.
Secret:11N' AVE:ma:la:En, 'Fhe problem, sir. is that we should move

to the 1970 data because it does represent conditions more nearly as
they are.

Chainnan Pmnc.iNs. Movin,_, to the 19;0 data. your formula is still
worse than the -form ula in the prese.nt law. because we take into con-
iderat;on the'eurront AFDC count. Ile Nfltio11:11 .Shnd-

urds suggested. to yon flint von take into consideration the updated
All )C factors. the counts. which yon have neglected to do.

Why don't you include that in your formula as an additional fac-
tor?

Dr. arrtx,N. The National Bureau of Standards report that you
are referring recommended that we use AFDC counts as a
met hod of ttpdatin!ir, not'

irman PERKINs. That is right. But you don't do it.
1)r. Orri.N.. leontinninol. Not. as a means of determinations. The

means of determination they are suggesting are the same ineans we
are using.

Chairman PERKINS. It does not work out that way.
I )r. Orrty.N. I believe it, does. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman I.)En-kiNs. Would you be willing to update your formula

to include counting AFDC.?
Dr. OTTINA. The updating is not to count AFDC. The updating is

used to reflect changes.
Chairman Puinuxs. Well, to use it as a percentage increase.
Dr. Ortx,N. The problem with AFDC that we find. is that it var-

ies so widely between States. Some State's AFDC is an overwhelm-
inf.' percentage of the number of children that are counted. In other
States, it is practically zero.

It is very uneven between States. That is the basic reason we do
not prefer that.

Chairman PEn-ErNs. Don't you feel that AFDC should be used as
a percentage factor in disbursino. funds?

Dr. OTTENA. No, we feel the 07shansky count is a fairer test.
Chairman PEnicrxs. So to that extent you want to get away from

the present law.
DI% OTTENA. Yes.
Chairman l'Enxixs. Mrs. Mink ?
Mrs. MINK. Dr. Marland, or anyone on the staff who can answer

this question, I would appreciate it. Under the current operations of
our title I programs and the handicapped, vocational, and such oth-
ers that you are repealing through this new legislation, can you tell
us roughly the number of children or the dollars which are now
being utilized under these current programs for the benefit ^f chil-
dren attending private schools, parochial, and otherwise ?

Dr. MAnt.Axo. Under the present. EleDle,;.ary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act, approximately 10 percent of the nonpublic school chil-
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dren in the United States are affected one way or another by one or
more of ihe

The distribution of moneys for title IT are virtually at 100 per-
cent effectiveness in reaching the nonpublic school. children. Under
title it, we. 'Int.ve made sonic progress over the past 3 or years and
there is some improvement:.

This has relied again very largely on State and local initiative,
both from the nonpublic schools themselves and from the public
schools. I would say that there is a fair degree of equit7 at this

We are considerably short of the full reality of all parts of ESEA
reaching nonpublic school children.

Mrs. Meer.. Taking into account that our current legislation al-
lows the funds to go to the local educational agencies.and therefore,
avoid the conflicts in so many areas presented by State constitutions'
prohibition of funding for private and parochial edhcation, how
will this legislation meet these needs since all of yOur funding is
going thromrh the States either directly or by a passthrough mecha-
nism?

Dr. 1. Ai There will be a provision in our bill, if necessary.
and I am sure you know we look upon this as a last resort, that:
necessary the Secretary could designate a means to provide the
passthrough of funds: for the purposes of reacli'ng nonpublic school
children.

We have had to resort. to that condition in one State this year.
Virtually the same conditions would apply, but only our new bill
would make the conditions applicable to all parts of the law, namely
Vocational education, handicapped, and so on, so that services for
Which the public school children are eligible shall be correspOnd-
in,:dy provided to eligible children in time nonpublic sector.

if time States. because of their laws or their constitution, are.una-
ble to respond to this, the Secretary, under this bill, is authorized to
provide the services and take .the funds from that State authoriza-
tion to do so.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Moods?
Arr. A:1E1,ns. I am particularly interested in your answer on that

subject, Dr. Marland.- because, as you probably heard, we had before
the committee recently some parochial school people from across the
Nation and particularly those from Missouri where we were in-
formed by those people that beginning in October" 1969, in other
words, at the outset or onset of ESEA. the State board 'of education
had adopted a policy expressly prohibiting nonpublic school chil-
dren from participating. in title I programs in public .schools, in
other words, shared time programs.

And also they were expressly prohibiting title I personnel from
entering private schools during regular school hours, both of .which
clearly were intended under title I as a. method-of. reaching paro-
chial children.

Despite an attorney general's opinion from their own State of
Missouri that this was incorrect, despite numbers of requests from
your office.. from the Office of 'Education, and from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, they are still doing this.
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How is this legislation. which gives more State control, assuming
that they even interminidc these funds with their own State faints,
how can this ever be sorted out under these circumstances?

Dr. MAnnANn. The solution or the resolution-of this issue, as I see
it, Mr. Muds, would have to reside in aggrieved parties coining to
the Secretary and saying, as in the case. you refer to, "We are not
receiving equity," in Ivlitch case the Secretary would have discretion
to bring redress to that situation.

In the State you cite. Alissouri, we have recently acted under the
toms of tide III and in this case .only, title has been asked to
provide externally to the aggrieved districts the resources of title

because in all good conscience, the people Who lead the public
schools of that State say that they may not under their laws serve
these schools with title III servic:.2s.

might add that this is not an adversary position. It is not one of
a confrontation. It is one of mutually resolving what is a State law
that is in conflict with Federal law, and we are proceeding with cir-
cumventing, if you will, the State authorities with their understand-
ing. mid C011ellITCIICe ill order to deliver those services.

MnEos. Is there some provision in this proposal you are mak-
ing., and I hope you will pardon me if it is there and I am unaware,
of it, which will drovide some kind of mecbtutism to completely cir-
cumvent the State with funds, because as I am sure, you are at least
aware, Dr. ..klarland, there are about 20 States. which have more
stringent regulations than the U.S. Constitution with regard. to the
expenditure, of funds for private schools.

In the event that Federal funds become intermingled with those
State funds, State constitutions could and 'certainly probably would
prohibit their expenditure for private school children.

Secretary WErNmazonn. If you wish, I can read the provision we
have:

If the Secretary determines that provisions of State law prevent any State
agency designated under section 0(a) from complying with subsection (a) of
-this section, the Secretary shall, if he finds that the state is otherwise eligible
to participate in the program under this Act, permit such State to participate.
but In such case's he shall (1) arrange, by contract or otherwise, for children'
enrolled in nonprofit private elementary and secondary schools to receive. on
au equitable basis, services similar to those provided under subsection (1), (c)
or t1) of section 4 to public school children within such State; and (2) pay
the cost thereof out of that portion of the allotment tosuch State for carrying
out such subsection.

Mr. MEEns. Thank You.
Chairman PEIZIUNS. Mr. Quie, and then I will call on Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. QulE. I want to get down to 4(b) now since we have gone

over 4(c) and 4(a). In this case, where we have a concentration at
the grade level or school' level, is this the only place the school can
choose to use either a poverty or a testing means of determining that
concentration?

Dr. OTTIN:A. Yes.
Mr. Qurn. So if through that 15 percent or 5,000 children factor

of getting into a school 'district, the school district from then on
could ignore the poverty criteria entirely and go to a testing crite-
ria, is that correct?
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Dr, OTTI NA. It could. it is not required. Mr. Quid, but it could.
\[r. 31-Ems. Will you yield?.

Qum I yield.
.31r....31Enns. Are you saying only those programs would be avail-

able to Ilrose children who. by the testing, \\C determined to be ed-
ucationally disadvantaged?

Are we now 0'6111±r io put -dunce caps on these. children? That is
what we have tried to stay away from.

Dr. 3.1.AuLAND. Our bill at this time does not say that., Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEI:Ds. Do I understand the answer to \Ir. We's question to

imply that might happen?
Mr. Qurn. I do not think is a. question of putting dunce caps on.

Am I not correct that once the money gets to the school, it is only
used for educationally disadvantaged children? It is not used for
poor kids whether they are educationally disadvantaged or not, isn't
that, correct ?

Dr. MAnr.AND. It is used for all of the children in the qualifying
schools. But yon can set aside 10 poor children in a. classroom. and
(rive them di frevent treatment from the 15 others.

Mr. MEEDs. And there will be no change in that?
Dr. :NEAT:LAND. We see no chan2'e.
Mr. Quin. The only change is that in determining the concentra-

tion of what the target school would be, you can go by test and see
who is disadvantaged., rather than just by poverty?

Chairman PERKINS. If the gentleman will yield to me at this
point.

Ni. nun:. Yes.
Chairman PEKINS. I think 'it has been made very clear, Mr.

Weinberger, that. there 'is nothing sacrosanct about the title Idistri-
bution formula that you. broug7:±. up here. There are a. lot of loop-
holes in it, and it certainly can stand some improvement..

But my question is, how do you feel about the formula that is in
the 'bill introduced by my good friend from Minnesota, -Mr. Quie,
which pinvides that the money be allocated to the States on a 'test
score basis?

Secretary WEINnnizolat. Mr. Chairman, I think that you have a
single factor involved in that, and, while I do .not want Lo criticize
any proposal of the Congressman from Minnesota., the fact is, we be-
lieve that if you concentrate simply on a single factor of that kind,
you are not going to get the overall result that we hope wkwould
get. out of these formulas..

You said it has been pretty well agreed that these, formulas. are
not sacrosanct: and I would go aloy with that. We are asking for
assistance and suggestions and advice of the committee.

You also went on and said that it has been pretty well agreed that
there are a lot of loopholes and inequities, and we do not agree with
that.. We think:there are formulas that will allocate the funds. They
are not designed_ to put a dunce cap or isolate a child in a classroom.

They are designed to calculate the .amount of money that will go
to -a State, and the basis for the design of these formulas and they
certainly are subject to suggestions and proposals and ii,-,provement
and all of the rest.



There is nothing that cannot he improved, hit they are based on a
better educational result to concentrate the funds where the concen-
tration of children. who are most in .need. exist. I do not think meas-
uring it by one factor is the best way to do that.

Chairman l'EuKiNs. Let ine be more specific. Are you for or
against the Quie test score_ formula?

Seerentry WEN-amiciat. We are for this fornmla. and if that in-
volves being against. Congressman Quie, I regretfully have to say we
are against it.

Mr. Quin. Mr. Chairman, since yon raised my bill. I think I
should be able to ask a few more questions on that. Under 4-(b), it is
possible for the State of Hawaii to use testing measures to distribute
the money in the entire State. is that not correct, because they have
one school district in the entire state?

Dr. 01-ITN-A. That would he correct.
Mr. Quit :. That is the only State in the Union at the present time

which would distribute the money based on a test score.
Dr. O9'T1NA. Because of the unique way they are organized.
Mr. Quin;. So the money is for disadvantaged children, not for

just the poor kids. isn't that- correct?
Dr. AlARLAND. Educationally disadvantaged. Our term so far. (loll-

gressman Quie, is dealing with economically disadvantaged. That is
the fortoula's base.

Mr. Qum. You distribute the money based on economically &sad-
vantagement of the parents and you actually use the money for edu-
cationally disadvantaged. Now, using the Orshansky formula, you
assume that you have to be poor to be economically disadvantaged,
if you are in the farm area, as if you are in the city.

That is one assumption. The second one is that large families are
more educationally, disadvantaged than small families because of
family site as well. That assumes that the more kids you have got,
the more educationally disadvantaged you are.

Mr. Mstr.A:co. It is a function of economics. The larger family
with its higher costs is not as well of at a given level of family in-
comethis is reflected in Orshanksy. We are no, saying they are ed-
ucationally disadvantaged because they are in large families.

We are saving they are economically disadvantaged. because they
are in large amilies and it requires more income to sustain them at
minimal poverty level. That is what Orshanksy says.

Mr. Quin What yon are continuing to do is distribute the money
based on economical disadvantagement which may or nay not be a
fiWor in the fact that the child is eduentiorially disadvantaged. It
may be the school system or the teacher rather than what, happened
in the home, because. T.Tsing this example. suppose a family had an
income of $10.00) and the father dies. The mother goes on welfare,
and therefore, stars being counted as 1( poverty or economically dis-
advantaged. Why did that- child suddenly become educationally dis-
advantagor-:, and why should he be co mitre I

It is a. 'bunch of nonsense. -Take another place where children or a
large number of them are poor, and they build a factory there. I can
show that in mary rural parts of this country. All of those parents
then. em a large number of them, get jobs in that factory, and their
incomes went up.
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How did those children suddenly become not educationally di:.::ul-
vantaged just because their economic factor went up? That is what I
ant driving at. It seems to me your formula has a major purpose to
se that every State gets about the sante amount as they got tip
until this time.

That is not going to get at the problem of educationally disadvan-
taged in the country. As the article develops, it scents to inc we
ought to start counting. educationally disadvantaged.

To me ever.r child that does not reach a certain level of achieve-
ment should have additional assistance to enable them to reach their
maximum potential. That is my motivation on my bill.

I )r. .M.mu,Axn. Many of your observations, Mr. Qnie, as I am sure
you know, are viewed respectfully by those of us in education us
valid. It implies some sort of a universal measure that is better than
the economic measure to identify gross patterns of educational dis-
advantagement.

So far the best measure we have right now is the high correspond-
ence between economic disadvantagement and educational disadvan-
tagement. That correspondence, I will have to say, is based upon
what evidence we have and to the degree of proving it, we do have
son u data to demonstrate that, particularly the last 2 or 3 years.

Alr. QUM I would like to sit down with you with that data and
show you how far off I think you are.

MARLAND. Very good. I would welcome that.
Chairman PunKiNs. Let me state in that connection that since

1965 this committee and the Congress have asked the Office of .Edu-
cation at least three times to study the formula in the present legis-
lation and to report back to the Congress. If I remember right, you.
reported back that the only sound data which could be used for the
dist ribution of the funds is income data from the census.

The lust of these reports was submitted 2 weeks ago from the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards. Am I con ect. Dr. Marland?

I. OrriNA. You are correct.
Mr. Qum. If you will yield right there, Mr. Chairman.
C ha innan PlaiKucs. Yes.
Mr. QUM. When you look at that study it starts out by saying

that they are not going to look at testing so they shoved that aside,
and only studied distribution based oil income.

They assume right. :way that the testing cannot work. 1 wiuld
like to se:: some test-, and I hope, Dr. Ottina, you will send me addi-
tional tests becaun i-Ave seen is the Gene Gliu study.

.SecreTtry WEINut 4.,ongressman Quie, I favor very much the
idea of national testil. .., a means of evaluating what we are doing.
I think as a means of allocating the funds, and admittedly, it is a
rough measure, that economic disadvantage is at this time perhaps
the best we have got.

But, I certainly do not mean to exclude the use of testing, because
I think the use of testing is the best way we have of determining
whether what we are doing now or what we are proposing to do is
going to be effective.

So, I think you have to have an element of natio:lid testing in it.
Chairman PERKIN:I. Now, Mr. Mazzoli? Go ahead.
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Mr. M.Izzor.r. Thank you. 'Mr. Chairman. I bid ,000,1 morniw to
Seoretary Weinberger. It is .rood to see you again. and Dr. :\
and )r. Oitina. and the !,entleman sitting next to von.

I rend this morning the wide-ranging interview you had published
in 1 ..S. News tual World IZeport last week. and it was on a great
many of your responsibilities and jurisdictions, butt it dealt in part
with special revenue sharing.

You did indicate that the principal flagship of the special revenue
sharing 11:11y Will be the educational revenue sharing. Could I rea-
sonably assume that your .1)epartment that von, that the President
has indicated this will be the one that will' indicate the ability of
revenue sharing, and in a special sense to make a dent in this whole
program that has been outlined as a new federalisill

Secretary Wm-Nem-an Yes. Congressman, we would believe that
this will enable children in the special fields of national concern. and
we emphasize that this is not a general education bill. we believe
that it will enable children in special fields of national concern to
have a better educational result than is the case at the present time.

That is the whole purpose of submitting it. and it is a key part of
the administration educational program,

liAzzw.i. Would I he. therefore, fair in assinnin!, that a spe-
cial effort. will he made by yen and by your ztsse iates to assist, the,
committee i trying to find out precisely what this does, the net ef-
fect. in ord r to see if some tailoring or changes or adjustments
might be provided which will allow this to----

0(.1Vtary WEINBERGER. That is a correct assumption, and that is
why my statement carries the paragraph to the effect that this is
sulunitted as an administrative proposal. We recognize that there are
changes that can be desirably made perhaps in some of tte formulas
and some of the details.

We emphasize in that statement the fact that we believe the
move to this kind of a structure and procedure is a far better one
for allocating the Federal funds that are used, but we certainly
don't feel, as we have said many times, that the detailed applications
of the formulas are correct, necessarily.

We believe that they are good. We would uet have presented them
to you if we had not. Certainly, this cononittee with the years of ex-
perience. in these special fields is going to be of material assitance,
and we look forward to that kind of a dialogue.

ArAZZOLT. I would like to ask any one of the panelists this
question: 'Very frequently I hear criticism at home of title I pro-
grains for the disadvantaged, that they really reach the disad-
vantaged in the universe of the disadvantaged.

There are always those who slip through the cracks. I grant you
we Nvill never reach the millenimn where everybody stays on top of
the (Tacks. Are there, any programs in this special revenue sharing.
which might overcome sonic of these valid criticisms that I have
haled about the mechanics and the operations and techniques of
title I?

Dr. MARLAND. We have this much, Congressman Mazzcli, that an-
swers your question that the compensatory education programs that
the Federal Government has initiated over the past few . ^trs have
been more effective in reaching poor people than other proPTams.
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They have not been, by any means. perfect or absolute in that, but
there is a tendency to show, especially in big cities which run in
some ways counter to other distribution systems, that Federal finals
have indeed reached those children in big cities.

We would like to see the sysl..em continue to reach successfully the
poor children and that. is wliy, as Mrs. Mink has raised the question
and as Mr. Meeds has, we are indeed giving up some of the influence
of the Federal crowbar in moving these funds where Congress in-
tends them to go where we have such things built in here, minimal
though they are in terms of a Federal power, the Orshanksy, the
targeting; on mathematics and reading. the influence of the formula
itself, we believeand again, subject to considerable negotiation
with yonwill continue to sustain that marginal advantage that we
DOW ha Ve for getting money to the poor people.

Df. Urn NA. I will add a couple of comments to that statement.
First of all, according to our statistics. the eligibility is about. eight
million children based upon the current definitions.

Under the Orshansky definition it would be approximately the
some, a little less than 8 million, 7.7 million. Today we are reaching
about 6.1 million children. So, we are serving by far zhe overwhelm-
ing percentage of them.

Our concept; has been continually tc, take the resources that we
have and concentrate.them on the children that we are able to serve
rather than to allocate them evenly across the board and not effec-
tively do the job.

Mr. MAzzor.f. If we are serving 6 million-plus of the universe of S
million or 7.7. are we serving them well that is. serving them well
under the present formula and will this. in the opinion of you gen-
tlemen. serve those people better?

I ask that question because. we have heard in the committee so.
much criticism of the disgibution of title I in that there is not
enough money appropriated to reach critical mass, or some mass.

Therefore, the results would be much more indicative of a prog-
ress on the part of these students, lacking this money the programs
have MI failed or been less successful than they could have.

Is there. Anything, in this program that might assist us in that
problem?

Dr. MAI/LA:cu, Yes. I think there is, Mr. Mazzoli. I think the item
ths,, Dr. Ottina described on the item 3-A and item 3-B. will tend to
even reinforce, and improve upon the present distribntion.

It will be clear from that that a sate must rouge in order from
the degree. of severity of disadvantaged children throughout that
state as distinct from some kind of presumed equity that says we
haveye

Chairman PERK-rxs. Will the gentleman yield for one question?
Mr. MAZZOT.T. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEuxixs. l'Irst. let, me state that no meml-or ll be cut

short. I have only a couple more. questions. Then we will ;Iffitinue to
qi;est ion the Secretary until he has to leave.

I regard to your requirement for concentration of funds among
sma:; districts within States, there was a witness here from the state
department of New York who stated that they presently have 735
school districts receiving title I funds.
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Under your formula. the State would not receive disadvantaged
aid for the 73:1, ha would be dropped 50). If you don't have the
exact figures. then you can tell us how many school districts receive
lands under part C of title 1, which has the same requirement for
concentration.

I would like for you to answer that question because I am afraid
that in all of the States we are going in so many different directions
that half of the sehocl districts presently receiving funds will go out
of existence. Let's New York and see where we go.

Dr. MARIAND. Willie Dr. (Willa is trying to do the calculation in
an effort to answer the question, let me say that I doubt that the
people in die central stall of the New York State school system
would have yet had the in format ion on which to bas( that calcula-
tion you have just cited because we have not had it ourselves.

Chairman PERKINS. That is what they tell me.
Dr. AlAitEAxo. It may well be they were speculating with what

limited information they had.
Chairman PERx txs. They made the compilation this morning.
Dr. MAREANo. it may well be they can do it that quickly. It en-

gages the question Mr. Mazzoli raised, to what degree have we in the
past been concentrating these funds effectively and to 11'11t1t degree
have we been keeping children happy with odd bits and pieces of
that kind of money.

This bill attempts to get away from that kind of misuse of Fed-
eral resources that has clearly defined targets. It may well be that
future communities will receive money if Congress approvs the
proposition that we should address the more serious problems first,
always assuming a. degree of limitation on our resources.

As long as there are scarce resources, our proposition is that these
scarce resources shall be deployed in such a way as to reach the mi
severe problems. That is the reason for items A. and B under 3
does require a State to rank in order the degree of severity, distrib-
ate money according to that concentration of poor children, and
only after that to proceed with funding other communities; and
then rank in order the degree of their problem so we won't have
continued what both of us who have been administering the pro-
gram believe to be an error.

Chairman PER INS. You don't deny the New York State depart-
ment. calculation?

Dr. MARLAND. They may well be correct.
Chairman PERKINS. The school list: .,,ts receive funds under part

C of title I, which has the same requanents of concentration. Can
you give us any answer to that part of my question?

Dr. MARLAxo. I am sorry that I missed the question. Xs it part C
of title I?

Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Dr. AIALAxn. Are we speaking of dropout prevention here?
Mr. AlAzzor.t. Concentration.
Chairman PERKINS, Grants for concentration, part C.
Dr. MARLA:cu. I am advised, since I inn not familiar with the term

part C as you described it, we have other names inside our bureaus,
there is little or no money allocated at this time in that category,

. and it is not an influence.
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Clviman PEnKixs How many eligible school districts are them
for that section ?

Dr. ALAI:LAND. About $20 million distributed
Chairman Pnin: INS. School districts, not money. How many school

districts are entitled under part C?
Dr. MAar.ANn. In 1072, with an appropriation of $28 million out

of the $1.0 billion. we reached 3,728 school districts with funds rang-
ing from very minimal funds tip to $3.5 million. We call that special
grants for urban and rural schools. It ',As not been a significantly
funded part, of this law.

Chairman PERE INS. 'those will he the only ones that are going to
receive money under the special revenue sharing then, approximately
4,000 out of 15,000. Am I correct?

Dr. MAnLAND. 1 would think not, sir.
Chairman PEaKtxs. Go ahead, Mr. Mazzoli,
Mr. NIAzzoi.i. I want to ask a couple of fairly quick questions.

Would there be 1111V 11% Secretary, that you would estimate the
percentage of excellence in teaching the disadvantaged which is now
being done under the present formula, the percentage of excellence
that you would achieve in the adoption should the Congress be so i-
dined of your new program?

By that, I mean are we doing 10 percent of a job in reaching the
disadvantaged, in reaching them well. Are we doing 30 percent, 70
or SO? Is there any way to determine how much you would have to
go from $2,S billion total funds under your prooTam?

Would we need to go to five to six to what figure to achieve
perfection and then ranking down?

Secretary Inn-Nth:amt. I can't tell you how much money we would
have to add to achieve excellence because we have spent quite a bit
of money in the past and in my opinion we have not achieved excel-
lence in many cases.

I would not be willing to assume if we -.-louble or triple the
amount scheduled to go into this program that we would get that
higher degree of excellence. The thing that troubles me about your
first nnestion is that I am not able to answer it and the reason is
that I don't think there are good evaluative techniques or measure-
ments as to what constitutes the excellence of teaching in these
fields.

I think you have turned on an extminely important point. First of
all, it is my desire and strong intention to get a much greater degree
of adequacy in the evaluation of teaching and in teaching in these
specific fields that are of national concern, particularly in the disad-
vantaged.

Secondly, I firmly believe, or I would not be here this morning
presenting this proposal, .1-hat if we had this additional degree of
flexibility ant freedom in the local school districts and the States to
set their own priorities and to avoid a lot of time wasting and non-
educational activity that required by the present system, that you
would have a better result.

Mr. MAzzot.T. Finally, do you think it is possible to teach the peo-
ple that we are trying to teach ?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I do.
Mr. MAzzom. And you. Dr. :garland?
Dr. MAIL ND. I do indeed.
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Mr. MAzzor.r. And von. Dr, Ottina?
1)r, OTTINA. I think we have evidence that shows that.
Mr. MAzzoi,r. yon.
Dr. aril NA. Mr. Perkins. I have information regarding, the ques-

tion von asked about. New York. It seems to me that the factor Halt
is causinp the distribution to behave as it is is really the number of
title I eligible children versus the number of eligible children ill the
disadyaittaged earmark.

If we look at Nev York, for example, under the 1960 census date.
plus flue number of AFI)C children. it has about 512,000 of wl!ich
500.000 are AFDC or 69 percent of their total is represented by
AFI)C children.

Under our definition of Orshansky, 812,000 would be reduced to
596,000. If we, by comparisonand this is one of the problems we
have been trying to highlight with AFDC counts, that they are
highly variable between State and each State has its own definition
of what qualifies for AFDCwe find Kentucky has 229,000 children
in 1960 census, which include only 32.000 AFDC, which represents
only 14 percent of your population afainst the 69 percent of the
population in New York that would qualify because of the AFI)C.

On the other hand, using the Orshansky, Kentucky's number
would drop only to 208.000 which would be better than 90 percent of
the present value, where New York's number would drop from
812,000 to 566,000.

It is that counting factor that is the larges': single variation.
Chairman PERKIN'S. What do yon mean by Orshansky?
Dr. OTTINA. Orshansky is the method we had proposed we would

use in determining the eligibility for -;)overty families. It takes into
consideration the size of the family aid whether it is an urban or
rural family. It is a device that has been used by the Census Bureau
and it is a system that they use in defining poverty.

Chairman PERKINS. What does it involve, it $3,500 income? What
are the factors involved

Dr. OrlINA. It is a variable income based upon the .,timber
children that are in the family and whether it is an urban family or
a rural funnily.

Dr. MARIAN». For an urban .family of four, to give you a more
precise definiti,,m, we are figuring $3,800 for an urban family of four
being a qualifying number.

Chairman PmticiNF. What about a rural family of four?
Dr, MARLA:sm. It would be about $3,500 for a family of four in a

rural area. Urban areas are higher.
Secretary WEirtnEnuEn. I think in more lay terms it is an attempt

to get a more realistic measure of the impact of cost of livino. on
families to see what they have left.,rather than taking a singlj'fac-
tor.

It is an attempt to say your dollars go a little farther in a rural
area and less farther if you have a large family. It is an attempt to
grind those factors into determination rather than saying everyone
at $3,000 or everyone at $4,100.

Chairmar PERK/NS. Mr. Mazzoli?
Mr. MAzzom. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
With respect to using, Mr. Secretary, the 1970 data instead of

what I guess we are still using, 1960 dataof course, the Chairman
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and 1 come from the State of Kentucky, but we come from different
districts geographically and what have you.

I wonder. was the Orshansky method loused on 1970 data?
Secretary WEI NISFAIGE11. Yes.
Mr. 'AlAzzoi,r. Will your information people be able to supply dis-

tinctions and differences between the present formula, and the effect
in the Seventh District and Third District, and what vill be the -fu-
ture of that?

Dr. OwixA. We do have it at the State leVel, but we do not have
it broken down into districts.

Mr. .1fAzzor,t. I don't know all of the subtleties that grow around
in these, discussions, but it seems to be unusual to continue to use
data which even in 1900 was out of date and certainly by 1972 is 15
years out of date. It, seems there is a need to update.

Secretary Wi :ixiuuaun. I agree with you completely because the
%%hole point is to get funds into the area of greatest needs, and if
you are using data 12 to 14- years out of dote and using a formula
that considers only one factor; that is, level of income, I thi,A- you
are apt to miss it two ways.

Mr. MAzzota. The same way T can understand the Chairman's situ-
ation because von have districts and areas in the country, not just in
our State, where you need to have an extra look at things because
there has been a problem.

It seems to me there should be a way to take care of all existing
problems and yet use updated information. I wunld hope in further
connection with the Committee

Mr. Qum. Will the gentleman yield?
MAzzor.r. Yes.

Mr. QUIT:. You have worked out distribution using Orshansky's
method on the 1970 census. Could you use the same method on the
1900 census?

Secretary WEuxuEnoEn. Yes, you could. You would have a slightly
better result than you have now, but you would not have as good a
result for identifying the needy areas of the country educationally
speaking in these fields as you would if you used 1970 data, but it is
perfectly applicable to 1960 data.

Mr. Qui-E. Since we have that for 1970, would you provide that
for us?

Secretary WErxitEnoEn. Yes, that is what we are looking for now.
I think you have in your packet the 1970 data.

Mr. QUI. Yes, I have the 1970 data in the packet, but I don't
have .000. We are comparing 1970 under Orshansky with the pres-
ent formula in the 1970 census of various income levels in 1960.

If we could compare 196;) census information with Orshansky,
then we con;1 see how the cata changed even sing the Orshansky
method front those in those 10 years because I want to remind you
that when you get rid of the "hold harmless'? language which will
be, fiscal year 1975, you are halfway through the census time.

That. means presumabiy you have already shifted. Everyone who
was in high school when the 1970 census data was taken are out of
school now.

Secretary WEINnEncEn. We are always going to be a bit out of
date because you don't have an instantaneous means of applying the
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ta.w data, bug: I he thing you try to do or at least the purpose of the
bill that is proposed is to try to concentrate the available -Nods in
flue areas of greatest need as measured by the most current; data.

hat is the purpose of it. If there are aberrations and individual
situations, 1 would hope that we would be able to work out some
changes within the formula. that still would leave is with that him.!-.;
prinetple, because we do think that you should use these Federal
funds in these areas of national purpose to reach the greatest num-
ber of people for whom they are intended and it is as sunple as that.

Mr. QU1E. It is a lot more dillicrilt than that.
Secrete.ry WEixistattaat. It isn't easy, but I think you also need.

Congressman Quie, a transitional period and that is the purpose of
the "hold harmless'' clause.

I think the longer you keep a "hold harmless" clause the longer
ynu perpetuate what we see, as inequities of the existing program. If
you accept the premise that there should 'he some change and. it
should be a change, ;!,. this direction, then I think what we need
transition period to get; ready, but I don't think we want to say
there is a "hold harmless" etause for 3 or 5 years out because then
all you have done really is to have it tine new system that you
haven't used rar 5 years.

Mr. Qrtn. We aren't going to use it the first year with the "hold
hamless." hut the question bece7nes whether we should use 5-year
obsolete information which will ..!ontinue to be more and more obso-
lete until after the 1980 census is taken. It will take another 3 years
r(o rind- to lie made available. so I guess we run from 5 to 13 years
obsolete on a had concept in the first place.

Secretary INTErNituiwEit. One of the existing proposals is to use the
likvIdata again, which would make us 12 to 14 years out of date.

Mr. Quin, That is the worst of all choices.
Sc.-ref:try WErNnEnot:n. That is what I would think but it is one

of the proposals before the Congress this point.
Dr. OTTtNA. Congressman Quie, ]et me add two points. We would

be pleased to provide that information. However, Orshansky is rela-
tively new and it was not collected below the State level in 1960 so
we will give you an approximation at the State only.

'rile second point is that there is in it a year7.y update feature at
the state level so it will tend to keep data much more current than
our pes,mt 1970 census will.

Mr. QUIE. I question that. I would also throw out that the schools
now know whc is educationally disadvantaged. They can do that on
a month to month basis.

Chairman PEnti-rxs. Mr. Weinberger, one final question at this
time. A witness test!fied here last week that under the President's
proposal and under your bill that; you have submitted to us today,
the. States would receive approximately $:)20 million 1:!..is for fiscal
1974.

Can yon explain that, to the Committee?
Seeretary WEINBErtahat. Yes, I don't think that is correct, Mr.

Chairman. We will provide tables showing the appropriations under
the special revenue sharing bill.

!Tables referred to follow:]
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BUDGET ITEMS INCLUDED UNDER THE 1974 BSA BILL AS COMPARED WITH THE 1972 FRS BILL, 19??
APPROPRIATION AND THE FISCAL YEAR 1973 BUDGE T

[Amounts in millions el dollars;

197?

ERS hilt Appropriation

1973 Pre.
revised
budget 1970 Bsf,

Disadvantage earmark:
I. Local educational agencies 1, 432. 0 1. 406. 6 1. 390. I I, 443.11
2. Neglected and delinquent children ....... . ... (') 20.2 22.1 2?. I
3. Migratory children (I) 64.11 58.4 58. 4
4. Incentive grants. . 8. 0 7.71 8.2
5. Grants for high concentration of poor chi',Iren.... 14.0 29.1 26, I

State administration. 17.3 17.?
Set aside from vocational education .... . ..... 57. 0 0 0 0"Savings" from recalculation of SAFA ''A" en.

!Moment
.

21.6

Subtotal_ 1, 511. 0 1. 541. 0 1, 524. 1 1. 545. 7
Handicapped earmark:

I. Grants to States (part B, EHA).. ..... .... 35. 0 (7.5 37.5 37.5
2. Set-aside I rem title I, sec. 103(;r)(5), ESEA 40.0 56.4 60.0 60. 9
3. Set-aside train title III, se.:, 305(b)(8), ESEA

(15 percent). 21.0 21.9 21.0 71.9
4. Set-aside for Slate giants from sec. 122(c)(3),

VEA (10 percent) 37. 7 37.7 37.7 37. 7
"Savings" from recalculation of SAFA "A" en-

titlement . .. 6. 9

Subtotal 139.7 153.5 158.0 154,9
School assistance in federally allesfed areas:

I. Local educational agencies (3a) Public Law 874,
81st 178.0 180.5 227.2 194, 8

Local educational agencies (3b) Public Law 874,
81st .. 209,0 331.4 146.3 r ,)

2, Increases (4) lublic Law 874, 81st (5) 1,5 r')
3. Disaster (7) Public Law 874, 81st . (9 35.0
4. Disaster ;16) Public Law 815, 81st

Subtola, 387.0 561.7 373.5 19.1.3

Vocational education earmark:
I. State advisory councils (part A, VEA) 0 2.7 2.7 2. 7
2. State vocational. education program s (part B,

VEA) 287.0 302.0 3112.0 302.0
3. Set-aside I or disadvantaged (part B, VEA) (1) 57.0 57.0 57.0
4. Research grants to States (part C, VEA). (1) 0.0 9.0 9.0
5. Exemplary programs and projects (part I), VEA). _ 0 8.0 2.0 0.0
6. Rejlecti7,1 vocati Jr education (part E, VEA)_. 0
7. Consumer and homemaking (part F, VEA) (:.) 25.6 25.0 25.6
8. Cooperative vocational education programs (part

G, VEA) 0 19.5 19.5 13. 5
9. Workstudy 101 vocational educal:im stun" '

(part H, VEA) 0 6.0 6.0 0.0
). Permanent appro,:i.ition (Smith-Hughes Act), (i) 7,2 7.2 7.2

Cur icr.lum development in vocati . nal and tech-
nical (part I, VEA) 0 4.0 4..) 0

Savings from SAFA A 6 I

Subtotal 287.0 441.8 441.0 443.1
Supporting services earmark: .

I. Titlo III, ESEA, supplementary servicr...s Ir.ss set-
a 1,1e 104.0 124.4 124,3 174. 3

2. Natrona: nixed lunch I 193,0 205.0 239.0 244. 0
3. Chil I Nutriti rn Act. I

4, Adult Education Act (excluding sec. 309).._ . .. 45.0 51.1 51. 1 51. 1
5. Speci rl programs 'elating to admIt education for

Indians (sec. 314 AEA)
Advisor- councils (combined) .8 .9 1.0
Sriving from SAFA A 2.7

Subt rt,1 3,2, 0 398.3 415.3 422.1.
Gran I _ 2, 606. 7 3, 024. 5 2, 911. 9 2. 771. 0
Comparabletotals tor programs in 1974 BSA bill 2,716.6 2.761.6 2,771.°

I richyled in $1,432.0 above.
Wider motional education i armark,
N:rt in budget.
Not in bill
Included in 527.0 above.
Under disadvantaged earmark.
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1))1,vvhig ognims wort fm.inerly hilutld under the Educalii.1,
Iteren shoring .cr or 1!171. The Prusident': Budget lilt' II 1974 nr.p.),.,

(.1* th,,f urngnilw. im& Fria tile soliworliv tute-
gm Ina)- lit' 11.`,4'11 till' Stales iu th(' these 7rIIviiits.

1972
--------------------- i973 Presider 's

RS hill appropriation ievised budget

1. Title II. E SCA, school lihiaiies 80.0 90.0 90.0
2. Title V, [SEA, strengthening State departmenis of

ed veal inn 33.0 33.0 38.0
3. Title Ill. fIDEA :0.0 1.5
4. Education Piotessions Development Act (part 132)_ .. 7.0 7.6

1971 BSA

'Itairman l'moxs. that fignre is not correct, give us the figure
that is correct.

Sec:Dian. AVEixittaiorm. 'clic proposal is that the fiinds that monk],
he allocated under the ?ducat1°1nd sharing bill would he less
in three --i,iStances than at. the present, time because the 'President
feels that- three of the programs covered at the present, time are pro-
( .1 ams that should no lcmger roil:ire Federal funding.

Chairman PiTicixs. Spell thew out.
..-;ec 111 ry .()ne is the category 11 program of the im-

pat educittimi aid which President ,Nixon. along with every other
I'resident since 'President '1'1.11111;111,11as been tryii4...:

Chairman .1)1.:10,:ixi.4.1-1.ow much is involved there?
Secretary N BER(;ER. 111 that program, I believe about $1-10 mil-

lion is involved in that program.
1) m:Exs. flow much compared 1vit11 last year?

1) . Orr' NA. 11y last year, do you mean fiscal year 1979?
Chairman Fiscal year B caterory.
Secretary AVEiNtiriair.a. It is $201) million in the 1972 EliS bill.

We estimate it would he ithout $1,16 million in 1973. The $140 mil-
lioit is the amount- that we would not propose to include because

PtaiKixs. Since we are under eon:it-ming resolution,
h.a's use the 1979 figure and make the comparison for 11)72 then.

Secretary 111.1.1NR I:GE1t. T11:111 is $209 million, but that is not the
atilt-mut that will he spent, in 197:1.

Chairman PEuKiNs. you have $201) million for category I:13
arch t

Secretary 1VErsiumu:1t. Category 11, we. are proposing' not
to continue.

Chairman PEni:1-.xs. How much for category C for 1972?
Secretary 11'1.:1:::nr.itot.:1i. Alre don't. show anything. It has never

beeicfunde(1.
Chairman 1.)Eiti:txs. All right, go ahead with the, other programs.
Secretary 1I71.:1)1ra:licu. There is $90 million in the title. IT. -ESEA

library programs, and about $3S million in the State departments of
edneation, the so-called strengthening of those state departments,

is title V and which in my personal opinion, having observed
it, in California, does nothing whatever to strengthen State depart..
meats of education.

Chairman SPEiticrxs. Of course,_tliii,re is a lot Of debate on that
very point. IVIr.in we .provided for this program, we exchanged a lot
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of technical personnel from the Office of Education with the States.
By and large, the State departments have testified that the program
has been very successful.

All told, how much does that add up to?
Secretary WEINBERGER. It adds up to about $270 million.
Chairman PERKINS. According to my figures, it is $337 million.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Adding up the amount we are estimating

to be spent in 1973 and measuring it against what we are proposing
for 1971

Chairman PERKINS. Now, $337 million for '72 is correct, with 90
million for title II of ESEA.; $38 million for title V, plus no money
for the equipment title of NDEA. How much is that figure?

Dr. arriNn. Mr. Chairman, I believe part of the confusion is that
we are referring first of all to differences between the original
ESE ..A_ proposal and those are the monies that the Secretary has
been reading to you.

1, believe the numbers you were quoting from, the $500 million
number, was a difference between what is presently being proposed
in this act and what was appropriated in 1972. As a function of
what your base is, you will get a different set of numbers. In order
to come close to the base you were talking about

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say this, Doctor. There is nothing
complex about this. $290 million was what you spent on "b" children
in 1972, and you are not spending anything on "b" children in fiscal
'74 under your proposed special revenue sharmo..

Dr. OTTINA. Mr. Chairman, my figures make your point better.
Our budget shows $331 million for B children in 1972. $209 million
is what was in the original request that went to the Congress, but
the Congress appropriated more than $209.

Chairman PERKINS. $313 million?
Dr. OTTINA. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Is that just for "b" children?
Dr. OTTINA. Yes. .

Chairman PERKINS. That is just
Dr. OrrINA. In A we had about $180 million, $331 for J.3 children.
Chairman PERKINS. Than you have $90 million for title II, the li-

brary title of ESEA, and $38 million for title V of ESEA. How
inuch is there for NDEA title III that we have not discussed?

Dr. OrrINA. In 1972, I believe, the appropriated number for
NDEA_, title III was about $50 million.

Chairman PErnuNs. Let's look at that $50 million and see what it
comes to here. That is about $508 million to be exact. If we appro-
priate all of the money that is proposed by your proposal and come
up with $508 million below the 1972 appropriations at the State
level, what kind of a mad scramble do you think the State depart-
ments will be confronted with in trying to administer the program,
when they have authority under your proposal to shift around one-
third of the funds from some of the categories. We are starting out
with that much less, and they can shift all of the funds from the
fifth category and one-third from the handicapped and vocational
education.

Secretary WEINREaGER. They can shift them all from the fifth cat-
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egorv, and your question about the madhouse and so on at the state
level would seem to assume that. there only way to prevent a Mad-
house at the state level is always to continue funding everything the
Federal government has ever done, and there is no question what-
ever but that the President has proposed, 'as he has proposed in on3
capacity or another for close to 20 years, that, we should end the
part B inipact, aid program.

I think his reasons for doing that are completely sound because it
is a. program \Villa does not reach the disadvantaged and it. does not
reach people who especially need funds. It, simply reaches people
who happen to live on or near a Federal reservation whose parents
did not even live on it and so you have a totally irrelevant factor.

Chairman PEKINS. It. is irrelevant? When you cut off all of those
"b" children, those districts are going to go to their State superin-
tendents asking for the handicapped money and the library .money
and all of the other funds. What is going to happen to the disad-
vantaged at that point?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Because these funds under this proposal
are still required to be spent for those purposes.

Chairman PERxixs. Yes; but they can 'shift one-third of the
funds around.

Secretary WEtxnERGER. They can shift a third of them within
these categories.

Chairman PERKrxs. And any of the funds tinder the bill can be
used for construction.

Secretary WEINBERGER. For construction if need be; yes, that, is
true; but construction within these broad purposes and it can only
be used within these five purposes. It is not a general revenue shar-
ing bill. It is education, but five categories of education only.

Chairman PERKINS. If you don't have any Federal control, how
will you know how the States are going to use it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Because you have all of your audit proce-
dures and all of your opportunitieS to examine the results. The
States themselves have to make audits and, if they fail to live up to
the boundary lines or requirements of the bill, they can, of course;
have funds withheld.

Chairman PERI:rm. Mr. Steiger?
Dr. OrrINA. Mr. Perkins, it, would be unfair to leave this impres-

sion. You have assumed a 1972 transition into 1974. There is fiscal
year 1973. .

Chairman PERKINS. The President vetoed both Labor-HEW. appro-
priations bills. We are operating under a. continuing resolution for
1973, but there is a diSpute over how much money will be allocated
under this continuing resolution.

Dr. arrINA. But it is flowing out into areas you are concerned
about in reduced amounts.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Steiger?
Mr. STEIGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I hate to interrupt a love feast at this point. Mr. Secretary, in

your testimony there is one point about which I would like some
comment.

In the budget for fiscal year 1974 as proposed, as I read it, that
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the National Advisory Council for Vocational 1,:ducation and State
Advisory Council for Vocational Education are not to receive any
money.

I must say in all honesty, I am very much coueerned and dis-
turbed. There was a conscious attempt by Congress to establish voca-
tional advisory councils both at the State and national level, and I
wonder why the policy decision was made to end funding for both
of those. operations.

Secretary WEixiwitor.. Congressman Steiger. the decision was
made for councils at the Federal level because the desire as evidenced
by this proposal is not to maintain our Federal domination or Fed-
eral guidelines or strict requirements in these areas that would be
administered or dealt with by a Federal advisory committee.

The same is true with other categories that are woven into this
special revenue sharing bill. At the State level the funds in the sup-
port-in!, services, the fifth category of this program would be avail-
able if the State wished to use a committee of that kind, but there
would no longer lw a need for a Federal assistance council in the
areas that arc proposed to be folded into this special revenue shar-
jug bill.

'Arr. SEnitat. Mr. Secretary. I respectfully disagree. The purpose,
its you know. of that National Advisory Council is to help you and
Congress and the President assess national needs and problems in the
field of vocational education.

I don't think. whether we use the Better Schools Act, the present
Vocational Educational Act as amended, or whatever system is used,
that that need has suddenly disappeared.

Secretary WEI-Nem:En. We felt that with the change. that is pro-
posed in this bill, the States themselves mould have far greater au-
thority. and properly so. in identifying their own particular needs
within these broad categories.

If they wished to use State committees, they could do so. If there
developed any national need, there is no shortage because there are
now 384 advisory committees in the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. and the Secretary does have the authority to cre-
ate more if need be.

We see the need moving in the opposite direction, and we think
that the pr,ner consistency with this bill would be to have the
States do what they wish in development of advisory councils, but
you would no longer need a Federal advisory council tinder this pro-.
posal. .

Mr. STmoim. I ant interested in that response. and simply say to
you that I do not agree, that I personally will work ,as hard as I can
to preserve both the National Advisory Council and the State Advi-
sory Councils. But that brings me then to another point Which to an
extent was raised by the National School Board Association in their
testimony last week before. this committee.

Mr. SEmili. Do yon consider the vocational programthose
funds .that are distributed under the Vocational Education Act as
categorical?

Secretary WEixatualEn. Yes; I think t., a considerable extent they
could be considered that way. That category, if you wished to use
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that term or that broad boundary line; is preserved in this particu-
lar bill, because there is, as we have seen in the formulas, an ear-
mark for that purpose.

I might say that I think that vocational education, at least as I
have seen it operated in California, is an extremely successful pro-
ram.
Mr. STmn. lint it is a program just as title I of ESEA is.

While it is specified nudes the law that it shall only be used for a
certain purpose, IIEW does not, does it, tell the local educational
agency how they determine' the allocation of the funds made avail-
ahle to them?

It does not say that you have to Offer distributive education or
you have to offer homemaker education or industrial arts training.
That is a decision made by the local educational agency.

Secretary Wm-ma:Rom. My impression is that the present require-
ments and guidelines .and rules are more narrowly limited. A. State
would be more narrowly limited than tinder the proposal than is put
forward here.

You can run through some of the things we have. We have about
11 different kinds of programs under vocational education. We have
the programs for students with special needs. consmner and home-
maker, work Study, cooperative education, State advisory councils
that. you and I have discussed, innovation research grants, and esi-
dential vocational education.

Those would be consolidated, and they are part of the 32 pro-
grams that would be folded in. The State would be allowed to use
its vocational education earmark as it wished within that broad cate-
(Eery.

Mr. STEIGER. 011 page 8 of your statement, you say, "I believe
there will always be a need for some narrowly defined programs tar-
geted at meeting special needs." What examples are there?
right to read. There is no shortage of programs that are left. This

Secretary WEINBERGER. For the moment bilingual education; or
proposal does not consolidate everything that we are doing, and we
hope that as conditions change, perhaps as certain needs are met, re
can say that now there does not appear to be any longer a national
Federal requirement that we push you into these particular things,

.but that you have sonic ability, a greater ability through the use of
Federal funds under broad ttr,'As to pick and choose your own.

And one of them, Dr. 'Marland reminds me is the Emergency
school aid which is left intact, and that is to provide additional as-
sistance to school districts that may be .put under court order for
rapid desegregation.

Mr. STEIGER. You do not within the Better Schools Act, as I have
read it, propose to include any of these project grant programs. Do
you believe it would be a sensible move for us to consolidate those
programs as well as the State grant programs?

S''ecretary WEINBERGER. At some point in the future, we may pro-
pose, additions to this revenue sharing proposal. We have, I believe,
something like 32 programs this year. I would hope that some condi-
tions would change so that we could free more money for purposes
such as State and local school districts would like to use on their
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own without being forced into some of the narrow boundary lines of
the kinds of things I have read this morning,

It may be that this committee would feel there are others that
could be consolidated this year. We would certainly be delighted to
discuss whose and see if we could reach an agreement on some addi-
timial ones.

I think the point that I am trying to make is that we would like
to move in a direction of greater freedom, greater flexibility, and
the elimination or the reduction of the rather narrow boundary lines
that we see presently in a lot of the categorical programs, and we do
not say it entirely as criticism, but as the natural result of a series
of- additions and accretions that go on year after year as additional
things are thought of as national needs.

Every once in a while, you should take an overall look, and that is
what we are trying to do .with this proposal. We believe the time has
arrived when 32 of these can be folded into five broad general ear-
marks, and that is the essence of this-proposal.

If you have in mind others, I would be delighted to see if we
could add those.

Mr. STEmigi. I ma sympathetic with the concept of. insuring that a
local educational agency or State educational agency has greater flex-
ibility and can lessen red tape. But I am concerned over the specifics
of the proposal that has been offered this morning, and they are is-
sues with which both of us will have to deal as time goes ori.

There is, for example, a concern I have about the statement on
page 8 which I find is an interesting page altogether. You say :

It is time that the Federal Government ceased acting like a national school
board, telling States and communities in great detail what they should spend
and how.

It would be fair, would it not, to characterize the Better Schools
Act as still telling States and communities what. they should spend
money for and how?

Secretary WEINBERGER. To a very much lesser extent than is the
case at present, Congressman. 'What we haye tried to do is say first
of all, Federal funds should not be used as a sub9titute for general
education money.

There are broad national concerns that we have identified. If you
move from 32 programs, quite narrow and quite specific, into five
broad areas, I think you have made a substantial improvement. No
one claims this is the final act or that this is the place at which
everything in the direction we are talking about should end, but I
do think it is a substantial improvement.

To the extent we, are still identifying five broad areas of national
concern, the answer. is obviously yes, we are, but I think it is better
to fold in 32 programs and say here are five areas in which you have
considerably more flexibility and some Federal funding in which to
try to solve problems as it seems to you to be better to do.

-When we say that the Congress is trying to act like a .national
school board and force States into spending money for things they
may not want, what I have in mind is. the very presence or existence
of 4-great. many of these programs which I think now are well over
70 or 75, in there are apparently on the horizon some free
Federal money.
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So. a State will expend a lot of effort trying to qualify for it,
sotnetintes raising' matching funds and filling out application forms,
v.-fien really they do not want or need a program at all, but because
those funds are there and because there are groups that feel when-
ever Federal funds are available they should be applied for, I think
you get a result, that tends to turn the educational priorities of the
State around to try to meet available Federal programs instead of

,i]Ig- them to try to meet needs of thie own.
lihat we are trying to do is to move to a far greater extent and

de,,ree toward a greater flexibility and greater self-determination by
es and local school districts of their own needs.

M Sr. marm. Two further questions, Mr. Chairman, and I appre-
ciate very much yourwillingness to let us get into this.

On is again on page 8, you say, It is time we ceased creating a
new program to meet every problem even when the programs al-
ready exist to meet it." What examples do von have?

Secretary WInximaant We could go back through those voca-
tional educational ones again. I do not think you would need to have
a whole series of programs in which there is a Federal need for con-
sumer homemaking education, work study, cooperative education,
State advisory councils, recognizing the differences you and I have
on bat, innovation, research grants, and residential vocational.

It seems to me we should say not that you should apply for each
one, of these separately, that you should have to go through the meet
all Federal requirements, and a few of them are set out there, al-
thondi you can multiply that by 25 because that is only two States.

it seems to me to be better to say to the States that we agree that
there is a Federal interest, and priority in vocational education; here
are the funds that you are using at the present time for that pur-
pose, but you can apply them as it seems best to you. You are closer
to the students and closer to the problem.

Mr. STEmEn. That does not answer the question I asked.
Secretary WEtNnimor.a. I thought you wanted to know which ones

we suggested we abolish.
Mr. St'Eiomt. No, sir. I was looking at the language, you used by

saying, it is time we ceased creating new programs to meet every
problem even when programs already exist to meet it."

Tins, my question is what instances are there in which we have
clone that?

Secretary WraxnEnolia. There are many others. We could go
through most of the 32, but I think the ones I just read are the ones
created at separate times presumably to meet separate needs as
viewed at that time by Congress or by a Member who got his bill
passed.

Mr.. STEIGER. You see that raises a problem from my perception,
and let's take vocational education. Historically we shortchanged vo-
catt.nal education in this country.

1Ve downgraded it. The 1968 act was an attempt by 'Congress, and
I think, looking back on it, a relatively success ul attempt by Con-
gress, to say that vocational education deserved far greater emphasis
and attention, that we were weak in this field, and we lacked citizen
input in this field.
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Assistant Secretary Mar land has done a superb job in carver edu-
cation, and I support what the Administration has done and specifi-
cally what Sid Mar land has done in this field, but I any concerned
that what you do with this one program in vocational education
with the 11 categories is to diminish the national effort and leader-
ship that has enabled local school districts to become far more effec-
tive in the delivery of a relatively high cost program.

Secretary JE/NIIERGER. Let me answer that briefly.
Dr, Mar land will p,o into that in more detail. But, let me say that

rather than diminish the national effort, we will have enabled States
and local school districts to make an improvement in the use of Fed-
eral funds that we will be allocating for this purpose.

In the first place, there is no reduction of any of these funds.
There is, in fact, an increase actually proposed over the-1972 earlier
proposal.

3[1'. STEIGER. But you cannot transfer.
Secretary IITEixiwitorst. You can transfer. There, are very broad

areas, and you can use all of these funds that are presently going
out, you can use all of these fimds for what States and local school
districts consider to be. proper expenditure under vocational ed-Aca-
tion.

You no longer force them to dilute a lot of their time and their
effort and money by applying for something like 10 or 11 Federal
programs within the vocational educational area.

You say hem is the same total amount of money you were using.
It should be used for vocational education. It is an important area.
But you do not have to waste your effort by-making 10 or 11 sepa-
rate applications, having them denied or turned down, having a
delay, certainly not knowing how much you were going to get,
whereas under this kind of program, you have certainly, you have
speed and you can concentrate you time, effort and manpower at the
local effort on education.

That is the basic purpose of it.
1)r. MARIA-ND. I think, 'Congressman Steiger, that the questions

you have raised have particular aptness to the earlier statement that
the Secretary made when he said, "I. believe there may always be a
need for seine narrowly defined programs targeted as meeting spe-
cial needs as determind by Congress and the Administration."

As you know, the Congress enacted a magnificent authority, in my
judgment, last year under the term "occupation and adult educa-
tion." The examination of that bill shows clearly that it addresses
the very goals and ,philosophies which we now call career education.

There are still things to be done to sharpen and define and test the
concept of career education. But it may well be that We will conic
back to you in the circumstances of the Secretary's return to a cate-
gorical need when that time comes, and we have enough of a case to
make that this will continue to be a high Federal priority with new
shape and new. form, new substance and hopefully, new resources.

This perhapS is an example of what was the condition in 1971
when the Smith-Hughes Act started, or 1963 When the Vocational
Education Act passed, or in 1965 when .e.;SEA started. Those, as the
Secretary has said, have produced an accretion which is now unman-
ageable.
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1.3ut, he does not rule out a great idea emerging now that will take
the place of these. I would personally hold that education that has
that, capacity to come back with a large new idea at some point in
the future

Mr: -ST EtoF:R. Section 8 of the bill provideS that, the States are to
arrange for equitable treatment for nonpublic school children. As I
have read that briefly, there is no requirement that a certain amount
be set aside for those children. I wonder if you can give us some
idea how you handle this question cf the participation of non-public
school children, and specifically, what if anything is being clone on
what the President's budget mentions insofar as tax credit for par-
ents of nonpublic school children is concerner'

Dr. MAnt.:Nxn. The tax credit issue i5 a. separate issue not being
handled by HEW. That would be a 'natter to be resolved with the
Treasury Department. So, we can deal only within the confines of
our authority implicit in this bill, which address the issue, as you
have jnst, stated, as follows: That nonpublic schools shall be entitled
to receive the same services under the same conditions that this bill
serves public schools.

Up until now, as you know, ESEA has had that condition in it.
That has been moderately successful or at best, only fairi.y effective
in being administered across the board. Under this proposed bill. all
parts of the new authority, including vocational education and in-
cluding have the same conditions as ascribed to
ESEA.

Chairman Phrairxs. Mr. Lehman?
Arr. STEIGER. Can you let him finish?
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead and finish your sentence.
Dr. MARLAND. In other words, all nonpublic school children have

rights to receive services under this bill comparable to those given in
public school children.

Chairman PERKIN'S. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

. I excused myself briefly in the early part of the hearing to go to
an organizational meeting of the Census and Statistic Subcommittee,-
and perhaps we are going to be able to ao something in this subcom-.
mittee this session of Congress that will enable us to update the kind
of data you are going to need.

I think that it would be good to have liaison between this subcom-
mittee, whose work is so based on up-to-date data, and that particu-
lar committee. I hope we can work something out together that will
be beneficial to both the Achninistration and this committee.

Dr. HARLAND. I share that.hope, sir. .

Mr. LEHMAN. It is so obvious that if State and local school sys-
tems had really done the job th.ey were supposed to do, we would
have never needed these kinds of category funds. It also is not the
fact that the Federal people are better or more altruistic or more
noble than State or local people, but they are subject to a lot less
pressure. I was on the School Board in Dade County, Florida, and
it is fantastic the pressure you get from these different groups, and
how, as a matter of political reality, you have to react to these pres7...
sures.

In a sense, the flexibility will lend itself to pressure groups, and
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von cannot get away from it. I know you get one school board mem-
ber, and they get a backup on dyslexia, and you are goino. to take
(10 to satisfy the school board member. You get a medical group,

and they want a medical director, so you cut in there.
Two years ago, there was drug abuse education. Can you imagine,

if you had the flexibility, what these funds are going to be used for,
or that the school board is going to stand up and say you cannot
have the money for druo abuse?

You could not do that, and be on the school board. You can't put
it in capital funds. We have schools under the flight pattern of the
Miami International Airport, and they cannot hear 30 or 40 percent
of the time. 1311t the pressure you get is fantastic.

What really concerns me is a sense that when you put this money
out there and it's flexible, it goes on the bargaining table of the em-
ployee organizations. It can go for salary and fringe benefits, and in
reality, how are you going to prevent, for instance, the 30 percent or
whatever it amounts to, or that fifth category, from essentially be-
coming a collective bargaining negotiating item?

You cannot do it because it is there. That, becomes to me a danger-
ous precedent to set in this kind of aid to education. When the
teachers or groups are bargaining at the expense of the children who
need this extra money, the children cannot talk as loudly as some of
these pressure groups, and buildings cannot talk as loudly as the
pct ssure groups..

-We are certainly subject to a lot less direct pressiire than ;he per-
son on the school board is subject to during a budget hearing.

T. have not been here .very long, but I can feel the difference.
Secretary WErsainuar.n. Congressman, the point you make is a very

valid one., but there should be no feeling that there are no pressures
existing or exerted at the Federal level either.

We all live in the spotlight of them all of the time, and they are
beating clown with rather fierce intensity on everything I have been
associated with in *Washington. But the simple fact of the matter is
-that you do need, I think, to insure that at least the funds are there
for school districts to utilize these funds for the priorities as it ap-
pears to them, rather than as it appears to the Federal government,
twin ig to apply nationwide uniform standards or some of these spe-
cial. programs.

These funds that we are talking about in this bill are not funds
for general education. They are fends for five rather important
are that we see as national concern and they cannot be used for
just raising teacher salaries generally or anything of that kind.

They can be used for salaries within some of the areas that are in-
volved in these bills. That I think is an important and useful provi-
sion. Bilt, we do not have any guarantee that, if you keep all of
these funds at the Federal level, if you have 40 or 50 or 70 categori-
cal programs, that you are going to first of all relieve any of the
preSsures.

In fact, in California I frequently encountered very substantial
presSures to try to apply for these Federal funds, and to raise the
matching money when required to do that not because it served any
particular educational need, but simply because they were there, and
it seems to me you do not effect that particular problem which you
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have correctly identified as a very real one by leaving the system
that we have in place.

We are going to have to rely on the American system which
means that if you have governments that are closer to home and
more responsive, you are, in the final 'analysis probably going to get

that is more responsive to what die public wants, rattier
than special interests.

lint, there i;3 no shortage of special interest at the Federal level.
There is no assurance if we keep what we have that we are going. to
remove pressure. The purpose of this proposal is to try to move
more in that direction.

Mr. LEHMAN. I can say that perhaps the local school board over-
reacts to pressure, and sometimes they do, but I think this trend of
going back to the local level will also be a trend back to some of the
inequities that the categorical funds have done a good job to correct.

Thank you very much for coming.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Meeds..
Mr. Almos. Mr. Secretary, please accept my congratulations for a

very vigorous defense of your proposal. As you probably gathered. I
was somewhat skeptical when you started testi tying, and when we

. first started asking you questions.
Your explanation. however, that this was going to have less Fed-

eral strings because it was only to requirJ 75 percent to be spent foe
categorical programs has somewhat alleviated my apprehension.

Now. if you were just to tell me that there is not going to be any-
more Federal bureaucracy necessary, if you were to tell me that the
numb:Jr of employees in OE was going to be substantially less in
fiscal. 1974 than it was in 1972, I would probably have my apprehen-
sions further alleviated.

Could you tell me that, sir?
Dr. OTTINA. Yes, I can tell you some of that, Mr. Meeds. We pres-

ently have 439 people that are directly involved in administering
these programs that you see before you.

Mr. Alimus. Do you have that broken down in the budget where I
can get at it?

Dr. Orris-A. I have a sheet before me that I would enter into the
record. The budget document itself breaks it down by program and
by Washington and field office, and it lists it by every single pro-
()Tam we have talked about consolidating here.

Afr. Alimos, Four hundred what?
Dr. OrrixA. Four hundred thirty-nine. We would propose to re-

duce that number by 295.
Mr. MEEDS. So that the total losss is what? -

Dr. OrrINA. Slightly less than 300.
Mr. MEEDS. A reduction of 295.
Dr. OrrINA. From a total of 439.
Dir. MEEDS. How much is the total Office of Education going to be

down from fiscal 1972?
Dr. OTTINA. The question that you asked involves several things,

Mr. Weds. First of. all,: we do have. authorized several new pro-

grams that have come into place in 1973 and 1974.
Mr. MREDS. And you are getting rid of 22 ?
Dr. OrrINA. The numbers that I have given you thus far are corn-.
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parisions that deal only with the programs- that we are talking
about into the Better Schools Act, and those are numbers that relate
to 1973 manpower on board for those programs and proposed 1974
manpower with the enactment of this proposal.

Mr. .MERD.s. Would. you then furnish for the committee the break-
down which you are talking about here, and indicate to us what
other increases are coining about in the Office of Education and the
education division of IIEW and how much they ..re and as the result
of what new programs?

Dr. MAnLAND. We can submit that for the record.
The substantial legislation in the amendments of 1972 have im-

posed new programs on the Office of Education in the Emergency
School Assistance Act, and large numbers of people are involved in
that and some of the new higher education programs:

Mr. MEDs. Most of which have not been implemented, I might
add.

Di', MAI:LAND. Right; but the net effect will be a significant reduc-
tion in the order of S percent to 10 percent in the gross numbers of
the Of of Education, specification for which we will submit for
the record.

[The information referred to follows :]

STAFFING CHARGES RESULTING FROM PROPOSED SPECIAL EDUCATION REVENUE SHARING

June 30,1973 June 30,1974
Increase or

decrease

Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education:
Office of the Associate Commissioner 40 10 30
Educationally deprived children:

Headquarters 72 72
Regions 10 10

Supplementary services: State plan program 23 23
School assistance in federally affected areas (Public Law 874):

Headquarters.. 51 2 49
Regions 18 18

Strengthening State departments of education 46 46
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped: State grant program 18 18
National Center for the Improvementof EducatianalSystems:Supplemen-

tary services-15 percent set-aside 27 27
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources:

School library resources 9 4 5
Equipment and minor remodeling 1 1

Deputy Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education: Immediate
office 19 16 3

National Center for Adult, Continuing and Manpower Education: Adult
Education:

Headquarters 5 5
Regions 19 19

N ational Center for Occupational, Vocational, and Technical Education:
Office of the Associate Commissioner: Regions 20 20
Basic vocational grants:

Headquarters 27 27
Regions 26 26

Special needs 1 1
Consumer and homemaking 3 3
Work-study 1 1
Cooperative education 2 2
State advisory council 1 1

Total decreases 439 32 407
Headquartersprogram 346 32 314
Regionsprogram 93 93

Special Educational Revenue Sharing:
Total increases 112 +112

Headquartersprogram 25 +25
Reglonspr egram._ 87 +87

Net change:
Grand total 439 144 295

Headquartersprogram , 346 57 289
Regionsprogram 93 87 6
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Mr. MEEDS. Also, the percent of the total funds administered by
the Office of Education in the programs that you are folding in. I
suspect, it is over half of the Office of Education funds.

Dr. MAI:LAND. About one-third.
Mr. MEI:Ds. We could not expect a one-third reduction in the over-

all staff of OE for that, could we?
It is really not a fair comparison, is it?
Dr. Orr INA. There are different programs. Some programs which

are basically programs that have State diEtributions and flow
through the State such as these require less manpower to administer
than sometimes a very small program in which proposals are re-
ceived directly by the Office, and they need to be evaluated and
funded and monitored.

They are project grant programs. Those require much more man-
power than a State distribution program.

Dr. MARLAND. There is not a direct correspondence at all between
the total number of dollars and the total number of people needed to
administer them.

Mr. MEEDS. Two further questions. I see in the legislation you are
proposing, section 9(a), the chief executive officer of the State shall
be the State agency responsible for administration.

We have generally dealt through chief State school officers. Is
that what you mean when you say the chief executive officer?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, the provision is that the chief execu-
tive officer of the State shall be the State agency required for super-
vision or administration of the program, except that a specified sin-
gle State agency shall be responsible for such administration if such
officer determines that the law of such State so provides.

In other words, if the State has a single State agency in charge of
educational.activities, that would be the agency.

Mr. Duns. What you are telling me then, sir, is that if Governor
Reagan decided that Wilson Riles ought to run the education pro-
gram in the State of California, he could do so, but if he did not de-e,
t ermine that--7

Secretary WErNiutor.a. It is not Governor Reagan's decision. The
fact is that the California constitution creates the State superintend-
ent of public instruction. So in that State, that would be the for-
mula used.

Mr. MEEDS. In other words, that is not at all consential, it is man-
datory. If the State sets up a State department of education, then it
automatically must be the administering agency.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right. In California the constitu-
tion determines the problem.
. Mr. MEEDS. Thank you. One question with regard to vocational
education.

The figures I have for fiscal 1972 indicate that the voational edu-
cational expenditure for fisfkl. 1972 was $540,127,000 including adult
education. Is that the figurr' you have?

Secretary Wntrinntior.a. 1 have the prior educational revenue shar-
ing bill. I think Dr. OttiTia has the others. Are you speaking of
budget authority or outlays?

Mr. MEEns. Appropriation for fiscal 1974.
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Dr. OrrINA. Would you read your fibres?
Mr. A'InEns. $540,127,000.
Dr. MARLAND. That is very close.
Mr. MEEDS. And under education revenue sharing, you are propos-

ing for fiscal 1974, $443,110,000?
Dr. MARLAND. Our figure is $437 million, Mr. Mecds.
Mr. MEEns. That is for fiscal 1973 ?
Dr. OTrINA. There is a set-aside for handicapped.
Mr. Mums. Wait a minute. We are talking about vocational edu-

cation, not about handicapped. Have you included that in vocational
revenue sharing?

Dr. MAinducn. We moved the $37.7 million set aside for handi-
capped within vocational education to the handiCapped earmark
because we felt all formula grant moneys provided to the States for
education for the 1.,ndica.pped should be consolidated.

Mr. MnEns. That was also included in 1972, was it not, so we are
talkino. about the same thing. All right.

Mrf'Quirn. You are not talking about the same thing because the
vocational education for the handicapped is 10 percent set aside in
the 1963 act and the vocational education for disadvantaged is a
set-aside in the 1963 act.

What you have here in your disadvantaged earmark is nothing in
ERS for the disadvantaged, but 37.7 for the handicapped. You
would add. 37.7 to the $443 million in order to get a comparable
figure.

Mr. MELDS. What is 37.7?
-Mr. QurE. That is the 10 percent set-aside. In 1972 it was clown in-

vocational education and now they have it up in handicapped ear-
marked.

Mr. 11.1mos. Is their requirement that it has to be used for the
handicapped?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Under revenue sharing it would be in
handicapped.

Mr. MEEDS. There is no requirement that any money be spent for
the handicapped, as I remember.

Secretary- Wraxemionit. There is certain freedom within it, but
there is a. clear earmark for handicapped, and Dr. Winn, has the
chart here.

Mr. MEEDS. 'As: a matter of fact, .it is being shifted. It is now. not
necessary to spend it for vocational education of the handicapped, is
that correct?

Dr. MARLAND.. The old law' requires us to set aside 10 percent of
the vocational education authority to be used for the education of
handicapped children in vocational learning aCtivities.

We are now saying that for consistency sake that same condition
will be carried out by the State and the moneys. are correspondingly
moved to the handicapped sum and they can use more or less than
the 10 percent.

Mr. Mmes. Is there a requirement where the.morke,y, is shifted that
it be used for vocational education'of the handicapped?

Dr. MARLAND. No.
Mr. MEEns. It may be that these funds are not Utilized for voca-
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tional education at all, that they will be utilized for handicapped,
but not vocational education, right?

Pr. OTTINA. Right.
Mr. Mmes. That is what I was asking initially. In fiscal 1972 you

had appropriated $540,127,000 for vocational education. It could not
be used for anything else. It had to be used for vocational education.
Under your revenue sharing proposal for fiscal 1974, you would
spend or allocate $443,110,000 for vocational education, is that cor-
rect?

Dr. OTTINA. That would be about correct. There are some. propos-
als which were in the $540 million figure for which we are seeking
apprpriations outside of the Better Schools Act.

Mr. Mi.i4 What are those.
Dr. OTTINA. Those are curriculum development, $4 million; inno-

ivatioll, $f"; ; research, $9 ; adult education $10 million,
and a career model installation. $14 million.

Mr. MEEDS. Where are you seeking funding for those?
Dr. OrrINA. Those are beino. sought under other authorities.
Mr. MEEDS. Would you submit for the record specifically under

what other authorities funding is being sought for those programs.
Dr. OrnriA. Certainly.
[The information referred to follows:]

1974 BUDGET ESTIMATESDEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAREOFFICE OF EDUCATION

On thOusands1

Appropriation/activity
1972

comparable
1973

estimate
1974

estimate

Occupational, vocational, and adult education:
1. Vocational research:

(a) Innovation (Coop Res. Act) $8, 000 $8, 000 $8, 000
(b) Curriculum development (Coop Res. Act) 4, 000 4, 000 4, 000
(c) Research(Coop Res. Act) 9, 000 9, 000 9, 000
(d) Career education (Coop Res. Act) 14.000

Subtotal 21,00o 21, 000 35, 000
2. Adult education:

(a) Special projects (AEA sec. 3D9) 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000

Total ' 31, 000 31, 000 45, 000
Outlays 508, 541 538, 000 296, 283

. Mr. MEEDs. As I read it., the required expenditure for vocational
education is down approximately $97 million from' fiscal 1972 to
your revenue sharino. proposal.

Dr. OTTINA. I would not agree with that statement.
Mr. MEEDS. With the exception of whatever figures you had there.
Dr. OTTINA. That is about $42 million.
Mr. MEEDS. So it is down. approximately $42 million?
Dr. OrrINA. It is down the amount that we moved for handi-

capped, but part of what I, described in the $42 million was an in-
crease over 1972 so what we would present is a complete array of
both years so you could examine it.

Mr. MEEDS. This is another illustration of sleight of hand. I am
chagrined that you come up with this proposal and describe it as al-
lowing more latitude to the States and local educational agencies

95-545-73pt. 2-56
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when indeed, while there may have been strings before, there are
now chains tying these programs.

You are saying to the States you must spend 75 percent for this.
You and I might agree that is a good expenditure, but the fact is
that it is not allowing, we are not at the local level.

We are Federal bureaucrats that you talk about, and we are mak-
ing that decision and we are saying 75 percent and you are coining
here and asking me to require 75 percent under the guise of fewer
string.

That bothers me immensely.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Congressman, what we are saying is in the

compensatory education field rather than spreading it around as it
has been in aeas that study after study show do not produce good
results, you should concentrate it on basic educational requirements.

Mr. MEEns. That is what we said when we enacted ESEA in the
first instance.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is what is not happening. That is our
problem. We are trying to get a better result, and we believe a better
result obtains in the compensatory educational field by that kind of
a broad and specific requirement and by allowing. States to have oth-
erwise the maximum of freedom much more so than at presen+ with
respect to these other categories and programs and to press 32 into
these five broad earmarks.

Within that one earmark we are saying, all of the evidence we have
points to the fact that basic educational skills should have received
a higher concentration of funds. That is what we have provided for.

Mr. QUIE. In section 195, you say that educationally disadvan-
taged or deprived will be defined by yourself. Have you done some
work on that? Will it be determined in accordance with the criterion
which the Secretary may ascribe? To what extent have you done
that now ?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Which section?
Mr. QUIZ. Page 30 of your bill, section 19 and subsection 5.
Secretary WEINBERGER. We have presented some of the measures

this morning. We believe that there should be a move toward a for-
mula which more realistically reflects the amount of expenditure
problems, cost of living and number of children, that we have iden-
tified.

Mr. Qum. No I think we are talking about -two different things.
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is one of the bases.
Mr. QUIE. You are talking about economically disadvantaged but

here is educationally disadvelni:aged. and to define what the educa-
tionally disadvantaged are.

I wonder if you have done something on that -so we may see your
idefinition of it so, if we pass this legislation, :that we may 'know

what you would be utilizing here.
Secretary WEINBERGER. The regulations are not ready because the

bill is being presented today, but the- general .criteria that we would
use would be to try to get some kind of a realistic appraisal of
whether .or not the children by aby- one of a numbet. of measures or
tests were actually in that category. ,

One of -them would certainly be a realistic appraisal of 'family. in-
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come, and another would be the numbers of children in that family.
We would certainly want to look at tests to determine whether or
not there had been an absorption of some of the school work pre-
viously presented.

There are great many factors that would go into that kind of at-
tempt to determine it. If you want to give us more help, in the defi-
nition, we would appreciate it.

Mr. Qum I am surprised that you even. used the factor of poverty
in describing who is educationally disadvantaged.

Secretary''WEINBERGEn. I don't think it is automatic in any sense,
but I think there are studies that show if there are severe poverty
conditions in a family, some of that is reflected in the difficulties of
learning or problems in the home that can make it much more diffi-
cult for that child to get the educational advantage that others more
fortunate can get.

Mr. QutE. You are certain to have that correlation if you define.
educational disadvantage as being low income.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is not the only measure.
Mr. Qum. If you use it at all.
Secretary WEINBERGER. It would be proper to use it as one of the

factors.
Mr. QUIE. Let's suppose a student is getting straight A's and the

parent's income is below $4,000 and they are living in the city. Why
should that child be considered as educationally disadvantaged?

Secretary WEINBERGER. It is not so much a question of that partic-
ular child, Congressman, as it is a desire to get funds into areas that
are very likely to contain more children in that category.

You can do it' in a number of ways. You can take each child and
measure him objectively on a lot of different tests, many of which
are not proven and some of which may be good indicators and some
of which may not.

You can try to determine in a general way the likelihood of that
occurring. I think it is fair to say that the high incidence of concen-
tration of poverty is likely to result or at least be reflected in more
children who are educationally disadvantaged.

It is not automatic and it is not 100 percent, but it is one of the
factors you would certainly look for. It is not the only one that. I
would look for, and I would be glad to have additional assistance
from the committee and others to try to determine this.

I think it is entirely fair to say that a high concentration of pov-
erty is likely to result in a degree of educational-deprivation.

Mr. QutE. Granted that it is likely to result. There is a high per -
centage of poverty, but I am trying to find out how you define what
an etrucationally disadvantaged child is and I can't conceive of two
children ranking the same on ..a reading test, one coming from a
family with a $50,000 income and another one from a family of

-$2,000 income, both reading the-same, but one would be called educa-
tionally deprived and the other not.

It seems to me they are both educationally deprived. Maybe the
one who comes from a wealthy family is worse.

. Secretary WEINBERGER. The problem is. that the wealthy family
has more means to do something about it, and what you want to do
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is get the funds the area that will do the most good and have the
most impact.

Mr. QUM. Do you mean send him to a private school?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Any one of 'a number of different kinds of

things. I am not talking about what is the proper solution, I am
talking about the best method of measuring where Federal funds for
this purpose should go.

I don't pretend to have a final answer, but I do think it is proper
to use a high concentration of poverty as one of the tests.

Mr. Qum. Right now in a school which is a target school where
they are providing assistance for all educationally disadvantaged
children, the educationally deprived son of a doctor that makes mom
than $50,000 presently is a benefit from the program.

What I am concerned about is that he would not get the benefit
from the program if you had to crank poverty into the definition of
educationally disadvantaged.

Dr. Mniu,ArTn.. That is allowable, and I think we have not been
clear on this on the abbreviated exposition we have given of the
whole exercise. The dollar condition of the family, namely poverty
or not, is the factor by which the State distributes money to a local
school district.

If that local. school district, and here we bear upon your point, if
that local school district in its wisdom chooses other criteria for the
selection of educationally disadvantaged children than the dollar,
they may do so.

In other words, the conditions of deploying the money as pre-
scribed ix;. this. bill are governed- by poverty but within that commu-
nity, responding if you will to the issue you raise, there may be
other criteria used as distinct from poverty and concentrating those
monies on educationally disadvantaged children.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't Aject to your point that you are
getting to that we should use testing.

Mr. Qum. No, I am not getting to that. What I am saying is that
right now schools can make up their own minds on who is educa-
tionally disadvantaged after the money gets into the target school.
You are going to define educationally deprived. It says right here,
the term educationally deprived who suffer from educational depri-
vation as determined in accordance with criteria.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is allocation of the funds, not what
is done with them after they get there. That is a rough measure to
enable us to allocate .funds where it is more likely that there are
high concentrations of poverty and educationally deprived, but what
they do with them after they get there is up to the school district.

Mr. QuIE. I didn't see anything in the bill that you have-here on
allocation of funds to the State or to the school districts on educa-
tionally deprived. That was only on the economically deprived.

I stand corrected if there is some place where you could distribute
it to the State or to the school district based on educational depriva-
tion. If that is the case, we have a new ball game here, and I would
like to talk with you.

I thought there was an opportunity for a school district after it
got its .funds to use testing. or low income, and that is where the edu-.
cational deprived definition does come in.
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Dr. MAniAxo. Those can be adapted to the terms we have set
forth.

Mr. QUI. What about the children who are deaf, hard of hearing,
speech impaired, mentally retarded or crippled if they fall beloW
certain achievement level ? Can they be considered as educationally
deprived and, therefore, recieve benefits from Title I?

Secretary WEiNuEndEn. They are qualified under the handicapped
provisions of the proposal.

Mr. QUM I recognize that, but I am wondering if they can also
qualify under Title I?

Dr..MARLANo. I think the answer to your question is yes.
Mr. QuIE. That. is a great step forward. I an glad to hear that.

What about the trainable, retarded?
?)r.- MARLAND. Likewise.
Mr. Quiff . Presently in the law if a school had a program of rein-

edial reading, they can't get any Federal money for that program
It can only be for additions on top of it and new concepts of reach-
ing disadvantaged children, but anything they were doing at the be-
ginning of the Act they can't get any Federal money for it.

As f read your bill, you no longer carry that language, and I hope
that you did it intentionally.

Dr. MARLAND. What I think I am hearing you say is, to use a gen-
eralized term, that we must find comparability. In other words,
there must be an added function performed by added Federal
money. and if they already had a reading program, that it could not
he instituted for that.

Under this bill, the moneys are deployed for whatever uses the
local school systems wish to make of them. The feature of compara-
bility is still- there, but total sums of money ,as distinct from a spe-
cific program would govern.

H school B is serving educationally disadvantaged children and
the median cost is $800 per child throughout that community, then
the funds that are applied here hopefully at a rate of $300 per child
would be in addition to the $800 already being expended.

If they have a reading program in that school, which we hope
they do, in compliance with our proposal here, that money may go
to support the reading prograM so that comparability is maintained.

Mr. QUIE. I think that is a great step forward because there have
been many programs that should have permitted Federal funds to be
used and local funds be used for something else. I think comparabil-
ity is absolutely necessary so that every. eligible child receives the ad-
vantage of having this money spent in addition to the regular
budget.

Dr. MARLAND. This is part of our objections to an accumulation of
these many bills, and I think Mr. Meeds was in need of further ap-
preciation of what this means as he says we are adding on more cat-
egorical MOMS.

We are not. This stack of papers before me has to go to every
school the United States.- We would say that the total regulation
and guidelines for this program we are now offering you could be a
10- or 20 -page document instead of all of this.

Mr. -lams. Mr. Chairman, wanted to know on the number of em-
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ployees involved in the programs which are being folded in here, not
only the number, but I want the names of the people who are in-
volved in those -programs. You won't have any problem with that,
will you?

Dr. MAITLAND. The only problem we have is that we are making
many changes within the organization and some people are being, de-
ployed to regional offices and. some are being reassigned to higher
education out of elementary and the names would not be very mean-
ingful for a long period of time, I am afraid.

Mr. 'Mums. They will be next year when we are having hearings.
If that is an .untoward or unwarranted requestyou tell me you
have 400-some-odd people involved in the program now.

I would like to have the names in the list you give me of the peo-
ple who are involved in the program. That is not a big deal.

Dr. MARLA:cu. It is not a reliable list. We can furnish' it, but it
soes not have much meaning.

Mr. MEEns. If you would furnish that list of names along with
the numbers, I would app?.eciate it.

Chairman PEinalcs. Mr. Mazzoli ?
Mr. MAzzorA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, is it your intention to get statements of opinion

from educators across the country, now that your plan is unveiled,
as to their reaction? I know, for instance, in your statement this
morning you say there apparently have been misunderstandings and
misgivings that are groundless. Is it your intention now to give pub-
licity to your program?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, we would certainly hope to have the
facts of it presented, and we will try to present them and we hope it
will be more understood than some of the previous comments seem
to have indicated.

Mr. MAzzom. Very good. Is there some reason in the distribution
of money to handicapped and vocational education and supportive
that you count all children aged 5 to 17?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think, becaire the national proportion of
the pupils in these categories fall roughly within those percentage
points, that it is a method which initially won't seem fair.

Dr. OrlINA. Unlike the SAFA distribution, for example, where
you can identify a particular person who lives, on Federal property
it is distributed differently among States; unlike the disadvantaged
which is also distributed differently among States, the programs we
are attempting to support here tend on a whole to be distributed
evenly among the States, and therefore, the count of total school
children would suffice.

Mr. MAZZOLT. You mean in the State of California statistically
there are 10 percent of the children who are autistic or victims of
some disease?

Dr. OTTINA. Yes.
Mr. MAzzoi.r. Is there any way to try to weight the distribution of

money to those States who have superb programs in these categories
rather than distributing them to all States who may not have been
doing. what they should on their own?

Mr. MARLANP. At this time there is no effort to reward or estab-
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llsh implicit incentives in this bill, although it is something you may
want to discuss further. It is an evenhanded distribution as nearly
without the effect of differences as you suggest as it can be.

However, part of the effect of a 30 percent transfer option for a
given State would affect those differences. Vermont may have differ-
ent views from Arizona as to how it wants to treat handicapped
children and it has the freedom within that 30 percent transfer as
well as the 100 percent supportive services to do what it chooses to
do with those resources to maximize certain things Vermont believes
they need as distinct from Arizona.

Mr. MAzzom. That reaches part of my point. The other part is
that some states may hate been lagging far behind and not exercis-
ing their own responsibilities with respect to these children with
handicaps and other such problems.

Kentucky has a good program in distributive education, and I
would think perhaps some thought might be given along the lines to
some weighted average, if it could be done reasonably, to reward
those States which have really aone forward- in satisfying their re-
sponsibilities, recognizing and satisfying them and rather simply to
distribute money to all States, some of whom may not use it except
as they would 30 percent swing it around.

Dr. MARLAND. One of the reasons that I think underlies our redis-
tribution of personnel and that is an increasing role of technical as*-
sistance in the Office. of Education and in the National Institute of
Education to provide resources to those States that have been negli-
gent and diffident or whatever, not by the dollar persuasion but by
professional persuasion.

Dr. Omxn. I think you will find if you look at State-by-State
distribution,

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Huber?
Mr. Mum. You talked earlier about the double count. We had

Dr. Porter, the superintendent of education from Michigan, here
and lie talked about the disadvantaged child. The two key problems
that he MAN was the lack of attendance and mobility and he talked
in terms of this mobility factor as high in some cases as 125 percent
in a given year..

Your double count makes it easier to have mobility, it seems to
me, and you talked about removing impediments and here is Dr.
Porter saying keep them in that same class, and we can move them
up two years in one year's time if we don't have them move from
school to school.

It seems to me you are complicating the problem that Dr. Porter
is putting the key issue on as to why we have disadvantaged chil-
dren.

Secretary WEINBERGER. The information is that there are methods
and devices in schools in high poverty concentration areas to try to
persuade children not to leave because of additional fundng.

What-we are to do with that provision is to remove that
kind of discouragement that may be given to children or his family.
If we are wrong about that, I am sure we would want to be cor-
rected, but that is the area we were addressing with that provision.

Dr. MARLAND. The effect of that would be that the children you
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describe, and iC am painfully aware-of the high moblity among dis-
advantaged children, is more likely to be among disadvantaged
schools rather than the upward mobility that this bill. seeks. to en-
courage.

Chairman PErrsaxs. You have been quoted- as saying that the ad-
ministration will not request the funds for The Elementary and Sec-
ondary Act, The Vocational Education Act, the Adult Education
Act, and other Acts repealed by special revenue sharing if the spe-
cial revenue sharing proposal is not enacted by June 30.

You came up here today, March 19. Ilow do you expect the Con-
gress to pass your bill when you submit it to us only ten weeks be-
fore the first of July?

Secretary WmxiinuoEn. Congressman, the bill in its general form
was submitted to the Congress 2 years ago, and there have been
hearings in both Houses in the past two sessions.

We believe there exists, if there is a desire to do it., ample time to
have hearings and to pass a measure of this kind, and we have indi-
cated a willingness to be flexible and discuss different kinds of for-
mulas and things of that sort.

I. think it is more a function of Willingness than of time. I think.
there is time to do it, and we would hope that it would be done.

Chairman PERKINS. W01.1111 you see that a supplemental. budgetary
request is sent up if the Congress does not act in time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I am sorry, sir?
Chairman PEauxxs. Would you suggest to the Bureau of the

Budget that they send up a supplemental budget request if the Con-
gress doesn't act in time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't have any authority to proceed on
the. assumption that this plan is ooing to fail, and our entire thrust
and effort and time is being devoted to trying to secure passage of
this bill: What happens if

being
bill does not pass is a hypothetical

question.
Chairman PERKINS. I was trying to find out what you would do

in the way of recommending a supplemental budget.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Whfit I would do is urge the passage of

this bill.
. Chairman PERKINS. Why does your proposal delete the parental
involvement requirement from the disadvantaged that was included
3 years ago?

Secretary WEINBERGER. This is a proposal of revenue sharing, and
we believe any school district who wants to have a parental advisory
committee is free to do so. We do not think we shotild mandate a se-
ries of requirements which require us to audit them to see if you
hae a parental committee and whether they have meetings and all
of the rest.

We. think that is a matter for local determination.
Chairman PERKINS. Under your bill, do you consider the alloca-

tions made to the local educational agencies for the disadvantaged
and for the impact aid money to be entitlements as they are under
public law now?

Secretary WEINBERGER. What we are proposing, Mr. Chairman, is
11, bill under which funds would be allocated by formula for these
purposes and the entitlement question would certainly be--
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Chairman PERKINS. Do you consider them to be entitlement-under
your proposal ?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We consider them to be amounts we are
requesting Congress to appropriate for these broad pUrposes.

Chairman PERKINS. But you are not using the word "entitle-
ments"?

Secretary WEiNimizonn. You and I may have a semantical problem
about that. I don't get the esoteric significance of what you mean by
entitlement.

Chairman Pianirss. I mean something you. are entitled to as a
matter of right.

Secretary WEINBEnona. I don't see how you can make that kind of
promise because Congress has the determination of whether it is
going to pass a bill or not. I can't say anyone is entitled to anything
until Congress has acted upon it.

Chairman uuNS. The local educational agencies are entitled to
those flinch now under present law, and .I was trying to see if under
your proposal you considered them entitlements.

Secretary WEINBERGER, They are entitled funds if Congress passes
a bill. We are suggesting to Congress what we think is a better way
to go.

Chairman PERKINS. I have observed throughout your testimony'
that you have taken good care of your so-called discretionary grant
funds and are not proposing that we fold them. into the so-called
special revenue sharing package. Assuming that special revenue
sharing is enacted, what role do you plan for the Office of Educa-
tion? Do you have any plans to eliminate the Office of Education?

Secretary. WEINBERGER. They have 71 programs still to deal with,
Mr. Chairman. What we are talking about is folding 32 into these 5
earmarks, and they would have duties in connection with this, but not
nearly as extensive or time consuming or sterile as they are presently
required to perform.

Chairman PERKINS. I don't intend to hold you here. We may want
to call you back in a couple of weeks at your convenience. If there are
no further questions, we thank you very much for your appearance
here today.-

We certainly appreciate your being so frank with us and giving us.
the views of the administration, Mr. Secretary. We thank all of you.

Secretary WEINBERGER. We thank you, sir.
(Whereupon, t 12:45 p.m., the hearing adjourned to reconivene . at-

10 :30 a.m Monday, March 26, 1973).



ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1973

FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 1973

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GENERAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION-,

OF THE COMMLITEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Morehead, Ky.

The Subcommittee met., pursuant to notice, at 9 o'clock a.m.; in the
Conference Room, Adron Doran University Center, Morehead State
University, Representative Carl D. Perkins of Kentucky [Chairman
of the Subcommittee} presiding.

Present: Representatives Perkins, Mazzoli (Kentucky), Ford
(Michigan), and Quie (Minnesota).

Also present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; and Yvonne
-Franklin, minority legislative associate.

Chairman PErmixs. The subcommittee will be in order. A quorum
is present..

First let.ine state that I am delighted to welcome my colleagues to
my home congressional district.

Seated on my left is Congressman Mazzo li from Kentucky and
Congressman William Ford a Michigan.

And, on my right is the ranking minority member, Congressman
Quie of Minnesota.

I am delighted to have these distinguished Congressmen here with
me this morning, Dr. Doran, and especially to be at your institution.
Morehead; Kentucky, has made tremendous progress in recent years,
and I just hope.. that the Members who accompany me here today
may have some time, even though we are going to be real busy, to
visit this campus, see the tremendous progress, and investigate how
the student assistance programs are working out here in Morehead.
But for these student assistance programs, this very institution
would not have grown.to the.extent that it has grown. And,'.but for
the college facilities assistance that we many years ago recognized
we must give to institutions of higher learning, this institution
would not have made the great progress that it has made.

Then; on top of -it all, you have -a. ()Teat president in Dr. Doran,
who has provided the essential leadership that has made this great
institution what it is today. I am delighted, to welcome Dr. Doran
this morning.

. We, are here in the heart of Appalachia, a little bit to the south;
hoping that we can get some ideas in connection with the extension
of the Elementary and Secondary- Education Act. We have some
problems in 'Washington, and there is so-much misunderstanding

/;, 1859).I(
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about so-called special revenue sharing. I personally feel that it is
misnamed; that it kind of indicates there are special funds corning
into the areas, but there is no special money coming into the areas
anywhere in the country. It is just funds in lieu of special programs.
In many instances, we are going to be shortchanged. Education spe-
cial revenue-sharing is trying to fold some 32 programs into five
main categories, putting everything at the State level. None of us
has any objection to revenue-sharing. as such. General revenue sharing
along with our present programs is just fine, but that's not the case.
We. have here five categories under special revenue-sharing. The first
category. is the disadvantaged under title the second category is im-
pact aid with only the "a" children involved. Under the administra-
tion's plan, those, funds are to remain intact. And, the way that the
1973 funding resolution is being construed, the funds that are pro-
vided for are much less than the funds that we received in the fiscal
1972 appropriation.

Then we have the third category, vocational education, where you
can shift 30 percent of the funds at the State level; and the title IV,
handicapped, where you can also shift 30 percent of the funds. And,
for supporting services, the fifth category under the administration's
proposal, all the funds can be transferred anywhere the commission-
ers of education want to shift them. I, don't think our commissioner
of education in Kentucky would want to make these decisions, and I
don't think the commissioner of education in North Carolina would
wantto make these decisions.

The fifth category of supporting services involves title H
ESEA, the library title title III of NDEA, the equipment title;
and Title III of ESEA; the innovative programs under ESEA,
which we consolidated a few years ago with the guidance and counsel-
ing program, title V of NDEA. Congressman Quie was present in
1970 when we were extending the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act and we merged guidance and counseling, title V-A of
NDEA2 with title III ESEA, the innovative title. The guidance and
counseling people who testified before the committee recently stated
that since that consolidation, the State commissioners of education
throughout the country who have the flexibility to shift the fund, had
cut back the programs by 50 percent within that 2 to 3 years. That
testimony is in the moord.

In addition to that--
Mr. QUIE. It shows they weren't needed so much.
Chairman PERKINS. We were just building them.
Also in this fifth category of Special Revenue Sharing is the

school lunch program, which involves the basic support, of all the
school youngsters who receive lunches throughout the country. And,
in addition to that, we have Title V of ESEA. The State depart-
ments of education would have the right to make the decisions on
Title II ESEA, Title III NDEA, Title III ESEA; the guidance and
counseling, school lunch, and title V.

Now, I personally . don't think that thiS issue is understood
throughout the country. That's one reason for these field hearings, to
try,try, to make the programs better understood. I know by the letters I
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receive from some of my school superintendents that it is completely
misunderstood.

Following Dr. Doran's testimony, we will hear from some State
departments of Education and school superintendents in the Appa-
lachian area. Now I want to ask Congressman Quie if he has any-
thing that he wants to say at this time.

MI. Qum No, I don't. I just would like to say, however, I appre-
ciate acing here. I have known Dr. Doran for some time and am
pleased to be in his institution. I have known Carl Perkins quite a
:bit longer and wanted to be in his district.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. MAzzom. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Of course the two of us are colleagues on the committee as well as

colleagues in representing the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Today
I'm in your district.

Tomorrow in Louisville, we will have continued hearings on this
topic. Dr. Doran and the Chairman will be my guest. We have taken
these hearings into Kentucky, and to different spots in the country,
in an effort not only to realize the effect of these proposed changes
on educators, all across the country, but as well for us to have a
chance to inform them, to some extent, of some of the subtle changes
which at least have been proposed:

So I would like to reiterate what the Chairman said earlier and
what my friend, Al Quie, said, and that is to accept your hospitality
and to appreciate A and to indicate to you that it is really a fine ex-
perience for all of us to visit your campus.

T'he only thing I can say is I hope the next time I. see you you
won't be wearing that white sock and that you'll be 10.12,percent ac-
tive.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, join Al Qum. It was my privilege as a new Congressman- a

little over 8 years ago to come on ,this Committee before Carl Per-
kins became Chairman of the committee, and he was singlehandedly
the most influential man in the country in the enactment of the
ESEA. I tagged along on his coattails as a young Congressman, and
have been claiming credit just for being there ever since.

It is nice to see you, Dr. Doran, because I can remember you as
one of the first people to whom I had the privilege to talk about this
legislation that far back. I particularly would like to thank you, as I
have in Washington, for the many fine graduates of yoUr institution
who ate teaching in my Congressional district in the suburbs of De-
troit. I don't know -whether we are getting the better part of that-or
not, but I suspect we are. We have many fine people from this part
of the country living in my area, and I have had the opportimity
over the years to identify and talk to a number of people who have
attended your institution. They are mutual friends. So I'm really
pleased to be in Carl Perkins' district and with his folks.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, doctor, you are our first witness.
We are all delighted to hear from you this morning. You may pro-
ceed in any manner you prefer.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ADRON DORAN, PRESIDENT, MOREHEAD
STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. DonAN..Thank you, Congressman.
Of course this is sort of homecoming to us in the Seventh District

for Carl Perkins to come to his home district for these hearings. But
it is more than that, because we are honored beyond expression al-
most that you other three gentlenien have joined him for the hearing
today. Ron Mazzoli is no stranger to our campus, and certainly to
Kentucky. He served as chairman of the Senate Committee on Ed-
ucation when he was in the State Senate, and now is a. great source
of satisfaction to us that you all have admitted him to the select cir-
cles in Washington to serve on this committee where he can further
his interest in education.

This is really a sort of a repeat performance. Congressmen; as
yon know, to come to our campus for a hearing of your subcommit-
tee. On February 23, 1962, you brought your subcommittee-here with
Carl Kearns, Of Pennsylvania and Robert Griffin from Michigan.
who is now the U.S. Senator from the State of Michigan, and I said
to Congressman Ford awhile ago, this could well be a good omen for
him, that We launched Bob's campaign for the U.S. Semite from
here a decade ago, and the next decade may hold greater things for
him in Michigan.

Roman Pueinski from Illinois came along and Dominick Daniels
from New Jersey.

It is a great pleaSure that we welcome you, and the opportunity to
review acquaintances with Congressman Mazzoli and Congressman
Ford and Congressman Quie.

We were having a hearing at that time, gentlemen, on the House
Resolution 10143 and 10199 which was styled "bills to encourage
State programs of adult basic. education." This.was the original ap-
proach at establishing. a program of basic adult education in Amer-
ica. Finally, as you know, the program was enacted into law.

It was signifidant, then, I think, that Morehead. Was selected as the
site of one of those hearings, because the original concept of basic
adult education originated in this country with Cora Stewart.Wil-
son, who was then superintendent of public education in the county.
She organized what was known as the moonlight schools, Congress-
man Ford; in America, and through her efforts the State of

formed what they called an illiteraCy commission. Then when
President Hoover organized a Federal effort in this behalf. $,;tie be-
came chairman of the National Illiteracy Commission. I think it is
encouraging to you to know that as the result of the heritage and as
a result of this legislation, we have .pursued this program Co its ful-
fillment.

On our campus now is to he found what we call the Appalachia
Basic Adidt Education Demonstration Center, where a program is
funded and our people are working with State directors in 13 states
of the Appalcinan Region in building. modules 'for this basic adult
education program.

So 'I hope thaL as the result of what you will do here and hence
front here will have as decided an effect in the field of education as
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what you did 10 years ago here and what we have been able to do
under that legislation.

I think you'd be interested in knowing that our.prograin has been
so outstanding that UNESCO gave its an award last year for profi-
ciency in. this program.

I recall, Congressman Quie, as you said awhile ago, my first ap-
pearance before your committee was back in April

ago,
when you

were conducting hearins on H.R. 10440, which later became the Eco-
non Opportunity Act of 1964. At that time I was chairman of the
NEA Legislative Commission, and gave testimony. The record shows
that we spent two and a half hours talking about trying to get edu-
cation as a component of the effort to affect the pockets of poverty
in America.

. We proposed then that, if you couldn't do it through the vehicle
of the Economic Opportunity Act, that you move to amend Public
Law 814, Wherein you were appropriating money to impacted areas
because of GOvernment installations, you could follow that same
principle and appropriate money to school districts which were im-
pacted by low-income families. .

Well, this was a departure, a great departure, from the way that
we had thought of financing education, but, if you recall later, in
1964, President Johnson named a task force to study wys and
means of the Federal Government's participation in educallon, and
out of this very concept came the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965 that you all were kind enough to let us call the
Perkins bill.

Now, we have ^ovine a great distance from those days of theorizing
.about financing education .at -all. levels and getting into some practi-
cal aspects of aetting the money where the needs of the needy were
greatest. You let 'me talk about this H.1L1.2362 as the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act then in January of 1965. I .believed in the
principle then. I believe in it now. The evidences are far greater
that our approach -then was sound, your legislation then was sound,
because of the results that have been prod uceTt by it.

I am not in position, gentlemen, to talk about the technicalities of
formulas for diStributing the funds. If you would move to legisla-
tion that would provide support across the board in general educa-
tion and get away from categorical aid, then you wouldn't have
these problems arising. The record shows that there were sonic on
the committee thenthere may be people on the committee nowop-
posed to general Federal aid. But I hope someday we get around to
taking the shackles off and say we're going' to appropriate money by
the Congress to provide educational opportunities for all of the
youth oeAmerica, wherever they are, and'in whatever kind of situa-
tion they are in.

I see little need to change the approach that we are 'making, but
rather I see great need for strengthening the approach. Before
quit with my weldome to You, I wanted to tell you also how deeply
concerned We in higher, education are, particularly about the 'fea-
tures of the legislation and the budget you are consi,lering that
have to do with financial aid to college students. I have made case
studies of our people who now are on financial aid, and unless the
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legislation approved by Congress in 1972 is followed, and you
finance the four programs that are now being financed for student
aid, and add to that the Basic Opportunity Grants, then we are
going to suffer greatly come next September in providing aid to the
students who are now here and the students who are going to come
next fall. What I say about Morehead State University can be said

. about most., if not all, of the institutions of higher education in this
Nation.

I hope we have provided comfortable quarters for you. If they are
not, Congressman Mazzo li knows we have a Red Room back here
where he spoke the last time, and ate when he was here. We. want to
provide an opportunity for you to eat lunch. We have set the facili-
ties up in one of the dining rooms, and if you have to eat in shifts,
it will be well. We can adjust our accommodations to your pleasure,
and you have access to the facilities as long as you will stay. If you
desire to stay overnight, we will be delighted to have you here but,
above all, we are honored that you are here and delighted to see all
four of You a. gain.

Chairman PERKINs: Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUI& Thank you, Dr. Doran.
-What I am really impressed by is that you remember.the numbers

of those billS. I have a hard enough time remembering the numbers of
the bills we have right now.

Dr. DORAN. Congressman, I have a good graduate assistant who
went back and found them for me, so when somebody tells you the
graduate assistants don't do anything, well, you say I found one.

Mr. QUI& I heard they did most of it.
Dr. DORAN. They did this much of it, anyhow.
Mr. Quin. You have, I think, set the stage well. It's good knowing

the history that brought us to this point as we move into the future.
I thank you for your testimony.

Chtthlnaii PERKINS. Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. MAZZOLI. I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman, except to

thank the doctor for his gracious welcome today and also for the
nice accommodations for our meeting and for the offer of a nice, re-
laxing lunch. I may not personally be able to stay.-I have to go back
to Louisville early this afternoon, but I do appreciate the offer and
thank you for it.

Dr. DORAN. It will be better than McDonald's if you eat before
you go.

Mr. MAzzou. That's true. The last couple of days I have violated
my own habits on eating, so maybe a fasting along the line would be
good. Thank you.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
I really would like to ask just for your impression as someone

who has lived with this legislation and lived with the many propos-
als that preceded it, the many unsuccessful attempts that were made
by people of good will and by the organization that you were repre-
senting back in 1962, and other similar organizations in education
who continue to be great supporters of the concept of Federal aid.
From the very beginning there have been those who decried the cate-
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gorical approach that was .taken by the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act for a variety of reasons. It seems that there are those
who will not be convinced, no matter what.

We are somewhat bemused by the fact that, as the President's own
program this year has been filtered out to us piece by piece and re-
worked, it becomes more categorical as it goes along, while the rhe-
toric would indicate that. the basic weakness of our approach has
been the categorical approach.

You, perhaps better than many other people in terms of the posi-
tion that you have held in education, would have been able to ob-
serve during the life of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act the ways in which the categorical approach has put money into
the hands of people at your level of education and clown into the lit-
tle schoolhouse to do things that hadn't been done, that had been
talked about here perhaps on your campus but had not been done
in these schools.

Could you make any comment on your impressions over these
years as to the success of this approach in sending money for more
or less specific purposes to school people so that the programs as
funded do not have to compete at the board table with new construc-
tion, teachers' salaries, maintenance salaries, new school buses, and
all of the other things that normally put so much pressure on the
budget of schools?

What have we gained, if anything, or have we gained, as some of
us believe we have, from sending this money in a way that freed ed-
ucators to use it ioily for the broad general purposes for which it is
intended?

Dr. DonAN.. Congressman, I would not in any sense of the word
imply that we have not profited greatly, because we have, but if a
family is developing a budget by which to live out of a given in-
come, it is most difficult if members are required to buy an automo-
bile instead of something else, when they need clothing as badly or
worse than they need an automobile, or they are required to buy
clothing in certain amounts before they can buy transportation in
some other form. That's an elementary sort of illustration, but it
represents a principle that I think distinguishes categorical aid from
general aid. I think the schools of America need the partnership of
the Federal Government, along with the local and State effort, and I
think that the Federal Government ought to come in as a member of
that partnership in the same fashion in which the local and State
governments come in.

Now, no State governments that I know appropriate money by
their legislatures for particular categories, but it is money appropri-
ated and allocated to what we ordinarily call the general school
fund, and then it is distributed to the county on a basis that it can
be used for educating all of the people.

If there has been any waste of this money, it has been because
and I question there has been any waste in it, if there has been or
poor management of itit has come as the result of guideline restric-
tions that have been placed on the schools to quality for this money.
There has been great progress made under the present Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, and nothing should be done to it
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that would provide less money to the school districts of America than
is now being provided.

Mr. FORD. I think Mr. Quie and I have been in agreement for a
long time around one -third Some place between a quarter and a
third. We have been back and forth as to the Federal share ulti-
mately of the total cost of elementary and secondary education.
However, the realities of a constant budget fight over the level of
expenditure for elementary and secondary education causes us to as-
sume that, at best, we will be able to get something close to what we
spent last,year. If we were to spend something in the neighborhood
of what we spent last year, would you think this would be the time
to move toward some general spending of the money, or do you
think that we ought to wait until we are talking about expenditures
at a higher level before we depart from categorical approach to gen-
eral approach?

Dr. DoaA If departing from categorical aid means we have re-
duced the amount of money that the Federal Government is placing
in education, then we ought not to toy with the process. But if you
take the base that we have established dollarwise in education, I
think you can accomplish far more by general education support
than we are now accomplishing by the segmentation of the programs
and causing this competition you are talking about, and requiring
boards of education and institutions of higher education to skew
their programs in a direction that will qualify for these funds.

Let us have the funds and then let us develop the programs that
we need to develop with this money and not require us to develop
the programs that the U.S. Office of Education says we ought to de-
velop to qualify for the funds.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. QmE. Mr. Chairman; could I just ask one question?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. QurE. If we did what you suggest, do you think the formula

ought to bring about an equalization of educational expenditures in-
terstate, so that the poorer States receive more money than the
wealthier States?

I think now the average expenditures run from something around
$1,400 per pupil down to around $550. Do you think there ought to
be an equalizer?

Dr. DORAN; Well, there ought to be some equalization formula, ei-
ther on the basis of 'ability of a State to meet its educational costs or
the level at which it has assumed that responsibility. Now, some
States, as in Kentucky, counties are just not able to carry the same
proportion of the share of their responsibility as other counties. So I
would say yes, that all of us believe in some proposal that would
equalize educational opportunities as between the.poor and the rich
States, as between the poor and the rich districts. This is basic to
general support of education, in my opinion.

Mr. QmE. Well, it's my feeling that the .equalization within the
State is the State's problem.

Dr. DORAN. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. But the Federal problem has to take a look at equaliza-

tion between the States.
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Dr. DORAN. But we recognize it at the State level and it ought to
be recognized at the Federal level.

Mr. Qum. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Doran, I was interested in your comment

on higher education. First let me state that the members on the
House Committee on Education and Labor have tried to act as dili-
gently as possible to bring about early funding. The supplemental is
presently pending before the appropriations committee, and it con-
tains the forward funding for the student assistance programs for
1974. No one realizes better than the members sitting on

programs
com-

mittee here today that it is necessary that the institutions know
something right away if we do not intend to deprive thousands of
youngsters from the opportunity of entering college. I just want you
to know that we have been moving heaven and earth to try to get
the Chairman of the House Committee on Appropriations, George
Mahon. to lift out of the supplemental all of the educational pro-
grams funded in the HEW appropriation bill, to separate them in
order to move their approval through the House and Senate immedi-
ately.

I discussed the subject with George Mahon and with the Speaker
several weeks ago, followed up my discussion with letters to them
and discussed the matter again just. yesterday. This position I am
hopeful that we can proceed expeditiously to separate all of the
Office of Education programs from the regular supplemental appro-
priation bill and get them. approved by the House and Senate.

I have worked for years to get timely authorizations and timely
appropriations; and certainly, since we were able to get the authori-
zation last year, the Congress will be derelict if we fail to get a
timely appropriation this year.

Dr. DORAN. I'm sure of that and I had no intent of divertino. your
attention from the Secondary and Elementary Education Act, but
the people who are most confused today are the principals and guid-
ance counsellors in the high schools.

Chairman PERKINS. I know that.
Dr. Don x. They have no way in the world of discerning whether

these promising young men and women who are graduating from
high school this spring can go to college next year.

Chairman PERKINS. We are very cognizant of that fact and I am
hopeful that our evidence is going to produce some results in Wash-
ington.

Let me thank you this morning. You have been very helpful, as
you always are.

Chairman PERKINS. Our next witnesses are. the gentlemen from
North Carolina, Mr. Robert E. Strother, the assistant superintend-
ent, accompanied by Mr. Carlton Fleetwood and Dr. Gary Hoover;
and Dr. Charles Williams, the associate superintendent of the State
department of education in South Carolina.

La me say in introducing gentlemen that it has been a pleas-
ure for me to work with ''the State department of Education in
North Carolina for the past 12 or 15 years, leading back to prior to
the passage of the Vocational Education Act in 1963. You people
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have been most helpful in trying to bring about better educational
opportunities for every one.

It is a great pleasure. for me to welcome you here.
Proceed, Dr. Strother, in any way that you prefer.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. STROTHER, ASSISTANT STATE SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENT, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, ACCOMPANIED BY CARLTON T. FLEETWOOD,
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS; AND
DR. J, GARY HOOVER, CONSULTANT, SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY AND
TESTING

Mr. STROTHER. Thank you, Congressman Perkins. We appreciate
the opportunity to be here, and we want to be very informal if we
possibly can.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, the prepared statements
will be inserted in the record.

[The statement referred to follow:]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. STROTHER, ASSISTANT STATE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT,
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the General Education Subcommittee for the
Education and Labor Committee, I appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to
support H.R. 69 by presenting the case for the youth of North Carolina. I
have with me at this bearing Dr. J. Gary Hoover ; Consultant ; School Psy-
chology and Testing; and Mr. Carlton T. Fleetwood ; Director of the Division
of Federal-State Relations; who will speak to specific points in the testimony
and assist me in answering questions.

The continued flow of federal funds to the local education agencies and the
State Education Agency in North Carolina is vital to the instructional pro-
grams in our schools. During FY 1965 the North Carolina public schools re-
ceived approximately $27 million from the National Defense Education Act,
Vocational Education, School Food Services, Impact Aid, and other federal
programs. With the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965, the funds supporting elementary and secondary education continued to
increase, until in fiscal year 1972 the North Carolina State Education 'Agency
and local education age' ties received more than $140 million. The programs
supported by federal funds range from instruction for the economically and ed-
ucationally disadvantaged to financial support for instructional materials and
equipment.

Public Law 89-10 which was enacted by the Congress in 1965 provided sev-
eral programs and considerable monies for the benefit of elementary and sec-
ondary students in the schools of the United States. While the local education
agencies have received funds to improve services for elementary and secondary
students under several titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act ;
the state education agencies have received funds to strengthen their programs
under Title V, Part A, Section 503 of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. If general aid is provided for local education agencies and state education
agencies, it is recommended that the funds be made available in a manner sim-
ilar to the way funds are allotted to state education agencies under Title V,
Part A, Section 503 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act; or in
the manner funds are now allotted to local education agencies under P.L. 874
in federally impacted areas. It is our belief that funds allotted to local educa-
tion agencies should come through the STATE EDUCATION AGENCY, which
in turn would make possible viable leadership in program development.

Mrs. Elizabeth Randolph from Charlotte-Mecklenburg County Schools testi-
fied in support of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act on
Wednesday February 7, 1973 ; Congressman Charlie Rose from the Seventh
Congressional District in North Carolina testified on Tuesday, February 20,
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1973; in support of Impact Aid; Mr. Robert Youngblood, Director of Migrant
Education in the North Carolina Education Agency testified in support of Mi-
grant Education on Thursday, February 22, 1973; and Dr. A. Craig Phillips,
State Superintendent of the North Carolina State Education Agency testified
in support of H.R. 16 and H.R. 69 on Wednesday, March 7, 1973. Since sev-
eral persons who are directly involved in the administration of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act in North Carolina have given testimony in these
areas, I shall give brief statements about these programs with some informa-
tion concerning the effect of several proposals upon the North Carolina schools.

TITLE I OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

The North Carolina public school system serves an enrollment of 1,158,549
pupils in grades 1-12. The Title I, ESEA program serves an unduplicated
count of 172,791 children in grades 1-12, plus an enrollment of 16,700 five-
year-olds in kindergarten programs.

Since the beginning of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act ; North
Carolina has ranked sixth in the nation as to the size of annual grants as de-
termined by the 1960 census. (North Carolina falls behind California, New
York, Texas, Illinois and Pennsylvania.) In recent years our State staff has
provided leadership to local education agencies for improved programs in the
priority areas of early childhood education for five-year-olds and reading-
language arts for educationally deprived youngsters in the elementary and
middle grades.

According to data available from the 1970 census, North Carolina has 99,224
school children from economically deprived families ($2,000) as compared with
323,096 children in the 1960 census. While North Carolina received $62 million
during FY 1972 for Title I activities, it would receive varying amounts of
money under the various proposals presented to your committee. Based upon
the 1970 census data North Carolina would receive amounts estimated below :

Fiscal years (in millions)

1972 1974 1975

Public Law 91-230 (1 year extension) $62 $14.5
H.R. 69 (full authorization) 1 191 $191
Education special revenue sharing 157 I 45

lEstimated figures available from HEW.

Under H.R. 69 each State could receive $300 for each child aged five to sev-
enteen if' families having an annual income of less than $4,000; in families
having an income of over $4,000 from AFDC payments, and in institutions for
neglected or delinquent children. In addition to the $300 per child, H.R. 69
provides that "from any funds available for making payments under this part
after making grants in the amounts determined under the preceding sentence,
;:he agency shall be eligible to receive au amount arrived at by multiplying the
number of children counted under subsection (c) by 50 per centum of the av-
erage per pupil expenditure in the State or, if greater, in the United States."
Although the AFDC count varies among states having more influence on
grants in many states than in North Carolina, each chief state school officer
could determine an amount of money which his state would receive under the
above formula.

TITLE n OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided North
Carolina schools with over $12 million for the purchase of school library re-
sources, textbooks, and other published and printed materials for use by
teachers and students. In North Carolina the funds have been allotted to
schools in each local education agency on a relative basis with the exception
of a small portion which was reserved for special purpose grants. Since Title
II funds must supplement local and state funds, this program has provided for
the acquisition of school library resources which are greatly needed through
the state.
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TITLE III OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is the most effec-
tive force in North Carolina for constructive change in public education. The
research and development capital ($23,964,087) provided through Title III
since 1965 has made it possible for 90 local educational agencies to develop
more effective educational practices in their systems. Many systems have devel-
oped more effective management and leadership procedures. Others have devel-
oped innovative educational practices for improving numerous instructional
programs. We have also developed more effective procedures for acquiring or
providing human support services such as health services, guidance and coun-
seling services, and social services.

TITLE V OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

Title V of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided funds
to improve the services of the State Education Agency through better coordi-
nation of federal programs, to improve management capabilities, to provide
summer intern programs for young persons who may upon graduation from a
university go into education; to improve dissemination of education informa-
tion to local education agencies, to establish and ,improve services in research
and development, to improve personnel services, and to assist in establishing a
management information system. In our effort to provide needed services
under Title V, the North Carolina State Education Agency employed two per-
sons in the agency to work with parents of economically deprived children. It
has always been our policy to use funds from different sources to provide
overall services. It was our understanding that personnel could not be pro-
vided under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act to work
with parents of the disadvantaged through our Department of Community Col-
leges; therefore, Title V funds were directed to meet this need. It is our con-
tention that the programs, activities, and projects established by North Caro-
lina under Title V, Part A have allowed the agency to move toward effective
reorganization, decentralization, and realistic innovation with federal funds.
Education special revenue sharing

On 'Monday, March 19, 1973, the Administration's Education Special Revenue
Sharing was presented to this Committee as the "Better Schools Act of 1973."
While this proposal would consolidate several programs into five general areas,
it does not propose to accomplish a great deal in improving the educational op-
portunities for the young people of our nation.

In the area of education for the disadvantaged, the educational special reve-
nue sharing proposal would transfer Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act into revenue sharing without additional funds. Local education
agencies with 5,000 or 15% of their children from low income families would
be funded first. In North Carolina there may well be inadequate funds to serve
children in local education agencies which do not meet the 15% or 5,000
requirement.

The Orshansky .Index may be a more equitable way of determining poor
families whose children qualify for funds tinder the educational programs for
the disadvantaged. A poverty level is established for farm and non-farm fami-
lies including from one to seven persons on a sliding scale. Even under this
index North Carolina would receive less money for disadvantaged programs
since every county in the State experienced some degree of decline in level of
family poverty between 1960 and 1970.

While there may be reasons for changing the formula for allotting funds
under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, we see no ad-
vantage to transferring the program to education special revenue sharing.

In the area of vocational education, the funds available for vocational pro-
grams, excluding some set-asides, are being transferred to education special
revenue sharing. We see no advantages afforded to the young people in North
Carolina by such a transfer.

In the area of education of the handicapped, something is accomplished by
the transfer of programs benefiting the handicapped into education special rev-
enue sharing. Set-asides in other programs, as well as the programs under the
Education for the Handicapped Act; are made available to state education
agencies and local education agencies Ali programs designed to meet the needs
of children for whom the educators have responsibility.
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In the area of supporting materials and services, funds from a few pro-
grams are transferred into education special revenue sharing to support activi-
ties formerly carried on under many programs, some of which have been rec-
ommended for termination in the administration's budget recommendations. It
would be to the advantage of state education agencies and local education
agencies if the funds for school food services, equipment and materials, inno.
vative programs, etc. which were available in FY, 1972 were made available in
FY, 1974 for supportive services.

As far as we can tell the transfer of assistance for schools enrolling chil-
dren who live in Federal property to education special revenue sharing would
do little different from PA, 874 and P.L. 819. The fact that funding would be
restricted to children of parents who live and work on federal property could
be accomplished by appropriating legislation.
A discussion of education assessment as a basis for allotting federal funds to

support programs for The disadvantaged
It has been suggested that an educational assessment instrument or instru-

ments be designed to measure student achievement in the cognitive skill areas
of reading and mathematics. The instrument would measure these skills in
terms of specific learning criteria or objectives designated as appropriate
standards of what children should know or be able to do at selected age or
grade levels. Results froni this assessment procedure would be used as a
basis for allocating resources to local educational agencies for programs tar-
geted to the educationally disadvantaged.

While any method of resource allocation has implications for funding lev-
els, my remarks will center around some of the more salient educational
measurement issues related to identification of academic strengths and weak-
nesses and evaluation of program outcomes.

A short discussion of testing problems will serve as a starting point.
There are, in the main two primary methods for determining student growth

in the basic skill areas and the identification of need for program development.
These are the Standardized Test and the Criterion-Referenced Test. Both
concepts have been with educational measurement for a long lime.

The Standardized or Norm Referenced Test provides evaluative information
against a norm group as the reference point whereas the Criterion-Referenced
Test gains its usefulness in comparing performance against a pre-determined
standard or criterion. The best example of a Criterion-Referenced Test is the
National Assessment of Educational Progress.

Local education agencies throughout the country are beginning to ask about
the Criterion-Referenced Test as a measurement technique in an effort to gain
more specific information regarding the performance of their students. At this
point in time we do not have well developed batteries of these instruments mid
indeed, on a national basis they would be most difficult if not impossible to
construct. There are a number of reasons for this:

(1) Unless each teacher in each school teaches to exactly the same
objectives using the same .teaching strategy, a criterion standard would
not be a useful or meaningful index of performance.

(2) The allocation of resources to schools focusing on different objec-
tives or attempting to fulfill different unmet needs with one test would
run the risk of inequitable distribution of those resources.

(3) The number of test objectives and hence test items would require
an extremly large and lengthy test, even if administered under the concept
of matrix sampling procedures.

(4) Matrix sampling procedures would not provide individual LEA's
with the necessary information upon which alternative teaching strategies
could be decided.

(5) Teaching to the test becomes a danger unless testing is supervised by
an external agency.

In a pluralistic society educational programming can only be effective when
focused at the local level with its unique pattern of goals, resources, staffing
patterns, interests, motivations, and student accomplishments across subjects
and programming areas. Creating a criterion-referenced instrument to provide
useful data for local decision makers is largely a matter for local educational
agencies or ; at best, very small regions of a state. The acceptance of a na-
tional performance standard carries with it the assumption that the instru-
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ment in question is as appropriate to the curriculum in a given school system
as it is to the great diversity of curriculum encountered across the nation.
Professor Ebel, a strong proponent of criterion-referenced methodology, talks
about "content-standard" testing, however, curriculum content and teaching
strategies are not standard on even a statewide basis.

With regard to costs involved in building and implementing a criterion-refer-
enced assessment procedure for a single state one must first look at current
assessment programs within LEA's and within states and the educational deci-
sions for which they provide data. A single criterion-referenced testing pro-
gram will not provide all the necessary data upon which sound educational de-
cisions must be made. Assessment programs must be tailor made for each LEA
and its unique needs.

In March 1973, a legislator from the State of North Carolina introduced a
bill which would require testing of North Carolina sixth graders each year.
The State Department of Public Instruction estimated that to administer a
single instrument to 101,000 sixth graders; score; analyze and report the data,
the cost would exceed 1.3 million dollars. In my judgment, this is not economi-
cal use of resources in that state data does not help individual teachers or
program managers made the kinds of teaching decisions they need to make
each day.

At the local level, one nationally recognized test publisher estimates that if
a school wanted a criterion-referenced test for grades 1-3, in reading, with
only 50 objectives per grade and 5 test items per objective, the cost of the
Publishing Proposal alone would be $10,600. This does not include consultation
fees, printing costs, administrative costs, data processing costs, interpretation
costs, and reporting costs. As one can readily see, at the local level, the busi-
ness of criterion-referenced testing is quite an expensive venture.

I would like to suggest an alternative to the construction of a nationwide cri-
terion-referenced procedure. As I have indicated, the concept of local test con-
struction to provide useful data for local decision makers appears viable. I feel
this to be particularly true in the area of criterion-referenced testing. While
the area of resource allocation is outside my purview, the concept of a com-
bined criterion-referencednorm-referenced approach is intriguing for program
evaluation purposes, as well as for gaining global indicators of academic per-
formance. Since we have not done an adequate job in program evaluation ef-
forts in the past, emphasis at this point may well serve to strengthen program
development efforts for the future. I would whole-heartedly support legislation
which would require more sophisticated program evaluation efforts utilizing
measures tied to program and student objectives at the local program level.
The available technology would be better served here than at developing an-
other national test battery. Since data collection via a test for pupil appraisal
and progfam evaluation efforts is but one evaluation technique and usually fo-
cuses upon outcomes alone, a national academic performance standard would
not give educators the cues they need to answer the question of why Johnny
can't read and allow them to focus on specific strategies to assist in raising
his level of proficiency.

SUMMARY

In conclusion we believe that the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
programs should be continued as categorical support. We see no justificatinn
for redirecting programs which are fulfilling their stated purposes.

The Administration's budget request proposed reduction and support for Title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, termination of support for
library materials under Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, termination of support for improving state educatiori agencies under Title
V, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and termination of
support for planning and evaluation activities under Section 402 of the Gen-
eral Education Provisions Act and Title V, Part C of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act. The schools of the nation have continued to improve
during the past decade. We owe ft to the young people of our nation to pro-
vide better educational programs through additional support from Federal
funds.

It is earnestly hoped that your Committee will recommend authorizing legis-
lation to continue the Elementary and Secondary Act Programs.
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EXHIBIT 1.SUMMARY OF FUNDING SOURCES FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 114 NORTH CARO-
LINAESTIMATED BUDGETED EXPENDITT RES FISCAL YEAR 1972-73

State funds Percent Federal funds Percent Other funds Percent Total

Departmentiof Public Instruc-
tion and Controller's Office_ $8,050, Ill 63 53, 846, 930 29 81, 050. 866 8 512, 947, 907

Local education agencies 578, 527, 266 67 133, 012, 171 16 149, 181. 698 17 860, 721, 135

Total 586, 577,377 67 136, 859, 101 16 150,232, 564 17 873,669,042

EXHIBIT 2.NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION SUMMARY:OF STAFF ANALYSIS EFFECTIVE
MAR. 1, 1973

Source of funds

Total
employees State Federal

Other
Receipts

Den arlment of Mlle Instruction. 511.5 343.25 166.25 I 2
Percent._ 67 32.6 .4
Department of f.ommunity Colleges 141.0 122 19
Percent._ 87 13
Controller's Uffice 239.0 176 55 38
Percent 74 23 3

Total 892.5 642. 25 240. 25 10
Percent 72 27 1

I Smith Reynolds Foundation.
2 Division School Insurance.

EXHIBIT 3.NORTH CAROLINA. TITLE I, ESEAFitti;AL YEAR 1973

Subject area ! Children Involved Percent I

Participation by subject areas:
Kindergarten (school year) 15, 957 8.43
Reading 118,097 62.39
Language arts 30,415 16.63
Art 5,233 2. 76
Cultural enrichment 8, 598 4.54
Mathematics 15,783 9.08
Music 9,858 5. 21
Natural science 1,315 .69
Occupationai education 2,510 1.33
Physical education 2,180 1. 15
Social sciences. 309 .21
Special activities for the handicapped 4,328 2.29
Other Instructional activities 2,288 1.21

Participation by activities:
Attendance 32,813 17.33
Clothing 15,456 8. 17
Food 13,168 6.96
Guidance counseling 21, 033 11. 11
Health (medical and dental) 68, 703 36.29
Media (libraries) 29,775 15.72
Psychological 14, 021 7.41
Social work 51, 393 27.15
Transportation 35,518 18.76
Special services for the handicapped 1,142 .60
Other services 13,760 7. 27

This percentage is based on an unduplicated count of children (189,291).
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Mr. &mom En. If I happen to say your honor to any of your peo-
ple, I was a school superintendent for many years, and I sat before
the Fifth Circuit Court, and they told me how to organize my
school for reasons of compliance, so if I do say your honor

Chairman PERKINS. You are not before that kind of a panel now.
Mr. STROTHER. No, sir, but I hope that you will understand that.
You have our prepared statement in front of you. I am not going

to burden you with it. It would be a reflection for me to do this. I
will point out a few things.

On my right I have Dr. Hoover, director of testing and school
psychology; on my left is Carlton Fleetwood who heads the division
of Federal-State relations; and Bruce Clark, the photographer and
copilot of our plane, who hopefully will get us back over the moun-
tains this afternoon.

And the gentleman from South Carolina. Good to see you, sir.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We'll speak for ourselves.
Mr. STROTHER. He, too, has sat before the judge.
It is interesting to get out of North Carolina today. I want to be

just as informal as I can. It is interesting to get out. Yesterday, as
we were preparing, county by county, an analysis of what special
education revenue sharing would do to the countieswe have 152
confused superintendentsyesterday my office was full, and were the
court reporter not here I would tell you how mad some of them were
as they came through the office. We tried to explain to them the
losses that they would suffer under the special education revenue-
sharing as it now exists.

Now, North Carolina in
Mr. QUIE. Let's stop right there. You can't say as it now exists be-

cause it isn't going to exist.
Mr. STROTHER. I apologize. Hopefully. And may we quote you back

home?
Mr. QUIE. You may since many people already have.
Mr. STROTHER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FORD. I'd like to say the pleasant surroundings, to the con-

trary, notwithstanding, it was worth coming all the way down here
to hear Al Quie say that.

Mr. STROTHER. Yes, we have that taped.
Bruce, did you get that ?
To start with, we had $27,000,000 a few years ago, that was prior

to 1965, and in 1972 we received $140,000,000 in Federal money.
These programs were supported by Federal funds ranging from in-
struction for the economically and educationally disadvantaged to
financial support for instructional materials and equipment.

On the second page, if you want to play with that just a second,
Mrs. Randolph has testified on the worth of title I money. Congress-
man Charlie Rose from the seventh district of our Statc has tesitfied
on impact aid and its value. Dr. Phillips has appeared in behalf of
title V. I appeared before your committee on the seventh to discuss
at length title I, and I want 'to refer to title I in my concluding re-
marks there.

Let's play with title I just for a second. We have the figures here.
We think our, figures are correct, as to how much money we stand to
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lose under title I, and in my concluding remarks I will speak of the
dilemma that I see North Carolina and the:students facing if we do
not get House Bill 69 which we are now supporting.

Under title IL we testified on the seventh about the worth of title
II and how all the schools in North Carolina now, all the libraries,
are accredited by the State Department of Public Instruction and
we had plans for title II money, were that money continued, for all
of our school libraries to be accredited by the Southern Association
of Secondary Schools and Colleges.

Under title III of the money that you propose and that we des-
perately need, this is the money for research and development. Craig
Phillips, our State superintendent, has had guts enough to look at
the programs that we have in research and development, look at the
programs and say, all right, this one is working and this one is not
working.

For a perfect example of that we went to the State legislature
last year. We established a program called the comprehensive school
improvement program. You have to have letters and jargon and
stuff like that. The CSIP program. We told them that the program
was no longer a research program; it was developmental. We stated
that we thought the tab could be picked up by the local units and
we would like to use that $2.000,000 elsewhere. They thanked us, the
State legislature thanked us, but kept the $2,000,000.

In many instances we have been honest, but it has been a little bit
on the painful side.

Under title V, now, I am quite distressed. Last week, or Monday,
I believe it was, of this week, when I heard Secretary Weinberger
say, I believe Congressman Quie asked him the question why had
title V been deleted, or one of the Congressmen asked why title V
had been deleted, and his answer was that it was not working in
California. This concerns me. I have been with the State agency for
5 years, and I see the great strides that have been made wth title V
money. In North Carolina title V money has moved North Carolina
from a regulatory agency to an agency of motivation. It has pro-
vided the cutting edge; it has provided the leadership to make
things happen.

Then on the special revenue-sharing bill that we heard discussed,
the Better Schools Act of 1973, I'd like to talk about that just for a
second. We have before us the bill, and this bill confuses us a little
bit, and, more than that, it concerns us.

'The rhetoric of the bill says one thing, but the reading in. the bill
says something else. On the 17th of March we had a road show from
Atlanta. This was a group of people from the regional office who
came into Raleigh to explain special educational revenue-sharing
and revenue-sharing per se, and from our News and Observer which
is comparable to your better papers here, (This is a State paper.) I
would like to read what the editor said about the road show from
Atlanta:

The federal agency administrators from Atlanta who briefed the state and
local officials on the 1974 Nixon budget Thursday in Raleigh were, for the
most part, tough-minded bureaucrats armed with all the statistics and Wash-
ington jargon necessary to describe hUndreds of federal programs now under
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their jurisdiction, all designated by abbreviations or popular catchwords. One
of the Feds facetiously told the audience that be was fully prepared to give
wishy-washy answers to any bacon frying question still lurking after his re-
marks. When one question came his way, the official answered briefly, then,
"Was that wishy-washy enough".

Now, Craig Phillips and Congressman Andrews will not allow us
in North Carolina to come up with wishy-washy programs of educa-
tion. This concerns us quite a bit there.

Now. we have gone through the bill at length. We burned a little
midnight oil and we had people pulling machines. We had a cadre
of people working under Carlton Fleetwood and we have tried to
translate this bill from percentages into programs and pupils con-
cerned there.

Now, very frankly, if you have read the bill and are not confused,
it means you don't understand it at the present time.

I would like to turn this over now to Carlton Fleetwood, who is
director of the federal relations program, who will translate this
from figures into pupils and people concerned.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Thank you, Bob.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee :
We have one sheet before you on which we try to give you some

information, and my remarks will be directed to that.
[Information referred to follows :]

FEDERALLY FUNDED ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY PROGRAMS IN NORTH CAROLINA AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSED
"BETTER SCHOOLS ACT OF 1973"

Fiscal year 1974
(U.S.OE. figures)

Fiscal year 1972 Fiscal year 1974 compared with
Progrf. (actual grants) (U.S.O.E. figures) fiscal year 1972

I. Education of the disadvantaged $62, 907,436 $57, 468, 000 -$5, 439, 436
II. Education of the handicapped 1, 332, 815 4, 028, 000 +2,695,185

III. Vocational education 15, 175, 588 10, 825, 000 -4,350, 588
IV. School assistance in federally affected, areas 1 6, 458, 071 1,774,000 -4, 684, 071
V. Supportive services 10, 322, 000 +10, 322,000

1. ESEA title II-Library materials 2, 063, 424 -2, 063, 424
2. ESEA title III- Exemplary and innovative

programs 3, 042, 634 -3,042, 634
3. ESEA title V-Improving State department of

education personnel 720, 045 -720, 045
4. NDEA, title Ill-A-Equipment and materials

for academic subjects 1, 566, 895 -1, 566, 895
5. Education professions development Act (EPOA)_ 139,715 - 139,715
6. Adult basic education 1, 898, 912 -I, 898, 912
7. School Lunch Act-Sec. IV 12, 818,750 - 12,81B,750

Total 108, 124, 20 84, 417, 000 2 - 23,707,285

Received by LEA's.
3 Net.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Since we did have accurate figures for fiscal year
1972, we took the actual oTant letters for fiscal year 1972 and
worked up some figures. Oar staff then went through the Better
Schools Act of 1973, as it was proposed Monday, and used the fig-
ures which were given to you in the packet of materials, and we
came up with this information:

On education for the disadvantaged, in 1972, North Carolina got
$62 million for migrant education for the basic title I program and
for the neglected and delinquent.
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According to the proposal set forth by the administration, we'd
get $57 million next year. with a loss of $5 million and it goes down
to $45 million in fiscal year 1975.

In one area of the program for educational revenue-sharing, we
think a little something is accomplished. In the area of education
for the handicapped, the set-asides from vocational education and
title III, ESEA are moved into the area in which they are supposed
to be. So that will show for North Carolina an increase in the hand-
icapped area, but we think the reason is because the set-asides have
been moved up to the area of education for the handicapped.

Under vocational education. North Carolina got about $15.2 mil-
lion in 1972. and. according to the figures which were given to you
and to us by HEW, we would get $10.8 million next year.

Now, the next area is one that excites us a little bit. As I under-
stand the revenue-sharing bill, the State education agency would
have responsibility for the funds coming to the State of North Caro-
lina. How do you think Dr. Phillips is going to feel, he is our State
superintendent, when he tells the superintendent from Cumberland
County, who has been getting $1.6 million, that he may not get a
penny next year because he does not have any A students? That is a
shocking responsibility.

The next area in which we get a few shocks is supportive services.
In looking at the definition on page 34 of Mr. Weinberger's state-
ment, and referring to the information which Congressman Perkins
gave us at the beginning of this hearing, we find that the services
which could be allowed under supportive services include: Library
materials under title IL innovative programs under title III, hn-
provino. State departments of education under title V, equipment
under "'N-DE.1 title III, Education Professions Development Act,
Adult Basic Education, and School Lunch Act, section 4.

Now, when we add all of these figures and compare-them with the
$10.322,000 which has been slated for supportive services in the
HEW figures, we conic up light. So in comparing the figures we
have for fiscal year 1972, which are actual figures. with the informa-
tion which we got from HEW, we come out with a net loss of $23
milliothto North Carolina. So we could not support revenue-sharing.

Mr. Qom Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Ptuncixs. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Quin. What I don't understand on these figures is there is

something in this so-called revenue sharing bill for supportive serv-
ices and you've put zero in everything there. You take the 10 million
as being for all of those?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. That's right, yes, sir.
Mr. Qum. Also in revenue-sharing you have 100 percent hold

harmless, I understood. on the disadvantaged.
Chairman PERKINS. For 1974 only.
Mr. QuiE. And yet you get a $5 million decrease, and I under-

stand it was 100 percent hold harmless for both the State and the
school district.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. But the hold harmless refers to fiscal year 1973,
not fiscal year 1972. and we are using actual figures for 1972.

Mr. Qum. OK. We don't even know if it is there for 1973, yet.
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gr. FLEETWOOD. That's right. We have not had the fourth quar-
ter's grant on 1973 yet. That's why we didn't use the figures.

Mr. SMOTHER. The last time we testified before your committee,
Mr. Quie asked a question about tests and I was not prepared to an-
swer it at that time. All the brains that I have on testing are in this
gentleman's head to my right, Dr. Gary Hoover, who heads our psy-
chological service and our testing service. I thought perhaps that he
might be able to answer the question that you asked me at that time
that I could not answer.

Chairman PERKINS. In your statement will you discuss whether or
not you feel it is equitable to allocate funds on testing scores?

Go ahead and give us the statement.
Dr. HOOVER. Thank you, Congressman.
Since we weren't able to get these statements to you very early, if

you don't mind, I'd like to read the three pages of prepared state-
ment that I have.

It has been suggested that an educational assessment instrument
or instruments be designed to measure student achievement in the
cognitive skill areas of reading and mathematics. This instrument
would measure these skills in terms of specific learning criteria or
objectives designated as appropriate standards of what children
should know or be able to do at selected age or grade levels. Results
from this assessment procedure would be used as a basis for allocat-
ing resources to local educational agencies for programs targeted to
the educationally disadvantaged.

While any method of resource allocation has implications for
funding levels, my remarks will center around some of the more sa-
lient educational measurement issues related to identification of aca-
demic strengths and weaknesses and evaluation of program out-
comes. A short discussion of testing problems will serve as a starting
point.

There are, in the main, two primary methods for determining
student growth in the basic skill areas and the identification of need
for program development. These are the Standardized Test and the
Criterion-Referenced Test. Both concepts have been with educational
measurement for a long time. Although the criterion-referenced pro-
cedure is referred to as rather new, it is not.

The Standardized or norm-referenced test provides evaluative in-
formation against a norm group as the reference point, whereas the
Criterion-Referenced Test gains its usefulness in comparing per-
formance against a predetermined standard or criterion. The best
example of a criterion-referenced test is the National Assessment of
Educational Progress.

Local education agencies.. throughout the country are beginning to
ask about the Criterion-Referenced Test as a measurement technique
in an effort to gain more specific information regarding the per-
formance of their students. At this point in time we do not have
well-developed batteries of these instruments and, indeed, on a na-
tional basis they would be most difficult if not impossible to con-
struct. There are a number of reasons for this:

(1) Unless each teacher in each school teaches to exactly the same
objectives using the same teaching strategy, a criterion standard
would not be a useful or meaningful index of performance.
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(2) The allocation of resource to school focusing on different
objectives or attempting to fulfill different unmet needs with one test
would run the risk of inequitable distribution of those resources.

(3) The number of test objectives and hence test items would re-
quire an extremely large and lengthy test, even if administered
under the concept C matrix sampling procedures, which very briefly
says that you need to measure all the children in all the
schools to make r. eneral statements about their performance.

(4) Matrix sampling procedures would not provide individual
LEA's with the necessary information upon which alternative teach-
ing strategies could be decided.

(5) Teachino to the test becomes an extreme danger unless testing
is supervised by an external agency.

In our pluralistic society educational programing can only be
effective when focused at the local level with its unique pattern of
goals, resources, staffing patterns, interests, motivations, and student
accomplishments across subjects and programing areas. Creating a
criterion-referenced instrument to provide useful data for local deci-
sionmakers is largely a matter for local educational agencies or; at
best, very small regions of a State. The acceptance of a national per-
formance standard carries with it the assumption that the instru-
ment in question is as appropriate to the curriculum in a given
school system as it is to the great diversity of curriculum encoun-
tered across the Nation. Professor Ebel, a strong proponent of trite -,
rion-referenced methodology, talks about "content-standard" testing;
however, curriculum. content and teaching strategies are not stand-
ard on even a statewide basis.

With regard to costs involved in building and implementing a cri-
terion-referenced assessment procedure for a single State, one must
first look at current assessment programs within LEA's and within
States and the educational decisions for which they provide data. A
single criterion-referenced testing program will not provide all the
necessary data upon which sound educational decisions must be
made. Assessment programs must be tailormade for each LEA and
its unique needs.

In March 1973 a legislator from the State of North Carolina in-
troduced a bill which would require testing of North Carolina sixth
graders each yc,ar. The State Department of Public Instruction esti-
mated that to administer a single instrument to 101,000 sixth grad-
ers, score, analyze, and report the data the cost would exceed $1.3
million. In my judgment, this is not economic use of resources, in
that state data does not help individual teachers or program manag-
ers make the kinds of teaching decisions they need to make each
day.

At the local level, one nationally recognized test publisher esti-
mates that if a school wanted a criterion-referenced test for grades 1
to 3, in reading only. with only 50 objectives per grade and 5 test
items per objective, the cost of the publishing proposal alone would
be $10,000. This does not include consultation fees, printing costs,
administrative costs, data-processing costs, interpretation costs, and
reporting costs. As one can readily see, at the local level, the busi-
ness of criterion-referenced testing is quite an expensive venture.

85-545 0 - 73 - p1,2 58
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I would like to suggest an alternative to the construction of a na-
tionwide criterion-referenced procedure. As I have indicated, the
concept of local test construction to provide useful data for local de-
cisionmakers appears viable. I feel this to be particularly true in the
area of criterion-referenced testing.

While the area of resource allocation is outside my purview, the
concept of a. combined criterion-referenced, norm-referenced ap-
proach is intriguing for program evaluation purposes, as well as for
gaining global indicators of academic performance. Since we have
not done in education an adequate job in program evaluation efforts
in the past, emphasis at this point may well serve to strengthen pro-
gram development efforts in the future.

I would wholeheartedly support legislation which would require
more sophisticated program evaluation efforts utilizing measures
tied to program and student objectives at the local program level.
The available technology would be better served here than at devel-
oping another national test battery. Since data collection via test for
pupil and program evaluation efforts is but one evaluation technique
and usually focuses upon outcomes alone, a national academic per-
formance standard would not crive educators the cues they need to
answer the question of why Johnny can't read and allow them to
focus on specific strategies to assist in raising his level of profi-
ciency.

Mr. Qurn. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. I am going to yield to you first. It looks like

he may have been getting at allocating funds on a testing score
basis.

Mr. QmE. I am glad to see you do accept the viability of using
tests within a school system.

Dr. HOOVER. Yes, I do.
Mr. Qum. And possibly even on a regional basis within the State,

as I understand, which is a great deal of progress for education
from what was considered in the middle to the late 1960's. Then
there was even a fear of doing that, because as soon as you start
testing students, especially with criterion-referenced tests, teachers
stand in judgment. When you only use a normative standardized
test, then only students stand in judgment. That's a fearful possibil-
ity for teachers, because it will prove that some of them don't do as
adequate a job as others.

I was amazed, talking to Tom Murray from the State Department
of Education of Minnesota, when he said to me that two-thirds of
the reason why a student is educationally disadvantaged is because
of the teacher. I was really shocked. I tried that out and a few other
people who are in similar work as you have agreed with him. What
would your idea on that be

Dr. HOOVER. On the reasons why a youngster may be educationally
disadvantaged?

Mr. QmE. Yes, sir.
Dr. HOOVER. One reason, from an educational measurement point

of view, is the decisions that we have been trying to make using
norm-referenced test instrument data. A standardized .test is de-
signed specifically to discriminate between people for making deci-
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sions about selection and placement of youngsters, and for this rea-
son the youngsters who come from different cultural backgrounds
and, indeed, different geographical regions, are exposed to different
educational strategies, and are going to show up on these kinds of
tests much differently than youngsters who come from a more
"advantaged" kind of background. That's my answer on why
youngsters

Mr. QUIE. That is what we have been led to believe all the time in
hat the student and his home backgrounds are to blame for his not

doing as well. But this gentleman did not fully concur with that. He
indicated that that is a part of it, but, as he put it, only about a
third of the reason. The other two-thirds, he figured, comes from the
teacher. He said he could watch a student do well with a teacher in
one grade and then do poorly with another teacher in another grade.
If the student has 2 years of bad teaching he is probably going to be
disadvantaged the rest of his school career. That's really what I was
asking you. Would you lay the reason. on the teacher rather than
just the home environment? For instance, in the ghettos of the cities
where they have middle-class teachers who have had no experience.
They look down on students because they are black. they are infe-
rior, etc. This situation just can never bring the students along. But
you find teachers who can empathize with

bring
and get the feel of

the whole community. work with the community, amazing results
occur with those children. This again proves to me that Dr. Cole-
man, Johns Hopkins University, was not right when he said that the
teacher has little difference in the outcome of the student, and it all
depends on the environment.

Dr. HOOVER. Well, you are correct. Dr. Coleman's report did not
take a look at the kinds of inputs to public schools. He was looking
primarily at outputs. He didn't look at teacher characteristics. He
didn't also look at the way programs are funded, the way programs
are designed. I'm not in a. position and would not make a statement
to indict the teachers of this country, that it is their fault the chil-
dren are educationally disadvantaged or, indeed, score or perform
poorly. I think the matter is much- more complex than hanging a
problem on a teacher. I think it has to do with the fact that our ed-
cational system as a whole is undercapitalized, and underfinanced.
We are, therefore, unable to purchase the materials, the equipment,
the supplies, the technology that we need to build good, effective
programs.

This is particularly true, I think, in North Carolina with the Title
I programs. We have not been able to purchase the measurement
technology to put into Title I programs to provide good evaluation
efforts, to be able to make definitive statements about "Yes, this pro-
gram worked. Let's institutionalize this program or make it part of
our regular program", or, "No, this program didn't work", and for
these reasons, 1, 2, 3, 4.

Mr. QUrE. So you feel it is a wise expenditure. I got the impres-
sion, in reading through your testimony and listening to your testi-
mony, the bill in the State legislature suggested that the $1.3 million
was not a wise expenditure. Do you feel that it is a. wise expenditure
to spend more on evaluation and testing?
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Dr. HOOVER. Yes, but evaluation is not synonymous with testing.
Mr. QUIE. I said evaluation and testing.
Dr. HoovER. Right. I think that if we would focus our dollars on

programs evaluation concerns that we'd get much more mileage out
of our money than we currently are with mandated state testing
programs.

Now, as you are well aware, a large number of States have legis-
lated mandates to carry out testing programs, and I am not con-
vinced that the data that is gathered on a statewide level is useful
enough for local administrators to make the kinds of programming
decisions that they need to make on a local level. Test data is sum-
mary data and unless summary data can be broken down and cate-
gorized quite specifically for the local person, then we can't really
make good programming decisions. That's my major concern.

Mr. Qum. I do note that you don't want to indict the teachers.
The idea of not wanting to blame the teachers is pretty widespread.
It's really the only place we don't blame the people who are trying
to produce a product, that is, an educated student. We try to blame
the product itself.

I have thrown this out at hearings before. When I learned to fly
in the Navy, they used that tactic, too. They always held over our
head we would be sent to Great Lakes if we did not do well. We
looked at Great Lakes the way a Christian looks at hell. A person
wants to stay away from it.

They changed that in the military. Now they do a good job of
testing whether the person should be able to learn to fly or not; and,
if the instructor can't train the students, they get rid of the instruc-
tor instead. That's the way the military operates now because they
know the students have the capability.

More and more people tell me that young people have the ability
to learn, and you can't prevent them from learning, Dr. Proctor of
Rutgers said that Attica Prision in New York has probably the
most brilliant blacks in New York. That means that they learned
but not through the school systems. It seems to me some educators
failed them and they learned it on the street instead. You see, they
still learned, they learned quite well, but they got in trouble with so-
ciety.

Dr. HOOVER. Mr. Quie, I think you are right. but I think that the
educational institutions is a very complex institution, and I don't
think that we can take the problems experienced in education, all
the problems and all the variables involved, and reduce them to
something that may sound parsimonious, in that it's the student's
fault. I don't think that we can do that, or the teacher's fault, or the
program's fault. I think it is a much more complex matter than
that.

Mr. QurE. Back to the testing again. Why is it that you don't
want to go any more than to a region within the State? Why can't
the whole State of North Carolina at least make a distribution on
testing? Go even further than testing. Take the criterion-referenced
test and the normative standardized tests and then the teacher evalu-
ation themselves.

This is what they suggested in Minnesota. In the bill that I have
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introduced, I talk about using lion-referenced tests only in the
distribution among the States. knee you get to the State, let the
State, from the knowledge they have, make the distribution.

Now, why do you say region within a State and not the whole
State?

Dr. HOOVER. From our experience in North Carolina, we have de-
tern-Oned that in the coastal plains regions, for example, the children
that live and go to school in that area, are different youngsters than
those who go to school in a mountain region. They have different
cultural experiences, different backgrounds. They are exposed essen-
tially to educational programs that are not necessarily comparable.

As you may know, we conducted a State assessment program last
year and, indeed, we can determine on a regional basis that there are
a great many differences between the regions. A score on a single
test 10 points lower in one region doesn't mean that only one pro-
()Tam alternative is the solution. We need to look at regional data in
terms of many programing strategies and alternatives.

Mr. QUIE. Let's just take math and capability in math. Why is it
that the children in the mountain region don't learn multiplication
the same as the ones on the plains or the plateaus?

Dr. HOOVER. I'm not sure that that's true, whether they learn dif-
ferently or not.

Mr. QME. I know, if you get at some of the other parts of learn-
ing. I'm talking about the capability of reading and. the capability
of math. The people in National Assessment tell me that the com-
parison between Alaska and Mississippi is the same, because you
have to learn how to read words and multiply in both places. Why
would that be different?

Dr. HoovEit. A criterion-referenced test is a very specific sort of
instrument that is programed against a standard, a criterion, behav-
ioral objective, if you will, and it is not trice that the sum of X
number of behavioral objectives equals reading. It may be that a
youngger only needs to accomplish Y number of objectives to be
able to read at a certain level of proficiency, so that, in terms of de-
veloping programs for youngsters in reading and in math or any
other area, one must look at the characteristics of that youngster in
that school system and the kind of program that's available to him
in order to decide on the teaching strategies that will teach him to
read, or to teach him to add double -digit numbers, or whatever.

A criterion-referenced system, while it tells us an awful lot about
how much people do and do not know in certain areas, does not give
us the information that we need to design a program for Johnny in
the third row on Monday morning.

Mr,. Qum. That's- granted. I don't think that is the intention of
National Assessment. That's why in my bill I specifically want to
prohibit testing everybody and running it all the way down to the
local level. As you have pointed out, in item No. 4, you need an ex-
ternal agency, as National Assessment has done, in order to keep the
schools from fudging, as well.

But now let's suppose that people are different in different areas
arld they learn to read in different ways and they ]earn math in dif-
ferent ways. If they don't fare as well on the criterion-referenced test
in one State, they get more money. So what's so bad about it?
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Dr. HOOVER. Because I don't think that, based on the differences in
youngsters across regions of a State and across regions of the coun-
try, even though we may turn out to get a heck of a lot more money
via this sort of procedure, I am really not convinced that that would
be the most equitable way to distribute resources, programing re-
sources.

Mr. Qum. Then I'd like to know about this equity of distributing
resources. Take the present system now where you use poverty under
historical figures. We are still using 1960 information. No one is in
school this school year who was counted under the census informa-
tion at all. People have moved around this country. They probably
have moved from Kentucky to Detroit, and they have been counted
all this time in Kentucky and not in Detroit unless they went on
welfare. So the people who are too proud to go on welfare haven't
been counted then.

If a person lived in an area where they had low incomebelow
$4,000 in 1970but an industry moved in so they became employed
at $10,000; how does their child happen to become no longer educa-
tionally disadvantaged in the next census because they moved from a
$2,000 income to a $10,000 income?

Or take my area, where in 1959 a very rich farming community
had holes in the clouds evidently and didn't get much rain. All of
those farmers did poorly, and anybody knowing agriculture knows
how easy it is to stay below the poverty figure. That was the only
year they had that problem. They had been benefiting in title I for
all of those years at a tremendous rate because of the fact they had
holes in the ciouuds in 1959 when the income information was taken.

It seems to me that it is true that testing wouldn't be absolutely
perfect, but I can't imagine anything worse than counting people
who are poor. As Mr. Ford indicated, both of us agree that the Fed-
eral Government has to increase its share of elementary and second-
ary education greatly. As long as you just count poor people,
whether it is $2,000 or $4,000 income, you are counting only children
who don't have much political clout, especially when using the
$2,000 figure rather than the $4,000 figure.

The Glass Study indicates children with higher income arc educa-
tionally disadvantaged as well. Their children aren't counted. They
have political clout? It seems to me that if you want more money,
you ought to count educationally disadvantaged children no matter
where they are in order that their parents can be asking the federal
government for additional money.

The only nonpoor parentS' children who get any benefit now are
the ones in the large cities who live in target schools. There has been
a problem in North Carolina with the way title I has been operated
because of desegregation. You can't move the money to where the
child moves.

Mrs. Randolph was in on this, and she pointed that out so clearly.
That is why she thought the idea of testing was a far superior way
of getting it to where the kids were.

Mr. STROME% I anticipated that your were going to make this
comment, and we got 40 superintendents in yesterday and I asked
them the same. thing, and they- came up with .four -answers Shat I
was going to conclude my remarks with.
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No. 1, they said: How many kids were going to be dropped out of
the program ? I said, "All right, what happens to these kids, regard-
less of whether they are counted or what happens, what happens to
a student who has been in an on-going program, and you drop
that ?"

They said four things happen : No. 1, the drop-out rate. increases ;
No. 2, the retention rate doubles ; No. 3, supportive services cease. In
rural North Carolina and in Kentucky and South Carolina these
supportive services, such as health, dental care, psychological serv-
ices, and I could go on, these services are not available except under
title I moneys. We have 19 psychologists in North Carolina. Every
one is paid for under title I services.

Now, in some of the richer areas, in Charlotte perhaps, in some
places here, you have these services, but if title I money goes out,
these kids can get these no longer.

No. 4, we contend
Mr. QW.E. None of us here is talking about title I going out.
Mr. STROTHER. I know that. We are talking about a reduction.
Mr. QuIE. Nobody here is in favor of reduction, either.
Mr. STROTHER. Fine; but we are still wondering in North Carolina

what happens to students who are in ongoing programs when these
programs cease. This is the thing that bothers us. We would like
very much, and we believe there is a difference in disadvantaged
kids in rural North Carolina and disadvantaged kids in rural De-
troit, if there is such a thing, disadvantaged kids in urban areas.

Mr. QUM You say there is a difference?
Mr. STROTITER. Yes, we think so ; the superintendents think so.
Mr. Quo. What is the difference?
Mr. STROTHER. We are really not sure. It is a cultural background,

and we have tried to allude to this. We would hope some formula
could be worked out that would take this into consideration. We are
not exactly sure what the answer is.

Mr. QULE. Listen, if the child can't read, whether it is in rural
North Carolina, a ghetto in Detroit, or out in the richest suburban
area of Detroit, what is the difference?

Mr. STROTHER. There is a possibility
Mr. QME. That child can't read or ever educate himself.
Mr. STROTIIER. But there is a possibility that he is ready to go men-

tally in mathematics and the learning arts skills, and there is just
one little minor thing that could be removed due to psychological
services, or there could be one obstacle that could be removed. In
rural North Carolina that service is not available. through mental
health or what-have-you. In Detroit there is a possibility that there
is a psychologist available. There are mental health services avail-
able there. This is what I was alluding to.

Mr. Qum. Then probably it is easier to help that North Carolina
student if you bring in the psychologist and health assistant,. The
psychologist and the health assistant is already in the wealthier sub-
urb of Detroit and the child still can't read. That child must be
more severely handicapped than the ones in rural North Carolina.

Mr. STROTHER. But the services are available there. In eastern
North Carolina-they are not avtiilal% to remove the'obstacle.
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Mr. Qum. But where they are available lie still can't read. Don't
you accept the fact that there are children educationally disadvan-
taged in the best schools?

Mr. STROTHER. Oh, yes; I would agree with that.
Mr. QUM. Except private schools, but I mean public schools.
Mr. STROTHER. There are still some obstacles that have to be

pulled out of the way. We don't have these services in eastern North
Carolina.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Mazzo li.
Mr. MAzzom. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask the superintendent, if

I understood correctly you were certainly not in favor of the special
revenue sharing for education, because from the charts you gave us
there is a great diminishing of the money involved. Would you be
for it or a concept of it, a modification of it, a tailoring of it, if the
money were right ?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. I will give you some specific figures and you
will understand why we are in favor of the money in H.R. 69 ap-
plied to the Orshansky student count.

We looked at the Orshansky index, we looked at the $2,000 level
and the $4,000 level for poverty. The Orshansky index would give us
312,000 children next year; the $2,000 level' gives us 99,000. That is
the reason we have that terrific dropoff from this year to next year,
if it is based on $2,000. With the $4,000 limit we would haVe 246,000
children qualified. Therefore, we would like to see the Orshansky
formula applied to the money in Congressman Perkins' bill.

Mr. MAzzom. That's asking for the best of both worlds, I guess.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. That's right.
Mr. STROTHER. That was the question that you asked us.
Mr. MAzzoLI. That's having your cake and eating it, too. That's

what we say in Jefferson County.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. We keep trying.
Mr. MAzzom. You try very well.
I wonder, the doctor primarily addressed himself to testing and

the apparatus that would deal with somehow evaluating title I and
just generally educational programs. I find, as I go back into the
communities that I represent, and I think many of us do, that the
people are saying fine, education, certainly we need it, it is one of
the great needs of the American community, but

Is there some way that you could tell me, Congressman, just exactly what Is
going on? Is the money being well spent, are our children learning, is this
being wasted? Just give me some practical, pragmatic response, Congressman,
and, you know, lay off the $3 words, because I can't understand those.

So maybe I could ask you, doctor, if I could transfer that question
to you, you know, if you can tell a layman just basically, in your
opinion, is title I, as it has been operated, doing the job? With en-
hanced appropriation, which is a major problem, would this do the
job better? Is the job that we are seeking to do possible to accom-
plish?

Dr. HOOVER. I think you have a couple of questions there and let
me respond to what I thought the first one was.

When people ask you that kind of a question and you go . about
the business of seeking data, you have to refer to a national study
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on title I, for example, like the Glass Study, which is a .pretty
lengthy and comprehensive sort of evaluation to go through, but,
when you are trying to answer questions about title I programs
from your district, that information is not available in that kind of
study, and you need to then look for other sources. The ways that
we go about evaluating programs, particularly the federally funded.
programs is that each school district either evaluates the program it-
self or it buys an outside service, contracts with an outside agency to
evaluate the program.

This is particularly true with title. III. I don't think that we are
doing a very good job at that, and I'd like to propose the alternative
that rather than for educators to try to buy credibility in terms of
buying outside contractors to evaluate their programs, I'd like to see
education take that pot of money that's set aside for evaluation and
have that done on a State basis, with some small set-aside for the
end of the year to call in an external auditor to audit a sample or
all of the programs, much the way we audit businesses. I think that
would provide you with a vehicle for getting information to answer
the kinds of questions that are being asked.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Because these kinds of questions are posed to us all
the time, as you can imagine, and we frequently cannot, except in a
more philosophical kind of answer, answer the question, and the
people are not patient, and I guess they aren't really required to be
patient to go through all the philosophy.

Dr. HOOVER. Your second question dealt with whether title I pro-
grams are doing the job and if we got more money could we do a
better job, and that certainly is a considerably more difficult question
to answer for two reasons. I am not sure I have the answer to that.

One reason, from a method point of view, is that we have not
evaluated these programs properly, in my judgment, so that inter-
pretations or conclusions that can be drawn, I think, are somewhat
suspect in some cases, certainly not all cases.

To answer the question of whether we could do a better job with
more money, I don't know.

Mr. MAzzom. I appreciate your candor on these questions because,
frankly, we don't always get such a candid response. We generally
get a: flood of words thrown at us that envelop us and befuddle us,
or at least the endeavor is to befuddle us. So I appreciate your can-
dor and your honesty. I suggest that this is the way the people feel.
They cannot see what are we doing here. And, of course, if we can
say now 6, 7, 8, years later that "You know, we are really not sure,"
then, for Pete's sake, of course the people say "How much longer am
I to sacrifice, am I to pay these bills ?" These are the problems that
we who are trying to find the best way for Federal aid to education
really face and I appreciate those thoughts. I am sure the committee
would benefit, Mr. Chairman, if the doctor at some point could
maybe amplif' on some of these ideas and submit them for the Yee-
ord. I'd appreciate reading them.

. Thank you, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. I think what has been illustrated here is the reason so

many members of this committee in both, political parties are frus-
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trated over the amount of time we have spent in the last 3 or 4 years
arguing amongst ourselves about the way to reallocate inadequate
resources while we should have been able to move on to the next step
that was -logically in the future in 1965, when the original legisla-
tion was passed.

So we do find ourselves in a strange position of talking about
reallocating in a way that means someone is going to have to have
something taken away from them if we are dealing with a budget
that stays at something close to the present levels.

I have to agree with the basic premise that Mr. Quie has set forth.
The problem that Al and I have is that for a long time we have
agreed on what we'd like to do, but we just go to a different church
on our way to heaven. We just haven't been able to get together yet
on a specific methodology. I spent as much time as anybody on this .
committee attacking the formula that's in title I back in 1965 and
gained some expertise on the manner in which the formula was
likely to work and has worked since, because I have examined every
possible alternative to it that anybody has been willing to set forth.
Some of them have looked promising, and we have had to abandon
them.

I am intrigued by and agree with Mr. Quie that everyone is con-
cerned that the data upon which we base the allocation of resources
may not be relative to today's facts of life because they are old, be-
cause in the first instance they proceed on some assumptions that for
the most part seem to be correct, but in some cases are very badly
out of focus, such as the relationship between the existence of indi-
vidual family poverty, as distinguished from school district poverty,
and educational deprivation. Ahnost everyone accepts the fact that
they will exist side by side but we don't know to what degree that's
a true correlation. The problem is we haven't found any other way
to identify the areas that we could best put limited resources in.

You raise a question with respect to the approach that Mr. Quie's
legislation takes that concerns me, because I understand that there
are some people in Michigan who think that this is the good way to
go, and I haven't had a Chance to talk with them yet. If you were to
start with the idea that the purpose of testing was the allocation of
financial resources and that your primary purpose in setting up test-
ing systems was going to be to determine how you take a limited
amount of dollars and distribute them to the places where the need
was greatest, would, from what you have said here, particularly at
the bottom of page 8, that suggest that, in terms of resources rather
than educational techniques and educational goals, you would have
to accept some preconceived notions or make some assumptions of
what it was you were going to identify as need. In other words,
you'd have to have a State definition of educational deprivation or
educational need before you then started devising your tests. I am
talking within a State now, not tests Mr. Quie suggests, the national
State-by-State distribution. Within that State would you be able to
construct test that would very likely be predictably helpful to edu-
cators in determining education goals?

Dr. HOOVER. On a statewide basis?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
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Dr. HOOVER. I think not.
Mr. FORD. In other words, you'd have to make an arbitrary deci-

sion that a particular goal was desirable, a particular way of reach-
ing that goal was desirable, before you could set up a test that
would work statewide to distribute money with.it?

Dr. HoovEn.- Well, beyond the formulation of goals, I think one
has to specify in a ,-cry specific fashion that kinds of educational
objectives, Which I believe are different than goals. A goal is a
rather broad general statement about an educational purpose, but an
objective can be as specific as that by next Thursday afternoon,
Johnny will learn 80 percent of a 100-word list, and those are the
kind of objectives I am talking about that would be necessary to
identify specific strengths and weaknesses between and among kids
throughout our State, and that the wide differences throughout the
regions, geographic regions, of our State would require just a mas-
sive testing effort to get at those very specific kinds of information
that would give us good decisionmaking data.

The size of that undertaking is just huge in my judgment. I am
not convinced that we want to spend our money that way..

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me get into the formula to some extent.

We are going to hear our best technicians from the Departments of
Commerce and HEW later next week, but since we have touched on
it, I think we should get the views of rural people.

I think you may have missed Mr. Quie's point of view to some ex-
tent a few moments ago, when he asked you what the difference was
in the disadvantaged child in Detroit and the disadvantaged child in
the real section of North Carolina. I think you had in mind some-
thing different from the amount of money it took to serve the disad-
vantaged child in.North Carolina as compared with the city.

Do you want to amplify on that just a little?
Dr. HOOVER. I'm not sure I understand what you mean, Congress-

man.
Chairman PERKINS. Well, let me get back to the basics here. In

1965 we used the low-income factor of $2,000 as the base for count-
ing children throughout the nation. We wrote into the legislation
sometime thereafter that the loW-income factor would go up to 3,000,
for fiscal 1973, and that it would go up in 1974. Because of the. inad-
equacies of the funding, the committee later froze the figure at
$2,000, counting children from families under $2,000, based on the
1960 census, and children from AFDC families above $2,000,

So at the same time, we wrote a provision in the bill to hold
harmless to make sure that no State received less than they were
presently receiving in 1967 or 1968. The funds were allocated, then,
on the basis of the number of children within those families, and on
the average per-pupil expenditure within the State, or one-half of
the national average.

In the administration bill, as I understand it, you leave out one-
half the national average altogether, and you go back one-third of
the economic factor, the low-cconotnic factor, which is

Mr. QUIE. Do they take 35 percent of the State average or 35 per-
cent of two-thirds of the national average?
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Chairman PERKINS. Thirty-five percent of the State per-pupil av-
erage expenditure. Now, how much money are you going to lose
under the administration's proposal for title I there?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. The hold safe will give us $57 million next year,
which, according to USOE figures, is a little bit more than we are
getting this year. I don't know how you work that out, but that's
what it shows, but it will reduce the amount to $45 million 1 year
after the hold safe.

Chairman PERKINS. Under the administration bill ?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. Right.
Now, I thought I heard a wonderful discussion of this the other

day when I was attending hearings by Mr. Weinberger and I think
you did it, Mr. Quie. You asked, 'Why, should we spend more
money on. a student just across the line in a certain area ?"

Mr. QUIE. Pennsylvania versus New York.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. I think that you did a wonderful job with that il-

lustration.
Mr. Qua. There was a $100 difference just across the line between

rural New York and rural Pennsylvania. It didn't make much sense
to me.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. It doesn't to me either and that's one reason I
like the $300 or any other standard figure. I think it costs as mach
to work with a disadvantaged child in North Carolina or South
Carolina, as it does in New '"tork.

Chairman PERKINS. That's what you were stating a while ago, but
what is the basis for that. Does it cost just as much or more?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Well, in the first place, whatever we are spending
in North Carolina and whatever they are spending in New York is
not getting the job done, and comparability requires us to spend the
same amount on each pupil in all schools from State and local
funds. So if each child is getting as much as he can from State and
local funds, I would say that it will take the same amount nation-
ally from the Federal Government above state and local funds to
improve the student.

I want to address my remarks to one other thing, too. We have
only had title I for 7 years, and we in North Carolina have most of
our prcgrams either in the area of reading or in early- childhood ed-
ucation, and we are not sure of what you are supposed to do to help
the disadvantaged child. We are trying things, and I think we need
more time to. find out what you do differently to help the disadvan-
taged child,'

Chairman PERKINS. Now, the administration provides in their bill
that we do more concentrating in the areas of the disadvantaged. An
area that must be 15 percent or 5,000. That's good, I believe in con-
centration. But, at the same time, it may work in an opposite direc-
tion of eliminating a lot of districts within your State that need the
money just as badly. How does their proposal work in your State?
How many districts would it eliminate?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. I do not have the 1970 census data in front of me,
but according to the 1960 census data, 121 of 152 districts would get
funds off the top, so to speak. In other words, you spend all of this
money for the most disadvantaged and if there is any left you spend
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a little bit more per child. Now all of our 152 districts qualify. All
of them have some types of programs for disadvantaged students. It
would mean possibly that, 31 might not qualify. So that's the effect
it would have on our programs.

Chairman PERKINS. How do you feel that the formula in the ad-
ministration bill discriminates against your State?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. The formula itself does not discriminate against
our State, and the reason is

Chairman PERKINS. In the administration's proposal ?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. That's right, but it discriminates against some

others. For example, in New York State, I think that 69 percent of
their money comes through the AFDC count and about 15 percent
in North Carolina, so the formula that we have now discriminates
against our State, and yours, as well.

Chairman PERKINS. That is because of the low-income factor of
$2,000 and the AFDC count above it.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Right.
Chairman PERKINS. I'm trying to get you out of that trap. How

are we going to get out of that trap if it discriminates against your
State? How are you suggesting that we get out of it 3,000 and AFDC
or leave off AFDC?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. To leave off the AFDC count would help North
Carolina I think, that under the Orshansky formula we qualify
more children.

Chairman PERKINS. What would be equitable as a low-income fac-
tor to treat the disadvantaged child in Sew York the same as the
disadvantaged child in eastern North Carolina? What low-income
factor would you say$3,000, $3,500or should there be a $3,500
factor in New York and $2,000 in North Carolina? Just give me an
idea along that line.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. The only idea I have is that the per-pupil ex-
penditure is already greater in New York, or take any other State
that you like, that's greater than ours, and we are not as high as the
national average.

Let me just give you a statement of how we would come out with
several figures. On the $2,000 poverty level we have 99,000 disadvan-
taged children in North Carolina; according to the 1970 census on
the $3,000 level we would have 210,000, on the $4,000 level, 246,000.

Mr. QUIE. So we can understand that, could you give us the 1960
and 1970 figure in each of those income areas? Then we can have
them together.

Mr. Strother gave us the change in the $2,000 figure for North
Carolina, which was from 323,000 down to 99,000. Could you give us
those figures for both 3,000 and 4,000 if you have them ?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. I only have this information based upon 1970
census from $3,000 on up. I do not have the figures on the 1960 cen-
sus for $3,000.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead and give them on the 1970 census.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. At the $5,000 low income level, then, in' North

Carolina we get a little more money than we would get under the
Orshansky formula. That would be 339,000 children who qualify.

Mr. QUIE. Let me keep track. You have 99,000 at $2,000 income.
What was the figure at $3,000 income?
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Mr. FLEETWOOD. 210,000.
Mr. QUIE. And at 4,000?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. 246,000; at 5,000, 339,000; and at $5,500, 399,000;

and Orshansky, 312,000.
Chairman PERKINS. I want to ask your statistician r_ question. I

agree with your statement that it is most difficult to work out a test-
ing score that would be fair in allocating funds, if not impossible,
but, if it were possible, how many years do you feel that it Would be
necessary to research the question as to whether there is equity in it?
Would it take 2 years, 4 years or 5 years ?

Now the Quie bill provides the allocation of funds on the low-in-
come factor and AFDC.

Mr. QUIE. For 2 more years.
Chairman PERKINS. For 2 more years and then going to the test-

ing score basis altogether for an allocation of funds. Give us your
response now to the question I put to you.

Dr. HOOVER. I can respond in this way. There are several institu-
tions in the country, notably the Center for the Study of Evaluation
at U.C.L.A., Berkeley; who have been addressing themselves to this
question for approximately 6 years. They have not come up with a
viable solution at this point. It may take another 6 to 10 years be-
fore they were up with criterion-referenced instruments, vis-a-vis
appropriate objectives on a nationwide basis. The cost, I think
would be quite prohibitive.

I had an opportunity to discuss this issue with the Research
Triangle Institute in North Carolina whip has part of the contract
on National Assessment of Educational Progress, and the figure that
was quoted to me to develop a test for three grade levels in reading,
mathematics, five tests, four to be administered on a group basis, one
to be administered on an individual basis, the cost to draw the sam-
ple and administer the test for various sample sizes would run be-
tween $10 and $15 million.

Chairman PERKINS. You are telling us, then, that in Mr. Quie's
proposal there is no stability in trying to allocate funds on that
baths for the next few years? Am I correct in that statement?

Dr. HOOVER. You are correct.
Mr. QurE. Would the gentleman yield?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, I yield.
Mr. QurE. One thing I have noted about some researchers, though,

is they prefer running a program for 3 years instead of 1 year 'be-
cause it keeps them in business that much longer.

I have had researchers tell me that they couldn't get their requests
granted by the head of the department because they didn't stretch
over a long enough period of time. I wonder if these people at
Berkeley are onto that.

Dr. HOOVER.. I'm not sure I understand what you're talking about.
Mr. Quo. If they got the job accomplished, they'd have to do

something else.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you another question. You have

not associated yourself with Title I in the classroom nor tried to
evaluate or make any evaluation studies of the achievements of Title
I yourself to any degree, have you?
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Dr. HOOVER. No, I have not not directly.
Chairman PERKINS. So you are not really in a position to tell us

the achievement results of Title I?
Dr. Hoovna. Not from the State of North Carolina or any other

State: for that matter, at this point in time.
Chairman PERKINS. I would like to get back a moment or two to

this formula. We have marched up and down the hill so much on
the allocation of funds and this is going to be the real issue in
connection with the markup. Are there variable factors between the
North and South that we should take into consideration insofar as
education to disadvantaged children are concerned? Should we make
any greater allo vances to the eastern seaborad or the west coast
than to the South, or does it cost just as much in the South to edu-
cate a disadvantaged child.? I want somebody to give us some logic
on that question. It is a very important question. It is the question
before the committee now.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. You're looking at me, so I'll have to say that, in
my opinion, the need would be similar, but if you are asking in- to
prove it I could not, sir.

' Chairman PERKINS. You feel that you are presently being dis-
criminated against since there is the low-income factor of $2,000,
and the AFDC people above the $2,000 level presently in the bill ?
You feel they are taking off more money, because you don't have
that large a group of people on AFDC?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. I would not say all the other States; because there
are other States in the same

Chairman PERKINS. I mean outside of the South, above the South.
Mr. FLErrikroon. Well, I would have to look at my figures here.

There are some others that have low AFDC counts in other sections
of the nation, and I have all the figures here.

Chairman PERKINs. Well, it has been my personal view that
wherever we have a disadvantaged child, we should treat that child
equally. And, that means if we use a low-income factor of $4,000,
which I personally feel we should use, at this time, that on top of
that we, should be permitted to go to the one-half of the allocation
formulago to one-half of the national average, instead of one-half
the per-pupil expenditure in the State.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. agree with that.
Mr. STROTHER. We'll buy that.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. And, under the administration's proposal

here, Kentucky will lose tremendously, your State will lose tremen-
dously, and the States with the high per-pupil expenditure will gain
tremendously. We have States spending almost twice the amount of
$560 or $750, as much as Kentucky. That's their aw.n.age per-pupil
expenditure. Unless we take some of these factors into consideration,
these on-going programs- that we presently have under Title I are
just going to have the rug jerked out from under them throughout
the entire South.

The best studies that I can come up with show that the .adminis-
tration's bill jerks the rug out from under 40 percent of the Title I
programs in the entire South.
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All I am striving to do with these committee members is work out
an equitable solution so as to treat every disadvantaged youngster
the same. I would like to go to general aid today, but I know from a
realistic viewpoint that we are not going to get the appropriation to
do it. And even though I have a general aid bill introduced, strateg-
ically, I feel that it is much better to proceed with Title I of the El-
ementary and Secondary Education Act and then get back to gen-
eral aid.

Of course to my way of thinking, we are not properly financing
Title I. We have an authorization of approximately $3 billion, and
we are getting about $1.5 billion in Title I. I personally feel that
you have to serve the disadvantaged, not jerk the rug out from
under them. Peg it at some dollar level and then go to general aid.
But trying to get that money now in Washington is just not in the
cards, in my judgment. Nevertheless, that does not prevent us from
moving forward in trying to authorize a general aid program. I
would hate to see Title I legislation here that would discontinue all
of the programs that we have already started throughout the coun-
try. According to all of the testimony that we have received before
the committee, they are obtaining results.

I know we have not concentrated enough in the areas of reading
and math, but I think through trial and error most of the people in-
volved with Title I realize this mistake and are commencing to do
just that. I would like to see 95 per cent of the funds spent for read-
ing and math, but I don't think we ought to mandate to the school
superintendents. I think the administration's bill is not nearly as
flexible as the present program. I think that it will require many
more guidelines at the State level.

Do you agree with me on that They argue that we are going to
dispose of the guidelines and so forth. What is your impression?

Mr.. FLEETWOOD. My opinion, based upon history, and I have
Worked in Federal programs now for 13. years, is that anytime you
get money from another level of government there are some guide-
lines, and I think we will continue to have the regulations and
guidelines. I &IA know that they are bad until you start getting a
proliferation and somebody says you ought to tie a little here and
over there.

By the way, Congessman, just before I left I talked with our voa-
tional people about consolidating these programs. They said they
didn't think we would accomplish anything there because they al-
ready had one State plan principally for the programs in that area.

Mr. Ql:TIE. Right, they have already given them that kind of 'flexi-
bility.

Chairman PERKINS. Are there any further questions, Mr. Quie ?
Mr, QUTE. Yes.
What percentage of your Title I money is going for reading and

math now? You said most was going for reading and early child-
hood education, which would be reading readiness, I would assume?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Reading at all levels, and by early childhood edu-
cation, mainly we mean kindergarten. So about 80 percent of our
nzoney is going for reading and early childhood education and very
little for mathematics. I guess if we were told to concentrate more in
math, we would. It is needed.
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Mr. QUIE. Could you give us that percentage so then we could put
the total together, the 80 plus, what you have in math ? Could you
find that and send it to us?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Oh, yes.
Mr. Qum. The other question that really bothers me is you said

that you really don't know how to reach the disadvantaged child.
We have had 8 years under this. I go back to Mr. Mazzoli's ques-
tions in that it seems to me somewhere you would have found some
programs that worked.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. We are learning, and we have proof which was
given 2 weeks ago in our testimony that title I is succeeding in cer-
tain areas in North Carolina. I didn't mean to say exclusiVely we
have not learned anything. For example, we had no reading-special-
ists when title I came along. We have had to train these people, and
as you get them in the rural areas they can go over to the urban
areas because they receive more money. We spend title I. money to
train the people, then they move to the urban or the higher paying
districts, so we have to keep training the teachers. WTe need a lot of
money for in-service education in the area of reading.

But there is something we must do differently for the disadvan-
taged, because the stuff we have been doing just has .not. helped
them. That's the reason they are disadvantaged. And we need time
to explore it. That's the point I was making.

Mr. Smonum. Let me play with that just a second.
We anticipated some of this, the formula-type thing. We sent Dr.

Von Valletta and Dr. Brown out of town Wednesday to help come
up with a solution, some forinula such as we came up with in 1963
on the vocational approach. WTe have a group of about 20 topnotch
people working now, and we hope to have a formula that would an-
swer your question, Congressman, but it is taking a few days to do
it. This we didn't have too much tithe to prepare, but we do have
senile people working on it now and. We can submit you a written re-
port on this within several days. They will be back, hopefully,
Within the next day or two.

Chairman PERKINS. I would like for you to come before the com-
mittee with this formula when Bill Ford brings in hiS .people and
we have the people from metropolitan areas all over the country.

Mr. STitonimi. We'll be glad to share what they hopefully come
up with.

Mr. Qum. Those are all the questions I haVe.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. MAzzor.t. I just would ask one more question, Mr. Chairman,

and that is, doctor, or Mr. Superintendent, do you see merit in -no-
strings-attached kind of educational money? Do you feel encurh-
bered and fettered in your ability to. satisfy the needs of North Car-
olina's children by reason of the Fedeial strings?

Mr. STIZOTHER. The local superintendents can answer that neaten
better than we can.

Mr. Mitizimi. What sort of an answer is that.? I must misunder-
stand. I'm new to Morehead.

Mr. STROTHER.I'll tell you. In many instances, betWeen the law as
written and the guidelines as irnpleinented at. 'the local level, any
similarity is purely coincidental.

95-545-7V-pt. 2-59
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Mr. MAZzor.s. Which means that, if we could change the nature
and color and angle of the string, that it wouldn't be so bad?

Mr. STROME% That's right, which means if you had a subcommit-
tee that would look at the guidelines and see if they go along with

ithe law, and then dismiss this with the superintendents in the field, I
have a strange- idea that some of the guiielines and some of the stuff
that is placed on the local superintendents might be changed.

Mr. MAzzom. So you'd then have, again, the best of both worlds.
Mr. STROTIIER. Yes, sir. This is what we are looking for.
Mr. Kuzma. Whis is to have strings and yet no strings. Is that a

fair statement ?
Mr. STROTHER..That's a fair statement.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. Fora). I'd like to touch on something else for a moment that

we haven't discussed here: From our many years of association with
your department and with Craig Phillips, whom I regard as one of
the finest educators I have had a chance to learn from, I have deter-
mined that your traditions in North Carolina are somewhat different
from ours. When we are talking about local control, those words
don't mean the same in your State as they do in mine.

For example, you have statewide minimum standards for teachers
and pay; so that the disparity between the highest paid teachers in a
given system in your State and the lowest paid is not as great as
you would find it in a State like mine where it is a total local option
sort of thing. But even with that in my mind, I look at North Caro-
lina as a State that has a tradition of State direction, as distin-
guished from the multitude of local school boards that we have mak-
ing the decisions that you make on a statewide basis.

One of the things that the administration has received a lot of
mileage from with the public and with some educators who have not
taken the time to really study the speCifics of the proposal is the
idea that, by sending the money to the State in the way in which they
propose to do it, there would be more local control. Now in my
State, when you send something to the State capitol, we don't con-
sider that local control. Maybe it's different in North Carolina. But
I look at section 1) of the administration's bill and it says, "the chief
executive officer of a State", and I think that's a nice way to say the
Governor, "shall be the State agency responsible for administration
or supervision of the administration of the program under this act
in such State, except that a specified single State agency shall be re-
sponsible for such administration or supervision if such officer",
meaning, the Governor, "determines that the law of such State so.
provides."

Now, you have an elected. State superintendent of public instrucL
tion in North Carolina. I think you have been aware of this provi-
sion for some time.

Mr. SmomEa. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. Could North Carolina in its present. tradition he as-

sured that the school people in North Carolina would be distributing
and administering the funds and supervising the .administration of
the funds under this. section of the act, or would you have to have
your legislature change the law? .
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Mr. STROTHER. No, sir. We cannot be assured that the funds would
come to the State board of education. The funds would come to the
Governor. Our Attorney General is looking at what laws would be
required or what constitutional amendment would be required to be
sure the money 'would move from the Governor to the proper
agency, which we think, Would be the State board of education. We
do not presently have this in our constitution.

You see, in our State the State furnishes 70 percent of the money,
the Federal Government 15 percent, and local effort puts in about 15
percent. We are unique hi that respect. We do have some concerns
about what you have.mentioned.

Mr..FoRD. Is it a fair statement that even a State like North Caro-
lina that has this tradition of State capital educational supervision,
if that's.a proper way to describe it, could have no assurance under
the approach advanced by this legislation that the present educa-
tional structure would be incontrol of the programs?

Mr. STROTIIER. No. It is conceivable that the money could go to so-
cial services for educational purposes, that the money as allocated
now could go to social. services or any branch the Governor would
designate.

Mr. Form. Isn't it a fact that, in the administration of the emer-
gency school assistance program that the administration set up a
couple of years ago, the State superintendent and his organiza-
tion in some of the Southern States were bypassed in the distribu-
tion of those funds, so that, in fact, the people who traditionally are
entrusted with the management and operation of elementary and
secondary education were not in control of the expenditure of those
funds?

Mr. STROTHER. This is ture. This is the reason in our testimony we
suggested that all funds would- flow through the State agency.
ESAP or ESAA bypassed the State agency completely. We were al-
lowed to sign them and to make recommendations, but apparently
nobody paid too much attention to our recommendations. It is per-
haps the most confused thing that we have in North Carolina at the
present time.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Mazzoli.
Mr. -MAzzoLi. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUIE. What percentage of your state Department of Educa-

tion is funded from-the Federal Government?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. It is about 27 percent. In the area Of vocational

education, for example, we allow that money to flow through to the
local education agencies and we use State money to administer:the
vocational prograni.

Mr. Qum. That makes you unique. I talked to the chief State
school officer of Michigan who said 75 percent of the money there
comes from the Federal Government. I talked to someone in Minne-
sota, and he said a little over 60 percent comes from the Federal
Government. So I'm surprised. You evidently do not get much title
V money.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. -I think I misheard-your' question. Please- let me
revise my answer.
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Mr. Srnoni En. I was just kicking you under the table.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. You missed me.
About 67 percent of our money comes from State support, so that

makes us fourth in the Nation in the State support of educational
programs. Approximately 16 percent comes from the Federal Gov-
ernment, and approximately 17 percent from local.

Mr. Qum. You are talking about total State. I mean just to run
the administrative structure of the Sta',:c DepartmeLt of Education.

Mr. FIEF:moon. Do you want number of people of percentage of
people?

Mr. Quin. I want the percentage of , he money that you are spend-
ing for the administrative structure you get from title V money. I
also want the administrative money of title I, which amounts to one
percent, and of vocational education, and so forth.

Mr. Flaw:moon. I can give you a specific answer to that but it is
not all administration. In fiscal year 1972 we had $140 million com-
ing to the State of North .Carolina, 137 plus of that went to the
local education agencies, either directly or through the State Educa-
tion Agency, and $3 million came .to us for special programs and ad-
ministrative purposes, that includes the school food services program
administration.

Mr. Qum. And title V.
Mr. FLEETwoon. All of it.
Mr. Qum. What is the total budget of running your department,

then ?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. I have no idea. That's another thing I will have

to send to you.
Mr. SmomEn. About 50 parcel It. Thai one I didn't run down. I

will know it by 3:30, though.
Mr. Quo. You see; the administration wants to cut off title V and

I think it is terribly unfortunate if you just .chop off a program. I
was just amazed to see the percentage of State departments of edu-
cation funded by the Federal Government, and I think that's kind
of an unhealthy situation in the long run.

Mr. Su:01mm. Our State superintendent is meeting today with the
Subcommittee on ApPopriations to see what happens if the
$720,000 that provides a cutting edge that comes from title ,V if this
money is deleted, as it seems that it will be, and we don't know how
much of that money we will be able to retain, with our State moneys.

Mr. Font). I'd like to suggest an alternative conclusion that you
can reach in this. I think actually that in Michigan close to 75 per-
cent of the current budget foroperating the State office of education
conies from Federal funds. But our-State office of education was.op-
eratin'' out of a phone booth before. the Federal legislation came
along.

n.

They were just bookkeepers up there and they were giving no
help or assistance on a professional basis to local sehoOl districts.
The original purpose.of title V.that we worked out with the chief
State school officers was to give them the .ability to turn themselves
into professional agencies. Now, when you contrast,Michigan with
North Carolina, you have to remember that, unlike Michigan, the
tradition was to have a stroll°. State office, so that the. relative
buildup of those resources using Federal. funds in a State like Mich-
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igan would naturally be higher. I suspect that if you check and find
any school district, or any State where more than 50 percent of the
budget for operating the 'State office of education is coining from the
Federal Government, you will find that, before the enactment of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, they had a pro forma
State office that did little or nothing to further the aims of educa-
tion.

I say that in no way in derogation of the great men we liaye had
serve as our State superintendents but, frankly, they were men with
titles and no money or staff to do anything.

Mr. STROTiEER. I would like to reiterate what I said, though. Title
V money and other Federal money have moved us from an agency
of regulations, a regulatory agency, to an agency of motivation and
leadership, we would hope to think.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. Every new timing we have started in the last 3
years has been started under title V, and we have tried to get State
funds to pick up sonic of the good prograins at. the State level. We
have been successful up until time last legislature, after which we
could not take over any title V activities. Presently we have 73 peo-
ple employed either fully or partially under title V. We had to take
over the NDEA. III supervision when that ran out, and we took
over title X. statistical services, with title V funds. so there you
have about $300,000 worth of our $720,000 allotment going for some-
thing we had under another program years ago. So we cry a little
when they tell us we are going to lose title V funds; a lot.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me state that the only derogatory state-
ment we had concerning_ title V was that of Mr. Weinberger, the
Secretary of HEW, and we have had perhaps two-thirds or more of
the States. appear before the committee.

I would like to ask you gentlemen whether you feel it is reasona-
ble to believe that the State school superintendents are -going to have
any more flexibility than in the present program that cannot have
any money divested from it from the Federal level ? You have title I
no money can be taken from it, .and no funds can be taken from
the impact aid program. DoeS it stand to reason that you will have
the same regulations there and they will be just as comprehensive
under the President's proposal as under the present law?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. As I said, in the beginning of the conversation, I
can't see that education special revenue sharing under the I3etter
Schools Act of 1973 does a thing to help the disadvantaged pro-
gram.

Chairman PERKINS. Let's go a little farther now and break the
administration's proposals down specifically, taking into considera-
tion all of the programs that are folded into these -five categories.
You have already discussed the impact aid and disadvantaged pro-
grams. Now under.* vocational education category, they are going
to have the right to transfer 30 percent of those funds. Before El-
liott Richardson left HEW, he made the statement that States have
a tendency to violate the regulations of HEW and that the Depart-
ment was going to see to it that the regulations were strengthened..
In my judgment, the regulations have already written.

Now,- assuming that the 'administration's proposal is enacted, do
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you feel it would necessitate more guidelines than-we presently.have,
if they were permitted to switch 30 percent of the vocational- educa-
tion funds anywhere they wanted to?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. It is very difficult
Chairman PERKINS. Can you just reason it?
Mr. FLEETWOOD. Yes. First I say it is very difficult to speculate on

what would happen in the future if something else had happened.
But will say this, if we are allowed to transfer money out of voca-
tional education, it certainly would be tempting to take. the money
from the place where it is located to support a greater need.

Chairman PERKINS. From your needs in North Carolina, do you
feel that you should have the right to take 30 percent of the funds
away from vocational education, or do you feel that it should re-
main as a categorical program?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. I think I had better defer this to my boss who is
on the policy making board and, if you don't mind, let him answer
that.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, fine. Go ahead, Mr. Strother.
Mr. Samarium The thing that bothers me there, Congressman, the

other day Secretary Weinberger hacla large stack of State plans
from Kentucky. This was over a certain period of years. He was
"confusing people.

Chairman PERKINS. I know he was, bat he wasn't confusing many
people.

Mr. STROTHER. There is jut one plan required, that's all; and they
said they ware collapsing eight programs into one. To my knowledge,
there is just one vocational plan required of each State.

Chairman PERKINS. Exactly, and I think somewhere along the
line we corrected Mr. Weinberger on that.

Mr. STROTIIER. Well, I'm happy that you did, but there was a
large stack at the end there. I would still like to look at our voca-
tional program a little bit closer than this, and we would like to
have the right to look at our own program, since we do have state-
wide assessment, since we do have a little more statewide control and
move the money around as we see fit and not as HEW sees fit.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, do you think that we should continue
with the present school luneh program

Mr. QtrrE. Before you leave Voc. Ed., could I ask a question?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, sure.
Mr. Qum. It sounds like you would be in favor of removing the

earmarking for consumer education, if that's what we call it now
Mr. FLEETWOOD. This is one area, yes, sir.
Mr. Q0 And not earmark there, but put that in with the rest of

the total basic grants for vocational education so. you could make the
decision at a State level?.

Mr. SMOTHER. I would like to see a basic grant there and let us
look at consumer education rather than breaking it down item by
item.

Mr. FLEETwooD. Needs change and.programs need to change.
Mr. FORD. Will the gentleman yield ? .

This may he one of the arguments that wo have to fight out af.,:ain.
In 1908 what we tried to do, very -frankly, was meddle a. little bit.
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For example, we found that vocational education had continued in a
traditional way in the State of Washington, so that with the tre-
mendous displacement caused by unemployment in the industries
along the seacoast of Washington, they were still teaching agricul-
turally based vocational programs. They were not successful, in a
legislature dominated by those interests, in changing their direction.

It was the intent and purpose in 1968 of putting these kinds of
earmarks or directions in to fume reluctant States into the position
of recognizing modern needs.

Mr. QUXE. I think you have it wrong there, Bill. What we did was
to remove all the earmarking except for home economics, but require
that it all go for programs that would lead to gainful employment,
so you couldn't run an agricultural program that wasn't leading to
gainful employment. We ceased to earmark $8 million for t Avicul-
ture so they had to go in and compete with all of the others.

I think the question now is just wIpther the consumer education
could compete with the rest of it, too.

Mr. STROTHER. We believe it could.
Mr. FLEETwoon. We have gone so far, Congressman Ford, that we

have moved the decisions down to the local level. We have said to a
superintendent that you get so many man-months and you must de-
cide upon the programs in which to use those man-months to meet
your needs in vocational education. We think that's the way it ought
to be.

Mr. SMOTHER. They can use it for vocational agriculture, con-
sumer education, whatever they like. Some of the superintendents
here today can answer some of these questions better than we can
along this line.

Chairman PERKINS. What kind confusion would you have
thrown into your lap at the State level if the Administration's pro-
posal passed the Congress, stating that you had the school lunch
money, you had the library money under title II of the ESEA, you
had the equipment money under title III of NDEA, you had the in-
novative money under title III of the ESEA, along with the guid-
ance and counseling program and all of your State Deprtment
funds? Just how would you feel about administering that program
there? Would vou feel that you would be just as well off to leave it
as it is presently, or would you want that additional responsiblity of
trying to satisfy these various groups when it is all up for grabs?
And when you had funds for only some of these programs?

Mr. SmarnEn. Let me answer that and be very ugly about it. We
met yesterday with Dr. Phillips and the school lunch people. If the
school lunch program, section 11, or whatever that is, if that drops
into supportive services, section

Chairman PERE:INS. It is the reimbursement and it is already
there.

Mr. STRomER. This would take $2 million more than we would
have. Somebody is confusing somebody. There are no supportive
services money there if you put the school lunch services in. .

Chairman PERKINS. All the reimbursement money, 8. Cents per
meal, is involved in this category. You .would not want that to hap-
pen?
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Mr. STROTIIER. No, Sir.
Mr. Quin. But I didn't understand the answer. The answer is that

all the money would go into school lunch and nothing for anything
else?

Mr. STROTIIER. I say it conceivably could, and you have a little
trouble in front of our State legislature when you talk about hungry
kids. You are talking about Ch ristmas and motherhood and hungry
kids, and, really, it would take all of the supportive services money,
if the present bill

Chairman PEnKixs. And you feel that title II, the, books; title
III, the equipment; and the innovative title and guidance and coun-
seling wouid all suffer, and you would have to scramble to hold.
your own State funds then, because of the school lunch program ?

Mr. STROTIIER. Yes, sir.
Chairman 7)Enk1Ns. You think this is a bad proposition, don't

you, Mr. Strother?
Mr. STROTIIER. Very, very bad for North Carolina.
Chairman PEnkixs. You told the Committee that your net loss in

North Carolina is approximately $28 million, is that correct?
FLEETw000. Twenty-three. Now, again, we used the figures

from our actual grants in 1972.
Chairman PER NS. That's- the only meaningful year, because we

are under a, continuing resolution for fiscal 1973 and it is being con-
strned differently.

Mr. nu:Two:M. And we, used the USOE figures for fiscal year
1974.

Chairman PErnuNs. And that's not taking into account inflation,
(reing back to the 1972 level ?

Mr. FLEETWOOD. That's correct.
Chairman PERKINS. I can't get away from this formula. It is a

difficult matter and I hope when you -gt, home that you will put your .

technicians and experts to work on what you feel is a sound eco-
nomic factor, an equitable factor for the whole country in the count-
ing of children under the 1970 census.

The Census Bureau can make projections so- we will not have out-
moded data as some people are afraid. I think the low economic
factor that we have been using has the greatest correlation with pov-
erty than any other factor we can possibly- come up .with. But I
don't think we shduld freeze the lOw-income factor. way down, and
then take a lot of money off the top. We are strivimr

''
to treat all the

children in this country equitably and to reach a figure that will
treat all the kids equitably.

I personally feel, knowing eastern Kentucky as I do that it takes
more money in those mining communities and in those more rural
areas farther up east where we try to consolidate the schools. They
talk about busing in places. We get those children out and put, ti: em
by the side of the road an hour before daybreak in the winter, and
they don't get home until an hour or two after dark in the evening.
It takes just as much to give a diSadvantagedchild-the,benefits under
title I in east Kentucky as it does in New York City or any other
section of the country.

I personally feel we ought to treat everybody alike. A $4,000 low-
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income factor, to my way of thinking, would treat everybody alike.
Then, if some people thought it was not equitable, I wouldn't object
to the AFDC being counted above that $4,000 low-income level. But,
above everything else. I think that we should have the opportunity
to multiply the munber of kids, go up toone half of the national
average. which is about four hundred some -odd dollars, and then
work from that.

I certainly would like to have you concentrate on the formula
since you have a good number of technicians, and see what you feel
is equitable for everybody concerned.

Mr. STnoirEn. We'd like to communicate with Mr. Jennings, if we
possibly could. and share our findings with him and if he deemed
wise bring them back to you.

Chairman PERKINS. I think we am going to have a final couple of
(lays of hearings on this formula in Washington, and that will be
within the next 2 weeks. Try to reconcile the differences. I'd like to
see everybody, the cities and the rural sections of the country, come
up with a solution to this problem, instead of having everything up
for grab. That's one thing you can think about..

I want 'co thank yon for your testimony here this morning.
-Mr. Foul). Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PianuNs. Mr. Ford.
Mr. Foul). You may have noticed every time the Chairman men-

tions school buses, he looks at me, and I don't know whether it's be-
cause we manufacture them in Michigan or we have a Federal court
case.

Is your Mr. -1;:ungblood with you?
Mr. Snommt. He is in migrant -education. He is not with us

today.
Mr. Form. He testified before the committee about, I think, two

weeks ago, before we had the Administration's bill. One of the
things 1 noticed that the administration does is say to the State that
you may sp(61, set aside, some of the money you receive to spend on
migratory children, putting a top limitation on how much you can
spend but no requirement to spend any at all.

The present title I that Mr. Perkins' bill would extend has a di-
rect formula computation. It says to you that, before you fund all
the school districts around the State, you will fund the State pro-
gram, which is administered from the state level in all 48 mainland
States, from title-I. Therefore, there is a guarantee that the money
is there for. that,purpose.

As a practical matter, could we expect that this money would be-
come the cause of sonic temptation to cut. it, since migratory chil-
dren have never traditionally been a very important political force
in any of the States, my own included?

Mr. STitolatEn. Congressman, I think that --xe would do it. How-
ever. that money would go up for grabs. In North Carolina we
would continue to educate these kids, we have a good program, but
we would not be required to do it, and it is conceivable that we
might have economic and political pressures applied and we .might
conceivably have to allow this program to go down the drain.

Mr. FORD. You spoke earlier of the burden that the State superin-
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tendent would have of trying to tell the impact people that their
money had been promptly cut olf next year. Would he not be placed
under a similar burden here to justify to people who had what to
them seemed to be immediate needs for the permanent residents of
North Carolina the use of the money instead of children who are only
going to be in North Carolina for a very short time for the purpose of
harvesting crops? 'Wouldn't that put him between a rock--

Mr. FLEETWOOD. The same principle applies to all these programs
for which you have discretion with less money, yes.

Mr. Foam Thank you.
Mr. Quin. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRitictivs. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum,. We spent a lot of time this norning talking about the

administration's bill, and, as I indicated in the befrinnina, that is not
going to pass. So it is sort of like a strawman. We have all been flail-
ing against it all of this time. The reason I believe this is, as the
ranking Republican, I haven't introduced the bill and the ranking
Republican on the subcommittee did it "by request" only and in the
Record he told all the reservations he had with it. Without any
more support than that on the Republican side, and you know how
the Democrats feel about it, there- isn't a snowball's chance in the
hot. place of its ever passing. But more important is that the present
law extends for another year if we do nothing.

I cornted the members of our 38-member committee. Thirty mem-
bers come from States which would have an increase if they did
nothing; eight of us have a decrease if we do nothing. Our State
loses about the same amount with any kind of a formula you use,
4,000, Orshansky, 2,000, the works, so I can be kind of of jective
about it.

What does North Carolina lose if we do nothing now ? That's a
real possibility.

Mr. FLEETWOOD. We can't give you the exact fivves---
Mr. STROTHER. Yes, you can, -too.
Mr. FLEETWOOD. I guess I had better give you the estimated figure.
We are getting in 1972, $62 million. We will get this year about

$56 million according to estimates, and our reduction would be,
the best about $5 million. In other words, that is all we would get
next year. It may get as low as $31.7 million. So we would lose a
great. deal. In fact, we have done the best job of fighting the battle
against poverty in North Carolina from the 1960 to 1970 'census of
any State in the Union according to figures available to us.

Mr. SMOTHER. As I understand the process, if there is no bill on
July 1, then we revert to the Tydings amendment, or whatever we
have there, but there is no money available after July 1 for title II,
for NDEA III, for title V.

Mr. Quit. That's correct.
Chairman PERKINS. Then the pressure would be there for the ad-

ministration's special revenue sharing.
Mr. SmomEn. The only Vehicle that we have that we can possibly

get 'through and keep the program going to kids is House Bill 69.
That will do the job for North Carolina.

Mr. Qum.. I don't think the votes are there in our committee for
House Bill 69. .
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Mr. STROTITER. I'm sorry, but we have some kids out there we are.
worried about.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say this to you. Some of our Senato-
rial friends are fearful of busing. That is no deterrent as far as I
am concerned. This bill expires June 30 of this year, and it is
shameful not to have a timely authorization. Think about what may'
happen after June 30 if we don't move along. I have every confi-
dence that the Senate will move after the House moves, and we in-
tend to move as expeditiously as possible.

We are just beginning to get this program off the ground, and it
would be derelict On the part of all of us to let this thing hang fire
until next June 30. We are going to do our darndest to move this
along, notwithstanding the fact that we have that automatic rider.
The automatic rider was not written into the law for purposes of
this kind. It is our duty to extend this legislation. We will meet this
challenge.

We thank you very much for your help.
Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Dr. Charles Williams, as-

sociate superintendent, South Carolina State Department of Educa-
tion and the Morehead Adult Basic Education Panel.

ahead, Dr. Williams. We are delighted to welcome you here
Your prepared statement .will be inserted in the record and

1.37 proceed in any manner you prefer. Just take your time.
statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLIE G. WILLIAMS, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT FOR
INSTRUCTION, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, ladies and gentle-
men and special guests, it is a signal pleasure to appear before you today to
offer some evidence in support of the extension of Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act: I bring to you a word of apology from Dr.
Cyril 13. Silsbee, South Carolina State Superintendent of Education, who is
unable to appear in person due to a previous commitment to the Classroom
Teachers Association in our State.

As you conduct similar hearings in various lociaions, Pm sure you will have
large numbers of interested people appear before you. I commend you for your
dedication and patience as you must hear conflicting information as well as
the same information presented several times from different points of view.

In order to establish a framework for receivin; my remarks, 1..st me present
briefly my program area of responsibility at th.: State level. In my role as
Deputy Superintendent for Instruction, I have direct responsibility for (1)
Vocational Education Programs, (2) Program for the Handicapped (3) Gen-
eral EducationElementarySecondary, (4) Adult Education (5) Instruc-
tional Television Programs (6) Federal ProgramsTitles I, II, III, ESEA,
EPDA, NDEAIII, (I) Teacher Education and Certification Programs.

It might be interesting to note that I came to .the State Department of Edu-
cation in 1967 from a local school district. As the local coordinator of Federal
Programs, I developed and had approved the first ESEA Title I project
approved in South Carolina after the implementation of the act. I cite this
experience simply to indicate my direct interest and involvement in Title I
activities over the period of Its existence.

Seemingly the basic question being debated is the most significant and mean-
ingful way .':or the Federal level of government to influence the ation's system
of education. Herein, seemingly, lies the crux of the debate as different indi-
viduals and 'groups present strong testimony to support their views on this
question. May I spend the next few minutes doing the same.

First of all let me sincerely and professionally commend you as representa-
tives of the federal legislative leadership for a significant contribution to the
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national system of education through the passage and implementation of the
numerous federally legislated programs. Most often your contributions are nut
recognized and acknowledged because the measuring stick of success is perfec-
tion not progress.

In a democracy which has set as its goal to provide all the children of all
the people with all the education they can profit from, progress is a defensible
measure. Federally funded programs have made contributions to the progress
which has been achieved. Your contributions far exceed the recognition and
applause you have received. Let me illustrate briefly with these examples.

The Congress of the United States has assumed a major leadership role in
the development of programs in (1) vocational education, (2) Handicapped
and (3) Culturally disadvantaged.

It would lie a waste of your time to trace the chronology of developments in
these three significant areas. Through the leadership and funding of federal
programs the system of education has progressed through stages of (1) aware-
ness, (2) sensitivity to need, (3) initiation of unsophistiented programs, (4)
epaiuled and improved programs, to (5) Nvell developed and efficient pro-
grams.

As a growing, developing nation, our system of education had not been ori-
ented to developing marketable skills (parents did that) or providing programs
for the handicapped, or to compensatory programs to assist children who oth-
erwise would he caught in the poverty cycle. Federally funded programs are
basically responsible for the progress in these program areas.

There are those who have historically expected instant perfection in compli-
cated sociological-educational programs. This simply cannot be achieved. Prog-
ress at an accelerated rate is a much more realistic measure. You have
achieved that and more and you- are to be commended.

This is not the time in the development of the national system of education
for the Federal Cone Tess to falter in its leadership by -accepting inaccurate
measures of success. It is not the time either to play games with ourselves and
our children by believing we can continue this progress by packaging less
money to serve fewer children.

Let me move from the general to the specific and illustrate what I have
been saying by direct reference to Title I.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was based
oil.the concept that one of the effects of concentration of poverty manifests
itself in educational deprivation of school age children. Historically the insti-
tution of education has been geared to the "middle class" of our society. IJ1111
passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the childreii of pov-
erty for the most part were the forgotten victims of this national social atroc-
ity. E.S.E.A., and more specifically Title I, addressed itself quite rightly to the
solution of thls national problem. The problems that we are attempting to
resolve tinder the Act do not. lend themselves to easy or immediate solutions.
The complexities of the circumstances which brought about the creation of the
Title I program represents an unprecedented challenge to the educational
expertise of our nation's schools. Successes and failures must therefore-be con-
sidered in light of the length of time during which the problems of poverty
and educational deprivation were unresolved and all but unapproached. The
experience we have gained in operating compensatory education programs over
the past seven (7) years has greatly enhanced our knowledge concerning the
needs of the disadvantaged. We have, as a result, made much progress in the
areas of meaningful needs assessment, and in the identification of the kinds of
.programs which best meet the needs of educationally deprived children. Our
.evaluation strategies have been honed and refined to a point where we are
now more capable of structuring effective methods of.evaluating compensatory
programs at.the local level.

In, South Carolina, our treinendous need for continued compensatory educa-
tion is evidenced by the fact that according to the 1970 census data. using.the
Orshausky poverty index 35.4% of the 5-17 school-age children are children
from poverty backgrounds. Nationally according to some estimates the pov-
erty average is only 15%. From the same 1970 census data in South Caroli-
na's ninety-four school districts only ten (10) have less than the 15% national
average while fifty-three (53) districts represent a percentage more than
double this national average. Clarendon School District #1 has a poverty
index of 69.3%. Calhoun School District #2 has a 68.9% poverty index. Char-
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endon School District #3 has a 61.4% poverty index. Florence County School
District #5 has 61.5%; Orangeburg '#7 had 65.4.% I could name several
others as our list is long and reveals the seriousness of the educational prolk
lems of our children in poverty situations.

The dilemma of the disadvantaged in a national problem. Compensatory eau-
cation under Title I has addressed itself to this problem. In South Carolina
during the current fiscal year and with only 80% of 1972 funding level. Title
I is providing services to 173,992 children, representing 26.8% of the total 10-
day school enrollment in the state. More than 298,000 children have been iden-
tified; through an analysis of the statewide testing program, as needing com-
pensatory educational services. Increasingly, however, we are restricting the
scope of the population servedmaking those tough decisions as to which of
our disadvantaged should receive the advantages and which, sadly, we mist
relegate to that indefinite time when adequate funding becoines available.
Reading programs have received priority. 113,869 children are in compensatory
language arts programs. 61,442 children are in' compensatory math programs:
11,018 children participate in special activities for the handicapped and 7,087
children are in compensatory pre-kindergarten and kindergarten activities. In
addition to these compensatory instructional programs. 80,713 eligible Title I
students are also receiving supportive services such as dental and medical care,
psychological services, and special guidance services. The instructional pro-
grams are utilizing the services of 3,003 certified professionals and 2.044 para-
professionals. Supportive services are being provided through. 147 nurses, 90
counselors, and 14 psychologists.

By restrieting services and "tightening up" -the evaluation design of pro-
grams. we are increasingly validating academic gainsbut again we . must
point out that for the nearly 174,000 children we have placed In our program
there are many needy children going without Title I programs. I'm sure you
hear or read of the' ::k of successful efforts; as evidence of successful Title I
project activities, let me relate the following examples :

During the school year 71-72, in Darlington School District #1 a special
compensatory reading program was initiated for 750 children for grades 2
through 7 in three priority schools. The program strategies called for the
establishment of a reading skill center at each of the three schools. Each
center was staffed with a full time reading director and three teacher aides.
The regular classroom teacher brought groups of students to the reading
center during one half of the regular language arts period. The teacher
remained with the students and taught in the skill centers along with Ilre spe-
cialist and para-professionals of the center staff. The program also contained
provisions for intensive pre-training and continuous in-service training of the
involved staff members from the three schools. The major objective for the
reading activity was: students (grades 2-7) shall shoW an average gain of
one month's growth in t&al reading for each mouth of participation in the
program. The results of the end of project evaluation fora sample of 573 stu-
dents revealed that when the students entered the program they were learning
at a rate of four months for each year of reading instruction. This represents
a learning rate of .4 months for each month of instruction prior to their
involvement in the program. During the seven months within the program the
students gained an average of 1.5 grade equivalents In reading. This gain
reflects an average learning rate of 2.15 months for each month of instruction.
The objective was achieved. Time cost of providing this compensatory reading
program was $197,049 or $262.73 per child. This appears to be a small price to
pay in terms of the gains made by the children involved in the program,

In Williamsburg Comity where the poverty index exceeds 60 %, a compensa-
tory kindergarten program was instituted for-604 disadvantaged five-year-olds.
Twenty-six kindergarten classes were operated on a full day schedule in eight
elementary schools during the 71-72 school year. Each kindergarten class was
staffed by two adults; one full-time teacher and one teacher's aide. A full-time
director coordinated. all aspects of the program. Intensive pre-Service and- in-
service tra;riing was provided all staff members during the summer and
throughout the school term. Periodic meetings- were held with parents in an
effort to acquaint them with the purposes and objectives of kindergarten Rod
to gain theirstiggestions and cooperation The objectives of this activity were:
students involved in the kindergarten program will make significant gains in
conceptual development, verbal ability amid verbal, intelligence scores. Results
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from testing indicate that kindergarten students achieved an average mental
age gain of 1.7 years in verbal intelligence as a result of their kindergarten
experience. In conceptual development, as measured by the Caldwell Preschool
Inventory, the initial perceptile rank of the students when compared to
national norms was 5%. At the time of post testing, the rank had increased
to 82% when compared to national norms. The students had gained an average
of seven months in verbal skills between pre and post testing as measured by
the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities. The cost of this program was
$270.745 or $446.00 for each of the 604 five-year-olds.

Title I funds were used to support a Corrective Mathematics Program in
Richland School District #1. Students who participated in this program were
performing at least one and one-half years below grade level expectancy in
mathematics. They were selected from the fourth and fifth grades from seven
priority elementary schools. Each program was staffed with a qualified teacher
and a teacher aide. The students were provided approximately 45 minutes of
instruction per day in the Corrective Math Program. There was an in-service
educational program before and during the school year for the teachers and
teacher aides. A district mathematics consultant was assigned to direct this
pro,,ect. The objectives of this program were:

Objective No. 1.The national percentile rank of the mean mathematics
score will significantly increase from pre to post testing for students partici-
pating in the Corrective Mathematics Program.

Objective No. 2.The gains in mathematics for project students will be sig.
niticantly greater than the gains for a control group of students who are not
participating in the Corrective Mathematics Program.

Objective No. 3.-80% of the students will display a positive attitude toward
the mathematics program at the conclusion of the program.

The results of the program evealuation indicate that all three objectives were
met. The gains of the project students from pre to post testing represented an
increase of 8.03 percentile points on national percentile rank norms. This indi-
cates that students not only gained the amount needed to retain their percen-
tile rank but gained more than the average amount expected and thus
increased their national ranking. The control group, however, experienced a
net loss in percentile rank scores of 4.54 even though they bad a raw score
gain between pre and post testing. The gains for the experimental group
exceeded that of the control group at the .01 level of significance 98% of the
students in the program Zeit that the Corrective Mathematics Program had
helped them.. When Asked if they preferred corrective mathematics or class-
room mathematics programs, 87.4% expressed a preference for the Corrective
Mathematics Program.

The cost of this program was $170,170 or $349.00 for each of the 513 partici-
pating students. The evidence supports the program since there was concrete
data showing that project children gained in national ranking in math achieve-
ment while a group of like students without the program continued their
decline in national ranking in mathematics achievement.

In Marion School District #1, an analysis of cumulative reading test data
revealed that some 800 students (grades 4-12) were achieving two or more
years below expected achievement level. A special remedial Title I reading
project was developed to alleviate this condition. A project was initiated in
four priority schools and was conducted through the efforts of eight specially
trained reading teachers who were assisted by eight teacher aides, small group
instruction was utilized with emphasis given to individualized instructional
methods made possible through programmed learning materials. The objective
of the activity predicted a six month mean achievement growth 'after nine
months of compensatory instruction for participating students. An analysis of
the pre and post mean grade equivalent scores revealed an average mean gain
of eight months. Thus the outcome exceeded expectation. This result becomes
meaningful when one considers the degree of deprivation of the students who
were served. The cost of this program was $68,407 or $85.00 per student.

An assessment of student needs in Dillon School Disi,lct #1 indicated that
63% of entering first grade students lacked readiness to begin school..A fur-
ther analysis of this need revealed that the deficits in readiness skills were
greatest among low-income children. With Title I funds, this district initiated
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a compensatory kindergarten activity for fifty (50) students froth low income
families. The project had the following objectives :

Objective No. 1.Fifty percent. of all participating five year olds will
achieve at a level of readiness to begin first grade instruction as measured by
the Metropolitan Readiness Test.

Objective No. 2.The participating students will show a significant gain in
mean conceptual development score between pre and post testing as measured
by the Caldwell Preschool Inientory.

To initiate this activity, Title I funds were used to employ an early child-
hood teacher and a teacher aide. Appropriate instructional-supplies and equip-
ment were also provided. The end of project evaluation demonstrated that
both objectives were achieved. Sixty percent of the students who participated
achieved at a level which indicated readiness to begin first grade instruction.
A comparison of the Caldwell Preschool Inventory pre and post test data indi-
cated that the average gain of 12 raw score points achieved by participating
students was significant at the .01 level of confidence.The cost of this program
was $10,980 or $339.00 per student.

In analyzing the future of compensatory programs, we realize that you, as
Congressmen, must reflect the concerns of the people regarding report's about
Title I. Admittingly, Title I has had its obstacles. Since its'inception, the Title
I program has had to perform in difficult circumstances. Its original creation,
though well intended, lacked sufficient timing needed for adequate planning
and efficient implementation. Educators were unprepared to effectively achlress
the problems of the disadvantaged. At that time, we simply lacked expertise
and experience. It has taken time to identify those programs and approaches
which offer the best solution for meeting the needs of disadvantaged children;
and Title I has only just begun to show substantial results. We must contin-
ually be aware of the fact that the debilitating circumstances that the Title I
program is attempting to ameliorate are the results of decades of cultural dep-
rivation. In only seven years, Title I has begun to pay off. Our experience and
knowledge have given us the capability of implementing vastly improved com-
pensatory programs. The years since the enactment of ESEA represents a sub-
stantial investment in terms of identifying problems, seeking solutions,
training personnel, and creating improyed learning conditions. In 1965, you, as
Congressmen, astutely recognized the needs of the disadvantaged, and were
willing to provide funds to.meet these needs. Today, on behalf of the educa-
tors in our state, I solicit your support for the continuation of ESEA compen-
si.tory programs in order that thousands of disadvantaged students in..South
Carolina, and the disadvantaged students of this nation, may have an opportu-
nity to reap the rich dividends in our investment of funds for compensatory
education.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES WILLIAMS, ASSOCIATE SUPERIN-
TENDENT, SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF -EDUCA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. DONALD C. PEARCE, COORDINATOR
OF FEDERAL FUNDING

Dr. WILLIAlts..Thank you; Mr. Chairman, and other members of
the subcommittee.

I should have warned You earlier, as we work with the North Car-
olina group, if you were just looking for a good qitiaing place, you
don't come to one. You just have to cut it off at some point; and I
really wasn't sure you were aware of that characteristic of those fel-
lows from North Carolina. It'S somewhat like talkino. to my moth-
er-in-law. You just. don't find a good quitting place.

talking
just have

to say, "Ma'am, that's all."
We do have a printed test that we will leaVe with you. I mill not

take time to 'reiterate either the chronology or the statistics that I
am satisfied you understand as well as if no better than most of the
people who 'are appearing before you. I would like to make some
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.comments in at least three categories, maybe respond to some of the
questions already. asked, and others.

First of all, I. would want to oiler to you as representatives of the
U.S. congressional leadership a commendation for the contributions
you- have made to the system of public education in this Nation. I
have that in my written context and seine of my collea(rt'ues,.read it,
accused me of trying to lay it on kind of heavy, and I especially
want to say this, because I tried to think of any commendation the
Congress had ever received for anything. And I'm serious. I can't
think of a problem confronted by this Nation that the public, the
press or the media of any kind has said the Congress has moved to
resolve. You may have some individuals who have been given credit
for resolving it, either executive, legislative and probably more par-
ticularly at the State level, and r think we have missed a major
point that I kept hearing referred to in some of the prior discus-
sion; that the Congress of the United States has taken a leadership
role in the system of education in this Nation that I'm afraid that
you don't even realize.

Sonic of the earlier discussion, for example, about whether you're
talking about general aid or categorical aid, to me seems to be what
are yon trying to do. If you want to help good old education, wher-
ever it is, in whatever it's trying to do, and make X percentage of
contribution from the national level, and X percent from the local
Level, and that's your commitment, then, of course the answer is gen-
eral aid to education and turn it over to the decisionmakers in the
system, which is the State and local level.

But if you look back at the contribution that you. made, it has
been in attacking national problems with force and effort. I couldn't
help but note sonic of them as we were talking.

Vocational education, as I understood in the chronology, tracing it
back to the Smith-Hughes Act, and on up to-'the amendments of
1968, if you go back and lOok at the decisionmakers in American
public education, they have been academically oriented, middle-class
people. A concept of skill development, marketable skill develop-
ment, simply didn't occur to them for the first 50 .years, and it's
really through- the leadership of the Vocational Education Act that
really carried that program up- until about the last 2 or 3 years.
Now the decisionmakers are beginning to realize that there is a lc-
'oitimitte role for education to build marketable skills as well as pre-
paring one for further education, and I. personally think it would be
tragic from the leadership level,, from the national level, to ,say put
that money in the general pot and put it wherever your priorities
or really a's your biases and commitmentswOuld lead you to do it.

I couldn't help but have the same reaction when you raised the
question about consumer and homemaking, because you're faced With
the same problem. Sometimes we don't stop and realize that .hat-
ever the future of this Nation is, it's going- to be influenced by the
homemaker, by the mothers and the parents in the home, regardless
of what else we do within. the system of educfction.,

And. as we move to in aduStrialize the Nation, and as we go to a
commitment to man»ower skill development, we sometimes lose sight
of the idea that to develop meaningful, contributing homemaker to
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the next generation of youngsters may be a national crisis bigger
than some of the other commitments, and I would commend youI
started out to commend you and started preachingI would com-
mend you for your patience as you listen to conflicting testimony
from people who see this tremendous task of educating the Nation's
youth from different viewpoints and from different biases.

I had a discussion just day before yesterday on the question Mr.
Quie raised abOut whether academic testing is a better measure of
educational deprivation than income, and my colleague and I were
not in agreement., and I asked the question if you're trying to get at
educational deprivation, why not measure it directly. Why measure
another indicator that's tied in with several other thinks to say, you
know, if he has or doesn't have this, he may be educationally de-
prived. If that's what you're trying to measure why not measure it
directly.

I think it would be an indictment againSt all of us in the system
of education to sit here and admit to you that we're in the process
of developing skills, attitudes, values, and knowledge, and deny that
we could conic up with a measure of deprivation and would have to
fall back on some economic measure.

I know I'm in conflict with my colleagues from North Carolina,
but I say if given the -task and the responsibility, it can be done.
There Would be some problems in identifying what-you really meant
by educational deprivation. I'm not sure it's just reading and math,
but certainly those are critical, too, but at the same time I'm not
willing to admit that, if you're trying to get at what you're here to
do you can't measure it directly rather than using some income
index, and I'm really saying that I. admire your patience as you lis-
ten to top level decision makers in the system of education disagree
on such critical issues as who shall make decisions on what's impor-
tant, such as if you are intending to attack the critical probliem in
the national system, then general aid won't do it because you have
too many other.level- of people who set the priorities as to what the
critical issues ,are, and the ones that you might see from the federal
level may not be the same ones that are seen at the local level.

In fact, as I listened to the questions, it. dawned on me that much
of the basis for the. questioning was the lack of confidence in the Sys-
tem of American education, whether we can. do what we are here to
do. I would just offer one thing in behalf of that, but what the sys-
tem of education and all of its cumbersomeness in a democracy, that
has so many people that influence the decision, it may not react in a
crisis like we would like it to. But it has a stability to it that you
can't destroy, either; and I think we are taking some crisis issues
and making judgments rather. than taking a system designed to edu-
cate all the children of all the people with all the education they can
absorb, and are looking for perfection.

I would offer that as one other comment, that the measuring stick
in a nation's system of education can't be perfection, it has to be
progress, Measurable progress, that we can live with. But I would
Say don't accept a measuring stick of perfection as evidenCe of fail-
ure in your approaches to try to influence the nation's system at the
state and local level.

:):1-:145-1"::---,pt. 2- -
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1 will move to some final remarks and share with you some suc-
cesses in title I, as I understood from the other discussion. We have
in our prepared testimony at least five school districts that have set.
out to achieve objectives under the provision of title I.

Mr. FORD. Do you have any extra copies with you?
Dr. WILLIAms. Yes, sir.
I will not read but two of these and share with you that, as I in-

dicated, perfection is not the measuring stick, but progress, and in
any field that you have entered into at the national level, we have
probably gone through some stages that should be recognized from,
first of all, an awareness of the problem; secondly, the sensitivity to
the need of the problem, the initiation of unsophisticated solutions
to the problem; expanded and improved prOgrams and, finally, to
well developed and efficient progrirms.

My testimony today is to the -Yact that in title I particularly we
have come through those five stages, and we are now at the point of
capital;;Iing on the investment, and the time and the attempt toat-
tack a problem that we never even looked at before, The Federal
Congress categorized the money and said get on with the task.

We have come through those five steps and I would share with
you very briefly that in Darlington County, some of you might be
familiar with that one because they had a little, difficulty with the
buses and turned one of them over down there some time back. They
initiated a reading program for 750 children in grades two through
seven in title I priority schools by establishing readino. centers. Each
center was staffed with a full-time, reading instructor and three
aides. The regular classroom teacher brought groups of students to
the reading center during one-half of the regular language arts pe-
riod. The teacher remained with the students and taught in the skill
centers along with the specialists and teacher aides:

The program contained provisions for inservice pretraining, .

service training and involved staff members from the three schools.
The major stated objective for the activity was that the students in
grades two through seven shall show an average gain of one month's
growth in total reading for each month of participation in the pro-
gram.

The results at the end of the project, for a sample of 573 students,
revealed that when the students entered the program they were
learning at a rate of four months for each year of reading thstruc-
tion four-tenths months for each month of instruction; prior to the
invOlvement in the program. During the seven months within the
program, the students gained an average of 1.5 grade equivalents in
reading..This gain reflects an average learning rate of two and fif-
teen hundredths months for each month of instruction. .

I am simply documenting that we .have deVeloped the sophistica-
tion of determining where you want to go with these youngsters, im-
plementing programs, and then testing at the end of the session to
determine whether we got.there or not.

The second example that I will take time to read with you is in
Williamsburg County, judged in the early 1960's. to be one of the 17
poorest counties: in the United States, where. a poverty index of 60
percent of the youngsters fall within the category of eligible for
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title I services. They initiated a district-wide kindergarten program
for their title I elicrible youngsters including 604 five-year old chil-
dren.

Twenty six classes were operated on a full-day schedule. Each
kindergarten class was staffed by two adults, one full-time teacher
and one aide. A full-time director coordinated all aspects of the pro-
gram. intensive preservice and inservice training was provided for
a]1 staff members. Periodic meetings were held with parents in an
effort to acquaint them with the purpose and objectives of the kin-
dergarten and to gain their suggestions and cooperation.

The objectives of this activity were students involved in the kin-
dergarten program will make significant gains in conceptual devel-
opment, verbal ability and verbal intelligence scores. Results from
the testing indicate the kindergarten students achieved an average
mental age gain of 1.7 years in verbal intelligence as a result of this
kindergarten exper ience.

In conceptual development it is measured by the Caldwell pre-
school inventory, the initial percentile range of the students as com-
pared with national _form was at the fifth percentile level. At the
time of the post testing the range had increased to the 82nd percen-
tile. The students had gained an average of seven months in verbal
skills between pre- and post'-testing as measured by the Illinois Test
of Psycholinguistic abilities. .

The cost of this program was $270,000, or approximately $446 per
student for the 604 five-year. olds.

You will find in the prepared text there are at least four other il-
lustrations- of the effectiveness of title I. as we have implemented it
in the state of South Carolina, and I ,understand there wasn't a
threat that it would be eliminated, but I think there is a need for
people to know that as this nation, and particularly South Carolina,
has become aware of the problem, sensitive to the problem, we initi-
ated efforts and we .have gained the sophistication to make title I,
make a difference in the lives of these children.

I especially Wanted to share that portion with you.
I have with me my colleague, Dr. Donald C. Pearce, who is the

coordinator of Federal Funding with the State Department of Edit -
cation, South Carolina,. who feels I have.left something out.

Dr. PEAnon. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee and distin-
guished guests. The real reason for me being here today is Dr. Wil-
limns, my boss, Was about to catch the flu yesterday and they simply
had to plug me in as a backup in case lie fell out today: But the fact
that I grew up on one side of Pine Mountain, Mr. Chairman, on the
Virginia side, and . spent the next 10 yet :r.; on the Cumberland River
in Pineville down in Bell Cotinty, makes it a real honor for me to
have the privilege of supporting my boss here this morning.

With regard to this problem of measurement of academic achieve-
ment, some figures might be indicative of the real problem that we
face. I'm not sure, and I support North Carolina, that we know how
to develop programs massive in nature and serving massive numbers .

of children in 93 school -districts that can be adequately, designed
and evaluated to actually indicate academic achievement.

NOW, you have seen some examples of programs with restricted
numbers of children where this canbe done. .
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At the present time we are serving about 173,992 Children in
South Carolina. We probably need, on the basis of local factors, to
serve 298,000 children.

If we took a, $30 million figure and $300 per child, if my arithme-
tic off the top of my head is correct, we would have to restrict the
number of children served to 100,000 of that nearly 300,000, almost
equally educationally disadvantaged children.

So I did want to make that supporting statement.
Mr. QUIE. Where does your 300,000 equally disadvantaged .come.

from?
1)1'. PEARCE. 298,000 based on the local education deprivation fac-

tor after the allocations are made to local school districts and the
priority schools are determined.

Mr. Qum. You aren't serving that, however? You're servino-
173,000 now?

Dr. PEAucm. Right.
Mr. QUIE. And those are the total number in title I, in the target

schools?.
Dr. PEAacr,. Yes, sir, that are being served, because we constantly

over the years have restricted the number of children to be served,.
and I think probably, an I might state that I'm the sole surviving
member of the team in I belive it was June 1965, that began the
planning to get ESEA programs under way, so I have a pretty (rood.
idea of the frustrations and limited successes that we have had. But
we probably established too wide a base to get definitive results, and
we have had to constantly restrict the base in order to get these re-
sults which, of course, gets us back to the point that our 1965 expec-
tations were that the base we established w-s only the beginning of
a new era in education that would provide at least twice the funding.
for South Carolina. .

So, instead of broadening our programs based on that base, we
have had to restrict those programs. We are fully supportive of
H.R. 69.

Chairman PERKINS. Just tell, us why you have had to restrict
those programs.

Dr. PrAncE. The concept of title. I has actually changed and
grown as the program has developed. -What we think title I is now
isn't really what we thought it was in January, of 1965. Now it's'
more of a totally designed, almost a research design program, with
stated- objectives, costed out activities, and a tight evaluation design.
We are beginning to develop that type of expertise. In 1965 we nei-
ther had that expertise nor were we even aware really that it was
necessary. This was true not only in South Carolina, a. small rural.
State. I think it was true of the Federal bureaucracy, up to whom
we, were looking for guidance and counsel in this matter, and as

. their concept of title I'-changed, then our concept of title I changed.
The big difficulty that we have had is in the number of changes

that have taken place that we have had to- transfer into action;at the
local level. But I-believe that we are at. the point that we can begin
to show some, real progress, but I'm .not as optimistic as some are
that we have the technological know-how inthe evaluation or design
area to give the results that would really show the Congress without:
a doubt.
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Chairman PERKINS. What percentage of your money are you
spending on reading and mathematics?

Dr. Praact.. We are spending half of the moneyno, we are
spending a little over a third of the money. It depends on what year
it is. This year we are spending nearly half of the money on reading
and math.

Dr. WILL-Lots. We are spending approximately $11 million out of
an allocation that ranges from 26 to 31 in reading and math.

Mr. Qum. What is the rest of it being used for?
Dr. PEARCE.. This is where I may differ, and I do this very hesi-

tently, with not only my superior but with Mr. (Lute, because title I
is based on the assumption that concentrations of poverty children,
of poor children, make a poor school, and I believe this is tine, for a
whole constellation of factors, and we have to attack. the entire con-
stellation of factors rather than simply saying if we can teach them
to read and teach them mathematics, they will then have the tools to
acquire those aspirations and those ambitions that will bring them
from this level up into the middle class, which is really what we are
trying to do.

think it is this to which title I has always addressed itself, and
it is this concept which I favor, I think, over the opposition of my
,own chief here.

Dr. WILLI:ors. I'm not going to let him tell any more about it.
Mr. Q1J/E. You haven't answered my .question yet, though. What

you are spending the other 50 percent of the money on?
Dr. WILLIAms. We are spending over $1,000,000 for nurses and

health care for T le I eligible youngsters. There is a tremendous ex-
penditure made.

On page. 0 there is a breakdown not in terms of money, but in
terms of the number of youngsters enrolled in different types of pro-
grams. The program for the handicapped has been utilized with
Title I moneys; -kindergartens over the State as we have moved to
implement kindergarten ; the Title I eligible youngsters have been
included in a number of kindergartens; physiological support serv-
ices, some reasonable amount of money into science and social stud-
ies and other content fields.

Mr. Q.u.m. I look at kindergarten, prekindergarten as preparing
for reading readiness, so it isn't devoid of that effort, you know, in
reading and ninth. But if you could elaborate more, if you want to
submit some information to us on the need- for these other services,
you know, of the health field and all. The thing I'm always worried
about is in the early years, we spend an awful lot on equipment.

Dr. W7T.Lturs. Yes, sir.
Mr. And I know some schools never unehrted their equip-

ment. They had an equipment salesman who sold Ahem a bill of
goods.

Dr. WILLLors. This: is a part of my earlier comment, We had a
national problem that people finally woke up to after a hundred
years and tried to solve it in 2 or 3 years, and really gave to public
schools a tremendous amount. of money to attack a rather serious
and complicated problem, and not knowing what else to do, tied
with as Dr. Pearce said, some rather nebulous guidelines of what
you couldn't or could do. The first effort was to -try to find the
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equipment, materials and supplies, and it was only after some years
that we began to realize you had to have a program in which to uti-
lize the equipment and skills and supplies. I think at this point we
are well beyond that stage:

Mr. Qum. Should I continue on ?
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Mr. QUIE. Of your 173,000 children being served, could you tell us

how many of those are from families below $2,000 income or on
AFDC?

Dr. PEARCE. I am going to give you off of the top of my head fig-
ures. I think it is 216,000, and our AFDC count has been so low as
to not really affect the figures much one way or the other.

Mr. QUIE. That other figure you used was 287,000 if I recollect ?
Dr. PEARCE. That's right. That's educational disadvantaged in

priority schools, children falling below two grade levels in reading
and math.

Mr. QUIE. Do you have any estimate of the total number in the
State that are educationally disadvantages?

Dr. PEARCE. Would you ae-- pt an approximation?.
Mr. Quin. A good horseback estimate.
Dr. PEARCE. Forty per cent.
Mr. QUIE. We can interpolate that into numbers.
Another question I have is I don't believe any State has made as

much progress as South Carolina in reducing the number of young
men failing the preinduction mental examination in selective service,
if I recall seeing those figure,s. How do you account for that?

Dr. WILLIAMS. I would account for it probably in two ways.
No. 1, we had a very ripe field in, which to operate,. and you can

make a lot of progress when you have a Hof of area for rgrowth, and
No. 2, I think some 6, 8 years ago when the statistics came out re-

garding the status of this State, we through the State department of
education, did a study and met with the local school districts and
pointed out the problem and began to bring some attention to this
really statewide problem at that point.

Mr. QUIE. It must have been a substantial change in the educa-
tional system or something to brillg this about because, if I remelt-.
ber right, when they first made the tests, South Carolina was the
worst State in the Union.

Dr. WILLIAMS. That's right.
Mr. Q17IE. And there are an awful lot of them worse than South

Carolina now. You made amazing progress.'
Lastly, to me the most significant thing you said in your state-

ment is on page 8. You said periodic meetings were held with .par-
ents in an effort to acquaint them with the purpose and objectives of
kindergarten and to gain their suggestions and cooperation..

As I have listened to testimony through the last couple years be-
fore our committee, trying to find out what- is it that really helped
them to make signifiCant gains, which they didn't make for the first
5 years in Title I. It seems that sort of a repeating thread comes
through, whereby the. parents, meaning the involved community,
were cooperating and making suggestions, and I think that's abso-
lutely necessary if we are going .to make progress wit:: these young
people that are disadvantaged.
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Dr. Wrimms. It's really pulling together two part's of what I
heard said earlier, one indicating evidence that the home makes all
the contribution, and the other taking the position that only the
school makes the contribution with really a middle ground that in
order for one to profit from his experiences within his own capabil-
ity, the adults in the household where he spends most of his time
can make contributions through language, expressions, vocabulary,
concept development; the schools can capitalize and add to it, and I
think we were pursuing earlier some discussion as if they were sepa-
rate and complete entities unto themselves. This is simply saying
that both agencies make a contribution to the ultimate growth of a
youngster and is trying to bring the two together, and I think that
probably in Title I as a whole we are much farther along than one
would. realize in getting parents involved in various types of pro-
grams regarding their own children.

Mr. Qum. My last question would be the Congress, you know, can
appropriate money for Title V and these other programs that the
one will be in support of that although I indicated before that I
think it is unhealthy for the Federal Government to pay such a high
peromtage of State administrative costs.

I'd want us to spend some time to think that thing out rather
than chop it off. How much will South Carolina lose if we just went
ahead and appropriated the same amount of money in all these, pro-
grams extending the present law for another year using the new cen-
sus information. Do you have that information?

Dr. PEARCE. I'm not interpreting the question properly.
Mr. QIIIE. If we appropriated the same amount for vocational .ed-

ucation, for Title V and 'Title II and all of those, and also the same
amount in Title I using the new census information instead, South
Carolina, having a drop in the number of children with $2,000 in-
come or less, would lose a s_ ubstantial chunk of money.

. New York, Michigan, Illinois, California, etc. get substantial
gains in the amount of money. I was wondering if you had that.

Dr. WILLIAMS. We haven't calculated that figure.
Mr. QUIE. North Carolina is about -31,000 indicated, but I think

they were figliring Title V going, too.
Dr. PEARCE. We are praying for a .hold safe clause.
-Dr. WILLIAMS . Could I respond to the earlier comment about.

Title V and State departments of education, because I think Mr.
Ford made an excellent observation if you extend it to include the
U. S. Office of. Education. I think you'd have a better analogy there;
because it, too, was a very minor data collecting agency that put out
a few reports that no one read. State departments of education by
and large within the American system of education was not a very
viable force in shaping what happens to the youth of the Nation
and I think Title V whether. it should have been or whether. State
should have been doing it to begin with, has made a contribution to
put State departments of education in a competitive position with
other institutions that vie for this kind of expertise and manpower,
and probably, and a lot of -people would disagree, with this, that.
State departments of education over the Nation have moved into the
leadership position in terms of the change in direction of public ed-
ucation at the local level.
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I'm sure that the colleges and universities would say they have
done it. I'm sure that the teachino. profession would say they had
done it', and there are those of us who would say that title V proba-
bly was a major factor in the sensitivity and changes in the leade -
ship that's being given to the system of education throughout the
states.

Q MK In my observation, I give the State departimmts the
credit.

Chairman PERK ixs. Arr. Ma.zzoli.
r. i fAzzoti. 'Tank you, Mr:CI tairman.

I'd like to welcome and appreciate your candor as well. I thought
you answered some interesting questions in a very refreshing fash-
ion. to tell you the truth,

If I'm correct, basically, doctor, you earlier said that certain pro-
grams do need to have the assistance and the nourishment that can
come only through strings attached in categorical programing. You
mentioned that some States fail to recognize the need, more particu-
larly in the vocational education direction, and the Federal Govern-
ment did recognize it and tailored a program. You indicated at some
point these reach a state of nurture and strength and vitality that
they could maybe then stand on their own. Now, would. you be able
to tell me, or have you made any determination if there are any of
the programs in this categorical changeover which is proposed
which, in your opinion, have reached a sufficient degree of maturity
to stand on their own, and could fight their own battles at the
trough along with the other suppliments?

WitmAns. Yes, sir, I can respond to that. I believe tnese
strings have got you strung up just a little bit, too.

Mr. MAzzom. Right.
1)r. WILLIAMS. There are two aspects of that. One is to identify

what appears to be a weakness in the national system of education
as yon get feedback about the product of the .system, in making
thrust to bring that sensitivity to the decision makers in the system.
The strings that you attach to it in order to bring that about I
would see as a separate item, but let me respond to the first part.

Mr. MAzzom. Don't the strings bring the sensitivity, because if
you didn't have the strings you wouldn't' then develop the local sen-
sitivity to the program, would you.

Dr. Wir.uurs. Well,- the strings
Mr. MAzzott. What comes first, the chicken or the egg.
Dr. WILLIAMS. I'm not opposed to it, if I can come to that part. I

think that the migrant education, program is another example to re--
spond to the first part, that as a Nation we have been local attend-
ance area, school district, county,..and State-oriented, and a migrant
traveling through simply was not a.matter of concern to the decision
makers about the educational program, and it was only thr.:;:igh the
migrant education effort that we stopped to realize, guess, these-kids
are just as important as those who don't change households.

Mr. MAzZott. Isn't that a rather deadening commentary on le a,l
.education or local- people. and their own, degree:of sensitivity? Or
would it be that these programs developed at the Federal level
cause enough people talked to Bill Ford when he went back home 'or
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with Chairman Perkins or other people, saying we have a. need here,
and we aren't taking care of it. and we'd like you guys to develop a
program.

Did the genesis occur locally, or did it, in fact, germinate . in
Washington ?

Dr. WILLIAms. Really,- that's a much broader question than just
deals with the migrant, because I imagine the migrant grew out of
the sensitivity to time minorities as they had been involved in time
American system, not just in education, but in the economic distri-
bution as well. So. to pull out. just. the migrant as a part of a minor-
ity group, you could ask the same questions about all of the services.

Mr. MAzzom: Oh, I would, I would. I use that certainly as an il-
lustration. Where did they begin, locally or in Washington for
vocational or you name it?

Dr. WILLIAms. The sensitivity, to answer specifically to the mi-
grants, came out of the concern for the Mexican-American, the
black, the migrant, and it was at that point that we began to look at
all of (he people Mir, had not been served by the American system,.
and this was just one of the groups that surfaced. So you could ask
the same question about any other minority.

Mr. MAzzom.t. Time reason I'm getting at this, doctor, is what con-
cerns me is while there hhi a feelino. that I have that to some. extent
what I have heard over a period of years that local. government, as.
well as local school districts and local school administrators, are
really in the best position to spend the money because they are
really in the best position to discern the needs. Yet, to some extent.
we hear today, and we have heard for several weeks froM the Chair-
man's h:19.rings, that maybe this .isn't true after all. Maybe, in fact,
we would avlect future needs if we had simply a pot of money
which is allc2171e to us on some basis or other, and we tell you to
use it for educational needs.

Now has education come to the point where it can, in fact, in a
sensitive way, determine what are the needs and-what are the priori-
ties or are we going to et,,rnally have to set the national priorities.
in education and apply them to the local level? Apparently your col-
league says yes.

Dr. WILLIAMS. He's just anxious.
Dr. PEARCR. Are we free to disagree?

WurztAnts. Let 'me disagree first, the%. You really have two
things in that question.

No. 1, you have a system of education that's designed to prepare,
the next generation of youngsters for life in the society. In our sys-
tem at least those decisions are left to a local board representing the
local people, and you're asking if those people can discern all of the-
needs of all of the people, and` I would say as long as we continue rck
leave educatiln. in the hands of the local peo.ple,-in the democraey,-.
there will tilWays be certain types of special problems that will sim-
ply not surface until it becomes big enough-to be'brOught to some=
body's 'attention as a, matter of major concern.

the *mine time, I don't. think thatyOn can have Fl; body of peo-
ple in Washington who would be the.'agency' to find those because
this is the way the totalitarian system operates, so' I'm really saying
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it won't ever work perfectly, that the local people, if they had
enough money, would find all the needs of all of the people and de-
velop programs to alleviate all of those needs.

Mr. MAzzom. Well, now, understand, just as you said to us earlier
that the measuring stick ought not to be perfection, but simply
rogress, then I assure you that I'm not looking for the millennium
ancesaying that every existing human need in educational matters is
going to be satisfied by us or by you, by anybody. No, I'm simply
saying do you believe at this point in time, 8 years, 7 years later,
after ESEA, that local district school superintendents are in a posi-
ton to know better what their responsibilities are, and to satisfy
them, and to withstand the political pressures against satisfying
them?

Dr. Wir,r.aAms. I would say that for most of the services that
youngsters and citizens should be provided, the local people will be
sensitive to and be able to identify priorities, but within a changing
society as we have it today, you pick up pieces from Michigan, Cali-
fornia, South Carolina, Georgia, and come to a national picture
that's not being attacked in any local area and will, in my opinion,
need for a long time to come, somebody to monitor the whole system
in an effort at identifying the patterns that aren't being attended to.

Mr. MAZZOLI. Is it in essence a correct statement, Doctor, to say
that you don't really want to wor' with the problems of trying to
set your own priorities because its too much trouble, too political,
you get involved with too many special interest groups, and you
have to fight off the attack of other supplicants.

Is it better or is it more congenial to your role as an educator or
to your thinking as an educator and your ability to organize a
district not to have these worries?

Dr. WrLi..rA3rs. No, sir. I think if I have given you that impres-
sion, ou've missed appreCiably what I have tried to say.

Mazzor.r. Well, perhaps I'm not thinking correctly but again
3-- ;allows use those $3 words and I sometimes can't follow.

Dr. WILLIAMS. What I was really saying, that within the system
itself, most of the needs of the people can be identified and priorities
established at the local and State level, and will be, but I think
there will Aways exist certain deficiencies within the system,
whether its transportation, lawmaking or educatia, that you have a
picture of from a national level, that one won't have from an indi-
vidual listrict ;e;,e1 or a State level, and I went on to say that when
y soe that picture from the national level and move to alleviate it,
the only way you can assure that it would be alleviated would be to
earmark a, program, channel h, to do it, but that doesn't mean put it
in with everything else, and it really doesn't mean. that we aren't,
and I hope I can clarify that. The local or State aren't willing to set
priorities.
-What I am saying is that. if at the. national level you identify a

problem that. needs to .be attacked,- that you're going to get a more
concentrated attack by setting it as a:priarity for your input.

Mr. AlAzzota. Well, I have always heard the old saying, that you
can't see the forest forthe trees, and Ijthink that's probably true. If
we stare at a tree long enough we ain't going! to see the forest it
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grows in. I can fully understand that. I don't know, I guess some-
where along the line I developed a feeling that the best thing that
the Congress or that any legislative body could. do to educators, the
beleaguered educational community, was to cut all these infernal
otrings, eliminate all the redtape, give you w amount of money based
on some fair equitable formula and let you do with it what you will.

I had that drummed into me for year, then all of a sudden on
Maybe the eve of this transitional point of turning it in, then I hear
that maybe that this isn't right after all. I confess to be somewhat
bewildered by your testimony here.

Dr. 'PEARCE. We mily not be in disagreement. I was going to be
specific to the ESEA programs. I think they originated at the na-
tional level; through the Congress recognition of national problems,
and I think the effectiveness of these programs, such effectivenss as
we have had, has been determined by the direction that we have re-
ceived from the Federal level.

Now, I don't always agree with that directive, because I think
that there have been too many .of them, and in many instances they
have confused us, and that they have been poorly timed so that we
couldn't get them implemented. But I think for these categorical
programs, they did originate at the congressional level, and that the
strength of our .operation of these programs has been, is, and will
probably continue to be contingent upon. directions from the Federal
level. I just put it in very blunt terms.

Dr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Mazzoli
'

let me give a specific example if I
can. We had, when title I was first initiated, and I think you'd have
to place it in the context of under-funded programs of education
over a State, title I as a national priority was quite clear. It was to
plan programs designed and compensatory fer culturally disadvan-
taged youngsters. We went, through a long process of the local
school superintendent who is faced with a realistic problem that the
boiler in x school needs replaCing and it costs $50,000, and we are
faced with the responsibility of saying that's not the intent of title
I, that's a local problem. and you will have to replace it because
we're not going to approve a boiler.

What I said earlier, and I think maybe my point wasn't clear,
that if it is the intents of the U. S. Congress to give general aid and
buy boilers and make whatever input. to these other programs; then
that's :a commitment you would mal:-..and it would be administered,
but I went on to .say if you choose to attack critical problem . not
all of the problems, but critical -4.`oblems then I'm saying th the
guidelines are necessary to insure 'whatever you set out to.O.o is
achieved, but I would also add that w..'; don't need any unnecessary
strings attached to it, but enough insure that if you're going to
plan compensatory programs, you don't buy :boilers.
..111r.111Azzor.t.' That. also assumes one more thing, Doctor, and that

is .that we know what is critically needed. I'm not always' convinced
that we do. You know, once.the critical need is to be satisfied, it can
only be done by categorical programing, earmarking, channeling,
and, I agree, 100 percent. It avoids having to worry about the con,
flict between- a boiler and something in the pure educational teachi!:ig
line. But the question I always reach-I always come grinding to a
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halt--is what.is the really important program, what is the crkicaf
need, who established it? Your colleague says that this came from
Washington. I wonder. I wasn't there when Bill was, when the bill
was enacted.

I do; 't know what were all the conditions precedent to that, but I
would ..rssurrie that it just didn't come as an idea full blown from
some Member of Congress or a service. It may have really origi-
nated in your districts and in all the district's of 'the country, when
words and phrases were laid upon their representative, when they
visited them and they came back to Washington where they got to-
gether. Nonetheless, I .appreciate your help.

The gentleman froni Michigan.
Mr. Folio. My recollection is that., in 1965 when we were in this

same committee under Carl Perkins holding the initial hearings on
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, we heard from
school administrators. On the specific exampe of title II, we heard
from everybody from the president of M.I.T. to a lady whom Alr.
Perkins brought in who made a great impression on the committee.
She was teaching in a. one-room schoolhouse sompeplace in eastern
Kentucky. She testified right behind the president of M.I.T. and
philoSophiCally, n,lthough they had different ways of identifying it,
they bad grasped the magic of what whoever gave President John-
son the initiative for this had in mind.
. Title II people tropped in from all over the country and said, we
don't have up-to-date textbooks, we don't have adequate library re-
sources, and high schools. Never mind elementary schools, and we
aren't likely to have them unless you send us some money and tell its
we can't spend it for any other purpose, because when the school
board meets with its limited, resources it's like we, are, it ha.s' to set
these priorities and the priority of paying salaries, and building
buildings, and repairing Imildings, and paying fire insurance, and
buying gas for the buses and all these other things come in first and
so they put off buying textbooks another year and another year.

No one will certainly assert that there hasn't been a tremendous
difference:made in that particular area.

You mentioned the migrant program. I'd like to believe I had
something to do with migrants being included in .1966. My own.lx-
perience as a member of the Michigan State. Senate back ill 1963 was
that with the belt) of the president of the Senate, who was the Sen-
ate Republican "majority, an 'orthodox conservative, but who shared
my concern 'r the fact that in Michigan, which is supposed to be in
terms of its treatment of working people an enlightened State, we
did not treat an American-born migrant with the same dignity and
protection that we treated a foreign migrant. If he was a green
garter from Mexico, we had a treatise from Mexico and the bracer()
program that said, far example, there are certain minimum standards
of safety when you haul this person. You can't put him on a flatbed
truck without sides on it and just let him fall off as you barrel down
the road. In Michigan at least, migrants are not a]1 from ethnic mi-
norities, a very substantial number of people drop off in Michigan
and-just mix in and become invisible. If-he was a native-born Amer-
ican, then; was no law to protect him.
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We were slaughtered when we hied to do this at the State level be:-
:cause there WN'e other things that required more attention, and we
might have, increased some costs to cur farmers and so on. In 1966
we deliberately said that, at least in this field-of education, a.1 we
had in the poverty program. we are going to recognize that the
availability of the migrant work force is a valuable natural resource.
Agriculture in Michigan. cannot survive as we know it now with
marketable crops if we don't have 50,000 migrants who come to our
State, every year to pick then-i.

So we said something has to be done to encourage these people to
.continue the very admirable thing that they do.The one thing they
dothat distinguishes them is that they'll travel from one end of the
-country lobking for an honest day's work. While everybody is con-
centratingOn trying to solve the problem of the person who stops
someplace and th,--n goes on welfare and all the other programs that
are available to him, very little attention was given in the States to
the temporary citizen who was there for a couple of weeks in search
of work and who left becazise he was going someplace else in search
of work.

Even President. Nixon, with his work ethnic got to be a strong
.supporter of the migrants. There is no question n my mind that if
the Education and Labor Committee had not written the minTents
in and frozen them in the way we did, that there would still be few,
if any, States in this country devoting anything but -lip service to
educating migrant children. I say that on the basis of lay own expe-
rience in my own State, and I haven't found anybody in either po-
litical party or at any political position 'who disagrees with the
proposition that it's just. not reasonable to expect, with all the other
tremendous pressures we have on State and local resources, that we
could provide this service.So there isn't any question that it was the
intent of at least some of us to bring about a sort of compulsionif
you want some money it. is here, but if you take the money, it's
grin to have to be used for specific purposes, and so to tiiat extent
we have been legislating national goals.

I think the migra,..t. problem is a very good illustration of the
kinds of things that can't expect to be recognized on ' local
basis. It's just not reasonable. One of the problems we have had with
people who would. substitute general aid for the categorical programs
while ive are st=d dealing with very limited amounts of money is
that you can take this same analogy through everyme of the titles.

While we would like to haVe general aid, if you are only going to give us
this amount of money you better give it to us in title I because I won't be
able to spend it on the kids who need it the worst in my city unless you make
me do it. Otherwise my school board will not be able to serve its constituency
2tud go along.

The danger that we face at the moment that Chairman Perkins
has worked so hard to bring to the attention of the country is that,
while it's nice to talk about what it might be if we had a third of
the money coining from the Federal Government, so long au we are
dealing ,with this iery limited little pot that we are able to squeeze
every year out of fie 'Congress, any tampering with the general cate-
g:Aical approach is going to destroy these national goals. In fact,
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you have illustrated here with the second illustration that. ti..e Fed-
eral guidelines that compelled you to use this money in a compensa-
tory way may have moved you closer to the day when you have the
kind of kindergarten you were describing here for all the children
in South Carolina.

Do you now have free public kindergarten throughout the State?
Dr. Wo,LiAms. Let me react first that I think you supported ad-

mirably and eloquently the position I was taking earlier about if
you intend to achieve a purpose at the national level, you are going
to have to identify' as you did earlier. We are on a phasein pro-
gram of public school kindergartens and have been for. the last 3
years zroducing about 150 new double session kinderuirtens a year
with a 5-year phasein schedule.

Mr: FORD. To what extent has the use of State and local financial
resources been stimulated by the experience you have had .with the
title I programs? Do people who see a title I child getting this kind
of an increase, that you describe here in his skills, then respond by
demanding the use of State and local resources for the same pur-
pose?

Dr. Wumms. It has accelerated our program to the point that
within the next 4 to 5 years we will have a complete State-supported
kindergarten system with the moneys coming from title I, should it
survive, being diverted to other needs.

Mr. FORD:So then, in fact, what is happening in South Carolina
illustrates that the categorical money hits identified a potential sys-
tem that could be advantageous and proven the system to the point
where other resources that might not have been used in this decade
for that purpose are going to be used, and you could move on to a
new problem?

Dr. Wmunms. Exactly.
Mr. Fong. In the case of South Carolina, in _terms of impro.',

and increased educational support,.we are getting not only the prod-
uct of the expenditures of Federal dollar ba'the additional support,
that is stimulated by the .Federal dollar ?

Dr. -WrLTAAMS. Yes, sir. It will become a- State program within the
next few years.

Mr. Foni). Thank you.
.

Thank. you, Mr. Chairman. I'd just-like to say I had the privilege
of being on .programs. with your former Governor a few times. He
really opened my eyes to the enlighteTn attitudes of some people in
the South, because we have a tendency, north of the Mason-Dixon
line because of events.of the -last 20 years, to believe that all right-
eousness is on our side and that -there is a lack of understanding.
He changed my mind some time ago. You have reenforced, both of.
you -!Yentlemen, for .me today that feeling, and I want to tell you
that I am .going to use some of the quotes from you, Dr. Williams;
if you don't- mind. I'll try.. not to let them get into South Carolina. .-
but I think what you had to say earlier ...about national -policies
might very. well open the eyes Of a. good vriaa iy. educators in 'thy
State, and I'm glad'Carl brought us down here and gave us a chance.
to hear you. .

WiLntAms.. Thank you, sir, and we appreciate the. remarks
about our former governor, Governor McNair, who soMetimes got.
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the point across tlia while we may talk slow we don't think that
way.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. 'Williams, it has been a great pleasure to
have you with us. You know we tried many years ago to enact the
general Federal aid bill in Washington, commencing back in 190.
Every year we came clOser to it. The Senate had passed it over-
whelmingly. When it came over to the House we encountered reli-
gious controversies and integration probleIts. We Prtally got it.
through the Home Committee on Education and Labor a vote of
13 to 12, and then the Committee reversed itsef.

For years thereattoi we tried and tried, but we were never success-
ful in breaking through until we accepted the Categorical approach.
It was a long and tedious affair. It's °Teat to see how the program
and the categorical approach have became so universally accented
throughout the entire United States.

I am most interested in Mr. Ford's questioning and your re-
sponses. Don't you feel that since we. have broken ground in this
area, we owe an obligation to continue this program and more ade-
quately finance the disadvantaged child before we go in the direction
of creneral aid?

h-r. WimunArs. Again, as I indicated in the beginning, if the na-
tional leadership should set as its priority just improving the.-good
old system of education, then to put whatever resources you have to
let other- people make the decisions would be one approach. If you
think you have identified some critical problems to this Nation and
you want to insure that the people who manage the system of educa-
tion address themselves to those quesions, then some kind of directed
Use of those funds would be mandatory; and I guess if I had to
stand on a statement, if you don'thave money to do both

Chairman PERKINS. [interrupting]. Well, that's the problem. Pei
like to go to general aid today, but With the limited resources we
have, where should we go firstto the most disadvantaged ?

Dr. Wtr,r,tiors. In terms of the problems facing this nation after
its.loncr history, I Would say yes, sir, that is a priority problem that.
we must deal with more directly than we have in the past and with-
out funds to deal with all of the educational problems I would cer-
tainly say this one ha: a top priority if this nation is to continue as
we want it ):,b, and not have to drag along a segment of our society
thaedeserves a better place in it.

Chairrean PERKINS. Nowctetting back to the-font:pia, you fared
better bat -in 1965 and 1.906 when the count was $2,000. It never did
go to $3;J00;. but you can "aunt more children in South Carolina
under the low economic ffiabr of $3,000 than you can under $2.000.
At the same time the $3,000 figure is applicable in the State of Cali-
fornia Also counted are children from families above $3,000 receiv-
ing A+PC. How much do your AFDC payments extend above
$3Ml0 in South Carolina?

-Dr. WrwAms. Very littlOf any,
Chairman- PEintricS.. So just- about all the children you would

count hundreds and hundreds of thousands. Other States would
count hundreds of thousands of children above that figure on
AFDC.
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Now if on got up to a $4.000 low income factor, you would not
count any children at all, but California, New York, and other
Sthtes would count hundreds of thousands of children on AFDC
a'.,ove that low - income factor.

It's going to take some time before we know where we stand in
connection with the test scores and before we can .evaluate any
achievement, so to my way of thinking, the soundest formula that
we have is the economic factor. All of the studies up to the present
time indicate that there is great correlation between low income and
edncationtd.disadvantage. With this in mind, at what figure.do you
feel we should place the count in order to treat your children equita-
bly with the children from other sections of the country? If you
leave it at $2,000, you would lose your shirt now because you would
not even be permitted to go to one-half of the national average. You
may take one-third of your per-pupil expenditnre in South Carolina
under our proposal, but you cannot do so with the administration's
proposal.

I am trying to see if there can be a meeting of the minds between
all of the sections of the country on a low income economic factor
whether it is $3,000, $3,500 or $4,000 that is equitable to everyone
concerned. This $2,000 formula wasn't bad back in 1065, but the cost
of living has gone up 6 or 7 percent every year since that, time, and
the AFDC payments have gone up in most instances ;i0 percent
since 190. I 'would like for you to furnish the committee .%vith
study of South Carolina is going to fare. I'd like to see you acc:-.ai-
modate more of these disadvantaged children in South Carolina.

I want to see all sections of the country treated justly and I know
Bill Ford feels the same way, all of ns do. We've jus', got

just a
snatch-grab situation, even among Members in the Congress, and I
think we ought to concentrate and see what's equitable and take a
strong stand on what's equitable for your. section and for the whole
country. I'd like to have your views on that.

M. FOI'd, any further questions?
Mr. Font ). I think what the chairman is working around is the

pain that after all these ycars of working together on this legisla-
tion that we have facing the fact.that the administration's policy of
c!Itting back on total expenditnna for education is forcing us into a
position where any adjustment, we makk, instead or broadening the
program to accommodate the additional children that we know need
the prouTain, forces us to take. something from one person to giye, it
to another. And when we start from the proposition that, we are not
now serving anything close to a substantial portion of the people
who should': be reached by these programs, then have the very
difficult problem of what will maintain the support that is needed in
Carl's district kills me in mine, or what will maintain in Al Quie's
area may not work in his or mine..

So the formiula becomes a very political this year, and it's
unfortunate, because it is not by design of .anyone in the Congress to
have it this way. So long as we function finder: this iron fist that
says this is all we are going to -spend,' I'll veto anything over it,
Won't spend it if you do. aDDromiate it what he. fort es. to. dO: is
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fight with each other for the meager crumbs. So we are going to see,
I think, when this legislation is moving through the floor and in the
Senate, the very tragic thing of north against south, of rural against
urban, center city against suburb, all being exacerbated by a Presi-
dent who said he wanted to bring. us to ether. But if there is one
thing that is not going to bring us together it is to have the educa-

tion communities of this.conntry vying with each other for this mea-
ger pile of crumbs that we are passing out, and I would like to be-
lieve that it's complete. accident. and oversight on the part of
whoever is going the brain -trusting over there, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, it's not. I'ts'- -just a matter of the facts
of life.

Mr. Foul). It is calculated in my opinion. The course that we are
going in is more likely to tear up the fabric of this educational sys-
tem that you described than anything else that has happened, and
all of us are painfully aware that any improvement we try to make
can have a terrible result of this kind.

It. isn't any one of us who wants to take money from South Caro-
lina to give to our State. We'd like to keep supporting you and (ref
some more. It's a competition that we are thrown into that nobody
wants, and this chairman has done an outstanding job of bringing
together people from all over the country to try to establish an un-
derstanding. I think that people not only here but in my area ought
to remember what he has been going through this year in trying to
win this fight.

Dr. WILLIAms. Mr. Chairman, we certainly will do that type of
study, try to determine the evidence of poverty, the indicators-and
forward it to your Committee, and on behalf of our state superin-
tendent who was .unable to be here, Dr. Cyril Busby, let me thank
you and the other members of the Committee for giving us the op-
portunity to talk with you about this serious mdeavor- in the field of
education.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, we appreciate the fact that you have
taken time out to come to Kentucky and help us on this occasion.
Thank you very much.

The stenographer wants to rest a few moments so we will take a
short recess.

[There followed a short recess.]
Chairman PERKINS. It is a great pleasure for me to welcome adult

educators headed by Dr. George Eyster, the executive director of the
Appalachian Adult Education Center, accompanied by Mrs. Ann
Hayes, education spc;,ialist, Appalachian Adult Education Center;
the State Director of adult education in South Carolina, Mr. J. K.
East the Coordinator of the Learning Center in Ohio, Mrs. Mar-
ietta Cut lip, accompanied L. Mrs. Marcella Jordan- and Mr. T. flier
Lee Hall from Prestonburg,

I authored the original Adult Basic Education Act many :years-
acro, and I have seen great benefits flow from it all over the country.
fhave seen the fine work of your own laboratory here in Morehead.

now want to call on .you, Dr. Eyster, to priziceed with the panel in
any way you prefer.

Dr. EYSTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

95-545 D - - pt.2 -'01
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I would- like to ask Mr: Ken East if he would begin the diScus-
sion.-

Chairman Mimi xs. Without objection, Mr. East's prepared state-
ment will be included in the record.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATENIENT OF JOSEPH KEN YON EAST, DIRECTOR OF ADULT EDUCATION,
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and 'gentlemen of the subcommittee; I have been most cour-
teously requested by your subcommittee to present my views on the Adu'I'
Education Act which is presently contained in Title 3 of Public Law 91-230 I
am honored by your levitation delighted to state my opinions. I have
been asked three questiom4, which were presented to me as followil:

1. Has the press it act done any good? .

2. Should the present act continue as it is, or should it be changed?
3. What would happen if adult education were placed under a broader

area of revenue 'sharing?
I will addreSs myself to the three questions in the order in which they were

asked.
1. Has the present eel (lone any good? The word "yes" seems almost limp-

propric4Ay tame in answer to this question: 71: would rather answer with sta-
tistics, because in our case numerical figures would certainly add emphasis to
my answer, Since the ±dolt Edneation Act was first implemented in 1906, our
programs in South Carolina have touched and improvedthe lives of some
221,000 people. Enrollment. in adult education programs in our state during the
1904-05 school year totaled less than 6,000. Enrollment at the end of the
1971-72 school year totaled 96.845.

During the period that the Adult Education AM has been in effect, South-
Carolina adults who were .previcrasly. undereducatedand many of whom were
functionally illiteratehave managed to record 13,825 eighth grade certificates
and 26.984 high school completions. An estimated 3,500 adults have been
removed from the South Carolina welfare rolls because of adult-education pro-
grams since the act was passed. In addition, more than 15,000 South Carolini-
ans have registered to vote after participation in adult education classes.

To show you how effective time act has been, let Inc quote some figures from
the U.S. Census Bureat. Bear in 'mind, please. that these are 1970 Census
figiu.t, and they only reflect the first four years of our operations under the
Adult Education Actbut they certainly show the prop,. our stale was able
to make w .-b time aid of the federal government.

In 1960. there were 230.789 adults in South Carolina over the age of 25 who
were classified as functionally illiterate. This amounted to 20.3 per cent of our
entire population. In 1970, however. the Census revealed that only 155,762
adults in the same group were functionally illiterate. This amounts to only
12,1 per cent of our populations, In other words. functional illiteracy decreased
by 40 per cent during the decadeand much of thiS decrese was made possible
by adult education pr4,,,Tams foded under Title 3,

Now let's talk about high school completionsa statistical figure which edu-
cators consider to be tremendously important. In 1060, only 344,939 South Car-
olinians. age 25 and over. haii completed high school. The 1970 Census, how-
ever. showed that 485.281 citizens in the same population group had high
school completion credentials. This reflects an Increase of 24.3 per cent during
the decade, and again, many of these high school completions were made possi-
ble thrmigh programs financed by the Education Act.

Another statistic dear to the hears of educators is the one called "Medlar
Educational Attainment" It reflects the average number of school years com-
pleted by the average citizen. In the age group 25 and over, median educa-
tional -attainment amounted to 8.7 years in 1960. But in 1970, that figure had
Jumped to 10,5 years. This constitutes an increase of 1.8 years during the dec-
adeand once again, I respectfully submit that adult education programi
made possible by Title 3 gave considerable impetus to this increase.

also like to point out that adult. education orograms have improved
the family environment for childrenparticularly or the children of underbid-
v'Ieged blacks during their formative, pre school years. Children of school-at-
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tending parents tend to improve it: intellectual ea pa city and performance as
tleir home life improves through the effects of adult (Attention On the parents.
An interesting demonstration of this phenomenon occurred during a project
nndertaken over the past several years by Dr. L. C. McArthur, Jr.. superin-
tendent. of schools for District 17 in Sum'er Outlay, South Carolina. Ifr.
McArthur embarked upon a program to inipr(xe the academic and social skills
of a chosen group of black, underprivileged. pre-school aged children. In the
course of hh. project, he discovered that it was utmost impossible to improve
the child without improving the family as well. Conseoftently, he utilized adult
education for the parents as an essential element .1u the program. The results
were dramatic: Through a concentrated program of family improvement,
McArthur discovered that the children in the group, when given standard I.Q.
tef.ts, averaged ten points higher tl.:111 the ni.oal norm for underprivileged
black children. And Moil later performance ill the classroom confirmed what
the I.Q. tests had indicated. Thus it Was that an educational program origi-
nally intended for children developed. out of necessity, a corresponding adult
educational program which MIS essential to its sw:cess. I contend, therefore,
that adult education is not only valuable for its effect 011 the adult, but for js
effect on his children as well.. And in his district, Dr. McArthur, one of South
Carolina's most respected educators. now places considerable emphasis on the
education of parent::; as at necesservorrelary to the education of children.

Armed with this knowledge, we. have embarked mum a program of adult
basic education in loweost housing centers throughout our state. We have also
initiated "project Outreach"an effort to take adult education into our rIliui
hinterlandswith classes meeting in small churches and lodge halls in areas
where no proximate school buildings exist. None of these projects would have
been at all leasable without funds granted to us under Title 3. The State
Superintendent of Education. Dr. Cyril B. Rushee. has many times expressed
his unbridled enthusiasm fo-: the results that adult education has been achie-
ing in the real::t o2 improving family environment and improved scholastic
achievement for ille children.

In a ur tuber of states. the Adult Education Act has also served to stimulate
support for adult eincation programs at the state level. Asa shining example,
let Inc cite my own state of South Carolina. Federal fnds for adult education
became available in 19(14, and we inuneWately began using them during the
19(15-60 school year. It became evident, however, that the funds would be
exhansteeLbefore the school year was completeddue to our alMost unbelieva-
ble increase in enrollments. When informed of this fact, the S.C. General
Assembly immediately voted all appropriation of $1.6 million for adult educa-
tion, and legislative snpport has been consistently forthcoming in every year
since. At present, $2.27 million in state funds are allocated to adult education
programsand this figure amounts to considerably more than the funds allo-
cated by the federal government.

Numerous state, federal, and local agenes have seen the value of our pro-
grams. and we now fund adult education ;Ames ill cooperation with many of
them. An ong these are the Commission for Technical 2dncation, the Depart-
ment of 1orrectious, Vocational Rehabilitation, Manpower DevelopmeLt, the
Work Incentive Program (WIN), various community action agencies. the S,C,
Opportunity School, the Jaycees, the S.C. Literacy .Association. the Columbia
Urban League, the University of South Carolina, South Carolina State College,
various Head Start programs, and programs privately set up in local Indus-
-tries across the Cate.

If one is to judge a program by the results it achieves, rcan only say that
South Carolina's adult education program is deserving of the hIghests plaudits
not because of us, the people who run it, but because of the people Mu: have
participated in to better themselves and to better our state. More than 40
teachers in on::' public, school system became teachers after achieving high
school completion credentials through- adult education. At present 44 per Cent
of.the adult education students who receive G.E.D. high school completion cer-
tificates go on to higher education, and 18 percent of our high school diploma
graduates do the same. Through the Adult Education Act, we have not only
improved our state and our people, we have given new hope to the lieves of
our undereducated adults by providing them with a second chance for eco--
tiomic and cultural improvement, and a greatly enhanced self-image,
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Speaking of eeonomie improvement. we are presem:y in the process of
obtaining complete figures to aid us in determining the mont4ifry. impact of
adult edneatbm veogranns on our state. If T umy cite one program as an exam-
ple, I think it might give you some idea of what adult education means to
Smith Carolina in terms of money. The program, known as -Project
Assist /Action," is financed by our office and operated by the Columbia Urban
League. 'Last year, dinng o:- of its 16-week training cycles. "Project
Assist/Action" attempted in improve the educational levels of 47 black adults.
When they entered their courz-i of study, 24 of these 47 persons were unem-
ployed. and the average income for the group was $73.76 per month. All 47 are
now employed-and their overage income is $221).03 per month, This may give
you some idea of tla economic impact of adult education in South Carolina

In short. there. is little doubt in my mind about whether or not the Adult
Education Act has done any good in our state. It. has done an immense
amount of goodand my fervent hope is that it will be permitted to continue
to do sc.

Sbould the act Continue a.9 or should. it be changed? In addressing
myself to this question, let me first point- out that I am extremely pleased
with the present act, mid with the results that it has achieved. I do think,
though, that certain improvements could be made which would make it even
more beneficial. As it is now, the act leals.only with adult basic education and
adult secondary education, But as it is interpreted by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion, there are no. funds for secondary programs. If the act is to be rewritten,
I would suggest the following :lunigeS:

adult(a) Adequate funding should lie provided for adult baSie edu\---cation, and a
formula should be devised which would allocate such funds to each state,
based on the edneationol 'needs ofthe particular state insofar as they relate to
the national norms,

(b) Adequate funding should also lie provided for adult secondary education,
and a similar fou:iiiia devised to provide for the allocation of monies based on
real needs.

(c) Although basie and secondary education should rightfully ',aye absolute
top prority. I think the time has come for the Congress to recognize that there
is also another realm of adult education which has a correlative, if not equal,
importance. l am referring to adult continuing education. I helive it's time we
recognized that education is a lifelong process. and funding should, if possible,
he provided to finance programs for adults who have already completed their

.basie and secondary work, but who might benefit immensely from classeS
which would enable them to improve themselves ethically, culturally, aestheti-
cally, nail manually. I will admit, certainly, that if fluids are limited, basic
and secondary education are of greater importancebut I am most anxious to
nc6r lifelong education adopted as a viable concept by the Congrc of the
United States on behalf of our citizens, I believe that continuing education is
a vital area of -adeavor, and that it is a genuinely crucial need for members
of a democratic ,,ociety in today's world.

'(d) Finally,if the act is to be changed, I would like to see some more spe-
cific wording as regards one particular area of activity: I fully realize that the
present act places almost no limitations on the types of .e,..ucational programs
which can. be provided for adults. But. frankly, I would like to see any new
law specifically state that federal funds may be used for one-to,one, in-home
instruction for absolute illiterates. The pure illiterate is almost terrified, in-
most cases. when he is asked to display his ignorance in a classroom. The only
way to reach him is at his home, when he is alone. I would recommend that
specific enabling legislation for programs of this type be included in any revi-
sion of the act.

1 What would happen if adult education were placed -under a broader area
of revenue sharing? To be honest, I foresee it very unhappy situation if this.
were to happen. The adult education project is a very young one, chronologi-
cally, and it has not yet had time to build support at the- state leadership
level. Without categorical aid or "protected" funding, I have no doubt that
adult education programs Will simply die in several states. Three of our states
in the Southeast have contributed liberally to adult eduCation, but. they are a
minority. In 'most cases, state legislatures allocate only the bare minimum of
matching funds for adult education programs, and I e',belive this reflects- th
general attitude of state leaderShip toward adult education. if have a, strong
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suspicion that if adult education funds were pliwed under a blanket "general
revenue sharing" programeven if that program were limited only to educa-
tional activitiesa great percentage of the funds that should go to adult edu-
cation might well be used for other purposes.

In conclusion. I would like to make this statement:
If there is one piece of educational legislation in the United States that is

of the utmost importance, it is categorical aid for adult education. The pro-
gram, as you know, has immediate results, and immediate impact on the
People it servesnot to mention its immediate effects on the national economy,
Peop'e our citizensare a national resource, and they deserve to be dealt
with on the national, rather than the state level. Adult education's job of work
is the development of one of our most valuable national resourcesand adult
education needs the support of the national government, rather than the
dubious support which it might receive from a good many state governments.

Finally, on the philosophical level, I submit to you that adult education is
important to the continued success of the American Democratic Experiment. Its
final aim is simply to prove thai: all men are created equal, and that the inal-
ienable rights to know and to be able cannot be denied to an American citizen
simply because of parental ignorance, adolescent misjudgment, or administra-
tive misunderstanding.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF J. K. EAST, DIRECTOR OF ADULT EDUCATION,
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. EAST. Thank you, Dr. Eyster, and Mr. Chairman.
It is certainly a pleasure to be here with you and T, first of all,.

too, want to express appreciation to you and other members of this
subcommittee for the contribution you have made. I happen to have
been on the other end of the- line since the beginning of this pro-
gram that you initiated, and I can testify to the validity of it and to
the effect of it down at the grass root level, and so I am very happy
to have the opportunity to do this today and to tell you, first of all,
that it is going to be a favorable report, because as I listened to title
I, and as you attempt to do specific jobs in specific areas of educa-
tion, I couldn't help but think how adult education is furnishing an
umbrellti and a support for everything you are attempting to do.

You know, the parents of the disadvantaged children are the dis-
advantaged parents we are teaching, and there Is a high correlation
between the thing that takes place with the parents, on the one
hand, and what- the children are able to comprehend, on the other.
And so it is a real pleasure to address myself to two or three ques-
tions along this line, and I will do so by just answering about three
questions; what good has the Act done, what changes, if any, should
be madein it, and then .what would happen to it if we were to move
into the realm of revenue sharing.

Now in the first place, I will have to speak for South Carolina
and say that it is pretty typical of the 17 Southwestern states when
I say that more than half of our small population, more than
200,000 of our adults' lives have been touched by this Act since 1965.
Prior to this Act we had less than 6,000 people enrolled in adult ed-
ucation in South Carolina, and from the little brag sheet that I gave
you a while ago .(indicating) you can see that

brag
year we had

96,000 adults enrolled in some type of adult education in South Car-
olina. So we are touching the lives of many people in our State, as
you are here in Kentucky and other Southern States.
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I think perhaps the hardest look we could take at it would be to
look at the number of completions that we have had, that is, how
many people completed eighth grade. Now you can talk about people
you enroll for 2 weeks or 1 week or 6 weeks, but how many people
stayed with it long enough to complete the eighth grade, and that's
about 14,000 people in our State alone, and the. number who have
completed high school under this program is 27,000 high school com-
pletions since 1.966 when we started our program. So this is really
the hard look.

Now there are many things that happened to many people that
didn't complete and haven't completed yet, but this will give you an
indication that there is a program that really is effective m 'terms of
enabling people to accomplish something under this Act.

Perhaps the easiest way to show you would be to turn to about
middle ways of this (indicating) little booklet and just take a look
at the census figures. We are willing to stand along with North Car-
olina or anyone else in terms of what has happened, and although
we would not be so naive as to take all the credit for what happened..
between 1960 and 1970 for adult education, we will claim our share
of what took place, because, functional illiteracy in South Carolina
was reduced by 40 percent in that 10 years, and this was by far the
greatest. percentage of any decade in the history of our state. High
school completions were up 24.3 percent in our state, and this was by
far greater than any other 10-year-period. Then to take a real hard
look at it, the median educational attainment was up 1.8 years, al-
most 2 years of schooling we gained in that 10-year period. So this
alone makes us know that something happened, and we like to feel
that adult education had a little hand.

Chairman PERKINS. You have been folded into this special reve-
nue-sharing -category. How do you feel about that, with all your
good accomplishments?

Mr. EAST. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would say that. perhaps three
States out of the eight States for the present administration might
suffer no ill, because they are putting more money in adult education
than the Federal Government is.

Chairman PERKINS. Correct.
Mr. EAST. But the other five States there would be a tremendous

question mark. I have no idea how it would fare. First of all, the
State directors in my place would have to develop an expertise in
working with the governors and getting their programs sold,- where
it has been a. categorical aid up until this time, and he has been able
to devote his energy to educational endeavors, he would have to be.a
good politician if he got any.

Chairman PERKINS. The question is, but for the categorical pro
gram, would the States ever have done it?

Mr. EAST. They simply would not have done it.
Chairman PERKINS. And, on top of that, the categorical program

has served as an incentive for all the States to 'move .ahead and
adopt this program and, in many .cases, expand it. Am I correct?

Mr. EAST. No doubt about that.
Chairman PERKINS. And you have so much more of the adiiit

population.yet to serve, dO.you not?
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Mr. EAST. Right:
Chairman PERKINS. And how would you fare if the funds that

you are presently receiving were to be left up to the various State
departments of the country-to distribute?

Mr. EAST. We have no real way of knowing that, except we know
the people who are there in the present administration and we know
they are favorable to adult education, but down the. road 2 or 3
years or 4 years from now there is no telling what would happen.
We like it like it is, if you want me to tell you the truth.

Chairman PERKINS. Will the legislators more than likely go for
programs with more political clout like school lunch and so forth ?

Mr. EAST. There would be a real danger there.
Chairman PERIUNS. It is your view then, that you would get left

by the. wayside, just like the guidance and counseling. Would all of
you agree with that., Dr. Eyster?

Dr. -Ersma. Yes, unequivocally.
Chairman PEaKiics. Are there any other comments around the

table on that part of it?
Go tCiead. Excuse.me. I heartily believe, without objection, the ac-

complishment.; of this will be inserted in the record.
[The document referred to has been placed in the Subcommittee's

file.]
Chairman PERKINS. You have a great program in South Carolina.

In fact, the adult basic education, as the old saying goes, has been
worth more than its weight in gold all over the United States. The
results obtained with the meager expenditure of funds have been
tremendous. We have used your adult basic education mostly. in all
of the manpower programs and in all of the vocational schools for
the disadvantaged.

Mr. EAST. Yes, sir, we are in all of them.
Chairman'. PERKINS. Go ahead. Don't let me interrupt you. .

Mr. EAST. You interrupt anywhere, Mr. Chairman:
Chairman PERKINS. I thought we might shorten the discussion of

accomplishments some because I think all of the committee knows of
this very well.

Mr. EAST. I am sure they do, and I'll not bore you with it. I think
the effect .- at it has had on the homes of this country needs to be
mentioned, and I could document it. I wish I had time to take the
time to tell the. whole story.

We have some superintendents in South Carolina who have made
a real study of the disadvantaged youth, particularly . preschool
youth and they are coming up with adult education as the answer.
They have found out that they can increase the I.Q. of these disad-
vantaged youngsters by at least 10 points. Now, this is documented.
by people who know what they are doing, and it has been done be-
cause, home environments have been changed, and so forth, and we
could go on, and it is something you know, too.

Chairman PERKINS. We listened to the evidence in Washington
year in and year out before we enacted these programs, and we ex-.
tended the programs because we felt that we were getting results.
The question today happens to be whether, we should take these
worthy programs which are doing so much good throughout the Na-
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tion and fold them all together at the State level, leaving the ex-
penditure of the funds up to the State superintendent. That is the
real question.

Mr. `EAST. I don't think -se are ready for it. I don't say that years
down the road we might become ready, but I don't think we are
ready now, sir.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, I agree wholeheartedly with you; we
aren't ready at this stage of the game. Looking ahead, if we were to
do that, we'd destroy the incentive in Congress to appropriate, and
we would freeze practically everything at the present appropriation
level. The way inflation is today, these programs will gradually dis-
appear one by one.

Mr. EAST. Yes, sir.
I might say one thing that has happened as a result of the act in

our State, and that is State support. W had not been in operation
with the Federal money, and this is all we had to start with, and in
6 months we used that money. We generated a program that con-
sumed the Federal money, and the State legislature voted $1,600,000
that first year. and they have been contributing more.

Chairman PERKINS. All right. But for the categorical money com-
ing in from the Federal level, do you feel that you would have got-
ten that money from the State level?

Mr. EAST. The Board of Education told me when I went with this
program in 1965, the most we could hope for you to ad, when I
asked- them if they would suppor' it, yes, we'll support it,, and they
were puffin°. in $65,000 a year then. I asked to what extent, and
they said they thought they could get $100,000. We would support a
$100,000 for adult education and I said, "Gentlemen, I am not inter-
ested." But because of this Federal money that we had, we Were able
to get $1,600,000 in 3 months time from that statement from the
chairman of the State Board of Education and he supported it. It
wasn't that he was for it, he just didn't think politically that it
would be there, but it was there, and the incentive came from this
Federal money we had. If we hadn't had that to show what could be
done, we would never have gotten it.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, go ahead.
Mr. EAST. I think another thing that is quite a revolution that is

taking place in this country, and this is not in our State alone,. more
State agencies; organizations and institutions are working together
in our State than ever before as a result of this money, of having a
little money to help support programs, in your manpower training
programs, M the technical education center. We have a program in
every tech center in the State, every vocational rehabilitation center.
In the Department of Corrections we graduate 100 a year in the De-
partment of Corrections, and have had a program there for 5 or 6
years.

The manpower development, the community action programs, the
opportunity schools. the South Carolina Literacy Association has
1,000 people enrolled in it. They are doing the teaching, but they are
coordinating with us in doing it.

The Columbia Urban League has a program that we pay for and
they administer. Then we have two programs of professional devel-
opment.
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Chairman PERKINS. I know that you have many good programs.
Mr. EAST. In terms of our people, 40 are teaching school, got their

degrees and finished our program when we first started 6 years ago.
44 percent of the people who get their GED under our program go
on to higher education; 18 percent of those who get their diploma,
regular high school diploma in adult education, go on to higher edu-
cation and that's not to mention the contribution that they make
when they go on to work and get better jobs. In one instance we
made note recently of a program that we had, and the average
monthly income of the undereducated people that we had at the be-
ginning was $79 a month, and at the conclusion of 16 weeks of
training, the average income was $229 a month for this group of un-
dereducated people. So it is making a difference in the lives of peo-
ple.

Now let me say one word about the present act, which has served
well. I like anything that is general and not too specific, however,
we have come to the place that we have provision for basic and high
school education in an act, and we only have money for basic.

Chairman PERKINS. That is true.
Mr. EAST. I'd like personally to see us with an at that would let

the money go where the need is. Let's have an act that provideS a
formula for baSic education, so that wherever the basic education
need in this country exists: that it could be fimded, and then the
same act provides for funds for high school education on the basis
of the high school education need. Now, this is a change thatto me
makes sense.

Chairman PEiticrics. I accept your viewpoint, and I think that we
can make those modifications.

Mr. EAST. That sounds real good. Of course I'm for continuing
education if we have the fundS. I would like to see some continuing
education. That's the third thing that I would be interested in. I be-
live I have expressed myself on revenue sharing, and I will not take
any more of your time, sir.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Dr. Eyster.
Dr. ETSTER. We'd like to ask for testimony from Mrs. Cutlip

next.
Chai: nan PERKINS. Without objection, Mrs. Cutlip's prepared

. statement will be inserted in the record.
[The statement referred to follows

STATEMENT OF MARIETTA CUTUP, LEARNING CE1,7TER TEACHERS AIDE,
PIKETON, OHIO

I am Marietta antiip. My role in Adult Basic Education is a teacher's aide
in the Learning Center at Piketon, Ohio. This is my fourth year working with
Adult Basic Education. I am familiar with the local area and am familiar
with the types of people that I serve. In the four years that I have been em-
ployed in ABE, I have seen many students successfully achieve their goals.
Student's goals are many awl varied. A great number of them seek their GED
Certificate and maybe additiooal education or training. Some are hoping to im-
prove thcrase,v,s educationally co that they can gain employment (maybe get
off welfare j. I have a number of women in the program whose expressed goal
is to help their children with homework. Many of these women say their chil-
dren are learning and getting better grades as a result of their help.

Our philosophy is to try to help people help themselves. Some of the goals
that w4,: have as a part of our program are: changing attitudes, improving life-
style =, helping students become productive members 'of society, getting stu-
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dents involved in community affairs, and others. We believe that our efforts
have been very successful over the past few years in involving persons who,
for lack of education, have had difficulty in improving themselves and getting
ahead.

Each year, just the number gaining employment and going off welfare more
than offsets the cost of our local program. When you stop to think that, if
most of these people continue to be employed. (which most of them have), the
gains far outway any monies that are spent on the program.

I would like give a few examples of the success of some of the students
who have attended our center. I would like to refer to the students by their ini-
tials. I will call this student J.L. Her goal was to gain the GED Certificate so
that she might enroll in LPN training. She had only completed the sixth grade
while in school. She had married and had five children. Her husband was disa-
bled and they were on partial welfare. J.L. had a lot to gain in order to com-
plete her work for the GED Certificate. She was faithful in completing the
work that was ssi gn e d to her. After sonic time, she passed the GED test in
February, 1972. She was accepted through Employment Services for training as
an LPN. She will graduate soon. She recently contacted the Learning Center
find invited us to her graduation exercises. As an LPN, she will be able to
gain employment either in our local hospital or in one of the local rest homes.

Another student, I will call J.B. J.B. is a man in his thirties. He had
dropped out of school in the 9th grade and had been underemployed for a few
years. He was married with two children. He was suddenly stricken with a
heart attack. Because of his heart problem, he was unable to gain employment.
He was referred to the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation (BVR): They, in
turn, referred him to our program so that he might be educationally upgraded
in order to enter some skill training (technical) program. J.B. was an ex-
tremely bright student and in a very short period of time, we had him ready
for his high school equivalency examination. He passed it with flying colors.
Because J.B. was outstanding in math, we urged BVR to send him on to a
technical program for computer programming. At the present time, J.B. is com-
pleting his studies in computer programming. .0ufing the last two years, J.B.
has worked as a part-time aide in our program. He has been very helpful in
assisting other people in upgrading themselves. Recently, J.B. was employed by
a company in our area as a programmer. He is presently continuing his stud-
ies and working part-time for this company, installing and setting up an ac-
counting program. It is estimated that when J.B. completes his training and
has a year or so of experience that he will be in the five figure income
bracket. This, in itself, will add greatly to the returns from our program.

These are only a couple of the many success stories that wd have had in the
Scioto Valley Program. Unless you could see it, it is hard to imagine how
many of these person's attitudes have changed concerning themselves, their
children, their families, employment, and education. It it only through work-
ing with them, I guess, could you really observe the changes that have taken
place.

In the first year that I worked, 1969-1970, our program employed four home
instruction aides through the Morehead Project and operated seven small
Adult Education Centers. At that time, we served over 400 students in the sur-
rounding area. This year, we have three home instruction aides and four cen-
ters under our program. We are now serving approximately 350 students. In
two rather depressed areas, we have local people almost demanding that we
open centers because they have very long distances to travel to reach an ABE
center. Our home instruction aides, at the present time, can accept no more
students. Other problems in rural areas hamper attendance in adult ed pro-
grams. Our lack of child care, transportation, or certain family problems are
but a few reasons that people have difficulty in coming to class.

Certainly. we could benefit by more home instruction persons in our program
and more day time adult education centers. I believe that Adult Basic Educa-
tion is one of the ways that we might truly help the underemployed and the
undereducated improve their station in life. I believe that we should continue
ABE for the benefit of these people and our country. Our learning centers and
home instruction aides are one sure way of reaching them.

In my area, we work as a team. The home instruction aides send me people
who can, get into the center ; and, if I have a student who is compelled to
withdraw because of pregnancy, family problems, or other problems, I contact
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the home instruction aide who often can continue services to the student by
leaving materials with these students and picking them up so that I might
check the student's progress. I believe that if Adult Basic Education is to con-
tinue. we mist receive our money through Federal grants, that are specifically
for basic education. Recently, there has been talk about revenue sharingin
which case, the money would be turned over to the states to spend as they feel
it should be. Unfortunately, Adult Basic Education is not very high on the list
of many of the people at the state level. I belive that certainly we would suf-
fer and possibly no money would be distributed for Adult Basic Education;
not only in our state, but in many others,

I would propose no radical changes in Adult Basic Education at the Federal
level except that possibly funds might be increased to provide for additional
persons and programs, and that the program be extended up through the high
school level. At the present time, we are providing program through the GED
level, with materials purchased with other funds.

I know that this IS one sure way of reaching the low-income unemployed in
America. To me, this is one of the keys to upgrading our society. Certainly,
the program should be continued, especially in the rural areas where little op-
portunity is available to persons without some Federal help.

STATEMENT OF MARIETTA CUTLIP, LEARNING CENTER TEACHFRS
AIDE, PIKETON, OHIO

Mrs. CUTUP. I have worked in the learning center the past 4
years. and the achievements of these people have been great. Many
of these people when they enroll, state the fact that. they want to
achieve the GED certificate, which many of them do, because our
program extends through to the GED level, which is funded b3
funds other than adult basic education. But many of these people
will never !rain a GED certificate, and yet you would almost have to
meet these people at the time of enrollment and possibly meet these
people later to see the gains that are made.

Their lifestyles change, many things about them. They, for the
first time, will get into community organizations; for the first time
they are able to work with their children which they have never
been able to do before and, as I said, you have to se.c some of this. It
can't be measured in the way we measure education, and while I
have worked in the program I feel that we have been successful in
Ohio. I would like to say that our philosophy is to try to help them
help themselves, and this is exactly what we do.

I would like to give a couple of examples of students I have had
the opportunity of working with. One of these students was referred
to adult basic education by the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation.
The student had had. a heart attack and he was not able to gain em-
ployment, so we worked with bim and we found that he excelled in
mathematics. We worked with him, we sent him to take the GED,
he did pass the test. We then contacted the Bureau of 'Vocational
Rehabilitation, and they sent him to a technical training program in
computer processing. In the meantime, we employed this person as a
home instruction aide, and he was of great benefit to us. He helped
us in the program. Not too long ago he was contacted by this large
company in Pike County and they ask him to set up an accounting
program, which he is now doing. I am su that in time to come this
man will be earning possibly a five-number, income figure.

Another student enrolled in the program, she was married, she
had five children, a disabled husband, and she stated, "All my life
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my goal has been to become an LPN." She had gone through sixth
grade. She was a very low-level, she was an adult basic education
student. We worked with her. sent 'ier to take the GED test, and she
did pass it. She enrolled in LPN training and she contacted us ap-
proximately 3 weeks ago and invited us to come to her graduation
exercises.

So this is just a few of the achievements that .I have seen in the
program. I work with home instrwtion aides that. work out in the
homes, and we work as a teaM. If I have a student that is compelled
to withdraw for some reason, pregnancy, illness, a family dispute. I
don't lose this person. because I will contact 9 home instruction aide
and she will, meanwhile, pick up the studen: vork with the student
until the student can come back into the lab to me. They always re-
cruit for me. Anyone that can get into the lab they send, so we do
work as a team and we do feel that we are very successful.

The first year _that I worked, 1969-70, we had seven labs, or seven
centers, and four aides, and We served approximately 400 -people.
This year we have four centers and three aides, and we are serving
approximately 350 people now. So I feel the program is very worth-
while. I feel that these. people need help, they need to be helped.
they need to have a station in life that I feel only adult hasic educa-
tion can achieve, and I feel to upgrade our society as we should be
doing that we must be able to reach these people and help them, and
as I said, I feel we have been very successful in our program.

Chairman PEmuxs. That is a great accomplishment. You are
doing a great service to the community. and I think your laboratory
has well proved itself. I am glad we have some Members here to
hear more about. your Morehead Laboratory.

Dr. Evster.
Dr. EysTEn. I'd like to introduce Marcella Jordan, who is a

home-visiting adult basic education teacher in Pikeston, Ohio.
Chairman Piunuxs. Without objection, Mrs. Jordan's prepared

statement will be included in the record.
[The statement referred to follows i]

STATEMENT OF MARCELLA JORDAN, HOME INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE,
SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO

My name is Marcella Jordan. I work as a Home Instruction Aide in the
Bloom Local School's Adult Education Program in rural Scioto County, Ohio.
After almost six years of experience in the ABE Program, first as a student
then as a home instruction aide, I am a firm believer in the program. Thanks
to ABE, I completed my own high school education, have taken some college
courses, found employment and am better able to help my children with their
education. During my four years as an ABE aide, I have worked in the class-
room, in homes and as an early childhood education aide. I have seen the ef-
fect the program has had on the people involved. Many have obtained employ-
ment or better jobs, home conditions have improved, entire families were
motivated toward learning, some have left the welfare roles and become self-
sufficient.

For example:
Two of our students, who are brothers and were previously on welfare,

started in our program in 1967. When they entered, one had started working
for Goodwill Industries at Portsmouth, Ohio. His reason for coming to ABE
was to improve his mathematics and English so that he could do better on his
present job and have a better 'Chance for advancement. As our program prog-
ressed through the year, so did his confidence and enthusiasm. A few months
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after he finished his first year of ABE, he was made a foreman on his job. As
time went on and he gained more knowledge and confidence in himself, he talked
more and inure of starting his own upholstery business. He eventually left
Goodwill Industries and is now operating his own upholstery business. He now
employs his brother full time He and his brother are doing well financially
and are still participating in our program. They arc usually too busy to devote
much time to their studies; but, they still do as much as they can. Their wives
also participate in the program. There are twelve children in these two fami-
lies. These children, too, have shown a noticeable interest in learning. On
child was failing mathematics and has now reached a "B" level with the
help of her mother.

This is a concrete example of where ABE has definitely helped both these
men, their families, and our community.

These are the things that can be seen. There are many worthwhile things
happening that we are unable to measure; such as, one's self-image, family at-
titudes, and attitudes toward education, job, and community. These things are
Just as important we can measure in terms of dollars and cents.

We have a '"orthwhile program; but, it should be expanded to included
GEl). Without further assistance, most of these people would be unable to go
beyond the bask level. There is if need for additional aid to help these people
achieve their high school equivalency. Most employers require a high school di-
ploma or its equivalent. Although the results of the ABE program are effective
awl far reaching, they can not always be readily seen or evaluated. The Fed-
eral Government should continue to .allot the money to assure the continuation
of Adult Basic Education. If this program were phased down or eliminated, it
would mean the end as far as education goes for practically all ABE students.
These people desperately need this kind of help. Our Federal Government
should fulfill it's responsibility to them.

BLOOM LOCAL SCII0OL, ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM 1972-73

What is Adult Basic Education?
Adult Basic Education as referred to in the neat few pages is a Federal pro-

gram authorized by the State Department of Education to be conducted by the
local school system for the purpose of offering to any interested person 16
years old or older an opportunity to achieve a Basic education (learning to
read, write and work basic math).
What is the ABE goal?

The goal of the ABE program isTeach the basic 3 R's to the ABE student
and help him progress on toward his ultimate goal.
How do you go about achieving this goal?

When a student enters our program we find what his ability level is in the
areas of Reading, Math and Language. We then start with him on this level
and aid him in moving along at his own, speed toward reaching his potential
in these areas.
What about High School?

At this time we are offering no High School courses. However, if a person
wishes to prepare himself for taking the High School Equivalence test, we
have the materials and our aide will assist him in preparation for this test.
What is the High School Equivalence Test?

The High School Equivalence Test is a General Educational Development
(GED) Test. This test measures your reading interpretation skills and ability
to properly use materials in the areas of English, Literature, Social Studies,
Natural Sciences and Mathematics.

If a person taking this test meets the state standard, lie will receive a Cer-
tificate from the State showing he has the Equivalent of a High School Educa-
tion. Most companies and colleges will recognize this certificate as a substitute
for it High School diploma.
How long has Bloom Local School been offering Adult Basic Education?

We began our Adult education in the fall of 1967 and feel we have had suc-
cessful programs in the past. However during the past two years, our number
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of ABE students decreased and our attendance dropped off. But during this
time. we also found that many people were interested in classes ; but for some
reason or other could not get to night classes. So this year we decided to take
the studies to the. people by using*a home Instructor.
What size Program do you have?

Our current program consist of one full-time aide working a 40-hour week
serving over 30 students and driving about 50 miles a day in the process.
What arc some of the duties of ABE Aides?

Our ABE Aides' duties are as follows :
1. Contacting and recruiting prospective students.
2. Evaluating and placing students in appropriate materials and making

weekly contacts with each student thereafter.
3. Upgrading student materials as student progresses through the pro-

gram.
4. Maintaining records on each student as to time expended on each sub-

ject.
5. Preparing Pre and Post Profile sheets showing students' progress for

the year.
6. Keeping inventories of all ABE Materials.
7. Maintaining a log on ABE Aide time and miles expended each day.
8. Assisting the ABE Coordinator in preparation of information for

State Reports.
Who participates in your program?

All kinds of people participate in our program. We have both male and
female students ranging in age from 17 to 53. They are performing anywhere
from second to eleventh grade level in the varioLs subjects and live anywhere
from IA to 20 miles from the aides' home.

The following ci.arts will give a more detailed description of our student
body.
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Cost per student for fiscal year 1978 ABE
Teacher salary $25
Aide salary_ 91
Aide travel 17
Supplies 2
Other 13

Total 148

STATEMENT OF MARCELLA rORDAN, HOME INSTRUCTIONAL AIDE,
SOUTH WEBSTER, OHIO

Mrs. Joao Ax. Let me clarify that just a bit. I am a home instruc-
tional aide working a resource teacher in my local area, which
is rural southern '-Ohio, in Scioto County where I was born and
raised. As a home instructional aide I take the material into the
homes and evaluate where these people should start. We then leave
materials for them to work on so they can achieve their expressed
goals.e,

I started in the program as an ABE student., and for the past 4
years I have been working as an ABE aide. I have worked in the class-
room, in the homes, and in early childhood educaticr .. I have seen
the effects that ABE has had on these people. Many have obtained
jobs, or better employment and home conditions have improved.
These are the things I have really noticed in our area. People care,
their feelings change, and the entire family is studying together as a
team children watching their parents study, asking for more help,
et cetera. Some have left the welfare rolls and become self support-
ing. Our program this year is costing $148 per student which is well
worth the benefits.

For example two of our students who are brothers and were pre-
viously on welfare started in our program in 1967. When they en-
tered, one had started Working for Goodwill Industries at Portsmouth,
Ohio. His reasons for coming to ABE were to improve his mathematics
and English, so he could do better on his job. His level was some-
thing like fourth or fifth in reading, and English, but a little higher in
mathematics.

A short time after he had enrolled in the program, he was made
foreman on this job, but he had a desire to start his own business,
and after he gained more knowledge and more confidence, he did,
and now employs his brother full time. Both men are doing well fin-
ancially and they are still participating in our program. Their wives
are in the program, also, and their children have shown a noticeable
interest in learning.

To mo this is a concrete example of where ABE has definitely
helped these men, their families- and our community. I realize there
are lots of things that are happening that we are unable to measure,
such as family attitudes, attitudes toward jobs, education, and com-
munity, and they are just as important as the things that can be
measured in terms of dollars and cents.

Our program, I feel, has been successful. It is a worthwhile pro-
gram, but I would like to see it expanded to include GED. Most of
these people would be unable to go beyond a basic level, if it -..vGrc
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not for additional assistance. Most employers today require that we
have a high school diploma or its equivalent. When I started work-
ing in ABE I did not have mine yet, but I did achieve it. One of
the things; as a personal example, is the ability to help my own chil-
dren with their education. Prior to starting back to ABE I had a
son old enough to say to rne: "Why should you insist that I finish
school. You quit when you were younger than I am". I received my
G-ED on Saturday before he graduated on Sunday. This was cause
for a celebration.

I would like to see the Federal Government continue to allot
money to ABE to ensure its continuation.

Chairman PERKINS. That's a good statement, Mrs. Jordan. Go
ahead, Dr. Eyster.

Dr. EYSTER. Mr. Homer Lee Hall, who is a regional public librar-
ian in Floyd County, Ky.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection Mr. Hall's prepared state-
ment will be included in the record.

[The statement referred to follows :]

STATEMENT OF HOMER L. HALL, REGIONAL LIBRARIAN, FLOYD COUNTY, KY.

Did the Adult Education Act do any good? The Adult Basic Education Act
has focused on the segment of our society that is consideredthe deprived. It
has provided the necessary funds to help a deprived or illiterate society, that is
referred to as poverty-stricken, in becoming more self- supporting and at the
same time instilling self-respect and pride in our citizenry. The impact of this
beneficial anti-poverty legislation has been great in Appalachia. The results are
evident in all parts of this area.

To abandon Adult Basic Education in -Appalachia, at this time, would seem
to abandon a bewildered group, in midstream, that had just started in the
right direction.

The majority of these people are good solid citizens who have worked hard
to achieve a spot in society for themselves and their families. However, they
are situated in 'an area that is economically distressed and adults have had to
drop-out of school to provide a living for their families. Adult Basic Ed. is
Mecca for some of these individuals who never had the opportunity to get a
formai education. As witnessed by a Baptist Minister, in Floyd County, Ken-
tucky, who tells his congregations, almost every Sunday in different parts of
Eastern Kentucky, how grateful he is for attending adult education classes
now be can sign his name and read some from the scriptures. He ends his tes-
timony by saying he has had his wife enroll in ABE Classes and he shall
insist and demand that his /2 children stay in school.

In July, 1972, a Library-ABE Project was initiated in Appalachia. The above
project, as portrayed in Floyd County, Kentucky, developed into one of the
more interesting, beneficial, and educational federally-funded programs pro-
vided for this area. .

The project, which is federally-funded and supplemented by the Kentucky
Department of Libraries, has the profound objective of providing materials
that will enhance the ABE students' interest and help provide for a well-
rounded education, as well as developing the student's desire for continuing
his education. This joint educational endeavor succeeded in providing an inter-
ested and informed staff and the availability of educational materials to
accomodate the above objective. The public response has been very gratifying
to-date, and it is anticipated that more rewarding results will occur.

One of the main objectives of the above project is to provide bookmobile
library services to all ABE Centers in Floyd County. This entails traveling 399
square miles and much of it rugged terrain and the majority in rural areas.
This objective has been accomplished and ABE students, teachers, and proj-
ect-staff members are gratified with the results. The patrons have been made
feel they are a special" clientele for having the library-adult education services
and not just a part of a deprived society.
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To attest to above optimism, in regard to the success of this project to-date,
is what may be termed an Adult Basic Education-Library Project Success
Story that originates at the Betsy Layne ABE Center, Floyd County, Ken-
tucky. An ABE student, who is a mother and housewife, visited the bookmo-
bile after a mini-interview with one of the project staff members. She was
delighted to find information in regard to dealing with the handicapped child.
(She has a retarded son with a terminal brain tumor). Because of her devel-
oped interest, she is working toward a high school equivalency diploma and
plans to seek employment in rehabilitation. Thus, the lives of an entire family
unit have been touched and are better for having been involved with the
Library-ABE Project.

The library has often been referred to as the "people's university." To the
Adult Basic Education Patronsthe bookmobile has become a "storehouse of
knowledge on wheels." The traveling library collection includes Fiction, Non-
Fiction, Biographies, Special-reading level books and pamphlets on adults and
juvenile levels. The different classifications have been supplemented with books
and pamphlets selected and purchased on special-interest reading levels, These
materials were recommended by educators for ABE students.

Other activities included in the project were : coping skills inventory, mini-
interviews of the ABE students by the project staff, home visitations, reaction
bookmarks, reader's profiles, and visits to the central library.

Community Agency referral services were provided to the ABE students by
project -staff members. Referrals have been made to different agencies with the
majority being made to the NYC Dropout Program.

At the present time the Adult Education Program, in Floyd County, Ken-
tucky involVes approximately 250 individuals. This means that at least 1,000
Personsand__Possibly as many as 1,500, are directly or indirectly involved and
affected. Most family units in EPstern Kentucky are large. As one member of
family is interested, enrolls in ABE Classes or visits the bookmobile, other
members of the family get involved. It is not unusual for one adult education
student to bring their whole family for a visit to the bookmobile. Typical
seloitions by the family unit are : carpentry books for the gentleman of the
house; a best seller for the lady ; mysteries for the children ; and the request
to take a book home to a shut-in,

I feel that if this area is to excel in human resourcefulnessour peoples
have to be educated. I. also, am of the conviction that the problem has to be
attacked at the grass rootsin the home. Parents with no formal schoolings or
a meager amount have to be orientated to the need of acquiring an education.
This will not only make life easier for them but will help insure that another
generation will not encounter the same difficulties as their parents. The Adult
Education Act has done much to help in this problem. The "people's universi-
ties"our librarieshave done much. Our libraries must continue and grow in
Appalachia, Our citizenry, regardless of previous training level, must grow
educationally.

It is my firm conviction that if Appalachia is to assume its rightful position
in societythe top prerequisites are a sound Adult Basic Education Program
and good Public Libraries.

STATEMENT OF HOMER LEE HALL, REGIONAL LIBRARIAN,
PRESTONBURG PUBLIC AND FLOYD COUNTY, KY.

Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Eyster.
I became involved in the adult education program about 8 months

ago, directly involved. Through the cooperation of the Appalachian
Adult Education Center, Mr. Ed Cook with the adult basic educa-
tion, and Miss Margaret Willis, the State librarian, we started a new
project, and in Kentucky we started the project in Prestonsburg. We
used funds from the ESEA, Title III, and the Higher Education
Act, Title IIB. With these funds we felt that the adult education
Classes could receive beyond the normal training they have in the
classroom, they could receive public library services.
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We feel that we have been very fortunate in the last 8 months; we
think it has been profitable. The project covers the entire county.
They have approximately 268 students enrolled in the ABE classes.
Now the public library's role: we use the bookmobile, which was al-
ready available: we used '.3rIle funds that were awarded us from the
department of libraries; ',Le used funds from the Higher Education
Act, Title IIB, to purchase materials, and we have selected mate-
rials that have been recommended to us by adult education speeial-
ist.!,% We use those and go to the 11 centers in the county. The book -
mcbile goes at night and stays at one center for 3 hours. That is the
night that the class is in session. It is in operation 4 nights a week.
We have had much reward thus far. Man-,' of the people who are
using the bookmobile had never used the bookmobile before. Their
thoughts were that it was entirely and strictly for schools, for the
elementary school or the high schools. I think that we are slowly
changing their opinions on that; I am sure we are.

We also invited the entire group to visit the public library, and
they came on their .own, donated their time, and we has approxi-
mately 100 there; 99 percent. of the 100 had never been in a public
library before, so we know just, on that one particular visit it was
worthwhile. We did not try to high pressure them. make them feel
that why haven't you been here before; we played it on a soft tone,
and I know in the last couple of months they have asked. when are
we returning again, what date, because we had told them we would
want them Co return in the near future.

In this program we not only use the bookmobile, we have staff
members who visit. the homes. This is prior to them enrolling in
adult education, just visiting homes, reminding them that there are
adult education classes available, reminding them that the bookmobile
will be. in a particular community a particular day, and through
those we have people come in. enroll in classes and, of course, we
have had new people to use the bookmobile the same way.

We have used many interviews. Once they are in class, we have staff
who discuss with them. Have you ever used the library? Why ha-
ven't you? When I say, why haven't you, it is not in the tone that
they were trying to make them feel inferior, because they had not.
But we have gotten many revealing remarks from them, and I think
that has helped us in our entire program.

'We have a referral service. A number of them ask where could we
find this information, and we have, as I say, a referral service which
we have referred them to the Neighborhood Youth Corps, to Adult
Neighborhood Youth Corps, to the different and various offices in
towns, and through that, we know that we are doing a good thing
there.

As an example, we have some people that their lives have been
touched directly, and I'd like to give you two or three examples.

We have a local minister, a regular Baptist minister, who until he
enrolled in adult .education classes, which was over 2 years ago,
could not sign his name and could not read, yet he was a regular
Baptist minister. He doesn't mind at all telling his congregation
every Sunday how proud he is that he can sign his name and that
he will make sure that his 12 children will stay in school. I think
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that may be one of the underlying successes of adult education, they
want their children to obtain education.

Maybe you gentlemen have been involved in this. We have had
New York City students that became aware just after the budget
was announced. and it appears that the adult New York City pro-
gram may be discontinued. they came on the bookmobile and said
Do you have any information on how to write your Congressman,
because we need desparately to write them.

Mr. MAzzor,T. They must have been successful in finding the infor-
mat ion.

Mr. HALL. Well, we-were; yes, we were, and. truthfully this is one
time I hope you are bothered.

Mr. MAzzoLt. W were happy to be bothered, I might say.
Mr. HALL. But you know, the same night, the same group of boys

that were involved. On a sad note, one of the boys said, "Do you
have any material on telling me how to work in the mines?" Those
of you that have, lived in the coal fields, and I am not trying to say
anything against the profession at all, we know it is dangerous and
we'd rather young people would not enter it, or at least people that
are not involved in it, and it is quite sad for a young boy, 1D years
old, inquiring. for information on how to work in the Mines. I.J-nfor-
tunately, really, it was a little difficult. We could find all the safety
acts and things such as that, but as far as the actual working-in a
mine, it was a little difficult, but we did give him some information.

So I think by the use of the adult education classes and using the
public library, we have made a great improvement in the last 8
months, and I think it will continue. But I believe. in Appalachia
before we can ever be really successful, this adult education must be
sound, must be funded in a way in which you're not low man on the
totem pole, and the same way with public libraries, they also must
be funded and must not be low man on the totem pole.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Eyster. Without objection your
prepared statement will be included in the record.

[The statement referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. EYSTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, APPALACHIAN
EDUCATION CENTER, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am the Executive Direc-
tor of the Appalachian Adult Education Center here at Morehead State Uni-
versity. My name is George W. Eyster. This is Mrs. Ann Hayes, Evaluation
Specialist in the Center: The Appalachian Adult Education Center was initi-
ated under the ESEA, Title III, Section 309 b and c for demonstration and
training in adult education. I shall refer to the Appalachian Adult Education
Center as the AAEC. The AAEC is one of many special demonstration projects
fronded under the Adult Education Act since 1966. The AAEC has been funded
sir.ce 1907, making it the oldest of the adult education demonstration projects.
Under the guardianship of Morehead State University, the AAEC has grown
into a regional educational laboratory devoted to the improvement of education
particularly of rural disadvantaged- adults, which was recognized in 1972 by
UNESCO as one of the 10 outstanding literacy projects in the world. It should
be noted that while 60 percent of our U.S. population dwell in urban areas,
one-half of the undereducated poor live in rural areas. A recent NEA study
shows that half the adult over 25 years of age in Kentucky, for example,
never even started high school.

During the operation of 38 demonstration projects in the thirteen Appa-
lachian states, three national teacher trainer institutes for parts of DHEW
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Regions H, III, IV, V, and VI, and national technical assistance across the
country, the staff of the AAEC has learned much about the impact of the
Adult Education Act. Although the appropriations for the Act have equaled
less than one dollar for each potential adult student ($51 million for 54 mil-
lion adults eight,Nm years or older with less than a high school education). a
vital nationa) program has been developed which has grown from the instant
traditionalism of the application of methods of childhood education to adults
to a budding sophistication that recognizes the dignity and responsibility of
adulthood and the nature of the adult learner.

It seems to the AAEC that the problems that have arisen in the implementa-
tion of the Act are problems : not in the legislation, but in the guidelines, regula-
tions, and management ; not in the authorization level, but in the appropriations
level. With such limited funding and limiting regulations, one tendency has been
for the Act to educate those easy to reach and easy to teach.

To serve all of the differentiated groups requires different kinds of adult
education.

The AAEC believes it has identified a useful method which helps in recog-
nizing these differences, defining four divisions among the 54 million potential
adult students, looking at human need, means of delivery of adult education,
length of time in the program, and therefore costliness per adult learner.
These groups cut across ethnic lines.

The first group has been quite well served by the Adult Education Act. They
are those with less than a high school education who are economically and
personally secure but want the closure of a high school diploma and beyond.
They have demanded satisfaction of their educational needs and a rather large
portion of the national program has altered to meet those demands. These
adults students are easy recruit through the media and probably could be
taught through TV and radio, can be taught in classes, and show rapid
achievement, but they are the lowest on an index of need in the AAEC's view.

Group two are those who have felt some pain from underedueation either
economically or personally such as underemployment or being unable to help
their children. They are our star performersthey make our programs look
good. They are quite easy to recruit, show rapid achievement, and dramatic
changes in employment. But on a need index, they are the second lowest
group.

The third group has only been employed sporadically, and is severely under-
privileged, but they still believe there is some return on education. The AAEC
Georgia and Alabama projects have shown that they can be recruited only on
a one-to-one, door-to-door basis and must be taught through individually pre-
scribed instruction because they have so far to go to mastery or high school
completion that they must see some speed in progress or they will drop out of
the program in discouragement. Adult learning centers rather than classrooms
seem necessary for this group.

The AAEC refers to the fourth group as the stationary poor rather than the
hard-core. The people in this group are completely fatalistic. They do not
believe that any efforts on their part will make a difference. This group is gen-
erally unemployed and cannot be employed. They simply struggle to exist.
Services must be taken to this group whether the services are in health, educa-
tion, food, care of the aged, early childhood, or any other area. Visiting para-
professional teachers from the community with adequate professional back-up
seem to work well in extending education to this group of adult learners. It
has been the AAEC's observation that for some reason upwardly mobile poor
and stationary poor can exist in the same family.

ABE evaluation methods often defeat the purpose of the legislation by
making a program look bad that has students for a long time even if those
adults had a long way to go to mastery. The AAEC has demonstrated in its
Ohio project that second and third generation welfare recipients with no belief
in themselves can go from nonreader through high school equivalency in four
years and then benefit from training and become employed. However, the
definition of ABE had to include more than basic reading and writing to make
this kind of impactit had to include training to at least the tenth grade
functioning level and instruction in life coping skills. Research shows that
most job getting and keeping requires a tenth grade level.
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What kinds of impact come from adult basic education at either the eighth
grade or high school levels? The AAEC finds;
(1) Impact on second generation or the children of ABE students

Most school dropouts are the children of functionally illiterate parents. A
Brownsville, Texas, study and the AAEC West Virginia study showed gains in
schools achievement for 80 percent of the children whose parents enrolled inABE.

(2) People permanently off welfare
The Washington, D.C. Project GO and the AAEC West Virginia ABE Long-

Range Follow-up Study show that ABE does give adults economic self
sufficiency.

A net return to the economy of $430,000 annually was realized from the 85
ABE students in the follow-up study.
(8) Living wages replacing no wage or poverty level income

The Naval Ordinance Station in Louisville, Kentucky, reports ABE has
raised the potential salaries of employees originally reading at between the
third and sixth grade level from $3.32 an hour to $4.75 an hour.
(4) Therefore the growth of a tax base

Students' taxes in the West Virginia study paid for all of their ABE in thefirst two years after graduation.
(5) New belief on the part of adults that they can affect their environment

Attitudes and coping skills improved by 79% in ABE classes and learning
centers and by 72% among the stationary poor in home study in the AAECOhio project.

(6) Enhancement of quality of life
Quality of life is hard to measure, but AAEC ABE clients report greater lifesatisfaction for themselves and their families.

(7) Change in consumer habits which prevents physical deprivation and har-
assment by bill collectors

Consumer habit= have been shown_ to be particularly important in the healthof the aging, lowering Medicare payments.
(8) Speed in growth in basic skills

TABLE 1.AAEC OHIO MODULEACHIEVEMENT GAINS IN MONTHS FOR 100 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION

Class Learning centers Homebound

Reading 8 19 24Arithmetic 9 17 20

(9) An ability for people to benefit from job training who had previously
failed at job training because of low academic andcoping skills

The Naval Ordinance Station in Louisville is one group reporting that with-
out ABE their employees would have been unable to oenefit from job training
because they could neither read nor compute the materials.
(10) A growth of information-seeking behavior

The AAEC Higher Education Title II b demonstration projects have shownthat a combination of ABE and specialized public library services does encour-
age an information-seeking habit in people who previously relied completely onfriends and neighbors for information and ignored print and nonrecreationalmass media.

RECOMMENDATIONS .

Based upon research and practice the AAEC recommends:
(1) That the Adult Education Act be continued through H.R. 69, Section

112.
(2) Full funding of the Act because differentiation of adult education serv-

ices costs more. Generally the most needy cannot be adequately served withpresent funding.
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(3) Broader regulations and guidelines which encourage differentiation of
services to groups such as the stationary poor and rural areas, and to encour-
age fulltirne professional commitments to adult basic education.

(4) That the National Advisory Council for Adult Education be continued to
act as an advocate for broader regulations and guidelines.

(5) That the definition of functional literacy, or adult basic education be
extended to recognize as mastery 10th grade functioning level.

(6) That special demonstration projects and regional staff development proj-
ects be continued to allow for knowledge, growth, and application in a very
new and needed profession.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. EYSTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
APPALACHIAN ADULT EDUCATION CENTER, MOREHEAD STATE
UNIVERSITY, ACCOMPANIED BY ANN P. HAYES, EVALUATION
SPECIALIST, APPALACHIAr ADULT EDUCATION CENTER

Mr. EYSTER. We would like to vary our presentation, with your
permission, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, and
use some adult education techniques. We would like to use the over-
heads in the back of the room, and we will run through this as
quickly as we can.

My name is George Eyster, and I want you to meet my associate,
Mrs. Ann P. Hayes, who is the Evaluation Specialist in the Appa-
lachian Adult Education Center. I am executive director of that
center. We have been in operation since 1967 under the auspices of
the Adult Education Act of 1966, and are one of the special demon-
stration projects funded by that Act.

Mrs. HAYES. We work in the 13 States that have Appalachian
counties from southern New York to northern Mississippi.

Mr. EYSTER. Our effort initially was described in the following
manner by Vice-President Morris Norfleet here at Morehead State
University. Our project title is "A Demonstration and Developmen-
tal Research Project for Programs, Materials, Facilities, and Educa-
tional Technology for Under-educated Adults."

One credential that we might be able to offer yOu is the fact that
Morehead State University has been awarded a Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi Prize by UNESCO for meritorious work in world literacy.
This was one of 10 such prizes awarded to competitors from 193 na-
tions.

The AAEC project has been involved in the 38 different experi-
mental projects across the Appalachian region. We have a base upon
which we can draw for what we are going to be suggesting to you.

Mrs. HAYES. We work in DHE'W Regions II, III, IV, V and VI.
As a result of our work we have been able to get a feeling for the
impact of the adult Education Act and some of its difficulties.

Mr. EYSTER.- We find that there are over 51 million adults in
the United States 18 years of age and older with less than a twelfth
grade education.

Mrs. HAYES. However, our funding level has been $51 million, less
than a dollar a person for each potential adult client.

Mr. EYSTER. We want to recognize the efforts of this Committee
in relation to the current act, .which runs out in June, and suggest
that your continued. efforts, Congressman Perkins, are very, very im-
portant. We find that in existing legislation the problems are not re-
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lated to the legislation itself. The Adult Education Act of 1900 was a
beautiful piece of work with ()Teat flexibility.

Mrs. HAYES. We have had a problem with guidelines, regulations
and management, which have been inflexible and have not allowed
differentiation of instruction for different kinds of people.

Mr. EYSTER. We also find. that the problem is not related to the
authorization of funds for your legislation.

Mrs. HATES. But there have been problems with .appropriation
levels. Some people cost more to educate, in our experience, than
others and the neediestand therefore most expensive to educate
are not served well when there are limited funds.

Mr. EYSTER. Subsequently, with such limited funds and limited
regulations, there has been a tendency on the part of our existing
adult education program to teach those people who are easy to reach
and easy to teach.

The AAEC believes that we have developed a useful method for
alking about the people whom we are trying to serve. We have di-
vided these 54 million people into four groups. We can look at them
in terms of their differences in human needs, differences in adult ed-
ucation delivery systems, the differences in the amount of time that
it takes for people to achieve from one point to .another and, subse-
quently, the difference in the costliness of programs.

The first group that we want to talk about are those whom we call
the upwardly mobile. They are pretty secure, economically and per-
sonally. They have good jobs, they are personally comfortable, they
recognize the value of education, and they want and they demand
education. They flock into our programs. They are easy to recruit
and can be taught in classes. Incidentally, all groups in our difini
tion cut across ethnic lines.

A secon l group are those who have suffered some kind of pain
from undereducation, are occasionally economically deprived or per-
sonally deprived, and often underemployed. They are our star per -
formers. They make our programs look good ; they are easy to re-
cruit; their achievement is rapid, they don't have so far to go to
mastery, and there are dramatic changes in employment in a short
time. This adult, in our second group, is willing, but he needs some
help. He is second lowest on a need index.

Mrs: HATES. Our third group is severely deprived. If the second
group is underemployed, this group is only sporadically employed.
They have a long way to go to mastery, and we like to believe, as
Mr. Williams apparently doesn't believe, that you can look at mas-
tery rather than looking at progress. It doesn't do a man much good
to be reading at the second grade level instead of the first grade
level. We have to look toward the day when is -is really able to read
and operate in the marketplace.

But this group, the third group, still believes that there is some
return from education. To reach them we find in our. Alabama and
our Georgia projects that we must go to them door to door; we must
knock on the door to recruit them. We also must offer them individ-

. wally prescribed instruction, because they have so far to go to mas-
tery, that unless they can see progress, they will be discouraged and
drop out. So they can't be taught in classes; they must be taught in
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learning centers, and they will be longer in the program because
they have further to go.

The fourth group is what. we call the stationary poor. Some peo-
ple call them the hard core, but we feel stationary poor is more de-
scriptive. They area fatalistic. They don't believe any effort on their
part is going to make any difference at all. It does not make any
difference whether we are offering health services, education, food,
we must take the service to .then-1, at least initially, and that, of
course, is what Mrs, Jordan is doing. She is one on the visiting
teachers that works with this group. 'We use visiting teachers who
have been successful students :vino have a resource teacher to back
them up.

Mr. EYSTER. To further clarify that point, this is a time line and
a money line. If you have a nonreader who is economically deprived
starting at level 1, he might be one of our group III or. IV we have
previously descried. It is going to take him a lot longer to go to
mastery or to a GED or to a living wage. It is going to take him
much more time and it is going to take a lot more resources to get
him there.

Our groups I and II starting somewhere close to their GED can
move far more rapidly. Their payoff is greater, and they are easier
to work with.

Mrs. HAYES. Obviously we are urging some differentiation in costs
instead of an average daily attendance figure or man-hours. We are
saying some people are cheaper to educate to the same quality level
than other people.

We looked, for example, at the learning center and the home
study. The people in our home study are the stationary poor. They
tend. to be third generation welfare. We know cases of people who
have lost children from starvation. We are talking about real depri-
vation. It is cheaper to serve them in the home, despite the transpor-
tation and the one-to-one, because of their speed of achievement. We
will talk about that more later. It costs almost twice as much a per-
son, for the simple reason they have further to go and they don't
learn. as fast. However, we are going from nonreader through high
school equivalency in about 4 years, where there is not profound re-
tardation.

Mr. Qum. I didn't see the numbers on the bottom of that chart.
Mrs. HAYES. In this particular study, it was a $1.43 an hour in

home study, and a $1.50 an hour in Learning Center. It was $106
per person for the person in the Learning Center and $191, almost
double, for home study, but we are talking about people that we had
to give all kinds of other human support to, in addition to learning.

Mr. EYSTER. The home study are those people who cannot or will
not come into our centers, and they are much further down in their
achievement levels, and it is far more expensive to treat them.

What kinds of impact
Mrs. HAYES. Just let me say one more thing. After listening to

you talk about title I this morning, we should say that our definition
of adult education, to be able to make that kind of impact, was more
than reading and math. We have had to talk about academic skills
to at least a 10.5-grade level, and there's all kinds of research now
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that shows that to be flexible in the marketplace in this country.
You are going to have to have at least 10th grade levelwhich is
also about the level you can pass the GED pretty easily. Some peo-
ple can pass it with lower skills than that. But we also have to talk
about what we call copying skills. Instruction in some of the things
that I think were being discussed this morning when they were talk-
ing about caltural differences. You know, we talk about advocacy,
aging, children, comm.' "y consumer, relating to others, relocation
skills, how do you move comfortably, if you haven't got a job, in one
place without ending up at the bottom of the heap, taxes, transpor-
tation, education, family, health, houses, insurance and jobs. These
are the areas that we try to look at and, of course, it is different for
different people.

Mr. EysTEn. We know that you are. interested in the kinds of im-
pact that come from adult basic education, and the impact of your
efforts as legislators. We find the following kinds of things are most
important in order to provide us with sound evidence of impact.

Impact on second generation or on the children of adult basic edu-
cation students. Most school dropouts are children of functionally
and educationally disadvantaged parents. The Brownsville, Tex.,
study and a study conducted by the AAEC, determined very clearly
that the achievement for about 80 percent of the youngsters whose
parents were involved in adult basic education impioved.

Mrs. HAVES. Another kind of impact which has been cited today
is that people are permanently of welfare. We did a 3-year fol-
lowup study for people who had been in ABE. We started with
them as they started ABE and followed them 3 years past gradua-
tion. Out of 85 people 5 are now on welfarein West Virginia, a
State that doesn't have the highest employment rate iri the world.

Mr. EYSTER. Our clients, after being involved in our adult educa-
tion program, are earning living wages and they are no longer at
poverty level income.

A Naval Ordnance study in Louisville, Ky., reports that ABE has
raised potential salaries from $3.23 an hour to $4.75 an hour over a
very short period of time of employees originally reading at the
third through the sixth grade level.

Mrs. HAYES. This, of course, raises the tax base. In the West Vir-
ginia followup study we found that the taxes from the 85 men paid
the cost of their adult basic education within 2 years out of ABE.
We also found that those same 85 men had a net return to the econ-
omy of $430,000 annually after adult basic education.

Mr. EYSTER. The students believe that they can, indeed, affect
their lives and change their environments, and most of them, when
they come to us at a functional illiteracy level, just haven't that
kind of a feeling about themselves. They are, indeed, fatalistic. We
find that almost without exception there is a great change in their
ability to cope with their problems and their daily lives.

Mrs. HAYES. One of. the things that troubled me this morning
when I was listening to the questioning of the North Carolina peo-
ple, is that some kinds of things that may be the most important are
things we can't measure, and one of them is enhancement of quality
of life, and what this does to children. We have done some life satis-
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faction studies, trying as people come in to get a sense of how they
feel about themselves and their kids and their family and their
home and their job, and whatever, and then follow them to see how
this changes, and it is dramatic. You can see it, but it is very hard
to document.

Mr. ErsrEn. We find that there is a change in consumer habits
which prevents physical deprivation; particularly in health, health
among the aging, lowering medicare payments. And prevents harass-
ment from bill collectors and problems of that kind.

Mrs. HAYES. We see speed in growth in basic skills. This is one
study we did. We wanted to see what the difference was when you
taught someone in-a classroom where everybody did it together, in a
learning center, or in home study. We found an average increase for
100 hours of instruction of 8 months gain in reading in the class-
room, 19 months in the learning center, and 24 months is home in-
struction. I will remind you that the latter were the stationary poor,
the ones who would not come to us were in home study. We also saw
9, 17, and 20 months gain in arithmetic for the three methods of in-
struction.

Then we looked at what we call life coping skills, where change in
attitude was expressed. We had a 79-percent positive change in the
classroom and in the learning center. Home study was slightly
lower, 72 percent, but considering the nature of our students, that
wasn't very much difference.

Mr. EysTEn. But very important, we find an impact upon the abil-
ity of people to benefit from .job training including those who had
previously failed at job training, or even seeking fobs because they
weren't able to compete academically. This is related to work skills,
and general life coping skills as well as academic skills.

The Naval Ordnance study again, in Louisville, Ky., is one group
that reports that without ABE their employees would be unable to
benefit from job (raining, because they could neither read nor write.

Mrs. HAYES. Finally we found a growth of information-seeking
behavior. You know even when you teach someone to read, they still
may be relying on their friends and their neighbors for information
which giveS them very limited alid subjective information. They
tend to ignore print and they tend to ignore nonrecreational mass
media. We have seen particularly in the studies that we are doing,
like the one in Prestonsburg where we are combining public library
services (both print and nonprint materials) with adult basic educa-
tion, that there is a growth in information-seeking habits. .

Mr. EYSTER. In conclusion, our recommendations, Congressman
Perkins, re the following:

The A.dult Education Act should be continued under H.R. 69. We
believe that it is having a tremendous impact in the United States
everywhere we go. It is particularly true in rural America. We be-
lieve that there should be full funding of the act; full funding, be-
cause we are dealing with a program that requires differentiation in
the way we serve the kinds of folks we are trying to reach. We
think that we need broader guidelines and regulations. We find that,
although the act provides us with the flexibility to serve our adults,
there is some constriction among rules and regulations that prohibits
serving different kinds of people with different kinds of problems.
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We believe that there needs to be a c Jntinuation of a National Ad-
visory Council for adult education at the national level, ati advocate
of what we find our needs to be at the local level.

We also feel that based upon our observation of the existing pro-.
gram and the impact of work of that program that we need to de-
velop a new dOnition of adult basic education. There is a confusion
between ABE and the high school equivalency. We don't believe
that there should be a confusion. We think that basic education is
mastery, and that that mastery, we feel, must be at least the 10th
grade functioning level, high school equivalency, because this is
what those who employ our students require and, furthermore, they
are required to perform at that level to be able to do either what
they have to or want to do.

Mr. QuIE. Would that have an effect, of changing programs, then,
if you have a new definition ? Does that mean that it will require
other parts of the.country to move to that leviAl?

Mr. EYSTER. No, sir. I feel that it might put a little more pressure
on serving of our groups III and IV, if you recall them, because
we'll have the flexibility to serve them more appropriately. Cur-
rently, you know, our clients themselves demand the high school
equivalency. Our existing programs are overloaded with service in
that direction at the expense of our more severely deprived and dis-
advantaged..

Mrs. HAYES. One thing that we discovered in the West Vir-
ginia study was if you were among the stationary poor, and you
now learned to read and write, you finally got your GED. But you
needed a lot more support yet than somebody who was a 9th or 10th
grade dropout.

For eXample, consider that group who were on welfare. If you
added their welfare. payments and their food stamps and medical
care, and then compared it to their wages, although they are off wel-
fare and had taken that option when they had it available to them,
really they are making less. They needed support even beyond the
GED. A

they
is a skill level, not a content level, and to say that

somebody has gone from nonreader to eighth grade and is now
going to have very much flexibility in the marketplace is not too re-
alistic, as far as we have been able to tell from some of the Army
studies and from some of the other studies.

Mr. EYSTER. We are further suggesting that consideration be
given to the continuation of special demonstration projects such as
to the Appalachian Adult Education Center, but we are not that is
not in terms of vested interest. We believe that they are, indeed,
generating new knowledge for program improvement. We are abso-
lutely convinced of that, and we see it occurring across the United
States'. .

Relitted to that is that we need to develop a center for resource
utilizition, that is, we have mechanisms to develop new knowledge
about adult learning and how to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of that learning, but we have very few mechanisms
through which we can advance that new knowledge aci oss the Na-
tion to all local programs. We feel that that's a desperate need.

Finally, a major recommendation, and I believe, Congressman
Quie, I have heard you speak on this very eloquently, is the need for
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full utilization of all public schools and public education facilities,
not to serve just children and youth, but to serve all ages, our adult
basic education clients and our aging.

I would like to answer, if I can, a question about the revenue
sharing, and as I looked at the sheet passed out among us by the
folks from North Carolina, I couldn't help but note the location of
adult education in that category V, supportive services. As I look at
all of the other services that are in that multiple category and try
myself to place a priority on adult education, I would find it very
difficult without special assisgnment of funds to jeopardize the
school lunch program. I don't know where adult education is going
to fall in a categorization, but certainly the evidenc,e to me would
appear that we need to move our adult basic education program out
of supportive services and get it into the Disadvantaged priority.
Because you are working with disadvantaged children, and from
whence do they come? Disadvantaged families. What is your cri-
tera ? Only income. And so it seems to mq that if you are going into
a revenue sharing pattern, and I shall say a silent prayer, some
thought needs to be given to the relocati, of adult basic education.

Mrs. HAYES. We do think, though, that the fact that a national
adult education program has been mounted in 7 years, complete with
training of staff and programs and State level people who did not
exist 7 years ago, is quite a feat, given the amount of money that
has been available.

.Cha' man PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. Has there been State money put into this as well?
Mrs. HAYES. In this particular one?
Mr. QuIE. Yes; or is this totally federally funded.
Mrs. HAYES. Yes, federally from the Bureau of Libraries, the Ap-

palachian Regional Commission, and adult education. However, we
work in the 13 States and each one of the States has put in more
money then we have in each of our demonstration projects, and some
of that was State money and some Federal.

Mr. QurE. They used some of their Federal money, but some State
money?

Mrs. HAYES. Yes.
Mr. Qum. Can you pull out the State money that was cranked in,

that didn't go through the Federal treasury?
Mr. EYSTER. This would vary, I think, in each State, the extent to

which State moneys are allocated in support of the federally sup-
ported adult basic education programs.

Mr. QUIE. I mean in the areas that you serve in those States in
the Appalachian area.

Mr. EYSTER. In our projects we have received well over 100-per-
cent support from the State programs.

Mr. Q17IE. If you could accumulate that information and give it to
me or to us, it would be helpful.

Mr. EYSTER. We have it, sir, and will give it to you.
Dr. DoE.A.x. I think it would be interesting, Congressman, that the

demonstration center, Appalachian Demonstration Center is all
State money, I mean, Federal money, excuse me: But the modules in
the States do have some SI.Ate money.
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Mr. QUIE. Those are all the questions I have.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Is it a fair indictnent of the status of adult basic edu-

,cation at the time of the Federal legislation's passage that in most
places where State and local money was being used for adult basic
education programs, they were almost exclusively for people like
you described in this first group?

Mrs. I-hyrs. Yes. There was a study done by the National Opin-
ion Research Center called Volunteers f or Learning that showed
that most people were either above that first group or least the
higher their education the more apt they were to be in adult educa-
tion. And most of the adult education that was available was avail-
able with a cost. Adults paid for their adult education and there
wasn't a great deal of free adult education. People enrolled were
those who didn't have severe educational deprivation, for the most
part.

Mr. EysTr.a. Furthermore, there were larger numbers of that par-
ticular group, and they flooded into programs offered and virtually
demanded the kind of education that they could get.

Mrs. IlAyns. As the act became availdble, you know. If you have a
client who is asking for such and such, a thing, you are apt to give it
to him or lie is apt to go away, so there has been some of this pro-
gram adjustment across the country.

Mr. Form. I agree with the classifications you have given here in
tvvms of identifying the greatest need, but how much progress have
you made in achieving that as a policy in the use of these Federal
funds across the country?

Mrs. HAYES. Well, you see, as long as you fund on average daily
attendance, and you are trying to stretch that money to go out to an
individual in a home, you are not going to make a great deal of
progress. We are making some. Ken East, who has left now, has
thousand people enrolled in home study in South Carolina. The
State of Mairie and certain States have made this part 1 of the de-
livery system for one group of people that they are trying to serve,
but it is only with the greatestI don't knowadjustment Under.
current regulations that this can be accomplished under some of the
State plans.

Mr. FORD. To what extent do we divert the resources to permit
someone to escape from functional illiteracy as distinguished from
advancing the kind of people who you &scribed in the. first group
here who want to finish up a few credits so that they can go to col-
lege for a year or two, something of that kind?

Mrs. HAYES. The Office of Education, Office of Program Planning
and Evaluation is doing a 3-year study now trying to look at that in
terms of -who is being served. They are in about the second year of a
-3,-year study; I think today, again remember, we are really new as a
program and probably it is fair to say that maybe a third are truly
functionally illiterate, I mean, way down at the bottom.

You see, they are very hard. to get. They Won't come to you, not
unless you have recruiters, not unless you have transportation, child
care, because they can't, their adult responsibilities preclude it.

Mr. EYSTER. Furthermore, we started out in 1966 with instant tra-
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ditionalism, that is, adapting elementary and secondary education,
both classroom instruction, to the treatment of adults, and the pro-
gram is so young that we didn't have the sophistication which we
are. developing now to begin to treat and deliver our adult. education
to their level, our groups III and IV, those who are more difficult; to
reach. These young ladies are actual)), on the forefront with their
home instruction, taking instruction to those who will not or cannot
come in to our classes.

Mrs. 1.1y Es. But you know there is another thing. If you look at
the 1970 statistics,. 37 percent of the employed men this isn't to
mention all that aren't employedhave less than a high school edu-
cation, but they account for (6 percent of the men with less than
$3,000 annual income. So even if they are one of our group I's or
II's, it is going to make a dramatic difference in their employment, in
their family. They are just lower on a need index, you know, but
education makes a big, big dillerence. This is not to say it isn't im-
portant that they be served, it's just to say that it is. hard to serve
some others, anl we are just getting to the point where we Call do it.

Did that answer your question'?
Mr. Foal). Yes, thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. I certainly want to compliment this panel. I

feel that we can amend the act and follow some of your suggestions.
I am mighty proud of your laboratory and of the adult basic educa-
tion program m general.

Tremendous progress has been made under the Adult Education
Act, and it would be a tragedy to fold it in with some other pro-
grams.

It has been a great pleasure for me to listen to these suggestions,
and I know that we can make use of them in the Congress.

Dr. Eyster, you have done a wonderful job presenting this panel
from Oluoand my home county of Floyd. I appreciate the good
work you are doing.

I hope the superintendents from my home territory will be patient
with me. I know some of you want to get back home, but we have
some superintendents from West Virginia that I feel we should hear
now. I hopeyou will bear with me, because we have many witnesses
we would like to have the opportunity to.hear in this one day.

I ani going to make an exception right now and hear Bill Cheek.
Not long ago he had a serious heart attack, and I don't think I
should hold him around here until he has another one.

Mr. CHEEK. Thank you sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Tell us how title I is working, how it could

be strengthened, how you feel about the new proposals, and what we
need to do. If you are getting results, tell us about it. Just go ahead
in yOur own way.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CHEEK, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,:
LAWRENCE COUNTY, KY.

Mr. CHEEK. Mr. Chairman and Congressmen of the committee,
have no prepared statement, I have no list of statistics, but we have
an -organization in eastern Kentucky of 32 school districts and 32.
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local superintendents of schools. I happen to have had the honor of
being the president of that association last year and year before last,
and five or six of them asked me today if I would state that what I
had to say today wzts alsc:,, I was speaking for them as well as my-
self.

Now the subject is education, Federal revenue for education.
Abraham Lincoln said a little over 100 years ago that an education
was the difference between reckonin' and knowin'. Teddy Roosevelt
said that a university -.vas beach log with Mark Hopkins on one
end and himself on the other.

Now I don't have mucli experience in local administration, but I
do want to say that 1 hare been a local superintendent of schools
longer than any other person who is now serving in that capacity in
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. We have an ESEA program in
Lawrence County, title 1, title II, title III, title V, and the NDEA.
program, title Ili and title V, I believe it is. They have rendered
lot of service for our boys and girls. I don't know what we would do
without them, and. I want to say that we would like to have the
ESEA Act extended. We are against revenue sharing, maybe be-
cause it's just. like we are afraid of dying, because no one has ever
come back and told you what. it was like. We have also heard that if
we had known we were going to be born before we were born, we
would be just as afraid of being born as we are of dying. I would
appreciate having the Congress, and these other superintendents
would appreciate having the Congress extend the ESKA Act. of
1905. I think it has been extended once for a 3-year period, is that
correct ? It was enacted for 5 years, and then extended for 3, I be-
lieve. We'd like to have it extended again for as long a period as
you can get it extended.

Chairman PEnioNs. Let are ask you a couple of questions.
Mr. CHEEK. Yes, sir.
Claman PERKINs. How many children are you presently serving

under title 1 in Lawrence County ?
Mr. CHEEK. Well, we are serving, let's see, 3, 6, we are serving

about 1,800.
Chairman PERKINS. That is about what percent?
Mr. CHEEK. I mean over the 12-month period.
Chairtrian PEnKiNs. What percentage of your student enrollment

does it happen to be ?
Mr. C1TEEK. We have 2,800 in the county, and about 1,800, that's

well over half, at least, 00, 70 percent..
Chairman PERKINS. 1)o you have the same number of students en-

rolled today that need assistance that you had enrolled back in 1966,
the first year the act was in operation?

Mr. CHEEK. We don't haVe as many children in the district now as
we had then, but we have a higher percentage enrolled.

Chairman PERKINS, A higher percentage under title I?
Mr. CHEEK. Yes. .

. .

Chairman PERKINS. If you had, your funds cut back about one-
third in your county, how would that affect your school system? I
am speaking now realistically.

Cui..E.x. Well, that would destroy most of the program that
we are now operating.
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Chairman PERKINS. And how are you spending your title I
fiords?

Mr. CHEEK. We are spending it on reading and math. We concen-
trate on preschool, first, second and third grade, and then we have a
program that goes through the sixth grade, eighth grade.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, now, you've been school superintendent
of Lawrence County for a long time. Have you been able to person-
ally evaluate the achievements in this county from title I?

Mr. CHEEK. Yes, sir, we have betterwell, it's a little bit like a
story that one of my vocational education teachers said one time. I
was observing a class and he was talking about raising white pota-
toes, Irish potatoes, and I said :

Now the point you are trying to get over to these boys is that you want them
to raise two potatoes next year, where they raised one potato last year.

No, he said, that is not exactly it. We want to be sure that they raise one
potato next year where they raised one last year, and make it a little larger if
they can, and if they could get two potatoes, fine, but the primary reason is
to make sure that you raise one potato next year where you have raised one
last year, to keep on raising one potato.

Now we found out that these boys and girls who have a little pre-
school training, they react a lot better and a lot quicker, and they
don't make any more progress than the ones who haven't had it, but
they, at least, keep up with the ones who haven't had it, and the
ones who are economically deprived, it keeps them up to par or taw,
or whatever you ,want to call it over in Washington.

Chairman
you

Mr. Quie, any questions?
Mr. QuiE. What has happened to the enrollment in the last decade

in your county?
Mr. CHEEK. We are holding a little better than we did. You mean
).37 has it dropped ?
Mr. QUIE. Yes.
Mr. CHEEK. We don't have as many children as we did.
Mr. Quiz. You said it was holding :)etter than it did.
Mr. CHEEK. I mean the enrollment in school and the attendance of

the children that we have, the percentage is holding better than it
did. Now the reason we don't have as many children is because they
move out of the county. It is not an industrial county.

Mr. Quiz. That was my question. Now that we found out there
aren't as many kids, how many fewer do you have than you had 10
years ago ?

Mr. CHEEK. Oh, 300, 350.
Mr. QIIIE. Out of that 2,800?
Mr. CHEEK. No, it was 300, 350 more than that 10 years ago. Sze,

we have 2,800 now, and it was 300 more or 350 more, something like
'that.

Chairman PERKINS. He says he has as many disadvantaged children
now as he had then.

Mr. CHEEK. When I started we had 6,090, then we had the Second
World War come around and they moved out of the county, and they
haven't come back. Our school attendance has dropped because we
just didn't have the children in the county that we did.

Mr. Qum. How about size of family ? Is this changing any?
Mr. CHEEK. When we first started this program there- was a lady

Who came to me and she said, "I'm awful sorry, I can't get my little boy
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on this preschool program," and I said, "Why can't you ?" She said,
"Well, Carl makes too much money. He's m construction and he makes
$5,000 a year." I asked how many children she had, and she said,
"Well, I have so many, and Carl has so many, and we have so many,"
and I said, "That makes 10. Did you count you and Carl?" She said,
"No," and I said, "That makes 12, and that's $600 a year that they
exempt you for income tax on that. You are a pauper family and you
can send that child to preschool," so she did. No one questioned it. I
don't know whether it was legal or not.

Does that answer your question? Twelve in a family.
Mr. QUIE. No, it doesn't, but that's all right.
Mr. CHEEK. 'Well, they aren't quite as large a family now as they

used to be. Since the depression we don't Taise as many children.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. After watching Al, I don't want to tangle With him.
Chairman PERKINS. What is going to happen if you do not have

the same amount of funding next year as you had this year under
your title 1 program, Mr. Superintendent ?0f course, under revenue
sharing you would be cut back $72,000 in Lawrence County, but just
assume you were short $10,000 in your county, how would that affect
your program next year?

Mr. CHEEK. Well
Chairman PERKINS. Your title I program.
Mr. CHEEK. We'd just have that much less to spend. We would

still give the services, maybe not quite aswe'd have to spread it a
little thinner. We'd have a little less concentration in spots.

Chairman PERKINS. How would cutting your funds back, affect
the quality of your program and the achievement results?

Mr. CHEEK. Well, let me make a statement before I try to answer
that.

There is only .one. thing wrong with ESEA. There just wasn't
enough of it to start with, and it would hurt the program a whole
lot to lose any money. We need more than we are getting, but we ap-
preciate what we have been getting.

Does that answer your question, or do you want me to make it a
little stronger?

Chairman PERKINS. I would like to know what a substantial cut-
back in title I would do to you.

Mr. CHEEK. It's possible that we could cut out 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, we'd just cut offyou said ten thousand?

Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Mr. CHEEK. We'd cut off two classrooms.
Chairman PERKINS. And if you lost $20,000 you'd cut off four

classrooms ?
Mr. CHEEK. No, we'd cut offyes, we'd have to cut off four, be-

cruise it costs a little better thanthe teacher costs $7,000, not count-
ing the maintenance and operation of the classroom and the teaching
aids, I mean, the materials and equipment that a teacher uses to
teach these boys and girls.

Oh, let me take that back. It takes 7, 8, it would take at least 9,
between 9 and 10 thousand dollars to operate a classroom for a -year,
and just take off as much of that as you want to, just multiply it by,
say, 9 or 10 thousand. Ten thousand would take off a teacher; 20,000
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-would take off two, maybe-three; 30,000 would take off three or four.
That is getting down close, now, to the heart of the program:

Chairman PERKINS. Yes 'You are presently receiving
Mr..CIIEEK. $292,000, isn't it?
Chairman PERKINS. You said $265,225 in fiscal 1972. I don't know

what you will receive under this continuing resolution for fiscal
1973. You are supposed to receive at least that much, though.

Mr. CHEEK. I think we had 292. We were told that we were to get
292, but I was told later that we wouldn't get that much, we'd get
maybe 80 percent of it, or something like that, 85 percent.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Font). What percentage, in round figures, was the budget for

your county?
Mr. CHEEK. Twelve, thirteen hundred thousand.
Mr. FORD. And what percentage of the cost of elementary and sec-

ondary education in your county is paid for out of the State funds
and local resources and Federal funds, if you broke it into those
three parts?

Mr. CHEEK. Well, let me tell you the total budget. The local tax
structure pays 13 cents out of the school dollar, and the other 87
cents comes into the county frommutside, either State of Federal or
franchise, maybe, but the franchise has been cut a bit.

Mr. Foith. Can you give inc a breakdown?
CHEF.K. You want to know the percentage of Federal money,

of ESEA money ?
Mr. Fours. Well, of any Federal money that conies directly to you

to run your schools.
Mr. CriuRK. None of it comes directly to me.

FORD. I mean to the school system.
Mr. CHEEK. It comes to the State department first.
Mr. FORD. You have to get 87 cents from- somewhere other than

local taxes. How much of that 87 cents is coming froth the State of
Kentucky, and how much is coining from the Federal, government?

Mr. CHEEK. Well, we ad about $160,000 from local taxation. The
sheriff collects about $160,000.

.Chairman PERRI-Ns. Let's clarify this. You have a 5-cent sales tax.
in Kentucky you have a high income tax in Kentucky, and the ma-
jority of the general revenues in Kentucky go to the various local
school districts throughout the State. Do you know what percentage
of the Kentucky State property taxes, income taxes and local gen-
eral revenues are expended for elementary and secondary education?

Mr. CHEEK. Not off the top of my head I can't give it to you, but
our total budget in Lawrence County, ESEA furnishes something
like in the vicinity of 20 percent of all the budget now.

Chairman PERKINS. And what percentage of your kids are disad-
vantaged? You didn't make that real clear.

Mr. CHEEK. About 67 percent.
Chairman PERKINS. About 67 percent would really qualify if you

lad the funds, is that correct?
Mr. CHEEK. We can qualify anybody in Lawrence COunty, if it

becomes necessary, I mean, legally. If I understand the interpreta-
tion correctly, these children economically are educationally de-
prived.
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Chairman PERKINS. Correct.
Mr. CIIEEK. If they aren't economically deprived, you have no

trouble proving that their education is deprived, because they live in
Lawrence County. That disqualifies them to start with, I mean qual-
ifies them.

Air. QUIE. Mr. Chairman, if you go to my formula, 100 percent
will be counted.

Do you have one school district in the county whose boundaries
are contiguous With the county ?

Mr. CuEEK. Just one.
Mr. Qum Has this always been the case?
Mr. CI MK. No.
Mr. Qum. Have you consolidated ?
Mr. CHEEK. We had an independent district in the county and it

aS consolidated with the county district about 40 years ago. I came
in when we had eight men on that board, I came in as superintend-
ent of schdols, was elected superintendent of schools by an eight-man
board.

Mr. QUIE. Is the superintendent elected?
Mr. CHEEK. They are still elected by the board members.
Mr. QUM. But the board is elected ?
Mr. CHEEK. The board is elected by the people.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Cheek.
Next, we have the superintendents from West Virginia.
Who wants to proceed first? Shall we take the largest city, Hun-

tington ?
Mr. GRIFFIS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I will in-

troduce the other gentlemen with me and myself. I am Robert Grif-
fis, assistant superintendent of instruction for the Cabell County
schools.

I have Mr. Bill Fredeking, the title I director from Cabell
County, and Mr. Matt Hanna, a general supervisor in the title I
program, and I will introduce my colleague from Charleston, Mr.
John Santrock, assistant superintendent there.

Mr. QUIE. So there are two school systems involved here.
Is this contionous with the county?
Mr. GRIFFIS.°County, yes.
Mr. Quart. And you?
Mr. SANTROCK. A county unit system for the entire State, only 55

school systems. .

Chairman PERKINS. Has the superintendent of Mingo County
been here today ?

Mr. GRIFFIS. I have not seen him, no, sir.

'STATEMENT OF ROBERT GRIFFIS, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
OF INSTRUCTION, HUNTINGTON, CABELL COUNTY, W. VA.,

. ACCOMPANIED BY BILL FREDEKING, TITLE I DIRECTOR; AND
MATT HANNA, GENERAL SUPERVISOR, TITLE I PROGRAM

GRIFFIS. I will speak for Cabell County and we'll let Mr.
Santrock take care of Charleston and Kanawha.

We have approximately 22.000 students. I would like to give you a
little background here. Our focus will be on title I, and if you de-
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sire, on other ESEA programs. We are not armed with lots of sta-
tistics, but we think we are armed with some general impressions of
Cue effect of title I on local school districts. We have 22,000 students,
approximately. Our budget is $22 million. We receive annually ap-
proximately a half million dollars in title I funds.

We have 56 schools. Thirty-seven of those currently are target
schools. We have approximately 4,000 students in our school system
out of the 22,000 who are economically deprived. Of that 4,000,
about 3,000 are in target schools. Of that number, we are able to
work only with 1,500, approximately, in a program, because of the
level of fundino.6.

mMr. Qu. Could I interrupt you right there.
Of those 1,500, are they all both educationally and economically

deprived?
Mr. GRIFFIS. They are in target schools, sir. If they are in a target

school for reason of economic deprivation, if they are educationally
deprived, then they may be in, but it will be a small percentage. I
would say I would agree that the correlation is very high.

Mr. QuIE. You say 3,000 of the 4,000 economically deprived are in
target schools, but only 1,500 of those 3,000 are being helped. That
means undouletedly there are even more than 1,500 economically de-
prived who aren't receiving any help.

Mr. GRIFFIS. Educationally deprived. I would estimate 25 percent.
It depends on what standard you would use. Of the 22,000, probably
5,000 students in any school system our size would be educationally
deprived, low in reading rata and so forth.

So the main point I am trying to make is title I money financially
is not making a big impact on a school system of our size. However,
I would assure you that title I has made a tremendous impact not
only on the 1,500 children year after year, but on our entire school
system.

Our program has focused on reading as the No. 1 problem. We,
however, have felt that all reading problems do not originate in
school and we don't cure all of them in the special reading class-
room. So we have added supporting services. in the way of guidance
in the past, although that is out of the title I program now; social
services, other testing services to the children. We feel that we can-
not make much impact on their problems just in a special isolated
situation, so we have attempted to affect some change in their regu-
lar classroom setting by working with teachers and with materials so,
that they can help the student in his more normal setting as opposed
to down the hall in a special room.

Approximately two thirds of our money goes into reading hn-
provement. We do have. a very important supporting service which
we call home-school coordinators. These are people who work in the
homes, outside of the school, in trying to cure some problems these.
students bring to school with them. We do not deal directly in wel-
fare services. We feel that the Department of Welfare and health
departments are capable of providing these services. Our people are
coordinators, and if we feel that lack of sleep, clothing, food or
other physical needs of the student is interfering with education,
then we attempt to effect some change by working with the agency
who has the main responsibility for that.
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We have, in the past, had audio-visual services provided to the
:students. Our county absorbed this program several years ago. It,
was very successful, and we now provide these services to all stu-
dents the country.

We provided guidance at one time and our county has absorbed
that service and we are providing it to all students hi the secondary
:schools.

We feel there are many by-products of title I, other than direct
help and assistance we, are giving the students. We have provided you
with one evaluation document. We assure you that on the tests we
use that we can show that students do achieve a year, a year and a
half or 2 years progress per year in these special programs. We have
no doubts but what it's very successful. We realize that some testing

:specialists could argue with our techniques, but we are satisfied that
we are greatgreat improvements. We feel that title I has

Let me say this. I am a former title I director and may be a little
prejudiced in this. I think it's not just incidental that along about
19664;7. school systems, ours in particular, and from my observa-
tion, others, school system. s really started to pay attention to some-
thing they find been preaching for years, and this is the needs of in-
dividual students, and I have seen in the last 6 years a ,great
awareness of all school people focused on the different needs of dif-
ferent people. And in the past, although we may have known it was
wrong. we were guilty of pushing kids through school programs,
'lockstep, every one doing the same thing whether they needed it or
not. T;() we are sveing some tremendous airtnges in the total. educa-
tional picture.

Now some gentleman this morning mentioned the fact that title I
people are well trained, and they do a good job so they can get a
better job someplace. We have been very fortunate in that. these peo-
ple have obtained better jobs but, for the most part, they are better
jobs in our school system with more responsibility, where they can
focus on more problems and they can take that training, title I pro-
vided with them.

I inn an example of that, not speaking of the quality of my work.
I am a former title I director. We've another assistant superintend-
ent who was a former title I director. We have several countywide
supervisors who were trained in the title I program. We feel we
have not hurt the title I program, but we have people in positions
now who are more aware of -the needs of individual students, and
lire exerting more influences on the total school system.

I would like to make just a comment on general aid versus cate-
gorical aid. We seem to think of it over there [indicating] or over
here rindicatinol and no middle ground, and we know there has to
be middle ground.

If you give us $8 million to -go with our $22 million, yes, we
would like to have assay -so where it could go, because we can do the
things we are doing now, plus all those other things that we know
are important. If you continue to give us only a half million dollars,
then we are satisfied that there has to be this definition of categori-
.cal aid. and the strings are of some value to us for reasons already
stated here today. We feel the strings are important. It does make
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us focus on certain problems where we might have a tendency to
spread too thinly if it is left up to us locally.

In principle we would be for general aid. In practice we are for,.
if I may, we're for general categorical aid, someplace in the middle,

Now
Chairman PERKINS. But your first priority is to serve the disad-

vantaged.
11.1r.GIIIFFTS. That's correct, yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. We all agree on that.
Mr. Grams. I can continue with this, but I think the most service

we can provide to you is probably answering questions, and you may
want Mr. Santrock to speak from Kanawha County.

Chairman Piuumcs. Yes; let's let him speak for Charleston first.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SANTROCK, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'
OF INSTRUCTION, CHARLESTON, KANAWHA COUNTY, W. VA.

Mr. SANTROCII. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Kanawha Counq schools is located in the western part of West

Virginia. We have 53,000, 8 through 12 enrollment, a budget of some
$40 million this coming year. We have. 10,000 youngsters who have

identified as economically disadvantaged. We have about 5,000.
youngsters who are working in target schools this year, or about
half of those who are actually economically disadvantaged.

We have a school system of 19,3 elementary and secondary schools,.
two vocational schools, about 50.000 enrollees in adult, post school,
coinmunity school programs. We are about 18 percent economically
deprived, about 18 percent. You go up the hollows, you find a hole,
and there are hollows everywhere in Kanawha County, 3 miles from
the capitol and the most affluent group.

About.40 percent of our title I funds, and we received $1,170,000 a
year ago, 80 percent of the title I funds were spent on reading and
math, the remainder was spent <in special education, health services
and a program we called cultural enrichment in which we really
work with the boys and girls and try to teach them reading in a lit-
tle different manner in a summer school type setting.

We do have kindergarten and I'm sure Bob would agree with me.
at this time, a state kindergarten that. title T. headstart certainly had
as much to do with being able to have a full state kindergarten. We
now'have headstart for 3 and 4 year olds, et cetera.

We also have, and this came up quite often this morning, a state
testing program which is funded by State funds, outside the for-
mula for grades, what, 3, 6, 8 and 11, Bob, I believe ?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Nine.
Mr. SANTROCK. Three, 6, 9 and 11. I would say this about that,.

that it's good to have naturally standardized test scores, but we are
in the process now, and we believe, and if you will look at the
scores, look at some of the remarks that are coming out of large
school systems, Philadelphia, Chicago and New York, in which their
youngsters are now scoring, say, 2 years below national .norm, what
is a national norm test any more? We are asking ourselves those
questions. Do they meet the needs of the individual youngsters for
an individual school. system?
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So a year ago we beganwe first believe in the goal. of continuous
progress education for all.boys and girls, but a boy or girl should be
able to work on their particular level and so we began a program of
continuous progress education in which we developed educational
learning packages. These were developed by principals and teachers,
and we are taking one or two areas each summer in which 125 teach-
ers come together and develop those, and they develop pretests, post
tests, and you heard references to criterion reference tests. We be-
lieve it can have a real impact upon boys and girls and-their ability
to learn where they are, and that they have success and an attitude
towards that.

Now, then, it will be 5 years before we are through all those crite-
rion reference tests where we can then report to our parents and our
teachers, K did a much better job of working on an individual level
in all areas. Naturally we started in the area of mathematics and
reading. We completed the work in mathematics last year. We will
continue to look at it and revise and so forth, and this year we are
working in the area of reading.

Now, then, you will find in a folder that I gave you, a yellow one
like this [indicating], this is where Kanawha Comity is located..
There arc about seven of those little things put together,. and I took
these from a presentation we made in Detroit last week at a national
early childhood learning disabilities program. The reason I put
these in there, this, to me, is the outgrowth of the beginning of a
title III program 7 years ago. It has taken 7 years to .get to where
these pamphlets describe.

The first program 7 years ago was a planning title III grant.
Then came a program in which we had in a clinical setting-, whereby
eight teachers and a coordinator, consultant, Worked with individual
youngsters. We could only work with about 300 to 400 youngsters in
a clinical setting who had learning disabilities, not being able to .

read. And so the next 3 years we spent in terms of inservice of
teachers. Let's identify teachers who can take the same training and
can do. the same job, develop the same competences that they will be
able to diagnose, prescribe, intervene and consult in terms of an in-
dividual youngster.

We have found that in our program that maybe all but 3 percent
of those with aren't learning to read can be taught to read in a class
room setting, if you have the right,:, ingredients. And so working
with the inservice, with 'all teachers in the primary nTades, particu-
larly in K through 3, and then also with .sorne, we didn't want to
just throw the four through six, the intermediate and the- other
youngsters out, so they were permitted to work in the program, and
we did have some success,. but not nearly the success that we have
had in the other areas.

So what I'm saying is that we have grown from being able to
work. with about 400 boys and girls in .a county our size, to now. we
have the capacity to work with every boy and girl who have reading
difficulties in Kanawha County schools, and so we are now working
on a regional basis in West Virginia, and fortunately we .have, and
I'm sorry our State education department isn't here today, but they
do have a real, are making a, real impact in West Virginia in the
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field of education, and they have the foresight to develop in terms
what we call RESA and we are aligned with three other counties,
and so we work with these other counties with this model program.
Hopefully a year from now we can make this model not only for the
three other counties but for perhaps the good things that come out
of it for the State of West Virginia, and some other school systems
all over the country are already utilizing this very same thing.

I could go on to other projects that have been, that have had the
same impact. For instance, you talk about title II., We now have
what we call an instructional media center in every elementary
school in Kanawha County, and they are manned by media special-
ists who were trained under EPDA, COP or

Mr. Form [interrupting]. Could I interrupt you there?
Mr. SANTROCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORD. Could you give us an idea of the ,ffeneration of a text-

book before title II as contrasted with now. and some relative figure
on availability of library resources at the elementary school level?

Mr. SANTROCK. As I say. we have multimedia centers in every ele-
mentary school, and actually, title II put the books .

Mr. FORD. [interrupting]. How many, did you have before title II?
Mr. SANTROCK. None. Not really, before title II. I can't attribute

it all to title II at all, sir, much as I'd like to say so here, but in our
planning program, we spent 3 years of planning. We have also had
a $40 million building program in the last 10 years, and we spent 3
years of planning, -Well. Aat kind of a product do you want to
come out of that school. Well, what kind of a program do you need
for that kind of a product. Then we came on to what must you put
into that building to get this, and we said that we wanted a multi-
media center where boys and girls in the elementary school would
have even greater opportunities perhaps than their secondary coun-
terparts with their library facilities media center. Title II put the
books in there, really. It's really the seed money that you have to
have to give you the encouragement to go on to do things, really, in
almost all areas. I'll stop right there and take any questions.

Mr. FORD. Let me turn the question around. Suppose that we cut
off the title II money.

Mr. SANTROCK. Well, I still have aboutout of 87 elementary
schools, still have about 40 that aren't really equipped up to where,
to any standard at all at this particular time like I'd like to have.

Mr. FORD. Where would you get the money?
Mr. SANTROCK. It will have to take the time to get there, and

buog,c;^ aren't that easy right now.
Mr. Foh... What do you now receive from title II on the basis of

last year's funci::eg on a per capita basis?
Mr. SANTROCII. Sixty thousand dollars I th!nk last year from title

II, so what we are doing, we are getting aboutwe said to our-
selves, that to put less than $3,000 to $4,000 in an elementary school,
anything at all, you don't have anything at all, so we were gaining
about 20 schook: n vpnr. L' to ?(0 ol s a year.

Mr. GREEFIS. Mr. Ford, 1 could responcl to that. Last year we
budgeted for elementary schoOls out of general revenue, per pupil
for library books. Now, understand they have some other sources of
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local money. By concentrating title II funds in a right to read pro-
gram in the primary grades, this increases that up to $5 per school,
$5 per pupil per school. We received $35,000. We have about 10,000
elementary students, we have about 5,000 primary students, so it's
really concentrating more money than that in the primary grades.

It. is a tremendous impact.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. Yes. I have been busy reading this book while I was

listening to you. I find this one of the most fascinating pieces of ma-
terial I have ever put my hands on. It lays out in detail what your
school district has been doing, and I 'compliment you for the thor-
ough job.

I noted that you said, well, maybe someone else could do some out-
side evaluation and conic up with some different results. At least
this is the best job you could do yourselves, and it looks me like
an effort to really be as helpful in identifying the problems in your
district as possible.

Let me ask just a few questions on it so I can understand it.
In the beginning you say the cost per pupil is $607.81. Is that per

title I child for each of those 1,500 students that are served?
Mr. GRIFFIS. Sir, we are talking about 2 years. This is 1972; in

1973 we have a personnel change. We dropped guidance from the
junior high level, added more reading, so in 1972 we were working
with only 811 directly in reading programs.

Mr. Qum So out Of those 811 it cost $607.81?
Mr. Gaufris. Yes, sir.
Mr. QomE. So when we are talking about $300 per child in title I,

we would then enable you to take care of half of your kids, is that
right ?

Ir. FREDEKING. This year's program, sir, we are approximately
putting out $326 of title I funds for each child in the program,
above the county.

Mr. QurE. I still don't understand the $607 then.
Mr. SANTROCK. In our county, and we are very similar, and I

think what he is asking, Bob, is we have a per pupil expenditure of
around 700, and you probably do at this time per pupil, then you
add onto it the $326. So the 700 you give to all students, plus the
300 more for those youngsters there.

Mr. Qum. The 607 is the total?
Mr. SANTROCK. Without Federal programs. Then you get the 300

on top.
Mr. Qum. So right here we'd be talking about $907?
Mr. SANTROCK. You're talking about half again for the title I stu.-

dents. That's what you're talking about.
Mr. QUIE. OK. This is what that figure is.
What you are talking about in item 2, divided by item 3. That's

the total amount of title I funds expended, you see, and the item 8 is
the unduplicated number of pupils participating in the project. This
was 811, which made me think that 607 was all title I funds.

Mr. Garrris. I'm with you and I am having a little trouble inter-
preting that also. This is a State form which we are filling out.

Mr.6Qum. It looks to me in that project you are .spending $607
per pupil of title I funds.
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Mr. GRIFFIS. Can you clarify, Mr. Manua?
'Mr. HANNA. We didn't spend $607.81 per pupil. We were a little

short. of $300. I didn't write this, but it is a typographical error. It
is wrong. You can just cross that out as being wrong.

Mr. QUIE. We started right off with a wrong figure.
Mr. HANNA. We might as well confess error and be done with it.
Mr. FuEomixo. I think we had to go, I'm a new director, but I

know we had to go to the $300 and we had to change because of this.
Mr. IIA:vx;k. We were spending less than $300, but we came up to

it, which means that we can't serve a lot of children that need it,
and we know it. We need more money. That is an error.

Mr. Qum. Because I don't want to use this book again out there,
could you send me the correct figures as you check that out and give
me the correction on that page ?

Mr. HANNA. Will do.
Mr. Qum. On the next page, in item No. 2, the early childhood ed-

ucation program was assumed by the regular county program. Was
that the one that was started with title -funds, and then the State
legislature voted 100 percent funding of it so now you can use your
title I money for other purposes?

Mr. Grams. That's correct.
Mr. SANTROCK. That's right. That's the kindergarten program we

did that. We now have full funding, State kindergarten.
Mr. QuIE. Now I have a number of other places in here, too, but I

would mostly like to turn to pages 52 and 53, on the IQ scores on
the early childhood education. You have your ptetest and post-test.
I don't think much of IQ, anyway, as being able to determine any-
thing and I imagine you're like that. -

Mr. GRIFFIS. We nmst provide this data to some people, you un-
derstand, sir.

Mr. QUIE. OK, but you know you start looking down there and
see some tremendous progress, but then you see some poor results as
well. You end up when you total all of the pretest and post-test
scores, they come might Close together.

. Can you give me an explanation of why, say, student No. 21 had a
49 point drop in IQ, and student 22 had a 37 point increase in IQ?
I recognize that handled properly you can have those kind of in-
creases: I'm not surprised at all at the '37 point increase, but I won-
dered what in the world happened to that testing to get a 49 point
decrease.

Mr. Glum. I could only make an assumption that the student is
ill, the student has a discipline, problem, having a bad day, the stu-
dent Ims not completed the test properly. But for statistical pur-
poses, all these are included in here. This is one of the fallacies of
this type of testing, as you well know, sir.

Mr. QUIE, It sure proves it right here on pages 52 and 53.
Mr. Form. Do you ,have some kind. of State law that uses an IQ

test? What do they use this for?
Mr. -GRIFFIS. This is strictly a title I effort here, based on .a very

small sampling of students. Any time we have a small sampling
we'll come across these wide variances in schools.

The State testing program. includes a minimum maturity or IQ
test and achievement test, at 3rd grade, 6th, .9th; and 11th, but this is
strictly a title I testing job here. .
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Ir. Form. Who asks you for this?
Mr. Garms. Our State Department.
Mr. Form. In connection with your title I application ?
Mr. Gairris. Yes.
Mr. Qum. The other gentleman.
Chairman PERKINS.. They are trying to do their own evaluating, I

guess.
Mr. Qum. It's a poor way to evaluate: As the gentleman over here

indicated, the reason why, I think, they went into the criterion ref-
erence tests is to try and get some other means than IQ or the nor-
mative standard.

Mr. GRIFFIS. You know there has been a good bit of research per-
taining to the fact that IQ tests are, in fact, achievement tests and
that IQ scores can be increased through proper experiences, et cet-
era.. This was the effort. in the kindergarten program to see if this
indeed would occur. Now we don't have anything conclusive on that.
We could not argue either way on it.

Mr. SANTROCK. Of course the beauty, Congressman Quie, of the
criterion reference tests, they are not new overall, but the fact that
you can thenyou must identify and sequence the various skills of
each of the disciplines, and then you can take those criterion refer-
ence tests and say to a parent, particularly, can you, with the rela-
tionship of the parent, now this is what your child can actually do.
He can add two plus two which indicates lie has achieved this par-
ticular skill.

Mr. QUIE. Then go on to pages 24 and 25. You have your Doren
diagnostic reading tests, word recognition skills, and then your
ESEA title I Slosson oral reading tests. Both of those show sub-
stantial gains. There is only one instance here where you see a re-
thiction in a grade 3:

What kind of a picture does that give you of the accomplish-
ments, in your estimation of title I?

Mr. GRIFFIS.' Now, again, the information obtained on these scores
is limited. They are scoring better on the post-tests than the pretests
and this has been the history over 5 years. They are gaining more
each year. I think we have reference on the page preceding this back
to 1968, where we were showing 1 year's progress on these tests. We
are now showing:a year and a half progress per year on these tests.
We think we are going beyond this, and again we are into one of
those areas.where it's difficult to really evaluate.

We think we are effecting the change not only on the ability to
take the score which is a routine type of thing which doesn't really
these tests are not synonymous with reading ability, but we think
we are extending this into the classroom setting itself, by this
connection betWeen our specialists and the reading teachers, in

cr techniques and materials in that classroom.
So hopefully, these scores reflect what is being accomplished di-

rectly by our. specialists and in the total school setting through our
supportive programs. But we are satisfied on these types of objective
data that we are very. definitely showing progress.

Mr. QUIE, Turn to -page 40. What is the meaning of that table,
"Number of Students Serviced by Grade in Title I Schools"?
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Mr. GRIFFIS. This refers to the diagnostic center which is a part
of the reading program. We have specialists in schools, in local
schools. Then we have a central diagnostic service staffed with test-
ing specialists and clinicians who receive referrals from the title I
teachers in the local school. They do diagnosis and then write what
they are calling, using medical terminology, prescriptions for mate-
rials, techniques, et cetera, to alleviate the problems of the student.

Mr. QtrrE. Does this mean out of your 1,500 students total, only
250 went through the diagnostic center?

Mr. Gamis. Went through that service. The rest of them were
serviced in the local school, yes, sir.

Mr. HANNA. These are particularly difficult cases that the title I
reading teacher thinks that she needs help on and she refers them to
them. They are particularly difficult learning. They are not making
the progress that they think they ought to, therefore, they go to di-
agnostic center for help.

Mr. Qum. I can understand why there would be a larger number
in the early grades than in the higher grades. Did it ever interest
any of you wiry there were only four from the seventh grade?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Quin Why was that; a different breed of teacher in the sev-

enth grade?
Mr. GRIFFIS. We have; you understand now, I said referrals from

reading teachers. Also, referrals are made by counselors, by princi-
pals, even by parents for these services if they are in eligible schools.

Our program, due to lack of funding, and I mentioned this half-
million dollars, you know the buying power on that is down 40 or 50
percent, so in essence, we have curtailed the program. Most of our
title I staff .are concentrated in the elementary schools, so our com-
munications link with the secondary schools is much weaker, and our
number of referrals naturally falls down, although the number of
students should be lower there.

Mr. Quit. I was wondering why it picked up again in the eighth
and ninth grade.

Of the programs that you have run in the 8 years, what type of
program proved to be of little worth and was dropped?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Tutoring programs after school in our particular
case, which again, was an isolated situation and didn't relate back to
the total educational picture.

Frankly, we started doing some things on our own in the way of
audio-visual when we felt we could not obtain the exact commer-
cially prepared materials we needed, and although we prepared very
excellent material, and Mr. Hanna is reponsible for a lot of that, we
felt the time involved and the effort in doing this ourselves was
wasted, so we reverted back to using commercially prepared mate-
rial.

Mr. Quin. And then what has given you the best results in title I
programs? Could you identify that?

Mr. GRIFFIS. I think we would have to say reading. I will let
these gentlemen respond. It's difficult :or us to detail to anyone the
value of these home-school coordinators. Now, we know, we feel that
that is most important. I have a hunch that many principals, if told
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we have to cut the program, do you want to lose your reading spe-
cialist, your math specialist, your counselor or your home-school co-
ordinator, they'll say keep the home-school coordinator. That may be
alleviating some problems for them.

From an instructional standpoint, reading.
Mr. Fur," Txu. Could I say a word, sir? I was principal up until

this year 2condary school where we did have home-school coor-
dinators, ; lair value has been tremendous because of community
public relations the work they do with the children that don't have,
shoes, various items, the glasses they have obtained, clothing they
have obtained, and so forth, for these children, and the parents are.
so appreciative of the work they do, and as director, now that
would be the last service I would try to discontinue. I hate to say it,
but it's the way I honestly feel from my experience as a principal.

Now I would say the educational, we definitely have to keep it
and we are going to be affected with the possible budget cut. We are
thinking about that right now. We think we know winch way we are.
going to have to go. We are hoping we don't get the cut. But now
the home-school coordinatorsthe whole programin fact, I was a
secondary principal when, due to finances, they had to take the read-
ing program away from the junior highs, and I think Mr. Griffis.
will tell you I objected pretty strenuously to no avail, because we.
couldn't do anything about it, but it was a great help to the junior.
highs when we had reading in the junior highs, and it has been a
help to the children coming from the eleinditaries into junior highs
today that are in the reading program from title I. I just wish that
we could get to more children who are economically and education-
ally deprived. I wish we had more money so we could handle and
help more children. This is my feeling as director of title I.

Mr. Qum. How many of the schools in your county and your_
school district are target schools and how many are not?

Mr. FREDERING. Thirty-seven this year. It will be 38 next year..
We have already taken a survey and 38 target schools next year.

Mr. Out of how many?
Mr. FREDEKING. Fifty-five.
Mr. Quiz What about those noneducationally deprived students

who are over in another school that's not a target school? What are
you doirig for them?

Mr. GRIFFIS. These are kinds of strings that we object to. Now, we
realize that you have to concentrate funds when you're limited, and
part of our regulations come from our State Department, we're sure,_
and part from the U.S. Office of Education, but we would like to be
able to make the rare exception to go over to the non-target school and
assist an individual student. Now, I won't say that we never do it, and
as I indicated in my early remarks, our total schools staff has learned
more how to cope with these problems, but we don't have the man-
power that it takes to do all those things.

111r. QUM We heard the presentation on adult education. They
had the various groupir gs of the severity of their difficulty. Don't
you find there is a difference in the severity of the educational depri-.
vation among student's as well

Mr. Gras. Oh, yes.

95-545-73pt. 2-64
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Mr. HANNA. And we take that into account. We deal with those
the most.

Mr. QUIT. You are then helping some less severely educationally
disadvantaged children in target schools than exist in nontarget
schools where, if you bad more flexibility, you could help and proba-
bly should help?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes.
Mr. FREDERING. There, again, we go to funds, and the way we

have to do it is, first, we put out an economic survey to find out
what schools will be titrovt. Then we put out an educational survey
to find out how many C'hildren are eligible for our program that
way, and we have to determine where to pick these children up, at
what level, in matching the funds and, therefore, sometimes it's 2
years behind math that we pick up. We have to cut less than that at
times.

Mr. Form: What do you mean when you say you put out an eco-
nomic survey?

Mr. FREDEKING. Our principals will make a survey of those stu-
dents and determine which children are economically deprived.

Mr. QU1E. That's the thing that really upsets me, but that's what
schools are doing all over the place

Mr. Foam This flies in the face of the loudest argument we had
when we enacted this act, that we are not going to have a means test
and we aren't going to be asking little Johnny how much money his
daddy makes. How long have you been doing this?

Mr. (hums. Since the beginning of the program. Now, sir, we are
aware of public reaction to some of these things and we try to work
backwards on this, and not impose upon every parent in the district
this survey, investigating how much money they make.. We'll use
several sources of information available to our local schools.

Mr. FORD. You say that your state title I program requires you to
do this?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes.
Mr. QUIE. They are doing that all over the country, Bill.
Chairman PERKINS. They are doing it on the impact aid..
Mr. QUM. You don't have the parochial schoa,kids in the -South

like in other places, but you have some.
Mr. GRIFFIS. We have a few, yes.
Mr. QUIZ. What I have .noted in many public schools is they find

out where the concentration of educationally deprived is by finding
out what the income of the parents is but they only determine edu-
cational deprivation among the nonpublic school children by testing.

Mr. SANTII0Cli. In our school system we have a representative
from the parochial stools and be works directly with us, meets with
our committees, so forth, Mr. McBride.

For the first. year, and I don't have the, results .yet, Bob, we are
working with the Department of Welfare and they had a 'problem
of getting their computer to print it out, as they do sometimes, you
know, you have to wait in line sometimes on computers, but we are
using the department of welfare statistics this year: I am quite in-
terested to know what the relationship Will be, so forth.

Mr. Qum The Chairman and I have an argument, whether you
should distribute the money among States based on testing or pov-
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erty, Let's just talk about when the money gets clown to the county,
and that's where the population figure comes in. When you have a
county school district you don't have to worry about the distribution
among the school district within the county. How would you feel if
you could use just your educational deprivation information to find
out where the target kids are and not even have to look at the eco-
nomic question?

Mr. Grinprts. They are both difficult to use with any validity. I
would agree there is that high correlation and at the present time it
might be easier for use to use the economic standards, sir. I think I
would agree that if the protesting instruments were available to us,
that it would be a more equitable type of distribution.

Mr. (LUTE. Don't you know or don't the principals know who the
educationally deprived are in their schools?

Mr. Griuris. Yes, sir, but we are worried about what in your
State they consider this to be.

Mr. QUIE. You don't have to worry about my state, if it's just
within your school district:Just say the money comes to your school
district as it does.

Mr. GRIFFIS. irriS, sir.
Mr. Qum. 'Dam you find your target schools by the number of

poor kids, and then after it gets to the school you can help poor and
nonpoor alike as long as they are educationally deprived. 'What I am
asking is instead of comparing them with anybody else's school dis-
trict, how about letting you just decide who is educationally disad-
vanta (red in your school district and distribute the money in the
school district rather than in the school.

Mr. GRIFFIS. That's not determining how much money.
Mr. QUM. That's right.
Mr. GRIFFIS. I see where it would not make too much difference

our target areas would still be the target areas in my judgment
if it would give us the flexibility of moving around.

Mr. QUIE. That leads to my next question. I would think it would
give you the flexibility to move it around, because you should then
be able to concentrate on the most educationally disadvantaged,
rather than just the area where there happens to be the highest per-
centage. You have to have a break-off point sompelace. I have used
this comparison of different sized schools. If there is a school of 400
and there. are 200 educationally disadvantaged, or poor kids, they are
a target school. There will be another school here that's 800 and they
have 200 educationally disadvantaged kids and they -ate not a target
school and, therefore, they don't get any help. It doesn't seem fair,
but it-seems to me that we could give this flexibility to you and you
could zero the money in on those who need it the most.

Mr. GRIFFIS.. Yes, sir. I think we would like to exercise that judg-
ment at the local level.

Mr. Qum. Thank you.
Chairman PF.IIKINS. Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Do you do any school busing for the purpose of inte-

gration ?
Mr. GRIFFIS. No, sir.
Mr. FORD. Your school assignment areas are on a neighborhood

school basis?
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Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes. We have several transfer policies. We do have,
we are under an old court order on one integration problem which
has majority to minority transfer feature in it.

Mr. FORD. Magnet schools?
Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes.
Mr. Fo RD. If a child who you show on the economic sheet that you

made up, leaves a target school to go to another one, does any pro-
()Tam follow him !

Mr. GRIFFIS. It doesn't really, sir. Now, in the pastnow, I'm not
familiar with all the present State guidelines, I am a step removed
from that. In the past we have, when a child will go from an eligi-
ble elementary school to advance to an upper school, even though
that school was not eligible, we retain him as being eligible for con-
tinuing services in that.

We have features in the past where students in an eligible district
for one reason or another, this would include parochial school stu-
dents, toothe majority to minority transfer I spoke of, a student
wants to go into an adjacent school district, he is still eligible for
services. But financially we are limited in what we can provide,
other than some materials and some consultant services.

Mr. Folio. Let me see if I can understand this. The Elementary
and Secondary Education Act uses the $2,000 factor plus the public
assistance factor to mathematically compute on the basis of 1960
data the number of children between the ages of 5 and 17 within
those categories who were at that time residing in a partienlar geo-
graphical area, and that gets the money clown to the county, all over
the country. Now we provided several alternatives in the legislation
of how you would divide the money up within the county, and you
tell me now that the only criteria you use for dividing the money up
within the county is to select a target school on the basis of an an-
imal survey of the income level, of the children attending that
school?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes; and the list includes 37 schools, and if you re-
call, we have about 20 reading teachers, we have eight counselors, so
we go to that now on the number of students educationally deprived
within those and create another priority listing and put the services
in the schools which need them the most.

Mr. FORD. Do you use $2,000 as a figure?
Mr. GRIFFIS. What do we use now ? I think $3,000.
Mr. HANNA. $3,000. We have the privilege.
Mr. GRIFFIS. This again is a State policy.
Mr. FREDEKING. $3,000 State policy.
Mr. QUID. That's a State policy?
Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes.
Mr. FORD. What you have is a state imposed $3,000 means test,

worse than the one on the poverty programs Pm absolutely sure,
and I intend to ask the office of education. I'm not attacking you
gentlemen, that this is contrary to the legislative history of this for-
mula because it was our purpose not to let somebody use a means
test to determine participation in the program because. of the mis-
take of headstart.

Mr. Qum. As soon as it came to concentration that's what hap-
pened. It turned to a means test.
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Mr. Foal). But. I thou Lhat was a recent phenomena. In Michi-
gan they started as you are doing it because of a
misunderstanding of the guidelines. They started trying to head
count the kids from 2,000 or less, and when the Members of Con-
gress out there found out about it we rasied a fuss and it was
stopped. Now recently they have started almost the same thing be-
cause of the concentration in this target school business, and, as a
matter of fact, they are going a step further than you under the new
regulations and actually targeting the children within the school.

You tell me you don't do that?
Mr. GRIFFIS. No.
Mr. S.Ax,rnocK. We target the kids in the school in our county.
Mr. itIFFIS. Educationally, not economically.
Mr. Foal). But once he is in a school that qualifies, you no longer

care whether his daddy is the banker or
Mr. Grurrts [interrupting]. That's right, and this is the inequity

we were talking about a moment ago.
Mr. FORD. It's my contention that's what we intended to have hap-

pen when it got into the county.
Mr. QUIE. It didn't turn out that way.
Chairman PERKINS. When we enacted the law we followed the

census in the counties, but within the counties and within any school
district was permissible for them to make their count. They really
patterned it after the impact legislation in which they send out the
form to the parents.

Mr. Qum But in mine they don't send the form (nit to the par-
ents. There they ask the teacher to look at the child and make an es-
timate of whether the child is poor or not.

Chairman PERKINS. We send a form out.
Mr. Fa mum/co. We don't send a form to parents.
Mr. SANTROCK. We have been using our hot lundi program.
Mr. Foul). Now you've really got one.
Chairman PERKINS. We expressly prohibit that in the law.
Mr. Foul). We even discussed these methods of doing it in great

detail and said no, you can't do that, because sure as shooting you're
going to be in all kinds of trouble with it.

Chairman PERKINS. We are trying to make sure that we don't
flaunt the finger at any disadvantaged child.

Mr. FORD. One of the criticisms of title I is that there are too
many restrictions on you doing what as educators your instinct and
experience tell you what you ought to doidentify the children. with
the greatest educational need and respond to it. Now, what we are
hearing is either at the State level or at the Federal level or. both,
they arc: giving you guidelines that are being interpreted in a way
that is actually restricting you far beyond the intention of Congress
when this legislation was passed..

So it would seem to me that while we are trying to renew this,
Mr. Chairman, we ought to try to make it very clear to our col-
leagues in the Congress that the kind of complaints they may be re-
ceiving from school people about this kind of string have nothing to
do with the legislation.

Chairman PERKINS. That's correct.
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Mr. Form. And can be straightened out by punching somebody in
the nose over there at the Office of Education.

Mr. Qum. No; it won't get straightened out that-way.
Mr. FORD. As I recall, it was Commissioner Howe who originally

put these
Chairman PEaKixs [interrupting]. In Fairfax County, I fill a

form out every year as to my income for impact aid legislation
Mr. Quin: [interrupting]. Just because you work for the govern-

ment. It doesn't make any difference what your income is.
Mr. Foul). The only thing &uncannyg about that is your child ad-

mitting that you're a Congressman. But this is entirely different.
Chairman PEincixs. 1 11 have either to live on Government prop-

erty or work for the Government to be counted, and they have to
make the survey to make. that determination. We never prohibited
surveys of that 'type in title I.

Mr. Form. It's \TIT distressing to some of us to go to a school
officials' conference and see new devices being demonstrated and
shown for the school lunch program to show that. a great deal of in-
0.enuity is going into trying, to figure, out an invisible way to mark a
laid as a poor kid as lie goes through the lunch line. The terrible hy-
pocrisy of us.administering a program in a way that forces educa-
tors to try to find a way to fool the kid into thinking that when he
gets stamped he is not stigmatized as a poor kid is just frustrating.
If it ,weren't for the fact that a lot of kids would go hungry, you
know, we really question the kind of damage we do. So there are
some Members of the Congress who feel very strongly that we
should never let these programs slip into that same kind of n trap.
We woke up and discovered that with Headstart, one of the most
wonderful programs we have, we had created an economically segre-
gated school setting that, except for those people who have had the
good hick and wisdom to violate the law by mixing children, is to-
tally segregated.. And if Mr. Coleman's report has any validity at
all, then }Ieadstart, on its face, has a disadvantage built into the
way we wrote it. We were aware. of that when title I was written.

Many people were urging upon us the concern, actually it was
more than Headstart, it was the whole poverty program with that
means test, and there was a very strong feeling, a good deal of dis-
cnssion as I recall.

Mr. QUIE. Our problem was that we wrote the legislation when
poverty was the fad, remember? We were worried about the missile
gap or whatever it-was in 1958. That's Why we had the National De-
fense, Education Act, and we tied this one to poverty. It's good we
didn't do it.2, years ago. It would have been tied to environment.

But now that we have learned, I think we ought to try and ad-
dress the problems as they exist in the schools in the most effective
way, which is educationally disadvantaged. We aren't helping poor-
kids with this,program. We are helping educationally disadvan-
taged. It just happens to be a higher percentage of poor kids that
are educationally disadvantaged.

Mr. Form. If you didn't have to select a school and call it a. target
school, but could devise programs that were available to. all children
with problems once. it got into your eomity, could you do that and
use the money as effectively as you now do it?
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Mr. SANTIZOCIC As it is now, you make us devise ways of doing it
for other kinds. For instance, if you look on the back of one of these
that I have given you, on will see that project staff. this little yel-
low one right. here, it says "project stair. cliniehins, reading consul-
tants." Clinicians deal with youngsters out in the school systems
with reading teachers or with a primary teacher, not a special
teacher. The reading consultants deal with resource teachers and not
with kids at all.

We have, had to devise a way of getting this done, whereas, if we
had the money all could be working with educationally deprived.
These technicians work with nontitle7I schools. but the reading con-
sultants over hem get way over and above. They work with title I
schools.

You tee. what I'm saying. We have to devise ways of trying to get
almost. the same kind

Mr. Fonn [interrupting]. But in simple terms you have one county-
wide school system. Assuming the same, amount of money that
you now have available for title T. We also have the concern, on time
other side of the coin, if not throwing money into the pot and hav-
ing it dissipated. In the case where you do have control of the entire
county school system, wouldn't it be practical and reasonable to trust
you to select out time educational deprived children?

Mr. SANTROCIC I'd like that. very much. I wouldn't have to lay
awake at night trying to find other ways.of doing this.

Mr. Folu). When you get into my county it doesn't work, because
we have 44 school districts in one county, including the city of De-
troit, as one. What we get into is the crazy situation. where I have
one school district with .'81.,257,000 in assessed valuation behind each
child, and I have another school district clown the road with $0,000
behind each child. On the title I formula this first school district has
as many kids per capita, that qualify as the other one because poor
people live next to the factory. that pays all those taxes. One school
district, has plenty of money. The other school district has next to
nothing and we aren't. giving the second school district money, and
if this is happening it is going to aggravate it even further.

Chairman PErniixs. Let me ask you a few questions.
Are you through, Bill ?
Mr. FoRD. Yes.
Chairman PErnoxs. Al ?

Mr. QUM, Yes.
Chairman PrAtruxs. I'm worried. I'm kind of like. Alice in Won-

derlandI wonder where we are 'going from here. If you gentlemen
were to wake up next year and one-third of your title I funds were
gone, what would happen to your programs?

Mr. SANTROCK. The first thing that I would say, what does the
Louisville Courtier have on the front page of it this morning, in
which the school systems are not hiring new teachers until they can
tell where Federal programs are going.

I have a meeting on the 30th with our staff and we've got to de-
cide then what are we going to do if funding doesn't come around.

Chairman PERKINS. What would be your situation if you wore cut
back one-third?
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Mr. FirEDEKINo. We have already been discussing it. We have
some. aids in our program that would have to be let go, we would
probably have to do away with one phase of our educational pro-
gram, and this would mean we would help fewer children, and it's
hard to say what else it actually would take. Of course, we've only
got right now 26 teachers, not counting the clinicians and those peo-
ple with the diagnostic center. We would probably lose our math
program, because this would be the place the county could pick up
tliese teachers.

We hope not to do this. They said for us to plan on 85 percent of
our last year's allocations. That's what we are going. We are hoping
this, willwe are hoping we will get the same allocation as last year.

Chairman Pniumcs. What percentage of your disadvantaged chil-
dren are you presently serving?

Mr. SANTROCK. We are serving 50 percent, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. And what about Huntington?
Mr. GatirFis. We are about a fourth, countino.

t'
all schools.

EChairman PRKINS. Just about one- fourth. That's what I thought.
Mr. Qum. Of your economically disadvantaged?
Mr. Giurrts. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Are you serving the schools that need it the

most., the poorest of the poor?
Mr FREEEKTNG. Right; yes, sir.
Mr. SANTROCK. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. And do you find a solid .correlation between

the economic factor of low income and the children that need the
special programs.?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes, sir. There is no question about that.
Chairman PERKINS. And do you feel that you are covering those

schools without omitting some of the children that need the services
the most?

Mr. GRIFMS. We are attempting to give direct, persona] services,
plus supporting services, working with teachers and parents in those
target areas where the problems are most pronounced.

Chairman PERKINS. If the allocation formula to channel the
money into your school system was any different, would you serve
the children in any different group than you are serving them
today?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Sir, we could not.
Chairman PERKINS. From a disadvantaged standpoint?
Mr. GRTFFIS. We do not place more teachers in more schools on a

permanent basis.
Chairman PERKINS. I mean the same amount of money under an-

other allocation formula.
Mr. GraFris. Right. One of the things we could do is provide some

-services that aren't necessarily a daily service to some of the other
students. The help to the regular teacher, the help in diagnosing a
-problem.

Chairman PERKINS. I think you understood me and I understood
your answer, but let's make certain. If you were receiving the same
amount of money allocated on a test score basis or on an AFDC al-
location into. the city of Huntington and your school system, and
you wanted to do the best possible job for the youngsters that need
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those special programs most., would you serve the same group that
you are presently. serving?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SANTROCK. Within a 5 to 10 percent range.
Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes.
Mr. SANTROCK. And right now I could answer that in one area, in

mathematics, because we have the criterion reference test and the
pretest and the post-test, I could do that. But a year from now I can
do it in reading.

Chairman PERKINS. All right. I believe you could, too.
Mr. SANTROCK. I hesitate to do it that way in a year

from now, but not right now I wouldn't want to.
Chairman Psincrivs..With the limited number of disadvantaged

children that you are presently able to serve in Huntington because
of the inadequacy of funding, would certainly hate to think about
any further cutbo.cks, especially in the appalachian area. Would it
have any effect on the outward migration, in your opinion. if we
were to let our schools jerk the rug out from under some of these
programs after we have started making progress under title I?

Mr. GRIFFIS. I look at this as all programs measuring together
from where I sit in this. Now, we have an emphasis, partially
through vocational education and local funding, which follows title.
I. Our concentration is in early learnint; with title I. We hope that
we are changing curriculum and iding programs of a more
practical nature rather than a classical education type thing to stu-
dents similar to those who are in tit: e I programs in elementary
schools, and we are trying to connect this with the job opportunities-
in our region. Now, we border on Ohio and Kentucky, so we don't
always think of holding them in West Virginia, but in the metropol-
itan region there.

I think if we are curtailed in both of these efforts, the compensa-
tory education and the vocational type education, that it will greatly
affect our area. I think we will have people going to Detroit, as they
already are, and.other places.

Mr. FORD. No jobs up there.
Mr. Giums. I think we are on the road to coming into a very

sound educational system to meet local needs. Now, we know there is
a certain amount of transition of people.

Mr. Qum Would the Chairman yield?
Chairman PERKINS. Just a moment, let me ask one more question

farther, and then I will yield, Mr. Quie.
You really need to serve these people efficiently, and you could ef-

ficiently utilize three times the funds that you are receiving under
title I, and I correct?

Mr. GRIFFIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SANTROCK. Yes. CongresSman, could I inject one thing here,.

and I hate tr, interrupt right here. It hasn't been brought out, but in
West Virginia we have a tax limitation, which many school systems.
do not have. We can only tax up to a certain amount, and when you
get there, that's all. We are going through that right now, Bob.

Mr. -GRIFFIS. That's where we are.
Mr. SANTROCK. So as different programs come up and as it be-

comes costlier, We use personal income tax, it was a 5 to 4 deeiSion.
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yesterday, wasn't it? Then plus State allocations, and then we have
what we call a 100 percent excess levy and so as a result, we're lim-
ited and it's getting, budgets are getting squeezed tighter and tighter.
As social security goes up, then there is less money for us from
our own resources, see, because we can't raise it up here. I'm just
using social security ; in Kanawha County itself it went up $229,000
this year. Where did we get the money for that $229,000. Our tax
limitation base doesn't let us increase the mil rate or whatever you
call it.

Chai Milan PERKINS. You are budgeting Huntington?
Mr. SANTROCK. I'm budgeting Charleston.
Chairmen: PERKINS. What percentage of your budget is Federal

and what percentage is State?
Arr. Churns. I think we are about 8 percent, 7 to 9 percent.
Mr. SAN-mock. We are running 6.
Mr. And we are almost 50-,50 the rest of it now, State
d (ma',
Mr. SANTROCK. That's right.
Mr. HA-xxA. That includes vocational education.
Mr. Ginirnrs. That's all Federal income.
Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions?
Arr. QUM. Yes; Mr. Chairman.
If the same amount of money is distributed nationally and you

look at the number of children from $2,000 income and less, forget-
ting about AFDC entirely, I see in West Virginia there are 66 per-
cent fewer children from families with $2.000 income or less. In
your neighboring state of Ol there are 31 percent fewer. Now, if
we continue to give the sans.. amount of money to Wrest Virginia,
that means kids who have been neglected in Ohio because of this ob-
solete formula going 14 years after the census was taken are still
going to be denied that money. Now, how can that be fair to Ohio?
You've goiten the benefit of all these years of Ohio's money, to put
it that way. Why should we continue doing that? I know one way
of doing it is to raise the amount of money federally so you could
get the same amount as you did and they'll get the big increase in
Ohio.

Alr. GRIFFIS. I can't answer that.
Mr. IInxicA. We don't want to rob Ohio.
Mr. QmE. But that's the question that's going to come up. in our

committee.
Mr. GRIFFIS. The figure he quoted on the income level is, I would

say, from observation, in our area would be correct.
Mr. Qum. Nov, also the thing kind of strikes me is that a family

that has a $2,000 income finds that. the husband gets a job, and a
fairly decent job, and he's making $10,000 and, therefore, doesn't
qualify any more. That child hasn't. changed at all.

Mr. GRIFFIS. If he is in a target school he still qualifies.
Ni'. Qum. Yes, but if his dad decides to buy a house someplace

else he goes to another school,
Mr. Grums. If he is in a target school and his dad makes $50,000

he is educationally qualified, but if a guy makes $1,000 a year and
his kids aren't, they aren't presently.
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Mr. Qum. You check .the income of the kids and you also do the
'educational deprivation tests. Do you do that for each child so that
from the results of the information you have you can tell us what
the correlation really is? You see, in Minnesota they check on the in-
come and they check on the educational deprivation but they never
compared it child by child, so they can't give me that information.
When I find people who do that they seem to hide that all the time.

Mr. Giums. I think we have data to do it. I don't think' we
would want to do it unless someone insisted upon it.

Mr. QUM. Glass did it in his study, and whenever you see. a study
.you like to compare it with something else. If you've got the infor-
mation available there, the study could be made so that it didn't
identify the people by name, for instance using numbers. I'd like to
go to the Office of Education and have them do_ a study out there,
because there aren't too many people that have.

Mr. GRIFFIS. We'll try.' .

Chairman PERKLKs. Let me thank you gentlemen.
Mr. Form. Carl, I would like to ask one question.
Chairman PERKINS. I have some people here from Charleston. Go

:ahead.
Mr. Form. This is the first opportunity. I'm disturbed about the

formula, to approach this from a very different point of view of the
county -wide person in an urban area, and von are urbanized, both of
you. As I understand it. you select a target school by the percentage
of children that, through some observation by teachers or somebody
else, appear to be below the $3,000 level.

Mr. SANTROCK... Yes; or there is one other way, one other way you
can do it, the munber of children, and you can use both, but you
cannot drop one below. I won't go into that formula.

Mr. HANNA. Number in the family.
Mr. Form. What is the percentage of poor children in the first tar-

get school that just squeaks over the line and becomes a target
school and what's the percentage in the most heavily impacted
school? What is that percentage variation?

Mr. SANTROCK. Mine is 70 percent: I have a school with 70 per-
cent. It's the largest elementary school that.I have.

Mr. Form. You have one school with 70 percent poor children in
it? .

Mr. SANTROCK. Right.
Mr. GRIFFIS. I have one school with 84 percent.
Mr. Form.. What is the 'lowest percentage that will qualify a

school?
Mr. SAYrtzocK. Seventeen percent this last year.
Mr. FREDEKING. Nineteen last year. Next year our break-down will

be 20 percent for the lowest, and 71 percent for the highest.
Mr. Qum. How about the closest one that doesn't make it.?

FREDEKING; Seventeen percent.
Mr. Qum. Seventeen percent didn't make it, 19 percent did. Our

break was 17 to 20.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment all of you. I think you

Aid a wonderful job.
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Chairman PERKINS. You people from South Caroline, may come
around. Without ohjection'your prepared statements will be included
in the record.

[The statements referred to follows :j

STATEMENT OF COLUMBUS GILES, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF PERSONNEL AND
INSTRUCTION, WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, STATE OF SOUTH
CAROLINA

PREFACE

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has provided funds
to more than three-fourths of the Nation'o school districts to improve oppor-
tunities for educationally deprived children in low-income areas. Williamsburg
County School District in South Carolina has benefitted directly add immeas-
urably through this categorical aide, as confirmed by any quantitative and/or
qualitative data one wishes to examine. (Selected documents have been
attached to the original copy of this testimony and additional information can
be supplied upon request.)

It is the intent of this testimony to provide a summary description of specific
benefits derived by Williamsburg County School District from Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and to show the need for continued
federal support of the schools.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Identification data
State and districtSouth Carolina, Williamsburg County Schools
Grade levelDay Care through 12
Number of schools served-20
Types of compensatory educational programs in a desegregated district
Year began :
1965Library Services and Materials C2nter-20 schools
1965Nutrition and Health Services-20 schools
1068Kludergarten-25 centers, 8 schools
1069Continuous Progressgrades 1-5, 12 schools
1970Education of the Handicapped-20 schools
1970Adult Education, chiefly through Career Opportunities Program (COP)

and Teacher Renewal
1971Day Care-2 centers, 2 schools
Description of School District

Williamsburg County, South Carolina, is predominantly rural, with an econ-
omy based on agriculture. The public school system is the largest employer in
the county.

A::cording to a rural poverty status index developed by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Williamsburg County is among the poorest counties in the
country. The median family income is $1,750, among the lowest in South Caro-
line, and more than 60 percent of the families in the county have incomes
below the $3,000 Federal poverty indicator..

The county's population in 1970 was 34,532. The average level of education
in the State is 7.4 grades. Of the total population over 25, more than 30 per-
cent have less than 5 years of formal education. Less than 15 percent of the
county's high school graduates take any advanced training, compared with a
national average of more than 75 percent.

With a population that Is more than 75 percent black, the county operates a
unitary school system with more than 10,000 students. Total desegregation was
achieved during the 1960's as part of a massive personnel training and educa-
tional innovation program.

Educational statistics gathered before the Continuous Progress Program was
implemented showed that one in every five students repeated one or more of
the first 3 grades. Seventy-three percent of the children in grades 1 through 3
were from low-income backgrounds, 35 percent had defective speech patterns,
and 60 percent had language deficits. Sixty percent of the children could not
do the work expected for their grade level.
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SOURCES OF FUNDING

The three sources of funding for public school education in Williamsburg
County have been the county, the state, and federal categorical aid. County
sources produce approximately eleven percent (11%) of the total school budget
while funds from the state amount to forty-nine percent (49%) and the
remaining forty percent (40%) comes from federal source: (chiefly from Title
IESEA).

It is significant to note that the local level of funding is virtually at its
maximum, leaving little doubt as to the total inability of the school district to
provide even token education to the student population alone. Such was the
condition prior to federal support to education a condition that created socio-
economic-educational state of deprivation and human under-development.
Comparative Data

Prior to federal aid to education the per pupil expenditure for Williamsburg
County ranked among the five lowest in the state and the seventeen lowest in
the nation. Although the ranking remains about the same, th1 actual per pupil
expenditure for eligible, educationally disadvantaged students was almost dou-
bled by the addition of federal monies to the school district. Hence, federal aid
to education has made it possible for Williamsburg County, for the first time
in this century, to begin to provide a degree of comprehensive educational
services and opportunities that have been carefully developed to meet the
known needs of the students and to effect positive change in the societal condi-
tions that have clear influences upon the students' lives and learning.

We have reliable research data to support our contention that, given the
financial backing and educational resources, every learner will make continu-
ous progress in his/her cognitive and affective development in the public
schools. (The term "learner" is used here advisedly, to include adults as well
as children.) An educational program of integrity and reliability will evolve
when there are funds sufficient to provide cz developmental learning process.
The only qualification, other than funding, Would be that the program planners
and implementors be authentic.

8-YEAR SUMMARY COMPARISON

1964-65 1971-72

I. Enrollment 13,160 9, 567
2. State Funding $2, 027,363 52, 941, 280
3. Local Funding $392,581 $664,731
4. Federal $1, 496 $2,380,497
5. Per Pupil_ 3184 1426

1. The enrollment decrease of 3,593 students in grades 1-12 over an eight
(S) year period reflects a general population decline, a school drop-out
increase, and school integration factors ("white flight").

2. State funding increased from approximately $154.00 per student to $307.00
per student over the eight (8) year period, or double the expenditure per
pupil.

3. Local funding increased a total of $272,150, from approximately $30.00 per
pupil to $70.00 per pupilmore than double during an eight year period.

4. Federal funding in 1964-65 was limited to a small sum for vocational
educational and a bit for the school lunch programfiguring less than twelve
cents (120) per student. In 1971-72 the federal monies received from Titles I,
II, NYC, FT, and all other federal aid to education programs (including
school lunch) amounted to approximately $246.90 per pupil, or forty percent
(40) of the total per student cost.

5. The per pupil expenditure for the county almost quadrupled during the
eight year period cited. Although this is a most significant increase it must be
noted that, the total is still below the per pupil averages of many school dis-
tricts in the state and nation.

USES OF FEDERAL FUNDS

In a poor school district such as Williamsburg County money is needed from
any and all available sources to operate the basic educational program as well
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as to provide special services. Whatever the program or service, it is indeed
compensatory and enables the educationally disadvantaged students to receive
a direct and precise benefit on a daily basis. Both the literal and figurative
"tools of learning!" are made available, from something as fundamental as a
pencil or a book to something as invaluable as an adult/student ratio that
makes indiVidualized human interaction and purposeful skills development pos-
sible. Money cannot .buy respect, love, concern, commitment, or personhood.
However, money wisely used can/does but (pay for) those elements needed to
create an environment where every child in our school system is provided a
full opportunity to be and to become a unique, vital and whole personin-
formed, equipped to think for himself, continuously growing, and valuable to
himself and as a member of society.

Specifically, federal funds have been used by Williamsburg County to pay
for these environmental aspects and services considered to be essential to the
education of the whole person. In no instance has federal money been used to
supplant other funding sources, hat in every case to supplement the services
Nv,± could provide. For example, we have used an average of $127.00 per stu-
dent In grades 1-4 from Title IESEA (4 year average) to provide 3,000 edit-
catioually disadvantaged children with a sound instructional program that
meets local, state. and national standards. This sum was in addition to funds
provided by all other sourc:!s.

As noted earlier in this testimony, federal funds have enabled Williamsburg
County to provide limited day care centers, comprehensive Kindergartens, an
enriched instructional program in grades 1-5, and such special services as
health. education to the handicapped, library and media-materials, and some
adult education.

Much more is needed at all levels of education and for all ages, but the
county administration and advisory councils have identified the early years
(specifically K-5) as the major educational priority in terms of present needs
and sources of funding.

NEED FOR CONTINVJED SUPPORT TO EDUCATION

_ It a man asks for a drink of water, because his thirst is acute, and he is
given an empty cup, one can only expect abject disillusionment to result, fol-
lowed by grave suffering, disorientation, and ultimate extinction of life itself.
It isn't too strong an analogy, for the poor sectors of the United States of"
America do indeed thirst. It is not the fault of a poor, educationally disadvan-
taged person or community or school that such a state exists. Too, too long
have we allowed political prejudice to overshadow the justice due to human--
kind here in our growing, developing nation. It is not enough to provide tem-
porary relief or partial compensation. It is not enough for a government, no
matter how noble her intentions, to enact legislation that does not stem from
clearly defined needs, precise priorities, and with longitudinal and universal
plans. When such nl base of operation is established then, and only then, can
those charged with education get on with the job. We Must have the sure .
knowledge that the cut will not be empty, nor filled with weak promises of
possibilities for a tomorrowfor our children wait in trust right now!
Present Status of Local Funding

Williamsburg County School District currently supplies eleven percent-
(11%) of the total per pupil expenditure in the district. This level of funding
has shown only slight increase over the past two or more decades simply
because the economy cannot support a larger share of the costs: Every effort
is being made to attract industry to the area, thus eliminating a degree of the-
under employment and unemployment and also contributing to the local tax
collection. Such efforts, however successful, would require several years before
significant financial gains could be realized.
Present. Status of State Funding

Time State of South Carolina hag made some important increases in the sup-.
port and up-grading of the schools in the past few years. One of the more
recent developments was the appointment of a committee by the governor of
South Carolina to make a definitive study of the school districts in view of
equalization of educational funding (Serrano Decision, August, 1971). 'Mean-
while, the. state currently has pending several educational bills that, if enacted
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into law, would add to the teachers' salaries and fringe benefits, increase the
per pupil expenditure by several dollars, provide for additional Kindergartens,
and perhaps substitute a student enrollment formula for the present average-
daily-attendance per pupil cost allowance. Even with these gains, should they
become a fact, the state is still unable to absorb the total minimum cost
needed to maintain the present level of operation in the schools.
Type of Federal Support Most Needed

Based upon the prevailing conditions of public school education in Williams-
burg County and in the state of Smith Carolina, and assuming these conditions
to be representative of other states and school districts in the nation. we
believe the most just and appropriate type of federal support to schools would
be the third of the three basic principles defined hi the School Finance Act of
1973IIR lg. This basic principle states that "the Federal Government ought
to provide larger grants to states undertaking programs to equalize among
school districts the expenditure of all state and local funds for education."
Such federal funding would be highly compatible with efforts being made by
each state to equalize support to education regardless of the prevailing (To.
nomic conditions of any given school district within the state. Further, the five
year span called kir by the bill would give to federal, state, and local planners
a clear operational base from which to gather reliable data, make a realistic
cost analysis, and develop broad, long-range guidelines for suppo, to educa-
tion.

There can be no question as to the need for federal support to education.
The greatest national debt is that owed by birthrightto our children for cuual
educational opportunity.

EXCERPTS FROM : Co TIxtors PROGRESS PitoriitAlt, WILLIAM SSE Rt; COLI NT V, S.C.

ACHIEVEMENT DATA
In addition to the longitudinal study, evaluators gathered annual achieve-

ment data to assess the effectiveness of the program. Standardized tests
administered to 1.991 lst- through 3d-grade students during the 1969-70 and
1970-71 school years indicated the number of children performing below grade
level in vocabulary dropped 12 percent and in comprehension 26 percent. More
importantly, there was a significant decrease (31 percent in vocabulary and 42
percent in comprehension) in the number of children 1 or more years below
grade level. Table 4 shows the percentages of students performing below grade
level.

TABLE 4.PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS PE1FORMING BELOW GRADE LEVEL:1969-70 AND 1970-71

Vocabulary (grade level and years) Comprehension (grade level and years)

I to 3 lto 3 4to6 1 to 3 I to 3 4 to 6

Below grade level 1969-70 1970-71 1970-71 1959-70 1970-71 1970-71

Less than 1 year 32 51 27 28 44 26
1-2 years 33 16 36 35 6 382-3 years 15 8 12 15 12 15
3 or more years 7 0 6 10 0 10

Total below 87 75 81 88 62 89

STATEMENT OF COLUMBUS GILES, SR., DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT,
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA,
ACCOMPANIED BY; MARY HARPER, DIRECTOR, EARLY CHILD-
HOOD EDUCATION

1111'. GILES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of
the committee: I am Columbus Giles, Sr., deputy superintendent of
the Williamsburg County School District, a one-district school sys-
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tem that is located in the coastal plains of South Carolina. I regret
very much this evening that Mr. Fennell, the superintendent, be-
ca use of physical ailment, was not able to attend this hearing with
us.

Appearing with me is Miss Mary Harper, who is the director of
early childhood education in our school system.

First of all, I should like to express to you and your committee
our sincere appreciation for giving us this opportunity to make this
appearance today. We have learned a great deal.

At this time I am going to ask Miss Harper to begin the brief
summary statements. I should like to add statements when she is
through.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Miss HARPER. Mr. Giles and I represent some 30,000 people who

live in Williamsburg County, S.C. You had reference made to our
county and our school earlier by Dr. Charlie Williams from our
state department. One-third of the 30,000 people we represent are in
our public school system. The country spreads over 051 square miles,
90 percent of which is rural. The population is widely dispersed.
Over 75 percent of its are poor, and this is a fact, not a fad. The me-
dian family income is $1,750, and the county has the unenviable dis-
tinction of being one of the poorest in our entire Nation.

For many years the nonexistence of job opportunities begot a lack
of incentive for education, resulting in a vicious socio-economic edu-
cational poverty circle. Of the population over 25 years of age 31
percent attended ..chool for less than 5 years, and the average educa-
tional attainmer, of the total population at this time is 7 years 4
months.

Industry has not. come to Williamsburg County in sufficient scope
to take up the slack left by farm mechanization and the decline in
the Market. The school district is the county's largest employer. The
school system, which is a unitary, desegregated district, has a clear
and awesome job of being the catalyst and change agent for the en-
tire county. We need help to meet this mandate; help immediately to
maintain the creditable educational programs we have done with
Categorical Federal-aid-,---and we need help on a. long-range basis to
expand educational opportunities and manpower development.

We know, for it is our experience, that money wisely used in edu-
cation will. buy those elements needed to create an environment, in
which every child in our school system is provided a fair opportu-
nity to be and to become self-actualizing, a unique, vital, and whole
person, informed, equipped to think for himself, continuously grow-.
mg, valuable to himself as a member of society.

We believe that learning is .a continuous developmental process,
therefore, education is a process for any and every person. The de-
gree of disadvantage for any given learner is in direct proportion to
the learning process he has experienced at every stage of his growth.
We have not had quantities of money to provide sound educational
opportunities. We averaged spending $140 per pupil of title I money
over a 4-year period, and-have reliable evidence to show that the
program is sound and yielding a significant payoff in the lives of
the children, the teachers, aides, and-administrators. If educators are
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skilled and apply themselves, there is no question that they can get
the job done.

It was with real disappointment that we learned of the decision of
the Supreme Court not to uphold the concept of the equalization. of
educational support within States. We accept the Justices' interpre-
tation of the Constitution, and so turn to the legislators in our coun-
try with the urgent request that steps be taken to provide, by law, a
fundamental Federal right to public education.

To us the greatest iritional debt is that owed by birthright to our
children for a just and equal educational opportunity.

We have reliable research data to support our contention that
given the financial backing tin(' educational resources, every learner
will ma'ce continuous progress.

Thank you.
Mr. Gir.Es. I should like to add just two or three things to what

Miss Harper has said.
In terms of our source of funding, I should like to just mention

this, that we receive approximately 11 percent of our total budget
from our local effort, from the local community. We receive 40 per-
cent of our budget from the State, and we receive 40 percent of our
total budget from the Federal Government. You see right here that
if we were to lose title I funding, we will really be in trouble.
,Another point that I'd like to make is that our district has re-

ceived State, regional and national recognition, for having developed
one of the most productive and exemplary early childhood education
programs in America and, of course, we have passed along to the
committee a stack of materials that bear this out, and we would be
happy to furnish additional specific data upon request.

Our interest, however, is not limited to early childhood education.
In fact, it encompasses quality education for all children, without
exception of age or any other factors. But, Mr. Representative, I
think you can very Well see that we could ill afford to lose funds
and maintain what we are now carrying. If we were to lose some of
the funds that we are now receiving we aren't going to be able to
maintain our current programs.

I certainly wish to concur with Mr. Perkins' statement that we re-
ceived when we received this invitation, which states that the School
Finance Act of 1973, H.R. 16, is needed today because school districts
all across America are in financial trouble. We are having to deny
contracts to sme 43 teachers due to the fact that we are not certain
about Federal funding for next year. We now have in our early
childhood program, and one other program we are running in the
county, 129 instructional aides. These are paraprofessionals. One
hundred of these persons are in a COP program, career opportuni-
ties program, that is operated in conjunction with the University of
South Carolina, and they are engaged in a study program leading
toward a degree in early childhood education. All, with the excep-
tion of 19, these perSom are paid out of title I funds. We just have.
a big question mark here. We don't know what we can offer to them
nest year.

I just wish it were'so you could walk into one of our classrooms.
Li many instances it is difficult to differentiate between what the in-

95-7)43-7:-pt 2 -435
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structional aides are doing and what a regular certified teacher is
doing, in terms of providing experiences for boys and girls.

We wish to say to you here and now, with all of the gusto that we
have, that we do support the first principle of H.R. 16 which states
that the first responsibilty of the Federal Government in the area of
elementary and secondary education is to provide sufficient funding
for compensatory education programs for educationally deprived
children. I think it is clearly evidenced in our community that this
is a very valuable hope and that we can ill afford to lose it.

We further would like to give all the support we can to the third
principle which has to do with the equalization of educational op-
portunities within the State, and we would venture to even say
within the Nation. Right now this comes close to home to us. I think
depending. upon whose figures you are looking at, we are considered
the 17th poorest district in the Nation, and some say the 19th, blit
we are down near the bottom.

There is a study committee in our State at the present that's look-
ing into the matter of equalizing the educational opportunities for
all school children throughout the State of South Carolina. As Miss
Harper mentioned, we regret very much the decision of the Supreme
Court, but we do believe that if we could get that third principle
that you mentioned, sir, giving some financial assistance to the
States, this would encourage them to try to equalize the opportuni-
ties, and in the long run, this would have a much farther reaching
effect and a long lasting effect on the kinds of educational opportun-
ities we can provide for our students.

Again we wish to thank you for coming, and we'll try to answer
any questions that you may have.

Chairman PERKINS. To what extent are you presently taking care
of your children that need assistance under title I?

Mr. GILES. Right now we are s'rving all schools in our district.
We are just a poor county, period, poorest in the true sense of the
word.

Mr. Gus. Right.
Chairman PERKINS. How are you spending your money? Both of

you answer that question, please.
Miss HAneEn. Half of the title I money would be spent in the kin-

dergarten through grade 5 in the program that has been continously
developed since 1968. We started with kindergartens and we have in
our plan deliberately added on educational learning principles, and
we are cutting off now, for the money will not extend any further.

Chairman PERKINS. I see.
Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUM. On page 4 of your testimony, after the five facts of

your summary comparison, you say that the enrollment decrease
came from a number of reasonsthe general population decline, and
then the third one was school integration factors involving a white
flight. The school dropout also increased, and that surprised me. I
thought perhaps the help from the Federal Government might have
slowed down or reversed the school dropout rate.

Is this a progressive thing through the whole 8 years, and are you
still having an Increase in the school dropouts ?
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Miss HARPER. The school dropout increase would be largely in the
upper grade levels, whereas before we just :didn't have the children
in school. When you figure percentages of children, you figure them
on the total number in a given year, but we do have still a great
many young people in the high school age, particularly young men,

iwho may not leave school, they simply leave the schools in Williams-
burg County. There is no opportunity for them there. The Man-
power Development Center that has been in operation for 2 years
has been holding them. We have found that we only have half of
last year and this year, so far, but we have been holdng them. These
figures were through 1972.

Mr. Qum. I think it has leveled off now or stopped.
What percentage of your students finish the 12th grade ?
Miss HARPER. I did not give you that. I will say? however, it is in

one of the packets we have. We just didn't bring it over, and I am
afraid I would make an inaccurate approximation.

Mr. QUIE. Do you have the percentage that finished the eighth
grade, by any chance?

Miss HARPER. I am afraid to give you an estimate on that.
Mr. GILES. It may be in that material that we have left with your

aide.
Miss HARPER. It is in the initial packet. I hope you will take time

to look at it, for some information in there is really quite valuable,
including the most recent from the Office of Education that just
came to us the day Mr. Giles left to come here.

Mr. Qum. They did a study of your county ?
Miss HARPER. Yes; yes, of the program.
Mr. QiuE. You are ranked as the 17th poorest county in the Na-

tion. Are any of those other 16 counties in South Carolina ?
Miss HARPER. There is a county in South Carolina poorer in the

State than Williamsburg. Therefore, it would be assumed that it
would be in that 17.

Mr. Qum. So there is only one. It is hard to imagine counties
poorer than Williamsburg County from the information you have
given me here.

Do you have any information of the pre-test and post-test informa-
tion on students who have benefited from title I?

Miss HARPER. Yes. I would recommend for your study in the
packet that we sent up, the big packet, tide findings, and there will
be a summary in the brochure you have of the Illinois test of psy-
cholinguistic abilities. It is a longitudinal study of high validity,
very respectable, although I think that all of the testing program
has integrity.

We use day in and day out, for evaluative purposes in terms of
student progress, testing, or evaluation devices we designed our-
selves, and you will .find- a copy of that in the big packet. A sample
page is in the brochure.

Mr. QuIE. Now. if Williamsburg County received from the state
the amount of money that would give you the average expenditure
from state and local sources in the state of South Carolina, how
much would that be increased ?

Miss HARPER. We spent in Williamsburg County last year from. all
moneys an average of $60Q,per student enrolled in the school system.
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That included any capital outlay or any little bit of money from
any source at all. Figured of that, 40 percent of that was Federal
moneys. Not all of that was title I Federal moneys, and I believe
that South Carolina,. out of the 95 districts, was about the 36th in
terms of total per pupil expenditure.

Mr. Qum. I can get that other information and figure that out.
I have to take a telephone call now, but I would like to go into

this question a little further with you.
Miss HARPER. We'd like you to come to William.lburg. That's the

only real way to understand.
Mr. Qum. I agree with you. It's easier to understand, being on the

scene, rather than sitting here in Morehead.
Chairman PianuisTs. Let me ask you about your continuous prog-

ress program in Williamsburg County, S.C. On page 25 you have
got a paragraph entitled "Achievement Data". In addition to the
longitudinal study, evaluators gathered annual achievement data to
assess. the effectiveness of the program. You say standardized tests
administered to 1,991 first through third grade students during
1969-70 and 1970-71 school years indicate the number of children
performing below grade level in vocabulary dropped 12 percent, and
in comprehension 20 percent. More importantly, there Was a signifi-
cant decrease -31% in vocabulary and 42 percent in comprehension
in the number of children one or more years below grade level.

Table 4 shows the percentage of students performing below grade
level.

Now as I glance at this, considering what you have stated about
your county, I feel that your achieve; rent results from title I under
this evaluation are excellent.

Miss Wilma. Yes, sir, that's miraculous, but we contend it can be
done anywhere in this Nation if it Can be done in Williamsburg
County, and it has been done by Williamsburg County. Mr. Giles
and I are part of the county, it is our home, and the people in the
schools, if we can do it, it can be done and these statistics are cer-
tainly not padded.

Chairman PERKINS. And you know yourselves that this progress
has been made Under title I in your county?

Mr. GILES. It would not have been possible' otherwise.
Chairman PERKINS. It would not have.been possible otherwise?
Mr. GILES. Right. Right now we should be well on the way with

planning for our summer in service and preservice training, for new
people coming in, it would be preservice training. We don't know
where to start because we don't know what we are going to have
coming in Federal funds. It's quite a problem for us.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, I think those achieVement results are
marvelous.

Mr. GILES. I would like to just inject this. As I sat and listened to
some of the other testimony in terms of how we went about this
whole approach, the first thing I think we did, Miss Harper, was we
did an appraisal, didn't we, an appraisal, an. assessment of our pro-
gram at that time, and we do. recommend that procedure. Then once
you determine needs, then you can begin to develop approach-es, ma-
terials,. methods, et cetera, and training. That's been one of the
greatest assets. We have been able to bring in some of the best peo-
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ple from across the Nation, and they said to us verbally, they have
said to people across the country in lectures, they have said in pe-
riodicals, that it is one of the best .programs in the Nation. We do
have plans for moving on up to even greater levels, but if we don't
have the financial support, we can't do it.

Chairman PEFIUNS. What is the population of this county ?
Mr. GILES. A little better than 34,000.
Chairman PERKINS. Who represents the county in Congress ?
Mr. Gir,r.s. Mr. McMillan did for number of years, but Mr.

Young is the new district congressman.
Chairman PERKINS. \1r. Ford.
Mr. Foim. I notice on page 2 you have the 1970 population at

34,000. You have some other demographic data also. Is that all 1970
data ?

Miss HARrEa. Yes.
Mr. Grr,Es. What was the question again, please ?
Mr. Foim. The 34,000 figure is 1970. Is the rest of that demo-

graphic data-1970 data?
Miss HARPER. Yes; you are right.
'Mi. Foam You haven't received any title I upon this basis. What

was your 1960 population ?
Miss HARPER. I don't know.
Mr. GILES. I don't recall.
Miss HARPER. I do know that we have been told that we have lost

a sufficient niunber that it will be a decrease of about $300,000.
Mr. FORD. That would be if the law continued without change ?
Miss HARPER. That's right.

.Mr. GILES. Let's go back to your question, though. This might
give you some bearing. We had approximately 13,000 some students
then. We now have 9,000-well, almost 10,000 students in grades 1
through 12. We have better than 10,000 students if we include the
kindergarten.

One other thing that we didn't bring out, either. I think our kin-
dergarten program really gave direction to the State of South Caro-
lina; in fact I am pretty sure of that, and we are not boasting about
it, but we were happy that we were able to demonstrate in a poor
county like Williamsburg the need for those experiences.

Mr. Foiw. -Do you have access to the 1970 census data that shows
income levels for your county?

Mr. GILES..Yes ; it is up a little.
Mr. FORD. Have you done any res.3areh on your own to determine

what the difference between a $2,000, $3,000, and $4,000 level of
measurernent would do in your county?

Miss HARPER. If we used the 4,000, we would probably have about
82 .or 83 percent of our people considered eligible or, you know, in
that income bracket below the 4,000. Presently we have about 75 per--
cent below the current cutoff figure.

Mr. Foiw. You don't make a significant increase between 2 or 4
thousand, then, do you?

Mr. GILES. Not significant.
Mr. FORD. Do you have an audit exception now with the Depart-

ment of HEW? Are they questioning your expenditure of the title I
funds ?
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Mr. GILES. Not to my knowledge.
Miss HARPER. Not to my. knowledge. Title I has always sent re-

view teams, and there was in the newspaper, about a month or two
ago, a question, and William County was one of the counties cited,
that said we had not met certain HEW guidelines.

Mr. FORD. Was that the selection of target schools?
Miss HARPER. WOE, not precisely thaeThis was in terms of unify-

ing schools, and there had been a suggestion that a school that's out
most of our schools are all quite ruralout about 14 miles from
Kingstree, the one sizeable village, to be paired with the Kingstree
schools. This was later worked out by our county superintendent, and
HEW officials, but apparently the question, When it came up a' few
months ago, was based on a 1970 court matter, rather than the cur-
rent one.

Mr. FORD. I am wondering, do you have target schools throughout
the system?

Miss HARPER. They are all low income.
Mr. GILES. We have unified to the extent that we qualify in all of

the school systems. Now I am told, or we have been told by our title
I coordinator that there is a possibility that if we follow a study
that South Carolina has done, if we followed it one way, we would
lose approximately $300,000. Since you left the other day he told me
that there is a possibility that it could go as much as $500,000, if
you continued funding at the current level of fundng, following that
procedure. It is the Urbanetics study that was done down there.

Miss HARPER. This, of. cours.., a study the State had made for,
I'm sure, many kinds of purposes. For example, one of our schools
that unquestionably houses close to 90-percent disadvantaged, by any
critera you chose to use, would' be one of those that would not be
considered a target school. It's entirely too complicated for me to
understand, so I couldn't explain it, but several of the schools 1-470;re
identified. I think they are in populated areas where industry, or
one thing or another, maybe contributes more money, but irL those
few cases, unfortunately, their children are not in public schools.

M7^. Fora). They told us about Charlotte, N.C. that one of the re-
sults of desegregating the schools and going to unitary system was
that they have an assignment pattern that takes a child away from
the neighborhood where lie actually lives, to a school a little way
away, and that when that happens, theyhave been told that they use
the statistics on the district where lie lives.

You take a disadvantaged child out of that district, he goes to an-
other district that doesn't fit as a target school, he loses the program.
They indicated that they have checked with the Office of Education
and have been told that- they can get no relief. Is that the reason for
your situation on the 90-percent scale'?

Miss HARPER. No. You see, we are so rural, we are 90-percent
rural, so you would have a hard time taking one of us too far. But
no, we do not, we have always had consolidated schools out in fields
where we bus in our people. In this regard, or any other, it is our
opinion that what we were forced to do that we should, indeed, have
done long before, and that was to unify our school system or deseg-
regate, whatever adjective you wish, has been the greatest help for
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Williamsburg County. It forced us to look at ourselves, and it has
been tremendous.

Mr. PERKINS. What did you say the square miles in Williamsburg
happen to be?

Miss HARPER. Nine hundred thirty-one, almost all rural.
Mr. FORD. And there's only 34,000 people, 9,000 schoolchildren?
Mr. GILES. Ten thousand three hundred thirty-eight, I believe is

the figure, if we include the kindergarten kids. Of course, when we
unified we did pairing for the most part. Busing has never been a
problem in our area.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. What is the size of your school in Pike

County, Mr. Roberts?
Mr. ROBERTS. Seven hundred seventy-nine square miles, with

15,000 children.
A VOICE. I thought we had the largest county east of the Missis-

sippi River. They are larger than we are.
Mr. FORD. It must take you all day to gather up enough people

for a class.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you one concluding question.
What would happen if you lost 10 percent of your money? And,

on top of that,' what would happen to the efficiency of your title I
program if you lost another 10 percent?

Mr. GILES. Well, we have spent at least 3 weeks trying to antici-
pate and make some plans, and we decided that we'd look at all of
the programs and we would, perhaps, out proportionately from the
various programs that are being funded from title I funds. We have
a massive health prodram, for example; we have the early childhood
program, and we would perhaps trim a little, but the decision really
hasn't been made, but we would have to cut back. We may have to
use fewer aides at our higher grade level.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you want to respond to it?
Miss HARPER. Yes, please. Thank you.
My own reaction to this is that for every dollarI think in terms

of a child, I am not the least bit concerned in the long run of it
about the adults who may be displaced from their jobs. I would
probably be the first to go, because I believe the child is educated in
the classroom. I believe that we can compensate, notwithstanding the
child's background, and we can only do it in an environment where
the child can experience the learning proceSs. So every time we take
a dollar out of the school system, for whatever purpose, and if that
means removing an adult for interactive purposes, or whatever, then
I would suggest. that for every $140 that we lose in title I or Fed-
eral monev, we have robbed a child, from my point of view, in Wil-
liamsburg'County, of his chance for life in these United States. s

I couldn't say it more strongly. I believe I could p: ove it.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Any further questions, Bill ?
Mr. FORD. No, that's it.
Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Mr. Floyd.
I want to thank all of you gentlemen for being patient. Some of

my school super:,tendents have already left. I wish we could have
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gotten to them earlier, but it is difficult to hear everyone in a short
period of time.

Identify yourself for the re-ord.

STATEMENT OF LEO FLOYD, TITLE I COORDINATOR, GREENUP
COUNTY, KY. SCHOOLS

Mr. FLorn. I am Leo Floyd from the Greenup .County School
System, title I coordinator.

Chairman PERKINS. Where is Mr. Laudenbach? Did he get away?
Mr. FLOYD. He couldn't come today.
I am supposed to make statements on adult education and the title

I program.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead with your title I.
Mr. Fi.oyn. To start off with, if we receive the cut that it appears

we will, it will seriously damage the program. About 80 percent of
our title I funding goes toward a reading program that is operated
in all elementary schools in the county, and we handle approxi-
mately 1,500 students.

Chairman Pmlluxs. Out of a total of what number?
Mr. Fr.orn. We have 4,500 students, a little bit over 4,500 right

now, I think, in 12 grades, but, the title I program operates only in
the elementary school.

We have 22 employed as reading teachers, 11 of them fulltime,
and 11 of them that are half-time teachers and half-time librarians.
This means that we have roughly 100 classes a day of reading.

Now these children, these 1,500 or so children, don't receive one
class per day for 175 days. It's somethine. more like two times a
week. Some of them are there all the time, but we try to operate in
such a manner that they are only in a reading class for whatever
time is required to do the work. Some of them have been in the

sling program for several years, some of them have only been in
for 6 months, but in a year we usually get around 1,500. We don't
know what to do about next year, of course, and we think it would
cripple the program if we don't know by sometime around the 1st of
May what our grant will be. The grant would have to be pretty
close to what it is this year, or we would have to completely reorga-
nize.

Our tentative grant for this year was $255,000, and we were told
the other day that we can expect to get $6,000 more. The $255,000 is
85 percent of what it was the year before, which was $300,000,
slightly over, and the year before that it was $305,000, so you see, we
haven't made any financial progress for 3 years, and inflation being
what it is, and everything, we have been in quite a pinch.

We bought no hardware of any type for a number of years, we
have clone no building or construction for a number of years,. and I
can't see it in the future, either.

Our pupil cost in title I was about $266 last year, and this year it
probably will drop somewhat because of the fact that we just don't
have the money. There are some interesting figures that we can give..
The director of pupil personnel prepared these for me. Our average
attendance, average daily attendance for the past 6 years, in which
title. I has been in effect is 94.31, which is quite high even here iu
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Kentucky. That's an increase of almost three-quarters of 1 percent
over the preceding 6 years. I am sure that doesn't seem like a signif-
icant figure, and the director of pupil personnel is not sure that it
can be attributed to title I, but we called a neighboring district
which has a very small title I grant, and their figures have gone just
the opposite. Their attendance has ,actually dropped, whereas, ours
has increased. We'd like to think that it is a result of title I.

I brought a typical evaluation at one of our elementary schools.
.This is sorted from a pile of forms we have to turn in on our evalu-
ation. We concentrated in the primary grades, so the opening or top
report here is the sixth ,ffrade. It is reporting on 15 students who
arc, as I say, in the sixth (nude. Their pretest score was 3.8 aver-
age; their post-test was 4.5. That's a difference of seven tenths of 1
year, which isn't very much growth, but when you figure they only
grew 3.8 years in 6 years, it still is an improvement.

As we clop down to the fifth grade, we find there was a 1.6 years
difference, which is very significant; fourth grade was 1.5; third
grade was 1.4, and in the second grade it was .S, which again is a
significant growth for these children.

Our program has changed over the years by going more heavily
into reading. At first reading was only a small part of it, but as we
learned more of our needs, we dropped other programs and now are
almost exclusively into reading.

Chairman PERKINS. The first few years to some degree, .I think,
we will all have to admit were trial and error, and then you
went to reading and mathematics aml found better ways to spend
the funds, better results, I mean, better achievement results, is that
correct?

Mr. Frain. That is correct, and actually title I does not do any-
thing in mathematics. Now we did help with a computer program
up until this year. Again because of budget problems, we were
forced to drop it. We were forced to drop health services 2 years
now, any kind of personal health services for children, because we
simply couldn't make the dollars go far enough to do it.

Chairman PiatKiNs. Mr. FOrd, go ahead.
My. Foul). What has been the change in your student population

from 1960 to 1970?
Mr. FLoyn. Well, student population has dropped a little bit, but

the overall adult population in the county has increased. We are dif-
ferent, in that respect, from most tither counties in the State. It has
been a very small drop.

Mr. FORD. Your population is getting older?
Mr. FLOYD. Yes, and I. think people moved in, too, because we do

have a fair amount of industry.
Chairman PERKINS. Has your poverty population dropped any?
Mr. FLOYD. Not that we can .tell. In going by lunchroom figures,

which is what we use, it appears, at least in some areas of the
county. it has increased considerably.

Chairman PEnws. I would think so, with . the 'railroad shops
and so forth closing in the county.

Mr. Fr.oro. Of course, you understand the population figures I
gave you are now 3 years old. We know that at least in one of the
communities the shops virtually have closed up and we don't have
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any exact figures on this, but it has had a serious effect. We are told
that our county population has increased.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Floyd. You have
been very helpful to us.

All right, Arnold, you and your superintendent may come around.
Do we have anybody else here from any of the other Greenup

schools who wants to make a statement?
Identify yourself for the record and begin.
Without objection your prepared statement will be included in

the record.
[The statement referred to follows :]

TATEMENT OF TILDEN DE5KINS, SUPERINTENDENT, PIKE COUNTY SCHOOLS,
PIKE COMITY, KY.

Honorable Carl Perkins, members of the House Education and Labor Com-
mittee, Fellow Educators, and Guests. I am Tilden Deakins, Superintend-
ent, Pike County Schools, Pike County, Kentucky. I welcome the opportunity
to testify before your committee on behalf of Federal Aid to our schools.
Today, I address you on behalf of the Elementary and Secondary Education
ActMore specifically Title I and Adult Basic Education.

In today's world few people would question_that quality free public educa-
tion is a must if we are to survive, grow, and prosper as a free people. Unfor-
tunately, however, our forefathers have failed to provide an adequate and
equitable system to finance the needs of education. Today in this land of
plenty, in the richest nation on the face or the earth, we have thousands of
children attending school in substandard classrooms and without adegJate sup-
plies and tools with which to learn. These children, all, are the future citizens,
voters and leaders of our nation.

As you know, our County is in the heart of Appalachia, for the most part a
poverty stricken area, and our people cannot support the kind of educational
programs demanded for today's children. Poor schools and substandard educa-
tional programs Tvere for many years a blight upon our 7aTid and its people.
Only recently have we began to see some light over the huizonin the form
of categorical compensatory Federal Aid to education. Now, it seems that
storm clouds threaten even this meager aid.

A recent survey reveals that 52% of all Pike County students are from fam-
ilies which are economically and oducationalt; deprived; and possibly an even
greater percentage of the total school population may be culturally deprived
when measured by today's standards. Because a majority of Pike County stu-
dents are primarily concerned with obtaining the basic necessities of life they
have neither the time nor inclination for aesthetic pursuits if, indeed, such
things were available in Appalachia. This lack of cultural exposure leaves the
Pike County child at a distinct disadvantage when compared with the subur-
ban youth. Furthermore, a careful study indicates that the correlation betvVeen
the number of children from deprived homes and those children diagnosed as
poor readers is very high. A recent evaluation indicates that, of those children
eligible for Federal assistance, 57% were at least one year behind in reading
comprehension.

With your permission I would like to react briefly to the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and its impact on our County and school district.
This law is a landmark piece of legislation and, as conceived, an excellent step
in the right direction. Because of its impact for good in our schools, it should
become a benchmark for future educational legislation. Let us look at what it
has done for Pike County, Kentucky. It ha's enabled ;la to develop a massive
reading improvement program that is reaching some 8,600 children in need of
improved reading skills. It has enabled us to develop a pre-school readiness
program for the most needy children in our County. It has enabled us to offer
supportive services such as emergency medical, dental and clothing; counseling
services; social work and attendance services for those in need so that they
can attend school and take advantage of all the fine educational programs.
And what is, most important, these programs funded under Elementary and
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Secondary Education Act work. They are achieving significant results in Pike
County. School attendance is improving, the dropout rate is down, and there
has been a significant improvement in the tested reading skills of program par-
ticipants.

Though our Title I reading programs have enjoyed great success, our studies
indicate that the program is reaching barely 50% of those children who are
eligible and in need of this special assistance. During the 1972 school year we
were able to provide special reading instruction for approximately 3,603 stu-
dents our of 6,500 who were judged to be deficient in reading. While the suc-
cess of those participating in Title I reading programs is encouraging, we
must also be concerned for those needing the program who we could not
accommodate.

Judged- by any yardstick, whether standardized tests or more subjective
data, the Title I reading programs in Pike County are working and enjoying
great success. These programs were first begun in the Pike County Schools in
1967-68. Since that time the overall reading achievement for pupils in the
Pike County Schools have shown a steady pattern of growth. As a result of
this, our children are enjoying greater success in the classroom, and the drop
out rate has been reduced. The following data will briefly show by way of sta-
tistics the fact that Title I programs are working in the Pike County School
District :

ESEA TITLE I READING PROGRAM, 1968-72

Year

Average gain in
Pupils enrolled in overall reading

Eligible pupils title I programs achievement

72 8, 545 3,603 I. I
lt_ 8.332 2,580 .9

370 8,616 2,900 1.0
1969_ 8,498 2,800 .8
1968_ 9,365 2,800 1.4

The above statistics are more significant when you consider the fact that the
children participating in the program were educationally deprived and much
behind at the beginning of the program. It can be extremely gratifying to see
those children who are handicapped by reading difficulties suddenly "catch
fire" and return to the classroom and become successful participants in the
school program.

I must not miss this opportunity to say something on behalf of our pre-
school and readiness program which has been made possible with Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, Title I fund;. Through this program we have
been able to involve some 500 five year olds from economically and education-
ally deprived homes in a pre-school readiness program. &s a result of this pro-
gram, these children are able to enter the 'regular school program with a back-
ground of experience that has enabled thiau to make an early adjustment to
school and make better than normstl.progm.:s as measured by nationaly recog-
nized achievement tests. Also, as a result cf their pre-school program, retention
in the first grade has been reduced by more than 75%. Thus, we have been
able to take those children who, by reason of economic circumstances, had
little opportunity to grow and develop and give them an, early start at a time
in their lives when such programs can be most effective. Based on the results
we have achieved, we are convinced that this is one of the most effective pro-
grams that any school

prevention
could have. It follows the dictates of the old

Proverb "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound-of cure ", for it takes the
child before his problems and inhibitions develop and gives him the confidence
and encouragement so necessary to success in school and in life.

With your permission I would also like to say a few words about adult
basic education. Only yesterday the press carried a report that the adult popu-
lation in Kentucky had the lowest education level in the nation. Needless to
say, the need for adult basic education programs is greater today than ever
before. Most all modern day jobs require more education because of advances
in mechanization.

The educational level of adults in Pike County average about the 5th grade.
If these people are to become employable they,wilI have to have a higher level
of education. This need can be met only through adult basic 'education pro-
granis.
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Nov, as in the past nave very limited adult education programs in our
county. A recent study shows that in the past 2 years 128 men and women
have received high school equivalency diplomas as a result of these programs
and that we now have 38 persons seeking college degrees who finished high
school by way of our adult basic programs.

If we are to meet the need of our people the very limited adult education
programs of the past must be greatly expanded. The cost for such expanded
programs would not be great and would be an excellent investment fn Amer-
ica. I feel that we should give some thought toward combining oar adult basic
programs with programs offering technical and vocational skills as such pro-
grams would be more effective in preparing adults for employment.

I know that today we have our critics and our prophets of doom. We have
always had these people and perhaps we always will. I know of no better test
for a program such as Elementary and Secondary Education Act than to judge
it by the fruit that it hears. I can not speak for others, but I can speak for
the programs in Pike County. They are working and they are producing good
fruit. I know of no better or lasting investment for government than an
investment hi people, and Elementary and Secondary Education Act is an
investment in peoplefor with education comes quality.

I am here to say to you that the Congress must assume its rightful place
and responsibility in attending to the need of education. While with the help
of Elementary and Secondary Education Act we have been able to make some
progress, the demands of today are great and the job is not finished. Much
work must yet be done if every American boy and girl is to enjoy his birth-
righta good educationand realize his fullest potential as an individual.
Federal assistance to education must be expanded, not cut, and the Congress
must play an ever-increasing role in underwriting the cost oil. education. I urge
you to. and I know that you will, leave no stone unturned in an effort to see
that Elementary and Secondary Education Act is not only refunded, but
expanded and that categorical compensatory education programs are kept alive
and viable. Revenue sharing may have its merits, but it is not the answer, and
as presently proposed can and will not meet the needs of our boys and girls.
In my opinion, revenue sharing for education will work effectively only when
the money appropriated is in an amount sufficient to give general Federal Aid
to education.

Rapidly we are coming to realize that with the cosmopolitan nature of our
land and the premium which we must place on quality in the training
people. this nation can no longer afford, permit, much less tolerate, poor and
ineffective schools anyplace, whether it he Harlem or Appalachia. Recent sur-
veys show that over 75% of those graduating from Pike County High Schools
become residents, voters and tax payers elsewherewhether in Michigan, Illi-
nois or California. The Congress must take cognizance of this fact! In a world
that is placing more and more emphasis on quality education for all its citi-
zens, the United States must, if it would maintain a position of world leader-
ship, he in the forefront of this movement in seeing that all of its citizens
have available to them the best education possible and from which they can
profit. We have no aew geographical frontiers to conquer ; there are no new
lands to add ! We_must face the fact that our nation can grow and prosper in
the twentieth century only as we can improve the overall quality (education
and health) of our people. The Communist Worldthe Soviet Union and Chinn
recognize this fact and are devoting a large share of their National
resources to this end. America can and must do no less.

In the past, America has been great because the average American was a
little better educated and hcd a little more. technical know how than his Euro-
pean and Asiatic brothers. This may not be true in another generation, if
-America does not take steps now to see to it that we do maintain the quality
of our educational systems. In the past, the local school districts and the
states have done an acceptable job, but in this day of inflation and rising costs
and while local revenues remain relatively stable, the cost of the program is
rapidly outdistancing the means and local school districts cannot keep up. The
Congress and President must view this situation with the gravity it demands.
Local school districts need help badly and they need it now. Title I and other
compensatory education programs offer the

programs
formula yet devised to get the

still limited Federal funds to the areas and programs of greatest need.
I want to thank you your honor for the opportunity of coming before your

committee on behalf of the boys and girls of this nation. The pleasure has
been all mine.
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STATEMENT OF TILDEN DESKINS, SUPERINTENDENT, PIKE
COUNTY, KY., SCHOOLS, ACCOMPANIED BY ARNOLD ROBERTS,
FEDERAL COORDINATOR

Mr. DESKINS. Honorable Carl Perkins, members of the House Ed-
ucation and Labor Committee, fellow educators, and guests. I am
Tilden Deskins, superintendent, Pike County Schools, Pike County,
Ky. I welcome the opportunity to testify before your committee on
behalf of Federal aid to our schools. Today I address you on behalf
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Aet, more specifically,
title I and adult basic education.

I hate to put an article in someones' face and then have them to
read it, but .there is some information in this 7 or 8-page document
that is very good and fits our situation.

In today's world. few people would question that quality free pub-
lic education is a must if we are to survive, grow, and prosper as a
free people. Unfortunately, however, our forefathers have failed to
provide an adequate and equitable system to finance the needs of ed-
ucation. Today in this land of plenty, in the richest nation on the
face of tl earth. we have thousands of children attending school in
substandard classrooms and without adequate supplies and tools
with which to learn. These children, all, are the future citizens, vot-
ers and leaders of our nation.

I want to digress just a second and state that I believe -Congress-
man Quie earlier stated about the Headstart and kindergarten,. put-
ting them together and separating the rich and the poor. We have
always had our kindergarten and preschool programs together. In
other words, our more wealthy children, shall I say, and the poor
children, we have had them in one classroom and we, fought 0E0
from the beginning so that we could do that.

I also would firm to digress just a second, too. Pike County, since
we have just been listening to South Carolina, is the second greatest
Pepsi-Cola drinking section in the world. We have, in seven or eight
eastern Kentucky counties, the average per-person drinking Pepsi-
Cola is about 301 per-person, per-year. Only one area beats us on
Pepsi-Cola drinking, and that is an area in South Carolina. I
thought I would bring that out.

As you know, our county is in the heart of Appalachia, for the
most part a poverty stricken area, and our people cannot support
the kind of educational programs demanded for today's children.

By the way, Congressman Ford, if you :want to interrupt me or
stop me at anytime, fine.

Poor schools and substandard educational programs were for
many years a blight upon our land and its people. Only recently
have we began to see some light over the horizon, in the form of cat-
egorical compensatory Federal aid to education. Now, it seems that
the storm clonds threaten even this meager aid.

.A recent survey reveals that 52 percent of all Pike County stu-
dents are from families which . are economically and educationally
deprived; and possibly an even greater percentage of the total
school population may be culturally deprived when measured by to-
day's standards.

Mr. FORD. How did you measure that 52 percent? What criteria do
you have?
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Mr. DESKINS. I have Mr: Roberts here, our Federal coordinator,
and I think he could probably answer that better than I could.

Mr. Roberts.
Mr. ROBERTS. We have a running series of studies that incorporate

the 1960 census, and we, like others, do do a study each April.
Mr. FORD. What is the definition of an economically deprived per-

son, as used in this sentence?
Mr. ROBERTS. The criterion used here was a $3,000 family income.
Mr. Foul). And the definition of educationally deprived?
Mr. ROBERTS. I suppose you can say there is an assumption here.

We used them synonomously.
Mr. DESKINS. I was going to add a moment ago that we probably,

like William Check from Lawrence County, could qualify 100 per-
cent of our children, because tii.ey are culturally deprived, too, be-
CallE-J we have some children that have never been out of Pike
County, and I'd say I'd have to state they are underprivileged.

Mr. Foul). How does that 52 percent compare with what the census
said about you in 1960?

Mr. ROBERTS. In 1960 it was around 51 percent. There is very lit-
tle change. Of course, I don't have the 1970 census data.

Mr. Fouo. What does that mean in real numbers? If the percent-
ages stayed the samehow many children did you have? In other
words, you must be losing in real numbers economically deprived
children, because if the percentages stay the SR./110 when you go from
2,000 to 3,000, that means somebody has left.

Mr. ROBERTS. Yes. Our county is an area that is losing population
to your northern, urban centers rather rapidly. For example, be-
tween 1960 and 1970, the census of Pike County went from 68,000 to
someplace around 62,000, and there was a corresponding drop in the
enrollment in our public schools.

Mr. DESKINS. At one time, Congressman FOrd, about 15 years
ago, we had about 23000 students in Pike, County. At this time we
have only got about 15,000, so in the last 14 or 15 or 16 years we
have lost 7,000 or 8,000 students. We have been losing on an average
of anywhere from 300 and 400 students per year for the last few
years, and we are beginning to level off slightly the last year or two.

Now this year we are almost keeping our _own, holding our own.
We have got a statement later about how you people from up at De-
troit get our graduates and we have to keep the nongraduates.

Mr. FORD. I think we are getting some of your kids, and I am
trying to get Carl to let some of that money follow them up there.

Mr. DESKINS. Well, see, the graduates are the ones that do go on
to school and get a few skills. They leave us because there are no
jobs around our area, and they go up to Detroit and Chicago and
Columbus.

Mr. FORD. I want you to know I am very grateful, because they
generally vote Democratic when they get up there, and that's why I
am in Congress.

Mr. DESKINS. Well, they are that. Those that do not graduate
from high school we keep, and you know what that means to us, the
problems it creates for us.

Shall Igo ahead .

Mr. FORD. Yes, please.
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Mr. DEMONS. Because a majority of Pike County students are
primarily concerned with obtaining the basic necessities of life they
have neither the time nor inclination for esthetic pursuits if, indeed,
such things were available in Appalachia. This lack of cultural ex-
posure leaves the Pike County child at a distinct disadvantage when
compared with the suburban youth.

I'd like to make a statement here, too, that's not in the text. I feel
like that our youngsters, and even some of the adults, they have
been in the isolated area all their life, and when they do get out into
the most sophisticated society, shall I say, they don't have the confi-
dence, they don't have the confidence that a lot of people have. I be-
lieve that with all my heart.

Furthermore, a careful study indicates that the correlation be-
tween the number of children from deprived homes and those
children diagnosed as poor readers is very high. A. recent evaluation
indicates that, of those children eligible for Federal assistance, 57
percent were at least 1 years behind in reading comprehension.

I would like to also add to that. For years and yearsthis makes
me 30 years in educationKentucky has usually been 2 years behind
the national norm. Pike County-no, I am wrong. Kentucky has
usually been about 1 year below the national norm, and Pike County
usually, until a few years ago, has been 2 years below the State
norm, but this year I feel, like because of title I, we are up to the
State level, maybe a little ahead of the State level, and not too far
behind the national norm, and I feel like that speaks well for title I.

With your permission, I would like to react briefly to the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act and its impact on our county
and school district. This law is a landmark piece of legislation and,
as conceived, an excellent step hi the right direction. Becaiuse of its
impact for good in our schools, it should become a benchmark for
future educational legislation. Let us look at what it has done for
Pike County, Ky. It has enabled us to develop a massive reading im-
provement program that is reaching some 3,600 children in need of
improved reading skills. It has enabled us to develop a preschool
readiness program for the most needy children in our county.

I stated, I believe, a moment ago, that Congressman Quie felt like
preschool was part of our reading program.

It has enabled us to offer supportive services such as emergency
medical, dental, and clothing; counseling services; social work and
attendance services for those in need so that they can attend school
and take advantage of all the fine educational programs.

I have to comment here in addition to what I have here. This lady
and gentleman previously stated that they had 94 percent of attend-
ance. Well, our att:ndance for the whole last year in Pike County,
and it's probably the most mountainous terrain th4t,you can imag-
ine, we had about 96 percent ADA attendance, and we have one of
our greatest problems of transportation.

These programs funded under Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act work. They are achieving significant results in Pike
County. School attendance is improving, the dropout rate is down,
and them has been a significant improvement in the tested reading
skills of program participants.
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Though our title I reading programs have enjoyed great success,
our studies indicate that the program is reaching barely 50 percent
of those children who are eligible and in need of this special assist-
ance. Duing the 1972 school year we were able to provide special
reading .instruction for approximately 3,603 students out of .6,500
who were judged to be deficient in reading. While the success of
those participating in title I reading programs is encouraging, we
must also be concerned for those needing the program who we could
not accommodate.

Judged by any yardstick, whether standarized tests or more
subjective data, the title I reading programs in Pike County are
working and enjoying great success. These programs were first
begun in the Pike County schools in 1967-68. Since that time the
overall reading achievement for pupils in the Pike County schools
have shown a steady pattern of growth.

As a result of this, our children are enjoying greater success in the
classroom, and the dropout rate has been reduced. The following
data will briefly show by way of statistics the fact that title I pro-
grams are working in the Pike County School District.

[Information follows d
ESEA TITLE I READING PROGRAM, 1968-72

Year

Average gain M
Pupils enrolled in overall reading

Eligible pupils title I programs achievement

1972. 8,545 3.603 1. 1
1971_ 8,332 2,580 .9
1970. 8,616 2,900 1.0
1969_ 8,498 2,800 .8
1968 9, 365 2, 800 1. 4

Again I'd like to stress the fact that was stated earlier by another
committee, when we look at these statistics, and you fan look at
those yourself going across the page, if these children are the under-.
privileged, the culturally and economically deprived, the ones that
live up in the head of the hollows, and some of them walk 2 and 3
miles to the main road and catch a bus and maybe ride 15 or 20
miles, and many of these children never get a newspaper, some of
them will never have a magazine, they have a Sears, Roebuck
catalog; but you can see those statistics across the page there.

In 1968 they improved 11.4, and in 1:969, .8, and so forth, and I
won't take time to read those off.

The above statistics are more significant when you consider the
fact that the children participating in the program were education-
ally deprived and much behind at the beginning of the program. It
can be extremely gratifying to see those children who are handi-
capped by reading difficulties suddenly "catch fire" and return to the
classroom and become successful participants 3n the school program.

I must not miss this opportunity to say something on behalf of
our preschool and readiness program which has been made possible
with Elementary and Secondary Education Act, title I funds.

I feel like that I'd like to state that our preschool program has
been a model, shall I say, for the State, because as I stated before,
we put the children together that were on different economic levels,
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and we feel like that the State legislature, not followed ours specifi-
cally, but ours was investigated and looked at hopefully in the fu-
ture to fund a preschool program. The legislature 2 years ago passed
a bill to have 100 pilot preschool programs in the State of Ken-
tucky.

I think Mr. Roberts, correct, me if I am wrong, I think Mr. Roberts
asked for 4 pilot. programs out of the 100 in the State of Kentucky,
hoping to get 2, but we got 1. So I feel like thatour preschool pro-
gram has worked.

Mr. QUM Preschool is prekindergarten?
Mr. DESKINS. Five years old, yes.
Mr. Romans. We have no public kindergarten in this State, sir.
Mr. DESKINS. Through this program we have been able to involve

some 500 five-year-olds from economically and educationally de-
prived homes in a preschool readiness program. As a result of this
proaram, these children are able to enter the regular school program
with the background of experience that has enabled them to make
an early adjustment to school and make better than normal progress
as measured by nationally recognized achievement tests.

I have asked dozens and dozens of first grade teachers if the kin-
dergarten program helped, and always they said that it was one of
the greatest things that ever happened.

Also, as a result of this preschool program, retention in the first
grade has been reduced by more than 75 percent.

Mr. Qum. Say that again. What did you say?
Mr. DESKINS. As a result of this preschool program, retention in

the first grade has been reduced by more than 75 percent.
Mr. Qum. I see.
Mr. DmiErics. Thus, we have been able to take those children who,

by reason of economic circumstances, had little opportunity to grow
and develop and give them an early start at a time in their lives
when such nrograms can be most effective. Based on the results NI%
have achie\ we are convinced that this is one of the most effective
programs that any school district could have. It follows the dictates
of the old Proverb "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure", for it takes the child before his problems and inhibitions de-
velop and .gives him the confidence. and encouragement so necessary
to success in school and in life.

I don't think there is much use for me to go into the adult basic
education, because you heard that. It is an important phase of our
program, and I will skip on over to a little farther on over and
come back to title I or. ESEA, shall I say. Many of these things
have been stated. I'd like to say that I know that you gentlemen will
leave no stone unturned in an effort to see that the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act:is not only refunded, but expanded and
that categorical compensatory educational programs are kept alive
and viable.

Revenue sharing may have its merits, but is not the answer as far
P3 we are concerned, and as presently proposed can and will not
meet the needs of our boys and girls, because as you people know; if
the judges, courts get the money, they like to put it on roads, every-

. one that's after them, Cmgressriaan Perkins, unless it is earmarked.

95-545-73-Pt. 2-66
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We'd like to have any money coming through revenue sharing ear-
marked. Personally I think it would be better to come through the
direct boards of education and the State department of education.

Mr. QmE. General revenue sharing is earmarked not to go to edu-
cation.

Mr. DESRINS. Right.
Rapidly we are coming to realize that with the cosmopolitan na-

ture of our land and the premium which we must place on quality in
the training of our people, this Nation can no longer afford, permit',
much less tolerate, poor and ineffective schools anyplace, whether it
be Harlem or Appalachia. Re4ent surveys show that over 75 percent
of those graduating from Pike County high schools become resi-
dents, voters, and taxpayers elsewherewhether in Michigan, Illi-
nois or California.

Mr. Qum. Are you increasing the percentage that are graduating
so you can get m)re of them up there?

Mr. DESRINS. Yes, we are sending more all the time.
Mr. FORD. I wonder what it would be like if we didn't have 10-

percent unemployment in the Detroit area.
Mr. DESKINS. Well, you are in a good situation. What if you had

those that did not graduate and they were walking the streets and
after us for jobs, on welfare, and so forth.

The Congress must take cognizance of this fact: In a world that
is placing more and more emphasis on quality education for all its
citizens, the United States must, if it would maintain a position of
world leadership, be in the forefront of this movement in seeeing
that all of its citizens have available to them the best education pos-
sible and from which they can profit. We have no new geographical
frontiers to conquer; there are no new lands to add. We must face
the fact that our Nation can grow and prosper in the 20th century
only as we can improve the overall quality, education, and health of
our people. The Communist world, the Soviet Union and China, rec-
ognize this fact and are devbting a large share of their national re-
sources to this end. American can and must do no less.

The reason I feel like that we have been ahead of. Russia, if I may
say so, !'n the years past, is because we could go out here in any walk
of life and get a person that is technically trained to do a certain
job with very little training, where the people in Russia, they can't
go out and just pick anybody with a few months' training, pilots
and so forth, they couldn't do it, and it is because of our education.

In the past, America has been great because the average American
was a little better educated and had a little more technical knowhow
than his European and Asiatic brothers. This may not be true in an-
other generation, if America does not take steps now to see to it that
we do maintain the cluality of our educational systems. In the past,
the local school districts and the States have done an acceptable job,
but in this day of inflation and rising costs and while local reve-
nues remain relatively stable, 'the cost of the program is rapidly
outdistancing the means and local school districts cannot keep up.
The Congress and President must view this situation with the grav-
ity it demands. Local schoOl districts need help badly and they need
it now. Title I and other compensatory education programs offer the
best formula yet devised to get the still-limited Federal funds to the
areas and programs of greatest need.
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I'd like to thank all of you for inviting us and Mr. Roberts would
be glad to let you fire any questions at us concerning Pike County.

Chairman PERKINS. Bill.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I haven't done this before. I would like

to ask unanimous consent that the prepared statements that have
been presented to us be inserted in the record at the proper points.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. FORD. What is the makeup of your school income? How much

from the State and how much from local taxes and how much from
Federal funds ?

Mr. DESKINS. Our total budget is, in round numbers, including
Federal aid and all of our Federal project's, roughly 10 million. Our
Federal income, all programs, correct me, Mr. Roberts, is roughly
$2,700,000?

Mr. ROBERTS. Something in that neighborhood. That includes
school lunch reimbursement, and all.

Mr. FORD. That's for a school population of how many
Chairman PERKINS. Break that 2 million down.
Mr. ROBERTS. Title I ran last year $1,380,000. I have the figures

but I didn't bring them. Our headstart program ran $196,000; our
huich reimbursement, I don't know exactly what that is, but it is fig-
ured in there, title II, all the title programs, plus our, NDEA, and
so on. I think title II was $13,000, which would be library books.

Mr. DESKINS. We have the follow-through program, and it is a
little over $200,000.

Mr. ROBERTS. No, it's $144,000 I believe.
Mr. DESKINS. And we have what we call the career opportunity

program, that is roughtly What ?
Mr. ROBERTS. One hundred eighty thousand.
The breakdown in our county, of every school dollar that is spent

in the foundation program on education in Pike County, only 12
cents comes from local sources; the State is pumping in 88 cents.
Now this doesn't take into consideration the Federal money.

Mr. FoRn. What is the per pupil expenditure?
Mr. DESKINS. Three hundred forty, in round numbers, was it not,

Mr. Roberts ?
Mr. ROBERTS. I believe in title I now it depends on the program.

In our preschool program we are spending roughly $300 per child;
in our reading program, we are almost totally in those two areas, we
are spending around $345. Now the State expenditure that doesn't
take into consideration your title moneys, and so on, I believe, Mr.
De,skins, it runs about $472 for this past year.

Mr. DESKINS. Yes, it does. Wo have about 15,500 children over
mountainous terrain, 786 square miles, and some of that is not this
way, but up and down [indicating]. The area starts from the creek,
as Congressman Perkins knows.

Chairman PERKINS. That's what I am getting at. How many
buses do you have to run in Pike County ?

Mr. DESKINS. .I can tell you exactly. We have 119 regular large
buses, and then we have about 25 of what we call contract haulers.
Those are the people that we give contracts to haul the children out
of creeks and hollows that buses cannot get to. So overall, we'll have
about 150 drivers or vehicles going morning and every afternoon,
and that's not even counting our Head Start drivers.
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How many are there, Mr. Roberts?
Mr. ROBERTS. We involve a total of 101 people there.
Mr. DEsxrics. Our regular program will spend over $500,000 alone

for transportation. Until last year, you knowsometimes you can't
run to keep up we bought 20 new buses last year, and you know we
do not get any reimbursement from the State if the buses are over 8
years old. So before last year the most that the previous superin-
tendent ever bought was Is, and we bought 20 last year and we are
buying N this coining summer. So we are tryino. to catch up where.
we can get reimbnrsement money from the State because of not hav-
ing our buses outdated.

Mr. Folio. Yo-,i keep buying them, we'll keep making them.
Mr. ROBERTS. Until this year we were using some school buses 12

years old, believe it or not.
-Mr. Foam We make them for export in Michigan, too.
Mr. DESKINS. We are buying 20 this summer.
Chairman PERKIN-S. You still lose a lot of your good teachers, Mr.

Deskins?
Mr. DESKINS. Well, we've got teachers flowing out of our ears.

Yes, we lost a lot of good teachers, but still, goodness gracious, un-
less we know that this program is going to be funded, we are going
to have to cut teachers. We've got teachers flowing out of our ears.

Chairman PERKINS. Because of the unemployment problem
throughout east Kentucky?

Mr. DESKINS. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. It's that way in all walks of life, am I cor-

rect?
Mr. DESKINS. Right.
Mr. ROBERTS. Then, too, sir, I find that other school districts are

anticipating cuts, and they are cutting the teacher who doesn't live
there or have families there first, -so we have teachers coming back
now who are being released to other places, who are seeking employ-
ment.

Mr. DESKINS. By the way, Congressman Ford, we have, on any
long weekend,. I mean when we have Friday- or 'Monday as a vaca-
tion day, you know, that is set up to run with the calendar now. In
Pike .County you will see, if you come up there one of those long
weekends, you'll see more automobiles from Michigan and Ohio and
Indiana that are Kentuckians, Pike Countians, with Indiana, Ghio,
and Michigan licenses, many more up in our county. .

A Volum Congressman, could I ask Mr. Deskins a question ?
On May 15th don't you have a deadline that you have to notify

teachers?
Mr. Dnsumrs. Yes.
A. VOICE. If they are not going to be employed, reemployed in

September ?
Mr. DESKINS. YeS.
A Volum. What are you going to do on this title I program on

that
Mr. DESIIINS. We are going to have to notify all the teachers that

are not tenured, which to go on, tenure, which is 4 years, you have to
have 4 years' experience. We:are going to have to notify all those
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teachers that are not tenured, unless this program is funded, that
they are subject to not being reemployed, which is going to make us
,ery unpopular.
Chairman Prmirss. Because you would lose a lot of good teach-..

ers?
Mr. ESEINS. A. lot of good teachers, and then it will make us

----very unpopular:
Mr. Foul). I think to help you word that notice so that we give

credit where credit is due, state who is cutting of the money. Get
even for that litt,16 slip that went in the social security check last
October.

Mr. ROBERTS. But it is a tragic thing. I thought Mr. Cheek was
going_to. tell you it would cause a superintendent to go into early re-
tirement-This morning. It is a tragic thing when, under State law, in
this tate it is a State law, that you have to notify a teacher about

_tie last clay of April if you are not going to use them the following
year. This is mandatory, because if you don't by that date, then you
are stuck with them the next year anyway. So in order to be safe,
school districts in this State are going to have to notify teachers at
least in an equivalent number to the Federal employees .they have, so
that they".von4t-be-stUck with salaries they can't pay.

Chairthan PERKINS. Let me ask you gentlemen one question.
Have you made any determination as to the comparable cost of

giving a disadvantaged child in Pike County the same type of serv-
ice he would-receive

disadvantaged
Cleveland, Ohio, Chicago, Illinois, Indianap-

olis ?
DEsKiNs: Congressman Perkins, I don't have any definite

data or statistics, butt'I do know this. In figuring out little summer
programs. Mr. Roberts has to allocate as much or more money for
transportation to get up to where these children are living, and they
are underprivileged. In other words, we just can't plan on programs
in our area because of this conditio;-1, iihlb:s we have a lot of money.

Chairman PERKINS. I know myself that from a realistic viewpoint
it costs more.

.Mr. DESKINS. That's right. You hit the nail on the head in one of
the other committees,

Chairman PERKINS. I don't know how to get my point across.
Mr. DESKINS. You hit the nail on the head with one of your other

committees, Congressman Perkins, about we are handicapped and we
are discriminated against in this way in our area. We might have el-
ementary schools 4 miles apart. We have a principal, a librarian,
musiP teacher, guidance counselor, and so forth, but yet, for all
pric..ical purposes, those schools are 25 miles apart, even if ehey are
just across the mountain. We have so many schools that we have to
staff with principals and librarians, so we are hurting now, our
staffing, because of our administrative staff, because. of our small
school here, here, here, every few miles. We have ,schools within 2
miles of each other.

Chairman PERKINS. It is going to b^ difficult' for the committee to
see just how these things should be aujusted, unless they go right.
into these school systems in the city and in these rural areas to see
some of these things. I 4m- coming to that conclusion more every
day.
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Mr. Qum. I think it would be good, if we had more hearings. In
fact, we got more information ;,ere in Morehead, Ky., than we ever
got in Washington.

Mr. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. One of the reasons why such a large number of gradu-

ates from this school are teaching in other States is disparity in
teachers' salaries. It is rather unfair to make a comparison :without
having that in mind.

Mr. QUIE. What is the teachers' salary here?
Mr. ROBERTS. We are starting off at $5,700.
Mr. DESKINS. The average salary, I'd say, is $7,500.
Mr. QUIE. The average is $7,500, starting $5,700.
Mr. ROBERTS. It's among the lowest in the Nation.
We are dwelling on a point here that think is one of the most

often misunderstood things and often concerns me, about the bu-
reaucacy that af ten makes these decisions, and that this, that there Is
such a variance. In other words, Appalachia has its problems. We
have our problems, but tha7 are not the same as those you find in
the ghettos of Detroit or Cleveland or Chicago. We have no integra-
tion problem; it's not a problem with us, never has been, but we
have transportation problems, we have problems that very few peo-
ple seem. to know about or even recognize, and often times it's real
difficult, even for us, to explain to the folks in Frankfort, you know,
so that they understand what our problems are.

We are A bluegrass-oriented State, really, Mr. Perkins.
Chairman PERKINS. I know all about it.
Mr. FORD. Just imagine what it would be if you didn't have Carl

Perkins down .there.
Mr. DESKINS. Amen.
We have no integration problems. We made a survey, and we

abide by all the guidelines. Our Negro population of students is
twenty-five one-hundredths of 1 percent, and that is localized. We
have 1 teacher in Pike County, out of about 700. That puts us over
the quota of Negro teachers, and that is a librarian in one of these
schools, so that rings our quota up to twenty-nine one-hundredths
of 1 percent, so we are over.

Mr. Ron Eirrs. I was real happy to hear the committee mention the
factI really think you folks know more about education than we
do sometimes, yeally, but when we get to the idea of separating chil-
dren on economics, segregating on economics, now, we did a real bat-
tle with some of the bureaucracies in Atlanta and Washington over
our preschool people, because we felt it was just as bad to see a child
over here in this corner and say, "You are a little start child,
because your parent doesn't make much money", and en we'll put
another one over here and say, "Well, your daddy makes money, so
we'll put you over here". We had a real difficult time getting the
folks in Atlanta to understand.

Mr. FORD. I don't think it's just as bad, I think it's worse, because
at some stage a child who. is a member of a minority group and who
is being discriminated against because of that will come to realize
that that's not his daddy's fault, but if he is told everk, time he turns
around in. school that,

daddy's
his. daddy is a failuie or a; bum, or

whatever, therefore he is being singled out; that, to Inc, is far more
corrosive to a young person than family life.
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Mr. ROBERTS. It has a psychological impact the child will never
overcome, that's right.

Mr. DESIUNS. Well, we fought with, if I may say so, with OEO
for 2 years, and I was the guinea pig. he's laughing, he knows what
I am talking about.. We even did away with it a while, because we
didn't believe just what Mr. Roberts said. We were damned if- we did
and damned if we didn't,. because the State department said we had
to have 'a degreed teacher, OEO said we couldn't have one over 64,
so what in the world were we going to do.

Mr. FORD. In the conference committee last year Mr. Perkins
fought through Al and the Senator from New York with the White
House for about 6 weeks trying to broaden the base on headstart,
without very much success. We were trying to get up to $6,500.

Mr. What I have been trying in my district is to have an
economically integrated program where the nonpoor would pay the
own way, but- we have never been able to get that through OEO. We
would use none of the OEO money for the nonpoor, but at lr
they could run an integrated program and the kids would not f.
that they were there only because their parents were poor.

Mr. DESKINS. We feel like we have a real good program, all .

them are together. They are separated on paper, but the chid_
don't know who is in headstart and who is in title I.

Mr. Qum So headstart is run by the school here. You don't
any community action agency ?

Mr. ROBERTS. We have a community action agencyl but we,
been on his back, and with Mr. Perkins' help for quite some time,
and he leaves us alone.

Mr. Dr.simrs. He has been on our back, WO.
Mr. QM. Great. I have got to find out from Carl how he did

that.
Mr. ROBERTS. But in all sincerity, this is one of the things I think

that sometimes people don't understand, that some of these things
are handed down by people maybe who don't know very much about
education in boys and girls.

Mr. Folio. We are living in an era now of hiring management ex-
perts and accountants to Jo these things. We work with numbers
over there, not with the way programs are supposed to work.

A VoicE. I was surprised in this testimony today, and 1 think I
pretty well heard most of it that, it was never brought but real hard
about ESEA was first funded with the strings attached, and a lot of
the.% school districts were given all this-money and told to spend it,
and they hid no classroom.

Chairman PERKINS. Any further questions, Mr. Ford?
Mr. FoRD. No, sir.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie?
Mr. QUIE. out. .

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you, gentlemen.
the prepared statements Of the gentlemen who were not heard

will be inserted in the record.'
[Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled mat-,

ter was closed.] -;

[The documents referred to follow :]
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STATEMENT OF FRANK ROSE, SUPERINTENDENT, WOLFE COUNTY SCHOOLS,
CAMPTON, Kw,

Air. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Frank Rose, Superin-
tendent of Wolfe County Schools, Campton, Kentucky, with your permission I
would like to make the following statement: As you know, Wolfe County is
one of the poorest counties in this nation, Of this we do not boastbut merely
state fact. Before the Elementary and Secondary Education Act came into
being, Wolfe County had fourteen, seventy-five year old, one-room schools. In
the one W.Y.A. high school about 800 pupils were crowded into a space built
for about 300. Art, Music, Industrial Arts, Library, Remedial Reading, Guid-
ance Counselor, Social Workers had never been a part of our school curricu-
lum because Wolfe County did not have fundsState or local to staff these
positions to say nothing of space.

With the help of Title I E SEA a new high school has been built, the one-
room schools have disappeared and all of the above programs are an impor-
tant part of our curriculum.

In the area of Reading in the year 1968-82% of the elementary students
were reading below grade levelWe set about to initiate remedial reading pro-
grams. awl readiness units in all of our elementary schools and also to begin
remedial reading in our high school by using Title I Funds. We have reduced
considerably the percentage of students reading below grade level and are con-
tinuing to broaden this aspect of our Title I Program. I might also add here
that in the year of 1965 we had 50 high school graduatesWe ended with 95
graduates for school year 1971 -72. I firmly believe the new facility and stu-
dent's reading ability being increased has meant much to our holding power
and our ability in reducing the high school drop-out rate.

In the area of Music, we started from scratchWe had never been able to
have a Public School Music TeacherBand & Choral Director and so in order
to enrich our curriculum=we were permitted to use some Title I funds to get
these programs started. Tonight at the new Wolfe County High School Audito-
rium a line arts concert is scheduled which will consit of the elementary
chorus: elementary band, senior high choir,. senior high band ; an Art Exhibit
which will be displaying the elementary and students MU- 2-- Crafts
and this is not nearly the whole storyour and was invited to march in one
of the Blue Grass counties recently and how proud our students and county
residents were when our students brought home the first place trophy. It was
their first but hopefully not .the lastperhaps these things sound unimportant
to you for we realize that, many take these activities for granted but
these are areas that are vitally important to any school curriculum and Wolfe
County is one of those unfortunate *school, districts that cannot have special
reading, music, art, etc., without special funding. Further.let me say that
many improvements have been made which cannOt be measured by straight
percentages' from the use of Title I funding. That of change in attitude toward
school and community life: better self image and a more positive outlook for
the individuals future.

The current year funding of Title I has indeed met, many needs, however, I
must truthfully .say it is definitely inadequate to meet the most pressing and
urgent needs in our schools.

Title I has proved to
not

an effective' means of reaching our disadvantaged
youth. believe it is not merely the responsibility of our government but
should hr considered a privilege of our government to see that every child has
the opportunity to-develop his potential to the fullest advantage.

Therefore, I strongly- urge you to recnmmend and work diligently to farther
provide full funding of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.

STATEMENT OF Woo» R. KEESEE, VICE CHAIRMAN, PIKE COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION, P/KEViLLE, KY.

The satisfaction of serving thr public as a board of education member is
equaled only by the urgeney that exists in our educational system today.

Public Education is perhaps the chief instrument which a society Foeks to
perpetuate and extend its goals and objectives.
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The services that should be rendered to our public and the services that
they should expect cannot be realized without the support of the programs and
resources of the ESEA title programs, with special emphasis on Title I.

I shudder to think of the condition of our schools, and more importantly,
our children. without the services that they have received from Title I and
other related programs.

We that are in education, whether it be in a major or minor role, need to
establish goals. The goals that have been put forth by the Congress and educa-
tional leaders on the National level need not to be shortened, but they need to
be expanded if we are to realize the ultimate satisfaction of each individual.

I could cite for you an endless list of perils and needs that we faced with in
education. I need not. You read about them every day, and you can see and
experience them in our own lives.

Our society looks to education as its special elixir and remedy. We in educa-
tion look to the government to help us. We have made failures in education,
but there is, however, much to be hopeful about in what we have achieved.
Ther is much more to be concerned about.

We cannot meet the needs of our public without the aid that we have now
become accustomed to.

I view as the single most important phase of education the development of
our human resources and perhaps the best means of insuring the survival and
growth of this great c-,:7ntry of ours.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BROCK, SUPERINTENDENT, MONTGOMERY COUNTY
S'eMOOLS, MT. STERLING, KY.

I am John Brock, Superintendent of Schools in Montgomery County, Mt.
Sterling, Kentucky where the Majestic Mountains meet the Rolling Bluegrass.
I am a native Kentuckian born and reared in the Southeastern portion of this
state near Pineville in the County of Bell. I have_been. associated with five dif-
ferent school systems throughout the Eastern portion of this great state. These
being in the countries of Bell, Harlan, Madison, and presently Montgothery.

My pun se in appearing here today is to represent the young people of Mont-
gomery County and others throughout our commonwealth who havedue to no
fault of their ;:wnbeen denied an equal educational opportunity. It is appar-
ent to even the most skeptical that young people\ across our state and nation
are alnrded opportunities based upon their parents ability to pay or by living
in an affluent school district which has the ability to financially support pro-
grams to offset their disadvantages. With all due respect to the recent supreme
court decision pertaining to :he financing of our schoo it still appears to be
morally unsound to -expect a youngster from a poor district with an education-
ally deprived background at home to compete in and out of school with his
connterparts who have the advantages of the almighty dollar.

Compensatory education, particularly ESEA Title I has taken a giant step
to help alleviate this educational deprivation from which so many Kentucky
youngsters have been suffering.

In Montogmery County Title I funds have be,,n .1sed to initiate and some-
times carry out the following programs: health services, guidance services,
remedial reading services, pre-vocational services, special education services
and many other. We have also used Title I funds, local funds, 0E0 funds, and
tuition from able. parents to offer pre-school experiences to all five year old
youngsters in Montgomery County.

I have with me today several staff members who will share with you if you
desire detail programs with statistical information to show some of the !-"erts-
fits educationally deprived younster in Montgomery County have receive. mu
Title I.

The first person is Donald Patrick, Federal Program Director IA Montgom-
ery County, who will give a brief resume of conditions as they existed before
Title I and after Title I fund:: became available. H(. will i. turn introduce
titer Staff members. We will be glad to entertain questions at your pleasure.
1,a closing my remarks may I take this opportunity to invite you and other

members of your staff to visit our schools in Montgomery County.
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COMMENTS MR. DONALD PATRICK, FEDERAL PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Mr. Perkins, we appreciate this opportunity to discuss with your committee
the achievements, the merits, and outcomes of Title I.E.S.E.A.

I might note that I was in the Montgomery County School system for seven
years before Title I and seven years since Title I began. You might say I saw
the seven lean years and the seven fat ones.

I saw during the seven lean years, schools with virtually no capacity to
meet the disadvantages that the improverished child or the otherwise handi-
capped child brought to school with him.

When I entered the Montgomery County School system in 1959, I found no
special services to assist the children who lacked the basic life experiences to
profit from education or who brought with them mental or physical handicaps.
There were no health services, no counseling services, no special reading pro-
grams even though this problem was acute no special classes for -EMR, TMR,
or speech handicapped, and no summer programs or pre-school programs.
Recreation and food services were very poor. Children without adequate cloth-.
ing and shoes or who needed medical services were at the mercy of the P.T.A.
or some civic group.

Libraries were dismal places with few books and really not open to student
use except on one-day-a-week basis. There were no kindergartens or any kind
of special classes geared up to meet childrens' individual paces and to alleviate
failure. Teachers in overcrowded classes had not heard of teacher aides.

In essence, school was essentially a class of 30 to 35 with one teacher, few
books and a high failure rate, especially for the poor, the handicapped, or the
disadvantaged.

More than 40% of our nearly 3000 students are deprived- by Title I stand-
ards. Our compensatory progr 'as are geared mainly to meet their needs. With
your permission, Mr. Chairman, I am going to ask different members of our
staff to briefly describe some of the projects we have in operation and to give
you some of the outcomes of these project& These people and their topics are
as follows :

Mr. Donaldson : Special Classes & Summer Programs. Lana Richardson : Spe-
cial Education, Harold Wilson : Reading Improvement Programs, John
Crockett : Counseling & Health Services. Dave Gover : Prevocational High
School Programs for the Disadvantaged & Handicapped.

In closing, I should like to mention some other "people centered" programs
that have spun off our Title I services in the form of cooperatives.

For example, two years ago we started our kindergarten program for all 5-
year olds. We .were able to do this by combining Head Start, Title I, private
tuition and Board funds and as far as we know in doing this, we became the
first rural school system in the State to offer a full kindergarten program.

Secondly, we are cooperating with Morehead State University and the Divi-
sion of Adult Education in Frankf.nt to operate a full-fledged Commun'.'LY
Education program in Montgomery Cuunty that offers numerous services for
children and their families. (See enclosed broelet..-7e)

We are' also cooperating with Dr. Eyster here at Mc;ehead to operate a
Right to .lead program in the county for illiterate adults and at the same time
carrying °Oka and toys to-deprived preschool children in these homes.

conk... go on and on naming "people centered" programs and efforts that ,we
are operating, but my point is that many of these are "spin offs" or more spe-
cificallY, programs influemed by Title I.

In closing, I say without hesitation that the drastic curtailing or cutting off
of Title I funds would all but competely destroy our school programs and
would certainly put the lean years back upon us,

COMMENTS : Janli L. CROCKETT

Counseling services for disadvantaged students in Montgomery County are
provided by two counselors weking in the -elementary se:thel and one
employed in the high school.

Each counselor attempts to establish a c&mpatible working relationship with
the individual student and with the home to assure a more adeqnri.te school
adjustment. In addition to" consultive Nrd co-ordinative senices, counselor
activities also include individual and group counseling in the areas of career
exploration, scholastic achievement, socio-personal concerns.
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As part of his regular duties the counselor also provides appropriate assess-
ments of the students achievement levels as a means of assuring adequate
placement. Referral agencies are utilized when this need is indicated. One of
tile chief responsibilities of the counselor is to focus community services on
the disadvantaged children and families.

A pupil self-appraisal form was administered last year to grades 4-8 to
obtain a measure of pupil growth in :latitude toward school and self-concept
development. The survey showed a positive indication on nearly every question
that large numbers of students were becoming better adjusted to school and
had improved self-images. Thirty-one percent of the students had gained
during the school year a rlsitive self - linage.

The counselors tiled to build goodwill and satisfying relationships between
the home and the tschool so that parents would encourage their children's stay-
ing in school and would positively affect their academic performance. Ninety-
eight percent of the 549 disadvantaged students surveyed at Camargo said that
their father and mother "want them to do well in school."

Extensive guidance programs as now provided in grades K thru twelve with
Title I funds and coupled with other positive projects appear to be getting the
following outcomes in marked degree.

1. The children who get services are showing significant improvements in
self-image.

2. These children in tremendous number are becoming better adjusted to
school life.

3. Disadvantaged children with proper attention, improved self-images,
better clothing, and health are gaining satisfying peer group acceptance.

4. Teachers and students are placing increased confidence in the counselors
and show evidence of this by constant and numerous referrals.

5. Parents are working more closely with the schools through the counselors
to help children.

0. Significant increases in contacts and referrals to public agencies are being
made by counselors for the health and well being of disadvantaged children.
Health Services

Health services are provided for all disadvantaged children in our shcool
system. Here are examples of some of the health services provided last year as
summarized from the school nurse monthly reports.

Home visits by nurses 102
Office visits by students 2, 393
First aid 301)
Conferences: Classroom teacher-nurse 136
First grade physical exam reports 516
Referrals to M.D. and dentists 386
Number given vision test 1, 179
Referral to special for vision and hearing_ 183
Clothing and shoes issued 350

Dental trailer from State Departmmt
We used a small amount of Title I funds to encourage sever,' other civic

and public agenciai to coopere'r,ely sponosr a dental trailer pr: ram for dis-
advantaged children in Mor.'.'6, esounty. We were able to cc ;,t problems
for about (z50 children at no col . ');.ctn. For a Title I investment of $150, we
gained $1500 worll of services ,ar children. This activity directly cor-
rected dental problems which in v ..1 untbubtedly made most of these children
more effective students.

In addition to the above activities the nurses spend at least one-fourth of
their time in health education tctivities such as: personal and feminine
hygien, drugs, venereal disease and safety.

COMMENTS : EVERETT DONALDSON

The non-graded program in Montgomery County has concerned itself with
students who have not done well in the first grade by bringing thew, to school
during -the summer, followed by a non-graded regular school year program
which concerns itself: with having students self-paced rather than group-paced.
Participants in the program have generally shown clear evidence of growth.
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Behind this departure from the traditional classroom role was a philosophi-
cal change relating to failure and promotion. It was noted that from 25 to
35% of the students in the first grade were being retained. The staff saw the
damage 'of the failure complex as students experienced failure at such au early
ate. Many of these students were either too immature to succeed in school; or

ifre from deprived backgrounds, and most generally the child was hampered
a combination of both. Au urgent need was felt for an alternative to W-

are.
The plan adopted begins with bringing the under achieving first graders

back to school during the summer and putting them in programmed reading
and math with the intention of moving them into the second grade in the fall.
The pupil-teacher ration was lower than during the regular year,- and the
assistance of an aid and volunteer parents was added.

At the end of the 1972 summer term, it was found that ;
1. Children had a mean gain of more than two months in reading and math

on standardized tests.
2. More than 90% of the students verbally indicated a much improved atti-

tude toward teachers and school in general.
3. More than 98% of the 60 children were promoted to time second grade, and

appear to he making satisfactory progress.
During the regular year students who did not perform well in the regular

classroom could be put on a non-graded track with a reduced pupil-teacher
ratio where they could use high interest-low level programmed materials which
they could not have had in foundation funded programs.

Departure from the 1 teacher-30 or more student-one classrooM arrangement
to a teacher, with an aid to assist, and sometimes parent volunteers,' and mate-
rials which would help the student to be self-paced rather than grou.p-paced
caused students to be happier and less frustrated.

An attempt was made to involve parents so they could become aware of
their children's problems. After a. year in the program 28 of 29 parents
responding stated that .their child was better adjusted in school, brought more
library books home, read more, and generally felt that their child's chances of
succeeding had been greatly enhanced. On the Test of Basic Experiences the
students showed a rise in percentile rank for the 6t1 . to the 19th percentile. By
providing both teachers and students with an ah:ernatiie to failure, it is
strongly believed that the students' self-image was, And is being preserved and
encouraged, and that reasonable success in school is assured.

COMMENTS : LANA RICHARDSON

In 1967 the first educational programs for the mentally handicapped child
wftre established in Montgomery County With the use of Title I funds. The
program originated with one unit for EMR students in each of the two ele-
mentary schools with teachers under professional commitment to become certi-
fied in the area of special education. Title I funds made it possible for these
teachers to receive the training necessary to become.certified according to state
standards for teaching the mentally retarded.

Montgomery County now has three classroom units for the mildly retarded
operating in each of its elementary schools and an additional unit in the high
school which serves. those students previously in BMA classes who are ready
for pre-,ocational experiences. In additic.i to the expansion of EMR services, a
modern, air-conditioned facility for the trainable retarded youngsters was con-
structed at one of the elementary schools to serve those children who had pre-
viously not been enrolled in school because of the severity of their handicaps.
This unit serves the Montgomery County community as well as several adjoin-
ing counties.

In order to assure adequate functioning of these children in special pro-
grams, Title I funds have been used to renovate classrooms, provide medical
and psychological services, and supply clothing and shoes for those who are
economically deprived.

Services for the mentally handicapped in these programs have attended
themselves to providing equalizing cultural experiences -and special instruc-
tional materials designed to meet the unique academic rieeds of the students.
Reduced student-teacher rag() and addition of a para-professional for each
(.1,-:;sroom unit has produced an optimal learning situation of -the educationally
deprived child. .
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Special education services have been expanded to include two speech thera-
pists who are responsible for identifying speech and bearing disorders and for
instituting treatment plans or making referrals for remediation of these
defects. In the current school year. all elementary children were seremed for
Possible speech disorders and two hundred are now receiving therny as aresult.

. .

Each of the 13 Title I aides employed in the system have received training
for working with disadvantaged students either in the area of health servicesor in classroom instruction.

In total scope, we now have 10 special education units in operation in the-
county, each with fully certified personnel.

It is difficult to assess ninny of the significant effects of special programs, for
children who are experiencing social and academic failure. The outcomes for
children in Montgomery County have been overwhelmingly positive in terms of
improved self-concept, increased skill in academic areas, ability to. make a sat-
isfactory adjustment to shcool, and in general the development of social skills
which have made it possible for them to relate more effectively to their envi-
ronment.

OOMMENTS MB. HAROLD L. WILSON

With our first Title I fund in 1966, we identified reading ability as our
major problem in Montgomery County education. We found nearly half of our
students rending below the natInal norms.

We immediately set up three reading laboratories (one at each school', and
equipped these with the best materials and equipment on the market at that
time.

We paid stipends to the teachers in charge of the lab:. to get at least mas-
ters degrees in reading, trained their aides and enlisted the help of volunteers
to give each child as much individual attention as possible.

We continued in each of the summers since 1966 to offer remedial reading
services to at least the most acute reading cases among our ,-children in grades
K-12. Reading improvement has been substantial.

I offer you the following 'ffandardized test data from the post years Title I
evaluation as evidence of some of the studies we are making in this area.

A. 35 kindergarten children at Mapleton Elementary School moved from a
language mean score on the Test Of Basic Experiences from 50 to 75 percentile
and at Camargo fifty-one children moved from the 27th to the 49th percentile.

B. During the past school year the 68 students enrolled in remedial reading
at Mapleton showed an average gain of 12.3 months in comprehension and
vocabulary in the Stanford Achievement Tests.

B. Sixty high school participants last year gained 12 months in vocabulary
and over 5 months in reading comprehension according to pre and post Iowa
Test of Basic Skills.

In summary the dip:gnosis and prescription type teaching for remedial read-
ing is making a tremendiJ.ts impact on the total number of children ".earning to
adequately read and we attribute this mainly tO Title I.

COMMENTS DAN'ID B. GOV=

Title I has had a tremendous impact on the educational opportunities that
are available for all our students, especially students wno come from the lower
socio-economic levels of our community. I am speaking of the students who are
classified as disadvantaged or the handicapped.

Through the Title I funded,guidance counselor services are provided to the
students named above in the following areas: personal guidance, testing,
family guidance, academic counseling, employment placing, group counseling,
scheduling and many other humanistic and developmental services. A career
education project partially funded bl Title I provides one teacher to work
with approximately 30 students who are highly potential drop-outs in helpin,;
these young people to understand their place in society and the world of work.
They are taught grooming, how to make application fur jobs, how to be inter-
viewed for empi*,,nnent, how to hold a job, how to get along with people and
other pertinent ays of successful living. These students also work 1/2 day
which gives them an opportunity to earn a small amount of money to purchase
books and other supplies for school.

Through the use of Title-I funds the multi-discipline approach to learing
was utilized in meeting the needs of tl:e slow learners. In this program Title I
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teachers and aides are utilized in helping to meet the needs, interests, abilities
and experiences of approximately forty-five 10th grade students and 65 fresh-
man students.

Through this approach the students receive individualized attention and new
techniques in classroom instruction to cause each student to realize the need
for education and to work up to his ability.

Title 1 funds is the major key that helps the staff at our school meet the
needs of the students on all educational levels.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
House of Represeteatives.
Committee on Ben., ;lion and Labor,
Washington, D.O.

JIISTILL COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Irvine, Kit, March 26, 1973.

Sin: I would like to submit the following information concerning the finan-
cial situation of the Estill County School System and in support of testimony
you received in the sub-committee hearing Friday, March 23, 1973 while in
Morehead.

We have approximately 3100 students enrolled in the Estill County School
System with a Title I budget last year totaling $257,000.00. We have employed
29 certified people to teach reading and supportive activities under Title I.
Practically all of this budget goes into salaries for them.

Under the Continuing Resolution, we expected to receive the same amount
this year ($257,000.00) as we received last year; however, State Title I
authorities tell us now, we will receive only about $220,000.00. This is an effec-
tive cut of $37,300.00 in Title I funds during a period when inflation has been
taking it's toll.

With this reduction in funds, we will be $30,000.00 short this year (72-73)
in meeting salary requirements alone under Title I. The deficit will have to be
made up from General Fund monies. But then the President cut P.L. 874
funds and eliminated (B) pupils which means Estill County will lose approxi-
mately $41,000.00 from the 100% funding category. We had ; however, budg-
eted only $30,000.00 or approximately 70%. With the President's cut, we will
be $29,000.00 short of this figure.

With a $29,000.00 shortage in P.L 874 monies, ingi the loss of $37,000.00 in
Title I funds, our district will end this fiscal year June 30, 1973 with a large
deficit. Had we known this information last summer, we would hive made
budget corrections to compensate for it, even though it would have meant cut-
ting our educational program to the

We feel that if Washington is going uto make changes it. budget amounts to
local school districts, they should be Wade during the year preceeding the
actual cut so that prel.ler planning could be made.

Congressman Perkins, we are a pauper county striving very bard to offer a
meager program to our students, and now it looks as if we are going to have
to rut even further. Any help you can give us in the restoration of these funds
for this year, even at this late date will be more than apPreciated.

If these funds are not restored, and new monies add'; to them to compensate
for inflation, we will have to let a minimum of 15 ar .? perhaps as many as 20
teachers go at the end of this school year. The boys and girls of Estill County
will suffer.

I want to commend you and your entire sub-committee for the attitudes tow and
Federal Aid expressed last Friday, and I sincerely hope your influence can pre-
vail in Washington. We want present Category Aid continued, and if Revenge
Sharing for education is to become a fact, then let it be Sharitg of the Revenue
above 'that amount of Category Aid that has become a part of regular school
funding.

Yours very truly
BUFORD T. HORTON

Ouperintendent.


